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Announcements and News
Includes information about important product news, conferences, and community events.

End of Service Announcement
Broadcom is continually working to improve our software and services to best meet the needs of our customers.
To that end, we have discontinued support for Common Components and Services Release 14.1 to focus our
efforts on the most current release, CCS Version 15.0.
CCS Release 14.1 reached End of Service (EOS) on December 31, 2020. Please plan to upgrade to CCS Version
15.0 as soon as possible to take full advantage of the latest features and enhancements.
For more information about upgrading to CCS Version 15.0, see Upgrade to Common Components and Services
15.0 Without an IPL.

Extended Limited Support for End of Service Mainframe Products COVID-19
Across the globe, the Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) is posing new challenges and forcing a great deal of
change. One thing that has not changed is Broadcom's commitment to support our customers as a true partner.
To ensure you are able to get maximum value from new product features and enhancements, Broadcom is
offering Limited Support for all mainframe product releases entering End of Service in Broadcom's fiscal year
2020. For full details, see this announcement from the Broadcom Mainframe Software Division GM, Greg Lotko.
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Release Notes
Common Components and Services includes services that are common to Broadcom mainframe products and solutions
that are specific to z/OS. CCS includes support for applications that are based on z/OS UNIX System Services. CCS
also contains the essential components and functionality to enable integrated management of z/OS. The Release Notes
describe the key features, details and functional changes to Common Components and Services 14.1.

End of Service Announcement
Broadcom is continually working to improve our software and services to best meet the needs of our customers. To that
end, we have discontinued support for Common Components and Services Release 14.1 to focus our efforts on the most
current release, CCS Version 15.0.

CCS Release 14.1 reached End of Service (EOS) on December 31, 2020. Please plan to upgrade to CCS Version 15.0 as
soon as possible to take full advantage of the latest features and enhancements.

For more information about upgrading to CCS Version 15.0, see Upgrade to Common Components and Services 15.0
Without an IPL.

Release 14.1 Usage Recommendations
WARNING
Before you use this release, we strongly recommend that you review each topic in this section.

Apply Necessary Fixes

To ensure proper operations, apply the necessary fixes.

NOTE
If a higher release of the following Broadcom products is available, the required PTFs are included with that
release.

Product Release Required PTFs

Scheduler 9.1 RO06409

Scheduler 11.0 RO06408

CA 7 11.1 RO06863

Jobtrac 11.0 RO06413

CPM for Scheduler, Broadcom or Jobtrac 3.0 RO06862

Dispatch 11.0 RO02756 (Also see PDCRI10078)

CSM 3.1
4.1

RO31485
RO44241
RO42491

CAICCI (Compatibility)
CAICCI (Compatibility)
CAICCI (Compatibility)

12.0
14.0
14.1

RO28817
RO54319
RO54318
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Easytrieve 11.6 RO42229
RO42230
RO42231

CAIENF 14.1 RO46101

The following PTFs are included with the CCS Release 14.1 optional services SMPMCS as PTFs that must be applied
over the installed FMID.

Product Release Required PTFs

GSS 14.0 RO31779
RO34310
RO39025
RO42823
RO43136
RO44289
RO45372
RO45564

XPS 14.0 RO35679
RO44367
RO45565

JCL Procedures

Use the JCL procedures that come with this release. Do not use any existing JCL procedures that you have from previous
releases.

CICS JCL Review

Before you implement CA ENF/CICS Release 14.1, review all CICS JCL. Determine if a region runs with a private area
copy of the CA ENF/CICS intercept module CAS9Cxx, where xx is the CICS release number 64-69.

If the intercept module resides in the CICS STEPLIB or in a DD in the CICS JCL named CENFLIB, a CICS region loads a
private copy of the module. If you determine that a CICS region is running in such a manner under an older CCS release,
modify the JCL. Point to the new CCS CAW0LOAD data set. Complete this modification when you implement Release
14.1. Failure to do so can lead to unpredictable results.

CAICCI Port Numbers

If you are upgrading from a CCS release before Version 14.0, the CCITCPGW/CCISSLGW procs now default to PORT#
1721. To revert to the previous default PORT# of 7000, review the PROTOCOL and NODE control options. From these
option definitions, you can learn how to override the default PORT#.

Review Hold Data When Installing S1401

If you are using CCS Release 14.1 and want to start using a higher maintenance level by performing a new installation
of the S1401 Update Level rather than upgrading, review the following HOLDDATA and take the steps that it describes.
Additionally, the HOLDDATA for CAIENF RO54507 also applies if you are a customer running CCS Version 14.0, who
has previously upgraded your CAIENF to run with Datacom/AD Version 14.0 and now intends to use the same CAIENF
database with CCS Release 14.1.

Reviewing the HOLDDATA helps prevent errors. For example:
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• CAIENF initialization errors if you are running CAIENF with a database
• Errors in Endevor functions that require CAICCI Spawn
• Problems that are related to zIIP Enablement Service exploitation if you are using SYSVIEW

Endevor: HOLDDATA from RO52401

Apply the following PTFs depending on the version of Endevor that you are using:

• Version 14.0 -- RO54497
• Version 15.0 -- RO54521, RO55097
• Release 15.1 -- RO53251, RO53252, RO55098

SYSVIEW: HOLDDATA from RO57370

Apply the following PTFs depending on the version of SYSVIEW that you are using:

• Version 13.0 -- RO56696
• Release 13.5 -- RO56697
• Release 13.7 -- RO56698

CAIENF: HOLDDATA from RO54507

S1401 provides a CAIENF enhancement. All CAIENF events now include a TIMEL (Time Long) field. The TIMEL field
carries four more digits of precision over the TIME field (TIME goes down to hundredths of a second).

Use this enhancement if your system requires greater time granularity than hundredths of a second for all event listening
situations. Broadcom products that use CAIENF for listening for events can switch to using the TIMEL field.

If RO54507 is not applied to an existing CCS Release 14.1 CAIENF environment that does event recording, implement
S1401 by dropping all Datacom/AD CAIENF Event-related tables.

The code changes associated with this update also include an update to the CAS9DBC module and corresponding plan.

Follow these steps:

1. Shut down CAIENF.
2. Start the CAIENF related Datacom/AD MUF in its own address space.
3. Submit CAW0JCL member CASQL001 and obtain a list of CAIENF Event tables.
4. Edit CAW0JCL member CASQL004 with the list of tables to be dropped that you obtained at Step 3. Then, run job

CASQL004.
5. Use the updated CAW0JCL member AW1IMPRT and import the new plan.
6. Shut down the MUF if you typically run it as an ENFIMUF.
7. Restart CAIENF with the REINIT parameter (that is, S ENF,,,REINIT). Ensure that the CAIDCM DD statement is using

the CAW0DCM data set with the DCM modules with RO54507 applied. Confirm that the same CAW0LOAD that was
used during the import is being used to start CAIENF.

8. Start CAIENF.
The CAIENF initialization code redefines the Event-related tables with the expanded time column, TIMEL.

If CAIENF is started with the old version of code and new version of the Datacom/AD CAIENF tables, or the new version
of the code and the old version of the Datacom/AD CAIENF tables, error messages are logged.

If S1401 is implemented incorrectly, the following messages appear:

CAS9320E - Conflicting #columns attribute detected in event xxxxxx

CAS9329E - Recording is disabled for active event "xxxxxxx"

CAS9328W - Recording is disabled for inactive event "xxxxxxx"
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Easytrieve Installation

For information about Easytrieve installation, follow the steps in the section named Install Easytrieve Packaged with CCS
in the Easytrieve 11.6 documentation.

Release 14.1 Enhancements
Review the articles in this section to learn more about Release 14.1 enhancements.

Datacom/AD
Common Components and Services Release 14.1 is designed to work with Datacom/AD Version 14. Release 14.1 also
works with Datacom/AD Version 12.0.

The installation deployment procedure is revised for Datacom/AD Version 14. If you use this procedure, review the
information carefully for changes since the last release of CCS.

 Background Information 

CAIENF Release 14.1 is designed for use with Datacom/AD Version 14.0. CAIENF Release 14.1 sample jobs and procs
are constructed for use with Datacom/AD Version 14.0. The CAIENF users that have RECORD(YES) specified should
perform one of the following steps:

• upgrade to Datacom/AD Version 14.0 during the CCS Release 14.1 upgrade
• upgrade ahead of time using CAIENF Version 14.0 PTF RO44982, which lets CAIENF Version 14.0 run with Datacom/

AD Version 14.0. When you switch to Datacom/AD Version 14.0, start CAIENF with a newly initialized CAIENF
database. You do not need to migrate any data from the old ENF database.

CAIENF Release 14.1 remains compatible with Datacom/AD Version 12.0, but we recommend upgrading to Datacom/
AD Version 14.0 immediately. If you delay this upgrade, import the CAIENF Release 14.1 Datacom Plan into the Datacom
catalog. Use the sample AW1IMPRT job from your Version 14.0 CAW0JCL data set. The CAIENF Release 14.1 plan has
a new name so it can be imported with CAIENF up and running before your Release 14.1 upgrade.

Sites that use Event Management Calendars or Message Actions also must upgrade the shared CAIENF MUF to
Datacom/AD Version 14.0. Sites can redefine their Calendars, Message actions, or both in an AD Version 14.0 Event
Management newly initialized database. Sites can also migrate the Event Management database from an AD Version 12.0
database to an AD Version 14.0 one. To do the latter, use the Datacom/AD database backup and restore utility.

 Sample Datacom Version 12.0 Event Management database backup JCL 

//BKUPSTP  EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=1M                   

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=&ADHLQ.CUSLIB,DISP=SHR                

//         DD DSN=&ADSHLQ.CAAXLOAD,DISP=SHR             

//CXX      DD DSN=&CXXHLQ.CUSTOM.CXX,DISP=SHR 

//DBK00001  DD DSN=&CAIEMBK..BK1011,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),   

//        UNIT=&BKUPU,&BKUPVOL,SPACE=(CYL,&BKUPCYL)     

//SNAPER   DD  SYSOUT=*                                 

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*                                 

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*                                 

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*                                 

//SYSIN DD *                                            

COMM OPTION=CLOSE,DBID=1011                             

BACKUP DBID=1011,DDNAME=DBK00001,SEQ=PHYSICAL           

/*

 Sample Datacom Version 14.0 Event Management Restore JCL  
//DBUTL EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=4M                                 

//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&ADHLQ.CUSLIB                            

//        DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&ADSHLQ.CAAXLOAD                         
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//*                                                                

//EM00001 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&BKHLQ.CUSTOM.BK1011      

//*                                                                

//EM01011 DD DSN=&EMDBHLQ.DCOMAD14.EM01011,

//        DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

//        SPACE=(TRK,(375,50)),          <=== CHANGE               

//        UNIT=SYSDA,VOL=SER=vvvvvv           <=== CHANGE          

//IXX1011 DD DSN=&EMDBHLQ.DCOMAD14.IXX1011,

//        DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

//        SPACE=(TRK,(175,50)),          <=== CHANGE               

//        UNIT=SYSDA,VOL=SER=vvvvvv           <=== CHANGE          

//*                                                                

//CXX     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&ADMHLQ.&CXXNAME.CXX                      

//*                                                                

//SYSIN DD *                                                       

INIT DBID=1011,AREA=IXX                                            

INIT DBID=1011,AREA=EM0                                            

LOAD DBID=1011,DDNAME=EM00001,FORMAT=BACKUP,                       

SORT=10000000,OPTIMIZE=YES,KBYTES=500                              

/*

Easytrieve Packaged With Common Components and Services
Effective with Common Components and Services Release 14.1, Easytrieve is packaged with CCS as a separate product
with a separate installation process. This repackaging eliminates the need for multiple Easytrieve installations and the
complexities of managing and maintaining those installations.

The Easytrieve Common Reporting Service has been discontinued and replaced with Easytrieve Release 11.6, the full
product. If the full product LMP key is not installed, this product operates in a CCS-restricted manner. Easytrieve Plus
Report Generator Release 11.6 PTFs RO42229, RO42230, and RO42231 must be applied for the common service
functionality to work. If you have an active Easytrieve Release 11.6 license, you do not need to install the copy that
is packaged with CCS. All product functionality is available. If you do not have an active license and you are running
a Broadcom product that requires Easytrieve, install the copy that is packaged with CCS. The product functionality is
restricted to running Easytrieve reporting jobs that are distributed with other Broadcom products.

The Easytrieve Release 11.6 installation process builds a separate SMP environment for Easytrieve. If Release14.1 is
installed into the same SMP environment where Version 14.0 was installed, the installation process also cleans up the old
release of the Easytrieve Common Service (Release 6.4) from this SMP environment. Release 14.1 supplies a sample
job, CAW0EZTD, in the CAI.CAW0JCL data set. To delete the old release of the Easytrieve Common Service from the
Version 14.0 and Release 14.1 SMP environment, use this data set.

If the JCL that you use to run the Easytrieve Common Service jobs contains a DD statement for a macro library, which is
usually with the DDNname of PANDD, the DSN of that macro library must correspond to the DSN of the executable library
that is used for that job. The macro library and the executable library must be from the same installation of Easytrieve.

L-Serv ADDPOOL Command
The L-Serv ADDPOOL command now allows a maximum of 65,535 buffers per buffer size. The previous maximum was
512.

Changes to the Customization Required for RACF Sites
This release introduces a change in the way customization is performed for IBM RACF sites.
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WARNING
If you do not use RACF or if you have not modified or customized the RACF security tables in CAS9SAFC or
CAS9RACL, skip this section.

CCS previously distributed CAS9SAFC and CAS9RACL as load modules and sample source code. You could modify
the security tables within these modules to meet certain needs. These modules are no longer being distributed and the
security tables have been removed from them. CAIRIM now dynamically creates the security table. CAIRIM has new
parameters that can be used to customize the dynamic table.

Create a member in a parameter library of your choice. The member name can be anything that fits your company
standards. The default for the library is CAI.CAW0OPTN and the default for the member name is RACFLIST. The CAS9
procedure contains the following DD statement:

//*CAIRACF DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&CAW0OPTN(RACFLIST)

To match your requirements, uncomment the statement and update the DSN and member name.

The dynamic table contains the following entries:

Broadcom Solution Class Name Translated Class Name FASTAUTH Used by CICS
ACAPPL AC@PPL   
ACCBPROC AC@BPROC   
ACDIALOG AC@DLG   
ACLIST AC@LST   
ACMSG AC@SG   
ACPANEL AC@ANEL   
ACREPORT AC@EPORT   
ACSQL AC@QL   
CAADMIN CA@DMIN YES  
CACCFDSN CA@SNCCF   
CACCFMEM CA@EMCCF   
CACMD CA@MD YES YES
CADDS CA$DS YES  
CADOC CA@OC   
CALENDAR CA@ENDAR YES  
CALIBMEM CA@IBMEM   
CAREPORT CA@EPORT YES  
CATAPE CA@APE YES  
CAVAPPL CA@APPL   
DATETAB DA@ETAB   
DCTABLE DC@ABLE YES  
DFTABLE DF@ABLE YES  
DOCVIEW DOCVIEW YES  
DRTABLE DR@ABLE YES  
DSTABLE DS@ABLE YES  
DTADMIN DT@DMIN YES  
DTSYSTEM DT@YSTEM YES  
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DTTABLE DT@ABLE YES  
DTUTIL DT@TIL YES  
DUC TD$CTRN YES  
DXTABLE DX@ABLE YES  
JOBNAME JO@NAME   
MICCMD MI@CMD YES  
OPCMD OP@MD YES  
PANEL PA@EL YES  
RECIPID RE@IPID YES  
SCHEDULE SC@EDULE   
STATION ST@TION   
SUBMIT SU@MIT   
UNVEDIT UN@EDIT   
UNVRPRT UN@RPRT   
UNVPGM UN@PGM   
VMANAPPL VM@NAPPL   
VTRMNODE VT@MNODE   

Update the table with control statements as needed based on your past customizations.

 Example 

To change the CACMD entry to disable the fast RACF Check and to use CAADMIN under CICS, create a member with
the following control statements:

RACFCLASS  CACMD,CA@MD,FASTAUTH=NO

RACFCLASS  CAADMIN,CA@DMIN,FASTAUTH=YES,CICS=YES

Consolidated the CAISDI/els and CAISDI/med Interfaces and Added Functionality
This release adds an application to enhance existing CAISDI/els (Event Library Support) and CAISDI/med (MVS Event
Director) interfaces. The CAISDI/els and CAISDI/med functions are now combined into one application (CAISDI/elmds),
which runs in a permanent address space.

The CAISDI/elmds adds the following functionality for the Broadcom products that use CAISDI/els and CAISDI/med:

• Broadcom products can now potentially “update” and “close” a ticket.
• Broadcom products can potentially provide more detail in identifying the component that created a ticket.
• CAISDI/elmds can be initialized when the CAISDI/soap Server or Service Desk is not available.
• Tracing and messaging are consolidated to a single SYSOUT which can be spun to aid in diagnostics.
• New messages replace the CAISDI/els and CAISDI/med messages, which were presented as WTO messages. A

message file is delivered where individual messages can be designated to be written as a WTO message. You can
turn off the existing WTO messages.

• Reduced CSA (Common Storage Area) usage for the CAISDI/els support.

Data Set Changes
You must add the CAW0PLD data set to the system linklist. In the previous Common Components and Services release,
the CAW0PLD data set could optionally be added to the system linklist.
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NOTE
Common Components and Services Release 14.1 includes only the BASE and OPTIONAL components. The
LEGACY and MFNSM components remain at the CCS Version 14.0 level. From a data set perspective, if you
are running Version 14.0, continue to use the Version 14.0 low-level qualifier CCCS* and CNSM* data sets.
Replace only the running low-level qualifier CAW0* data sets with Release 14.1 level CAW0* data sets.

You can install Release 14.1 into a new SMP environment or you can install this release into the same SMP environment
as Version 14.0. If you are upgrading from a release older than Version 14.0, install Release 14.1 into a new SMP
environment.

If you install Release 14.1 into a new SMP environment, your new environment only includes the CCS Base and Optional
components. You can continue to use your older Version 14.0 SMP environment for CCS Legacy, MFNSM components,
or both. To clean up the Base and Optional FMIDs from the older Version 14.0 SMP environment, run the sample JCL
member CAW0CLN. This sample member resides in the Release 14.1 CAW0JCL dataset.

USERMOD Replaced with CAIRIM Control Statements
In previous releases, after CCS was installed, if you were using CAISSF for IBM RACF, you were required to install a
user modification (USERMOD). This modification updated class tables that were embedded within CAS9RACL and
CAS9SAFC.

In this release, control statements in the CAIRIM initialization routine replace that USERMOD. After the installation, you
identify IBM RACF class table values in your existing user modification and code the necessary parameters using CAIRIM
control statements. This change is a one-time occurrence, unless a new Broadcom product is installed and it requires a
class table entry.

Post Release 14.1 Enhancements
IMPORTANT
Applying these enhancement PTFs is optional. Additionally, to use the features in each PTF, apply the
maintenance according to your regular site procedures.

CCS Apache Tomcat Upgraded to Contain Apache Tomcat Version 9.0.37

CCS Apache Tomcat now contains Apache Tomcat version 9.0.37 under PTF SO14687. This release of CCS Apache
Tomcat contains the following features and enhancements:

• Simplified installation process that includes centralized JCL that you use to install, deploy, and configure this common
service.

• SSL security is now enabled out-of-the-box, and you can configure the security to suit the requirements of your Apache
Tomcat environment.  

• Contains the latest Apache Tomcat (9.0.37) functionality, which includes support for WTO messages, and fixes all
known Apache Tomcat vulnerabilities.

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

As part of our ongoing Mainframe strategy, Broadcom now offers a new maintenance delivery service: SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval. This new delivery method uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom
Mainframe product maintenance over the internet by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote
Broadcom server.

The service can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more productive
and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. “This capability has drastically reduced the time and effort needed to
find and download updates. Best of all, it is easy to use!” said Rob Capel, Senior Operating System Programmer, Sentara
Healthcare.
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SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through Broadcom Support
Portal

• Automates delivery of Broadcom maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Recommended and Preventive service
• With the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can acquire maintenance on demand or can schedule an SMP/E job

to run regularly. The Broadcom Order server supports the IBM-documented order types, which include: ALL, APARS,
CRITICAL, HOLDDATA, PTFS, and RECOMMENDED.

If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this new service to download maintenance and dramatically
reduce the time needed to download PTFs.

To get started, review the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval.

Hardware Interface Service

Hardware Interface Service now contains a command named TEMPCAP. The TEMPCAP command controls temporary
capacity for a CPC.

NOTE
To implement the command, apply the maintenance (PTF) that is is described in R098747.

CICS/Transaction Service 5.4 Compatibility

Common Components and Services r14.1 is now compatible with CICS Transaction Service (CICS/TS) 5.4. To implement
CICS/TS 5.4 compatibility with your Common Components and Services r14.1 installation, apply the maintenance that is
described in RO91406.

NOTE
For a complete list of Common Components and Services compatibilities (including CICS/TS), see Common
Components and Services Compatibility  on the Broadcom Support website.

Broadcom USS Based Services

The USS Based Services pax file contains new, optional, Common Components and Services components that primarily
run on USS file systems.

• USS Based Services pax file: DVD09135819E.pax.Z
• PTFs: RO57236 and RO57237

The pax file and subsequent PTFs provide the following new USS Based Services components:

Data Collector for z/OS:
The Data Collector for z/OS is a common component that feeds metrics data (for example, HiperSocket, OSA,
Interfaces, Ports, and Internet protocols) from mainframe z/OS to off z/OS platform data consumers.

CCS Message Service:
The CCS Message Service is a common component that coordinates the movement of Broadcom product data or
z/OS data from z/OS data producers to off z/OS platform data consumers.

CCS Data Mover:
The CCS Data Mover is part of the CCS Message Service and lets you move high volumes of data efficiently in
high velocity environments.
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Common Address Space Shell
PTF RO52583 - Common Address Space Shell

This enhancement introduces the Common Address Space Shell (CASRV). This service is part of the
CAMASTER FMID. The CASRV provides an environment where Broadcom components or Broadcom products
can be hosted in a secure environment with the proper z/OS integrity while providing you consistent operational
behavior. The CASRV is designed such that you can start multiple address spaces using the CASRV component
using unique JCL PROCs or parameter files.

PTF RO52583 - Common Message Service Updates for CASRV
The Common Messaging Service is enhanced to support the same message table that more than one address
space is using.

PTF RO57236 and RO57237 - Common Component Trace Service
Exploitation of the Common Component Trace Service was added to the CASRV. This enhancement supports
tracing within the shell for problem diagnosis.

Common Component Trace Service
PTF RO57236 and RO57237

Common Component Trace Service is a new common service. This service lets Broadcom products implement
the use of IBM CTRACE. The Broadcom products that use this service document how to stop and start traces for
their product under normal rudimentary conditions.
This new service is added to the CAMASTER FMID. CAMASTER initializes this component on the system.

Common Recovery Management Service
PTF RO57236 and RO57237

Common Recovery Management Service is a new common service. This service lets Broadcom products
that consist of a large complex system of code easily switch recovery routines. The switch occurs as the code
progresses from one area of code to another. The switch occurs without a complete and separate recovery
routine for each area of the code. This service compliments/extends the previously introduced Serviceability
subcomponent of CAIRIM.
This service is added to the CAMASTER FMID. CAMASTER initializes this component on the system.

Common Variable Service
PML RI64967 and PTF RO59525 - Common Variable Service Pax file - 140001AW050.pax.Z

The Common Variable Service is a new common service. This service supports Broadcom products that are
required to maintain system and sysplex scope status variables using the new CAVARSRV address space. By
default, this service does not automatically initialize on a system after installation. If a Broadcom product requires
the service, start it manually.

Hardware Interface Service
HIS and Linux Connector Pax file - 140001AW060.pax.Z

The Hardware Interface Service enables a product to retrieve information from the Hardware Management
Console (HMC). A product can send a query to the service, which in turn interrogates the HMC through the Base
Control Program internal interface.

CAIRIM Updates
PTF RO52581 - SYSPLEX Parameter Sharing

CAIRIM is enhanced to support IF/ENDIF logic statements, LOG/NOLOG keywords, and system symbols in
RIMPARMs to improve the SYSPLEX parameter sharing capability.
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No special requirements exist when migrating to this new feature. To use the newly supported syntax capabilities,
update your RIMPARM statements. All RIMPARM statements remain the same.

Mainframe Connector for LINUX on z Systems
HIS and Linux Connector Pax file - 140001AW060.pax.Z

Mainframe Connector for LINUX on z Systems enables client products to manage the Linux resources on z/VM
systems. The feature provides the z/VM and Linux message, and command and response services that client
products use to manage the Linux resources. Feature components:

• – A z/OS region (or task)
– A z/VM agent on each z/VM system that hosts the Linux systems you want to manage through the client products
– A Linux agent on each Linux system

CA Master Updates
PTF RO47457, RO52582, and RO52583

CAMASTER now lets you control the automatic startup of CAMASTER infrastructure address spaces. This update
adds:

• The ability to override the default parmlib member name (which is CAIMST20) using a keyword inside of
parmlib member CAIMST00.

• The ability to control how often in a given interval CAMASTER automatically restarts an address space that
ends unexpectedly.

• The ability to issue CAMASTER commands to start an address space.
• For example, you can start CAHCHECK using:

"F CAMASTER,START COMPONENT=CAHCHECK"

instead of

"S IEESYSAS,PROG=CAHCHECK,JOBNAME=CAHCHECK,TIME=1440,SUB=MSTR,REUSASID=YES"

CASOAPE Environment Variable Updates
PTF RO77244 - Added the CL_ALL Option

Lets you convert XML data from EBCDIC to UTF-8 before sending it to Service Desk Manager on a distributed
server. For more details, see CASOAPE Environmental Variables.

CAUNZIP Utility
PTF RO54635

This TSO utility extracts the contents of a Published Solutions maintenance package order from the Download
Center on Broadcom Support Online. This utility lets you process zip-format packages directly on z/OS without
the need for an intermediate platform such as a Windows workstation. The utility extracts the contents of the order
and produces a Network Temporary Store (NTS) formatted set of z/OS UNIX files. These files can be used for
SMP/E RECEIVE processing.

ENF Updates
PTF RO52193 - Improved ENF Toleration of Accidental MUF Shutdown

Before this PTF, if the Datacom XMUF or IMUF mistakenly shut down while ENF was up, ENF produced many
S0C4 abends. This enhancement lets ENF stay up and reconnect to a Datacom XMUF if it is restarted.

PTF RO56527 - OPS/MVS Stateman Integration
The OPS/MVS Stateman integration was added to ENFSNMP Monitor.
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Version 14.0 Enhancements
When you upgrade to Common Components and Services 14.1, this section can help you identify the updates that you
receive in addition to the Release 14.1 enhancements.

Apache Tomcat Delivered with CCS
Many Broadcom products require or optionally need Apache Tomcat as their Web Application Server. Many products
separately deliver Tomcat with their product installations. Tomcat lets you share the binary executables and still run
separate instances of Tomcat as needed. With CCS Version 14.0, you can install Tomcat as part of the Optional Common
Services.

OPS/MVS System State Manager
CAIENF can automatically communicate active status events and heartbeat events to OPS/MVS. The enabling technology
is through a generic active status or heartbeat event API call that OPS/MVS provides to other Broadcom mainframe
products. This call helps communicate events consistently to OPS/MVS.

Common Components and Services Delivered as Four Pax Files
Common Components and Services is now delivered as four pax files rather than one file.

The number of services in CCS has grown over time. Managing the bundle of common services as one deliverable has
become challenging:

• Some common services are needed at all customer sites.
• Some common services are optional and require some scrutiny whether to install them.
• Some common services have a regular maintenance stream, and some legacy common services have little

maintenance.
• Some common services are ported to z/OS from other platforms. Their release schedule is tied to the product release

schedule of a distributed platform product.

To manage different common services independently, Version 14.0 offers the following pax file common service bundles:

Base (Required) Common Services
CAIRIM, CAIENF, CAICCI, CAECIS, CA Health Checker, CA Master, CSM

Optional Common Services
CAIENF/CICS, CAIENF/CICS Spawn, CAIENF/DB2, CAIENF/USS, CAISDI, Easytrieve, GSS, GREXX, XPS,
Apache Tomcat

Legacy Common Services
CA-C Runtime, Viewpoint, Earl, SRAM Service, L-Serv

Mainframe NetSpy Common Services
Event Management, Agent Technology

Legacy and Mainframe NetSpy Common Services are installed into their own Low-Level Qualifier target libraries. They
are installed this way because these bundles receive upgrade activity at a slower pace than the Required or Optional
Common Services. Optionally, you can also assign a different High-Level Qualifier to the Legacy and Mainframe NetSpy
Common Services. This option lets you upgrade the Required Common Services and the Optional Common Services.
You can then leave the Legacy Common Services and Mainframe NetSpy Common Services at their existing software
level.

The next release of CCS beyond Version 14.0 will not include the Legacy and MFNSM pax files. You can continue to
use your installed Version 14.0 Legacy and MFNSM installed and deployed data sets. Therefore, the CCS Version 14.0
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non-CSM or non-CSM installation has separate jobs for handling the Legacy and MFNSM data set allocations and
DDDEFs.

Optional common services have data set allocations and DDDEFs that are included with the BASE AW0 prefixed jobs for
the following reasons:

• The Optional Common Services has the same release schedule as the base for at least another CCS release.
• The Optional Common Services target libraries overlap almost completely with the Base Common Services target set

of libraries.

CA Health Checker Common Service r12.1 Incorporated
CA Health Checker Service Release 12.1 and CAMASTER are now included within the Base Common Services at
Version 14.0.

CAICCI Spawned Task Soft Shutdowns
CAICCI Version 14.0 now soft stops spawned started task address spaces, such as CCISSL, CCISSLGW, and CCILGR
rather than canceling them. The cancellation causes an S222 abend. Some sites have automation software that is tripped
for any abend condition in an important address space. Consider special provisions for S222 abends. Eliminating the
S222 abend avoids having to make any special automation arrangements. In general, associated job logs and syslog
entries are cleaner too.

CAIENF EMCS Console Command Response
CAIENF Version 14.0 builds on the EMCS console command response support that began in CAIENF r12.0. Many more
ENF commands now support the full response of a command being directed to the EMCS console where the command
was issued. For example, if the ENF STATUS command is issued under SDSF, the response does not force you to scroll
to the SYSLOG display bottom.

CAIENF Event Maximum Record Length Increased
CAIENF Version 14.0 increases the maximum event record length from 255 to 10,000. While there was previously a
provision within ENF for events with lengths greater than 255, such events could not be recorded to the ENF database.
Broadcom products can now define events with ENF DCM modules that are up to 10,000 bytes long. They can also
request that such events have recording enabled.

CAIENF/DB2 DB2 Release 10.1 Support
CAIENF/DB2 Version 14.0 incorporates the DB2 Release 10.1 support that was available through the maintenance for the
older Common Components and Services releases.

CAIENF SCREEN and SELECT Parameter Logical AND Capability
Before ENF Version 14.0, only logical OR could be achieved with the ENF SCREEN and SELECT parameters. CAIENF
Version 14.0 provides a new syntax on the ENF SCREEN and SELECT parameters. These parameters permit a logical
AND as well as a logical OR of specified SCREEN conditions and SELECT conditions.

CAIENF/SNMP SNMPv3 Support
CAIENF/SNMP Version 14.0 provides support for sending the SNMP traps using the SNMPv3 protocol. This change
allows sending SNMPv2 Trap PDUs using the SNMPv2c or SNMPv3 protocol. When using the SNMPv3 protocol, the
following combinations are supported:
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• No authentication, no privacy
• Authentication, no privacy
• Authentication, privacy

NOTE
These combinations are the only allowed ones that the SNMPv3 protocol defines.

CAIENF/USS Performance Improvements
CAIENF/USS Version 14.0 performance changes improve internal control block handling for the USS applications that
perform considerable DUBing and UNDUBing. These improvements reduce CPU consumption for such applications.

ENF/USS’ data space under Version 14.0 is now associated with the CAMASTER address space rather than the z/OS
MASTER address space. This association helps to isolate operating system and nonoperating system resources.

WARNING

Be aware of the following important requirements:

• Having the CAMASTER address space up and running is now a requirement to run ENF/USS. The
CAMASTER address space is automatically started when the Common Components and Services
Version 14.0 CAW0LPA data set is added to the system LPA list through ‘SYS1.PARMLIB(LPALSTxx)’
and the CAW0LINK data set is added to the system linklist through ‘SYS1.PARMLIB(LNKLSTxx)’ or
‘SYS1.PARMLIB(PROGxx)’.

• For z/OS 1.13 and later operating systems, you are no longer required to include the CAW0LPA data set in
the LPA list.

CAISDI/Soap Base Support for Closing and Updating Service Desk Manager
Tickets
CAISDI/Soap Version 14.0 delivers support to exploit the Service Desk Manager Web Service methods of closing or
updating open Service Desk Manager tickets. This support is at the Broadcom SOAP base level. This level lets the
Broadcom products that use the base CAISDI SOAP API enhance their products to provide, close, and update Service
Desk Manager tickets. Broadcom network management products fit in this category.

CAISDI/els and CAISDI/med will be enhanced in a future release of Common Components and Services. Then,
the Broadcom products that exploit the CAISDI/els or CAISDI/med APIs are positioned to use this CAISDI/Soap
enhancement.

CAISDI/Soap Version 14.0 delivers a new startup procedure in the CAW0PROC data set named CASOAPE. When
enhanced Broadcom networking management products are installed that support open and updating Service Desk
Manager tickets, the following rules apply:

• The CASOAPE address space must be started.
• CASOAPE must be configured to communicate with a Service Desk Manager platform that is running the r11 WSDL.

Conversely, if the Broadcom network management products are not running their enhanced levels, continue to use the
CASOAP proc to communicate with a Service Desk Manager running the Release 6 level WSDL. If CAISDI/els or CAISDI/
med products are in use on the same system, start CASOAPE.

The following Broadcom Products use the CAISDI/Soap base API. Therefore, they require the running of the CASOAP
proc until these products deliver enhancements that let them run the CASOAPE proc. The enhancement could take
advantage of closing and updating Service Desk tickets.
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• NetSpy NetMaster Option
• NetSpy
• JARS DSA Resource Management Option
• MICS

CAISDI/Soap Support for Service Desk Manager r11 WSDL
CAISDI/Soap Version 14.0, the Broadcom z/OS product Service Desk Interface Web Service Client interface, now
supports the higher-level Service Desk Manager WSDL, the Version 11.0 level WSDL. Before CAISDI/Soap Version
14.0, the Service Desk Manager Version 6.0 level WSDL was required for mainframe product interfacing. Service Desk
Manager has thus been shipping two levels of the WSDL. Service Desk Manager can run the Version 11.0 level WSDL
and the Version 6.0 level WSDL concurrently by assigning each a different URL. This enhancement lets the Service Desk
Manager product team remove the Version 6.0 level WSDL from their product delivery.

CAISDI/Soap Version 14.0 now uses the IBM XML parser so that changes in XML standards do not necessarily require
changes to the CAISDI/Soap product.

CAISDI/Soap Version 14.0 has also been enhanced so that it can handle all of the XML processing within the CAISDI/
Soap address space. CAISDI/els and CAISDI/med have been updated so that they no longer must perform XML
processing themselves. This enhancement gives CAISDI/els and CAISDI/med support for the Service Desk Manager
Version 11.0 level WSDL too.

CAISDI/Soap Version 14.0 delivers a new started task proc in the CAW0PROC dataset named CASOAPE. This proc is
used for communicating with a Service Desk Manager that runs the Version 11.0 level WSDL. The original proc named
CASOAP is also still delivered for communicating with a Service Desk Manager platform that runs the Version 6.0 level
WSDL. Depending on your Broadcom product mix, you can discontinue the Version 6.0 level WSDL on your Service Desk
Manager platform. You can then only run the Release 11.0 level WSDL. You may need to run CASOAP and CASOAPE
concurrently.

Changes to CAICCI Protocols
Before CAICCI Version 14.0, multiple TCP/IP protocols were available (SSL capable and older non-SSL capable).
Because the CCI SSL capable TCP/IP protocols also support running in non-SSL mode, for CAICCI Version 14.0, only
the SSL capable code is delivered. The SSL capable protocol code has shown itself to be robust, production capable,
and well performing. This performance has made it possible to run only the SSL capable protocols -- TCPSSL and
TCPSSLGW. The TCPSSL and TCPSSLGW protocols support TCPIPv6, whereas the older TCPIP and TCPIPGW
protocols do not.

So the CCIPARMs that specify protocols TCPIP or TCPIPGW do not need an immediate update to specify TCPSSL
or TCPSSLGW, the CCITCP proc ships in the CAW0PROC data set precustomized with JCL. This JCL executes
the SSL capable program but set up to run in non-SSL mode. Similarly, the CCITCPGW proc JCL is delivered in the
CAW0PROC data set precustomized to run the SSL capable code in a non-SSL mode. Thus, if the Version 14.0 CCITCP
or CCITCPGW procs are customized and deployed to your system proclib, then the CCIPARMs do not require an update.

Changes to CCIPC
CCIPC is the Microsoft Windows CAICCI software for Broadcom products that require a client/server connection with the
mainframe using the TCPSSL protocol, formally the TCPIP protocol (see Changes to CAICCI Protocols). CCIPC is now
available with 64-bit addressing and 32-bit addressing. The CCIPC 32-bit addressing self-extracting executable is named
CCIPCS32. The 64-bit addressing self-extracting executable is named CCIPCS64. Both are now Install Shield-based.
If that PC is running a 64-bit version of Windows, they can be installed onto the same PC. The new 64-bit CCIPCS64
installation allows Broadcom Windows-based products that are written to run in 64-bit addressing mode to communicate
with the mainframe.
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With CCIPC Version 14.0, end-user SSL certificates are supported in PKCS#12 format. User and CA certificates can be
stored and accessed from the Windows Certificate Store.

Changes to Data Set Names
Many data set names have changed. To determine the impact to your installation, review the following table:

Original Name New Name Description
CAILOAD CAW0LOAD

CAW0LINK
CCCSLOAD
CCCSLINK
CNSMLOAD

CiiiLOAD are executable load libraries that
can be in the linklist or in a STEPLIBed
concatentation. CiiiLINK are executable
load libraries that must be in the linklist.

CAISRC CAW0SRC
CCCSSRC

Source Code

CAIPROC CAW0PROC
CCCPROC

Sample Procs

CAIOPTN CAW0OPTN
CCCOPTN

Sample Parameters

CAIMAC CAW0MAC
CCCMAC

Sample Macros

CAIDCM CAW0DCM ENF DCMs
CAIPLD CAW0PLD Executables Load Library that must be in a

PDSE. Library can be link listed
CAIJCL CAW0JCL

CCCSJCL
CNSMJCL

Sample Batch Job JCL

CAIOPTV CAW0OPTV Sample parameter files or USS
environment variable files that require
variable record length

CAISCRN CAW0SCRN 3270 panels
CAILPA CAW0LPA Executables Load Library that must be the

LPA list
CAISAMP CAW0SAMP Sample Source Code

The common services that are included in the Base Common Services or Optional Common Services bundle are installed
into target data sets. These data sets have a CAW0xxxx low-level qualifier.

The common services that are included with the Legacy Common Services bundle are installed into target data sets that
have a CCCSxxxx low-level qualifier.

The common services that are included with the Mainframe NetSpy Common Services bundle are installed into target
data sets with a CNSMxxxx low-level qualifier.

NOTE
For CCZS Version 14.0, the traditional load library, in the past named CAILIB or CAILOAD, has been split into
data sets. The data set low-level qualifiers indicate whether the load library is required to be in the system linklist
or if it can be optionally added to the system linklist. The data sets with a CiiiLINK low-level qualifier must be
placed in the system linklist. The data sets with a CiiiLOAD low-level qualifier can optionally be placed in the
system linklist. If not placed in the system linklist, CiiiLOAD data sets must be STEPLIBed to JCL that requires
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load modules from the CiiiLOAD data sets. Due to the nature of CCS, we recommend that you also place
CiiiLOAD data sets in the system linklist to eliminate the need for STEPLIBs.

Changes to Supported Versions of CICS
CAIENF/CICS Version 14.0 supports CICS Transaction Service v3.1 and above. Version 14.0 discontinues support for
CICS Transaction Server v1.3, v2.2, and v2.3 that existed in CAIENF/CICS r12.0.

Component Trace Improvements
Component Trace support has been added for CAICCI.

The new CAICCI auto command CCICT has also been added to provide for the customization of the component trace
environment including the component name.

DVD Delivery
This product can be installed from directories on your Broadcom mainframe product DVD. For more information, see
Installation on the DVD.

LMP Key
This release supports Dynamic LMP key removal from a system. Some modern data centers do not initial program load
(IPL) their systems for a long time. With this feature, an LMP key can be removed from a system without an IPL. This
feature is useful when you decide to discontinue a Broadcom product. With the LMP key removed, if the product was
still being used, LMP key warning messages would begin. This warning could help a site learn that the product was still
required on a particular system. This warning could identify users who have not been informed to discontinue using the
product usage.

Unlimited CPU Support
The latest IBM zSeries hardware and z/OS v1.12, currently have a CPU limit of 80 per LPAR. This limit recently went up
from 64 on the old zSeries hardware.

CCS Version 12.0, with properly applied maintenance for r12.0 ENF and CAICCI components, supports up to 128 CPUs
per LPAR.

With CCS Version 14.0, the number of CPUs supported is unlimited. This enhancement positions CCS Version 14.0 for
growth moving into the future. The enhancement also frees up a small amount of real storage that is required to handle
each 16 CPU increment.

zIIP Enablement Service
This release supports a new subcomponent of the CAIRIM common service named the zIIP Enablement Service. Given
the right circumstances, some Broadcom products can exploit this service to run some of their code on zIIP processors.

Version 12.0 Enhancements
When you upgrade to Common Components and Services 14.1, this section can help you identify the updates that you
receive in addition to the Release 14.1 enhancements.
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Agent Technology r11.2 with IPv6
Agent Technology Release 11.2 with IPv6 support has been added to CCS Version 12.0. This feature ensures that the z/
OS platform remains compatible with NetSpy when new releases of NetSpy are deployed.

Common Components and Services FMIDs No Longer Ship with Version 12.0
The following common services are not part of Version 12.0:

• CAIVPE
• MFLink
• CA Profile

CAIVPE (FMID CWU4200 at CCS Version 11.0) now ships with Datacom/DB and Datacom/AD. This service is part of
their product installation.

The Auditor Common Inventory Service (CAECIS) replaces Broadcom Profile (FMID CPP1000 at CCS Version 11). From
a utility program name standpoint, the CAISERVX utility replaces the CAISERV utility.

MFLink is no longer shipped because Broadcom products no longer require it.

NOTE
Service Desk Manager Interface was shipped in CCS Version 11.0 as three separate FMIDs (CSD1000,
CSD1001, and CSD1002). In CCS Version 12.0, the three FMIDs have been combined into one SMP FMID
(CDYFC00).

CA Health Checker Common Service (CAHCCS)
The CA Health Checker common service provides a simple and consistent method for Broadcom products to create
health checks to run under the IBM Health Checker for z/OS. The IBM Health Checker helps you identify potential
problems in your z/OS environment by checking system or product parameters and system status against recommended
settings. Broadcom z/OS product health checks are automatically activated on the target system when the product is
started on a system where the following components are installed and configured:

• CA Health Checker common service
• IBM Health Checker for z/OS

CAIRIM Enhancements
 CAIRIM v12.0 contains the following functional enhancements:

PDSE load library support for dynamically loaded routines
The Common Services CA Resource Initialization Manager (CAIRIM) dynamically adds modules to the Link Pack
Area. This enhancement lets these routines be loaded from a PDSE data set.

Improved how CAIRIM locates dynamically loaded routines
The CAIRIM method of locating dynamically loaded routines has been modified to reduce the CPU consumption.

New CAIRIMU utility program parameters
The CAIRIMU TSO utility includes supplemental reporting of LMP statistics and installed product usage and key
data. New optional parameters allow selective reporting and the PROD optional parameter can be used to display
detailed product licensing information.

Routing console message to SYSPRINT
CAIRIM-generated console messages can be routed to an external data set. Activate this enhancement by
including a //SYSPRINT DD statement in the CAIRIM startup JCL. The data set defined by SYSPRINT can be a
standard sequential data set or a JES2 SYSOUT data set.
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ENF/CICS Version 12.0 No Longer Supports Some Releases
ENF/CICS Version 12.0 does not support the following CICS releases:

•  V1R7
• V2R1
• V3R1
• V3R2
• V3R3
• V4R1

ENF/CICS Version 12.0 does not support the following CICS Transaction Server releases:

•  V1R1
• V1R2
• V2R1

All newer releases of CICS Transaction Server are supported.

ENF DCMs Are Now Processed at ENF Startup
With ENF Version 12.0, DCMs are no longer stored in the database. DCMs are now read and processed at ENF startup.

To enable all CAIENF DCM modules for handling events, specify the DCM modules with a DCM statement in the ENF
configuration member ENFPARM.

Because ENF now processes DCMs at ENF startup, the Datacom/AD database is optional. If the event recording is turned
on, the Datacom/AD database is required. The NODB parameter lets you start ENF without the Datacom/AD database.

ENF Enhancements

PDSE load library support to the ENF LPA manager
The CA Event Notification Facility (ENF) component of CCS requires support routines to be dynamically added to
the z/OS link pack area (LPA). This enhancement lets these routines be loaded from a PDSE data set.

Improved how ENF locates dynamically loaded routines
The ENF method of locating dynamically loaded routines has been modified to reduce the CPU consumption.

ENF Modified to Use Datacom/AD
Datacom/AD ships with Common Components and Services. The ENF event recording uses Datacom/AD in place of
Universe.

The ENFDB DD statement is no longer needed in the ENF JCL.

ENF has been modified to accommodate Datacom/AD with the following items:

• CAS9DB functions have been replaced.
• Some control statements have been removed.
• BACKUP is renamed.
• Datacom/AD can run in the ENF address space.
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CAS9DB Functions Replaced
The ENF CAS9DB utility no longer exists for ENF Version 12.0. All functions of CAS9DB have been replaced with
alternate methodologies. The following table shows each CAS9DB control statement and the corresponding methodology
in ENF Version 12.0.

CAS9DB DBIN Statement ENF Version 12 Equivalent
ADDU DB(ENFDB) USERID(xxxxxxx) None. User IDs not required.
ALTER DB(ENFDB) EVENT(xxxxxxxx) OPT(A,R,P) RETPD(nn) ENF Parm control statements:

EVENT(xxxxxxxx,ACT)
EVENT(xxxxxxxx,REC)
EVENT(xxxxxxxx,RP=n)
EVENT(xxxxxxxx,PURGE=Y)

INST DB(ENFDB) DCM(xxxxxxxx) ENF Parm control statement:
DCM(xxxxxxxx)
and in ENF Proc:
//CAIDCM DD DSN=hlq.CAIDCM,…
// DD DSN=hlq.product.llq

INST DB(ENFDB) DCM(xxxxxxxx) REPLACE Use CAS9DCMR utility SYSPUNCH output data set DROP
TABLE statements as input to CAIJCL member CASQL004. Run
CAIJCL member CADB001 and CASQL004 with ENF down.

LIST DB(*) DETAIL Use the new CAS9DCMR utility for DCM event information.
Use the CASQL003 sample job in the CAIJCL data set to obtain
recorded event record counts.

QUERY DB(*) SELECT …… Datacom/AD DBSQLPR utility.
See CASQL001, 002, 003 CAIJCL data set sample members.

The ENFUTIL utility has been provided to create the DCM and EVENT control option statements that are required to
upgrade from CCS Version 11.0. This utility uses a CCS Version 11.0 DB detail listing as input.

ENF Control Statements Removed
The following ENF control statements have been removed because they pertain to the Universe database technology or
because they support obsolete functionality:

• BUFFERS
• CFPOLICY
• COLD
• EXTRACT
• EXTROFF
• MAXUSERS
• STRNAME
• XSYSLOGR
• WORKDS

If one of these control statements exists in the ENFPARMS member, a warning message indicates that the statement is
ignored and to remove it.
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BACKUP and ARCHIVE
The ENF control option BACKUP is renamed to ARCHIVE. Currently, BACKUP performs a backup and a purge (remove)
operation. ARCHIVE is the industry standard name for this functionality.

If you use the BACKUP control option, the following warning message is issued:

CA recommends you use ARCHIVE rather than BACKUP... 

The BACKUP command will be accepted for 

now, but it may be retired or redefined 

in future ENF releases. 

BACKUP - Command complete

In this release, the ARCHIVE and BACKUP options perform the same function. In a future release, the BACKUP option
could change to perform a backup only.

Datacom/AD in ENF Address Space
If you plan to have CAIENF record events, a Datacom/AD Multi-User Facility (MUF) is required. ENF Version 12.0
provides the option of running this MUF in the ENF address space or running it in an external address space.

The CAIPROC data set delivers the following sample ENF Version 12.0 procs that are partially customized to meet the
possible environments:

ENF:
If no database is required (NORECORD, NODB in ENF Parms)

ENFIMUF:
Datacom/AD runs in the CA Event Notification Facility address space as a subtask.

ENFXMUF:
Datacom/AD runs in a separate address space.

Event Management Modified to Use Datacom/AD
Event Management Calendar and Message Action usage requires the Datacom/AD database. The Datacom/TR database
is no longer used.

A new environment variable CA_OPR_ZOSDB (defaults to no) now specifies whether the Datacom/AD database is used.

 

General Version 12.0 Updates
This release includes the following updates to specific terms, versions, features, and products:
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• Older releases of Broadcom products using CCS can still refer to the CCS load libraries as CAI.CAILIB and
CAI.CAIPDSE. To standardize Broadcom product libraries, CAI.CAILOAD and CAI.CAIPLD now replace CAI.CAILIB
and CAI.CAIPDSE.

• The ENFplex function has been removed to prepare for some enhanced functionality in a future release.
• The ENF/Extract feature has been removed. With the change to Datacom/AD as the recording database for events,

Datacom/AD standard utilities replace this functionality.
• If the operating system is before z/OS 1.4, ENF now ABENDs. This update was made due to the limited ENF

functionality when running versions before z/OS 1.4.
• ENFQ, CAS9DB, VPE, MFLINK, CA PROFILE, and CAICCI 1.1 have been removed. Only CAICCI Version 12.0 is

available.
• This release includes ENF enhancements to improve the product performance and reliability.
• Support has been added for routing LMP input processing messages to a SYSPRINT DD instead of to the console/

syslog.
• Console processing has been changed to use 4-byte console IDs instead of 1-byte console IDs.
• S910INIT has been changed to CAS9INIT. For the CAISSF installation, update the INIT statement with CAS9INIT

instead of S910INIT.

Improved CAISDI/SOAP Interface
This release offers the following improvements to the Simple Object Access Protocol (CAISDI/SOAP) interface:

• Configuration parameters and commands have been added or updated.
• The SOAP Client allows use of symbolic URLs and for each such URL, allows a separate user ID and password.

These symbolic values have been defined in the configuration file.

New Trace Facility
This release offers a trace facility in the Base CAENF product with the following characteristics:

• The tracing facility uses the standard IBM Component Trace facility.
• ENFCT is an optional ENF parameter file statement. This statement lets you define:

– The component name
– The number of buffers
– The size of a buffer
– The Component Trace parmlib member name (to set the default tracing).

• The traced ENF events can be assigned a trace event ID.
• Event ID Groups (EIDG) are provided as a way to group sets of trace event IDs. EIDGs allow a single identifier to be

used, rather than having to list each event ID individually.
• Trace sets that define a set of EIDGs to be traced are provided and are referenced with a trace Set ID.
• The Component Trace Start/Stop Routine (SS-Routine) provides the interface for activating, deactivating, defining,

deleting, enabling, disabling, modifying, pausing, resuming, and listing status or information about trace sets.
• The SS-Routine lets you connect and disconnect the Writer. The routine also provides a default Component Trace

parmlib member defining L1 and C1 as the default Event ID Groups to be traced.
• Tracing can be paused and resumed to allow or disallow tracing internally.

TRACE CT,ON processing can manipulate trace sets while the internal tracing is inactive. The Writer can remain
connected while internally the tracing is paused.

• When tracing is deactivated, activated, paused, or resumed, unless other parameters apply, the status of the trace sets
is not altered.

• Filtering at capture time is based on Event ID Groups, ASID, and JOBNAME.
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Serviceability
Serviceability is a new common service that has been added to CCS as a subcomponent of CAIRIM. Serviceability
includes the following services for Broadcom products:

• Ensure that messages associated with an error or failure provide clear information for use in the problem determination
process.

• Capture the necessary documentation (DUMPS, SYSLOG, LOGREC, TRACE DATA).
• Identify resource ownership using eyecatchers.
• Simplify preventive and corrective maintenance identification.

Support User-Defined Job Failure Messages in ENF
The CCS Version 12.0 installation facility now lets user-defined message prefixes be added to the ENF table that identifies
job failure messages.

Release Compatibility and Support
The following resources are available from Broadcom Support Online (login required):

• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Common Components and Services Release and Support Lifecycle Dates (login required)
• Common Components and Services Maintenance grid (login required)
• Common Components and Services Compatibility Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Broadcom Support Integration into Broadcom

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• Common Components and Services Community

Third-Party License Agreements
Common Components and Services 14.1 uses third-party software. To view each license, download the attached file.

Product Accessibility Features
Broadcom is committed to addressing user accessibility in the development of its products and documentation to help all
customers, regardless of ability, to accomplish vital business tasks.

Common Components and Services offers accessibility enhancements through the use of your emulator or operating
system. You can use the following accessibility features with Common Components and Services:

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments through your operating system:

Repeat Rate (Filter Keys)
Defines how quickly a character repeats when a key is struck.

Tones (Toggle Keys)
Defines tones when pressing certain keys.
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Sticky Keys
Defines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations. Sticky
keys remain active until another key is pressed.

Mouse

You can use the following options through your operating system to make your mouse faster and easier to use:

Click Speed
Defines how fast to click the mouse button to make a selection.

Click Lock
Sets the mouse to highlight or drag without holding down the mouse button.

Reverse Action
Sets the reverse function controlled by the left and right mouse keys.

Blink Rate
Defines how fast the cursor blinks or if it blinks at all.

Pointer Options
Lets you do the following:

• Hide the pointer while typing
• Show the location of the pointer
• Set the speed that the pointer moves on the screen
• Choose the pointer's size and color for increased visibility
• Move the pointer to a default location in a dialog box

Keyboard Shortcuts

The product supports operating system- and browser-based keyboard shortcuts.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:
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• Common Components and Services for z/OS (Common Components and Services)
• ACF2™

• Allocate™ DASD Space and Placement (Allocate)
• Auditor for z/OS (Auditor)
• Broadcom Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Bundl®
• CA 1® Tape Management (CA 1)
• CA 7 Workload Automation (CA 7)
• CA C Runtime
• CA Common Logger Service
• CA Event Notification Facility (CAIENF)
• CA Health Checker Common Service
• CA Insight™ Database Performance Monitor for DB2 for z/OS
• CA License Management Program (CA LMP)
• CA Master
• CA NetSpy
• CA NeuMICS
• CA Sort® for z/OS (Sort)
• CA TLMS Tape Library Management System (TLMS)
• CA Unified Infrastructure Management (UIM) zEvent Probe
• CA Unified Infrastructure Management (UIM) zNetwork Probe
• Chorus™ Software Manager (CSM)
• CCS Apache Tomcat
• Common Address Space Shell (CASRV)
• Common Communications Interface (CAICCI)
• Common Component Trace Service
• Cross-Platform Scheduling Common Component (XPS)
• Data Compressor for Db2 for z/OS
• Data Collector Service
• Data Mover
• Datacom™

• Datacom™/AD
• Database Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Database Analyzer)
• Database Management Solutions for Db2 for z/OS (Database Management Solutions for Db2)
• Datacom™/DB
• Dataquery for Datacom™ (Dataquery)
• Deliver™
• Disk™ Backup and Restore (Disk)
• Dispatch
• Earl™
• Easytrieve® Report Generator (Easytrieve)
• Endevor®
• ESP Workload Automation (ESP)
• Fast Check® for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Check)
• Fast Index® for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Index)
• Fast Load for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Load)
• Fast Recover™ for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Recover)
• Fast Unload® for Db2 for z/OS (Fast Unload)
• File Master™ Plus
• Hardware Interface Service and CA Mainframe Connector
• Global SubSystem (GSS)
• IDMS™

• Index Expert for Db2 for z/OS
• International Common Communications Interface (CAICCI)
• InterTest™ and SymDump®

• JARS® Resource Accounting
• Java to z/OS Service (J2Z)
• Jobtrac™ Job Management
• L-Serv
• Log Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Log Analyzer)
• Mainframe Application Tuner (MAT)
• Merge/Modify™ for Db2 for z/OS (Merge/Modify)
• Message Service
• MFLink
• MIA
• MIC
• MICS™ Resource Management (MICS)
• MIM for z/OS (MIM)
• MIM for z/VM (MIM)
• NetMaster® File Transfer Management (NetMaster FTM)
• NetMaster® Network Automation (NetMaster NA)
• NetMaster® Network Management for SNA (NetMaster NM for SNA)
• NetMaster® Network Management for TCP/IP (NetMaster NM for TCP/IP)
• NSM Common Services
• OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS)
• Partition Expert for Db2 for z/OS
• PDSMAN® PDS Library Management (PDSMAN)
• Plan Analyzer® for Db2 for z/OS (Plan Analyzer)
• Quick Copy for Db2 for z/OS (Quick Copy)
• Rapid Reorg® for Db2 for z/OS (Rapid Reorg)
• RC/Extract™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Extract)
• RC/Migrator™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Migrator)
• RC/Query® for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Query)
• RC/Secure™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Secure)
• RC/Update™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Update)
• Recovery Analyzer™ for Db2 for z/OS (Recovery Analyzer)
• Resource Initialization Manager (CAIRIM)
• REXX Exec Environment (GREXX)
• Scheduler® Job Management (Scheduler)
• Service Desk Manager
• Service Desk Simple Object Access Protocol (CAISDI)
• SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval (SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval)
• SOLVE:Access™ Session Management (SOLVE:Access)
• SOLVE:Operations® Automation (SOLVE:Operations Automation)
• Spool
• SQL Ease® for Db2 for z/OS (SQL-Ease)
• SYSVIEW® Performance Management (SYSVIEW)
• TCPaccess
• Top Secret®
• Universe
• Value Pack for Db2 for z/OS
• Vantage™ Storage Resource Manager (Vantage)
• View®

• View® Mainframe Team Center - Content Viewer
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Getting Started
Includes product, component, and architectural details.

Product Overview
Common Components and Services includes distributed services common to Broadcom implementations and solutions
specific to z/OS. CCS provides a common interface and event services to create multiple, unified resource views.

This z/OS hosted enterprise management architecture expands the choice of what and where to manage, similar to how
CCS works on Windows and UNIX platforms. CCS also contains the essential components and functionality to enable
integrated management of z/OS.

CCS includes support for applications that are based on z/OS UNIX System Services. CCS also furnishes the Agent
Technology infrastructure to run z/OS Agents.

CCS lets you:

• Integrate your mainframe with other distributed platforms.
• Manage emerging z/OS workloads such as web servers, Java applications, and UNIX applications.
• Use existing Broadcom z/OS management solutions to create events that can be routed to other enterprise platforms

where such events can create desired business outcomes.
• Achieve enterprise-wide, automated, high-level monitoring and management of critical resources using sophisticated

manager and agent technology, together with Broadcom products.

End-to-End Management
With CCS, you can integrate z/OS solutions with management solutions on other platforms to achieve enterprise-wide
end-to-end management from any remote location and from a single console.

The software technology of CCS lets you run the appropriate hardware platforms and software applications for each
aspect of your business and deploy them across many machines while enabling you to manage them as an integrated
whole.

Business Process Views
Business Process Views are user-defined groups of managed objects that represent the following:

• Specific business processes
• Resource features
• Geographical locations
• Organizational structures
• Applications

With the NetSpy (NetSpy) architecture, you can create a Business Process View that displays only those objects related
to accounting processing, or a view for payroll. The manufacturing department might have a view showing the servers,
networking devices, and segments in various factories and warehouses. Your view options are numerous. With Common
Components and Services and the installation of z/OS Agents, you can include your z/OS systems in NetSpy Business
Process Views.
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Comprehensive NetSpy Administration
Using Common Components and Services, you can cause NetSpy (NetSpy) components installed on other platforms to
react to events on the mainframe and conversely have the mainframe react to components on other platforms.

Event Management lets you do the following:

• Monitor and administer different kinds of asynchronous events including SNMP traps, application events, and system
events.

• See the z/OS Event Management console from other NetSpy platforms.
• See other platform NetSpy Event Management consoles from the z/OS Event Management Java GUI.

Functionality and Services
Common Components and Services lets you:

• Use existing Broadcom management applications, such as CA 1, OPS/MVS, and Top Secret to manage your
mainframe z/OS system as part of a heterogeneous enterprise.

• Manage emerging z/OS workloads such as web servers, Java applications, and UNIX applications.
• Achieve enterprise-wide, automated, high-level monitoring and management of critical resources using sophisticated

manager/agent technology.
• Facilitate the communication between numerous Broadcom products, such as Endevor and Insight DPM, using the

GSS interface.
• Provide Broadcom products with the file management, cross-system communications, and structured query language

(SQL) table management services of L-Serv.
• Run existing z/OS agents using the Agent Technology infrastructure.

Manager/Agent Technology
Common Components and Services employs manager/agent technology to facilitate comprehensive enterprise
management. The components that produce management data and perform for managers are architecturally separate
from the components that use management information, control management actions, and delegate management
authority.

For more information, see:

Agents

An agent is an application that supports enterprise management. An agent typically resides on a managed computer and
provides information to a management application with a simplified and standardized view of monitored data.

Agents achieve enterprise-wide, automated, high-level monitoring and management of critical resources. These resources
include hardware, software applications, and network devices. Agents provide the service of gathering information about
your information technology (IT) infrastructure through remote access monitoring and control of resources.

Agents can "instrument" a resource so that specific information about that resource can be gathered and the resource
managed. For example, if you are interested in only a few specific values in a large database that a manufacturing
application maintains. You can write an agent that monitors those values and advises you when the values meet certain
criteria.

The Agent Technology of CCS takes can instrument practically any resource in your entire IT infrastructure. Broadcom
has several prepackaged agents for the various Broadcom platforms.
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Managers

The agent manager is most essential management component of CCS. Through the action of various agent runtime
components, Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) traps and messages regarding the status of critical
resources can be routed to Event Management.

Agent management entails event-driven processing whereby all activities are triggered in response to events, which can
originate from network polling, timers, traps, and state transitions. Event-driven processing enables efficient use of your
resources by ensuring that data is processed only when necessary.

Architectural and Component Overview
Common Components and Services is composed of a software services layer and a management services layer.
The software services layer includes a suite of industry standard integration and distributed processing services to
unify software applications. The management services layer provides a web-based, real-world graphical interface and
monitoring of application and system events.

Each service component is assigned to a packaging bundle. The Common Components and Services bundles are:

• Base
• Optional
• Legacy
• MFNSM (Mainframe NetSpy)
• Easytrieve
• Common Variable Service
• HIS and Linux Connector

NOTE

More bundles can be added as new Common Services are made available before a new release of Common
Components and Services becoming available. Visit the Broadcom Support Online website for a list of the
most current Common Components and Services bundles.

All the components that are found in the Base Common Services bundle must be installed. The components that are
found in the other bundles are required based on the needs of your site and are optional.

The components of each of the packaging bundles:

Base Common Services (New Level for Release 14.1)
CAECIS
CAICCI
CAIENF
CAIRIM
CA Health Checker
CA Master
CSM

Optional Common Services (New Level for Release 14.1)
GSS
GREXX
XPS
CAIENF/CICS
CAIENF/CICS Spawn
CAIENF/DB2
CAIENF/USS
CAISDI
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Apache Tomcat
Legacy Common Services (Remains at Version 14.0)

CA-C Runtime
L-Serv
Earl
SRAM Service
Viewpoint

Mainframe NetSpy Common Services (MFNSM) (Remains at Version 14.0)
Agent Technology
Event Management
Event Management Utilities

• Easytrieve (New Level for Release 14.1)

• Common Variable Service (New Component for Release 14.1)

HIS and Linux Connector (New Components for Release 14.1)
Mainframe Connector for LINUX on z Systems
Hardware Interface Service

Software Services
The software services layer includes a suite of industry standard integration and distributed processing services to unify
software applications. The Software Services section contains information about Optional Common Components and
Services and Mainframe NetSpy Common Services.

Mainframe NetSpy Common Services
The management services components included in the Mainframe NetSpy (MFNSM) Common Services packaging
bundle, enable integrated administration of all IT resources in your enterprise. These resources include network devices,
databases, business applications for desktop systems and mainframes. These management services consist of the Agent
Technology and Event Management components. The Mainframe NetSpy Common Services packaging bundle (pax
file) has not changed for Common Components and Services Release 14.1. You can continue to use the CCS Version
14.0 SMP environment for the Agent Technology and Event Management services. By continuing to use the same SMP
environment, you do not need to apply any Agent Technology or Event Management PTFs that you already applied.

Agent Technology Service

The Agent Technology infrastructure enables the use of agents for the z/OS environment. The agents report to agent
managers, which monitor and report the status of your resources and applications. Agent Technology works with existing
prepackaged z/OS agents such as the z/OS System Agent, IDMS, DB2 Agent, and CICS Agent, and other agents that are
created to Common Components and Services specifications.

Agent Technology works on a wide range of platforms and is deployable in traditional client/server, internet, and intranet
environments. This versatility enables enterprise-wide monitoring and management of z/OS elements and enhances the
ability of z/OS environments to participate in a true heterogeneous network.

Event Management Service

Event Management is a collection of management components that employ a single, easy to use graphical user interface
(GUI) to monitor and administer different kinds of asynchronous events including SNMP traps, application events, and
system events. Event Management makes it easy to collect related messages network wide for display at a single location
or to send them to multiple locations as needed. The GUI included with Event Management on z/OS provides access to
the Event Management Console, the management of Message Action records, and the management of calendars.
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NOTE
Message Actions and calendars are the Event Management options that require Datacom/AD.

Common Components and Services Event Management augments z/OS automation solutions such as OPS/MVS, by
providing built-in access to a wide range of distributed events and by allowing actions to be triggered on any Common
Components and Services equipped platform. Common Components and Services provides event correlation and
event processing and is fully integrated with Common Components and Services Event Management facilities on other
platforms. Common Components and Services also has several SDK functions, including command line and batch
interfaces.

You can define a specific Event Management policy to:

• Respond to messages.
• Suppress the messages.
• Issue Common Components and Services commands.
• Start other programs or scripts.
• Send information to a network management or automation application such as OPS/MVS.
• Forward the messages to other managed platforms.
• Issue commands to be executed on other platforms.
• Interpret the results of any action to decide whether more actions are warranted.

Event Management can be configured to process messages on individual servers and redirect the messages to a central
server or other servers. Event Management makes it easy to collect related messages network wide for display at a single
location or to send to multiple locations as needed.

The Event Console Log provides a view of system events and processes as they occur across the network. All running
programs and user processes can direct inquiries and informative messages to the log.

Calendars Option

Calendars is an Event Management option that makes it possible to determine a course of action that is based on when
an event occurs. Actions can be triggered as events meet the general criteria and the date, day, and time criteria that are
established through calendar profiles. The primary function of a calendar is identified in a naming scheme. CCS provides
facilities to define and store as many calendars as required to meet your needs.

Optional Common Services
You can install any or all of the optional common services that are described in this article.

IMPORTANT
You install the the CCS – OPTIONAL pax file into the same CSI as where you installed the CCS – BASE pax
file.

GSS

GSS is a support services component that provides a simplified communication interface. This interface lets various
Broadcom products communicate easily, seamlessly, and reliably, allowing quick access to information from various
sources. GSS provides connectivity by using a collection of one or more REXX subroutines that are edited, compiled, and
executed as a single program.

GREXX

GREXX is a support services component that provides for implementation of the REXX programming language.
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CAIENF/CICS

CAIENF/CICS is a support services component that provides the ability for CICS to participate in event monitoring.

CAIENF/DB2

CAIENF/DB2 provides the ability for DB2 systems to participate in event monitoring.

CAIENF/USS

CAIENF/USS ( z/OS UNIX System Services) is a support services component that enables management applications to
process system events occurring in the z/OS UNIX System Services subsystem. Management of CAIENF/USS provides
extensions to Common Components and Services that encapsulate and integrate the management of UNIX System
Services applications on z/OS.

CAISDI

CAISDI is a support services component that provides a set of services that opens Service Desk Manager requests from
the z/OS environment. Broadcom products can directly open requests or they can be opened on their behalf, depending
on the requirements of each specific product using the interface.

XPS

XPS is a support services component that enables cross-platform scheduling for Broadcom products including CA 7,
Scheduler, and Jobtrac.

CCS Data Mover

CCS Data Mover (Data Mover) is a common component, which in conjunction with the CCS Message Service (Message
Service), coordinates the movement of Broadcom product data or z/OS data from a z/OS data producer to an off z/OS
platform data consumer. For more information, see Install, Deploy, and Configure CCS Data Mover.

Tomcat

Tomcat is the known open-source Web Application Management software from the Apache project. It is distributed
with Common Components and Services for software installation convenience. This feature saves you from having to
download it from the Apache website and allows for sharing of the installed software between Broadcom products. It is
also placed under SMP/E control through the CCS installation.

Base Common Services
You install of all the components that are found in the base common services bundle.

CSM Common Services

CSM Common Services is a set of services that the CSM (CSM) component provides. These services enable you to take
your installed software and deploy it onto systems across the enterprise.

CAECIS

Auditor Common Inventory Service (CAECIS) provides a tool for Broadcom Support to collect and report on installed
instances of Broadcom products at a customer site. This service is useful for troubleshooting.
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CA Health Checker Common Service

CA Health Checker common service provides a simple and consistent method for Broadcom products to create health
checks to run under the IBM Health Checker for z/OS. The IBM Health Checker for z/OS helps you identify potential
problems in your z/OS environment by checking system or product parameters and system status against recommended
settings. Broadcom z/OS product health checks are automatically activated on the target system when the product is
started on a system where the following components are installed and configured:

• CA Health Checker common service
• IBM Health Checker for z/OS

CAICCI

CAICCI (Common Communications Interface) provides Broadcom enterprise applications with a common communications
software layer. This layer insulates the applications from dealing with protocol specifics, error recovery, and system
connection establishment.

Environments Supported Transparently

CAICCI supports a wide range of communications protocols and network configurations. This capability lets systems
that CAICCI supports to communicate with each other without special hardware or software. With CAICCI, software is
insulated from the specifics of the environment because it communicates with CAICCI through a platform‑neutral API.
CAICCI then communicates the information to the targeted platform, handling the specific communications requirements
transparently. The architecture of CAICCI enables it to be extended to support extra platforms and communications
protocols without affecting the software solutions.

Peer-to-Peer Communication

Peer‑to‑peer communication provides services at each end of a communications link that work as equal partners in
managing the communication.

Transmission Management

CAICCI completely manages the physical communications between platforms. Applications operate without regard to
the details of the underlying communications protocol. CAICCI is multitasking so that applications can use its services
concurrently, regardless of any limitations in the underlying network. In complex networks, the path between applications
can include intermediate platforms using different communications protocols. CAICCI automatically selects the optimum
path from the source to the target, translating protocols as required.

Optional Queuing of Received Data

Requests can be sent to an application that is busy or is unavailable. CAICCI queues the data until the application is
prepared to receive it, in memory or using a "store and forward" file. This facility lets you send messages to applications
even when they are shut down or during network outages, providing a high degree of recoverability and availability.

Performance Optimization

CAICCI optimizes data traffic that is based on response criteria and system load. It performs load balancing across
multiple links and handles data compression. It can be dynamically reconfigured to accommodate changing workloads.

Simplified Installation

Because CAICCI handles messaging for many products, installation involves the definition of only one facility for each
computer. This facility provides a single point of control, a single set of network definitions, and a single facility to monitor
and tune. New applications, links, and protocols can be added dynamically.

Built‑in Diagnostic Aids

Communications trace facilities are provided to simplify the problem determination and resolution. These facilities enable
your Broadcom products to be quickly and consistently supported if communications problems occur.
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Optional Secure Socket Layer (SSL) Support

SSL support is provided under TCP/IP. Data is encrypted and sent or received across the network providing the maximum
level of security.

CAICCI Generic Resources

This feature can group CAICCI applications on different systems into a single logical entity referred to as a CAICCI
generic resource. Applications can then communicate using generic names that are mapped to available instances of the
specified server application. CAICCI generic resources provide scalability, manageability, and fault tolerance. You can add
or reconfigure application servers—or to continue processing across network outages—without impacting or reconfiguring
client systems.

CAICCI SPAWN

The facility provides transaction management for CAICCI applications. The CAICCI applications can use it to trigger and
manage units of work as transactions on the mainframe or on other distributed systems. On the mainframe, spawned units
of work can exist as subtasks on a server, as CICS transactions, or as stand‑alone address spaces.

Assured Delivery

The feature lets you verify whether an intended recipient actually received the message from the sender.

CAIENF (Base)

CAIENF (Base) is a software component that provides comprehensive operating system interfacing services to any of
the Broadcom z/OS applications, exploiting technologies for the benefit of the entire product line. The level of integration
is improved by enabling operating systems and Broadcom software generated event information to be driven through a
standard interface. This design simplifies multiple product-to-product interfaces and associated maintenance that would
otherwise be necessary.

Single Operating System Interface

A single interface lets Broadcom applications minimize dependencies on IBM‑provided exits and intercept points. As a
result, new operating system releases do not affect applications that use CAIENF.

Ease of Customization

Control options that are processed at startup specify many aspects of CAIENF operations. Override most control options
at any time by issuing a CAIENF command from any operator console. Changes to most control options have no impact
on running applications.

Dynamic Installation and Reconfiguration

All operating system intercepts are installed at CAIENF startup without needing any IPLs or permanent modifications to
IBM or vendor code. Refresh the critical CAIENF modules dynamically to apply (or remove) emergency maintenance
without impacting the applications that use CAIENF services.

High Performance

CAIENF exploits the latest in operating system and hardware technology to ensure that the overall performance, reliability,
and serviceability of Broadcom applications meet the needs of the installations.

Relational Database Technology

Relational database technology is exploited for product data and for logging and recovery. The database provides
enhanced recoverability, enabling products to retrieve data they can have missed while shutting down or because of
application failure. The control options in CAIENF let you manage z/OS logging and recovery data for all products in a
simple, consistent manner. The database provides a central mechanism for reporting and auditing; many applications can
share database.

Built‑in Diagnostic Aids
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The diagnostic aids simplify problem determination and reapplication tasks. Messages, traces, and dumps are produced
when an error occurs, and can be requested manually.

CAIRIM

CAIRIM (CA Resource Initialization Manager) prepares your operating system environment for all Broadcom applications
and starts them. It is the common driver for a collection of dynamic initialization routines that eliminate the need for
user SVCs, SMF exits, subsystems, and other installation requirements that are commonly encountered when installing
systems applications.

CAIRIM provides the following features:

Installation of z/OS Interfaces

CAIRIM eliminates the need for user SVCs, LPA modifications, SMF exits, or additions to your subsystem table. It installs
the interfaces to z/OS that Broadcom products and common components require.

For the products that require SMF information, the CAI SMF Interceptor (CAISMFI) dynamically processes the SMF data
independent of any SMF exits or SMF control settings.

NOTE
To add support for SMF enhancements that were delivered with z/OS 2.3, apply PTF RO95015.

Verification of Installation

During initialization, CAIRIM verifies that all requested product services are satisfied. After the initialization, you can use
verification utilities to review the initialized Broadcom product interfaces.

Automatic Startup of Software

CAIRIM supports an auto-commands function for issuing commands upon completion of the CAIRIM initialization
processes. You can issue auto-commands regardless of the success of any initialization process, and you can use them
to start any product or task in your system.

Proper Timing and Order of Installation

CAIRIM provides the basic environment that all Broadcom products need before the initialization and startup of the
products. Multiple Broadcom products share a single initialization request for each component.

For Broadcom products that must obtain control before the job entry subsystem (JES) starts, CAIRIM must be executed
before JES2 (SUB=MSTR).

Installation and Maintenance of Products Without an Initial Program Load (IPL)

CAIRIM can install a product without an IPL. You can run CAIRIM to install new products without affecting the products
that are already installed on your active system.

Because Broadcom products can use CAIRIM services to reinitialize operating modules, you can apply emergency
maintenance, and if necessary, remove it from your active system, without an IPL.

Specification of the different program libraries and initialization routines for testing and backout is also supported. Your
usage of this feature depends on the level of support that the Broadcom product you are using provides.

Comprehensive Error Handling

CAIRIM processes abends or other errors in any initialization routine, and issues messages for them. This behavior
makes problem detection and handling easier than that encountered with a disassociated set of system modifications.

CAIRIM contains the following integral components:

CAISSF

Provides an external security mechanism for controlling and monitoring access to all system and application resource
processes. CAISSF is integrated into many Broadcom enterprise applications and other Common Components and
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Services also use it. It provides security services for user login, resource access control, process use control, and
recording and monitoring of violation activity.

LMP

Provides a standardized and automated approach to the tracking of licensed software.

Serviceability

Includes the following functionality that can be taken advantage of by Broadcom products:

• – Verify that messages associated with an error or failure provide clear information for use in problem determination.
– Capture necessary documentation (DUMPS, SYSLOG, LOGREC, TRACE DATA).
– Identify ownership of resources (Eyecatchers).
– Simplify identification of preventive and corrective maintenance.

zIIP Enablement Services

zIIP Enablement Services are exploited by some Broadcom products under some circumstances to have some of the
Broadcom product code eligible to run on zIIP processors.

CA Master

The CAMASTER address space is an early IPL, limited function, permanent system address space that provides a set of
operating system-level services that any Broadcom product can use. CAMASTER provides the capability for privileged
Broadcom components to perform the following tasks:

• Register the nonspace switch PC function routines that can be used instead of SVC routines, or to provide persistent
access to component-specific function routines through the hardware assisted program-call mechanism.

• Use persistent private storage that the CAMASTER address space provides to eliminate the need for using z/OS
common storage resources such as ESQA or ECSA. This private storage is provided through CAMASTER space
switch PC storage management services or explicit STORAGE OBTAIN using the CAMASTER ALET in AR ASC
mode.

• Provide a Broadcom owned permanent system address space from which to anchor Broadcom product objects, such
as public access data spaces.

CAMASTER can help Broadcom products reduce their ECSA usage, avoid using user SVCs, and avoid using the IBM
*MASTER* address space.

Legacy Common Services
The Legacy Common Services packaging bundle (pax file) has not changed for Common Components and Services
Release 14.1. You can continue to use the CCS Version 14.0 SMP environment for all services that are part of the Legacy
Common Services bundle. By continuing to use the same SMP environment, you do not have to apply any Legacy
Common Service PTFs that you already applied.

CA-C Runtime

CA-C Runtime is a support services component providing a C run-time facility that insulates programs from system and
release dependencies.

L-Serv Service

L-Serv is a support services component that provides the L-Serv services. Broadcom products including Endevor, Bundl,
Balancing, TPX, and MIC use these services. These services include centralized logging and messaging facilities, VSAM
file management, cross-system communications, and SQL table management.
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Earl Service

Earl Service is a support services component that provides a user-friendly report-definition facility with the power of a
comprehensive programming system. Earl Service lets you modify and print the contents and layout of a predefined
Broadcom application report using English-like statements.

SRAM Service

SRAM Service is a support services component that allows the activation of several sorts concurrently, simplifying the
data and logic flow. The incoming data to the sort can be manipulated as desired by the user program in a high-level
language without the need for special exit routines.

Viewpoint

Viewpoint is a support services component that provides an SQL engine for PC-based workstation products. The
workstation products can use Viewpoint to query z/OS product databases without knowledge of the underlying database
structure.

Easytrieve
The Easytrieve Common Services packaging bundle contains the full-featured Easytrieve product.

The Easytrieve Service is a support services component that provides a productivity language for business and
information processing professionals that contains containing information retrieval, report writing, and comprehensive
application development capabilities. The Easytrieve Common Service is a limited version of the full-featured Easytrieve
product which lets you modify the contents of an Easytrieve application that is provided with another Broadcom product.

Auditor
This product provides a tool for Broadcom Support to collect and report on installed instances of Broadcom products at a
particular customer site. This service is useful for troubleshooting problems.

Management Services
Management services enable integrated administration of all IT resources in your enterprise. These resources include
network devices, databases, business applications for desktop systems and mainframes, and all servers between.

Review the following service overviews:

Agent Technology

The Agent Technology infrastructure enables the use of agents for the z/OS environment. The agents report to agent
managers, which monitor and report the status of your resources and applications. Agent Technology infrastructure
supports existing prepackaged z/OS agents such as the z/OS system agent, IDMS agent, DB2 agent, and CICS agent,
and other agents that are created to the CCS specifications.

Agent Technology supports a wide range of platforms and is deployable in traditional client/server, internet, and intranet
environments. This versatility enables enterprise‑wide monitoring and management of z/OS elements.

Calenders

Calendars can determine a course of action that is based on when an event occurs. The event meets the general criteria
and it also meets the date, day, and time criteria that are established through calendar profiles. The primary function of a
calendar is identified in a naming scheme. CCS provides facilities to define and store multiple calendars.

The use of calendars with Event Management is optional.
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Event Management

Event Management is a collection of management components that employ a single graphical user interface (GUI) to
monitor and administer different kinds of asynchronous events. These events include SNMP traps, application events, and
system events. The GUI included with Event Management on z/OS provides access to the Event Management Console,
the management of Message Action records, and the management of calendars.

CCS Event Management augments z/OS automation solutions, such as OPS/MVS, by providing built‑in access to a wide
range of distributed events and by allowing actions to be triggered on any CCS equipped platform. CCS provides event
correlation and event processing and is fully integrated with CCS event management facilities on other platforms.

You can define specific Event Management policy to:

• Respond to messages
• Suppress messages
• Issue CCS commands
• Start other programs or scripts
• Send information to a network management or automation application such as OPS/MVS
• Forward messages to other managed platforms
• Issue commands to be executed on other platforms
• Interpret the results of any action to decide if more actions are warranted

Event Management can be configured to process messages on individual servers and redirect them to a central server or
other servers and, their consoles. Event Management collects related messages throughout the network for display at a
single location or sends them to multiple locations.

The Event Console Log GUI window enables you to monitor system events as they occur. All running programs and user
processes can direct inquiries and informative messages to this facility. It provides a complete view of processes across
the network.

Service Desk Manager and Common Components and Services
The Service Desk Manager and Common Components and Services section explains Service Desk Manager as a
common service including a fictional example use case.

Sample Incident Scenario
The following implementation scenario describes how CAISDI is used for enterprise-wide incident management in the
banking industry. Banking was selected for this example because it uses a heterogeneous IT environment that has strict
service-level availability requirements and well-defined problem escalation procedures.

The fictitious United Banana Growers Bank of the Bahamas (UBGBB) is used in this example. The UBGBB runs several
IBM z/OS mainframe systems that run IMS, CICS, and DB2 to drive their core banking application such as Auto Teller
Machine (ATM) transactions and Bank Branch Customer processing. Their communications network is predominantly
TCP/IP-base. They run many 'WinTel' servers that are located within the Central IT operation glasshouse and across the
Wide Area Network in remote bank branches.

The UBGBB uses Broadcom mainframe management products to ensure the mainframe application, systems, and
network service reliability. Additionally, they use various NetSpy products to manage their distributed servers, network,
and other devices. They have standardized on Service Desk Manager to manage all exception impacts in their IT
environment.

Severity 1 alert
The NetMaster products, proactively monitoring for failures in any of the bank branch network nodes, determines
that a Nassau bank branch ATM has stopped communicating with IMS on the mainframe. When NetMaster
identifies that the Nassau branch ATM node is no longer contactable, the node is flagged as failed and an alert is
generated in the NetMaster Alert Monitor to warn the mainframe operations team of the problem. The NetMaster
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Alert Monitor has been configured so that the alert notification process for this specific alert automatically and
simultaneously opens a priority 1 request record in Service Desk Manager. The opened request contains the
details of the resource name and the time that the network node failed, and provides a summary of the identified
failure.
This priority 1 request record appears in Service Desk Manager and, based on the resource name and location,
is automatically assigned or escalated to the local Nassau ATM server failure response team. Service Desk
Manager also returns the assigned request number to NetMaster, where it is added to the alert record to allow
correlation between the alert and request record. Service Desk Manager also notifies the mainframe operations
team that the request has been opened and assigned to the Nassau branch ATM server failure response team.
A Service Impact is generated to notify IT management that a service outage has occurred due to an ATM server
hardware failure, and that the ATM failure response team is taking the necessary recovery action.

The following graphic illustrates the mainframe-to-Service Desk Manager incident lifecycle from creating an alert, to
opening a request, to receiving a request number.

Alert-based Request Creation
In the scenario, automatic notification and escalation to Service Desk Manager occurred before the Nassau bank
branch staff noticed that the ATM had a problem. This proactive management resulted in significantly reducing the
mean time to identify and recover from the failure.
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Manual Request Creation
In addition to raising an impact based on a specific alert instance, NetMaster also supports the manual creation
of tickets in Service Desk Manager. This action requires a user to enter the TT command against an alert, which
results in a request being opened containing the specific alert details.

Alert Auto Forward Request Creation
You can configure the NetMaster Alert Monitor to automatically forward tickets in Service Desk Manager based
on an alert forwarding filter. This filter defines the alert selection criteria upon which to open a request of a specific
type in Service Desk Manager. This auto forwarding alert filter contains a Boolean expression that determines
which alerts are sent by the filter. For example, you could define filter criteria to generate a request for all severity
1 alerts for a specific resource type or matching resource name.

Broadcom Mainframe Products that Support the Interface
The following z/OS mainframe-based Broadcom products, Version 11 or later, can use CAISDI to open Service Desk
Manager tickets:
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• CA 1
• Allocate
• Data Compressor
• Database Analyzer
• Deliver
• Disk
• Dispatch
• Fast Index
• Fast Load
• Fast Recover
• Fast Unload
• IDMS
• Index Expert
• JARS
• Jobtrac™

• Log Analyzer
• Merge/Modify
• MIM
• NetMaster FTM
• NetMaster NA
• NetMaster NM for SNA
• NetMaster NM for TCP/IP
• NetMaster NM for TCP/IP
• NetSpy
• NeuMICS
• OPS/MVS
• Partition Expert
• Plan Analyzer
• Quick Copy
• Rapid Reorg
• RC/Extract
• RC/Migrator
• RC/Query
• RC/Secure
• RC/Update
• Recovery Analyzer
• Spool
• SQL-Ease
• SYSVIEW
• TLMS
• Value Pack for DB2
• Vantage
• View
• ESP

More z/OS-based Broadcom products may integrate with Service Desk Manager in the future.
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Product-Specific CAIDSI Details
The following sections describe product-specific information that is provided to CAISDI for these products. This
information appears in the content of the Service Desk Manager tickets that are opened.

Database Management Solutions for Db2 Products

Sites running Service Desk Manager can have any of the following products automatically open Service Desk Manager
tickets when one of their batch or online programs abends:

• Broadcom Database Administration Solutions for DB2 for z/OS:
– Fast Index
– Fast Load
– Fast Unload
– Partition Expert
– RC/Extract
– RC/Migrator
– RC/Query
– RC/Secure
– RC/Update

• Broadcom Backup & Recovery Solutions for DB2 for z/OS:
– Fast Check
– Fast Recover
– Log Analyzer
– Merge/Modify
– Quick Copy
– Recovery Analyzer

• Broadcom Database Performance Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS:
– Database Analyzer
– Data Compressor
– Index Expert
– Plan Analyzer
– Rapid Reorg
– SQL-Ease

• Broadcom Value Pack for DB2 for z/OS:
These products use the Service Desk Manager Integration/event library support (CAISDI/els) component of Common
Components and Services. This component provides for the externalization and localization of event text. The event
members are delivered with the products listed previously and can be easily customized. Additionally, this component
lets you:
– Conveniently identify the technician to be assigned to each product's tickets by defining the names in a parameter

file on z/OS.
– Optionally define a unique Service Desk Manager asset name for each product to be associated with each request

opened by that product.

IDMS Product

Sites running Service Desk Manager can have IDMS automatically open Service Desk Manager tickets when an IDMS
Central Version region abends.
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JARS

Sites running Service Desk Manager can have JARS automatically open Service Desk Manager tickets when there is an
unrecoverable error condition during operation of the JARS Report Writer.

Service Desk Manager tickets are generated when the Report Writer abends with any User Completion Code, or with any
System Completion Code that does not end with '22' (Operator Cancel or Automated System Termination) and does not
end with '37' (Disk resource shortages).

MIM

Sites running Service Desk Manager can have MIM automatically open Service Desk Manager tickets for product abends.

NeuMICS

Sites running Service Desk Manager can have NeuMICS automatically open Service Desk Manager tickets when there is
a NeuMICS-generated abend in NeuMICS operational jobs. These types of abends include:

• NeuMICS checkpoint errors
• Processing data from unknown systems
• Insufficient input data
• Improper user exit usage

Service Desk Manager tickets are generated when the Report Writer abends with any User Completion Code, or with any
System Completion Code that does not end with '22' (Operator Cancel or Automated System Termination) and does not
end with '37' (Disk resource shortages).

OPS/MVS

Sites running Service Desk Manager can have OPS/MVS automatically open Service Desk Manager tickets for various
problems that OPS/MVS detects internally. The following types of problems are logged to Service Desk Manager:

• Product abends
• Shortages of Process Blocks, which are necessary for automation
• Failure to respond to internal MSF (Multi-System Facility) ping requests
• OSF (Operator Server Facility) TSO server transactions that exceed their elapsed time or output line limits
• AOF (Automated Operations Facility) rules that fail to complete due to errors

Broadcom Storage Products

Sites running Service Desk Manager can have any of the following Broadcom z/OS storage products, Release 11.5 or
later, automatically open Service Desk Manager tickets:

• CA 1
• Allocate
• Disk
• TLMS
• Vantage

A priority code is used to indicate the criticality of events created. This functionality provides integration by recording
events from various mainframe systems in a centralized Service Desk Manager. Each of these products can create
Service Desk Manager tickets for selected events such as resource shortages or possible component failures. For
example, CA 1 can create an event when the minimum number of Data Set Name Block (DSNB) records in the Tape
Management Catalog (TMC) falls below a user-defined threshold.
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The Broadcom products use the Service Desk Manager Integration/event library support (CAISDI/els) component of
Common Components and Services. This component provides for the externalization and localization of event text. Event
members are delivered with the Broadcom products listed and can be customized. Additionally, this component lets you:

• Identify the technician to be assigned to each product's tickets by defining the names in a parameter file on z/OS.
• Optionally define a unique Service Desk Manager asset name for each product to be associated with each request

opened by that product.

SYSVIEW

Sites running Service Desk Manager can have SYSVIEW automatically open Service Desk Manager tickets when
SYSVIEW detects an internal problem that would cause a dump to be created.

View

Sites running Service Desk Manager can have View automatically open Service Desk Manager tickets for the unexpected
product abends.

Broadcom Workload Control Center Products

Sites running Service Desk Manager can have any of the following job management products, Version 11 or later,
automatically open Service Desk Manager tickets:

• Jobtrac
• Scheduler
• ESP

The Broadcom Workload Control Center products provide enterprise management solution for all IT scheduling
environments. This solution includes cross-platform job management cooperative implementations and the mainframe-
centric business models.

Through integration with the Service Desk Manager, the z/OS Job Management engines provide a “Service Aware”
paradigm for workload management. The automatic generation of problem tickets for job and application health events
expedites the notification and resolution of complex issues and eliminates the need for manual data entry when problems
occur. The Service Desk Manager uses web services technology to enable a self-management methodology for
Enterprise Job Management.

CAISDI Component Overview
The CAISDI interface is a set of services that open Service Desk Manager tickets from the z/OS environment. The tickets
are opened directly by Broadcom products or they are opened on their behalf, based on the requirements of each specific
product using the interface.

CAISDI Components in FMID CDYFE10

Name Description
CAISDI/elmds This combined med and els component provide the functionality

of CAISDI/med and CAISDI/els. CAISDI/elmds is loaded into a
permanent address space and adds the ability to update and
close tickets. It also lets med and els initialize even if the soap
server is down.
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CAISDI/els The Event Library Support component provides a mechanism
for Broadcom products to open Service Desk Manager tickets
for events they detect directly. Supported events are defined
in an event library that contains the customizable text and
symbolic parameters used in the Service Desk Manager request.
The Broadcom z/OS product family requires installation of this
component.

CAISDI/med The Mainframe Event Director component monitors the z/
OS environment and opens Service Desk Manager tickets for
Broadcom products and other system components. It provides a
way to open Service Desk Manager tickets when the Broadcom
product is unable to, such as the case of an abend. This
component also opens solicited tickets for the products that use
this interface component.

CAISDI/soap The z/OS SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) server/client
manages the communication over TCP/IP with the Service Desk
Manager. This component provides the basic mechanisms that
let Broadcom products open Service Desk Manager tickets. This
component is required for all Service Desk Manager integrations.
It is a client with respect to Service Desk Manager and a server
with respect to mainframe applications.

For more information, see Required Components by Broadcom Product.

CAISDI/soap

The CAISDI/soap server component executes in a z/OS address space and provides interface routines to let applications
communicate with it using CAICCI. The CAISDI/soap server address space acts as a server to mainframe applications.
The CAISDI/soap server address space acts as a SOAP client to Service Desk Manager and communicates using TCP/IP
to the target Service Desk Manager server using SOAP over HTTP 1.1. This component provides the basic mechanisms
to open Service Desk Manager tickets. Normally, these tickets are request tickets, but if the Service Desk Manager is
configured to be ITIL compliant, the tickets are incident tickets.

With Version 14.0, the CAISDI/soap component is enhanced to support any release of Service Desk Manager using
Release 11 or later WSDL and to use the IBM XML Parser. The new procedure is CASOAPE.
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For Version 12.0 or earlier (using proc CASOAP)
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CAISDI/elmds

The CAISDI/elmds component combines the functionality of CAISDI/med and CAISDI/els.

Beginning with Common Components and Services Release 14.1, CAISDI/elmds is the primary component replacing
CAISDI/med and CAISDI/els. CAISDI/med and CAISDI/els are included with Release 14.1 only in case a problem
develops with the use of CAISDI/elmds.

The CAISDI/elmds facility executes in a permanent address space on a z/OS operating system.

CAISDI/med and the med Portion of CAISDI/elmds

The following diagram shows the various components that are involved in generating a Service Desk Manager ticket from
a given instance of a z/OS system event involving a recognized Broadcom product. The explanation follows the flow from
left to right on the diagram.
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The CAISDI/med facility executes as an address space on a z/OS operating system. Through customizable parameters,
CAISDI/med can monitor the z/OS system for selected events, solicited and unsolicited, that are generated by other z/OS-
based Broadcom products. Events such as product abends from Broadcom products defined to CAISDI/med are captured
and used to automatically open a Service Desk Manager ticket on the defined Service Desk Manager server. Events that
are recognized by CAISDI/med that warrant a Service Desk Manager ticket are presented directly to CAISDI/med by the
defined z/OS-based Broadcom product through an internal call mechanism.

CAISDI/med relies on the CAICCI and CAIDSI/soap components to provide a connection between the z/OS operating
system and the Service Desk Manager server.

These components are provided on the Common Components and Services product tape. TCP/IP is used to
communicate between the CAISDI/soap component and the Service Desk Manager server; therefore, TCP/IP is also a
prerequisite.

CAISDI/med provides a means to determine which z/OS-based Broadcom product events are captured. Similarly, Service
Desk Manager tickets that are generated by CAISDI/med can be directed to one or many Service Desk Manager servers.
Service Desk Manager tickets can be customized to assign appropriate attributes to a given ticket so that it can be
categorized, assigned, and prioritized to ensure effective event tracking and awareness.

Once the CAISDI/med address space is initialized, it establishes a means of examining selected z/OS system events that
occur for recognized Broadcom products. These system events are captured in an encapsulated fashion and presented to
the event manager task in the CAISDI/med address space. Using configuration options that are supplied through CAISDI/
med initialization statements, the event manager task formats a request for a Service Desk Manager ticket, and passes
the request to the request manager task within the CAISDI/med address space.
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In addition to asynchronous system events, CAISDI/med provides a means for Broadcom products to directly
communicate requests that pertain to events of interest to individual Broadcom products. Using configuration options, the
request manager constructs a request for a Service Desk Manager ticket and passes the request to the appropriate server
interface task within the CAISDI/med address space.

A given instance of a CAISDI/med service interface task is attached for each unique instance of a Service Desk Manager
server that is defined to CAISDI/med through the configuration options. There is a CAISDI/med server task for each
unique Service Desk Manager URL address that is supplied through CAISDI/med initialization statements. A ticket is
formulated and then passed to the CAISDI/soap address space.

CAISDI/els and the els Portion of CAISDI/elmds

CAISDI/els provides a mechanism to open Service Desk Manager tickets with a high degree of control over the textual
content of the summary and description fields. The supported events are defined in the event library, CAI.CAIEVENT. The
event members are provided by each of the products that use the CAISDI/els component. The text for each event can be
provided in several languages. An initialization module reads all of the events, selects the language version, and loads
the event definitions into Extended CSA for reference by CAISDI/els when a Service Desk Manager ticket is opened. The
Broadcom product needing to open a ticket passes a list of variables to CAISDI/els. These variables describe the specifics
about the event. CAISDI/els acquires the text for the event and resolves symbolic references using the variables that
are supplied by the calling program. The product then opens the Service Desk Manager ticket through the CAISDI/soap
component, using the completed text.

The CAISDI/els component also provides for reporting on the Service Desk Manager tickets opened by CAISDI that
remain in open status.
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Required Components by Broadcom Product

The components that are required for each Broadcom mainframe product to integrate with Service Desk Manager depend
upon the architecture of that Broadcom mainframe product. Use the following table to determine which components are
required for a given product:

Product CAISDI/med CAISDI/els CAISDI/soap
CA 1 X X
Allocate X X
Data Compressor X X
Database Analyzer X X
Deliver X X
Disk X X
Dispatch X X
Fast Check X X
Fast Index X X
Fast Load X X
Fast Recover X X
Fast Unload X X
IDMS X X
Index Expert X X
JARS X
Jobtrac™ Job Management X X
Log Analyzer X X
Merge/Modify X X
MIM X X
NetMaster X
NetMaster FTM X
NetMaster NA X
NetMaster NM for SNA X
NetMaster NM for TCP/IP X
NetMaster NM for TCP/IP X
NetSpy X
NeuMICS X
OPS/MVS X X
Partition Expert X X
Plan Analyzer X X
Quick Copy X X
Rapid Reorg X X
RC/Extract X X
RC/Migrator X X
RC/Query X X
RC/Secure X X
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RC/Update X X
Recovery Analyzer X X
Spool X X
SQL-Ease X X
SYSVIEW X X
TLMS X X
Broadcom Value Pack for DB2 X X
Vantage X X
View X X
ESP X X

Security Considerations

Access to the Service Desk Manager requires a user ID and password. The user ID and password can be:

• Stored in the CAISDI/soap server Environment Variables file (DDNAME ENVVAR)
• Provided by the other CAISDI components
• Provided by another Broadcom program that is using CAISDI

The libraries or control data sets holding the user ID and password must be secured. Use the Secured Socket Layer
(SSL) to keep the ID and password encrypted as it is relayed through the network.

For CAISDI/soap server before Version 14.0, the user ID and password are stored in its configuration file that is allocated
to DDNAME CONFIG.

ITIL Considerations

The Service Desk Manager ITIL (Information Technology Infrastructure Library) configuration option supports extra data
objects that are not used in the standard out-of-the-box Service Desk Manager product. In ITIL configurations, what
are referred to in this content as tickets are actually incident tickets. In non-ITIL configurations, they are request tickets.
Service Desk Manager displays Incident and Request queues for ITIL configurations; for non-ITIL configurations, only the
Request queue displays.

In ITIL configurations, the term “Asset” is replaced with the term “Configuration Item”. If you are running Service Desk
Release 12.6 or later, load the ITIL version of the data files using PDM_LOAD. See Loading Data Files. Service Desk
Release 12.6 or later only runs in ITIL-mode so the ITIL version data files must be loaded. For more information about the
ITIL interface, see the Service Desk Manager documentation.

WSDL-Level Considerations

Service Desk Manager can be configured with the Version 6 level WSDL, the Version 11 level WSDL, or both. Which
WSDL levels to run depends on which Broadcom products you are running that are configured to open Service Desk
tickets, and at what levels for some products. All products that use CAISDI/els or CAISDI/med require Service Desk
Manager to run with the r11 level WSDL. Products that do not use CAISDI/els or CAISDI/med (only use CAISDI/Soap)
need the Version 11 level WSDL if the product has been upgraded to a level that supports the Version 11 level WSDL.
Otherwise, the Version 6 level WSDL must be installed. To determine which products do not require CAISDI/els or
CAISDI/med, see Required Components by Broadcom Product.

For example, the NetMaster suite of products all require the Version 6 level WSDL on the Service Desk Manager server
platform if the NetMaster product is running at a level that does not support the Version 11 level WSDL. The NetMaster
documentation states whether the version of NetMaster supports the Service Desk Manager Version 11 level WSDL.

On the mainframe side Common Components and Services delivers two sample procs to run the CAISDI/Soap address
space. The CASOAP proc is for communicating with a Service Desk Manager platform running the Version 6 level WSDL
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and its associated URL. The CASOAPE proc is for communicating with a Service Desk Manager platform running the
Version 11 level WSDL and its associated URL.
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Installing
Includes the steps to acquire, install, deploy, and configure all product components.

How the Installation Process Works
IMPORTANT
We highly recommend that you review the Release 14.1 Enhancements before you begin the installation. If you
are skipping any of the Common Components and Services releases and installing the next release, review the
release features that you are skipping.

The following steps describe the installation process:

1. Prepare for the installation by confirming that your site meets all installation requirements.
2. Acquire the pax files that contain the Common Components and Services you need at your site using one of the

following methods:

NOTE
Common Components and Services is bundled in multiple pax files. For a list and the contents of each
pax file, see Architectural and Component Overview. You should install all the Common Components and
Services components contained in the Base Common Components and Services bundle.

3. Install your product. Two methods of installation are supported, CSM and a pax-enhanced SAMPJCL.
Both installation methods perform the same steps to install Common Services in that both methods allocate the
required data sets, set up the SMP/E CSI, and perform SMP/E processing to Receive, Apply and Accept the Common
Components and Services products.
The difference in the two methods is CSM performs most of the work for you. The SAMPJCL installation method
requires you to edit and submit the various members found in the SAMPJCL data set.

4. Apply maintenance, if applicable.
5. Deploy.

NOTE
There are special considerations before deployment for Event Management and Agent Technology.

6. Configure the minimum settings for each Common Components and Services that has configuration parameters.

Preparing for Installation
This section describes what you need to know and do before you install the product.

Audience
You must have knowledge in the following areas:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• z/OS UNIX System Services
• Your organization IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure

Consult with the following personnel, as required:

• Systems programmer for z/OS and VTAM definitions
• Storage administrator for DASD allocations
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Additional Audience Requirements for the Mainframe Connector for Linux

To install the Broadcom Mainframe Linux Connector, you must understand z/VM and Linux on z/VM environments and
how to install software in these environments.

To do so, you work with the following personnel:

• Systems programmers for TCP/IP definitions, z/VM, and Linux
• Security administrators for access authorities

Component FMIDs
Common Components and Services component FMIDs (functional SYSMODS) are required for other components you
install. Check your individual product documentation to determine which CCS components are required.

CCS Components are delivered in multiple bundles (pax files) known as BASE, OPTIONAL, LEGACY, MFNSM, Common
Variable Service, and HIS and Linux Connector. All components in the BASE pax file must be installed.

Component FMID Additional Required FMIDs
CA-C Runtime - CA-C Runtime Facility
LEGACY pax file

CAF3E00 None

CAIRIM - Resource
Initialization Manager
BASE pax file

CAS9E10 CEI0E10

SRAM Service - Re-entrant
Sorting Tool
LEGACY pax file

CASR710 None

CAIENF - CA Event Notification Facility
BASE pax file

CAW1E10 CAS9E10

With Datacom/AD, CAF3E00 and
CAW4E10

To determine if you require Datacom/
AD, see CA Event Notification Facility
(CAIENF).

CAIENF/CICS - CAIENF CICS Interface
OPTIONAL pax file

CAW3E10 CAS9E10 and CAW1E10

CAIENF/CICS SPAWN - CAIENF CICS-
SPAWN Interface
OPTIONAL pax file

CAW3E11 CAS9E10, CAW1E10, CAW3E10, and
CAW4E10

CAICCI - Common Communications
Interface with Secure Sockets Layer
support
BASE pax file

CAW4E10 CAS9E10, CAW1E10, and CEI0E10

CAIENF/DB2 - CAIENF DB2 Interface
OPTIONAL pax file

CAW5E10 CAS9E10 and CAW1E10

Agent Technology - Mainframe Agent
Support Facility
MFNSM pax file

CB6DB30 None

L-Serv - Cross System Messaging and File
Services
LEGACY pax file

CBUJE00 CAS9E10
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GSS - Communications
interface
OPTIONAL pax file

CBYSE00 CCF3E00

GREXX - REXX EXEC environment
OPTIONAL pax file

CCF3E00 None

XPS - Cross-platform
scheduling common component
OPTIONAL pax file

CCF9E00 CAS9E10, CAW1E10, and CAW4E10

CAIENF/USS - CAIENF UNIX System
Services interface
OPTIONAL pax file

CCQ9E10 CAS9E10, CAW1E10, and CEI0E10

CAECIS - Auditor Common Inventory
Service
BASE pax file

CD0E350 None

Event Management - Event Management
Facilities
MFNSM pax file

CD5IB30 CAS9E10, CAW1E10, and CAW4E10

With Datacom/AD, CAF3E00

To determine if you require Datacom/AD,
see Event Management.

Event Management Utilities - Event
Management Utilities
MFNSM pax file

CD5IB31 CD5IB30

Viewpoint - User Interface to Broadcom
system solutions
LEGACY pax file

CDU4E00 CAS9E10 and CAF3E00

CAISDI - Service Desk Manager Simple
Object Access Protocol
OPTIONAL pax file

CDYFE10 CAS9E10, CAW1E10, and CAW4E10

CA Health Checker Common Service -
Broadcom system health check service
BASE pax file

CEF5E10 CEI0E10

CA Master
BASE pax file

CEI0E10 None

CSM Common Services
BASE pax file

CETN500 CAW4E10

Earl Service - Earl Reporting Service
LEGACY pax file

CXE6100 None

Apache Tomcat
OPTIONAL pax file

CEG1E00 None

Common Variable Service - Common
Variable Service pax file

CFA9E10 CEI0E10, CAS9E10

CA Common Logger Service - CA
Common Logger Service PTF SO01529.

Note: You acquire PTF SO07283 from
Broadcom Support.

CEF4E10 CEI0E10

Broadcom Management Services - HIS
and Linux Connector pax file

CC2D771 CC2D770

Mainframe Connector - HIS and Linux
Connector pax file

CE2J200 CC2D770 and CC2D771
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Hardware Interface Service - HIS and
Linux Connector pax file

CC2D770 None

Easytrieve - Compiler CA03B60 None

For more information, see the Easytrieve
documentation.

Easytrieve - Runtime CBAAB60 None

For more information, see the Easytrieve
documentation.

Easytrieve - Release 6.4 Compatibility CCL2B60 None

For more information, see the Easytrieve
documentation.

CCS Data Mover (Optional PTF) CFGBE10 CAS9E10 (CAIRIM) and CEI0E10
(CAMASTER)

CCS Message Service  (Optional PTF) CFGBE10 CFF6E10 (Java to z/OS Service)

* To decide if Datacom/AD is required, see the CAIENF content or the Event Management content under Administrating.

NOTE
For more information about installation, see the Easytrieve 11.6 Installation. Follow installation instructions
provided in Appendix B: Installing Easytrieve When Packaged With Common Components and Services.

Software Requirements
The following software is required for CCS:

• An IBM-Supported z/OS version.
• A supported release of one of the security subsystems: ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF.

Agent Technology Considerations

Agent Technology (AT) does not have any Common Components and Services prerequisites. However, every agent for
which AT acts as the middleware requires the CAIRIM Common Services component for the initialization and license
checking. Examples of such agents are the z/OS Agent, the CICS Agent, the Memo Agent, and so on.

Two zFSs are required for AT running on any single system:

• A Read-Only zFS which all systems can share or copy to each system
• A Read/Write zFS which is specific to a single system.

The Read-Only zFS contains executable code, and the read/write zFS contains configuration files, scripts that can be
tailored, and log files.

 

CCS Security Requirements
Security requirements differ for different Common Components and Services and are covered within the sections of this
site that discuss each service.

Storage Requirements
This section describes all storage requirements that your site must meet before you install the product.
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Target Libraries
As part of the SMP/E process for Common Components and Services, the following target libraries are updated with
product-specific routines. You can determine the space allocation for each target library by reviewing the system
requirements for each service you are installing.

Depending upon the services you want to install, there can be multiple sets of target data sets created during the
installation.

Since the BASE components are required, you always have a set of target data sets that are used for both the BASE and
OPTIONAL components. Additionally, you can have a set for:

• The LEGACY components
• The MFNSM components
• Mainframe Connector for Linux on z Systems and the Hardware Interface Service

Older releases of Broadcom products using Common Components and Services can still refer to the Common
Components and Services load libraries with low-level qualifiers of CAILIB or CAILOAD and CAIPDSE. To standardize
Broadcom product libraries across the company, CAW0LOAD and CAW0PLD replaced CAILIB/CAILOAD and CAIPDSE.

NOTE
Release 14.1 includes only the BASE and OPTIONAL components. The LEGACY and MFNSM components
remain at the CCS Version 14.0 level. From a data set perspective, if you are running Version 14.0, continue
to use the Version 14.0 low-level qualifier CCCS* and CNSM* data sets. Replace only the running low-level
qualifier CAW0* data sets with Release 14.1 level CAW0* data sets.

BASE and OPTIONAL Target Libraries

NOTE
For these descriptions, the default high-level qualifier for Broadcom libraries is used.

CAI.CAW0CLS0
Common Service CLIST library

CAI.CAW0DCM
The CAIENF Authorized DCM load library.

CAI.CAW0EXP
Common Service Export Datacom Plan Library.

CAI.CAW0JCL
Common Service JCL Library.

CAI.CAW0LINK
This Broadcom product authorized load library contains service-related executable modules for the BASE
Common Services that must be in the system linklist.

CAI.CAW0LOAD
This Broadcom product authorized load library contains service-related executable modules for the BASE and
OPTIONAL Common Services. The deployed version of this library can optionally be in the system linklist.

CAI.CAW0LPA
The Broadcom link pack area library contains service-related executable modules that must be in the system LPA
list on systems running below z/OS 1.13.

CAI.CAW0MAC
The Broadcom Macro library contains the macros that are used in compiling service-related programs.

CAI.CAW0MSG0
Common Service Message Library.
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CAI.CAW0OPTN
The Broadcom product Options library contains sample parm members for Common Components and Services.

CAI.CAW0OPTV
Common Services variable length Option Library.

CAI.CAW0PLD
The Broadcom product authorized PDSE load library contains service-related executable modules link edited in
program format 3. This data set must reside in the system linklist.

CAI.CAW0PNL0
Common Service Panel Library.

CAI.CAW0PROC
The Broadcom Procedure library contains sample procedures for invocation of CCS and its related utilities.

CAI.CAW0SAMP
Common Service Sample Library.

CAI.CAW0SCRN
The CAIENF Utilities Panel library.

CAI.CAW0SCST
CCS MSM SCS Template Library.

CAI.CAW0SDF
CCS side decks.

CAI.CAW0SMPI
The GSS Sample IMOD library contains sample REXX source.

CAI.CAW0SYSI
The GSS system IMOD library contains source for internal IMODs used by GSS.

CAI.CAW0XML
The CSM XML library.

CAI.CAW0XML0
The XML library for Remote Deployment.

TPV.CEG1ZFS1
The Tomcat zFS file system which holds the Apache Tomcat USS directories with binary executable files and
base configuration files.

LEGACY Target Libraries

NOTE
For these descriptions, the default high-level qualifier for Broadcom libraries is used.

CAI.CCCSCICS
The Broadcom CICS Load library contains service-related CICS executable modules.

CAI.CCCSCLS0
Common Service CLIST.

CAI.CCCSJCL
Common Service JCL Library.

CAI.CCCSLINK
This Broadcom product load library contains service-related executable modules for the Legacy Common
Services that must be in the system linklist.
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CAI.CCCSLOAD
This Broadcom product authorized load library contains service-related executable modules for the Legacy
Common Services. The deployed version of this library can optionally be in the system linklist.

CAI.CCCSMAC
The Broadcom Macro library contains the macros that are used in compiling service-related programs.

CAI.CCCSOPTN
The Broadcom product Options library contains sample parm members for Common Components and Services.

CAI.CCCSPNL0
Common Service Panel Library.

CAI.CCCSPROC
The Broadcom Procedure library contains sample procedures for invocation of Common Components and
Services and its related utilities.

CAI.CCCSSRC
The Broadcom Source library contains the service-related source code.

CAI.VPOINT.CHOICES
The ViewPoint Choices library contains service-related ViewPoint lists.

CAI.VPOINT.DIALOG
The ViewPoint Dialog library contains service-related ViewPoint dialogs.

CAI.VPOINT.HELP
The ViewPoint Help library contains service-related ViewPoint help.

CAI.VPOINT.MESSAGE
The ViewPoint Message library contains service-related ViewPoint messages.

CAI.VPOINT.PANEL
The ViewPoint Panel library contains service-related ViewPoint panels.

CAI.VPOINT.SQL
The ViewPoint SQL library contains service-related ViewPoint SQL statements.

CAI.VPOINT.TEMPLATE
The ViewPoint Template library contains service-related ViewPoint templates.

MFNSM Target Libraries

NOTE
For these descriptions, the default high-level qualifier for Broadcom libraries is used.

CAI.CNSMJCL
Common Service JCL Library

CAI.CNSMLOAD
This Broadcom product authorized load library contains service-related executable modules for the Mainframe
NSM Common Services. The deployed version of this library can optionally be in the system linklist.

CAI.CNSMOPTV
Common Services variable length Option Library.

CAI.CNSMPLD
The Broadcom product authorized PDSE load library contains service-related executable modules link edited in
program format 3.

CAI.CNSMPROC
The Broadcom Procedure library contains sample procedures for invocation of Common Components and
Services and its related utilities.
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CAI.CNSMSDF
Common Services side decks.

CAI.CNSMSRCV
Common Services variable length source library.

CAI.MIBLIB
The Agent Technology MIB source library.

CAI.RO.CB6DZFS
AGENT Technology Read Only zFS.

CAI.RW.CB6DZFS
AGENT Technology Read/Write zFS.

CAI.RO.CD5IZFS
Event Management Read Only zFS.

CAI. RW.CD5IZFS
Event Management Read/Write zFS.

Common Variable Service

The Common Variable Service is packaged separately, but it is considered part of the OPTIONAL Common Services.
Therefore, it installs into the SMP/E target libraries that are identified in BASE and OPTIONAL Target Libraries.

HIS and Linux Connector Target Libraries
CC2DEXEC

Is the PDS that contains distributed procedures and is concatenated after the TESTEXEC data set in DD
COMMANDS. Collectively these data sets make up the procedure library.
Members must not be changed.

WARNING
If any modification is required, copy the distributed member to the TESTEXEC data set for the region.
Modify the copy.

Type: Run-time PDS
Run-time DDName: COMMANDS

CC2DJCL
Is the PDS that contains the installation and maintenance JCL members.
Type: Run-time PDS

CC2DLINK
Is a PDS run-time load library that enables Auditor Product Descriptor Module (PDM) to know of your product
running on your system. Include this library in the system linklist.
Type: Run-time PDS

CC2DLMD0
Is the PDS into which the TSO interface load modules are linked during the installation.
Type: Run-time PDS (external)
Run-time DDName: STEPLIB (TSO)

CC2DLOAD
Is the load library. This load library must be APF-authorized. This means that the run-time load library, as
referenced by the STEPLIB DD statement, must be defined in the operating system APF list. Ensure that these
requirements are met before attempting to start your region.
Type: Run-time PDS
Run-time DDName: STEPLIB
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WARNING
Because this load library contains common Broadcom Management Services modules, if any of
the following software is installed at your site do not linklist this library: Chorus, CMDB Connector,
NetMaster, OPS/MVS WebCenter, or SOLVE. Doing so can impact backward and forward compatibility
with these software products.

CC2DLPA
Is a separate PDS run-time load library containing modules that must be executed from the LPA.
Type: Run-time PDS

CC2DMAC
Is the PDS that contains macros and copybooks for the sample assembler programs, which are also distributed in
source form in the AC2DMAC library.
Type: Run-time PDS (external)

CC2DSAMP
Is the PDS that contains various sample exits, utilities, source code, and JCL members. The members contain
documentation.
Type: Run-time PDS (external)

CC2DVSMI
Is the PDS that contains members that are used later to create the run-time MODSDIS, OSCNTL, PANLDIS,
NETINFO, ICOPANL, and RAMDB files.
Type: Run-time PDS (external)

CC2DXML
Is the PDS that contains the XML data that CSM uses.
Type: Run-time PDS (external)

CE2JEXEC
Is the PDS that contains distributed procedures and is concatenated after the TESTEXEC data set in DD
COMMANDS. Collectively these data sets make up the procedure library.
Members must not be changed.

WARNING
If any modification is required, copy the distributed member to the TESTEXEC data set for the region.
Modify the copy.

Type: Run-time PDS
Run-time DDName: COMMANDS

CE2JOBJ0
Is the PDS that contains the programs that are transferred to a z/VM system for execution.
Type: Run-time PDS (external)

CE2JXML
Is the PDS that contains the XML data that CSM uses.
Type: Run-time PDS (external)

CE2JZFS0 and CE2JZFS0.DATA
Is the z/OS UNIX System Services file system that is used to contain the Linux agent code.

Non-SMP/E Product Specific Data Sets Overview

These data sets are not SMP/E data sets. They are specific to the named products:

CAI.CAIEVENT
CAISDI Event library
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CAI.CAMSMSDS.RW.ZFS
The zFS file system that CSM Common Services uses

CAI.SAMPIMOD
GSS VSAM IMOD file for the SAMPLE ISET library

CAI.SYSIMOD
GSS VSAM IMOD file for the INTERNAL ISET library

CAI.VPOINT.PROFILE
Viewpoint Profile Library

CA Common Logger Service

CA Common Logger Service provides you with a common logging facility that is consistent across all Broadcom
mainframe products by providing a centralized point of access to log streams that are defined to the IBM z/OS System
Logger. The CA Common Logger Service is delivered using PTF SO01529 for the CA Master component FMID
(CEI0E10).

Comprehensive View of Storage Requirements
This article lists the minimum storage requirements for each component within the target library. This list does not
necessarily represent the actual target library allocation that is provided during the installation. Data set allocation JCL
and (MSM) XML contains a BLOCK SIZE of 0 for FB data sets with an LRECL of 80. This change was made to follow both
the IBM SMP/E packaging standards, and the Broadcom packaging standards. Specifying BLKSIZE=0 lets your system
allocate the most efficient block size for these data sets.

Base and Optional Components Storage Requirements

Library Name Block Size Component Tracks Directory Blocks

CAI.CAW0CLS0 0 GSS
CAECIS
CAIENF
CAIRIM

2
1
1
1

2
1
1
1

CAI.CAW0DCM 6144 XPS
CAICCI
CAIENF
CAIENF/CICS
CAIENF/USS

2
1
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1

CAI.CAW0EXP 0 CAIENF
CSM Common Services

4
47

1
1

CAI.CAW0JCL 0 GSS
XPS
CAECIS
CAICCI
CAIENF
CAIRIM
CAISDI
CSM Common Services

1
1
1
1
6
2
1
1

1
1
1
1
6
2
1
2
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CAI.CAW0LINK 6144 CA Health Checker
CA Master
CAICCI
CAIENF
CAIRIM
CAVARSRV

11
27
1
2
7
8

3
21
1
1
4
3

CAI.CAW0LOAD 6144 GREXX
GSS
XPS
CAECIS
CAICCI
CAIENF
CAIENF/CICS
CAIENF/CICS-SPAWN
CAIENF/DB2
CAIENF/USS
CAIRIM
CAISDI
CAVARSRV

6
108
6
26
65
31
11
6
5
12
16
24
2

1
5
3
1
5
20
2
2
1
9
5
6
1

CAI.CAW0LPA 6144 CAIRIM 2 1

CAI.CAW0MAC 0 GSS
CAIRIM
CAISDI

3
1
1

1
1
1

CAI.CAW0MSG0 0 GSS
CAECIS

1
1

1
1

CAI.CAW0OPTN 0 GSS
XPS
CAICCI
CAIENF
CAIRIM
CAISDI
CSM Common Services
CAVARSRV

4
1
219
1
1
2
1
1

7
1
2
1
3
3
1
1

CAI.CAW0OPTV 25600 CAIENF
CAISDI

1
1

1
1

CAI.CAW0PLD 6144 CA Health Checker
CAICCI
CAIENF
CAIRIM
CAISDI
CSM Common Services

3
41
7
4
19
173

0
0
0
0
0
0

CAI.CAW0PNL0 0 GSS
CAECIS

20
5

82
2
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CAI.CAW0PROC 0 CAI-GSS
XPS
CAECIS
CAICCI
CAIENF
CAIRIM
CAISDI
CSM Common Services

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
2
2
2
2
1

CAI.CAW0SAMP 0 GSS
CAIENF
CAIRIM

1
1
7

1
1
2

CAI.CAW0SCRN 4104 CAIENF 8 23

CAI.CAW0SCST 0 GREXX
GSS
CA Health Checker
CA Master
XPS
CAECIS
CAICCI
CAIENF
CAIENF/CICS
CAIENF/CICS-SPAWN
CAIENF/DB2
CAIENF/USS
CAIRIM
CAIDSI
MSM CCS
CAVARSRV

1
4
1
1
1
1
2
4
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1

1
2
1
1
1
1
4
8
1
1
1
1
6
3
1
1

CAI.CAW0SDF 0 CA Health Checker
CAICCI
CAIRIM
CSM Common Services

1
1
1
4

1
1
1
1

CAI.CAW0SMPI 3600 GSS 3 6

CAI.CAW0SYSI 3600 GSS 65 57
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CAI.CAW0XML 32760 GREXX
GSS
CA Health Checker
CA Master
XPS
CAECIS
CAICCI
CAIENF
CAIENF/CICS
CAIENF/DB2
CAIENF/USS
CAIRIM
CAISDI/SOAP
MSM-SCS
CAVARSRV

29
40
29
29
29
29
30
32
58
29
29
59
30
1
32

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1

CAI.CAW0XML0 27998 CSM Common Services 162 4

Legacy Storage Requirements

Library Name Block Size Component Tracks Directory Blocks

TPV.CEG1ZFS1 25600 TPV-TOMCAT 50 cyls  

CAI.CCCSCICS 6144 CA-C Runtime
Viewpoint

8
14

4
1

CAI.CCCSCLS0 0 Viewpoint 1 1

CAI.CCCSJCL 0 CA-C Runtime
L-Serv
EARL
SRAM-Service
Viewpoint

1
1
1
1
2

1
2
1
1
1

CAI.CCCSLINK 6144 CA-C Runtime
SRAM-Service

26
2

9
2

CAI.CCCSLOAD 6144 L-Serv
EARL
Viewpoint

20
19
91

3
1
9

CAI.CCCSMAC 0 CA-C Runtime
EARL
SRAM-Service
Viewpoint

1
2
1
5

1
1
1
1

CAI.CCCSOPTN 0 CA-C Runtime
L-Serv
EARL

1
4
1

1
4
1

CAI.CCCSPNL0 0 Viewpoint 2 1

CAI.CCCSPROC 0 L-Serv 1 1
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CAI.CCCSSRC 0 EARL 1 1

TPV.CEG1ZFS1 - Tomcat 50 cyls -

CAI.CNSMJCL 0 Agent Technology
Event Management
Event Management/
Utilities

3
6
1

2
2
1

CAI.CNSMLOAD 6144 Agent Technology
Event Management
Event Management/
Utilities

103
3
1

5
1
1

CAI.CNSMOPTV 25600 Agent Technology 1 1

CAI.CNSMPLD 6144 Event Management/
Utilities

11  

CAI.CNSMPROC 0 Agent Technology
Event Management

1
1

1
1

CAI.CNSMSDF 0 Agent Technology
Event Management
Event Management/
Utilities

8
1
1

1
1
1

CAI.CNSMSRCV 25600 Agent Technology 2 1

CAI.MIBLIB 25600 Agent Technology 15 1

CAI.RO.CB6DZFS - Agent Technology 30 cyls -

CAI.RO.CD51ZFS - Event Management 700 cyls -

CAI.RW.CB6DZFS - Agent Technology 30 cyls -

CAI.RW.CD5IZFS - Event Management 200 cyls -

CAI.VPOINT.CHOICES 4104 ViewPoint 1 1

CAI.VPOINT.DIALOG 8204 ViewPoint 15 5

CAI.VPOINT.HELP 4104 ViewPoint 38 28

CAI.VPOINT.MESSAGE 4104 ViewPoint 6 8

CAI.VPOINT.PANEL 4104 ViewPoint 6 6

CAI.VPOINT.SQL 0 ViewPoint 2 1

CAI.VPOINT.TEMPLATE 0 ViewPoint 1 1

HIS and Linux Connector Storage Requirements

Library Name Block Size Component Tracks Directory Blocks

CC2DEXEC 27920 Mainframe Connector
Hardware Interface
Service

2132 619

CC2DJCL 27920 Mainframe Connector
Hardware Interface
Service

53 138
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CC2DLINK 32760 Mainframe Connector
Hardware Interface
Service

8 24

CC2DLMD0 32760 Mainframe Connector
Hardware Interface
Service

4 12

CC2DLOAD 32760 Mainframe Connector
Hardware Interface
Service

419 203

CC2DLPA 32760 Mainframe Connector
Hardware Interface
Service

2 12

CC2DMAC 27920 Mainframe Connector
Hardware Interface
Service

18 24

CC2DSAMP 27920 Mainframe Connector
Hardware Interface
Service

304 91

CC2DVSMI 32760 Mainframe Connector
Hardware Interface
Service

2137 100

CC2DXML 32760 Mainframe Connector
Hardware Interface
Service

5 12

CE2JEXEC 27920 Mainframe Connector 5 12

CE2JOBJ0 27920 Mainframe Connector 4 36

CE2JXML 32760 Mainframe Connector 19 12

CE2JZFS0 0 Mainframe Connector 0 Not Applicable

CE2JZFS0.DATA 4096 Mainframe Connector 15 Not Applicable

Non-SMP/E Product-Specific Data Set Values

Library Name Block Size Component Tracks Directory Blocks

CAI.CAIEVENT 8000 CAISDI 68 50

CAI.CAITXLIB 32760 Agent Technology
Event Management

10 cyls
10 cyls

10
10

CAI.CAMSMSDS.RW.ZF
S

- CSM Common Services 500 cyls  

CAI.SAMPIMOD - GSS 1 cyl -

CAI.SYSIMOD - GSS 4 cyls -

CAI.VPOINT.PROFILE 0 ViewPoint 5 10
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Component Installation Requirements
The Component Installation Requirements section describes all component requirements that your site must meet before
you install the product. Review the sections that apply to your installation.

Agent Technology Requirements
Agent Technology has the following installation requirements:

• An IBM-supported z/OS version.
• UNIX System Services (also known as OpenEdition or OMVS) in full-function mode and the zFS physical file system

implemented.
• Any supported version of TCP/IP.
• Any supported version of IBM C/C++ for z/OS if you are using the example agent or writing your own custom agents.
• Disk space: (RO and RW zFSs) approximately 60 cylinders.
• Security definitions permitting a new Agent Technology user to be created.

NOTE
SMP/E APPLY of Agent Technology populates both the zFS and the CCS .CNSMLOAD load library with the
same executables.

The following list details the minimum storage requirements for each Agent Technology distribution library. This list does
not necessarily represent the actual distribution library allocation that is provided during the installation. Data set allocation
JCL and (MSM) XML contains a block size of 0 for FB data sets with an LRECL of 80. This change was made to follow
IBM SMP/E packaging standards and Broadcom packaging standards. Specifying BLKSIZE=0 lets your system use the
most efficient block size for these data sets.

Library Name Block Size Tracks Directory Blocks Description
CAI.AB6DJCL 0 2 2 JCL library
CAI.AB6DMIB 25600 15 1 MIB library
CAI.AB6DMOD 6144 160 5 Module library
CAI.AB6DOPTV 25600 1 1 Source library
CAI.AB6DPROC 0 1 1 Procedure library
CAI.AB6DSDF 0 8 1 Side Decks
CAI.AB6DSRCV 25600 2 1 Source library
CAI.AB6DZFS 32760 144 1 ZFS Element library

Prepare to Install Agent Technology

Before you install Agent Technology, perform the following tasks to ensure that your system is prepared.

1. Note the IP address of each remote system that is to manage z/OS system agents and receive mainframe traps.
2. Verify the TCP/IP procedures for your site:

If the data set prefix of your TCP/IP configuration data sets is not TCPIP (the IBM default) ensure the //SYSTCPD DD
statement points at a data set that contains a DATASETPREFIX statement identifying your alternate prefix.
Note the TCP/IP data set name from the //SYSTCPD DD statement.

3. Ensure that the following data sets exist and are cataloged to accompany your other TCP/IP data sets:
– ETC.SERVICES
– HOSTS.ADDRINFO
– HOSTS.SITEINFO
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4. Enable Uppercase-Lowercase support on all terminals that are used during the installation.

Apache Tomcat Requirements
We package Apache Tomcat 8.0.39 with Common Components and Services as-is. However, we removed all of the .sh
and .bat files from the bin folder. This version of Apache Tomcat works with any IBM-supported z/OS version.

The IBM Java JDK is required at v1.7 or higher. The 64-bit versions of the Java SDK are also supported at v1.7 and
higher.

The following lists the minimum storage requirements for each Tomcat distribution library. This list does not necessarily
represent the actual distribution library allocation that is provided during the installation.

Library Name Block Size Tracks Directory Blocks Description
TPV.AEG1JAR 6144 112 1 JAR File Library
TPV.AEG1SHSC 27998 1 1 SMP Apply Shell Script

Library

CA-C Runtime Requirements
CA-C Runtime works with any IBM-supported z/OS version.

CA-C Runtime supports the following products:

• Roscoe (ETSO) - all supported releases
• CICS (z/OS) - all supported releases
• TSO - all supported releases
• IMS/DC - all supported releases
• z/VM - all supported releases

This table lists the minimum storage requirements for each CA-C Runtime distribution library. This list does not
necessarily represent the actual distribution library allocation that is provided during the installation. Data set allocation
JCL and (MSM) XML contains a block size of 0 for FB data sets with an LRECL of 80. This change was made to follow the
IBM SMP/E packaging standards and the Broadcom packaging standards. Specifying BLKSIZE=0 lets your system use
the most efficient block size for these data sets.

Library Name Block Size Tracks Directory Blocks Description
CAI.AAF3CICS 6144 8 4 CICS load library
CAI.AAF3JCL 0 1 1 JCL library
CAI.AAF3MAC 0 1 1 MACRO library
CAI.AAF3MOD 6144 35 9 Module library
CAI.AAF3OPTN 0 1 1 Option library

Common Variable Service Requirements

Library Name Block Size Tracks Directory Blocks Description
CAI. AFA9MOD 32760 7 5 Module library
CAI. AFA9OPTN 27920 1 1 Option library
CAI. AFA9SCST 27920 1 1 MSM SCS Template

Library
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CAI.AFA9XML 32760 32 1 XML Library

CSM Common Services Requirements
The CSM Common Services works with any IBM-supported z/OS version.

The following lists the minimum storage requirements for each distribution library. This list does not necessarily represent
the actual distribution library allocation that is provided during the installation. Data set allocation JCL and (MSM) XML
contains a block size of 0 for FB data sets with an LRECL of 80. This change was made to follow the IBM SMP/E
packaging standards and the Broadcom packaging standards. Specifying BLKSIZE=0 lets your system use the most
efficient block size for these data sets.

Library Name Block Size Tracks Directory Blocks Description
CAI.AETNEXP 0 47 1 Datacom Export
CAI.AETNJCL 0 1 2 JCL Library
CAI.AETNMOD 6144 178 - PDSE Module Library
CAI.AETNOPTN 0 1 1 Option Library
CAI.AETNPROC 0 1 1 Procedure Library
CAI.AETNSCST 0 2 1 MSM SCS Template

Library
CAI.AETNSDF 0 4 1 Side Deck Library
CAI.AETNXML 32760 1 1 XML Library
CAI.AETNXML0 27998 162 4 XML Library

CAECIS Requirements
The Auditor Common Inventory Service works with an IBM supported z/OS version.

The following lists the minimum storage requirements for each CAECIS distribution library. This list does not necessarily
represent the actual distribution library allocation that is provided during the installation. Data set allocation JCL and
(MSM) XML contains a block size of 0 for FB data sets with an LRECL of 80. This change was made to follow the IBM
SMP/E packaging standards and the Broadcom packaging standards. Specifying BLKSIZE=0 lets your system use the
most efficient block size for these data sets.

Library Name Block Size Tracks Directory Blocks Description
CAI.AD0ECLS0 0 1 1 CLIST library
CAI.AD0EJCL 0 1 1 JCL library
CAI.AD0EMOD 6144 28 - Module library
CAI.AD0EMSG0 0 1 1 Message library
CAI.AD0EPNL0 0 5 2 Panel library
CAI.AD0EPROC 0 1 1 Procedure library
CAI.AD0ESCST 0 1 1 MSM SCS Template

Library
CAI.AD0EXML 32760 29 1 XML Library

GREXX Requirements
The GREXX installation requires an IBM-supported z/OS version.
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The following lists the minimum storage requirements for each GREXX distribution library and does not necessarily
represent the actual distribution library allocation that is provided during the installation.

Library Name Block Size Tracks Directory Blocks Description
CAI.ACF3MOD0 6144 5 - Module library
CAI.ACF3SCST 0 1 1 MSM SCS Template

Library
CAI.ACF3XML 32760 29 1 XML Library

GSS (System Interfaces) Requirements
GSS has the following installation requirements:

• An IBM-supported z/OS version.
• GSS must be installed into an APF authorized library. The GSS routines can be executed from a STEPLIB

concatenation or from an LNKLST concatenation.
• Due to cross-memory communication requirements, GSS makes itself non-swappable.
• Since GSS services multiple applications and tasks, the GSS dispatching priority must be greater than or equal to the

highest dispatching priority of any task requesting GSS services.

The following lists the minimum storage requirements for each GSS distribution library. This list does not necessarily
represent the actual distribution library allocation that is provided during the installation. Data set allocation JCL and
(MSM) XML contains a block size of 0 for FB data sets with an LRECL of 80. This change was made to follow the IBM
SMP/E packaging standards and the Broadcom packaging standards. Specifying BLKSIZE=0 lets your system use the
most efficient block size for these data sets.

Library Name Block Size Tracks Directory Blocks Description
CAI.ABYSCLS0 0 2 2 CLIST library
CAI.ABYSJCL 0 1 1 JCL library
CAI.ABYSMAC 0 3 1 MACRO library
CAI.ABYSMOD0 6144 96 - Module library
CAI.ABYSMSG0 0 1 1 Message library
CAI.ABYSOPTN 0 4 7 Option library
CAI.ABYSPNL0 0 20 82 Panel library
CAI.ABYSPROC 0 1 1 Procedure library
CAI.ABYSSAMP 0 1 1 Sample library
CAI.ABYSSCST 0 4 2 MSM SCS Template

Library
CAI.ABYSSMPI 3600 3 6 SAMP IMOD library
CAI.ABYSSYSI 3600 65 57 System IMOD library
CAI.ABYSXML 32760 40 1 XML Library
CAI.ACF3MOD0 6144 5 -  

The Permanent VSAM IMOD libraries that are required for GSS are shown in the following table:

ISET Library Name Cylinders Description
CAI.SAMPIMOD 1 SAMPIMOD library
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CAI.SYSIMOD 4 SYSIMOD library

GSS Memory Requirements

GSS memory can be classified based on its function. The types of memory that are allocated are:

• System level memory - Allocated once and retained until the CPU is IPLed.
• Primary GSS memory - Allocated only by the primary (or only) GSS Subsystem.
• ISERVE memory - Allocated by each GSS Subsystem that runs on the system, including the primary subsystem.

System Level Memory

GSS requires one system linkage index (LX) to provide for Program Call (PC) routines. This is obtained from the system
automatically at the initialization. If GSS is restarted, the previously obtained LX is reclaimed.

The first time that you start GSS after performing an IPL, CSA, and ECSA areas are reserved. These areas are obtained
only once during an IPL (unless you restart GSS, in which case a second set of areas is obtained). These areas are
retained until the next IPL. The storage that is required is:

• 40 bytes of CSA for a subsystem anchor
• 23.6 KB of ECSA for common routines and data tables

GSS background tasks use these areas. All address spaces using GSS services share these areas.

If you reload GSS (PGM=GSSLOAD,PARM=RELOAD), a new ECSA area is allocated and the old area is retained. This
action prevents the possibility of freeing an area that is still in use by another address space. If you reload GSS a third
time, the original storage is freed and the second load is retained. Only the latest two versions of GSS are retained.

Primary GSS Memory

The GSS primary subsystem requires the following storage. All storage estimates are for the base configuration and
reflect only storage that GSS uses explicitly. Storage that other Broadcom products, the operating system, VTAM, and
other entities use is not included.

• 3 MB (minimum) private storage. Except for I/O buffers and interfaces to some external routines, this storage resides
above the 16-MB line.

• 160 bytes of CSA for a subsystem anchor and related storage.
• 120 KB of ECSA. This storage is used for buffers, communication, and PC routines. This storage is released,

recovered, or reused upon GSS termination or restart.

ISERVE Memory

Each executing copy of ISERVE (including the primary) requires:

• 120 bytes of CSA
• 95.4 KB of ECSA
• 3 MB of private area storage above the 16-MB line

All GSS programs are re-entrant, AMODE 31, and RMODE ANY.

ISERVE-acquired ECSA is retained at termination but released during the next initialization of an ISERVE with an identical
subsystem ID. This ensures that the cross-memory ISERVE users are not impacted.
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The ISERVE CSA usage includes 40 bytes used for a subsystem anchor block. This block is retained until the next IPL
and is reclaimed upon each ISERVE restart.

Each Broadcom product that is used with ISERVE using REXX ADDRESS commands can require more CSA or ECSA.
Check the appropriate documentation for each installed product to determine any additional storage requirements.

The amount of private storage ISERVE requires depends on the options you choose and the amount of traffic on your
system. The recommended starting point is 4 MB.

Resource Consumption

Depending on installation-controlled tracing options, significant SPOOL space can be used. Spooled log files can be
closed and spun at any time by operator command.

During operation, GSS performs minimal I/O. Therefore, the location of data sets is not a concern.

CPU utilization is not significant. While it is possible to cause excessive CPU consumption by making incorrect or
inappropriate requests to GSS, internal resource-limiting techniques minimize this possibility.

System Security

IMODs executing in a GSS address space can access and update various data sets and data areas. To prevent
unauthorized activity, GSS supports system security software that is compatible with the IBM System Authorization Facility
(SAF).

In z/OS, each task operates under control of an Accessor Environment Element (ACEE), which controls access to all
resources. SAF-compatible security software maintains the ACEE based on a user ID and ensures that the necessary
checks are provided.

GSS ensures that an appropriate ACEE is in place for each executing IMOD and that all services invoked for the IMOD
execute under the scope of that ACEE.

User IDs

GSS needs two valid user IDs for proper security enforcement:

• The primary user ID assigned by the system to the GSS started task or job
• A user ID to use as a default ID for service requests that have no associated user ID or for which GSS cannot

determine the associated user ID

Define this user ID to your security software and define it to GSS through the SECURITY initialization parameter. Since
this ID is the default user ID, limit it in scope.

NOTE
For more information about GSS initialization parameters, see the Component Reference.

GSS User ID

Many installations routinely do not assign a specific user ID to started tasks. Assign one, at least, for GSS.

GSS executes under its own user ID during initialization and when performing some housekeeping functions.

IMODs execute under authority of the GSS user ID when performing initialization and housekeeping functions and when
no other valid user ID can be determined.
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IMOD User IDs

When an IMOD task is created, GSS assigns it a valid user ID and obtains an ACEE for it.

In most cases, the user ID is taken from the task that triggered the IMOD task. For example, a request from a TSO user
(IMOD editor or SRVCALL() function) is assigned the TSO user ID.

In some cases, GSS cannot determine which user ID to use. For example, this case can happen if a started task that
has no user ID issues a WTO that, in turn, triggers an IMOD. In these cases, GSS assigns the GSS default user ID to the
IMOD task.

NOTE
If no default user ID was defined at GSS initialization, the IMOD task executes under the scope of the primary
user ID of the GSS address space.

How GSS Chooses a User ID for an IMOD

Type of IMOD How GSS Determines the User ID
IMODs that support operator commands If you have defined a user ID through the COMMAND parameter

in the PARMLIB data set, GSS uses it. Otherwise, GSS uses its
default user ID.

IMODs triggered by WTOs If you have defined a user ID through the WTO parameter in the
PARMLIB data set, GSS uses it. If not, GSS tries to determine and
use the user ID of the WTO issuer. As a last resort, GSS uses its
default user ID.
Note: During execution, an IMOD task may switch user IDs by
supplying a new user ID and its associated password to the
SECURITY() function.

WTO-triggered IMODs with ASID numbers matching those on the
MONITOR command

GSS tries to determine and use the user ID of the WTO issuer.
Otherwise, GSS uses its default user ID.

IMODs supporting the Logon Facility If a user ID and password are provided, GSS uses them.
Otherwise, GSS uses its default user ID.

Server IMOD GSS uses the user ID of the IMOD that started it.
ADDRESS environments and subtasks GSS uses the user ID of the IMOD that invokes them.

Note: If a subtask is reassigned to another IMOD, the user ID
changes.

CA Health Checker Common Service Requirements
The CA Health Checker common service works with any IBM-supported z/OS version.

Library Name Block Size Tracks Directory Blocks Description
CAI.AEF5MOD 6144 19 - Module Library
CAI.AEF5SCST 0 1 1 MSM SCS Library
CAI.AEF5SDF 80 1 1 Side Deck File
CAI.AEF5XML 32760 29 1 XML Library

The CA Health Checker common service requires no customization. The only requirement is that its load modules are
available in the System Linklist.
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CAICCI Requirements
CAICCI has the following installation requirements:

• An IBM supported-z/OS version.
• CAICCI must be installed into an APF authorized library. This library must be the same library that was used for the

CAIENF service installation.
• CAICCI supports various control options, which can be tailored to meet the individual data center requirements.
• CAICCI requires 172 KB of ECSA for modules and global control blocks. For each concurrent host program, CAICCI

requires 304 more bytes of ECSA. The amount of ECSA required varies depending on the individual data center
configuration and general activity. An estimate can be achieved by the following formula:

172K bytes + (Number of concurrent host-related programs using CAICCI) *

(308 bytes) + 328 * (Number of sessions in a multi-CPU environment)

Determine the number of concurrent host-related (application) programs using CAICCI from the ENF STATUS,CCIR
operator command. This command displays the general status of the CAICCI resources.
Message CAS9701I displays the number of pending receivers (programs using CAICCI).

• In a multi-CPU environment, add 258 KB for each CPU defined.
• The ID associated with the CCITCP, CCITCPGW, CCISSL, and CCISSLGW started tasks must have a valid security

OMVS segment defined.

The following lists the minimum storage requirements for each CAICCI distribution library. This list does not necessarily
represent the actual distribution library allocation that is provided during the installation. Data set allocation JCL and
(MSM) XML contains a block size of 0 for FB data sets with an LRECL of 80. This change was made to follow the IBM
SMP/E packaging standards and the Broadcom packaging standards. Specifying BLKSIZE=0 lets your system use the
most efficient block size for these data sets.

Library Name Block Size Tracks Directory Blocks Description
CAI.AAW4JCL 0 1 1 JCL library
CAI.AAW4MOD 6144 82 - Module library
CAI.AAW4OPTN 0 219 2 Option library
CAI.AAW4PROC 0 2 2 JCL procedure library
CAI.AAW4SCST 0 2 4 MSM SCS Template

Library
CAI.AAW4SDF 0 1 1 Side deck file
CAI.AAW4XML 32760 30 1 XML Library

CAIENF Requirements
CAIENF has the following installation requirements and considerations:

• An IBM-supported z/OS version.
• The ID associated with the CAIENF started task must have a valid security OMVS segment defined.
• CAIENF must be installed into an APF authorized library. LINKLIST is not required but is recommended, to prevent any

STEPLIB problems.
• CAIENF runs as a started task. A procedure containing the CAIENF started task JCL must be defined in any PROCLIB

data set. The sample that is provided on the Common Components and Services distribution media can be tailored to
the requirements of the data center.
CAIENF supports various control options that can be tailored to meet the requirements of the individual data center.
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NOTE
For information about tailoring CAIENF control options, see CAIENF Control Options.

• CAIENF requires common storage for modules and global control blocks. The amount of CSA required varies
depending on the configuration of the individual data center; however, 90 KB can be used as a rough estimate.
Approximately 50% of the CSA required by CAIENF is allocated in ECSA. The amount of storage that the CAIENF
address space requires varies depending on overall system load, recording options, and database service times. The
CAIENF address space requires approximately 3-4 MB of private area modules and work areas, and an average of
256 bytes for each queued event request. The number of queued event requests can be determined from the ENF
STATUS operator command. CAIENF also requires approximately 4 KB in each application address space, although
this amount varies depending on application structure.

• CAIENF dynamically installs SVC 159 for CAIENF/CICS communication purposes. No SVC number selection is
required.

• ACF2 users must create a logon ID (LID) for the CAIENF started task.
• To enable the CAIENF DCM modules for handling events, the DCM modules must be specified with a DCM statement

in the CAIENF configuration member ENFPARM. For DCM statement specification details, see CAIENF Control
Options.

NOTE
With the switch to Datacom/AD, the ENFDB DD statement is no longer needed in the CAIENF started task JCL.

The following lists the minimum storage requirements for each CAIENF distribution library. This list does not necessarily
represent the actual distribution library allocation that is provided during the installation. Data set allocation JCL and
(MSM) XML contains a block size of 0 for FB data sets with an LRECL of 80. This change was made to follow the IBM
SMP/E packaging standards and the Broadcom packaging standards. Specifying BLKSIZE=0 lets your system use the
most efficient block size for these data sets.

Library Name Block Size Tracks Directory Blocks Description
CAI.AAS9MOD 6144 24 -  
CAI.AAW1CLS0 0 1 1 CLIST Library
CAI.AAW1EXP 0 4 1 EXPORT Library
CAI.AAW1JCL 0 6 6 JCL Library
CAI.AAW1LOAD 6144 1 1 Load Library
CAI.AAW1MOD 6144 42 - Module Library
CAI.AAW1OPTN 0 1 1 Option Library
CAI.AAW1OPTV 25600 1 1 Variable Length Option

Library
CAI.AAW1PROC 0 1 2 Procedure Library
CAI.AAW1SAMP 0 1 1 Sample Library
CAI.AAW1SCRN 4104 8 23 Screen
CAI.AAW1SCST 0 4 8 MSM SCS Template

Library
CAI.AAW1XML 32760 32 1 XML Library

CAIENF/CICS Requirements

CAIENF/CICS has the following installation requirements:
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• CAIENF/CICS works with all releases of CICS TS generally supported by IBM.
• CAIENF/CICS has a subtask that runs within the CAIENF address space. The primary function of the subtask is to

monitor all CICS regions and to handle operator commands. A procedure containing the CAIENF started task JCL
must be defined in any PROCLIB data set. The sample that is provided on the Common Components and Services
distribution media can be tailored to your data center requirements.

• CAIENF/CICS supports various control options that can be tailored to meet the individual data center requirements.
• Process the CAS9DCM2 DCM module by CAIENF with a DCM(CAS9DCM2) CAIENF parameter in the ENFPARMs

file. No database is required but the DCM must be installed.
• The primary function of the CAIENF/CICS Interface is to provide one common service for handling CICS release

dependencies. This alleviates the effects of new CICS releases on Broadcom CICS solutions.
• The CAIENF/CICS Interface consists of a different set of load modules for each CICS release. These modules are

loaded into CSA when CAIENF is started. Optionally, the appropriate load module can be loaded into the CICS Private
Area. Each module uses approximately 40 KB of CSA or CICS Private Area, depending on where it is loaded.

• When a CICS Region is started, CAIENF/CICS checks for the existence of a DDNAME of CENFLIB. If this DDNAME is
defined, CAIENF/CICS loads the appropriate modules into the CICS Private Area. If the DDNAME of CENFLIB is not
defined, CAIENF/CICS tries to load the modules from STEPLIB. If the modules are found in STEPLIB, they are loaded
into the CICS Private Area. Lastly, CAIENF/CICS attempts to find the modules in CSA.

• To use this feature to apply maintenance on the global CAIENF/CICS modules, enter the ENF REFRESH(CAS9Cxx)
control option, where xx is the release of CICS.

The following lists the minimum storage requirements for each CAIENF/CICS distribution library. This list does not
necessarily represent the actual distribution library allocation that is provided during the installation.

Library Name Block Size Tracks Directory Blocks Description
CAI.AAW3MOD 6144 36 - Module Library
CAI.AAW3SCST 0 1 1 MSM SCS Template

Library
CAI.AAW3XML 32760 29 1 XML Library

CAIENF/CICS SPAWN Requirements

CAIENF/CICS SPAWN has the following installation requirements:

• CAIENF/CICS SPAWN works with all releases of CICS TS generally supported by IBM.
• CAIENF/CICS SPAWN supports various control options that can be tailored to meet the individual data center

requirements.
• CAICCI is required software. Install CAICCI before the installation of CAIENF/CICS SPAWN.

NOTE
For more information about CAIENF/CICS SPAWN, see Administrating. The primary function of CAIENF/CICS
SPAWN is to let Broadcom solutions start CICS units of work from outside the CICS region. The facility provides
a layer that isolates the application software from the CICS release. CAICCI is the proprietary communications
vehicle that enables this facility.

When a CICS region is started, CAIENF/CICS SPAWN checks for the existence of a DDNAME of CENFLIB. If this
DDNAME is defined, CAIENF/CICS SPAWN loads the appropriate modules into the CICS Private Area. If the DDNAME
of CENFLIB is not defined, CAIENF/CICS SPAWN tries to load the modules from STEPLIB. If the modules are found in
STEPLIB, they are loaded into the CICS Private Area. Lastly, CAIENF/CICS SPAWN attempts to find the modules in CSA.
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The following lists the minimum storage requirements for each CAIENF/CICS SPAWN distribution library. This list does
not necessarily represent the actual distribution library allocation that is provided during the installation.

Library Name Block Size Tracks Directory Blocks Description
CAI.AAW3MOD 6144 36 - Module Library
CAI.AAW3SCST 0 1 1 MSM SCS Template

Library
CAI.AAW3XML 32760 29 1 XML Library

CAIENF/DB2 Requirements

CAIENF/DB2 has the following installation requirements:

• CAIENF/DB2 supports all DB2 releases from DB2 R2.3.
• The load module DSNXAUTH cannot be loaded into LPA; if loaded, an ABEND occurs when CAIENF/DB2 is

initialized. CAIENF/DB2 requires DSNXAUTH to be loaded into the private area so that subsystem can manage
intercepts (not all subsystems require the intercept).

• The primary function of the CAIENF/DB2 interface is to handle release dependencies between different levels of DB2.
This anticipates and prevents the need for changes to Database Management Solutions for Db2 that are otherwise
necessary with each new release of DB2.

• CAIENF/DB2 uses approximately 20 KB of CSA for its own load modules. More storage, for units of work data, is
obtained from extended CSA whenever possible. although some work storage is obtained from the individual user
private area. The amount of extended CSA used is a function of the size and workload of the individual DB2 system.

• When a DB2 subsystem is started, CAIENF/DB2 gets control and queries the CAIENF-based applications for required
exit points. Only the required exit points are installed. If no exit points are required, only the primary CAIENF/DB2
anchor is installed in the system. This anchor is not accessed again until the DB2 subsystem is terminated.

NOTE
For more information about CAIENF/DB2, see Administrating.

The following lists the minimum storage requirements for each CAIENF/DB2 distribution library. This list does not
necessarily represent the actual distribution library allocation that is provided during the installation.

Library Name Block Size Tracks Directory Blocks Description
CAI.AAW5MOD 6144 5 - CAIENF/DB2 Module

Library
CAI.AAW5SCST 0 1 1 MSM SCS Template

Library
CAI.AAW5XML 32760 29 1 XML Library

CAIENF/USS Requirements

CAIENF/USS has the following installation requirements:

• An IBM-supported z/OS version.
• The CAIENF address space must run with root privileges under UNIX System Services. The security ID associated

with the CAIENF started task requires:
– A valid group ID (GID), home directory, and shell program.
– Permission to the IBM Facility resource BPX.DAEMON, if you have defined this resource in your installation.
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Note: For more information, see your security product documentation.
• Products that use the CAIENF/USS component also have a Data Control Module (DCM). The CAIENF/USS DCM

and all product-specific DCMs must be specified with a DCM statement in the ENFPARMS parameter configuration
member. For DCM statement specification details, see CAIENF Control Options.

• To enable the CAIENF/USS event intercepts, the CAIENF/USS DCM, CARRDCM0, must be specified with a DCM
statement in the CAIENF configuration member ENFPARM.

• For best performance, CAIENF/USS requires that you define a new object to VLF (Virtual Lookaside Facility).

Define a New Object to VLF

Defining a new object to the Virtual Lookaside Facility (VLF) can help improve the performance of certain Common
Components and Services components.

To define a new object to VLF, add an entry to the COFVLFxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB, where xx is the VLF identifier
that your systems programmer assigns.

Example: Define a New Object to VLF

CLASS NAME(CAENFU) /* ENF/USS pathname lookup cache*/

EMAJ(PATHCACHE) /* Required major name*/

MAXVIRT(512) /* 512 = 2MB*/

The class name (CAENFU) and major name (PATHCACHE) must be entered exactly as shown.

MAXVIRT in the range of 512 to 1024 (representing 2 MB to 4 MB of virtual storage) suffices for most sites. However, you
can change MAXVIRT according to the following formula:

MAXVIRT = MAXFILEPROC * MAXPROCSYS * 16

MAXFILEPROC and MAXPROC are UNIX System Services configuration parameters that are found in
SYS1.PARMLIB(BPXPRMxx).

The following lists the minimum storage requirements for each CAIENF/USS distribution library. This list does not
necessarily represent the actual distribution library allocation that is provided during the installation.

Library Name Block Size Tracks Directory Blocks Description
CAI.ACQ9MOD 6144 9 - Module Library
CAI.ACQ9SCST 0 1 1 MSM SCS Template

Library
CAI.ACQ9XML 32760 29 1 XML Library

CAIRIM Requirements
The CAIRIM service includes LMP, Serviceability, and CAISSF services.

NOTE
For information about non-Broadcom security product support of CAISSF, see Administrating.

CAIRIM has the following installation requirements:
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• An IBM-supported z/OS version.
• CAIRIM runs on any z/OS processor with no special setup or modification required.
• CAIRIM must be installed into an APF authorized library.
• The CAIRIM SMF recording must be active in the system for any SMF event or data-handling solution routines. The

CAIRIM SMF Interceptor component does not require any particular SMF records. If desired, you can suppress all
SMF record types as long as the SMF parameters specify that SMF is active.
In some cases, a particular Broadcom solution requires that certain SMF records be recorded. This recording is strictly
for historical analysis and reporting, not for solution operation or initialization.

• CAIRIM requires approximately 12 KB of ECSA and 4 KB of CSA. The CSA requirements for resident modules vary
with each service or product. For more solution-specific information, see the installation documentation for your
solution.

• LMP requires approximately 22 KB of ECSA.
• CAISSF requires approximately 1 KB of CSA for the security routine and approximately 2 KB to 4 KB for the respective

security translator.
• CAIRIM uses a small amount of SQA for creating CDE entries -- approximately 30 bytes per module.
• LMP uses an SVC that is dynamically installed during the CAIRIM initialization. Do not select an SVC entry for the LMP

SVC, as it uses the first available unused SVC slot it finds.
• CAIRIM has a CAILPA data set, which is required for Serviceability. Add the CAILPA data set to the system

'SYS1.PARMLIB' LPALSTxx member. The ELPA usage is approximately 3.5 K.

The following lists the minimum storage requirements for each CAIRIM Utilities distribution library. This list does not
necessarily represent the actual distribution library allocation that is provided during the installation. Data set allocation
JCL and (MSM) XML contains a block size of 0 for FB data sets with an LRECL of 80. This change was made to follow the
IBM SMP/E packaging standards and the Broadcom packaging standards. Specifying BLKSIZE=0 lets your system use
the most efficient block size for these data sets.

Library Name Block Size Tracks Directory Blocks Description
CAI.AAS9CLS0 0 1 1 CLIST Library
CAI.AAS9JCL 0 2 2 JCL Library
CAI.AAS9MAC 0 1 1
CAI.AAS9MOD 6144 24 - Module Library
CAI.AAS9OPTN 0 1 3 Option Library
CAI.AAS9PROC 0 1 2 JCL Procedure Library
CAI.AAS9SAMP 0 5 1 SAMP Library
CAI.AAS9SCST 0 2 6 MSM SCS Template

Library
CAI.AAS9SDF 0 1 1 Side Deck Library
CAI.AAS9XML 32760 59 2 Source Library

CAISDI Requirements
CAISDI consists of the following individual components: soap, med, and els. In the past, these components were installed
separately. Now, they are installed as one product.

Beginning with Common Components and Services Release 14.1, CAISDI/elmds has been added as a new component.
CAISDI/elmds combines med and els functionality and runs in a permanent address space. CAISDI/elmds can be used
instead of one or both of the individual med and els components.

CAISDI has the following installation requirements for the soap, els, and med individual components:
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NOTE
CAISDI/elmds specific requirements are explicitly noted.

• An IBM-supported z/OS version. (Also for elmds.)
• Use a region size of 4 MB or larger.
• CAISDI/med uses approximately 24 KB of the extended common service area (ECSA) for loading common storage

resident services and intercepts.
Some types of service calls use approximately 100 KB of ECSA while the service call is outstanding. However, CAISDI
makes extensive use of cross-memory services to avoid the need for common storage areas.

• CAISDI/els uses varying amounts of CSA depending on which products use this component. (Also for elmds.)
The CAISDI/els Interface Controller reports the ECSA usage for each product separately.

• CAI.CAW0OPTN contains the CAISDI initialization statements for all CAISDI components. If multiple z/OS systems
share the parameter data set, the data set must reside on a shared DASD volume.

• CAI.CAIEVENT contains the event definitions for the CAISDI/els component. The Broadcom products that use this
interface provide the event members.

• CAISDI provides the interface to Service Desk Manager over a network connection using TCP/IP. Be sure TCP/IP is up
and running on at least one z/OS system. The CAISDI/soap client installation occurs there. (Also for elmds.)

• Define the UNIX System Services profile to UID 0 or a SUPERUSER (BPX.SUPERUSER) for the user ID for the
CAISDI/soap Client address space. Also for elmds.

• Verify that Service Desk Manager is installed and properly configured. (Also for elmds.)
• Some products generate Service Desk Request Description content in HTML format.

NOTE
By default, Service Desk Manager renders embedded HTML directives in the request description field. This
capability can be deactivated. To render the request text properly, your Service Desk Manager server must
support HTML rendering. Ask your Service Desk Manager administrator to perform this task.

This task involves customizing the detail_cr.htmpl form to add keeptags and keeplinks support.

Note: For more information about the installation and configuration of Service Desk Manager, see the Service Desk
Manager Installation.

The minimum storage requirements for each CAISDI distribution library. This list does not necessarily represent the actual
distribution library allocation that is provided during the installation. Data set allocation JCL and (MSM) XML contains a
block size of 0 for FB data sets with an LRECL of 80. This change was made for the IBM SMP/E packaging standards
and the Broadcom packaging standards. Specifying BLKSIZE=0 lets your system allocate the most efficient block size for
these data sets.

Library Name Block Size Tracks Directory Blocks Description
CAI.ADYFJCL 0 1 1 Macro Library
CAI.ADYFMAC 0 2 1 Macro Library
CAI.ADYFMOD 6144 42 - Module Library
CAI.ADYFOPTN 0 2 3 Option Library
CAI.ADYFOPTV 25600 1 1 Option V Library
CAI.ADYFPROC 0 1 2 Procedure Library
CAI.ADYFSCST 0 1 3 MSM SCS Template

Library
CAI.ADYFXML 32600 30 1 XML Library
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L-Serv Requirements
L-Serv works with an IBM-supported z/OS version.

The following lists the minimum storage requirements for each L-Serv distribution library. This list does not necessarily
represent the actual distribution library allocation that is provided during the installation. Data set allocation JCL and
(MSM) XML contains a block size of 0 for FB data sets with an LRECL of 80. This change was made to follow the IBM
SMP/E packaging standards and the Broadcom packaging standards. Specifying BLKSIZE=0 lets your system use the
most efficient block size for these data sets.

Library Name Block Size Tracks Directory Blocks Description
CAI.ABUJJCL 0 1 2 JCL Library
CAI.ABUJMOD 6144 64 23 Module Library
CAI.ABUJOPTN 0 4 4 Options Library
CAI.ABUJPROC 0 1 1 Procedure Library

XCF Communications Considerations

If you plan to use XCF communication between systems, ensure that you have installed CAIRIM (CAS9E10) and that the
load library is accessible to L-Serv.

Running the CAS9 procedure is not necessary to the execution of L-Serv.

L-Serv does not require an LMP key.

z/OS Requirements

L-Serv must reside in an authorized load library.

Since L-Serv is installed into a different load library from the rest of Common Services, note the following information:

• Both the L-Serv and Common Services running load libraries must be APF-authorized.
• Users of the XCF component of the Communications Server must ensure that L-Serv has access to the Common

Services CAW0LOAD data set.
• The Common Services CAW0LOAD data set must be accessible to L-Serv from the LINKLIST or the STEPLIB

concatenation in the L-Serv startup procedures.

Virtual Storage Requirements

Type of Storage Minimum Virtual Storage
CSA 3 KB of CSA and 2 KB of extended CSA
ESQA Requirements vary from 4 KB to over 500 KB depending on the

size and number of VSAM buffer pools

CSA storage is not released when L-Serv is shut down. This storage is reused when L-Serv is restarted (provided
REUSE=YES is specified in the startup procedure).

VSAM uses ESQA storage and concerns only users of the File Server.
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L-Serv SQL Dictionary

The SQL Server requires the following VSAM database:

Database Description
SQL dictionary Contains the definitions of the SQL tables that are managed by

the SQL Server.

Storage requirements for the SQL dictionary vary depending on the requirements of your site.

NOTE
This file is necessary only for users of the SQL Server.

Mainframe Connector for LINUX on z Systems Requirements
You install the Mainframe Connector for Linux on z Systems components on z/OS, z/VM, and Linux systems.

• Your z/OS system must have a currently supported version of z/OS.

NOTE
An Install Utility is distributed to help you with the installation and setup. The utility uses ISPF Table Services
and requires a data set to be allocated to the ISPTABL DD. If you encounter a 'Library not Allocated'
message, allocate a data set to ISPTABL DD (FB 80 PDS). For more information, see the IBM ISPF User
Guide.

• Your z/VM system must satisfy the following requirements:
– The system has a currently supported version of z/VM.
– The system has at least one of the following libraries for REXX:

• Library for REXX on zSeries (5695-014)
• Alternate Library for REXX on zSeries Version 1.4.0 for use with z/VM

NOTE
If you do not have the Library for REXX, you can acquire the Alternate Library from:http://www.ibm.com/
support/docview.wss?rs=960&uid=swg24006250.

• Your Linux system must have an IBM-certified version of one of the following operating systems:
– Red Hat at minimum release level 6
– SuSE at minimum release level 11.1

• Your executable version of the following SMP/E target data set must be accessible:
– CAI.CC2DLINK must be accessible through system Linklist.
– CAI.CC2DLOAD must be accessible through JCL STEPLIB or system linklist.

WARNING

Because this load library contains common Broadcom Management Services modules, if any of the
following software is installed at your site do not linklist this library: Chorus, CMDB Connector, NetMaster,
OPS/MVS WebCenter, or SOLVE. Doing so can impact backward and forward compatibility with these
software products. Otherwise you may optionally include this library in the system linklist.

– CC2DLPA must be accessible through LPA.
• z/OS UNIX file system space that is required for the downloaded and unpacked files: 115 MB.
• For the installation and setup, the following space is required:
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– Installation = 775 cylinders
– IBM System Modification Program/Extended (SMP/E) libraries = 45 cylinders
– Setup = 195 cylinders
– Setup temporary work area = 430 cylinders
– z/OS UNIX file system space = 20 KB

Each deployed z/VM agent has the following space requirement: Three cylinders.

The Linux agent has the following Linux file system space requirements:

Library Name Block Size Tracks Directory Blocks Description
CC2DEXEC 27920 2132 619 COMMANDS
CC2DJCL 27920 53 138 Run-time PDS
CC2DLINK 32760 8 24 Run-time PDS
CC2DLMD0 32760 4 12 Run-time PDS (external)
CC2DLOAD 32760 419 203 Run-time PDS
CC2DLPA 32760 2 12 Run-time PDS
CC2DMAC 27920 18 24 Run-time PDS (external)
CC2DSAMP 27920 304 91 Run-time PDS (external)
CC2DVSMI 32760 2137 100 Staging
CC2DXML 32760 5 12 Run-time PDS (external)
CE2JEXEC 27920 5 12  
CE2JOBJ0 27920 4 36  
CE2JXML 32760 19 12  
CE2JZFS0 0 0 Not Applicable  
CE2JZFS0.DATA 4096 15 Not Applicable  

CA Master Requirements
The minimum storage requirements for each CA Master distribution library.

Library Name Block Size Tracks Directory Blocks
CAI.AEI0MOD 6144 31 -
CAI.AEI0SCST 0 1 1
CAI.AEI0XML 32760 29 1

XPS Requirements
XPS provides CA 7, Scheduler, and Jobtrac with the capability to accept scheduling requests from other platforms. In
some documentation, it is referred to as the XPS ROUTER.

For CA 7 or Scheduler, the XPS code executes in the CA 7 or Scheduler address space. For Jobtrac, the XPS code
executes in the GSS address space.

For information about implementing cross-platform scheduling using XPS, see the following:
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• NetSpy CA 7 Interfaces
• NetSpy Scheduler Interfaces
• Jobtrac Installation and Maintenance

The following lists the minimum storage requirements for each XPS distribution library. This list does not necessarily
represent the actual distribution library allocation that is provided during the installation. Data set allocation JCL and
(MSM) XML contains a block size of 0 for FB data sets with an LRECL of 80. This change was made to follow the IBM
SMP/E packaging standards and the Broadcom packaging standards. Specifying BLKSIZE=0 lets your system use the
most efficient block size for these data sets.

Library Name Block Size Tracks Directory Blocks Description
CAI.ACF9JCL 0 1 1 JCL Library
CAI.ACF9MOD0 6144 5 - Module Library
CAI.ACF9OPTN 0 1 1 Option Library
CAI.ACF9PROC 0 1 1 Procedure Library
CAI.ACF9SCST 0 1 1 MSM SCS Template

Library
CAI.ACF9XML 32760 29 1 XML Library

Earl Service Requirements
Earl Service has the following installation requirements:

• An IBM-supported z/OS version.
• Earl Service requires Sort, IBM DF/Sort, or a compatible product with the module name SORT.

The following lists the minimum storage requirements for each Earl Service distribution library. This list does not
necessarily represent the actual distribution library allocation that is provided during the installation. Data set allocation
JCL and (MSM) XML contains a block size of 0 for FB data sets with an LRECL of 80. This change was made to follow the
IBM SMP/E packaging standards and the Broadcom packaging standards. Specifying BLKSIZE=0 lets your system use
the most efficient block size for these data sets.

Library Name Block Size Tracks Directory Blocks Description
CAI. AAXEJCL 0 1 1 JCL Library
CAI. AAXEMAC 0 2 1 Macro Library
CAI. AAXEMOD 6144 17 3 Module Library
CAI. AAXESRC 0 1 1 Source Library

Event Management Requirements
Event Management has the following installation requirements:

• An IBM-supported z/OS version, including full-function OMVS and zFS physical file system implemented.
• The user ID for the OMVS address space must have UPDATE access to the zFS data sets if external security protects

the data sets.
• Ensure that the user ID used to install Event Management has superuser authority and read access to the following

resources:
BPX.FILEATTR.APF
BPX.FILEATTR.PROGCTL
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BPX.SERVER
• IBM HTTP Server
• Java runtime environment at the JDK 1.4, 1.5, or 1.6 level

WARNING
z/OS includes the Java environment with the web server so that both are installed together. If you have
not previously used Java on z/OS, you can order a copy on tape from IBM. Be certain to install all the
prerequisites and follow the installation documentation exactly. Verify that you can run some of the IBM-
provided Java sample programs before attempting to start Event Management.

• BPXPRMxx setting MAXASSIZE > 128 MB
• BPXPRMxx setting MAXPROCUSER > 100
• BPXPRMxx setting MAXCPUTIME = 86400
• Disk space: (RO and RW zFS) approximately 900 cylinders total

NOTE
Temporary HFS space is also required. Ensure that the temporary HFS file has at least 50-MB space
available.

• Security definitions for these resources in class CAIUNI are shown in the following table for using the optional Java
GUI:

Define Resource Permitting Access To
EMSRVC.APPMAP Enterprise Management
EMSRVC.MSG RECORD Messages
EMSRVC.MSG ACTION Message actions
EMSRVC.CALENDAR Calendars
EMSRVC.CONLOG The Console
EMSRVC.CONLOG ANNOTATION Console message annotation

The following lists the minimum storage requirements for each Event Management distribution library. This list does not
necessarily represent the actual distribution library allocation that is provided during the installation. Data set allocation
JCL and (MSM) XML contains a block size of 0 for FB data sets with an LRECL of 80. This change was made to follow the
IBM SMP/E packaging standards and the Broadcom packaging standards. Specifying BLKSIZE=0 lets your system use
the most efficient block size for these data sets.

Library Name Block Size Tracks Directory Blocks Description
CAI.AD5IJCL 0 5 1 JCL Library
CAI.AD5MOD 6144 5 1 Module Library
CAI.AD5IPROC 0 6 1 Proc Library
CAI.AD5ISDF 0 4 1 Side Deck File
CAI.AD5IZFS 32760 7000 3 ZFS element types

 

 

Event Management Utilities Requirements
The following lists the minimum storage requirements for each Event Management Utility library. This list does not
necessarily represent the actual distribution library allocation that is provided during the installation. Data set allocation
JCL and (MSM) XML contains a block size of 0 for FB data sets with an LRECL of 80. This change was made to follow the
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IBM SMP/E packaging standards and the Broadcom packaging standards. Specifying BLKSIZE=0 lets your system use
the most efficient block size for these data sets.

Library Name Block Size Tracks Directory Blocks Description
CAI.AD5IJCL 0 1 1 JCL Library
CAI.AD5IMOD 6144 1 1 Module Library
CAI.AD5ISDF 0 1 1 Side Deck File

HIS (Hardware Interface Service) Requirements
Your system must have a currently supported version of z/OS with BCPii.

Common Components and Services has the following 3390 DASD space requirements:

• If you are using CSM, ESD, or DVD, the following z/OS UNIX file system space is required for the downloaded and
unpacked files: 16 MB.

• For the installation and setup, the following spaces are required:
– Installation = 125 cylinders
– IBM System Modification Program/Extended (SMP/E) libraries = 45 cylinders
– Setup = 2 cylinders

Library Name Block Size Tracks Directory Blocks Description
CC2DEXEC 27920 2132 619 COMMANDS
CC2DJCL 27920 53 138 Run-time PDS
CC2DLINK 32760 8 24 Run-time PDS
CC2DLMD0 32760 4 12 Run-time PDS (external)
CC2DLOAD 32760 419 203 Run-time PDS
CC2DLPA 32760 2 12 Run-time PDS
CC2DMAC 27920 18 24 Run-time PDS (external)
CC2DSAMP 27920 304 91 Run-time PDS (external)
CC2DVSMI 32760 2137 100 Staging
CC2DXML 32760 5 12 Run-time PDS (external)

 

 

 

SRAM Service Requirements
The SRAM Service works with an IBM-supported z/OS version.

The following lists the minimum storage requirements for each SRAM distribution library. This list does not necessarily
represent the actual distribution library allocation that is provided during the installation. Data set allocation JCL and
(MSM) XML contains a block size of 0 for FB data sets with an LRECL of 80. This change was made to follow the IBM
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SMP/E packaging standards and the Broadcom packaging standards. Specifying BLKSIZE=0 lets your system use the
most efficient block size for these data sets.

Library Name Block Size Tracks Directory Blocks Description
CAI.AASRJCL 0 1 1 JCL Library
CAI.AASRMAC 0 1 1 Macro Library
CAI.AASRMOD 6144 3 2 Module Library
CAI.AASROPTN 0 2 1 Option Library*

*Used for the installation of USERMOD(ASR0001)

ViewPoint Requirements
ViewPoint works with an IBM-supported z/OS version.

The following lists the minimum storage requirements for each Viewpoint Utilities distribution library. This list does not
necessarily represent the actual distribution library allocation that is provided during the installation. Data set allocation
JCL and (MSM) XML contains a block size of 0 for FB data sets with an LRECL of 80. This change was made to follow the
IBM SMP/E packaging standards and the Broadcom packaging standards. Specifying BLKSIZE=0 lets your system use
the most efficient block size for these data sets.

Library Name Block Size Tracks Directory Blocks Description
CAI.ADU4CICS 6144 14 1 CICS Load Library
CAI.ADU4DLD 8204 14 5 Dialog Library
CAI.ADU4JCL 0 1 1 JCL Library
CAI.ADU4MLD 0 4 1 Macro Library
CAI.ADU4MOD 6144 92 9 Module Library
CAI.ADU4PANL 4104 42 41 Panel Library
CAI.ADU4TLD 0 3 2 Template Library

Preventive Maintenance Strategy
A proactive preventive maintenance strategy ensures that your products provide optimal performance and security.

Broadcom formerly delivered product maintenance using Service Packs. We have replaced this model with
Recommended Service (CARS) for z/OS, which provides more flexibility and granular application intervals. CARS is
patterned after the IBM preventive maintenance model, Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU). With CARS, you can
install the preventive maintenance for most Broadcom z/OS-based products in a consistent way on a schedule that you
select (for example, monthly, quarterly, annually).

We recommend that you develop and implement a proactive preventive maintenance strategy whereby you regularly
apply maintenance. You could follow the same schedule that you use to apply IBM maintenance, or you could implement
a schedule for Broadcom products only.

Business Value:

Keeping your products current with maintenance helps your team remain productive and minimize errors while safely
protecting your systems. If you do not install the preventive maintenance regularly, you risk encountering known problems
for which we have published and tested fixes.
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Our mainframe maintenance philosophy is predicated upon granting you the flexibility to maintain your sites and systems
consistent with industry best practices and site-specific requirements. Our philosophy focuses on two maintenance types.
Understanding each type can help you maintain your systems in the most efficient manner.

NOTE
This philosophy applies to the CSM enabled products. For legacy products, contact Broadcom Support for
maintenance details.

Corrective Maintenance
Helps you address a specific and immediate issue. This type of maintenance is necessary after you encounter a
problem. We can provide a test APAR when a new problem is uncovered, or a confirmed PTF when the problem
has been resolved. Your primary goal is to return your system to the same functional state that it was before you
experienced the issue. This type of maintenance is applied on an as-needed basis.

Preventive Maintenance
Lets you apply PTFs that we have created and made public. You can have experienced the issues that each PTF
addresses. CARS provides a way to identify all published maintenance that has been successfully integration-
tested. This maintenance has been tested with other Broadcom products, current z/OS releases, and IBM
subsystems, such as CICS and DB2. Broadcom publishes CARS service levels and updates for HIPER and PE-
resolving PTFs on a monthly cadence. After you test the CARS level, we recommend that you accept that level
before you apply a new CARS level.
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time. You can then install the current CARS level of
maintenance (recommended) or an earlier level. Also, you can install maintenance to support a new hardware
device, software upgrade, or function using our FIXCAT method.

For all maintenance, before you initiate any maintenance action, obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

WARNING
CSM is an intuitive web-based tool that can automate and simplify many Broadcom product installation and
maintenance activities. We strongly recommend that you use CSM to maintain your Broadcom z/OS-based
products.

More Information:

To apply the preventive maintenance using CSM or from Broadcom Support Online, see the CSM online help.

Installing Your Products Using CSM
As a system programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, deploying, and configuring
Broadcom mainframe products on your system.

CSM (CSM) is an application that simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS
systems. As products adopt the CSM services, you can install your products in a common way according to industry best
practices.

If you do not have CSM installed, download it from the Download Center at Broadcom Support. This web page also
contains links to the complete documentation for CSM. For additional information about how to use CSM, use the online
help.

This section provides an overview to complete the following tasks. Use this content with the CSM online help to complete
each one.

• Acquire the product
• Install the product
• Maintain the product
• Deploy the product

After you complete deployment using the Software Deployment Service, see Configuring Your Product.
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IMPORTANT
With CSM Version 6.0, you can now use the Software Configuration Service (SCS) without the requirement
to have first used the Software Deployment Service (SDS); however, CCS does not support this feature.
Therefore, if you plan to use SCS for your CCS configuration, you must deploy first using SDS.

How to Acquire a Product
The Product Acquisition Service (PAS) simplifies and manages product acquisition tasks. Acquisition allows you to
download products and product maintenance from the Broadcom Support Online website to a USS directory structure on
your system. The products to which your site is entitled and the releases available are displayed in the Available Products
section on the Products page.

You perform the following high-level tasks to acquire a product using CSM:

1. Set up a Broadcom Support Online account.
To use CSM to acquire or download a product, you must have a Broadcom Support Online account. If you do not have
an account, create one on the Broadcom Support Online website.

2. Determine the CSM URL for your site.
To access CSM, you require its URL. You can get the URL from your site CSM administrator and log in using your z/
OS credentials. When you log in for the first time, you are prompted to create a CSM account with your credentials for
the Broadcom Support Online website. This account enables you to download product packages.

3. Log in to CSM and go to the Products page to locate the product that you want to manage.
After you log in to CSM, you can see the products to which your organization is entitled on the Products tab.
If you cannot find the product that you want to acquire, update the complete product list. CSM refreshes the product
list through the Broadcom Support Online website using the site IDs associated with your credentials for the Broadcom
Support Online website.

4. Download the product installation packages.
After you find your product in the product list, you can download the product installation packages.
CSM downloads (acquires) the packages (including any maintenance packages) from the Broadcom Support Online
website.

After the acquisition process completes, the product is ready for you to install or maintain.

How to Install a Product
The Software Installation Service (SIS) simplifies and manages SMP/E installation tasks. You can browse and install
a product that you acquired and that is available in the product list on the Products page. You can also install the
maintenance for the products that are currently installed in a managed SMP/E environment on the driving system.

You perform the following high-level tasks to install a product using CSM:
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Figure 1: Installing Products

1. (Optional) Configure base installation settings.
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2. (Optional) Configure a working set of SMP/E environments
3. Initiate product installation and review product information.
4. Select an installation type.
5. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
6. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

– • Create an SMP/E environment:
a. Set up the global zone.
b. Create a target zone.
c. Create a distribution zone.
Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:
a. Update the global zone.
b. Set up the target zone: Create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone: Create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
 If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions
are deleted from the zone and associated data sets. We recommend that you use new target and
distribution zones for this installation so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if
necessary.

7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.
8. (Optional) Review pending tasks for the SMP/E environment where you are installing your product. Continue the

installation, if applicable.

After the installation process completes, check for and install available product maintenance. The product is ready for you
to deploy.

Agent Technology and Event Management Post-Installation
After you install Agent Technology and Event Management, perform the following post-installation tasks. These tasks must
be completed before deployment.

These post-installation procedures assume that the zFS data sets are mounted at their installation mount points.

Complete Agent Technology Post-Installation Tasks

Follow these steps:

1. Create a user ID for Agent Technology.
Run the Agent Technology jobs using one user ID, named AWADMIN with group name AWGROUP. This user ID has a
UNIX System Services segment that is defined so that the following conditions are met:

NOTE
Do not use UID(0) for the user ID.

The user ID for Agent Technology is created.
After the installation is completed, other user IDs can be cloned for use on production systems, depending on your site
security policies.
CNSMJCL member B6DI0015 can create this user ID. The job provides control statements for ACF2, Top Secret, and
RACF.
Update the statements for your security package and delete the remainder.

WARNING
The User ID used to run this job must have the authority to issue the commands.

2. Set Agent Technology directory group ownership and Set User ID mode bit for Agent Technology.
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Some programs in Agent Technology run with UID(0).
Edit CNSMJCL member B6DI0065 to set the user ID bit for these programs.
This job must be run with the UID that owns the Agent Technology zFS files.

3. Enable the Agent Technology command-line EXEC.
Optionally, set the environment variable to enable all OMVS users to execute Agent Technology programs from the
command line. This job updates /etc/profile.
Use CNSMJCL member B6DI0068.

Complete Post-Installation Event Management Tasks

Follow these steps:

1. Create the additional Event Management directories.
a. Modify and submit CNSMJCL member D5II0040.
b. Check the results of this job by reviewing the STDOUT and STDERR zFS files that are referenced in the EXPAND

step. Do not rely on return codes as evidence of successful completion.
2. Create the Event Management profile.

a. If Event Management has been previously installed on your system, remove (not simply comment out) the Event
Management updates in the /etc/profile file. Then submit the job that is associated with this step. If they exist, the
updates are clearly marked at the end of the file.

b. Modify and submit CNSMJCL member D5II0050. Running Event Management depends on the setting of various
environment variables.
Modify the following variables to match your installation standards:
• STEPLIB and CA_DBHLQ

If you plan to use the Calendars or Message Actions option, you are required to install Datacom/AD after your
Common Components and Services components installation and Configuration are completed. If you do not
know the Datacom/AD data set names or high-level qualifier, you can update the profile file directly with this
information after Datacom/AD installation is complete.
STEPLIB must reference your Datacom/AD and CCS load libraries in the following order:

      STEPLIB=$STEPLIB:CAI.DATACOM.CUSLIB

      STEPLIB=$STEPLIB:CAI.DATACOM.SMPE.CAAXLOAD

      STEPLIB=$STEPLIB:CAI.CAW0LOAD

      STEPLIB=$STEPLIB:CAI.CNSMLOAD  

      STEPLIB=$STEPLIB:CAI.CAW0LOAD

      STEPLIB=$STEPLIB:CAI.CNSMLOAD

CA_DBHLQ must reference your Datacom/AD high-level qualifier. The value is the custom data set prefix. The
value for CA_DBHLQ does not have the trailing dot. This high-level qualifier is the same one used in the STEPLIB
for CUSLIB.
If you are not going to use the Calendars or Message Actions option, delete the Datacom/AD references.
If you are not going to use the Calendars or Message Actions option, STEPLIB references your CCS load libraries
only. Delete the STEPLIB statements that reference the Datacom/AD data sets. The CCS load libraries are:
STEPLIB=$STEPLIB:CAI.CAW0LOAD

STEPLIB=$STEPLIB:CAI.CNSMLOAD

Also delete the CA_DBHLQ statement.
c. CA_OPR_ZOSDB indicates whether the Datacom/AD database is used. The default value is N (no). If you are

going to use Calendars or Message Actions, change the value of this environment variable to Y(yes).
d. INSTALLSAF indicates whether to activate Store and Forward. The default is Y (yes).
e. UPDATE_ETC indicates whether to update /etc/profile to set the environment variables that are required to run

Event Management commands. The default is N (no).
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If you select Y (yes) and Event Management was previously installed on this system, /etc/profile is not updated.
Review the contents of /etc/profile to decide whether the current CAIGLBL0000 value defined is correct and
preferable for all users.
If you select N (no), the tngprofile file in the CAIGLBL0000 directory is updated with the appropriate profile settings
used later at logon.

3. Create the links for Event Management.
CNSMJCL member D5II0065 creates the required links for Event Management and runs the Event Management
component installation scripts. This job is long-running.
Check the results of this job by reviewing the STDOUT and STDERR zFS files that are referenced in the EXPAND
step. Do not rely on return codes for evidence of successful completion.

WARNING
JAVA_HOME must be initialized first, or this step does not complete properly.

Maintain Products Using CSM
CSM (CSM) can help automate acquiring, installing, maintaining, deploying, and configuring mainframe software. As a
System Programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your mainframe
environment. CS CSM provides a product list that enables you to display the list of licensed product maintenance
packages and to download these packages. Also, you can manage external maintenance packages that you acquired
outside of CSM so that they can be applied using CSM.

This diagram shows the maintenance process.
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Figure 2: Maintaining_Products_CACSM

1. (Optional) Configure automatic HOLDDATA download.
2. (Optional) Configure CSM to reject unneeded maintenance.
3. Download product maintenance packages.

– (Optional) Configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates.
4. (Optional) Manage maintenance downloaded outside of CSM.
5. Receive maintenance.
6. (Optional) Reject maintenance.
7. Apply maintenance.

a. Apply CARS Maintenance.
b. (Optional) Apply FIXCAT maintenance.

8. (Optional) Restore maintenance.
9. Accept maintenance.

– (Optional) Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode.

After you complete this process, the maintenance packages for your products are accepted.
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NOTE
You have deployed and configured a product across your enterprise. Now you are applying maintenance to
this product. Create a deployment and a configuration for this product to get this maintenance to your target
systems.

Configure Automatic HOLDDATA Download

You can configure CSM to download automatically the available HOLDDATA that it uses for each maintenance installation.
You then have current information about what maintenance packages are marked as PE (PTF in Error).

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the HOLDDATA Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:
Owner of Update Task

Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.
Recurrence

Specifies how often the task recurs.
Update Software Catalog Every number of Days

or
Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks

Specifies the frequency of downloading HOLDDATA to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value of Recurrence.

NOTE
Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For
example, on Monday at 10.30am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update
then occurs on the third day, Thursday, at 7.00am. When you set the time past the current time, the
first update occurs on the same day at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30am, you set the
number of days to 3 and time to 11.00. The first update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00am.

System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application
server time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is
not defined, the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.

NOTE
Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available HOLDDATA to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic HOLDDATA download is configured.

Configure CSM to Reject Unneeded Maintenance from the SMP/E Environment

During the regular, FIXCAT, or CARS maintenance wizard execution, CSM may receive maintenance. Some maintenance
packages may not be directly associated with the maintenance that you want to apply.

You can configure CSM to reject the maintenance that was received but not applied during the wizard execution.
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• If you exit the wizard before the maintenance installation started, CSM rejects the maintenance that has been received
during the wizard execution. The SMP/E environment is restored to the state that it had before you started the wizard.

• If you navigated through the wizard steps, started the maintenance installation task, and the task completed
successfully, CSM rejects the received but not applied maintenance that is not directly associated with the
maintenance that you have applied.

This process ensures that your SMP/E environments do not contain unneeded received maintenance.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings on the left side.
2. In the Maintenance Installation section, select the Reject Received Maintenance checkbox.
3. Select Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM is configured to reject unneeded maintenance.

Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Products tab. You can download:

• All maintenance packages for a product
• Only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the product release was updated last

NOTE
The information for HIPERs and new maintenance on the Software Status tab is based on the current
information in your software catalog. We recommend that you update the product list on a daily or weekly basis
to keep it current.

WARNING
You can also download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the IBM
SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom Mainframe product maintenance over the Internet,
by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates
the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support Online. The orders are
fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their
requisites are downloaded automatically and received to your system.

To use this download option, complete the procedures in SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. After you set up this
service, you can use CSM to apply and accept your maintenance.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of Broadcom Support online on the
Software Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom Support.

2. Select the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance in the product list on the left side.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section on the right side.

3. For the product release for which you want to download maintenance, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of
the release. Complete one of the following steps:
– Select Update Product Release to download all maintenance packages for the product release.
– Select Get Latest Maintenance to download only maintenance packages that have been released from the time

the product release was updated last.
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A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.

Configure CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates

You can configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.

NOTE
For more information about automatic maintenance updates, see Configuring CSM to Perform Automatic
Maintenance Updates at CSM documentation.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded Outside of CSM

Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about these
maintenance packages to CSM from the Products tab.

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products still have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all the
nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

NOTE
If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested
package is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
2. Select the Add External Maintenance button.
3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.
UNIX File

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it.
FTP Host

Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or
provide your FTP server host.
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FTP Port
Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.

FTP Path
Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash (/).
Enter only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

Maintenance Name
Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

User Name
Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.

Password
Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution on Broadcom Support.

NOTE
To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Select OK.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database.

NOTE
To see the added package, refresh the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

NOTE
Aggregated maintenance packages were discontinued December 31, 2013. However, some Broadcom products
have aggregated maintenance packages that were released before this date.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you want to
view.

2. Select the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Select the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages that the aggregated package contains appears.

Receive Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E
environment where the related products are installed. Once received, maintenance packages can be applied.
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NOTE
While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform
any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than
10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.

2. Select Maintenance.

NOTE
If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and select the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the receive list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Receive.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.

Reject Maintenance

You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

NOTE
While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform
any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than
10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
2. Select Maintenance.

NOTE
If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and select the Reject link.

NOTE
You can filter out only received packages.

The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.
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NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the rejected list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Reject.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

NOTE
While you work with an SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users cannot
perform any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for
more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.

2. Select Maintenance.

NOTE
If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and select the Apply link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in V by another user, a notification message appears. You
are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification message
disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another SMP/E
environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
5. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.
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If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing

When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and its
prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA and
details about the HELD maintenance. You can then bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD maintenance. CSM
determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:

• Select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• Leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a HOLDDATA entry checkbox, CSM excludes the

HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CSM verifies whether other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CSM also excludes it from processing.

If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.

Apply CARS Maintenance

CSM lets you track and apply Recommended Service (CARS) maintenance for your products.

Recommended Service (CARS) is a set of maintenance packages that have been tested in a mainframe integrated
system test environment. We recommend that you install CARS maintenance to keep your products current. Broadcom
releases CARS maintenance regularly. The release date determines the CARS maintenance level.

To learn about new CARS maintenance available, download the CARS files that are listed for published CARS
maintenance. You can configure CSM to download CARS files automatically, or add CARS files manually.

Based on information in CARS files, you can filter CARS maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section.
You can also select the packages that are applicable for within the CARS level that you want to install.

You can apply particular CARS maintenance packages. You can update all products in an SMP/E environment.
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TIP
Click here to view a short video about how to apply Recommended Service using CSM.

NOTE
A CARS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CARS file
can also reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CARS file. This situation
can occur if a maintenance package is found in error after the CARS file is published. The CARS processing
continues as expected, and the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CARS
level for the product is not updated to the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the
SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CARS File Download

You can configure CSM to download available CARS files automatically. After download, the CARS files are stored in a
USS directory under the software catalog.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the CARS Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:
Owner of Update Task

Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.
Recurrence

Specifies how often the task recurs.
Update Software Catalog Every number of Days

or
Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks

Specifies the frequency of downloading CARS files to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value of Recurrence.

NOTE
Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For
example, on Monday at 10.30am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update
then occurs on the third day, Thursday, at 7.00am. When you set the time past the current time, the
first update occurs on the same day at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30am, you set the
number of days to 3 and time to 11.00. The first update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00am.

System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application
server time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is
not defined, the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.

NOTE
Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available CARS files to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic CARS download is configured.
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Add a CARS File

If you cannot automatically download available CARS files, add them to the software catalog manually. Use the Add
CARS File link. The CARS files added manually are stored in the same USS directory as other CARS files.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the CARS file using FTP from the Broadcom file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

ftp://ftp.ca.com

b. Log in to ftp.ca.com as follows:
user name: anonymous

password: your-email-address

c. Change to the following directory:
/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CARS file. CARS files appear in the format:

CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CSM web-based interface, select the Products tab, and select the Add CARS File link in the Actions section on
the left side.

3. Specify the USS path to the CARS file you want to add, and select OK.
Information about the CARS file is saved in the CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CARS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment

You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CARS level. During processing, CSM
verifies that maintenance packages associated with the selected CARS level can be applied to the products, and then
applies the packages.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

NOTE
While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform
any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than
10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CARS level for.

Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CARS Level.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.
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NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM verifies and applies the CARS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).

FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. Select a category, and CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Masking Maintenance Categories

When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:

CA.System.z/OS.*
Selects all the categories whose names start with CA.System.z/OS.

CA.System.z/OS.%%
S
Selects all the categories under CA.System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.

How to Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CSM.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

NOTE
While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform
any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than
10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT

maintenance. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix
Categories.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
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message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Restore Maintenance

You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package).

NOTE
While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform
any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than
10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance.

NOTE
If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and select the Restore link.

NOTE
You can filter out only applied packages.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the maintenance

is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm the
selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and select Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance
restoring process.

7. Review the summary, and select Restore.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.
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The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance

After maintenance has been applied, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment. You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.

WARNING
Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, select Update HOLDDATA in the
Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download as
described previously in this article.

NOTE
While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform
any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than
10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance.

NOTE
If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and select the Accept link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the accept list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the

maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and select Next.
7. Perform one of the following actions to address prerequisites:

– If no prerequisites exist, select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and Select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The

prerequisites are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Select Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Selecting Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Select Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

NOTE
For more information about SMPWRKx and SYSUTx data sets, see IBM SMP/E for z/OS Reference.

10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:
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NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

1. Select Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
A pop-up window opens.

2. Make the necessary changes, and select OK to confirm.
The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation
parameters have been overridden.

To update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically, select Resolve Overrides. CSM provides
values for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being accepted. All
DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

• To cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF, clear its checkbox.
• To edit the allocation parameters for a DDDEF after you automatically updated them using the Resolve

Overrides button, select Override. Make the necessary changes. Select OK to confirm and return to the
wizard.

11. (Optional) Select View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the
selected SMP/E environment zones. Select Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the
Resolve Overrides button.

Select Next.
12. Review the summary, and select Accept.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are accepted.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

NOTE
For more information about GROUP and GROUPEXTEND modes, see IBM SMP/E for z/OS Commands.

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:

Accept Check
Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.

Accept
Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.

Accept Check and Accept
Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.
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How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works

We recommend that you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.

– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.

3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

NOTE
For more information about the BYPASS options, see IBM SMP/E for z/OS Commands.

You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

How You Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.

NOTE
While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform
any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than
10 minutes, the lock releases.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.

2. Select Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed.

NOTE
If you do not see any maintenance package listed, verify that you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and select the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.

NOTE
Select a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The
zones indicate where the maintenance package is already received, applied, or accepted. Select Close to
return to the wizard.
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5. Review the packages, and select Next.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. We recommend that
you run the maintenance in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and select Next.
The installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and select Next:
a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:

NOAPARS
Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.

NOUSERMODS
Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.

c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter
several packages, separate them by a comma.

The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.
8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.

You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.
9. Select Next.
10. Review the summary, and select Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in
the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the
task output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must
be resolved or bypassed.

You completed maintaining products with CSM.

How to Deploy a Product
The Software Deployment Service (SDS) facilitates product deployment. Deployment is a process of copying SMP/
E target libraries from a driving system (where the CSM application server is running) to a target (remote destination)
system. The target system could be the local z/OS system, a remote z/OS system, a staging system, or a sysplex.

Before you can deploy a product, complete the following tasks:

•  Acquire  and install the product  (including setting up SMP/E environments).
• Set up the target systems and remote credentials in the system registry.

NOTE
If you do not set up remote credentials for target systems, CSM prompts you to define remote credentials
before it performs actions that require access to the systems.

You complete the following high-level steps to deploy using CSM:
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Figure 3: Deploying Products

1. (Optional) Set up methodologies.

NOTE
You can also set up methodologies when creating a deployment.

2. Create the deployment.
3. (Optional) Save the deployment for editing and deploying later.
4. (Optional) Change the deployment: Add and edit systems, products, custom data sets, and methodologies.
5. Deploy:

a. Take a snapshot.
b. Transmit to target.
c. Deploy (unpack) to mainframe environment.
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6. (Optional) Delete the deployment.

After the deployment process completes, the product is ready for you to configure.

Common Components and Services Deployment
The Common Components and Services deployment process provides multiple options in the deployment product list.
You can select a group of components or a single component. Individual product selection for BASE components is not
available because all the BASE components must be installed and deployed.

IMPORTANT
After performing the installation for Agent Technology and Event Management, perform the tasks that are
described in Agent Technology and Event Management Post-Installation. You must complete these tasks before
you deploy.

To select a group of components, install all the components in your selected CSI otherwise the selection is blocked.

The deployment process only deploys SMP/E target data sets associated with the FMIDs defined to the product ID.

You can add non-SMP/E target data sets to be allocated and copied on the target system under the Custom Data Sets
section.

To add custom data sets, click on the ADD DATASET button then input the data set information.

How to Install a Product Using Pax-Enhanced ESD Files
As a system programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. With this option, you
acquire a product pax file from Broadcom Support or from a product DVD.

The DVD contains a folder that includes the pax file for the product. Product updates may have occurred after you
acquired the product DVD. The files on the online site always have the most current product updates. To determine if you
have the latest updates, go to Broadcom Support and click Download Center.

IMPORTANT
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax-Enhanced ESD process requires write
authority to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories used for the process. If you are installing a product that
requires USS such as Agent Technology, Event Management or the version of Tomcat shipped with Common
Components and Services, you must have USS authority to perform the installation.

You perform the following tasks to install a product with a pax file:

Figure 4: How to Install a Product Using a Pax File
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IMPORTANT
Before you perform the following steps, we recommend that you review important information about unpacking
the Common Components and Services pax files into USS environments. For more information, see USS
Environment Setup.

1. Allocate and mount the file system.
2. Acquire the product pax files.
3. Create a product directory from the pax file.
4. Copy the installation files to z/OS data sets.
5. Prepare the SMP/E environment for a pax installation.
6. Run the installation jobs for a pax installation.
7. (Optional) Clean up the USS directory.
8. Apply preventive maintenance.

USS Environment Setup
You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into MVS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to Pax ESD. The amount of space that you
need for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

IMPORTANT

• Common Components and Services software components are packaged using multiple pax files. To
determine which pax files to upload, see Component FMIDs. Store each pax file you upload into its own
USS directory. When you do not store each pax file you upload into its own USS directory, the installation
process will fail. For example, create a directory named "base" in the USS file system that was created for
ESD processing, then upload the Common Components and Services base pax file to this "base" directory.

• Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax ESD process requires write authority
to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for the Pax ESD process. In the file system
that contains the Pax ESD directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the pax file size to
download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14 MB pax file, you
need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your Pax ESD directory.

Allocate and Mount a File System
The product installation process requires a USS directory to receive the pax files and to perform the unpack steps.

WARNING
 We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition. Then you
should create separate and unique directories on this file system for each CCS pax file that you want to install.
When you do not create separate and unique directories on this file system for each CCS pax file that you want
to install, the installation process will fail.

You can use the zSeries File System (zFS) or hierarchical file system (HFS) for product downloads.

This procedure describes how to perform the following tasks:

• Allocate a zFS or an HFS.
• Create a mount point in an existing maintenance USS directory of your choice.
• Mount the file system on the newly created mount point.
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NOTE
You must have SUPERUSER authority or the required SAF profile setting to issue the USS mount command
for the file system.

• Optionally, permit write access to anyone in the same group as the person who created the directory.

WARNING
USS commands are case-sensitive.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate the file system by customizing one of the following samples to your site requirements:
– On a zFS, use the following sample:

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(your_zFS_data_set_name) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3,3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate your_zFS_data_set_name -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

– On an HFS, use the following sample:

//ALCHFS EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//CAPAX  DD   DSN=yourHFS_data_set_name,

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=3390,

//            DSNTYPE=HFS,SPACE=(CYL,(primary,secondary,1))

The file system is allocated.

NOTE
Ensure that the zFS or HFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for
USS file systems. If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings not
allowing for the allocation. On an HFS, try using the ISPF 3.2 Data Set Utility to allocate your HFS data set.

2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create a /CA/CAPAX directory in an existing
directory, /u/maint. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:

cd /u/maint/

mkdir CA

cd CA

mkdir CAPAX
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NOTE
This document refers to this structure as yourUSSpaxdirectory.

The mount point is created.
3. Mount the file system by customizing one of the following samples to your site requirements:

– On a zFS, use the following sample:

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name')

      MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory')

      TYPE(ZFS)  MODE(RDWR)

      PARM(AGGRGROW)

– On an HFS, use the following sample:

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_HFS_data_set_name')

      MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory')

      TYPE(HFS)  MODE(RDWR)

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can use the chmod command to let other users access the

Pax ESD directory and its files. For example, to allow write access to the Pax ESD directory for other users in your
USS group, from the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following command:

chmod -R 775 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted.

NOTE
For more information about the chmod command, see the IBM z/OS UNIX System Services User Guide
(SA22-7802).

Acquire the Product Pax Files
To begin the Broadcom product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.

WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax ESD process requires write authority to the
UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for the Pax ESD process. Also, you must have available
USS file space before you start the installation procedures.

Use one of the following methods:

• Download the product pax file from Broadcom Support to your computer, and then upload it to your USS file system.
If you download a zip file, you must unzip it before uploading to your USS file system.

• Download the pax files from Broadcom Support directly to your USS file system.
• Download the pax file from the product DVD to your PC, and then upload the pax files to your USS file system.

This section includes the following information:

• A sample batch job to download a product pax file from the Broadcom Support Online FTP server directly to a USS
directory on your z/OS system

• Sample commands to upload a pax file from your PC to a USS directory on your z/OS system

IMPORTANT
The FTP procedures vary due to local firewall and other security settings. Consult your local network
administrators to determine the appropriate FTP procedure to use at your site.
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Ensure that sufficient free space is available in the USS file system that you are using to hold the product pax file. If you
do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:

EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133

When the download finishes, the pax file size in your USS directory matches the value in the Size column for the
corresponding pax file on the Broadcom Products Download window.

Download Files to a PC Using Pax ESD
You can download product installation files from Support to your computer.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to support and click Download Management to open the Download Management website.
2. In the Search by Product Name box, type Common Components and Services. Click Common Components and

Services and press Enter.
3. Click Product Downloads Available.
4. Locate Common Components and Services and click Download Now.
5. Follow the onscreen instructions to complete the download.

WARNING
If you download a zip file, you must unzip it before continuing. 

Download Using Batch JCL
You download a pax file from support running batch JCL on the mainframe. Use the sample JCL attached to this page to
perform the download.

We recommend that you follow the preferred download method as described on Broadcom Support. This JCL procedure
is our preferred download method for users who do not use CSM. We also include the procedure to download to the
mainframe through a PC in the next section.

Follow these steps:

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourTCPIP.PROFILE.dataset with the name of the TCP/IP profile data set for your system. Consult your local

network administrators, if necessary.
The job points to your profile.

3. Replace YourEmailAddress with your email address.
The job points to your email address.

4. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for Pax ESD downloads.
The job points to your USS directory.

5. Locate the product component to download on the Broadcom Support Product Download window.
You have identified the product component to download.

6. Click Download for the applicable file.

NOTE
For multiple downloads, add files to a cart.

The Download Method window opens.
7. Click FTP Request.

NOTE
The Review Download Requests window displays any files that you have requested to download. We send
you an email when the file is ready to download or a link appears in this window when the file is available.
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8. Select one of the following methods:
Preferred FTP

Uses Broadcom worldwide content delivery network (CDN). If you cannot download using this method, review
the security restrictions for servers that company employees can download from that are outside your corporate
network.
Host Name: ftp://ftpdownloads.ca.com

Alternate FTP
Uses the original download servers that are based on Long Island, New York.
Host Name: ftp://scftpd.ca.com for product files and download cart files and ftp://ftp.ca.com for individual solution
files.

Both methods display the host, user name, password, and FTP location, which you then can copy into the sample
JCL.

NOTE
The following links provide details regarding FTP: the FTP Help document link in the Review Download
Requests window and the Learn More link available in the Download Methods window.

9. Submit the job. 

WARNING
If your FTP commands are incorrect, it is possible for this job to fail and still return a zero condition code.
Read the messages in the job DDNAME SYSPRINT to verify the FTP succeeded.

After you run the JCL job, the pax file resides in the mainframe USS directory that you supplied.

Example CAtoMainframe.txt, JCL

The following text appears in the attached CAtoMainframe.txt JCL file:

//GETPAX   JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'FTP GET PAX ESD PACKAGE',

//          MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to download a pax file directly from  *

//* CA Support Online to a USS directory on your z/OS system.         *

//*                                                                   *

//* When editing the JCL ensure that you do not have sequence numbers *

//* turned on.                                                        *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. The SYSTCPD and SYSFTPD JCL DD statements in this JCL may be   *

//*    optional at your site. Remove the statements that are not      *

//*    required. For the required statements, update the data set     *

//*    names with the correct site-specific data set names.           *

//* 3. Replace "Host" based on the type of download method.           *

//* 4. Replace "YourEmailAddress" with your email address.            *

//* 5. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *

//* 6. Replace "FTP Location" with the complete path                  *

//*    and name of the pax file obtained from the FTP location        *

//*    of the product download page.                                  *

//*********************************************************************

//GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM='(EXIT TIMEOUT 120',REGION=0M

//SYSTCPD  DD   DSN=yourTCPIP.PROFILE.dataset,DISP=SHR
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//SYSFTPD  DD   DSN=yourFTP.DATA.dataset,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//OUTPUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//INPUT    DD   *

Host

anonymous YourEmailAddress

lcd yourUSSpaxdirectory

binary

get FTP_location

quit

/*

 

 

Download Files to Mainframe through a PC
You download the product installation files to your PC and transfer them to your USS system.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the product file to your PC using one of the following methods:
– Pax ESD. If you downloaded a zip file, first unzip the file to use the product pax files.
– DVD. Copy the entire product software package (or individual pax files) to your PC.
The pax file resides on your PC.

NOTE
Do not change the format of the pax.Z.

2. Open a Windows command prompt.
The command prompt appears.

3. Customize and enter the following FTP commands:
textFTP mainframe

userid

password

bin

lcd C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile

cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

put paxfile.pax.Z

quit

exit

mainframe
Specifies the z/OS system IP address or DNS name.

userid
Specifies your z/OS user ID.

password
Specifies your z/OS password.

C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile
Specifies the location of the pax file on your PC.

NOTE
If you specify a location that has blanks or special characters in the path name, enclose that value in
double quotation marks.
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yourUSSpaxdirectory
Specifies the name of the USS directory that you use for Pax ESD downloads.

paxfile.pax.Z
Specifies the name of the pax file to upload.

The pax file is transferred to the mainframe.

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File
The pax command performs the following actions:

• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

Set the current working directory to the directory containing the pax file, and create a directory in your USS directory by
entering the following command:

pax -rvf pax-filename 

Use the following sample JCL to extract the product pax file into a product installation directory.

//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX FILE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.             *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

 Follow these steps: 

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for product downloads.

The job points to your specific directory.
3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.

The job points to your specific pax file.
4. Submit the job.

The job creates the product directory.
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NOTE
If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, uncomment and use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead.
This sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM= parameters to a second line.

Example JCL File, Unpackage.txt, to Customize
The following text appears in the attached Unpackage.txt JCL file:

/ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX ESD PACKAGE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.             *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

 

 

Copy Installation Files to z/OS Data Sets
Use this procedure to invoke the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create MVS data sets from the files in the product-specific
directory.

The file UNZIPJCL in the product directory contains a sample job to GIMUNZIP the installation package. You edit and
submit the UNZIPJCL job to create z/OS data sets.

Since Common Components and Services software components are packaged using four pax files, it can be easier to
perform this procedure for all the pax files you require now as opposed to coming back to this procedure later. Each pax
file contains its own UNZIPJCL file.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate and read the product readme file or installation notes, if applicable, which resides in the product-specific
directory that the pax command created. This file contains the product-specific details that you require to complete the
installation procedure.
You have identified the product-specific installation details.

2. Use ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL to edit the UNZIPJCL sample job. You can perform this step in one of the following
ways:
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– Use ISPF EDIT. Specify the full path name of the UNZIPJCL file.
– Use TSO ISHELL. Navigate to the UNZIPJCL file and use the E line command to edit the file.
The job is edited.

3. Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the product-specific directory created by the pax command.
Your view is of the product-specific directory.

4. If ICSF is not active, perform the following steps:
a. Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.
b. Perform one of the following steps:

• Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/smp/
classes/.

• Change HASH=YES to HASH=NO on the GIMUNZIP parameter.
One of the following occurs: ICSF is active or you are using Java.

5. Change all occurrences of yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for z/OS data sets that the installation process
uses. We suggest that you use a unique HLQ for each expanded pax file to identify uniquely the package. Do not
remove CAI after yourHLQ. Do not use the same value for yourHLQ as you use for the SMP/E RELFILEs.
All occurrences of yourHLQ are set to your high-level qualifier for z/OS data sets.

6. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and
IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable.
GIMUNZIP creates z/OS data sets with the high-level qualifier that you specified in the UNZIPJCL job. You use these
data sets to perform the product installation. The pax file and product-specific directory are no longer needed.

NOTE
For more information, see the IBM SMP/E for z/OS Reference (SA22-7772).

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation
The members in this procedure prepare the SMP/E data sets, initialize the zones, and create the DDDEFs for Common
Components and Services. External DDDEF data sets are required. For information about the members, see the JCL
comments.

The following steps describe the process to install products using native SMP/E JCL:

1. Download external HOLDDATA.
2. Allocate product data sets and SMP/E data sets.
3. Create SMP/E CSI or use the existing CCS Version 14.0 CSI. If you are applying CCS Version 14.0 maintenance while

upgrading your systems to Release 14.1, create an SMP/E CSI for the new Base and Optional CCS Release 14.1
installation.

4. Receive base functions and HOLDDATA.
Complete the SMP/E RECEIVE using files on DASD that the UNZIPJCL job created. Consult the product sample JCL
library that contains a sample that is customized to receive the product from DASD. Specify the following values:
– DASD data set names for SMPPTFIN and SMPHOLD (if applicable).
– The HLQ that you used in the UNZIPJCL job on the RFPREFIX parameter on the RECEIVE command.

5. Download and RECEIVE PTFs from support.
6. Run an SMP/E APPLY CHECK operation.
7. Apply base functions using SELECT GROUPEXTEND.
8. Run an SMP/E ACCEPT CHECK operation.
9. Accept base functions using SELECT GROUPEXTEND.
10. Configure the product according to your site requirements.

Installation Notes:
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• When you install Agent Technology, Event Management, or the version of Tomcat that is shipped with CCS, establish
a USS hierarchical file system first as part of the product installation. USS is a required feature for installing CSM
Common Services.

• The CCS software components are packaged using four pax files. Consider installing all of the components at once as
opposed to repeating this procedure for each component or pax file.

• You do not have to reinstall existing installations of CCS Version 14.0 Legacy Common Services or Mainframe
NetSpy Common Services. These pax files have not changed so you can continue to use the CCS Version 14.0 SMP
environment that you established for Legacy Common Services or Mainframe NetSpy Common Services.

• The BASE pax file contains the SAMPJCL data set to install all the CCS components. If you perform multiple
installations, make copies of the BASE SAMPJCL data set for each installation before you edit any of the members.

• Install all Base and Optional CCS components into the same SMP/E CSI.
• Install all the CCS components found in the BASE pax file.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize the ISPF Edit macro, AW0SEDIT found in the SAMPJCL data set unzipped from the BASE pax file with
your site-specific information. Then copy it to your SYSPROC location.
To customize member AW0SEDIT, replace the right-most parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE macro command
with your site-specific information.
Each time that you edit an installation member, type AW0SEDIT on the TSO command line, and press Enter to replace
the defaults with your specifications.

NOTE
The macro is ready to customize the SAMPJCL members.

WARNING
Install all Base and Optional CCS components into the same CSI and zones. If you decide to perform
multiple installations for each Common Components and Services component or pax file, the “change to”
values for GLOBALHLQ and CAIT0HLQ must be the same for each installation.

NOTE
Update the SREDIT Change command for DASDHLQ. Replace CAI to the same value you specified as
yourHLQ in the UNZIPJCL file for the pax file. This value is used in the SMP/E receive processing.If you
install CCS components from multiple pax files with a different value for yourHLQ in each UNZIPJCL pax file,
perform the SMP/E receive for each yourHLQ.

Update
ISREDIT CHANGE ALL DASDHLQ     CAI

to
textISREDIT CHANGE ALL DASDHLQ yourHLQ 

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the AW0SEDIT macro each time you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
AW0EDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member AW01ALL in an edit session and execute the AW0SEDIT macro from the command line.
3. Submit AW01ALL.

The job produces the following results:
a. • The target and distribution data sets for the BASE and OPTIONAL CCS components are created.

4. Complete the following substeps for each pax file that contains components you want to install.
xxx represents the following three-character codes:
CCS - LEGACY components
NSM - MFNSM components
a. Open the SAMPJCL member xxx1ALL in an edit session and execute the AW0SEDIT macro from the command

line.
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xxx1ALL is customized.

b. Submit xxx1ALL.
These jobs produce the following results:
a. • The target and distribution data sets for LEGACY and MFNSM CCS components are created.

5. If you install Agent Technology, Event Management, or the version of Tomcat that is shipped with CCS, complete the
following substeps for each of these products. Instances of ccc in this step represent the following three-character
FMID-based component codes:
B6D - MFNSM - Agent Technology
D5I - MFNSM - Event Management
EG1 - OPTIONAL - Tomcat
a. (For Agent Technology installations only). If the group AWGROUP has never been defined on your system, update

SAMPJCL member B6D1ALLU. Ensure that the format of the zFS file does not include -group AWGROUP. This
update is required for the RO and RW zFS files. The JCL appears as follows:
   //FMTRW EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

   // PARM=('-aggregate &CAI..RW.CB6DZFS -compat')

b. Open the SAMPJCL member ccc1ALLU in an edit session and execute the AW0SEDIT macro from the command
line.
ccc1ALLU is customized.

c. Submit ccc1ALLU.This job allocates your zFS data sets.
d. Open the SAMPJCL member ccc2MKD in an edit session and execute the AW0SEDIT macro from the command

line.ccc2MKD is customized.
e. Submit ccc2MKD.This job  creates all directories and mounts the file system.

6. Install all CCS components into the same SMP/E CSI. This JCL creates the CSI for all CCS components. Open the
SAMPJCL member AW02CSI in an edit session and execute the AW0SEDIT macro from the command line.
AW02CSI is customized.

7. Submit AW02CSI.
This job produces the following results:
– The CSI data set is defined.
– Unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone are created.
– The SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets are allocated.
– The global, target, and distribution zones are initialized.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

8. Complete the following substeps for each pax file that contains components you want to install: xxx represents the
following three-character codes.
– AW0 - BASE and OPTIONAL component DDDEFs
– CCS - LEGACY components DDDEFs
– NSM - MFNSM components DDDEFs
a. Open the SAMPJCL member xxx2CSID in an edit session and execute the AW0SEDIT macro from the command

line.
xxx2CSID is customized.

b. Submit xxx2CSID.
These jobs produce the following results:
• The DDDEF entries for Common Components and Services component data sets are created.

9. If you install Agent Technology, Event Management, or the version of Tomcat that is shipped with CCS, complete the
following substeps for each of these products you install.
a. Open the SAMPJCL member ccc3CSIU in an edit session and execute the AW0SEDIT macro from the command

line.
ccc3CSIU is customized.
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NOTE
All instances of ccc in this section indicate a three-character FMID-based component code.

b. Submit ccc3CSIU.
This job customizes the CSI by adding the DDDEFs associated with the USS target paths.

WARNING
Install Common Components and Services components into only the existing Common Components and
Services SMP/E environment using the same zone names (defaults are CAIT and CAID). Do not later install any
of the following software into these same zones: Chorus, CMDB Connector, NetMaster, OPS/MVS WebCenter,
or SOLVE.

Easytrieve Release 11.6 Running in Common Services Mode
You can install Common Components and Services Release 14.1 in the same SMP/E environment as CCS Version 14.0,
if desired.

To install Easytrieve Release 11.6 in the same SMP/E target zone as CCS Release 14.1, customize and run CAW0JCL
data set job CAW0EZTD after installing CCS Release 14.1 and before installing the Easytrieve Release 11.6. Job
CAW0EZTD deletes the Easytrieve Common Reporting Service Release 6.4 from the CCS Release 14.1/Version 14.0
SMP environment. You can then install the new Easytrieve version.

NOTE
For information about the changes in Easytrieve packaged with CCS, see the Release 14.1 Usage
Recommendations.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation
Submit and run these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed
successfully.

Each of the following members contains all the FMIDs associated with Common Components and Services. Delete any
FMIDs or steps associated with an FMID you do not want to install in each of the members.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the AW0EDIT macro each time you open a new SAMPJCL
member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the AW0AREAD
member, and submit the AW0EDALL member.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the SAMPJCL member AW03RECD in an edit session, and execute the AW0SEDIT macro from the command
line.
AW03RECD is customized.

2. Submit AW03RECD to receive SMP/E base functions and error HOLDDATA.
Your product is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. If an FMID was placed in error, download and receive PTFs from Broadcom Support.
4. Open the SAMPJCL member AW04APP in an edit session, and execute the AW0SEDIT macro from the command

line.
AW04PP is customized.

5. Submit AW04APP to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. If you find unresolved hold errors, we
recommend that you note these errors and verify that resolving PTFs are applied before implementing products in
production. Update the JCL to BYPASS the unresolved hold error IDs. After successful completion, rerun APPLY with
the CHECK option removed.
Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.
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6. Open the SAMPJCL member AW05ACC in an edit session, and execute the AW0SEDIT macro from the command
line.
AW05ACC is customized.

7. Submit AW05ACC to accept SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun APPLY
with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

Clean Up the USS Directory
IMPORTANT
This procedure is optional. Do not use this procedure until you complete the entire installation process.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom product, we recommend removing the files from your USS directory and deleting unnecessary MVS data sets.
You can delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all of the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets

These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the UNZIPJCL job.

NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:
rm paxfile

paxfile
Specifies the name of the Broadcom pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific_directory

product-specific_directory
Specifies the product-specific directory that the pax command created.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

Apply Preventive Maintenance
To apply preventive maintenance, you download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance. Preventive maintenance lets
you apply PTFs that Broadcom has created and made public. You may not have experienced the issue that each PTF
addresses. We recommend that you apply preventive maintenance regularly so that you do not encounter known issues
with published and tested fixes.

TIP

The following information might also help you manage your site maintenance:
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• To review the Broadcom mainframe maintenance philosophy, see best practices for your product or visit the
Mainframe Installation and Maintenance site.

• For a comprehensive collection of articles dedicated to all Broadcom mainframe maintenance concepts and
procedures, see Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.

Download and Receive Maintenance

Maintenance and HOLDDATA is available at Broadcom Support. After you complete the maintenance process, the
product is ready to deploy.

Use this procedure during product installation and for ongoing preventive maintenance in non-installation use cases
according to your maintenance strategy.

Follow these steps:

1. Select your download option:

IMPORTANT
We recommend that you use the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval option, which significantly simplifies the
download process.

Download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
This option uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom Mainframe product
maintenance over the Internet, by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom
server. This service eliminates the manual steps that you perform to download maintenance from Broadcom
Support Online. The orders are fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order
criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are downloaded automatically and received to your system. To use this
download option, complete the procedures in SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval.

Download maintenance manually from Broadcom Support Online
With this option, you manually select PTFs and build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites. You then
use the CAUNZIP utility to unpackage and receive the files. This utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/OS
without the need for an intermediate platform, such as a Microsoft Windows workstation. The utility resides in
yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP). To use this download option, you must be running Common Components
and Services Release 14.1 with PTF RO58216. Review the CAUNZIP requirements that are described in the
article Download Options and continue to the following steps.

2. Log in to Broadcom Support Online.
3. Select DOWNLOAD MANAGEMENT.
4. Locate your product in the download management tool.

Your product entry opens at the Product Downloads tab.
5. Select the Solution Downloads tab.
6. Select the applicable product and software release.
7. Select the applicable solutions and download them using the Cart or Download Now option.

TIP
Review the Broadcom Support Online download and FTP help topics.

8. Run the CAUNZIP utility.
CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

9. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file.
10. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
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11. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
12. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.
13. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the [hlq]SEDIT macro, which you customized in the

installation steps.
14. Open the SAMPJCL member [hlq]60RCH in an edit session and execute the [hlq]SEDIT macro from the command

line.

NOTE
Update [hlq]60RCH SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

[hlq]60RCH is customized.
15. Submit [hlq]60RCH.

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.
16. (Optional) Apply and accept Recommended Service (CARS) maintenance.

Apply and Accept Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply and optionally accept Broadcom corrective maintenance.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the SAMPJCL member [hlq]80APM in an edit session and execute the [hlq]SEDIT macro from the command
line.
[hlq]80APM is customized.

2. Submit [hlq]80APM.
The PTFs are applied.

3. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member [hlq]90ACM in an edit session and execute the [hlq]SEDIT macro from the
command line.
[hlq]90ACM is customized.

4. (Optional) Submit [hlq]90ACM.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Apply Recommended Service (CARS) Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply CARS maintenance as a part of managing preventive maintenance.

NOTE
We recommend that you review the CARS overview.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the ASSIGN statements:
a. Determine which ASSIGN statements to download.

• The yearly CARS ASSIGN statements are stored in the following file:
ftp.ca.com/pub/ASSIGN/YEARLY/YEARyyyy.TXT

• The monthly CARS ASSIGN statements are stored in the following file:
ftp.ca.com/pub/ASSIGN/CARyymm.TXT

b. Open the SAMPJCL member [hlq]50CAR in an edit session, update [hlq]50CAR SAMPJCL to download your
ASSIGN statements from Broadcom Support, and execute the [hlq]SEDIT macro from the command line.
[hlq]50CAR is customized.

2. Submit [hlq]50CAR.
The job downloads the CARS ASSIGN statements.
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3. Open the SAMPJCL member [hlq]70RCM in an edit session, manually add the data set that contains the ASSIGN
statements to the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the [hlq]SEDIT macro from the command line.
[hlq]70RCM is customized.

4. Submit [hlq]70RCM.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and CARS ASSIGN statements.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member [hlq]80APM in an edit session and execute the [hlq]SEDIT macro from the command
line.
[hlq]80APM is customized.

6. Submit [hlq]80APM.
The PTFs are applied.

7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member [hlq]90ACM in an edit session and execute the [hlq]SEDIT macro from the
command line.
[hlq]90ACM is customized.

8. (Optional) Submit [hlq]90ACM.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

HOLDDATA (System and External)
When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

System HOLDDATA

System HOLDDATA indicates data that is an in-stream part of the SYSMOD, informing you of special conditions. The
following reasons are used with SYSTEM HOLDDATA for your product.

Action
Indicates that you must perform special processing before or after you apply this SYSMOD.

AO
Affects automated operations. It changes the message identifier or the displacement of a field inside the
message.

DB2BIND
Indicates that DBRMs have changed and packages must be rebound.

DDDEF
Indicates that data sets and DDDEFs are being added or modified.

DELETE
Deletes the SYSMOD load module. You cannot reverse this type of SYSMOD with the SMP/E RESTORE
command.

DEP
Indicates a dependency for this SYSMOD that you must externally verify.

DOC
Indicates a documentation change with this SYSMOD.

DOWNLD
Indicates that some or all the elements that this SYSMOD delivers are to be downloaded to a workstation.

DYNACT
Describes the steps to dynamically activate this fix without performing an IPL.
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EC
Indicates that this SYSMOD requires a hardware engineering change. An EC hold SYSMOD usually does not
affect the product unless the EC is present on the hardware device.

ENH
Introduces a small programming enhancement. The hold contains the instructions to implement the enhancement.
If no action is required to implement the enhancement, give a summary of the enhancement.

EXIT
Indicates that changes delivered by this SYSMOD require reassembly of user exits.

EXRF
Indicates that the SYSMOD must be installed in both the Active and Alternate Extended Recovery Facility
Systems.

IPL
Indicates that an IPL is required for this SYSMOD to take effect. This option is used only when there is no
alternative for dynamic activation.

MSGSKEL
Indicates that the SYSMOD contains internationalized message versions that must be run through the message
compiler for each language.

MULTSYS
Apply this SYSMOD to multiple systems for pre-conditioning, coexistence, or exploitation.

RESTART
Indicates that after applying this SYSMOD, the site must perform a special restart as opposed to a routine restart.

SQLBIND
Indicates that a bind is required for a database system other than DB2.

External HOLDDATA

External HOLDDATA is not part of the PTF. The HOLDDATA resides in a separate file and contains both error and FIXCAT
HOLDDATA. The error HOLDDATA is used for SYSMODs that have been distributed and later are discovered to cause
problems. The FIXCAT HOLDDATA helps identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware device,
software, or function.

Download the external HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support to a DASD file, and allocate the file to the SMPHOLD
DD statement. To take care of the external HOLDDATA, receive it into your SMP/E environment. SMP/E receives the
HOLDDATA from Broadcom-supplied jobs.

You can find JCL to download the external HOLDDATA in your SAMPJCL member. Open yourhighlevelqualifier60RCH in
an edit session and execute the yourhighlevelqualifierSEDIT macro on the command line. Then, submit the JCL.

Error HOLDDATA

If a SYSMOD has unresolved error HOLDDATA, SMP/E does not install it unless you add a bypass to your APPLY
command. You can bypass error HOLDDATA in situations that are not applicable to you. Error HOLDDATA that is not
applicable to you can include a problem that happens only with a hardware device that you do not have or in a product
feature that you do not use.

When Broadcom publishes a SYSMOD that resolves the error HOLDDATA, the resolving SYSMOD supersedes the error
HOLDDATA. This action lets you apply the original SYSMOD with the fixing SYSMOD.

The only manual task is running a REPORT ERRSYSMODS. This report identifies the following:

• Any held SYSMODs already applied to your system
• Any resolving SYSMODs that are in RECEIVE status
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SMP/E identifies the SYSMOD to apply to correct the situation.

FIXCAT HOLDDATA

Broadcom provides FIXCAT HOLDDATA to help identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware
device, software, or function. Fix categories are supplied as SMP/E FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements. Each FIXCAT
HOLDDATA statement associates an APAR and its related fixing PTF to one or more fix categories.

Installing from Pax Files Using Pax ESD or DVD
Use the scenario in this section to complete pax installations.

Post-Installation Requirements
After the installation for Agent Technology and Event Management, perform the tasks in Agent Technology and Event
Management Post-Installation. Complete these tasks before their deployments.

Deploy Products
Deploy all SMP/E target data sets created during the SMP/E installation process by making copies of them (at least once)
available on the targeted system where the Common Components and Services components are to execute.

If the component is to execute on multiple systems, at a minimum, make the copies available through shared DASD on
the targeted system. However, in some cases you want to make multiple copies of some or all of the SMP/E target data
sets for configuration purposes.

You can identify most Common Components and Services SMP/E target data sets by their lowest-level qualifier. This
qualifier begins with the letter C followed by a three-character pax file identifier, AW0, CCS, or NSM. For a complete list of
SMP/E target data sets, see Storage Requirements.

WARNING
 Confirm that the targeted system meets the system requirements for the products you are deploying before
deploying the SMP/E target data sets.

If you installed Agent Technology, Event Management, or the version of Apache Tomcat that is shipped with Common
Components and Services, see Deploying USS File Systems.

After the SMP/E target data sets are deployed, see How to Configure Common Components and Services Without
CSM in the article Configuring Your Product.

Deploy USS File Systems
Before you start this procedure, review the following points:

• Use the SMP/E CSI and its SMP/E target USS environment to track software changes only.
• For Agent Technology and Event Management, perform post-installation steps before you can deploy the SMP/E target

data sets.
For Event Management, you also must run the configuration script fwsetup found in the Event Management installation
directory (/cai/nsmem by default). See Run the Event Management Configuration Script.

• Create the copies of the USS zFS data sets on the installation or another computer that the executing Common
Components and Services component uses.
Use the following procedure to copy your USS zFS data sets. This procedure assumes that the Common Components
and Services component that uses USS has been successfully installed and the post-installation that is completed on
the installation z/OS image.
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 Follow these steps: 

• a. Make the copies of the Common Components and Services BASE load libraries (CAW0LINK, CAW0LOAD,
CAW0LPA, and CAW0PLD) available on the targeted system.
If you are deploying Agent Technology or Event Management, copies of the MFNSM load libraries (CNSMLOAD
and CNSMPLD), and CNSMJCL, CNSMOPTV, and CNSMPROC must also be available.

b. Create backup copies of your SMP/E USS zFS data sets. The USS zFS data sets are linear VSAM. Use IDCAMS
REPRO to back up the data sets.
Before creating the backup do the following:
• Confirm that there are no Common Components and Services components using the USS file system being

backed up.
• For Agent Technology, confirm that all post-installation tasks have been completed.
• For Event Management, confirm that all post-installation tasks have been completed and the configuration script

fwsetup has been run.
c. Tailor and submit the SAMPJCL member on the targeted system to allocate and format the zFS data sets.

• For Agent Technology, use B6D1ALLU.
If the group AWGROUP has never been defined on your system before, perform the following steps:
(a) Update SAMPJCL member B6D1ALLU so that the format of the zFS files does not include -group
AWGROUP. This update is required for both the RO and RW zFS file.
Change:
//FMTRW  EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate &CAI..RW.CB6DZFS -group AWGROUP -compat')

to:
//FMTRW  EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate &CAI..RW.CB6DZFS -compat')

(b) Set the group ownership and userID mode for Agent Technology by running CNSMJCL job B6DI0065 after
job B6D1ALLU has completed successfully.

• For Event Management, use D5I1ALLU.
• For Tomcat, use EG11ALLU.

d. Tailor and submit the SAMPJCL member on the targeted system to create the mount points and mount the zFS
data sets created in the previous step in READ/WRITE mode.
The READ/WRITE mount performs the configuration.
Create only the mount point directories on the targeted system.
Delete any steps that create more directories.
• For Agent Technology, use B6D2MKD
• For Event Management, use D5I2MKD
• For Tomcat, use EG12MKD

e. Restore the backups that are created in Step 2 into the newly allocated zFS data sets on the targeted systems.
f. Update your BPXPRMxx member on the targeted system with the MOUNT directories for the new zFS data sets.

• Mount zFS data sets with RO in their DSName as read only.
• Mount zFS data sets with RW in their DSName as read/write.  

Deploying Agent Technology on Multiple Systems
If you are installing multiple systems, you have two methods for Agent Technology:

• Do a complete installation on each system. This method provides separate CSIs for tracking each system
independently.

• Track the software using the existing CSI and simply install copies on the other machines.
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If you employ the second method, use the Agent Technology Read-Only zFS which was created, formatted, and mounted
by SAMPJCL jobs B6D1ALLU and B6D2MKD. The Read-Only zFS contains all executable programs and can be shared
among multiple systems. Thus, only the Read-Write zFS (which is relatively small) is copied to the second and successive
systems to run the Agent Technology services. This zFS structure also simplifies product maintenance procedures
because nearly all updates are applied to the shared Read-Only zFS only.

Copy Your Agent Technology Installation

This procedure copies your Agent Technology services installation onto a second z/OS image. This procedure assumes
that Agent Technology services have been successfully installed and tested on at least one z/OS image.

Follow these steps:

1. Confirm that the target system meets the minimal system requirements for z/OS Agent Technology.
2. Back up your existing Agent Technology zFSs on the source LPAR. Take this backup when the Agent Technology

services are down, after the aws_sadmin Store has been properly initialized, and the Agent MIBs have been loaded.
The zFS files are VSAM linear data sets. Use IDCAMS REPRO to back up the data sets.

3. Make the Agent Technology CNSMLOAD, CNSMJCL, CNSMOPTV, and MIBLIB partitioned data sets accessible on
the target system, through shared DASD or by copying the files.

4. Tailor and submit CNSMJCL(B6DI0015) on the target system to define the user ID AWADMIN and group AWGROUP
to the security system, if necessary.

5. Tailor and submit SAMPJCL( B6D1ALLU) to allocate and format only the Read-Write zFS on the target system. Be
sure to remove the steps that allocate and format the Read-Only zFS (jobsteps DEFINRO and FMTRO).

6. Restore the backup file of the Read-Write zFS from Step 2 into the newly allocated Read-Write zFS on the target
LPAR

7. Tailor and submit SAMPJCL( B6D2MKD) to create the mount points for the zFS files and mount the RW zFS that was
created and formatted. Remove the step that mounts the RO zFS.

8. Make the Read-Only zFS, which the initial installation created, available to the target system in read-only mode.
9. Update your BPXPRMxx member on the target system to add the MOUNT directories for the new zFSs.
10. Perform the following configuration tasks on the target LPAR:

a. Modify your agentworks.profile script in the root Agent Technology directory to reflect the new environment.
Pay particular attention to the environment variables:
• AWORKS_MVS_PREFIX designates the prefix for your Agent Technology z/OS files.
• AGENTWORKS_DIR designates the Agent Technology home directory.
• RESOLVER_CONFIG designates the DSN for the TCPIP.DATA file. This reference must correlate to the DSN

specified by the SYSTCPD DD statement for the TCP stack running on the new system. A member name must
be included if the data set is a PDS.

b. Modify the member ENVFILE in yourCNSMOPTV. If you share your CNSMOPTV between multiple z/OS images,
you could need to create a unique member for the new system. This is the case only if you modify the contents
on the ENVFILE member for the new LPAR. When modifying or creating this file, pay particular attention to
AGENTWORKS_DIR, which designates the Agent Technology root directory.

c. Modify all scripts, configuration files, and JCL members as necessary for the target LPAR.
• Scripts--Aside from the changes to the agentworks.profile script mentioned previously, you could also need to

modify your install_mibs script that is located in the $AGENTWORKS_DIR/services/tools directory to include or
exclude agents that are or are not running on the target system.

• Configuration Files--The file most likely to require change is the aws_sadmin.cfg file. This file, which is located
in the /cai/agent/services/config/aws_sadmin directory, contains the trap destinations where traps are sent, and
SNMP community strings.

• JCL--If any JCL changes are required, such as to reference a different ENVFILE, create a unique copy of the
JCL for the new system.
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d. The process of copying and restoring the Read-Write zFS to a new system image also copies the aws_sadmin
Store files. This is only appropriate for your target systems if you are running the same releases of agents across
all your systems. If you are running different releases, run the procedures that are found in the previous section
titled Build the aws_sadmin Store files.

e. Within UNIX System Services, after the agentworks.profile script has been invoked, run the awftest tcpip utility.
This utility verifies that the TCPIP stack has been properly configured. You can attempt to start your Agent
Technology services when this utility runs without error.

11. Start your Agent Technology services on the target LPAR.

Deploying Event Management on Multiple Systems
For Event Management deployment on additional systems, see Deploy Event Management on Additional Systems.

Deploying Mainframe Connector for Linux
To deploy the Mainframe Connector for Linux, after deploying the z/OS components, deploy the following product
components:

• z/VM agent to the target z/VM system
• Linux agent to the target Linux systems

Configuring Your Product
Review the topics in this section to determine your configuration method.

How to Configure Common Components and Services with CSM

The Software Configuration Service (SCS) facilitates the mainframe product configuration from the software inventory of
the driving system to targeted z/OS operating systems.

You can use the SCS component of CSM to configure this release of Common Components and Services that you have
installed and deployed.

Follow these steps:

1. Select a deployed product to configure from the Deployments tab to open the Create Configuration wizard.
2. Create the configuration, which includes completing each step in the Create Configuration wizard:

a. Define a configuration name and select a target system.
b. Select configuration functions and options.
c. Define system preferences.
d. Create target settings.
e. Select and edit resources.

3. Build the configuration. The last step of the Create Configuration wizard lets you build the configuration.
4. Implement the configuration. The implementation process in CSM is a step-by-step process, which guides you and

provides detailed instructions to start, stop, and manage the steps of the implementation.

After the configuration process completes, CCS is ready for use.

IMPORTANT
Portions of CSM require CCS to be installed. Do not start your newly configured CAIRIM, CAIENF, and address
spaces while CSM is active on the targeted system.
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NOTE
You cannot use CSM to configure a product to a staging system.

How to Configure Common Components and Services Without CSM

This section describes the minimum configuration tasks that are needed before Common Components and Services can
be started, customized, and used in your environment.

Configure the CCS components using the deployed data sets.

NOTE
For information concerning APF authorizing data sets, and adding data sets to the linklist and LPA, see the IBM
z/OS MVS Initialization and Tuning Reference.

To configure your system before starting CCS

1. APF Authorize Data Sets
a. Determine if your site is using SYS1.PARMLIB member IEAAPFxx or PROGxx to specify the APF list.
b. Add the following data sets that apply to the SYS1.PARMLIB APF list member your site is using:

• YourdeployHLQ.CAW0LOAD - BASE component Installation
• YourdeployHLQ.CCCSLOAD - LEGACY component Installation
• YourdeployHLQ.CNSMLOAD - MFNSM component Installation
• YourdeployHLQ.CNSMPLD - MFNSM component Installation
• YourdeployHLQ.CAW0DCM - BASE component Installation - CAIENF
• YourdeployHLQ.CAW0LINK - BASE component Installation
• YourdeployHLQ.CCCSLINK - LEGACY component Installation
• YourdeployHLQ.CAW0PLD - BASE component Installation
• YourdeployHLQ.CC2DLINK - HIS and Linux Connector Installation
• YourdeployHLQ.CC2DLOAD - HIS and Linux Connector Installation

IMPORTANT
Failure to APF-authorize these data sets can result in the incorrect completion of jobs in the configuration
process or the failure to start address spaces.

2. Linklist Data Sets
a. Determine if your site is using SYS1.PARMLIB member LNKLSTxx or PROGxx to specify the LNKLST

concatenation.
b. Add the following data sets that apply to the SYS1.PARMLIB linklist member your site is using:

• YourdeployHLQ.CAW0LINK - BASE component Installation
• YourdeployHLQ.CAW0PLD - BASE component Installation
• YourdeployHLQ.CCCSLINK - LEGACY component Installation
• YourdeployHLQ.CNSMLOAD - MFNSM component installation
• YourdeployHLQ.CC2DLINK - HIS and Linux Connector Installation

c. (Optional) Add the following data sets that apply to the SYS1.PARMLIB linklist member your site is using, to use
the system linklist rather than using STEPLIB in the Broadcom product and CCS-related JCL:
• YourdeployHLQ.CAW0LOAD - BASE component Installation
• YourdeployHLQ.CCCSLOAD - LEGACY component Installation

3. Add the following data sets that apply to the SYS1.PARMLIB LPA list member, LPALSTxx your site is using:
– YourdeployHLQ.CAW0LPA - BASE Installation if the system is running a z/OS release below 1.13.
– YourdeployHLQ.CC2DLPA - Linux Connector Installation

4. Update the program properties table.
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Your installation must define a program properties table entry for each of the CCS that applies to your site. These
entries reside in the SCHEDxx member of the logical PARMLIB concatenation. You can apply this update dynamically
with an operator SET SCH=(xx,yy,zz,L) command.
Place the following program properties table (PPT) statements that apply in your SCHEDxx PARMLIB member:
– CCS Address Space shell PPT entry:

PPT PGMNAME(CASRVASI)        /* CA-SERV Address Space Control Program   */

    KEY(4)                   /* EXECUTION KEY                           */

    NOSWAP                   /* NON-SWAPPABLE                           */

    PRIV                     /* PRIVILEGED                              */

    SYST                     /* SYSTEM TASK                          */

    LPREF                    /* Long-term PGFIX in non-reconfig stg  */

    NOPREF                   /* Short-term PGFIX in reconfig stg     */

– CA Common Logger Service PPT entry:

NOTE
For this service, the CCS Address Space shell PPT entry (previous bullet) is also required.

PPT PGMNAME(CALGMAIN) /* CALOGGER ADDRESS SPACE MAIN PGM */ 

    KEY(4) /* EXECUTION KEY */

– Common Variable Service PPT entry:

NOTE
For this service, the CCS Address Space shell PPT entry (first bullet) also required.

PPT PGMNAME(CAVDMAIN)        /* CAVARSRV ADDRESS SPACE MAIN PGM          */

    KEY(4)                   /* EXECUTION KEY                            */

5. Perform Component Configuration Steps:
– CAIRIM Configuration Tasks
– CAIENF Configuration Tasks
– CAICCI Configuration Tasks
– Event Management Configuration Tasks
– Agent Technology Configuration Tasks
– GSS Tasks
– L-Serv Configuration Tasks
– Perform Post-deployment Tasks 

6. Save All Materials and Outputs.
This step is important to make information available for maintenance and upgrade purposes.

Install Other Products

Perform Datacom/AD Installation

If you previously installed the version of Datacom/AD being shipped with this release of Common Components and
Services, you do not need to reinstall Datacom/AD. However, you might need to perform Datacom/AD customization for
CAIENF and Event Management. For more information, see Install Datacom/AD.

Installation of Datacom/AD is optional for CAIENF and Event Management. Certain CAIENF and Event Management
options require the use of the Datacom/AD database.

For CAIENF, Datacom/AD is required to record events.

If you are not sure that you record events at your site, you can verify that RECORD(YES) is specified in your CAIENF
parameters file. If you are running a CAIENF release earlier than Version 12, you can check your CAIENF database to
see if any event types have a record count that is greater than zero. To determine whether the database is earlier than
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CAIENF Version 12, use the CAS9DB LIST DETAIL report. The following CAS9DB JCL can be used if a CAIENF release
earlier than Version 12 is up and running:

//CAS9DB   EXEC PGM=CAS9DB,REGION=4M

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=yourHLQ.CAW0LOAD <=Update

//DBOUT    DD SYSOUT=*

//DBIN     DD *

  LIST DB(*) DETAIL

/*

• For Event Management, Datacom/AD is required with the Calendars or Message Actions option. If you use
Calendars or Message Actions, set the environment variable CA_OPR_ZOSDB to Y in the PROFILE file in the Event
Management zFS installation directory. This variable was set in the Event Management configuration step that is
associated with CNSMJCL member D5II0050. If it was not, the environment variable can be set at any time before
starting Event Management.

• Because Datacom/AD requires CCS, the CCS component configuration procedures must be completed before
installing Datacom/AD.
Datacom/AD requires the following CCS components:
– CA-C Runtime
– CAICCI
– CAIRIM which includes LMP and CAISSF

• Use the version of Datacom/AD distributed with the CCS installation and follow the instructions in Install Datacom/AD.

NOTE
For information about how to install Datacom/AD, see Datacom/AD for z/OS Installation and Maintenance.

Perform Mainframe Connector for Linux on z Systems Installation

The installation of Mainframe Connector for Linux on z Systems is optional.

• Use the version of the Mainframe Connector for Linux on z Systems distributed with the CCS.
• Follow the installation and configuration instructions at Install Mainframe Connector for Linux on z Systems.

Perform Hardware Interface Service Installation

The Hardware Interface Service installation is optional.

• Use the version of the Hardware Interface Service that is distributed with the CCS.
• Follow the installation and configuration instructions at Install Hardware Interface Service.

CAIRIM Configuration
Configuration tasks for CAIRIM can include modifying the initialization parameters, customizing CAISSF for RACF
products, and starting CAIRIM. Use your deployed data sets when performing these tasks.

CAIRIM Initialization Parameters
You could need to modify the CAIRIM initialization parameters. This task is required if you are installing CAIRIM and you
intend to execute the CAS9 procedure. If you are installing CAIRIM on behalf of another service, without intending to run
CAIRIM, do not perform this task.

Each solution initialized by CAIRIM is defined through an entry in the CAIRIM parmlib member (found in
YourdeployHLQ.CAW0OPTN), described as the member CARIMPRM in our sample proc. Your solution-specific
installation documentation provides you with the specific CAIRIM parm definition (if necessary) for the solution and
services you are installing. Any requirements for the ordering of statements are included in the instructions that are
supplied with your Broadcom solution.
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Broadcom software solutions that can be run using CAIRIM follow two general rules:

Rule 1
Services must be initialized before products. For example, if Scheduler uses ADAPTER and OMS, both
ADAPTER and OMS initialization statements must precede the Scheduler initialization statement.

Rule 2
If a previously installed Broadcom solution has already included one or more services that a subsequent solution
also uses, the statements already present are used, and extra statements are not added for the services.

The following parameter structure for initialization statements is used for all software solution and service definitions:

textPRODUCT(desc) VERSION(vers) LOADLIB(dsn) INIT(name) PARM(parm)

WARNING
CAIRIM control statements cannot go beyond column 72. Control statements can be continued on the next
line by placing a dash (-) at the end of the line. But a keyword and its operands that are contained within
parentheses must be on the same line.

Example

PRODUCT(desc) VERSION(vers) LOADLIB(dsn)  - 

INIT(name) PARM(parm)

Parameter Required? Description
desc Required Solution or service description (up to 20

characters). This parameter is specified
once for each product to be installed.

vers Required Four-character identifier, consisting of a
two-character solution or service code plus
a two-character version code.

dsn Optional Data set name for solution or service load
modules. If the modules are in LINKLIST or
the CAIRIM procedure STEPLIB, then the
LOADLIB parameter need not be specified.

name Optional Name of initialization routine. By default,
the name of the initialization module is the
version information plus 'INIT'. Thus for
solution KO42, the initialization module
would be KO42INIT. The INIT parameter
needs to be specified only if the default
module name is not appropriate.

parm Optional Special parameter to be passed to the
initialization routine. This parameter is used
for any custom solution function such as
re-initialization or deactivation. Up to 32
characters can be passed in the PARM
field.

To pass up to 66 characters in the PARM
field, apply PTF RO52581.

NOTE
The LOADLIB parameter causes the tasklib for the indicated install program to be switched to that data set,
which must be APF-authorized. Therefore, if LOADLIB is used, the INIT program and associated CAIRIM
program modules must be in LINKLIST or in the library that the LOADLIB statement describes. If the INIT
program and associated CAIRIM program modules are only in a CAIRIM STEPLIB, an ABEND S806 occurs.
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How to Customize CAISSF for RACF or RACF Compatible Products
NOTE
If using ACF2 or Top Secret, this customization is not necessary.

As a system administrator, CAISSF is required for use with RACF.

CAISSF (Standard Security Facility) is a subservice of the CAIRIM service.

CAISSF needs a RACF Class table to identify how security calls are processed. A default table is created, but certain
Broadcom products require further entries. These entries are described in the documentation for the related product. If
present in the CAS9 procedure, a CAIRACF DD statement contains the control statements for this table.

NOTE
The security translators for ACF2 and Top Secret (CAS9ACF2 and CAS9TS42) are provided on the installation
media of these Broadcom solutions. Contact Broadcom Support for help with these security translators.

To customize CAISSF for RACF or RACF Compatible Products, follow these steps:

1. Modify CAISSF.

NOTE
Some Broadcom products provide both a TSO/ISPF user interface and a CICS user interface.  If you are
using only the TSO/ISPF interface, CAISSF does not need to be modified.

2. Install CAS9RACL for CICS TS.
3. Modify RACF.
4. Modify RACF class table entries if required.

Following the completion of this task, the CAISSF for RACF is installed and ready for use for each Broadcom solution.

Modify CAISSF

If not running any Broadcom products that have a CICS user interface or have Broadcom products that have a CICS user
interface but are not used, skip this task. If you are using the CICS user interface for a Broadcom product, modify CAISSF
to function in a CICS address space when invoked by a Broadcom product.

The CAS9RACL PLT application is required for products using the RESOURCE ACCESS function. The PLT program,
CAS9RACL, RACLISTs all class names that are found in the table that the RACFCLASS initialization parameters
create. Although the CAS9SAFC translator is invoked to issue the RESOURCE ACCESS check (using the RACF macro
FRACHECK), it cannot issue a RACLIST to bring the associated classname profiles in storage because CICS runs
unauthorized.

To RACLIST the required class names for RESOURCE ACCESS processing, define the CAS9LRAC, CAS9RACL, and
DFHSIP programs to RACF in the RACF authorized caller table.
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NOTE

: If you have changes to any classname profiles CAS9RACL has RACLISTed, recycle the CICS region.

Install CAS9RACL for CICS TS

Follow these steps:

1. Add the programs DFHSIP, CAS9LRAC, and CAS9RACL to the RACF authorized caller table, ICHAUTAB, for the
RACLIST right only.

2. Define the CAS9LRAC program to the current startup and shutdown PLT for CICS using the following entry:
 DFHPLT TYPE=ENTRY,PROGRAM=CAS9LRAC

 

3. Add the same entry to your PLT shutdown member.
All classes RACLISTed during CICS startup are now deleted at shutdown.

NOTE
Sample PLT members S910PLT and S910PLTS are furnished in YourdeployHLQ.CAW0OPTN for reference.

4. Define the CAS9LRAC program to the current PPT for CICS using the following entry:
 DFHPPT TYPE=ENTRY,PGMLANG=ASSEMBLER,PROGRAM=CAS9LRAC

 

NOTE
A sample PPT member, S910PPT, is furnished in YourdeployHLQ.CAW0OPTN for reference.

5. Make the CAS9LRAC program accessible through DFHRPL and CAS9RACL accessible through STEPLIB or
LNKLSTxx of the CICS job control.

CAS9RACL is installed.

Modify RACF

The product for which you are installing CAISSF contains product-specific class names that are installed into RACF or the
RACF-compatible product. For information about about the required class names, see the product-specific documentation.
You add the product class names to the RACF class descriptor table, ICHRRCDE, and to the RACF SAF router table,
ICHRFRTB.

The following examples display what to code. The examples use the classname CACMD. The product that is using
CAISSF does not always require this classname.

NOTE
Control statements can be continued on the next line when a dash (-) is placed at the end of the line to be
continued.

Example 1: Class Descriptor Table Entry for CACMD

 CACMD ICHERCDE class=CA@MD, -

               {GROUP=DFTGRP,} -

                MAXLNTH=8, -

                FIRST=ALPHANUM, -

                OTHER=ANY, -

                OPER=NO, -

                DFTUACC=NONE, -

                ID=CLASS_NUMBER, -

                POSIT=19-255

 

Example 2: SAF Router Table Entry for CACMD
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 CACMD ICHRFRTB class=CA@MD, -

                ACTION=RACF

 

Modify RACF Class Table Entries If Required

Initially, the RACFLIST member does not exist. Create the RACFLIST member and update it to contain the RACFCLASS
control statements if modifications to the defaults are required.

CCS previously distributed CAS9SAFC and CAS9RACL as load modules and sample source code. You could modify
the security tables within these modules to meet certain needs. These modules are no longer being distributed and the
security tables have been removed from them. CAIRIM now dynamically creates the security table. CAIRIM has new
parameters that can be used to customize the dynamic table.

Create a member in a parameter library of your choice. The member name can be anything that fits your company
standards. The default for the library is CAI.CAW0OPTN and the default for the member name is RACFLIST. The CAS9
procedure contains the following DD statement:

 //*CAIRACF DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&CAW0OPTN(RACFLIST)

 

To match your requirements, uncomment the statement and update the DSN and member name.

The dynamic table contains the following entries:

Broadcom Solution Class Name Translated Class Name FASTAUTH Used by CICS

ACAPPL AC@PPL

ACCBPROC AC@BPROC

ACDIALOG AC@DLG

ACLIST AC@LST

ACMSG AC@SG

ACPANEL AC@ANEL

ACREPORT AC@EPORT

ACSQL AC@QL

CAADMIN CA@DMIN YES

CACCFDSN CA@SNCCF

CACCFMEM CA@EMCCF

CACMD CA@MD YES YES

CADDS CA$DS YES

CADOC CA@OC

CALENDAR CA@ENDAR YES

CALIBMEM CA@IBMEM

CAREPORT CA@EPORT YES

CATAPE CA@APE YES

CAVAPPL CA@APPL

DATETAB DA@ETAB

DCTABLE DC@ABLE YES
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DFTABLE DF@ABLE YES

DOCVIEW DOCVIEW YES

DRTABLE DR@ABLE YES

DSTABLE DS@ABLE YES

DTADMIN DT@DMIN YES

DTSYSTEM DT@YSTEM YES

DTTABLE DT@ABLE YES

DTUTIL DT@TIL YES

DUC TD$CTRN YES

DXTABLE DX@ABLE YES

JOBNAME JO@NAME

MICCMD MI@CMD YES

OPCMD OP@MD YES

PANEL PA@EL YES

RECIPID RE@IPID YES

SCHEDULE SC@EDULE

STATION ST@TION

SUBMIT SU@MIT

UNVEDIT UN@EDIT

UNVRPRT UN@RPRT

UNVPGM UN@PGM

VMANAPPL VM@NAPPL

VTRMNODE VT@MNODE

Update the table with control statements as needed based on your past customizations.

Example
To change the CACMD entry to disable the fast RACF Check and to use CAADMIN under CICS, create a member with
the following control statements:

RACFCLASS CACMD,CA@MD,FASTAUTH=NO

RACFCLASS CAADMIN,CA@DMIN,FASTAUTH=YES,CICS=YES

To update RACF Class table entries, uncomment the CAIRACF DD statement in the CAS9 procedure that points to the
RACFLIST member.

RACF Class tables have been modified.

LMP Seat License Registration Setup
Broadcom products can use the LMP Seat License Registration common service to perform these actions:

• Track and report on concurrent registered Broadcom product users
• Restrict the number of concurrent users of a Broadcom product
• Validate Broadcom products through LMP license keys
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LMP Seat License Registration is used with the existing license management common service that uses LMP keys for
each licensed Broadcom product.

The IBM z/OS Product Registration component is used to record and report on maximum concurrent product usage for a
specified time period. Therefore, the LMP Seat License Registration common service can use facilities and procedures
that are already on your system to validate seat license usage. Reporting on maximum concurrent seat license use for
any Broadcom product which requires validation is a relatively easy task to perform.

WARNING
Verify that SMF is recording type 89 records.

Use the IBM standard utility program IFAURP to produce a report to validate the maximum number of concurrent users
of a Broadcom product. IFAURP uses the SMF type 89 records that the z/OS Product Registration component produces.
Verify that SMF type 89 records are being recorded on each z/OS system that IFAURP lists in the Software Product
Registration Report. For information regarding the use of IFAURP, see the IBM publication titled z/OS MVS Product
Management.

Specification of which SMF records to record is made in the logical PARMLIB SMFPRMxx member. The IFAURP report
utility requires the SMF type 89, subtype 2 records as input. Select SMF type 89 in the SMFPRMxx member, or minimally,
select the SMF type 89, subtype 2 records. For information describing recording of SMF type 89 records, see the IBM
publication titled z/OS MVS System Management Facilities (SMF).

Typically an installation has existing procedures and methodologies for collecting and archiving the SMF records for
later retrieval and reporting. Verify that the SMF type 89, subtype 2, records are included in the installation managed
SMF historical data sets. Keep these records for at least as long as the required reporting period of the Software Product
Registration Report.

Start CAIRIM
Copy the CAS9 PROC from YourdeployHLQ.CAW0PROC to a valid system procedure library if it is invoked as a started
task.

IMPORTANT
If you are currently running a lower version of CAIRIM, an IPL is necessary before starting CAIRIM using the
new libraries.

IMPORTANT
If CAIRIM and DATACOM are already running when you start CAIRIM, you might receive an error message
similar to this:

SVC NUMBER SELECTED IS ALREADY IN USE. SVC 254 IS AVAILABLE FOR USE.

The result is Datacom error: Init error: CA-DATACOM. This problem disappears after the next system IPL, so you can
ignore this error until the next IPL.

NOTE
For information about using CAIRIM, see Administrating.

How to Configure CAIENF
As a system programmer, after you have installed the Common Components and Services components, you can
configure CAIENF. CAIENF provides comprehensive operating system interfacing services to any of the Broadcom z/OS
applications.

NOTE
Use your deployed data sets when performing these tasks.
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If you have other Broadcom products that use CAIENF, see the individual product documentation for related setup
requirements.
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Figure 5: How to Configure CAIENF

1. Review Security.
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2. Customize the CAIENF Procedures.
3. Configure the CAIENF Parameter File.
4. Configure the CAIENF JCL for Finding Broadcom Product DCMs.
5. Invoke CAIENF as a Started Task.
6. Prepare Component Tracing.
7. Perform CAIENF/USS Configuration Tasks.
8. Customize the ENFSNMPM Procedure.

Review Security
Before you Configure CAIENF, review the following security requirements:

ACF2
The ACID assigned to CAIENF must have an OMVS segment.

Top Secret
The ACID assigned to CAIENF must have an OMVS segment.

IBM RACF
The ACID assigned to CAIENF must have an OMVS segment.

Customize the CAIENF Procedures
This task is required if you are installing CAIENF, CAIENF/CICS, CAIENF/DB2, CAIENF Utilities, or CAICCI.

 Follow these steps: 

1. The CAIENF procedures reside in the YourdeployHLQ.CAW0PROC library. Each procedure runs as a started task in
its own address space.
CAW0PROC contains three CAIENF procedures. Select the procedure that applies to the requirements for your site.

ENF
Use the JCL in this procedure when you do not want to record events or install Datacom/AD.

ENFXMUF
Use the JCL in this procedure when you want to record events. Datacom/AD is installed and the MUF is
external (runs in its own address space) to CAIENF.

ENFIMUF
Use the JCL in this procedure when you want to record events. Datacom/AD is installed and the MUF is
internal (runs under the CAIENF address space) to CAIENF.

2. Access the procedure that you chose, and edit it to conform to user solution standards. This includes editing
the symbolics.

3. For CAW0LOAD, CAW0DCM, CAW0OPTN, update the default value with your deployed data set High-Level Qualifier.
4. For ENFPARM DD, point the ENFPARM DD statement to a file that contains any number of 80-byte CAIENF

commands.
5. For ENFCMDS, enter the commands in ENFCMDS exactly as you would on the operator console.
6. (Optional). For ENFCMDS file, code an ENFDUMP DD statement to override CAIENF dynamic allocation for dump

processing.
Typically, when the CAIENF command DUMP runs, a SYSOUT data set is dynamically allocated according to the
SYSOUT control option. If desired, the ENFDUMP DD statement can be specified to force dumps and other diagnostic
data to be recorded on a DASD or tape data set. This data set, if coded, must have a block size that is a multiple of
133 and a record format of FBA.
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Symbolics

Symbolic Description Default
CAW0LOAD CAIENF Load Library 'CAI.CAW0LOAD'
CAW0DCM CAIENF DCM Library 'CAI.CAW0DCM'
CAW0OPTN CAIENF Options Library 'CAI.CAW0OPTN'
ENFPARM The member defined in the OPTLIB data

set containing CAIENF control options.
ENFPARM is used to identify DCMs
required for event processing and specify
CAIENF control options that are processed
during CAIENF startup. In addition to the
ENFPARMs, CAIENF uses parameters
that are obtained from the operator
start command and from the EXEC JCL
statement.
For more information about configuring
DCM statements, see Configure DCM
Statements. Note: Commands from the
EXEC JCL statement or the z/OS start
command, override entries that are found in
the parameter file.

'ENFPARM'

ENFCMDS  DD Statement
The member defined in the OPTLIB data
set containing auto commands. Used
to specify z/OS operator commands
that are executed after the CAIENF
initialization. The default procedure
describes the ENFCMDS member
of YourdeployHLQ.CAW0OPTN.
File
Coded as one z/OS command per line,
exactly as it would be issued from the
operator console. This file recognizes
comments to be any line with an asterisk (*)
in column 1.
For example, a valid command for starting
Scheduler:
Col 1
v
* Executes the Scheduler procedure
START CASCHD
Commands within the ENFCMDS file are
issued only during initial CAIENF startup.
If the CAIENF Started Task is restarted
for any reason, the auto-commands in the
ENFCMDS file are not issued.

'ENFCMDS'

OUTC SYSOUT class specifications '*'
optional Dependent upon the Broadcom solution

installed. See the Broadcom solution-
specific documentation for more
information.

n/a

CCIPARM CAICCI initialization parameter member CCIPARM
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SPNPARM CAICCI Spawn initialization parameter
member

SPNPARM

SYSTCPD TCP/IP DATA SET 'TCPIP.TCPIP.DATA'

Configure the CAIENF Parameter File
The CAIENF parameters let you customize and control aspects of how CAIENF performs its functions. Some of these
parameters are set based on the requirements of the Broadcom products that you run on the system. For Broadcom
product CAIENF parameter requirements, see the software requirements in the applicable product documentation.

To review CAIENF parameters, see Component Reference.

(Optional) CAIENF Event Recovery
If any Broadcom products that are running on the system perform CAIENF event recovery, these products have
instructions that require CAIENF event recording to be enabled (RECORD(YES) parameter). If event recording is
enabled, then run CAIENF with a Datacom/AD database. To prepare a Datacom/AD MUF and database for use
with CAIENF, see Install Datacom/AD. If event recording is not required, the CAIENF parameter NODB can be
set. NODB instructs CAIENF to start without trying to establish a connection to a Datacom/AD MUF.

(Optional) Upgrading
If you are upgrading from a Common Components and Services release earlier than Version 12.0, you can
use the ENFUTIL tool to create the CAIENF control options that replace the old CAS9DB functions that existed
for CAIENF on releases before Version 12.0. The ENFUTIL utility creates the DCM and EVENT control option
statements starting with CAIENF Version 12.0. ENFUTIL resides in CAW0JCL. This utility uses a CCS Version 11
DB detail listing as input.
The ENFUTIL output file is a list of CAIENF DCM and EVENT control options statements that matches the
settings that used to be stored on the CAIENF database for CAIENF releases before Version 12.0. These
statements can then be placed at the back of the CAIENF parms file.

Configure the CAIENF JCL for Finding Broadcom Product DCMs
The CAIENF procedure includes a DD name //CAIDCM. Configure the CAIDCM DD such that it is a concatenation of
Common Components and Services and Broadcom product load libraries that contain the required CAIENF DCM load
modules. The first load library in the concatenation is always the CCS CAW0DCM load library.

Example

//CAIDCM   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&CAW0DCM                           

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=ISLPROD.SCHEDULR.R11000.CAILOAD    

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYSISL.CPM30.SP04A.CAIPDSE         

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=BSTPROD.CA13.R1106.DISPATCH.LINKLIB

Broadcom products that deliver CAIENF DCM load modules must have DCM statements that are defined in the CAIENF
control options for the DCMs to take effect. DCMs can:

• Define the events to CAIENF.
• Define the applications that CAIENF starts after the CAIENF initialization is complete.
• Define events and applications.

DCMs that define events must be compatible with CAIENF Version 12.0 and above. For a list of Broadcom product PTFs
that are required for CAIENF Version 12.0 and above compatibility, see Release 14.1 Enhancements.
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Invoke CAIENF as a Started Task
Follow these steps:

1. Copy CAIENF to a valid system procedure library. The ID associated with the CAIENF started task must have a valid
security OMVS segment defined.
Since CAIENF services multiple applications and tasks, the CAIENF dispatching priority must be greater than or equal
to the highest dispatching priority of any task requesting CAIENF services.

NOTE
The JCL associated with the ENF procedure contains no references to Datacom/AD database data sets and
is used with the CAIENF control option, NODB. Now in the configuration of CAIENF, only the ENF procedure
is valid to start CAIENF.

The other two procedures ENFXMUF and ENFIMUF, are only valid after the installation of Datacom/AD and the
configuration of Datacom/AD for CAIENF.

2. (Optional). If you already installed the release of Datacom/AD being shipped with this version of CCS from a
prior version of CAIENF, import the version of the CAIENF plan from this release into your existing Datacom/AD
environment. Follow the directions in the optional topic that follows.

WARNING
If you are currently running a lower service level of CAIENF, an IPL is necessary before bringing up CAIENF
using the new libraries.

(Optional) Customize an Existing Datacom/AD for CAIENF

WARNING
Do not perform these steps until you are ready to implement the version of CAIENF for this release.

Follow these steps:

1. Shut down the older version of CAIENF.
2. If not already started, start DATACOM/AD external to CAIENF.
3. IMPORT the new CAIENF plan into DATACOM/AD by editing and submitting CAW0JCL member AW1IMPRT.
4. IPL the system.
5. Start the new release of CAIENF.

Prepare Component Tracing
By default, the CAIENF address space initializes Component Tracing using component name CAIENF. The environment
is initialized, but an MVS TRACE CT command activates tracing.

Use the CAIENF Parm ENFCT to activate and customize the Component Tracing environment including the component
name. Specify the Component Tracing parmlib member name in the ENFCT command to activate tracing. Typically, you
only enable component tracing for CAIENF at the request of Broadcom Technical Support.

NOTE
If the external writer proc name is specified in the parmlib member, the external writer must be configured before
starting CAIENF.

The ENFCT statement controls the Component Trace environment.

textcomponent_name,#buffers,buffer_size,member_name  

• component_name
Component Trace name.
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Default: CAIENF
• #buffers

Number of trace buffers. Specify a number from 2 through 128 inclusive.
Default: 2

• buffer_size
Size, in K, of each buffer. Specify a number from 64 through 8192 inclusive (buffer sizes are from 64 K through 8 M).
Default: 512

• member_name
Name of the parmlib member for Component Trace to process when the Component Trace is initialized. No trace
sets are enabled, which means this parameter does not have a default. A sample member CTEENF00 is provided for
tailoring.

Perform CAIENF/USS Configuration Tasks
Follow these steps:

1. Define a security OMVS segment for the user ID assigned to the proc to let the CAIENF procedure work.
You can define a new user ID or can use a pre-existing one such as the one used for TCP/IP or UNIX System
Services.

2. (optional) Update the COFVLFxx member that is used for the system to add a class for CAIENF/USS to use. For
example:

CLASS   NAME(CAENFU)

        EMAJ(PATHCACHE)

        MAXVIRT(512)

Customize the ENFSNMPM Procedure
If you use the CAIENF SNMP Monitor, this task is required.

The CAIENF SNMP Monitor runs as a started task in its own address space. The monitor runs after the primary
CAIENF address space has been brought up. The proc to start the CAIENF SNMP Monitor is delivered in
the YourdeployHLQ.CAW0PROC Library as member ENFSNMPM. Customize this procedure according to user solution
standards.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the SNMPVARS member of CAW0OPTV data set to the ENVVAR dsn that the started task uses and customize
it as needed.

NOTE
If the ENFSNMPM Monitor is used with Audit, APF authorize the library containing the eTrust DLLs and the
YourdeployHLQ.CAW0PLD where the executable for CAW1SNMP resides.

2. Use the delivered CAW0PROC ENFSNMPM proc as a sample to customize.
3. Add a DCM ENF Parm statement for the CAS9DCM4 data collector to use the CAIENF SNMP Monitor. CAS9DCM4 is

delivered in YourdeployHLQ.CAW0DCM.
4. Define a security OMVS segment for the user ID associated with the CAIENF SNMP Monitor started task because it

uses TCP/IP. You can define a new user ID to the security package or you can use an existing user ID that already has
an OMVS segment definition.

5. (Top Secret only). Define a TSS ACID with a valid OMVS segment for the ENFSNMPM procedure. For example, for
TSS users:
textTSS ADD(stc) PROCNAME(ENFSNMPM) ACID(omvs)
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In this example, you call your procedure ENFSNMPM as delivered. You run it as a started task and OMVS is the
proper ACID to use in your environment.
If you do not define this value properly, you can get a U4093 ABEND with a reason code of x'90'.

6. Set the ENFSNMPM dispatching priority. Since ENFSNMPM services multiple applications and tasks, set the
ENFSNMPM dispatching priority greater than or equal to the highest dispatching priority of any task requesting
ENFSNMPM services.

NOTE
With IPv6 support, you can supply the nodename or IP address in various ways:

IPv4 IP address examples

141.202.65.31

141.202.66.11

Nodename examples

USILCA11

TCPIP11V

USI286ME.BROADCOM.COM

IPv6 IP address examples

::1

fd00:7a06:0a20:0100:0000:0000:0000:0011..1086

0000:0000:0000:0000:0000:ffff:c0a8:060b..1088

You completed configuring CAIENF. Continue with other CCS component configurations.

CAICCI Configuration
Configuration tasks for CAICCI implement and maintain CAICCI.

NOTE
Use your deployed data sets when performing these tasks.

Configure and Start CAICCI
The first task to complete in the process of CAICCI configuration is to configure and start CAICCI.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Define a valid security OMVS segment to the ID associated with the CCITCP, CCITCPGW, and CCISSL or
CCISSLGW started tasks.

2. Set the dispatching priority for the tasks CCITCP, CCITCPGW, CCISSL, CCISSLGW, and CCILGR. These tasks
all service multiple applications and tasks. Their dispatching priorities must be greater than or equal to the highest
dispatching priority of any task requesting their services.

3. Define the following DCM statement in the CAIENF parameter file if not already done in section Configure CAIENF
Parameter File.
DCM(CAS9DCM3)

4. Review and update the default CAICCI options that are stored in the data set YourdeployHLQ.CAW0OPTN member
CCIPARM.
– Determine if extra or new options are required for the Broadcom solution you are installing with the options you

have tailored for CAICCI. In particular, any Broadcom solution that utilizes the CAICCI SPAWN facility provides an
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associated spawn parameter that must be appended to the SPNPARM DD statement within the ENF PROC. For
further information, see your solution-specific documentation.

– Add the LOGGER command to the CCIPARM, if the Broadcom solution requires Assured Delivery.

TIP
Adding the LOGGER command triggers ENF to attempt to start the CCILGR PROC. For more
information, see Configure Assured Delivery. 

– As of Version 14.0, CAICCI supports the use of 64-bit (above the bar) storage. Broadcom solutions have the
potential to drive CAICCI to allocate and use 64-bit storage for queuing and application buffers. Therefore, set
the system MEMLIMIT, which sets the number of usable virtual pages above the bar for a single address space,
to a non-zero value such as 2-Gigabytes. The Broadcom solutions that use 64-bit storage identify their particular
MEMLIMIT requirement.
MEMLIMIT can be set in any of the following ways:
• On the JOB or EXEC statement (See z/OS MVS JCL Reference)
• Through the MEMLIMIT parameter in the SMFPRMxx parmlib member (See z/OS MVS Initialization and Tuning

Reference)
• Through the SET SMF or SETSMF commands (See z/OS System Commands)
• Through the IEFUSI installation exit (See z/OS MVS Installation Exits)

 

NOTE

More Information: 

• Configure the CAIENF Parameter File
• Configure Assured Deliver

Additional Configuration Tasks for CAICCI
This section describes optional configuration steps that you can perform to complete the installation of CAICCI. Most of
these steps are only required if you want to use TLS CAICCI connections between systems. TLS stands for Transport
Layer Security. TLS provides CAICCI with a means of sending data utilizing standard encryption algorithms. TLS
combined with the proper use of digital certificates, can ensure that data is sent with a high level of encryption and that the
receiving node is who it claims to be. You can run the TLS TCP/IP protocol without turning on TLS across any of the links.
With no TLS links, the TCPSSL, and TCPSSLGW protocols behave in the same manner as the TCP/IP and TCPIPGW
protocols.

NOTE
For more information about CAICCI link protocols, see Administrating.

The Sample Certificates in the articles Copy CCIRTARM and CCIRT13 and Copy CCIP12 and CCI13P12, are an End-
User certificate and the Root certificate that signs (authenticates) it. The PC also has these same sample End User and
Root certificates installed (cci.pem and cciroot.pem). By having these sample certificates residing on the mainframe
and PC platforms, it enables the mainframe server CCISSL to authenticate its PC clients. Likewise, using these same
certificates, the mainframe gateway server CCISSLGW can authenticate its remote peer servers. Generate your own TLS
certificates and substitute them for the sample certificates that are provided.

Use TLS Communication Links
Use FTP or IND$FILE (binary transfer) to perform mainframe to PC downloads.

Follow these steps:

1. Download CCIPCS32 or CCIPCS64. To do so, see Load CAICCI on the Client Platform .
2. Copy CCISSL. You need the location of your key database (keyring) and stored(stashed) password file.
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For more information, see Copy CCISSL.
3. Copy CCISSLGW. You need the location of your key database (keyring) and stored(stashed) password file.

For more information, see Copy CCISSLGW.
4. Copy CCIRTARM or CCIRT13.

For more information, see Copy CCIRTARM and CCIRT13.
5. Copy CCIP12 or CCI13P12.

For more information, see Copy CCIP12 and CCI13P12.

NOTE
If you prefer not to use the IBM Key Database, for instructions regarding how to create and add certificate keys
to an external keyringm, see your external security documentation.

Copy CCISSL
The CCISSL file contains the JCL cataloged procedure for executing module CAS9PDGM.

IMPORTANT
The steps that are contained in this article will vary based upon the version of TLS that is currently running in
your environment. For more information, see Upgrading TLS.

NOTE
The NETPARM DD statement can be used to (optionally) specify parameters. For more information, see DD
Statements for CCISSL and CCISSLGW.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy member CCISSL from the CAW0PROC data set to a site-specific user proclib from which CCISSL executes.
2. Edit CCISSL to specify:

– Your data set naming convention for IBM and Broadcom directories
– The location of your key database (keyring) and stored (stashed) password file
– Various parameter options (PARM=)

PORT=&PORT,US=&UNSECON,CLAUTH=&CLAUTH,CERT=&CERT,

KEYRING=&KEYRING,SV=&SSLVERS,CI=&CIPHERS,SSLT=&SSLTRCFN,

SSLD=&SSLDUMP,CBDLL=&CBDLL,TCP=&TCP,PROT=&PROT,T=&TIMEOUT,

FIPS=&FIPS'

PORT=
Specifies the Listen Port
Default: 1202

TCP=
Specifies the single TCP/IP stack name that CCISSL uses. The default is all active TCP/IP stack names.

UNSECON=
Specifies either:
NEVER

- (default) A connecting CCIPC not supporting and enabled for TLS is denied a connection.
ALLOW

- All connections are unsecured unless the connecting CCIPC supports and REQUIRES a TLS
connection.

NONSSL
- A connecting CCIPC not supporting TLS (preversion 1.1.7) is allowed to connect unsecured. A
connecting CCIPC supporting and enabled for TLS connects secured.
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ONLY
- Only unsecured connections are allowed. A connecting CCIPC supporting and requiring TLS is denied a
connection. This option disables TLS support for this CCIPC server. (CCITCP is CCISSL permanently set
to this value.)

Default: NEVER
CLAUTH=

N
- Do not authenticate Client Certificates.

Y
- Do authenticate Client Certificates.

Pass
- Client certificates are not authenticated but are still requested for user exit validation.

Default: N
CERT=

Specifies the Server Certificate Label Name:
'*'

- Use a Certificate with one of the following labels:

• CAICCI Sysid
• CCIGW
• CCIPC
• CCI
• CAICCI
• CCI13
• CAICCI13

'label'
- Use a Certificate whose Name is a label. If the label contains embedded blanks, it can be specified only
via the NETPARM DD, and must be wrapped in single quotes
For example, CERT='MY CCI CERT'.

"(null)"
- Use the System SSL default Certificate.

IMPORTANT
TLSV1.3 connections require a new CCI Default Certificate to be used due to a larger key size
requirement. Due to upgrade considerations, you can use both CCI Default Certificates in a list
so that systems that were upgraded to support TLSV1.3 can communicate with those that were
not upgraded to support TLSV1.3. When the certificates in the list are exclusively CCI Default
Certificates, CCI uses the appropriate certificate for incoming connections.

• '*' - Uses a list of two of the following available CCI Default Certificates: CAICCI Sysid,
CCIGW, CCIPC, CCI, CAICCI, CCI13, and CAICCI13. When the list contains a certificate
other than the CCI Default Certificates, use the (label1,label2) option.

• (label1,label2) - Uses both CCI Default Certificates whose names are label1 and label2.
Must be specified in the NETPARM DD.
For example: CERT=(CAICCI13,CAICCI)

KEYRING=
Specifies the name of an external security keyring (Used instead of an HFS key database).

SSLVERS=
Specifies the version of System SSL that CCISSL uses to request TLS services.
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1
- Version 1 (OS/390 version)

2
- Version 2 (z/OS 1.2 version)

"(null)"
- Use highest available version

Default: "(null)"
PROT=

Specifies which security protocols are enabled:
SSL

- Only SSL Version 3
TLS

- TLS Versions 1.0, 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3
SSL/TLS

or TLS/SSL or S/T or T/S or BOTH - Both SSL Version 3 and TLS Versions 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 are
enabled.

TLSV1.1
- Only TLS Version 1.1

TLSV1.2
- Only TLS Version 1.2

TLSV1.3
- Only TLS Version 1.3

Default: TLS

NOTE
Set PROT to TLS when possible. TLS provides a higher level of security.

CIPHERS=
Specifies one or more ciphers, in the order of usage preference, for CAICCI packet encryption in the form
XXYYZZ.
'01'

' - NULL MD5
'02'

- NULL SHA
'03'

- RC4 MD5 Export
'04'

- RC4 MD5 US
'05'

- RC4 SHA US
'06'

- RC2 MD5 Export
'09'

- DES SHA Export
'0A'

- 3DES SHA US
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'2F'
- 128-bit AES SHA US

'35'
- 256-bit AES SHA US

IBM
- Use System SSL default list: (for example, 3538392F3233)

AES128 or AES-128
- Use System SSL default list putting 128-bit AES at top of list: (for example, 2F3538393233)

AES, AES256, or AES-256
- Use System SSL default list putting 256-bit AES at top of list: (for example, 3538392F3233)

3DES
- This option has been deprecated. System SSL is removing DES and 3DES ciphers from the default SSL
cipher lists through APAR OA51519.

Default: AES128
SSLTRCFN=

Specifies the name of the HFS file where System SSL can write trace entries. (Specifying the file name turns on
tracing.)

SSLDUMP=
Specifies whether the TLS packet is dumped to the Trace File (TRCPRINT):

• No
• Yes

Default: No
CBDLL=

Specifies the module name of the DLL containing the user exit routine for validating client (and server) certificates.
TIMEOUT=

Specifies the number of seconds that a connection can remain idle before CCISSL (or CCITCP) disconnects it.
FIPS=

Indicates to enable FIPS mode:
No

- FIPS mode is not enabled
Yes or LEVEL1

- FIPS mode is enabled (FIPS LEVEL1)
LEVEL2

– FIPS mode is enabled (FIPS LEVEL2)
LEVEL3

– FIPS mode is enabled (FIPS LEVEL3)
Default: No

3. APF-authorize the libraries in the STEPLIB concatenation, which is the System SSL Library, and the C and C++
runtime libraries.

This proc must be assigned a user ID that contains the following attributes:

• A UNIX System Services segment.
• Read/write authority to the key database.
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Copy CCISSLGW
IMPORTANT
The steps that are contained in this article will vary based upon the version of TLS that is currently running in
your environment. For more information, see Upgrading TLS.

CCISSLGW contains the JCL cataloged procedure for executing module CAS9PDPM.

NOTE
The NETPARM DD statement can be used to (optionally) specify parameters. For more information, see DD
Statements for CCISSL and CCISSLGW.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy member CCISSLGW from the CAW0PROC data set to a site-specific user proclib from which CCISSLGW
executes.

2. Edit CCISSLGW to specify:
– Your data set naming convention for IBM and Broadcom directories.
– The location of your key database (keyring) and stored (stashed) password file.
– Various parameter options (PARM=).

PORT=&PORT,US=&UNSECON,RMAUTH=&RMAUTH,CERT=&CERT,

KEYRING=&KEYRING,SV=&SSLVERS,CI=&CIPHERS,SSLT=&SSLTRCFN,

SSLD=&SSLDUMP,CBDLL=&CBDLL,TCP=&TCP,PROT=&PROT,

FIPS=&FIPS'

PORT=
Specifies the Listen Port
Default: 1721

TCP=
Specifies the single TCP/IP stack name that CCISSLGW uses.
Default: All active TCP/IP stack names.

UNSECON=
NEVER

- A remote CAICCI not supporting and enabled for TLS is denied a connection.
ALLOW

- All connections are unsecured unless the remote CAICCI supports and REQUIRES a TLS connection.
NONSSL

- A remote CAICCI not supporting TLS are allowed to connect unsecured. A remote CAICCI supporting
and enabled for TLS connects secured.

ONLY
- Only unsecured connections are allowed. A remote CAICCI supporting and requiring TLS is denied
a connection. This option disables TLS support for this gateway server. (CCITCPGW is CCISSLGW
permanently set to this value.)

Default: NEVER
RMAUTH=

N
- Do not authenticate Remote Certificates.

Y
- Do authenticate Remote Certificates.

Pass
- Remote certificates are not authenticated but are still requested for user exit validation.
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Default: Y
CERT=

Specifies the Server Certificate Label Name:
'*'

- Use a Certificate with one of the following labels:

• CAICCI Sysid
• CCIGW
• CCIPC
• CCI
• CAICCI
• CCI13
• CAICCI13

'label'
- Use a Certificate whose name is label. If the label contains embedded blanks, it can be specified only
via the NETPARM DD, and must be wrapped in single quotes. For example, CERT='MY CCI CERT'.

"(null)"
- Use the System SSL default Certificate.

IMPORTANT
TLSV1.3 connections require a new CCI Default Certificate to be used due to a larger key size
requirement. Due to upgrade considerations, you can use both CCI Default Certificates in a list
so that systems that were upgraded to support TLSV1.3 can communicate with those that were
not upgraded to support TLSV1.3. When the certificates in the list are exclusively CCI Default
Certificates, CCI uses the appropriate certificate for incoming connections.

• '*' - Uses a list of two of the following available CCI Default Certificates: CAICCI Sysid,
CCIGW, CCIPC, CCI, CAICCI, CCI13, and CAICCI13. When the list contains a certificate
other than the CCI Default Certificates, use the (label1,label2) option.

• (label1,label2) - Uses both CCI Default Certificates whose names are label1 and label2.
Must be specified in the NETPARM DD.
For example: CERT=(CAICCI13,CAICCI)

KEYRING=
Specifies the name of an external security keyring (Used instead of an HFS key database).

SSLVERS=
Specifies the version of System SSL that CCISSLGW uses to request TLS services.
1

- Version 1 (OS/390 version)
2

- Version 2 (z/OS 1.2 version)
"(null)"

- Use highest available version
Default: "(null)"

PROT=
Specifies which security protocols are enabled:
SSL

- Only SSL Version 3
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TLS
- TLS Versions 1.0, 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3

SSL/TLS
or TLS/SSL or S/T or T/S or BOTH - Both SSL Version 3 and TLS Versions 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 are
enabled.

TLSV1.1
- Only TLS Version 1.1

TLSV1.2
- Only TLS Version 1.2

TLSV1.3
- Only TLS Version 1.3

Default: TLS

NOTE
Set PROT to TLS when possible. TLS provides a higher level of security.

CIPHERS=
Specifies one or more ciphers, in the order of usage preference, for CAICCI packet encryption in the form
XXYYZZ.
'01'

- NULL MD5
'02'

- NULL SHA
'03'

- RC4 MD5 Export
'04'

- RC4 MD5 US
'05'

- RC4 SHA US
'06'

- RC2 MD5 Export
'09'

- DES SHA Export
'0A'

- 3DES SHA US
'2F'

- 128-bit AES SHA US
'35'

- 256-bit AES SHA US
IBM

- Use System SSL default list: (such as, 3538392F3233)
AES128

or AES-128 - Use System SSL default list putting 128-bit AES at top of list: (such as, 2F3538393233)
AES

, AES256, or AES-256 - Use System SSL default list putting 256-bit AES at top of list: (such as,
3538392F3233)
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3DES
- This option has been deprecated. System SSL is removing DES and 3DES ciphers from the default SSL
cipher lists through APAR OA51519.

Default: AES128
SSLTRCFN=

Specifies the name of the HFS file where System SSL can write trace entries. (Specifying the file name turns on
tracing.)

SSLDUMP=
Specifies whether the TLS packets are dumped to the Trace File (TRCPRINT):

• No
• Yes

Default: No
CBDLL=

Specifies the module name of the DLL containing the user exit routine for validating client (and server) certificates.
FIPS=

Indicates to enable FIPS mode:
No

- FIPS mode is not enabled
Yes or LEVEL1

- FIPS mode is enabled (FIPS LEVEL1)
LEVEL2

– FIPS mode is enabled (FIPS LEVEL2)
LEVEL3

– FIPS mode is enabled (FIPS LEVEL3)
Default: No

3. APF-authorize the libraries in the STEPLIB concatenation which is the System SSL Library, and the C and C++
runtime libraries.

This proc must be assigned a user ID that contains the following attributes:

• UNIX System Services segment.
• Read/write authority to the key database.

Copy CCIRTARM and CCIRT13

CCIRTARM and CCIRT13 are sample Certificate Authority certificates that the mainframe server CCISSL uses to
authenticate its PC clients that are using the sample key/certificate as their End User certificate.

CCIRTARM
is the original CA certificate which does not support TLSV1.3 connections. It is used to authenticate PC clients
that have not been updated with TLSV1.3 support, using the sample key/certificate cci_preTLSV13.pem as
their End User certificate.

CCIRT13
is the sample Certificate Authority certificate that the mainframe server CCISSL uses to authenticate its PC clients
that are using the sample key/certificate cci.pem as their End User certificate.
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IMPORTANT
CCIRT13 replaces CCIRTARM. CCIRT13 introduces support for all TLS connections, including TLSV1.3.
Although CCIRTARM does not support TLSV1.3 connections, CCIRTARM should remain in key databases to
maintain connectivity until all CCI applications are upgraded to support TLSV1.3. For more information, see
Upgrading TLS.

Note the following items before you copy CCIRTARM and CCIRT13:

• When using CCISSL and it is configured to request and authenticate client certificates, CCIRT13 is involved.
This option is turned off, by default.

• The file named cci13.pem is also copied into the directory C:\Program Files\CA\SharedComponents
\CAICCI-PC (or C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\SharedComponents\CAICCI-PC ) during CCIPC/SSL
installation and supports all TLS connections, including TLSV1.3.
The file named cci_preTLSV13.pem is also copied in case it is attempting to communicate with a CCI task on z/OS
that was not updated and still uses CCIP12.

• If the option is turned on (CLAUTH=Y within the CCISSL proc PARM or the TCPSSL PROTOCOL statement),
CCIRT13 is required to authenticate the cci.pem certificate from the PC client, and CCIRTARM is required to
authenticate the cci_preTLSV13.pem certificate.

• If you are using an HFS key database, CCIRTARM and CCIRT13 must be imported as a CA certificate within the key
database on the mainframe using the gskkyman utility.

• If you are using a z/OS key database, CCIRTARM and CCIRT13 must be imported as a CA certificate to the z/OS key
database using security software such as ACF2, Top Secret, and IBM RACF.

NOTE
For more information about importing certificate keys and the gskkyman utility, see the IBM System SSL
Programming Guide and Reference (SC24-5877).

• When using CCISSLGW, CCIRT13 and CCIRTARM are used to authenticate certificates from remote hosts when the
remote host initiates the connection, functioning as the client side of the TLS session.

• Although CCISSLGW and its remote hosts are ultimately peer-to-peer connections, the driver of the connection
request determines their initial client/server identities for TLS session establishment. Since either the local or remote
host can initiate the connection, either side could be the client end of the TLS session. Therefore, CCIRT13 and
CCIRTARM are required to reside on all hosts that will connect over TLS.

• The controlling proc PARM option (RMAUTH=Y) is turned on by default.

If you have configured CCISSL to request and authenticate client certificates or you are running CCISSLGW, perform
these steps:

Follow these steps:

1. Copy CCIRT13 and CCIRTARM from the CAW0OPTN data set using ASCII (text) transfer to an HFS file on your
mainframe where CCISSL or CCISSLGW is executing.

2. Store the files on an HFS as ccirt13.arm and ccirt.arm respectively. For example, issue the following TSO
command:
OPUT YourdeployHLQ.CAW0OPTN(CCIRT13) '/etc/ccirt13.arm' TEXT

3. If you are using an HFS key database, use the System SSL utility (gskkyman ) to import both of these certificate
authorities of the PC as CA certificates in the key database for client authentication.

NOTE
For more information, see Create and Populate the HFS Key Database.

If you are using a z/OS key database, consult your security software documentation or your security administrator for
the import process.

Copy CCIP12 and CCI13P12
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CCIP12 and CCI13P12 are sample exported keys and certificates (PKCS#12 files) that can be imported into the IBM
System SSL key database that CCISSL and CCISSLGW use as their End-User certificate.
CCIP12

is the original default certificate, and it should remain in use at least until all systems have been upgraded with
TLSV1.3 support. This certificate does not support TLSV1.3 connections.

CCI13P12
is an updated default certificate that adds support for TLSV1.3 connections.

IMPORTANT
CCI13P12 introduces support for all TLS connections, including TLSV1.3. Although CCIP12 does not support
TLSV1.3 connections, CCIP12 should remain in key databases to maintain connectivity until all CCI applications
are upgraded to support TLSV1.3. For more information, see Upgrading TLS.

Note the following items before you copy CCIP12 and CCI13P12.

• We provide the keys/certificates only to let the CCISSL and CCISSLGW servers run out of the box.
• An authenticating CA (Certificate Authority) certificate must also be present on the remote client side of the TLS

connection (the PC or other machines, such as mainframes or UNIX) for the server certificate to be accepted as valid
by the client.

• The CCI-PC installation already has these authenticating CA certificates within its Certificate Authority file
(in C:\Program Files\CA\SharedComponents\CAICCI-PC or C:\Program Files (x86)\CA
\SharedComponents\CAICCI-PC ), so using CCI13P12 allows a TLS connection by the PC.
– The file named cciroot.pem is an updated CA certificate that allows all TLS connections, including TLSV1.3.
– The file named cciroot_preTLSV13.pem is the original CA certificate and should be used only if CCI on z/OS

was not updated and still uses CCIP12.
• You can generate your own TLS certificates. Ensure that a copy of the Certificate Authority that has signed your

generated certificate is within one of the following directories and also in your mainframe key database.
C:\Program Files\CA\SharedComponents\CAICCI-PC

C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\SharedComponents\CAICCI-PC

Follow these steps:

1. Copy CCI13P12 and CCIP12 from the CAW0OPTN data set using binary transfer to an HFS file on your mainframe
where CCISSL or CCISSLGW is executing.

2. Store the files on the HFS as cci13.p12 and cci.p12 respectively. For example, issue the following TSO
command:
OPUT YourdeployHLQ.CAW0OPTN(CCI13P12) '/etc/cci13.p12' BINARY

3. If you are using an HFS key database, use the System SSL utility (gskkyman) to import the certificates and private
keys named cci13.p12 and cci.p12 .

NOTE
For more information, see Create and Populate the HFS Key Database.

If you are using a z/OS key database, consult your security software documentation or your security administrator for
the import process.

Upgrading TLS

Common Components and Services contains periodic updates to support for Transport Layer Security (TLS). The
following topics describe considerations and instructions to follow when upgrading the version of that is installed on your
systems.
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Upgrading to TLS Version 1.1 and Version 1.2

CAICCI supports TLS Version 1.1 and TLS Version 1.2. The support for TLS 1.1 and 1.2 was delivered by PTF for
Common Components and Services 14.1. Common Components and Services 15.0 was released with support for TLS
versions 1.1 and 1.2.

Before Common Components and Services delivered support for TLS Versions 1.1 and 1.2, the default protocol was SSL
when the PROT= option is unspecified, which enabled only the SSLV3 security protocol for CCISSL and CCISSLGW.
SSLV3 is no longer considered to be a secure protocol so the default was changed to TLS, which enables TLSV1.0,
TLSV1.1, and TLSV1.2.

Upgrading to TLS Version 1.3

The TLSV1.3 protocol requires a certificate that is generated with a larger key size than previous TLS protocols required.
As a result, Common Components and Services provides you with new CCI default certificates that can be used for all
TLS connections, including TLSV1.3.

Common Components and Services provides you with the following new default certificates:

CCIRT13:
Default Root Certificate

CCI13P12:
Default CCI Certificate

The following steps describe how to update your current implementation of TLS to TLSV1.3 using the new CCI default
certificates.

Follow these steps:

1. Import the new CCI default certificates named CCIRT13 and CCI13P12.
For more information, see Copy CCIRTARM and CCIRT13 and Copy CCIP12 and CCI13P12.

NOTE
If you are not using the new CCI default certificates, ensure that the certificates that you use are compliant
with TLSV1.3.

2. Update CAW0OPTN(CAW4NETP) to enable TLSV1.3.
For more information, see NETPARM DD Statement in the article DD Statements for CCISSL and CCISSLGW.
a. Update the CERTIFICATE option (CERT=) to a certificate label that is compatible with TLSV1.3.

If you are using the CCI default certificates, you should update the option in the NETPARM DD to include the old
(CAICCI) and the new (CAICCI13) certificate labels enclosed in parentheses. Alternatively, using the '*' value will
include both as long as the certificate labels are named according to our documentation.
This will allow for secure connections with other CCI tasks that have been upgraded with TLSV1.3 support, as well
as those CCI tasks that do not have TLSV1.3 support.
Example: NETPARM DD
CERT=(CAICCI,CAICCI13),

b. Update the PROTOCOL option (PROT=) to a value that includes TLSV1.3, if desired. The default value of "TLS"
will include TLSV1.3.

c. Update the CIPHER_SUITES option to include values that support TLSV1.3. For more information about cipher
suites, see Table 27 in the IBM z/OS Version 2 Release 4 Cryptographic Services System Secure Sockets Layer
Programming documentation.

d. New options and comments have been added. Ensure that you update your working copy of CAW4NETP with the
changes and add values appropriately.

DD Statements for CCISSL and CCISSLGW
The CCISSL and CCISSLGW PROCs contain optional DD statements that provide the user with system data.
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CIPHERS DD Statement

The CIPHERS DD statement displays all of the cipher suites available to the current system.

The following example illustrates the CIPHERS DD statement:

//CIPHERS  DD   SYSOUT=*

The following example illustrates the DD contents:

Available Cipher Suites 

------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Cipher Number: 009D 

Cipher Name: TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384 

Cipher Desc: 256-bit AES_GCM with 128-bit AEAD, SHA384, RSA 

------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Cipher Number: C02C 

Cipher Name: TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384 

Cipher Desc: 256-bit AES_GCM with 128-bit AEAD, SHA384, ECDHE_ECDSA 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

...

CFGOUT DD Statement

The CFGOUT DD statement displays the user-selected cipher suites that the CI parameter specifies from either the CI
PARM in PROC or the NETPARM DD statement.

The following example illustrates the CFGOUT DD statement:

//CFGOUT   DD   SYSOUT=* 

The following example illustrates the DD contents:

Selected Cipher Suites 

------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Cipher Number: 0035 

Cipher Name: TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA 

Cipher Desc: 256-bit AES_CBC, SHA-1, RSA 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

NETPARM DD Statement

The NETPARM DD statement points to a dataset that contains network parameters and TLS-related information. These
parameters are the same parameters that the CCITCP or CCITCP PROC can pass using the PARM parameter or by the
PROTOCOL and the NODEDATA CCI statements. However, unlike the PARM parameter, which has a 100 characters
limitation, or the PROTOCOL/NODEDATA statements which have a 256 character limitation, there is no limitation on the
quantity of characters that you can use to define parameters using the NETPARM DD statement. Specifying parameters
through the NETPARM data set can prove to be easier and more readable, especially when coding the long Cipher_Suite
names.

The NETPARM dataset must have a fixed-block format with a logical record length of 80 bytes. Parameter fields are
coded in columns 1 through 72. (Columns 73 through 80 are ignored.) Any continuation of a line begins in column 1 of
the following line. Parameter fields can be interrupted after a complete parameter or subparameter was specified with the
comma that follows it.

Comment cards, which have an asterisk in column 1, can be inserted at any time.
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When scanning for a specific parameter setting, CCI uses the following search order:

1. The PROC PARM parameter
2. The PROTOCOL/NODEDATA statement
3. The NETPARM DD statement

When CCI scans and detects parameters that were coded multiple times, CCI uses the first occurrence of the parameter
and ignores all other occurrences of the parameter.

A sample NETPARM dataset can be found in the CAW0OPTN dataset within member CAW4NETP.

The following example illustrates the NETPARM DD statement:

//NETPARM   DD DSN=&CAW0OPTN(CAW4NETP),DISP=SHR

The following example illustrates the NETPARM contents:

***********************************

************************************************************************

*

* NETPARM - Network Configuration Parameters for CCITCP/CCISSL/CCISSLGW

*

************************************************************************

*

* The NETPARM dataset must have a fixed-block format with a

* logical record length of 80 bytes.

*

* Parameter fields are coded in columns 1 through 72. (Columns 73

* through 80 are ignored.)

*

* Any continuation of a line begins in column 1 of the following line.

*

* Parameter fields can be interrupted after a complete

* parameter or subparameter was specified with the comma

* that follows it.

*

* Comment cards, which have an asterisk in column 1,

* can be inserted at any time.

*

************************************************************************

*

*"CERT="

*    Server Certificate Label Name

*    *       - Use Certificate whose label is one of the following:

*              CAICCI Sysyid, CCIGW, CCIPC, CCI, CAICCI,

*              CCI13, CAICCI13.

*

*    label   - Use Certificate whose name is label.

*            - If the label contains embedded blanks it      *AW401126

*              can only be specified via the NETPARM DD

*              and must be wrapped in single quotes.

*              I.E. CERT='MY CCI CERT'

*

*    ''(null)- Use default Certificate. (default)

*

*    (label1,label2)
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*            - Use both CCI Default Certificates (Pre-TLSV1.3 and

*              Post TLSV1.3) whose names are label1 and label2.

*              i.e. CERT=(CAICCI13,CAICCI),

*

CERT=,

*

************************************************************************

*

*"CI=",

*    Specifies one or more 2-character

*    cipher numbers, in the order of

*    usage preference, for CCI packet

*    authentication and encryption:

*    XXYYZZ...

*    '00'    - No encryption or msg auth or key exchange

*    '01'    - NULL, MD5, RSA

*    '02'    - NULL, SHA-1, RSA

*    '03'    - 40-bit RC4, MD5, RSA

*    '04'    - 128-bit RC4, MD5, RSA

*    '05'    - 128-bit RC4, SHA-1, RSA

*    '06'    - 40-bit RC2, MD5, RSA

*    '09'    - 56-bit DES, SHA-1, RSA

*    '0A'    - 168-bit 3DES, SHA-1, RSA

*    '13'    - 168-bit 3DES, SHA-1, DHE_DSS

*    '16'    - 168-bit 3DES, SHA-1, DHE_RSA

*    '2F'    - 128-bit AES_CBC, SHA-1, RSA

*    '32'    - 128-bit AES_CBC, SHA-1, DHE_DSS

*    '33'    - 128-bit AES_CBC, SHA-1, DHE_RSA

*    '35'    - 256-bit AES_CBC, SHA-1, RSA

*    '38'    - 256-bit AES_CBC, SHA-1, DHE_DSS

*    '39'    - 256-bit AES_CBC, SHA-1, DHE_RSA

*

*    IBM     - Use System SSL default list:

*              (3538392F32330A1613091512)

*

*    AES128 | AES-128

*            - Use System SSL default list

*              but put 128-bit AES at top

*              of list:

*              (2F35383932330A1613091512) (default)

*

*    AES | AES256 | AES-256

*            - Use System SSL default list

*              but put 256-bit AES at top

*              of list:

*              (3538392F32330A1613091512) (Same list as IBM)

*

*    3DES    - This option has been deprecated.

*              System SSL is removing DES and 3DES ciphers

*              from the default cipher lists through

*              APAR OA51519.

*

CI=,
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*

************************************************************************

*

*"CIPHER_SUITES=",

*    Specifies one or more cipher suite full names, in

*    the order of usage preference, for CCI packet

*    authentication and encryption.  This should be a comma

*    separated list, enclosed by parentheses.

*

*    If this field is used, "CIPHERS=" will be ignored.

*

CIPHER_SUITES=(),

*

************************************************************************

*

*"CLAUTH="

*    Whether Client Certificates should

*    be authenticated:

*    No (default)

*    Yes

*    Pass   - Client certificate is not

*             authenticated but is still

*             requested for user exit

*             validation.

*

CLAUTH=,

*

************************************************************************

*

*"RMAUTH="

*    Whether Remote Certificates should

*    be authenticated:

*    No

*    Yes (default)

*    Pass   - Remote certificate is not

*             authenticated but is still

*             requested for user exit

*             validation.

*

RMAUTH=,

*

************************************************************************

*

*"KEYRING="

*    Name of an external security keyring

*    (Used in lieu of an HFS key database)

*

KEYRING=,

*

************************************************************************

*

*"PORT="

*    Specifies the Listen Port
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*    (CCISSL Default: 1202, CCISSLGW Default: 1721)

*

PORT=,

*

************************************************************************

*

*"PROT="

*    The security protocols that are enabled:

*    SSL      - Only SSL Version 3

*    TLS      - TLS Versions 1.0, 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 (default)

*    SSL/TLS or TLS/SSL or S/T or T/S or BOTH

*             - Both SSL Version 3 and TLS Versions 1.0

*               1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 are enabled. The protocol

*               used depends on the remote connection's

*               available protocols, starting with the

*               most secure one first.

*    TLSV1.1  - Only TLS Version 1.1

*    TLSV1.2  - Only TLS Version 1.2

*    TLSV1.3  - Only TLS Version 1.3

*

PROT=,

*

************************************************************************

*

*"SSLDUMP="

*    Whether TLS packets should be

*    dumped to the Trace File (TRCPRINT):

*    No (default)

*    Yes

*

SSLDUMP=,

*

************************************************************************

*

*"SSLTRCFN="

*    The full pathname of the HFS file where

*    System SSL is to write its trace entries.

*    (Specifying the file name turns on tracing.)

*

SSLTRCFN=,

*

************************************************************************

*

*"TCP="

*    Specifies the single TCP/IP stack name that

*    CCISSL will use. The default is all active

*    TCP/IP stack names.

*

TCP=,

*

************************************************************************

*

*"TIMEOUT="
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*    Specifies the number of seconds that a connection

*    can remain idle before CCISSL(or CCITCP)

*    disconnects it. A timeout value of 0 (the default)

*    indicates that there is no timeout.

*

TIMEOUT=,

*

************************************************************************

*

*"UNSECON="

*    Specifies whether or not to accept non-TLS

*    (unsecured) clients:

*

*    NEVER (default)

*           - PCs not supporting

*             and enabled for TLS

*             are denied a connection.

*

*    ALLOW  - All connections will be

*             unsecured unless the PC

*             supports and REQUIRES a

*             TLS connection.

*

*    NONSSL - PCs not supporting TLS

*             are allowed to connect

*             unsecured. PCs supporting

*             and enabled for TLS will

*             connect secured.

*

*    ONLY   - Only unsecured connections

*             allowed. PCs supporting

*             and REQUIRING TLS are

*             denied a connection.

*

UNSECON=,

*

************************************************************************

*

*"FIPS="

*    Indicates if FIPS mode should be enabled.

*

*    NO            - FIPS mode is not enabled (default)

*    YES or LEVEL1 - FIPS mode is enabled (FIPS LEVEL1)

*    LEVEL2        - FIPS mode is enabled (FIPS LEVEL2)

*    LEVEL3        - FIPS mode is enabled (FIPS LEVEL3)

*

FIPS=,

*

************************************************************************

*

*"ECURVE="

*    Specifies the list of elliptic curve names, in the order of

*    usage preference, for an SSL connection. Curve names should
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*    be from either of the ANSI X9.62, NIST, or SECG standards

*    organizations.

*

*    This should be a comma separated list, enclosed by parentheses.

*    e.g. ECURVE=(prime256v1,P-384,secp521r1)

*

ECURVE=(),

*

************************************************************************

*

*"MIDDLEBOX_COMPAT_MODE="

*    System SSL provides a compatibility mode for middleboxes

*    (proxies) that are not able to properly parse TLSV1.3

*    handshake messages.

*

*    OFF           - Middlebox Compatibility Mode OFF (default)

*    ON            - Middlebox Compatibility Mode ON

*

MIDDLEBOX_COMPAT_MODE=,

*

************************************************************************    

        

Start CCISSL
If CCISSL is taking the place of CCITCP, cancel the CCITCP address first by issuing the following MVS console
command:

C CCITCP

You can also configure CCISSL to run on an alternate port number and run both CCITCP and CCISSL.

Automate CCISSL
You can automate the starting and stopping of CCISSL with the initiation and termination of the CAIENF/CAICCI address
space.

Follow these steps: 

1. Copy member PRTCPSSL from the CAW0OPTN data set to your mainframe where CCISSL is executing. This
member contains the CAICCI PROTOCOL statement that drives CAIENF/CAICCI to start the CCISSL proc with
specified runtime options.

2. Edit this file to change the fourth argument of the PROTOCOL statement, which specifies the sysid of your mainframe.
The default value is MyMainFrameCCISysid.

3. Define TLS options and values by the proc PARM field. You can also specify one or more TLS parameters.
Semicolons separate these parameters with the PROTOCOL statement:
PROTOCOL(TCPSSL,Port;SSLKeyword1=SSLValue1;

SSLKeyword2=SSLvalue2;…,1,MyMainFrameCCISysid,16384)

Port is the port number on which CCISSL listens for connections. If the port number is specified, it must be the first
network parameter. 

4. Add or concatenate the contents of this file to the existing data set pointed to by the ENFPARMS DD statement within
your CAIENF proc.
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Start and Stop CCISSL from the Console
You can start and stop CCISSL using console commands. If you select this method instead of automatic initiation, the
PARM=options hard-coded in the CCISSL proc is in effect.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following command:

S CCISSL

When CCISSL initializes successfully, it displays the following messages:

CAS9850I - CCI/SSL Version 12 Active

CAS9850I - CCI TCP/IP Host Name = myTCP/Iphostname

CAS9850I - CCI TCP/IP TLS Server Ready. Port = myPort

CAS9850I - Addr = myIpAddr

CCISSL is now ready to accept connect requests on the specified port number (myPort). Successful and unsuccessful
connections are displayed with any diagnostic messages.

2. Enter the following command to stop CCISSL from the console:

P CCISSL

Start and Stop CCISSLGW
If you require Transport Layer Security for your CAICCI host-to-host connections, use the CCISSLGW procedure.

The ID associated with the CCISSLGW started task must have a valid security OMVS segment defined.

Automate CCISSLGW
You can automate the starting and stopping of CCISSLGW with the initiation and termination of the CAIENF/CAICCI
address space.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy member PRTCPSSL from the CAW0OPTN data set to your mainframe where CCISSLGW is executing.
This member contains the CAICCI PROTOCOL statement that drives CAIENF/CAICCI to start the CCISSLGW proc
with specified runtime options.

2. Edit this file to change the fourth argument of the PROTOCOL statement, which specifies the sysid of your mainframe.
The default value is MyMainFrameCCISysid.

3. Specify one or more TLS parameters, which semicolons separate (;) through the PROTOCOL statement. The second
argument, which allows the specification of optional network parameters, can also be used to pass TLS-related
information. The proc PARM field can define TLS options and values.

PROTOCOL(TCPSSLGW,Port;SSLKeyword1=SSLValue1;

SSLKeyword2=SSLvalue2;...,1,MyMainFrameCCISysid,16384)

4. Add or concatenate the contents of this file to the existing data set pointed to by the ENFPARMS DD statement within
your CAIENF proc.
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Create and Populate the HFS Key Database
CAICCI includes optional TLS support under TCP/IP. Connections between mainframes, PCs, UNIX, and Linux boxes
can be secured using CAICCI with TLS implemented. A key database that contains security certificates is used to secure
these TLS connections.

For client/server connections, mainframe started task CCISSL is used. The CAICCI-PC Configurator controls whether TLS
is used and how to locate the security certificates on the PC.

For peer-to-peer connections, mainframe started task CCISSLGW is used. Certificates can be stored on an HFS or in a
keyring for a security package. Supported security packages are ACF2, Top Secret, and RACF.

Security Certificates

On each node using TLS, two certificates are required: an end-user certificate and a Certificate Authority certificate that
signs or verifies the end-user certificate on another node. CAICCI is delivered with two default certificates that can be
installed on each node. For security in a production environment, the client node generates its own certificates after the
basic installation with default certificates has been tested.

For example, in a two node environment, there is a total of four certificates as shown in the following diagram:

The key database is an ordinary file that can be saved anywhere within the HFS, such as:

 /etc/cci/keyring/cci.kdb

 

You can have multiple key databases that are defined, or you can modify the CCISSL and CCISSLGW procs to reference
your key database file instead. The procs require the specification of your key database path name, certificate name, and
a stored (stashed) password file path name.

Follow these steps:

1. Create the directory where you want to place the HFS key database. For example:
/etc/cci/keyring

2. Change (cd) into that directory and run gskkyman to do the remaining steps.
NOTE
You might need to set the STEPLIB environment variable to point to SYS1.SIEALNKE to run this program.

3. Select Create new database from the gskkyman Database Menu.
4. Name the database cci.kdb .
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5. Make the password cci , and do not let the password expire.
6. Specify if this is a FIPS mode database or not.

– A FIPS key database can be used in non-FIPS mode only if it is opened for read only. However, it can be modified
only if executing in FIPS mode.

– A non-FIPS key database cannot be opened while executing in FIPS mode.
7. Enter the database record length (use the default).
8. Specify Store database password to store the encrypted database password into cci.sth .
9. Store the Root certificate from the ccirt13.arm (CCIRT13) file, in the key database that is required for client

authentication, by using the following gskkyman instructions:
a. Specify Import a Certificate from the gskkyman Key Management menu.
b. Enter ccirt13.arm for the certificate file name (include the full path name if it is not in the current directory).
c. Enter CCIROOT13 as its label. Use uppercase, as the label is case-sensitive.
The sample Root certificate is stored in the key database. When the client authentication is requested, CCISSL can
now validate the PC client incoming certificate. CCISSLGW can now authenticate a peer host to which it is initiating
the connection.

10. Repeat Step 9 for Root certificate ccirt.arm (CCIRTARM), using CCIROOT as its label. This will be used for
authenticating connections that are still using the original cci_preTLSV13.p12 (CCIP12) certificate, which does not
support TLSV1.3.

11. Import the Certificate and Private Key from cci13.p12 (CCI13P12).
a. Specify Import a certificate and a private key from the gskkyman Key Management menu.
b. Enter cci13.p12 for the import file name.
c. Enter cacci for the import file password.
d. Enter CAICCI13 as its label. Use uppercase, as the label is case-sensitive.
The CAICCI13 End-User certificate is imported into the key database and is available to CCISSL and CCISSLGW.
When a PC connects to CCISSL, or a remote host initiates a connection to CCISSLGW, the local servers respond
with this End-User certificate to identify them. The PC or remote host must have the corresponding Root Certificate
(cciroot13.pem or CCIRT13) installed to authenticate their identities.
If these servers are running, recycle them or a certificate error message displays.

12. Repeat Step 11 for Certificate and Private Key cci.p12 (CCIP12), using label CAICCI . This will be used
for connecting to PC applications that have not been updated with TLSV1.3 support and are still using
cciroot_preTLSV13.pem (CCIRTARM) as their Root Certificate.

Load CAICCI on the Client Platform
If you installed CAICCI and you plan to use mainframe to PC communication with client/server products such as Datacom
Server and IDMS Server, install CAICCI/PC by downloading CAW0OPTN member CCIPCS32 or CCIPCS64.

CAICCI/PC is distributed on the Common Components and Services installation media. It supports TLS and the TCP/IPv4
and TCP/IPv6 protocols.

CAICCI/PC can be installed from the mainframe using TCP/IP (FTP) or LU2 if the PC is connected to the mainframe
with a 3270 emulator that supports the IND$FILE File Transfer Protocol. No other software is required. Other file transfer
applications, such as XCOM Data Transport or Software Delivery, can also be used to perform mass distributions of the
required CAICCI/PC files. For specific instructions, see the documentation for that product.

NOTE
CAICCI/PC cannot be installed on a LAN server and is not shared by multiple users. A copy of CAICCI/PC must
be installed on each PC.

To Install CAICCI/PC to Your PC
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Remove any versions of CAICCI-PC earlier to Version 14.0 by using the CAINDREG program that is located in the C:
\CA_APPSW directory. Versions 14.0 and later can be uninstalled using the Add or Remove Programs tool from the
Control Panel.

1. Download CAW0OPTN member CCIPCS32 or CCIPCS64 to your PC using TCP/IP (FTP) or LU2.
If you have a 32-bit PC, only download the 32-bit version CCIPCS32. If you have a 64-bit PC, or you can need both
versions depending on the applications that are used. The client/server product that runs on the PC determines
the choice of which package to use. You can install both packages on a 64-bit PC if you have a mix of client/server
products that require both.

To Download with TCP/IP (FTP)

Your PC must be connected through TCP/IP to use FTP to download the CAICCI/PC files from a z/OS host.
From your PC Command Prompt:

1. – Change the directory to the directory that receives the transferred file.
– Enter the ftp command with the IP address or name of the remote host.
– Log on to the remote host by entering your userid and password when prompted.
– Specify binary transfer.
– Enter the change directory command with the YourdeployHLQ.CAW0OPTN data set in quotation marks as the

remote directory location. YourdeployHLQ is the HLQ you used to install Common Components and Services.
– Enter the get command with the name of the member (CCIPCS32 or CCIPCS64) to be transferred from the remote

directory to the current local directory as CCIPCS32.EXE or CCIPCS64.EXE. If you are downloading both the 32-bit
version and the 64-bit version, use individual get commands as illustrated in the following example:

Example: Sample FTP Session:

C:>ftp myIPname

User:

Password:

. . .

binary

. . .

cd 'YourdeployHLQ.CAW0OPTN'

get ccipcs32 ccipcs32.exe

get ccipcs64 ccipcs64.exe

quit

To Download Using LU 2

NOTE
The steps are for CCIPCS32 (32-bit version). If you need CCIPCS64 (64-bit version), use the same method,
substituting the name CCIPCS64 wherever CCIPCS32 appears.

• When the file download is complete, go into the new directory you created and double-click the CCIPCS32.exe icon or
the CCIPCS64.exe icon to begin the self-extraction process.
CAICCI/PC installation begins.

• When the installation completes, review the Readme file that is created during this process for a description of the new
certificate files, installation notes, and a copy of the OpenSSL/SSLeay licenses.

For more information about CAICCI on the PC, see Administrating.

Peer-to-Peer Communication with Remote Computers
Peer-to-peer communications can occur among mainframes running CCISSLGW or among distributed NetSpy (NetSpy)
computers and mainframes. In both cases, the mainframe task CCISSLGW facilitates the communication.
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You can use a single instance of the NetSpy Java GUI to work with multiple Common Components and Services or
NetSpy computers. For example, even though the Workload component of NetSpy is not delivered as part of Common
Components and Services on z/OS, it is still available from the GUI. The main requirement is that CAICCI connects the
computers. All of the remote computer NetSpy applications are visible in the GUI. You are prompted for a user ID and
password for remote computers to ensure security.

To limit the computers that are displayed, you can create a file /cai/nsmem/emsrvc/data/nodelist that lists the CAICCI
SYSIDs of each computer you want to display. A sample file, nodelist.sample, is provided in that directory. Limiting the
number of computers that are displayed reduces response time.

Use NetSpy

Follow these steps:

1. Open the EM Connection Manager on your remote NetSpy distributed computer and make the following selections:
a. For Machine Name, use the CAICCI SYSID as the name of the server.
b. For Platform, use IBM zOS.
c. Select the Edit CAICCI Fields check box.
d. Click Add New to add the server to the list.

2. Click Next to update the CAICCI fields to conform to the mainframe settings.
3. Ensure that the value specified for the CAICCI Port # matches the CCISSLGW started task that the mainframe uses.

To verify the correct Port #, the CCISSLGW started task JOBLOG can be inspected on the z/OS system. The Alias
field remains blank because aliases are only required when the CAICCI sysid is longer than eight characters. The
CAICCI sysids on z/OS cannot be greater than eight characters.

4. Click Next to display the final screen.
5. Click Finish and wait for the successful update message box.

Activate Changes

To activate NetSpy changes, recycle the CAICCI remote component by issuing the following commands from the remote
NetSpy distributed computer:

ccicntrl stop rmt

ccicntrl start rmt

Verify Changes

To verify that the changes made to NetSpy are working, issue the following command on your remote NetSpy distributed
computer:

ccii

The z/OS sysid appears in this list. It can take a minute to get the connection, so wait before issuing the command. If it
does not appear, verify:

• Is the CCISSLGW task active on z/OS?
Yes: Check the SYSPRINT for a connection message from the NT computer. This example is a sample ccirmtd.rc file
on a Windows computer:

LOCAL = BARNA03W2K BARNA03W2K 32768 startup ALIAS=BARNA03W

REMOTE = 141.202.204.93 a93s 32768 startup PORT=7000

REMOTE = 141.202.36.71 a71senf 32768 startup PORT=7000

REMOTE = usilca11 a11senf 32768 startup PORT=7000
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REMOTE = 141.202.204.97 a97s 4096 startup PORT=7000

Using this example, you can expect to see the following message on mainframe hostname usilca11:

CAS9603I - CAICCI A11SENF CONNECTED TO CAICCI BARNA03W

No:  Verify that the CAICCI PARMs contain a protocol statement:

PROTOCOL(TCPIPGW)

PROTOCOL(TCPSSLGW)

• Review the ccirmtd.rc file in your NT NSM/caiusr directory. There is an entry for the z/OS computer. The entry looks
like:
textREMOTE = hostname ccisysid 32768 startup PORT=portnumber 

hostnameSpecifies the TCP/IP name or ipaddress for the z/OS computer, ccisysid specifies the SYSID of the z/OS
computer, and portnumber specifies the port number from the CAS9850I message.
Correct any mistakes and recycle CAICCI remote again.
You can obtain these z/OS computer values by inspecting the CCISSLGW started task JOBLOG, and by issuing the
following z/OS console command:

ENF DISPLAY,SYSID

• Are there any active receivers on z/OS? Issue the following console command to see what local receivers are
available:

F ENF,DISPLAY,RECEIVER

Example display:

CAS9626I - CAICCI SUBSYSTEM IS OPERATIONAL

CAS9701I - CCI # RCVRS(00000009) LOCAL(00000009) REMOTE(00000000)

CAS9700I - +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

CAS9702I - CCI RESOURCE RECEIVER(#A93S     CA-TOP-SECRET       )

CAS9703I - CCI RESOURCE SENDER(                              )

CAS9704I - CCI RESOURCE OWN(A93S    ) RCVI(00000001) SND(00000000) T(L)

CAS9707I - CCI RESOURCE ROUT(Y) DOLRI(2003.300) TOLRI(09:16:51.62) D(N)

CAS9708I - CCI RESOURCE QUE(Y)  DOLSI(2003.300) TOLSI(09:16:51.62)

CAS9700I - +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

CAS9702I - CCI RESOURCE RECEIVER(@A93S     W410_SPAWN_SERVER   )

CAS9703I - CCI RESOURCE SENDER(@A93S     SPAWN_INQY_SERVICES )

CAS9704I - CCI RESOURCE OWN(A93S    ) RCVI(00000003) SND(00000002) T(L)

CAS9707I - CCI RESOURCE ROUT(Y) DOLRI(2003.300) TOLRI(12:54:18.47) D(N)

CAS9708I - CCI RESOURCE QUE(N)  DOLSI(2003.300) TOLSI(12:52:11.72)

CAS9700I - +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

CAS9702I - CCI Resource Receiver(#USI273ME CA_STARUNIX_SERVER  )

CAS9703I - CCI Resource Sender(                              )

CAS9704I - CCI Resource Own(USI273ME) RcvI(00000001) Snd(00000000) T(L)

CAS9707I - CCI Resource Rout(Y) DOLRI(2003.300) TOLRI(16:11:40.36) D(N)

CAS9708I - CCI Resource Que(Y)  DOLSI(2003.300) TOLSI(16:11:40.36)  

CAS9700I - +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

CAS9702I - CCI RESOURCE RECEIVER(#A93S     CAI_OPR_DAEMON      )      

CAS9703I - CCI RESOURCE SENDER(                              )        

CAS9704I - CCI RESOURCE OWN(A93S    ) RCVI(00000002) SND(00000001) T(L)

CAS9707I - CCI RESOURCE ROUT(Y) DOLRI(2003.300) TOLRI(15:33:10.06) D(N)

CAS9708I - CCI RESOURCE QUE(Y)  DOLSI(2003.300) TOLSI(15:33:10.03) 
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WARNING
Check for CAI_OPR_DAEMON and CA_STARUNIX_SERVER on the list of receivers. For Event
Management running on z/OS to communicate with a NetSpy running on a distributed platform, these two
receivers must be present.

Verify Your CAICCI Installation
For client-server connections, mainframe started task CCISSL is used.

For peer-to-peer connections, mainframe started task CCISSLGW is used.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the CAIENF procedure, which starts a subtask for CAICCI when the following statement is specified in the
CCIPARM part of the ENFPARMS concatenation:

SYSID(xxxxxxx

2. Once CAIENF is initialized, issue the following console command:

ENF STATUS

3. In the output, look for the following message:

CAS9626I - CAICCI Subsystem is operational

If the message is not present, verify that the DCM statement for CAICCI, CAS9DCM3 was defined in the CAIENF
parameter file. Also verify that your CCIPARM was updated to include a valid SYSID.

4. Verify that the CCISSL and CCISSLGW started tasks are available in a system proc library. Verify that these started
tasks have been properly set up in your security environment. CCISSL and CCISSLGW, plus CAIENF, require a
security OMVS segment.
– For CCISSL, verify that PGM= in the proc JCL is set to PGM=CAS9PDGM.
– For CCISSLGW, verify that PGM= in the proc is set to PGM=CAS9PDPM.

Event Management Configuration
After you install and deploy Common Components and Services components, several configuration tasks are needed to
implement and maintain the deployed Event Management. These configuration tasks are intended to be run against the
first deployment (source zFS) files that were created as described in the article Deploy USS File Systems.

Review and Adjust the Event Management PROFILE
On the deployed system, review the contents of the /cai/nsmem/PROFILE file with special attention to accurate
settings for CAIGLBL0000, STEPLIB, and any TCP/IP environment variables that can have been added (such as
RESOLVER_CONFIG and _BPXK_SETIBMOPT_TRANSPORT). Make any necessary adjustments for this deployed
system.

Rerun D5II0065 for GUI Tasks on the Deployed System
To use the Java GUI on the deployed system, the CNSMJCL member D5II0065 must be run on this system to pick up any
environmental changes. Be sure that the variables used in the job reflect the correct values for this system.
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Run the Event Management Configuration Script
Include Event Management zFS in BPXPRMxx by updating your system BPXPRMxx member to include the new mount
points for Event Management.

Adding the new mount points to your BPXPRMxx member lets the mounts occur automatically when your system is
IPLed.

If you selected Event Management for the installation, run the configuration script to customize certain files to your specific
system.

If you did not run the fwsetup script against your SMP/E target USS file, run it now on the deployed-to system. If you did
run fwsetup against the SMP/E target, run the shorter customization script fwmigrat, which requires no responses.

Both fwsetup script and fwmigrat script can be found in the designated Event Management directory (/cai/nsmem by
default).

NOTE
Messages and prompts differ depending on whether you are running the script for the first time, rerunning the
script, or reinstalling. Steps that do not run under all circumstances are appropriately identified.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Remove (not simply uncomment) any Event Management updates in your /etc/profile for previous Event Management
installations.

2. Go into OMVS on your system and change to the Event Management directory.
cd /cai/nsmem

3. Invoke the script with the following command:
. fwsetup

NOTE
fwsetup  executes many tasks. Wait during the execution of fwsetup . The text prompt is not automatically
seen on the screen. To see the text prompt, press PF10 to refresh the screen when the status of the session
changes from RUNNING to INPUT. You can press the refresh key any number of times. If you see the text
prompts, type your response and press Enter, or press Enter to accept the default. Follow these steps until
you see the Common Components and Services installation has completed.

WARNING
Press Enter  only if you are responding to a prompt or accepting the default to a prompt. If you press enter,
you bypass the text prompt and cannot select a value for your response. Instead, you are accepting the
default value.

The following messages display:
Installing CA Common Services...

Installing Event Management component...

4. Choose to activate Store and Forward or not.
If other Event Management nodes cannot be reached, the Event Management Store and Forward facility can save
failed events for forwarding later.
Store and Forward (default: y)

5. Choose whether to create a rules file to restrict the use of certain message actions or allow all users to issue them.
Default behavior allows UNIXCMD and UNIXSH message actions to be submitted to this node (assuming there is a
CAICCI connection) by all users. Event Management allows these two message actions to be restricted. The rules for
these message actions are maintained through a utility named caevtsec. For more information about caevtsec, see
the Adminstrating section.
– For first-time installations:

If the script does not find an existing rules file, decide if you want to create one.
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Would you like to restrict the UNIXCMD and UNIXSH message actions for this host?

These actions were not restricted in Unicenter release 1.5.(y/n) (default: n)

After you answer, the following message appears:
Installing Star Server component...

– For reinstalling and rerunning the script:
The script asks if you want to create a rules file or use the existing one.
A version of the Event Security rules file has been detected on your system.

Answering y will preserve the original rules file (from the previous installation or upgrade) and will

 remove the restrictions of UNIXCMD and UNIXSH message actions for this host.

Answering n (default) will assume the restrictions previously enacted.

Would you like to recreate Event Security rules file? (y/n) (default: n)

If you create a rules file, the script informs you that the rules have been updated and the original rules file has been
saved.
The original rules file has been preserved as /cai/nsmem/opr/config/<nodename>/actnode.prf.sav

6. Set environment variables.
To use Event Management, set certain environment variables, including PATH and LIBPATH.
You can have the system file etc/profile automatically set the Event Management environment variables in the /cai/
nsmem/PROFILE file when a user logs in.
– If the environment variable UPDATE_ETC in the PROFILE file is set to Y (yes), /etc/profile is updated to run the

PROFILE file automatically. Your EM environment variables are then set automatically when a user logs in.
– If the environment variable UPDATE_ETC in the PROFILE file is set to N (no), /etc/profile is not updated and all

users have to set the EM environment variables.
– If the environment variable UPDATE_ETC was not set in the PROFILE file either during installation or later, you are

asked whether you want to update /etc/profile.
For first time installations, you can update /etc/profile to set variables automatically when users logon.
Do you want to update /etc/profile? (y/n)

• If you use y (yes), /etc/profile is updated to set environment variables for all users when they log in.
• If you use n (no), run the tngprofile script before attempting to issue any commands
When reinstalling or rerunning the fwsetup script, if it is detected that /etc/profile has been previously updated to run
the PROFILE file, you can receive the following messages and the option to update /etc/profile is bypassed.
WARNING! /etc/profile has been previously updated. Please check the contents of /etc/profile to be sure

 the entry is valid for the current installation. If not, remove the update and re-run this fwsetup

 script.

WARNING! /etc/csh.login has been previously updated. Please check the contents of the file to be sure

 the entry is valid for the current installation. If not, remove the update and re-run this fwsetup

 script.

The following message appears:
CA Common Services installation has completed.

7. Verify that fwsetup has completed successfully.
– If you indicated y to update /etc/profile, in that file you see the updates that are inserted for Event Management.
– Confirm that the /cai/nsmem/RW/config/ directory contains a subdirectory with the same name as the nodename for

the system.

How to Configure Event Management GUI Tasks
The following tasks are required if you plan to run the Event Management GUI elements:

1. Configure the UNIX System Services environment.
2. Configure and start the web server.
3. Install a compatible Java environment.
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4. Review Security Definitions for Event Management.
5. Initialize the Event Management Java server.

These tasks are described in the following sections.

Configure the UNIX System Services for Event Management
Event Management requires USS to be configured and running in full function mode.

To review your BPXPARM member:

1. Verify that you have the following USS configurable options set to at least the minimum values indicated:

Option Minimum Value

MAXPROCSYS 200

MAXASSIZE 128 MB

MAXTHREADTASKS 200

MAXPROCUSER 100

MAXCPUTIME 86400
2. During Event Management startup, three POSIX shared memory segments are created; your IPCSHMNIDS parameter

must reflect this requirement.
3. For best performance, ensure that temporary files are allocated to a TFS file system. Approximately 32 MB of

temporary space are required for a typical Event Management installation.
4. Be sure the BPXPRM member starts zFS. There is an entry for FILESYSTYPE TYPE(ZFS).

Configure the Web Server
The Event Management GUI requires a z/OS HTTP server. Any z/OS web server can be used if it provides compatible
HTTP, Java, and CGI scripting capabilities. The web server must run on the same host where the Event Management
Java server resides.

If you already run a web server on z/OS, you can add the CCS definitions to your existing server. In most cases, however,
run a secondary web server that is dedicated to servicing requests for CCS.

When configuring the web server, update or create an HTTPD configuration file. During the Event Management
installation, a sample is created in $CAIGLBL0000/browser/httpd.conf, where $CAIGLBL0000 is the path you use to install
into. Verify the settings in this file.

The following settings are required:

Exec               /scripts/*

Exec               /tngfw/scripts/*

Exec               /tng/scripts/*

Exec               /ubi/scripts/*

Exec               /ubifw/scripts/*

Pass               /tngfw/*

Pass               /tng/*

Pass               /browser/*

Pass               /UBIImages/*

Pass               /ubiimages/*

Pass               /ubi/*

Pass               /ubifw/*
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Pass               /*

Pass               *

See file $CAIGLBL0000/browser/httpd.conf.sample for a complete list of required Exec and Pass parameters.

If you are running a web server that is dedicated to CCS, specify these configuration options:

Statement Purpose
Welcome tngfw.html Defines the initial Common Components and Services page.
Port nnnn Assigns the server to the specified TCP/IP port.

The Event Management HTML files are shipped in EBCDIC format. Typically, your z/OS web server is configured to
process HTML files in EBCDIC format. You have an HTTPD configuration statement similar to:

AddType   .html   text/html   ebcdic   1.0

The Event Management GUI performs user authentication and security validations as sensitive resources are accessed;
however, you can also review web server security options. Certain CGI scripts that CCS requires require superuser
privileges, and the web server must be configured to run the scripts in the $CAIGLBL0000/browser/scripts using UID 0.
Other than this requirement, you are free to deploy any of the security features outlined in your web server documentation,
including SSL, SAF, and Certificate-based authentication.

The scripts in $CAIGLBL0000/browser/scripts require certain environmental variables to be set. For best performance,
you can define these variables in an LE envvar file, which is used to start the web server. After the Event Management
installation, a sample environment variable file can be found in $CAIGLBL0000/browser/httpd.envvars. Review this file
and specify it on the PARM= field of the JCL used to start the web server.

The web server can be run as a started task or as a batch job. The CNSMPROC member NSMWEBSV can be used as
a model. Set the path statement on the DD card that is associated with the CEE_ENVFILE environment variable to your /
cai/nsmem/browser/httpd.envvars file and use your /cai/nsmem/browser/httpd.conf configuration file.

Security Definitions for Event Management
The Event Management server maintains a secure environment by authenticating users as they connect to the system,
verifying that individual users are permitted to access sensitive functions, and supporting delegation. All transactions that
are triggered on the mainframe automatically inherit the security context of the individual signed-on user, rather than the
server. The Event Management server implements these security interfaces by integrating with your external security
product. ACF2, Top Secret, and IBM RACF are all fully supported.

To perform its security functions, the Event Management server requires specific security permissions that can vary
depending on which security product you have, the release of z/OS you run, and the details of the security policy you have
in effect.

Create a security account for the Java and Web servers with these attributes:

• UID 0. The user identity that runs the Java server and the web server must be defined with real UID 0; you cannot
assign a non-zero UID and permit the user access to the BPX.SUPERUSER resource.

• Any valid group ID (GID).
• Any valid home directory (the directory where you install Common Components and Services is a good choice).
• Any valid shell program, typically /bin/sh.
• READ permission to IBM FACILITY resources BPX.SUPERUSER, BPX.DAEMON, and BPX.SERVER, if you

implement any of these features.
• Optional surrogate permission to any users that log in without password checking by the server.
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All of the Event Management executable programs and DLL libraries must be marked as program-controlled, and certain
executable programs must also be marked as APF-authorized. If you install Event Management into zFS directories, the
installation process marks the appropriate files using the UNIX extattr command. The RACF users installing into PDSE
libraries also mark all of the Event Management modules and libraries as PADS-protected.

For details about how to implement these functions, see your security product documentation.

Initialize the Java Server
The Common Components and Services Event Management Java server is run using the w2startup script that is located
in $CAIGLBL0000/browser/scripts. This script launches the Event Management Java server; it can need configuration,
depending on the directory names you select when installing Java.

• $CAIGLBL0000/browser/classes must be added to your Java CLASSPATH.
• Event Management and Java executable programs must be included in your PATH.
• Event Management and Java Library (DLL) directories must be included in your LIBPATH.

These variables are set in the file $CAIGLBL0000/browser/httpd.envvars.

The w2startup script can be run as a UNIX command or as a batch job using BPXBATCH syntax. The sample member
NSMJSERV in CNSMPROC can be run as a batch job or started task. Run it as a started task in production. w2startup
also starts process CaemRts and processes CAEMRTA. Check the status of this job by referring to STDOUT and
STDERR zFS files for the job. Do not rely on the job return codes for evidence of successful completion.

Once the server is started, you can access the Event Management GUI by starting a web browser session with a URL of
this form:

texthttp://hostname:port 

hostname
The name or IP address of the host running the web server.

port
The port number that you assigned in the httpd.conf file. We strongly recommended that you use a hostname
rather than a hard-coded IP address. If you accept the default port of 80, you can omit the port number.

To limit the nodes reported on by the GUI, copy the file $CAIGLBL0000/emsrvc/data/nodelist.sample to $CAIGLBL0000/
emsrvc/data/nodelist, and edit that file to include only the node names on which you intend to report. This improves
performance when viewing the GUI.

To terminate the Java server, you can run CNSMPROC member NSMJSTOP; or from USS, run the w2kill script found in
$CAIGLBL0000/browser/scripts. The script leaves processes CaemRtS and CAEMRTA (five instances) running, allowing
any remote NetSpy machines to access the Event Management GUI on z/OS.

Check the status of this job by referring to STDOUT and STDERR zFS files for the job. Do not rely on the job return codes
for evidence of successful completion. To shut down CaemRts and the CAEMRTA processes, run CNSMPROC member
NSMSHRTS.

How to Configure Optional Event Management Tasks
The following tasks that are associated with Event Management can be required, depending on your environment:
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• Activate Store and Forward
• Set up the Berkeley syslog daemon (required)
• Enable catrapd
• Initialize the Event Management servers
• Install the OPSMVS Exit
• Customize the emstart and emstop Scripts
• Install Multiple Systems - Event Management

If you are installing multiple systems, you have a choice of installation methods.

If you have installed CAICCI, also configure and start CAICCI, as described in CAICCI Configuration Tasks.

NOTE
For more information about starting Event Management, see Administrating.

Store and Forward
The Store and Forward feature (SAF) ensures message delivery through the storage and eventual forwarding of
messages that cannot be immediately delivered to target nodes (because of network problems, because the Event
Manager is not running, and so on). Store and Forward is enabled during installation by setting and exporting the
environment variable INSTALLSAF=Y in the $CAIGLBL0000/PROFILE file.

When Store and Forward is activated, the Event Management guaranteed message delivery feature is activated. With
this feature activated, any messages that cannot be delivered in real time are stored for automatic delivery at some later
time when the destination applications are once again reachable. The undeliverable messages are stored in a file that
is located, by default, in the directory $CAIGLBL0000/opr/saf. Once all messages in this file have been sent, the file is
automatically erased.

Limit SAF Eligibility

By default, when Store and Forward is activated, all nodes are eligible for this feature. If you want to limit SAF eligibility to
specific nodes, create a configuration file that lists those node names (and optionally, the directory path for the SAF files).
Then, only those nodes that are listed are targeted for SAF. If the SAF configuration file exists but is empty, no nodes are
eligible for SAF.

Use a text editor to create a SAF.CFG file that meets your particular needs, using the following sample SAF.CFG template
provided:

# Node                    Directory

#

  UGGP12                  Dynamo

  UGIPP4                  Pluto

  UXTTP1                  Mercury

  UURET5                  Neptune

Create an SAF Configuration File

Create an SAF configuration file to tell the system which target nodes are eligible for storing messages. If an SAF
configuration file does not exist, all target nodes are eligible for storing messages.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the sample SAF.CFG file that you created to the $CAIGLBL0000/opr/saf directory.
2. Edit the SAF.CFG file as follows:
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– In the first position of each data line, specify the machine name (node) to be eligible for SAF. This name can be up
to 15 alphanumeric characters.

– In the second position of each data line, specify the directory under SAF root by which the identified log file of the
node is accessed from this node.

3. Save the edited file with the name SAF.CFG or use a unique file name.

Change the SAF Interval

When a file contains stored messages, the SAF daemon tries periodically to re-send the messages based on a defined
interval. You can alter the interval of time (in seconds) between each SAF re-try.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit the file $CAIGLBL0000/opr/scripts/envsetlocal.
If the file does not exist, create it.

2. Add the following lines to this file:
textCA_OPR_SAF_SCAN_INT=xx export CA_OPR_SAF_SCAN_INT

xx represents the new scan interval in seconds.

If you are using SAF between other platforms and z/OS, consult the appropriate documentation for configuration
information.

Enable Store and Forward for Another Task

This task lets you store and forward cawto, WTO, or both messages from another task, for example, OPSMVS.

Add the following environment variables to the OPSMVS or other environment variable file for the other task:

export CA_OPR_SAF=Y

export CA_OPR_SAF_ROOT=$CAIGLBL0000/opr/saf

Enable catrapd to Receive SNMP Traps
NetSpy can send and receive SNMP traps. Any received traps appear on the Event Management console.

To receive traps, the daemon catrapd must be running. By default, the process listens on port 161. Your TCP/IP procedure
has a PROFILE DD that contains reserved port numbers.

Enable catrapd if you want to route SNMP messages from other consoles by making port 161 available if possible.

To enable catrapd using the default port:

Modify the TCPIP profile (the data set used in DD statement PROFILE in your TCPIP proc) to ensure:

• Port 161 is not reserved for OSNMPD (the SNMP Agent)
• AUTOLOG does not start OSNMPD

To enable catrapd using a different port:

Add the following two lines to the envset script in the $CAIGLBL0000/snmp/scripts directory if port 161 cannot be used:

textCAICATD0001=nnn export CAICATD0001

NOTE
CAICATD0001=nnn is the port number to listen on, replace nnn with the actual port number.

You can use the catrap program to send a trap. For the command syntax, see the Component Reference.
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Start and Stop the Event Management Processes
A CCS Event Management server is started using the CNSMPROC member NSMEMSTR. It can be run as a batch job
or a started task. Run it as a started task in production. This job starts four daemons (caiopr, logrdr, ca_calendar, and
stardaemon) associated with Event Management by invoking the emstart script. The catrapd daemon is not started by
default. Edit the script /cai/nsmem/opr/scripts/emstart by uncommenting the 'unicntrl start snmp' command to start the
catrapd daemon. Customize the script so that you start only those components that you want to use. Comment out the
components that you do not want to use.

The Event Management daemons are stopped using CNSMPROC member NSMEMSTP by invoking the emstop script.
NSMEMSTP can be run as a batch job or a started task. Run it as a started task in production. Edit the script /cai/nsmem/
opr/scripts/emstop so that it stops the same processes that the emstart script starts.

Check the status of this job by referring to STDOUT and STDERR HFS files for the job. Do not rely on the job return
codes for evidence of successful completion.

The user ID assigned to these jobs is assigned UID 0 and has access to BPX.DAEMON, BPX.SUPERUSER, and
BPX.SERVER facilities.

Install the OPSMVS Exit
To use Event Management to handle OPSUSS messages, run OPS job INSTUSEX to install the OPS exit for Event
Management.

Note: For more information, see Installing in the OPS/MVS documentation.

Set Up the Berkeley syslog daemon
Event Management takes advantage of the powerful messaging facilities that the Berkeley syslog daemon provides that
can be used to:

• Select from several priorities, levels, and facilities of messages
• Route messages by level or priority to different devices
• Route messages by level or priority to different hosts
• Receive messages from other hosts for local display

The Berkeley syslog daemon configuration options are specified in the file /etc/syslogd.conf in the following format:

selector    action

selector
identifies the type of message.

action
is the location where the selector is sent.

NOTE
For more information about the Berkeley syslog daemon, see the IBM z/OS Communications Server IP
Configuration Guide.

Sample syslogd Configuration File

A sample syslogd configuration file with Enterprise Management installed in a single-host configuration:

# @(#) $Revision:  66.1  $
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#

# syslogd configuration file

#

# See syslogd(1M) for information about the format of this file

#

mail.debug       /usr/spool/mqueue/syslog

*.info,mail.none /usr/adm/syslog

*.alert          /dev/Event

*.alert          root

*.emerg          *

*.info           /cai/nsmem/opr/config/abcfred/pipe/oprpipexxxx

NOTE
If CAIGLBL0000 is /cai/nsmem, and the current node name is abcfred, the preceding entry routes the *.info to
Event Management. The entry for *.info is automatically added during the startup of the caiopr process.

Reroute Messages to a Remote Host

Event Management on z/OS can accept syslog messages from any remote system running a compatible BSD syslog
service.

To instruct the syslog daemon to route all messages to a remote computer, edit the syslogd configuration file and insert
the remote hostname in the action part of the line, prefixing the hostname with a single at sign (@).

NOTE
The syslog daemon uses DNS (Domain Name Services) and relies on proper definition of the hostname and IP
address of the receiving host.

Example: The following syslogd configuration illustrates an entry on the local node that routes all messages with a priority
of info and above to the remote host known as titan:

# @(#) $Revision:  66.1  $

#

# syslogd configuration file

 

# See syslogd(1M) for information about the format of this file

 

mail.debug       /usr/spool/mqueue/syslog

*.info,mail.none /usr/adm/syslog

*.alert          /dev/Event

*.alert          root

*.emerg          *

*.info           /cai/nsmem/oprconfig/abcfred/pipe/oprpipexxxx

*.info           @titan

NOTE
The syslogd configuration file contains tabs as field delimiters in addition to spaces. Typically, tabs and spaces
separate the first and second columns. Do not use blanks alone to delimit fields, as this causes the syslog
daemon to ignore the line in question or give improper results.

To send messages to more hosts, simply add more lines as needed. If you want to limit the messages to certain priorities
or facilities, do so with the first part of the command line. For more information about selecting and routing messages, see
the man pages for syslogd.
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Activate the Changes

For the syslogd configuration updates to take effect, stop the syslog daemon and restart it from the root ID.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the syslog daemon by entering the following command:
kill -15 `cat /etc/syslog.pid`

2. Restart the syslog daemon by entering the following command:
text/usr/sbin/syslogd -f /etc/syslogd.conf 

/etc/syslogd.conf is the name of the syslogd configuration file.

Customize emstart and emstop Scripts
The emstart and emstop scripts are located in the following directory:

/cai/nsmem/opr/scripts

emstart and emstop are the startup and stop scripts for Event Management. Customize the scripts so that you start only
those components that you want to use. Comment out the components that you do not want to use.

Startup Procedures
The CNSMPROC member NSMEMSTR is used to start Event Management. By default, this starts the caiopr, logrdr,
stardaemon, ca_calendar, newdaylog, and caidoc processes. Use the CNSMPROC member NSMEMSTP to stop Event
Management in an orderly fashion. Both of these jobs run scripts that are in the /cai/nsmem/opr/scripts directory. The
scripts can be edited to include only the components necessary to run.

Note the following startup considerations:

• All processes must be started with UID(0), and CAICCI must be active before they are started. To ensure that CAICCI
is initialized, you can start Event Management as part of the CAIENF autocmds.

• The stardaemon does not require any additional services.
• The caiopr daemon has the option of using the repository. If the definition of message actions and calendars, or both,

are desired, the repository is needed, and must be started before Event Management. Ensure that the STEPLIB
environment variable and the CA_OPR_ZOSDB environment variable, in the PROFILE file, is set correctly before
starting caiopr.
If you are using OPS/MVS exclusively to handle the processing of messages, the repository is not required. The
startup of caiopr can receive some warning messages concerning the connection to the repository and that the
messages cannot be reloaded, but caiopr continues processing typically and the messages can be ignored.

• The user ID assigned to Event Management must be UID(0). This is required to be able to switch a user from the
Event Management user ID to the user ID of the client signed on. This prevents the client from being able to issue
commands they would typically not be allowed to enter for the NetSpy console.

• To start the SNMP trap listener, catrapd, locate the following line in the /cai/nsmem/opr/scripts/emstart file and remove
the pound sign (#) from the beginning of the line:

#unicntrl start snmp

When finished, the line appears as follows:

unicntrl start snmp
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Java GUI Considerations

Timeout Settings

The following settings control how long the GUI waits for a response:

TIMEOUT=300
Instructs CAICCI to wait 300 seconds. This value is set near the end of the /cai/nsmem/browser/scripts/w2startup
file.

persistentservertimeout
A registry setting that is set by using the Java TIMEOUT command. The command by itself displays the number
of seconds the GUI waits for a response. Passing a parameter changes the setting to whatever is passed.

If you consistently get timeout messages, increase these settings by updating the TIMEOUT parm to a higher value.

Security Requirements

Built-in security checks protect the defined resources from being modified by unknown sources. Define these resources to
the security system to protect them. All the resources are defined to a single class CAIUNI.

EMSRVC.MSGRECORD
Controls access to define/modify message records.

EMSRVC.MSGACTION
Controls access to define/modify message action records.

EMSRVC.CALENDAR
Controls access to define/modify calendars.

EMSRVC.CONLOG
Controls access to the NetSpy Console log.

EMSRVC.ANNOTATION
Controls access to the NetSpy Console log annotation feature.

To allow access to any of these resources, READ access is required.

Enterprise Management

The Enterprise Management icon displays all the nodes that can be found running NetSpy or CCS.

Run a CAICCI inquiry to find the receiver EMSRVC_ROUTER_U.

For each node that is found, an attempt to obtain the APPMAP is made. If the map cannot be loaded, the node is left off
the list.

To limit the list to only a selected few, you can create a file nodelist in the /cai/nsmem/emsrvc/data directory. A
nodelist.sample file can be used as an example. To select a node to be on the list, enter the CAICCI SYSID for that node.
The local node also is in the list.

Web Server Configuration

The installation process creates a configuration file containing all the information that is required to run the Java GUI.
However, there are many options that affect the behavior of the web server; we discuss only some of them here.

For more information about web servers, see the IBM guide IBM HTTP Server for your operating system release.

If a web server is already running, you can support multiple applications from the one server or can change the port
number for one of them.
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To change the port number, edit the configuration file and modify the Port operand.

To merge CCS into an existing web server, add the following to your configuration file:

 ServerRoot   /cai/nsmem/browser   this should contain the install path for Event Management

 HostName     yourhostname         this should be the host name of your computer

 Port         80                   The port to connect to: Default 80.

  

 #                                                                    

 # The default Framework configuration specifies no security inside the

 # Web server since authentication is performed in our Java server once

 # The user connects to the system. The NOSEC definition (below) allows

 # Access to occur under the web server's security context (as opposed

 # To under any specific individual's context).                       

 #

 Protection NOSEC {

                   ServerId        TNGFW_Server

                   AuthType        Basic

                   PasswdFile      %%SAF%%

                   UserID          %%SERVER%%

                   Mask            Anonymous

                  }

 Protect            /scripts/*        NOSEC %%SERVER%%

 Protect            /tngfw/scripts/*  NOSEC %%SERVER%%

 Protect            /tngfw/*          NOSEC %%SERVER%%

 Protect            /tng/*            NOSEC %%SERVER%%

 Protect            /browser/*        NOSEC %%SERVER%%

 #                                                                   

 # The following directives specify the location of the Framework    

 # directories. If you are integrating Framework into an existing    

 # web server, these statements must be included in your existing    

 # HTTPD configuration file.                                         

 #                                                                   

 Exec          /scripts/*           /cai/nsmem/browser/scripts/*

 Exec          /tngfw/scripts/*     /cai/nsmem/browser/scripts/*

 Exec          /tng/scripts/*       /cai/nsmem/browser/scripts/*

 Exec          /ubi/scripts/*       /cai/nsmem/browser/scripts/*

 Exec          /ubifw/scripts/*     /cai/nsmem/browser/scripts/*

 Pass          /tngfw/*             /cai/nsmem/browser/*

 Pass          /tng/*               /cai/nsmem/browser/*

 Pass          /browser/*           /cai/nsmem/browser/*

 Pass          /UBIImages/*         /cai/nsmem/browser/images/*

 Pass          /ubiimages/*         /cai/nsmem/browser/images/*

 Pass          /ubi/*               /cai/nsmem/browser/*

 Pass          /ubifw/*             /cai/nsmem/browser/*

 Pass          /*                   /cai/nsmem/browser/*

 Pass          *                    /cai/nsmem/browser/*

 #

 Logging:

 #           -- Uncomment the following lines to enable logging --

 #  AgentLog         logs/Agent                                    

 #  AccessLog        logs/httpd-log                                

 #  CgiErrorLog      logs/cgi-errors                               

 #  ErrorLog         logs/httpd-errors                             
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 #  TraceLog         logs/jttrace

 

Find a complete list of the statements in file /cai/nsmem/browser/httpd.conf . You can copy and paste them into
your existing web server configuration file.

Verify Your Event Management Installation
Event Management consists of:

• Processes that make up the functional components such as message handling, calendars, and remote servers.
• The GUI interface, which includes the ability to add messages to act on and the actions to take, the creation of

calendars, and the viewing of the event console.

Not all sites require both parts of this verification process.

Verify that Processes are Running

You can use the CNSMPROC member NSMEMSTR to start the functional component. Then issue the following
command:

D OMVS,A=ALL

The caiopr, newdaylog, caidoc, and logrdr processes minimally are running. Depending on your needs ca_calendar,
stardaemon, oprsafd, and catrapd can also be running.

Verify that the GUI Servers are Active

The GUI interface requires that the httpd server is active and the Java backend server is up and running. You can
also use CNSMPROC member NSMWEBSV to start the httpd server if you do not already have one started. For more
information about setting up a new server or merging into an existing one, see Java GUI Considerations.

Start the Java Server

You can use the CNSMPROC member NSMJSERV to start the Java server. The following message appears on the
system console to signify the startup is complete:

CAxx506I - TNG Root Processes Initialized

OMVS processes CaemRtS, CAEMRTA(five instances), logonserver.exe, EMserver.exe, and w2Tree are running now.

Connect to the GUI

Follow these steps:

1. Start your browser and use the following URL to display the welcome page:
texthttp://hostname:port

2. Select Click Here to launch NetSpy Browser Interface.
3. Enter a mainframe user ID and password.
4. Click OK to display the main NetSpy GUI.
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Deploy Event Management on Additional Systems
To run Event Management on other systems in addition to the first deployment system, copy the zFS files from the first
deployment system to the additional systems. The first deployment (source zFS) files have already been configured. The
new deployments require a small amount of system-specific reconfiguration.

WARNING
Do not proceed with the following steps until after you have configured the first deployment files and completed
all previous steps in this section.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the mount points for the READ ONLY and READ/WRITE zFS are identical on the source and target
systems.

2. (Skip this step if you are not using Calendars or Message Actions). If you are using Calendars or Message Actions,
see the Datacom/AD documentation. Start the repository address space and JAVA GUI before using Event
Management on your target system.
Initialize the Repository before the Event Management components start to avoid startup error messages.
Start the Repository address space as a long running batch job or as a started task. The caiopr daemon starts without
the Repository address space running, but the Calendar daemon does not.

3. Verify that the System Requirements on the target system are filled.
4. Back up both the Event Management zFS files on the source system, if you have not already done so.
5. Make the BASE CAW0LOAD and CAW0PLD, and the MFNSM CNSMLOAD, CNSMPLD, CNSMPROC, and

CNSMJCL partitioned data sets accessible, through shared DASD or by copying the data sets.
6. Verify that you are using the correct CAIGLBL0000 and STEPLIB by reviewing the modification that Common

Components and Services made in /etc/profile on the new system. If necessary, remove the sections that do not
contain the correct CAIGLBL0000 and STEPLIB. These changes could be left over from a previous installation.

7. Allocate new zFS data sets on the new system and restore the previously saved Event Management zFS backups into
the newly created zFS data sets. Mount the READ ONLY zFS and READ/WRITE zFS.
Review the bullets carefully to determine proper mount criteria. Remember to update your BPXPRMxx member on the
target system to add MOUNT directories for the READ/WRITE zFS (MODE RDWR) and the READ ONLY zFS (MODE
READ).
– To use the Java GUI with the target system, mount the READ ONLY zFS as READ/WRITE, and the READ/WRITE

zFS as READ/WRITE. Then run the batch yourdeployHLQ.CNSMJCL job D5II0065 on that system to establish
some system-specific information for the Java GUI.

– Mount the READ ONLY zFS as READ ONLY or READ/WRITE, and the READ/WRITE zFS as READ/WRITE.
Run the batch yourdeployHLQ.CNSMJCL job D5IFWMIG on the target system. The required system-specific
directories for the new system are then created. Verify the results in STDOUT and STDERR. If the READ ONLY
zFS is mounted READ ONLY, ignore informational messages in the STDERR file. Before you run any jobs on the
new system, verify that all Event Management tasks are shut down (such as from a prior release).

8. Copy your started tasks or batch job to the new system if you are starting the Repository address space. Review your
JCL/PROC to verify that the correct data sets and libraries are specified.

9. Create a security account for the Java and web servers with the following attributes if you use the JAVA GUI.
– UID zero - Define the user identity that runs the Java server and the web server with real UID zero. Users with a

non-zero UID are denied access to the BPX.SUPERUSER resource.
– Any valid group ID (GID)
– Any valid home directory. A good choice is the directory where you install for z/OS.
– Any valid shell program, typically /bin/sh
– READ permission to IBM FACILITY resources BPX.SUPERUSER, BPX.DAEMON, and BPX.SERVER if you

implement any of these features. Optionally, assign surrogate permission to users to log in without server checking
passwords.

10. Copy your started tasks or batch jobs for the web server and Java server to the new system if you use the JAVA GUI.
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11. Access the Event Management GUI by starting a web browser session with a URL of this form:
http://<host_name>:<port_number>

host_name
The name or IP address of the host running the web server. Use a hostname rather than a hard-coded IP
address.

port_number
The number that is assigned in the httpd.conf file. If you accept the default port of 80, you can omit the port
number.

Event Management Maintenance Considerations
Event Management and the Event Management utilities are installed into several different SMP/E target libraries:

• The traditional PDS and PDSE data sets like CNSMLOAD and CNSMPLD load libraries and possibly the CNSMJCL
and CNSMPROC libraries for JCL template changes.

• Two USS zFS data sets:
– Read-Only zFS aggregate that contains the executables, scripts, HTML, and Java class files.
– Read-Write zFS aggregate that contains the system-specific information such as Event Management log files,

temporary files, and configuration files for that system.

When a new service pack becomes available, use this procedure to perform maintenance without disrupting the running
system.

Follow these Steps

WARNING
Never use the SMP/E target libraries as your executable code. Always deploy the SMP/E target libraries at least
once and run off the deployed data sets.

1. Confirm that no CCS components are executing from the SMP/E environment.
2. Confirm the SMP/E DDDEFs are correct and have not been altered from the original installation.
3. Confirm that the SMP/E Target USS zFS data sets are mounted RW at the same point that is used during the SMP/E

installation.
4. RECEIVE and APPLY the maintenance as usual to the SMP/E targets.
5. Redeploy the SMP/E Read-Only zFS to the production system using a different HLQ and mount point from the

production HLQ and mount point. Do not redeploy the RW zFS.
6. Run the premaintenance job CNSMJCL (EMPREMT) against your running libraries to save your production

configuration. Edit the script to point to the production mount point.
7. Mount the newly deployed Read-Only zFS at its unique mount point if not already done.
8. Run the post-maintenance job CNSMJCL (EMPOSTMT) from your running libraries to restore the configuration. Edit

this script to refer to both the production mount point and to the newly deployed USS zFS data set mount point.
9. Once the EMPOSTMT script has completed, you can:

a. Unmount the newly deployed RO zFS data set.
b. Shut down the running product.
c. Unmount both the running product zFS data sets.
d. Swap in all the newly deployed RO data set as production using the same mount points as were previously used

for production. Mount the existing RW production data set at its production mount point.
10. The SYS1.PARMLIB(BPXPRMxx) member does not require any changes because the zFS data sets are mounted at

the same mount points as were previously used.
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Agent Technology Configuration
After installing and deploying Common Components and Services, several tasks remain before the deployed Agent
Technology is ready to start.

Include Agent Technology zFS files in BPXPRMxx by updating your system BPXPRMxx member to include the mount
points for the deployed Agent Technology.

Adding the new mount points to your BPXPRMxx member allows the mounts to occur automatically when your system is
IPLed.

Tailor the Profile, Script, and Configuration Files in the zFS System
Before starting Agent Technology, tailor the following files in the zFS system:

File Type Purpose
agentworks.profile Profile file Contains the environment variables needed

to run Common Components and Services
Agent Technology.

install_mibs Script file Loads the management information bases
that you expect to use on your system.

quick.cfg Config file Describes the protocols that can be used
for communication between the Distributed
Services Bus and its partners (such as
aws_sadmin and the agents).

aws_sadmin.cfg Config file Identifies each remote system that is to
receive mainframe traps.

aws_snmp.cfg Config file Describes some UDP parameters that can
be used by the aws_sadmin service and by
the SNMP tools.

Edit the profile file /cai/agent/agentworks.profile
Set the following environment variables to the values that reflect your installation:

Environment Variable Description
AWORKS_MVS_PREFIX Data set high-level prefix used for the Agent Technology data

sets. This must be the same value assigned to the CAI variable in
running the installation script.

AGENTWORKS_DIR Full path name that defines the directory where Agent Technology
files are installed in the zFS system. This must be the same value
assigned to the AWORKDIR variable in running the installation
script.

RESOLVER_CONFIG Name of the TCP/IP configuration information data set. This must
be the same value assigned to the SYSTCPD DD data set in your
TCPIP procedure. A member name must be included if the data
set is a PDS.

_BPXK_SETIBMOPT_TRANSPORT Establishes Agent Technology with an explicit affinity to a specific
TCP/IP stack transport Job Name.

AWS_STARTER_REQUEST TCP/IP port number used internally to submit requests to the
awservices process. The default is 9990.

AWS_STARTER_CONTROL TCP/IP port number that lets the awservices process control the
services with agents still active. The default is 9991.
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TZ Your time zone. The default is EST5EDT.
AW_MAX_LOGSIZE_K Maximum size of the various log files. The default is MAX, the

maximum size allowed by your file system. Possible values are
integer values representing the file size in KB (for example, 10000
for a maximum size of 10 MB).

AW_AUTO_START If the awservices process is not running, this variable controls
whether another service or agent that was started from a shell
using the start command option is allowed to start awservices
implicitly. The default value is ON.

The following environment variables control the collection of statistical information by the aws_sadmin process. This
information is held in the awsAdmin MIB, which can be viewed using the MIB Browser tool. Benchmark tests have shown
that as much as 40percent of the CPU time that aws_sadmin spends is consumed by the updating of these statistics.

Environment Variable Description
AW_ADMIN_STAT_AGENT Controls the statistics maintained in table awsAdminAgentTable.

When set to OFF, the awsAdminAgentResponseAvg variable
returns the value 0. The default value is ON.

AW_ADMIN_STAT_SNMP Controls all the variables within group awsAdminSnmpGroup.
When set to OFF, all variables from the group always
return the value 0. When set to NOTOTAL, only the
awsAdminSnmpInRequestsTotal variable is not incremented.
This variable represents the total of all GET, GETNEXT, and SET
requests. The default value is ON.

AW_ADMIN_STAT_PERF Controls all the variables within group awsAdminPerfGroup. When
set to OFF, all variables from the group return the value 0. The
default value is ON.

AW_ADMIN_STAT_SOURCE Controls all entries within table awsAdminSourceTable. When set
to OFF, this table shows empty. The default value is ON.

Execute the agentworks.profile
Before executing an Agent Technology utility, execute the agentworks.profile file explicitly to assign the correct values to
the variables that describe your current environment.

NOTE
All scripts that are delivered with the Agent Technology component automatically execute the agentworks.profile
file.

Follow these steps:

1. Start a shell session under USS.
2. Set your current directory to the directory that contains the directory that the AGENTWORKS_DIR environment

variable defines.

cd /cai/agent

3. Invoke the agentworks.profile script.

. agentworks.profile

NOTE
Do not omit the space after the initial period.

An Agent Technology utility is now ready to be executed.
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Edit the script file /cai/agent/services/tools/install_mibs
Make the ldmib entries match your chosen MIBs, and select MIB alternatives.

Follow these steps:

1. Review and tailor the ldmib entries to match the MIBs you expect to use on your system. The awsAdmin MIB is
required.

2. Choose one of the following alternatives for MIBs that are no longer delivered in the MIBLIB:
– Copy the corresponding MIB from the specific library for the Agent to the standard MIBLIB and activate the existing

ldmib entry in the install_mibs script. Since the standard Agent Technology MIBLIB is an SMP/E target library, we
recommend to keep track of its contents using SMP/E. The CNSMJCL Library contains a sample job, AWADDMIB
to facilitate copying the MIB for your Agent and adding it as a USERMOD to the SMP/E environment.

– Keep the corresponding MIB in the specific library for the Agent, and edit the ldmib entry in the install_mibs script to
make it point to the correct data set.

Edit the config file /cai/agent/services/config/aws_orb/quick.cfg
The quick.cfg configuration file describes the various protocols that can be used for communication between the
Distributed Services Bus and its different partners. The file contains a full description of the different parameters, and is
delivered with default values that usually satisfy all environments.

Edit the config file /cai/agent/services/config/aws_sadmin/aws_sadmin.cfg
This configuration file identifies each remote system that receives mainframe traps.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify an SNMP_TRAP entry with the corresponding machine name or IP address and port number 162 or 6162. The
port number depends on the port number that the trap listener for the remote system uses.
Substitute the sample values with your own machine name or IP address in the default file. It is preferable to use the
machine name.

SNMP_TRAP xyzwin2k3.ca.com|162 # traps to NSM manager Machine

or

SNMP_TRAP 172.24.138.21|6162 # traps to another NSM manager Machine

NOTE
This file also lists SNMP community names and their attributes, which are not changed. Any line in this file
that starts with a pound sign (#) is a comment that the runtime system igmores.

The following trap destinations are not the same:
Correct

SNMP_TRAP 172.24.138.21|6162 # non-padded IP Address

Wrong

SNMP_TRAP 172.24.138.021|6162 # Padded IP Address

NOTE
Zero-padding of the IP addresses is not allowed. Specify the IP addresses exactly as they are returned from
the TCP/IP stack (when queried using the IPCONFIG command in DOS under Windows, for example).
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A Tab character (X'05') is used as the delimiter between the SNMP_TRAP and SNMP_COMMUNITY keywords and
their associated values and following comments. The Tab character usually appears as a period in the ISH and UNIX
System Services editor.

Edit the config file /cai/agent/services/config/aws_snmp/aws_snmp.cfg
The aws_snmp.cfg configuration file describes some parameters that can be used to tailor the aws_sadmin service or the
SNMP tools. It contains a full description of the different parameters.

The following parameters are supported:

IP_TO_BIND
Allows the aws_sadmin service to bind to a specific IP address. By default the SNMP Listener socket (default Port
6665) listens on all TCP/IP stacks.

NOTE
Users running in a multi-homed environment might not want to see their mainframe agents on multiple
TCP/IP nodes. To restrict the discovery of your mainframe agents to 'only' the default TCP/IP stack,
change the IP_TO_BIND parameter to 127.0.0.1 (loopback designation).

SNMP_PORTS
Controls which ports aws_sadmin or the other SNMP tools such as awget and awnext use when generating
SNMP requests.

Tailor the Config File /cai/agent/services/config/awservices/awservices.cfg
The awservices.cfg configuration file contains various services and agents that can be activated within Agent Technology.

Starting with NetSpy r3.0, the default awservices.cfg file that is delivered with Agent Technology contains only entries for
the aws_orb and aws_sadmin services.

Entries are created automatically in the awservices.cfg file during the standard installation of agents, such as the
MQSeries agent.

If you are upgrading from a previous release of Agent Technology and you are not reinstalling agents, use the
install_agents script file that is delivered in your /agent/services/tools directory. This script file can be used to add or
remove entries in the awservices.cfg file for any agents or services that are currently supported on z/OS.

 To add or remove entries in the awservices.cfg file 

1. Perform the procedure to Execute the agentworks.profile. 
2. Enter the install_agents command with no parameter to get a full description of the different parameters supported.

Example: If you plan to run the exagent example agent, enter the following command:
install_agents install exagent

Tailor the ENVFILE from the CNSMOPTV
The ENVFILE used by the mainframe Agents is delivered in the CNSMOPTV data set. This file must reflect the
environment settings for this installation. Its limited settings must match the same environment settings in the /cai/agent/
agentworks.profile on the zFS.

Tailor the CNSMOPTV (ENVFILE) to fit your standards. The variables that can be customized are AGENTWORKS_DIR,
TZ, AW_MAX_LOGSIZE, AWS_STARTER_REQUEST, and AWS_STARTER_CONTROL. For more information, see Edit
the profile file: /cai/agent/agentworks.profile.
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Verify the TCP/IP Network Configuration
Verify that the TCP/IP network configuration is compatible with the Agent Technology components.

Follow these steps:

1. Submit the AWFTEST job from CNSMJCL.
2. View the output, and verify that correct values have been returned for functions such as gethostname() and

gethostid().
3. If the AWFTEST job does not run successfully, review your TCPIP procedure to verify that the TCPDATA variable was

correctly customized. This must be the same data set assigned to the SYSTCPD DD.
If you are using a PDS for this data set, verify that the member name has been included. If this does not solve the
problem, consult your network administrators for assistance before proceeding.

Build the aws_sadmin Store Files
To complete the installation of Agent Technology, build the aws_sadmin store files.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the CLEANADM job from CNSMJCL to allocate the aws_sadmin store files.
Processing error messages from this job are placed in the clean_sadmin.out file in the /cai/agent/services/tools
directory.

2. Review the contents of the clean_sadmin.out file to ensure that the utility ran correctly.
3. Verify that the /cai/agent/services/tools/install_mibs script file has been customized to include a ldmib entry for each

agent you plan to use.
4. Submit the INSTMIBS job from the CNSMJCL to load the aws_sadmin store files with the appropriate MIBs for your

system. This job starts the install_mibs script file referred to in the previous step.
The output of the job is placed in the install_mibs.out file in the /cai/agent/services/tools directory.

5. Review the contents of the install_mibs.out file to ensure that the utility ran correctly.

WARNING
A zero return code from the BPXBATCH steps in the CLEANADM or INSTMIBS job does not indicate a
successful completion of the script being invoked. Verify the output in the .out files to determine successful
completion. If you encounter error messages in the .out files, see the Broadcom Support website which
provides tips for identifying and fixing common Agent Technology configuration problems.

The installation of Agent Technology on your computer is now complete.

NOTE
We recommend that you back up your new zFS.

Agent Security
Arrange with your security administrator for your site to create or update the user IDs that are running agents. They must
all have access to UNIX System Services and be members of the group that owns the Agent Technology files.

Agent Configuration Set Verification
If you are installing on multiple systems or upgrading from a previous release of Agent Technology and use configuration
sets with your agents, the configuration sets must be loaded now. These configuration sets could be the sets that are
distributed with an agent or sets you have written yourself. In particular, the agent for NetSpy System Status Manager
OPS/MVS Option only runs with the configuration set that is delivered with OPS/MVS. Review the documentation for the
agents you are running to see whether this is applicable and for the procedure to reload the configuration set.
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NOTE
For more information about the ldconfig utility that loads configuration sets, see Component Reference.

Load Library Considerations
NOTE
All of the Agent Technology modules that batch jobs and agents use now reside in the
CNSMLOAD

.

WARNING
Review the JCL for all jobs that run agents, and modify the
STEPLIB DD

statement to remove any reference to
CAILOAD

or
CAILIB

, adding references to both
CAW0LOAD

and
CNSMLOAD

.

NOTE
If you have defined
CAW0LOAD

and
CNSMLOAD

to the system
LNKLST

, no
STEPLIB

reference is required in jobs that run agents.

Start the Agent Technology
 Follow these steps: 

1. Modify and start AWSTART in CNSMPROC.
2. Issue online commands (shell scripts) to perform the same tasks.

NOTE
 For more information about batch jobs and their corresponding shell scripts, see the Component Reference.

Build and Run the Example Agent (EXAGENT)
This task is optional. An example agent has been developed to help you verify that your Agent Technology services are
functioning properly. This agent also serves as a model for coding your own agents. The source code for the example
agent is distributed with the Agent Technology services within:

• Member EXAGENT installed in CNSMSRCV
• File exagent.c in directory /$AGENTWORKS_DIR/agents/samples/exagent
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The function of the agent is to traverse the structure of a directory within the UNIX System Services zFS.

Compile and link the example agent on site before attempting to start the agent. You can compile and link online within
USS or through a batch job submission in z/OS. Select the environment that you are more comfortable with, online or
batch.

Compile and Link Online (USS)

You can compile and link online within USS.

Follow these steps: 

1. Perform the procedure to Execute the agentworks.profile. 
2. Position yourself within the example agent directory:

cd /$AGENTWORKS_DIR/agents/samples/exagent

3. Invoke the command:
make install

This command compiles and links the example agent and copies the executable into the agents/bin directory.
4. Start the example agent, by invoking the command:

exagent start

Compile and Link in Batch Mode (z/OS)

You can compile and link through a batch job submission.

Follow these steps: 

1. Tailor and submit the member EDCCPL within your Common Services runtime JCL Library (CNSMJCL).
This job compiles, prelinks, and links the example agent and assembles the default user runtime options module,
creating module EXAGENT in the Common Services Load Library.

2. Tailor and submit the member EXAGNT within your Common Services runtime JCL Library (CNSMJCL).
This job starts the example agent.

The links that are performed include the default user options for the example agent to provide the runtime options for
the IBM Language Environment (LE). In some cases, users want to tailor the LE parameters to meet certain site-specific
requirements. If so, edit the EDCCPL jobstep that assembles the user options table CEEUOPT.

The job streams named above can also be used as sample JCL decks for the compilation, linkage, and submission of
user-built agents.

Verify Agent Technology Installation
Once your Agent Technology z/OS services have successfully started, perform these steps.

Follow these steps:

1. Check on the state of the AT Services. Within OMVS:
a. Issue the following command:

    . agentworks.profile

NOTE
Do not enclose this command in quotes and do not forget the period and space before the actual
invocation of the agentworks.profile script.

b. Issue the following command:
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awservices list

The first two lines of the report that is produced read:

RUNNING aws_orb:aws_orb

RUNNING aws_sadmin:aws_sadmin

NOTE
You can see several other services and agents, or both, listed in the report with a status of Stopped. This is
normal.

2. Check the status of the AT services ports. Within OMVS:
a. Issue the following command:

    onetstat

b. The report that is produced lists all of the AT ports and show them in the appropriate status, as:
Listen - For all TCP/IP socket ports

UDP - For the SNMP listener port (normally 6665)

3. Ensure all of the Agent/Services MIBS have been loaded into the Object Store. Within OMVS:
a. Issue the following command:

. agentworks.profile

b. Issue the following command:
agentctrl -m

c. The report that is produced must show the awsAdmin MIB, and at least one other Agent MIB. For example:

    <awsAdmin>      is registered

    <caiDatacom>    is registered

    <caiDb2mvs>     is registered

    <caiIDMS>       is registered

    <caiSysAgtzOS>  is registered

    <caiSysAgtCics> is registered

    <caiSysAgtMqs>  is registered

    <caiSysAgtMvs>  is registered

4. If you encounter problems, review the Services log files within the AT zFS (under directory $AGENTWORKS_DIR/
services/var/log) to help diagnose the problem. These files are overwritten each time the AT services are started.

Upgrade Considerations
If you are upgrading from a previous release, perform a base installation into a new zFS. Many of the configuration file
entries that are required for this release are similar to the entries required by previous releases. Therefore, retain the
previous release HFS for your reference during the Post-Installation configuration phase.

If you are upgrading from a previous release of AT, and you do not intend to reinstall the mainframe Agents that you
use, run the install_agents script. This script resides in the $AGENTWORKS_DIR/services/tools directory to register the
Agents with this installation of AT. This script can be used to add or remove entries from the awservices.cfg file for any
Agents or services that are currently supported on z/OS. Any of the mainframe Agents using AT must be started using the
new CNSMLOAD and the new ENVFILE found in the CNSMOPTV data set.

GSS Configuration
Configuration tasks are needed for the GSS.

NOTE
Use your deployed data sets when performing these tasks.
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Complete the GSS Installation
Follow these steps:

1. Allocate the GSS VSAM data sets.
Edit and Submit CAW0JCL member BYSI0010 to allocate the VSAM IMOD files for the INTERNAL and SAMPLE
ISETs.

2. Load the GSS IMOD files.
Edit and Submit CAW0JCL member BYSI0020 to load the GSS IMOD files.

NOTE
The STEPLIB data sets must be APF authorized before running this step.

Define Subsystem IDs
Specify your ISERVE subsystem ID using the SSNAME parameter in the GSS CAW0OPTN RUNPARM member.
For documentation purposes, specify the GSS subsystem ID (GOAL) and your ISERVE subsystem ID (ISRV) in your
SYS1.PARMLIB data set.

NOTE
If you do not add the subsystem IDs to your SYS1.PARMLIB data set, they are dynamically added to the
subsystem name table when GSS is started.

Copy GSS Procedures to System PROCLIB
The GSS procedures are distributed in the CAW0PROC Library. These procedures must be moved to a system PROCLIB
to make them available as a started task.

The following table lists the CAW0PROC members to copy and provides a suggested name for each member.

CAW0PROC name PROCLIB name Description
BYSGSSA GSSA Primary GSS started task.
BYSGSSP GSSP GSS Passive area utility.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Update the CAW0PROC members to ensure that they are properly customized.
Change data set names and JCL statements as appropriate for your installation.
Select the values for the lowercase parameters.

2. Copy the members to your system PROCLIB.

If you plan to run multiple GSS subsystems, a sample proc, BYSISRV, for running secondary GSS subsystems is included
in the CAW0PROC Library.

NOTE
For more information about running multiple GSS subsystems, see Administrating.

Install the IMOD Editor
The IMOD editor is an ISPF-based facility that lets you write, edit, compile, and test IMODs. Installation of the editor
requires:
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• Accessibility to the GSS Load Library, CAW0LOAD by the TSO user. Accomplishe this through the system LINK LIST
or by providing the appropriate STEPLIB statement.

• Accessibility from the GSS ISPF-related libraries (panel, message, and CLIST) to the TSO user. Accomplished this
through dynamic allocation when the GSS editor program (SRVEDIT) is called.

• Construction of a parameter list, which is based on information that is provided to the GSS address space in the ISETS
member of the CAW0OPTN data set.

• Addition of appropriate ISPF menu entries to permit invocation of the IMOD editor from an ISPF panel, if desired.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Review enqueue requirements.
– GSS observes strict enqueue compliance to ensure that ISETs can be shared across multiple systems without risk

of corruption. To ensure proper handling of enqueues, notify your enqueue management software about the GSS
enqueues.

– During update operations, an exclusive enqueue is obtained for qname IPGMGREX and rname F.dsn, where dsn is
the 44-byte cluster name, right padded with blanks.

– During edit operations, an exclusive enqueue is obtained for qname IPGMGREX and rname P.imod.dsn,
where imod is the 16-byte IMOD name, right padded with blanks, and dsn is the 44-byte cluster name, right padded
with blanks.

– All enqueues have a scope of SYSTEMS.
2. Construct the parameter list and update the GSS RUNPARMS.

The entry panel of the IMOD editor lists all ISETs (IMOD data sets) that are available for use. Each entry in this list
includes the ISET name, a description, and the subsystem ID of the ISERVE address space, if any, which is linked
with the ISET.
Consider:
– Only one data set can be referred to by a particular ISET name, although multiple ISET names can refer to a single

data set.
– If dynamic reloading or execution of IMODs is permitted, the ISET and DSNAME references must be identical to

those references appearing on the ISET statements that are defined to the GSS address space. You can ensure
that the references are identical by using the CAW0OPTN RUNPARM, ISETS, and EDITPARM members.

– If UNIT=VIO is not valid for data set allocation in your data center, include a VIOUNIT parameter before the IMOD
compiler can be executed.

– The parameter list is referenced through the member name value that you specify on the EDITOR MEMBER
statement. Specify the EDITPARM member of the CAW0OPTN data set for this value.

– A sample parameter list is provided in the ISETS member of the CAW0OPTN data set. You can customize this
member, adding the ISET definitions appropriate for your own environment. Select the values for the lowercase
parameters. The EDITPARM member that the EDITOR MEMBER statement referenced contains an INCLUDE
statement for the ISETS member. This ensures that the GSS task and the SRVEDIT program reference identical
ISET lists.

NOTE
For more information about the format of ISET initialization parameter statements, see the Component
Reference.

3. Modify the ISPF menu panel.
You can invoke the IMOD editor by issuing the GSSEDIT command, or you can invoke the IMOD editor from an ISPF
menu panel. The GSSEDIT command is a REXX EXEC that is contained in the distribution CLIST data set.
To invoke the IMOD editor from ISPF, locate the appropriate ISPF menu panel and add the following menu items to the
panel and in the PROC section:
ISRV,'PGM(SRVEDIT) NEWAPPL(nnnn) NOCHECK'

 nnnn is an arbitrary four-character ISPF application ID (such as ISRV).
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WARNING
Use caution when modifying the ISPF primary menu panel. An error can prevent you from using ISPF. Always
keep a backup member and a tested procedure that is independent of ISPF.

Install the GSS/ISERVE Operator Control Panel
GSS provides an ISPF-based control facility, the GSS/ISERVE Operator Control Panel, that you can use to execute GSS
commands from a terminal (rather than requiring access to a z/OS operator console.) These commands let you operate
and monitor the GSS address space. These commands can be directed to any GSS address space operating on the z/OS
system for the user. GoalNet permits commands to be issued to any GoalNet participant.

Results of these commands are displayed on the panel in full-screen mode so that you can scroll up and down through
them. The results are not rolled off the screen, except when replaced with another command.

To install the GSS/ISERVE operator control panel, invoke the GSS/ISERVE Operator Control Panel by issuing the
GSSOPER command, or you can invoke it from an ISPF menu panel.

To invoke the panel from ISPF, add the following menu item to the panel and the PROC section for the appropriate ISPF
panel:

ISRVO,'PGM(SRVOPER) NEWAPPL(mmmm) NOCHECK'

 mmmm is an arbitrary four-character ISPF application ID (such as OSRV).

WARNING
Use caution when modifying the ISPF primary menu panel. An error can prevent you from using ISPF. Always
keep a backup member and a tested procedure that is independent of ISPF.

Test the Installation
The basic installation process is complete. You can verify that GSS was installed correctly.

Follow these steps:

1. Start GSS.
Enter the following command from the operator console:

START GSSA

Initialization proceeds rapidly; when it is complete, the following message is displayed:
textSRV220 Release 14.00.00 BASE: Initialization Complete (ssid)

ssid represents the subsystem ID you selected for ISERVE.
2. Test GSS.

– Invoke the GSS/ISERVE Control Panel by issuing the following command from an ISPF panel:
textTSO EX 'CAI.CAW0CLS0(GSSOPER)'

– Execute the Installation Verification Program (IVP) by issuing the following command from the GSS/ISERVE Control
Panel:

IVP [PRINT [TO userid [AT node]] ]

• If you omit the text in brackets, output is produced on the console, verifying the operation of GSS. Optionally, you
can specify that a complete report is printed. If the PRINT option is specified, you can also specify the user ID
and node where the printed listing is routed.

• Use the PF3 key to return to your ISPF panel.
3. Test the IMOD Editor.

– Invoke the IMOD editor by issuing the following command from an ISPF panel:
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TSO EX 'CAI.CAW0CLS0(GSSEDIT)'

– Select the SAMPLIB ISET by specifying S next to its name. 
– Select the $$$VERSION member by specifying S next to its name.
– Verify that the correct version of GSS is specified in the $$$VERSION member.

When the version is correct, use the PF3 key to go back to the SAMPLIB ISET display.
– Compile the $$$VERSION member by specifying G next to its name.

To verify that the compile worked, look for an IMOD LOADED message in the upper right corner of the panel.
– Use the PF3 key to back out of your ISPF session.

4. Stop GSS.
Terminate GSS properly by entering one of the following commands from an operator console:

STOP GSSA

P GSSA

F GSSA, STOP

If GSS does not terminate within a few seconds, enter the following command:

F GSSA, STOP FORCE

If GSS still does not terminate, cancel the address space and inspect the JESLOG and ISRVLOG listings for
diagnostic messages.

Recompile under TSO
To recompile IMODs while under TSO.

Follow these steps:

1. Select an ISET and enter the IMOD selection panel.
2. Enter the TOGGLE command to display the current compiler version for each IMOD.
3. Enter a C (compile) command on each line that shows an IMOD in need of recompiling.
4. Press ENTER to recompile all IMODs identified with a C.

The IMODS are recompiled.

Customize GSS
When you initially install GSS, you can modify certain initialization parameters, including but not limited to product-specific
parameters. However, you probably do not need to customize every GSS initialization parameter. For more information
about GSS initialization parameters and to determine which ones you customize, see Administrating.

Customize GSS for Insight DPM
Insight DPM uses GSS for various logging, access, and auditing capabilities. REXX-based IMODs are used for all Insight
DPM functions that access GSS.

Review the Insight DPM documentation to determine whether this product supplies IMOD libraries (ISETs). If ISETs are
supplied, load them into DASD.

You can use the GSSIMOD member of Insight DPM libraries to load ISETs. Before you submit the JCL in this member,
ensure the unit and volser number match those on your Insight DPM distribution media.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Allocate ILOGs.
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ILOGs are VSAM linear data sets that GSS uses to record information about a subsystem. Each ILOG is composed of
two subfiles (data sets)-one primary, and one backup that is used when the primary becomes full.
For each DB2 subsystem that GSS monitors, allocate two data sets. Modify and submit an SRVMAINT job that
contains one or more ALLOC_ILOG commands. Each ALLOC_ILOG statement allocates a pair of VSAM linear data
sets. Another way of allocating these data sets is to modify and submit the BYSIALI member of the CAW0JCL data
set.
Change for your allocation job:
– Provide the volser of the DASD volume on which the ILOG files resides.
– Make sure that there is one DEFINE step for each of your DB2 subsystems.
– Provide data set names. You can use the naming convention LOGnn#0 for primary subfiles and LOGnn#1 for

backup subfiles, where nn represents a DB2 subsystem. For example, here are the files for a set of three DB2
subsystems:
Subsystem 01 with LOG01#0 (Primary) LOG01#1 (Secondary)
Subsystem 02 with LOG02#0 (Primary) LOG02#1 (Secondary)
Subsystem 03 with LOG03#0 (Primary) LOG03#1 (Secondary) 

– If you are using the BYSIALI method, do not change the values for either the LINEAR or SHAREOPTIONS
parameters.

2. Identify ILOGs to Insight DPM.
Identify your ILOG data sets to GSS through the INSIGHT member of the CAW0OPTN data set.
Each ILOG statement identifies one ILOG file and one subfile. An ILOG statement contains this information:
– A unique ILOG number that no other application is using
– The dsname of a data set that you allocated for ILOG use
– The subfile for the ILOG

3. Modify your GSSA system PROCLIB member by adding the following DD statement:This DD statement points to the
DB2SSID member of the CAW0OPTN data set.
GSS reads the DB2SSID member at initialization time to determine what DB2 address spaces it monitors and which
ILOGs it uses to record information about those address spaces.

4. Identify DB2 subsystems to GSS.
In the DB2SSID that your GSSA system GSS PROCLIB member references, define an ILOG statement for each DB2
subsystem that GSS monitors.
The ILOG numbers in this member must match the ILOG numbers in the INSIGHT member of the CAW0OPTN data
set (which was discussed in step 2).

5. Modify the GSS parameters.
As needed, modify the GSS initialization parameters that affect the GSS support. Examples of these parameters are
contained in the DBDEL member of the CAW0OPTN data set.
The following parameters can be modified:
– COMMAND-Defines the INSIGHT console command to GSS.Insight DPM distributes a set of IMODs with a

name prefix of $DBGL_. These IMODs process operator console commands to provide more functions to the
operator.ILOG-Defines an ILOG file. Specify this parameter once for each ILOG that you have defined.

– ISET-Identifies an ISET (IMOD Library) that is included on the distribution media of Insight DPM.
– PRODUCT-Activates the GSS support for Insight DPM.
– This parameter does not conflict with other specifications of the PRODUCT parameters.
– WTO-Executes a particular IMOD whenever a WTO that you identify is issued.
– Use the WTO parameter to execute the IDB2_IDB2309E IMOD in response to the IDB2309 message (which

indicates to back up the FLASHBACK file).Modify the IMOD to meet the requirement of your installation.
6. Provide an IMOD for logging.When you are logging large volumes of data, provide a $USER_ILOG_FULL IMOD. The

lets GSS automatically switch or reset ILOGs when they become full.

NOTE
For more information about this special-purpose IMOD, see Component Reference.

7. Activate GoalNet.
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If you are using Insight DPM and you are operating in a multi-CPU environment, with or without shared DASD, you can
activate GoalNet. This lets Insight DPM gather information from multiple systems and can consolidate displays.
To use the Insight DPM System Condition Monitor on external systems, install GSS on all CPUs. Insight DPM is
required on the systems where information is displayed.

Customize Jobtrac
Jobtrac™ Job Management uses the GSS facilities to extend its capabilities and to provide you with fully customizable
support for job scheduling. Jobtrac information is made available to other GSS client software, including GSS client
software that you provide.

CAW0OPTN member JOBTRAC contains sample configuration parameters.

NOTE
For more information about configuration details, see the Jobtrac documentation.

Customize GSS for MIM
MIM has a Tape Preferencing Control Facility (TPCF) that provides information about tape device allocation for devices
that are shared among multiple CPUs. This information is available to REXX IMODs through ADDRESS TPCF and the
$SRV_TPCF service routine.

GSS provides the potential, with its REXX IMOD functionality, to setup integrations between the following Broadcom
products:

• OPS/MVS
• Jobtrac™ Job Management
• SYSVIEW
• View

Other integration paths can be available between these and other products. If you decide to do product integration,
consult the product documentation for alternative methods or contact with Broadcom Technical Support. Some advanced
techniques can supersede the GSS method of integration.

Help ensure that the MIMAPI1 API module is available. This module resides in the MIM Load Library. This library must be
in the APF list.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify the JCL.
If the MIM MIMAPI1 load module is not in a LINKLIST Library, include the library that contains the load module as a
STEPLIB in the GSS PROC.

2. Modify the GSS parameters.
As needed, modify the GSS initialization parameters that affect GSS' MIM support. Examples of these parameters are
contained in the MIM member of the CAW0OPTN data set.
Most of the parameters in the MIM member are commented out. To activate one of them, replace its leading asterisk
(*) with a blank.
You can copy the contents of the MIM member to your RUNPARM member, or you can simply provide an INCLUDE
MIM statement.

Concerning the ADDRESS parameter, the ADDRESS environment is provided on the MIM distribution media as a load
module available to REXX IMODs:

• Broadcom-distributed IMODs expect the address names TPCF. If you use another name, provide the ALTNAME
parameter to define TPCF.

• The load module name reflects the name as shipped on the MIM distribution media. Verify that this load module
resides in an APF-authorized library that is accessible to GSS.
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Customize GSS for OPS/MVS
OPS/MVS uses the GSS facilities to access other Broadcom products and makes its facilities available to other products
through GSS facilities.

GSS provides the potential, with its REXX IMOD functionality, to setup integrations between the following Broadcom
products:

• OPS/MVS
• Jobtrac™ Job Management
• SYSVIEW
• View

Other integration paths can be available between these and other products. If you decide to do product integration,
consult the product documentation for alternative methods or contact with Broadcom Technical Support. The advanced
techniques can supersede the GSS method of integration.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the OPS/MVS OPGLEVMG communication module is available. This module resides in the OPS/MVS Load
Library. This library must be in the APF list.

2. Provide appropriate OPS/MVS security rules so that GSS can use OPS/MVS facilities. For example, provide an
OPSCMD security rule to allow z/OS commands to be issued through the GSS OPER ADDRESS environment.

3. Modify your GSSA system PROCLIB member.
– If the OPS/MVS OPGLEVMG load module is not in a LINKLIST Library, include its library as a STEPLIB in your

GSSA system PROCLIB member.
– As needed, modify the GSS initialization parameters that affect GSS' OPS/MVS support. Examples of these

parameters are contained in the OPSMVS member of the CAW0OPTN data set.
Most of the parameters in the OPSMVS member are commented out. To activate one of them, replace its leading
asterisk (*) with a blank.
You can copy the contents of the OPSMVS member to your RUNPARM member, or you can simply provide an
INCLUDE OPSMVS statement.
The SSID parameter identifies the OPS/MVS system that is used to process associated ADDRESS and function
requests.
The ADDRESS parameter makes up to four ADDRESS environments and a function call available to REXX IMODs.
Concerning the ADDRESS parameter, note:
• These ADDRESS environments and a function call are provided in the OPS/MVS OPGLEVMG load module.
• To make the OPSVALUE() function available, provide the appropriate ADDRESS parameter.
• Broadcom-distributed IMODs expect the address names OPER, OPSREQ, AOF, OSF, and OPSVALUE. If you

use other names, provide ALTNAME parameters to define OPER, OPSREQ, AOF, OSF, and OPSVALUE.
• The load module name reflects the name as shipped on the OPS/MVS distribution media. Verify that this load

module resides in an APF-authorized library that is accessible to GSS.

Customize SYSVIEW
SYSVIEW provides facilities that IMODs and other Broadcom products through IMODs can use.

Note: For more information about configuration details, see the SYSVIEW documentation.

Customize GSS for View
View provides facilities that IMODs and other Broadcom products through IMODs can use.

Make sure that the View SARINTF communication module is available. This module is on the View distribution media and
must be moved to an APF-authorized LINKLIB data set.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Modify your GSSA system PROCLIB member.
If the View SARINTF load module is not in a LINKLIST Library, include its library as a STEPLIB in your GSSA system
PROCLIB member.

2. Modify the GSS parameters. As needed, modify the GSS initialization parameters that affect GSS support of View.
Examples of these parameters are contained in the VIEW member of the CAW0OPTN data set.
– Most of the parameters in the VIEW member are commented out. To activate one of them, replace its leading

asterisk (*) with a blank.
– You can copy the contents of the VIEW member to your RUNPARM member, or you can simply provide an

INCLUDE VIEW statement.
– For more information about any GSS initialization parameter, see the Component Reference . 
– The ADDRESS parameter makes the ADDRESS environment that is provided on the View distribution media as a

load module available to REXX IMODs.
– Concerning the ADDRESS parameter, note:

• Broadcom-distributed IMODs rely on the address name XPVIEW. If you use another name, use the ALTNAME
parameter to define XPVIEW.

• The name of the load module reflects the name as shipped on the View distribution media. Make sure that this
load module resides in an APF-authorized library that is accessible to GSS.

– The VIEW parameter provides parameters to the initialization IMOD that View provides. You can specify the VIEW
parameter multiple times.

Customize GSS for DB2
If you are running the IBM DB2 database software, an IMOD can retrieve data by executing dynamic SQL statements.

Make sure that the DSNALI and DSNHLI2 communication modules of DB2 are available. These modules must reside in
an APF-authorized LINKLIB data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify your GSSA system PROCLIB member.
If the DB2 DSNALI and DSNHLI2 load modules are not in a LINKLIST Library, include their library as a STEPLIB in the
GSSA system PROCLIB member.

2. Modify the GSS parameters. As needed, modify the GSS initialization parameters that affect GSS' DB2 support.
Examples of these parameters are contained in the DB2 member of the CAW0OPTN data set.
– Most of the parameters in the DB2 member are commented out. To activate one of them, replace its leading

asterisk (*) with a blank.
– You can copy the contents of the DB2 member to your RUNPARM member, or you can simply provide an INCLUDE

DB2 statement.
• The ADDRESS parameter loads the DB2 DSNALI and DSNHLI2 modules during GSS/ISERVE initialization and

makes them available for processing the DB2() REXX function.
• The DB2PLAN parameter identifies the plan that is bound to the DB2 where your SQL statements are

processed. The default name is GSSPLAN. If you use a different plan, specify the name through the DB2PLAN
parameter.

• The SSID parameter identifies the DB2 address space that GSS communicates with. Each GSS can
communicate with only one DB2 address space.
The default value is DSN.
If your DB2 address space uses a different subsystem ID, or you want GSS to communicate with a different
address space, use the SSID parameter to identify the address space.
If you want to process dynamic SQL in multiple DB2 address spaces, you can provide secondary ISERVE
address spaces, one for each DB2. GoalNet can then be used to direct processing requests to the appropriate
ISERVE address space.
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3. Create the SRVDB2P load module.
Since dynamic SQL programs are highly dependent upon DB2 release level, program name, and date and time of
program assembly, GSS distributes the SRVDB2P program in source format. This program, with sample JCL, can be
found in the CAW0JCL member BYSDB2P.

4. Bind the plan.
Before you execute dynamic SQL using the DB2() function, bind the plan (created in step 2 and specified in the
DB2PLAN initialization parameter) to the target DB2 address space.

Customize GSS for IDCAMS
GSS/ISERVE makes the facilities that the IBM Access Method Services (IDCAMS) available to IMODs provide.

Ensure that the IDCAMS load module is available. This module must reside in an APF-authorized LINKLIB data set and
be accessible to GSS/ISERVE.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify your GSSA system PROCLIB member.
If the IDCAMS load module is not in a LINKLIST Library, include its library as a STEPLIB in the GSS
PROC(BYSGSSA).

2. Modify the GSS parameters.
As needed, modify the GSS initialization parameters that affect GSS' IDCAMS support. Examples of these parameters
are contained in the IDCAMS member of the CAW0OPTN data set.
Most of the parameters in the IDCAMS member are commented out. To activate one of them, replace its leading
asterisk (*) with a blank.
You can copy the contents of the IDCAMS member to your RUNPARM member, or you can simply provide an
INCLUDE IDCAMS statement.
– The ADDRESS parameter makes the ADDRESS environment that is provided through the IDCAMS load module

available to REXX IMODs.
– Broadcom‑provided IMODs expect the address name IDCAMS. If you use another name, use the ALTNAME

parameter to define the name IDCAMS. 

Optional Features
Consider whether to use the following optional GSS features:

GoalNet
GoalNet is an LU 6.2-based communications protocol that GSS uses to permit cross-system communication by
Broadcom products and user-written IMODs.
Use GoalNet if you want to use VTAM to enable communications between multiple copies of z/OS or multiple
copies of GSS on the local system.

ILOGs
The ILOG files are VSAM linear data sets (LDS) that are used to record WTO text and other events of interest.
Use ILOGs if you are using Insight DPM or if you have written your own IMOD applications for capturing and
processing data.

Logon Facility
The Logon Facility provides access to the GSS/ISERVE Control Panel from VTAM applications.
You can use the Logon Facility if you want to display and control GSS from VTAM applications.

GOALNET Management
Each ISERVE that participates in GoalNet is a node. Each GoalNet node requires a single VTAM ACB and establishes a
bi-directional link with every other node in GoalNet.
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GoalNet is a peer-to-peer implementation. Each node maintains its own membership in the network.

Define Goalnet

Define GoalNet with parameters that are specified using the PARMLIB DD statement included in a GSS address space.
All address spaces in the network can use a common set of parameters.

Goalnet Parameter

Specify the GOALNET parameter once for each GSS address space that is to participate in the network. GSS recognizes
its own node by the GOALNETLOCAL parameter. Only the nodes that the GOALNET parameter defines can be
communicated with.

CAW0OPTN Member: GOALNET

A sample GoalNet definition is provided in the GOALNET member of the CAW0OPTN data set. Examine this member
before creating your own GoalNet definitions.

NOTE
For more information about GOALNET, see the Component Reference and Administrating.

Sample LOGMODE Table

Under the IBM implementation of LU 6.2 (APPC), each conversation is based on a logmode. A logmode is a set of
parameters that define how the conversation is conducted. Although a certain amount of negotiation is performed between
two nodes to arrive at a compatible subset of logmode parameters, all GoalNet participants use identical logmode
parameters.

The underlying IBM code uses a special logmode, SNASVCMG, to establish a conversation to establish the other
conversations. SNASVCMG must not be changed from its IBM‑provided values.

The logmode definitions are combined into a logmode table. Each application ID then specifies one logmode table from
which all logmode entries are selected. Both the logmode table and the default logmode are specified in the application ID
definition. The VTAM operator command modifies these values.

The logmode table must be assembled, using the VTAM‑supplied MACRO libraries, and link‑edited into your
SYS1.VTAMLIB data set or its equivalent. Only modify the supplied values if you are sure that you know what you are
doing. IBM provides the SNASVCMG logmode and their internal protocols use it when sessions are established. If you
modify the SNASVCMG logmode, GoalNet probably does not work.

CAW0OPTN Member: BYSMTAB

A sample logmode table is provided in the BYSMTAB member of the CAW0OPTN data set. Use this table exactly as
provided.

An assembled and link‑edited version of the provided logmode table is distributed in the CAW0LOAD data set under the
name GOALNETT. It was assembled using VTAM MACROs at Version 3, Release 4. If you are certain that this module is
compatible with your current VTAM release, you can copy it. Otherwise, assemble and link‑edit the provided table source
code, using your own macro libraries.

Define GoalNet to VTAM

Each ISERVE that participates in GoalNet as a node requires a VTAM application ID (ACB). This ACB must be configured
for LU 6.2 communications (APPC=YES). The node uses the ACB to establish conversations with other GoalNet nodes.
Each conversation requires one VTAM session. During z/OS to z/OS operations, the conversation remains allocated
during the communication. For the operations where the target node is not executing under z/OS, the conversation
terminates as soon as the request has been made to the remote node. To the results, a different conversation is allocated.
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CAW0OPTN Member: BYSVTAM

The BYSVTAM member of the CAW0OPTN data set contains sample definitions for both GoalNet and Logon Facility
applications. Only the minimum parameters are shown.

IMPORTANT
Only change or add to these parameters if you fully understand the VTAM requirements.

ILOG Files
The ILOG files are VSAM linear data sets (LDS) that are used to record WTO text and other events of interest.

You can allocate up to 100 ILOGs per ISERVE address space, and you can provide up to 10 subfiles per ILOG. Each
subfile is one VSAM LDS. During operation, when a subfile is filled, recording switches to the next subfile.

Modify and submit an SRVMAINT job that contains one or more ALLOC_ILOG commands. Each ALLOC_ILOG statement
allocates a pair of VSAM linear data sets. If you modify this job, do not modify the LINEAR and SHAREOPTIONS
parameters.

Example Statement

ALLOC_ILOG NAME CLUSTER VOLSER xxxxxx CYL 1 1

Another way to allocating the data sets is to modify and submit the BYSIALI member of the CAW0JCL data set.

Logon Facility

GSS provides an LU 2 gateway to VTAM. This permits terminal users to connect with GSS and establish a session under
control of an IMOD task. Several Broadcom products provide session‑control IMODs to communicate with software
executing on personal computers. Your installation can develop applications to permit terminal users to interact with GSS
and, through address environments, with other Broadcom products.

Security

During the logon procedure, each user can be required to specify a user ID and password. If your installation is using
RACF (or other SAF‑compatible) security software, the user session executes under the authority of the user ID.

ISET Upgrades

For any ISETs not distributed with CCS, it is possible that the IMODs contained in them were compiled under a different
version of GSS.

In general, minor differences in compiler and interpreter versions do not create problems. However, to eliminate the
potential for error, GSS automatically recompiles back-leveled (or up-leveled) IMODs during the initialization. This
recompiling is done in memory but is not saved back to the ISET on DASD.

The GSS SRVMAINT program provides an UPGRADE command that causes the recompiling of all IMODs in an ISET or
all IMODs that are not at the current release level.

The BYSUPGR member of the CAW0JCL data set contains sample JCL and control statements for upgrading ISETs.

Note: For more information about the SRVMAINT program, see Administrating.

Define the Logon Facility

Follow these steps:

1. Define the network.
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Before you activate the Logon Facility, define a VTAM application ID. Ask your VTAM systems programmer to provide
an LU name capable of accepting logons from terminals. A definition that takes all defaults is satisfactory.
For sample VTAM definitions, see the BYSVTAM member of the CAW0OPTN data set. (This member is also used to
define GoalNet.)

2. Provide the applications.
Determine each application, by name, to be acceptable for logon. Additionally, provide an IMOD for each application
that can accept input from the terminal, processing it, and providing a 3270 data stream for display. As an example,
Broadcom provides an application IMOD ($SRVV) that provides a GSS operator interface.

NOTE
For more information about writing application IMODs, see Administrating.

3. Modify the GSS parameters.
As needed, modify the GSS initialization parameters that affect the Logon Facility. Examples of these parameters are
contained in the LOGON member of the CAW0OPTN data set.

NOTE

• Most of the parameters in the LOGON member are commented out. To activate one of them, replace its
leading asterisk (*) with a blank.

• You can copy the contents of the LOGON member to your RUNPARM member, or you can provide an
INCLUDE LOGON statement.

• A summary description of each parameter you can need to modify is provided in the following table.

Parameter Syntax Description

LOGON LUNAME LOGON LUNAME
lunamepassword

Replace luname with an application ID that has been defined to
VTAM. This is the name by which terminal users will request a
session with GSS. If your installation requires VTAM passwords,
you must also specify the correct value. If a password is not
required, remove password and leave the field blank.
This parameter is required.

LOGON APPLICATION LOGON APPLICATION
OPERator $SRVV

Each application that may be used with the Logon Facility must be
defined during initialization (or later, by using the LOGON DEFINE
command). You must assign a name to the application, an IMOD
that provides the processing support for the application, and an
optional argument string that should be passed to the IMOD.

NOTE
The application name is case-sensitive. To select the application, users must specify all leading uppercase
letters. However, they can omit trailing lowercase letters. Except for this special treatment of the application
name, all other fields are case-insensitive. For example, the application name 'USERs' matches the strings 'user'
and 'users'. However, it does not match the strings 'use' or 'userid'.

The OPERATOR application is provided with GSS (IMOD $SRVV) and can be activated to provide a VTAM-based GSS/
ISERVE Control Panel.

L-Serv Configuration Tasks
Perform configuration tasks and procedures before starting L-Serv.

NOTE
Use your deployed data sets when performing these tasks.
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Update External Security for L-Serv
Update external security for L-Serv if you use L-Serv to manage data sets.

L-Serv 3.5 introduced two major security enhancements:

• Before a requester is allowed to open a data set using L-Serv, external security is invoked to verify that the user has
the required level of authority to have L-Serv open the data set. This is done by checking the user access against the
data set using the new $LSRVDSN resource class.

• Before L-Serv is allowed to open a data set that has been placed under its control by an ADDFILE command, external
security is invoked to verify that the L-Serv user ID has the required authority to open the data set.

Who Needs to Update?

If you have installed L-Serv for the first time or if you are upgrading from L-Serv level 9501 or older, update your security
system to:

• Create a specific user ID for the L-Serv started task and grant this user ID sufficient access to managed data sets.
• Create a resource class for data sets placed under the management of the File Server and grant users sufficient

access to the new resource class.

How the Update Tasks are Accomplished
The security enhancements generally require the security administrator to:

• Create a resource class: $LSRVDSN.
• Define L-Serv data sets to the new resource class.
• Permit access to users through the new resource class.
• Create a user ID for the L-Serv started task.
• Permit the L-Serv user ID access to the data sets.

NOTE

• Do not alter security definitions that are previously implemented for Endevor or other products. The security
checks made by these products still function in the same manner.

• If you do not discriminate between L-Serv data sets, define a resource, 'ALL', in class $LSRVDSN and give
users or groups CONTROL access to this resource provides a convenient means to control access to L-Serv
data sets without having to make extensive new security definitions.

• Allowing the users to use the $LSRVDSN class gives them access to the data sets only through L-Serv. It
does not provide any access to the data sets through any other program (such as IDCAMS REPRO).

• The privileged users who already have CONTROL access to the data sets managed by L-Serv are able to
access data sets using L-Serv in the same manner as outside L-Serv. No additional definitions are necessary
for these privileged users.

• The L-Serv utility program, LDMAMS, can be executed only under a user ID that has CONTROL access to
the data sets.

WARNING
Endevor users must grant access to the new resource class to the 'true' user ID, not the 'alternate' user ID.
When Endevor invokes L-Serv, the 'true' user ID is in control, not the 'alternate' user ID.

Implement Security with ACF2

The following sample definitions are for users running under ACF2.

• CLASMAP the new $LSRVDSN resource class to resource type LSV.
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For example:

SET CONTROL(GSO)

INSERT CLASMAP.LSRV2 ENTITYLN(44)-

       RESOURCE($LSRVDSN) RSRCTYPE(LSV)

Issue a MODIFY command from the console:

F ACF2,REFRESH(CLASMAP)

• Protect your data sets using the $LSRVDSN resource class.
Create resource rules for the data sets that are under the control of L-Serv:

SET RESOURCE(LSV)

COMPILE

.$KEY(prefix1) TYPE(LSV)

.UID(*************userid1) SERVICE(DELETE) ALLOW

.UID(*************userid2) SERVICE(DELETE) ALLOW

.<blank character>

STORE

Optionally, you can define a pseudo data set of 'ALL' to represent all the data sets under L-Serv control:

SET RESOURCE(LSV)

COMPILE

.$KEY(ALL) TYPE(LSV)

.UID(*************userid1) SERVICE(DELETE) ALLOW

.UID(*************userid2) SERVICE(DELETE) ALLOW

.<blank character>

STORE

• Create or modify access rules for relevant data sets to give L-Serv the required access.

SET RULE

COMPILE

.$KEY(prefix1)

.$MODE(ABORT)

.qualifier.qualifier UID(*************LSERV) WRITE(A)

.<blank character>

STORE

 

COMPILE

.$KEY(prefix2)

.$MODE(ABORT)

.qualifier.qualifier UID(*************LSERV) WRITE(A)

.<blank character>

STORE

Implement Security with Top Secret

The following sample definitions are for users running under Top Secret.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the new resource class to the Top Secret Resource Descriptor Table (RDT). For example:
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TSS ADD(RDT) RESCLASS($LSRVDSN) RESCODE(02) ATTR(LONG,DEFPROT)

             ACLST(CONTROL) DEFACC(CONTROL)

NOTE
For more information about the command syntax and features, see the Top Secret documentation.

2. Protect your data sets using the $LSRVDSN resource class.
One approach is to issue commands to define the data sets that are under the control of L-Serv:

TSS ADDTO(owner_acid) $LSRVDSN(prefix1) TSS ADDTO(owner_acid) $LSRVDSN(prefix2)

An alternative approach is to define a pseudo data set named 'ALL' that stands for all the data sets under L-Serv
control:

TSS ADDTO(owner_acid) $LSRVDSN(all)

3. Permit the users access to the L-Serv data sets.
Once the resources are protected, issue the PERMIT commands to permit users access to these data sets using the
$LSRVDSN resource class:

TSS PERMIT(user_acid1) $LSRVDSN(dsname1) ACCESS(CONTROL)

TSS PERMIT(user_acid1) $LSRVDSN(dsname2) ACCESS(CONTROL)

TSS PERMIT(user_acid2) $LSRVDSN(dsname1) ACCESS(CONTROL)

This can also be achieved using a generic prefix:

TSS PERMIT(user_acid) $LSRVDSN(prefix.) ACCESS(CONTROL)

Optionally, users can be permitted access to the 'ALL' resource:

TSS PERMIT(user_acid1) $LSRVDSN(all) ACCESS(CONTROL)

TSS PERMIT(user_acid2) $LSRVDSN(all) ACCESS(CONTROL)

4. Define L-Serv to Top Secret.
Create a user ID for L-Serv so it has access to its data sets. Specify:

TSS CREATE(lserv_acid) TY(USER) DEPT(deptname) FAC(STC) -

    NAME('name') PASS(NOPW,0) NOSUBCHK

5. Permit L-Serv access to data sets.
L-Serv must be given authority to access its data sets using the PERMIT command:

TSS PERMIT(lserv_acid) DSN(dsname1) ACCESS(CONTROL)

TSS PERMIT(lserv_acid) DSN(dsname2) ACCESS(CONTROL)

This permission can also be achieved using a generic prefix:

TSS PERMIT(lserv_acid) DSN(prefix.) ACCESS(CONTROL)

Implement Security with RACF

The following sample definitions are for users running under RACF.

• Add an entry for the new resource class to the Class Descriptor Table (CDT). The CDT ICHRRCDE must then be
assembled and linked into SYS1.LPALIB. For example:

LSERVDSN ICHERCDE CLASS=$LSRVDSN,                     X

               ID=(valid installation value),         X

               MAXLNTH=44,                            X
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               FIRST=ALPHA,                           X

               OTHER=ANY,                             X

               POSIT=(valid installation value),      X

               OPER=NO,                               X

               RACLIST=ALLOWED,                       X

               DFTUACC=NONE

Consult the RACF documentation for the correct values for ID and POSIT. Consider IBM and site restrictions.

WARNING
Changes to the CDT require an IPL to take effect.

• Update the link to the RACF Router Table.
The L-Serv interface uses the RACROUTE macro. Therefore, the RACF Router Table (ICHRFR01) must also be
updated and linked into a link listed library. For example:

ICHRFRTB CLASS=$LSRVDSN,                     X

         ACTION=RACF

• Activate the $LSRVDSN class.
Following an IPL with the new Class Descriptor Table, enter the following command:

SETROPTS CLASSACT($LSRVDSN)

• Define the data sets to RACF using the $LSRVDSN class.
You can issue commands to define the data sets that are under the control of L-Serv:

RDEF $LSRVDSN dsname1 UACC(NONE) OWNER(ownerid)

RDEF $LSRVDSN dsname2 UACC(NONE) OWNER(ownerid)

RDEF $LSRVDSN dsname3 UACC(NONE) OWNER(ownerid)

Optionally, you can define a resource of 'ALL' to represent all the data sets under L-Serv control:

RDEF $LSRVDSN all     UACC(NONE) OWNER(ownerid)

• Permit the users access to the L-Serv data sets.
Once data sets are defined as resources, issue commands to permit users access to these data sets using the
$LSRVDSN resource class:

PERMIT dsname1 ID(userid1) AC(CONTROL) CLASS($LSRVDSN)

PERMIT dsname2 ID(userid1) AC(CONTROL) CLASS($LSRVDSN) ...

Optionally, you can permit L-Serv users access to the 'ALL' resource:

PERMIT all     ID(userid1) AC(CONTROL) CLASS($LSRVDSN)

PERMIT all     ID(userid2) AC(CONTROL) CLASS($LSRVDSN)

PERMIT all     ID(userid3) AC(CONTROL) CLASS($LSRVDSN)

• Define L-Serv to RACF.
Create a user ID for L-Serv providing access to its data sets. Type:

AU lsrv-id DFLTGRP(systask) PASSWORD(xxxxxxxx)

In this example, a user ID of lsrv-id  and a group of systask  are chosen. These are arbitrary names; any name of up to
seven characters is valid.

• Add L-Serv to the RACF Started Procedures Table.
There must be an entry for L-Serv in the RACF Started Procedures Table (ICHRIN03). Accomplish this in either of the
following ways:

• Establish a separate entry for the L-Serv started task.
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For example:

    LSERV DC CL8'LSERV'     CA-L-Serv proc name

        DC CL8'LSERVID'   CA-L-Serv userid

        DC CL8'SYSTASK'   CA-L-Serv group

        DC XL1'00'        unused

        DC XL7'00'        unused

• You must add 1 to the number of entries in the table. This table must be assembled and linked into SYS1.LPALIB, and
an IPL must be performed.

• If a generic entry exists in the table, you can set up the L-Serv procname and user ID to conform to that entry.
• Give L-Serv authority to access its data sets using the PERMIT command:

PERMIT 'data set name' ID(LSERVID) ACCESS(CONTROL)

Define L-Serv to VTAM
This procedure is necessary only if you plan to use VTAM to support communication between copies of L-Serv executing
on different systems.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a major node member in your SYS1.VTAMLST data set using the CCCSOPTN member SAMPACB as a
template.

2. Specify an APPL statement for each local instance of L-Serv that uses VTAM to communicate with other instances of
L-Serv executing on other z/OS images.

3. Identify the new major node to VTAM by adding the member name to the ATCCONxx member of your
SYS1.VTAMLST. This ensures that the corresponding APPL is activated when you start VTAM.

4. Define the cross-domain resources to VTAM by adding the corresponding CDRSC definitions to your SYS1.VTAMLST
data set.

NOTE
The SAMPACB definition that the YourdeployHLQ.CCCSOPTN data set provides can be used for LU 0 or LU
6.2 communication.

5. Your new definitions can be activated without having to restart VTAM by issuing V NET,ACT,ID=…. commands against
the newly defined resources.

Tailor Startup Parameters
The installation of L-Serv places the sample startup command member LSVPARM into the target CCCSOPTN data set. A
sample L-Serv startup parameter member follows, with an explanation for each line of the parameter.

OPTION SVCDUMP(YES)                               (1)

ADDLOG  MSGLOG  SYSOUT(X)                         (2)

ADDLOG  SQLLOG  SYSOUT(X)

*

IFSYS SYSA                                        (3)

    ATTACH COMMSERVER ACBNAME=COMMSYSA,           (4)

                      CONTYPE=LU0,

                      LOG=MSGLOG

    ACTIVATE COMMSYSB                             (5)

    ACTIVATE COMMSYSC

    ATTACH   FILESERVER SERVERTYPE=HOST           (6)
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    ADDPOOL  01 (4096,32) (8192,16)               (7)

    ADDFILE  FILE1 XXXXXXX.FILE1.VSAM,POOL(1)     (8)

    ADDFILE  FILE2 XXXXXXX.FILE2.VSAM,POOL(1)

    ADDFILE  LDMSQL XXXXXXX.LSERV.SQLDICT,        (9)

                      BUFND=5 BUFNI=5

    ATTACH  SQLSERVER LOGID=SQLLOG AUDIT=ALL      (9)

ENDIF                                             (3)

*IFSYS SYSB                                       (3)

    ATTACH COMMSERVER ACBNAME=COMMSYSB,

                      CONTYPE=LU0,

                      LOG=MSGLOG

    ACTIVATE COMMSYSA CONTYPE=LU0

    ATTACH FILESERVER SERVERTYPE=REMOTE           (*)

ENDIF                                             (3)

*IFSYS SYSC                                       (3)

    ATTACH COMMSERVER ACBNAME=COMMSYSC etc.

(...)

    ATTACH FILESERVER SERVERTYPE=REMOTE           (*)

ENDIF

Footnotes:

1. This command enables the L-Serv recovery code to schedule dumps when exception conditions are encountered.
Since L-Serv does not take duplicate dumps when identical ABENDs recur, this option should not be altered.

2. The ADDLOG command defines message logs for the various components of L-Serv.
3. The IFSYS/ENDIF statements cause L-Serv to skip all embedded commands until a match is found on the system

sysid. This provides a convenient means of maintaining startup parameters for related L-Serv regions executing on
different z/OS images within a single LDMPARM member.

4. The various services are attached as z/OS subtasks using the ATTACH command. Consult the documentation for your
client application to determine which services are necessary to its successful execution.
Delete statements that are not relevant to your environment. For instance, all communications server commands are
not necessary if you run on a single system.

5. The ACTIVATE command enables communication between L-Serv regions sharing the same subsystem name
executing on different systems.
Note: This command is valid only for VTAM communication. Comment it out or delete it for any systems that use XCF
communication.

6. This File Server is identified as the HOST. It has physical access to the data sets and will service requests from both
local regions executing on SYSA and remote callers executing on SYSB and SYSC.
Note: All other File Servers in the complex have a SERVERTYPE of REMOTE (*). In a single CPU context, specify
SERVERTYPE=LOCAL.

7. The ADDPOOL command causes L-Serv to invoke VSAM in order to create a pool of shared buffers.
8. The ADDFILE command causes L-Serv to dynamically allocate a data set, enabling L-Serv to process I/O requests.
9. If you plan to use the SQL Server, you need to allocate the SQL dictionary (DDname=SQLDICT) before activating this

component.

NOTE
A functionally equivalent setup in three separate members (LSVPARM1, LSVPARM2, and LSVPARM3) is also
provided in the YourdeployHLQ.CCCSOPTN data set.

Update the Message Table
The installation of L-Serv places the LSERVMSG message member into the target CAI.CCCSOPTN Library. The new
message member can be copied to an active L-Serv PARMLIB so that it can be accessed when L-Serv is started.
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Customize the following JCL to meet the requirements of your data center:

//LOAD     EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY,REGION=256K

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A

//I1       DD   DISP=SHR,

//         DSN=CAI.CCCSOPTN          <=== your Deployed DSN

//O1       DD   DISP=SHR,

//         DSN=CAI.LDMCMND           <=== your Deployed DSN

//SYSUT3   DD   UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//SYSUT4   DD   UNIT=SYSDA,

//         SPACE=(CYL,(5,5))

//SYSIN    DD   *

  COPY O=O1,I=((I1,R))

  SELECT M=LSERVMSG

NOTE
If the L-Serv parameter data set already contains an older version of the LSERVMSG member, rename it before
submitting this JCL.

Copy and Customize the Startup Procedure
The installation of L-Serv places the startup procedure, LSVPROC, into the target procedure library
YourdeployHLQ.CCCSPROC. Copy the procedure to SYS1.PROCLIB or any of the system procedure libraries so that it
can be accessed when L-Serv is started.

The following template is provided:

 //LSVPROC PROC PLIB='CAI.CCCSOPTN', (1)/* CA-L-Serv PARMLIB    */

 //  AUTHLIB='CAI.CCCSLOAD',         (2)/* CA-L-Serv LOADLIB    */

 //  MEMB=LDMPARM,                   (3)/* CA-L-Serv parm member*/

 //  JCL='CAI.CCCSJCL,               (4)/* CA-L-Serv jcl lib    */

 //  REUSE=YES,                      (5)/* Reuse CSA            */

 //  SSN=LSRV                        (6)/* Subsystem name       */

 //*

 //********* CA-L-Serv *******************************************

 //*

 //* Use this procedure to start up L-Serv using a console command

 //*

 //***************************************************************

 //*

 //LSERV    EXEC PGM=LDMMAIN,REGION=8M,DPRTY=(15,15),TIME=1440,

 //         PARM=('ME=&MEMB','REU=&REUSE','SSNM=&SSN')

 //*

 //STEPLIB  DD DSN=&AUTHLIB,DISP=SHR

 //LDMCMND  DD DSN=&PLIB,DISP=SHR

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

 //SYSTERM  DD SYSOUT=A

 //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=A

 //INTRDR   DD SYSOUT=(A,INTRDR)

 //ERRORLOG DD SYSOUT=A

 //JCLLIB   DD DSN=&JCL,DISP=SHR
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Follow these steps:

1. Update the LDMCMND DD with the name for the L-Serv parameter data set.
2. Update the STEPLIB DD with the name for the L-Serv Load Library.
3. Specify the LDMPARM member of the LDMCMND PARMLIB that L-Serv reads when it initializes.
4. Update the JCLLIB DD with the name for the L-Serv JCL Library.
5. Specify REUSE=YES unless directed otherwise by Broadcom Support.
6. Specify a unique subsystem name.

WARNING
Do not define L-Serv z/OS subsystems using the active IEFSSNxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB because doing
so prevents L-Serv and the associated products from initializing successfully.

Start L-Serv
Start L-Serv from a z/OS console using the START command.

• To have identical z/OS subsystem and procedure names, direct the execution to the Job Entry Subsystem expressly by
specifying START lsvproc,SUB=JESx. Doing this prevents L-Serv from executing under the z/OS Master Scheduler.

• A syntax error in the parms can cause L-Serv to terminate. Be sure to investigate and correct the cause of any
errors before restarting, rather than restarting automatically, because each automatic restart allocates more system
resources.

Verify the Communications Server Installation
Verify the Communications Server installation if you use L-Serv on multiple systems or if you use the L-Serv
Communications Server.

The Installation Verification Procedure for the Communications Server ensures that L-Serv tasks running on different
systems are able to establish communication and exchange messages.

The following procedure can be repeated between every pair of systems that uses L-Serv to establish communication.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Tailor the JCL members HJ35IVC1 and HJ35IVC2.
Customize the following templates available in members HJ35IVC1 and HJ35IVC2, which the installation placed in the
CCCSJCL data set.
Receiving job: 
//HJ35IVC1 JOB (JOBACCNT)                   (1)

//MAMS0001 EXEC PGM=LDMAMS

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CCCSLOAD   (2)

//SSN$xxxx DD   DUMMY                       (3)

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=X

//SYSIN    DD   *

  COMMTEST                                  (4)

  RECEIVE

  END

/*

 Sending job: 
//HJ35IVC2 JOB (JOBACCNT)                   (1)

//MAMS0001 EXEC PGM=LDMAMS

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CCCSLOAD   (2)

//SSN$xxxx DD   DUMMY                       (3)

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=X
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//SYSIN    DD   *

  COMMTEST                                  (4)

  WAIT APPL(HJ35IVC1)

  SEND

  END

/*

 Footnotes:
(1) Provide a valid job card.
(2) Change to the L-Serv target library.
(3) Replace xxxx by the z/OS subsystem name that you specified in your L-Serv start procedure.
(4) The SYSIN statements in both jobs are self-explanatory.

WARNING
The two jobs must have different job names.

2. Start L-Serv on the two z/OS systems that run the test.

WARNING
You must ATTACH both the Communications Server and the File Server to run this test successfully.

3. Submit HJ35IVC1 on the first of the two systems. This job emulates a client application that receives a message from
his partner on the second z/OS system. HJ35IVC1 waits until it receives data from the sending system.

4. Submit HJ35IVC2 on the second of the two z/OS systems. The job sends 512 bytes of data to job HJ35IVC1 running
on the other system. Both jobs end immediately after this job is submitted.

5. Verify the results.
– Browse the spooled output of job HJ35IVC1. You see the following messages:

      COMMTEST

LDM0829I CommServer initialization returned  RC=0000  Reason=0000

      RECEIVE

LDM0832I Receive complete: APPL=HJ35IVC2 QUAL=COMMTEST Length=512

      END

LDM0829I CommServer LCOMSHUT returned  RC=0000  Reason=0000

– Browse the spooled output of job HJ35IVC2. You see:
     COMMTEST

LDM0829I CommServer initialization returned  RC=0000  Reason=0000

      WAIT APPL(HJ35IVC1)

      SEND

LDM0829I CommServer send returned  RC=0000  Reason=0000

      END

LDM0829I CommServer LCOMSHUT returned  RC=0000  Reason=0000

Any return code higher than 0 from both jobs indicates a problem.
The Communications Server installation is verified.

Verify the File Server Installation
Verify the File Server installation if you use L-Serv to manage data sets.

The Installation Verification Procedure for the File Server ensures that an application running on the same system as L-
Serv is able to access data sets managed by the File Server.

WARNING
Before you start L-SERV, ensure that LSERV has a dispatching priority that is higher than any of its clients; for
example, Bundl, TPX, and Endevor.

The File Server IVP uses the LDMAMS utility to perform a simple maintenance task against a managed data set.
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NOTE
You can back up one of your client product data sets rather than the VSAMTEST file used in this procedure.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Initialize the VSAM test file and allocate a work file.
Customize and run job HJ35IVF1 that the installation copied into the CCCSJCL data set. This job allocates and
initializes the CAI.VSAMTEST VSAM data set and a sequential work file.
//HJ35IVF1 JOB (JOBACCNT)                                  (1)

//IEFBR14  EXEC PGM=IEFBR14                                (2)

//BACKUP   DD DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),DSN=CAI.VSAMTEST.BACKUP,(3)

//         VOL=SER=XXXXXX,UNIT=SYSDA,                      (4)

//         DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3120,RECFM=FB),

//         SPACE=(3120,(1,1))

//*

//DEFCL    EXEC PGM=IDCAMS                                 (5)

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD   *

 DEFINE CLUSTER (                                      -

                 NAME                   (CAI.VSAMTEST) -   (6)

                 VOLUMES                      (XXXXXX) -

                 TRACKS                        (1   0) -   (7)

                 RECORDSIZE                    (80 80) -   (8)

                 KEYS                          (10 00) -   (9)

                 FREESPACE                     (10 10) -

                 SHR                           (2   3) -

                 REUSE                                 -  (10)

                 INDEXED                               -

                                                     ) -

         DATA   (                                      -

                 NAME              (CAI.VSAMTEST.DATA) -   (6)

                 CISZ                           (8192) -

                                                     ) -

         INDEX  (                                      -

                 NAME             (CAI.VSAMTEST.INDEX) -   (6)

                 CISZ                           (2048) -

                                                     )

//*

//REPRO    EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD   *

 REPRO INFILE(INFILE) ODS(CAI.VSAMTEST)                   (11)

//INFILE   DD   *

0000000000                                                (12)

0000000001

0000000002

(etc..)

 Footnotes:
(1) Provide a valid job statement.
(2) Allocate a work file.
(3) Provide a valid dsname for work file.
(4) Provide a valid volser and unit name.
(5) Allocate and initialize the VSAM test file.
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(6) Provide a valid dsname and volser.
(7) Space allocation.
(8) 80-byte records.
(9) The key field is 10 bytes long and starts at offset +0.
(10) Specify REUSE to perform other LDMAMS functions such as restores or compress.
(11) Initialize the VSAMTEST file.
(12) Provide several initialization records, ensure that there are no duplicate keys and that they are in sequence.
If you back up a pre-existing data set, you can skip most of this step.

2. Start L-Serv.
Verify that your startup deck contains an ATTACH FILESERVER statement and start L-Serv. You can issue the
following command to verify that the file server has successfully initialized:
DISPLAY TASK(FILESERVER) ALL

3. Place the VSAM test file under the management of the File Server.
To place your test VSAM data set under the management of L-Serv, issue the following command from a z/OS
console:
ADDFILE ddname test.file.dsname

4. Tailor the HJ35IVF2 JCL to the requirements of your site.
Customize the following JCL to meet the requirements of your data center:

//HJ35IVF2 JOB (JOBACCNT)                     (1)

//MAMS0000 EXEC PGM=LDMAMS

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CCCSLOAD     (2)

//BACKUP   DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=VSAMTEST.BACKUP  (3)

//SSN$xxxx DD   DUMMY                         (4)

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=XA

//SYSIN    DD   *

   REPRO INFILE(VSAMTEST)  OUTFILE(BACKUP)    (5)

 Footnotes:
(1) Provide a valid job statement.
(2) Change to the L-Serv target library.
(3) Indicate the dsname of your test sequential data set.
(4) Replace xxxx with the z/OS subsystem name you specified in your L-Serv start procedure.
(5) The syntax is similar to the IBM IDCAMS statement.

NOTE
Do not allocate the VSAM file in the LDMAMS job step. This is unnecessary and would cause the job to fail.

5. Submit job HJ35IVF2 and review the SYSPRINT data set.

NOTE

You see the following messages:

REPRO INFILE(VSAMTEST) OUTFILE(BACKUP)

LDM0810I nn records copied from VSAMTEST to BACKUP - REPRO

         operation complete

Service Desk Manager Configuration
The Service Desk Manager Configuration section explains how to implement Service Desk Manager. Additionally, it
details product-specific requirements for the service.
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How to Implement CAISDI
Beginning with Common Components and Services Release 14.1, the CAISDI/elmds procedure (CDYFAPI) replaces
CAISDI/med (CASDIMED) and CAISDI/els (CASDIELS). If problems arise during the transition, you can run any
combination of elmds with med and els. See CAISDI/elmds Backout Procedure.

Consider the following migration issues before starting CAISDI:

• The elmds configuration file (CDYFCNFG) is processed before any other files. If you run CAISDI/med (CASDIMED) or
CAISDI/els (CASDIELS) (not both) as specified by the product suite above, specify NO_ELS or NO_MED appropriately
in the CAISDI/elmds configuration file.
The current med procedure CASDIMED allocates DDNAME MEDPARMS for its initialization statements. The current
els procedure CASDIELS allocates SYSIN to process its primary initialization statements which can then specify more
data sets for input. The elmds procedure CDYFAPI has DDNAME MEDPARMS for initializing the med support and
DDNAME ELSSTART for the primary initialization statements for els support.
For the existing med parameters referred to as MEDPARMS, copy the existing MEDPARMS used by CASDIMED to a
new library and allocate it to DDNAME MEDPARMS in the CDYFAPI procedure.

• On the MED INIT statement, the DEBUGMSG and REUSE parameters are deprecated. A message is issued but it
does not cause termination.

• On the MED SERVER statement, the range for the TIMEOUT parameter has been changed from 10 to 3600 seconds
to 20 to 180 seconds. The default remains at 30 seconds.

• For the existing els primary initialization statements, all products must copy their DEFAULT and DEFINE statements to
a common file allocated to ELSSTART in CDYFAPI. All products are initialized once at the start of CDYFAPI. Unlike the
existing els interface, it is not possible to remove or define a product after elmds has been started.

• The EVENTLIB data sets and members can remain as they are currently defined except that PRODNAME on the
SETUP statement is limited to 100 characters.

• &PARM is no longer supported for els. Update any configuration files appropriately.
• On the ELS DEFAULTS and DEFINE statement, parameters USD_ID and USD_PW are deprecated. A message

is issued but it does not cause termination. Use the URL_SYMBOL if necessary and see the CAISDI/soap Server
documentation regarding URL_SYMBOL and associated user IDs and passwords. The configuration data set is no
longer needed to hold Service Desk user IDs and passwords.

• The elmds interface provides an optional initialization statement (SYNTAX_CHECK_ONLY in CDYFCNFG) for elmds
to verify syntax in the various configuration files and then terminate. With this parameter, the elmds address space can
be started to verify syntax changes, even if another instance is active.

• The elmds log (CDYFLOG) contains messages and potentially trace information. CDYFLOG is spun automatically
based on parameters in CDYFCNFG, or through operator commands.

• Messages for els and med are now written to CDYFLOG and not issued as a WTO in the application address space.
New message IDs and text are used.

• If CASDIMED is run using the same MEDNAME as specified in the elmds MEDPARMS, then elmds must be started
with a different MEDNAME or with NO_MED in CDYFCNFG.

• If the CASDIELS or CASDIMED procedure must be run, then elmds must first be started with NO_ELS or NO_MED
(respectively) in CDYFCNFG.
If NO_MED and NO_ELS are specified in CDYFCNFG, CDYFAPI can be terminated after starting CASDIMED and
CASDIELS.

• The string &SYSEDATE is a system variable that can appear in the els eventlib SUMMARY or DESCRIPTION
sections. The variable is substituted with the current date in the form dd/mmm/yyyy. The support in this product is for
English only. If another language is required, use a user variable or open an enhancement request (DAR) requesting a
change.
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CAIDSI System Requirements

Requirement Description
Operating System The minimum z/OS operating system is 1.10.
Virtual Storage We recommend using a region size of 4 MB or larger for each

component.
Common Storage Area CAISDI/med uses approximately 24 KB of the extended common

service area (ECSA) for loading common storage resident
services and intercepts. Certain types of service calls use
approximately 100 bytes of ECSA while the service call is
outstanding; however, CAISDI makes extensive use of cross-
memory services to avoid the need for common storage areas.
CAISDI/els uses varying amounts of ECSA depending on which
products use this component. The CAISDI/els Interface Controller
reports the ECSA usage separately for each product defined to it.

IBM System Modification Program Extended (SMP/E) All CAISDI components are installed using IBM SMP/E protocols
and services. Periodic CAISDI maintenance updates are delivered
in SMP/E-ready format as well.

APF-authorized Load Library Data Set CAISDI requires an APF-authorized load library data set. This
data set must reside on a shared DASD volume if it is to be
accessed by multiple z/OS systems.

Link List All CAISDI components must reside in the system link list. This
gives all Broadcom product common access to the interface
modules.

Parameter Data Set The CAI.CAW0OPTN and CAI.CAW0OPTV data sets contain
the CAISDI initialization statements for all CAISDI components. If
these are to be shared by multiple z/OS systems, they must reside
on a shared DASD volume.

Event Library The CAI.CAIEVENT data set is the repository for all the CAISDI/
els event definitions. The event members are furnished by the
Broadcom products that use CAISDI/els.

Common Components and Services Components CAISDI uses other CCS, such as CAICCI. These components
must be installed and properly configured.

Pre-Installation Requirements
CAISDI requires that the following components are installed and properly configured:

• TCP/IP on your z/OS system - For information about installing and configuring TCP/IP, see the documentation for the
TCP/IP product you have.

• Service Desk Manager on a server that can be accessed through the network from your z/OS system - The Service
Desk Manager is a Broadcom UNIX- or PC-based product that automatically streamlines identifying, tracking, and
resolving end-user issues and problems.
For Service Desk Manager installation and configuration details, see Configure Service Desk Manager.

• CAICCI on your z/OS system - For information about installing and configuring the CAICCI service, see Installing.
The various CAISDI components use CAICCI to communicate with each other. Using CAICCI lets you run the
CAISDI/soap address space on one system and access that one address space from all other z/OS systems that are
interconnected by CAICCI.

• CAISDI components that are configured and installed on your z/OS system. See Configure CAISDI/elmds.
• At least one Broadcom product that uses the CAISDI interface. For details about configuring a Broadcom mainframe-

based product to work with CAISDI, see Configuring Broadcom Products for CAISDI.
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Configure Service Desk Manager to Work with CAISDI

Loading Data Files

Service Desk Manager ships with a number of product-specific data files. Each data file contains a collection of unloaded
records that define or alter a product specific service desk template, a product specific pseudo contact name, and
various other data required by Service Desk Manager to support the integration with a specific Broadcom product. These
unloaded records are loaded by the Service Desk Manager administrator into the Service Desk Manager database using
the PDM_LOAD utility. This utility must be run from a command prompt on the system where the Service Desk Manager is
installed.

Once you open a command prompt on the Service Desk Manager server, orient to the directory containing the data
files. Begin by orienting on the Service Desk Manager program directory. That directory is referred to generically as
$NX_ROOT. The default $NX_ROOT is:

c:\Program Files\CA\Service Desk

The data files are located in the directory $NX_ROOT\data\integrations. If you used the default settings when you installed
Service Desk Manager, the data files are located in this directory:

c:\Program Files\CA\Service Desk\data\integrations

Orient to this directory and refer to the following table. For each Broadcom product you plan to enable within CAISDI, run
the PDM_LOAD utility specifying the associated Service Desk Manager primary data file name. For example, if you want
to load the data elements for CA 1, use the following command:

pdm_load -f integCA1.dat

This loads the CA 1 ticket template, the CA 1 pseudo contact definition, and other data that is required by Service Desk
Manager to support the integration with CA 1.

If the Service Desk Manager server is configured to be ITIL compliant, run the PDM_LOAD utility again, specifying the
associated ITIL update file name. This action alters the definitions that were loaded from the primary file so they are also
ITIL compliant. Using the CA 1 example, you would issue this second command to apply the ITIL compliance updates:

pdm_load -f itil_integCA1.dat

This converts the request ticket template into an incident ticket for the ITIL environment.

The following table lists the data files for each product that integrates with NetSpy Service:

Product Name Primary Data File ITIL Update File

IDMS integIDMS.dat itil_integIDMS.dat

CA 1 integCA1.dat itil_integCA1.dat

Allocate integAllocate.dat itil_integAllocate.dat

Disk integDisk.dat itil_integDisk.dat

TLMS integTLMS.dat itil_integTLMS.dat

Vantage integVantage.dat itil_integVantage.dat

Broadcom Value Pack for DB2 integDB2Tools.dat itil_integDB2Tools.dat

Generic MVS for CSS integMVS.dat itil_integMVS.dat
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CA 7 integCA7.dat itil_integCA7.dat

Deliver integDeliver.dat itil_integDeliver.dat

Dispatch integDispatch.dat itil_integDispatch.dat

JARS integJARS.dat
integJARSMVS.dat

itil_integJARS.dat
itil_integJARSMVS.dat

Jobtrac™ Job Management integJobtrac.dat itil_integJobtrac.dat

MIM integMIM.dat itil_integMIM.dat

OPS/MVS integOPSMVS.dat itil_integOPSMVS.dat

Spool integSpool.dat itil_integSpool.dat

SYSVIEW integSysview.dat itil_integSysview.dat

View integView.dat itil_integView.dat

Data Compressor integDB2Tools.dat itil_integDB2Tools.dat

Database Analyzer integDB2Tools.dat itil_integDB2Tools.dat

Fast Check integDB2Tools.dat itil_integDB2Tools.dat

Fast Index integDB2Tools.dat itil_integDB2Tools.dat

Fast Load integDB2Tools.dat itil_integDB2Tools.dat

Fast Recover integDB2Tools.dat itil_integDB2Tools.dat

Fast Unload integDB2Tools.dat itil_integDB2Tools.dat

Index Expert integDB2Tools.dat itil_integDB2Tools.dat

Log Analyzer integDB2Tools.dat itil_integDB2Tools.dat

Merge/Modify integDB2Tools.dat itil_integDB2Tools.dat

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP integNetMaster.dat itil_integNetMaster.dat

NetMaster NM for SNA integNetMaster.dat itil_integNetMaster.dat

NetMaster NA integNetMaster.dat itil_integNetMaster.dat

NetMaster integNetMaster.dat itil_integNetMaster.dat

NetMaster NM for TCP/IP integNetMaster.dat itil_integNetMaster.dat

NetMaster FTM integNetMaster.dat itil_integNetMaster.dat

NetSpy integNetMaster.dat itil_integNetMaster.dat

NeuMICS integNeuMICS.dat itil_integNeuMICS.dat

Partition Expert integDB2Tools.dat itil_integDB2Tools.dat

Plan Analyzer integDB2Tools.dat itil_integDB2Tools.dat

Quick Copy integDB2Tools.dat itil_integDB2Tools.dat

Rapid Reorg integDB2Tools.dat itil_integDB2Tools.dat

RC/Extract integDB2Tools.dat itil_integDB2Tools.dat

RC/Migrator integDB2Tools.dat itil_integDB2Tools.dat

RC/Query integDB2Tools.dat itil_integDB2Tools.dat

RC/Secure integDB2Tools.dat itil_integDB2Tools.dat

RC/Update integDB2Tools.dat itil_integDB2Tools.dat
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Recovery Analyzer integDB2Tools.dat itil_integDB2Tools.dat

Scheduler integScheduler.dat itil_integScheduler.dat

SQL-Ease integDB2Tools.dat itil_integDB2Tools.dat

HTML Rendering

Some products can generate Service Desk Manager Request content in HTML format. (See the configuration
requirements for each product supporting CAISDI in the following section.) Service Desk Manager can render embedded
HTML directives in the request Description and Summary fields. However, this capability is not activated when the Service
Desk Manager is initially installed. To render the HTML in the ticket properly, your Service Desk Manager server must
support HTML rendering.

Your local Service Desk Manager administrator must perform this task. Discuss the impact in your environment of making
this change to the Service Desk Manager. The Service Desk Manager reports that display the summary and description
text do not render the HTML. In those reports, the HTML appears in its raw source form.

To render HTML, the detail_cr.htmpl form must be customized. The administrator can use the Service Desk Manager Web
Screen Painter to select this form, modify the KEEPTAGS setting for the description and summary fields, and publish the
form. Consider these important properties of the summary and description text fields:

Property Description

KEEPLINKS If set to “Yes”, render only HTML links (the anchor Action: tag) as
hyperlinks. This is the default for the summary and description
fields.

KEEPTAGS If set to “Yes”, render all HTML tags. Consult with your Service
Desk Manager Administrator before implementing this feature.

NOTE
The KEEPLINKS property is ignored if KEEPTAGS is set to “Yes”.

Configure CAISDI/soap
After you install CAISDI/soap, follow this process to ensure that you complete all the customization tasks for the CAISDI/
soap component.

1. Customize and copy the CAISDI/soap JCL PROC.
2. Copy the XML template data set.
3. Obtain Service Desk Manager URLs.
4. Obtain a Service Desk Manager Logon ID.
5. Set up USS authorization.
6. (Optional) Set up SSL.
7. Load the default Service Desk Manager Template.
8. Define the startup variables for CAISDI/soap.

Customize and Copy the CAISDI/soap JCL PROC

A sample started task JCL procedure for the Version 14.0 CAISDI/soap server, is located in member CASOAPE of the
CAI.CAW0PROC data set:

//CASOAPE  PROC CAW0PLD='CAI.CAW0PLD',             
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//         SSLLOAD='SYS1.SIEALNKE',                

//         SYSTCPD='TCPIP.DATA',                   

//         SOAPVARS='YOUR.ENVVAR.LIBRARY(SOAPVARS)'

//CASOAPE  EXEC PGM=CAS0SOAP,              

// PARM='ENVAR("_CEE_ENVFILE=DD:ENVVAR")/'

//*                                        

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&CAW0PLD        

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&SSLLOAD        

//*                                        

//SYSTCPD  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&SYSTCPD        

//ENVVAR   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&SOAPVARS       

//LOGFILE  DD SYSOUT=*                     

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                     

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*                     

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*                     

//*

To customize and stage the CAISDI/soap server JCL PROC CASOAPE:

1. Copy the CASOAPE member of CAI.CAW0PROC to any JCL PROCLIB that is automatically searched as part of z/OS
START command processing.

2. Supply the name of the SSL load lib, if using SSL.
3. Customize the //ENVVAR DD statement by specifying the CAISDI/soap server environment variables file name. The

CAI.CAW0OPTV library contains sample member SOAPVARS.

For the CAISDI/soap server before Version 14.0, a sample started task JCL procedure is contained in member CASOAP
of the CAI.CAW0PROC data set:

//CASOAP   PROC CAIPLD='CAI.CAW0PLD',

//         SSLLOAD='GSK.SGSKLOAD',     SYSTEMS PRIOR TO Z/OS 1.6

//         SYSTCPD='TCPIP.DATA',

//         TEMPLATE='YOUR.TEMPLATE.LIBRARY',

//         CONFIG='YOUR.CONFIG.LIBRARY',

//         CONFIGM=SDCONFIG

//CASOAP   EXEC PGM=CASDSOAP

//*

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&CAIPLD

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&SSLLOAD

//*

//SYSTCPD  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&SYSTCPD

//TEMPLATE DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&TEMPLATE

//LOGFILE  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*

//CONFIG   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&CONFIG(&CONFIGM)

    //*

To customize and stage the CAISDI/soap server JCL PROC CASOAP:

1. Copy the CASOAP member of CAI.CAW0PROC to any JCL PROCLIB that is automatically searched as part of z/OS
START command processing.

2. Supply the name of the SSL load lib, if using SSL.
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3. Customize the //TEMPLATE DD statement by specifying the CAISDI/soap server template library that is to contain the
SDLOGIN and SDLOGOUT templates that will be copied.

4. Customize the //CONFIG DD statement by specifying the CAISDI/soap server configuration file name. The
CAI.CAW0OPTN library contains member SDCONFIG, which will be copied to a shared PARMLIB data set.

Copy XML Template Data Set (for proc CASOAP only)

Make sure the XML template members of CAI.CAW0OPTN, SDLOGIN and SDLOGOUT, are copied to a shared
PARMLIB data set.

Obtain Service Desk Manager URLs

Contact your local Service Desk Manager administrator to determine the URLs for the Service Desk Manager server. This
information is used in configuring CAISDI/soap server in Step 7. You need two URLs:

• CAISDI access to create tickets and query results
• Web browser access so you can view the tickets that have been created

The CAISDI/soap server communicates with Service Desk Manager through its Web Services. Unless the server running
Service Desk Manager has been configured otherwise, your URL must include a TCP/IP port specification of “8080”. For
example:

http://your.local.com:8080/axis/services/USD_...

To view the tickets that have been opened, use a URL like the following in your web browser:

http://your.local.com:8080/CAisd/pdmweb.exe

If you are coding literal IP addresses in a URL in an IPv6 environment, do not code an IPv4 address as an IPv4-mapped
IPv6 address. The code creates the IPv4-mapped IPv6 address if necessary.

If coding a literal IPv6 address in a URL, code the address as a literal ipv6-url as defined in RFC2732. Enclose the literal
IPv6 address in square brackets and any optional port designation outside the brackets. For example:

[3ffe:2a00:100:7031::1]:8080

Where possible, specify host names rather than using literal IP addresses.

If you plan to use Secured Sockets (SSL), then tell your local Service Desk Manager administrator that you need a URL
for HTTPS communications. Unless the server running Service Desk Manager has been configured otherwise, your URL
must include a TCP/IP port specification or “8443”.

For example, if you are using HTTPS to access your Service Desk Manager, you can use the following URL for CAISDI:

https://your.local.com:8443/axis/services/USD_..

To view the tickets that have been opened, you would use a URL like the following in your web browser:

https://your.local.com:8443/CAisd/pdmweb.exe

This step is complete when you have the URL of the target Service Desk Manager server.
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Obtain a Service Desk Manager Logon ID

Contact your local Service Desk Manager administrator and request a logon ID and password to for CAISDI. All
communication to the Service Desk Manager is performed with a session. The session must have a logon ID to begin.
The logon ID must have sufficient authority to perform the following functions:

• Open Service Desk Manager tickets.
• Create Service Desk Manager contacts - CAISDI/els can dynamically create Service Desk Manager Contacts in

the Service Desk Manager data base if they do not already exist. Many of the products that use this interface are
prepackaged with “pseudo contacts.” They would have names like “System_CA1_User” so the tickets opened by this
interface are readily recognizable.

• Create assets - CAISDI/els can dynamically create Service Desk Manager assets in the asset class of “Software” if
they do not already exist. Many of the products that use this interface are prepackaged with software asset names.
They would have names like “CA 1”.

• Create asset class - CAISDI/els can dynamically create the asset class named “Software” to dynamically create
assets.

Set Up UNIX System Services Authorization

For the Version 14.0 CAISDI/soap server, basic socket programming is used. Environmental variables are set by LE. For
SSL, if the database is on UNIX files, the CAISDI/soap server must have access to those files.

For the CAISDI/soap server before Version 14.0, the CAISDI/soap server address space must have specific access
privileges that are granted by the System Authorization Facility. For example: ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF. To access
TCP/IP functions, it must have READ access to the BPX.SERVER resource, or it must run with UID=0.

(Optional) Set Up SSL

(Optional) If you do not plan to use the Secured Socket Layer (SSL) for secured communications, skip this step.

If you plan to use SSL for secured communications (HTTPS) between the mainframe CAISDI soap server and the Service
Desk Manager Web Server, obtain an SSL certificate and install it on the Service Desk Manager Web Server. (Follow
the appropriate procedures for your particular Web Server software.) An exported copy of the certificate must then be
accessible to the CAISDI/soap server in either of two methods:

• Store the certificate in an SAF keyring file that is controlled by your security system (ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF).
The certificate is given a name that can be used by CAISDI/soap server to retrieve the certificate. For information
about installing a certificate in a SAF keyring, see the appropriate SAF documentation.

• Store the certificate in an HFS key database. If you choose this method, you also need a “stash” file to contain the
password to the key database. For information about installing a certificate in an HFS key database and stash file, see
the IBM z/OS Manual System Secure Sockets Layer Programming.

The user ID associated with the CAISDI/soap server address space must have access to the HFS files or the SAF
keyring. The configuration file must be set up to identify the HFS key database (and stash file) or the SAF keyring (Step 7
that follows).

This step is complete when the SSL certificate is installed and HFS keyring database or a SAF keyring authorization
correctly configured.

Load the Default Service Desk Manager Template

For products that directly call CAISDI/soap server and that do not manage their own Service Desk Manager templates,
load the predefined template named CA-MVS,Low Priority .
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For more information, see Configuring Service Desk Manager.

Define the Startup Variables for CAISDI/soap

For proc CASOAPE, define the Environmental Variables in the file that is allocated to ENVVAR. A sample member,
SOAPVARS, is provided in data set CAI.CAW0OPTV. These variables are read and processed by LE. See the z/OS XL
C/C++ Programming Guide. LE sets the Environmental Variables before the CAISDI/soap server starts. For description of
the variables, see the CASOAPE Environmental Variables.

For the CAISDI/soap server before Version 14.0 using proc CASOAP, define the startup variables for the CAISDI/soap
server in a configuration file. A sample configuration file is provided in the SMP/E data set CAI.CAW0OPTN, member
SDCONFIG, which you must customize and copy to a shared system PARMLIB.

The following rules apply to the parameter specification in the configuration file:

• The formats of the parameters are parameter and parameter=value as indicated in the table below.
• Columns 1 through 71 are examined for input.
• A “#” or “*” in column 1 designates that line is a comment.
• If a given value must be continued onto the next line, use a “\” character as the last character of data on that line.

Columns 1 through 71 of the next line are logically appended to the value in the continued line at the point where the
“\” is detected and that “\” character is removed.

• If a parameter value ends in a “\” character, code “\\” to signify a single “\” and no continuation.

The following table describes the CAISDI/soap server startup parameters when using proc CASOAP.

IMPORTANT
Many of these fields are case-sensitive. Set your text editor so that it keeps the input values in mixed case.

Parameter Description
SD_URL Sets the URL for SOAP requests to the Web Services directory of the Service Desk Manager server.

Specify SD_URL=url where url is the full URL. For example: 

SD_URL=http://server.local.com:8080\

/axis/services/USD_WebServiceSoap?wsdl

Note the continuation character (\) at the end of line one on this two-line input.
When coding the SD_URL parameter in the SDCONFIG member of PARMLIB, specify a host name
if possible. If coding a literal IP address in a URL in an IPv6 environment, do not code an IPv4
address as an IPv4-mapped IPv6 address. Code an IPv4 address as such and the code will create
the IPv4-mapped IPv6 address.
If coding a literal IPv6 address for a URL for an IPv6 environment, the address should be enclosed
in square brackets with any optional port designations placed outside the brackets. For example: 

[3FFE:2A00:100:7031::1]:8080

SD_USER The Service Desk Manager User ID to be used in all CAISDI connections to the Service Desk
Manager. Set this parameter to the logon ID gathered in Obtain a Service Desk Logon ID. Specify as
SD_USER=userid where userid is the user ID.

SD_PASS The password associated with SD_USER. Set this parameter to the logon password gathered
in Obtain a Service Desk Logon ID. Specify as SD_PASS=password where password is the
password.

SSL_SAF SSL only. Specifies the key ring name from Set Up SSL if your chose method 1. Specify
as SSL_SAF=ringname where ringname is the name of the ring to which the certificates are
connected. This parameter is mutually exclusive with SSH_HFS. If SSL_SAF and SSL_HFS are
specified, CAISDI/soap initialization fails.
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SSL_HFS SSL only. Specifies the HFS file name of the key ring file from Set Up SSL if you chose method
2. Specify as SSL_HFS=filename where filename is the HFS file containing the certificates. This
parameter is mutually exclusive with SSH_SAF. If SSL_HFS and SSL_SAF are specified, CAISDI/
soap initialization fails.

SSL_STASH SSL only when SSL_HFS has been specified. Specifies the HFS file name of the
password file for the key ring file from Set Up SSL if you chose method 2. Specify as
SSL_STASH=filename where filename is the HFS file containing the password to the key ring file
specified in SSL_HFS.

TZ Sets the time zone that is to be used for the message logging in the CAISDI/soap server address
space. Specify this as TZ=timezone where timezone is a valid C++ time zone notation. See the
IBM z/OS C/C++ Run-Time Library Reference for more details. Some examples are: EST5EDT for
Eastern Time Zone, CST6CDT for Central Time Zone, MST7MDT for Mountain Time Zone, and
PST8PDT for Pacific Time Zone.

WORK_DIR The UNIX System Services working directory for writing “debug” statements by the script process.
This is required only in DEBUG mode and only if you need the debugging output of the script
process. In DEBUG mode without this variable set, you get detailed debugging information and
packet tracing written to the LOGFILE DD. Specify as WORK_DIR=hfsdir, where hfsdir is the HFS
working directory where the script debugging lines will be written. The filename specified at open is
"./soap_script.log".

LOGIN Sets the registration value associated with the Service Desk Manager Login method. This field
must contain the following value:
http://www.ca.com/UnicenterServicePlus/Service Desk/Login Specify as

 LOGIN=regvalue

Where regvalue is the Service Desk Manager registration value for the Login Web Services method.
LOGOUT Sets the registration value associated with the Service Desk Manager Logout method. This field

must contain the following value:
http://www.ca.com/UnicenterServicePlus/Service Desk/Logout

Specify as LOGOUT=regvalue where regvalue is the Service Desk Manager registration value for
the Logout Web Services method.

CREATE The registration value that is associated with the Service Desk Manager CreateRequest method.
This field must contain the following value:
http://www.ca.com/UnicenterServicePlus/Service Desk/CreateRequest

Specify as CREATE=regvalue where regvalue is the Service Desk Manager registration value for
the CreateRequest Web Services method.

DEBUG Keyword used to enable diagnostic logging in CAISDI/soap.
NODEBUG Keyword used to disable diagnostic logging in CAISDI/soap.
TIMEOUT_CONNECT Specifies the maximum time in seconds to wait for a connection to a web server. The default is 60

seconds. Specify a number between 1 and 3600. Setting a value too low may prevent a connection
from completing that would otherwise complete.

TIMEOUT_IO Specifies the maximum time in seconds for a socket to wait for data from a Web Server or to be able
to send it data. The default is 20 seconds. Setting a value too low may cause the connection to close
prematurely. Specify a number between 1 and 3600.

URL_symbol A product may require a web server other than the default web server as specified by SD_URL.
In this case the product provides the value for symbol. The value of URL_symbol is the URL that
identifies the web server. For example, if a product associates symbol WS2 with an alternate web
server, then define variable “URL_WS2” and assign the value the URL of the alternate web server.

USER_symbol If URL_symbol is defined and the associated user ID is different from SD_USER, use USER_symbol
to specify the associated user ID. For example, if the symbol is WS2, define variable “USER_WS2”
and assign the value the associated user ID.

PASS_symbol If URL_symbol is defined and the password of the associated user ID is different from SD_PASS,
use PASS_symbol to specify the password. For example, if the symbol is WS2, define variable
“PASS_WS2” and assign the value the password.
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NOTE
For security purposes, secure the CAISDI/soap server configuration data set to prevent unauthorized access to
the Service Desk Manager user ID and password.

For a sample configuration file, see member SDCONFIG in the CAI.CAW0OPTN data set.

CASOAPE Environmental Variables

SD_URL
URL that identifies the Service Desk Service. Obtain the URL from the Service Desk Manager administrator. See
Obtain Service Desk URLs.

SD_WSDL_LEVEL
(Optional) Defines the WSDL level corresponding to the URL identified by SD_URL. The CAISDI/soap server
typically determines the WSDL level from the URL, provided the absolute path in the URL is the standard Service
Desk Manager path.

IMPORTANT
Only specify this variable at the direction of Broadcom support.

SD_USER
The user ID associated with the Service Desk identified in SD_URL. See Obtain a Service Desk Manager Logon
ID.

SD_PASS
The password that is associated with the user identified by SD_USER.

URL_symbol
(Optional) A product may require a web server other than the default web server as specified by SD_URL. In
this case, the product provides the value for symbol. The value of URL_symbol is the URL that identifies the
web server. For example, if a product associates symbol WS2 with an alternate web server, then define variable
“URL_WS2” and assign the value the URL of the alternate web server.

WSDL_LEVEL_symbol
(Optional) Defines the WSDL level corresponding to the URL identified by URL_symbol. The CAISDI/soap server
typically determines the WSDL level from the URL, provided the absolute path in the URL is the standard Service
Desk Manager path.

IMPORTANT
Specify this variable only at the direction of Broadcom support.

USER_symbol
If URL_symbol is defined and the associated user ID is different from SD_USER, use USER_symbol to specify
the associated user ID. For example, if the symbol is WS2, define variable “USER_WS2” and assign the value of
the associated user ID.

PASS_symbol
If URL_symbol is defined and the password of the associated user ID is different from SD_PASS, use
PASS_symbol to specify the password. For example, if the symbol is WS2, define variable “PASS_WS2” and
assign the value of the password.

SSL_SAF
SSL only. Specifies the keyring name from Set Up SSL  if your chose method 1. Specify as SSL_SAF=ringname
where ringname is the name of the ring to which the certificates are connected.
This parameter is mutually exclusive with SSH_HFS. If SSL_SAF and SSL_HFS are specified, initialization fails.

SSL_HFS
SSL only. Specifies the HFS file name of the keyring file from Set Up SSL if you chose method 2. Specify as
SSL_HFS=filename where filename is the HFS file containing the certificates.
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This parameter is mutually exclusive with SSH_SAF. If SSL_HFS and SSL_SAF are specified, initialization fails.
SSL_STASH

SSL only when SSL_HFS has been specified. Specifies the HFS file name of the password file for the keyring
file from Set Up SSL if you chose method 2. Specify as SSL_STASH=filename where filename is the HFS file
containing the password to the keyring file specified in SSL_HFS.

TZ
(Optional) Sets the time zone that is used for the message logging in the CAISDI/soap server address space.
Specify this as TZ=timezone where timezone is a valid C/C++ time zone notation. See the IBM z/OS C/C++ Run-
Time Library Reference for more details. For example:

• EST5EDT for Eastern Time Zone
• CST6CDT for Central Time Zone
• MST7MDT for MountainTime Zone
• PST8PDT for Pacific Time Zone.

This variable is used by the C/C++ functions and not directly inspected by the CAISDI/soap server.
TIMEOUT_CONNECT

(Optional) Specifies the maximum time in seconds to wait for a connection to a web server. Specify a number
between 1 and 3600.
Default: 60 seconds

NOTE
Setting a value too low can prevent a connection from completing that would otherwise complete.

TIMEOUT_IO
Specifies the maximum time in seconds for a socket to wait for data from a Web Server or to be able to send it
data. Specify a number between 1 and 3600.
Default: 20 seconds

NOTE
Setting a value too low can cause the connection to close prematurely.

DEBUG
N|Y. (Optional) Specify DEBUG=Y for diagnostic information to be logged to the LOGFILE file.
Default: N

TRACE
N|Y. (Optional) Specify TRACE=Y for internal trace information to be logged to the LOGFILE file. Only set at the
direction of Broadcom support.
Default: N

CCI_DUMP_BUFFER
N|Y. (Optional) Specify CCI_DUMP_BUFFER=Y for CCI buffers to be dumped to the LOGFILE file. Only set at the
direction of Broadcom support.
Default: N

TRACE_XML_PARSE
N|Y. (Optional) Specify TRACE_XML_PARSE=Y for trace information that is related to XML parsing to be logged
to the LOGFILE file. Only set at the direction of Broadcom support.
Default: N

LC_ALL
(Optional) Specify the language/code page used to convert XML data from EBCDIC to UTF-8 before sending it
to Service Desk Manager on a distributed server. For more details, see the IBM z/OS C/C++ Run-Time Library
Reference. For example:
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• Da_DK.IBM-1142 for Denmark, Norway
• Fr_FR.IBM-1147 for France
• De_DE.IBM-1141 for Austria, Germany

C/C++ functions use this variable. If the LC_ALL is not specified, the code page IBM-1047 is used.

NOTE
The data set containing the Environmental Variables should be secured to prevent unauthorized access to any
Service Desk Manager user ID and password.

Configure CAISDI/elmds
When CAISDI/elmds is run, it initializes the environment which includes the med and els interfaces. After installing
CAISDI/elmds using the procedures that are described described in Installing, follow this process to complete all
customization tasks for both the CAISDI/els and CAISDI/med functions.

The CAISDI/elmds messages are distributed in CAW0OPTV member CDYFMSGS. The text of those messages can be
changed (see specific instruction in the file). Each message has a WTO or NOWTO designation. The WTO indication
causes messages to be issued as a WTO (see specific instructions in the file). If this file is changed, make a backup copy
available as CAISDI/elmds needs a valid message file to start.

NOTE
Beginning with Common Components and Services Release 14.1, CAISDI/elmds is the primary component
replacing standalone CAISDI/med and standalone CAISDI/ els. If you are required to run standalone CAISDI/els
or standalone CAISDI/med components, see CAISDI/elmds Backout Procedure.

1. Configure the CAISDI/elmds parameters.
2. Define a Product Security User ID.
3. Customize the Service Desk Manager Parameters.
4. Customize the CAISDI/med Product Parameters.
5. Set Up CAISDI/els Startup Parameters.
6. Configure the CAISDI/els Interface for Each Broadcom Product.
7. Consider the CAISDI/els Event Trigger Utility.

Configure the CAISDI/elmds Parameters

The following CDYFCNFG statements can be specified, but none are required:

DUMPS ALL|SYSUDUMP|SVCDUMP ON|OFF
Indicates which dumps are taken. If not specified, the default is DUMPS ALL ON. (Operator DUMPS command
can change the setting.)

NO_ELS
Indicates do not initialize ELS support (comment out DDNAME ELSSTART).

NO_MED
Indicates do not initialize MED support (comment out DDNAME MEDPARMS).

NOTE
If NO_MED is not specified, copy the existing CAISDI/med MEDPARMS to a new library and allocate it
to CAISDI/elmds.

SPIN nnnn
Controls whether the CDYFLOG SYSOUT data set can be spun or not. If nnnn is 0, the file is not automatically
spun. If nnnn is a value from 1000 through 1000000 (no commas), the file is automatically spun after nnnn lines
of output. The operator SPIN command can be used to reset the values or force the file to be spun. The operator
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SPINCLASS command can be used to reset the class for the next output file. You can specify SPIN 0 to allow use
of the operator SPIN and SPINCLASS commands without an automatic spin.
If the statement is not present, then the output data set is not eligible to be spun and the operator SPIN and
SPINCLASS commands are not available.

SYNTAX_CHECK_ONLY
Indicates CAISDI/elmds only validates syntax for the configuration files. After syntax validation, CAISDI/elmds
terminates. With this parameter, a CAISDI/elmds address space can be started, even if there is another instance
active, to validate syntax changes.

TRACE ON|OFF
Indicates if tracing is active (ON) or inactive (OFF). (Operator TRACE command can change the setting.)

The following are operator commands using the MVS MODIFY command:

DUMPS ALL|SYSUDUMP|SVCDUMP ON|OFF
Sets which dumps are taken.

ELSDISPLAY
Displays the status of the ELS products as defined by the DEFINE statements in ELSSTART.

ELSDISABLE product|ALL
Dynamically disables new activity to Service Desk for the ELS product that is defined in the ELSSTART file
as “PRODUCT product”. If “ALL” specified then all products are disabled. (Similar to the CAISDI/els DISABLE
command.)

ELSENABLE product|ALL
Dynamically resumes activity for the ELS product that is defined in the ELSSTART file as “PRODUCT product”. If
“ALL” specified then all ELS products are resumed. (Similar to the CAISDI/els ENABLE command.)

MEDDISPLAY
Displays the status of the MED servers as defined by the “SERVER server” statements in MEDPARMS.

LOGREC DISPLAY|ENABLE|DISABLE
Displays the status of the LOGREC PC interface. Dynamically enable or disable the interface. If disabled, the
LOGREC PC exits into the CAISDI/elmds address space but it returns immediately without processing any
events.

NOTE
The messages are now written to CDYFLOG and not issued as a WTO in the application address
space.

MEDDISABLE server|ALL
Dynamically disables new activity to Service Desk for the MED server that is defined in MEDPARMS as “SERVER
server”. If ALL is specified, then all MED servers are disabled. (Similar to the CAISDI/med STOP command.)

MEDENABLE server|ALL
Dynamically resumes activity for the MED server that is defined in MEDPARMS as “SERVER server”. If “ALL”
specified then all MED servers are resumed. (Similar to the CAISDI/med START command.)

QUERY
Displays the status of TRACE, DUMPS, SPIN, SPINCLASS and TIMEOUT.

SPIN nnnn|NOW
Controls SPIN action of the output. The SPIN configuration statement must first be specified in CDYFCNFG.
If SPIN NOW is specified, the output data set is spun immediately and the output line count reset to 0. If nnnn
is 0, the file is not automatically spun. If nnnn is a value from 1000 through 1000000 (no commas), the file is
automatically spun after nnnn lines of output.
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SPINCLASS c
Sets the class of the output data set when it is next allocated. Spin implies the file is closed, unallocated, and then
a new SYSOUT data set allocated. The default is that it uses the class from the SYSOUT (which can be “*”) in
the JCL. If specified the “c”must be A-Z or 0-9. (Requires that the “SPIN” configuration statement was specified in
CDYFCNFG.)

STOP
Indicates that CAISDI/elmds terminates. You can use “F jobname, STOP” or “P jobname” to terminate the job.

SVCDUMP
Performs an immediate SVC dump regardless of the DUMPS setting.

TIMEOUT nnnn
Sets or cancels the global override timeout value in seconds used on each #SOAPSDI macro. A value of zero
indicates any previous override cannot be canceled. If not zero, the valid range is 20 through 900 seconds.

Define a Product Security User ID

If your installation requires z/OS started tasks to have valid security system user IDs, contact the system security
administrator at your installation to have a user ID defined for the CAISDI/elmds started task. If you are using the
CASDIMED procedure, obtain a user ID for it also.

The CASDI/elmds user ID needs security access to the various configuration files allocated to CDYFCNFG, MEDPARMS
and ELSSTART. If you are using a STEPLIB statement, the user ID also has to have access to the APF-authorized load
library.

If you are using the CASDIMED procedure, the CAISDI/med user ID needs security access to the following:

• The CAISDI/med parameter data set referenced by the //MEDPARMS DD statement in the CAISDI/med JCL PROC
• The APF-authorized load library that is referenced by the //STEPLIB DD statement.

The local security product possibly protects data set resources such as these. CAISDI/med initialization fails unless the
CAISDI/med started task has been granted proper access to the data sets it needs.

Customize the Service Desk Manager Parameters

Follow these steps:

1. So that CAISDI can successfully generate a ticket, CAISDI must define certain fields in a request. Obtain these field
specifications from the Service Desk Manager administrator.

2. Before Service Desk Manager can create tickets that are generated by CAISDI/elmds (supporting the CAISDI/med
and CAISDI/els functionality), the Service Desk Manager administrator must predefine the contacts that are referenced
by the AFFECTED_END_USER, REPORTED_BY, and ASSIGNEE fields in a request. Consult the Service Desk
Manager administrator for appropriate contact names to define these fields.

3. To categorize and direct Service Desk Manager tickets effectively, field data is sometimes required such as
AFFECTED_END_USER, REPORTED_BY, and ASSIGNEE. In that case, the Service Desk Manager administrator
can predefine other fields in a Service Desk Manager template. CAISDI/elmds can reference these fields when it
generates a ticket using a template. Unique templates are predefined for each individual Broadcom z/OS-based
product that generates Service Desk Manager tickets through CAISDI/elmds. The contacts and ticket templates must
be replicated on every Service Desk Manager server that receives tickets from CAISDI/elmds. Use the appropriate
template name for each Broadcom product, documented in Configuring Broadcom Products for the CAISDI.

4. Learn the contact names as applicable that are specified for AFFECTED_END_USER, REPORTED_BY, and
ASSIGNEE. If a Service Desk Manager template is used for opening tickets, learn the name of the template as defined
in the Service Desk Manager server. Use this information in CAISDI/elmds PRODUCT initialization statements.

This procedure is complete when:
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• Customized fields and templates have been defined in the Service Desk Manager server for the Broadcom products
that generate tickets.

• The specified information has been obtained from the Service Desk Manager administrator.

Customize the CAISDI/med Product Parameters

The CAISDI/med parameter member, MEDPARMS, is installed into CAI.CAW0OPTN during med or elmds installation.
Copy this member into a system PARMLIB data set, so that customizations are not lost if future maintenance updates
overwrite this member. CAISDI/med initialization statements that are found in the MEDPARMS member are read and
processed during the CAISDI/elmds address space initialization. Customize these statements so that CAISDI/med can
operate in your unique environment.

You can customize the actual CAISDI/med parameter data set and member that is read during the CAISDI/elmds address
space initialization. Define them in the MEDINPUT symbolic for the //MEDPARMS DD statement found in the CAISDI/
elmds (CDYFAPI) JCL PROC.

The initialization statements that are found in the MEDPARMS member, establish which z/OS-based Broadcom products
can communicate Service Desk Manager tickets to the Service Desk Manager product through CAISDI/med. Parameter
specifications indicating the Service Desk Manager server URL address, ticket attributes, z/OS-based product names, and
others must be established using CAISDI/med initialization statements.

Configuration Examples

For a better understanding of general CAISDI/med statement and command syntax, see CAISDI/med Control Statements.
The following sections contain examples that are designed to illustrate a realistic configuration.

EVENT Statement

The EVENT statement is used to define to CAISDI/med the abend events for a given Broadcom product that are recorded
as Service Desk Manager tickets.

EXCLUDE Statement

The EXCLUDE statement is used to define events that CAISDI/med ignores for Service Desk Manager ticket recording.

EXCLUDE  ABEND,                   /* Always exclude these ABENDs    */+      

         CODES=((X'047'),         /* APF authorization              */+     

                (X'13E'),(X'33E'),/* DETACH with and without STAE   */+      

                (X'322'))         /* CPU time exceeded              */

In this example, CAISDI/med is directed to ignore abend events for the selected abend codes, regardless of any
Broadcom product-specific definitions.

INIT Statement

The sample INIT statement defines CAISDI/med operational parameters. The INIT statement provides default values
that identify the CAISDI/med address space and control the reusability of common storage in the event of a CAISDI/med
restart.

 INIT     REUSE=YES,        /* REUSE INTERCEPTS DURING RESTARTS      */

          MEDNAME=SDIA       /* UNIQUELY IDENTIFY THIS CAISDI/med   */ 
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WARNING
Do not alter these values unless directed by Broadcom Support.

WARNING
If CASDIMED must be run using the same MEDNAME as specified in the CDYFAPI MEDPARMS, then
CDYFAPI must be started with a different MEDNAME or with NO_MED in CDYFCNFG.

PRODUCT Statement

The PRODUCT statement is used to establish initialization values that do the following:

• Define the representation of a Broadcom product.
• Provide specific values for all Service Desk Manager tickets that are generated for the defined Broadcom product.

SERVER Statement

The SERVER statement identifies the connection between the CAISDI/med address space and a named Service Desk
Manager server through an optionally named CAISDI/soap address space.

textSERVER USDSRV01, /* Name for this server connection */+         HOSTNAME=host_name, /* SOAP Client Service

 CAICCI host name       */+

         TIMEOUT=30,         /* SOAP Client Service TIMEOUT in seconds     */+

         URL_SYMBOL=symbol /* Service Desk server URL address              */

SERVER
This parameter is purely arbitrary; however, the installation should supply a meaningful name.

HOSTNAME
Used to supply the CAICCI name of the CAISDI/soap address space, if the CAISDI/soap is not running on the
local z/OS image.

TIMEOUT
Controls the amount of time the CAISDI/soap server waits before returning a time-out condition to the CAISDI/
med address space. The default value of 30 seconds should be adequate unless network or server traffic is high
between the CAISDI/elmds address space and the Service Desk Manager server.

URL_SYMBOL
(Optional) Identifies a “symbol” that is passed to the CAISDI/soap server. The CAISDI/soap server then
determines the value of its Environmental Variable URL_symbol and use that as the URL of the Service Desk
Manager server. For example, if “URL_SYMBOL=WS2” then Environmental Variable “URL_WS2” must be
defined to the CAISDI/soap server with a value which is the URL for the Service Desk Manager server. See the
CASOAPE Environmental Variables.

NOTE
You need one SERVER statement for each Service Desk Manager server with which your CAISDI/elmds
address space communicates.

Interfacing with Broadcom Mainframe Products

For details on configuring individual products to interface with Service Desk Manager, see Configuring Broadcom
Products for CAISDI or the individual product documentation.

Product parameter configuration for CAISDI/med is complete when you have determined your site requirements and have
modified the CAISDI/med initialization statements to meet those environmental factors.
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Set Up CAISDI/els Startup Parameters

The CAISDI/els parameter library contains several members that are designed to control the CAISDI/els component. The
ELSSTART, ELSSTOP, ELSREMOV, ELSLIST, and ELSREQS members are installed into CAI.CAW0OPTN. You may
want to copy these members to a shared system PARMLIB. The ELSSTART member contains the control statements
necessary to establish the CAISDI/els interface. This member must be customized to your environment. Consider the
contents of the ELSSTART member as it is distributed:

DEFAULTS USD_AUTODEF=yes Dynamically add contacts, assets

The DEFAULTS control statement sets the default values for several DEFINE control parameters. The DEFINE control
statements that follow inherit the values from the DEFAULTS control statement. Parameters that are specified on
the DEFAULTS control statement can also be coded on a DEFINE control statement If you plan to specify the same
parameter on all of your DEFINE commands, the DEFAULTS control statement lets you code these parameters once,
rather than repeating the specification on multiple DEFINE control statements.

In configuring any parameter in the ELSSTART member, if the parameter value is too long to fit on one line, brake it onto
multiple lines. Use the “+” sign and continuation indicator. For example:

DEFAULTS USD_ID='Service'+

         'Desk'

The trailing “+” immediately following the quote mark is the “continued string” indicator. Either single or double quotes can
be used, but for a continuation, the continued string must begin with the delimiter character immediately preceding the “+”
character. Continue a string value on as many lines as necessary.

You can specify these control parameters in upper/lower/mixed case, but many of the values are case-sensitive. Be sure
the editor that you are using does not force your control statements into upper case. The parameters to be configured are:

USD_AUTODEF
Indicates whether CAISDI/els automatically defines contact names and asset names. Each Broadcom product
that uses this interface ships its event definitions with pseudo contact names and asset names. For example, CA
1 is packaged with a pseudo asset named “CA 1” and pseudo contact ID of “System_CA1_User”. Associating
these pseudo entities with the Service Desk Manager tickets opened by CAISDI/els simplifies searching and
tracking of those tickets. If USD_AUTODEF=YES has been specified, the contact IDs and asset names are
automatically defined in your Service Desk Manager system, if they are not already present.
If USD_AUTODEF=NO is specified, CAISDI/els cannot establish the interface for any product whose definitions
include references to contacts or assets that do not already exist. The interface is not enabled for those products.
Default: USD_AUTODEF=YES

URL_SYMBOL
(Optional) Used to identify the Service Desk Manager server on which you want the tickets opened. If omitted,
the SD_URL value from the CAISDI/soap address space's Environmental Variables is used. Select an alternate
Service Desk Manager server by assigning a “symbol” to URL_SYMBOL where URL_symbol is a defined
Environmental Variable in the CAISDI/soap server and where its value is a URL identifying the Service Desk
Manager server. For example, if “URL_SYMBOL=WS2” then Environmental Variable “URL_WS2” must be
defined to the CAISDI/soap server with a value which is the URL for the Service Desk Manager server. See the
CASOAPE Environmental Variables.

USD_ID
(Optional) Designates the Service Desk Manager logon ID that is used to access the Service Desk Manager.
If omitted and URL_SYMBOL is specified, then if USER_symbol is defined in the CAISDI/soap server’s
Environmental Variables its value is used, otherwise the SD_USER value from the CAISDI/soap server’s
Environmental Variables is used. If omitted and URL_SYMBOL is not specified, then the SD_USER value from
the CAISDI/soap Environmental Variables is used. While this ID is used to open Service Desk Manager tickets,
this ID does not appear on the tickets themselves. The contact that is identified by the REPORTED_BY parameter
is used for that purpose. Each product using this interface provides a product control member containing the
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REPORTED_BY specification. You can alter the REPORTED_BY designations when the individual products are
configured for this interface.

USD_PW
(Optional) Designates the password to use with the aforementioned ID. If omitted and URL_SYMBOL is
specified, then if PASS_symbol is defined in the CAISDI/soap server’s Environmental Variables its value is used,
otherwise the SD_PASS value from the CAISDI/soap server’s Environmental Variables is used. If omitted and
URL_SYMBOL is not specified, then the SD_PASS value from the CAISDI/soap Environmental Variables is
used. The password value is suppressed in all reports. If you specify an actual ID and password here, secure the
parameter library that contains the ELSSTART member.

This step is complete when you have updated the ELSSTART member with the Service Desk Manager server URL, ID,
and password.

Allocate the Event Library

During the installation of the CAI.CAIEVENT data set, the common event library for CAISDI/els is created. While some
products provide their own event libraries, a central event library makes customization easier.

This step is complete when CAI.CAIEVENT has been allocated.

Configure the CAISDI/els Interface for Each Broadcom Product

After you have updated the ELSSTART member with this information, you are ready to begin configuring the CAISDI/els
interface for the Broadcom products that uses it. The details for configuring specific Broadcom products are covered in
Configuring Broadcom Products for the CAISDI. Before you configure a product, consider the nature of the configuration
task. For each Broadcom product to be configured, you must:

• Add a DEFINE control statement to the ELSSTART member
• Optionally update that Broadcom product's Product Control Member

Instead of keeping all DEFINE statements in the one ELSSTART member, you can set up one member product. Each
product could then be started separately.

Adding the DEFINE Statement for Each Broadcom Product

In the ELSSTART member, following the DEFAULTS control statement, include a DEFINE statement for each product that
uses this interface. The specific DEFINE parameter values to use are described in product-specific sections in Configuring
Broadcom Products for CAISDI. You can specify these DEFINE control parameters and their values in upper/lower/mixed
case. The values are forced to uppercase internally.

PRODUCT
Identifies the Broadcom product that uses this interface. This value must be specified exactly as shown. When
any given product accesses the CAISDI/els interface, it identifies itself internally with a fixed-product code. This
value must match the internal code for CAISDI/els to recognize the caller.

EVENTLIB
Specifies the library where this product's product control member and event members reside. The CAISDI/els
event library structure lets several products share the central event library (CAI.CAIEVENT), or each product
can have its own event library. When each Broadcom product is installed, an alternate event library name can be
specified. For each product, specify the same event library name that was used when that product was installed.

PRODCNTL
Identifies the name of the product control member for a given product. This name must be specified exactly as
shown. The product control member can optionally be customized for each product. It contains the Service Desk
Manager pseudo contact and asset names to be used in opening Service Desk Manager tickets. The default
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pseudo contact and asset names are listed under each product in the topic Configuring Broadcom Products for
CAISDI.

MASK
(Optional) Specifies a generic range of members containing that product's event definitions. If a product provides
a MASK parameter, it must remain exactly as it is specified.

Updating Product Control Members

Each product using this interface provides a single product control member in the event library. You can use the product
control members as they are or you can customize them to suit your environment. They are delivered with Service Desk
Manager pseudo contact IDs and pseudo asset names to be associated with any Service Desk Manager ticket opened
by this interface on that product's behalf. You can change the contact IDs from the pseudo IDs to real IDs. Except for the
PRODUCT control parameter, all parameter values are case-sensitive. In any given product control member, you find a
SETUP control statement that includes the following parameters:

PRODUCT
This parameter identifies the Broadcom product that use this interface. The value of PRODUCT mustnot be
changed. It must match the PRODUCT code from the DEFINE command.

PRODNAME
This parameter identifies the full product name. This name is used for reporting purposes only.

ASSIGNEE
(Optional) This parameter identifies the Service Desk Manager contact ID to be assigned to every ticket
opened by this interface for this product. If you omit the ASSIGNEE parameter, the tickets can be unassigned.
Service Desk Manager provides several mechanisms to select an assignee. For example, if you have specified
TEMPLATE, that template can set the assignee. Also, the Service Desk Manager Assignee_set option can set so
the REPORTED_BY contact is used when the ASSIGNEE field is not specified. Additionally, rules can be applied
to set the assignee. See the Service Desk Manager documentation for details on defining an assignee when one
is not supplied. If specified, the contact whose ID is used must be of the type “Analyst”.

AFFECTED_END_USER
This parameter identifies the Service Desk Manager contact ID to be used as the affected end user for every
ticket opened by this interface for this product.

REPORTED_BY
This parameter identifies the Service Desk Manager contact ID to be used as the individual who reports the
problems of all the Service Desk Manager tickets opened with this interface for this product. We recommend that
you use the product-specific pseudo contact ID as it is distributed. That provides a convenient way of querying the
Service Desk Manager for all tickets opened by this interface for each Broadcom product.

ASSET
(Optional) This parameter identifies a Service Desk Manager asset (network resource) to be associated with the
Service Desk Manager tickets opened by this interface for this product. We recommend that you use the product-
specific pseudo asset as it is distributed. That provides a convenient way of querying the Service Desk Manager
for all tickets opened by this interface for any Broadcom product.

NOTE
If the Service Desk Manager server is configured for ITIL compliance, the assets are labeled as
“Configuration Items”. Non-ITIL servers label them as “Assets”.

TEMPLATE
(Optional) unless the Service Desk Manager server is configured for ITIL compliance. The predefined template is
required for ITIL configurations so that tickets open as incidents, not requests.
This parameter identifies a service desk template to be used in opening tickets in the Service Desk Manager.
The template can be used to set various fields in the ticket. If you specify TEMPLATE and the template is not
available, the CAISDI/els interface for that product is not enabled. Product-specific templates have been shipped
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with Service Desk Manager, but they are not installed. The service desk administrator must install the templates
using the PDM_LOAD utility. For details, see the section Loading Data Files. We recommend omitting the
TEMPLATE specification unless you are certain the template has been installed.
Certain fields such as ASSIGNEE can be set using the template, but if you also specify ASSIGNEE in the product
control member, that overrides the template. In other words, the template is the last place Service Desk Manager
goes for a data element.

LANG
(Optional) This parameter identifies a two-character language code to be used in selecting Event Control
Members that have been translated. See the section Notes on Translating Event Text. The default is LANG=EN.

The specific DEFINE parameters to use and the default settings for the product control members are described in
Configuring Broadcom Products for CAISDI.

When you complete this process, your ELSSTART parameter library member looks similar to the following example:

DEFAULTS USD_AUTODEF=yes          Create contacts and assets     

DEFINE PRODUCT=CA-1,EVENTLIB=caisdi.eventlib,PRODCNTL=al0cntl,MASK=l0*

DEFINE PRODUCT=allocate,EVENTLIB=caisdi.eventlib,PRODCNTL=xfgcntl,MASK=xf*

This step is complete after you complete the updates for the ELSSTART member and you have completed the
customizing all of the individual Broadcom product control members as outlined in Configuring Broadcom Products for
CAISDI.

Updating Event Control Members

Each product using this interface provides one or more Event Control Members. You can use the Event Control members
as they are or you can customize them for your environment. The member name is structured as a six-character event
code and a two-character language code. For example, if the member name is L0Y001EN, the event code is L0Y001 and
the language code is EN, meaning English.

The three sections in an Event Control member are the summary, description, and options sections. These sections are
designated by the control words “SUMMARY:”, “DESCRIPTION:”, and “OPTIONS:” in column one. The sections must
appear in this order.

The summary and description sections contain the text to be used in the Service Desk Manager ticket. This text usually
contains embedded symbolic parameters that are resolved when the event is triggered.

NOTE
For CAISDI/els only, the text of the Event Control Members appears to be fragmented. Do not “clean up”
the text. It has been structured this way to minimize the amount of ECSA required to store it. If the same text
fragment appears more than once across all of the events for a given product, the text fragment is only stored
once and all events reference that one text fragment.

The last section, the options section, contains a SET command with one or more parameters specified. You can
customize these values to suit your environment. These are the valid SET parameters:

MAXCOUNT
Specifies the maximum number of occurrences that are allowed for this particular event that is expressed as a
value from 1 to 999999. Each occurrence of this event causes the event counter to be incremented. Once the
limit is reached, no more tickets are opened for this event. If you do not specify MAXCOUNT, then no maximum
occurrence limit is set. Unless MINTIME prevents an event from opening a ticket, each time the event is triggered
a Service Desk Manager ticket is opened.

MINTIME
Specifies the minimum amount of time that must have elapsed after the last occurrence of this event that caused
a ticket to be opened. It is expressed in the format of HH:MM. This is a throttle control to prevent flooding the
Service Desk Manager with redundant tickets for system-wide failures that are recognized by many tasks at
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about the same time. If MINTIME is not specified, then there is no minimum time restriction. Unless MAXCOUNT
prevents an event from opening a ticket, each time the event is triggered a Service Desk Manager ticket is
opened.

PRIORITY
Sets the Priority field in the Service Desk Manager ticket. The possible values are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and NONE.
Default: 2.

CAISDI/els maintains the event counters and timestamps for each event until a SHUTDOWN or REMOVE command
removes the product definition from the interface. Those values are then discarded. When a subsequent DEFINE
command reestablishes the interface, the event counters and timestamps are re-initialized.

Notes on Translating Event Text

You can translate the text of some or all events into another language. Using our earlier example, if you want to translate
L0Y001EN into another language, simply create a member name that begins with L0Y001 and use one of the following
language codes:

• DA (Danish)
• DE (German)
• ES (Spanish)
• FI (Finnish)
• FR (French)
• IT (Italian)
• NO (Norwegian)
• PT (Portuguese)
• SV (Swedish)

If, for example, you translated L0Y001EN into German, you would create the member that is named L0Y001DE. Only the
contents of the summary and description sections should be translated.

To select an alternate language for processing, you have two options:

• Include the LANG parameter on the DEFINE command for the product in the ELSSTART CAI.CAW0OPTN member.
(You can code the LANG parameter in the DEFAULTS command if you want it to apply to all products.)

• Include the LANG parameter on the SETUP command in the Product Control Member. The LANG setting in the
Product Control member overrides the LANG setting from the DEFINE command.

For this example, you would include LANG=DE on the control statement.

As mentioned previously, structure the text in text fragments to minimize the amount of ECSA required to store it. If the
same clause appears more than once across all of the events for a given product, that clause should always be specified
on a line by itself. This causes that clause to be stored once and all events reference that one clause. If you translate the
text, you must be mindful of the ECSA storage that is occupied while the CAISDI/els interface is active.

If you translate only some events, CASIDI/els substitutes the English version for the events you did not translate.

Consider the CAISDI/els Event Trigger Utility

Some Broadcom products call CAISDI/els when a specific event occurs or condition arises. A call to CAISDI/els is referred
to as triggering an event. The Event Trigger Utility can be used to trigger events manually.

For CAISDI/elmds, the Event Trigger Utility is CDYFELS1. For installations that use CASDIELS (standalone CAISDI/els),
the utility is CSDETRIG. The same JCL used with CASDIELS can be used with CAISDI/elmds, substituting CDYFELS1 for
CSDETRIG. For CAISDI/elmds, the JCL parsing rules for continuation are the same as for the ELSSTART configuration
file.
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The Event Trigger Utility is useful in verifying network connections and verifying that all components are connecting
properly. You can invoke this utility from within production job streams to open Service Desk Manager tickets that are
based on condition codes. You can create your own events to augment the ones that are supplied by Broadcom products.
Use the Event Trigger Utility to trigger your own events.

Sample Event Trigger Utility JCL:

 //TRIG   JOB  (account)'Systems',CLASS=A

 //*

 //EVENT   EXEC PGM=CDYFELS1,PARM='Test message text'

 //STEPLIB  DD  DSN=CAI.CAW0LOAD,DISP=SHR    

 //SYSIN    DD  *

 TRIGGER PRODUCT=CA-1,EVENT=L0E231,JOB=MYJOB,DSN=TEST.DATA.SET.NAME,MSG="&PARM"

 //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

 

PRODUCT=
Product code of the Broadcom product whose event you are triggering.

EVENT=
Six-character event code you are triggering. All event member names are eight characters. A six character code
followed by a two character language code. This parameter identifies the code, not the member name.

Any other parameters that are seen by the Event Trigger Utility are considered to be symbolic parameters to provide
detailed event data. In the sample JCL, the JOB, DSN, and MSG parameters are set up as symbolic parameters. The
values that you assign &JOB, &DSN, and &MSG, replace them in the summary or description text of the L0E231 event.

Any value that you specify with PARM= in the EXEC statement can be passed directly into the control statements or
comments. The &PARM symbolic is replaced before the control statement is parsed, with the value you specified in
PARM= of the EXEC statement. In this example, the MSG symbolic parameter is assigned the value “Test message text”.
This text replaces each occurrence of &MSG in the L0E231 event text. The parameter data that is passed through PARM=
cannot exceed 120 characters.

Using the Event Trigger Utility, you can trigger events of your own making. Construct a product control member and a set
of product event members for your own purposes. Execute the Event Trigger Utility as a job step whenever you want to
open a Service Desk Manager ticket.

CAISDI Command Reference
The CAISDI Command Reference section provides you with information about how to start and stop the CAISDI/soap
address space and information about the CAISDI/soap operator commands that you use to manage the address space.

Start the CASDI/soap Address Space

To start the CAISDI/soap address space, enter the operating system START command. For example, issue the following
command to start a copy of the CAISDI/soap address space using all start parameter defaults:

START CASOAPE

The following message indicates the CAISDI/soap address space completed initialization and is active:

CASD080I CASOAPE CAISDI/soap Client ready to accept commands
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Stop the CAISDI/soap Address Space

To stop the CAISDI/soap address space, enter the operating system STOP command. For example, issue the following
command to stop the copy of the CAISDI/soap address space that was started using the preceding example:

STOP CASOAPE

CAISDI/soap Commands

CAISDI/soap operator commands can be entered with the MVS MODIFY command using the “APPL=” format. The
articles in this section describe how to issue the DEBUG, STOP, TIMEOUT_IO, and TIMEOUT_IO commands.

DEBUG Command

Use the DEBUG command to set debug logging.

This command has the following format:

MODIFY CASOAP,APPL=DEBUG=Y|N

STOP Command

Use the CAISDI/soap STOP command as an alternative method to stop CAISDI/soap.

This command has the following format:

MODIFY CASOAP,APPL=STOP

TIMEOUT_IO Command

The TIMEOUT_IO command specifies the timeout value, in seconds, for socket sends and receives and specifies the
maximum time to wait for data from the web server or to wait to be able to send data to the web server.

NOTE
Setting a value too low can close a working connection prematurely. A value of zero resets the timeout to the
default value of 20 seconds. The maximum value is 3600.

This command has the following format:

MODIFY CASOAPE,APPL=TIMEOUT_IO=nnnn 

nnnn
Defines the timeout value in seconds.

TIMEOUT_CONNECT Command

Use the TIMEOUT_CONNECT command to set the timeout value, in seconds, for a socket connection to a Web Server. It
specifies the maximum time to wait for the connection to complete.

NOTE
Setting a value too low can prevent a connection from completing. The maximum value is 3600. A value of zero
resets the timeout to the default of 60 seconds.

This command has the following format:

MODIFY CASOAPE,APPL=TIMEOUT_CONNECT=nnnn  
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nnnn
Defines the timeout value in seconds.

CAISDI/elmds Command Reference

Start the CAISDI/elmds Address Space

To start the CAISDI/elmds address space, enter the operating system START command. For example, issue the following
command to start a copy of the CAISDI/elmds address space using all start parameter defaults:

START CDYFAPI

The following message indicates that the CAISDI/elmds address space completed initialization and is active:

CDYF001I CAISDI/elmds Initialized

Also, verify that the job output contains the following messages:

CDYF401I ELS initialized and available

CDYF400I MED initialized and available

CDYF001I CAISDI/elmds Initialized

Stop the CAISDI/elmds Address Space

To stop the CAISDI/elmds address space, enter the operating system STOP or MODIFY command. For example, issue
one of the following commands to stop the copy of the CAISDI/elmds address space that was started using the preceding
example:

STOP CDYFAPI

Or

MODIFY CDYFAPI,STOP

Configuring Broadcom Products for CAISDI
Do not begin any product-specific implementation tasks until you have installed and configured the CAISDI/soap
component and, depending upon the requirements of the Broadcom products you are integrating with Service Desk
Manager and CAISDI/elmds components. The installation procedure for these components is described in Installing. All
products require the CAISDI/soap component. After you implement it, all products can use it.

We recommend that you first install and implement CAISDI/soap. Then install CAISDI/elmds and configure as required
by the Broadcom products you are integrating (see the topic "Required Components by Broadcom Product" in CAISDI
Component Overview) and initially implement CAISDI with one mainframe product. After one implementation is successful
and you are familiar with the operation of CAISDI/soap, you can then integrate more mainframe products.

NOTE
Service Desk Manager servers configured for ITIL compliance use slightly different terminology than servers
that are not. In ITIL configurations, what are referred to in this section as tickets are actually incident tickets;
in non-ITIL configurations they are request tickets. Service Desk Manager displays Incident and Request
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queues for ITIL configurations, while for non-ITIL configurations, only the Request queue displays. Also, in ITIL
configurations, the term “Asset” is replaced with the term “Configuration Item.”

CA 1
CA 1 installs its event definitions into CAI.CAIEVENT. The product control member name is AL0CNTL. Include the
following extra control statement in the CAISDI/els ELSSTART control member:

DEFINE PRODUCT=CA-1,EVENTLIB=cai.caievent,PRODCNTL=al0cntl,MASK=l0y*

SETUP parameter recommendations:

Parameter Recommended Value
PRODUCT CA 1
PRODNAME CA 1
ASSIGNEE System_CA1_User
AFFECTED_END_USER System_CA1_User
REPORTED_BY System_CA1_User
ASSET CA 1
TEMPLATE CA 1,Low Priority

Allocate
The Allocate product installs its event definitions into CAI.CAIEVENT. The product control member name is XGFCNTL.
Include the following extra control statement in the CAISDI/els ELSSTART control member:

DEFINE PRODUCT=ALLOCATE,EVENTLIB=cai.caievent,PRODCNTL=xgfcntl,MASK=gf*

SETUP parameter recommendations:

Parameter Recommended Value
PRODUCT ALLOCATE
PRODNAME Allocate
ASSIGNEE System_Allocate_User
AFFECTED_END_USER System_Allocate_User
REPORTED_BY System_Allocate_User
ASSET Allocate
TEMPLATE Allocate,Low Priority

Disk
The Disk product installs its event definitions into CAI.CAIEVENT. The product control member name is XGNCNTL.
Include the following extra control statement in the CAISDI/els ELSSTART control member:

DEFINE PRODUCT=CA-Disk,EVENTLIB=cai.caievent,PRODCNTL=xgncntl,MASK=gn*
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SETUP parameter recommendations:

Parameter Recommended Value
PRODUCT Disk
DiskASSIGNEE System_Disk_User
AFFECTED_END_USER System_Disk_User
REPORTED_BY System_Disk_User
ASSET Disk
TEMPLATE Disk,Low Priority

IDMS
The following CAISDI/med PRODUCT and EVENT initialization statements define the interaction between CAISDI and
IDMS to generate Service Desk Manager tickets for IDMS Central Version abends:

 /*==================================================================*/

 /* Advantage  CA IDMS Product Interface Definitions                 */

 /*                                                                  */

 /* Define Advantage CA IDMS product ABEND events that are           */

 /* to be captured by CAISDI/med, and how that information           */

 /* is to be presented in the ticket to <USDK>.                      */

 /*==================================================================*/

 /*                                                                  */

 /*   Required customization:                                        */

 /*                                                                  */

 /*      SERVER  CAISDI/med name for Service Desk Server             */

 /*                                                                  */

 /*                                                                  */

 /*   NOTE:  Sample values for AFFECTED_END_USER, REPORTED_BY,       */

 /*          ASSIGNEE, and TEMPLATE are valid, provided the          */

 /*          <USDK> Administrator loads predefined                   */

 /*          templates and contacts.  Otherwise, customize these     */

 /*          parameters as directed by the CA Service                */

 /*          Desk Administrator.                                     */

 /*                                                                  */

 /*==================================================================*/

 PRODUCT CA-IDMS,                  /* Define product name            */+

         EVENT=ABEND,              /* Event qualifier                */+

         AFFECTED_END_USER=System_IDMS_User, /* Affected End User    */+

         REPORTED_BY=System_IDMS_User, /* Reported By for tickets    */+

         ASSIGNEE=System_IDMS_User,      /* Assigned contact name    */+

         PRIORITY=2,               /* Priority for tickets           */+

      /* TEMPLATE='CA-IDMS,Low Priority',/*  Service Desk template   */+

         SERVER=USDSRV01           /* Direct request to this server  */

  

 EVENT ABEND,                   /* Capture ABEND events              */+

       COMPONENT='IDMS*',       /* Advantage CA IDMS Component ID    */+

       PRODUCT=CA-IDMS          /* Associated product statement      */
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This example shows how the PRODUCT and the EVENT statement are used to activate the capture of an abend event
for a named product and to define the associated Service Desk Manager attributes to be associated with tickets that are
opened as a result of the abend event.

PRODUCT
The PRODUCT parameter operand, IDMS, defines the CAISDI/med product name to associate with abend events
captured due to a matching COMPONENT specification. It is this PRODUCT name specification that makes the
connection to a specific CAISDI/med PRODUCT initialization statement. This statement defines the IDMS product
as referenced in the PRODUCT= parameter of the EVENT statement.
The parameters define the names of predefined Service Desk Manager specific entities that are assigned to any
generated tickets. The Service Desk Manager administrator predefines these named entities on the target Service
Desk Manager server.
EVENT

Qualifies that the product events associated with this product definition are abend events.
AFFECTED_END_USER

Defines the contact name that appears in the Affected End User field of the ticket.
REPORTED_BY

Defines the contact name that appears in the Reported By field of the ticket.
ASSIGNEE

Defines the contact name that appears in the Assignee field of the ticket.
PRIORITY

Defines the Priority of the ticket.
TEMPLATE

Defines the Service Desk Manager TEMPLATE name. The proper use of predefined Service Desk
Manager templates ensures that tickets, generated by CAISDI/med on behalf of the named product, are
properly categorized, prioritized, and assigned.

SERVER
Refers to the SERVER statement that defines the Service Desk Manager server that receives tickets that
are associated with this product definition.

EVENT
The crucial specification that is provided is the COMPONENT operand, IDMS. IDMS recovery routines always
place the character string, IDMS, in the SDWACID field for all IDMS abend events. Therefore, this COMPONENT
specification indicates that CAISDI/med abend event intercept captures any detected abend event where the
concatenation of the SDWACID and SDWASC fields begins with the characters IDMS. The asterisk (*) in the
sample initialization statement is a wild card and indicates that any subsequent characters are considered a
match condition.

TLMS
The TLMS product installs its event definitions into CAI.CAIEVENT. The product control member name is ATLCNTL.
Include the following extra control statement in the CAISDI/els ELSSTART control member:

DEFINE PRODUCT=TLMS,EVENTLIB=cai.caievent,PRODCNTL=atlcntl,MASK=tlv*

SETUP parameter recommendations:

Parameter Recommended Value
PRODUCT TLMS
PRODNAME TLMS
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ASSIGNEE System_TLMS_User
AFFECTED_END_USER System_TLMS_User
REPORTED_BY System_TLMS_User
ASSET TLMS
TEMPLATE TLMS,Low Priority

Vantage
The Vantage product installs its event definitions into its own CAIEVENT library. These members can be copied to the
central CAI.CAIEVENT library or the Vantage CAIEVENT library can be referenced in the ELSSTART member. The
product control member name is XVPCNTL. Include the following extra control statement in the CAISDI/els ELSSTART
control member:

DEFINE PRODUCT=VANTAGE,EVENTLIB=cai.caievent,PRODCNTL=xvpcntl,MASK=vp*

SETUP parameter recommendations:

Parameter Recommended Value
PRODUCT VANTAGE
PRODNAME Vantage
ASSIGNEE System_Vantage_User
AFFECTED_END_USER System_Vantage_User
REPORTED_BY System_Vantage_User
ASSET Vantage
TEMPLATE Vantage,Low Priority

Broadcom Products That Support Service Desk Manager Integration
This section describes the Broadcom products that can integrate with Service Desk Manager.

CA 7
This product uses the CAISDI/els interface. CA 7 installs its event definitions in CAI.CA7.CAIEVENT. Do not copy these
members into the CAI.CAIEVENT library. The product control member name is AL2CNTL. Include the following extra
control statement in the CAISDI/els ELSSTART control member:

 DEFINE PRODUCT=CA-7,EVENTLIB=cai.ca7.caievent,PRODCNTL=al2cntl

 

SETUP parameter recommendations:

Parameter Recommended Value
PRODUCT CA 7
PRODNAME CA 7
ASSIGNEE System_CA7_User
AFFECTED_END_USER System_CA7_User
REPORTED_BY System_CA7_User
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ASSET CA 7
TEMPLATE CA 7,MEDIUM-LOW Priority

Tickets are created based on events in the CA 7 address space. The interface is activated by adding a SERVICEDESK
initialization file statement and a SERVDESK DD control file in the CA 7 address space. For a description of the
SERVDESK rules that are used to determine what events create tickets and what EVENTLIB members to use, see CA 7
Interfaces.

Deliver
The following CAISDI/med PRODUCT and EVENT initialization statements define the interaction between CAISDI and
Deliver to generate Service Desk Manager tickets for Deliver abends:

/*==================================================================*/

/*           CA Deliver Product Interface Definitions               */

/*                                                                  */

/* Define CA Deliver product ABEND events that are to be            */

/* captured by CAISDI/med, and how that information is to be        */

/* presented in the ticket to <USDK>.                               */

 

/*                                                                  */

/*   Required customization:                                        */

/*                                                                  */

/*      SERVER  CAISDI/med name for Service Desk Server             */

/*                                                                  */

/*                                                                  */

 

/*   NOTE:  Sample values for AFFECTED_END_USER, REPORTED_BY,       */

/*          ASSIGNEE, and TEMPLATE are valid, provided the          */

/*          <USDK> Administrator loads predefined                   */

/*          templates and contacts.  Otherwise, customize these     */

/*          parameters as directed by the CA Service                */

/*          Desk Administrator.                                     */

/*                                                                  */

/*==================================================================*/

 

PRODUCT CA-DELIVER,                     /* Product name             */+

        EVENT=ABEND,                    /* Event qualifier          */+

        JOBNAME=RMO*,                   /* Product JOB names        */+

        AFFECTED_END_USER=System_Deliver_User, /* Affected End User */+

        REPORTED_BY=System_Deliver_User, /* Reported by for tickets */+

        ASSIGNEE=System_Deliver_User,   /* Assigned contact name    */+

        PRIORITY=3,                     /* Priority for tickets     */+

     /* TEMPLATE= CA-Deliver,Priority unassigned', /* template name */+

        SERVER=USDSRV01           /* Direct request to this server  */

 

   

EVENT ABEND,                           /* Capture ABEND events      */+

      PRODUCT=CA-DELIVER,              /* Associated Product        */+

      COMPONENT='DLVR RMO*',           /*CA Deliver component       */+

      JOBNAME=RMO*,                    /* Product JOB names         */+
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      EXCLUDE=((0522,),(X'522',))      /* Ignore session time-outs  */

This example shows how the PRODUCT and EVENT statements are used to activate the capture of abend events for
Deliver. These statements also define the Service Desk Manager attributes to be associated with the tickets that are
opened as a result of the abend event.

The parameters define the names of predefined Service Desk Manager specific entities that are assigned to any
generated tickets. The Service Desk Manager administrator predefines these named entities on the target Service Desk
Manager server.

PRODUCT
Defines the product, in this case Deliver.
EVENT

Indicates that the events associated with this PRODUCT definition are abend events.
JOBNAME

Defines the job names to which this product statement applies. In the preceding sample, all jobs
beginning with “RMO*” would qualify for the processes that are defined for this product statement.

AFFECTED_END_USER
Defines the contact name that appears in the Affected End User field of the ticket.

REPORTED_BY
Defines the contact name that appears in the Reported By field of the ticket.

ASSIGNEE
Defines the contact name that appears in the Assignee field of the ticket.

PRIORITY
Defines the Priority of the ticket.

TEMPLATE
Defines the Service Desk Manager TEMPLATE name. The proper use of predefined Service Desk
Manager templates ensures that tickets, generated by CAISDI/med for the named product, are properly
categorized, prioritized, and assigned.

SERVER
Refers to the SERVER statement that defines the Service Desk Manager server that receives tickets that
are associated with this product definition.

EVENT
Contains the crucial COMPONENT operand that is used to match this event statement with the actual event.
For Deliver, this is set to the value “DLVR RMO*”. This operand must be entered exactly as it is coded in this
example.

NOTE
The space between DLVR and RMO is significant.

Dispatch
The following CAISDI/med PRODUCT and EVENT initialization statements define the interaction between CAISDI and
Dispatch to generate Service Desk Manager tickets for Dispatch abends:

/*==================================================================*/

/*           CA Dispatch Product Interface Definitions              */

/*                                                                  */

/* Define CA Dispatch product ABEND events that are to be           */

/* captured by CAISDI/med, and how that information is to be        */
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/* presented in the ticket to <USDK>.                               */

 

/*                                                                  */

/*   Required customization:                                        */

/*                                                                  */

/*      SERVER  CAISDI/med name for Service Desk Server             */

/*                                                                  */

/*                                                                  */

 

/*   NOTE:  Sample values for AFFECTED_END_USER, REPORTED_BY,       */

/*          ASSIGNEE, and TEMPLATE are valid, provided the          */

/*          <USDK> Administrator loads predefined                   */

/*          templates and contacts.  Otherwise, customize these     */

/*          parameters as directed by the CA Service                */

/*          Desk Administrator.                                     */

/*                                                                  */

/*==================================================================*/

PRODUCT CA-DISPATCH,                    /* Product name             */+

        EVENT=ABEND,                    /* Event qualifier          */+

        JOBNAME=*,                      /* Product JOB names        */+

        AFFECTED_END_USER=System_Dispatch_User, /* Affected End User*/+

        REPORTED_BY=System_Dispatch_User, /* Reported by            */+

        ASSIGNEE=System_Dispatch_User,  /* Assigned contact name    */+

        PRIORITY=3,                     /* Priority for tickets     */+

     /* TEMPLATE='Dispatch,Priority unassigned', /* template name   */+

        SERVER=USDSRV01         /* Direct requests to this server    */

EVENT ABEND,                           /* Capture ABEND events      */+

      PRODUCT=CA-DISPATCH,             /* Associated Product        */+

      COMPONENT='CADD CADDSPL R11 *',  /* CA Dispatch               */+

      JOBNAME=*,                       /* Product JOB names         */+

      EXCLUDE=(X'122',X'222',X'522')   /* Ignore x22 abends         */

This example shows how the PRODUCT and EVENT statements are used to activate the capture of abend events for
Dispatch. These statements also define the Service Desk Manager attributes to be associated with the tickets that are
opened as a result of the abend event.

The parameters define the names of predefined Service Desk Manager specific entities that are assigned to any
generated tickets. The Service Desk Manager administrator predefines these named entities on the target Service Desk
Manager server.

PRODUCT
Defines the product, in this case Dispatch.
EVENT

Indicates that the events associated with this PRODUCT definition are abend events.
JOBNAME

Defines the job names to which this product statement applies. In the preceding sample, all jobs
beginning with “RMO*” would qualify for the processes that are defined for this product statement.

AFFECTED_END_USER
Defines the contact name that appears in the Affected End User field of the ticket.

REPORTED_BY
Defines the contact name that appears in the Reported By field of the ticket.
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ASSIGNEE
Defines the contact name that appears in the Assignee field of the ticket.

PRIORITY
Defines the Priority of the ticket.

TEMPLATE
Defines the Service Desk Manager TEMPLATE name. The proper use of predefined Service Desk
Manager templates ensures that tickets, generated by CAISDI/med for the named product, are properly
categorized, prioritized, and assigned.

SERVER
Refers to the SERVER statement that defines the Service Desk Manager server that receives tickets that
are associated with this product definition.

EVENT
Contains the crucial COMPONENT operand that is used to match this event statement with the actual event. For
Dispatch, this is set to a value of “CADD CADDSPL R11 *”. This operand must be entered exactly as it is coded in
this example.

NOTE
The spaces between words are significant.

JARS
This product interfaces directly with CAISDI/soap. To enable JARS to work with Service Desk Manager, set Position 69
of the OPTION statement in the input Control Statements to “Y”. Any value other than “Y” in position 69 of the OPTION
statement is treated as “N”, and Service Desk Manager tickets is not opened.

You can also set up the JARS Service Desk Option Data Set. This data set is a typical 80-byte fixed-block data set or PDS
member. Use this data set to:

• Set the Priority of JARS Service Desk tickets
• Send the tickets to an instance of Service Desk Manager
• Provide logon/password information for the instance of Service Desk Manager

Set the following parameters in the Service Desk Manager Option Database:

PRI={1|2|3|4|5}
Sets the priority of the JARS Service Desk tickets.
Default: 3

URL={servicedesk_URL}
Sets the web address of the instance of Service Desk Manager where the ticket is opened. The default is the
value of SD_URL that is set in the CAISDI/soap address space parameters.

UID={servicedesk_Userid}
Sets the user ID that is going to be used to authenticate JARS to the instance of Service Desk Manager where
the ticket is opened. The default value is the value of SD_USER that is set in the CAISDI/soap address space
parameters.

PSW={servicedesk_Password}
Sets the password for the User ID indicated in the UID= parameter. This password is used in authenticating JARS
to the instance of Service Desk Manager where the ticket is opened.

These text entries in the Service Desk Manager Option Data Set must begin in column 1 of the line. All of the parameters
are optional; however, if the UID= parameter is set, the PSW= parameter must also be provided. Any line in the Service
Desk Manager Option Data Set that contains an asterisk in column 1 is treated as a comment and is ignored.

Note: All keywords and parameter values are case-sensitive.
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The file, once built, is allocated in the JARS JCL with the CAISDPRM DD Name.

Example: Typical Option Data Set:

 *                                                      

* <USDK> Optional Parameters                     

*                                                      

URL=http://your.local.com:8080/axis/services/USD_WebServiceSoap?wsdl

UID=servicedesk01                                      

PSW=psw12345                                           

PRI=2

 

For more information, see JARS.

Jobtrac
The Jobtrac product installs its event definitions into CAI.CAIEVENT. The product control member name is CHDCNTL.
Include the following extra control statement in the CAISDI/els ELSSTART control member:

DEFINE PRODUCT=JOBTRAC,EVENTLIB=cai.caievent,PRODCNTL=chdcntl,MASK=chd*

SETUP parameter recommendations:

Parameter Recommended Value
PRODUCT JOBTRAC
PRODNAME Jobtrac
ASSIGNEE System_Jobtrac_User
AFFECTED_END_USER System_Jobtrac_User
REPORTED_BY System_Jobtrac_User
ASSET Jobtrac
TEMPLATE Jobtrac,MEDIUM-LOW Priority

MIM
The following CAISDI/med PRODUCT and EVENT initialization statements define the interaction between CAISDI and
MIM to generate Service Desk Manager tickets for MIM abends:

/*==================================================================*/

/*            CA MIM Product Interface Definitions                  */

/*                                                                  */

/*    Define CA MIM product ABEND events that are to be             */

/*    captured by CAISDI/med, and how that information is to be     */

/*    presented in the ticket to <USDK>.                            */

/*                                                                  */

 

/*   Required customization:                                        */

/*                                                                  */

/*      SERVER  CAISDI/med name for Service Desk Server             */

/*                                                                  */

/*                                                                  */
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/*   NOTE:  Sample values for AFFECTED_END_USER, REPORTED_BY,       */

/*          ASSIGNEE, and TEMPLATE are valid, provided the          */

/*          <USDK> Administrator loads predefined                   */

/*          templates and contacts.  Otherwise, customize these     */

/*          parameters as directed by the CA Service                */

/*          Desk Administrator.                                     */

/*                                                                  */

/*==================================================================*/

PRODUCT CA-MIM,                   /* Product name                   */+

        EVENT=ABEND,              /* Event qualifier                */+

        JOBNAME=MIMGR,            /* Product started task name      */+

        AFFECTED_END_USER=System_MIM_User,  /* Affected End User    */+

        REPORTED_BY=System_MIM_User, /* Reported By for tickets     */+

        ASSIGNEE=System_MIM_User, /* Assigned contact name          */+

        PRIORITY=2,               /* Priority for tickets           */+

     /* TEMPLATE='CA-MIM,Low Priority', /* Service Desk template    */+

        SERVER=USDSRV01           /* Direct request to this server  */

 

EVENT ABEND,                      /* Capture ABEND events           */+

      PRODUCT=CA-MIM,             /* Associated product statement   */+

      COMPONENT='MiMgr*',         /* CA MIM component (mixed case)  */+

      JOBNAME=MIMGR,              /* Product started task name      */+

      EXCLUDE=((0051,0000),       /* Internal entry to VCF recovery */+

              (0051,X'10'))       /* Normal MIGRATE CTC to DASD     */

This example shows how the PRODUCT and the EVENT statement are used to activate the capture of the named abend
events for a product and to define the associated Service Desk Manager attributes to be associated with tickets that are
opened as a result of the abend event.

NOTE
The specification is made with uppercase and lowercase letters.

The parameters define the names of predefined Service Desk Manager specific entities that are assigned to any
generated tickets. The Service Desk Manager administrator predefines these named entities on the target Service Desk
Manager server.

PRODUCT
Defines the product, in this case Dispatch.
EVENT

Indicates that the product events associated with this PRODUCT definition are abend events.
JOBNAME

Defines the job names to which this product statement applies. In the preceding sample, all jobs
beginning with “RMO*” would qualify for the processes that are defined for this product statement.

AFFECTED_END_USER
Defines the contact name that appears in the Affected End User field of the ticket.

REPORTED_BY
Defines the contact name that appears in the Reported By field of the ticket.

ASSIGNEE
Defines the contact name that appears in the Assignee field of the ticket.

PRIORITY
Defines the Priority of the ticket.
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TEMPLATE
Defines the Service Desk Manager TEMPLATE name. The proper use of predefined Service Desk
Manager templates ensures that tickets, generated by CAISDI/med for the named product, are properly
categorized, prioritized, and assigned.

SERVER
Refers to the SERVER statement that defines the Service Desk Manager server that receives tickets that
are associated with this product definition.

The preceding PRODUCT statement defines the MIM product as referenced in the PRODUCT= parameter of the EVENT
statement. The JOBNAME parameter defines the job name of MIMGR as the qualifier to which MIM address space
this PRODUCT statement applies. The JOBNAME parameter is useful when the various MIM facilities are operated in
separate z/OS address spaces.

EVENT
Contains the crucial COMPONENT operand MIMgr.
PRODUCT

Defines the CAISDI/med product that is associated with the abend events captured. This PRODUCT
name specification that makes the connection back to the CAISDI/med PRODUCT initialization
statement.

COMPONENT
MIM recovery routines always place the character string, MiMgr, in the SDWACID field for all MIM abend
events. Therefore, this COMPONENT specification indicates that CAISDI/med abend event intercept
captures any detected abend event where the concatenation of the SDWACID and SDWASC fields
begins with the characters MiMgr. The asterisk (*) in the sample initialization statement is a wild card and
indicates that any subsequent characters are considered a match condition.

JOBNAME
Defines the the job, MIMGR. The JOBNAME parameter is useful if more than one copy of MIM is
operating in a single z/OS operating system image. For example, perhaps the MII Data Sharing facility
executes with a job name of CAMII while the MIA facility executes with a job name of CAMIA. In this case,
multiple EVENT statements with separate JOBNAME parameter specifications could be used to direct
uniquely and categorize Service Desk Manager tickets from each respective MIM component address
space.

EXCLUDE
Lists abend/reason code combinations for Dispatch that are ignored for problem reporting. These abends
are used in normal MIM operation for Virtual Control File processing and are not reported as errors.

OPS/MVS
The following CAISDI/med PRODUCT and EVENT initialization statements define the interaction between CAISDI and
OPS/MVS to generate Service Desk Manager tickets for OPS/MVS abends and internally detected PROBLEMs:

/*==================================================================*/

/*              CA OPS/MVS Product Interface Definitions            */

/*                                                                  */

/*    Define CA OPS/MVS product ABEND and PROBLEM                   */

/*    events that are to be captured by CAISDI/med, and how         */

/*    that information is to be presented in the request ticket     */

/*    to <USDK>.                                                    */

/*                                                                  */

/*   Required customization:                                        */

/*                                                                  */
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/*      SERVER  CAISDI/med name for Service Desk Server             */

/*                                                                  */

/*   NOTE:  Sample values for AFFECTED_END_USER, REPORTED_BY,       */

/*          ASSIGNEE, and TEMPLATE are valid, provided the          */

/*          <USDK> Administrator loads predefined   */

/*          templates and contacts.  Otherwise, customize these     */

/*          parameters as directed by the CA Service                */

/*          Desk Administrator.                                     */

/*                                                                  */

/*==================================================================*/

 

PRODUCT CA-OPS/MVS,               /* Define product name            */+

        EVENT=(ABEND,PROBLEM),    /* Event qualifiers               */+

        JOBNAME=OPSMAIN,          /* Product started task name      */+

        AFFECTED_END_USER=System_OPSMVS_User,   /*Affected End User */+

        REPORTED_BY=System_OPSMVS_User,  /* Reported By for tickets */+

        ASSIGNEE=System_OPSMVS_User, /*Assigned contact name        */+

        PRIORITY=2,               /* Priority for tickets           */+

     /* TEMPLATE='CA-OPSMVS,Priority unassigned',  /* Template      */+

        SERVER=USDSRV01           /* Direct request to this server  */

 

EVENT ABEND,                   /* Capture ABEND events              */+

      COMPONENT='OPS*',        /* CA OPS/MVS component ID           */+

      PRODUCT=CA-OPS/MVS       /* Associated product statement      */ 

This example shows how the PRODUCT and the EVENT statement are used to activate the capture of abend events
for a named product and to define the associated Service Desk Manager attributes to be associated with tickets that are
opened as a result of the abend event. The PRODUCT statement EVENT parameter operands indicate that the product
definition is used for both abend events that CAISDI capture and PROBLEM events that OPS/MVS generates.

PRODUCT
Defines the product, in this case OPS/MVS.
EVENT

Indicates that the product events associated with this PRODUCT definition are abend events.
JOBNAME

Defines the job names to which this product statement applies. In the preceding sample, all jobs
beginning with “RMO*” would qualify for the processes that are defined for this product statement.

AFFECTED_END_USER
Defines the contact name that appears in the Affected End User field of the ticket.

REPORTED_BY
Defines the contact name that appears in the Reported By field of the ticket.

ASSIGNEE
Defines the contact name that appears in the Assignee field of the ticket.

PRIORITY
Defines the Priority of the ticket.

TEMPLATE
Defines the Service Desk Manager TEMPLATE name. The proper use of predefined Service Desk
Manager templates ensures that tickets, generated by CAISDI/med for the named product, are properly
categorized, prioritized, and assigned.
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SERVER
Refers to the SERVER statement that defines the Service Desk Manager server that receives tickets that
are associated with this product definition.

The preceding PRODUCT statement defines OPS/MVS as referenced in the PRODUCT= parameter of the EVENT
statement. The PRODUCT statement EVENT parameter qualifies that the product events associated with this product
definition are abend events, and PROBLEM events. OPS/MVS can report on internally detected problems using a
proprietary interface to CAISDI. The internal tickets that are generated using this interface specify a product name of
“OPS/MVS” and an event type qualifier of “PROBLEM.” Therefore, a single CAISDI PRODUCT name of OPS/MVS with
an event list of abend and PROBLEM are used to assign Service Desk Manager tickets.

EVENT

NOTE
Contains the crucial COMPONENT operand OPS.

Spool
Spool uses CAISDI/med to process two types of events:

• Product messages
• Abends

Message Events

To create Service Desk Manager tickets for product messages, Spool uses CAISDI/med services to interface with the
CAISDI/soap task to open Service Desk Manager tickets that are based on a Spool message ID. To activate, in the Spool
parameters, add SDI=YES. You control which Spool messages cause a Service Desk Manager ticket to be opened
by adding SDIREQ=YES to the MESSAGE statement for that message number. Optionally, for some or all of these
messages, you can code EXIT=YES on the MESSAGE statement to invoke user exit ESFMSG0 before making the
request to open a Service Desk Manager ticket. With this exit, the text of the Service Desk Manager ticket can be updated
or the creation of a Service Desk Manager ticket can be skipped completely.

In addition to the changes to the Spool parameters and MESSAGE statements, a PRODUCT initialization statement must
be added to the CAISDI parameters to define the interaction between CAISDI and Spool to generate the Service Desk
Manager tickets for the selected messages. Here is a sample of the PRODUCT statements:

/*==================================================================*/

/*           CA Spool Product Interface Definitions                 */

/*                                                                  */

/* Define CA Spool product ABEND and message events that            */

/* are to be captured by CAISDI/med, and how that information is    */

/* to be presented in the ticket to <USDK>.                   */

/*                                                                  */

/*   Required customization:                                        */

/*                                                                  */

/*      SERVER  CAISDI/med name for Service Desk Server             */

/*                                                                  /

/*                                                                  */

/*   NOTE:  Sample values for AFFECTED_END_USER, REPORTED_BY,       */

/*          ASSIGNEE, and TEMPLATE are valid, provided the          */

/*          <USDK> Administrator loads predefined                   */

/*          templates and contacts.  Otherwise, customize these     */

/*          parameters as directed by the CA Service                */

/*          Desk Administrator.                                     */
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/*                                                                  */

/*==================================================================*/

PRODUCT CA-SPOOL,                       /* Product name             */+

        EVENT=(%ESF886),                /* Event qualifier          */+

        AFFECTED_END_USER=System_Spool_User, /* Affected End User   */+

        REPORTED_BY=System_Spool_User,  /* Reported by for tickets  */+

        ASSIGNEE=System_Spool_User,     /* Assigned contact name    */+

        PRIORITY=2,                     /* Priority for tickets     */+

     /* TEMPLATE='CA-Spool,Priority unassigned', /* template name   */+

        SERVER=USDSRV01         /* Direct requests to this server   */

PRODUCT CA-SPOOL,                       /* Product name             */+

        EVENT=(ABEND,%ESF*),            /* Event qualifier          */+

        AFFECTED_END_USER=System_Spool_User, /* Affected End User   */+

        REPORTED_BY=System_Spool_User,  /* Reported by for tickets  */+

        ASSIGNEE=System_Spool_User,     /* Assigned contact name    */+

        PRIORITY=3,                     /* Priority for tickets     */+

     /* TEMPLATE='CA-Spool,Priority unassigned', /* template name   */+

        SERVER=USDSRV01         /* Direct requests to this server   */

This sample shows two PRODUCT statements that are used to activate the capture of message events for Spool. The
PRODUCT statement defines:

• The product
• The event
• The name of the CAISDI/med server that processes this event
• The Service Desk Manager attributes to be associated with the tickets that are opened as a result of the message

events.

If all of the Service Desk Manager attributes are the same for the message events, then only one PRODUCT statement
would be necessary. However, the severity of messages can vary, and this sample shows how you can open Service
Desk Manager tickets with different priorities for different messages.

The parameters define the names of predefined Service Desk Manager-specific entities that are assigned to any
generated tickets. The Service Desk Manager administrator predefines these named entities on the target Service Desk
Manager server. The PRIORITY parameter is the only one that is different in the two preceding PRODUCT definitions.
You could also set different templates and end user for the different messages.

PRODUCT
Defines the events that are associated with this PRODUCT definition. The event ID associated with the messages
produced by Spool is composed of the command character followed by the message id. For example, the
event ID for message ESF355 could be -ESF355. This sample contains two PRODUCT statements, the first for
message ESF886 and the second for all other Spool messages by using the event name of %ESF*.
EVENT

Indicates that the product events associated with this PRODUCT definition are abend events.
AFFECTED_END_USER

Defines the contact name that appears in the Affected End User field of the ticket.
REPORTED_BY

Defines the contact name that appears in the Reported By field of the ticket.
ASSIGNEE

Defines the contact name that appears in the Assignee field of the ticket.
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PRIORITY
Defines the Priority of the ticket.

TEMPLATE
Defines the Service Desk Manager TEMPLATE name. The proper use of predefined Service Desk
Manager templates ensures that tickets, generated by CAISDI/med on behalf Spool, are properly
categorized, prioritized, and assigned.

SERVER
Refers to the SERVER statement that defines the Service Desk Manager server that receives tickets that
are associated with this product definition.

Abend Events

The CAISDI/med PRODUCT and EVENT initialization statements are used to define the interaction between CAISDI and
Spool to generate Service Desk Manager tickets for Spool abends events. The following sample shows the addition of an
abend event definition to the Message Events defined in the preceding sample.

/*==================================================================*/

/*           CA Spool Product Interface Definitions                 */

/*                                                                  */

/* Define CA Spool product ABEND and message events that            */

/* are to be captured by CAISDI/med, and how that information is    */

/* to be presented in the request ticket to <USDK>.                 */

/*                                                                  */

/*   Required customization:                                        */

/*                                                                  */

/*      SERVER  CAISDI/med name for Service Desk Server             */

/*                                                                  */

/*                                                                  */

/*   NOTE:  Sample values for AFFECTED_END_USER, REPORTED_BY,       */

/*          ASSIGNEE, and TEMPLATE are valid, provided the          */

/*          <USDK> Administrator loads predefined                    */

/*          templates and contacts.  Otherwise, customize these     */

/*          parameters as directed by the CA Service                */

/*          Desk Administrator.                                     */

/*                                                                  */

/*==================================================================*/

PRODUCT CA-SPOOL,                       /* Product name             */+

        EVENT=(%ESF886),                /* Event qualifier          */+

        AFFECTED_END_USER=System_Spool_User, /* Affected End User   */+

        REPORTED_BY=System_Spool_User,  /* Reported by for tickets  */+

        ASSIGNEE=System_Spool_User,     /* Assigned contact name    */+

        PRIORITY=2,                     /* Priority for tickets     */+

     /* TEMPLATE='CA-Spool,Priority unassigned', /* template name   */+

        SERVER=USDSRV01         /* Direct requests to this server   */

PRODUCT CA-SPOOL,                       /* Product name             */+

        EVENT=(ABEND,%ESF*),            /* Event qualifier          */+

        AFFECTED_END_USER=System_Spool_User, /* Affected End User   */+

        REPORTED_BY=System_Spool_User,  /* Reported by for tickets  */+

        ASSIGNEE=System_Spool_User,     /* Assigned contact name    */+

        PRIORITY=3,                     /* Priority for tickets     */+
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     /* TEMPLATE='CA-Spool,Priority unassigned', /* template name   */+

        SERVER=USDSRV01         /* Direct requests to this server   */

EVENT ABEND,                           /* Capture ABEND events      */+

      PRODUCT=CA-SPOOL,                /* Associated Product        */+

      COMPONENT='SPOOL-Main*',         /* CA Spool                  */+

      JOBNAME=ESF*                     /* Product JOB names         */

 

This sample shows two PRODUCT statements that are used to activate the capture of a message, and an EVENT
ABEND statement that defines Spool abend events that CAIDSI captured.

The parameters define the names of predefined Service Desk Manager specific entities that are assigned to any
generated tickets. The Service Desk Manager administrator predefines these named entities on the target Service Desk
Manager server.

PRODUCT
Defines the product, the event, the name of the CAISDI/med server that processes this event, and the Service
Desk Manager attributes to be associated with the tickets that are opened as a result of the defined event.
EVENT

Indicates that the product events associated with this PRODUCT definition.
AFFECTED_END_USER

Defines the contact name that appears in the Affected End User field of the ticket.
REPORTED_BY

Defines the contact name that appears in the Reported By field of the ticket.
ASSIGNEE

Defines the contact name that appears in the Assignee field of the ticket.
PRIORITY

Defines the Priority of the ticket.
TEMPLATE

Defines the Service Desk Manager TEMPLATE name. The proper use of predefined Service Desk
Manager templates ensures that tickets, generated by CAISDI/med on behalf of Spool are properly
categorized, prioritized, and assigned.

SERVER
Refers to the SERVER statement that defines the Service Desk Manager server that receives tickets that
are associated with this product definition.

In addition to the message event IDs, the second PRODUCT statement also has defined an event that is named ABEND.
This event matches up with the EVENT ABEND statement that is discussed later in this section. To eliminate completely
the message event, you would only need to code EVENT=ABEND on the PRODUCT statement.

EVENT
Contains the crucial COMPONENT operand that is used to match this event statement with the actual event. For
Spool, set to a value of “SPOOL-Main.” This operand must be entered exactly as it is coded in this example.

NOTE
Case is significant for this value.

SYSVIEW
The following CAISDI/med PRODUCT and EVENT initialization statements define the interaction between CAISDI and
SYSVIEW to generate Service Desk Manager tickets for SYSVIEW product abends:
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/*==================================================================*/

/*    CA SYSVIEW Product Interface Definitions                      */

/*                                                                  */

/*    Define CA SYSVIEW product ABEND events that are               */

/*    to be captured by CAISDI/med, and how that information is     */

/*    to be presented in the ticket to <USDK>.                      */

/*                                                                  */

/*   Required customization:                                        */

/*                                                                  */

/*      SERVER  CAISDI/med name for Service Desk Server             */

/*                                                                  */

/*                                                                  */

/*   NOTE:  Sample values for AFFECTED_END_USER, REPORTED_BY,       */

/*          ASSIGNEE, and TEMPLATE are valid, provided the          */

/*          <USDK> Administrator loads predefined                   */

/*          templates and contacts.  Otherwise, customize these     */

/*          parameters as directed by the CA Service                */

/*          Desk Administrator.                                     */

/*                                                                  */

/*==================================================================*/

 

PRODUCT CA-SYSVIEW,               /* Define product name            */+

        EVENT=ABEND,              /* Event qualifier                */+

        AFFECTED_END_USER=System_Sysview_User, /* Affected End User */+

        REPORTED_BY=System_Sysview_User, /* Reported By for tickets */+

        ASSIGNEE=System_Sysview_User,  /* Assigned contact name     */+

        PRIORITY=2,               /* Priority for tickets           */+

     /* TEMPLATE='CA-Sysview,Priority unassigned',  /* Template     */+

        SERVER=USDSRV01           /* Direct request to this server  */

 

EVENT ABEND,                   /* Capture ABEND events              */+

      COMPONENT='GSVX*',       /* CA SYSVIEW component ID           */+

      PRODUCT=CA-SYSVIEW       /* Associated product statement      */

This example shows how the PRODUCT and the EVENT statement are used to activate the capture of abend events
for a named product and to define the associated Service Desk Manager attributes to be associated with tickets that are
opened as a result of the abend event.

PRODUCT
Defines the product.

EVENT
Indicates that the product events associated with this PRODUCT definition are abend events.

JOBNAME
Defines the job names to which this product statement applies. In the preceding sample, all jobs beginning with
“RMO*” would qualify for the processes that are defined for this product statement.

AFFECTED_END_USER
Defines the contact name that appears in the Affected End User field of the ticket.

REPORTED_BY
Defines the contact name that appears in the Reported By field of the ticket.
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ASSIGNEE
Defines the contact name that appears in the Assignee field of the ticket.

PRIORITY
Defines the Priority of the ticket.

TEMPLATE
Defines the Service Desk Manager TEMPLATE name. The proper use of predefined Service Desk Manager
templates ensures that tickets, generated by CAISDI/med on behalf of the named product, are properly
categorized, prioritized, and assigned.

SERVER
Refers to the SERVER statement that defines the Service Desk Manager server that receives tickets that are
associated with this product definition.

The preceding PRODUCT statement defines the SYSVIEW as referenced in the PRODUCT= parameter of the EVENT
statement.

EVENT

NOTE
Contains the crucial COMPONENT operand GSVX.

Database Management Solutions for Db2
Database Management Solutions for Db2 comprise a number of products for administration, backup and recovery, and
performance management of DB2 databases.

Each of these products supports Service Desk Manager integration:

• Broadcom Value Pack for DB2
• Data Compressor
• Database Analyzer
• Fast Check
• Fast Index
• Fast Load
• Fast Recover
• Fast Unload
• Index Expert
• Log Analyzer
• Merge/Modify
• Partition Expert
• Plan Analyzer
• Quick Copy
• Rapid Reorg
• RC/Extract
• RC/Migrator
• RC/Query
• RC/Secure
• RC/Update
• Recovery Analyzer
• SQL-Ease

These products all use the CAISDI/els interface. They share a configuration, so configuring the interface for one
configures all of them.
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Database Management Solutions for Db2 Setup Parameters

The Database Management Solutions for Db2 products install their event definitions into CAI.CAIEVENT. The product
control member name is GENCNTL. Include the following extra control statement in the CAISDI/els ELSSTART control
member:

DEFINE PRODUCT=DB2TOOLS,EVENTLIB=CAI.CAIEVENT,PRODCNTL=GENCNTL,MASK=GEN*

SETUP parameters recommendations:

Parameter Recommended Value
PRODUCT DB2TOOLS
PRODNAME Database Management Solutions for Db2
ASSIGNEE System_DB2Tools_User
AFFECTED_END_USER System_DB2Tools_User
REPORTED_BY System_DB2Tools_User
ASSET Database Management Solutions for Db2
TEMPLATE Database Management Solutions for Db2,Low Priority

For more information about customizing the GENCNTL product control member, see the member comments.

To activate CAISDI for the Database Management Solutions for Db2 products, set the SDI parameter to “YES” in the
SETUPxx member of PARMLIB.

NetMaster Products
These products interface directly with CAISDI/soap. NetMaster comprises a suite of products that monitor and manage z/
OS IP and SNA network devices and activity.

Beginning with Version 11, the following products support Service Desk Manager Integration:

• NetMaster NM for TCP/IP
• NetSpy
• NetMaster NM for TCP/IP
• NetMaster NM for SNA
• NetMaster NA
• NetMaster FTM

NetMaster Alert Monitor

The NetMaster Alert Monitor displays real-time, dynamic alerts for a wide variety of network, and system operational and
performance conditions. An alert can be generated when a specific critical event occurs or when a performance attribute
exceeds a specified threshold.

With the Alert Monitor, NetMaster customers have control over all aspects of alerting, including:

• The alerts that are, and why
• Individual alert attributes, such as severity and description text
• How the alert displays look like, using filtering, sorting, and ordering

For more information about using the Alert Monitor, see the NetMaster documentation.
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Integrating CAISDI with the NetMaster Alert Monitor

CAISDI/soap

NetMaster Alert Monitor CAISDI integration uses the CAISDI/soap component. NetMaster does not require an
implementation of the CAISDI/med or CAIDSDI/els components, although you can require these implementations for other
products.

Service Desk Manager HTML Rendering

By default NetMaster generates Service Desk Manager ticket descriptions in HTML format. Your Service Desk Manager
server must be configured to render HTML tags in the description field correctly.

Instructions

For information about implementing and using CAISDI with NetMaster products, see the NetMaster documentation.

 

 

View
The following CAISDI/med PRODUCT and EVENT initialization statements define the interaction between CAISDI and
View to generate Service Desk Manager tickets for View abends:

/*==================================================================*/

/*           CA View Product Interface Definitions                  */

/*                                                                  */

/* Define CA View product ABEND events that are to be               */

/* captured by CAISDI/med, and how that information is to be        */

/* presented in the request ticket to <USDK>.                       */

/*                                                                  */

/*   Required customization:                                        */

/*                                                                  */

/*      SERVER  CAISDI/med name for Service Desk Server             */

/*                                                                  */

/*                                                                  */

/*   NOTE:  Sample values for AFFECTED_END_USER, REPORTED_BY,       */

/*          ASSIGNEE, and TEMPLATE are valid, provided the          */

/*          <USDK> Administrator loads predefined                   */

/*          templates and contacts.  Otherwise, customize these     */

/*          parameters as directed by the CA Service                */

/*          Desk Administrator.                                     */

/*                                                                  */

/*==================================================================*/

 

PRODUCT CA-VIEW,                        /* Product name             */+

        EVENT=ABEND,                    /* Event qualifier          */+

        JOBNAME=SAR*,                   /* Product JOB names        */+

        AFFECTED_END_USER=System_View_User, /* Affected End User    */+

        REPORTED_BY=System_View_User,   /* Reported by for tickets  */+

        ASSIGNEE=System_View_User,      /* Assigned contact name    */+

        PRIORITY=3,                     /* Priority for tickets     */+
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     /* TEMPLATE='CA-View,Priority unassigned', /* template name    */+

        SERVER=USDSRV01         /* Direct requests to this server   */

 

EVENT ABEND,                           /* Capture ABEND events      */+

      PRODUCT=CA-VIEW,                 /* Associated Product        */+

      COMPONENT='VIEW SAR*',           /* CA View component         */+

      JOBNAME=SAR*,                    /* Product JOB names         */+

      EXCLUDE=((0522,),(X'522',))      /* Ignore session time-outs  */

This example shows how the PRODUCT and EVENT statements are used to activate the capture of abend events for
View. These statements also define the Service Desk Manager attributes to be associated with the tickets that are opened
as a result of the abend event.

The parameters define the names of predefined Service Desk Manager specific entities that are assigned to any
generated tickets. The Service Desk Manager administrator predefines these named entities on the target Service Desk
Manager server.

PRODUCT
Defines the product, in this case View.
EVENT

Indicates that the events associated with this PRODUCT definition are abend events.
JOBNAME

Defines the jobnames this product statement applies to. In the preceding sample, all jobs beginning with
'SAR*' would qualify for the processes that are defined for this product statement.

AFFECTED_END_USER
Defines the contact name that appears in the Affected End User field of the ticket.

REPORTED_BY
Defines the contact name that appears in the Reported By field of the ticket.

ASSIGNEE
Defines the contact name that appears in the Assignee field of the ticket.

PRIORITY
Defines the Priority of the ticket.

TEMPLATE
Defines the Service Desk Manager TEMPLATE name. The proper use of predefined Service Desk
Manager templates ensures that tickets, generated by CAISDI/med on behalf of the named product, are
properly categorized, prioritized, and assigned.

SERVER
Refers to the SERVER statement that defines the Service Desk Manager server that receives tickets that
are associated with this product definition.

EVENT
Contains the crucial COMPONENT operand that is used to match this event statement with the actual event. Is
set to a value of 'VIEW SAR*' for View. This operand must be entered exactly as it is coded in this example.

NOTE
The space between VIEW and SAR in the parameter definition is significant.

NeuMICS (Integration)
This product interfaces directly with CAISDI/soap. NeuMICS intercepts user abends. To enable NeuMICS support for
CAISDI, the following parameters must be added to the member prefix.MICS.PARMS(EXECDEF) for the individual
NeuMICS Database Units.
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SD_ACTIVE YES|NO
Enables NeuMICS support for CAISDI.
Default: NO

SD_URL url_name
Sets the web address of the instance of the Service Desk Manager where the ticket is opened.
Default: Value of SD_URL that is set in the CAISDI/soap address space parameters.

SD_USERID userid
Sets the User ID that is going to be used to authenticate NeuMICS to the instance of Service Desk Manager
where the ticket is opened.
Default: Value of SD_USER that is set in the CAISDI/soap address space parameters.

SD_PASSWORD password
Sets the password for the User ID indicated in the UID= parameter. This password is used in authenticating
NeuMICS to the instance of Service Desk Manager where the ticket is opened.

SD_TEMPLATE template_name
Sets the name of the Service Desk Manager template that is used to open Service Desk Manager tickets. The
name of the predefined template is NeuMICS,Low Priority.

CAISDI/elmds Backout Procedure
If you have trouble migrating to CAISDI/elmds, you can run the standalone CAISDI/med or CAISDI/els components
separately instead of as a component of CAISDI/elmds. To run the standalone els or med components, back the
component out of elmds and configure the individual component separately.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Before you start CAISDI, set the desired backout parameters for elmds. For instructions on the following tasks,
see Configure the CAISDI/elmds Parameters:
– To back out med, set the CDYFCNFG NO_MED statement
– To back out els, set the CDYFCNFG NO_ELS statement

2. Perform implementation steps for the standalone component being used:
– For med, see How to Implement Standalone CAISDI/med. 
– For els, see How to Implement Standalone CAISDI/els. 

How to Implement Standalone CAISDI/med
After installing standalone CAISDI/med using the procedures under Installing, follow this process to ensure that you
complete all the customization tasks for the standalone CAISDI/med component:

1. Customize and Stage the CAISDI/med JCL PROC.
2. Define a CAISDI/med Product Security User ID.
3. Customize the Service Desk Manager parameters.
4. Customize the CAISDI/med Product Parameters.
5. Run Standalone CAISDI/med.

NOTE
On a z/OS system, standalone CAISDI/med uses the CAISDI/soap address space as a medium through which
it communicates with the Service Desk Manager Web Server. CAISDI/soap uses the SOAP communications
protocol to exchange data with the Service Desk Manager Web Server, using HTTP over a TCP/IP network.
CAISDI/soap must have logon access to the Service Desk Manager server for standalone CAISDI/med to
function. For more information, see How to Configure CAISDI/soap.
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Customize and Stage the CAISDI/med JCL PROC

A sample CAISDI/med started task JCL procedure is contained in member CASDIMED of the CAI.CAW0PROC data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy CAI.CAW0PROC(CASDIMED) to SYS2.PROCLIB(CASDIMED) or to any JCL PROCLIB that is automatically
searched as part of z/OS START command processing.

2. Customize the //MEDPARMS DD statement by specifying the name of the CAISDI/med parameter data set and
(member) that contains CAISDI/med initialization statements.

Note the PARM parameter in the EXEC statement. The values that are contained in the PARM field are the same
parameters that can be specified on the CAISDI/med INIT statement. Any INIT statement keyword can be specified on the
EXEC PARM field. This provides a means to override these values on the z/OS START command.

This step is complete when you have customized and staged the CAISDI/med JCL PROC to a searched z/OS JCL
procedure library.

Run Standalone CAISDI/med

The articles in this section describe how to start and run the stand-alone CAISDI/med component of CAISDI using control
statements and commands.

CAISDI/med Control Statements

This section describes CAISDI/med control statements.

Customizing the CAISDI/med Address Space

During startup, CAISDI/med reads and processes statements from an initialization data set. These statements are used
to customize the operation of CAISDI/med. Additionally, the initialization statements provide a means to tailor the Service
Desk Manager tickets that are opened for a given Broadcom product. The MEDPARMS DD statement in the CASDIMED
JCL procedure points to the CAISDI/med initialization data set.

CAISDI/med Initialization Statement Syntax

Initialization statements are processed as 80-byte control card images. However, only card columns 1-71 are examined
for parsing purposes. Card columns 72-80 are ignored. Comments are supported and begin with a /* and terminate with
a */. Comments can extend over any number of card images. Cards containing spaces in card columns 1-71 are ignored,
and can be used as separation between comment statements or control card specifications. Control card operands are
not column-dependent and can begin in any card column from 1 to 71. Place at least one space between the control card
statement and the first control card parameter. Use commas or blanks to separate sequences of control card parameters
and their operand values.

The following example illustrates the general rules for control card data entry.

/*--------------------------------------------------------

 This is a comment that extends over multiple cards

 ---------------------------------------------------------*/

STATEMENT PARAMETER=OPERAND1,PARAMETER2=OPERAND2 /*COMMENT*/

Operand specifications for parameters that support a list of operand values should have the entire operand specification
enclosed in parentheses and have the individual operand values separated by commas. The following example shows the
general rule for coding operand list sequences:

STATEMENT PARAMETER=(OPERAND1,OPERAND2,...)   /*COMMENT*/
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Control card continuation is supported over any number of control card images. Control card continuations should be
placed following a parameter/operand sequence. To continue a control card, a plus sign (+) should be placed in any card
column following the last operand on the current card image, up to column 71. Comments are permitted between the last
operand and the plus sign. However, the comment must end before the plus sign.

The following example illustrates the general rules for continuing control card specifications:

/*---------------------------------------------------

 This is a comment that extends over multiple cards  

-----------------------------------------------------*/

STATEMENT PARAMETER=OPERAND1,    /* OPTIONAL COMMENT */ +

          PARAMETER=(OPERAND2a,  /* OPTIONAL COMMENT */ +

          OPERAND2b)             /* OPTIONAL COMMENT */

Defining CAISDI/med Address Space Options

Use the INIT control statement to define initialization settings that control the execution of the CAISDI/med address space.
The INIT statement is unique in that it can be specified as the PARM= value on the // EXEC card in the CASDIMED
started task procedure and in the CAISDI/med initialization data set.

Use this syntax for the INIT statement:

INIT [DEBUGMSG={YES|NO}] [REUSE={YES|NO}] [MEDNAME=SDIA]

DEBUGMSG
This keyword parameter controls the production of more diagnostic messages for various events within the
CAISDI/med address space. You can specify one of the following:
YES - produce diagnostic messages
NO - do not produce diagnostic messages

REUSE
This parameter indicates whether the CAISDI/med attempts to reuse its common storage intercepts and control
blocks if obtained during a previous execution. Specify NO or YES.

IMPORTANT
We strongly recommend that you specify REUSE=YES as the default. However, certain PTFs can
require that CAISDI/med be restarted with REUSE=NO. In any other case, do not use REUSE=NO,
unless directed by Broadcom Support.

MEDNAME
This parameter is used to uniquely identify a given instance of CAISDI/med in a given z/OS image. The value can
be one- to four-characters long and include alpha, numeric, or special characters. This parameter is useful if an
installation runs more than one copy of the CAISDI/med per z/OS image. The default value for this parameter is
SDIA. Do not specify another value unless directed to do so by Broadcom Support.

The following is an example of the INIT control statement:

INIT REUSE=NO,

     MEDNAME=SDIA

Identifying a Service Desk Manager Server

Use the SERVER control statement to define an instance of a Service Desk Manager server to the CAISDI/med.

NOTE
At least one valid SERVER statement must be specified in the MEDPARMS initialization parameter data set;
otherwise, CAISDI/med does not start.

Use this syntax for the SERVER statement:
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SERVER server_name, HOSTNAME=name, TIMEOUT=seconds, URL_SYMBOL=name

server_name
This required positional parameter defines a one- to eight-character name that is used to identify the given
instance of a Service Desk Manager server. The server_name is referred to on PRODUCT statements to direct
Service Desk Manager tickets, generated by a given product, to a specific Service Desk Manager server.
The server_name also appears in several operator command response messages where appropriate.

HOSTNAME
This optional parameter defines the CAICCI host name where the SOAP Client Service address space is
executing. The SOAP Client Service address space provides the gateway for the actual SOAP transaction being
invoked. If not specified, the default assumes that the SOAP Client Service address space is running on the local
host.

TIMEOUT
This optional parameter defines the number of seconds the SOAP Client Service waits for a response from the
Service Desk Manager Web service before returning a timeout condition.
The time-out value can be a number between 10 seconds and 3600 seconds. The default value is 30 seconds.

URL_SYMBOL
(Optional) Used to identify the Service Desk Manager server on which you want the tickets opened. If omitted,
the SD_URL value from the CAISDI/soap address space's Environmental Variables are used. You can select
an alternate Service Desk Manager server by assigning a “symbol” to URL_SYMBOL where URL_symbol is a
defined Environmental Variable in the CAISDI/soap server and where its value is a URL identifying the Service
Desk Manager server. For example, if “URL_SYMBOL=WS2” then Environmental Variable “URL_WS2” must be
defined to the CAISDI/soap server with a value which is the URL for the Service Desk Manager server. See the
CASOAP Environmental Variables.

The following is an example of the SERVER control statement:

SERVER USDSRV01,

       HOSTNAME=XYZHOST1,

       TIMEOUT=30,

       URL_SYMBOL=WS2

Excluding Abend Event Reporting

Use the EXCLUDE control statement to specify initialization settings that define events that the CAISDI/med ignores. For
instance, abend codes that are ignored for all Broadcom products by the CAISDI/med are defined using the EXCLUDE
statement. Note the abend code specifications that are provided on the EXCLUDE statement are used in addition to
abend code specifications that are provided on any given product specific EVENT statements.

Use this syntax for the EXCLUDE statement:

EXCLUDE ABEND

        CODES=((abend[,reason])[,(abend[,reason])]...[,(abend[,reason])])

ABEND
This required positional parameter indicates that the exclusion criteria provided is for abend events.

CODES
This optional parameter indicates a list of specific abend codes that the CAISDI/med abend event intercept
ignores. Each list element is comprised of a positional abend code followed by an optional positional abend
reason code.
The positional abend code can be specified as a hexadecimal value for a system abend code such as X'222'
or it can be specified as a decimal value for a user abend code such as 1222. The optional positional abend
reason code can be specified as a decimal value, such as 12, or as a hexadecimal value, such as X'C'. Up to
16 positional combinations of abend codes and reason code can be specified on a single EXCLUDE ABEND
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initialization statement. If more than 16 abend codes are desired for exclusion from CAISDI/med processing,
define more EXCLUDE ABEND statements in the MEDPARMS data set.

The following is an example of the EXCLUDE control statement:

EXCLUDE  ABEND,

         CODES=((X'047'),

                (X'13E'),(X'33E'),

                (X'322'))

Defining General Recording Options for a Specific Broadcom Product

Use the PRODUCT control statement to establish initialization values that both define the representation of a Broadcom
product and provide specific values for all Service Desk Manager tickets that are generated for the defined Broadcom
product.

NOTE
Specify at least one valid PRODUCT statement in the MEDPARMS initialization parameter data set; otherwise,
CAISDI/med does not start.

Use this syntax for the PRODUCT statement:

PRODUCT product_name

        JOBNAME=name

        EVENT=(name[,name][,name] . . . [,name])

        AFFECTED_END_USER=(lastname [,firstname][,middlename])

        REPORTED_BY=(lastname [,firstname][,middlename])

        ASSIGNEE=(lastname [,firstname][,middlename])

        PRIORITY=value

        TEMPLATE=name

        SERVER=name

product_name
Defines the one- to 28-character Broadcom product name mask. The product name mask is compared against
requests that are made by callers of the CAISDI/med address space. The mask value can contain any alpha,
numeric, special, or national character. If special characters are included in the mask, the enclose mask in single
quotes ('). If a single quote is included in the mask, represent it by two consecutive single quotes (''). Wild card
support is provided. A percent sign (%) can be used to match any single character, while an asterisk (*) can be
used to match all trailing characters inclusive of the asterisk.

(optional) JOBNAME
Specifies a one to eight character job name mask that must be associated with the abend event for a match
condition to occur. This parameter is useful if a given instance of a Broadcom product executes in multiple
address spaces in the same z/OS image. The mask value can contain any alpha, numeric, or national character.
Wild card support is provided. A percent sign (%) can be used to match any single character, while an asterisk (*)
can be used to match all trailing characters inclusive of the asterisk.
If this parameter is omitted, JOBNAME match is not performed for the named product.

(optional) EVENT
Specifies a list of one to 16 qualifiers for the events that the given product reports. A given type qualifier is a one-
to eight- character mask that must be associated with the reported event for a match condition to occur. This
parameter is useful if different events reported by a Broadcom product are to have different and unique Service
Desk Manager attributes, or even to be directed to different Service Desk Manager servers. The mask value can
contain any alpha, numeric, or national character. Wild card support is provided. A percent sign (%) can be used
to match any single character, while an asterisk (*) can be used to match all trailing characters inclusive of the
asterisk.
If this parameter is omitted, event qualifier matching is not performed for the named product.
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AFFECTED_END_USER
Defines the Service Desk Manager contact name to which newly created tickets are assigned. This contact name
must be pre-defined on the Service Desk Manager server.
A contact name is comprised of a required one- to 30-character last name, an optional one- to 30-character
first name, and an optional one- to 30-character middle name. When either of the optional names are specified,
separate the operand values by commas and enclose the entire operand string in parentheses.
Service Desk Manager requires an AFFECTED_END_USER name to create a ticket. If this value is omitted or
is not pre-defined, a default Service Desk Manager contact name of System_SD_User is used to create a new
ticket.

REPORTED_BY
Defines the Service Desk Manager creator name that is established for newly created tickets. This creator name
must be a contact name pre-defined on the Service Desk Manager server. This name is comprised of a required
one- to 30-character last name, an optional one- to 30-character first name, and an optional one- to 30-character
middle name. When either of the optional names are specified, separate the operand values by commas and
enclose the entire operand string in parentheses.
Service Desk Manager requires a REPORTED_BY name to create a ticket. If this value is omitted or is not pre-
defined, a default Service Desk Manager contact name of System_SD_User is used to create a new ticket.

ASSIGNEE
Defines the Service Desk Manager contact name that is displayed in the Assignee field of newly created tickets.
This contact name must be predefined on the Service Desk Manager server. The contact name is comprised of
a required one- to 30-character last name, an optional one- to 30-character first name, and an optional one- to
30-character middle name. When either of the optional names are specified, separate the operand values by
commas and enclose the entire operand string in parentheses.
If a TEMPLATE name operand is supplied on the product statement but the ASSIGNEE name operand is omitted,
the ASSIGNEE name that is defined in the Service Desk Manager template is used, if defined.
If a TEMPLATE name operand is not supplied on the PRODUCT statement and the ASSIGNEE name operand is
omitted or is not predefined, the ticket can be unassigned. Service Desk Manager provides several mechanisms
to select an assignee. For example, the Service Desk Manager Assignee_set option can be set such that
the REPORTED_BY contact name is used when the ASSIGNEE field has not been specified. Service Desk
Manager rules can also be applied to set the ASSIGNEE contact field in the ticket. See the Service Desk
Manager documentation for details on defining an ASSIGNEE contact when one is not supplied. If specified, the
ASSIGNEE contact whose ID is used must be of the type "Analyst".

PRIORITY
Defines one of the defined Service Desk Manager priority values to be assigned for newly created tickets.
Acceptable operand values are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and NONE.
If a TEMPLATE name operand is specified on the PRODUCT statement, but the PRIORITY value operand is
omitted, no PRIORITY value is required as it is assumed that the appropriate priority is defined within the named
Service Desk Manager template.
If a TEMPLATE name operand is not supplied on the product statement, Service Desk Manager requires a
PRIORITY value to create a ticket. If this value is omitted, or is not pre-defined, a default Service Desk Manager
priority of NONE is used to create a ticket.

SERVER
Defines the one- to eight-character name of a SERVER initialization statement, which in turn, denotes the Service
Desk Manager server receives Service Desk Manager tickets that this product generated.

NOTE
This is a required parameter and must be specified on the PRODUCT initialization statement.

TEMPLATE
Optional unless the Service Desk Manager server is configured for ITIL compliance. The predefined template is
required for ITIL configurations so that tickets open as incidents, not requests.
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This parameter defines the one- to 64- character Service Desk Manager template name to be used for newly
created tickets. This template name must be pre-defined on the Service Desk Manager server. A template can be
used to assign ticket attributes such as Impact, Severity, Asset, and Group. Effective use of templates categorizes
and assigns tickets properly.
If this value is omitted or is not pre-defined, no Service Desk Manager template specification is used to create a
new ticket. In this case, do not specify valid operand values for the AFFECTED_END_USER, REPORTED_BY,
and PRIORITY parameters.
If the TEMPLATE name parameter operand is specified, ASSIGNEE and PRIORITY are not required. If they are
omitted, no defaults are supplied for these respective parameter operands. In this case, it is assumed that these
ticket attributes are defined within the named template.
If ASSIGNEE or PRIORITY are specified in addition to a TEMPLATE name, the ASSIGNEE or PRIORITY values
override their respective values that are defined in the Service Desk Manager template.

The following is an example of the PRODUCT control statement:

PRODUCT CA-OPS/MVS,

        EVENT=(ABEND,PROBLEM),

        JOBNAME=OPSMAIN,

        AFFECTED_END_USER=System_OPSMVS_User,

        REPORTED_BY=System_OPSMVS_User,

        ASSIGNEE=System_OPSMVS_User,

        PRIORITY=2,

        TEMPLATE='CA-OPSMVS,Priority unassigned',

        SERVER=USDSRV01

Define Product-Specific Abend Event Recording

Use the EVENT control statement to define CAISDI/med abend events for defined Broadcom products that are recorded
as a Service Desk Manager ticket.

Use this syntax for the EVENT statement:

EVENT ABEND

      COMPONENT=name,

      EXCLUDE=((abend_code[,reason_code])[,(abend_code[,reason_code])]...[,(abend_code[,reason_code])])

      JOBNAME=name

      PRODUCT=name

ABEND
This required positional parameter specifies that an event type of abend is being defined for a given Broadcom
product.

COMPONENT
This required parameter is a one- to 28-character name mask that is matched against an intercepted abend event
to determine whether to capture and report the abend. Specifically, the component name mask is compared to the
concatenation of the SDWACID and SDWASC fields in the CAISDI/med software LOGREC intercept. The mask
value can contain any alpha, numeric, or national character. Wild card support is provided. A percent sign (%) can
be used to match any single character, while an asterisk (*) can be used to match all trailing characters inclusive
of the asterisk.

EXCLUDE
This optional parameter indicates a list of specific abend codes that the CAISDI/med abend event intercept
ignores. Each list element is comprised of a positional abend code followed by an optional positional abend
reason code.
The positional abend code can be specified as a hexadecimal value for a system abend code such as X'222' or
it can be specified as a decimal value for a user abend code such as 1222. The optional positional abend reason
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code can be specified as a decimal value, such as 12, or as a hexadecimal value, such as X'C'. From one to 16
positional abend code / reason code combinations can be specified.

JOBNAME
This optional parameter specifies a one- to eight-character job name mask that must be associated with the
abend event for a match condition to occur. This parameter is useful if a given instance of a Broadcom product
executes in multiple address spaces in the same z/OS image. The mask value can contain any alpha, numeric, or
national character. Wild card support is provided. A percent sign (%) can be used to match any single character,
while an asterisk (*) can be used to match all trailing characters inclusive of the asterisk.

PRODUCT
This required parameter refers to a defined PRODUCT statement that is used to associate any captured
Broadcom product abend with the appropriate Service Desk Manager ticket attributes.
The following is an example of the EVENT control statement:
EVENT ABEND,

      COMPONENT='IDMS*',

      PRODUCT=CA-IDMS

CAISDI/med Commands

This section describes the CAISDI/med facility commands.

NOTE
For more information about the the CAISDI/med facility, see CAISDI/els and the els Portion of CAISDI/elmds.

Starting the CAISDI/med Address Space

To start the CAISDI/med address space, enter the operating system START command. For example, issue the following
command to start a copy of the CAISDI/med address space using all start parameter defaults:

START CASDIMED

The following series of messages indicates that the CAISDI/med address space completed initialization and is active:

CASD201I <USDK> Interface/mainframe event director

                CAISDI/med; r1.0     SP00D0Y10

                (c) 2007 <CA> International, Inc.

CASD242I CAISDI/med initialization in progress

CASD246I CAISDI/med initialization complete  

CASD262I CAISDI/med is active

To start the CAISDI/med address space, using new common storage intercepts, issue the following START command:

START CASDIMED,REUSE=NO

Stopping the CAISDI/med Address Space

To stop the CAISDI/med address space, enter the operating system STOP command. For example, issue the following
command to stop the copy of the CAISDI/med address space that was started using the preceding example:

STOP CASDIMED

Passing Commands to the CAISDI/med Address Space

The CAISDI/med address space supports operator commands through the standard operating system MODIFY command
mechanism. For example, issue the following command to pass a command to the copy of the CAISDI/med address
space that was started using the preceding example:
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MODIFY CASDIMED,command text

Verify Status of CAISDI/med Address Space Communications

Follow these steps to verify the status of CAISDI/med address space communications.

1. After the CAISDI/med address space is active, issue a CAISDI/med DISPLAY TASK command and verify that all
expected server tasks initialized successfully.
MODIFY MED,DISPLAY TASK

CASD351I DISPLAY TASKS:

  Name     Status       TCB      STE

-------- ------------ -------- --------

COMMAND  Active       007DF540 7F5456E0

EVENT    Active       007DF7D0 7F5444B0

REQUEST  Active       007DFB58 7F545080

USDSRV01 Active       007DFCF0 7F543448

CONTROL  Active       007DFE88 7F54D9B0

You should always monitor the general tasks, COMMAND, EVENT, REQUEST, and CONTROL tasks. The USDSRV01
task is the service task name as defined on the SERVER statement in the MEDPARMS member. For each SERVER
statement defined in the MEDPARMS member, there is a corresponding task in the DISPLAY TASK command output.

• You also want to verify that logon access to the CAISDI/soap is completed successfully. Check the active CAISDI/med
address space JOBLOG and look for a successful server logon message:
CASD287I USDSRV01 <USDK> Login successful

There is one of these messages for each server you defined on the MEDPARMS member.

Displaying CAISDI/med INIT Statement Specifications

To display values that are associated with the CAISDI/med INIT statement, issue the following command:

MODIFY CASDIMED,DISPLAY INIT

Alternatively, the DISPLAY command can be shortened to the following:

MODIFY CASDIMED,D INIT    

The DISPLAY INIT command lets you display the parameter specifications that are made on the CAISDI/med INIT

 statement. Use this syntax for the DISPLAY INIT command:DISPLAY INITINITThis positional parameter displays

 settings from the CAISDI/med INIT statement.The following is an example of the DISPLAY INIT command:DISPLAY

 INIT 

The command response for a DISPLAY INIT command can look similar to the following example:

MODIFY CASDIMED,D INIT

CASD342I DISPLAY INIT:

DEBUGMSG=NO   REUSE=YES  MEDNAME=SDIA

SET OPTION Command

The SET OPTION command lets you alter selected execution settings for the CAISDI/med address space.

Use this syntax for the SET OPTION command:

SET OPTION DEBUGMSG=[YES|NO]

OPTION
This positional parameter indicates that CAISDI/med address space level options are altered.
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DEBUGMSG
This keyword parameter controls the production of more diagnostic messages for various events within the
CAISDI/med address space. Specify one of the following:
YES-Produce diagnostic messages.
NO-Do not produce diagnostic messages.
Default: NO

The following is an example of the SET OPTION command:

SET OPTION DEBUGMSG=YES

DISPLAY OPTIONS Command

The DISPLAY OPTIONS command lets you display parameter specifications that are in the CAISDI/med SET OPTION
statement.

Use this syntax for the DISPLAY OPTIONS command:

DISPLAY OPTION

OPTIONS
This positional parameter displays settings from the CAISDI/med SET OPTION statement.

The following is an example of the DISPLAY OPTIONS command:

DISPLAY OPTIONS

Displaying CAISDI/med Product Interface Information

To display values that are associated with each product as defined to CAISDI/med, issue the following command:

MODIFY CASDIMED,DISPLAY PRODUCTS

Alternatively, the DISPLAY command can be shortened to the following:

MODIFY CASDIMED,D PRODUCTS

To display values that are associated with a specific product or group of products as defined to CAISDI/med, issue the
following command:

MODIFY CASDIMED,DISPLAY PRODUCTS NAME=product_name

The product_name value can be the name of a specific product or a product name mask.

The DISPLAY PRODUCTS command lets you display the definitions that the PRODUCT initialization statements that are
defined in the MEDPARMS data set create.

Use this syntax for the DISPLAY PRODUCTS command:

DISPLAY PRODUCTS [NAME=mask]

PRODUCTS
This positional parameter displays specifications that the PRODUCT initialization statements create.

NAME
The optional keyword parameter NAME can specify a one to 28 character mask that is used as a selection filter
against the PRODUCT name when producing the command display. The mask value can contain any alpha,
numeric, or national character. Wild cards are allowed: a percent sign (%) matches any single character and an
asterisk (*) matches all trailing characters, inclusive of the asterisk.

The following is an example of the DISPLAY PRODUCTS command:
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DISPLAY PRODUCTS NAME=CA*

Also consider the following example:

MODIFY CASDIMED,D PRODUCTS

CASD347I DISPLAY PRODUCTS             

 

CA-MIM                                                                

 JOBNAME=MIMGR    SERVER=USDSRV01 PRIORITY=2                        

 TEMPLATE:                                                            

   MIMTEMP         

 

 AFFECTED_END_USER:                                                             

   System_CA-MIM_User                                                              

 REPORTED_BY:                                                           

   System_CA-MIM_User

 ASSIGNEE:

   N/A                                                                

 EVENTS:                                                              

   ABEND

Displaying CAISDI/med EVENT ABEND Statement Specifications

To display the values that have been established with the EVENT ABEND statements, issue the following command:

MODIFY CASDIMED,DISPLAY EVENTS

Alternatively, the DISPLAY command can be shortened to the following:

MODIFY CASDIMED,D EVENTS

The DISPLAY EVENTS command lets you display the parameter specifications that are made on CAISDI/med EVENTS
statements.

Use this syntax for this DISPLAY EVENTS command:

DISPLAY EVENTS

EVENTS
This positional parameter displays settings from the CAISDI/med EVENTS statements.

The following is an example of the DISPLAY EVENTS command:

DISPLAY EVENTS

Also consider the following example:

MODIFY CASDIMED,D EVENTS

CASD376I DISPLAY EVENTS:

ABENDS:                       

   PRODUCT=CA-MIM             

   COMPONENT=MiMgr*           

   JOBNAME=*                  

   EXCLUDE ABENDS:            

      Code     Reason         

      U0051  x'00000000'      

      U0051  x'00000010'   

 

   PRODUCT=CA-OPS/MVS         
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   COMPONENT=OPS*             

   JOBNAME=*                  

   EXCLUDE ABENDS:            

      No ABEND exclusion list

 

   PRODUCT=CA-SYSVIEW         

   COMPONENT=GSVX*            

   JOBNAME=*                  

   EXCLUDE ABENDS:            

      No ABEND exclusion list

 

   PRODUCT=CA-VIEW            

   COMPONENT=VIEW SAR*        

   JOBNAME=SAR*               

   EXCLUDE ABENDS:            

      Code     Reason         

      U0522                   

      S522

Displaying CAISDI/med EXCLUDE ABEND Statement Specifications

To display the values that have been established with the EXCLUDE ABEND statement, issue the following command:

MODIFY CASDIMED,DISPLAY EXCLUDE

Alternatively, the DISPLAY command can be shortened to the following:

MODIFY CASDIMED,D EXCLUDE

The DISPLAY EXCLUDE command lets you display the parameter specifications that are made on the CAISDI/med
EXCLUDE statement.

Use this syntax for the DISPLAY EXCLUDE command:

DISPLAY EXCLUDE

EXCLUDE
This positional parameter displays the settings from the CAISDI/med EXCLUDE statement.

The following is an example of the DISPLAY EXCLUDE command:

DISPLAY EXCLUDE

Also consider the following example:

MODIFY CASDIMED,D EXCLUDE

CASD375I DISPLAY EXCLUDE:

ABENDS:                 

   Code     Reason      

   S047                 

   S13E                 

   S33E                 

   S322                 

   U0051  x'00000010'
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Displaying CAISDI/med Server Information

To display the values and status that is associated with each server as defined to CAISDI/med, issue the following
command:

MODIFY CASDIMED,DISPLAY SERVERS

Alternatively, the DISPLAY command can be shortened to the following:

MODIFY CASDIMED,D SERVERS

To display the values and status that is associated with a specific server or group of servers as defined to CAISDI/med,
issue the following command:

MODIFY CASDIMED,DISPLAY SERVERS NAME=server_name

The server_name value can be the name of a specific server or a server name mask.

The DISPLAY SERVERS command lets you display the definitions that the SERVER initialization statements that are
defined in the MEDPARMS data set create. The display also shows the connection state of the associated CAISDI/med
server interface task with its respective Service Desk Manager server.

Use this syntax for the DISPLAY SERVERS command:

DISPLAY SERVERS [NAME=mask]

SERVERS
This positional parameter displays specifications that the SERVER initialization statements create.

NAME
The optional keyword parameter NAME can specify a one to 28 character mask that is used as a selection
filter against the SERVER name when producing the command display. The mask value can contain any alpha,
numeric, or national character. Wild cards are allowed: a percent sign (%) matches any single character and an
asterisk (*) matches all trailing characters, inclusive of the asterisk.

The following is an example of the DISPLAY SERVERS command:

DISPLAY SERVERS NAME=USD*

Also consider the following example:

MODIFY CASDIMED,D SERVERS

CASD349I DISPLAY SERVERS:              

USDSRV01  STATUS=Disconnected  HOSTNAME=SYS01   

    TIMEOUT=20              

   URL=http://usdserver.yourdomain.com

Displaying CAISDI/med Module Information

To display the values and status of CAISDI/med modules, issue the following command:

MODIFY CASDIMED,DISPLAY MODULES

Alternatively, the DISPLAY command can be shortened to the following:

MODIFY CASDIMED,D MODULES

The DISPLAY MODULES command lets you display the release and maintenance level of the CAISDI/med address
space and well as detailed information about the CAISDI/med load modules that the CAISDI/med address space loads.

Use this syntax for the DISPLAY MODULES command:

DISPLAY MODULES
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MODULES
This positional parameter displays the CAISDI/med load module information.

The following is an example of the DISPLAY MODULES command:

DISPLAY MODULES

Also consider the following example:

MODIFY MED,DISPLAY MODULES

CASD344I DISPLAY MODULES:

CASD345I Release r1.0     SP00

CASD346I MEDMAIN   origin 07700000  length 00000000

         MEDMCT   07700000 00001000 CSD1001  04/03/05 13.33

CASD346I MEDCOMM   origin 068FA000  length 000060E0

         MEDCOMM  068FA000 00001000 CSD1001  04/03/05 13.33

         MEDAPI   068FB000 00000798 CSD1001  04/03/05 13.33

         MEDAPIPC 068FB798 00002830 CSD1001  04/03/05 13.33

         MEDRMGR  068FDFC8 00000398 CSD1001  04/03/05 13.33

         MEDLOGR  068FE360 00000760 CSD1001  04/03/05 13.33

         MEDUPOST 068FEAC0 00000C30 CSD1001  04/03/05 13.33

         MEDXMPST 068FF6F0 000009F0 CSD1001  04/03/05 13.33

Displaying CAISDI/med Task Information

The CAISDI/med address space is a multitasking address space. To display the names and current status of each of the
CAISDI/med tasks, issue the following command:

MODIFY CASDIMED,DISPLAY TASKS

Alternatively, the DISPLAY command can be shortened to the following:

MODIFY CASDIMED,D TASKS

or

MODIFY CASDIMED,D TASK

The DISPLAY TASKS command lets you display the operating state of the various functional tasks within the CAISDI/med
address space.

Use this syntax with the DISPLAY TASKS command:

DISPLAY TASKS

TASKS
This positional parameter displays the operating state of the CAISDI/med tasks.

The following is an example of the DISPLAY TASKS command:

DISPLAY TASKS

Also consider the following example:

MODIFY CASDIMED,DISPLAY TASKS                           

CASD351I DISPLAY TASKS:             

  Name     Status       TCB      STE   

-------- ------------ -------- --------

COMMAND  Active       006E0E88 7F5786E0
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EVENT    Active       006E8160 7F5764B0

REQUEST  Active       006E83F0 7F578080

USDSRV01 Active       006E8680 7F5754F0

CONTROL  Active       006E8910 7F5799B0

Changing CAISDI/med SERVER Statement Specifications

To change values that are associated with a given CAISDI/med SERVER statement, issue the following command:

MODIFY CASDIMED,SET SERVER name keyword=value

The SET SERVER statement identifies that a given SERVER is being changed and name identifies the specific SERVER
statement. The values to be changed are defined as keyword=value.

The following is an example of the SET SERVER command:

SET SERVER USDSRV01,

    HOSTNAME=XYZHOST1,

    TIMEOUT=30,

   URL_SYMBO>=WS2

For example, to change the CAISDI/soap server Service time-out value for a SERVER named, USDSRV01, issue the
following command:

MODIFY CASDIMED,SET SERVER USDSRV01 TIMEOUT=60

The SET SERVER command lets you alter selected specification for an existing CAISDI/med server interface task.
Any dynamic changes are reflected as long as the CAISDI/med address space remains active. To make permanent
specification changes, update the appropriate SERVER initialization statements in the MEDPARMS data set.

Note: Changing the specifications of a CAISDI/med server interface task causes it to automatically disconnect from its
current associated Service Desk Manager server and immediately attempt to connect using the altered specifications.

Use this syntax for the SET SERVER command:

SET SERVER server_name

    HOSTNAME=name

    TIMEOUT=seconds

    URL_SYMBOL=name

SERVER
This positional parameter indicates that a CAISDI/med server interface task specification is to be altered.

server_name
This positional parameter is the name of the target CAISDI/med server interface task specifications to be altered.
You can use the DISPLAY SERVERS command to obtain a list of the CAISDI/med server names.

HOSTNAME
This keyword parameter defines the CAICCI host name where the SOAP Client Service address space is
executing.

TIMEOUT
This keyword parameter defines the number of seconds the SOAP Client Service address space waits for a
response from the Service Desk Manager Web service before returning a timeout condition.
The time-out value can be a number between 10 seconds and 3600 seconds.

URL_SYMBOL
(Optional) Used to identify the Service Desk Manager server on which you want the tickets opened. If omitted, the
SD_URL value from the CAISDI/soap server address space's Environmental Variables is used. You can select
an alternate Service Desk Manager server by assigning a “symbol” to URL_SYMBOL where URL_symbol is a
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defined Environmental Variable in the CAISDI/soap server and where its value is a URL identifying the Service
Desk Manager server. For example, if “URL_SYMBOL=WS2” then Environmental Variable “URL_WS2” must be
defined to the CAISDI/soap server with a value which is the URL for the Service Desk Manager server. See the
CASOAPE Environmental Variables.

The following is an example of the SET SERVER command:

SET SERVER USDSRV01,

    HOSTNAME=XYZHOST1,

    TIMEOUT=30,

    URL_SYMBOL=WS2

Also consider the following example:

CASD369I SET SERVER:

CASD371I SET SERVER processing complete

Starting a CAISDI/med Task

To start a previously stopped CAISDI/med task, issue the following command:

MODIFY CASDIMED,START name

Alternatively, the START command can be shortened to the following:

MODIFY CASDIMED,S name

The name operand is the name of the CAISDI/med task that scheduled to start. The DISPLAY TASKS command can be
used to identify all valid task names and their current status.

The START command lets you start a CAISDI/med task that either a STOP task command or an execution-time error
previously stopped.

Use this syntax for the START command:

START task_name

task_name
This positional parameter is the name of the target task that is started. You can use the DISPLAY TASKS
command to obtain a list of the CAISDI/med task names.

NOTE
When a CAISDI/med server interface task starts, it attempts to login to its associated Service Desk
Manager server.

The following is an example of the START command:

START USDSRV01

As another example, to start a previously stopped CAISDI/med task and to cause a login to the associated Service Desk
Manager server, enter the following command:

MODIFY CASDIMED,START USDSRV01

Stopping a CAISDI/med Task

The STOP command lets you halt execution of a CAISDI/med task that is active. Certain CAISDI/med control related
tasks cannot be stopped with a STOP command.

NOTE
Certain CAISDI/med control related tasks cannot be stopped with a STOP command.
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Use this syntax for the STOP command:

STOP task_name

task_name
This positional parameter is the name of the target task that is halted. You can use the DISPLAY TASKS
command to obtain a list of the CAISDI/med task names.

NOTE
When a CAISDI/med server interface task stops, it logs off from its associated Service Desk Manager
server.

The following is an example of the STOP command:

STOP USDSRV01

For another example, enter the following command to stop a CAISDI/med task that is communicating with a Service Desk
Manager server, and cause a from that server.

STOP USDSRV01

Alternatively, the STOP command can be shortened to the following:

MODIFY CASDIMED,P name

The name operand is the name of the CAISDI/med task that is scheduled to stop. The DISPLAY TASKS command can be
used to identify all valid task names. Note that the CONTROL task name and the COMMAND task name are not eligible to
be stopped.

Forcing Termination of a CAISDI/med Task

Normally, a CAISDI/med task is stopped using a STOP command. However, when a given target task is not responding to
a STOP command, it is possible to force the termination of a task by issuing the KILL command.

The KILL command lets you force the termination of a CAISDI/med task that is non-responsive. The target CAISDI/med
task is terminated with a User 222 abend.

WARNING
Use this command as a last resort. Termination of a CAISDI/med task can result in the failure of the CAISDI/med
address space. Use this command only if you are prepared to stop and start the CAISDI/med address space.

Use this syntax for the KILL command:

KILL task_name

task_name
This positional parameter is the name of the target task that is terminated. You can use the DISPLAY TASKS
command to obtain a list of the CAISDI/med task names.

WARNING
Terminating the CAISDI/med task named CONTROL causes the entire CAISDI/med address space to
terminate.

The following is an example of the KILL command:

KILL USDSRV01

As another example, to terminate, with a U0222 abend, the CAISDI/med task that has not responded to a STOP
command in the preceding example, enter the following command:

MODIFY CASDIMED,KILL USDSRV01

Alternatively, the KILL command can be shortened to the following:
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MODIFY CASDIMED,K name

The name operand is the name of the CAISDI/med task that is scheduled to stop. The DISPLAY TASKS command can be
used to identify all valid task names and their current status.

How to Implement Standalone CAISDI/els
After installing standalone CAISDI/els using the procedures in Installing, follow this process to ensure you complete all the
customization tasks for the standalone CAISDI/els component:

1.  Customize and Stage the CASDIELS JCL PROC.
2.  Allocate the Event Library.
3.  Set Up CAISDI/els Startup Parameters.
4.  Configure the CAISDI/els Interface for Each Broadcom Product.
5.  Run Standalone CAISDI/els.

Customize and Stage the CAISDI/els JCL PROC

A sample CAISDI/els startup JCL procedure is contained in member CASDIELS of the CAI.CAW0PROC data set. To
customize and stage the CAISDI/els JCL PROC, follow these steps.

1. Copy CAI.CAW0PROC(CASDIELS) to SYS2.PROCLIB(CASDIELS) or to any JCL PROCLIB that is automatically
searched as part of z/OS START command processing.

2. Customize the //STEPLIB DD statement by specifying the name of the runtime APF- authorized load library into which
the CAISDI/els executable load modules have been copied as described in Installing. Or, if the Common Components
and Services CAILIB is in the LINKLIST, the STEPLIB can be removed.

3. Customize the //SYSIN DD statement by specifying the name of the CAISDI/els parameter data set that contains
CAISDI/els initialization statements. By default, this would be your CAI.CAW0OPTN data set, but you can copy the
ELSSTART, ELSSTOP, ELSREMOV, ELSLIST, and ELSREQS members to a shared PARMLIB. The ELSSTART
member is customized in a subsequent configuration step.

This step is complete when you have customized and staged the CAISDI/els JCL PROC to a searched z/OS JCL
procedure library.

Run Standalone CAISDI/els

This section describes how to start and run the standalone CAISDI/els component.

Start CAISDI/els

The CAISDI/els component is started using the CASDIELS procedure:

//CASDIELS     PROC PRODUCT=,

//             CMD=ELSSTART,                   

//             SYSOUT='X'                            

//*-------------------------------------------------

//CASDIELS EXEC PGM=CSDECNTL,PARM='&PRODUCT'

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=CAI.CAW0LIB,DISP=SHR    

//SYSIN    DD  DSN=CAISDI.PARMLIB(&CMD),DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=&SYSOUT    

//REPORT   DD  SYSOUT=&SYSOUT
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The CAISDI parameter library contains several members that are designed to facilitate the starting and stopping of the
CAISDI/els component. The ELSSTART member, which you previously configured, contains the control statements
necessary to establish CAISDI/els. For example, the ELSSTART member can look like this:

DEFAULTS SD_AUTODEF=yes            Create contacts and assets     

DEFINE PRODUCT=CA-1,EVENTLIB=cai.caievent,PRODCNTL=al0cntl,MASK=l0*

DEFINE PRODUCT=ALLOCATE,EVENTLIB=cai.caievent,PRODCNTL=xfgcntl,MASK=xf*

The CAISDI/soap address space, CASOAP, must be up and available for CAIDSDI/els to start up.

The following operator command can be issued from the system console or can be included in your IPL procedures to
ensure that the interface is always activated after an IPL:

S CASDIELS

The CAISDI/els Interface Controller, CSDECNTL, loads the event definitions from the various products into shared
memory. For each product defined to this interface, CSDECNTL creates a Product Event Table. The collection of Product
Event Tables and other memory-resident control blocks is referred to as the Event Control Structure. Once the Event
Control Structure has been initialized, CAISDI/els is enabled. While the CAISDI/els Interface Controller is started with a
console command, it is not a “started task” in the traditional sense. It establishes the interface and then terminates. If there
were no problems, CSDECNTL completes with return code of zero. The interface is ready for use. If the return code is not
zero, examine the processing log written to the SYSPRINT DD statement.

Stop CAISDI/els

The following operator command can be issued from the system console to shut down CAISDI/els:

S CASDIELS,CMD=ELSSTOP

This command invokes the CAISDI/els Interface Controller with a SHUTDOWN command. This removes the Event
Control Structure and frees all of the ECSA storage except for the 64 byte Event Anchor Block (EAB) and a 36 byte PC
routine stub. These are retained for the next time you start the CAISDI/els interface.

Runtime Options

The CAISDI/els component requires access to the CAISDI/soap component to communicate with Service Desk Manager.
To reduce your configuration tasks, CAISDI/els uses a discovery service of CAICCI to find all available CAISDI/soap
z/OS SOAP clients in the environment. Each one is tested to see if the target Service Desk Manager server can be
accessed through it. The list of SOAP clients through which access can be made is then sorted by response time. The
fastest connection is used as the primary connection; all others are queued up as failover candidates in case the primary
connection fail.

CAISDI/els Control Statements

The CAISDI/els Interface Controller, CSDECNTL, provides several control statements for use in managing the interface.
These control statements give you the ability to shut down the interface, disable, or remove an interface for a specific
product, report on event activity, and report on the status of Service Desk Manager tickets that are still in open status.

General Considerations
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Using the &PARM Symbolic

The CAISDI/els Interface Controller allows the use of a special symbolic parameter that is named &PARM. In any control
statement or comment, you can embed the &PARM symbolic parameter. For example:

//ENABLE JOB '1234','Systems',CLASS=A

//CASDIELS EXEC PGM=CSDECNTL,PARM='ca-1'

//STEPLIB DD DSN=CAI.CAW0LIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//REPORT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

ENABLE PRODUCT=&PARM

The value of the PARM= for the JCL EXEC statement sets the value of the &PARM symbolic to “CA 1”. The control
statement “ENABLE PRODUCT=&PARM” is interpreted as if you had specified “ENABLE PRODUCT=CA 1” yourself. z/
OS allows up to 100 characters to be passed through the PARM= parameter. Internally, the length of the control statement
including the substitution of the &PARM value must not exceed 200 characters.

Syntax Notes

Note the following syntax conventions for command statements:

• Comments can be inserted in command statements by specifying an asterisk (*) in column 1 of the statement, followed
by the comment. For example:

*The following statement suppresses the password.

• All values must be enclosed in single or double quotes.
Comments can be added on a command line following one blank space to the right of the parameter value:

usd_id="ServiceDesk", This is the Service Desk ID

• Separate the parameters in command statements by commas.
Use a plus sign (+) at the end of a command line to continue the command on the next line. For example:

defaults usd_id='Service'+

             'Desk'

• All commands (define, default, and so on) and their parameters (for example, product= or prodname=) can be entered
in any case. They are forced to upper case by the parser one word at a time as they are being evaluated.
The following parameter values are forced to upper case:

PRODUCT USD_AUTODEF

PRODCNTL LANG

EVENTLIB PRIORITY

MASK EVENT

TRACE  

NOTE
The values for the PRODUCT and LANG parameters are forced to upper case in both the command stream and
from the product control member.
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All other parameter values are processed in mixed case. For the following parameters, the mixed case is crucial:

URL_URL ASSIGNEE

USD_ID REPORTED_BY

USD_PW ASSET

AFFECTED_END_USER TEMPLATE

Defining Products to CAISDI/els

To define Broadcom products to CAISDI/els, use the DEFAULTS and DEFINE control statements.

DEFAULTS Control Statement

The DEFAULTS control statement sets the default values for all subsequent DEFINE control statements in the current
command stream. These defaults are required parameters for the DEFINE control statement.

Use this syntax for the DEFAULTS control statement:

DEFAULTS

    [URL_SYMBOL=symbol

    [USD_ID=user_id]

    [USD_PW=password]

    [USD_AUTODEF={YES|NO}]

    [LANG=lang]

URL_SYMBOL
(Optional) Used to identify the Service Desk Manager server on which you want the tickets opened. If omitted, the
SD_URL value from the CAISDI/soap server address space's Environmental Variables is used. You can select
an alternate Service Desk Manager server by assigning a “symbol” to URL_SYMBOL where URL_symbol is a
defined Environmental Variable in the CAISDI/soap server and where its value is a URL identifying the Service
Desk Manager server. For example, if “URL_SYMBOL=WS2” then Environmental Variable “URL_WS2” must be
defined to the CAISDI/soap server with a value which is the URL for the Service Desk Manager server. For more
information, see CASOAPE Environmental Variables.

USD_ID
Optional (deprecated with elmds). The logon ID to be used in accessing Service Desk Manager. If omitted, the ID
is taken from the CAISDI/soap SOAP client address space configuration file from the SD_USER variable.

USD_PW
Optional (deprecated with elmds). The password to be used with the Service Desk Manager logon ID. If omitted,
the password is taken from the CAISDI/soap SOAP client address space configuration file from the SD_PASS
variable.

USD_AUTODEF
Controls whether CAISDI/els automatically defines contacts and assets if they are not already defined.
Default: USD_AUTODEF=YES

LANG
A two-character code designating the language to be used in the summary and description texts of the Service
Desk Manager tickets opened by CAISDI/els. The valid codes are:
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• DE (German)
• ES (Spanish)
• EN (English)
• FR (French)
• IT (Italian)
• DA (Danish)
• FI (Finnish)
• PT (Portuguese)
• SV (Swedish)
• NO (Norwegian)

Default: LANG=EN

In this example, the CAISDI/soap default values for the URL, ID, and password are being overridden. Normally, you would
not want to do this, but it is beneficial for testing purposes.

DEFAULTS URL='http://usdserver.yourdomain.com:8080/axis/services/'+  'USD_WebServiceSoap?wsdl',               

                            

         USD_AUTODEF=yes,          Create contacts and assets     

         USD_ID="ServiceDesk",     This is the Service Desk ID    

         USD_PW="ServiceDesk"      This password is suppressed

DEFINE Control Statement

The DEFINE control statement establishes CAISDI/els with a Broadcom product.

Use this syntax for the DEFINE control statement:

DEFINE

    PRODUCT=prodname

    EVENTLIB=dsn

    PRODCNTL=prod_ctl_mem

    URL_SYMBOL=symbol

    USD_ID=uid

    USD_PW=password

    [LANG=lang]

    [MASK=mask]

    [USD_AUTODEF={YES|NO}]

PRODUCT
Required. A product code that uniquely identifies a given Broadcom product.

EVENTLIB
Required. The fully qualified partitioned data set name containing the product control member and the product
event members. In most cases, this is CAI.CAIEVENT.

PRODCNTL
Required. Identifies the name of the product control member.

MASK
Required for some products. A generic mask that is used to identify event member names where the event library
can contain event members or nonevent members from multiple products.

URL_SYMBOL
Optional. Used to identify the Service Desk Manager server on which you want the tickets opened. If omitted,
the SD_URL value from the CAISDI/soap address space's Environmental Variables is used. You can select
an alternate Service Desk Manager server by assigning a “symbol” to URL_SYMBOL where URL_symbol is a
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defined Environmental Variable in the CAISDI/soap server and where its value is a URL identifying the Service
Desk Manager server. For example, if “URL_SYMBOL=WS2” then Environmental Variable “URL_WS2” must be
defined to the CAISDI/soap server with a value which is the URL for the Service Desk Manager server. See the
CASOAPE Environmental Variables.

USD_ID
Optional (deprecated with elmds). The logon ID to be used in accessing Service Desk Manager. If omitted, the ID
is taken from the CAISDI/soap SOAP client address space configuration file from the SD_USER variable.

USD_PW
Optional (deprecated with elmds). The password to be used with the Service Desk Manager logon ID. If omitted,
the password is taken from the CAISDI/soap SOAP client address space configuration file from the SD_PASS
variable.

LANG
Optional. A code designating the language to be used in the summary and description texts of the Service Desk
Manager SD tickets opened by CAISDI/els. Valid codes are:

• DE (German)
• ES (Spanish)
• EN (English)
• FR (French)
• IT (Italian)
• DA (Danish)
• FI (Finnish)
• PT (Portuguese)
• SV (Swedish)
• NO (Norwegian)

Default: LANG=EN
USD_AUTODEF

(Optional) Controls whether CAISDI/els automatically defines contacts and assets if they are not already defined.
Default: USD_AUTODEF=YES

Consider the following example:

//DEFINE   JOB  '1234','Systems',CLASS=A

//CASDIELS EXEC PGM=CSDECNTL

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=CAI.CAW0LOAD,DISP=SHR    

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*    

//REPORT   DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD  *

DEFINE PRODUCT=CA-1,EVENTLIB=cai.caievent,PRODCNTL=al0cntl,MASK=l0*

DEFINE PRODUCT=ALLOCATE,EVENTLIB=casisd.eventlib,PRODCNTL=xfgcntl,MASK=xf*

Shutting Down CAISDI/els

To completely shut down CAISDI/els for all products, use the SHUTDOWN control statement.

SHUTDOWN Control Statement

The SHUTDOWN control statement shuts down CAISDI/els for all Broadcom products.

Use this syntax for the SHUTDOWN command:
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SHUTDOWN

Example

//SHUTDOWN JOB '1234','Systems',CLASS=A

//CASDIELS EXEC PGM=CSDECNT

//STEPLIB DD DSN=CAI.CAW0LOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//REPORT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

SHUTDOWN

Alternatively, you can issue the following operator command from the system console to shut down CAISDI/els:

S CASDIELS,CMD=ELSSTOP

NOTE
The ELSSTOP CAI.CAW0OPTN member contains a SHUTDOWN command.

Removing One Product Definition While Leaving the Rest Active

When CAISDI/els is first started, the DEFINE control statements create Product Event Tables in shared memory. If you
want to remove one of those definitions while leaving the other product definitions active, you can use the REMOVE
command or the ELSREMOV member.

REMOVE Control statement

The REMOVE control statement removes CAISDI/els for a given product.

Use this syntax for the REMOVE control statement:

textREMOVE PRODUCT=prodname  

PRODUCT
A product code that uniquely identifies a given Broadcom product.

Consider the following example:

//REMOVE   JOB  '1234','Systems',CLASS=A

//CASDIELS EXEC PGM=CSDECNTL

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=CAI.CAW0LOAD,DISP=SHR    

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*    

//REPORT   DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD  *

REMOVE PRODUCT=CA-1

ELSREMOV

The CAI.CAW0OPTN library contains the ELSREMOV member that can be used to remove a given product from the
CAISDI/els interface using a console command. It contains a REMOVE command. For example, if you wanted to remove
the CA 1 product from the CAISDI/els interface while leaving the interface active for all other products using the interface,
issue this console command:

S CASDIELS,CMD=ELSREMOV,PRODUCT=CA-1

Refreshing the Event Definitions After Maintenance
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Occasionally, maintenance for a given product can affect one of its event library members. The event definitions for
that product must be refreshed to pick up the changes that are applied by maintenance. The affected product must be
removed and redefined to the CAISDI/els interface.

Consider the following example:

//REFRESH JOB '1234','Systems',CLASS=A

//CASDIELS EXEC PGM=CSDECNTL

//STEPLIB DD DSN=CAI.CAW0LOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//REPORT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

REMOVE PRODUCT=CA-1

DEFINE PRODUCT=CA-1,EVENTLIB=cai.caievent,PRODCNTL=al0cntl,MASK=l0*

Disabling and Reenabling CAISDI/els for One Product

When CAISDI/els is first started, the DEFINE control statements create Product Event Tables in shared memory. If you
want to disable CAISDI/els for a given product, use the DISABLE command.

Disabling the interface for a given product is similar to removing the product definition: no Service Desk Manager tickets
are opened on behalf of that product. However, the current event statistics are preserved in shared memory when you use
the DISABLE command.

Use the ENABLE command to reactivate the CAISDI/els interface for a product that has been disabled.

DISABLE Control statement

The DISABLE control statement disables CAISDI/els for a given product without removing it altogether. Event statistics
and each current status for the event is retained.

Use this syntax for the DISABLE control statement:

textDISABLE PRODUCT=prodname ALL

PRODUCT
Specifies a product code that uniquely identifies a given Broadcom product. The PRODUCT and ALL parameters
are mutually exclusive.

ALL
Refers to all Broadcom products that are configured with the CAISDI/els. The PRODUCT and ALL parameters are
mutually exclusive.

Consider the following example:

//DISABLE   JOB  '1234','Systems',CLASS=A

//CASDIELS EXEC PGM=CSDECNTL

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=CAI.CAW0LOAD,DISP=SHR    

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*    

//REPORT   DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD  *

DISABLE PRODUCT=CA-1

ENABLE Control statement

The ENABLE control statement reverses the effects of the DISABLE control statement.

Use this syntax for the ENABLE control statement:
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textENABLE PRODUCT=prodname ALL

PRODUCT
A product code that uniquely identifies a given Broadcom product. The PRODUCT and ALL parameters are
mutually exclusive.

ALL
Refers to all Broadcom products that are configured with CAISDI/els. The PRODUCT and ALL parameters are
mutually exclusive.

Example

//ENABLE   JOB  '1234','Systems',CLASS=A

//CASDIELS EXEC PGM=CSDECNTL

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=CAI.CAW0LOAD,DISP=SHR    

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*    

//REPORT   DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD  *

ENABLE PRODUCT=CA-1

CAIDSI Reports

This section describes CAISDI/els reports.

Reporting CAISDI/els Interface Event Statistics

Events for a product are monitored in the Product Event Table of each respective product. You can report on the current
status of the event tables using the LIST command.

Reporting Open Service Desk Manager Tickets

The CAISDI/els interface can report on the current status of any Service Desk Manager ticket that it opened. The LIST
command, with the REQUESTS parameter, instructs the CAISDI/els component to query Service Desk Manager. The
connection to Service Desk Manager is based on the products that are currently defined to CAISDI/els. The information
that is required to complete the connection to the appropriate Service Desk Manager is stored in the Product Event Table.

LIST Control Statement

The LIST control statement generates reports that are based on the currently defined products, the status of Service Desk
Manager tickets that have been opened, and the status of the product events.

Use this syntax for the LIST control statement:

LIST

    [PRODUCT=prodname]

    [REQUESTS]

    [ASSET=asset_name]

    [REPORTED_BY=contact_name]

    [AFFECTED_END_USER=contact_name]

    [ASSIGNEE=contact_name]

PRODUCT
A product code that uniquely identifies a given Broadcom product.

REQUESTS
Directs the LIST control statement to generate the REQUESTS report by querying the Service Desk Manager
for the currently open tickets that were opened through this interface. This includes not only the request tickets
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in non-ITIL configured servers, but also incident tickets in ITIL configured servers. The ASSET, REPORTED_BY,
ASSIGNEE, and AFFECTED_END_USER parameters provide the selection criteria for that query. If no other
parameters are specified, the AFFECTED_END_USER associated with each product's current definition is used
as the selection criteria.
If the REQUESTS parameter is omitted, the LIST control statement generates the EVENTS report. This report
lists the currently defined products and the status of all of their events.

ASSET
The name of the asset that was associated with the Service Desk Manager ticket.

REPORTED_BY
The contact name that opened the Service Desk Manager ticket. This name is typically the REPORTED_BY
contact name that is specified in the product control member for the product.

AFFECTED_END_USER
The name of the Service Desk Manager contact who is designated as the affected end user. This name is
typically the AFFECTED_END_USER contact name that is specified in the product control member for the
product.

ASSIGNEE
The Service Desk Manager contact name who is assigned to the ticket. This name is typically the ASSIGNEE
contact name that is specified in the product control member for the product.

ELSLIST

The CAI.CAW0OPTN library contains the ELSLIST member that can be used to generate a report on currently defined
products, the current status of any Broadcom ticket that has been opened and the status of product events. It contains a
LIST command. For example, if you wanted to review the products that are currently defined to the CAISDI/els interface,
issue this console command:

S CASDIELS,CMD=ELSLIST

List Reports

There are two types of reports that can be obtained with the LIST control statement:

If you omit the REQUESTS keyword, CAISDI/els produces a detailed EVENTS report. This is a list of all defined events
and their current status. If you include the PRODUCT parameter, you can report on an event of a single product.
Otherwise, all events for all products are reported.

If you include the REQUESTS keyword, CAISDI/els queries the Service Desk Manager and produces a REQUESTS
report. This is a report of all Service Desk Manager tickets in open status that match your other criteria. You can list the
open tickets for one product by including the PRODUCT parameter. If you omit the PRODUCT parameter, all tickets
for each product that is currently defined are reported, one product at a time. You can specify any one or all of ASSET,
REPORTED_BY, AFFECTED_END_USER, and ASSIGNEE as extra selection criteria. Only the tickets where all criteria
are true are reported. If you omit all criteria, the AFFECTED_END_USER contact from each product's definition is used as
if you had specified the AFFECTED_END_USER parameter.

This example reports the events for one product:

//LIST  JOB  '1234','Systems',CLASS=A

//CASDIELS EXEC PGM=CSDECNTL

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=CAI.CAW0LOAD,DISP=SHR    

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*    

//REPORT   DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD  *
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LIST PRODUCT=CA-1

To report on all events for all products using CAISDI/els, omit the PRODUCT parameter:

//LIST  JOB  '1234','Systems',CLASS=A

//CASDIELS EXEC PGM=CSDECNTL

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=CAI.CAILIB,DISP=SHR    

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*    

//REPORT   DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD  *

LIST

The previous example produces a report, which is written to the DD named REPORT. This report lists all events for each
product, one product at a time, showing the event counts and the last time the event was triggered.

The following example lists Service Desk Manager tickets for one product:

//LIST  JOB  '1234','Systems',CLASS=A

//CASDIELS EXEC PGM=CSDECNTL

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=CAI.CAW0LOAD,DISP=SHR    

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*    

//REPORT   DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD  *

LIST REQUESTS,PRODUCT=CA-1

In this case, the Service Desk Manager contact that is identified to CAISDI/els as the AFFECTED_END_USER is used
as the selection criteria. Only the tickets that are currently open are reported. The report is written to the DD named
REPORT.

In the following example, the user has changed the AFFECTED_END_USER value so that there are tickets still open
from two different affected end users. However, this user consistently opened all Service Desk Manager tickets using the
software asset named “CA 1.”

//LIST  JOB  '1234','Systems',CLASS=A

//CASDIELS EXEC PGM=CSDECNTL

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=CAI.CAW0LOAD,DISP=SHR    

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*        

//REPORT   DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD  *

LIST REQUESTS,ASSET='<ca1tm>'

The previous example lists all open tickets for the CA 1 product and is written to the DD named REPORT. The report
shows who is assigned to each ticket, when it was first opened, and when it was last updated.

ELSREQS

The CAI.CAW0OPTN library contains the ELSREQS member that can be used to generate the same report as the LIST
REQUEST OPTION using a console command. It contains a LIST REQUEST command. For example, if you want to
review all the open tickets that are currently defined to the CAISDI/els interface, issue the following console command:

S CASDIELS,CMD=ELSREQS
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CAISDI/els Event Trigger Utility Commands

All Broadcom products using CAISDI/els call it when a specific event occurs or when a condition arises. The call to
CAISDI/els is referred to as “triggering the event”. The CAISDI/els Event Trigger Utility, CSDETRIG, can be used to
trigger events manually. This utility is useful in verifying the network connections and ensuring that all components are
connecting properly. You can also incorporate this utility into production job streams where conditional step execution
would invoke this utility and open Service Desk Manager tickets that are based on condition codes. In this case, you can
create your own events to augment the ones that are supplied by the product. The Event Trigger Utility triggers any events
that you create.

Consider this sample JCL:

//TRIG   JOB  (account)'Systems',CLASS=A

//*

//EVENT   EXEC PGM=CSDETRIG,PARM='Test message text'

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=CAI.CAW0LOAD,DISP=SHR    

//SYSIN    DD  *

TRIGGER PRODUCT=CA-1,EVENT=L0E231,

    JOB=MYJOB,DSN=TEST.DATA.SET.NAME,MSG="&PARM"

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A 

The Event Trigger Utility only has two control parameters:

PRODUCT=
The product code of the product whose event you want to trigger.

EVENT=
The six character event code you want to trigger. All event member names are eight characters; a six character
code followed by a two character language code. This parameter identifies the code, not the member name.

Any other “parameters” seen by the Event Trigger Utility are taken to be symbolic parameters to be used in providing
detailed event data. In the previous example, the “parameters” JOB, DSN, and MSG are set up as symbolic parameters.
If the event L0E231 contains &JOB, &DSN, and &MSG embedded in the summary or description texts, then the values
you assigned them are substituted into the summary or description texts. Note the use of the PARM= on the JCL EXEC
statement. Any value that you specify on the PARM= can be passed directly into the control statements or comments. The
&PARM symbolic is replaced with the value you specified in the PARM= of the JCL EXEC statement before the control
statement is parsed. In this example, the MSG symbolic parameter would be assigned the value “Test message text” and
any place in the L0E231 event text where &MSG was found, this text string would then replace it. The length of the control
statement, including the substitution of the &PARM value, must not exceed 200 characters.

Using the Event Trigger Utility, you can trigger events of your own making. You simply construct a product control member
and a set of product event members for your own purposes. Execute the Event Trigger Utility as a job step whenever you
want to open a Service Desk Manager ticket.

Install Datacom/AD
After installing and performing the configuration tasks for Common Components and Services components, you can
optionally install Datacom/AD.

The installation of Datacom/AD requires the installation of certain CCS components. Install all components that are
bundled in the BASE PAX file which contains all the DATACOM/AD requirements except for CA-C Runtime, which is found
in the LEGACY PAX file. Installed all the required CCS components before proceeding to the Datacom/AD installation.

• Components CAIRIM, CAICCI, CAIENF, and CAISSF are required. They are installed into the CAW0LINK and
CAW0LOAD data sets.

• Component CA-C Runtime is required for Dataquery. It is installed into the CCCSLINK data set.
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For installation instructions concerning the Datacom/AD release that shipped with this version of CCS, see Datacom/AD
Installation and Maintenance.

After you perform the installation, return to this section to customize CAIENF and Event Management.

NOTE
Datacom/AD Version 12.0 must have PTF RO18150 applied to function correctly with CAIENF.

For new and existing customers of Datacom/AD, each system running CAIENF requires a unique MUF used only for
CAIENF and Event Management data handling.

The CAIENF event data is unique to each system. Sharing a Datacom/AD MUF with other Broadcom products is not
practical for the following reasons:

• Other Broadcom products generally share data across systems using a cross system MUF.
• Maintenance and backup might be a problem.

We recommend using the ENFIMUF setup for running a Datacom/AD MUF within the CAIENF address space discussed
later in this section.

LMP and Datacom/AD
When Datacom/AD is installed, a library with the low-level qualifier of CAAXSAMP is created. Member AXDATIN2, which
is used at Datacom MUF startup, is in that data set.

Change the statement in member AXDATIN2 that reads:

DATACOM    AD

to

DATACOM    MSM

This change causes the Datacom/AD MUF LMP check to be bypassed during startup. Some Datacom/AD functionality
is lost, but that does not affect CAIENF and Event Management. If the CAAXSAMP data set used by CAIENF or Event
Management is being shared with other products that use Datacom/AD, make a copy of this data set first. In such a case,
have CAIENF or Event Management use its own updated CAAXSAMP data set.

Datacom/AD Multi-User Deployment
After Datacom/AD Version 14 has been successfully installed on one LPAR and CAIENF Release 14.1 has been started
on that LPAR, you can establish fully operational Datacom/AD environments on any number of LPAR images.

If you used CSM (CSM) to install Datacom/AD Version 14, you might be able to deploy Datacom/AD using CSM. Instead,
you can perform the steps that are outlined in this procedure to use the IBM ADRDSSU utility to backup all needed data
sets from the initially installed LPAR and restore them on a different LPAR. This procedure creates data sets on the source
system that have been customized to work on the target system. These new data sets are backed up and when later
restored to the target system, you have a functional and customized Datacom/AD Version 14 on the target system and
CAIENF can be started on that system.

The JCL members are associated with most of the following steps. Each JCL member contains a description of its
function and specific instructions on the changes you must make before submitting it for execution.

Definitions:

• The source LPAR is the LPAR where the initial Datacom/AD new installation was performed.
• The target system is the LPAR where another Datacom/AD multiuser environment is established.
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With Datacom/AD Version 14, each MUF on each LPAR must have a unique Multi-User Facility (MUF) name. The LPAR
system name can be used in the MUF name to make it easier to identify the origin of Datacom/AD messages and reports
that are generated within a SYSPLEX.

The JCL necessary to execute this deployment procedure is found in member DEPLOY in the CAW0JCL library. Running
this job creates a deployment JCL library containing all the needed members.

NOTE
Steps 1 through 6 must be done on the source system. Steps 7 and 8 are done on the target system.

WARNING
After creating the deployment JCL library, member AXDEPIPJ contains an IPOUPDTE process that can be used
to perform all necessary edits to the Datacom/AD Deployment members described below, and must be run to
perform the needed customization. Copy this member to another library then customize and submit it from that
library to keep from losing changes when the deployment JCL library is updated.

Use this procedure to establish a fully operational Datacom/AD Version 14 MUF on a target LPAR.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit the member DEPLOY in CAW0JCL. Change the JOB card to match your installation standards. Modify the
SYSUT2 statement in the IEBUPDTE step, changing the DSN from SRC.DATACOM.DEPLJCL to a name that
matches the SRC.DATACOM high-level qualifier. The low-order qualifier is DEPLJCL to avoid having to make
significant changes to the rest of the jobs in the process. Modify the UNIT and VOL=SER to match your installation
standards and submit the job. This same DSN will need to be defined in the next step on the @LIBCARD DD
statement.

2. Copy member AXDEPIPJ from the deployment JCL library that is created into another library to preserve your
changes. Modify each of the parameters after the SYSIN statement except the last, $/<./<. Change the value found
within the angle brackets (<<) to match the value as documented in the job comments. Submit this job.
In this example, you would change the second occurrence of SRC.SMPE.DATACOM

SRC.SMPE.DATACOM<SRC.SMPE.DATACOM<

WARNING
Do not delete or update the last entry $/<./<.

3. Submit job AXDEP01 on the Source system to assemble and link-edit custom modules to the target custom libraries.
4. Submit job AXDEP02 on the Source system to allocate all the MUF deployable data sets and databases.

WARNING
The Source system multiuser facility (MUF) must be inactive (down) when this job is run.

5. Submit job AXDEP03 on the Source system to back up the Datacom/AD product datas ets.
6. Make the backup file that job AXDEP03 creates and the DEPLJCL library available to the target system.
7. Submit job AXDEP04 on the Target system to restore all required Datacom/AD data sets to the target LPAR.
8. APF authorize the following target system data sets on the target system:

– The Common Components and Services CAW0LOAD
– The Datacom/AD CAAXLOAD
– The Datacom/AD CUSLIB

Customize Datacom/AD for CAIENF
After installing Datacom/AD or deploying Datacom/AD on another LPAR image, you can optionally customize Datacom/
AD for CAIENF.

If you want CAIENF to record events, you must have installed the version of Datacom/AD shipped with this version of
CCS and must perform the steps in this procedure.
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APF authorize two Datacom/AD load libraries, CAAXLOAD and CUSLIB after you complete the Datacom/AD installation.
These load libraries are used to customize Datacom/AD for CAIENF.

IMPORTANT

Before you perform any Datacom/AD customization procedures for CAIENF, consider:

• A Datacom/AD Multi-User Facility (MUF) must be running on the system where the JCL associated with the
procedure executes.

• A Datacom/AD MUF can execute in its own address space or under the CAIENF address space.
• To customize Datacom/AD for CAIENF or resolve Datacom/AD for CAIENF customization issues, the

Datacom/AD MUF must be running with its own address space and CAIENF must be down or started in a
separate address space from the Datacom/AD MUF with the control option NODB.

• Save your Datacom/AD MUF startup JCL even if you decide to use a CAIENF internal MUF (see ENFIMUF
in the following topics). There are database maintenance occasions when you bring up the MUF while
CAIENF is down.

Customize an Existing Datacom/AD for CAIENF

If you installed the release of Datacom/AD being shipped with this version of CCS from a prior version of CAIENF, then
import the version of the CAIENF plan for this release into your existing Datacom/AD environment.

IMPORTANT
 Do not perform these steps until you are ready to implement the version of CAIENF for this release.

Follow these steps: 

1. Shut down older version of CAIENF.
2. If not already started, start DATACOM/AD external to CAIENF.
3. IMPORT the New CAIENF plan into DATACOM/AD by editing and submitting CAW0JCL member AW1IMPRT.
4. IPL the system.
5. Start the new release of CAIENF.

Customize a New Datacom/AD for CAIENF

Follow these steps: 

1. Modify and submit member, AW1ID001 to install the CAIENF database definitions into Datacom/AD and allocate the
CAIENF database data sets.
– Specify Datacom/AD data set prefix
– Specify CAIENF database data set volume
– Specify the unit type for the volume specified
– Specify space for the CAIENF database index, IXX700

Approximate 3390 CYL Index space
A = ( 30 x #total recorded events) /3036

B = A + (A x .05)  / 12

Cyls = (B  / 15) + 1

– Specify space for the CAIENF database data area, ENF700
Approximate 3390 CYL Area space
Cyls = #total number of events / 3600

Approximate 3380 CYL Area space

Cyls = #total number of events / 3000

If you are upgrading from Common Components and Services Version 11, to obtain the total number of events count,
your current running CCS CAIENF Version 11 can be used to help. Run the CAS9DB LIST DETAIL report shortly
before your ARCHIVE (BACKUP) time, preferably the day after your three busiest days of the week. The LIST DETAIL
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report provides the total number of records that are currently recorded for each event type on the CAIENF Version 11
database. You can then simply add them up. Here is the CAS9DB LIST DETAIL JCL:
//CAS9DB   EXEC PGM=CAS9DB,REGION=4M

//DBOUT    DD SYSOUT=*

//DBIN     DD *

  LIST DB(*) DETAIL

 /*

Make sure CAIENF Version 11 is up and running to use the JCL as is.
2. Update the CAIENF procedure.

CAW0PROC contains three CAIENF procedures; ENF, ENFXMUF, and ENFIMUF. Select the procedure that applies to
the requirements for your site.
ENF: Use the JCL found in this procedure to not record events or install Datacom/AD.
ENFXMUF: Use the JCL found in this procedure to record events. Datacom/AD is installed and the MUF is external
(runs in its own address space) to CAIENF.
ENFIMUF: Use the JCL found in this procedure to record events. Datacom/AD is installed and the MUF is internal
(runs under the CAIENF address space) to CAIENF.
For ENFXMUF and ENFIMUF:
– Set the parameter values for ADSHLQ and ADHLQ to the Datacom/AD CAAXLOAD and CUSLIB data set name

prefixes.
– Update the CAIENF input parameters that DD ENFPARMS references to include control option statements

RECORD(YES) and EVENT(event-name,RECORD). There is an EVENT control option statement for each EVENT
to be recorded.
The Control Options that pertain to the recording of events are:
RECORD(NO|YES)

EVENT(event-name,RECORD)|

EVENT(event-name,NOREC)

– If the Datacom/AD MUF is to execute under the CAIENF address space, update the CAIENF input parameters that
DD ENFPARMS references to include control option IMUF.

NOTE
For more information about these control options, see Component Reference and Administrating.

3. Start or restart CAIENF.
CAIENF dynamically creates the EVENT tables to record events and CAIENF system tables to record miscellaneous
supportive data.
The EVENT tables are created when CAIENF initializes with RECORD(YES) specified.
If RECORD(YES) is specified and the DATACOM/AD MUF is not available, CAIENF will shut down.

Resolve Datacom/AD for CAIENF Customization Issues
There can be instances where problems are encountered customizing Datacom/AD for CAIENF. For example, a data set
name or space allocation can be specified incorrectly or the CAIENF database installation CAW0JCL member AW1ID001
receives an error.

In many cases, the CAIENF database installation CAW0JCL member AW1ID001 can be resubmitted after resolving the
issue that caused the error by editing the JCL to begin at the job step encountering the error.

However in some cases, it can be more desirable to delete a partially or completely installed CAIENF database.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Before you start this procedure, see Datacom/AD MUF Considerations in Customize Datacom/AD for CAIENF.
2. Submit CAW0JCL member AW1AD001 to obtain a list of existing CAIENF database tables.

If no rows are found, go to step 4 to delete the CAIENF database.
3. Edit and execute CAW0JCL member CASQL004 to drop all CAIENF tables.
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This step is only required if the listing for job AW1AD001 indicated that rows were found.
The EVENT tables are dynamically installed at CAIENF startup when the RECORD(YES) ENFPARM control option
has been specified.

IMPORTANT
Never drop an EVENT table while CAIENF is actively recording events. For more information, see Datacom/
AD MUF Considerations in Customize Datacom/AD for CAIENF.

NOTE
The DROP TABLE statement renders the table obsolete. This action removes all versions and statuses of
the table from the data dictionary databases, deletes the Directory definition, and deletes the data.

If CASQL004 returns an error, execute CAW0JCL member CADB001 to close all CAIENF tables then resubmit
CASQL004.

NOTE
An error is returned if the database table information remained cached by the Datacom/AD address space.

4. Edit and submit CAW0JCL member CADB003 to delete the CAIENF database definitions from Datacom/AD.
– Update the JCL SET statement for ADHLQ with the data set high-level qualifier that is used during the Datacom/AD

installation for CUSLIB.
– Update the JCL SET statement for ADSHLQ with the data set high-level qualifier that is used during the Datacom/

AD installation for CAAXLOAD.

IMPORTANT
Drop all the CAIENF tables before deleting the CAIENF database.

NOTE
If the CAIENF database was partially installed, one or more database components could not exist and
CADB003 indicates errors for the missing components. You can safely ignore such errors.

5. Edit and submit CAW0JCL member CADB004 to delete the Datacom/AD directory definitions for CAIENF.
Only run this job when the step to define and initialize the Datacom/AD CAIENF database data sets found in
CAW0JCL member AW1ID001 successfully initialized and updated the Datacom/AD CXX file with the CAIENF
ENF0700 and IX0700 data set information.
– Update the JCL SET statement for ADHLQ with the data set high-level qualifier that is used during the Datacom/AD

installation for CUSLIB.
– Update the JCL SET statement for ADSHLQ with the data set high-level qualifier that is used during the Datacom/

AD installation for CAAXLOAD.
6. Edit and submit CAW0JCL member CADB005 to delete the CAIENF database data sets.

This job only runs when the step to define and initialize the Datacom/AD CAIENF database data sets found in
CAW0JCL member AW1ID001 successfully allocated the CAIENF ENF0700 and IXX0700 data sets.
– Update the JCL SET statement for ADHLQ with the data set high-level qualifier that is used during the Datacom/AD

installation for CUSLIB.
7. Re-install the CAIENF database using CAW0JCL member AW1ID001.

How to Customize Datacom/AD for Event Management
Calendars and Message Actions are typically not required for sites using OPS/MVS interfacing with Event Management.
Calendars can be helpful for sites that are not using OPS/MVS to process events.

After completing the Datacom/AD installation, you have two Datacom/AD load libraries, CAAXLOAD, CUSLIB and a
parameter library, CUSMAC. These libraries are required to complete the Datacom/AD setup for Event Management.

Customize Datacom/AD for Event Management

The following steps are optional for Event Management.
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To use Calendars or Message Actions with Event Management, you must have Datacom/AD installed and you must
perform these steps.

If you have a DATACOM/TR repository that Version 3.0 of Event Management uses, you can extract the table information
from the old repository. Then load the information into the new DATACOM/AD repository. For information about the
optional steps to extract and load your existing table information, see the latter portion of the following procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Update MUF DATAPOOL parameter.
Change the Datacom/AD startup and tuning parameter member for the MUF by altering the DATAPOOL buffers.
Depending upon how you are running the MUF, refer to the CAIENF or Datacom/AD MUF startup procedure JCL
SYSIN DD statement to determine the data set and member name containing the startup and tuning parameters.
Change
DATAPOOL    8K,2000,16K,2        DATA BUFFER SIZE,# OF BUFFERS

to
DATAPOOL    12K,2000,16K,2       DATA BUFFER SIZE,# OF BUFFERS

2. Start or Recycle Datacom/AD.
NOTE
The Datacom/AD MUF must be active with the previous changes in effect.

3. Create DB Definitions.
Modify and Submit CNSMJCL member D5IRTV01.

4. Verify Definitions and Initialize Database.
Modify and Submit CNSMJCL member D5IRTV02.

5. Define the SQL tables.
Modify and Submit CNSMJCL member D5IRTV03.

NOTE
If the D5IRTV jobs in steps 3, 4, and 5 do not complete successfully, see Resolve Datacom/AD for Event
Management Customization Issues.

6. (Optional). If you are a previous Datacom/TR user (from Common Components and Services Version 11) and would
like to migrate your Datacom/TR data to Datacom/AD, perform this step. In past releases, Event Management
maintained message action records and calendars in the Datacom/TR database.
– With EM 3.0 Datacom R9 active, produce a Datacom/AD utility report of the Event Management database using

CNSMJCL member D5IDBUTL.
– Using the Datacom R9 utility report, update CNSMJCL member D5IDBEXT with the three character TABLE NAME

for each OCCURRENCE of the Event Management Table Names that are shown in the JCL member D5IDBEXT.
Example - Datacom utility report: 
TABLE NAME - C27          

OCCURRENCE - CADB-OPRA_CTL

Change JCL Member D5IDBEXT:  
EXTRACT AREA=EM0,DBID=1011,DDNAME=DDOCTL,TABLE=C27, CADB-OPRA-CTL BLKSIZE=10236

– Extract Datacom/TR data for migration to Datacom/AD.Modify and Submit CNSMJCL Member D5IDBEXT.
– Load extracted Datacom/TR Data into Datacom/AD.Modify and submit CNSMJCL member D5IDBLD to load the

extracted data into Datacom/AD.Restart Datacom/AD if currently started.
7. Confirm your Event Management Profile.During the Common Services Installation step (Create the Event

Management Profile) entries were made pertaining to Datacom/AD.Ensure that the /cai/nsmem/PROFILE file is edited
to specify CA_OPR_ZOSDB=Y.This allows the usage of Calendars and Message Actions with Event Management. If
you did not know the Datacom/AD data set names or data set high level qualifier at the time of the installation, you can
edit the /cai/nsmem/PROFILE file directly with this information now. Refer to the installation step for information about
how to edit this file.
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The STEPLIB environment variable in /cai/nsmem/PROFILE must point to the correct Datacom/AD libraries. If you are
migrating from a Datacom/TR or creating a Datacom/AD database, ensure the STEPLIB variable points to the correct
CAAXLOAD and CUSLIB data sets.
After the /cai/nsmem/PROFILE file updates are complete, rerun CNSMJCL member D5II0065. This ensures that any
information required for the use of the Datacom/AD databases is updated in the proper Event Management component
scripts.If you optionally updated the system /etc/profile file to have the EM environment variables set when a user logs
in, rerun script fwsetup to reflect the Datacom/AD libraries in the STEPLIB variable. For more information, see section
Run the Event Management Post-Installation Script. 

8. Start the MUF.
The Datacom/AD MUF can run in its own address space or under the CAIENF address space.
If you are using Calendars or Message Actions, initialize the MUF before the Event Management components start. If
the MUF is not initialized, expect startup error messages. The caiopr daemon starts without the MUF running, but the
Calendar daemon does not.

9. Start Event Management Daemons.

You can access your new database by starting the Event Management Daemons using CNSMPROC member
NSMEMSTR.

Required Tables and Initialization Records

All of the required tables and initialization records are installed into the database files as part of the installation. The only
records that remain in the database are the Event Messages and Actions that you define, and the calendars that you
create. The consoled messages reside in a separate flat file.

Create a Backup

As part of routine processing, create a backup of the repository periodically in the event of any disk corruption.

To create a backup of your repository, use SAMPJCL member D5IDBBAK. This job backs up all the relevant databases
for Event Management.

If you have any corruption or you want to create a database, you can use the backup version to load in the desired
entries. To reload the backup, use SAMPJCL member D5IDBRST.

Clone Your Datacom/AD Database

 Follow these steps: 

1. Back up the Event Management Datacom/AD database that you want to clone using the CNSMJCL member
D5IDBBAK.

NOTE
This job can run anytime after the Datacom/AD customization for Event Management has been completed to
back up the database records that are added after the initialization.

2. Set up the Datacom/AD environment on the target system by performing Customize Datacom/AD for Event
Management.

3. Use the CNSMJCL member D5IDBRST to restore the backup file that is created in step 1 into the new Event
Management Datacom/AD database.

Central Databases on Multiple Systems

To use a central database on multiple systems, the environment variable CAI_OPR_REMOTEDB=ccisysid is exported on
each remote system. Add this export statement to the /cai/nsmem/PROFILE file on each remote system.

This causes Event Management code to send the message record queries to the database engine on the ccisysid node
and receive a response from that node. The multiple systems that are involved can be distributed systems running NetSpy
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3.0. For example, Event Management running on z/OS could use a distributed Microsoft SQL server database as its
message record repository.

Resolve Datacom/AD for Event Management Customization Issues

You can encounter problems customizing Datacom/AD for Event Management. For example, a data set name or space
allocation can be specified incorrectly or the database installation CNSMJCL members D5IRTV0* can receive an error.

In many cases after resolving the error, the database installation CNSMJCL members D5IRTV0* that caused the error can
be resubmitted after editing the JCL to begin at the job step that caused the error.

In some cases, you might need to delete a partially or completely installed Event Management database.

IMPORTANT
See Datacom/AD MUF Considerations in Customize Datacom/AD for CAIENF.

To delete a partially or completely installed Event Management database, modify and submit in order the following
CNSMJCL members:

• D5IDBU02
• D5IDBU04
• D5IDBU05
• D5IDBU06
• D5IDBU07

How to Install the Mainframe Connector for Linux on z Systems
You can optionally install the Mainframe Connector for Linux on z Systems (Mainframe Connector). This feature enables
client products to manage the Linux resources on z/VM systems. The feature also provides the z/VM and Linux message,
and command and response services that client products use to manage the Linux resources. This scenario shows how a
system programmer installs this feature.

Before you begin this installation, we recommend that you review the Mainframe Connector Best Practices.

The following illustration shows the tasks that are required to install the Mainframe Connector:

Figure 6: How to Install the Mainframe Connector for Linux on z Systems

Perform the following tasks to install the Mainframe Connector:

1. Review How the Mainframe Connector for Linux on z Systems Works .
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2. Prepare for the Mainframe Connector for Linux on z Systems Installation .
3. Install the Mainframe Connector for Linux on z Systems .
4. Update the VSAM Data Sets .
5. Install the Linux Agent .
6. Start the Mainframe Connector for Linux on z Systems .

How the Mainframe Connector for Linux on z Systems Works
Mainframe Connector enables client products to manage the Linux resources on z/VM systems. The feature provides the
z/VM and Linux message and command and response services that client products use to manage the Linux resources.
The feature consists of the following components:

• A z/OS region (or task)
• A z/VM agent on each z/VM system that hosts the Linux systems you want to manage through the client products
• A Linux agent on each Linux system

The following illustration shows the main components and the flow of data:

Figure 7: How the Mainframe Connector for Linux on z Systems Works

The feature has the following main components:

z/OS Region
Provides the following TCP/IP servers for the traffic between client products and the agents. You can use the following
command to determine the status of these servers: F,rname,SERVERS.
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VMMON
Provides the following services to the z/VM agents:

• To receive unsolicited z/VM events and messages from the agents.
• To provide a command and response interface for the agents.

This server sets up the port to which z/VM agents connect.
SYSLOG

Receives the messages from the syslog daemon. This server sets up the port to which the syslog daemon on
each Linux system connects.

UNSOLMSG
Passes unsolicited events and messages to client products. This server sets up the port to which client products
connect.

COMMANDS
Provides a command and response interface between client products and agents:

• For the z/VM agents, the end-to-end command flow is client product, COMMANDS server, VMMON server,
and z/VM agent. The reverse applies to the response flow.

• For the Linux agents, the end-to-end command flow is client product, COMMANDS server, and Linux agent.
The reverse applies to the response flow. This server communicates directly with a Linux agent. All Linux
agents to be connected must set up their ports using the same port number.

You configure and run the region on the same z/OS system where your client products run. The task serves multiple z/VM
and Linux agents.

z/VM Agent

Provides the following services:

• To pass unsolicited z/VM events and messages to client products through the z/OS region
• To accept the z/VM commands from client products through the z/OS region
• To return the responses to client products through the z/OS region

You configure and run an agent on each z/VM system that hosts the Linux systems that you want to manage through
client products.

Linux Agent

Provides the following services:

• To accept the Linux commands from client products through the z/OS region
• To return the responses to client products through the z/OS region

You configure an agent on each Linux system you want to manage through client products. The agent is started
automatically after the syslog daemon connects with the z/OS region.

Prepare for the Mainframe Connector for Linux on z Systems Installation
To prepare for the installation, confirm the following requirements:

You install the Mainframe Connector for Linux on z Systems components on z/OS, z/VM, and Linux systems.

• Your z/OS system must have a currently supported version of z/OS.

NOTE
An Install Utility is distributed to help you with the installation and setup. The utility uses ISPF Table Services
and requires a data set to be allocated to the ISPTABL DD. If you encounter a 'Library not Allocated'
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message, allocate a data set to ISPTABL DD (FB 80 PDS). For more information, see the IBM ISPF User
Guide.

• Your z/VM system must satisfy the following requirements:
– The system has a currently supported version of z/VM.
– The system has at least one of the following libraries for REXX:

• Library for REXX on zSeries (5695-014)
• Alternate Library for REXX on zSeries Version 1.4.0 for use with z/VM

NOTE
If you do not have the Library for REXX, you can acquire the Alternate Library from:http://www.ibm.com/
support/docview.wss?rs=960&uid=swg24006250.

• Your Linux system must have an IBM-certified version of one of the following operating systems:
– Red Hat at minimum release level 6
– SuSE at minimum release level 11.1

• Your executable version of the following SMP/E target data set must be accessible:
– CAI.CC2DLINK must be accessible through system Linklist.
– CAI.CC2DLOAD must be accessible through JCL STEPLIB or system linklist.

WARNING

Because this load library contains common Broadcom Management Services modules, if any of the
following software is installed at your site do not linklist this library: Chorus, CMDB Connector, NetMaster,
OPS/MVS WebCenter, or SOLVE. Doing so can impact backward and forward compatibility with these
software products. Otherwise you may optionally include this library in the system linklist.

– CC2DLPA must be accessible through LPA.
• z/OS UNIX file system space that is required for the downloaded and unpacked files: 115 MB.
• For the installation and setup, the following space is required:

– Installation = 775 cylinders
– IBM System Modification Program/Extended (SMP/E) libraries = 45 cylinders
– Setup = 195 cylinders
– Setup temporary work area = 430 cylinders
– z/OS UNIX file system space = 20 KB

Each deployed z/VM agent has the following space requirement: Three cylinders.

The Linux agent has the following Linux file system space requirements:

Library Name Block Size Tracks Directory Blocks Description
CC2DEXEC 27920 2132 619 COMMANDS
CC2DJCL 27920 53 138 Run-time PDS
CC2DLINK 32760 8 24 Run-time PDS
CC2DLMD0 32760 4 12 Run-time PDS (external)
CC2DLOAD 32760 419 203 Run-time PDS
CC2DLPA 32760 2 12 Run-time PDS
CC2DMAC 27920 18 24 Run-time PDS (external)
CC2DSAMP 27920 304 91 Run-time PDS (external)
CC2DVSMI 32760 2137 100 Staging
CC2DXML 32760 5 12 Run-time PDS (external)
CE2JEXEC 27920 5 12  
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CE2JOBJ0 27920 4 36  
CE2JXML 32760 19 12  
CE2JZFS0 0 0 Not Applicable  
CE2JZFS0.DATA 4096 15 Not Applicable  

Mainframe Connector for Linux on z Systems Security Requirements
You require access to UNIX System Services (USS).

When you prepare your z/OS task for startup, the following authorities are required on your system:

• You have the READ authority to data sets with a prefix of CAI.*.
• You have the UPDATE authority to the following data sets or libraries:

– Started task PROCLIB that stores the run-time JCL job, for example, SYS1.PROCLIB
– SYS1.PARMLIB to APF-authorize run-time load libraries
– Master catalog, a requirement if you intend to define alias entries for data set prefixes

When you prepare your z/VM agents for startup, the UPDATE authority to the system directory is required on your z/VM
systems.

When you install and prepare your Linux agents for startup, root permissions are required on your Linux systems.

Connector Worksheets
The connector preparation worksheets help you gather the required information before you install and configure (or set
up) the product.

Install the Mainframe Connector for Linux on z Systems
You install the software using CSM or the SAMPJCL method.

IMPORTANT
Install the software into the existing Common Components and Services SMP/E environment using the same
zones names (defaults =
CAIT

and
CAID

). Do not use the same zone names as those names used for any of the following software: Chorus, CMDB
Connector, NetMaster, OPS/MVS WebCenter, or SOLVE. Doing so overwrites the version-specific modules,
resulting in software failures.

IMPORTANT
 If you are installing software using the SAMPJCL method, use the
SAMPJCL(E2J*)

members.

Update the VSAM Data Sets
If an installed SMP fix contains maintenance for VSAM data sets, select the maintenance option V of the Install Utility. The
option updates the data sets for the regions you have set up.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the dsnpref.CC2DLINK data set is in your system linklist.
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For example, include the following LNKLST statement in SYS1.PARMLIB(PROGxx):
textLNKLST ADD NAME(LNKLST00) DSNAME(dsnpref.CC2DLINK)

NOTE
You can also create a STEPLIB to the data set name (DSN) in your TSOPROC (that is, allocate it to
ISPLLIB).

2. Access the ISPF/PDF Primary Menu, and select the COMMAND option.
The ISPF Command Shell panel appears.

3. At the command prompt, enter and execute the following command:
EXEC 'dsnpref.CC2DJCL(INSTALL)'

The Install Utility title panel appears.
4. Press Enter.

The Install Utility Primary Menu panel appears.
5. Enter 6.

The MAINTENANCE Primary Menu panel appears.
6. Enter V (Update MODS, PANELS and OSCNTL data sets with installed maintenance).

The MAINTENANCE MPO Data Sets panel appears.
7. Review the information, and press Enter.

The maintenance software generates the members in the dsnpref.CNTL data set.
8. Submit and run the job Mz7RFRSH.
z

Is a character that is used to identify the members generated from a fixes data set that contains maintenance for
VSAM data sets.

NOTE
The job updates the VSAM data sets. The utility also generates the following jobs: Mz90DUMP and
Mz91REST. If a shared DASD is not available, the jobs help you deploy those updates to a target system.
The Mz90DUMP job creates a backup data set. The data set includes the updated VSAM data sets, which
you deploy to the target system. This backup data set is dsnpref.DFDSS.SHAREDz. The Mz91REST job,
when submitted on the target system, restores the updated VSAM data sets from the backup data sets.

9. Press F3.
The Install Utility Primary Menu panel appears.

10. Press F4 to exit the Install Utility Primary Menu panel and return to the ISPF Command Shell panel, or continue with
the other options.

Install the Linux Agent
The Linux agent software is packaged in an RPM file. During the SMP/E installation process, the file is placed in a
nominated z/OS UNIX file system directory. The file name has the following format:

textcalxagnt-v.r-1.s390x.rpm

Follow these steps:

1. Transfer the file to a Linux on z/VM system into the following directory:
– For SuSE, /usr/src/packages/RPMS/s390x
– For Red Hat, /usr/src/redhat/RPMS/s390x

2. Install the Linux agent software using the following command:
textrpm -Uhv rpm_file_name 

NOTE
Maintenance of the Linux agent is by upgrading to a new RPM file.
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Start the Mainframe Connector for Linux on z Systems
These topics describe how to configure the service and its environment, and start the service.

Set Up a z/OS Region
If you do not use CSM to configure the z/OS region, use the Install Utility to set up the region. You can reuse the utility to
set up more regions for the deployment on multiple systems.

During the setup process, you provide the site-specific information that you previously collected. This information is used
to generate the setup JCL jobs.

WARNING
 After you have run a setup job, you cannot alter the results using the setup software. You can use the setup
software to create a region, or you can manually customize the JCL members for the existing region.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the dsnpref.CC2DLINK data set is in your system linklist.
For example, include the following LNKLST statement in SYS1.PARMLIB(PROGxx):
textLNKLST ADD NAME(LNKLST00) DSNAME(dsnpref.CC2DLINK)

NOTE
You can also create a STEPLIB to the data set name (DSN) in your TSOPROC (that is, allocate it to
ISPLLIB).

2. At the ISPF/PDF TSO Command Shell prompt, execute the following command:
textEXEC 'dsnpref.CC2DJCL(INSTALL)'

The Install Utility panel appears.

NOTE
 On each of the Install Utility panels, you can use the following keys:

• Enter to proceed to the next panel
• F1 to display the online help
• F3 to return to the previous panel
• F4 to exit and return to the main menu 

3. Press Enter.
The Install Utility Primary Menu panel appears.

4. Perform the following steps:
a. Enter 1.

The Parameters Primary Menu panel appears.
b. Enter A to start the parameter review process.

The first of a sequence of Parameters panels appears.
c. Specify the name of the CSI data set and zones that were used during the installation. Press Enter.

5. Enter 3.The SETUP Primary Menu panel appears.
6. Enter 1.

A panel appears for you to define the region name.
7. Enter the name (rname), an ID (i), and a description of the region you are setting up.
i

Is an alphanumeric character that differentiates the setup for different regions.
The Install Utility uses the name that you entered to generate the started task JCL job. For example, if you enter
REGION01 as the name, your started task JCL job is REGION01.

8. Complete each of the SETUP panels as they open. Accept the default values, or specify site-specific values.
The setup software generates a series of jobs in the dsnpref.CNTL data set. 
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9. Submit and run the following jobs in the listed sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has
completed successfully. Each job returns condition code 0 if successful.

Si2SHALC
Allocates the shared run-time data sets.

Si3LDVIP
Populates the MODS, PANELS, and OSCNTL files.

Si5LDPDS
Copies some PDS members to dsnpref.PARMLIB for use by the region.
Note: The member names include the Si prefix (for example, SiLNXPRM).

NOTE
The utility also generates the following two jobs: Si90DUMP and Si91REST. If a shared DASD is not
available, the jobs help you deploy the configuration files for your region to a target system. The Si90DUMP
job creates a backup data set that includes the configuration files for the region, which you deploy to the
target system. The backup data set is dsnpref.DFDSS.SHARED (containing files that multiple regions can
share). The Si91REST job, when submitted on the target system, restores the configuration files from the
backup data set. In addition to deploying the configuration files, you also deploy the target libraries. CSM can
help you with this deployment.

10. Press F3.
You return to the Primary Menu panel. 

 

z/OS Region Parameter Member

The Install Utility generates the PARMLIB(SiLNXPRM) member using the values that are entered during the installation
and setup process.

SiLNXPRM specifies the product region parameters.

Review SiLNXPRM :

• Ensure that it meets your site-specific requirements.
• Reapply any previous customization that is still required.

Prepare the z/OS Region Started Task

The Install Utility generates a started task member for each region you set up. Review it to verify that it meets your site-
specific requirements. You can then copy it to a procedure library with the required authority.

NOTE
 To help you plan any future deployment, you can update the started task member to use z/OS static system
symbols.

Follow these steps:

1. Review and update the DD statements in the region started task member dsnpref.CNTL(rname) for your site-specific
requirements.

2. Copy the reviewed member to SYSx.PROCLIB.
3. Grant the user ID associated with the region UPDATE authority on the run-time data sets created by the installation

and setup processes.
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Load Library
Most products have their own load library but also require the load libraries of supporting services. The CC2DLOAD load
library must be APF-authorized.

WARNING
Ensure that you have added the CC2DLOAD load library to the region STEPLIB, not the system linklist.

Authorization of the Load Libraries

To APF-authorize your load libraries, add the run-time load libraries to the APF list, SYS1.PARMLIB(IEAAPFxx).

To dynamically APF-authorize the load libraries, issue the following z/OS command:

SETPROG APF,ADD,DSNAME=?loadlib,VOLUME=?volser

?loadlib
Specifies the name of the load library.

?volser
Specifies its volume serial number.

To dynamically APF-authorize load libraries that Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) controls, issue the following z/
OS command:

SETPROG APF,ADD,DSNAME=?loadlib,SMS

Enable Auditing by Auditor
If your auditors require Auditor or Common Inventory Service to know of this product running on your system, put a load
module in your system linklist.

To define the load module to the system linklist, include the library dsnpref.CC2DLINK in an LNKLST statement in
SYS1.PARMLIB(PROGxx), for example:

textLNKLST ADD NAME(LNKLST00) DSNAME(dsnpref.CC2DLINK)

Configure z/VM Agents
After you install the z/VM agent software on the z/OS system, you transfer the software to each target z/VM system and
configure the agent. The following list describes the installed software by the members in the dsnpref.CNTL and the SMP/
E-installed dsnpref.CE2JOBJ0 data sets. You rename the data set members during the transfer to conform to the z/VM file
name file type naming conventions.

dsnpref.CNTL(CAVLUSRi)
Is the z/VM directory for the agent user ID. The member contains the user ID and the allocation parameters for a
191 disk that you specify during setup using the Install Utility. i is the alphanumeric character that is assigned to
the associated z/OS region during setup.
CMS file name:agent_user_id
CMS file type: DIRECT

dsnpref.CNTL(CAVLRUNi)
Is the REXX program that runs $UTVM002. The member contains the z/OS region IP address and port number
that you specify during the z/OS region setup using the Install Utility. i is the alphanumeric character that is
assigned to the associated z/OS region during setup.
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CMS file name: CAVLRUNA
CMS file type: EXEC

dsnpref.CE2JOBJ0(CAVLPROF)
Is the profile for the agent user ID.
CMS file name: PROFILE
CMS file type: EXEC

dsnpref.CE2JOBJ0(GENIUCVM)
Is the REXX program that generates the IUCVMSG module.
CMS file name: GENIUCVM
CMS file type: EXEC

dsnpref.CE2JOBJ0(IUCVMSG)
Is the Inter-User Communications Vehicle (IUCV) message handler.
CMS file name: IUCVMSG
CMS file type: TEXT

dsnpref.HL20.CE2JOBJ0($UTVM002)
Is the compiled REXX program that is the agent.
CMS file name: $UTVM002
CMS file type: EXEC

Follow these steps:

1. Define a user ID for the z/VM agent to the z/VM system:
a. Log on to the user ID responsible for directory maintenance on the target z/VM system.
b. Transfer the CAVLUSRi data set member to the 191 disk as agent_user_id DIRECT.
c. Customize the password in the directory.
d. Add the directory to the z/VM system directory.
e. Install the changed directory using the DIRECTXA utility.
A user ID is defined for the agent.

2. Log on to the agent user ID.
3. Transfer the other data set members to the 191 disk for the agent user ID. Use the CMS file names and types that

were indicated previously for the target files.

WARNING
Transfer the IUCVMSG and $UTVM002 members using the binary data type.

The agent software is on the z/VM system.
4. Run the GENIUCVM EXEC.

NOTE
The IUCVMSG module is generated.

Configure the Linux Syslog Daemon
You configure the Linux syslog daemon to establish communication with the z/OS region. The syslog daemon has various
implementations. The following procedures show you how to configure rsyslog and syslog-ng.

To configure rsyslog

1. Add the following statements in the /etc/rsyslog.conf file for the Linux system:
$WorkDirectory /var/spool/rsyslog # where to place spool files

$ActionQueueFileName fwdRule1     # unique name prefix for spool files

$ActionQueueMaxDiskSpace 1g       # 1gb space limit (use as much as possible)

$ActionQueueSaveOnShutdown on     # save messages to disk on shutdown
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$ActionQueueType LinkedList       # run asynchronously

$ActionResumeRetryCount -1        # infinite retries if host is down

*.* @@[host_name]:601

host_name specifies the name or IP address of the z/OS system on which the z/OS region is running.

NOTE
You can change the port number, but the corresponding SLPORT value in the SiLNXPRM parameter
member for the z/OS region must match.

2. Enter the following command:

/etc/init.d/rsyslog restart

rsyslog is restarted with the new configuration.

To configure syslog-ng

1. Add the following statements in the /etc/syslog-ng.conf file for the Linux system:
destination loghost { tcp("host_name" port(601)); };

log { source(src); destination(loghost); };

host_name specifies the name or IP address of the z/OS system on which the z/OS region is running. If you are using
Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6), use the tcp6() driver instead of the tcp() driver.

NOTE
You can change the port number, but the corresponding SLPORT value in the SiLNXPRM parameter
member for the z/OS region must match.

2. Enter the following command:

/etc/init.d/syslog restart

syslog-ng is restarted with the new configuration.

Configure Linux Agents
After you install the Linux agent software on the Linux system, you configure the agents for communicating with the z/VM
host and the z/OS region.

Follow these steps:

1. Enable the Linux agent to issue z/VM CP commands:
a. Enter the following command:

modprobe vmcp

The Linux agent can issue CP commands in the current session.
b. Add the command in the /etc/init.d/boot.local (SuSE) or /etc/rc.local (Red Hat) file.

The Linux agent can issue CP commands the next time the Linux system starts.
2. Update the SOLVE service in the xinetd configuration:

NOTE

SOLVE is a service name that is registered with Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) for Port 2636.

a. Create a file named solve in the /etc/xinetd.d directory, using the following name for the server program:

/usr/sbin/calxagnt

The following example shows the content of a solve file:

#Linux Agent for Broadcom Mainframe Connector
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service solve

{

        socket_type     = stream

        protocol        = tcp

        wait            = no

        user            = root

        server          = /usr/sbin/calxagnt

}

NOTE
If you are using SuSE, you can use YaST (Yet another Setup Tool) to create this file.

b. (Optional) If the root permission is not required, change the user.
c. (Optional) Add the following server argument to run the agent from a home directory:

server_args = -d home_directory_path

d. Enter the following command:

service xinetd restart

The xinetd daemon restarts. Communication between the Linux agent and the z/OS region is configured.

Start the Product Region
To start the product region, issue the following command:

textS rname 

rname is the name that you specified for the region during the setup process.

NOTE
 To stop the started task, issue the following command from the MVS console: P rname.

Start the z/VM Agents
To start a z/VM agent, use one of the following methods:

• Issue the following command:
textXAUTOLOG agent_user_id 

• Log on to the agent virtual machine. After the agent has started, issue the following command to disconnect from the
agent:

#CP DISC

You can configure the AUTOLOG1 virtual machine to start an agent automatically at initial program load (IPL) of the z/VM
system.

If you need to stop an agent, use one of the following methods:

• Issue the following command:
textFORCE agent_user_id

• Log on to the agent virtual machine, and issue the STOP command.
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Linux Agent Startup
Linux agent startup is automatic. When the z/OS region receives a message from syslog on a Linux system, the region
invokes the startup of the Linux agent on that system.

Connector Preparation Worksheets
During the installation and setup process, you enter values that are used to perform the following tasks:

• Allocate data sets.
• Set initial parameters.
• Prepare for the use of your product.

You can print this worksheet page to record the values that are needed for your site when installing the product.

Product Unloading

To facilitate the unloading of product files onto your system, you gather information about the source and destination of the
files.

ESD or DVD

If you plan to download the product using ESD or from DVD, gather the following information:

USS directory
Is where you download the product archive file into.
______________________________________________________
Example: …/CA/CAESD/

Data set prefix
Is the prefix (dsnpref) of the data sets to which you copy the retrieved product files. The data set names have the
following format: dsnpref.CAI.data_set_type.
______________________________________________________

Job Information

Gather the following job information:

Batch job class
Record the value that your site uses here:
Class = ____________________

SMP/E CSI

Gather the following information:

SMP/E CSI data set
Defines the CSI data set that you want to use:
_______________________________________

WARNING
Install the software into the existing Common Components and Services SMP/E environment using the
same zones names (defaults = CAIT and CAID). Do not use the same zone names as those names
used for any of the following software: Chorus, CMDB Connector, NetMaster, OPS/MVS WebCenter, or
SOLVE. Doing so overwrites the version-specific modules, resulting in software failures.
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Target zone
Defines the target zone that you want to use:
____________________

Distribution zone
Defines the distribution zone that you want to use:
____________________

Linux Agent Location

Gather the following information:

Linux Connector Agent location
Specifies the z/OS UNIX file system path name for the Linux agent directory. This directory must exist and is used
as the SMP/E target library for the agent.
________________________________________________
Default:path_prefix/cai/CASoftware/CCS/LNXCN

IBM Data Sets

Gather the following information related to IBM data sets:

Language Environment Parameters

Record these language environment values:

Language Environment link-edit input 2
Record the value that your site uses here:
SCEEBND2 = ____________________
Default: CEE.SCEEBND2

Language Environment link-edit input
Record the value that your site uses here:
SCEELIB = ____________________
Default: CEE.SCEELIB

Language Environment library
Record the value that your site uses here:
SCEELKED = ____________________
Default: CEE.SCEELKED

IBM macros
Record the value that your site uses here:
MODGEN = ______________________
Default: SYS1.MODGEN

SMP/E Members

Gather the following information related to members required by SMP/E:

Data set that contains the GIMZPOOL member
Record the value that your site uses here:
____________________
Default: SYS1.MACLIB

Prefixes for Setup Data Sets

Use these prefixes for high-level qualifiers for the different data set groups.
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Record the values that your site uses here:

JCL library for generated setup members
Data Set Prefix = ____________________
Management class = ____________________
Storage class = ____________________
Volume serial number = ____________________
Unit = ____________________

Prefix for local sequential data sets
Record the value that your site uses here:
____________________
Default:dsnpref (The actual prefix is formed by appending the region name, dsnpref.rname.)

Prefix for shareable PARMLIB data sets
Record the value that your site uses here:
____________________
Default:dsnpref

Prefix for shareable VSAM data sets
Record the value that your site uses here:
____________________
Default:dsnpref

z/OS Region Setup

Gather the following information for each z/OS region you plan to set up in the following worksheet:

Region name (rname)
Record the value that your site uses here:
____________________

TCPIP.DATA data set name
Specifies the name of the configuration data set used by IBM Communications Server:
____________________
Default: TCPIP.DATA

SiLNXPRM Parameter Member
Command on ABEND

Specifies the command in response to a z/OS region abend. Typically, you specify the START rname command.
ABENDCMD = ____________________

TCP/IP stack type
Specifies the type of stack:

• IBM indicates the IBM Communications Server using Internet Protocol Version 4 (IPv4).
• IBMV6 indicates the IBM Communications Server using Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6).
• TCPAXS indicates TCPaccess CS.

STACKTYPE = ____________________
TCP/IP stack job name

(IBM TCP/IP stack) Specifies the stack job name.
STACKNAME = ____________________

TCPaccess CS subsystem ID
(TCPaccess CS TCP/IP stack) Specifies the stack subsystem ID.
STACKSSID = ____________________
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z/VM interface port
Specifies the port number that z/VM agents use to connect to the region. The same port must be specified in the
z/VM agent configuration.
IPPORT = ____________________
Default: 2636
Range: 1024 through 65535

Linux interface port
Specifies the port number that the region uses to connect to the Linux agents. This port is specified in the Linux
agent configuration.
LXPORT = ____________________
Default: 2636 (port of the SOLVE service in the xinetd configuration on the Linux systems)
Range: 1024 through 65535

syslog interface port
Specifies the port number that syslog uses to connect to the region. The same port must be specified in the
syslog configuration.
SLPORT = ____________________
Default: 601
Range: 1 through 65535

Message port
Specifies the port number that is used to deliver unsolicited messages to client products. You can specify an
unused port number (static) or a token (up to 16 bytes) that acquires a port number dynamically. The same
configuration must be specified in the client products.
We recommend using a token.
MSGPORT or MSGTOKEN= ____________________
Default: CALINUXUNSOLMSG: (a token)
Range: 1024 through 65535 for MSGPORT

Command port
Specifies the port number that is used for commands and responses with client products. You can specify an
unused port number (static) or a token (up to 16 bytes) that acquires a port number dynamically. The same
configuration must be specified in the client products.
We recommend using a token.
CMDPORT or CMDTOKEN = ____________________
Default: CALINUXCOMMANDS: (a token)
Range: 1024 through 65535 for CMDPORT

Multiclient connections
Specifies whether to permit multiple clients to connect to the UNSOLMSG server. Permitting multiclient
connections degrades the performance.
Values: NO and YES

z/VM Agent Configuration

Gather the following information about the z/OS region for each z/VM agent you plan to configure in the following
worksheet:

z/VM agent user ID
Specifies the z/VM user ID you want to assign to the agent.
____________________

VOLSER of DASD for minidisk
Specifies the VOLSER of the DASD where the minidisk for the agent is located.
____________________
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Starting cylinder for minidisk
Specifies the cylinder where the minidisk starts.
______

Host name or IP address
Specifies the host name or IP address of the z/OS system on which the region runs:
____________________

WARNING
If you specify an IP address, it must be an IPv4 address. The z/VM agent uses REXX sockets, and z/VM
REXX sockets do not support IPv6.

z/VM interface port
Specifies the corresponding port number in the SiLNXPRM parameter member for the region:
____________________

Mainframe Connector Best Practices

Installation

Use CSM to acquire, install, and maintain your product.

Business Value:

CSM provides a web interface, which works with ESD and standardized installation, to provide a common way to manage
Broadcom mainframe products. You can use it to download and install Mainframe Connector.

CSM lets you download product and maintenance releases over the Internet directly to your system from the Broadcom
Support website. After you use CSM to download your product or maintenance, you use the same interface to install the
downloaded software packages using SMP/E.

Additional Considerations:

After you install the product, use the product's Install Utility to set it up. CSM can continue to help you maintain your
product.

If there is maintenance for VSAM data sets, you must use the Install Utility to update those data sets for each region you
have set up.

More Information:

For more information about CSM, see the CSM online help. For more information about product setup, see Installation.

Deployment

Use CSM to deploy your product.

Business Value:

CSM provides a web interface to provide a common way to manage Broadcom mainframe products. After you use it to
download and install Mainframe Connector, it helps you deploy the product using the same interface.

More Information:

For more information about CSM, see the CSM online help.
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How You Deploy Mainframe Connector

After you install the product, you deploy the z/OS regions to the target systems. The process includes the following
stages:

1. Configure your regions using the Install Utility. The following command starts the utility:
 EXEC 'dsnpref.CC2DJCL(INSTALL)'

 

During this stage, the utility generates a series of jobs in the dsnpref.CNTL data set, including the following jobs that
help with deployment: Si90DUMP and Si91REST.

i
Is an ID that differentiates the regions you configure.

2. For each region you configure, submit the Si90DUMP job. The job creates the following backup data set that includes
the configuration files for the region: dsnpref.DFDSS.SHARED (containing files that multiple regions can share).

3. Deploy each region to the target system using CSM. Include the data set created in Step 2 and the dsnpref.CNTL data
set as custom data sets.

4. For each region you deploy, submit the Si91REST job on the target system. The job restores the region files in the
backup data sets.

How You Deploy Mainframe Connector Maintenance

After you install the maintenance, you deploy updated software to the z/OS regions on the target systems. The process
includes the following stages:

1. (Optional) If maintenance exists for VSAM data sets (as indicated by HOLDDATA), apply the maintenance using the
Install Utility. Select Option 6, V. Option V is selectable only if VSAM maintenance exists.

2. (Optional) If maintenance exists for VSAM data sets, submit the Mz90DUMP job.
z
Is a character that is used to identify the members generated from a fixes data set that contains maintenance for
VSAM data sets.

3. Shut down the regions you want to maintain.
4. Deploy the maintenance to each target system using CSM. If there is VSAM maintenance, include the

dsnpref.DFDSS.SHAREDz and dsnpref.CNTL data sets as custom data sets.

NOTE

We recommend that you back up the existing SHAREDz data set on a target system before you perform the
deployment.

5. (Optional) If maintenance exists for VSAM data sets, review the Mz91REST job on a target system and customize as
required. Submit the job.
The job restores the files in the dsnpref.DFDSS.SHAREDz data set only.

6. Restart the regions.

Linux Agent Security

Specify a SOLVE service user with privileges appropriate for the commands that are issued through the Linux agent.

Business Value:

Ensuring that the user under which the agent runs does not have higher privileges than needed helps to preserve the
integrity of the Linux system.

Additional Considerations:

By default, the SOLVE service user is root. You can specify a user of lower privileges if you find them appropriate for
the commands (for example, ps -a and uname -a). After the agent is active for a period, review the commands that are
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issued through the agent to determine the appropriate privileges. Specify a user with those privileges in the xinetd SOLVE
service.

SOLVE is a service name that is registered with Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) for Port 2636.

z/VM Agent Security

Specify privilege classes C and G for the z/VM agent.

Business Value:

Ensuring that the privilege classes for the agent are not higher than needed helps to preserve the integrity of the z/VM
system.

Additional Considerations:

When configuring the user directory for the z/VM agent, specify privilege classes that are appropriate. Class G permits
the agent to issue general user commands. Class C permits the agent to issue commands on behalf of other users and
the SIGNAL command to shut down Linux guests. The client products can also require certain privilege classes. After the
agent is active for a period, review the commands that are issued through the agent. Verify that the specified privilege
classes are appropriate.

Linux Agent Home Directory

Set up a home directory for the Linux agent (for example, /home/calxagnt).

Business Value:

A home directory keeps files that the site creates for the Linux agent away from other files on the system, facilitating
maintenance.

Additional Considerations:

You can add a profile file, .calxprf, for the Linux agent in the home directory. The profile can specify shell startup options
for the agent.

To run the agent from the home directory, add the following server argument to the SOLVE service:

 -d home_directory_path

Execution of Linux Applications That Do Not Write to Syslog

For a Linux application that does not write to syslog, run the application from a shell script with message logging.

Business Value:

With the message logging, your automation product can capture the logged messages and can take appropriate actions.
Being able to see what your applications are doing helps ensure the availability of your business processes.

Additional Considerations:

To see the startup and termination of the application, include the following commands in the shell script:

 logger application_name starting

  application_name 

 logger application_name terminated

 

The following messages are available to your automation product:

 LXLOG001I linux_system vm_host_node application_name starting

 LXLOG001I linux_system vm_host_node application_name terminated
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Hardware Interface Service Installation and Setup
After installing and performing the configuration tasks for the Common Components and Services components, you can
optionally install the Hardware Interface Service. The Hardware Interface Service enables a product to retrieve information
from the Hardware Management Console (HMC). A product can send a query to the service, which in turn interrogates the
HMC through the Base Control Program internal interface (BCPii). This scenario shows how a system programmer installs
and configures this service.

The following illustration shows the tasks that are required to install the Hardware Interface Service (HIS):

Figure 8: How to Install the Hardware Interface Service

Perform the following tasks to install the Hardware Interface Service:

1. Review How the Service Works.
2. Review the Topology Model.
3. Prepare for the Hardware Interface Service Installation.
4. Install the Hardware Interface Service.
5. Start the Hardware Interface Service.
6. Review the Initialization Parameters.

Prepare for the Hardware Interface Service Installation
To prepare for the installation, confirm the following requirements:

Your system must have a currently supported version of z/OS with BCPii.

Common Components and Services has the following 3390 DASD space requirements:

• If you are using CSM, ESD, or DVD, the following z/OS UNIX file system space is required for the downloaded and
unpacked files: 16 MB.

• For the installation and setup, the following spaces are required:
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– Installation = 125 cylinders
– IBM System Modification Program/Extended (SMP/E) libraries = 45 cylinders
– Setup = 2 cylinders

 Library Name  Block Size  Tracks  Directory Blocks  Description 
CC2DEXEC 27920 2132 619 COMMANDS
CC2DJCL 27920 53 138 Run-time PDS
CC2DLINK 32760 8 24 Run-time PDS
CC2DLMD0 32760 4 12 Run-time PDS (external)
CC2DLOAD 32760 419 203 Run-time PDS
CC2DLPA 32760 2 12 Run-time PDS
CC2DMAC 27920 18 24 Run-time PDS (external)
CC2DSAMP 27920 304 91 Run-time PDS (external)
CC2DVSMI 32760 2137 100 Staging
CC2DXML 32760 5 12 Run-time PDS (external)

NOTE

 More Information: 

•  Hardware Interface Service Preparation Worksheets  

Hardware Interface Service Worksheets
The preparation worksheets help you gather the required information before you install and configure (or set up) the
product.

Install the Hardware Interface Service
You install the software using CSM or the SAMPJCL method.

IMPORTANT
Install the software into the existing Common Components and Services SMP/E environment using the same
zones names (defaults = CAIT and CAID). Do not use the same zone names as those names used for any
of the following software: Chorus, CMDB Connector, NetMaster, OPS/MVS WebCenter, or SOLVE. Doing so
overwrites the version-specific modules, resulting in software failures.

IMPORTANT
If you are installing only Hardware Interface Service using the SAMPJCL method, use the SAMPJCL(C2D*)
members. If you are installing both Hardware Interface Service and Mainframe Connector, use the
SAMPJCL(E2J*) members. If you installed Mainframe Connector, you have also installed Hardware Interface
Service.

Start the Hardware Interface Service
Follow these steps to learn how to configure the service and its environment, and start the service.

1. Set Up the Service.
2. Prepare the Service Started Task.
3. APF-Authorize the Load Libraries.
4. Configure Service User ID Security.
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5. Configure the User Security.
6. Start the Service.

Set Up the Service

If you do not use CSM to configure the service, use the Install Utility to set up the service. You can reuse the utility to set
up more service instances for the deployment on multiple systems.

During the setup process, you provide the site-specific information that you previously collected. This information is used
to generate the setup JCL jobs.

WARNING
 After you have run a setup job, you cannot alter the results using the setup software. You can use the setup
software to create a region, or you can manually customize the JCL members for the existing region.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the dsnpref.CC2DLINK data set is in your system linklist.
For example, include the following LNKLST statement in SYS1.PARMLIB(PROGxx):
textLNKLST ADD NAME(LNKLST00) DSNAME(dsnpref.CC2DLINK)

NOTE
You can also create a STEPLIB to the data set name (DSN) in your TSOPROC (that is, allocate it to
ISPLLIB).

2. At the ISPF/PDF TSO Command Shell prompt, execute the following command:
textEXEC 'dsnpref.CC2DJCL(INSTALL)'

The Install Utility panel appears.

NOTE
 On each of the Install Utility panels, you can use the following keys:

• Enter to proceed to the next panel
• F1 to display the online help
• F3 to return to the previous panel
• F4 to exit and return to the main menu 

3. Press Enter.
The Install Utility Primary Menu panel appears.

4. Perform the following steps:
a. Enter 1.

The Parameters Primary Menu panel appears.
b. Enter A to start the parameter review process.

The first of a sequence of Parameters panels appears.
c. Specify the name of the CSI data set and zones that were used during the installation. Press Enter.
d. Complete each of the panels as they open. Press Enter at the completion of each panel. You can take the default

options or can specify site-specific values.
5. Enter 4.The SETUP Primary Menu panel appears.
6. Enter 1.

A panel appears for you to define the region name.
7. Enter the name (rname), an ID (i), and a description of the region you are setting up.
i

Is an alphanumeric character that differentiates the setup for different regions.
The Install Utility uses the name that you entered to generate the started task JCL job. For example, if you enter
REGION01 as the name, your started task JCL job is REGION01.

8. Complete each of the SETUP panels as they open. Accept the default values, or specify site-specific values.
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The setup software generates a series of jobs in the dsnpref.CNTL data set.
9. Submit and run the following jobs in the listed sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has

completed successfully. Each job returns condition code 0 if successful.
Si2SHALC

Allocates the shared run-time data sets.
Si5LDPDS

Copies some PDS members to dsnpref.PARMLIB for use by the region. The member names include the Si prefix
(for example, SiHISPRM).

NOTE
The utility also generates the following two jobs: Si90DUMP and Si91REST. If a shared DASD is not
available, the jobs help you deploy the configuration files for your region to a target system. The Si90DUMP
job creates a backup data set that includes the configuration files for the region, which you deploy to the
target system. The backup data set is dsnpref.DFDSS.SHARED (containing files that multiple regions can
share). The Si91REST job, when submitted on the target system, restores the configuration files from the
backup data set. In addition to deploying the configuration files, you also deploy the target libraries. CSM can
help you with this deployment.

10. Press F3.
You return to the Primary Menu panel 

Prepare the Service Started Task

The Install Utility generates a started task member for each service instance you set up. Review it to verify that it meets
your site-specific requirements. You can then copy it to a procedure library with the required authority.

NOTE
 To assist you with the future deployment, you can update the started task member to use z/OS static system
symbols.

Follow these steps:

1. Review and update the DD statements in the service started task member dsnpref.CNTL(hisname) for your site-
specific requirements.

2. Copy the reviewed member to SYSx.PROCLIB.
3. Grant the user ID associated with the service UPDATE authority on the run-time data sets created by the installation

and setup processes.
4. Authorize the user ID of the service for the BCPii application program interface (API) and resources.

APF-Authorize the Load Libraries

Most products have their own load library but also require the load libraries of supporting services. The CC2DLOAD load
library must be APF-authorized.

The examples use the FACILITY resource class (HWISAFCL=FACILITY) and the HI$RV resource name prefix
(HWISAFPF=HI$RV).

To APF-authorize your load libraries, add the run-time load libraries to the APF list, SYS1.PARMLIB(IEAAPFxx).

To dynamically APF-authorize the load libraries, issue the following z/OS command:

SETPROG APF,ADD,DSNAME=?loadlib,VOLUME=?volser

• ?loadlib
Specifies the name of the load library.

• ?volser
Specifies its volume serial number.
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To dynamically APF-authorize load libraries that Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) controls, issue the following z/
OS command:

SETPROG APF,ADD,DSNAME=?loadlib,SMS

Configure Service User ID Security

The Hardware Interface Service requires the BCPii authority to retrieve information from the HMC as well as authority
to each particular resource it wishes to access.  Follow the steps appropriate for your security system to grant these
authorities. After you set up the proper authority, refer to the next section to verify your work.

NOTE
In the following examples, community_name must be in uppercase (for example, BCPII) and cpc_name must be
a full SNA network name of the CPC (for example, IBM390PS.MF01).

ACF2

1. To get started, enter the following ACF2 commands in TSO:

$KEY(HWI) TYPE(FAC)

$USERDATA('community_name')

2. To grant the Hardware Interface Service BCPii authority to retrieve information from the HMC, issue the following
ACF2 commands in TSO:

APPLNAME.HWISERV UID(hisrv_user_id) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

3. Grant the Hardware Interface Service authority to access a CPC and each of its LPARS. Be sure to issue the following
ACF2 commands in TSO for every CPC you want to access with the Hardware Interface Service:

TARGET.- UID(hisrv_user_id) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

TARGET.cpc_name UID(*************STCSYS) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

TARGET.cpc_name.- UID(*************STCSYS) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW

UID(*) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

4. Grant the Hardware Interface Service authority to access Capacity Records. Be sure to issue the following ACF2
commands in TSO for each CPC you granted authority for in Step 2.

CAPREC.- UID(hisrv_user_id) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

CAPREC.cpc_name UID(*************STCSYS) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

CAPREC.cpc_name.- UID(*************STCSYS) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW

UID(*) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

Top Secret

1. To get started, enter the following ACF2 commands in TSO:

TSS ADDTO(tssdept) IBMFAC(HWI)

2. To grant the Hardware Interface Service BCPii authority to retrieve information from the HMC, issue the following
ACF2 commands in TSO:

TSS PER(hisrv_user_id) IBMFAC(HWI.APPLNAME.HWISERV) ACCESS(READ)

3. Grant the Hardware Interface Service authority to access a CPC and each of its LPARS. Be sure to issue the following
ACF2 commands in TSO for every CPC you want to access with the Hardware Interface Service:

TSS PER(hisrv_user_id) IBMFAC(HWI.TARGET.cpc_name) ACCESS(READ) APPLDATA('community_name')
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TSS PER(hisrv_user_id) IBMFAC(HWI.TARGET.cpc_name.*) ACCESS(READ)

4. Grant the Hardware Interface Service authority to access Capacity Records. Be sure to issue the following ACF2
commands in TSO for each CPC you granted authority for in Step 2.

TSS PER(hisrv_user_id) IBMFAC(HWI.CAPREC.cpc_name) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PER(hisrv_user_id) IBMFAC(HWI.CAPREC.cpc_name.*) ACCESS(READ)

RACF

1. To grant the Hardware Interface Service BCPii authority to retrieve information from the HMC, issue the following
RACF commands in TSO: 

RDEFINE FACILITY HWI.APPLNAME.HWISERV UACC(NONE)

PERMIT HWI.APPLNAME.HWISERV CLASS(FACILITY) ID(hisrv_user_id) ACCESS(READ)

2. Grant the Hardware Interface Service authority to access a CPC.  Be sure to issue the following RACF commands in
TSO for every CPC you want to access with Hardware Interface Service:

RDEFINE FACILITY HWI.TARGET.cpc_name UACC(NONE) APPLDATA('community_name')

PERMIT HWI.TARGET.cpc_name CLASS(FACILITY) ID(hisrv_user_id) ACCESS(READ)

3. Grant the Hardware Interface Service authority to access an LPAR. Be sure to issue the following RACF commands in
TSO for each CPC you granted authority for in Step 2 so no LPARs are excluded.

RDEFINE FACILITY HWI.TARGET.cpc_name.* UACC(NONE) APPLDATA('community_name')

PERMIT HWI.TARGET.cpc_name.* CLASS(FACILITY) ID(hisrv_user_id) ACCESS(READ)

4. Grant the Hardware Interface Service authority to access Capacity Records. Be sure to issue the following RACF
commands in TSO for each CPC you granted authority for in Step 2.

RDEFINE FACILITY HWI.CAPREC.cpc_name UACC(NONE) APPLDATA('community_name')

PERMIT HWI.CAPREC.cpc_name CLASS(FACILITY) ID(hisrv_user_id) ACCESS(READ)

RDEFINE FACILITY HWI.CAPREC.cpc_name.* UACC(NONE) APPLDATA('community_name')

PERMIT HWI.CAPREC.cpc_name.* CLASS(FACILITY) ID(hisrv_user_id) ACCESS(READ)

5. Refresh RACF by submitting the following RACF command in TSO:

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

Security Validation Messages

To validate that you have configured security correctly, review the service HISLOG after the service has started.

• If the security configuration is correct, HISLOG has the following messages: 

NK8030 HIS INITIAL TOPOLOGY COLLECTION STARTING. H/W INTERFACE: BCPII

NKAA20 10 - COLLECTING INFORMATION ABOUT THIS SYSTEM

NS1001 HISRV SUBSYSTEM INITIALIZATION COMPLETE. SSID: HIS

NKAA20 20 - RETRIEVING ALL CPC NAMES

NKAA20 30 - BUILDING TOPOLOGY UNDER CPCS

...

NK8031 HIS INITIAL TOPOLOGY COLLECTION FINISHED. H/W INTERFACE: BCPII ENTITIES: nn

• If the security configuration is incorrect, HISLOG has the following messages:

NK8030 HIS INITIAL TOPOLOGY COLLECTION STARTING. H/W INTERFACE: BCPII

NKAA20 10 - COLLECTING INFORMATION ABOUT THIS SYSTEM
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NS1001 HISRV SUBSYSTEM INITIALIZATION COMPLETE. SSID: HIS

NKAA73 UNABLE TO CONTACT BCPII A/S. REQUEST: 1 TYPE: operation_type (BCPII RC D/X: 3842 00000F02)

NK8032 HIS INITIAL TOPOLOGY COLLECTION ERROR. H/W INTERFACE: BCPII

Configure the User Security

The Hardware Interface Service lets you accomplish the following goals:

• Authorize all users to access or alter specific entities in the Hardware Interface Service topology model.
• Authorize specific users to use specific restricted requests or facilities.

This functionality is achieved through security resources known to the Hardware Interface Service. The default security
resource class is CAHIS. If you plan to use this default, ensure that you define the class to your security product.
Alternatively, you can use the HWISAFCL initialization parameter to specify an already defined class to use. Specify the
parameter in the PARMLIB(SiHISPRM) member.

The resources can have an optional common user-defined prefix. Best practice states that this prefix contains a special
character, for example, HI$RV. To specify the prefix, use the HWISAFPF initialization parameter. Specify the parameter in
the PARMLIB(SiHISPRM) member.

Authorize Users for Entities

The following resources let you authorize users to access the entities in the Hardware Interface Service topology model:

• [prefix.]ENTITY.LCL.CURRENT (the CURRENT group)
• [prefix.]ENTITY.LCL.SAME (the SAME group)
• [prefix.]ENTITY.OTHER (the OTHER group)

NOTE
Substitute prefix. as specified by the HWISAFPF parameter.

An entity is assigned to a resource in the following way:

• The Enterprise and Installation entities are not assigned to any group but are always read-only.
• An entity on which the service is executing is assigned to the CURRENT group. The current Ensemble, CPC, and

LPAR entities are assigned to the CURRENT group.
• The children of an entity in the CURRENT group are assigned to the SAME group.
• Other entities are assigned to the OTHER group.

The following examples grant user authorities using different security products:

• USER1 has the authority to work with all entities.
• USER2 has the authority to work with the local entities.
• USER3 has the authority to work with the local Enterprise, CPC, and LPAR entities.
• USER4 has the authority to work with the child entities of the local Enterprise, CPC, and LPAR.
• USER5 has the authority to work with other entities.

The examples use the FACILITY resource class (HWISAFCL=FACILITY) and the HI$RV resource name prefix
(HWISAFPF=HI$RV).

Example: Grant User Authorities Using ACF2

To define the security resources and grant users access to the entities, issue ACF2 commands in TSO, for example:

[ACF]

SET RESOURCE(FAC)

COMPILE *
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$KEY(HI$RV) TYPE(FAC)

ENTITY.- UID(USER1) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

ENTITY.LCL.- UID(USER2) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

ENTITY.LCL.CURRENT UID(USER3) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

ENTITY.LCL.SAME UID(USER4) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

ENTITY.OTHER UID(USER5) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

 

STORE

[END]

Example: Grant User Authorities Using Top Secret

To define the security resources and grant users access to the entities, issue Top Secret commands in TSO. For example:

TSS ADDTO(acid) IBMFAC(HI$RV)

TSS PERMIT(USER1) IBMFAC(HI$RV.ENTITY.) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(USER2) IBMFAC(HI$RV.ENTITY.LCL.) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(USER3) IBMFAC(HI$RV.ENTITY.LCL.CURRENT) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(USER4) IBMFAC(HI$RV.ENTITY.LCL.SAME) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(USER5) IBMFAC(HI$RV.ENTITY.OTHER) ACCESS(READ)

Example: Grant User Authorities Using RACF

To define the security resources and grant users access to the entities, issue RACF commands in TSO, for example:

RDEFINE FACILITY HI$RV.ENTITY.* UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE FACILITY HI$RV.ENTITY.LCL.* UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE FACILITY HI$RV.ENTITY.LCL.CURRENT UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE FACILITY HI$RV.ENTITY.LCL.SAME UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE FACILITY HI$RV.ENTITY.OTHER UACC(NONE)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

PERMIT HI$RV.ENTITY.* CLASS(FACILITY) ID(USER1) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT HI$RV.ENTITY.LCL.* CLASS(FACILITY) ID(USER2) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT HI$RV.ENTITY.LCL,CURRENT CLASS(FACILITY) ID(USER3) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT HI$RV.ENTITY.LCL.SAME CLASS(FACILITY) ID(USER4) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT HI$RV.ENTITY.OTHER CLASS(FACILITY) ID(USER5) ACCESS(READ)

Authorize Users for Requests

The Hardware Interface Service acts as if a user is APF authorized if that user is defined to the resource,
[prefix.]USER.AUTH.  The users that you want to define to this resource can vary greatly depending on your intended
use of the Hardware Interface Service. Refer to the following examples to grant user authorities for your specific security
product.

NOTE
prefix. is the optional resource name prefix as specified by the HWISAFPF parameter.

The examples use the FACILITY resource class (HWISAFCL=FACILITY) and the HI$RV resource name prefix
(HWISAFPF=HI$RV).

Example: Grant User Authorities Using ACF2

To define the security resources and authorize a user (usern), issue ACF2 commands in TSO, for example:

[ACF]
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SET RESOURCE(FAC)

COMPILE *

$KEY(HI$RV) TYPE(FAC)

USER.AUTH UID(usern) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

 

STORE

[END]

Example: Grant User Authorities Using Top Secret

To define the security resources and authorize a user (usern), issue Top Secret commands in TSO, for example:

TSS ADDTO(acid) IBMFAC(HI$RV)

TSS PERMIT(usern) IBMFAC(HI$RV.USER.AUTH) ACCESS(READ)

Example: Grant User Authorities Using RACF

To define the security resources and authorize a user (usern), issue RACF commands in TSO, for example:

RDEFINE FACILITY HI$RV.USER.AUTH UACC(NONE)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

PERMIT HI$RV.USER.AUTH CLASS(FACILITY) ID(usern) ACCESS(READ)

Start the Service

To start the service, issue the following command from the MVS console:

textS service_name,REUSASID=YES

service_name is the name of the service started task or job.

NOTE
 To stop the service, issue the following command from the MVS console: P service_name.

Hardware Interface Service Preparation Worksheets
During the installation and setup process, you enter values that are used to perform the following tasks:

• Allocate data sets.
• Set initial parameters.
• Prepare for the use of your product.

You can print this worksheet page to record the values that are needed for your site when installing the product.

Product Unloading Information

To facilitate the unloading of product files onto your system, you gather information about the source and destination of the
files.

If you plan to download the product using ESD or from DVD, gather the following information:

USS directory
Is where you download the product archive file into.
______________________________________________________
Example: …/CA/CAESD/
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Data set prefix
Is the prefix (dsnpref) of the data sets to which you copy the retrieved product files. The data set names have the
following format: dsnpref.CAI.data_set_type.
______________________________________________________

Job Information

Gather the following job information:

Batch job class
Record the value that your site uses here:
Class = ____________________

SMP/E CSI Information

Gather the following information:

SMP/E CSI data set
Defines the CSI data set that you want to use:
_______________________________________

WARNING
Install the software into the existing Common Components and Services SMP/E environment using the
same zones names (defaults = CAIT and CAID). Do not use the same zone names as those names
used for any of the following software: Chorus, CMDB Connector, NetMaster, OPS/MVS WebCenter, or
SOLVE. Doing so overwrites the version-specific modules, resulting in software failures.

Target zone
Defines the target zone that you want to use:
____________________

Distribution zone
Defines the distribution zone that you want to use:
____________________

IBM Data Set Information

Gather the following information related to IBM data sets:

Language Environment Parameters
Record these language environment values:
Language Environment link-edit input 2

Record the value that your site uses here:
SCEEBND2 = ____________________
Default: CEE.SCEEBND2

Language Environment link-edit input
Record the value that your site uses here:
SCEELIB = ____________________
Default: CEE.SCEELIB

Language Environment library
Record the value that your site uses here:
SCEELKED = ____________________
Default: CEE.SCEELKED

IBM macros
Record the value that your site uses here:
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MODGEN = ______________________
Default: SYS1.MODGEN

SMP/E Member Information

Gather the following information related to members required by SMP/E:

Data set that contains the GIMZPOOL member
Record the value that your site uses here:
____________________
Default: SYS1.MACLIB

Prefixes for Setup Data Sets

Use these prefixes for high-level qualifiers for the different data set groups.

Record the values that your site uses here:

JCL library for generated setup members
Data Set Prefix = ____________________
Management class = ____________________
Storage class = ____________________
Volume serial number = ____________________
Unit = ____________________

Prefix for local sequential data sets
Record the value that your site uses here:
____________________
Default:dsnpref (The actual prefix is formed by appending the region name, dsnpref.rname.)

Prefix for shareable PARMLIB data sets
Record the value that your site uses here:
____________________
Default:dsnpref

Service Setup Information

Gather the following information for each service instance you plan to set up in the following worksheet:

Name of the service started task (hisname)
Record the value that your site uses here:
____________________

Subsystem ID for the started task
Record the value that your site uses here:
SSID = ____________________
Default: HIS

Company name
Specifies the name of the company. This value anchors the topology model.
______________________________________________________________

Data center name
Specifies the name of the data center. This value defines the second-level entity in the topology.
______________________________________________________________
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Hardware Interface Service Initialization Parameters
The service has various initialization parameters. These parameters control important execution options and facilities.

The initialization parameters are specified in the PARMLIB(SiHISPRM) member. To review the initialization parameters
and to add further initialization parameters, open this member.

NOTE
When you specify a parameter more than once, the last specification is used.

Parameter Descriptions

NOTE
Use the HWICONAME and HWIDCNAME parameters for the site identification. These values specify the logical
root entities in the topology model that the service provides.

HWICONAME=company_name
Specifies the name of the company. Products using the service can use this value. The value can be in mixed
case. If the value contains blank, lowercase, or special characters, specify the value within quotes.
Limits: 32 characters maximum

HWIDCNAME=data_center_name
Specifies the name of the data center. Products using the service can use this value. The value can be in mixed
case. If the value contains blank, lowercase, or special characters, specify the value within quotes.
Limits: 32 characters maximum

HWISAFCL=resource_class_name
(Optional) Specifies the class name that the service uses when making System Authorization Facility (SAF)
requests to verify the authorization.
Default: CAHIS
Limits: One through eight characters

HWISAFPF=prefix
(Optional) Specifies the ‘prefix that the service applies to all resource names when making SAF requests to verify
the authorization.

NOTE
Do not specify a trailing full stop. One is added automatically after the prefix.

Default: Null (no prefix)

NOTE
Limits: A valid name from one through eight characters in length.

SSID={ HIS | name }
Specifies the subsystem ID (SSID) that this invocation of the SSI is to use.

NOTE
You do not need to define the SSID explicitly. The SSID can be defined automatically.

Default: HIS
Limits: A valid one- to four-character name, with the first character alphabetic or national, and the remainder
alphanumeric or national.

SSM={ NO | YES }
Specifies whether to enable support for OPS/MVS System State Manager (SSM).
Default: YES

SSMAPPL=application_name
Specifies the application name that is registered with OPS/MVS for this product or component.
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Limits: Eight characters

WARNING
Each product or component registers a specific application name with OPS/MVS. Do not change this
name. The registered application name for Hardware Interface Service is HISRV.

SSMHBI=heartbeat_interval
For SSM=YES, specifies how often to send heartbeats to OPS/MVS SSM. The heartbeat interval is in minutes. A
value of zero indicates no heartbeat.
Initial value: 5
Limits: 0 through 60

CCS USS Based Services
CCS USS Based Services is an optional Common Components and Services component that lets you enable the
following functionalities with Broadcom products:

DX Unified Infrastructure Management znetwork Probe:
The znetwork probe helps you locate excessive traffic on your network and help you take required measures to
correct and proactively prevent this behavior. The probe, installed as a Robot on the UIM Hub, connects the UIM
Server to the Data Collector for z/OS through the znetwork probe.

DX Unified Infrastructure Management zevent Probe:
The zevent probe is designed to help you monitor and respond to the mainframe events in the UIM Alarm
Console. The probe gets the events from OPS/MVS using CCS EM, zmessage Service Server on LPARs through
the zmsgnode probe.

SYSVIEW:
SYSVIEW integrates with CCS Data Mover (Data Mover) and CCS Message Service (Message Service).
Message Service is a common component which, in conjunction with Data Mover, coordinates the movement of
Broadcom product data or z/OS data from z/OS data producers to off z/OS platform data consumers. Message
Service lets you move high volumes of data efficiently in high velocity environments.

Broadcom Mainframe Team Center Automation:
Broadcom Mainframe Team Center Automation (MTC-A) integrates with the CCS Message Service to provide the
communication path between the web application server (running under Apache Tomcat) and the participating
OPS/MVS instances.

View:
View is an enterprise-level report management solution that enables secure, real-time access to report content
across enterprises. You install CCS USS Based Services, which includes the J2Z Service, so that you can deploy
the Mainframe Team Center - Content Viewer web interface.

NOTE
For a high-level review of the process of installing Mainframe Team Center - Content Viewer, see How
to Install and Configure the CCS Components and Deploy Mainframe Team Center - Content Viewer.
For detailed information about installing CCS USS Based Services, see Install CCS USS Based
Services.

The following table describes the USS Based Services components that the above-referenced Broadcom products
require.

IMPORTANT
CCS USS Based Services contains the following components:
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• Java to z/OS (J2Z)
• Data Collector for z/OS
• Message Service
• Data Mover

To implement CCS USS Based Services with your Broadcom product,  install and deplo y all  of the
USS Based Services components. After you install and deploy the components,  configure only the
components that you require for your Broadcom product.

Broadcom Product Required USS Based Services Component More Information
DX Unified Infrastructure Management
znetwork Probe

• CCS USS Based Services
• Data Collector for z/OS

• Install USS Based Services  
• Install, Deploy, and Configure the Data

Collector for z/OS .

DX Unified Infrastructure Management
zevent Probe

• CCS USS Based Services
• CCS Data Mover

Data Mover is a prerequisite component
for the Message Service. For this probe,
you install the Data Mover common
service; however, configuration is not
required.

• CCS Message Service

• Install USS Based Services  
• Install, Deploy, and Configure

zDataMover  
• Deploy and Configure the Message

Service  

Broadcom Mainframe Team Center
Automation

• CCS USS Based Services
• CCS Message Service

• Install USS Based Services  
• Deploy and Configure the Message

Service  

SYSVIEW • CCS USS Based Services
• CCS Data Mover
• CCS Message Service

• Install USS Based Services  
• Install, Deploy, and Configure

zDataMover 
• Deploy and Configure the Message

Service 

View • CCS USS Based Services • Install USS Based Services  

Install CCS USS Based Services
CCS USS Based Services is a Common Components and Services that lets you integrate Broadcom mainframe and
distributed products with z/OS environments.

IMPORTANT
Be aware of the following important information about installing USS Based Services:

• CCS USS Based Services contains the following components:
– Java to z/OS (J2Z)
– Data Collector for z/OS
– Message Service
– Data Mover
To implement CCS USS Based Services with your Broadcom product, install and deploy all of the USS
Based Services components. After you install and deploy the components, configure only the components
that you require for your Broadcom product.

• Install and deploy CCS USS Based Services in your z/OS environments before integrating with the
Broadcom products that are described in Product-Specific Components. For product-specific information
about installing, deploying, and configuring USS Based Services, see your product-specific documentation.
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Product-Specific Components

The following table describes the Broadcom products that consume CCS USS Based Services and the USS Based
Services component that the Broadcom product requires.

Broadcom Product Required USS Based Services Component
DX Unified Infrastructure Management znetwork (Network
Monitoring) Probe

• Data Collected for z/OS

DX Unified Infrastructure Management zevent (Event Monitoring)
Probe

• CCS Data Mover
Data Mover is a prerequisite component for the Message
Service. For this probe, you install the Data Mover common
service; however, configuration is not required.

• CCS Message Service

SYSVIEW • CCS Data Mover
• CCS Message Service

View • Java to z/OS (J2Z)

Installing USS Based Services

You acquire (download) the USS Based Services pax file from support (log in required). After you acquire the pax file, you
can then install it using CSM or using SMP/E.

IMPORTANT
Be aware of the following important installation requirements:

• To download pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax-Enhanced ESD process requires write
authority to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for the process.

• The USERID that performs the installation must have basic OMVS access (an OMVS Segment).
• Install USS Based Services into the existing Common Components and Services r14.1 SMP/E CSI.

The following table describes the FMIDs that are contained in the USS Based Services pax file:

FMID Service Description
CFF5E10 Data Collector Service The FMID supplies you with the

functionality for the Data Collector
Service (Data Collector for z/OS).
This ID lets you integrate DX Unified
Infrastructure Management znetwork
(Network Monitoring) Probe with z/OS
environments. The functionality that you
require is contained in this pax file.

CFGBE10 Message Service The FMID supplies you with the
functionality for the Message Service. This
ID lets you integrate SYSVIEW with z/OS
environments. We deliver this functionality
to you through other PTFs.

For more information, see Install, Deploy,
and Configure CCS Data Mover and
Install, Deploy, and Configure the Message
Service.
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CFF6E10 Java to z/OS Service This FMID supplies you with the
functionality for Java to z/OS. The
functionality that you require is contained in
this pax file.

CFGAE10 Apache Tomcat This FMID is reserved for future use. We
will deliver this functionality to you through
other PTFs.

CFGCE10 Supplemental Services This FMID is reserved for future use. We
will deliver this functionality to you through
other PTFs.

CFGDE10 Apache ActiveMQ This FMID is reserved for future use. We
will deliver this functionality to you through
other PTFs.

Download the CCS USS Based Services Pax File

You download the pax file from Broadcom Support.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to Broadcom Support and select Mainframe Software.
2. Select Product Downloads, and then enter the product name or select the product from the list on the Download

Management page.
Your product entry opens at the Product Download tab.

NOTE
To optimize product and solution downloads from Broadcom Support, configure the following additional URLs
in your network security software and/or firewalls:

• For FTP, ftp://downloads.broadcom.com.
• For HTTPS, https://downloads.broadcom.com.

Sites that regulate access through an IP address must allow network access to 141.202.253.110.
3. Under PRODUCTS, for the Common Components and Services entry, select 14.1 from the RELEASE drop-down

list.
The Gen Level automatically populates with S1401.

4. Click the Common Components and Services hyperlink to open the Common Components and Services page.
The Common Components and Services page contains a table that lists all the files that are available for download.

5. Locate the file CCS USS Based Services 14.1 DVD09135819E.pax.Z.
6. Download the file by selecting Add to Cart under CART, HTTP Via Internet Browser under DOWNLOAD, or FTP

under FTP.
NOTE
When you select HTTP Via Internet Browser to download from https://downloads.broadcom.com, a zip file is
downloaded to your PC. The zip file is named ordernumber.zip. When you select FTP to download from ftp://
downloads.broadcom.com, log in with your Broadcom Support online username (email) and password. The
directory is the order number. Copy the downloaded file to your designated PC directory. We recommend
FileZilla or WinSCP for FTP downloads.
TIP
For more information about download methods and locations, see Downloading Products.

Installation Methods

You install the USS Based Services pax file using one of the following methods:

• Install the USS Based Services pax file using a sample JCL:
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Use this method when you are not running CSM (CSM).

TIP
Use this method when you want to install the USS Based Services pax file using Sample JCL.

• Install the USS Based Services pax file using CSM: Use this method when you are running CSM

TIP
Use this method when you do not want to install the USS Based Services pax file using Sample JCL.

Prerequisite Components for USS Based Services

Verify that you installed the following Broadcom products and components before you install USS Based Services:

• Common Components and Services r14.1, including all base product FMIDs, is a prerequisite component to install
USS Based Services. You can download Common Components and Services r14.1 from support. The Common
Services r14.1 product file is listed as CCS - BASE - ESD ONLY on the Broadcom Support Online Download Center,
and in CSM.

Install the USS Based Services Pax File Using a Sample JCL

You can install the USS Based Services pax file using a sample JCL. Using this installation method, you acquire the USS
Based Services pax file from support.

WARNING
It is possible that USS Based Services updates occurred after the installation of the initial version of USS Based
Services. To determine if you have the latest updates, go to the support website.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate and mount the file system.
2. Acquire the USS Based Services pax files.
3. Create a USS Based Services directory from the pax file.
4. Copy the installation files to z/OS data sets.
5. Prepare the SMP/E environment for a pax installation.
6. Run the Installation Jobs Using Sample JCL.
7. (Optional) Clean up the USS directory.
8. Deploy USS Based Services.

Allocate and Mount a File System

The USS Based Services installation process requires a USS directory to receive the pax file and to perform the unpack
steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the USS Based Services acquisition
and create the directory in this file system.

You can use the zSeries File System (zFS) or hierarchical file system (HFS) for product downloads.

This procedure describes how to perform the following tasks:

• Allocate a zFS or an HFS.
• Create a mount point in an existing maintenance USS directory of your choice.
• Mount the file system on the newly created mount point.

NOTE
Ensure that you have SUPERUSER authority or the required SAF profile setting to issue the USS mount
command for the file system.

• (Optional) Permit write access to anyone in the same group as the person who created the directory.
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IMPORTANT
USS commands are case-sensitive.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate the file system by customizing one of the following samples to your site requirements:
On a zFS, use the following sample:
//DEFINE EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

NAME(your_zFS_data_set_name) +

STORAGECLASS(class) +

LINEAR +

CYL(primary, secondary) +

SHAREOPTIONS(3,3) +

)

/*

//FORMAT EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate your_zFS_data_set_name -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//*

IMPORTANT
For CYL (primary, secondary), we recommend that you specify CYL(125, 25).

The file system is allocated.

NOTE
Ensure that the zFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for USS file
systems. If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because environmental settings do not allow
the allocation.

2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create a /CA/CAPAX directory in an existing
directory, /u/maint. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:
cd /u/maint/

mkdir –p CA/CAPAX

TIP
This document refers to this structure as yourUSSpaxdirectory.

The mount point is created.
3. Mount the file system by customizing one of the following samples to your site requirements:

On a zFS, use the following sample:
MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name') +

MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory') +

TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR) +

PARM(AGGRGROW)

The file system is mounted.
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4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can use the chmod command to let other users access the
Pax ESD directory and its files. For example, to allow write access to the Pax ESD directory for other users in your
USS group, from the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following command:
chmod -R 775 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/
Write access is granted.

NOTE
For more information about the chmod command, see the IBM z/OS UNIX System Services User Guide
(SA22-7802).

Acquire the USS Based Services Files

To begin the USS Based Services installation, copy the USS Based Services pax file into the USS directory that you set
up.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the pax file from support.
2. Then upload it to your USS file system.

IMPORTANT
The FTP procedures vary due to local firewall and other security settings. Consult your local network
administrators to determine the appropriate FTP procedure to use at your site.

3. Ensure that sufficient free space is available in the USS file system that you are using to hold the USS Based Services
pax file. If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:
EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133

4. When the download finishes, the pax file size in your USS directory matches the value in the Size column for the
corresponding pax file on the Broadcom Products Download window.

Create a USS Based Services Directory from the Pax File

The pax command lets you perform the following actions:

• Extract the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Create a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generate a USS Based Services and level-specific directory name.

The pax file is an archive file. Set your working directory to the directory containing the USS Based Services pax file and
enter the following command to extract its contents.

pax -rvf  pax-filename

TIP
Extract the USS Based Services pax file into a USS Based Services installation directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for product downloads.

The job points to your specific directory.
3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.

The job points to your specific pax file.
4. Submit the job to create the product directory.
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Copy Installation Files to z/OS Data Sets

Use this procedure to invoke the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create MVS data sets from the files in the feature-specific
directory.

The file named UNZIPJCL in the USS Based Services directory contains a sample job to GIMUNZIP the installation
package. You edit and submit the UNZIPJCL job to create z/OS data sets.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate and read the USS Based Services readme file or installation notes, if applicable, which resides in the directory
that the pax command created. This file contains the installation details necessary to complete the installation
procedure.

2. Use ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL to edit the UNZIPJCL sample job. You can perform this step in one of the following
ways:
– Use ISPF EDIT. Specify the full path name of the UNZIPJCL file.
– Use TSO ISHELL. Navigate to the UNZIPJCL file and use the E line command to edit the file.

The job is edited.
3. Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the directory created by the pax command.

Your view is of the installation directory.
4. If ICSF is not active, perform the following steps:

a. Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.
b. Perform one of the following steps:
– • Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/smp/

classes/.
• Change HASH=YES to HASH=NO on the GIMUNZIP parameter.

5. Change all occurrences of yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for z/OS data sets that the installation process
uses. Do not remove CAI after yourHLQ. Do not use the same value for yourHLQ as you use for the SMP/E
RELFILEs.
All occurrences of yourHLQ are set to your high-level qualifier for z/OS data sets.

6. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and
IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable.
GIMUNZIP creates z/OS data sets with the high-level qualifier that you specified in the UNZIPJCL job. You use these
data sets to perform the USS Based Services installation process. The pax file and USS Based Services directory are
no longer needed.

NOTE
For more information, see the IBM SMP/E for z/OS Reference (SA22-7772).

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation

The members that are described in the following step let you prepare the SMP/E data sets, initialize the zones, and create
the DDDEFs for Common Components and Services. External DDDEF data sets are required. For information about the
members, see the JCL comments.

The following steps describe the process to install USS Based Services using native SMP/E JCL:

1. Download external HOLDDATA (if HOLDDATA exists).
2. Allocate the data sets and SMP/E data sets.
3. Update the existing CCS Version 14.1 CSI.
4. Receive the CCS functions and HOLDDATA (if HOLDDATA exists).

Complete the SMP/E RECEIVE using files on DASD that the UNZIPJCL job created. Consult the sample JCL library
that contains a sample that is customized to receive the product from DASD. Specify the following values:
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– DASD data set names for SMPPTFIN and SMPHOLD (if applicable).
– The HLQ that you used in the UNZIPJCL job on the RFPREFIX parameter on the RECEIVE command.

5. Run an SMP/E APPLY CHECK operation.
6. Apply the CCS functions using SELECT GROUPEXTEND.
7. Run an SMP/E ACCEPT CHECK operation.
8. Accept the CCS functions using SELECT GROUPEXTEND.
9. Configure USS Based Services according to your site requirements.

NOTE
When you install USS Based Services, establish a USS hierarchical file system first as part of the USS
Based Services installation process. Ensure that you have a USS z/OS ZFS to install USS Based Services.

Follow these steps:

Customize the ISPF Edit macro, J2ZSEDIT found in the SAMPJCL data set unzipped from the pax file with your site-
specific information. Then copy it to your SYSPROC location.
To customize member J2ZSEDIT, replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE macro command with
your site-specific information.
Each time that you edit an installation member, type J2ZSEDIT on the TSO command line, and press Enter to replace the
defaults with your specifications.

NOTE
The macro is ready to customize the SAMPJCL members.

IMPORTANT
Install all components into an existing Common Components and Services r14.1 CSI and zones.

NOTE
Update the ISREDIT Change command for GLOBALHLQ to point to your existing Common Components and
Services 14.1 CSI. There are two options to update the ISREDIT Change command for GLOBALHLQ depending
on your site-specific requirements

• Replace the other instances of CAI to their corresponding, site-specific HLQ values.
• Replace all other instances of CAI to the same HLQ values that you specified as yourHLQ in the UNZIPJCL

file for the pax file.

Update

ISREDIT CHANGE ALL GLOBALHLQ CAI

to

ISREDIT CHANGE ALL GLOBALHLQ yourExistingCSIHLQ

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the J2ZSEDIT macro each time you open a new SAMPJCL
member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the J2ZEDALL
member.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member J2Z2ALL in an edit session and execute the J2ZSEDIT macro from the command line.
2. Submit J2Z2ALL.

The job produces the following results:
– The target and distribution data sets for the components are created.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member J2Z2ALLU in an edit session and execute the J2ZSEDITmacro from the command line.
J2Z2ALLU is customized.

4. Submit J2Z2ALLU.
This job allocates your zFS data set.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member J2Z3MKD in an edit session and execute the J2ZSEDIT macro from the command line.
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J2Z3MKD is customized.

WARNING
In the step MKDIR1, the JCL creates the USS path to the install home mount point directory. Ensure that you
change this USS path to your preferred install home mount point directory.

6. Submit J2Z3MKD.
This job creates all directories and mounts the file system.

7. Install all CCS components into the same SMP/E CSI. This JCL updates the CSI for all CCS components. Open the
SAMPJCL member J2Z3CSI in an edit session and execute the J2ZSEDIT macro from the command line.
J2Z3CSI is customized.

8. Submit J2Z3CSI.
This job produces the following results:
– The existing Common Components and Services 14.1 CSI data set is updated.
– The global, target, and distribution zones are initialized.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

9. Open the SAMPJCL member J2Z3CSIU in an edit session and execute the J2ZSEDIT macro from the command line.
J2Z3CSIU is customized.

10. Submit J2Z3CSIU.
This job customizes the CSI by adding the DDDEFs associated with the USS target paths.

IMPORTANT
Install Common Components and Services components only into the existing Common Components and
Services SMP/E environment using the same zone names (defaults are CAIT and CAID). Do not later install any
of the following software into these same zones: Chorus, CMDB Connector, NetMaster, OPS/MVS WebCenter,
or SOLVE.

Run the Installation Jobs Using Sample JCL

Submit and run these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job completes
successfully.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the J2ZSEDIT macro each time you open a new SAMPJCL
member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the J2ZAREAD
member, and submit the J2ZEDALL member.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the SAMPJCL member J2Z4RECD in an edit session, and execute the J2ZSEDIT macro from the command
line.
J2Z4RECD is customized.

2. Submit J2Z4RECD to receive SMP/E CCS functions and error HOLDDATA (if applicable). If no HOLDDATA exists,
DUMMY out the SMPHOLD DD statement using the following syntax:
//SMPHOLD  DD DUMMY
USS Based Services is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. If an FMID was placed in error, download and receive PTFs from support.
4. Open the SAMPJCL member J2Z5APP in an edit session, and execute the J2ZSEDIT macro from the command line.

J2Z5APP is customized.
5. Submit J2Z5APP to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option.

TIP
If you find unresolved hold errors, we recommend that you note these errors and verify that resolving PTFs
are applied before implementing products in production. Update the JCL to BYPASS the unresolved hold
error IDs. After successful completion, rerun APPLY with the CHECK option removed. USS Based Services
is applied and now resides in the target libraries.
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6. Open the SAMPJCL member J2Z6ACC in an edit session, and execute the J2ZSEDIT macro from the command line.
J2Z6ACC is customized.

7. Submit J2Z6ACC to accept SMP/E CCS functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun
ACCEPT with the CHECK option removed.
USS Based Services is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

Clean Up the USS Directory

IMPORTANT
This is an optional task. Do not perform this task until you complete the entire installation process.

TIP

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom product, we recommend that you remove the files from your USS directory and delete unnecessary
MVS data sets. You can delete the following items:

• Pax file
• The directory that the pax command created and all the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets

These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the UNZIPJCL job.

NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:
rm paxfile
paxfile:
Specifies the name of the Broadcom pax file that you downloaded.
The pax file is deleted.

3. Delete the directory that the pax command created by entering the following command:
rm -r product-specific_directory
product-specific_directory:
Specifies the name of the directory that the pax command created.
The directory that the pax command created is deleted.

NOTE
Optionally, you can use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and directory that the pax command created,
and delete them using the D line command.

Install the USS Based Services Pax File Using CSM

You can install the USS Based Services pax file using CSM (CSM). CSM can help you automate the process of acquiring,
installing, and maintaining USS Based Services.

You acquire the USS Based Services pax file from support.

IMPORTANT
Install USS Based Services into the existing Common Components and Services r14.1 SMP/E CSI.

Follow these steps:
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Use the following steps to guide you through the process:

1. (Optional) Configure base installation settings.
2. (Optional) Configure a working set of SMP/E environments.
3. Initiate product installation and review product information.
4. Select an installation type.
5. Review installation prerequisites, if any are presented.
6. Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set. Update the global zone with the following steps:

a. Update the global zone.
b. Set up the target zone using an existing zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone using an existing zone.

NOTE
When you install USS Based Services into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets.

7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.
8. Deploy USS Based Services.

Configure Base Installation Settings

You can configure base installation settings on the System Settings, Software Installation page.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Settings tab, and click the Software Installation link under System Settings in the Settings section on the left
side.
The Software Installation page opens.

2. In the SIS Base Install - File System section, select the file system type that is used when installing a product that
allocates file systems. You select one of the following options:
– Product-Specific File System
– Hierarchical File System (HFS)
– z/OS Distributed File Service zSeries File System

NOTE
If you select Product-Specific File System, the file system that is used for installing a product is defined
according to the product metadata. Otherwise, the product metadata is overwritten.

3. In the Execute Checks During Base Installation section, configure the following settings by selecting or clearing
corresponding checkboxes:

Execute Apply Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all of the requirements for the Apply step are satisfied before the Apply step executes. If the Apply
Check step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Apply Check
Suspends the base installation process after Apply Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where USS Based Services is being installed.This checkbox is enabled if you enable
the Execute Apply Check During Base Installation checkbox.

Execute Accept Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all the requirements for the Accept step are satisfied before the Accept step executes. If the Accept
Check step fails,the  installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Accept Check
Suspends the base installation process after Accept Check is completed and generates pending installation
actions for the SMP/E environment where USS Based Services is being installed. This checkbox is enabled if you
enable the Execute Accept Check During Base Installation checkbox.
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4. Click Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

The base installation settings are configured.
When you configure the base installation settings to execute checks during base installation, CSM creates a pending
installation for the SMP/E environment.

Configure a Working Set of SMP/E Environments During Installation

Installing USS Based Services requires an existing Common Components and Services 14.1 base CSI SMP/E
environment, add this existing SMP/E environment to your working set. A working set is a selected group of SMP/E
environments with which you want to work. Although you can have only one working set, you can have as many SMP/E
environments in it as you need.

NOTE
CSM does not have a default working set.

If you do not have the SMP/E environment in your working set, you will only have the option to create a new SMP/E
environment during product installation. In this case, exit the installation wizard, configure your working set and then
restart the wizard.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environments that you want to include in a working set.
An information text area under the list of SMP/E environments displays the number of environments you selected.

2. Click Use as Working Set.
3. Click OK.

The working set is configured.

The new working set replaces a previously defined working set.

You can display only those SMP/E environments that are in your working set by clicking Show Working Set Only.

Initiate Product Installation

You can install a downloaded product from the Products tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the
installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other utilities that are required to install
USS Based Services.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Products tab.
2. Perform one of the following steps:

– If the package was acquired using CSM: From the product list on the left side, select the required product gen level
(the innermost level in the product list under the release level of a product; for example, SP0 or 0110). Then, locate
the product package that you want to install, click Actions to the right of the package, and select Install.

– If the package was acquired outside of CSM: In the Actions section in the left pane, click the Install External
Package link. Enter the location of the package, and click OK.

The Introduction step of the wizard appears.
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Review Product Information

Review the information about USS Based Services.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Introduction step, review the information about the installation.

NOTE
If the product license agreement appears, review it. If you agree, accept it. If you do not accept the license
agreement, you cannot proceed with the installation.

2. Click Next. You are prompted to select the type of installation.

Select an Installation Type

When you install a product, you select an installation type. There can be one or more installation types, according to the
product.

When you select the custom installation type, you are prompted to select the features that you want to install. If your
selected features require installation of other features, the installation wizard includes the required features to the
installation process. When you select features that are mutually exclusive, the installation wizard excludes any features
conflicting with the features you selected last from the installation process. For example, you select feature 1 and then
select feature 2 that is mutually exclusive with feature 1. The wizard then automatically excludes feature 1.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Features step, select the type of installation, and then click Next.
2. (Optional) If you select the custom installation type, select the features to install, and click Next. A summary of the

features to install appears, with any prerequisites.

Review Installation Prerequisites

Some products require an installation of other products first.

Review the summary of installation prerequisites to verify that all prerequisites are satisfied on the Prerequisites step.

• If no prerequisites exist, click Next. You are prompted to select an SMP/E environment for the installation.
• If all prerequisites exist and are satisfied, you are prompted to locate the installed prerequisites.Ensure that you install

the product to the same SMP/E environment and the target zone where the product prerequisites are installed.
a. From the SMP/E environment drop-down list, select an SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites. This

drop-down list represents all CSM-managed SMP/E environments where the prerequisites are installed. A list of
target zones for the selected SMP/E environment where the prerequisites are installed is populated.

b. From the target zone drop-down list, select a target zone within the selected SMP/E environment where the
prerequisites are installed.

c. Click Next. You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.
• If prerequisites are not satisfied, perform one of the following actions:

a. Click Cancel to exit the wizard. Install the prerequisites or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM where the
prerequisites are installed. Restart the installation.

b. Open CSM in another browser window and install the prerequisites, or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM
where the prerequisites are installed. After you complete, click Refresh on the Prerequisites step of the wizard.
Then, select the SMP/E environment and a target zone where the prerequisites are installed. Then, click Next to
continue the product installation.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.
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Select an SMP/E Environment

You select the SMP/E environment where you want to install USS Based Services and you select an existing SMP/E
environment from your working set. You can configure your working set from the SMP/E Environments tab.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked. Other users cannot perform any action against
the environment. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes,
the lock releases.

When you select an SMP/E environment that is being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. However, you can wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select another SMP/E
environment.

Follow these steps:

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set.
– If no existing SMP/E environment appears, exit the wizard, configure your working set, and restart the wizard.
– If your product has the installed prerequisites, the SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites that

you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is pre-selected for you. You cannot select another SMP/E
environment. You cannot create a new SMP/E environment.

NOTE
When you install a product in an existing SMP/E environment where HOLDDATA is received, the product
installation may fail. For more information, see Product Installation in an Existing SMP/E Environment
Fails.

2. Click Next.

You are prompted to review parameters of an existing SMP/E environment.

Review Parameters of an Existing SMP/E Environment

When you use an existing SMP/E environment to install USS Based Services, you review the SMP/E environment
parameters. If applicable, you also specify parameters for any new data sets to be allocated while installing USS Based
Services. During the process, you are asked to review allocation parameters for new data sets, which you can customize
for each data set. The existing data sets remain intact.

The Software Installation Service (SIS) determines which data sets exist and which need to be allocated for the
installation using an existing SMP/E environment. When the SIS determines that new data sets must be allocated, you
are prompted to specify the data set allocation parameters. The data set allocation parameters are prepopulated with the
values from the existing data set that was found first.

Follow these steps:

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review the current SMP/E environment parameters and allocation
parameters for data sets that must be added to the SMP/E environment. Update the information as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Click Next. Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment, if
any, appear.

Set Up SMP/E Environment Parameters

When you use an existing SMP/E environment for installing USS Based Services, you review, and, if necessary, update its
SMP/E environment parameters. You can assign different prefixes to each newly allocated data set during the installation
process.
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Follow these steps:

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 3, specify whether to use SMS or Unit parameters for allocating work
DDDEFs for the SMP/E environment. Complete the appropriate fields. The following fields are available depending on
your selection:

Storage Class (SMS only)
: Defines the SMS storage class for work DDDEFs.

Management Class (SMS only):
Defines the management class for work DDDEFs.

Data Class (SMS only):
Defines the data class for work DDDEFs.

Unit (Unit only)
: Defines the type of the DASD on which to place work DDDEFs.

The allocation parameters that you specify for work DDDEFs are applied only to new work DDDEFs that are created
during the installation. The existing work DDDEFs, if any, remain intact.

NOTE
The settings for allocating work DDDEFs are globally defined on the System Settings, Software Installation
tab. Ensure that you have the appropriate access rights to be able to modify these settings.

2. Review the data set names if any appear. Click the Override link to change the high-level qualifier of the data set
name and the allocation parameters, and then click OK.

3. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that already have the default values assigned.
Edit the parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

4. Click Next. You are prompted to select a target zone to use.

Select a Target Zone

You select a target zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install USS Based Services.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Target Zone step, select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment.

NOTE
This option is available only if you selected to use an existing SMP/E environment.

• If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets.

• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the target zone of the SMP/E environment with the installed
prerequisites that you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot
select another target zone. You cannot create a new target zone.

2. Click Next.
You are prompted to use an existing target zone.

Use an Existing Target Zone

When using an existing target zone for installing USS Based Services, review, and, if necessary, update its parameters.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review the current target zone parameters and allocation parameters for data sets
that must be added. Update as applicable:

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.
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Target Zone Name
: Identifies the name for the target zone.

Data Set Name Prefix:
Identifies the prefix for the name of the target zone data set.

Catalog
: Identifies the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog.

Cross-Region:
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

Cross-System
: Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

High-Level Qualifier:
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.DSN TypeSpecifies the DSN type
for allocating target zone data sets.

SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
: Specifies if this target zone uses SMS or data set parameters.
Storage Class (SMS Parameters only)

: Defines the SMS storage class for target zone data sets.
Management Class (SMS Parameters only):

Defines the management class for target zone data sets.
Data Class (SMS Parameters only):

Defines the data class for target zone data sets.
VOLSER (Data Set Parameters only):

Defines the volume serial number on which to place data sets. The volume must have enough space for
allocating the data sets.

NOTE
This field is mandatory if you set Catalog to No.

Unit (Data Set Parameters only)
: Defines the type of the DASD on which to place data sets.

Catalog (Data Set Parameters only):
Specifies if you want SMP/E data set to be cataloged.

NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information
that helps you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an
error), the information text area identifies the error.

2. Click Next.
3. If there are any data sets to be created for the target zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new data

sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Target Zone Parameters

When creating a target zone in the SMP/E environment for installing USS Based Services, you specify the target zone
parameters.
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Follow these steps:

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Click the Override link to change the
high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Click OK.

2. If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that already have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters, if necessary, and specify any missing parameters.

IMPORTANT
In the field named USS Directory: CCS Java to z/OS Service, the value specified here represents the
location where you are installing USS Based Services. Do not set this value to the location of your Java
Home directory.

3. Click Next. You are prompted to confirm the distribution zone.

Confirm a Distribution Zone

Confirm a distribution zone of the SMP/E environment where you want to install USS Based Services.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Distribution Zone step, review the selected option for the distribution zone.
When you are using an existing target zone, the related distribution zone is automatically selected. You cannot select
other distribution zones or cannot create one.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. We recommend that you use new target and distribution
zones for this installation so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

2. Click Next.
You are prompted to either create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

Use an Existing Distribution Zone

You can use an existing distribution zone that is related to the existing target zone you selected. The distribution zone
parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set
allocation parameters.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review the current distribution zone parameters and allocation parameters
for data sets that you want to add. Update as applicable:

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

Distribution Zone Name
: Identifies the name for the distribution zone.

Data Set Name Prefix
: Identifies the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set.

Catalog
: Identifies the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog.

Cross-Region
: Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets.

Cross-System
: Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets.
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High-Level Qualifier
: Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation.
Product packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

DSN Type
: Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
: Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS or data set parameters. Complete the applicable fields.
Storage Class (SMS Parameters only)

: Defines the SMS storage class for distribution zone data sets.
Management Class (SMS Parameters only)

: Defines the management class for distribution zone data sets.
Data Class (SMS Parameters only)

: Defines the data class for distribution zone data sets.
VOLSER (Data Set Parameters only)

: Defines the volume serial number on which to place data sets. The volume must have enough space for
allocating the data sets.

NOTE
This field is mandatory if you set Catalog to No.

Unit (Data Set Parameters only)
: Defines the type of the DASD on which to place data sets.

Catalog (Data Set Parameters only)
: Specifies if you want SMP/E data set to be cataloged.

NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information
that helps you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an
error), the information text area identifies the error.

2. Click Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the distribution zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new
data sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Distribution Zone Parameters

Follow these steps:

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Click the Override link to change
the high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Click OK.

2. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that already have the default values assigned.
Edit the parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Click Next. The Summary step appears, and you see a summary of the installation task.

Start the Installation

After you completed setting up the SMP/E environment and its zones, you are ready to start the installation.

To start the installation, review the summary on the Summary step, and click Install.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to close
the task output browser.
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NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

You completed the process of installing USS Based Services.

Deploy USS Based Services

After you install the USS Based Services pax file, you deploy it so that you can run it on a system of your choosing.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the J2ZSYM from CAW0JCL target library to your library. Follow instructions in the member and customize the
member according to your specifications.

2. Copy the J2ZDPLOY , J2ZMOUNT jobs from CAW0JCL target library to your library. Follow the instructions in the
members and customize these members according to your specifications.

3. Deploy USS Based Services with the JCLs in the following order:
a. Submit J2ZDPLOY job
b. Submit J2ZMOUNT job

4. Deploy the HLQ. CAW0PLD target library to your runtime library.
5. Deploy the HLQ. CAW0OPTV target library to your runtime library.

TIP

Repeat these steps for all systems where you want to deploy and run the USS Based Services.

IMPORTANT
After deployment, the user ID (or owner) of the deployed USS files must be the same as the user of the
started task that is named ZDCSTART for USS Based Services.

Deploy and Configure Data Collector for z/OS
The Data Collector for z/OS is a Common Components and Services that lets you integrate the DX Unified Infrastructure
Management znetwork Probe with z/OS environments. The Data Collector for z/OS feeds metrics data (for example,
HiperSocket, OSA, Interfaces, Ports, and internet protocols) from mainframe z/OS LPARs into DX Unified Infrastructure
Management.

The topics in this article describe how to deploy and configure this Common Components and Services.

  

Prerequisite Components

Verify that you installed the following Broadcom products and components before you install the Data Collector for z/OS:

• Common Components and Services r14.1 base product and all of the required maintenance PTFs.
• USS Based Services (Pax file).

Deploy the Data Collector for z/OS

IMPORTANT
Install the USS Based Services pax file before you deploy the Data Collector for z/OS. For more information,
see CCS USS Based Services.

After you install USS Based Services, you deploy it so that you can run the Data Collector for z/OS on a system of your
choosing.
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Follow these steps: 

1. Copy the J2ZSYM  from CAW0JCL  target library to your library. Follow instructions in the member and customize the
member according to your specifications.

2. Copy the J2ZDPLOY , J2ZMOUNT  jobs from CAW0JCL  target library to your library. Follow the instructions in the
members and customize these members according to your specifications. 

3. Deploy Data Collector with the JCLs in the following order:
a. Submit the J2ZDPLOY  job
b. Submit the J2ZMOUNT  job

4. Deploy the HLQ. CAW0PLD  target library to your runtime library.
5. Deploy the HLQ. CAW0OPTV  target library to your runtime library.

TIP
Repeat these steps for all systems where you want to deploy and run the Data Collector. 

IMPORTANT
After the deployment process completes, ensure that the user ID (or owner) of the deployed USS files is the
same as the user of the started task that is named ZDCSTART for the Data Collector for z/OS.

You can now configure the Data Collector.

Configure the Data Collector for z/OS

You are now ready to configure the Data Collector for z/OS.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Configure the environment variables.
2. Define the Security Resource.
3.  Run the Data Collector for z/OS as a Started Task.

Configure the Environment Variables

After you install and deploy the Data Collector, configure the environment variables. To configure the Data Collector, edit
the ZDCENV member in the CAW0OPTV data set.

Follow these steps: 

1. Set INSTALL_HOME to the value specified for @deploypathprefix1@ in the J2ZMOUNT job. 
2. Update the JAVA_HOME environment variable to point to your site-specific Java home directory.

Example:
JAVA_HOME="/set/your/java/home/path/here"  

3. Set the HTTPS_PORT environment variable to a free port for the Data Collector HTTPS Port.
4. Set the RESOURCE_NAME environment variable to the defined security resource to authorize clients of the Data

Collector for z/OS.
NOTE
The default RESOURCE_NAME is "CCS.DATASERVICE". For more information about how and why you
should define the security resource, see Define the Security Resource.

5. Set the J2Z_DUMP_PATTERN environment variable to your site standards for diagnostic dumps.
6. (Optional) Repeat these steps for all systems where you want to run the Data Collector.

Define the Security Resource

TIP
(Top Secret only) Master Facility
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If you are using Top Secret, define a master facility and associate it with the ZDCSTART started task. Use
CAWEBSVR as the master facility. The master facility (MASTFAC keyword) lets users access the CAWEBSVR
facility. Before you can use the facility as a master facility, ensure that you define it to Top Secret as a user
facility in the system facilities matrix.

You perform this task only once. If you added CAWEBSVR to the facilities matrix and activated the definition, do
not repeat this task.

You then give permission to the Top Secret facility named CAWEBSVR for every user ACID accessing the Data
Collector for z/OS.

If the CAWEBSVR master facility does not yet exist, create it using the following steps:

1. Determine the number of an unused USERnn facility in your Top Secret environment.
2. Execute the following commands to define the master facility:

You must also add these commands to the Top Secret parameter file.
TSS MODIFY(FACILITY(USER&99=NAME=CAWEBSVR))

TSS MODIFY(FACILITY(CAWEBSVR=PGM=********))

TSS MODIFY(FACILITY(CAWEBSVR=ACTIVE,SHRPRF,MULTIUSER,AUTHINIT))

3. Execute the following command to activate the new facility definition:
TSS MODIFY FAC(ALL)

As part of your Data Collector for z/OS installation, you can define a security resource to limit access to the information
provided by the Data Collector for z/OS. When you want to restrict access to the Data Collector for z/OS, define a
resource in your External Security Manager (ESM) under the FACILITY class. All users without this resource profile will be
denied access after you define the resource.

To limit access to the information provided by the Data Collector for z/OS, create and permit access to the
CCS.DATASERVICE resource using following sample commands:

ACF2 

SET RES(FAC)

RECKEY CCS ADD(DATASERVICE UID(<your-uid>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

Here, <your-uid>  represents all users that will connect to the Data Collector for z/OS. For example, the user that you
defined for the probe.

Top Secret 

TSS ADD(<your-department>) IBMFAC(CCS.)

TSS PERMIT(<your-acid>) IBMFAC(CCS.DATASERVICE) ACCESS(READ)

TSS ADD(<your-acid>) FACILITY(CAWEBSVR)

Here, <your-acid>  represents all users that will connect to the Data Collector for z/OS. For example, the user that you
defined for the probe.

IBM RACF 

RDEFINE FACILITY CCS.DATASERVICE UACC(NONE)

PERMIT CCS.DATASERVICE CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<your-id>) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

Here, <your-id>  represents all users that will connect to the Data Collector for z/OS. For example, the user that you
defined for the probe.

NOTE
The Data Collector for z/OS uses the “CCS.DATASERVICE” resource by default. Optionally, you can modify the
name to any valid resource in the ZDCENV member of the CAW0OPTV data set.
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Run the Data Collector for z/OS as a Started Task

After you install, deploy, and configure the Data Collector, you can start the Data Collector by running it as a started task.
The Data Collector service runs as a started task in its own address space. The default ZDCSTART proc is located in the
CAW0PROC dataset.

TIP
Security Requirements for the User ID that is Associated with ZDCSTART

Before starting the ZDCSTART started task, create a new user ID to be associated with the started task and
then assign proper attributes and permissions to it. This user ID must be assigned an OMVS segment, and
include the same GROUP as the default GROUP of the user ID that installed the Data Collector for z/OS. Also,
you give the user ID permission to access the BPX.SERVER resource.

The following code illustrates sample commands for the various z/OS security products:

ACF2 

SET LID

INSERT ZDCADM NAME(Z DATA COLLECTOR) GROUP(ZDCGRP) –

MUSASS NO-SMC OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) UID(<zdcadm uid>) HOME(<ZDC install directory>) RESTRICT

SET PROFILE(GROUP) DIV(OMVS)

INSERT ZDCGRP GID(<zdcgrp gid>)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

F ACF2,REBUILD(GRP),CLASS(P)

F ACF2,OMVS

T C(GSO)

INS STC.ZDC1 GROUP(ZDCGRP) LOGONID(ZDCADM) STCID(ZDCSTART)

F ACF2,REFRESH(STC)

SET RES(FAC)

RECKEY BPX ADD(SERVER UID(ZDCADM) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

Top Secret 

TSS CREATE(ZDCADM) TYPE(USER) NAME('Z DATA COLLECTOR') -     

DEPT(ZDCDEPT) FACILITY(STC) MASTFAC(CAWEBSVR) PASSWORD(NOPW,0)

TSS ADD(ZDCADM) GROUP(ZDCGRP) DFLTGRP(ZDCGRP) -

HOME(<ZDC install directory>) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) UID(<ZDC UID>)

TSS PERMIT(ZDCADM) IBMFAC(BPX.SERVER) ACCESS(READ)

TSS ADD(STC) PROCNAME(ZDCSTART) ACID(ZDCADM)

IBM RACF 

ADDGROUP ZDCGRP DATA(‘Z DATA COLLECTOR GROUP’)

ALTGROUP ZDCGRP OMVS(GID(<ZDCGRP GID>))

ADDUSER ZDCADM DFLTGRP(ZDCGRP) NAME(‘Z DATA COLLECTOR’) –

OMVS(UID(<ZDCADM UID>) HOME(<ZDC install directory>)) NOPASSWORD

SETROPTS GENERIC(STARTED)

RDEFINE STARTED ZDCSTART.* STDATA(USER(ZDCADM),GROUP(ZDCGRP))

SETROPTS RACLIST(STARTED) REFRESH

PERMIT BPX.SERVER CLASS(FACILITY) ID(ZDCADM) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

Follow these steps: 

1. Issue the following operator command:
S ZDCSTART
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NOTE
After the Data Collector starts, message number CADC0001I displays in the JES output display to indicate
that the Data Collector started.

2. (Optional) Repeat these steps for all systems where you want to run the Data Collector.

TIP
Define the command as a z/OS auto command in CAIRIM to ensure that the Message Service hub starts
in a timely manner after each system IPL. For more information, see the topic  CAIRIM Auto Commands
Member  in the article CAIRIM Operation.

Stop the Data Collector for z/OS

Issue the following operator command to stop the Data Collector for z/OS:

P ZDCSTART

 

Install, Deploy, and Configure CCS Data Mover
CCS Data Mover (Data Mover) is a common component which, in conjunction with the CCS Message Service (Message
Service), coordinates the movement of Broadcom product data or z/OS data from z/OS data producers to off z/OS
platform data consumers. Data Mover lets you move high volumes of data efficiently in high velocity environments.

In this article, we describe how to install the Data Mover PTF, deploy, configure, and start Data Mover.

WARNING

Data Mover is a required component for the following Broadcom products:

• SYSVIEW

NOTE
After you complete the tasks in this article, continue to Install, Deploy, and Configure the Message Service to
complete the process of integrating SYSVIEW with Message Service.

Install Data Mover

You acquire the Data Mover installation media from Broadcom support. The media is available as a PTF. You then install
the Data Mover media using one of the following methods:

• Install Data Mover using the CSM (CSM) Maintenance process.
• Install Data Mover without CSM.
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Prerequisite Components for Data Mover

The following table describes the components that Data Mover requires for installation. Verify that you installed these
Broadcom products and components before you install Data Mover.

Product Component Description Required Maintenance
Common Components and
Services r14.1

CCS – BASE CCS – BASE is a required
component of Common
Components and Services
r14.1. You can download
Common Components and
Services r14.1 from Broadcom
support. The name of the CCS
– BASE component product file
is CCS - BASE - ESD ONLY on
the Broadcom Support Online
Download Center, and in CSM.

Before you install the Data
Mover PTF, verify that the CCS
Address Space Shell PPT
(program properties table) entry
is defined for this Common
Components and Services. For
information about how to define
PPTs, see How to Configure
Common Components and
Services Without CSM.

Note: This link takes you to
another Techdocs space. We
recommend that you open it in
another tab within your browser
so that you can return to this
page more readily.

Ensure that CCS BASE
maintenance is at the
CARS1610 level or higher.
Critical PTFs:
Verify that the following
maintenance packages (PTFs)
are installed before you install
Data Mover.
• RO89838
• RO78314
• RO84011

Common Components and
Services r14.1

CCS - USS Based Services CCS - USS Based Services
is an optional Common
Components and Services
component. You install this
component (pax file) before
you install Data Mover. For
more information, see Install,
Deploy, and Configure CCS -
USS Based Services.

Install the USS Based Services
pax file in the same CSI as
where you installed Common
Components and Services
r14.1.

z/OS You can install Data Mover
on all of the releases of z/OS
that Common Components
and Services r14.1 currently
supports.
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Install Data Mover Using CSM

Next, perform the following high-level tasks to maintain a product using CSM:

Follow these steps:

1. Review the topic Prerequisite Components for Data Mover.
2. Download the Data Mover PTF (RO92374 ) from Broadcom Support (log in required).
3. From your browser, log in to your CSM region.
4. In CSM, navigate to the Products tab.
5. Find Common Components and Services in the list of Available Products.
6. Click 14.1.
7. Click Add External Maintenance and follow the instructions in CSM to add the Data Mover PTF to CSM.
8. Follow the instructions in the HOLDDATA of this PTF.

NOTE
The HOLDDATA includes JCL that must be customized and run to prepare your CSI for this PTF.

9. Navigate to your Common Components and Services CSI and apply the Data Mover PTF.

After the maintenance process completes, you can now deploy Data Mover.

Install Data Mover Without CSM

You can install Data Mover using the instructions that are contained in the HOLDDATA for this PTF.

Follow these steps:

1. Review the topic Prerequisite Components for Data Mover.
2. Download the Data Mover PTF (RO92374 ) from Broadcom Support (log in required).
3. Follow the instructions in the HOLDDATA of this PTF.

NOTE
The HOLDDATA includes JCL that must be customized and run to prepare your CSI for this PTF.

4. Apply the Data Mover PTF to your Common Components and Services CSI.

After the maintenance process completes, you can now deploy Data Mover.

Deploy Data Mover

Complete the following tasks to deploy Data Mover:

NOTE
The Data Mover PTF introduces executables to both the hlq.CAW0LINK and hlq.CAW0PLD target libraries.

1. Deploy the hlq.CAW0LINK target library to your runtime library.
2. Deploy the hlq.CAW0PLD target library to your runtime library.

You can now configure Data Mover.

Configure Data Mover

Complete the following tasks to configure Data Mover:

1. Initialize Data Mover.
2. Verify that your environment contains all the runtime requirements.
3. Set Up Runtime and Security Privileges for User IDs.
4. Start Data Mover.
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Initialize Data Mover

You initialize the Data Mover component address spaces using the JCL procedure (proc) that is named ZDMVPROC.
The sample proc is located in YourdeployHLQ.CAW0PROC . As an installation best practice, move ZDMVPROC to the
appropriate data set in the system SYSPROC concatenation.

Data Mover requires the definition of a program properties table entry for the ZDMVMAIN program. This entry resides in
a SCHEDxx member of the logical PARMLIB concatenation. You can apply updates dynamically to SCHEDxx using the
operator command SET SCH=(xx,yy,zz,L) . This command lets you implement the changes to SCHEDxx without
having to IPL the z/OS operating system.

The following example illustrates how to place the PPT statement in the SCHEDxx PARMLIB member:

PPT PGMNAME(ZDMVMAIN) /* CA Data Mover Address Space Main Program */

         KEY(4)                                  /* Execution Key */

NOTE
This statement is also found in the ZDMVMAIN member in YourdeployHLQ.CAW0OPTN.

Verify Runtime Requirements

Ensure that the following runtime requirements are met before you start Data Mover.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the Data Mover load library is APF authorized.
2. Add the Data Mover load library to the active linklist on the system.
3. Ensure that z/OS UNIX System Services (OMVS address space) is fully initialized on the system.
4. Have the following CCS components active:

– CAMASTER (Common Services 14.1)
– CAIRIM (Common Services 14.1)

NOTE
The Data Mover load library is already APF authorized as an effect of the prerequisite Common Components
and Services 14.1 configuration. For more information, see How to Configure Common Components and
Services With CSM or Configuring Your Product.

Set Up Runtime and Security Privileges for User IDs

The User ID that is assigned to Data Mover requires the following (minimum) security and runtime privileges:

• Access to information about other processes that connect to Data Mover.

Follow these steps:

TIP
You can use these steps when you are running Top Secret Security, ACF2 Security, or IBM RACF Security in
your environment. For specific examples about the commands on Top Secret, see the sample code at the end of
this topic.

1. Create a User ID named ZDMADM. We recommend using ZDMADM. However, you can use any eight character User
ID that you like.

2. Grant the User ID that you created with the following attributes:
– Started Task

3. Create an OMVS segment for the User ID using the following attributes:
Home Directory

. For example, /u/users/ZDMADM.
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UID
. For example, 936.

Login shell
. For example, /bin/sh.

Group
: For example, CCSDMGRP.

TIP
When Data Mover is being used with Message Service, set the Group and GID values to the same
values as Message Service uses, so that the two applications can share permissions for USS files.

4. Set the owner of the directory that you created to the User ID that you created in Step 1.
5. Grant the User ID that you created in Step 1 the following permission:

UNIXPRIV          SUPERUSER.PROCESS.GETPSENT          READ

6. Map ZDMVPROC to the User ID that you created.

Examples

The following examples illustrate the syntax that you use to define the minimum Top Secret requirements and ACF2
requirements:

Top Secret Requirements

The following example illustrates the syntax that you use to define the minimum TSS requirements:

 TSS CREATE(CCSDMDPT) NAME('CCS DATA MOVER DEPARTMENT') -              

     TYPE(DEPARTMENT)                                                

 TSS CREATE(ZDMADM) NAME('CCS DATA MOVER STC USER') -                

     TYPE(USER) -                                                     

     PASSWORD(NOPW,0) -                                               

     DEPARTMENT(CCSDMDPT) -                                            

     FACILITY(STC)                                         

 TSS ADDTO(ZDMADM) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) -                                

     HOME(/u/users/ZDMADM) GROUP(CCSDMGRP**) -                          

     UID(UIDHERE*)

 TSS ADD(ZDMADM) DFLTGRP(CCSDMGRP**)   

 TSS PERMIT(ZDMADM) UNIXPRIV(SUPERUSER.PROCESS.GETPSENT) ACCESS(READ)

 TSS ADDTO(STC) PROCNAME(ZDMVPROC) -                                  

     ACID(ZDMADM)

NOTE

In this example, consider the following variables:

* Replace UIDHERE with a valid, numeric UID.

** We used CCSDMGRP to represent the OMVS group that will be assigned to the user ID. Optionally, you can
use an existing OMVS group, or you can create an OMVS group that you can use specifically for the Data Mover
and Message Service security implementation.

ACF2 Requirements

The following example illustrates the syntax that you use to define the minimum ACF2 requirements:

SET LID

INSERT ZDMADM NAME(CCS DATA MOVER STC) STC -

HOME(/u/users/ZDMADM) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) UID(UIDHERE*) -                          
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GROUP(CCSDMGRP**)

SET R(UNI)

COMP STORE

$KEY(SUPERUSER) TYPE(UNI)

PROCESS.GETPSENT UID(ZDMADM) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

F ACF2,REBUILD(UNI)

T C(GSO)

CHA STC.ZDMVPROC LOGONID(ZDMADM)

NOTE
In this example, consider the following variables:

* Replace UIDHERE with a valid, numeric UID.

** We used CCSDMGRP to represent the OMVS group that will be assigned to the user ID. Optionally, you can
use an existing OMVS group, or you can create an OMVS group that you can use specifically for the Data Mover
and Message Service security implementation.

After issuing these commands successfully, refresh ACF2 using the following MVS command (to apply the changes):

F ACF2,REFRESH(ALL)

Start and Stop Data Mover

You might need to stop or start Data Mover when you encounter any of the following conditions:

• Initial startup after you install Data Mover.
• Initial startup after a system IPL.
• Stop and then restart Data Mover after you apply maintenance.
• Restart Data Mover if it fails or stops responding.

Start Data Mover

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the MVS console.
2. Enter the following command:

S ZDMVPROC

The following message displays after Data Mover starts:
ZDMV2002I Data Server initialization complete

IMPORTANT
Before you start Data Mover, ensure that z/OS UNIX System Services (OMVS address space) is fully
initialized on the system. 

NOTE
After the MVS START command executes, the ZDMVPROC address space starts. ZDMVPROC is the main
Data Mover address space. ZDMVPROC automatically starts ZDMVAUX (a required auxiliary address space
for Data Mover) if it is not already running.

Stop Data Mover

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the MVS console.
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2. Enter the following command:
P ZDMVPROC

The following message displays after Data Mover stops:
ZDMV2021I Data Server termination complete; RC=<returnCode>

NOTE
When you execute the MVS STOP command, only the ZDMVPROC address space shuts down. The
auxiliary address space, ZDMVAUX, should continue to run after you execute the Stop command.

NOTE
After you complete the tasks in this article, continue to Install, Deploy, and Configure the Message Service to
complete the process of integrating SYSVIEW with Message Service.

Apply Maintenance to Data Mover

You might encounter conditions where you need to apply Broadcom Maintenance (updates) to your Data Mover
implementation. For example:

• You installed Data Mover previously using an APAR and are now going to install the Data Mover PTF.
• You installed Data Mover previously using a PTF. We released maintenance (an update) to Data Mover, and the

installation media is a PTF.

The following steps describe how to apply Broadcom maintenance for CCS Data Mover.

Follow these steps:

1. Apply the maintenance using the steps that are described in either of the following topics:
– Install Data Mover Using CSM
– Install Data Mover Without CSM

WARNING
Review and follow the instructions that are described in the HOLDDATA that is contained in the
maintenance.

2. Stop Data Mover.

NOTE
For more information, see Stop Data Mover.

3. Deploy HLQ.CAW0LINK and HLQ.CAW0PLD to your Data Mover run time libraries.

NOTE
For more information, see Deploy Data Mover.

4. Refresh LLA
5. Start Data Mover.

NOTE
For more information see Start Data Mover.

Deploy and Configure CCS Message Service
The Common Components and Services Message Service (Message Service), when deployed and configured with other
Broadcom products, coordinates the movement of Broadcom product data or z/OS data from z/OS data producers to data
consumers who are off of the z/OS platform. The Message Service lets you move high volumes of data efficiently in high
velocity environments.
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Roles and Responsibilities

The installation, deployment, and configuration of the Message Service should be performed by the following roles:

• Systems Administrator/Programmer: To download the required PTF, apply maintenance, deploy and configure
Message Service.

• Security Administrator: To configure security settings for the security application that is active in the Message Service
deployment region.

Message Service as a Required Component

NOTE
Data Mover is a prerequisite component for Message Service. To install, deploy, and configure Data Mover, see
Install, Deploy, and Configure CCS Data Mover.

Install Message Service

To acquire the Message Service installation media see Broadcom Support. The media is available as PTFs. Install the
Message Service media using one of the following methods:

• Install Message Service using the CSM (CSM) Maintenance process.
• Install Message Service without CSM.

Prerequisite Components for Message Service

The following table describes the components that Message Service requires for installation. Verify that you installed
these Broadcom products and components before you install Message Service.

Product Component Description Required Maintenance
Common Components and
Services r14.1

CCS – BASE CCS – BASE is a required
component of Common
Components and Services
r14.1. You can download
Common Components and
Services r14.1 from Broadcom
Support. The name of the CCS
– BASE component product file
is CCS - BASE - ESD ONLY on
the Broadcom Support Online
Download Center, and in CSM.

Ensure that CCS BASE
maintenance is at the
CARS1610 level or higher.
Critical PTFs:
Verify that the following
maintenance packages (PTFs)
are installed before you install
Message Service.
• RO78314
• RO89838
• RO84011

Common Components and
Services r14.1

CCS - USS Based Services CCS - USS Based Services
is an optional Common
Components and Services
component. You install this
component (pax file) before you
install Message Service. For
more information, see Install
CCS USS Based Services.
Install the USS Based Services
pax file in the same CSI as
where you installed Common
Components and Services
r14.1.
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Common Components and
Services r14.1

CCS Data Mover Install the Data Mover
PTF using the Broadcom
Maintenance process. For more
information, see Install, Deploy,
and Configure CCS Data Mover.

Data Mover is a required
component for integration
with SYSVIEW. If you are
integrating Message Service
with DX Unified Infrastructure
Management zevent (Event
Monitoring) Probe; install Data
Mover. Configuration is not
required.

Java Message Service requires the
latest service release of Java
7 (64-bit) or the latest service
release of Java 8 (64-bit).

z/OS You can install Message Service
on all of the releases of z/OS
that Common Components
and Services r14.1 currently
supports.

Message Service Topology

The Message Service consists of the following components:

Message Service hub
Receives messages from applications and Message Service servers, storing them and making them accessible to
other applications and Message Service servers.

Message Service server
Provides messaging services to adapters that facilitate messaging between specific applications and the Message
Service hub.

Message Service spoke node
Message Service server or any other Broadcom application that is connected to the Message Service hub. The
connection between any Broadcom application or Message Service server and the Message Server hub is a
(Message Service) spoke. The Broadcom application or Message Service server connected through a spoke is a
(Message Service) spoke node.

Different Broadcom products require different configurations of the Message Service. Here are examples of how you can
configure Message Service to work with the following Broadcom products:

Message Service for Mainframe Team Center - Automation (MTC-A)

Set up Message Service to allow MTC-A to visualize rules on multiple OPS/MVS (OPS/MVS) z/OS systems. OPS/MVS
manages critical resources by status across systems and includes automated applications that simplify the deployment of
powerful and complex automation to manage the environment.

Prerequisites

• You installed CCS USS Based Services.

Use the following articles to guide you through the process:
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1. Deploy and configure the Message Service hub, refer to the following articles:
a. Deploy Message Service Hub for z/OS
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b. Configure Message Service Hub for z/OS
2. Deploy and configure the Message Service server, refer to the following articles:

a. Deploy Message Service Server for z/OS
b. Configure Message Service Server for z/OS
Repeat this step for every system you want to deploy Message Service to.

3. Secure the communication between the hub, servers and MTC-A with the TLS protocol, refer to the following articles:
a. Generate Certificates for Secured (TLS) Message Service Communication
b. Import the generated certificates to the Message Service hub. Refer to one of the following articles depending on

whether you are using a Java Keystore or an external security manager (ESM) Keyring. In the case of the ESM
Keyring it also depends on whether the same ESM keyring is shared by the Message Service hub and spoke node:
• Import Certificates to Java Keystore for a Message Service Hub
• Import Certificates to ESM Keyring for a Message Service Hub
• Import Certificates to ESM Keyring for a Message Service Hub and Spoke Node on a Shared System

c. Import the generated certificates to the Message Service spoke nodes, refer to one of the following articles
depending on whether you are using a Java Keystore or an ESM Keyring:
• Import Certificates to Java Keystore for a Message Service Spoke Node
• Import Certificates to ESM Keyring for a Message Service Spoke Node
Repeat this step for every Message Service server and MTC-A.

NOTE
If you did not install MTC-A yet, revisit this step and import the certificates to MTC-A after MTC-A was
installed.

You have deployed and configured Message Service for MTC-A.

Example: Message Service topology for MTC-A set up for multiple z/OS systems

Message Service for Trusted Access Manager for Z (TAMz)

Set up Message Service to allow TAMz to manage privileged IDs across multiple z/OS systems. TAMz lets you manage
privileged IDs on the mainframe and effectively audit the use of privileged access.

Prerequisites

• You installed CCS USS Based Services.

Use the following articles to guide you through the process:
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1. Deploy and configure the Message Service hub, refer to the following articles:
a. Deploy Message Service Hub for z/OS
b. Configure Message Service Hub for z/OS

2. Secure the communication between the Message Service hub and TAMz instances with the TLS protocol, refer to the
following articles:
a. Generate Certificates for Secured (TLS) Message Service Communication
b. Import the generated certificates to the Message Service hub, refer to one of the following articles depending on

whether the same ESM keyring is shared by the Message Service hub and spoke node:
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• Import Certificates to ESM Keyring for a Message Service Hub
• Import Certificates to ESM Keyring for a Message Service Hub and Spoke Node on a Shared System

c. Import the generated certificates to the TAMz instances, refer to one of the following article:
• Import Certificates to ESM Keyring for a Message Service Spoke Node
Repeat this step for every TAMz instance.

You have deployed and configured Message Service for TAMz.

Example: Message Service topology for TAMz on multiple z/OS systems

Message Service for Unified Infrastructure Management for Z (UIM4z)

Set up Message Service to allow UIM4z to monitor events on multiple z/OS systems. UIM4z is designed to help monitor
and respond to mainframe events in the UIM Alarm Console by supplying the UIM Alarm Console with logs from the
mainframe.

Prerequisites

• You installed CCS USS Based Services.

Use the following articles to guide you through the process:
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1. Deploy and configure the Message Service hub, refer to the following articles:
a. Deploy Message Service Hub for z/OS
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b. Configure Message Service Hub for z/OS
2. Deploy and configure the Message Service server, refer to the following articles:

a. Deploy Message Service Server for z/OS
b. Configure Message Service Server for z/OS
Repeat this step for every system you want to deploy Message Service to.

3. Secure the communication between the hub, servers and UIM4zwith the TLS protocol, refer to the following articles:
a. Generate Certificates for Secured (TLS) Message Service Communication
b. Import the generated certificates to the Message Service hub. Refer to one of the following articles depending on

whether you are using a Java Keystore or an external security manager (ESM) Keyring. In the case of the ESM
Keyring it also depends on whether the same ESM keyring is shared by the Message Service hub and spoke node:
• Import Certificates to Java Keystore for a Message Service Hub
• Import Certificates to ESM Keyring for a Message Service Hub
• Import Certificates to ESM Keyring for a Message Service Hub and Spoke Node on a Shared System

c. Import the generated certificates to the Message Service spoke nodes. Refer to one of the following articles
depending on whether you are using a Java Keystore or an ESM Keyring:
• Import Certificates to Java Keystore for a Message Service Spoke Node
• Import Certificates to ESM Keyring for a Message Service Spoke Node
Repeat this step for every Message Service server and UIM4z.

NOTE
If you did not install UIM4z yet, revisit this step and import the certificates to UIM4z after UIM4z was
installed.

You have deployed and configured Message Service for UIM4z.

Example: Message Service topology for UIMz set up for multiple z/OS systems

Message Service for Mainframe Operational Intelligence (MOI)

Set up Message Service to allow MOI to monitor multiple z/OS systems. MOI lets you visualize and explore your
mainframe performance data from one location, as well as predict and prevent future performance issues.

Prerequisites

• You installed CCS USS Based Services.
• CCS Data Mover has been deployed and configured.

Use the following articles to guide you through the process:
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1. Deploy and configure the Message Service server, refer to the following articles:
a. Deploy Message Service Server for z/OS
b. Configure Message Service Server for z/OS
Repeat this step for every system you want to deploy Message Service to.

NOTE
Installing MOI automatically deploys and configures a Message Service hub. You do not need to deploy and
configure a separate Message Service hub for MOI and you do not need to set up a TLS protocol for the
Message Service hub.
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2. Secure the communication between the MOI and the servers and with the TLS protocol, refer to the following articles:
a. Import the generated certificates to the Message Service servers. Refer to one of the following articles depending

on whether you are using a Java Keystore or an external security manager (ESM) Keyring. In the case of the ESM
Keyring it also depends on whether the same ESM keyring is shared by the Message Service hub and spoke node:
• Import Certificates to Java Keystore for a Message Service Spoke Node
• Import Certificates to ESM Keyring for a Message Service Spoke Node
• Import Certificates to ESM Keyring for a Message Service Hub and Spoke Node on a Shared System
Repeat this step for every Message Service server.

You have deployed and configured Message Service for MOI.

Example: Message Service topology for MOI set up for multiple z/OS systems

Deploy Message Service Hub for z/OS
As a systems administrator, you can use Common Components and Services to install a Message Service hub that
resides on a z/OS USS file system. This article describes how to deploy the Message Service hub.

Deploy Message Service Hub
The USS Based Services installation directory contains the CAW0JCL , CAW0OPTV and CAW0PROC Message Service data
sets. These data sets are used to deploy and configure the Message Service hub.

Follow these steps:

1. Create an empty data set <your deployment High-Level Qualifier (HLQ)>.CAW0JCL , if you have not
already done so, and copy over the following members from the CAW0JCL data set:
– J2ZSYM
– MSHDPLOY
– MSHMOUNT
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TIP
It is a good practice to create copies of the members and make the edits in the copies. Edits made to original
members in their installation directory may be lost when a new PTF is applied.

2. Follow the instructions in the copied members and customize these members according to your specifications in the
order specified in Step 1.

NOTE
By default, the MSHDPLOY job creates a large file system for Message Service hub instances. The default
size for each file system for the Message Service instances is 20 GB. The value is specified in the J2ZSYM
member. Specifically, PRIMSZHB defines the primary size for Message Service Hub file system. You can
allocate an alternative size by updating appropriate parameters in J2ZSYM member. The size of each file
system can be up to 40 GB and should not be smaller than 500 MB.

3. Deploy and mount the hub by submitting the JCL members in the following order:
a. MSHDPLOY
b. MSHMOUNT
To verify the deployment was successful, navigate to USS (<USS deployment Path>/cfgb/instance ) and
making sure it contains messageServiceHub . The <USS deployment path> is the value set for DPLYPATH in
J2ZSYM .

4. Create an empty data set <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV and copy over the following members from the
CAW0OPTV data set:
– ZMSHENV
– ZMSHENV2

5. Create an empty data set <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0PROC and copy over the following member from
CAW0PROC data set:

• ZMSHUB

You finished deploying the Message Service hub.

Troubleshooting Message Service Hub Deployment

This section contains tips that you can use to troubleshoot problems that you encounter with Message Service hub
deployment.

Problem: Error During MSHDPLOY

An error occurs during the deployment of MSHDPLOY and the deployment is interrupted.

Symptom:

After running MSHDPLOY not all of the following VSAMs are created:

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.CPTARG.CCSZFS      

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.CPTARG.CCSZFS.DATA

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.DEPLOY.CCSZFSH    

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.DEPLOY.CCSZFSH.DATA

Solution:

Unmount the USS mount points <DPLTMPPT in J2ZSYM> and delete the VSAMs created. Check the logs to identify and
address the cause of the problem and resubmit the MSHDPLOY and MSHMOUNT JCL members.
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Configure Message Service Hub for z/OS
As a systems administrator, you can use Common Components and Services to install a Message Service hub that
resides on a z/OS USS file system. This article describes how to configure the Message Service hub once it has been
deployed.

Configure the Message Service Hub z/OS Environment Variables

After you deploy the Message Service hub, configure the Message Service hub environment variables.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit the ZMSHENV member in the <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set. Go through the instructions in the
member and customize the environment variable according to your specifications. Make note of the following:
– We recommend you set the MSH_PROTOCOL environment variable to TCP during the initial configuration. With the

TCP configuration you can run and test the Message Service hub deployment and verify it has been configured
successfully. The procedure on how to set up the Message Service hub for encrypted TLS communication is
covered in follow-up articles.

IMPORTANT

The TCP communication protocol is not secure in a production environment. Using TCP places your
communication with the Message Service hub at risk of being read by unauthorized persons. We
recommend you use TCP only for set up and testing purposes and then use secured TLS communication
protocol in all your production environments.

2. Edit the ZMSHUB member in the <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0PROC data set. Go through the instructions in the
member and customize the environment variable according to your specifications.

Set Up Runtime and Security Privileges for User IDs

As a security administrator, create a user to assign the Message Service hub deployment to. Set up runtime and security
privileges for the user ID, if you are running an external security manager (ESM) such as Top Secret, ACF2, or IBM RACF
in your environment. The User ID that is assigned to the Message Service hub requires access to information about other
processes that connect to the Message Service by mapping the User ID to the Message Service hub started task.

When using the Message Service hub with Data Mover, set the values of the Group and GID to the same values that
apply to the Data Mover. This step lets the two applications share permissions for USS files.

Follow these steps:

1. In your security system, create a new User ID <ZMSHUB user id> and add it to your OMVS group:
NOTE
ESM commands are case sensitive.

ACF2
SET PROFILE(GROUP) DIV(OMVS)

  INSERT <OMVS Group> GID(<OMVS Group GID>) 

SET LID

 INSERT <ZMSHUB user id> NAME('MESSAGE SERVICE STC USER') GROUP(<OMVS Group>)      

 MUSASS NO-SMC RESTRICT STC

Top Secret
TSS CREATE(CCSDMDPT) NAME('MESSAGE SERVICE DEPARTMENT') TYPE(DEPARTMENT)

TSS CREATE(<ZMSHUB user id>) NAME('MESSAGE SERVICE STC USER')  TYPE(USER) PASSWORD(NOPW,0)

 DEPARTMENT(CCSDMDPT)

TSS ADD(<OMVS Group>) GID(<OMVS Group GID>)

TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) DFLTGRP(<OMVS Group>)
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IBM RACF
ADDUSER <ZMSHUB user id> DFLTGRP(<OMVS Group>) NAME(‘MESSAGE SERVICE STC USER’)

ALTGROUP <OMVS Group> OMVS(GID(<OMVS GROUP GID>))

2. Make sure the User ID that you created in Step 1 is able to start up started tasks:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(GROUP) DIV(OMVS)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

F ACF2,REBUILD(GRP),CLASS(P)

F ACF2,OMVS

Top Secret
TSS ADDTO(<ZMSHUB user id>) FACILITY(STC)

IBM RACF
SETROPTS GENERIC(STARTED)

3. Create an OMVS segment for the User ID using the following attributes:
Home Directory

: For example, /u/users/<ZMSHUB user id>
UID

: <next avaliable UID number>
Login shell:

For example,/bin/sh
Group

: <OMVS Group>

NOTE

Ensure that this GROUP is the same as the default GROUP that corresponds to the user ID that is used
for the installed and deployed Message Service spoke nodes.

If Message Service is running on Data Mover, set the values of the Group and GID to the same values
used by Data Mover. Using these same values ensures that the applications share permissions for USS
files.

Set the owner of the directory that you created to the User ID that you created in Step 1:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(OMVS)

  INSERT <ZMSHUB user id> OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) UID(<next avaliable UID number>) HOME(<Message Service

 install Directory>)

Top Secret
TSS ADDTO(<ZMSHUB user id>) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) HOME(/u/users/<ZMSHUB user id>) GROUP(<OMVS Group>)

 UID(<next available UID number>)

IBM RACF
ALTUSER <ZMSHUB user id> OMVS(UID(<next available UID number>) HOME(<ZMS install directory>))

 NOPASSWORD

SETROPTS GENERIC(STARTED)

4. Map the started task ZMSHUB to the User ID that you created in Step 1:
ACF2

T C(GSO)  

  INS STC.ZMSHUB GROUP(<OMVS Group>) LOGONID(<UID number >) STCID(ZMSHUB)
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F ACF2,REFRESH(STC)

Top Secret
TSS ADDTO(STC) PROCNAME(ZMSHUB) ACID(<ZMSHUB user id>)

IBM RACF
RDEFINE STARTED ZMSHUB.* STDATA(USER(<ZMSHUB user id>),GROUP(<OMVS Group>))

SETROPTS RACLIST(STARTED) REFRESH

5. Grant the User ID that you created in Step 1 with the permission to read the EZB.STACKACCESS.sysname.tcpipid
resource profile:

ACF2
SET RES(SER)  

  RECKEY EZB ADD(STACKACCESS.<sysName>.<tcpName> UID(<ZMSHUB user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)  

  F ACF2,REBUILD(SER),C(R)

Top Secret
TSS PERMIT(<ZMSHUB user id>) SERVAUTH(EZB.STACKACCESS.<sysname.tcpipid>)

IBM RACF
PERMIT EZB.STACKACCESS.<sysname.tcpipid> ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) CLASS(SERVAUTH) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(SERVAUTH) REFRESH

Run the Message Service Hub as a Started Task

After you deploy and configure the Message Service hub, if you are using the TCP protocol, you can start the Message
Service hub by running it as a started task. The Message Service hub runs as a started task in its own address space.
The default ZMSHUB proc resides in <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0PROC data set.

If you are using a TLS protocol, refrain from starting the Message Service hub until after you generate, import and
configure certificates as described in following articles. However, we recommend you set MSH_PROTOCOL to use TCP for
now, so you can run the Message Service hub and confirm it starts properly.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the following operator command to start the Message Service hub:
/S ZMSHUB

The Message Service hub starts. To verify that the Message Service hub started successfully, confirm that the JES
output display contains the CAMS0011I message. This message indicates that the Message Service has started.

TIP
Define the command as a z/OS auto command in CAIRIM to ensure that the Message Service hub starts in
a timely manner after each system IPL. For more information, see CAIRIM Auto Commands Member in the
article CAIRIM Operation.

2. (Optional) If you need to stop the Message Service hub to, for instance, configure it to use TLS protocol, issue the
following operator command:
/C ZMSHUB

The Message Service hub started task is cancelled.

Deploy Message Service High Availability Cluster of Hubs for z/OS
As a security administrator, you can use Common Components and Services to install a Message Service hub that
resides on a z/OS USS file system. This article describes how to deploy the Message Service High Availability (HA)
Cluster of hubs on a z/OS USS file system.
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About the High Availability Cluster of Hubs

The Message Service can be configured to run with multiple hubs in a High Availability (HA) cluster. Using multiple hubs in
an HA cluster lets you minimize downtime when a hub fails or must be stopped for maintenance. To cluster hubs for HA,
the hubs must share a file system and an internal database.

When an HA cluster starts, all the hubs attempt to acquire a lock on the shared database. The first hub to acquire a
lock on the database assumes the role of the master (or active) hub and starts accepting connections from the client
applications. The other hubs remain inactive (or passive) and do not accept connections from the client applications.

When the address space on the master hub stops, it releases the lock on the file system and the internal database. An
inactive hub then acquires a lock on the shared database, assumes the role of the master hub, and starts accepting
connections from the client applications. The process where the master hub stops and another hub assumes the role
of the master hub is known as failover. During a failover event, even if the client applications detect that the master hub
restarted, the client applications continue functioning as if there was no loss of connections to the master hub.

Address Prerequisites

Run the hubs in an HA cluster on different z/OS systems to ensure that your messaging communication continues to
function when one z/OS system stops.

To run the HA cluster on multiple z/OS systems, ensure that your environment meets the following configurations:

• The TCP/IP stacks used by the hubs are linked through dynamic XCF.
• A single Dynamic Virtual IP Address (DVIPA) is defined in the TCP/IP profile with the VIPARANGE statement.
• The z/OS systems where the hubs are running share a file system environment that is configured such that the hubs

can mount the same zFS data set.
• For best performance of the hubs, mount the zFS file system as sysplex-aware. For more information about sysplex-

aware, see: Specifying zFS file systems as sysplex-aware in the IBM Knowledge Center.

TIP

Include a VIPARANGE statement in the TCP/IP profile. To give clients transparent access to the HA cluster,
define a single DVIPA address that can be moved between TCP/IP stacks. The following example illustrates a
TCP/IP profile statement that adds a movable DVIPA address:

VIPARANGE DEFINE MOVEABLE NONDISRUPTIVE 255.255.255.255 192.168.1.42 SAF MSHUB

The MSHUB parameter is a SAF resource name that you use to give only the user that is running the hub access
to the DVIPA address.

Deploy Message Service Hub
The USS Based Services installation directory contains the CAW0JCL , CAW0OPTV and CAW0PROC Message Service data
sets. These data sets are used to deploy and configure the Message Service hub.

Follow these steps:

1. Create an empty data set <your deployment High-Level Qualifier (HLQ)>.CAW0JCL . and copy over the
following members from the CAW0JCL data set:
– J2ZSYM
– MSHDPLOY
– MSHMOUNT

2. Follow the instructions in the copied members and customize these members according to your specifications in the
order specified in Step 1. Make sure you set the HAENABLE variable in <your deployment HLQ>.J2ZSYM data set
to 1 .
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NOTE
By default, the MSHDPLOY job creates a large file system for Message Service hub instances. The default
size for each file system for the Message Service instances is 20 GB. The value is specified in the J2ZSYM
member. Specifically, PRIMSZHB defines the primary size for Message Service Hub file system. You can
allocate an alternative size by updating appropriate parameters in J2ZSYM member. The size of each file
system can be up to 40 GB and should not be smaller than 500 MB.

3. Deploy and mount the hub by submitting the JCL members in the following order:
a. MSHDPLOY
b. MSHMOUNT
To verify the deployment was successful, navigate to USS (<USS deployment Path>/cfgb/instance ) and
making sure it contains messageServiceHub . The <USS deployment path> is the value set for DPLYPATH in
J2ZSYM .

4. Create an empty data set <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV and copy over the following members from the
CAW0OPTV data set:
– ZMSHENV
– ZMSHENV2

5. Create an empty data set <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0PROC and copy over the following member from
CAW0PROC data set:

• ZMSHUB

You finished deploying the Message Service hub.

Troubleshooting Message Service Hub Deployment

This section contains tips that you can use to troubleshoot problems that you encounter with Message Service hub
deployment.

Problem: Error During MSHDPLOY

An error occurs during the deployment of MSHDPLOY and the deployment is interrupted.

Symptom:

After running MSHDPLOY not all of the following VSAMs are created:

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.CPTARG.CCSZFS      

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.CPTARG.CCSZFS.DATA

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.DEPLOY.CCSZFSH    

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.DEPLOY.CCSZFSH.DATA

Solution:

Unmount the USS mount points <DPLTMPPT in J2ZSYM> and delete the VSAMs created. Check the logs to identify and
address the cause of the problem and resubmit the MSHDPLOY and MSHMOUNT JCL members.

Configure Message Service High Availability Cluster of Hubs for z/OS
As a security administrator, you can use Common Components and Services to install a Message Service hub that
resides on a z/OS USS file system. This article describes how to configure the Message Service hub once it has been
deployed.

Configure the Message Service Hub z/OS Environment Variables

After you deploy the Message Service hub, configure the Message Service hub environment variables.
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Follow these steps:

1. Edit the ZMSHENV member in the <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set. Go through the instructions in the
member and customize the environment variable according to your specifications. Make note of the following:
– Change the value of MSH_HA_ENABLE to 1 .
– Change the value of MSH_HOST to the host name or IP address corresponding to the DVIPA address set in the

VIPARANGE statement in the TCP/IP profile.
– We recommend you set the MSH_PROTOCOL environment variable to TCP during the initial configuration. With the

TCP configuration you can run and test the Message Service hub deployment and verify it has been configured
successfully. The procedure on how to set up the Message Service hub for encrypted TLS communication is
covered in follow-up articles.

IMPORTANT

The TCP communication protocol is not secure in a production environment. Using TCP places your
communication with the Message Service hub at risk of being read by unauthorized persons. We
recommend you use TCP only for set up and testing purposes and then use secured TLS communication
protocol in all your production environments.

We recommend you set the MSH_PROTOCOL environment variable to TCP during the initial configuration. With the
TCP configuration you can run and test the Message Service hub deployment and verify it has been configured
successfully. The procedure on how to set up the Message Service hub for encrypted TLS communication is covered
in follow-up articles. We recommend you set the MSH_PROTOCOL environment variable to TCP during the initial
configuration. With the TCP configuration you can run and test the Message Service hub deployment and verify it
has been configured successfully. The procedure on how to set up the Message Service hub for encrypted TLS
communication is covered in follow-up articles.

2. Edit the ZMSHUB member in the <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0PROC data set. Go through the instructions in the
member and customize the environment variable according to your specifications.

Set Up Runtime and Security Privileges for User IDs

As a security administrator, create a user to assign the Message Service hub deployment to. Set up runtime and security
privileges for the user ID, if you are running an external security manager (ESM) such as Top Secret, ACF2, or IBM RACF
in your environment. The User ID that is assigned to the Message Service hub requires access to information about other
processes that connect to the Message Service hub by mapping the User ID to the Message Service hub started task.

When using the Message Service hub with Data Mover, set the values of the Group and GID to the same values that
apply to the Data Mover. This step lets the two applications share permissions for USS files.

Follow these steps:

1. In your security system, create a new User ID <ZMSHUB user id> and add it to your OMVS group:
NOTE
ESM commands are case-sensitive.

ACF2
SET PROFILE(GROUP) DIV(OMVS)

  INSERT <OMVS Group> GID(<OMVS Group GID>) 

SET LID

 INSERT <ZMSHUB user id> NAME('MESSAGE SERVICE STC USER') GROUP(<OMVS Group>)      

 MUSASS NO-SMC RESTRICT STC

Top Secret
TSS CREATE(CCSDMDPT) NAME('MESSAGE SERVICE DEPARTMENT') TYPE(DEPARTMENT)

TSS CREATE(<ZMSHUB user id>) NAME('MESSAGE SERVICE STC USER')  TYPE(USER) PASSWORD(NOPW,0)

 DEPARTMENT(CCSDMDPT)

TSS ADD(<OMVS Group>) GID(<OMVS Group GID>)
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TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) DFLTGRP(<OMVS Group>)

IBM RACF
ADDUSER <ZMSHUB user id> DFLTGRP(<OMVS Group>) NAME(‘MESSAGE SERVICE STC USER’)

ALTGROUP <OMVS Group> OMVS(GID(<OMVS GROUP GID>))

2. Make sure the User ID that you created in Step 2 is able to start up started tasks:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(GROUP) DIV(OMVS)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

F ACF2,REBUILD(GRP),CLASS(P)

F ACF2,OMVS

Top Secret
TSS ADDTO(<ZMSHUB user id>) FACILITY(STC)

IBM RACF
SETROPTS GENERIC(STARTED)

3. Create an OMVS segment for the User ID using the following attributes:
Home Directory

: For example, /u/users/<ZMSHUB user id>
UID

: <next avaliable UID number>
Login shell:

For example,/bin/sh
Group

: <OMVS Group>

NOTE

Ensure that this GROUP is the same as the default GROUP that corresponds to the user ID that is used
for the installed and deployed Message Service spoke nodes.

If Message Service is running on Data Mover, set the values of the Group and GID to the same values
used by Data Mover. Using these same values ensures that the applications share permissions for USS
files.

Set the owner of the directory that you created to the User ID that you created in Step 2:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(OMVS)

  INSERT <ZMSHUB user id> OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) UID(<next avaliable UID number>) HOME(<Message Service

 install Directory>)

Top Secret
TSS ADDTO(<ZMSHUB user id>) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) HOME(/u/users/<ZMSHUB user id>) GROUP(CCSDMGRP) UID(<next

 available UID number>)

IBM RACF
ALTUSER <ZMSHUB user id> OMVS(UID(<next available UID number>) HOME(<ZMS install directory>))

 NOPASSWORD

SETROPTS GENERIC(STARTED)

4. Map the started task ZMSHUB to the User ID that you created in Step 2:
ACF2

T C(GSO)  
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  INS STC.ZMSHUB GROUP(CCSDMGRP) LOGONID(<UID number >) STCID(ZMSHUB)

F ACF2,REFRESH(STC)

Top Secret
TSS ADDTO(STC) PROCNAME(ZMSHUB) ACID(<ZMSHUB user id>)

IBM RACF
RDEFINE STARTED ZMSHUB.* STDATA(USER(<ZMSHUB user id>),GROUP(CCSDMGRP))

SETROPTS RACLIST(STARTED) REFRESH

5. Grant the User ID that you created in Step 2 with the permission to read the EZB.STACKACCESS.sysname.tcpipid
resource profile:

ACF2
SET RES(SER)  

  RECKEY EZB ADD(STACKACCESS.<sysName>.<tcpName> UID(<ZMSHUB user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)  

  RECKEY EZB ADD(BINDDVIPARANGE.<sysname.tcpname.resname> UID(<ZMSHUB user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW  

F ACF2,REBUILD(SER),C(R)

Top Secret
TSS PERMIT(<ZMSHUB user id>) SERVAUTH(EZB.STACKACCESS.<sysname.tcpipid>)

TSS PERMIT(<ZMSHUB user id>) SERVAUTH(EZB.BINDDVIPARANGE.<sysname.tcpname.resname>)

IBM RACF
PERMIT EZB.STACKACCESS.<sysname.tcpipid> ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) CLASS(SERVAUTH) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT EZB.BINDDVIPARANGE.<sysname.tcpname.resname> ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) CLASS(SERVAUTH)

 ACCESS(READ)SETROPTS RACLIST(SERVAUTH) REFRESH

Run the Message Service Hub as a Started Task

After you deploy and configure the Message Service hub, if you are using the TCP protocol, you can start the Message
Service hub by running it as a started task. The Message Service hub runs as a started task in its own address space.
The default ZMSHUB proc resides in <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0PROC data set.

If you are using a TLS protocol, refrain from starting the Message Service hub until after you generate, import and
configure certificates as described in following articles. However we recommend you set MSH_PROTOCOL to use TCP for
now so you can run the Message Service hub and confirm it starts properly.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the following operator command to start the Message Service hub:
/S ZMSHUB

The Message Service hub starts. o verify that the Message Service hub started successfully, confirm that the JES
output display contains the CAMS0011I message. This message indicates that the Message Service has started.

TIP
Define the command as a z/OS auto command in HLQRIM to ensure that the Message Service hub starts in
a timely manner after each system IPL. For more information, see HLQRIM Auto Commands Member topic
in CAIRIM Operation.

2. (Optional) If you need to stop the Message Service hub to, for instance, configure it to use TLS protocol, issue the
following operator command:
/C ZMSHUB

The Message Service hub started task is cancelled.
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Deploy Message Service Server for z/OS
As a systems administrator, you can use Common Components and Services to install a Message Service server that
resides on a z/OS USS file system. This article describes how to deploy the Message Service server.

Deploy Message Service Server

The USS Based Services installation directory contains the CAW0JCL , CAW0OPTV , CAW0PLD and CAW0PROC Message
Service data sets. These data sets are used to deploy and configure the Message Service server.

Follow these steps:

1. Create an empty data set <your deployment High-Level Qualifier (HLQ)>.CAW0JCL , if you have not
already done so, and copy over the following members from the CAW0JCL data set:
– J2ZSYM
– J2ZDPLOY
– J2ZMOUNT

TIP
It is a good practice to create copies of the members and make the edits in the copies. Edits made to original
members in their installation directory may be lost when a new PTF is applied.
NOTE
If you are deploying Message Service server on the same system as the Message Service hub, use the
existing <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0JCL data set and do not copy the J2ZSYM member again.

2. Follow the instructions in the copied members and customize these members according to your specifications in the
order specified in Step 1.

NOTE
By default, the J2ZDPLOY job creates a large file system for Message Service server instances. The default
size for each file system for the Message Service instances is 20 GB. The value is specified in the J2ZSYM
member. Specifically, PRIMSZSR defines the primary size for Message Service Server file system. You can
allocate an alternative size by updating appropriate parameters in J2ZSYM member. The size of each file
system can be up to 40 GB and should not be smaller than 500 MB. Mainframe Operational Intelligence
needs at least 20 GB.

3. Submit the JCL members in the following order:
a. J2ZDPLOY
b. J2ZMOUNT
To verify the deployment was successful, navigate to USS (<USS deployment Path>/cfgb/instance ) and
making sure it contains messageService . The <USS deployment path> is the value set for DPLYPATH in
J2ZSYM .

4. Create an empty data set <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0PLD and copy over all the members from the CAW0PLD
data set.

5. Create an empty data set <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV and copy over the following members from
CAW0OPTV data set:
– ZMSENVT
– ZMSENVT2

NOTE
If you are deploying Message Service server on the same system as the Message Service hub, use the
existing <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set.

6. Create an empty data set <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0PROC and copy over the following member from
CAW0PROC data set:

• ZMSSTART
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NOTE
If you are deploying Message Service server on the same system as the Message Service hub, use the
existing  <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0PROC data set.

You finished deploying the Message Service hub.

Troubleshooting Message Service Server Deployment

This section contains tips that you can use to troubleshoot problems that you encounter with Message Service server
deployment.

Problem: Error During J2ZDPLOY

An error occurs during the deployment of J2ZDPLOY .

Symptom:

After running J2ZDPLOY not all of the following VSAMs are created:

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.DEPLOY.CCSZFS              

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.DEPLOY.CCSZFS.DATA          

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.DEPLOY.CCSZFSB              

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.DEPLOY.CCSZFSB.DATA        

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.DEPLOY.CCSZFSJ              

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.DEPLOY.CCSZFSJ.DATA        

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.INSTANCE.CCSZFS            

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.INSTANCE.CCSZFS.DATA        

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.INSTANCE.CCSZFSB            

<DPLOYHLQ in J2ZSYM>.INSTANCE.CCSZFSB.DATA     

Solution:

Unmount the USS mount points <DPLTMPPT in J2ZSYM> and delete the VSAM's created. Check the logs to identify
and address the cause of the problem and resubmit the J2ZDPLOY and J2ZMOUNT JCL members.

Configure Message Service Server for z/OS
As a systems administrator, you can use Common Components and Services to install a Message Service server that
resides on a z/OS USS file system. This article describes how to configure the Message Service server once it has been
deployed.

Configure the Message Service Environment Variables

After you deploy the Message Service server, configure the Message Service server environment variables.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit the ZMSENVT member in the <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set. Go through the instructions in the
member and customize the environment variable according to your specifications. Make note of the following:
– We recommend you set the MQ_HUB_PROTOCOL environment variable to TCP during the initial configuration. With

the TCP configuration you can run and test the Message Service server deployment and verify it has been
configured successfully. The procedure on how to set up the Message Service server for encrypted TLS
communication is covered in follow-up articles.

WARNING

The TCP communication protocol is not secure in a production environment. Using TCP places your
communication with the Message Service hub at risk of being read by unauthorized persons. We
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recommend you use TCP only for set up and testing purposes and then use secured TLS communication
protocol in all your production environments.

– Enable adapters that you want to use and disable adapters that you do not want to use. Different applications make
use of different adapters, some of which may be mandatory. See the product documentation associated with this
implementation.

WARNING
The DISCOVERY-ADAPTER must not be disabled. Disabling this adapter causes all products that use
Message Service to stop working.

2. Edit the ZMSSTART  member in the <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0PROC data set. Go through the instructions in
the member and customize the environment variable according to your specifications.

Set Up Runtime and Security Privileges for User IDs

As a security administrator, create a user to assign the Message Service server deployment to. Set up runtime and
security privileges for the user ID, if you are running an external security manager (ESM) such as Top Secret, ACF2,
or IBM RACF in your environment. The User ID that is assigned to the Message Service server requires access to
information about other processes that connect to the Message Service by mapping the User ID to the Message Service
server started task.

Follow these steps:

1. In your security system, create a new User ID <ZMSSTART user id> and add it to your OMVS group
NOTE
ESM commands are case sensitive.

ACF2
SET PROFILE(GROUP) DIV(OMVS)

  INSERT <OMVS Group> GID(<OMVS Group GID>) 

SET LID

 INSERT <ZMSSTART user id> NAME('MESSAGE SERVICE STC USER') GROUP(<OMVS Group>)      

 MUSASS NO-SMC RESTRICT STC

Top Secret
TSS CREATE(CCSDMDPT) NAME('MESSAGE SERVICE DEPARTMENT') TYPE(DEPARTMENT)

TSS CREATE(<ZMSSTART user id>) NAME('MESSAGE SERVICE STC USER')  TYPE(USER) PASSWORD(NOPW,0)

 DEPARTMENT(CCSDMDPT)

TSS ADD(<OMVS Group>) GID(<OMVS Group GID>)

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) DFLTGRP(<OMVS Group>)

IBM RACF
ADDUSER <ZMSSTART user id> DFLTGRP(<OMVS Group>) NAME(‘MESSAGE SERVICE STC USER’)

ALTGROUP <OMVS Group> OMVS(GID(<OMVS GROUP GID>))

2. Make sure the User ID that you created in Step 2 is able to start up started tasks:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(GROUP) DIV(OMVS)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

F ACF2,REBUILD(GRP),CLASS(P)

F ACF2,OMVS

Top Secret
TSS ADDTO(<ZMSSTART user id>) FACILITY(STC)

IBM RACF
SETROPTS GENERIC(STARTED)

3. Create an OMVS segment for the User ID using the following attributes:
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Home Directory
: For example, /u/users/<ZMSSTART user id>

UID
: <next avaliable UID number>

Login shell:
For example,/bin/sh

Group
: <OMVS Group>

NOTE

Ensure that this GROUP is the same as the default GROUP that corresponds to the user ID that is used
for the installed and deployed Message Service spoke nodes.

If Message Service is running on Data Mover, set the values of the Group and GID to the same values
used by Data Mover. Using these same values ensures that the applications share permissions for USS
files.

Set the owner of the directory that you created to the User ID that you created in Step 2:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(OMVS)

  INSERT <ZMSSTART user id> OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) UID(<next avaliable UID number>) HOME(<Message Service

 install Directory>)

Top Secret
TSS ADDTO(<ZMSSTART user id>) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) HOME(/u/users/<ZMSSTART user id>) GROUP(CCSDMGRP)

 UID(<next available UID number>)

IBM RACF
ALTUSER <ZMSSTART user id> OMVS(UID(<next available UID number>) HOME(<ZMS install directory>))

 NOPASSWORD

SETROPTS GENERIC(STARTED)

4. Map the started task ZMSSTART to the User ID that you created in Step 2:
ACF2

T C(GSO)  

  INS STC.ZMSSTART GROUP(CCSDMGRP) LOGONID(<UID number >) STCID(ZMSSTART)

F ACF2,REFRESH(STC)

Top Secret
TSS ADDTO(STC) PROCNAME(ZMSSTART) ACID(<ZMSSTART user id>)

IBM RACF
RDEFINE STARTED ZMSSTART.* STDATA(USER(<ZMSSTART user id>),GROUP(CCSDMGRP))

SETROPTS RACLIST(STARTED) REFRESH

5. Grant the User ID that you created in Step 2 with the permission to read the EZB.STACKACCESS.sysname.tcpipid
resource profile:

ACF2
SET RES(SER)  

  RECKEY EZB ADD(STACKACCESS.<sysName>.<tcpName> UID(<ZMSSTART user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)  

  F ACF2,REBUILD(SER),C(R)

Top Secret
TSS PERMIT(<ZMSSTART user id>) SERVAUTH(EZB.STACKACCESS.<sysname.tcpipid>)
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IBM RACF
PERMIT EZB.STACKACCESS.<sysname.tcpipid> ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) CLASS(SERVAUTH) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(SERVAUTH) REFRESH

Run Message Service Server as a Started Task

After you deploy and configure Message Service server, if you are using the TCP protocol, start Message Service server
by running it as a started task. The Message Service  server service runs as a started task in its own address space. The
default ZMSSTART proc resides in <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0PROC data set.

If you are using a TLS protocol, refrain from starting the Message Service server until after you generate, import and
configure certificates as described in following articles. However we recommend you set MQ_HUB_PROTOCOL to use TCP
for now, so you can run the Message Service server and confirm it starts properly.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the following operator command to start the Message Service server:
/S ZMSSTART

The Message Service server starts. To verify that the Message Service server started successfully, confirm that the
JES output display contains the CAMS0001I message. This message indicates that the Message Service has started.

NOTE

Define the command as a z/OS auto command in CAIRIM to ensure that the Message Service server starts
in a timely manner after each system IPL. For more information, see CAIRIM Auto Commands Member topic
in the CAIRIM Operation article.

2. (Optional) If you need to stop the Message Service server to, for instance, configure it to use TLS protocol, issue the
following operator command:
/C ZMSSTART

The Message Service server started task is cancelled.

(Optional) CICS SMF Dictionary Utility

The Message Service provides the ZMSCDICT JCL that can extract CICS performance dictionary records from a SMF
data set or SMF log stream and copy the dictionary records to the Message Service server database. You may use the
ZMSCDICT JCL utility if you run the Message Service server to transport data from z/OS to MOI, specifically the CICS
monitoring performance data (Type 110 Subtype 1 SMF records). For more information, see How to Stream SMF Record
Data to MOI.

Troubleshooting Message Service Server Implementations

This section contains tips that you can use to troubleshoot problems that you encounter with Message Service server
implementations.

Problem: OMVS Segment Not Defined

The Message Service server is running using a user where the OMVS segment is not defined.

Symptom:

The following WTO message appears:

MSE0002 The home directory does not exist, please verify if OMVS segment is defined.

Solution:

Assign an OMVS segment to the user.
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Problem: Failed to Create zDM Path zdmRegisterPath

The Message Service STC ID does not have proper permission to create the UNIX pipe that it uses to communicate with
Data Mover.

Symptom:

The following messages appear in the job output for Message Service:

ERROR [2017-07-14 13:38:20.715] [Message Service Server] -

 [com.ca.messagingservice.adapter.implementation.zdm.datasource.ZdmDataSourceInterface:initialize:124]

 [Thread-21] - Failed to create zDM path zdmRegisterPath

java.io.IOException: Failed to create pipe, errno=111

Solution:

This error indicates that the ID that is running the Message Service Server does not have permission to create a file in the
${INSTALL_HOME}/cfgb/instance/messageService directory.

Perform the following corrective actions:

• Examine the ownership of this directory and ensure the owning group is the same as the group that is assigned to the
Message Service Server STC ID.

• Ensure that the directory has “group write” permission (the permission has the format drwxrwxr-x ).
• Ensure that the group that is assigned to the Data Mover STC ID is the same as the group assigned to the Message

Service Server STC ID.

Generate Certificates for Secured (TLS) Message Service Communication
As a security administrator, you can configure the Message Service to communicate through the TLS secured
communication protocol. TLS requires that all Message Service hubs and spoke nodes use a shared set of certificates, or
a set of certificates signed by a trusted certificate authority. This article explains how to generate a set of private keys and
certificates in z/OS environment and how to have the certificates signed by a certificate authority.

Generate Private Keys and Certificates in z/OS environment

The CAW0PROC data set contains the ZMSSSL job that lets you generate keystores and trustStores files that contain the
private keys and certificates needed for TLS secure communication.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the following members from the CAW0OPTV data set under <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set:
– ZMSSENV
– ZMSSENV2

2. Copy the following member from the CAW0PROC data set under <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0PROC data set:
– ZMSSSL

3. Edit the ZMSSENV member in <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set by following the instructions provided
in the member and customizing the environment variable to your specifications.

4. Edit the ZMSSSL member in <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0PROC data set by following the instructions provided in
the member and customizing the environment variable to your specifications.

5. Run the ZMSSSL job.
This action generates the TLS keystore, the TLS trustStore, and the password properties files in the temporary
location (that you specified in the ZMSSENV member) after the ZMSSSL job completes.

6. Verify that the TLS keystore files, trustStore files, and the password properties files that you generated for the hub and
the spoke nodes were generated in the SSL_GEN_PATH directory that you specified in the ZMSSENV member:
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You generated two sets of TLS keystore, trustStore and password properties files for the hub and for the spoke nodes.
Make sure to store the password properties file at a secure location.
You can use these self-signed certificates as is. Alternatively proceed to the topic below to have the certificates signed
by a certificate authority.

(Optional) Sign Certificates Using a Certificate Authority

You can use a certificate authority (CA) to sign and verify your certificates.

Follow these steps:

1. Sign broker.ks and client.ks using a certificate authority. Create a certificate signing request (CSR). From the
command line, issue the following command to create the CSR:

NOTE
To be able to use the java keytool commands listed below, set the path to you java home directory in your
environment variable.

keytool -certreq -alias hub_store -keystore broker.ks -storepass <password broker.ts> -file

 hub_sign_req.csr

            

keytool -certreq -alias spoke_store -keystore client.ks -storepass <password client.ts> -file

 spoke_sign_req.csr

2. A certification authority must process the CSR to generate the signed certificate. You have several options.
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– You can use any one of the public, commercial certificate authorities.
– You can use your own in-house certificate authority. Several commercial and open source software packages allow

you to set up an in-house certificate authority. We recommend this option, especially if you are generating many
certificates for both the server and for personal use.

– You can use z/OS PKI Services to set up an in-house certificate authority. Consult the IBM Cryptographic Services
PKI Services Guide and Reference on using PKI Services.

– You can use open source products such as OpenSSL to sign the certificate.
– You can use the z/OS gskkyman program as a certificate authority. Consult the IBM Cryptographic Services System

Secure Socket Layer Programming for information about using gskkyman as a certificate authority.
Regardless of which method you employ to sign your certificate, you receive two certificates: the actual signed server
certificate and the certificate of the certificate authority. Depending on the certificate authority that you use, you either
receive each certificate in a separate file or you receive a single PKCS#7 file containing both certificates.

3. Recreate empty broker.ts and client.ts truststores:
keytool -genkey -alias hub_store -keyalg RSA -keysize 2048 -validity <number_of_days> -keystore broker.ts

 -storepass <password_for_truststore>

            

keytool -genkey -alias spoke_store -keyalg RSA -keysize 2048 -validity <number_of_days> -keystore

 client.ts -storepass <password_for_truststore>

4. Import the certificate from certificate authority to the client.ts truststore:
keytool -import -keystore client.ts -file ca-certificate.pem.txt -alias theCARoot

5. Import the certificate authority's certificate and the signed spoke certificate to the broker.ts truststore:
keytool –import –keystore broker.ks –file spoke_signed_cert.cer –alias spoke_store

keytool -import -keystore broker.ts -file ca-certificate.pem.txt -alias theCARoot

The client.ts and broker.ts truststores both contain the certificate authority's (CA) certificate:
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6. Do one of the following:
– Set the MSH_SSL_CERTIFICATE_AUTHORIZATION environment variable to TRUST-STORE when configuring the

Message Service hub. This requires a copy of the Message Service spoke node certificate is present in the trust
store of the Message Service hub.

OR
– Set the MSH_SSL_CERTIFICATE_AUTHORIZATION environment variable to CERTIFICATE-AUTHORITY when

configuring your Message Service hub. This only requires that the certificate signed by the certificate authority is
present.

Import Certificates to Java Keystore for a Message Service Hub
As a security administrator, once you have prepared a set of TLS certificates for your Message Service, you need to
import the certificates to all of your Message Service hubs and spoke nodes. This article describes how to import the
certificates to a Java Keystore that is used by a Message Service hub, and how to configure the hub to use them.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following requirements before proceeding:
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• You deployed a Message Service hub.
• You generated keystore, trustStore files.
• The Message Service hub is not running.

Import Certificates to a Message Service Hub

Import the Message Service hub certificates to a Java Keystore and configure the hub to use them.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the generated HUB_STORE files to the hub keystore:
cp SSL_GEN_PATH/generatedKeystores/HUB_STORE <message_service_deploy_home>/cfgb/instance/

messageServiceHub/keystores

You imported the certificates to the Java Keystore.
2. Modify the communication protocol related values in the ZMSHENV member in the <your deployment

HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set:
MSH_PROTOCOL=ssl 

MSH_SSL_TYPE=JKS

MSH_SSL_CERTIFICATE_AUTHORIZATION=TRUST-STORE

You configured the Message Service hub.
3. Start the Message Service hub.

Import Certificates to Java Keystore for a Message Service Spoke Node
As a security administrator, once you have prepared a set of TLS certificates for your Message Service, you need to
import the certificates to all of your Message Service hubs and spoke nodes. This article describes how to import the
certificates to a Java Keystore that is used by a Message Service spoke node, and how to configure the spoke node to
use them.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following requirements before proceeding:

• You deployed a Message Service server or installed a Broadcom application that uses the Message Service.
• You generated keystore, trustStore files.
• The Message Service spoke node is not running.

Import Certificates to a Message Service Spoke Node

Import the Message Service spoke node certificates to a Java Keystore and configure the spoke node to use them.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the generated SPOKE_STORE files to the spoke node keystore:
cp SSL_GEN_PATH/generatedKeystores/SPOKE_STORE <message_service_deploy_home>/cfgb/instance/messageService/

keystores

You imported the certificates to the Java Keystore.
2. Configure secure communication protocol on the spoke node:

– For a Message Service server, modify the communication protocol related values in the ZMSENVT member in the
<your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set:
MQ_HUB_PROTOCOL=SSL 

MQ_SSL_TYPE=JKS
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NOTE
Verify that the TLS communication port number on the hub is the same as the TLS communication
port that you defined in the variable that is named MQ_HUB_PORT . This port is located in the ZMSENVT
member in the CAW0OPTV data set.

– For other applications, see the product documentation associated with this implementation.
You configured the Message Service hub and spoke node.

3. Start the Message Service spoke node.

Import Certificates to ESM Keyring for a Message Service Hub
As a security administrator, once you have prepared a set of TLS certificates for your Message Service, you need to
import the certificates to all of your Message Service hubs and spoke nodes. This article describes how to import the
certificates to an external security manager (ESM) that is used by a Message Service hub, and how to configure the hub
to use them.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following requirements before proceeding:

• You deployed a Message Service hub.
• You generated keystore, trustStore files.
• The Message Service hub is not running.

Import Self-signed Certificates

Copy the self-signed certificates from HUB_STORE/broker.ks and HUB_STORE/broker.ts files to an ESM Keyring for
the Message Service hub and configure the hub to use them.

Follow these steps:

1. Export hub certificates from the following keystore file to a data set:
NOTE
To enable the following java keytool commands, set the path to the java home directory in your environment
variable.

SSL_GEN_PATH/generatedKeystores/HUB_STORE/broker.ks

//export certificate and private key from broker.ks using java keytool

//<keystorepassword> can be found in password.properties that is in the same directory as broker.ks

keytool -v -importkeystore -srckeystore broker.ks -srcalias hub_store -destkeystore hub.p12 -deststoretype

 PKCS12 -deststorepass <datasetpassword> 

//Copy the certificate from the USS file into a z/OS dataset that can be imported by a ESM

cp hub.p12 "//'<data.set.name.hub.p12>'"

//If you are using signed certificates, copy them as well

cp hubca.crt "//'<data.set.name.hubca.crt>'"

2. Export the spoke certificates from the following truststore file to a data set:
SSL_GEN_PATH/generatedKeystores/SPOKE_STORE/client.ts

            

//export certificate from client.ts using java keytool

//<truststorepassword> can be found in password.properties that is in the same directory as client.ts

keytool -export -alias hub_store -file spoke.crt -keystore client.ts -storepass <truststorepassword>
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//Copy the certificate from the USS file into a z/OS dataset that can be imported by a ESM

cp spoke.crt "//'<data.set.name.spoke.crt>'"

//If you are using signed certificates, copy them as well

cp spokeca.crt "//'<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>'"

3. Create keyrings in your ESM. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the hub runs:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(KEYRING)

INSERT <ZMSHUB user id>.KS RINGNAME(HUBKS)

INSERT <ZMSHUB user id>.TS RINGNAME(HUBTS)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBKS)

TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBTS)

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ADDRING(HUBKS)

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ADDRING(HUBTS)

4. Import certificates to the ESM. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the hub runs:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA) 

INSERT <ZMSHUB user id>.HUBCRT DSN('<data.set.name.hub.p12>') PASSWORD('<datasetpassword>') 

CHANGE <ZMSHUB user id>.HUBCRT TRUST 

INSERT <ZMSHUB user id>.SPKCRT DSN('<data.set.name.spoke.crt>') 

CHANGE <ZMSHUB user id>.SPKCRT TRUST

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) DIGTCERT(HUBCRT) DCDSN(<data.set.name.hub.p12>) LABLCERT('HUBCRT')

 PKCSPASS(<datasetpassword>) 

TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) DIGTCERT(SPKCRT) DCDSN(<data.set.name.spoke.crt>) LABLCERT('SPKCRT')

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ADD('<data.set.name.hub.p12>') ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) WITHLABEL('HUBCRT')

 PASSWORD('<datasetpassword>') TRUST 

RACDCERT ADD('<data.set.name.spoke.crt>') ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) WITHLABEL('SPKCRT') TRUST

5. Connect certificates to keyrings. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the hub runs:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>.HUBCRT) KEYRING(<ZMSHUB user id>.KS) RINGNAME(HUBKS)

 USAGE(PERSONAL) 

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>.SPKCRT) KEYRING(<ZMSHUB user id>.TS) RINGNAME(HUBTS) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBKS) RINGDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>,HUBCRT) USAGE(PERSONAL) 

TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBTS) RINGDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>,SPKCRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)
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IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) LABEL('HUBCRT') RING(HUBKS)

 USAGE(PERSONAL)) 

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) LABEL('SPKCRT') RING(HUBTS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

6. Give permission to the user to access the certificates. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where
the hub runs:

ACF2
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LIST UID(<ZMSHUB user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(<ZMSHUB user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

Top Secret
TSS PERMIT(<ZMSHUB user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST) ACC(READ)

TSS PERMIT(<ZMSHUB user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(READ)

IBM RACF
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ACCESS(READ)

You imported the certificates to the ESM Keyring.
7. Modify the ZMSHENV member in the <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set:

MSH_PROTOCOL=SSL

MSH_SSL_TYPE=JCERACFKS

MSH_KEYSTORE_RING=HUBKS

MSH_TRUSTSTORE_RING=HUBTS

MSH_SSL_CERTIFICATE_AUTHORIZATION=TRUST-STORE

NOTE
Verify that the TLS communication port number on the hub is the same as the TLS communication port that
you defined in the variable that is named MQ_HUB_PORT  located in the ZMSENVT member in the CAW0PTV
data set.

You configured the Message Service hub.
8. Start the Message Service hub.

Import Signed Certificates

Copy the certificates that were signed by a certificate authority, as well as the certificate authority certificates, from
HUB_STORE/broker.ks and HUB_STORE/broker.ts files to an ESM Keyring for the Message Service hub and
configure the hub to use them.

Follow these steps:

1. Export hub certificate and private key from the following keystore file to a data set:
NOTE
To enable the following java keytool commands, set the path to the java home directory in your environment
variable.

SSL_GEN_PATH/generatedKeystores/HUB_STORE/broker.ks

//export certificate and private key from broker.ks using java keytool

//<keystorepassword> can be found in password.properties that is in the same directory as broker.ks
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keytool -v -importkeystore -srckeystore broker.ks -srcalias hub_store -destkeystore hub.p12 -deststoretype

 PKCS12 -deststorepass <datasetpassword> 

//Copy the certificate from the USS file into a z/OS dataset that can be imported by a ESM

cp hub.p12 "//'<data.set.name.hub.p12>'"

//If you are using signed certificates, copy them as well

cp hubca.crt "//'<data.set.name.hubca.crt>'"

2. Export the spoke certificate from the following truststore file to a data set:
SSL_GEN_PATH/generatedKeystores/SPOKE_STORE/client.ts

            

//export certificate from client.ts using java keytool

//<truststorepassword> can be found in password.properties that is in the same directory as client.ts

keytool -export -alias hub_store -file spoke.crt -keystore client.ts -storepass <truststorepassword>

            

//Copy the certificate from the USS file into a z/OS dataset that can be imported by a ESM

cp spoke.crt "//'<data.set.name.spoke.crt>'"

//If you are using signed certificates, copy them as well

cp spokeca.crt "//'<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>'"

3. Create keyrings in your ESM. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the hub runs:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(KEYRING)

INSERT <ZMSHUB user id>.KS RINGNAME(HUBKS)

INSERT <ZMSHUB user id>.TS RINGNAME(HUBTS)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBKS)

TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBTS)

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ADDRING(HUBKS)

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ADDRING(HUBTS)

4. Import certificates to the ESM. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the hub runs:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)

INSERT <ZMHUB user id>.HUBCRT DSN('<data.set.name.hub.p12>') PASSWORD('<certificate_password>')

CHANGE <ZMHUB user id>.HUBCRT TRUST

INSERT <ZMHUB user id>.HUBCACRT DSN('<data.set.name.hubca.crt>')

INSERT <ZMHUB user id>.SPKCRT DSN('<data.set.name.spoke.crt>')

CHANGE <ZMHUB user id>.SPKCRT TRUST

INSERT <ZMHUB user id>.SPKCACRT DSN('<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>')

Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMHUB user id>) DIGTCERT(HUBCRT) DCDSN('<data.set.name.hub.p12>') TRUST

 PKCSPASS('<certificate_password>')

TSS REPLACE(<ZMHUB user id>) DIGTCERT(HUBCRT) TRUST

TSS ADD(<ZMHUB user id>) DIGTCERT(HUBCACRT) DCDSN('<data.set.name.hubca.crt>') TRUST
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TSS ADD(<ZMHUB user id>) DIGTCERT(SPKCRT) DCDSN('<data.set.name.spoke.crt>') TRUST

TSS REPLACE(<ZMHUB user id>) DIGTCERT(SPKCRT) TRUST

TSS ADD(<ZMHUB user id>) DIGTCERT(SPKCACRT) DCDSN('<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>') TRUST

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMHUB user id>) ADD('<data.set.name.hub.p12>') WITHLABEL('HUBCRT')

 PASSWORD('<certificate_password>') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(<ZMHUB user id>) ADD('<data.set.name.hubca.crt>') WITHLABEL('HUBCACRT') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(<ZMHUB user id>) ADD('<data.set.name.spoke.crt>') WITHLABEL('SPKCRT') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(<ZMHUB user id>) ADD('<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>') WITHLABEL('SPKCACRT') TRUST

5. Connect certificates to keyrings. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the hub runs:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)

                

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>.HUBCRT) KEYRING(<ZMHUB user ID>.KS) RINGNAME(HUBKS) USAGE(PERSONAL)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>.HUBCACRT) KEYRING(<ZMHUB user ID>.KS) RINGNAME(HUBKS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>.SPKCRT) KEYRING(<ZMHUB user ID>.TS) RINGNAME(HUBTS) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>.SPKCACRT) KEYRING(<ZMHUB user ID>.TS) RINGNAME(HUBTS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH)

                

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

Top Secret
TSS ADDTO(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBKS) RINGDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>,HUBCRT) USAGE(PERSONAL)

TSS ADDTO(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBKS) RINGDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>,HUBCACRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

TSS ADDTO(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBTS) RINGDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>,SPKCRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

TSS ADDTO(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBTS) RINGDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>,SPKCACRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) LABEL('HUBCRT') RING(HUBKS)

 USAGE(PERSONAL))

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) LABEL('HUBCACRT') RING(HUBKS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) LABEL('SPKCRT') RING(HUBTS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) LABEL('SPKCACRT') RING(HUBTS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

6. Give permission to the user to access the certificates. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where
the hub runs:

ACF2
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LIST UID(<ZMSHUB user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(<ZMSHUB user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

Top Secret
TSS PERMIT(<ZMSHUB user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST) ACC(READ)

TSS PERMIT(<ZMSHUB user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(READ)
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IBM RACF
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ACCESS(READ)

You imported the certificates to the ESM Keyring.
7. Modify the ZMSHENV member in the <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set:

MSH_PROTOCOL=SSL

MSH_SSL_TYPE=JCERACFKS

MSH_KEYSTORE_RING=HUBKS

MSH_TRUSTSTORE_RING=HUBTS

MSH_SSL_CERTIFICATE_AUTHORIZATION=TRUST-STORE

NOTE
Verify that the TLS communication port number on the hub is the same as the TLS communication port that
you defined in the variable that is named MQ_HUB_PORT  located in the ZMSENVT member in the CAW0PTV
data set.

You configured the Message Service hub.
8. Start the Message Service hub.

Import Certificates to ESM Keyring for a Message Service Spoke Node
As a security administrator, once you have prepared a set of TLS certificates for your Message Service, you need to
import the certificates to all of your Message Service hubs and spoke nodes. This article describes how to import the
certificates to an external security manager (ESM) that is used by a Message Service spoke node, and how to configure
the spoke node to use them.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following requirements before proceeding:

• You deployed a Message Service server or installed a Broadcom application that uses the Message Service.
• You generated keystore, trustStore files.
• The Message Service hub and spoke node are not running.

Import Self-signed Certificates

Copy the self-signed certificates from HUB_STORE/broker.ks and HUB_STORE/broker.ts files to an ESM Keyring for
the Message Service spoke node and configure the spoke node to use them.

Follow these steps:

1. Export spoke certificates from the following spoke's keystore file to a data set.
NOTE
To enable the following java keytool commands, set the path to the java home directory in your environment
variable.

SSL_GEN_PATH/generatedKeystores/SPOKE_STORE/client.ks

            

//export certificate and private key from client.ks using java keytool

//<keystorepassword> can be found in password.properties that is in the same directory as client.ks

keytool -v -importkeystore -srckeystore client.ks -srcalias spoke_store -destkeystore spoke.p12 -

deststoretype PKCS12 -deststorepass <datasetpassword> 

            

//Copy the certificate from the USS file into a z/OS dataset that can be imported by a ESM

cp spoke.p12 "//'<data.set.name.spoke.p12>'"
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//If you are using signed certificates, copy them as well

cp spokeca.crt "//'<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>'"

2. Export hub certificates from the following spoke's trustStore file to a data set.
SSL_GEN_PATH/generatedKeystores/HUB_STORE/broker.ts

//export certificate from broker.ts using java 

//<truststorepassword> can be found in password.properties that is in the same directory as broker.ts

keytool -export -alias spoke_store -file broker.crt -keystore broker.ts -storepass <truststorepassword>

//Copy the certificate from the USS file into a z/OS dataset that can be imported by a ESM

cp broker.crt "//'<data.set.name.hub.crt>'"

//If you are using signed certificates, copy them as well

cp hubca.crt "//'<data.set.name.hubca.crt>'"

3. Create keyrings in your ESM. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the spoke node runs:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(KEYRING)

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.KS RINGNAME(SPOKEKS)

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.TS RINGNAME(SPOKETS)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKEKS)

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKETS)

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADDRING(SPOKEKS)

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADDRING(SPOKETS)

4. Import certificates to the ESM. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the spoke node runs:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA) 

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCRT DSN('<data.set.name.spoke.p12>') PASSWORD('<datasetpassword>') 

CHANGE <ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCRT TRUST 

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.HUBCRT DSN('<data.set.name.hub.crt>') 

CHANGE <ZMSSTART user id>.HUBCRT TRUST

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) DIGTCERT(SPKBCRT) DCDSN(<data.set.name.spoke.p12>) LABLCERT('SPKCRT')

 PKCSPASS(<datasetpassword>) 

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) DIGTCERT(HUBCRT) DCDSN(<data.set.name.hub.crt>) LABLCERT('HUBCRT')

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ADD('<data.set.name.spoke.p12>') ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) WITHLABEL('SPKCRT')

 PASSWORD('<datasetpassword>') TRUST 

RACDCERT ADD('<data.set.name.hub.crt>') ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) WITHLABEL('HUBCRT') TRUST

5. Connect certificates to keyrings. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the hub runs:
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ACF2
SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCRT) KEYRING(<ZMSSTART user id>.KS) RINGNAME(SPOKEKS)

 USAGE(PERSONAL)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>.HUBCRT) KEYRING(<ZMSSTART user id>.TS) RINGNAME(SPOKETS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKEKS) RINGDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>,SPKCRT) USAGE(PERSONAL) 

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKETS) RINGDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>,HUBCRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) LABEL('SPKCRT') RING(SPOKEKS)

 USAGE(PERSONAL)) 

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) LABEL('HUBCRT') RING(SPOKETS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

6. Give permission to the user to access the certificates. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where
the hub runs:

ACF2
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LIST UID(<ZMSSTART user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(<ZMSSTART user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

Top Secret
TSS PERMIT(<ZMSSTART user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST) ACC(READ)

TSS PERMIT(<ZMSSTART user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(READ)

IBM RACF
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ACCESS(READ)

You imported the certificates to the ESM Keyring.
7. Configure secure communication protocol on the spoke nodes:

– For Message Service Server:
Modify the ZMSENVT member in the <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set:
MQ_HUB_PROTOCOL=SSL

MQ_SSL_TYPE=JCERACFKS

MQ_KEYSTORE_RING=SPOKEKS

MQ_TRUSTSTORE_RING=SPOKETS

– For other applications, see the product documentation associated with this implementation.
You configured the Message Service hub and spoke node.

You configured the Message Service spoke node.
8. Start the Message Service spoke node.
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Import Signed Certificates

Copy the certificates that were signed by a certificate authority, as well as the certificate authority certificates, from
HUB_STORE/broker.ks and HUB_STORE/broker.ts files to an ESM Keyring for the Message Service spoke node
and configure the spoke node to use them.

Follow these steps:

1. Export server certificate and private key from the following spoke's keystore file to a data set.
NOTE
To enable the following java keytool commands, set the path to the java home directory in your environment
variable.

SSL_GEN_PATH/generatedKeystores/SPOKE_STORE/client.ks

            

//export certificate and private key from client.ks using java keytool

//<keystorepassword> can be found in password.properties that is in the same directory as client.ks

keytool -v -importkeystore -srckeystore client.ks -srcalias spoke_store -destkeystore spoke.p12 -

deststoretype PKCS12 -deststorepass <datasetpassword> 

            

//Copy the certificate from the USS file into a z/OS dataset that can be imported by a ESM

cp spoke.p12 "//'<data.set.name.spoke.p12>'"

//If you are using signed certificates, copy them as well

cp spokeca.crt "//'<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>'"

2. Export the hub certificate from the following spoke's trustStore file to a data set.
SSL_GEN_PATH/generatedKeystores/HUB_STORE/broker.ts

//export certificate from broker.ts using java 

//<truststorepassword> can be found in password.properties that is in the same directory as broker.ts

keytool -export -alias spoke_store -file broker.crt -keystore broker.ts -storepass <truststorepassword>

//Copy the certificate from the USS file into a z/OS dataset that can be imported by a ESM

cp broker.crt "//'<data.set.name.hub.crt>'"

//If you are using signed certificates, copy them as well

cp hubca.crt "//'<data.set.name.hubca.crt>'"

3. Create keyrings in your ESM. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the server runs:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(KEYRING)

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.KS RINGNAME(SPOKEKS)

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.TS RINGNAME(SPOKETS)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKEKS)

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKETS)

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADDRING(SPOKEKS)

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADDRING(SPOKETS)

4. Import certificates to the ESM. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the server runs:
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ACF2
SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCRT DSN('<data.set.name.spoke.p12>') PASSWORD('<certificate_password>')

CHANGE <ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCRT TRUST

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCACRT DSN('<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>')

                

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.HUBCRT DSN('<data.set.name.hub.crt>')

CHANGE <ZMSSTART user id>.HUBCRT TRUST

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.HUBCACRT DSN('<data.set.name.hubca.crt>')

Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) DIGTCERT(SPKCRT) DCDSN('<data.set.name.spoke.p12>') TRUST

 PKCSPASS('<certificate_password>')

TSS REPLACE(<ZMSSTART user id>) DIGTCERT(SPKCRT) TRUST

TSS ADD(<ZMHUB user id>) DIGTCERT(SPKCACRT) DCDSN('<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>') TRUST

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) DIGTCERT(HUBCRT) DCDSN('<data.set.name.hub.crt>')

TSS REPLACE(<ZMSSTART user id>) DIGTCERT(HUBCRT) TRUST

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) DIGTCERT(HUBCACRT) DCDSN('<data.set.name.hubca.crt>') TRUST

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADD('<data.set.name.spoke.p12>') WITHLABEL('SPKCRT')

 PASSWORD('<certificate_password>') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADD('<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>') WITHLABEL('SPKCACRT') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADD('<data.set.name.hub.crt>') WITHLABEL('HUBCRT') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADD('<data.set.name.hubca.crt>') WITHLABEL('HUBCACRT') TRUST

5. Connect certificates to keyrings. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the hub runs:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)

       

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>.HUBCRT) KEYRING(<ZMSSTART user ID>.TS) RINGNAME(SPOKETS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>.HUBCACRT) KEYRING(<ZMSSTART user ID>.TS) RINGNAME(SPOKETS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCRT) KEYRING(<ZMSSTART user ID>.KS) RINGNAME(SPOKEKS)

 USAGE(PERSONAL)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCACRT) KEYRING(<ZMSSTART user ID>.KS) RINGNAME(SPOKEKS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH)

                

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

Top Secret
TSS ADDTO(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKETS) RINGDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>,HUBCRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

TSS ADDTO(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKETS) RINGDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>,HUBCACRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

TSS ADDTO(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKEKS) RINGDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>,SPKCRT) USAGE(PERSONAL)

TSS ADDTO(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKEKS) RINGDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>,SPKCACRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)
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IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) LABEL('HUBCRT') RING(SPOKETS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) LABEL('HUBCACRT') RING(SPOKETS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

              

ACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) LABEL('SPKCRT') RING(SPOKEKS)

 USAGE(PERSONAL))

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) LABEL('SPKCACRT') RING(SPOKEKS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

6. Give permission to the user to access the certificates. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where
the hub runs:

ACF2
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LIST UID(<ZMSSTART user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(<ZMSSTART user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

Top Secret
TSS PERMIT(<ZMSSTART user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST) ACC(READ)

TSS PERMIT(<ZMSSTART user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(READ)

IBM RACF
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ACCESS(READ)

You imported the certificates to the ESM Keyring.
7. Configure secure communication protocol on the spoke nodes:

– For Message Service Server:
Modify the ZMSENVT member in the <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set:
MQ_HUB_PROTOCOL=SSL

MQ_SSL_TYPE=JCERACFKS

MQ_KEYSTORE_RING=SPOKEKS

MQ_TRUSTSTORE_RING=SPOKETS

– For other applications, see the product documentation associated with this implementation.
You configured the Message Service hub and spoke node.

You configured the Message Service spoke node.
8. Start the Message Service spoke node.

Import Certificates to ESM Keyring for a Message Service Hub and Spoke Node on a Shared
System
As a security administrator, once you have prepared a set of TLS certificates for your Message Service, you need to
import the certificates to all of your Message Service hubs and spoke nodes. This article describes how to import the
certificates to an external security manager (ESM) that is used by a Message Service hub and spoke node, and how to
configure the hub and spoke node to use them. A shared system may refer to one system, or multiple mainframes running
in the same sysplex, where both the Message Service hub and spoke node reside together.
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Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following requirements before proceeding:

• You deployed a Message Service hub and a Message Service server or installed a Broadcom application that uses the
Message Service.

• You generated keystore, trustStore files.
• The Message Service hub and spoke node are not running. 

Import Self-signed Certificates

Copy the self-signed certificates from HUB_STORE/broker.ks and HUB_STORE/broker.ts files to an ESM Keyring for
the Message Service hub and spoke node and configure the hub and spoke node to use them.

Follow these steps:

1. Export the hub certificates from the following keystore file to a data set.
NOTE
To enable the following java keytool commands, set the path to the java home directory in your environment
variable.

SSL_GEN_PATH/generatedKeystores/HUB_STORE/broker.ks

            

//export certificate and private key from broker.ks using java keytool

//<keystorepassword> can be found in password.properties that is in the same directory as broker.ks

keytool -v -importkeystore -srckeystore broker.ks -srcalias hub_store -destkeystore hub.p12 -deststoretype

 PKCS12 -deststorepass <datasetpassword> 

            

//Copy the certificate from the USS file into a z/OS dataset that can be imported by a ESM

cp hub.p12 "//'<data.set.name.hub.p12>'"//If you are using signed certificates, copy them as well

cp hubca.crt "//'<data.set.name.hubca.crt>'"

2. Export the spoke certificates from the following keystore file to a data set.
SSL_GEN_PATH/generatedKeystores/SPOKE_STORE/client.ks

            

//export certificate and private key from client.ks using java keytool

//<keystorepassword> can be found in password.properties that is in the same directory as client.ks

keytool -v -importkeystore -srckeystore client.ks -srcalias spoke_store -destkeystore spoke.p12 -

deststoretype PKCS12 -deststorepass <datasetpassword>

            

//Copy the certificate from the USS file into a z/OS dataset that can be imported by a ESM

cp spoke.p12 "//'<data.set.name.spoke.p12>'"//If you are using signed certificates, copy them as well

cp spokeca.crt "//'<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>'"

3. Create keyrings in your ESM. Note that ZMSSTART refers to ZMSSTART or your applicaiton specific user. Execute the
appropriate ESM commands on the system where the hub runs:

ACF2
SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(KEYRING)

INSERT <ZMSHUB user id>.KS RINGNAME(HUBKS)

INSERT <ZMSHUB user id>.TS RINGNAME(HUBTS)

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.KS RINGNAME(SPOKEKS)

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.TS RINGNAME(SPOKETS)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)
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Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBKS)

TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBTS)

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKEKS)

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKETS)

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ADDRING(HUBKS)

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ADDRING(HUBTS)

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADDRING(SPOKEKS)

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADDRING(SPOKETS)

4. Import certificates to the ESM. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the hub hub runs:
ACF2

SET PR(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA) 

INSERT <ZMSHUB user id>.HUBCRT DSN('<data.set.name.hub.p12>') PASSWORD('<datasetpassword>') 

CHANGE <ZMSHUB user id>.HUBCRT TRUST 

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCRT DSN('<data.set.name.spoke.p12>') PASSWORD('<datasetpassword>') 

CHANGE <ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCRT TRUST

 

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) DIGTCERT(HUBCRT) DCDSN(<data.set.name.hub.p12>) LABLCERT('HUBCRT')

 PKCSPASS(<datasetpassword>) 

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) DIGTCERT(SPKCRT) DCDSN(<data.set.name.spoke.p12>) LABLCERT('SPKCRT')

 PKCSPASS(<datasetpassword>)

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ADD('<data.set.name.hub.p12>') WITHLABEL('HUBCRT')

 PASSWORD('<datasetpassword>') TRUST 

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADD('<data.set.name.spoke.p12>') WITHLABEL('SPKCRT')

 PASSWORD('<datasetpassword>') TRUST

5. Connect certificates to keyrings. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the hub runs:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>.HUBCRT) KEYRING(<ZMSHUB user id>.KS) RINGNAME(HUBKS)

 USAGE(PERSONAL) 

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCRT) KEYRING(<ZMSHUB user id>.TS) RINGNAME(HUBTS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCRT) KEYRING(<ZMSSTART user id>.KS) RINGNAME(SPOKEKS)

 USAGE(PERSONAL) CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>.HUBCRT) KEYRING(<ZMSSTART user id>.TS)

 RINGNAME(SPOKETS) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBKS) RINGDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>,HUBCRT) USAGE(PERSONAL) 
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TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBTS) RINGDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>,SPKCRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKEKS) RINGDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>,SPKCRT) USAGE(PERSONAL) 

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKETS) RINGDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>,HUBCRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) LABEL('HUBCRT') RING(HUBKS)

 USAGE(PERSONAL)) 

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) LABEL('SPKCRT') RING(HUBTS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) LABEL('SPKCRT') RING(SPOKEKS)

 USAGE(PERSONAL)) 

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) LABEL('HUBCRT') RING(SPOKETS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

6. Give permission to the user to access the certificates. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where
the hub runs:

ACF2
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LIST UID(<ZMSHUB user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(<ZMSHUB user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LIST UID(<ZMSSTART user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(<ZMSSTART user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

Top Secret
TSS PERMIT(<ZMSHUB user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST) ACC(READ)

TSS PERMIT(<ZMSHUB user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(READ)

TSS PERMIT(<ZMSSTART user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST) ACC(READ)

TSS PERMIT(<ZMSSTART user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(READ)

IBM RACF
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ACCESS(READ)

You imported the certificates to the ESM Keyring.
7. Configure secure communication protocol on the spoke nodes:

– For Message Service Server:
Modify the ZMSENVT member in the <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set:
MQ_HUB_PROTOCOL=SSL

MQ_SSL_TYPE=JCERACFKS

MQ_KEYSTORE_RING=SPOKEKS

MQ_TRUSTSTORE_RING=SPOKETS

– For other applications, see the product documentation associated with this implementation.
You configured the Message Service hub and spoke node.
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8. Modify the ZMSHENV member in the <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set by changing the value that
you defined in the MSH_SSL_TYPE variable to JCERACFKS . The following example illustrates how to change the
communication protocol:
MSH_PROTOCOL=SSL

MSH_SSL_TYPE=JCERACFKS

MSH_KEYSTORE_RING=HUBKS

MSH_TRUSTSTORE_RING=HUBTS

MSH_SSL_CERTIFICATE_AUTHORIZATION=TRUST-STORE

NOTE
Verify that the TLS communication port number on the hub is the same as the TLS communication port that
you defined in the variable that is named MQ_HUB_PORT located in the ZMSENVT member in the CAW0PTV
data set.

You imported and configured certificates to an ESM Keyring for your Message Service hub and spoke nodes.
9. Start the Message Service hub and spoke node.

Import Signed Certificates

Copy the certificates that were signed by a certificate authority, as well as the certificate authority certificates, from
HUB_STORE/broker.ks and HUB_STORE/broker.ts files to an ESM Keyring for the Message Service hub and spoke
node and configure the hub and spoke node to use them.

Follow these steps:

1. Export the hub certificate and private key from the following keystore file to a data set.
NOTE
To enable the following java keytool commands, set the path to the java home directory in your environment
variable.

SSL_GEN_PATH/generatedKeystores/HUB_STORE/broker.ks

            

//export certificate and private key from broker.ks using java keytool

//<keystorepassword> can be found in password.properties that is in the same directory as broker.ks

keytool -v -importkeystore -srckeystore broker.ks -srcalias hub_store -destkeystore hub.p12 -deststoretype

 PKCS12 -deststorepass <datasetpassword> 

            

//Copy the certificate from the USS file into a z/OS dataset that can be imported by a ESM

cp hub.p12 "//'<data.set.name.hub.p12>'"//If you are using signed certificates, copy them as well

cp hubca.crt "//'<data.set.name.hubca.crt>'"

2. Export the spoke certificate and private key from the following keystore file to a data set.
SSL_GEN_PATH/generatedKeystores/SPOKE_STORE/client.ks

            

//export certificate and private key from client.ks using java keytool

//<keystorepassword> can be found in password.properties that is in the same directory as client.ks

keytool -v -importkeystore -srckeystore client.ks -srcalias spoke_store -destkeystore spoke.p12 -

deststoretype PKCS12 -deststorepass <datasetpassword>

            

//Copy the certificate from the USS file into a z/OS dataset that can be imported by a ESM

cp spoke.p12 "//'<data.set.name.spoke.p12>'"//If you are using signed certificates, copy them as well

cp spokeca.crt "//'<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>'"

3. Create keyrings in your ESM. Note that ZMSSTART refers to ZMSSTART or your applicaiton specific user. Execute the
appropriate ESM commands on the system where the hub runs:

ACF2
SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(KEYRING)
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INSERT <ZMSHUB user id>.KS RINGNAME(HUBKS)

INSERT <ZMSHUB user id>.TS RINGNAME(HUBTS)

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.KS RINGNAME(SPOKEKS)

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.TS RINGNAME(SPOKETS)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBKS)

TSS ADD(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBTS)

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKEKS)

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKETS)

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ADDRING(HUBKS)

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ADDRING(HUBTS)

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADDRING(SPOKEKS)

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADDRING(SPOKETS)

4. Import certificates to the ESM. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the hub hub runs:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)

INSERT <ZMHUB user id>.HUBCRT DSN('<data.set.name.hub.p12>') PASSWORD('<certificate_password>')

CHANGE <ZMHUB user id>.HUBCRT TRUST

INSERT <ZMHUB user id>.HUBCACRT DSN('<data.set.name.hubca.crt>')

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCRT DSN('<data.set.name.spoke.p12>') PASSWORD('<certificate_password>')

CHANGE <ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCRT TRUST

INSERT <ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCACRT DSN('<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>')

Top Secret
TSS ADD(<ZMHUB user id>) DIGTCERT(HUBCRT) DCDSN('<data.set.name.hub.p12>') TRUST

 PKCSPASS('<certificate_password>')

TSS REPLACE(<ZMHUB user id>) DIGTCERT(HUBCRT) TRUST

TSS ADD(<ZMHUB user id>) DIGTCERT(HUBCACRT) DCDSN('<data.set.name.hubca.crt>') TRUST

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) DIGTCERT(SPKCRT) DCDSN('<data.set.name.spoke.p12>') TRUST

 PKCSPASS('<certificate_password>')

TSS REPLACE(<ZMSSTART user id>) DIGTCERT(SPKCRT) TRUST

TSS ADD(<ZMSSTART user id>) DIGTCERT(SPKCACRT) DCDSN('<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>') TRUST

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMHUB user id>) ADD('<data.set.name.hub.p12>') WITHLABEL('HUBCRT')

 PASSWORD('<certificate_password>') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(<ZMHUB user id>) ADD('<data.set.name.hubca.crt>') WITHLABEL('HUBCACRT') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADD('<data.set.name.spoke.p12>') WITHLABEL('SPKCRT')

 PASSWORD('<certificate_password>') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ADD('<data.set.name.spokeca.crt>') WITHLABEL('SPKCACRT') TRUST

5. Connect certificates to keyrings. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where the hub runs:
ACF2

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)
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CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>.HUBCRT) KEYRING(<ZMHUB user ID>.KS) RINGNAME(HUBKS) USAGE(PERSONAL)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>.HUBCACRT) KEYRING(<ZMHUB user ID>.KS) RINGNAME(HUBKS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCRT) KEYRING(<ZMHUB user ID>.TS) RINGNAME(HUBTS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCACRT) KEYRING(<ZMHUB user ID>.TS) RINGNAME(HUBTS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCRT) KEYRING(<ZMSSTART user ID>.KS) RINGNAME(SPOKEKS)

 USAGE(PERSONAL)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>.SPKCACRT) KEYRING(<ZMSSTART user ID>.KS) RINGNAME(SPOKEKS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>.HUBCRT) KEYRING(<ZMSSTART user ID>.TS) RINGNAME(SPOKETS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH)

CONNECT CERTDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>.HUBCACRT) KEYRING(<ZMSSTART user ID>.TS) RINGNAME(SPOKETS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH)                

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

Top Secret
TSS ADDTO(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBKS) RINGDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>,HUBCRT) USAGE(PERSONAL)

TSS ADDTO(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBKS) RINGDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>,HUBCACRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

TSS ADDTO(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBTS) RINGDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>,SPKCRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

TSS ADDTO(<ZMSHUB user id>) KEYRING(HUBTS) RINGDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>,SPKCACRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

TSS ADDTO(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKEKS) RINGDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>,SPKCRT) USAGE(PERSONAL)

TSS ADDTO(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKEKS) RINGDATA(<ZMSSTART user id>,SPKCACRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

TSS ADDTO(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKETS) RINGDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>,HUBCRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

TSS ADDTO(<ZMSSTART user id>) KEYRING(SPOKETS) RINGDATA(<ZMSHUB user id>,HUBCACRT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

IBM RACF
RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) LABEL('HUBCRT') RING(HUBKS)

 USAGE(PERSONAL))

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) LABEL('HUBCACRT') RING(HUBKS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) LABEL('SPKCRT') RING(HUBTS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) LABEL('SPKCACRT') RING(HUBTS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) LABEL('SPKCRT') RING(SPOKEKS)

 USAGE(PERSONAL))

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) LABEL('SPKCACRT') RING(SPOKEKS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) LABEL('HUBCRT') RING(SPOKETS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

RACDCERT ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) CONNECT(ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) LABEL('HUBCACRT') RING(SPOKETS)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))
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6. Give permission to the user to access the certificates. Execute the appropriate ESM commands on the system where
the hub runs:

ACF2
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LIST UID(<ZMSHUB user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(<ZMSHUB user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LIST UID(<ZMSSTART user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(<ZMSSTART user id>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

Top Secret
TSS PERMIT(<ZMSHUB user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST) ACC(READ)

TSS PERMIT(<ZMSHUB user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(READ)

TSS PERMIT(<ZMSSTART user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST) ACC(READ)

TSS PERMIT(<ZMSSTART user id>) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(READ)

IBM RACF
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSHUB user id>) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(<ZMSSTART user id>) ACCESS(READ)

You imported the certificates to the ESM Keyring.
7. Configure secure communication protocol on the spoke nodes:

– For Message Service Server:
Modify the ZMSENVT member in the <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set by changing the value that
you defined in the MQ_SSL_TYPE variable to JCERACFKS . The following example illustrates how to change the
communication protocol:
MQ_HUB_PROTOCOL=SSL

MQ_SSL_TYPE=JCERACFKS

MQ_KEYSTORE_RING=SPOKEKS

MQ_TRUSTSTORE_RING=SPOKETS

– For other applications, see the product documentation associated with this implementation.
You configured the Message Service hub and spoke node.

8. Modify the ZMSHENV member in the <your deployment HLQ>.CAW0OPTV data set:
MSH_PROTOCOL=SSL

MSH_SSL_TYPE=JCERACFKS

MSH_KEYSTORE_RING=HUBKS

MSH_TRUSTSTORE_RING=HUBTS

MSH_SSL_CERTIFICATE_AUTHORIZATION=TRUST-STORE

NOTE
Verify that the TLS communication port number on the hub is the same as the TLS communication port that
you defined in the variable that is named MQ_HUB_PORT located in the ZMSENVT member in the CAW0PTV
data set.

You configured the Message Service hub and spoke node.
9. Start the Message Service hub and spoke node.
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Apply Maintenance to Message Service
To apply a PTF or an APAR to a deployed instance of the Message Service, refer to the following procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Apply maintenance for the Message Service using the steps that are described in one of the following topics:
– Applying maintenance using CSM, see Maintain Products Using CSM.
– Apply maintenance using Pax-Enhanced ESD files, see Preventive Maintenance Strategy.

2. Review and follow the instructions that are described in the HOLDDATA that is contained in the maintenance.
3. After applying the maintenance you have to redeploy all Message Service hubs and Message Service servers you

have previously deployed. Refer to Step 3 in the Deploy Message Service Hub for z/OS and Deploy Message Service
Server for z/OS articles.

Install, Deploy, and Configure CCS Apache Tomcat
As a Systems Administrator/Programmer or Security Administrator, you can deploy and configure CCS Apache Tomcat
so that Broadcom mainframe products can share binary executables and run separate product-specific regions of Apache
Tomcat, as needed, in the product environment.

CCS Apache Tomcat provides a single installation of Apache Tomcat that multiple Broadcom products can use, which
helps to save you the time and the expense that is associated with installing Apache Tomcat separately for all of your
Broadcom mainframe products.

CCS Apache Tomcat contains a modified version of Apache Tomcat that is optimized for running on z/OS platforms. This
modified version of Apache Tomcat provides features such as WTO messages and the ability to configure CCS Apache
Tomcat using PDS files instead of USS files. PDS files simplify the process of viewing and modifying Apache Tomcat files.

Apache Tomcat 7.0.40 is contained within the Optional Common Services pax file. We now package the latest version of
Apache Tomcat as a PTF. We refer to this PTF as CCS Apache Tomcat throughout this article.

TIP
An upgrade to CCS Apache Tomcat is now available. For more information, see Post Release 14.1
Enhancements.

IMPORTANT
If you installed a previous version of CCS Apache Tomcat, you do not need to uninstall it. The CSS Apache
Tomcat installation process detects your current implementation, and through the use of symbolic links, installs
the new version of CCS Apache Tomcat into the proper locations.

Roles and Responsibilities

The installation, deployment, and configuration of CCS Apache Tomcat should be performed by the following roles:

Systems Administrator/Programmer:
To download the required PTF, apply maintenance, deploy and configure CCS Apache Tomcat on the CCS
Apache Tomcat Region, which includes deploying product web applications to the region.

Security Administrator:
To configure security settings for the security application that is active on the CCS Apache Tomcat Region.

CCS Apache Tomcat Terminology

The CCS Apache Tomcat deployment and configuration documentation references the following terminology:
CCS Apache Tomcat Region:

An address space where the CCS Apache Tomcat binary executables run.
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CCS Apache Tomcat Region zFS:
Where you store files for a specific CCS Apache Tomcat Region. For example, configuration, and log files. A
unique CCS Apache Tomcat Region zFS exists for each CCS Apache Tomcat Region.

CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS:
Where you deploy the CCS Apache Tomcat SMP/E target libraries. The zFS can be shared among multiple CCS
Apache Tomcat Regions.

CCS Apache Tomcat Instance:
Refers collectively to the CCS Apache Tomcat Region and the CCS Apache Tomcat Region zFS that is
specific to that region.

Broadcom Products that Use CCS Apache Tomcat

The following Broadcom Mainframe products use CCS Apache Tomcat:

• Endevor
• File Master Plus
• InterTest Batch
• InterTest for CICS
• MAT
• OPS/MVS
• SymDump Batch
• SymDump for CICS
• Web Viewer

Next Steps

1. Review the Prerequisite Components for CCS Apache Tomcat.
2. Install CSS Apache Tomcat.
3. Deploy CCS Apache Tomcat and Configure Security.
4. Configure a CCS Apache Tomcat Region.

Prerequisite Components for CCS Apache Tomcat
The following table describes the components that CCS Apache Tomcat requires for installation. Verify that you installed
these Broadcom products and components before you install CCS Apache Tomcat.

Product Component Description Required Maintenance
Common
Components and
Services Release
14.1

CCS – BASE CCS – BASE is a required component of Common
Components and Services Release 14.1. You can
download Common Components and Services Release
14.1 from support. The name of the CCS – BASE
component product file is CCS - BASE - ESD ONLY on
the Broadcom Support Online Download Center, and in
CSM.

Before you install the CCS Apache Tomcat PTF, verify
that the CCS Address Space Shell PPT (program
properties table) entry is defined for this Common
Components and Services. For information about
how to define PPTs, see How to Configure Common
Components and Services Without CSM in Configuring
Your Product.

Ensure that CCS BASE maintenance
is at the CARS1610 level or higher.
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Common
Components and
Services Release
14.1

CCS –
OPTIONAL

CCS – OPTIONAL is a prerequisite component for this
CCS Apache Tomcat PTF.

The CCS – OPTIONAL pax file contains the FMID that
we use to install the CCS Apache Tomcat PTF.

Ensure that you install the CCS Apache Tomcat PTF,
the CCS – BASE pax file, and the CCS – OPTIONAL
pax file into the same CSI. For information about
the software services that are contained in CCS -
OPTIONAL, see Optional Common Services.

NA

z/OS You can install CCS Apache Tomcat on all the releases
of z/OS that Common Components and Services r14.1
currently supports.

NA

Install CSS Apache Tomcat
You acquire the CCS Apache Tomcat installation media from support. The media is available as a PTF. You then install
the PTF using one of the following methods:

• Install CCS Apache Tomcat using the CSM (CSM) Maintenance process.
• Install CCS Apache Tomcat without using CSM.

Install Apache CCS Apache Tomcat Using CSM

Perform the following tasks to maintain a product using CSM:

IMPORTANT
Ensure that you install the CCS Apache Tomcat PTF, the CCS – BASE pax file, and the CCS – OPTIONAL pax
file into the same CSI.

Follow these steps:

1. Review Prerequisite Components for CCS Apache Tomcat.
2. Download the CCS Apache Tomcat PTF from support (log in required).
3. From your browser, log in to your CSM region.
4. In CSM, navigate to the Products tab.
5. Find Common Components and Services in the list of Available Products.
6. Expand 14.1 in the tree and click S1401.
7. Click Add External Maintenance and follow the instructions in CSM to add the CCS Apache Tomcat PTF to CSM.
8. Navigate to your Common Components and Services CSI and apply the CCS Apache Tomcat PTF.

After the maintenance process completes, you can now Deploy CCS Apache Tomcat and Configure Security.

Install CCS Apache Tomcat Without CSM

Install CCS Apache Tomcat using the instructions that are contained in the HOLDDATA for the PTF.

IMPORTANT
Ensure that you install the CCS Apache Tomcat PTF, the CCS – BASE pax file, and the CCS – OPTIONAL pax
file into the same CSI.

Follow these steps:

1. Review Prerequisite Components for CCS Apache Tomcat
2. Download the CCS Apache Tomcat PTF from support (log in required).
3. Apply the CCS Apache Tomcat PTF to your Common Components and Services CSI.
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After the maintenance process completes, you can now Deploy CCS Apache Tomcat and Configure Security.

Deploy CCS Apache Tomcat and Configure Security
This article describes how Systems Administrators and Programmers can deploy the appropriate CCS SMP/E target
libraries to the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS and how Security Administrators can set up default certificates
that all CCS Apache Tomcat Regions can use.

Deploy CCS Apache Tomcat to the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS

Follow these steps:

1. Obtain and apply the latest CCS Apache Tomcat maintenance. CCS Apache Tomcat is updated regularly with the
latest stable build of Apache Tomcat, as often as once a quarter. For information about how to apply maintenance to
CCS Apache Tomcat, see one of the following articles:
– Maintain Products Using CSM
– Apply Preventative Maintenance

NOTE
For information about the latest CCS Apache Tomcat PTF that is published, see Post Release 14.1
Enhancements.

2. Copy the following members from the CAW0JCL SMP/E target library to a library where you can customize them for
your installation:

TIP
The TOMKACF2 (ACF2), TOMKTSS (Top Secret), and TOMKRACF (IBM RACF) members are jobs that let you
configure the security for the CCS Apache Tomcat Region. Copy only the member that represents the
security application that is running in your site.

– TOMDPLOY
– TOMKACF2
– TOMKRACF
– TOMKTSS
– TOMKXML
– TOMSEDIT

3. Edit the TOMSEDIT member for all of the following required variables, starting at the section header named Deploy
CCS Apache Tomcat to the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS.

NOTE
The CCSHLQ and SRCDIR variables reference the data sets and the files that exist in your environment
after you installed Common Components and Services. We recommend that you contact the individual that
installed Common Components and Services to identify the installed values.

CCSHLQ
The high-level qualifier for the CCS installation.
Default:CAI

SRCDIR
The mount point for the CCS Apache Tomcat SMP/E Target zFS (by default, named .CEG1ZFS1). TOMDPLOY
uses the path to copy CCS Apache Tomcat folders and files to the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS.
Default:/cai/CASoftware/CCS/tpv

DISKUNIT
The name of the disk unit to be used when creating the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS data sets.
Default: 3390
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VOLNAME
The volume to be used when creating the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS data sets. Specify the
parameter only when SMS is not active on the system. When you specify the keyword, the SMS allocation
parameter named STORCLAS is not used.
Default: The VOLNAME parameter is disabled by default (commented out).

STORCLAS
The storage class to be used when creating the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS data sets. If you specify
the VOLNAME parameter, do not specify STORCLAS.
Default: SC01

NOTE
When creating data sets, you can specify STORCLAS or VOLNAME . If you specify both parameters, the
VOLNAME parameter is used and STORCLAS is ignored.

DPLOYHLQ
The high-level qualifier to be used to create the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS data set. For example,
using the default value creates a zFS named CAI.CEG1ZFS1.
Default:CAI

DPLOYDIR
The directory that is used as the mount point for the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS. TOMDPLOY
mounts the zFS and then copies CCS Apache Tomcat folders and files from the SMP/E target libraries to the CCS
Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS.

NOTE
The CATALINA_HOME variable that is used by Apache Tomcat and various products refers to the
tomcat directory at this mount point.

Default:/cai/CASoftware/CCS/tpv
Default CATALINA_HOME:/cai/CADeploy/CCS/tpv/tomcat

NOTE
Save and close TOMSEDIT. You define the remaining variables later in this article.

4. Follow the steps in the TOMDPLOY job to create the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS.
The CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS can be shared by multiple CCS Apache Tomcat Regions.

NOTE
After you complete Steps 1 through 4, and the TOMDPLOY job completes, you can expect the following results:

• The TOMDPLOY job completes with one of the following reason codes:
– RC=0 when VOLNAME is not defined
– RC=2 when VOLNAME is defined
– If the return code equals 1 (RC=1) or is greater than 2 (RC>2), an error occurred. To correct the problem,

analyze the output and correct any errors or warnings that display.
• The CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS is created (CAI.CEG1ZFS1).
• The CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS is mounted and populated with a copy of the CCS Apache

Tomcat SMP/E library.

Configure Security for the CCS Apache Tomcat Region

After you deploy CCS Apache Tomcat to a CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS, we highly recommend that Security
Administrators configure the security for the CCS Apache Tomcat Regions. If you do not complete the steps in this topic
at this time, the owners of CCS Apache Tomcat Regions must configure the security for their regions, as desired.

The jobs that we provide let you complete the following tasks automatically. You need to complete the steps in this topic
only once.
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• Create and connect an Internal Certificate Authority (CA) certificate and an Internal CA key ring.
• Create and connect a Server certificate (signed by an Internal CA) and a Server key ring.
• Connect the Internal CA certificate to Server key ring.
• Update the active Connector in the TOMSVXML member (server.xml) to use the newly created Server key ring.

IMPORTANT
We highly recommend that Security Administrators review the commands in the jobs that we supply and verify
that they conform to the security requirements for the site.

The following steps describe how to create a default certificate that you can use for security in your CCS Apache Tomcat
Regions.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the steps in Deploy CCS Apache Tomcat to the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS were completed
successfully.

2. Edit the TOMSEDIT member for all of the following required variables, starting at the section header named Configure
Security for the CCS Apache Tomcat Region.

DPLOYDIR
The mount point of the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS created in Deploy CCS Apache Tomcat to the
CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS.

COMPANY
Company name

ORG
Organization name

COUNTRY
Country name

SRVID
User ID that is associated with the Server Certificate

SRVCERT
8-byte Server Certificate name

SRVLABL
Server Certificate label

SRVKYRNG
Key ring name for the Server Certificate

SRVCN
Server Certificate common name

SRVEXPDT
Server Certificate expire date. The variable contains the following format:
ACF2:

mm/dd/yy
Range:mm/dd/50 to mm/dd/48 (1950-2048)

Top Secret:
mm/dd/yy
Range: mm/dd/50 to mm/dd/49 (1950 to 2049)

IBM RACF:
yyyy-mm-dd
Range: 1950-mm-dd to 9997-mm-dd  (1950 to 9997)
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SRVEXPTM
Server Certificate expire time. The format of the variable is hh:mm:ss.

CAID
User ID that is associated with the Internal CA Certificate

CACERT
8-byte CA Certificate name

CALABL
Internal CA Certificate Label (ACF2/RACF only)

CAKYRNG
Key ring name for the Internal CA Certificate

CACN
Internal CA Certificate common name

CAEXPDT
Internal CA Certificate expire date. The variable contains the following format:
ACF2:

mm/dd/yy
Range:mm/dd/50 to mm/dd/48 (1950-2048)

Top Secret:
mm/dd/yy
Range: mm/dd/50 to mm/dd/49 (1950 to 2049)

IBM RACF:
yyyy-mm-dd
Range: 1950-mm-dd to 9997-mm-dd (1950 to 9997)

CAEXPTM
Internal CA Certificate expire time. The format of the variable is hh:mm:ss.

NOTE
Save and close TOMSEDIT. You will define the remaining variables later in this article.

3. Edit and run the job that corresponds with the security product that is active in your environment. The job creates a
default certificate that all CCS Apache Tomcat Regions can use and configure the TOMSVXML member.

ACF2:
TOMKACF2

Top Secret:
TOMKTSS

IBM RACF:
TOMKRACF

IMPORTANT
Ensure that you mount the deployment file system to the same system where you run the TOMK* security job.
This approach helps to ensure that you can update the server.xml file with correct certificate information.

NOTE
After you complete Steps 1 through 3, and the TOMK* job completes, you can expect the following results:

• The TOMK* job completes successfully with return code zero (RC=0).
• The TOMK* job creates a file named TOMSVXML_keyring that is located in the DPLOYDIR/tomcat/conf

directory with the necessary updates to use the newly created certificate.
• When the TOMK* job completes with a return code that is greater than zero (RC>0), an error or warning

occurred. To correct the problem, analyze the output and correct any errors that display.
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Configure a CCS Apache Tomcat Region
After Systems Administrators deploy CCS Apache Tomcat and Security Administrators set up the security for the CCS
Apache Tomcat Region, Systems Administrators can now configure a region to host the web application for your product
and start the region.

TIP
The steps that follow list the variables that are required to run the TOMALLOC job. Several of the variables
might be prepopulated with the values that you specified when completing the steps in Deploy CCS Apache
Tomcat to the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the members named TOMALLOC, TOMCR8IN, and (optional) TOMWAR from the CAW0JCL SMP/E target
library to a library where you can customize them for your installation.

2. Copy the TOMSEDIT member that you edited in the topic Deploy CCS Apache Tomcat to the CCS Apache Tomcat
Deployment zFS to the library where you copied the TOMALLOC and TOMCR8IN members.

3. Edit the variables that are contained in the TOMSEDIT member. The member lets you specify the variables that you
use in the subsequent jobs.
Edit the TOMSEDIT member for all of the following required variables, starting at the section header named Configure
a CCS Apache Tomcat Region.

NOTE
Several of the following variables might be prepopulated with the information that you specified when
completing the steps in Deploy CCS Apache Tomcat to the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS.

DISKUNIT
The name of the disk unit to be used create the CCS Apache Tomcat Region zFS data sets.
Default: 3390

VOLNAME
The volume to be used when creating the CCS Apache Tomcat Region zFS data sets. Specify the parameter
only when SMS (Storage Management Subsystem) is not active on the system. When you specify the keyword,
the SMS allocation parameter named STORCLAS is not used.
Default: Disabled (commented out)

STORCLAS
The storage class to be used when creating the CCS Apache Tomcat Region zFS data sets. Do not use
STORCLAS if you specify the VOLNAME parameter.
Default: SC01

NOTE
When creating data sets, you can specify STORCLAS or VOLNAME. When you specify both
parameters, the VOLNAME parameter is used and STORCLAS is ignored.

DPLOYHLQ
The high-level qualifier for the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS data set that was created when you
deployed CCS Apache Tomcat in Deploy CCS Apache Tomcat to the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS.
Default:CAI

DPLOYDIR
The mount point for the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS that was created when you deployed CCS
Apache Tomcat in Deploy CCS Apache Tomcat to the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS.
Default:/cai/CADeploy/CCS/tpv

REGNHLQ
The high-level qualifier to use to create the data sets that are unique to a specific CCS Apache Tomcat Region.
Usually, each product that uses CCS Apache Tomcat has its own set of region data sets. For example, using the
default value creates the following data sets:
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CAI.PRODUCT.TOMCAT.CAIZFS

CAI.PRODUCT.TOMCAT.CAW0OPTV

CAI.PRODUCT.TOMCAT.CAW0PROC

Default:CAI.PRODUCT
REGNDIR

The directory that will be used as the mount point for the CCS Apache Tomcat Region zFS data set.
TOMALLOC mounts the zFS and then copies CCS Apache Tomcat folders and files from the CCS Apache
Tomcat Deployment zFS to the CCS Apache Tomcat Region zFS.

NOTE
The CATALINA_BASE variable that is used by Apache Tomcat and various products refers to the
tomcat directory at this mount point.

Default:/cai/CADeploy/productx
Default CATALINA_BASE:/cai/CADeploy/productx/tomcat

JAVAHOME
The USS path to where IBM Java was installed.
Default:/sys/java64bt/v8r0m0/usr/lpp/java/J8.0_64

NOTE
Java 8.0 or later is required.

PROCNAME
The new name for the PROC or procedure. Each CCS Apache Tomcat Region has its own procedure.
Default: TOMCATPR

NOTE
After the TOMALLOC job completes (Step 4), it creates the following sample PROC:
<REGNDIR>.TOMCAT.CAW0PROC .

SSLPORT
The port number on which the CCS Apache Tomcat Region waits for secure (https) incoming TCP connections.
Default: 8443

SHUTPORT
The port number that is used to send shutdown commands to the CCS Apache Tomcat Region.
Default: 8005

WARFROM
(Optional)
The USS directory or MVS data set from where you want to copy the product WAR file.
Default:/cai/CASoftware/product

WARFNAME
(Optional)
If the value of WARFNAME is:

• A USS directory, specify the name of the WAR file that you want to copy. You can use wildcards (*.war) to
copy more than one WAR file.

• An MVS data set, specify the name of the WAR file in the CCS Apache Tomcat Region. Do not use
wildcards.

Default:warfile1.war
WARMEMBR

(Optional)
The member name of the WAR file that you want to copy. The parameter is required only when the value of
WARFROM is an MVS data set. The parameter is ignored when the value is that of a USS directory.
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Default: Disabled (commented out)
4. Edit and follow the instructions in TOMALLOC to create a CCS Apache Tomcat Region zFS. This file system stores

files that are unique to a single CCS Apache Tomcat Region, such as configuration files, product-specific files and
log files. Each separate CCS Apache Tomcat Region that you run requires its own CCS Apache Tomcat Region
zFS.

IMPORTANT
If the Region file system already exists, back up any custom changes that you specified, and run TOMCR8IN
instead of TOMALLOC.

When you submit the TOMALLOC job, it performs the following actions:
– TOMALLOC creates and names a data set that is comprised of the variables that you defined in Step 3. For

example, <REGNHLQ>.TOMCAT.CAW0PROC(<PROCNAME>) . Retain the name of this data set. You must specify
the name of the data set in Step 6.

– TOMALLOC creates two PDS libraries to hold the specific JCL procedure for starting the region and the specific
environment file for the region. The names of the PDS libraries are <REGNHLQ>.TOMCAT.CAW0PROC and
<REGNHLQ>.TOMCAT.CAW0OPTV .

NOTE
After you complete Steps 1 through 4, and the TOMALLOC job completes, it returns one of the following
results:

• RC=0 when VOLNAME is not defined
• RC=2 when VOLNAME is defined
• If the return code equals 1 (RC=1) or is greater than 2 (RC>2), an error occurred. To correct the problem,

analyze the output and correct any errors or warnings that display.
TIP
If you created a default certificate previously for the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS, the newly
created CCS Apache Tomcat Region is configured to use the certificate automatically after you run the job.

5. (Optional): To deploy your product WAR file, edit and follow the instructions in TOMWAR to copy the WAR files to the
CCS Apache Tomcat Region zFS.

IMPORTANT
Complete this step only when you are explicitly instructed to do so by your product documentation.
If your product supplies you with WAR files and jobs to deploy them, see your product-specific
documentation and follow the steps provided.
NOTE
You can also use TOMWAR to deploy updated WAR files to your CCS Apache Tomcat Region.

6. The startup JCL for the CCS Apache Tomcat Region (the PROCNAME that is specified in TOMSEDIT) resides in
the <REGNHLQ>.TOMCAT.CAW0PROC data set that you created Step 4. Place the procedure in your SYSPROC
concatenation.

7. Start the CCS Apache Tomcat Region using the following command:
S <PROCNAME>

NOTE
The default value of the CCS Apache Tomcat PROC is TOMCATPR. If you specified a different value for the
PROCNAME variable in the TOMSEDIT member, use that value to execute the Start and Stop commands.

When you issue the Start command, the following message displays:
CATC0001I CA-CCS Tomcat is starting

After CCS Apache Tomcat starts, the following message displays:
CATC0002I CA-CCS Tomcat started in xxxx ms (Apache Tomcat/<apache-tomcat-release>)

IMPORTANT
If an unsupported version of Java is running in your CCS Apache Tomcat Region, one or both of the
following messages might display when you issue the start command:
JVMJZBL2008E Could not find or load class: org.apache.catalina.startup.Bootstrap

JVMJZBL2007E Stack trace follows:
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java.lang.UnsupportedClassVersionError: JVMCFRE003 bad major version

To correct the problem, install Java 8 or later on the CCS Apache Tomcat Region and re-issue the start
command.

TIP
Optionally, you can stop the CCS Apache Tomcat Region using the following command:
P <PROCNAME>

After CCS Apache Tomcat stops, the following message displays:
CATC0003I CA-CCS Tomcat stopping

Install, Deploy, and Configure the ESM Microservice
The ESM Microservice provides access to the services of the External Security Manager (or ESM, which can be ACF2,
Top Secret, or IBM RACF) running on a mainframe system. The ESM Microservice lets Broadcom applications log in
users with mainframe credentials, and check user authorization to mainframe resources. Because the microservice
interface is a set of REST endpoints, the service is available to applications running on or off the mainframe platform.

Common Components and Services delivers the ESM Microservice functionality as a PTF that you apply to the CCS
CAIRIM component.

This article, describes how to install, deploy, configure, and start the ESM Microservice. This article also provides
information about configuring the required client certificate and PassTicket (a temporary substitute for the user’s
password) functionality. To perform these functions, you must at lease be a Security Administrator for access authorities.

Install the ESM Microservice

You acquire the ESM Microservice installation PTF from Broadcom Support. You then install the ESM Microservice feature
using one of the following methods:

• Install ESM Microservice Using CSM
• Install ESM Microservice Manually

Prerequisites

The following table describes the components that the ESM Microservice requires. Verify that you installed these products
and components before you install the ESM Microservice.

Product Component Description Required Maintenance
Common Components and
Services Release 14.1

CCS – BASE CCS – BASE - ESD ONLY
is a required component of
CCS Release 14.1. You can
download CCS Release 14.1
from support. The name of
the CCS – BASE - ESD ONLY
component product file is CCS
- BASE - ESD ONLY on the
Broadcom Support Online
Download Center, and in CSM.

Ensure that CCS BASE
maintenance is at the
CARS1705 level or higher.
Verify that the following PTFs
are installed before you install
the ESM Microservice.
• SO05223

z/OS N/A You can install the ESM
Microservice on all z/OS
release that CCS Release 14.1
supports.

N/A
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JAVA N/A IBM 64-bit SDK for z/OS, Java
Technology Edition, Version 8 or
above

N/A

Install the ESM Microservice Using CSM

Perform the following high-level tasks to install this service using CSM:

Follow these steps:

1. Review Prerequisite Components for ESM Microservice.
2. Download the ESM Microservice PTF SO05223 support (log in required).
3. From your browser, log in to your CSM region.
4. Navigate to the Products tab.
5. Find Common Components and Services in the list of Available Products.
6. Select 14.1.
7. Select Add External Maintenance and follow the instructions in CSM to add the ESM Microservice PTF to CSM.
8. Navigate to your Common Components and Services CSI and apply the ESM Microservice PTF.

You can now Deploy ESM Microservice.

Install the ESM Microservice Manually

You can install the ESM Microservice manually.

Follow these steps:

1. Review Prerequisite Components for ESM Microservice.
2. Download the ESM Microservice PTF SO05223 support (log in required).
3. Apply the ESM Microservice PTF to your Common Components and Services CSI.

You can now Deploy ESM Microservice.

Deploy the ESM Microservice

Complete the following tasks to deploy the ESM Microservice:

NOTE
The ESM Microservice PTF (SO05223) introduces executables to both the hlq.CAW0OPTV and
hlq.CAW0PROC target libraries.

Follow these steps:

1. Deploy the hlq.CAW0OPTV target library to your runtime library.
2. Deploy the hlq.CAW0PROC target library to your runtime library.
3. Apply PTF SO09997. Copy the ESMDPLOY and ESMMOUNT jobs from the CAW0JCL target library to your

library.Follow the instructions in the members and customize them based upon your requirements.
4. Deploy ESM Microservice using the JCLs in the following order:

a. Submit the ESMDPLOY job
b. Submit the ESMMOUNT job.

Configure the ESM Microservice

The following diagram shows the relationships between the ESM Microservice configuration, the ESM key ring, the client
certificate, and the client application (Mainframe Team Center).
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You configure the ESM Microservice by editing the ESMENV member to specify the server.ssl.key-store, server.ssl.trust-
store, and server.key-alias. You then generate the server certificate and store it in the ESM key ring. After you obtain a
signed certificate from a trusted Certificate Authority (CA), you configure the client certificate. Finally, you establish the
trust of the CA by adding the certificate to the client's trust store as a trusted Certificate Authority.

NOTE
For foundation information about key rings and certificates, for ACF2 see Configure Key Rings and Certificates
for SSL/TLS Applications  for Top Secret see Manage Key Rings.

Figure 9: ESM Microservice Overview

Complete the following tasks to configure the ESM Microservice:

1. Customize the ESM Microservice JCL
2. Create a USER ID and Assign Runtime and Security Privileges
3. ESM Mircorservice Certificate Process
4. ESM Microservice Certificate Management and Storage Using Key Rings
5. Setup Certificates on the Mainframe That were Generated Using Site Process
6. Configure the ENV by Editing the ESMENV Member

Customize the ESM Microservice JCL

Customize the JCL by editing the ESMPROC member in the runtime library where you deployed hlq.CAW0PROC.

Follow these steps:

1. In the ESMPROC member, customize the job card:
– Change ESMPROC to meet your site-specific standards.
– Change ACCT_NO to a valid account code for your location.

2. Replace HLQ_TO_COMMON_SERVICES with the location where CCS is deployed.
3. Update the PROCLIB statement with the correct location for the JZOS proclib.
4. Copy the member to a PROCLIB that is part of your PROC LIST.

Sample ESMPROC member to customize.
//ESMPROC JOB (ACCT_NO),'ESM MICRO SERVICE' 

//* 

//************************************************* 

//* TEMPLATE JCL for the ESM Microservice 

//************************************************* 

//* 

//* -- CAI should be set to the HLQ for Common Services 

// SET CAI=HLQ_TO_COMMON_SERVICES

//* 

//* -- Need to choose the correct JZOS proclib for your java version 

//PROCLIB JCLLIB ORDER=MVSSYS.JAVA64BT.V8R0M0.SR3FP22.PROCLIB
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//* 

//JAVA EXEC PROC=JVMPRC86,VERSION='86',

//          ARGS='-jar esm.jar',           

//          JAVACLS='',LOGLVL='+T'         

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*                     

//TRACE1   DD SYSOUT=*                     

//TRACE2   DD SYSOUT=*                     

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                     

//STDMSG   DD SYSOUT=*                     

//STDENV   DD DSN=&CAI..CAW0OPTV(ESMENV),  

//         DISP=SHR 

Create a User ID and Assign Runtime and Security Privileges

A user ID is assigned to the ESM Microservice. The ESM Microservice runs as a started task under this user ID. The user
owns a key ring.

You create a home directory to ensure that Java and USS function properly. If you installed and deployed the ESM
Microservice and the JVM where the ESM Microservice is running fails, Java sends the ESM Microservice dump files and
records to the home directory. Otherwise, the ESM Microservice does not place any files in the home directory.

The following steps include security product-specific examples to demonstrate how to create a user ID for each product.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a user ID named ESMSERV. We recommend using ESMSERV. However, you can use any user ID.
2. Grant the user ID that you created with the Started Task attribute.
3. Create an OMVS segment for the user ID using the following attributes:
Home Directory

. For example, /u/users/ESMSERV.
UID

. For example, 936.
Login shell

. For example, /bin/sh.
Group

: For example, ESMGROUP.
4. Set the owner of the home directory that you created in step 3 to the user ID that you created in Step 1.
5. Grant the user ID that you created in step 1 with the following permission:

FACILITY          BPX.SERVER          READ

6. Map the ESMPROC to the user ID that you created based on the following examples.
Example: ACF2 Requirements
The following example illustrates the syntax e to define the minimum ACF2 requirements:
ACF

INSERT ESMSERV NAME(ESM MICROSERVICE) STC -

HOME(/u/users/esmserv) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) UID(<uid for ESMSERV>) GROUP(<OMVS group name>)

SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY BPX ADD(SERVER UID(<uid for ESMSERV>) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

SET CONTROL(GSO)

INSERT STC.ESMPROC GROUP(<OMVS group name>) LOGONID(ESMSERV) STCID(ESMPROC)
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F ACF2,REFRESH(STC) 

END

In this example, consider the following variables:
* Replace <uid for ESMSERV> with a valid, numeric UID.
** Replace <OMVS group name> with the OMVS group that is assigned to the user ID. Use an existing OMVS group,
or create an OMVS group for the ESM Microservice.
After you issue these commands, refresh ACF2 using the following command to apply the changes:
ACF

F ACF2,REFRESH(ALL)

END

Example: Top Secret Requirements
The following example illustrates the syntax that you use to define the minimum Top Secret requirements:
TSS CREATE(CCSESMDT) NAME('CCS ESM MICROSERVICE DEPT') - 

     TYPE(DEPARTMENT)

 TSS CREATE(ESMSERV) NAME('ESM MICROSERVICE STC USER') - 

     TYPE(USER) - 

     PASSWORD(NOPW,0) - 

     DEPARTMENT(CCSESMDT) - 

     FACILITY(STC) 

 TSS ADDTO(ESMSERV) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) - 

     HOME(/u/users/ESMSERV ) GROUP(ESMGROUP**) - 

     UID(UIDHERE*)

 TSS ADD(ESMSERV) DFLTGRP(ESMGROUP**) 

 TSS PERMIT(ESMSERV) IBMFAC(BPX.SERVER) ACCESS(READ)

 TSS ADDTO(STC) PROCNAME(ESMPROC) ACID(ESMSERV)

In this example, consider the following variables:
* Replace UIDHERE with a valid, numeric UID.
** We used ESMGROUP to represent the OMVS group that is assigned to the user ID. Optionally, use an
existing OMVS group, or create an OMVS group that you can use specifically for the ESM Microservice security
implementation.
Example: IBM RACF Requirements
The following example illustrates the syntax to define the minimum IBM RACF requirements:
ADDGROUP CCSESMGP OMVS(GID(GIDHERE))

ADDUSER ESMSERV DFLTGRP(CCSESMGP) OMVS(UID(UIDHERE) HOME(/)

  PROGRAM(/bin/sh)) PASSWORD(password)

PERMIT BPX.SERVER CLASS(FACILITY) ID(ESMSERV) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

SETR GENERIC(STARTED)

RDEFINE STARTED ESMPROC.* STDATA(USER(ESMSERV))

SETR RACLIST(STARTED) REFRESH

In this example, consider the following variables:
a. Replace GIDHERE with a valid, numeric GID.
b. Replace UIDHERE with a valid, numeric UID.
c. We used CCSESMGP to represent the OMVS group that is assigned to the user ID. Optionally, use an existing

OMVS group, or create an OMVS group that you can use specifically for the ESM Microservice security
implementation.
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ESM Microservice Certificate Process

The ESM Microservice provides access to core ESMs security functionality, thus you must protect the use of this
functionality. The ESM Microservice leverages TLS/SSL to ensure that communication between the clients and the ESM
Microservice is valid and secure. The ESM Microservice uses the following certificate concepts in its implementation. This
article supports certificate generation and manipulation using ACF2, Top Secret, and IBM RACF. Examples are provided
for creation, signing and managing the needed certificates inside each security product. The ESM Microservice supports
key rings for certificate access. Examples are provided for importing externally generated/signed certificates into ESM
key rings on each security product. However, due to the varied landscape for certificate generation and signing we cannot
provide support for off platform processes.

NOTE
Many ESM Microservice consuming products perform host name verification on certificates. To ensure
compliance with this check it is vital that the ESM Microservice server certificate and client certificates be
generated with the fully qualified domain name of the host the ESM Microservice is running on. For example:
SUBJECT(CN('hostname.company.com')). Other SUBJECT parameters may be specified if desired.

ESM Microservice Signing Certificate
First certificate in the ESM Mircroservice authority chain. This certificate is used to sign the certificates that need
to be attached to the ESM Microservice server and the ESM Microservice applications (clients) key rings. This
certificate is the trusted authority that is used to issue other certificates. By signing another certificate with this
signer certificate, you declare that you trust the newly signed certificate.

ESM Microservice Server certificate
The ESM Microservice server running on your mainframe uses this certificate. This certificate is signed by the
ESM Signing Certificate. The ESMSERV user ID needs access to its public and private key.

ESM Microservice application(client) certificates
These certificates identify your client application and lets your application verify the ESM Microservice server.
 These certificates also allow secure communications between these parties. A copy of these certificates is
required on the mainframe that is housing the ESM Microservice. A copy of the same certificate must also be on
the machine that is housing the client.  You should provide ESMSERV access to the public and private key on
these certificates.

ESM Microservice Certificate Management and Storage Using Key rings

We recommend that you use key rings instead of a keystore/truststore stored in a file technique. This article provides
examples of the process to configure the certificates and ESM Microservice using key rings.

These examples demonstrate the basic certificate generation and storage needed to use the ESM Microservice.  We
strongly recommend that you follow your site specific requirements for certificate signing when setting up the ESM
Microservice. The following examples can guide you through the components and process.

ESM Examples

Generate Certificates and place them in the correct key rings.  Each step of the JCL is documented. Use this job as
an example.  By using these steps as a guide and following your site requirements you can create certificates that are,
secure and sustainable.

• For the ACF2 JCL, click here.
• For the Top Secret JCL, click here.
• For the IBM RACF JCL, click here.

Setup Certificates on the Mainframe that were Generated Using Site Process

The TLS 1.2 protocol requires that the server certificate and the client certificate are signed by a trusted Certificate
Authority (CA). The signing CA is itself represented by a certificate or chain of certificates, which must be trusted. The CA
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that signs the client certificate must be trusted by the ESM Microservice; the CA that signs the server certificate must be
trusted by the client application.

If the CA that signs the ESM Microservice server certificate is not trusted by the client, you must add the CA's certificate
chain to the client's trust store as a trusted CA.

Similarly, if the CA that signs the client certificate is not trusted by the ESM Microservice, you must add the CA's certificate
chain to the ESM Microservice key ring and identified as a trusted CA. The following examples demonstrate how to
manage this feature.

To generate the server key ring and connect the certificate to the key ring, use the following examples. When you
complete this procedure:

Using ACF2

Follow these steps:

1. Create the key ring.
Example:
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(KEYRING)

INSERT ESMSERV RINGNAME(MESMRING)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

END

2. Import the signing certificate/chain.
Example:
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT SITECERT.<certificate authority alias> DSN('input.dataset.name.pem')

CHANGE SITECERT.<certificate authority alias> TRUST

CONNECT CERTDATA(SITECERT.<certificate authority alias>) KEYRING(ESMSERV) RINGNAME(MESMRING)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH)

END

3. Import the server certificate. Example:
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT ESMSERV.ESMALIAS DSN('data.set.name.P12') PASSWORD('password')

CHANGE ESMSERV.ESMALIAS TRUST

CONNECT CERTDATA(ESMSERV.ESMALIAS) KEYRING(ESMSERV) RINGNAME(MESMRING) USAGE(PERSONAL)

END

4. Import the application certificate. Example:
ACF

STE PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH.<client application alias>  DSN(input.dataset.name.p12) PASSWORD('password')   

CHANGE CERTAUTH.<client application alias> TRUST

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.<client application alias>) KEYRING(ESMSERV) RINGNAME(MESMRING) USAGE(PERSONAL)

END

5. Allow the user to read from their own key ring. Example:
ACF

SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LIST UID(ESMSERV) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(ESMSERV) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

END

Using Top Secret
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Follow these steps:

1. Create the key ring.
Example:
TSS ADD(ESMSERV) KEYRING(MESMRING)

2. Import the signing certificate/chain. Example:
TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(<certificate authority alias>) DCDSN(<data.set.name.pem>) TRUST

TSS ADD(ESMSERV) KEYRING(MESMSERV) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,<certificate authority alias>) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

3. Import the server certificate. Example:
TSS ADD(ESMSERV) DIGICERT('ESMALIAS') DCDSN(<data.set.name>) PKCSPASS('password')  TRUST

TSS ADD(ESMSERV) KEYRING(MESMRING) RINGDATA(ESMSERV,'ESMALIAS' ) USAGE(PERSONAL)

4. Import the application certificate. Example:
TSS ADD(CERTSITE) DIGICERT(<client application alias>) DCDSN(<data.set.name.p12>) TRUST

TSS ADD(ESMSERV) KEYRING(MESMRING) RINGDATA(CERTSITE,<client application alias>) USAGE(PERSONAL)

5. Allow the user to read from their own key ring. Allow the ESM Microservice ACID to read from its key ring Example:
TSS PERMIT(ESMSERV) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGT) ACCE(CONTROL)

Using IBM RACF

Follow these steps:

1. Create the key ring.Example:
RACDCERT ID(ESMSERV) ADDRING(MESMRING)

2. Import the signing certificate/chain.
Example:
RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('data.set.name.pem') WITHLABEL('<certificate authority alias>') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(ESMSERV) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('<certificate authority alias>') RING(MESMRING)

 USAGE(CERTAUTH))

3. Import the server certificate.
Example:
RACDCERT ADD('data.set.name.p12')ID(ESMSERV) WITHLABEL('<server alias>') PASSWORD('password') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(ESMSERV) CONNECT(ID(ESMSERV) LABEL('<server alias>') RING(MESMRING) USAGE(personal))

4. Import the application certificate.
Example:
RACDCERT SITE ADD('data.set.name.p12') WITHLABEL('<client application alias>') PASSWORD('password') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(ESMSERV) CONNECT(SITE LABEL('<client application alias>') RING(MESMRING) USAGE(personal))

5. Allow the user to read from their own key ring and that allows the ESM Microservice ACID to read from its key ring.
Example:
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) ID(ESMSERV) ACC(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(ESMSERV) ACC(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

Configure the ENV

Configure the ENV by editing the ESMENV member in the runtime where you deployed hlq.CAW0OPTV.

Follow these steps:

1. Set JAVA_HOME to the path where 64-bit IBM JAVA 8 has been installed.
– Example: JAVA_HOME=/sys/java64bt/v8r0m0/usr/lpp/java/J8.0_64;

2. Set PRODUCT_HOME to the location of the CCS USS directory.
– Example: PRODUCT_HOME=/cai/CADeploy/CCS/uss/esmMService
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3. Uncomment and set the PORT_NUMBER to a valid open port on your system if the default of 7100 is not usable.
4. Set the HOST_NAME to the host name of the system where the ESM Microservice is running.
5. Replace <Path to IRRRacf.jar> with the correct path to the IRRRacf.jar.

– Example: IRRRACF_LOCATION=/usr/include/java_classes
6. Replace <Path to ccsopjex.jar with the correct path to the ccsopjex.jar file.

– Example: CCSOPJEX_LOCATION=/cai/CADeploy/CCS/uss
7. Set the key ring information for the key store and trust store. Update the values to match the user ID and server key

ring name.
8. Set the value for ALIAS_NAME based on the name you used for the server certificate.
9. (Optional) Set the default and maximum values for session persistence.

a. The defaultTimeout parameter is set to 12hrs
b. The maxTimeout parameter is set to 24hrs

10. Adjust additional key store properties based on how your certificate was created.
11. (Optional) Uncomment the following two lines in the file if there is only one IP stack on your system, and you want to

force shutdown if the IP stack is stopped or otherwise fails:
– IJO="$IJO -Xtrace"
– IJO="$IJO:trigger=method{com/ibm/net/NetworkRecycledException.*"

For the sample ENV File, click here.

(Optional) Configure PassTicket Functionality

The ESM Microservice offers a PassTicket service to client applications. A client application can call the ESM
Microservice to supply a PassTicket for a specified user and APPLID. Not all client applications use this service. However,
if an application uses this service, the application requests PassTickets for a specific APPLID or set of APPLIDs. You
must ensure that the ESM Microservice is authorized to issue PassTickets for those APPLIDs. For the APPLIDs that are
needed, if any, see your company documentation. You then authorize the ESM Microservice to issue PassTickets for the
correct APPLIDs.

Permit the ESM Microservice started task user ID to generate and evaluate PassTickets for the client application’s users.
We provide configuration examples for all security products. Note the use of the following placeholders in the examples:

• ESMSERV

Placeholder for the user ID of the ESM Microservice started task. This user ID must be authorized to generate
PassTickets for any user. ESMSERV is the default and suggested user ID. If you use a different user ID as the started
task user, change ESMSERV.

• APPLID

Placeholder for the application ID used for the generation of PassTickets through the ESM Microservice. Replace APPLID
with the value specified by the client application documentation.

Example: Permit the ESM Microservice started task user ID to generate and evaluate PassTickets:

ACF2 for z/OS

ACF

SET RESOURCE(PTK)

RECKEY IRRPTAUTH ADD(APPLID.- UID(ESMSERV) SERVICE(UPDATE,READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(PTK),CLASS(P)

END

Top Secret

TSS PERMIT(ESMSERV) PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUTH.APPLID.) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)
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IBM RACF

SETROPTS GENERIC(PTKTDATA)

RDEFINE PTKTDATA IRRPTAUTH.APPLID.* UACC(NONE)

PERMIT IRRPTAUTH.APPLID.* CLASS(PTKTDATA) ID(ESMSERV) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)

Apply Maintenance to ESM Microservice

You might encounter conditions where you need to apply Maintenance to your ESM Microservice implementation. For
example:

• You installed the ESM Microservice using an APAR and you are now going to install the ESM Microservice PTF.
• You installed the ESM Microservice using a PTF. We released maintenance to the ESM Microservice, and the

installation is by PTF.

Apply maintenance for the ESM Microservice using the steps that are described in one of the following topics:

• Maintain ESM Microservice Using CSM
• Maintain ESM Microservice Without CSM

WARNING
Review and follow the instructions that are described in the HOLDDATA that is contained in the maintenance.

Start and Stop the ESM Microservice

When you encounter any of the following conditions you might need to stop or start the ESM Microservice:

• Initial startup after you install the ESM Microservice.
• Initial startup after a system IPL.
• Stop and restart the ESM Microservice after you apply maintenance.
• Restart the ESM Microservice if it fails or stops responding.

Start the ESM Microservice

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the MVS console.

WARNING
Before you start ESM Microservice, ensure that z/OS UNIX System Services (OMVS address space) is fully
initialized on the system.

2. Start the service:
S ESMPROC

The following message displays after the ESM Microservice starts:
INFO com.ca.esm.EsmApplication - Started EsmApplication in 7.712 seconds. (JVM running for 10.153)

Stop the ESM Microservice

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the MVS console.
2. Stop the service:

P ESMPROC

The ESM Microservice stops.
3. Deploy hlq.CAW0OPTV, hlq.CAW0PROC and hlq.CAW0ZFS to your ESM Microservice run-time libraries.

NOTE
For more information, see Deploy ESM Microservice.
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4. Refresh Library Lookaside (LLA) to pick up new modules.
MODIFY LLA,REFRESH

Install ESM Microservice
The following provides the roles, responsibilities, and steps required for installing ESM Microservice.

Roles and Responsibilities

The installation, deployment, and configuration of the ESM Microservice should be performed by the following roles:

Systems Administrator/Programmer
: Downloads the required PTFs and applies maintenance.

Security Administrator
: Deploys and configures ESM Microservice.

Install the ESM Microservice Using CSM

Perform the following steps to install ESM Microservice using CSM.

Follow these steps:

1. Review the Prerequisites for ESM Microservice.
2. Download the ESM Microservice PTF support. For information on how to download the appropriate PTF, see Maintain

Products Using CSM under the Install Maintenance section.

You can now Deploy ESM Microservice.

Deploy the ESM Microservice
Complete the following steps to deploy ESM Microservice.

NOTE
The ESM Microservice PTF introduces executables to both the hlq.CAW0OPTV and hlq.CAW0PROC target
libraries.

Follow these steps:

1. Deploy the hlq.CAW0OPTV target library to your runtime library.
2. Deploy the hlq.CAW0PROC target library to your runtime library.
3. Apply PTF. Copy the ESMDPLOY and ESMMOUNT jobs from the CAW0JCL target library to your library. Follow the

instructions in the members and customize them based upon your requirements.
4. Deploy ESM Microservice using the JCLs in the following order:

- Submit the ESMDPLOY job.
- Submit the ESMMOUNT job.

ESM Microservice is deployed. Next, Configure the ESM Microservice.

Configure the ESM Microservice Overview
This article provides an overview of the steps to configure the ESM Microservice. The actual steps can be found under the
applicable section, which starts at Customize ESM Microservice PROC
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• Configure the ESM Microservice by editing the ESMENV member to specify the server.ssl.key-store, server.ssl.trust-
store, and server.key-alias. (Customize ESM Microservice PROC)

• Generate the server certificate and store it in the ESM key ring. 
• Configure the client certificate after obtaining a signed certificate from a trusted Certificate Authority (CA). 
• Establish the trust of the CA by adding the certificate to the client's trust store as a trusted CA.

NOTE
For foundation information about key rings and certificates: for ACF2, see Configure Key Rings and Certificates
for SSL/TLS Applications, and for Top Secret, see Manage Key Rings.

The following diagram shows the relationships between the ESM Microservice configuration, the ESM key ring, the client
certificate, and the client application (Mainframe Team Center).

Figure 10: ESM Microservice Overview

The following tasks are required to configure the ESM Microservice. For the steps required to complete these tasks, see
the applicable section.

• Customize the ESM Microservice PROC
• Create a User ID and Assign Runtime and Security Privileges
• Generate Certificates

– Generate Certificates for ESM Microservice
– Obtain Certificate from Certificate Authority (CA)
– Configure Key Rings and Permissions
– Configure the Environment
– Register a Client Application 
– Start and Stop the ESM Microservice
– (Optional) Configure PassTicket Functionality
– Apply Maintenance to ESM Microservice

Customize the ESM Microservice PROC

Customize the PROC by editing the ESMPROC member in your runtime library where you deployed hlq.CAW0PROC by
replacing with the following sample ESMPROC.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy ESMPROC to your running PROCLIB data set. This step is required for JES to find the ESM server.
2. Customize ESMPROC member in your PROCLIB. This step lets ESM Microservice start with the necessary

configurations for your site.
– Set ‘STDENV DD DSN=’ to the location of you ESMENV file by replacing the sample text of

‘#HLQ.YOURENV(ESMENV)’.
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The ESMPROC has been customized. Next, create the started task ID and assign runtime and security privileges for your
ESM.

Sample ESMPROC
//ESMPROC  PROC

//*

//  SET JAVACLS=''

//  SET ARGS='-jar esm.jar'

//  SET LOGLVL='T'

//* SET LEPARM=''

//ESMPROC  EXEC PGM=JVMLDM86,REGION=0M,

//   PARM='LOGLVL JAVACLS ARGS' 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD SYSOUT=*

//ABNLIGNR DD DUMMY

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//TRACE1   DD SYSOUT=*

//TRACE2   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDMSG   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDENV   DD DSN=#HLQ.YOURENV(ESMENV),

//         DISP=SHR

 

Create a Started Task ID for the ESM Microservice for ACF2

The ESM Microservice started task ID is required to perform advanced permission requirements to the BPX.SERVER and
provide additional access to certificates and keyrings.

Issue the following commands to create a started task ID for the ESM Microservice.

NOTE
Note the following:

• You can issue the commands from the TSO Ready prompt or use the batch job provided.
• If running from the batch job, the continuation mark ('-') indicates the command is continued on the next line.

This mark must be included in order for the command to process. 
• If issuing commands from the TSO Ready prompt, the continuation mark ('-') is not required.

ACF

INSERT ESMSERV NAME(ESM MICROSERVICE) STC -

HOME(/u/users/esmserv) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) UID(uid for ESMSERV) –

GROUP (OMVS group name)

SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY BPX ADD(SERVER UID(uid string for ESMSERV) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

SET CONTROL(GSO)

INSERT STC.ESMPROC GROUP(OMVS group name) LOGONID(ESMSERV) STCID(ESMPROC)

F ACF2,REFRESH(STC)

END
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The ACF2 user ID has been created and given permission to run a server. A started task with the name ESMPROC has
been assigned to the new user.

Next, generate a certificate from your ESM for ESM Microservice or obtain a certificate from a Certificate Authority (CA).
For steps on how to generate certificates, see Generate Certificates.

Create a Started Task ID for the ESM Microservice for Top Secret

The ESM Microservice started task ID is required to perform advanced permission requirements to the BPX.SERVER and
provide additional access to certificates and keyrings.

Issue the following commands to create a started task ID for the ESM Microservice.

NOTE
Note the following:

• You can issue the commands from the TSO Ready prompt or use the batch job provided.
• If running from the batch job, the continuation mark ('-') indicates the command is continued on the next line.

This mark must be included in order for the command to process.
• If issuing commands from the TSO Ready prompt, the continuation mark ('-') is not required.

TSS CREATE(CCSESMDT) NAME('CCS ESM MICROSERVICE DEPT') - 

    TYPE(DEPARTMENT)

TSS CREATE(ESMSERV) NAME('ESM MICROSERVICE STC USER') - 

    TYPE(USER) - 

    PASSWORD(NOPW,0) - 

    DEPARTMENT(CCSESMDT) - 

    FACILITY(STC) 

TSS ADDTO(ESMSERV) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) - 

    HOME(/u/users/ESMSERV) GROUP(INSERTOMVSGROUP) - 

    UID(UIDHERE*)

TSS ADD(ESMSERV) DFLTGRP(INSERTOMVSGROUP)

TSS PERMIT(ESMSERV) IBMFAC(BPX.SERVER) ACCESS(READ)

TSS ADDTO(STC) PROCNAME(ESMPROC) ACID(ESMSERV)

The Top Secret user ID has been created and given access to run a server and a started task with the name ESMPROC
has been assigned to the new user.

Next, generate a certificate from your ESM for ESM Microservice or obtain a certificate from a Certificate Authority (CA).
For steps on how to generate certificates, see Generate Certificates. 

Create a Started Task ID for the ESM Microservice for IBM RACF

The ESM Microservice started task ID is required to perform advanced permission requirements to the BPX.SERVER and
provide additional access to certificates and keyrings.

Issue the following commands to create a started task ID for the ESM Microservice:

NOTE
Note the following:

• You can issue the commands from the TSO Ready prompt or use the batch job provided.
• If running from a batch job, the continuation mark ('-') indicates the command is continued on the next line.

This mark must be included in order for the command to process. 
• If issuing commands from the TSO Ready prompt, the continuation mark ('-') is not required.
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ADDGROUP CCSESMGP OMVS(GID(GIDHERE))

ADDUSER ESMSERV DFLTGRP(CCSESMGP) OMVS(UID(UIDHERE) -

HOME(/u/users/ESMSERV) PROGRAM(/bin/sh)) PASSWORD(password)

PERMIT BPX.SERVER CLASS(FACILITY) ID(ESMSERV) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

SETR GENERIC(STARTED)

RDEFINE STARTED ESMPROC.* STDATA(USER(ESMSERV))

SETR RACLIST(STARTED) REFRESH

An IBM RACF user ID has been created and given access to run a server and a started task with the name ESMPROC
has been assigned to the new user.

Next, generate a certificate from your ESM for ESM Microservice or obtain a certificate from a Certificate Authority (CA).
For steps on how to generate certificates, see Generate Certificates.  

Generate Certificates

The ESM Microservice provides access to core ESMs security functionality, thus you must protect the use of this
functionality. The ESM Microservice leverages TLS/SSL to ensure that communication between the clients and the ESM
Microservice is valid and secure. The ESM Microservice uses the following certificate concepts in its implementation. 

This section supports certificate generation and manipulation using ACF2, Top Secret, and IBM RACF. Examples are
provided for creation, signing and managing the needed certificates inside each security product. The ESM Microservice
supports key rings for certificate access. Examples are provided for importing externally generated/signed certificates into
ESM key rings on each security product. However, due to the varied landscape for certificate generation and signing we
cannot provide support for off platform processes.

Many ESM Microservice consuming products perform host name verification on certificates. To ensure compliance with
this check it is vital that the ESM Microservice server certificate and client certificates be generated with the fully qualified
domain name of the host the ESM Microservice is running on. For example: SUBJECT(CN('hostname.company.com')).
Other SUBJECT parameters may be specified if desired.

ESM Microservice Signing Certificate
- First certificate in the ESM Mircroservice authority chain. This certificate is used to sign the certificates that need
to be attached to the ESM Microservice server and the ESM Microservice applications (clients) key rings. This
certificate is the trusted authority that is used to issue other certificates. By signing another certificate with this
signer certificate, you declare that you trust the newly signed certificate.

ESM Microservice Server certificate
- The ESM Microservice server running on your mainframe uses this certificate. This certificate is signed by the
ESM Signing Certificate. The ESMSERV user ID needs access to its public and private key.

ESM Microservice application (client) certificates
- These certificates identify your client application and lets your application verify the ESM Microservice server.
These certificates also allow secure communications between these parties. A copy of these certificates is
required on the mainframe that is housing the ESM Microservice. A copy of the same certificate must also be on
the machine that is housing the client. You should provide ESMSERV access to the public and private key on
these certificates.

Next, obtain a certificate by generating a certificate from your ESM or obtaining a certificate from a Certificate Authority
(CA). To complete these steps, see Obtain Certificates for your ESM.

Obtain Certificates for ACF2
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In order for the ESM Microservice to provide access to core ESMs security functionality, you must generate a certificate
from your ESM or obtain certificates from a Certificate Authority (CA).

Review the following before proceeding.

• If you previously installed ESM Microservice, skip to Register a Client Application to complete the certificate process.
• You must complete step 1a. or 1b., depending on your site preference, before continuing to step 2, Configuring Key

Rings and Permissions.
– Step 1a: Generate a certificate from your ESM for ESM Microservice.

or
– Step 1b: Obtain certificate from a Certificate Authority (CA).

Follow these steps

1. Generate a certificate from your ESM for ESM Microservice.
a. Generate a Certificate Using ACF2

Generate Signing Certificate. The signing certificate is used to sign the certificates that are attached to the ESM
Microservice server and applications (clients) key rings.
ACF

GENCERT CERTAUTH.ESMSIGN –

SUBJ(CN='hostname.company.com' OU='Business Unit' -

O='Company Inc.' L='City' ST=\'ST' -

EMAIL='your-contact-point@company.com') -

EXPIRE(08/13/21) LABEL(CERTAUTH.ESMSIGN)

            

The signing certificate has been generated and given to the CERTAUTH user.
Generate Server Certificate. The ESM Microservice server running on your LPAR uses the server certificate to
identify itself to client applications and ensure the connection between ESM Microservice and the client is secure.
The server certificate is signed by the ESM signing certificate.
ACF

GENCERT ESMSERV.ESMSERVR SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH -

LABEL(CERTAUTH.ESMSIGN)) -

SUBJ(CN='hostname.company.com' OU='Business Unit' -O='Company Inc.' L='City' ST=\'ST' -

EMAIL='your-contact-point@company.com') -

EXPIRE(08/13/20) LABEL(ESMSERV.ESMSRVCT)

The server certificate has been generated and given to ESMSERV.
b. Obtain Certificate from Certificate Authority (CA)

Import Signing Certificate and Chain. Importing the signing certificate and chain lets you leverage external
certificate authority on your LPAR. The necessary components are added to establish the trust of your server and
client certificates.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT ESMSERV.ESMSIGN DSN('data.set.name') -

PASSWORD(‘password’)

CHANGE ESMSERV.ESMSIGN TRUST

The signing certificate and chain are now stored in the ESM database.
Import Server Certificate. Importing the server certificates lets the ESM control access to your external CA
managed certificate. This method allows only authorized users access to the sensitive private key data for your
ESM Microservice server certificate.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT ESMSERV.ESMSRVCT DSN('data.set.name') -

PASSWORD('password')
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CHANGE ESMSERV.ESMSRVCT TRUST

The ESM Microservice server certificate has been moved from the data set into the ESM database where access is
controlled.

2. Configure key rings and permissions
Create Key Ring. A key ring is a collection of certificates which are held by the ESM. The key ring lets you
standardize access to a set of certificates.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(KEYRING)

INSERT ESMSERV.MESMRING RINGNAME(MESMRING)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

A keyring has been created and available to hold certificates for ESM Microservice.
Add Signing Certificate. Add a signing certificate to a keyring to enable ESM Microservice to find the signing
certificates in a single location.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.ESMSIGN) -

KEYRING(ESMSERV.MESMRING) RINGNAME(MESMRING) -

USAGE(CERTAUTH)

The signing certificate is now included in the ESM Microservice keyring.
Add Server Certificate. Add a server certificate to a keyring to enable ESM Microservice to find the server certificates
in a single location.
ACF 

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)

CONNECT CERTDATA(ESMSERV.ESMSRVCT)  -

KEYRING(ESMSERV.MESMRING) RINGNAME(MESMRING) -

USAGE(PERSONAL)

The server certificate is now included in the ESM Microservice keyring.
Add permissions. Add permissions to the started task to read the keyring. Doing so provides the ESMSERV the
access required to read its own certificates as well as certificates on other user’s keyrings.
ACF

SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGICERT.LIST UID(*****ESMSERV) SERVICE(READ) -

ALLOW)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGICERT.LISTRING UID(*****ESMSERV) -

SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

Records have been inserted into the ACF2 tables to allow ESMSERV the digital certificate access it needs to operate.
The ACF2 tables have also been rebuilt.

3. Next, see Continue to Configure the Environment.

Obtain Certificates for Top Secret

In order for the ESM Microservice to provide access to core ESMs security functionality, you must generate a certificate
from your ESM or obtain certificates from a Certificate Authority (CA).

Review the following before proceeding.

• If you previously installed ESM Microservice, skip to Register a Client Application to complete the certificate process.
• You must complete step 1a. or 1b., depending on your site preference, before continuing to step 2, Configuring Key

Rings and Permissions.
– Step 1a: Generate a certificate form your ESM for ESM Microservice.
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or
– Step 1b: Obtain certificate from a Certificate Authority (CA).

Follow these steps

1. Generate a certificate from your ESM for ESM Microservice.
a. Generate a Certificate Using Top Secret.

Generate Signing Certificate. The signing certificate is used to sign the certificates that are attached to the ESM
Microservice server and applications (clients) key rings.
TSS GENCERT(CERTAUTH) -

SUBJECTN('CN="your-host.site.com" OU="Business Unit" -

O="Company Inc." L="City" ST="ST" -

EMAIL="your-contact-point@company.com"') -

DIGICERT(ESMSIGN) -

LABLCERT(CERTAUTH.ESMSIGN) NADATE(08/13/21)

The signing certificate has been generated and given to the CERTAUTH user.
Generate Server Certificate. The ESM Microservice server running on your LPAR uses this certificate to identify
itself to client applications and ensure the connection between ESM Microservice and the client is secure. The
server certificate is signed by the ESM signing certificate.
TSS GENCERT(ESMSERV) -

SUBJECTN('CN="your-host.site.com" OU="Business Unit" -

O="Company Inc." L="City" ST="ST" -

EMAIL="your-contact-point@company.com"') -

DIGICERT(ESMSRVCT) SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH,ESMMSIGN) -

LABLCERT(ESMSERV.ESMSRVCT) NADATE(08/13/21)

The server certificate has been generated and given to ESMSERV.
b. Obtain Certificate from Certificate Authority (CA)

Import Signing Certificate and Chain. Importing the signing certificate and chain lets you leverage external
certificate authority on your LPAR. The necessary components are added to establish the trust of your server and
client certificates.
TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(ESMSIGN)-

DCDSN(data.set.name) TRUST

The signing certificate and chain are now stored in the ESM database.
Import Server Certificate. Importing the server certificates lets the ESM control access to your external CA
managed certificate. This method allows only authorized users access to the sensitive private key data for your
ESM Microservice server certificate.
TSS ADD(ESMSERV) DIGICERT(ESMSRVCT) -

DCDSN(data.set.name) PKCSPASS('password') TRUST

The ESM Microservice server certificate has been moved from the data set into the ESM database where access is
controlled.

2. Configure key rings and permissions.
Create Key Ring. A key ring is a collection of certificates which are held by the ESM. The key ring lets you
standardize access to a set of certificates.
TSS ADD(ESMSERV) KEYRING(MESMRING)

Records have been inserted into the Top Secret tables to allow ESMSERV the digital certificate access it needs to
operate.
Add Signing Certificate. Add a signing certificate to a keyring to enable ESM Microservice to find the signing
certificates in a single location.
TSS ADD(ESMSERV) KEYRING(MESMRING) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,ESMSIGN)-

USAGE(CERTAUTH)

The signing certificate is now included in the ESM Microservice keyring.
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Add Server Certificate. Add a server certificate to a keyring to enable ESM Microservice to find the server certificates
in a single location.
TSS ADD(ESMSERV) KEYRING(MESMRING) RINGDATA(ESMSERV,ESMSRVCT)-

USAGE(PERSONAL)

The server certificate is now included in the ESM Microservice keyring.
Add permissions. Add permissions to the started task to read the keyring. Doing so provides the ESMSERV the
access required to read its own certificates as well as certificates on other user’s keyrings.
TSS PERMIT(ESMSERV) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGT) ACCESS(CONTROL)

Records have been inserted into the Top Secret tables to allow ESMSERV the digital certificate access it needs to
operate.

3. Next, see Continue to Configure the Environment.

Obtain Certificates for IBM RACF

In order for the ESM Microservice to provide access to core ESMs security functionality, you must generate a certificate
from your ESM or obtain certificates from a Certificate Authority (CA).

Review the following before proceeding.

• If you previously installed ESM Microservice, skip to Register a Client Application to complete the certificate process.
• You must complete step 1a. or 1b., depending on your site preference, before continuing to step 2, Configuring Key

Rings and Permissions.
– Step 1a: Generate a certificate form your ESM for ESM Microservice.

or
– Step 1b: Obtain certificate from a Certificate Authority (CA).

Follow these steps

1. Generate a certificate from your ESM for ESM Microservice.
a. Generate a Certificate Using IBM RACF

Generate Signing Certificate. The signing certificate is used to sign the certificates that are attached to the ESM
Microservice server and applications (clients) key rings.
RACDCERT CERTAUTH GENCERT -

SUBJECTSDN(CN('hostname.company.com') OU('Business Unit') -

O('Company Inc.') L('City') SP('State')) -

NOTAFTER(DATE(2022/08/10)) -

keyusage(certsign) withlabel('ESMMICRO Cert Auth')

The signing certificate has been generated and given to the CERTAUTH user.
Generate Server Certificate. The ESM Microservice server running on your LPAR uses this certificate to identify
itself to client applications and ensure the connection between ESM Microservice and the client is secure. The
server certificate is signed by the ESM signing certificate.
RACDCERT ID(ESMSERV) GENCERT -

SUBJECTSDN(CN('hostname.company.com') OU('Team Name') -

O('Company Inc.') L('City') SP('State') -) -

NOTAFTER(DATE(2022/08/10)) -

WITHLABEL('ESMMICRO Serv Cert') -

SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH label('ESMMICRO Cert Auth'))

The server certificate has been generated and given to ESMSERV.
b. Obtain Certificate from Certificate Authority (CA)

Import Signing Certificate and Chain. Importing the signing certificate and chain lets you leverage external
certificate authority on your LPAR. The necessary components are added to establish the trust of your server and
client certificates.
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RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('data.set.name.pem') –

WITHLABEL('ESMMICRO Cert Auth') TRUST

The signing certificate and chain are now stored in the ESM database.
Import Server Certificate. Importing the server certificates lets the ESM control access to your external CA
managed certificate. This method allows only authorized users access to the sensitive private key data for your
ESM Microservice server certificate.
RACDCERT ADD('data.set.name') ID(ESMSERV)-

WITHLABEL('ESMMICRO Serv Cert')

PASSWORD('password') TRUST

The ESM Microservice server certificate has been moved from the data set into the ESM database where access is
controlled.

2. Configure key rings and permissions
Create Key Ring. A key ring is a collection of certificates which are held by the ESM. The key ring lets you
standardize access to a set of certificates.
RACDCERT ID(ESMSERV) ADDRING(MESMRING)

A keyring has been created and available to hold certificates for ESM Microservice.
Add Signing Certificate. Add a signing certificate to a keyring to enable ESM Microservice to find the signing
certificates in a single location.
RACDCERT ID(ESMSERV) CONNECT(CERTAUTH -

LABEL('ESMMICRO Cert Auth') RING(MESMRING)-

USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The signing certificate is now included in the ESM Microservice keyring.
Add Server Certificate. Add a server certificate to a keyring to enable ESM Microservice to find the server certificates
in a single location.
RACDCERT ID(ESMSERV) CONNECT(ID(ESMSERV) LABEL('ESMMICRO Serv Cert')-

RING(MESMRING) USAGE(personal))

The server certificate is now included in the ESM Microservice keyring.
Add permissions. Add permissions to the started task to read the keyring. Doing so provides the ESMSERV the
access required to read its own certificates as well as certificates on other user’s keyringss.
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) ID(ESMSERV) ACC(READ)

          PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(ESMSERV) ACC(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

Records have been inserted into the IBM RACF tables to allow ESMSERV the digital certificate access it needs to
operate. The IBM RACF tables have also been rebuilt.

3. Next, see Continue to Configure the Environment.

Configure the Environment
Configure the environment by editing the ESMENV member in the runtime where you deployed hlq.CAW0OPTV. Follow
the steps as they are laid out logically in the ESMENV member.

If you are using OPS/MVS or you have multiple security domains, additional configuration steps might be necessary.
Review OPS/MVS Health Check Configuration and Topology Configuration for Multiple Security Domains sections.

Next, proceed to Start and Stop the ESM Microservice, to start the ESM Microservice.

More Information:

• OPS/MVS Health Check Configuration
• Topology Configuration for Multiple Security Domains
• ESM Microservice ICSF Support
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Register a Client Application

WARNING
You must complete the Obtain Certificates steps before registering a client application. This process should be
started after initial set up of your product or component. For example, you are installing Mainframe Team Center
Automation.

In order to protect the security and integrity of SAF, we require that applications communicating with the ESM Microservice
be previously registered with the ESM Microservice. This is done by providing ESM Microservice with a copy of your
application’s public key, which will be used during the TLS handshake. Doing so verifies that you are who you say you are
before allowing access to make ESM Microservice requests.

To register a client application, see Register a Client Application for your ESM.

Register a Client Application for ACF2

Similar to the process of generating or obtaining a server certificate for the ESM Microservice, you can generate the client
application certificates or obtain the certificates from an external Certificate Authority and import into your ESM. Follow
step A or B for your client application.

• Step A: Use ACF2 to Generate a Client Application Certificate - Generates a client certificate and connects to the
necessary keyrings.
or

• Step B: Register a Client Application Using Certificates Obtained from an External Certificate Authority - Imports
a certificate that was obtained from an external Certificate Authority into the ESM database and connects to the
necessary keyring.

Step A. Generate a Client Application Certificate

Generate a client application certificate and connect to the necessary keyrings.

Follow these steps

1. Generate a client certificate owned by the client application started task ID and signed by the same certificate that
signed the ESM Microservice server certificate. By sharing a signing certificate, you can simplify the trust process.
ACF

GENCERT YOURCLIENTSTCID.ESMAPPL1 SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH LABEL(CERTAUTH.ESMSIGN)) -

SUBJ(CN='hostname.company.com' OU='Business Unit' -

O='Company Inc.' L='City' ST=\'ST' -

EMAIL='your-contact-point@company.com') -

EXPIRE(08/13/20) LABEL(YOURCLIENTSTCID.ESMAPPL1)

You have generated a client certificate, which is owned by your client application user ID and included in the ESM
database.

2. Create a keyring for the client application started task ID, if one does not already exist, and grant access to the started
task ID to read the keyring and certificates.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(KEYRING)

INSERT YOURCLIENTSTCID RINGNAME(CLIENTRING)

F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LIST UID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

END
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A keyring has been created for our client application YOURCLIENTSTCID which will hold certificates used to
communicate with the ESM Microservice. You granted the YOURCLIENTSTCID access to read certificates and the
certificates on this keyring.

3. Add a client certificate to the keyring of the client application started task ID (personal use). Placing the certificate on
the client application keyring allows for it to be found and used by the client application.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.ESMSIGN) –

KEYRING(YOURCLIENTSTCID.CLIENTRING) – 

RINGNAME(CLIENTRING) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

CONNECT CERTDATA(YOURCLIENTSTCID.ESMAPPL1) -KEYRING(YOURCLIENTSTCID.CLIENTRING) -

RINGNAME(CLIENTRING) USAGE(PERSONAL)

END

The client certificate has been placed on the client application keyring with usage (personal) allowing the client
application access to the public and private key of that certificate.

4. Add client certificate to ESM Microservice keyring. This steps builds a collection of trusted applications which are
identified by their certificates on the ESM keyring. ESMSERV checks this list for the certificate used by a client
application. If found, access is granted. If not found, the client application will be turned away with error message with
the following message:
Unregistered 423 – Locked: The client application is not registered with the Microservice.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)

CONNECT CERTDATA(YOURCLIENTSTCID.ESMAPPL1) KEYRING(ESMSERV.MESMRING) -

RINGNAME(MESMRING) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

The client certificate has been placed on the ESM Microservice keyring with usage(CERTAUTH) allowing ESMSERV
access to the certificates public key only. The public key is used for client application registration checking.

Step B. Register a Client Application Using Certificates Obtained from an External Certificate Authority

Import a certificate that was obtained from an external Certificate Authority into the ESM database and connect to the
necessary keyring.

Follow these steps

1. Create a keyring. A keyring is a collection of certificates which are held by the ESM. The keyring lets you standardize
access to a set of certificates.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(KEYRING)

INSERT YOURCLIENTSTCID.CLIENTRING RINGNAME(CLIENTRING)

F ACF2, REBUILD(USR), CLASS(P)

A keyring has been created and is available to hold certificates for the client application.
2. Add permissions. Add permission to the started task to read the keyring. Doing so provides the YOURCLIENTSTCID

the access required to read its own certificates as well as certificates on other user’s keyrings.
ACF

SET RESOURCE(FAC)

          RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LIST UID(*****YOURCLIENTSTCID)SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

          RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(*****YOURCLIENTSTCID) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

Records have been inserted into the ACF2 tables to allow YOURCLIENTSTCID digital certificate access it needs to
operate. The ACF2 tables have also been rebuilt.

3. Import signing chain. Import a signing chain into the ESM database.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)
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INSERT SITECERT.certificate authority alias DSN('input.dataset.name.pem')

CHANGE SITECERT.certificate authority alias TRUST

The signing chain is now in the ESM database.
4. Add signing certificate. Add the signing chain to the keyring for ESM Microservice.

ACF

CONNECT CERTDATA(SITECERT.certificate authority alias) -

KEYRING(ESMSERV.MESMRING) RINGNAME(MESMRING) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

The signing chain is now included in the ESM Microservice keyring.
5. Import client certificate. Import the client certificate into ESM database for the YOURCLIENTSTCID.

ACF

SET PRFOILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT USERID.client application alias DSN(input.dataset.name.p12) -

PASSWORD('password')

CHANGE YOURCLIENTSTCID.client application alias TRUST

The client certificate has now been imported in the ESM database.
6.   Add client certificate to keyring. Connect recently imported client certificate to YOURCLIENTSTCID keyring.

ACF

CONNECT CERTDATA(YOURCLIENTSTCID.client application alias) -

   KEYRING(YOURCLIENTSTCID.CLIENTRING) RINGNAME(CLIENTRING) USAGE(PERSONAL)

The client certificate has been added to the YOURCLIENTSTCID keying.
7. Add client certificate keyring. Connect recently imported client certificate to ESMSERV keyring.

ACF

CONNECT CERTDATA(YOURCLIENTSTCID.certificate authority alias) -

KEYRING(ESMSERV.MESMRING) RINGNAME(MESMRING) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

The client certificate has now been added to the ESMSERV keyring.

Next, continue the installation of your product or it’s component, for example, you are installing Mainframe Team Center –
Automation.

Register a Client Application for Top Secret

Similar to the process of generating or obtaining a server certificate for the ESM Microservice, you can generate the client
application certificates or obtain the certificates from an external Certificate Authority and import into your ESM. Follow
step A or B for your client application.

• Step A: Use Top Secret to Generate a Client Application Certificate - Generates a client certificate and connects to the
necessary keyrings.
or

• Step B: Register a Client Application Using Certificates Obtained from an External Certificate Authority - Imports
a certificate that was obtained from an external Certificate Authority into the ESM database and connects to the
necessary keyring.

Step A. Generate a Client Application Certificate

Generate a client application certificate and connect to the necessary keyrings.

Follow these steps

1. Generate a client certificate owned by the client application started task ID and signed by the same certificate that
signed the ESM Microservice server certificate. By sharing a signing certificate, you can simplify the trust process.
TSS GENCERT(YOURCLIENTSTCID) -

SUBJECTN('CN="your-host.site.com" OU="Business Unit" -
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O="Company Inc." L="City" ST=\"ST" -

EMAIL="your-contact-point@company.com" ') -

DIGICERT(ESMAPPL1) SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH,ESMSIGN) -

LABLCERT(YOURCLIENTSTCID.ESMAPPL1) NADATE(08/13/21)

You have generated a client certificate, which is owned by your client application user ID and included in the ESM
database.

2. Create a keyring for the client application started task ID, if one does not already exist, and grant access to the started
task ID to read the keyring and certificates.
TSS ADD(YOURCLIENTSTCID)KEYRING(CLIENTRING)

TSS PERMIT(YOURCLIENTSTCID)IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT)ACCESS(CONTROL)

A keyring has been created for our client application YOURCLIENTSTCID which will hold certificates used to
communicate with the ESM Microservice. You granted the YOURCLIENTSTCID access to read certificates and the
certificates on this keyring.

3. Add client certificate to keyring of the client application started task ID (personal use). Placing the certificate on the
client application keyring allows for it to be found and used by the client application.
TSS ADD(YOURCLIENTSTCID) KEYRING(CLIENTRING) – 

RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,ESMSIGN) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

TSS ADD(YOURCLIENTSTCID) KEYRING(CLIENTRING)-

RINGDATA(YOURCLIENTSTCID,ESMAPPL1) -

USAGE(PERSONAL)

The client certificate has been placed on the client application keyring with usage (personal) allowing the client
application access to the public and private key of that certificate.

4. Add client certificate to ESM Microservice keyring. This steps builds a collection of trusted applications which are
identified by their certificates on the ESM keyring. ESMSERV checks this list for the certificate used by a client
application. If found, access is granted. If not found, the client application will be turned away with error message with
the following message:
Unregistered 423 – Locked: The client application is not registered with the Microservice
TSS ADD(ESMSERV) KEYRING(MESMRING) RINGDATA(YOURCLIENTSTCID,ESMAPPL1) -

USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The client certificate has been placed on the ESM Microservice keyring with usage(CERTAUTH) allowing ESMSERV
access to the certificates public key only. The public key is used for client application registration checking.

Step B. Register a Client Application Using Certificates Obtained from an External Certificate Authority

Import a certificate that was obtained from an external Certificate Authority into the ESM database and connect to the
necessary keyring.

1. Create a keyring. A keyring is a collection of certificates which are held by the ESM. The keyring lets you standardize
access to a set of certificates.
TSS ADD(YOURCLIENTSTCID) KEYRING(CLIENTRING)

A keyring has been created and is available to hold certificates for the client application.
2. Add permissions. Add permission to the started task to read the keyring. Doing so provides the YOURCLIENTSTCID

the access required to read its own certificates as well as certificates on other user’s keyrings.
TSS PERMIT(YOURCLIENTSTCID) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGT) ACEE(CONTROL)

Records have been inserted into the ACF2 tables to allow YOURCLIENTSTCID digital certificate access it needs to
operate. The ACF2 tables have also been rebuilt

3. Import signing chain. Import a signing chain into the ESM database.
TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(certificate authority alias) -

DCDSN(data.set.name.pem) TRUST

The signing chain is now in the ESM database.
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4. Add signing chain. Add a signing chain to a keyring to enable YOURCLIENTSTCID to find the signing certificates in a
single location.
TSS ADD(YOURCLIENTSTCID) KEYRING(CLIENTRING)-

RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,certificate authority alias) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

The signing certificate is now included in the client keyring.
5. Add signing certificate. Add the signing chain to the keyring for ESM Microservice.

TSS ADD(ESMSERV) KEYRING(MESMRING)-

RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,certificate authority alias) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

The signing chain is now included in the ESM Microservice keyring.
6. Import client certificate. Import the client certificate into ESM database for the YOURCLIENTSTCID.

TSS ADD(YOURCLIENTSCID) DIGICERT(client application alias) -

    DCDSN(data.set.name.p12) PKCSPASS('password') TRUST

The client certificate has now been imported in the ESM database.
7. Add client certificate to keyring. Connect recently imported client certificate to YOURCLIENTSTCID keyring.

TSS ADD(YOURCLIENTSTCID) KEYRING(CLIENTRING)-

RINGDATA(YOURCLIENTSTCID,client application alias) USAGE(PERSONAL)

The client certificate has been added to YOURCLIENTSTCID keying.
8. Add client certificate keyring. Connect recently imported client certificate to ESMSERV keyring.

TSS ADD(ESMSERV) KEYRING(MESMRING)-

RINGDATA(YOURCLIENTSTCID,client application alias) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

The client certificate has now been added to the ESMSERV keyring.

Next, continue the installation of your product or it’s component, for example, you are installing Mainframe Team Center –
Automation.

Register a Client Application for IBM RACF

Similar to the process of generating or obtaining a server certificate for the ESM Microservice, you can generate the client
application certificates or obtain the certificates from an external Certificate Authority and import into your ESM. Follow
step A or B for your client application.

• Step A: Use IBM RACF to Generate a Client Application Certificate - Generates a client certificate and connects to the
necessary keyrings.
or

• Step B: Register a Client Application Using Certificates Obtained from an External Certificate Authority - Imports
a certificate that was obtained from an external Certificate Authority into the ESM database and connects to the
necessary keyring.

Step A. Generate a Client Application Certificate

Generate a client application certificate and connect to the necessary keyrings.

1. Generate a client certificate owned by the client application STC ID and signed by the same certificate that signed the
ESM Microservice server certificate. By sharing a signing certificate, you can simplify the trust process.
RACDCERT ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) GENCERT -

SUBJECTSDN(CN('hostnameforESMSERV.company.com') OU('Team Name') –

O('Company Inc.') L('City') SP('State')) -

NOTAFTER(DATE(2022/08/10)) -

WITHLABEL('ESMMICRO ESMAPPL1') -

SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH LABEL('ESMMICRO Cert Auth'))

You have generated a client certificate, which is owned by your client application user ID and included in the ESM
database.
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2. Create a keyring for the client application started task ID, if one does not already exist, and grant access to the started
task ID to read the keyring and certificates.
RACDCERT ADDRING(CLIENTRING) ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) ACC(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) ACC(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

A keyring has been created for our client application YOURCLIENTSTCID which will hold certificates used to
communicate with the ESM Microservice. You granted the YOURCLIENTSTCID access to read certificates and the
certificates on this keyring.

3. Add client certificate to keyring of the client application started task ID (personal use). Placing the certificate on the
client application keyring allows for it to be found and used by the client application.
RACDCERT ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) CONNECT(CERTAUTH –

LABEL('ESMMICRO Cert AUTH') RING(CLIENTRING) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

RACDCERT ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) CONNECT(ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) –

LABEL('ESMMICRO ESMAPPL1') RING(CLIENTRING) USAGE(personal))

The client certificate has been placed on the client application keyring with usage (personal) allowing the client
application access to the public and private key of that certificate.

4. Add client certificate to ESM Microservice keyring. This steps builds a collection of trusted applications which are
identified by their certificates on the ESM keyring. ESMSERV checks this list for the certificate used by a client
application. If found, access is granted. If not found, the client application will be turned away with error message with
the following message:
Unregistered 423 – Locked: The client application is not registered with the Microservice.
RACDCERT ID(ESMSERV) CONNECT(ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) –

LABEL('ESMMICRO ESMAPPL1' RING(MESMRING) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The client certificate has been placed on the ESM Microservice keyring with usage(CERTAUTH) allowing ESMSERV
access to the certificates public key only. The public key is used for client application registration checking.

Step B. Register a Client Application Using Certificates Obtained from an External Certificate Authority

1. Create a keyring. A keyring is a collection of certificates which are held by the ESM. The keyring lets you standardize
access to a set of certificates.
RACDCERT ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) ADDRING(CLIENTRING)

A keyring has been created and is available to hold certificates for the client application.
2. Add permissions. Add permission to the started task to read the keyring. Doing so provides the YOURCLIENTSTCID

the access required to read its own certificates as well as certificates on other user’s keyrings.
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) ACC(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

Records have been inserted into the IBM RACF tables to allow YOURCLIENTSTCID digital certificate access it needs
to operate. The IBM RACF tables have also been rebuilt.

3. Import signing chain. Import a signing chain into the ESM database.
RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('data.set.name.pem')-

WITHLABEL('certificate authority alias') TRUST

The signing chain is now in the ESM database.
4. Add signing chain. Add a signing chain to a keyring to enable YOURCLIENTSTCID to find the signing certificates in a

single location.
RACDCERT ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) CONNECT(CERTAUTH –

LABEL('certificate authority alias') RING(CLIENTRING)) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The signing certificate is now included in the client keyring.
5. Add signing certificate. Add the signing chain to the keyring for ESM Microservice.
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RACDCERT ID(ESMSERV) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('certificate authority alias') –

RING(MESMRING) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The signing chain is now included in the ESM Microservice keyring.
6. Import client certificate. Import the client certificate into ESM database for the YOURCLIENTSTCID.

RACDCERT ADD('data.set.name.p12') ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) –

WITHLABEL('client application alias') PASSWORD('password') TRUST

The client certificate has now been imported in the ESM database.
7. Add client certificate to keyring. Connect recently imported client certificate to YOURCLIENTSTCID keyring.

RACDCERT ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) CONNECT(ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) –

LABEL('client application alias') RING(CLIENTRING) USAGE(PERSONAL))

The client certificate has been added to the YOURCLIENTSTCID keying.
8. Add client certificate keyring. Connect recently imported client certificate to ESMSERV keyring.

RACDCERT ID(ESMSERV) CONNECT(ID(YOURCLIENTSTCID) –

LABEL('client application alias') RING(MESMRING) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The client certificate has now been added to ESMSERV keyring.

Next, continue the installation of your product or it’s component, for example, you are installing Mainframe Team Center –
Automation.

Start and Stop the ESM Microservice
When you encounter any of the following conditions you might need to stop or start the ESM Microservice:

• Initial startup after you install the ESM Microservice.
• Initial startup after a system IPL.
• Stop and restart the ESM Microservice after you apply maintenance.
• After registering a new client application. Note: Recognizing a new client application can take up to 10 minutes. 

Restart the ESM Microservice if it fails or stops responding.

Start the ESM Microservice

Follow these steps

1. Log in to the MVS console.
Before you start ESM Microservice, ensure that z/OS UNIX System Services (OMVS address space) is fully initialized
on the system.

2. Additionally, when running IBM RACF, ensure that the CAW0PLD deployment data set is added to the authorized
program list. To add CAW0PLD, issue the following commands:
ralter PROGRAM * ADDMEM('hlq.deploy.CAW0PLD'//NOPADCHK)

SETROPTS REFRESH WHEN(PROGRAM)

3. Start the service:
S ESMPROC

The following message displays after the ESM Microservice starts:
INFO com.ca.esm.EsmApplication – Started EsmApplication in 7.712 seconds. (JVM running for 10.153)

Next, after the ESM Microservice has started, continue the installation of your product or it’s component, for example, you
are installing Mainframe Team Center – Automation.
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Stop the ESM Microservice

Follow these steps

1. Log in to the MVS console.
2. Stop the service:

S ESMPROC

The ESM Microservice stops.

(Optional) Configure PassTicket Functionality
The ESM Microservice offers a PassTicket service to client applications. A client application can call the ESM
Microservice to supply a PassTicket for a specified user and APPLID. Not all client applications use this service. However,
if an application uses this service, the application requests PassTickets for a specific APPLID or set of APPLIDs. You
must ensure that the ESM Microservice is authorized to issue PassTickets for those APPLIDs. For the APPLIDs that are
needed, if any, see your company documentation. You then authorize the ESM Microservice to issue PassTickets for the
correct APPLIDs.

Permit the ESM Microservice started task user ID to generate and evaluate PassTickets for the client application’s users.
We provide configuration examples for all security products. Note the use of the following placeholders in the examples:

ESMSERV
Placeholder for the user ID of the ESM Microservice started task. This user ID must be authorized to generate
PassTickets for any user.
ESMSERV is the default and suggested user ID. If you use a different user ID as the started task user, change
ESMSERV.

APPLID
Placeholder for the application ID used for the generation of PassTickets through the ESM Microservice. Replace
APPLID with the value specified by the client application documentation.

Example: Permit the ESM Microservice started task user ID to generate and evaluate PassTickets

ACF2 for z/OS

ACF

SET RESOURCE(PTK)

RECKEY IRRPTAUTH ADD(APPLID.- UID(ESMSERV) SERVICE(UPDATE,READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(PTK),CLASS(P)

   END

Top Secret

TSS PERMIT(ESMSERV) PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUTH.APPLID.) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)

IBM RACF

SETROPTS GENERIC(PTKTDATA)

RDEFINE PTKTDATA IRRPTAUTH.APPLID.* UACC(NONE)

PERMIT IRRPTAUTH.APPLID.* CLASS(PTKTDATA) ID(ESMERV) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)

Apply Maintenance to ESM Microservice
You might encounter conditions where you need to apply Maintenance to your ESM Microservice implementation. For
example:
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• You installed the ESM Microservice using an APAR and you are now going to install the ESM Microservice PTF.
• You installed the ESM Microservice using a PTF. We released maintenance to the ESM Microservice, and the

installation is by PTF.

Apply maintenance for the ESM Microservice using the steps that are described in one of the following topics:

• Maintain ESM Microservice Using CSM
• Maintain ESM Microservice Without CSM

Review and follow the instructions that are described in the HOLDDATA that is contained in the maintenance.

1. Stop the ESM Microservice.
2. Deploy hlq.CAW0OPTV,hlq.CAW0PROC and hlq.CAW0ZFS to your ESM Microservice run-time libraries. For more

information, see Deploy ESM Microservice.
3. Refresh Library Lookaside (LLA) to pick up new modules.

MODIFY LLA,REFRESH

Topology Configuration for Multiple Security Domains
A topology configuration is a description of the mainframe security domain in which the ESM Microservice is running.
Depending on the needs of the customer, the topology configuration could describe one security domain or many security
domains. This article describes the topology configuration settings for the ESM Microservice, and those that are needed
by its client applications. 

Some Broadcom applications may require customers to configure the ESM Microservice so that user and resource
definitions can be shared across multiple mainframe security domains. This article explains how to configure the ESM
Microservice to share these resources.

The ESM Microservice by default runs in a single security domain without sharing information across domains. If you want
to run the ESM Microservice in a single domain, you do not need to do any topology configuration. For more information,
see ESM Microservice Topology Configuration Reference.

NOTE
The ESM Microservice does not share any information about users or resources across security domains unless
explicitly instructed to do so using the topology configuration settings that are described in this document.

Mainframe Security Domain

IBM mainframe systems are protected by security managers. Example security managers are as follows:

• RACF
• Top Secret
• ACF2

A group of systems is usually protected by a single security manager with a shared security database. Users, resources,
and access rules are shared among the systems that are managed by the same security manager. The set of systems
that are protected by the same shared security database is called a security domain. All security questions about
authentication, authorization, and PassTickets will have the same answer on all systems in the domain.

Customers who run our software on multiple security domains may encounter issues, such as Broadcom applications
requiring that users are able to access resources across domains.

Use Case for Mutually Trusted Domains

Some  Broadcom applications depend on the ESM Microservice's multi-domain support. If you are running one or more of
these applications, then you should review the information in this article to learn how to configure the ESM Microservice to
achieve support for multiple security domains.
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The goal of topology configuration is to allow the ESM Microservice to share information about user identity and
authorization across mutually trusting security domains. While users typically can have different user IDs on different
security domains, the ESM Microservice does not currently support this. However, under conditions of uniform identity,
you can configure the ESM Microservice to share information among mutually trusting domains without compromising
security. The conditions are as follows:

• A person always has the same user ID in every security domain for which they have a user ID.
• If a user ID is defined in any security domain, there is exactly one person who owns that ID in all domains in which that

user ID is defined.

WARNING

These conditions of uniform identity can be achieved through the secure administration of all security domains
at the customer site. If uniform identity cannot be guaranteed, a customer should not implement multi-domain
support.

When implementing multi-domain support, a customer identifies a collection of two or more security domains. Each
domain in this collection trusts all the other domains in the collection.

The collection of domains will look as follows:

• The customer assigns a name to each security domain.
• The ESM Microservice runs in each security domain. (The customer can either run a single instance of the ESM

Microservice in each domain, or multiple instances of the ESM Microservice on each domain, under the management
of IBM Distributed DVIPA. In either case, the ESM Microservice is identified with a single location, or URL, in each
domain.)

• Each security domain contains a set of systems. Each system is identified by a system name, or LPAR name.

The customer selects which security domains to include in this collection and specifies them in the topology configuration.
The security domains in the topology configuration form a protected set of domains. If the customer has other security
domains that are not included in the configuration, they will not participate in the trust relationship.

OPS/MVS Health Check Configuration
This article describes the configuration settings for the OPS/MVS Health Check common service that is implemented by
the ESM Microservice. OPS/MVS API calls are made to notify the system of the status of your application, allowing it to be
monitored by the OPS/MVS product.

The following list describes OPS/MVS API calls that are made by ESM in class EsmApplicationEventsService:

startup
Sends a state request to OPS/MVS that ESM is up and running. This call is made automatically on
ContextStarted and ContextRefreshed events.

shutdown
Sends a state request to OPS/MVS that ESM has shutdown. This call is made automatically on ContextStopped
and ContextClosed events.

heartbeat
Issues a heartbeat call to OPS/MVS to notify it of the health of ESM. Parameters are the application state and
a reason string. There is a scheduled task which issues heartbeat calls on a timed basis. The time interval is
determined by the configuration parameter esm.healthcheck.heartbeatInterval, which defaults to every 15 minutes
as defined in the application.properties file. To override the default, specify a new value by adding the following
parameter for configuration:
zOS

IJO="$IJO -Desm.healthcheck.heartbeatInterval=n"
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non-zOS
-Desm.healthcheck.heartbeatInterval

OPS/MVS Health Check Configuration Reference

Configuration item name Type Description Restrictions

esm.healthcheck.product String The ESM product name. Hard coded as CA-ESM.  This
value should not be changed by
the customer.

esm.healthcheck.version String The version of ESM. Taken from the build of ESM.
  This value should not be
changed by the customer.

esm.healthcheck.heartbeatInter
val

Integer Interval to issue OPS/MVS
heartbeats.

Specified in minutes.  Default is
15 minutes.

OPS/MVS Health Check Configuration Examples

 Example 1 

The following example shows a sample configuration showing health check parameters in properties file format.

esm:

  healthcheck:

     heartbeatInterval: 15

 Example 2 

The following example shows a sample configuration showing health check parameters in yaml file format.

esm.healthcheck.heartbeatInterval=15

Topology Configuration Guide
You can configure the ESM Microservice either to work with trust among multiple domains, or to work in a single domain
with no sharing of security information across domains. To define a single domain for the ESM Microservice, the customer
simply does not create a topology configuration. This article describes the components of a topology configuration for
multiple security domains.

To define a collection of mutually trusting security domains, create a topology configuration for the ESM Microservice that
has the following properties:

• The configuration assigns a name to each security domain.
• The configuration specifies the location of the ESM Microservice running in each domain. (This location is given as a

URL of the form https://host:port/esm/v3.)
• The configuration specifies domain membership, that is, to each domain it associates a list of member systems.

For information about the topology configuration settings for mutually trusting domains, see ESM Microservice Topology
Configuration Reference.

Managing the Multidomain Topology Configuration

The topology configuration contains a lot of information, and customers need to have way to manage it. The following
topics describe strategies for configuration management.
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Single Topology Configuration Server

With this strategy, a single copy of the topology configuration is stored with the ESM Microservice on a single
domain. This instance of the microservice has the role of topology configuration server. The instances of the ESM
Microservice running in the other domains are configured to run as topology configuration clients. All instances of the
ESM Microservice, running in all security domains, obtains the same topology configuration from the single topology
configuration server using a REST API of the ESM Microservice.

One advantage of this method is that the customer maintains only a single copy of the topology configuration, so
management of the configuration is simple. Another advantage is that all running instances of the ESM Microservice
are guaranteed to have the same topology configuration, so that the configuration information is consistent across all
domains.

The risk with this method is that it depends on the High Availability of the ESM MIcroservice that has the role of topology
configuration server. If the customer believes that the availability of the chosen server domain is not reliable, they can
choose to assign the server role to two or more domains.

Multiple Topology Configuration Servers

With this strategy, the customer selects two or more domains on which the ESM Microservice has the role of topology
configuration server. The customer configures the ESM Microservice on each selected domain with the same topology
configuration. The other instances of the ESM Microservice that are topology configuration clients will be configured with
the locations of all configuration servers. Then each topology configuration client will have a list of multiple domains from
which to obtain its topology configuration; if the client fails to obtain topology configuration from one server, it can try the
other servers on the list.

The advantage of this method is that the topology configuration will be highly available, because it will not depend on the
availability of a single domain.

The disadvantage is that the customer has an additional administrative task: to keep the several copies of the topology
configuration in sync. To address this issue, the ESM Microservice offers a REST endpoint, /validatetopology, that will
help the customer's security administrator verify the consistency of multiple configurations.

This method is the extension of the preceding high availability method to all domains. The administrator copies the same
topology configuration file to the ESM Microservice configuration on every domain. Then each instance of the ESM
Microservice runs as a topology configuration server, and has its own copy of the configuration.

This is the most highly available method. It could be costly for the administrator to maintain multiple copies of the topology
configuration. The customer can decide how they want to manage the file.  The /validatetopology tool is available to help
with administration.

Managing Topology Configuration Copies

The ESM Microservice offers a REST endpoint that helps security administrators detect and correct errors that might exist
when using multiple topology configuration servers.

The REST endpoint is as follows:

https://host:port/esm/v3/validatetopology

The host and port portions of the URL can point to any ESM Microservice running at the customer site.

The reponse to this URL is a plain text report that  lists discrepancies among the copies of the topology configuration.

The report specifies the following:

• The name and URL of each security domain
• Discrepencies that might exist among the several configurations
• System names that appear as members of multiple security domains.
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The administrator can get this report by typing the URL into a web browser or REST client tool, such as Google Postman.

Configuring Client Applications as Topology Configuration Clients

Every Broadcom application that uses the services of the ESM Microservice plays the role of a topology configuration
client. Therefore, each application needs to be configured to point to the topology configuration servers.

The configuration requirements for client applications are follows:

• The name of the default domain for the application
• A list of the URLs of the topology configuration servers
• A specification in minutes of how frequently the application should check for updates to the topology configuration.

When the client application is working with a single security domain that is not configured to support mutually trusting
domains, the client configuration simplifies to this the following:

• The name of the default domain is "*"
• The URL of the ESM Microservice that is servicing the security domain

For more information, see Application Topology Client Configuration Reference.

ESM Microservice Topology Configuration Reference
An ESM Microservice instance has the role of topology configuration server or topology configuration client. This article
describes the configuration settings for these two roles.

  

Single Security Domain

The default topology configuration settings set up the ESM Microservice for single domain mode with no sharing of
security information across domains.

When configuring the ESM Microservice for a single security domain, you do not need to specify any values for topology
configuration. 

Mutually Trusting Security Domains

Topology Configuration Server Settings

A topology configuration server is configured with a complete description of the properties of all domains in the collection
of mutually trusting domains.

All names of all systems in a security domain should be included in this list for that domain. If a single system has multiple
names in the domain, then put all of the names in this list. It does not matter what order the domains and the order of
systems within a domain are in. The same system name should not appear as a member of two domains. If this happens,
the ESM Microservice cannot identify the security domain that a given system belongs to.

Configuration item name Type Valid values Comments
esm.topology.myDomain String The name of the security

domain in which the ESM
Microservice is running.

This domain name should
be one of the domain names
that is found in the topology
configuration.

esm.topology.runAsServer Boolean This value should always
be true. 

Must be true for instances of
the ESM Microservice that are
topology configuration servers.
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esm.topology.refreshMinutes Number The frequency with which the
topology configuration should be
refreshed from its source.

The value must be greater than
0.

esm.topology.domains[N] Domain Holds the information for the Nth
security domain.

 N is the index of this domain
in an array or list of domains,
where N >= 0, and there must
be no gaps in the indices.

esm.topology.domains
[N].domain

String The name or id of the domain. Each security domain must be
assigned a unique name by the
customer.

esm.topology.domains[N].descr
iption

String A description of the security
domain.

Any information the customer
wants can be included.

esm.topology.domains
[N].hostUrl

String Full URL of the ESM
Microservice on this domain.
The format should be:
"https://host:port/esm/v3".

Specify a fully qualified DNS
domain name.

esm.topology.domains[N].syste
ms[K]

String Name of a system or LPAR in
this security domain.

 K is the index of this system
in an array or list of systems
belonging to this domain,
where K >= 0, and there must
be no gaps in the indexes.
Some configuration formats,
such as yaml, allow you to
specify lists without creating
indices for the entries.
All names of all systems in
the security domain should be
included in this list. If a single
system has multiple names,
put all of the names in this list.
It is important to keep this list
accurate. Some Broadcom
applications depend on this list
to be complete and correct.

Topology Configuration Client Settings

A topology configuration client is configured with the locations of the topology configuration servers. You can list multiple
configuration servers.

The client maintains a local cache of the topology configuration that it gets from one of the servers. The client refreshes
this cache at an interval of minutes that the customer specifies in the refreshMinutes setting.

Configuration item name Type Valid values Comments
esm.topology.myDomain String The name of the security

domain in which the ESM
Microservice is running.

This domain name should be
one of the domain names that is
in the topology configuration.

esm.topology.runAsServer Boolean This value should always
be false. 

This setting must be false for all
topology configuration clients.

esm.topology.refreshMinutes Number The frequency with which the
topology configuration should
be refreshed from a topology
configuration server.

The value must be greater than
0.
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esm.topology.serverUrls[N] String An array of strings. Each
string is the full url of an ESM
Microservice instance that is
able to provide global topology.
The format of the url must be:
"https://host:port/esm/v3".

 N is the index of this
server in an array or list of
servers, where N >=0, and
there shoud be no gaps in
the indexes.For host, we
recommend a fully qualified
DNS domain name.

Examples

Example: Single Security Domain

The ESM Microservice default topology configuration is preconfigured for a single security domain with no trust
relationships with other domains. It is not necessary to add or change any topology configuration settings when the
customer uses this configuration.

There is one configuration setting required by the ESM Microservice in a single security domain. This setting provides the
host name of the ESM Microservice.

Specify the setting in yaml format as follows:

server:  

  hostName: server.abc.com

Specify the setting in properties format as follows:

server.hostName=server.abc.com

Topology Configuration Server

The following example shows a sample configuration for a topology configuration server. The topology configuration
defines two domains. The syntax is yaml syntax. 

esm:

  topology:

    myDomain: domain-1

    runAsServer: true

    refreshMinutes: 10 

    domains:

      - domain: domain-1

        description: "a description of domain 1, for customer use"

        hostUrl: https://host1.ca.com:9001/esm/v3

        systems:

            - HOST1

            - PROD

            - TEST

            - etc.

      - domain: domain-2

        description: "a description of domain 2"

        hostUrl: https://host2.ca.com:9339/esm/v3 

        systems:

            - HOST2

            - PAY

            - BANK

            - etc.
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The following example shows the same configuration as above, but in properties file format.

esm.topology.myDomain=domain-1

esm.topology.runAsServer=true

esm.topology.refreshMinutes=10

esm.topology.domains[0].domain=domain-1

esm.topology.domains[0].description="a description of domain 1, for customer use"

esm.topology.domains[0].hostUrl=https://host1.ca.com:9001/esmv3

esm.topology.domains[0].systems[0]="HOST1"

esm.topology.domains[0].systems[1]="PROD"

esm.topology.domains[0].systems[2]="TEST"

esm.topology.domains[0].systems[3]=etc.

esm.topology.domains[1].domain="domain-name-2"

esm.topology.domains[1].description="a description of domain 2"

esm.topology.domains[1].hostUrl=https://host2.ca.com:9339/esm/v3

esm.topology.domains[1].systems[0]=HOST2

esm.topology.domains[1].systems[1]=PAY

esm.topology.domains[1].systems[2]=BANK

esm.topology.domains[1].systems[3]=etc.

The following example shows the same configuration as it would appear in the z/OS configuration file for the ESM
Microservice:

IJO="$IJO -Desm.topology.myDomain=domain-1"

IJO="$IJO -Desm.topology.runAsServer=true"

IJO="$IJO -Desm.topology.refreshMinutes=10"

IJO="$IJO -Desm.topology.domains[0].domain=TSS31" 

IJO="$IJO -Desm.topology.domains[0].description=\"Top Secret 31 Domain\"" 

IJO="$IJO -Desm.topology.domains[0].hostUrl=https://ca31.ca.com:7120/esm/v3" 

IJO="$IJO -Desm.topology.domains[0].systems=CA31,CA11" 

IJO="$IJO -Desm.topology.domains[1].domain=TSS32" 

IJO="$IJO -Desm.topology.domains[1].description=\"Top Secret 32 Domain\"" 

IJO="$IJO -Desm.topology.domains[1].hostUrl=https://ca32.ca.com:7120/esm/v3" 

IJO="$IJO -Desm.topology.domains[1].systems=CA32" 

IJO="$IJO -Desm.topology.domains[2].domain=ACF2" 

IJO="$IJO -Desm.topology.domains[2].description=\"ACF2 domain\"" 

IJO="$IJO -Desm.topology.domains[2].hostUrl=https://tso61.ca.com:7120/esm/v3" 

IJO="$IJO -Desm.topology.domains[2].systems=XE61,TSO61"

Topology Configuration Client

This example shows configuration for the ESM Microservice with the role of topology configuration client. The syntax is
yaml syntax.

esm:

  topology:

    myDomain: domain-1

    runAsServer: false

    refreshMinutes: 10 

    serverUrls:

        - https://ca31.ca.com:7120/esm/v3

        - https://tso61.ca.com:7120/esm/v3

This example shows the same configuration as above, but in properties file format.
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esm.topology.myDomain=domain-1

esm.topology.runAsServer=false

esm.topology.refreshMinutes=10

esm.topology.serverUrls[0]=https://ca31.ca.com:7120/esm/v3

esm.topology.serverUrls[1]=https://tso61.ca.com:7120/esm/v3

Following is the same configuration again as it would appear in the ESM Microservice ENV configuration file.

IJO="$IJO esm.topology.myDomain=domain-1"

IJO="$IJO esm.topology.runAsServer=false"

IJO="$IJO esm.topology.refreshMinutes=10"

IJO="$IJO esm.topology.serverUrls[0]=https://ca31.ca.com:7120/esm/v3"

IJO="$IJO esm.topology.serverUrls[1]=https://tso61.ca.com:7120/esm/v3"

Application Topology Client Configuration Reference
An ESM Microservice instance has the role of topology configuration server or topology configuration client. This article
describes the configuration settings for these two roles.

  

The client topology configuration describes the attributes of the topology client, which is a component of ESM Client.
The topology client obtains the global topology configuration and makes it available to the the application it is a part
of. The topology client gets a copy of the global topology configuration by sending a REST call to an instance of ESM
Microservice that is configured as a topology configuration server.

The topology client requires the name of "my" domain. This setting is the name of the default security domain. For
example, ESM Client can use this value as the domain parameter when the domain parameter is not specified by the
application. This value identifies which domain the request should be sent to.

Client Configuration Settings

Configuration item name Type Valid Values Comments
esm.topology.myDomain String For an application, the name of

the default domain.
For the ESM Microservice, the
name of the domain in which it
is running.

This domain name should be
the same as one of the domain
names that is in the global
topology configuration.

esm.topology.refreshMinutes Number The frequency with which the
global topology should be
refreshed from its source.

The value must be greater than
0.

esm.topology.runAsServer Boolean This value should always
be false. 

This setting must be false for all
applications.
It should be true for instances
of the ESM Microservice that
are hosting the global topology
configuration.

esm.topology.serverUrls[N] String An array of strings. Each
string is the full url of an ESM
Microservice instance that is
able to provide global topology.
The format of the url must be:
"https://host:port/esm/v3".

 N is the index of this server
in an array or list of servers,
where N >=0, and there are
no gaps in the indexes. We
recommend a fully qualified
DNS domain name for host.
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Examples

 Trusting Domains 

The following example shows a sample configuration with the global configuration served by two instances of ESM
Microservice in yaml file format.

Under serverUrls, you should at least list the URLs of all the ESM Microservice instances that are configured to run as
topology configuration servers. You can add to this list the URLs of ESM Microservice instances that are configured to run
as topology configuration clients.

esm:

  topology:

    myDomain: PROD

    refreshMinutes: 15

    runAsServer: false

    serverUrls:

        - https://host1.ca.com:9001/esm/v3

        - https://host2.ca.com:6779/esm/v3

The following example shows a sample configuration with the global configuration served by two instances of ESM
Microservice, in properties file format.

esm.topology.myDomain=PROD

esm.topology.refreshMinutes=15

esm.topology.runAsServer=false

esm.topology.serverUrls[0]=https://host1.ca.com:9001/esm/v3

esm.topology.serverUrls[1]=https://host2.ca.com:6779/esm/v3

The following example shows a sample configuration with the global configuration served by two instances of ESM
Microservice, in a z/OS configuration file.

IJO="$IJO -Desm.topology.myDomain=PROD"

IJO="$IJO -Desm.topology.refreshMinutes=15"

IJO="$IJO -Desm.topology.runAsServer=false"

IJO="$IJO -Desm.topology.serverUrls[0]=https://host1.ca.com:9001/esm/v3"

IJO="$IJO -Desm.topology.serverUrls[1]=https://host2.ca.com:6779/esm/v3"

 Single Domain 

The following example shows how to configure a client application that will interact with a single security domain. In this
case, the domain is not assigned a name, so the special value "*" is specified in place of a name. For the single entry
under serverUrls, specify the URL of the single ESM Microservice domain.

Here is the example using yaml syntax:

esm:

  topology:

    myDomain: *

    refreshMinutes: 15

    runAsServer: false

    serverUrls:

        - https://host1.ca.com:9001/esm/v3

Following is the same example in properties file format:

esm.topology.myDomain=*
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esm.topology.refreshMinutes=15

esm.topology.runAsServer=false

esm.topology.serverUrls[0]=https://host1.ca.com:9001/esm/v3

The above configuration is paired with certain coding practices in the client application. These practices apply to the Java
API of ESM Client.

When calling a Java method that accepts an EsmDomain type parameter, do one of the following:

• Do not use that Java method, instead use the corresponding method that omits the domain parameter.
• Specify null for the domain parameter.
• Specify the default constructor for the parameter: new EsmDomain().
• Specify a constructor with a domain name of "*": new EsmDomain("*").

When passing an object of type EsmDomainResource to the check() method, do one of the following:

• Set the domain field of the object to null.
• Set the domain field of the object to new EsmDomain().
• Set the domain field of the object to new EsmDomain("*").

When using the ESM Microservice REST API directly, you do not need special coding practices, as none of the REST
endpoints accepts a domain parameter.

OPS/MVS Integration Service
The OPS/MVS Integration Service lets Broadcom products easily integrate with OPS/MVS. We package the integration
service as part of the CAIRIM FMID but it is a separate service from CAIRIM.

We deliver the integration service as part of Common Components and Services r14.1 with PTF RO97512. The PTF
provides a JAR file that you add to the classpath for a running Broadcom product. Adding the JAR file lets Broadcom
products integrate with existing OPS/MVS instances. The PTF also provides JCL and instructions for creating and defining
the ZFS file system that holds the JAR file.

After you deploy the ESM Microservice, the path to the JAR file is as follows:

<uss_deployment_path>/CCS/uss/ccsOPSjex/ccsopjex.jar
The default path to the JAR file is as follows:
/cai/CADeploy/CCS/uss/ccsOPSjex/ccsopjex.jar

For information about this integration, see Integrate with OPS/MVS in the MOI  documentation.

Other Configurations
This section details post-deployment tasks that you might need to perform before you can start using CCS.

NOTE
When performing the tasks in this section, use your deployed data sets.

Configure CAECIS Auditor
The Common Inventory Service (CAECIS) program, CAISERVX, is used to gather basic environmental diagnostic and
product information. This information can be useful to Broadcom Support when responding to a product question or
problem. Running this utility produces valuable information about your executing environment. This information can help
the Broadcom Support more quickly focus on the specific problem.

Information reported by the CAISERVX program provides a general snapshot of your executing environment, including:
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• Operating system release
• Job entry subsystem (JES) information
• System Residence (SYSRES) information
• IPL-related information including:

– Time/date of system IPL
– CPU model/serial numbers
– IPL LOADPARM value
– Architecture mode

• CAIRIM-related information, including:
– Products initialized using CAIRIM
– CAIRIM-installed SMF intercepts
– CAIRIM-installed subsystem names

• CAIENF started task status
• System Link library (LINKLIST) data sets in use
• Link Pack Area library (LPA) data sets in use
• APF-authorized libraries in use
• Inventory information of installed Broadcom mainframe management solutions

Use CAECIS

CAECIS is installed when you install CCS.

Follow these steps:

1. Identify the specific z/OS system experiencing the problem with your Broadcom product. Run the batch job to execute
CAISERVX on this system.

2. Use the CAISERVX execution JCL found in YourdeployHLQ.CAW0JCL.
3. Copy the JOBCARD member found in SAMPJCL at the beginning of the member that was created in the previous

step.
4. Modify the JOB statement as appropriate to meet installation requirements. Adjust the TIME and CLASS values

as appropriate. CAISERVX process all system linklist data sets, so ensure that the JOB statement parameters
accommodate this.

5. Modify the JCLLIB statement as appropriate to reference the CAW0PROC data sets created during your Common
Components and Services deployment.

6. Ensure that your z/OS user ID has the appropriate security authority to:
– Use z/OS Time Sharing Option (TSO) services.
– Read all system linklist (LNKLSTxx) and link pack area (LPA) libraries.
– Submit the job; a return code of zero is expected.

7. Save the output and supply to Broadcom Support as necessary.
As distributed, the CAISERVX procedure writes the utility output to the CAICIS DD statement, by default, and allocates
it to a SYSOUT data set. If desired, you can alter the CAISERVX procedure to direct the utility output to a physical
data set. Read the instructions within the CAISERVX procedure in CAW0PROC.

Configure CAISDI
Implementing CAISDI gives you access to all of its components; soap, elmds, med, and els.

Follow these steps:

1. Configure TCP/IP on your z/OS system.
2. Install Service Desk Manager on a server that can be accessed through the network from your z/OS system.
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3. Configure CAICCI on your z/OS system if you have not already done so.
4. Configure the CAISDI components for your environment.

NOTE
For information about configuring CAISDI/soap, CAISDI/elmds, CAISDI/med, and CAISDI/els, see Service
Desk Manager Configuration.

5. Configure the Broadcom products that use the CAISDI interface.

Configure CAVARSRV
The Common Variable Service address space (CAVARSRV) is intended to support Broadcom products which are required
to maintain system and sysplex scope status variables.

To configure the use of this service, update the program properties table (PPT) to account for Common Variable Service.

Your installation must define a program properties table entry for the CAVARSRV main program. This entry resides in the
SCHEDxx member of the logical PARMLIB concatenation. You can apply this update dynamically with an operator SET
SCH=(xx,yy,zz,L) command. This command does not require a z/OS IPL to implement the change.

Place the following PPT statements that apply in your SCHEDxx PARMLIB member:

Common Variable Service PPT entry:
PPT PGMNAME(CAVDMAIN)        /* CAVARSRV ADDRESS SPACE MAIN PGM          */

    KEY(4)                   /* EXECUTION KEY                            */

This statement is also found in the CAVDMAIN member in YourdeployHLQ.CAW0OPTN.

NOTE
For this service, the CCS Address Space shell PPT entry is also required.

To start the CAVARSRV address space, issue the command:
F CAMASTER,START COMPONENT=CAVARSRV

NOTE
By default, this CAVARSRV address space does not start automatically at IPL time. To start the
CAVARSRV address space automatically at IPL time, update your CAIMST20 member in the logical
parmlib concatenation to include the following instructions:
COMPONENT(CAVARSRV),    /* CAVARSRV Address Space        */

        START=YES       /* Start automatically at IPL    */

This statement is also found in the CAVARSRV member in YourdeployHLQ.CAW0OPTN.

CCS Address Space shell PPT entry:
PPT PGMNAME(CASRVASI)        /* CA-SERV Address Space Control Program   */

    KEY(4)                   /* EXECUTION KEY                           */

    NOSWAP                   /* NON-SWAPPABLE                           */

    PRIV                     /* PRIVILEGED                              */

    SYST                     /* SYSTEM TASK                          */

    LPREF                    /* Long-term PGFIX in non-reconfig stg  */

    NOPREF                   /* Short-term PGFIX in reconfig stg     */

NOTE
For more information about F CAMASTER commands and the CAIMST20 parmlib member, see CAMASTER
Commands and Optional CAIMST20 Logical Parmlib Concatenation.
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Configure CALOGGER
The CA Common Logger Service address space (CALOGGER) is intended to provide a common logging facility that is
consistent across all Broadcom mainframe products by providing a centralized point of access to log streams defined to
IBM's z/OS System Logger.

NOTE
The PTF for CA Common Logger Service functionality is provided under SO07283 on the support website.

To configure the use of this service, update the program properties table to account for CA Common Logger Service.

Your installation must define a program properties table entry for the CALOGGER main program. The entry resides in the
SCHEDxx member of the logical PARMLIB concatenation. You can apply this update dynamically with an operator SET
SCH=(xx,yy,zz,L) command. This command does not require a z/OS IPL to implement the change.

Place the following PPT statement in the SCHEDxx PARMLIB member:

PPT PGMNAME(CALGMAIN)        /* CALOGGER ADDRESS SPACE MAIN PGM       */

    KEY(4)                   /* EXECUTION KEY                      */

NOTE

You can also find this statement in the CALGMAIN member in YourdeployHLQ.CAW0OPTN.

To start the CA Common Logger Service address space, issue the following command:

F CAMASTER,START COMPONENT=CALOGGER

By default, the CALOGGER address space does not start automatically at IPL time. To enable automatic starting of the
CALOGGER address space at IPL time, update your CAIMST20 member in the logical parmlib concatenation to include
the following statement:

COMPONENT(CALOGGER),        /* CALOGGER Address Space                */

START=YES                   /* Start automatically at IPL            */

NOTE
You can also find this statement is also found in the CALOGGER member in YourdeployHLQ.CAW0OPTN.

NOTE
For information about F CAMASTER commands and the CAIMST20 parmlib member, see  CAMASTER
Address Space Commands and Optional CAIMST20 Logical Parmlib Concatenation.

Configure CSM Common Services
You configure CSM so that it can support the Software Deployment Service (SDS) and the Software Configuration Service
(SCS)

Follow these steps:

1. Define and format the CSM Common Services zFS aggregate. Edit and submit CAW0JCL member ETNI0100.
2. Create the mount point and mount the zFS file. Edit and submit CAW0JCL member ETNI0200.
3. Update your BPXPARM member in SYS1.PARMLIB to include the new MOUNT point.
4. See the following CSM user documentation for additional information about configuring the Software Deployment

Service (SDS) and Software Configuration Service (SCS) in CSM:
– Release Notes
– Upgrade Common Components and Services with CETN600
– Configuring SDS and SCS in CSM
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Configure SRAM Usermod
SRAM uses four-character years in dates. If the data to be sorted includes two-character years, dates after the year 2000
can be sorted before dates in the 1900s. Use CCCSJCL member ASRIOPTN to solve this problem.

USERMOD(ASR0001) is available to customize SRAM to handle two-digit year sort key types. The following lists the key
types:

Key Type Size
Y2C Character Year 2 Bytes
Y2Z Zoned Year 2 Bytes
Y2P Packed Year 2 Bytes
Y2S Character Year 2 Bytes
Y2D Decimal Year 1 Byte
Y2B Binary Year 1 Byte

The usermod defines the century value that is attached to the two-digit year based on the generated Y2K windowing rules.

Either a fixed or a sliding Y2K window can be defined. In the SRAMCNFG member of the CCCSOPTN data set, the
CAISRAM macro is invoked with the keyword parameter Y2PAST=. A fixed window is defined by specifying a four-digit
year. A sliding window is defined by specifying a two-digit year.

CAISRAM Y2PAST=1967 fixed

CAISRAM Y2PAST=88 sliding

In the fixed window mode, dates greater than or equal to the two-digit year are converted to the specified century and
dates less than the two-digit year are converted to the following century.

In the sliding window mode, the dates are converted relative to the current date returned from the system by the TIME
macro.

An assembled SRAMCNFG is distributed with a default fixed-format value of Y2PAST=1967. This means a two-digit
date, xx < 67 is converted to 20xx and xx >= 67 is converted to 19xx.

If the provided default does not fit the needs of your installation, modify the Y2PAST value and submit this job to receive,
apply, and accept this usermod.

Configure the Earl Service
The Earl Service has an optional configuration task.

Modify the default EARLOPT option settings by following the instructions in CCCSJCL member AXEI0040. This member
distributes USERMOD UXE6101, which updates the Earl option module EARLOPT under SMP/E control.

NOTE
For more information about the Earl Service default options, see the Earl Systems Programmer Guide. To
access the Earl documentation, go to the Tech Doc Portal and click the Legacy Bookshelves and PDFs link
that is located at the bottom of the page. In the search box, enter Earl.

IMPORTANT
Retain a copy of this USERMOD to save your customized option settings.

TIP
Use care when changing the defaults. The supplied defaults were chosen to help you derive the most benefit
from the Earl Service. Changing these defaults can cause undesirable results at execution time.
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To verify that Earl Service is installed correctly, modify CCCSJCL member AXEI0050 according to comments found in the
JCL and submit.

Configure Viewpoint
To complete the Viewpoint Installation, submit CCCSJCL member DU4I0010 to update the Viewpoint profile library after
you have made any necessary additions and changes to the member. The DU4I0010 member can be shared with other
Broadcom products and more parameters can be added to it.

Ensure that no other products are already using the Viewpoint profile data set before you run this step or this step can
cause undesirable results.

NOTE
For the users of Katakana terminals who need all uppercase characters, edit the member CACCENV and add
KATAKANA=UPPER. The default is mixed-case.

Configure Apache Tomcat to Use SSL with Keyrings
After you install the CCS Tomcat component, you can modify the configuration to enable HTTPS with keyring support.
 This article describes how to perform this configuration.

  

Store Certificates in SAF Keyrings

A keyring is a collection of digital certificates that are associated with an individual user. Keyrings provide enhanced
security over keystores because they are stored within the external security manager rather than exported to an HFS file.
We recommend using keyrings to secure server communication for Tomcat and for ease of use and security.

Select one of the following procedures based on your external security manager (ESM):

  

Generate the Keyring and Connect the Certificate Using ACF2

Generate the Tomcat Server keyring and connect the certificate to the keyring using ACF2.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Set the keyring mode.
Example: 
SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(KEYRING)

2. Generate the Tomcat Server keyring.
Example:
INSERT TOMUSER.TOMCAT RINGNAME(TOMCAT)

3. Connect the root CA Certificate to the Tomcat Server keyring.
Example: 
CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.SYS1ACF) KEYRING(TOMUSER.TOMCAT)

4. Connect the Tomcat Server certificate to Tomcat keyring.
Example: 
CONNECT CERTDATA(TOMUSER.SYS1ACF) KEYRING(TOMUSER.TOMCAT) USAGE(PERSONAL) DEFAULT

Or,
CONNECT CERTDATA(SITECERT.SYS1ACF) KEYRING(TOMUSER.TOMCAT) USAGE(PERSONAL) DEFAULT

5. Allow the Tomcat ID to read from its keyring.
Example: 
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SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD( DIGTCERT.LIST UID(UID string for TOMUSER) -

SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY IRR ADD( DIGTCERT.LISTRING UID(UID string for TOMUSER) -

SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

The certificate is stored in the SAF keyring. 

Generate the Keyring and Connect the Certificate Using Top Secret

Generate the Tomcat Server keyring and connect the certificate to the keyring using Top Secret.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Generate the Tomcat Server keyring.
Example: 
TSS ADD(TOMUSER) KEYRING(TOMCAT)

2. Add CA certificate to the Tomcat Server keyring
Example: 
TSS ADD(TOMUSER) KEYRING(TOMCAT) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,certname) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

3.  Add the Tomcat Server certificate to the Tomcat keyring.
Example:
TSS ADD(TOMUSER) KEYRING(TOMCAT) RINGDATA(TOMUSER,certname) USAGE(PERSONAL) DEFAULT

4.  Allow the Tomcat ACID to read from its keyring.
Example:
TSS PERMIT(TOMUSER) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGT) ACC(ALL)

The certificate is stored in the SAF keyring. 

Generate the Keyring and Connect the Certificate Using IBM RACF

Generate the Tomcat Server keyring and connect the certificate to the keyring using Top Secret.

 Follow these steps: 

1.  Generate a keyring to be used by the Tomcat Server.
Example:
RACDCERT ADDRING(TOMCAT) ID(TOMUSER)

2.  Connect the CA certificate to the Tomcat Server keyring.
Example: 
RACDCERT ID(TOMUSER) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('CERTAUTH.SYS1RACF') RING(TOMCAT))

3.  Connect the Tomcat Server certificate to the Tomcat Server keyring.
Example:
RACDCERT ID(TOMUSER) CONNECT(ID(TOMUSER) LABEL('TOMUSER.SYS1RACF') RING(TOMCAT))

4. Allow the Tomcat user to read from its keyring.
Example: 
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST CLASS(FACILITY) ID(TOMUSER) ACC(READ)

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(TOMUSER) ACC(READ)

The certificate is stored in the SAF keyring.
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Enable HTTPS with Certificates Stored in an External Security Manager

You can configure the Common Components and Services implementation of Apache Tomcat to use HTTPS instead of
HTTP for user access using an external security manager to store digital certificates. For example, Top Secret for z/OS, or
IBM RACF.

The following steps describe how to enable HTTPS communication using certificates that you store in an External Security
Manager for individual websites or for all websites that reside in your Apache Tomcat environment.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Generate a digital certificate for Apache Tomcat, and attach it to a SAF keyring using the appropriate procedure for
your external security manager as defined in Store Certificates in SAF Keyrings.

2. Configure Apache Tomcat:
a.  Stop the Apache Tomcat server. 
b. Open the server.xml file in tomcat/conf and locate the following inactive lines: 

<!--

<Connector port="8443" protocol="HTTP/1.1" SSLEnabled="true"

           maxThreads="150" scheme="https" secure="true"

           clientAuth="false" sslProtocol="TLS" />

-->

WARNING
We recommend that you create a backup copy of the server.xml file before continuing with this
procedure.

c. Replace the inactive lines with the following active lines: 
<!-- Define a SSL HTTP/1.1 Connector on port 8443 -->

   <Connector port="30308" maxHttpHeaderSize="8192"

          maxThreads="150" minSpareThreads="25" maxSpareThreads="75"

          enableLookups="false" disableUploadTimeout="true"

          SSLEnabled="true"

          algorithm="IbmX509"

          acceptCount="100" scheme="https" secure="true"

          clientAuth="false" sslProtocol="TLS"

          sslEnabledProtocols="TLSv1.2,TLSv1.1,TLSv1"

          keystoreType="JCERACFKS"

          keystoreFile="safkeyring://KEY_RING_OWNER/KEY_RING_NAME"

          sslImplementationName="com.ca.sslsocket.CASSLImplementation" />

d. Change the port parameter to fit your needs.
e. Change the keystoreFile  parameter so that it describes the SAF keyring containing the certificate:

a. Replace KEY_RING_OWNER  with the ID of the user who you want to run the Tomcat server. This user ID
requires READ authority for that keyring.

b. For ACF2 and IBM RACF, replace KEY_RING_NAME with the name of the keyring. For Top Secret, replace
KEY_RING_NAME  with the keyring label.

NOTE
 Example:
keystoreFile="safkeyring://MSMSERV/CSMKEYRING"

f. If your site uses the IBM Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) to manage digital certificates in the
external security manager, change the keystoreType  parameter to a value of JCECCARACFKS.

g. (Optional) If you want to force Apache Tomcat to (always) use HTTPS for incoming connections, see Configure
HTTPS to Override HTTP .

3.  Start the Apache Tomcat server. 
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4. To finish setting up encryption between the browser and the Tomcat server, add the root CA certificate that signed the
Tomcat server certificate to the trusted root CA certificate store of the browser. To do so, follow the procedure for your
browser to import this root CA certificate to its trusted root CA certificate store.

Configure HTTPS to Override HTTP
You can configure Apache Tomcat to always use HTTPS instead of HTTP to communicate.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Verify that you are able to access Apache Tomcat using both HTTP and HTTPS.
2. Shut down Apache Tomcat.
3. Configure Apache Tomcat in the web.xml file:

a. In the tomcat/conf directory, open the web.xml file.
b. Add the following XML under the web-app tag:

<security-constraint>

     <web-resource-collection>

     <web-resource-name>Protected Context</web-resource-name>

        <url-pattern>/*</url-pattern>

     </web-resource-collection>

           <!-- auth-constraint goes here if you require authentication -->

      <user-data-constraint>

        <transport-guarantee>CONFIDENTIAL</transport-guarantee>

      </user-data-constraint>

</security-constraint>

c. Save and close the web.xml file.
4. Configure Apache Tomcat in the server.xml file.

a. In the tomcat/conf directory, open the server.xml file.
b. Locate the Connector XML definition that contains the HTTP port number that Apache Tomcat runs on.
c. Change or add, if necessary, the redirectPort attribute to the Connector XML tag. Set its value as the port number

of the HTTPS Connector. For example:
<!-- A "Connector" represents an endpoint by which requests

         and responses are returned. Documentation at :

         Java HTTP Connector: /docs/config/http.html (blocking & 

         non-blocking)

         Java AJP  Connector: /docs/config/ajp.html

         APR (HTTP/AJP) Connector: /docs/apr.html

         Define a non-SSL HTTP/1.1 Connector on port 8080

         -->

    <Connector address="123.456.789.321" port="8080"

               protocol="HTTP/1.1"     

               connectionTimeout="20000"

               redirectPort="30308" />

d. Save and close the server.xml file.
5. Start Apache Tomcat.
6. Restart your browser.
7. Access the HTTP URL, and verify that it redirects to the HTTPS URL instead.

NOTE
 For more information, see documentation for the Apache Tomcat 7.0 Servlet/JSP Container. 
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Administrating
Includes the steps to administer all Common Components and Services components.

Agent Technology
Agent Technology enables you to achieve enterprise-wide, automated, high-level monitoring and management of critical
resources including hardware, software applications, and network devices. This technology consists of agents that gather
data and take action on behalf of managers. Powerful managers use this information to initiate and control activity and
delegate authority; and an infrastructure of common services that enable the flow of information between them.

CCS provides the essential infrastructure that makes possible the operation of Agent Technology in the z/OS environment.
This infrastructure supports pre-packaged z/OS agents such as the z/OS system agent, MQSeries agent, CICS agent,
IDMS agent, and DB2 agent, and z/OS managers such as NetSpy System Status Manager OPS/MVS Option. A
Distributed State Machine (DSM) running on a UNIX/Linux or Windows system can manage Agents running on z/OS.

Agent Technology supports a wide range of platforms and is deployable in client/server, internet, and intranet
environments. This support enables enterprise-wide monitoring and management of z/OS elements, and enhances the
ability of z/OS environments to participate in a true heterogeneous network.

How an Agent Works
Many devices—such as mainframes, PCs, printers, routers, hubs, and interfaces—typically have built-in SNMP agents
that monitor and gather information about the status of these resources.

An agent responds to requests issued by management applications or managers regarding specific data that is associated
with a resource. These requests can involve, for example, information about file systems, databases, and memory
usage. An agent also sends traps to managers to notify them of noteworthy conditions that are related to a resource. The
managers interpret the raw data and perform actions based on how each manager is configured.

Note the following agent details:

Agent Protocol

A protocol enables information so that managers and agents understand it. The CCS SNMP agents use the following
protocols:

Communications protocol
Uses the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) of the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) suite.

Network management protocol
Uses the SNMP that runs on top of TCP/IP.

Both agent and management applications can view the collection of data items for the managed resource. This collection
is known as the MIB. Each MIB has attributes that represent aspects of the managed resource. The MIB is the central
point at which manager and agent processes converge; it is populated at runtime by configuration files and agent activity.

Managed Objects

Each resource that an agent monitors is a managed object. A managed object can represent a physical device, such as a
printer or a router, or it can represent an abstraction, such as the combination of hardware and software components that
constitute a network connection between two nodes. A managed object can be monitored and, and controlled with the use
of one or more management applications.
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The CCS groups managed objects into classes. A class is a group of managed objects that share a common definition,
and therefore share common structure and behavior. By changing the behavior of a class, you can change the behavior of
the managed objects that belong to that class.

Each Agent Technology agent has an agent .dat file. A .dat file contains the definitions for the managed object classes
that are based on the monitored resources. These class definitions control the type of data that the agent monitors and
collects.

Agent Status

Every managed object has a state. A state is one of a set of predefined possibilities for the condition of the managed
object (for example, up, down, or unknown). Agents collect data about their managed objects and send this data to
the managers. Based on the rules that are defined in the agent configuration set, the agent processes the data and
determines the state of each managed object.

An agent can signal a state change either by sending traps to an interested manager or as a result of a manager poll.

If you have NetSpy, a state change appears on the 2D Map of your Real World Interface as a change in icon color. You
can drill down through the network, to the computer, to Unispace, to the agent type (CICS, MQSeries, and so on), and to
the specific agent instance that experienced the state change. Right-click the agent icon and select View Agent to view
the detailed status information.

Agent Technology Components
The Agent Technology infrastructure that CCS provides supports the processes and communications between agents,
objects, and managers. It consists of the following components:

Service Control Manager (awservices)
Starts and stops, in the correct order, all the other Agent Technology components and agents on the node. While
this component is running, you can install, start, stop, or uninstall the other components.

Distributed Services Bus (aws_orb)
Serves as an object request broker for all the other Agent Technology components. All information that is
exchanged between Agent Technology components is placed on and retrieved from the Distributed Services Bus.

SNMP Administrator (aws_sadmin)
Checks the community string and Internet Protocol (IP) address of get, get-next, and set requests to ensure that
they come from authenticated management applications. The aws_sadmin service encodes trap and response
protocol data units (PDUs) from messages that are received from the aws_snmp listener process and sends them
to management applications.

Agent Technology Services
Agent Technology for z/OS offers the following services, which are a subset of the Broadcom services on the distributed
platforms:

awservices
Service controller.

aws_orb
The object request broker (the communications handler).

aws_sadmin
The SNMP handler. This service also maintains the MIBs within the Object Store in the UNIX System Services
(USS) zSeries File System (zFS).
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All z/OS-based agents communicate with the Agent Technology services, which in turn communicate with the various
NetSpy machines. This communication occurs using the TCP/IP protocol. By default, these services use the following
ports:

• 6665-UDP-type port that sadmin uses for SNMP requests.
• 7770-TCP-type port that is used for ORB->ORB communications (Release 2.0-2.1).
• 7774-TCP-type port that is used for ORB->ORB communications (Release 2.2-3.0 and 11.0).
• 9990-TCP-type port that awservices (request port) uses.
• 9991-TCP-type port that awservices (control port) uses.

To determine if any other service has been registered to use any of these ports, review the TCPIP.ETC.SERVICES file.

To determine if any of the default ports are already in use before starting the Agent Technology services, you can also
issue the netstat command (at the ready prompt in TSO).

Change Command Examples
Example: UDP Port

To change the UDP port that aws_ sadmin uses, modify the servicectrl  command for aws_sadmin in the
$AGENTWORKS_DIR/services/tools/install_agents script for the port. For example:

-p 6665 to - p wwww

• wwwwNew port number

Then rerun the script.

Example: TCP port

To change the TCP port for ORB-> ORB communications, modify the $AGENTWORKS_DIR/services/config/
aws_orb/quick.cfg file with the new port number. For example:

PLUGIN QIKSODLL xxxx

• xxxxNew port number

Example: Request/Control Port

To change the awservices request or control port, reassign those port numbers. To do so, include the following
environment variables with the new assignments to the agentworks .profile file in the $AGENTWORKS_DIR directory. For
example:

export AWS_STARTER_REQUEST=yyyy 

export AWS_STARTER_CONTROL=zzzz
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Customization Considerations
NOTE

• Read all documentation.
• Pay special attention to the post-installation tasks.
• UNIX is case-sensitive. Make sure all OMVS commands, operands, file-names, and so on, are entered in the

proper case.

AWADMIN Account

Establish the administrator account (default name, AWADMIN) in the default group AWGROUP. The zFS files are
associated with AWGROUP when they are formatted. The user account must be authorized to:

• Perform job submission
• Write to the HFS or zFS (OMVS access)
• Submit the APPC transactions

This account must also specify a HOME directory equal to that of the root Agent Technology directory (/cai/agent by
default). It is not necessary to use the exact Group and User codes (911 and 912 respectively) as those specified in the
installation process.

WARNING
Do not use UID(0) for the administrator account.

If you use Top Secret, you can amend the example TSS commands to add syntax to create a department specific to
Agent Technology. For example:

textTSS CRE(awdept) TYPE(dept) NAME('Agent Technology Department')

Reference this department name in the AWGROUP and AWADMIN definitions.

Security Requirements

It is not required, nor desired, to grant superuser privileges to user IDs that are used to run one or more of the z/OS-based
agents. What is required, is that these accounts must participate in the Agent Technology security group (default name,
AWGROUP), as established in the Agent Technology installation process. The group AWGROUP owns the zFS files the
once they are formatted during the install process.

If you intend to run your agent as a started task, the Agent Technology security group must be the default group for the
user ID for the task.

Access to AT applications and commands can be further tightened through the access.off file. This file is renamed if it is
used. This file resides in the /cai/agent/services/config/aws_orb directory. If you need this extra security, to determine how
to implement the changes, see the comments in that file. As delivered, this extra security is disabled.

Configure the aws_sadmin Serviecs

WARNING
The aws_sadmin.cfg file must be changed to enable the sending of the SNMP traps to destinations. The
ENVFILE file must also be tailored so that mainframe agents can communicate with Agent Technology.

The aws_sadmin service sends SNMP traps to the distributed NSM machines. To achieve this goal, the aws_sadmin
service must know the DNS name or IP address (and listener port) for the NSM machines. This information is stored
within file aws_sadmin.cfg in directory $AGENTWORKS_DIR/services/config/aws_sadmin. Update this file with the
appropriate DNS names or IP addresses of your NSM machines. Preserve the nondisplayable tab characters (x'05)
contained within this file. These characters are used as field delimiters on the SNMP_TRAP lines.
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The aws_sadmin.cfg file is also used to define the SNMP community strings for the aws_sadmin SNMP service.
By default, these strings are set to public (for read access) and admin (for write access). If your site requires more
secure SNMP community strings, these names can be changed to meet your needs. Again, be sure to preserve the
nondisplayable tab characters (x'05) contained within this file. These characters are also used as field delimiters on the
SNMP_COMMUNITY lines. Also, any change to the SNMP community strings must be reflected in the configuration of the
NSM machines. Be sure to make your NSM administrator aware of these changes. An agent can have its own community
strings that are specified in a configuration set. This configuration set is unique to that agent and which overrides the
default community strings that are specified in the aws_sadmin.cfg file.

Environment File (ENVFILE)

The Common Services CAW0OPTV library contains member ENVFILE. The various Agent Technology utilities (and
all of the z/OS-based agents) use this member to set environment variables that are required to communicate with the
Agent Technology services. The configuration data within this member is created when the Agent Technology services are
installed, and must be accurate. This data is specific to the current LPAR, TCP/IP stack, and Agent Technology zFS. Any
change to these items must be reflected in the ENVFILE member. In general, the values must match the equivalent values
that are specified in the agentworks.profile script on the zFS.

WARNING
The Common Services CAW0OPTV library has special DCB attributes that must be maintained. These attributes
are necessary when reading the ENVFILE member. Communications problems occur if the ENVFILE member is
moved and read out of a standard fixed-block PDS.

Start Agent Technology
Agent Technology does not depend on any other Common Components and Services. Once installed, it can be started
any time after UNIX System Services (USS) and TCP/IP have started. None of the z/OS-based agents can be started until
Agent Technology for z/OS has started, and all of its services have properly initialized.

Use the CCS CNSMPROC library member AWSTART to start the Agent Technology services or you can use online
commands (shell scripts) to perform the same tasks. AWSTART can be run as a batch job or started task. Run it as a
started task in production.

NOTE
Agent Technology services usually take 1-2 minutes (after the AWSTART job or task ends) to initialize.

NOTE
Starting the Agent Technology Services under z/OS only starts the services and not the agents themselves.
Each of the agent instances must be individually started and stopped in z/OS. This action usually occurs within
the application being monitored, or through an MVS console command.

To stop the Agent Technology services, use the CCS AW0PROC library member AWSTOP.

To manage each instance, see:

Batch Jobs and Procs

Some of the more useful batch jobs and PROCs let you start, stop, and control Agent Technology:

• AWSTART 
• AWSTOP 
• AWSTATUS 

NOTE
Each batch job or PROC runs a shell script that resides on the Agent Technology zFS. The output for each job is
written to the Agent Technology zFS.
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Online Commands

To use online commands, enter the OSHELL through the TSO OMVS command and enter commands as described
in Agent Technology Commands.

 Example: Command Output 

The following output shows a status, start, a second status command, and a list command. Assuming that these
commands are the first commands that we enter after logon, the agentworks.profile is first executed to enable our current
environment.

AWADMIN:/agent:> . agentworks.profile 

AWADMIN:/agent:> awservices status -1 : AWSERVICES is not running

AWADMIN:/agent:> awservices start awservices started 704643086

AWADMIN:/agent:> awservices status

AWADMIN:/agent:> "awservices" is running

AWADMIN:/agent:> awservices list

AWADMIN:/agent:> RUNNING aws_orb:aws_orb RUNNING aws_sadmin:aws_sadmin

Mainframe Agent Customization Considerations
We recommend that you review the following topics about Agent Technology customization:

Agent MIB Files

Agent Technology for z/OS no longer supplies the MIB files for most of the z/OS-based agents. Each agent installation
provides the MIB file for the agent installed. We recommend that you copy these files into the CCS MIBLIB when the
agent is installed by using the AWADDMIB sample in CCS CAW0JCL library. The AWADDMIB sample adds the new
agent MIB into the SMP/E environment as a ++USERMOD, which allows you to use the standard Agent Technology
'install_mibs' script whenever the Agent Technology Object Store is cleared and rebuilt.

Use a unique USERMOD name for each Agent MIB. Ensure that the REWORK date is accurate. Thus, the SMP/E
environment for AT reflects the latest MIB for each Agent.

To work outside of SMP/E to install the agent MIB, edit the $AGENTWORKS_DIR/services/tools/install_mibs script to
point to the agent MIBLIB as the source of the MIB to load into the aws_sadmin store.

Establishing a Mainframe Agent with Agent Technology

Review the following requirements that must be met for AT to recognize an Agent:

• The Agent MIB must be copied into the Agent Technology MIBLIB.
• The MIB must be loaded into the AT Object Store. Perform this loading using one of the following options:

– Individual Agent-supplied JCL.
– Install_mibs script found in the $AGENTWORKS_DIR/services/tools directory.
– The AT LDMIB job found in the CCS CNSMJCL library.

• The Agent must be registered with Agent Technology. This registration can be accomplished by using the individual
Agent-supplied JCL or by using the install_agents script found in the $AGENTWORKS_DIR/services/tools directory.

Communicate Between Agents and Services

All z/OS-based agents must communicate with the Agent Technology for z/OS services running under USS. The agents
communicate to Agent Technology Services through a TCP/IP socket connection. To facilitate this communication, the
following modifications must be made to the JCL job stream for the system being monitored:
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• The CCS load library must be added to the STEPLIB concatenation.
• The following DD statements must be added:
ENVFILE

Defines the pointer to the ENVFILE member within the CAW0OPTV library. This member contains configuration
data that points the Agent to the appropriate TCP/IP Port and Stack and to the Agent Technology zFS.
Copy and rename this member so that the member is unique to the system and to the TCP/IP stack that Agent
Technology runs on.

SYSTCPD
Defines the pointer to the TCPDATA file for the local TCP/IP Stack. This file is also file referenced in your TCP
Startup proc. This file contains configuration data about the TCP/IP stack.

• Add any log or configuration files that the specific agent being installed mandates.

Discovery Process

You can encounter some problems with the discovery of agents on a z/OS LPAR. The following list provides a few tips for
diagnosing and resolving these problems:

• Make sure your z/OS node is properly classified.
The first-level discovery process uses the SNMP process from your TCP/IP stack to classify your mainframe node.
This service is not the Agent Technology SNMP service, this is the SNMP service that comes with the IBM (or third-
party) TCP/IP stack. This service must be running at the time the mainframe node is discovered for the node to be
properly classified as an IBM3090.
If the node is not properly classified, it can be reclassified manually from the NSM computer (using the reclass
command).

• Community strings must agree between the z/OS aws_sadmin service and the NSM computer.
See Configure the aws_sadmin Service in Customization Considerations.

• Is the z/OS SNMP service listener port bound?
Run onetstat under OMVS to ensure the SNMP listener port (6665 by default) is in the proper state. Verify that there
are no firewalls preventing UDP traffic from entering your mainframe network.

• Is the awsAdmin MIB loaded in the z/OS store?
If not, MIB-mixed agents are not discovered on this node.

• Can you Mibbrowse the awsAdmin MIB on the mainframe?
The second-level discovery process uses the awsAdmin MIB to discover agents running on z/OS.
a. Run mibbrowse in DOS from the NSM computer to verify this capability.
b. Connect to the awsAdmin MIB on the appropriate host name and UDP port (6665 by default).
c. Attempt to drill down though awsAdminAgentGroup >awsAdminAgentTable.

Each active agent that is listed appears.

Performance Considerations
We recommend that you review the following topics about Agent Technology performance:

Adequate CPU

To ensure your Broadcom workstations receive timely responses to their information requests, the necessary software
components must receive adequate CPU cycles to process the workload. These components include:

• The TCP/IP region running on the mainframe
• The Agent Technology Services (and OMVS itself)
• Any (all) z/OS-based agents
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Run these components in a high priority performance group, equal to the other main systems and started tasks (for
example, JES, VTAM, Top Secret).

Object Store Database

A total of 22 files comprise the aws_sadmin object store database. These files (found within directory
$AGENTWORKS_DIR/services/var/aws_sadmin) can be categorized into the following groups:

• Objects table-6 files that are prefixed with OBJECTS
• Titles table-6 files that are prefixed with PROPTH
• Properties table-6 files that are prefixed with PROPVH
• Votree table-4 files that are prefixed with VOTREE

The size of these files depends on:

• The number of MIBs loaded in the object store
• The size and number of configuration sets loaded in the store
• The number of agent instances currently running

To minimize the number of EXCPs used to access the object store, the following parameters have been added to the
aws_sadmin startup command. The startup of the aws_sadmin service can be found in file awservices.cfg, within directory
services/config/awservices.

-x <cache-size for the objects table>

-y <cache-size for the properties table>

-z <cache-size for the votree table>

NOTE
No parameter has been established for the Titles table because the default value is adequate for all sites. All
cache sizes are expressed in KB. When left unspecified, the default value for all three parameters is 1024.

Determine the Best Values for the Three Caches

To minimize I/O EXCPs to the object store database, set the cache size parameters to the total size of all of the files within
each of the different table categories (except for the rollback files, which are suffixed with MMA, RBI, MM2, and RB2).
Perform the following calculations to determine the size for each of the cache parms:

NOTE
Perform these calculations only after all MIBs have been loaded and all agent instances have been started.
Ensure that your Agent Technology for z/OS Services have been shut down before you attempt to modify the
awservices.cfg file (otherwise your changes are not preserved).

-x
Sum the size of the following files (divide the result by 1024 to convert to KB):

• OBJECTS.CHK
• OBJECTS.FBM
• OBJECTS.MDI
• OBJECTS.MDS
• Sum of OBJECTS file sizes in bytes / 1024

-y
Sum the size of the following files (Divide the result by 1024 to convert to KB):
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• PROPVH.CHK
• PROPVH.FBM
• PROPVH.MDI
• PROPVH.MDS
• Sum of PROPVH file sizes in bytes / 1024

-z
Sum the size of the following files (Divide the result by 1024 to convert to KB):

• VOTREE.CH2
• VOTREE.CM2
• Sum of VOTREE file sizes in bytes / 1024

Even if only one agent is active at a time but the store contains all MIBs, ensure that the size of the cache for the
VOTREE table is at least the same as the size of its corresponding file. A smaller value (even within a few KB) leads
directly to an increase of EXCPs.

This is not the case for the two other tables. Although the best size for the corresponding caches is higher than the
size occupied by the corresponding MIB definition, plus the size that all the instances of the agent use. Therefore, we
recommend you allocate them as the total size of the different tables.

Customize Cache Sizes

You can customize the table cache sizes using either of the following procedures.

Use the install_agents script file

Follow these steps:

1. Edit the $AGENTWORKS_DIR/services/tools/install_agents script file to update the x, y, z values on the servicectrl
command that is related to aws_sadmin with your new values.

2. Run the install_agents script with the "remove aws_sadmin" parameters.
3. Rerun the install_agents script with the "installauto aws_sadmin" parameters.

Agent Technology uses the updated cache sizes.

Use the awservices.cfg configuration file

NOTE
To use this procedure, you are required stop Agent Technology. To do so, use the CCS AW0PROC library
member AWSTOP.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop Agent Technology.
2. Edit the $AGENTWORKS_DIR/services/config/awservices/awservices.cfg configuration file to update the x, y, z values

of the aws_sadmin entry with your new values.
3. Restart Agent Technology.

Agent Technology uses the updated cache sizes.

Configuring Agent Information Handling
You can change the way agents handle information on two levels:

Agent level
At the agent level, you can change the aspects of the resource you are monitoring, how often you gather
information from the resource, how often you report the information to the manager, and so on. For example,
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with the z/OS system agent, you can specify to monitor file systems and the exact name of the file systems to be
monitored for this computer.
Agent level configuration has the following parts:

• MIB that defines the attributes of the managed objects
• Configuration sets that define which objects the agent monitors, how the agent gathers resource data, and

how the agent assesses the state of managed objects

 
Event manager level

Change the actions to take in response to events or traps sent by agents.

Turn Off Statistics Collection
The aws_sadmin service processes all SNMP requests from the Broadcom components and for the generation of SNMP
traps. In addition to these functions, the aws_sadmin service maintains the awsAdmin MIB and the associated awsAdmin
agent. The awsAdmin MIB contains the following categories of information:

• Configuration information
• Agent and MIB information
• Statistical information

The statistical information is collected in the following groups:

• AwsAdminAgentGroup
• AwsAdminSnmpGroup
• AwsAdminPerfGroup
• AwsAdminSourceGroup

The maintenance of the statistical information within the awsAdmin MIB represents an appreciable amount of work for
the aws_sadmin service. Up to 40 percent of the CPU time that the aws_sadmin process soends is updating all of these
statistics.

As a performance-enhancing feature, the following environment variables have been added to control the collection of
the statistical information within the awsAdmin MIB. These environment variables let you turn off the collection of any (all)
statistics, resulting in the reduction in CPU (and increased performance) for the aws_sadmin service. The environment
variables, with their possible values, are as follows:

AW_ADMIN_STAT_AGENT=ON/OFF

AW_ADMIN_STAT_SNMP=ON/OFF/NOTOTAL

AW_ADMIN_STAT_PERF=ON/OFF

AW_ADMIN_STAT_SOURCE=ON/OFF

The default value for each variable is ON. If you want to change this value (to improve performance and reduce CPU
overhead), define the environment variable within the agentworks.profile file in the root Agent Technology directory
($AGENTWORKS_DIR) of your zFS.

Integration with OPS/MVS
Agent Technology services generate the following messages at startup and shutdown. These messages are useful for
integrating with OPS/MVS for automating the Agent Technology startup and shutdown processes.

UAT0001I awservices is started

UAT0002I awservices is stopped
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UAT0011I Starting agent_name:instance_name

UAT0012I agent_name:instance_name is stopped

UAT0013W agent_name:instance_name is status reason : reason

The following messages trigger events for individual agents:

UAT0101I Agent agent_name is ready

UAT0102I Agent agent_name is stopped

To control the message destination, set the AW_MESSAGE_OUTPUT environment variable in both your
CAW0OPTV(ENVFILE) member and your agentworks.profile file (in the Agent Technology root directory) to one of the
following values:

WTO
The operators console

SYSLOG
System log (default)

BOTH
Both the operators console and system log

NONE
None

GSS
NOTE
The topics in this section assume that you are familiar with REXX programming.

GSS lets Broadcom products communicate with one another using cross memory communications and access authorized
operating system services. GSS gives you quick access to information from different areas to determine how to use your
system resources more efficiently.

Many Broadcom products use GSS services during their normal operation. For example, GSS lets Jobtrac access data
that SYSVIEW gathers, and then use this information to determine how to schedule a particular job.

GSS services provide connectivity by using a collection of one or more REXX subroutines that are edited, compiled, and
executed as a single program. This collection of subroutines is named an IMOD.

IMODs can monitor, automate, and regulate system activities. Broadcom products use IMODs to communicate among
themselves, and to provide extra product functionality. You can use IMODs for, but not limited to, the following tasks:

• Automating system monitoring
• Regulating resources
• Reporting on system activities
• Developing batch reports

GSS Components
GSS provides a simplified communication interface that lets various Broadcom products communicate easily, seamlessly,
and reliably. The following components make such communication possible:

GOAL (the GSS anchor)
A single identification point for all other GSS components, and all Broadcom products that use the GSS services.

GSS Base Product
Authorized services for Broadcom products to reduce the dependence on Broadcom-supplied SVC routines. This
includes communication between address spaces on a single z/OS system.
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It comprises a set of service routines and data areas in the extended common services area (ECSA), and an
active address space owning a system linkage index (LX).

IMODs
Are compiled REXX-based routines that ISERVE executes. Broadcom supplies many IMODs to perform
numerous integral services. You can also create IMODs to interface with Broadcom products or to provide locally
maintained functions.

ISERVE (IMOD services routine)
Enables the execution of IMODs. A primary ISERVE runs in the GSS address space. You can use secondary
ISERVEs for isolation, chargeback, or testing purposes. ISERVE is also available as a single-user utility program
(SRVBATCH) for the batch execution of IMODs.

IMOD Editor
An ISPF-based editor program that enables easy creation and maintenance of IMODs. An IMOD test facility is
included in the editor.

GoalNet
Links multiple ISERVEs on multiple systems into a single integrated environment.

GSS Commands
The GSS commands let you run and stop GSS.

Run GSS

Issue the following command:

START GSSA

Initialization proceeds rapidly; when it is complete, the following message appears:

SRV220 Version 02.08.mm: Initialization Complete (ssid)

Stop GSS

Issue one of the following commands:

STOP GSSA

P GSSA

F GSSA, STOP

If GSS does not stop within a few seconds, issue the following command:

F GSSA, STOP FORCE

If GSS still does not stop, cancel the address space and inspect the JESLOG and ISRVLOG listings for diagnostic
messages.

GSS Initialization Parameter Overview
The GSS started task locates the member that contains the initialization parameters through &MEMBER and the
PARMLIB DD statement. CAW0OPTN(RUNPARM) is the default data set member that contains the parameters. During
the GSS initialization, ISERVE reads this member (and possibly others) to obtain information about GSS operation.
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Depending on your Broadcom products, you can customize certain GSS initialization parameters. Unless otherwise noted,
specify parameters on an as-needed basis. The following table provides an overview of these parameters and helps you
determine which ones to customize.

Parameter Description Required?
ADDRESS Identifies an ADDRESS environment and

its associated load module.
Required for any external environment that
is being accessed in an IMOD using an
ADDRESS instruction.
Most products that GSS supports require
an ADDRESS statement.

ALTNAME Defines an alternative name for an address. Most products that GSS supports (such as
SYSVIEW® Performance Management)
may require an ALTNAME statement if you
change the default name for an ADDRESS
environment that the product supplies.

CMD Adds a GSS/ISERVE operator command. Not required.
COMMAND Defines a word that can be issued as an

operator console command to execute an
IMOD.

Recommended once for each GSS/ISERVE
operator command.

DB2PLAN Identifies the DB2 plan that should be used
for dynamic SQL requests.

Required if you are using the DB2() built-in
function.

DUMP Routes GSS and REXX dumps to a specific
user or SYSOUT class.

Required.

EDITOR Defines default data sets for the IMOD
editor and the GSS/ISERVE Operator
Control Panel.

Required.

EVENTS Determines the size of the internal EVENTS
table.

In most cases, the default value of 1,000
is sufficient. However, you should increase
this value if you receive S502 abends
during normal processing.

FUNCTION Identifies an external function and its
associated load module.

Required if you are running IBM Tivoli
NetView or you have written your own
functions.

GLOBVAL Defines a REXX global variable and
assigns it an initial value.

Not required.

GOALNET Defines a GoalNet node. Required if you are using the GSS GoalNet
component.

GOALNETLOCAL Declares the GoalNet name for the local
system.

Required if you are using the GSS GoalNet
component.

HELPDSN Identifies the ISPF panel library that
contains the help panels for GSS.

Not required.

ILOG Defines an ILOG data set. Required if you are using ILOG data sets or
Insight DPM.

INCLUDE Nests parmlib members. Not required.
INSIGHT Provides parameters for the Insight DPM

initialization IMOD.
If you are using Insight DPM, check
your documentation to see whether
your release of Insight DPM provides
an initializationIMOD and, if so, what
parameters to pass it.

ISET Defines an ISET for loading IMODs. Required by Jobtrac Job Management.
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JESNODE Specifies the name of the JES node where
this GSS started task is executing.

Required if you are using Jobtrac in a
multisystem environment.

JOBTRAC Provides parameters for the Jobtrac
initialization IMOD.

If you are using Jobtrac, check your
documentation to see whether your release
of Jobtrac provides an initialization IMOD
and, if so, what parameters to pass it.

LOGLINES Determines the maximum number of lines
written to the ISRVLOG.

If omitted, the maximum is determined by
the system limit on spool data sets.

LOGON Defines and activates the Logon Facility. Not required.
MAXSTACK Limits the default size of IMOD stacks. Not required.
MAXXREQ Determines the maximum number of active,

cross memory requests.
Not required.

PRIMARY Indicates whether this GSS address space
is the primary one.

Not required.

PRODUCT Identifies installed Broadcom products that
require special GSS support.

Required if you are using Insight DPM.

SCHEDULE Executes a list of IMODs immediately after
the system initializes.

Not required.

SECURITY Indicates what type of security software is
installed on your system.

Required if you are running GSS on a
system where SAF‑compatible security is in
use.

SLICE Determines the maximum number of REXX
clauses that an IMOD can execute before
relinquishing control to another IMOD.

In most cases, the default value is
sufficient.
Default: 10000

SSID Provides the subsystem name for another
product with which GSS interacts.

Required if you are using OPS/MVS Event
Management and Automation or SYSVIEW,
or if the DB2 address space that GSS
communicates with has a subsystem name
other than DSN.

SSNAME Defines a subsystem name for this GSS
address space.

Required.
Default: ISRV. Do not change the value
unless you are starting a secondary
ISERVE.

STORAGE Forces GSS work areas into 24-bit
addressable storage.

Required on MVS/XA systems.

TCP/IP Enables use of the TCP/IP communications
protocol.

Not required.

TRACE Sends trace output to the GSS ISRVLOG
data set.

Not required.

USER Provides parameters for the installation-
provided initialization IMOD.

Not required.

VIEW Provides parameters for the View
initialization IMOD.

If you are using View, check your
documentation to see whether your release
of View provides an initialization IMOD and,
if so, what parameters to pass it.

VIOUNIT Defines the unit name for virtual I/O (VIO)
requests.

Required if you are using any unit name
other than VIO in your z/OS system
generation.

VTAMRESTART Indicates what action GSS should take if
VTAM fails and restarts.

Required if you are using the GSS GoalNet
component.
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WTO Provides criteria for intercepting WTO
messages and executing IMODs based on
them.

Required if you are using either of these
Broadcom products:
• Insight DPM
• Jobtrac

GSS IMODs
GSS provides the following types of IMODs:

Service Routines
IMODs that provide both services and information to client IMODs.

Server IMODs
Commonly used services that are provided as subroutines.

Special Purpose IMODs
IMODs that are executed under certain circumstances.

You can write IMODs using the REXX language to provide your own functions and ADDRESS environments. These
IMODs can interact with Broadcom products or provide stand-alone functions.

IMODs are stored in ISETs. Each ISET is a VSAM KSDS data set that contains source code, control information, and
object code.

IMOD Service Routines
The GSS base product contains the following service routines that can provide services and information to client IMODs:

$SRV_COMMAND
Executes a GSS/ISERVE operator command.

$SRV_DSTAB_STAT
Returns information about ISET names and associated data sets.

$SRV_ENQ_INFO
Returns information about the IMOD enqueue facility.

$SRV_IDR_LIST
Lists load module identification records (IDR) data.

$SRV_ILOG_STAT
Returns the status of one or more ILOG files.

$SRV_IMOD_INFO
Returns information about a selected IMOD.

$SRV_IMOD_LIST
Returns a list of all IMODs.

$SRV_JOB_INFO
Locates a job within on the operating system.

$SRV_MVS_DATA
Returns information about the currently executing z/OS.

$SRV_PDS_LIST
Returns a PDS directory listing.

$SRV_READ_IMOD
Returns the source code for an IMOD.
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$SRV_SYS_STAT
Returns ISERVE status data.

$SRV_SYS_STATX
Returns the same data as $SRV_SYS_STAT, but in a form that REXX programs can more readily process. The
returned data is not printable.

$SRV_TPCF
Returns information about tape drives using the Tape Preferencing and Control Facility (TPCF) of the MIA
product.

Returned Data

Frequently, a service routine returns data on the stack. Each stack record generally has a number of data fields that
delimiters separate. To permit the largest possible variation in data content, the convention is to use the first character of
each stack record as the delimiter for parsing the remainder of the record.

Example: Data Parsing

The following REXX instruction pulls a record from the stack and loads the first character in the variable, d. This variable is
then used to parse the remainder of the record, extracting w1, w2, and w3. The dummy variable (.) is specified to allow for
the future addition of more fields.

parse pull 1 d +1 w1 (d) w2 (d) w3 (d) .

Returned String

In addition to information returned on the stack, each service routine can return a string of information.

• If you call the routine as a function, the string is returned as the value of the function.
• If you call the routine as a subroutine (using the REXX CALL instruction), the string is returned in the RESULT special

variable.

Server IMODs
A server IMOD is a commonly used service that is provided as a subroutine. It is an IMOD task that is started, does not
terminate, and processes requests from other IMOD tasks. It permits the same code to that is used by a variety of callers
and ensures that the appropriate resources are always used in a compatible manner.

You can use server IMODs to manage and synchronize the use of certain data. You can use them to provide an initialized
environment for high-performance execution of requests, or to serialize the use of a particular process or resource. Other
possible uses for server IMODs:

• To log data from a TSO/E REXX-based EXEC
You use the SRVCALL() function to invoke an IMOD that passes data to a server. The server owns a sequential data
set where the data is logged. The individual TSO users do not need to allocate and synchronize the use of the data
set. No TSO user needs authorization to access the data set. GoalNet provides automatic access for multiple CPU
configurations.

• To update a VSAM data set from multiple address spaces
Rather than having to synchronize all access to the data set, you can give ownership to a server IMOD. The server
IMOD honors requests for reading from and writing to the data set. The SRVIMOD subroutine provides access to the
server. It is callable from any installation-provided program.

• To provide a REXX routine that is to execute as part of certain production jobs
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This routine, an IMOD running under SRVBATCH, uses SYSVIEW to read and analyze SYSOUT data queued by
previous job steps. Information from this analysis is then passed to a server (using the SRVCALL() function) and is
retained in a VSAM KSDS. Later, an IMOD (initiated from Jobtrac) can request the server to return specific data that is
used to control the scheduling of more jobs.
You can also provide more IMODs to extract summary information for display using TSO and the operator console,
and to produce printed reports.

Server IMOD Conventions

Review the following IMOD conventions:

GSS provides a set of conventions to assist you in maintaining an environment that supports server IMODs. These
conventions are not intended to limit the implementation of server IMODs, but rather to minimize errors during
implementation.

You can insulate yourself from many of these conventions and most of the coding by using the $SERVER() function. This
function is an IMOD called as a subroutine to initialize, terminate, and communicate with server IMODs. The $SERVER()
function provides a straightforward means of requesting service from a server IMOD.

Command Support

The SERVER GSS/ISERVE operator command supports the server IMODs that follow the established conventions.

Global Stem Variables

Global stem variables that are used to maintain the server IMOD environment are prefixed &$SERV_ and have the
service name as the stem index (shown as service in the following list). The following global variable names are used to
maintain the server IMOD environment:

&$SERV_IMOD.service
Specifies the name of the IMOD that is invoked as the server.

&$SERV_ID.service
Specifies the IMOD ID of the running server task. When the server is not running, the value of this variable is null.

&$SERV_DESC.service
Describes the service being provided.

&$SERV_FLAGS.service
Contains flags that control the operation of the server. Flags are one character (0 or 1) and positional, and
indicate:

Flag Description
1... Server is accepting requests.
.1.. Server is processing requests.
..1. Commands are being processed in AUTO mode.
...1 Server is shutting down.

&$SERV_REQ.service
The request string currently being processed.
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Enqueues

To avoid conflicts that would result if multiple servers were to exist for the same service, an enqueue is obtained before
starting a server, using the name of the service provider for qname and the name of the service for rname.

Stack Usage

During the initialization, a server IMOD must declare (using the PUBSTACK() function) that stacks 1 and 2 are public, at
least to the extent of granting QUEUE access.

The server IMOD must monitor both stacks 1 and 2. Records queued to Stack 1 are requests for service. Records queued
to Stack 2 are commands that affect the functioning of the server.

Request Records

The Request records are queued to Stack 1 to define the request. They are transferred as a group (using the QUEUES()
function) to prevent processing a partial request. Requests span multiple records and have the following format:

• Record 1 defines the request and the requester. All fields are required and separated by blanks. When a field is
omitted, it must contain an asterisk (*) as a placeholder. The record has the following fields:
– REQUEST
– IMOD ID of the requester
– The Public stack of the requester to receive the results or * if no acknowledgment is required.
– Number of stack data records being passed.
– Request text

• Records 2 through n contain stack data to that the server IMOD processes.

Command Records

Command records are queued to Stack 2 to define the commands. Each record contains a complete command. Each
command record has the following fields, which are separated by blanks:

• COMMAND
• IMOD ID of the requester
• The Public stack of the requester to receive the results or * if no acknowledgment is required
• Command to be executed
• More information as required by the command

Command processing takes preference over request processing.

Server IMOD Commands

All server IMODs support the following commands. These services are available through $SERVER(INTERNAL,…)
processing and supported in AUTO mode.

DEQUEUE
Transfers the contents of the request stack to the IMOD task issuing the command.

HOLD
Permits the requests to be queued but does not process any requests from the queue.

PAUSE
Stops accepting further requests and defers the processing of any requests already queued.

PURGE
Fails each request in the current request stack and notifies the requester.
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QUIESCE
Stops accepting further requests but continues to process any requests already queued.

RESET
Deletes all entries from the request stack. No processing is performed and the requesters are not notified.

RESUME
Cancels the effects of any outstanding HOLD, PAUSE, or QUIESCE.

STOP
Performs the QUIESCE and TERMINATE operations when all queued requests have been completed.

TERMINATE
Terminates processing immediately. Ignore any unprocessed requests.

Returning Results

The server IMOD accumulates all results on a local stack. Then it transfers the entire stack contents (using the QUEUES()
function) to the requester, specifying POST.

The first record is considered equivalent to RESULT and is the result that is returned if access is through the $SERVER()
function. The remaining records, if any, are returned to the requester using the stack.

Special Purpose IMODs

GSS provides the following special purpose IMODs that are executed under certain circumstances. For example, the
INITIALIZATION IMOD is executed once at the system initialization. If you want to perform your own processing, provide
an IMOD of that name.

$USER_ILOG_FULL
Executed each time an ILOG data set is full.

INITIALIZATION
Executed at the ISERVE initialization.

TERMINATION
Executed at ISERVE termination.

GSS System Security
IMODs executing in a GSS address space can access and update various data sets and data areas. To prevent
unauthorized activity, GSS supports system security software that is compatible with the System Authorization Facility
(SAF), including ACF2, Top Secret, and IBM RACF.

In z/OS, each task operates under the control of an access control environment element (ACEE), which controls access to
all resources. SAF-compatible security software maintains the ACEE based on a user ID and ensures that the necessary
checks are provided. GSS ensures that an appropriate ACEE is in place for each executing IMOD and that all services
invoked on behalf of the IMOD execute under the scope of that ACEE.

How GSS Uses User IDs
GSS needs two user IDs defined to your security software for proper security enforcement:

• The primary user ID assigned by the system to the GSS started task or job
• A user ID with limited scope to use as a default ID for service requests that either have no associated user ID or for

which GSS cannot determine the associated user ID
Define a user ID as the default using the SECURITY initialization parameter.
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NOTE
We recommend that you assign a specific user ID for GSS.

• This is the default user ID, so make the ID limited in scope.

GSS executes under its own primary user ID during initialization and when performing some housekeeping functions.

When an IMOD task is created, GSS assigns it a valid user ID and obtains an ACEE for it. Generally, the user ID is taken
from the task that triggered the IMOD task. For example, a request from a TSO user (IMOD editor or SRVCALL() function)
is assigned the TSO user ID.

Sometimes, GSS cannot determine what user ID to use. For example, if a started task, which does not have a user ID,
issues a WTO that triggers an IMOD. In these cases, GSS assigns the default user ID to the IMOD task.

NOTE
If no default user ID was defined at GSS initialization, the IMOD task executes under the scope of the primary
user ID of the GSS address space.

NOTE
We strongly suggest that you assign a specific user ID for GSS.

IMOD Type How GSS Determines User ID
IMODs that support operator commands If you have defined a user ID through the COMMAND initialization

parameter in the CAW0OPTN(RUNPARM) data set member, GSS
uses it. Otherwise, GSS uses its default user ID.

WTO-triggered IMODs If you have defined a user ID through the WTO parameter in the
CAW0OPTN(RUNPARM) data set member, GSS uses it. If not,
GSS tries to determine and use the user ID of the WTO issuer. As
a last resort, GSS uses its default user ID.
Note: During the execution, an IMOD task can switch user ID by
supplying a new user ID and its associated password through the
SECURITY() function.

WTO-triggered IMODs with address space identifiers (ASIDs)
matching those on the MONITOR GSS/ISERVE operator
command

GSS tries to determine and use the user ID of the WTO issuer.
Otherwise, GSS uses its default user ID.

IMODs supporting the Logon Facility If a user ID and password are provided, GSS uses them.
Otherwise, GSS uses its default user ID.

Server IMOD GSS uses the user ID of the IMOD that started it.
ADDRESS environments and subtask GSS uses the user ID of the IMOD that invokes them.

Note: If a subtask is reassigned to another IMOD, the user ID
changes.

Data Set Security
When you invoke the IMOD editor, it builds a list of available ISETs using the CAW0OPTN(ISETS) member. An asterisk (*)
in front of the description indicates that the ISET is read only. You can override the access type when you select an ISET.

Many installations secure data sets with RACF or other security software. When you try to update an IMOD, the IMOD
editor tries to access an ISET in VSAM update mode. If this fails due to security restrictions, the editor tries again in VSAM
read-only mode. If this also fails, you are notified and the ISET is not accessed.

In read-only mode, only some of the editor functions are available. Functions that physically alter data in the ISET are not
permitted.
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WARNING
When you are editing an IMOD in read-only mode, you receive a cautionary message as you start to edit the
IMOD. However, you cannot save the IMOD that you have edited. To save changes you have made to the
IMOD, use the ISPF CREATE or REPLACE command to save the IMOD temporarily in a sequential data set.
When you have update access to the ISET, you can re-edit the IMOD and can copy the data back from the
sequential file.

How IMODs Execute
ISERVE executes IMODs under the control of GSS or as batch programs using SRVBATCH.

GSS initiates an ISERVE in its address space. This is the primary ISERVE. You can also have secondary ISERVEs in
other address spaces. The primary ISERVE processes all of the requests that are not routed to secondary ISERVEs.

NOTE
Secondary ISERVEs are useful for testing or chargeback purposes.

IMODs are executed in the following ways:

• At the direction of certain Broadcom products:
– Deliver
– Insight DPM
– Jobtrac Job Management
– OPS/MVS Event Management and Automation
– SYSVIEW
– View

• At the request of Broadcom agents running on non-z/OS platforms (such as AS/400, HP/9000, RS/6000, Windows,
and others)

• At the request of another IMOD using an external subroutine call
• In response to installation-defined operator console commands
• In response to WTO messages that serve as triggers
• At the request of a TSO user from the IMOD editor test facility
• As batch programs using the SRVBATCH program
• At the request of TSO/E REXX (or compatible) EXECs using the SRVCALL() function
• To support a user session under the Logon Facility.

IMOD Facilities
The following IMOD facilities enable you to create, modify, and execute IMODs:

• An ISPF-based editor, SRVEDIT
• A compiler, SRVCOMP
• A batch maintenance program, SRVMAINT
• Execution facilities, ISERVE

NOTE
Before writing an IMOD, allocate an ISET data set to contain it.

IMOD Naming Conventions
The IMOD names can be up to 16 characters in length. The following restrictions apply:
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• An IMOD name must not start with a dollar sign ($). Broadcom reserves names beginning with a dollar sign for their
use.

• An IMOD name uses only characters that are supported for standard REXX labels. For example, if you name an IMOD
ABC.XYZ, REXX does not support the statement, CALL ABC.XYZ. The IMOD name is treated as a stem variable
instead.

• The underscore character (_) has special meaning in an IMOD name. It is used for name prefixing.

Name Prefixing

When creating IMOD names, group them into logical units by using name prefixes. The prefix can be any character string
(except those beginning with $) and can end with an optional separator. The resulting IMOD name must obey the REXX
rules for labels.

Except for IMODs invoked as subroutines or functions, underscores in the IMOD name prefixes have a special use. When
an IMOD task is created and the requested IMOD does not exist or is not usable, the name is shortened from the right.
The last character and then all preceding characters up to, but not including, an underscore are discarded. The shortened
name is then used to search for an executable IMOD. If one is still not found, the shortening process is repeated until an
executable IMOD is found or no characters are left left in the name. In this manner, you can provide default IMODs to be
executed in place of the one requested.

Example

You define an operator console command, HELP. To use the HELP command, the operator enters HELP xxx operands,
where xxx is the name of an IMOD of the form HELP_xxx. You also provide the following IMODs: HELP_DISPLAY,
HELP_VARY, and HELP_START. If the operator enters HELP VARY OFFLINE, the HELP_VARY IMOD is executed, which
then analyzes the operand OFFLINE and provides an appropriate response.

However, if the operator enters HELP OFFLINE, ISERVE tries to execute the HELP_OFFLINE IMOD, which does not
exist. ISERVE then shortens the IMOD name to HELP_. If you have provided an IMOD of that name, it is executed. In this
example, it is sufficient for the HELP_ IMOD to send the message, HELP NOT AVAILABLE, back to the operator.

IMOD Editor
The IMOD editor is used to edit existing IMODs and to write new ones. Although IMODs are stored in VSAM-based ISETs,
the IMOD editor uses ISPF edit and browse commands to operate like other ISPF applications. It supports scrolling,
program function (PF) keys, and fast-path commands.

The IMOD editor provides the following panels from which you can create, display, modify, and execute IMODs:

• ISET panel
• IMOD panel
• IMOD EDIT and BROWSE panels
• IMOD EXECUTE panel

Macros

Use the following macros on the EDIT panel:

ERROR
Searches forward from the current line for the next compiler error message. The panel is then repositioned to this
line.

NOTE

When you access the EDIT panel for a compiled IMOD that has error messages, the ERROR macro is
invoked automatically.
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ICOPY imodname [iset]
Copies the text from another IMOD to the one being edited.
imodname

Specifies the name of the IMOD whose text you want to copy.
iset

(Optional) Specifies the name of the ISET that contains the IMOD to be copied.
Because the actions of ICOPY are carried out through the primary ISERVE address space, GSS must be running
for it to work.

SRVEINT
Is invoked at EDIT panel initialization to establish the editing environment. You can modify this macro, which is in
the CAICLS0 data set.

SRVHELP1
Inserts the function prototype above the cursor position when the cursor is on a valid function name (the name
must end with a left parenthesis).
Assign this macro to a PF key.

Data Integrity

The IMOD editor permits users on multiple systems to share ISETs. The global enqueues protect ISETs and IMODs.
For this protection to be effective, all systems having access to the ISET must be members of a global resource
serialization (GRS) ring or equivalent multi-image manager.

When a user edits an IMOD, other users can still browse the last-saved copy.

When an ISET is being updated, an exclusive enqueue is obtained for QNAME IPGMGREX and RNAME F.dsn. dsn is the
44-byte cluster name, right-padded with blanks.

When an IMOD is being updated, an exclusive enqueue is obtained for QNAME IPGMGREX and RNAME
P.imod.dsn. imod is the 16-byte IMOD name, right-padded with blanks. dsn is the 44-byte cluster name, right-padded with
blanks.

IMOD Source Recovery

If the system fails while you are processing a command that involves updating, you can recover your IMOD source by
retrieving a temporary copy of the original.

Before updating, the IMOD being updated is saved under a temporary name. If the operation completes, this temporary
copy is deleted. If the system fails, the temporary copy is retained for you to retrieve. The following table defines the
names of the temporary copies:

Update From Temporary Copy Name Variable Contents

TSO $$$SAV_userid Your TSO user ID

Batch $$$SAVB_jobname The job name of the batch job performing
the update

You can browse, rename, or delete a temporary copy, but you cannot edit or compile it.

REXX Language in GSS
NOTE
GSS supplies extended functions for you to use when writing IMODs.

A REXX program is built from a series of instructions, commands, and function calls:
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Instruction
Contains one or more clauses. In many instructions, the first clause starts with a keyword that identifies
the instruction. Some instructions affect the flow of control, while other instructions provide services to the
programmer. Some instructions, such as DO, include nested instructions.

Function
Is a built-in subroutine that processes data and returns a value to the IMOD.

Command
Is any text string that is not an instruction, function, or operand. Commands are passed to the current environment
for evaluation and disposition. The program using the ADDRESS instruction determines the environment. The
environment can be any of several non-REXX programs. For example, commands can be passed to the Jobtrac
environment for processing as Jobtrac commands.

GSS supports all REXX instructions, commands, and functions, with the following exceptions:

• The INTERPRET command is not supported.
• Labels cannot be duplicated.
• Function names and labels to be called are limited to 32 characters.

The REXX language uses the following conventions:

Variables
Under REXX, all manipulated information must be stored as character strings in variables.

Argument strings
When a REXX program or subroutine is invoked, one or more text strings can be passed to it as argument strings.
How these strings are subdivided or parsed is up to the programmer.

Result string
After a REXX program completed, it can pass a character string (result) back to the calling program.

Program stack
The stack is a sequential collection of records of any content or length that is passed to a REXX program from an
external source. This external source can invoke the REXX program or be a program that REXX invokes. For this
reason, the stack is sometimes referred to as the external data queue (EDQ). The REXX program can itself use
the stack for working storage, although data must be moved to variables before most manipulations.
The commands that the external environments process frequently accept and return data on the stack.

Internal subroutines
A REXX program can contain subroutines. These subroutines can access variables that belong to the calling
routine. The internal subroutines are always compiled with the main routine, and are considered a part of the main
routine.

External subroutines
A REXX program can issue calls to external subroutines. The external subroutines are separate from the routine
that issues the call. An external subroutine does not share any variables with its caller except for global variables.
The only values that can be passed are arguments, a result string, and the stack.

Binary Conversion in REXX
REXX deals only with character strings and not with the binary values used by IBM computers. So binary data must be
converted to a character string. The following statement converts a binary value i to a character string:

i = C2D(i).
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Before storing numeric values in memory, you can reconvert them back to binary values. The following statement converts
a character string i to a 4- byte binary value:

i = D2C(i,4).

Example: Binary to Character Conversion

REXX treats the full word X'00000024' as a character string of length 4. If you try to print it, you get a 4-byte unprintable
string. If you try to use it numerically, you get a data conversion error. However, where i = X'00000024', coding i = C2D(i)
converts i to its decimal equivalent of 36. REXX can perform arithmetic functions on this value.

Converting Back to Binary Values

Before storing numeric values in memory, you can reconvert back to binary values. To return a value i to a binary value,
code:

i = D2C(i,4).

ADDRESS Environments
The ADDRESS environments let you communicate with other products and programs external to ISERVE. They are
established by issuing an ADDRESS instruction for a specific environment. They have the following format:

ADDRESS environment command

environment
Specifies the name of a product or product component.

command
Specifies a valid command for that product. All REXX-defined ways of specifying ADDRESS are supported.

The ADDRESS environments are available for the following components or products:

• ISERVE 
• IDCAMS 
• Jobtrac 
• MIA 
• OPS/MVS 
• SYSVIEW 
• View 

Other Broadcom products can provide their own ADDRESS environments. Some non-Broadcom products provide TSO/E
REXX-compatible ADDRESS environments that can also be used with GSS.

ADDRESS Environment for ISERVE

The ISERVE ADDRESS environment is the initial default command environment for IMODs. It is the required environment
to process all TSO/E stack command emulations. Only specify ADDRESS ISERVE if you change the default environment
by coding ADDRESS environment without the command.

Example: ISERVE Command in an IDCAMS ADDRESS Environment
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The ADDRESS IDCAMS instruction changes the default environment from ISERVE to IDCAMS. The ADDRESS ISERVE
'NEWSTACK' instruction issues a stack command to the ISERVE environment but does not change the default from
IDCAMS.

'DELSTACK'                /* Clear STACK from default

                              ISERVE environment */

ADDRESS IDCAMS            /* Change default environment to

                              IDCAMS */

'LISTCAT' dsname1         /* Enter command to IDCAMS */

'LISTCAT' dsname2         /* Enter command to IDCAMS */

ADDRESS ISERVE 'NEWSTACK' /* Enter STACK command to the

                              ISERVE environment */

To change the default back to ISERVE, you specify the ADDRESS ISERVE instruction.

ADDRESS Environment for IDCAMS

The ADDRESS environment for IDCAMS executes any IDCAMS command.

NOTE
For a complete description of IDCAMS commands, see the IBM DFSMS Access Method Services for Catalogs.

Each time that you enter a command in the IDCAMS environment, you invoke a new copy of IDCAMS. For this reason,
information cannot be carried from one command to the next. You can conditionally execute commands that are based on
IDCAMS return codes only when you specify those commands in REXX.

An input command can be up to 32,760 characters. Input to IDCAMS is case-sensitive.

The instruction to establish an ADDRESS environment for IDCAMS has the following format, where command is any
IDCAMS command:

ADDRESS IDCAMS command

Output lines are returned on the stack and are identical to those that would be produced in the SYSPRINT data set,
including ASA carriage control characters and page headers.

WARNING
Because IDCAMS can have voluminous output, avoid memory depletion by limiting the amount of data returned
on the stack.

ADDRESS Environment for Jobtrac

An ADDRESS environment is available for interacting with Jobtrac™ Job Management, a Broadcom automated
scheduling product. This ADDRESS environment lets you obtain information from the Jobtrac checkpoint data set from
IMODs.

ADDRESS Environment for MIA

The Tape Preferencing and Control Facility (TPCF) of MIA provides an API. This API is available in an ADDRESS
environment as ADDRESS TPCF.

Using this ADDRESS instruction, you can pass a single device address and can receive a stack record describing the
status for that device.
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The returned data contains bit-level flags and binary fields. To enhance the availability of ADDRESS TPCF, GSS provides
a service routine, $SRV_TPCF. You can call this service routine as an external subroutine from an IMOD. The invoking
argument consists of a device address, several device addresses (separated by commas), a range of device addresses
(separated by hyphens), or a combination. The results are returned on the stack, one device per line, with all fields
converted to standard REXX-type display and computational values.

ADDRESS Environments for OPS/MVS

Standard REXX ADDRESS environments are available for interacting with OPS/MVS.

Environment Description
AOF Enable or disable an OPS/MVS rule (results returned).
OPER Issue a console operator command and receive a reply.
OPSREQ Run an OPS/MVS request rule (no results returned).
OSF Run a command in an OPS/MVS server address space (no results

returned).

Communication Between IMODs and OPS/MVS

The communication between OPS/MVS and ISERVE are multi-threaded. No limit exists for the number of requests that
can be processed simultaneously from concurrently executing IMOD tasks. However, only one version of the OPS/MVS
ADDRESS environment can be available to a single ISERVE address space. Therefore, you cannot simultaneously test
two separate versions of OPS/MVS.

By default, communication with OPS/MVS is to the system using the subsystem ID defined in the GSS initialization
parameters. You can override this value through the SETADDR() function.

GSS Server IMOD Commands

All server IMODs support the following commands.

NOTE

The services are available through $SERVER(INTERNAL,…) processing and supported in AUTO mode.

DEQUEUE

• Transfers the contents of the request stack to the IMOD task issuing the command.
• HOLD

Permits the requests to be queued but does not process any requests from the queue.
• PAUSE

Stops accepting further requests and defers the processing of any requests already queued.
• PURGE

Fails each request in the current request stack and notifies the requester.
• QUIESCE

Stops accepting further requests but continues to process any requests already queued.
• RESET

Deletes all entries from the request stack. No processing is performed and the requesters are not notified.
• RESUME

Cancels the effects of any outstanding HOLD, PAUSE, or QUIESCE.
• STOP

Performs the QUIESCE and TERMINATE operations when all queued requests have been completed.
• TERMINATE
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Terminates processing immediately. Ignore any unprocessed requests.

ADDRESS Environment for SYSVIEW

You can access the SYSVIEW® Performance Management API using REXX to obtain information from SYSVIEW
displays for use in other programs.

NOTE
For more information, see the SYSVIEW documentation.

ADDRESS Environment for View

An ADDRESS environment is available for interacting with View, a Broadcom automated report distribution product. This
ADDRESS environment lets you execute View commands from IMODs.

NOTE
For more information, see the View documentation.

Extended Return Codes
Unlike standard REXX, IMOD extended functions return a numeric return code in the REXX RC special variable. When
programming in REXX, check the RC special variable for proper completion. For example, the SAM(GET …) function can
return the value ARG 1 MISSING OR INVALID. If the value of the RC special variable is 0, no error occurred (the result
was read from a disk file and is a valid record).

NOTE
IMODs called as external subroutines can set the RC special variable by issuing the SETRC() function. You can
trap errors from extended functions by using these instructions:

• SIGNAL ON ERROR
• SIGNAL ON FAILURE
• CALL ON ERROR
• CALL ON FAILURE

When the return code is... The function or subroutine has...
0 Completed successfully
Greater than 0 Not completed successfully (SIGNAL ON ERROR)
Less than 0 Not completed successfully because of a serious failure (SIGNAL

ON FAILURE)

Error return codes in the range -100 through 120 are explained in the following table. All other error return codes are
function-dependent.

The return code... Indicates...
-100 An unexpected abend (for example, 0C4 from the WTO()

function).
-99 through 99 Systems applications architecture (SAA) REXX return codes. Text

for these error codes can be obtained from the ERRORTEXT()
REXX built-in function.
Note: For a list of the SAA error codes and their descriptions, see
IBM's REXX documentation.
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100 An expected abend (for example, 0C4 from the MEMORY()
function).

101 through 120 A missing or invalid argument specification corresponding to
arguments 1 through 20 respectively.

Program Stacks
A program stack, also known as an external data queue (EDQ), is created for each IMOD task. Stacks are maintained
until the IMOD task has completed. Any data remaining on the stacks is discarded or returned to the caller.

Stacks are common to all programs called from an IMOD task and are accessible to ADDRESS environments. The
SPAWN() function can pass the current stack (or a copy of it) to a newly created IMOD task.

A stack consists of a series of records that can contain data in any format. In ISERVE, the length of a single record cannot
exceed 32,000 characters. The amount of free memory in the ISERVE address space determines the maximum number
of records.

To prevent programming errors from seriously degrading ISERVE performance, each stack is limited in the amount of data
it can contain. By default, an ISERVE stack can contain up to one MB (1,000 KB) of data. You can change the default
value through the MAXSTACK initialization parameter. The IMOD can control the maximum size of any stack through the
STACKINF() function.

REXX-Defined Stacks

The basic REXX implementation provides an IMOD task with a single stack. Conceptually, a stack has a top and a bottom.
Records can be added at the top (using PUSH) or at the bottom (using QUEUE). The number of records on a stack can
be determined with the QUEUED() built-in function. Records can only be removed from the top of the stack with the PULL
and PARSE PULL instructions.

TSO/E Stack Emulation

In addition to the stack instructions defined by the language (such as PULL and QUEUE), TSO/E provides more
commands. The following list shows the ISERVE extensions that emulate these commands.

WARNING
Although ISERVE supports these extensions, we recommend that you do not use them. Instead, use the
ISERVE stack functions such as SWAPSTAK() and PUBSTACK(), which are easier to use.

DELSTACK
Deletes all records in the current stack and removes the last added NEWSTACK barrier. Records that existed on
the stack before the last issuance of the NEWSTACK command are accessible again.

DROPBUF
Deletes all records in the current stack buffer, and the buffer itself. With the DROPBUF command, you can
specify a single numeric value that deletes all buffers up to and including the buffer that that number identifies.
For example, you can enter DROPBUF 0 to delete all records and all buffers. (DROPBUF 0 is equivalent to
DELSTACK.)

MAKEBUF
Divides a stack into buffers. MAKEBUF places a barrier on top of the current stack. The PUSH and QUEUE
commands operate as if nothing exists below this barrier. However, the QUEUED() function and the PULL
command ignore buffer barriers. When a PULL crosses a buffer barrier, the buffer count reduces by one and the
buffer is discarded.
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NEWSTACK
Constructs a barrier at the top of the stack. Records below this barrier cannot be accessed until a corresponding
DELSTACK is issued. In essence, NEWSTACK hides the existing stack and starts a new one.

QBUF
Returns the current buffer number in the RC special variable. The lowest buffer number is zero.

QELEM
Returns the total number of stack elements in the current buffer. The value is returned in the RC special variable.

QSTACK
Returns the current stack number (as determined by the nesting level of NEWSTACK and DELSTACK operations)
in the RC special variable. The lowest stack number is zero. An RC value equal to zero indicates that you are
currently processing the only stack left.

ISERVE Stack Extensions and Functions

To facilitate the use of stacks, ISERVE provides extensions that are accessible through extended functions. These
extensions do the following:

• Provides each IMOD with multiple, fully addressable stacks. An IMOD can use from 1 to 230 stacks and switch freely
between them. Unlike the NEWSTACK and DELSTACK commands, you do not need to delete the current stack to get
to a previous one.

• Allows the stacks to receive TRACE and SAY output, making the output available to the program or program caller.
• Permits access to a stack in random fashion, so that records can be read or written in any order.
• Permits an IMOD task access to stacks that belong to other executing IMOD tasks. Coupled with the WAIT() function,

this enables communication between concurrently executing IMOD tasks.

The following table lists the ISERVE stack functions.

PUBSTACK()
Controls the use of a stack by external IMODs.

PULL()
Operates the same way as the PULL instruction in REXX, except that you can specify the stack number and the
owning IMOD task ID.

PUSH()
Operates the same way as the PUSH instruction in REXX, except that you can specify the stack number and the
owning IMOD task ID.

QUEUE()
Operates the same way as the QUEUE instruction in REXX, except that you can specify the stack number and
the owning IMOD task ID.

QUEUES()
Operates the same way as the QUEUE() function, except that the entire contents of a stack are queued in a
single operation.

REDIRECT()
Sends TRACE or SAY output to a stack.

SHOVE()
Inserts a record anywhere in any stack.

SORT()
Lets you sort stack records based on the contents of up to six fields.
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STACKINF()
Returns information about stacks, including the IDs of all active stacks, and lets you change the maximum
permissible size of a stack.

SWAPSTAK()
Controls which stack is in use.

TUG()
Enables reference to any record in any stack. TUG() obtains a copy of the record only; the record is not removed
from the stack.

WAIT()
Lets an IMOD suspend processing. Processing is resumed only when an external IMOD writes one or more
records to the waited-upon stack or stacks.

YANK()
Enables reference to any record in any stack. It operates the same way as TUG(), except that the record is
removed from the stack.

Stack Record Identifiers

Each stack record that is written from another IMOD task is tagged with control information. The originating GoalNet node,
associated user ID, security group, and IMOD ID are not retrievable by standard REXX instructions such as PULL. You
can retrieve this information by using the stack functions provided by ISERVE.

SYSIN and Stacks in Batch Mode

In batch mode (both under SRVBATCH and in packaged IMODs), stacks function in the same manner as in online mode
with one exception. If PULL or PULL() is issued against an empty stack, records are fetched from the file that the SYSIN
DD statement defines.

Work Stacks
When using stacks, it is sometimes useful for a subroutine to be able to obtain a new work stack, use it, and then delete it.
This returns the environment to exactly the state it was in when the subroutine was called.

Example: Work Stack Usage

The work stack is made the current stack so that REXX instructions such as PUSH, PULL, and QUEUE can operate on
it. Access to other stacks (stacks that the calling IMOD creates) can be gained by using the extended functions, PUSH(),
PULL(), QUEUE(), and so on.

entry_pt:

   orig = swapstak()        /* obtain existing current stack id */

   work = swapstak('new')   /* obtain an empty stack; make it   */

                            /* the current stack                */

   processing …

   …

   x = swapstak('delete')   /* eliminate work stack             */

   x = swapstak(orig)       /* return environment to the        */

                            /* original stack                   */

   return
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GoalNet in GSS
The CALLX() function executes an IMOD at a remote GoalNet node.

Using GoalNet resembles a call to a REXX external subroutine, except that you specify the node where the subroutine is
to execute. You can pass arguments and the contents of the current stack to the called routine. Following the completion
of the routine, the resulting stack and the return string are returned to the caller.

GoalNet Log

Upon initialization of GoalNet, a log data set is opened to record GoalNet related information. Either the GNETLOG DD
statement in the GSS started task or a dynamically allocated SYSOUT file defines this data set.

How ILOG Files Work
The ILOG files are log files that log IMOD messages and events. They are memory-mapped VSAM linear data
sets (LDSs) that can be used to store and retrieve information.

Each ILOG file is made up of one to ten subfiles. Only one subfile is in use at a time. Switching recording to another
subfile prevents further writing on the previous subfile.

When an ILOG subfile is full, GSS marks it “dump required", and the next available subfile is cleared and used for
recording. When you no longer need the data on the filled subfile, reset it with the RESET ILOG operator command. The
data in the reset subfile, however, remains intact until the subfile is needed for re-use.

Whenever an ILOG subfile is full and a switch occurs, the $USER_ILOG_FULL special purpose IMOD is scheduled (if it
is present). The argument string that is passed to this IMOD consists of the ILOG file number and subfile number. If this
IMOD returns the result string RESET, the ILOG subfile is reset and made available for recording. Any other result string
leaves the ILOG subfile in “dump required” status. If $USER_ILOG_FULL is not available, the ILOG subfile is always
reset.

Allocate ILOG Files

Allocate the ILOG files as VSAM LDSs by using the SRVMAINT utility (recommended) or IDCAMS.

Follow these steps:

1. Determine the number of ILOG files that the Broadcom product requires.
2. Create a job using the following JCL statements:

 //STEP1   EXEC PGM=SRVMAINT

 //SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSIN     DD *

   ALLOC_ILOG  -

    NAME xxx.xxx.ilog_n  -

    VOLSER volser  -

    TRK 5 5

 …

 //

 

A job to allocate the required number of ILOG files is created.
3. Submit the job.

The ILOG files are allocated.

Define ILOG Files to GSS

After you allocate the ILOG files, define them to the appropriate ISERVE address space before they can be accessed.
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Multiple ISERVE address spaces cannot share ILOG files.

To define the ILOG files to an ISERVE address space, add ILOG statements in its initialization parameter data set
member, which is typically CAW0OPTN(RUNPARM).

WARNING
A value in the initialization parameter determines the size of each ILOG file. Specifying large values consumes
large amounts of virtual storage (and, when searched, large amounts of real storage). Specify only enough
storage to store the data you need.

ILOG Records Retrieval

The following functions let IMODs retrieve records from the ILOG subfiles:

Function Treats ILOG subfiles as Which is useful for

ILOG() Individual files. You must specify both the
ILOG file number and the specific subfile
you want to retrieve.

Copying a single subfile for archiving
purposes.

ILOGG() Parts of a single file in chronological order. Searching for all occurrences of a particular
message.

ILOG Records Logging of Specific Data

The ILOGR() function lets IMODs write to an ILOG file directly.

ILOG Records Logging of WTO Messages

The following actions log WTO messages that are issued from a specific address space to a specific ILOG:

• A MONITOR operator command is issued.
• A SCRASID() function is invoked.
• Insight DPM makes an internal request.

You can also use the IROUTE() function to specify the ILOG file where you want WTO text to be recorded.

How IMOD Variables Are Accessed
REXX provides the PROCEDURE EXPOSE instruction to grant an internal subroutine access to the variables of a caller.
The VVALUE() GSS extended function grants an external subroutine access to the variables of its caller. Access is
granted at all nesting levels of the calling chain, and variables can be read, updated, and created. An IMOD task can
establish a variable pool, which is accessible to all external subroutines.

Predefined Variables
The following predefined variables are available to IMODs. The predefined variables have their values that are already
assigned when an IMOD is entered. All predefined variables are reserved. If you change the value of a predefined
variable, the new value is not passed to external subroutines.

imod_ascb
The address of the address space control block (ASCB) responsible for triggering this IMOD. The value is an
integer.

imod_asid
The ASID of the address space responsible for triggering this IMOD. The value is an integer.
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imod_console
The ID of the console responsible for triggering this IMOD. The value is a positive integer. The value is zero if an
operator command did not trigger the IMOD.

imod_group
Identifies the security group that is assigned to the task that triggered this IMOD.

imod_id
The ID assigned to the IMOD. The value is an integer. The value is used for external stack references and by the
CANCEL GSS/ISERVE operator command.

imod_ilog
Identifies the ILOG file that is the destination for the triggering WTO text. The value is blank if it is not applicable
or if logging is not requested.

imod_jobid
The ID of the job responsible for triggering this IMOD (for example, JOB 4321). The value is blank if a WTO
message did not trigger the IMOD.

imod_jobname
The name of the job responsible for triggering this IMOD. The value is blank if a WTO message did not trigger the
IMOD.

imod_level
The nesting level of external IMOD subroutine calls.

imod_lines
The number of lines in the WTO message responsible for triggering this IMOD. The value is zero if a WTO
message did not trigger the IMOD.

imod_msg.n
The text of the nth line of the WTO message that triggered the IMOD (for example, imod_msg.1 is the text of the
first message line). This information is also present as REXX arguments.

imod_node
The name of the GoalNet node where this IMOD is processing.

imod_oursmfid
The SMF ID of the system where ISERVE is executing.

imod_oursysname
The system name of the system where ISERVE is executing.

imod_replyid
The reply ID of the WTOR message responsible for triggering this IMOD. The value is a null string if a WTOR
message did not trigger the IMOD.

imod_sysname
The name of the GRS system where the triggering WTO message was issued (usually, the system where GSS is
executing). The value is blank if a WTO message did not trigger this IMOD.

imod_timestamp
The timestamp, in hh.mm.ss format, of the triggering WTO message. The value is blank if a WTO message did
not trigger the IMOD.

imod_userid
The user ID assigned to the task that triggered the IMOD.
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REXX Global Variables
The global variables are REXX variables that begin with an ampersand (&). One copy of each global variable is
maintained in an ISERVE address space, and all IMODs executing in this address space have access to it. In this way,
multiple IMODs and multiple executions of the same IMOD can share information. The global variables are initialized
using the GLOBVAL initialization parameter.

NOTE
An uninitialized global variable has a null value, rather than being equal to the variable name.

The global variables have the following restrictions:

• Your global variable names cannot begin with the character sequence &$ (ampersand dollar sign). IMODs supplied by
Broadcom use these characters.

• The DROP instruction does not release the storage of a global variable. The storage is re-used if the same global
variable is re-assigned.

• The global variables can contain up to 80 characters of data. If you require more characters, pre-allocate it by using
the GLOBVAL initialization parameter or the $GLOBAL() function.

External Subroutines
The external subroutines are IMODs that are called as subroutines or invoked as functions by other IMODs. Parameters
are passed and returned according to the rules of REXX. You can nest any combination of external subroutines or
functions up to 50 levels at a single GoalNet node.

WARNING
To be called as an external subroutine, an IMOD must contain the compiler directive #CALLABLE.

You can use the $WHEREFROM() function to identify the IMOD and statement number that made the external subroutine
call.

 

Compiler Directives
Your IMOD can contain one or more of the following compiler directives. These directives control aspects of IMOD use
and execution. They must begin with the pound sign (#) in Column 1 and the first letter of the directive in Column 2.

#DESC
Describes the IMOD.

#CALLABLE
Specifies that this IMOD can be called from another IMOD as an external subroutine.

#SOURCE
Loads the source statements and object code into memory.

#REFORMAT
Reformats the source IMOD.

User-Defined Functions and ADDRESS Environments
GSS provides an assembler language interface so that you can add your own functions and ADDRESS environments.
Both interfaces are compatible with TSO/E REXX, and routines that are used in that environment are transportable to the
GSS service.

Under GSS, functions and ADDRESS environments have few differences. The most obvious difference is in the way you
invoke the routine. Other differences include:
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• Functions can accept up to 20 arguments and must return a result.
• ADDRESS environments accept a single command string and can return a numeric value in the RC special variable.

Functions and ADDRESS environments can read and write stack records and access REXX variables. Under GSS,
functions and ADDRESS environments can execute under a subtask. Functions can also execute synchronously,
provided they do nothing that would cause a wait (for example, performing I/O).

When functions and ADDRESS environments are called, Register 0 contains the address of the environment block. The
address of the External Routines Table is in this block and is mapped by the IBM IRXEXTE macro. The External Routines
Table contains the addresses of the service routines that GSS supports.

User ID Routine

You can obtain the user ID assigned to the executing IMOD by using the USERID_ROUTINE vector. The parameter list is
identical to the list for the IRXUID routine that TSO/E REXX supports.

Data Stack Routine

You can access the stack by using the STACK_ROUTINE vector. The parameter list is identical to the list for the IRXSTK
routine that TSO/E REXX supports. Under GSS, access is to the current stack.

Variable Access Routine

You can fetch values from and store values in REXX variables by using the IRXEXCOM vector.

SAY Instruction Routine

You can produce a SAY output by using the IRXSAY vector. There is no difference between the WRITE and WRITERR
functions. Under GSS, SAY output is treated in the same manner as that produced by the IMOD. By default, SAY output is
printed in ISRVLOG. The IMOD can redirect SAY output to a stack (using the REDIRECT() function) or to a SYSOUT data
set (using the SAYWHAT() function).

During function and ADDRESS execution, SAY output is accumulated in a work area. At the conclusion of the function or
ADDRESS, the accumulated data is sent to the appropriate destination. If an abend occurs, the accumulated data can be
lost.

Function Arguments

Each function is passed the address of a parameter list, that the IBM IRXEFPL macro maps. The parameter list is
identical to the one supported by TSO/E REXX.

Function Return Codes

Upon completion, functions must return a zero value in Register 15. Any other value may cause an error condition to be
raised in the IMOD.

ADDRESS Environments Arguments

ADDRESS environments are passed a parameter list in Register 1. This list consists of a five‑word list of addresses. Each
address points to a parameter. The parameters are as follows:

• Eight‑byte name of the host command environment
• Four‑byte address of the command string to be processed
• Four‑byte length of the command string
• Reserved
• Four‑byte area in which you will place a value to be set in the RC special variable 
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ADDRESS Environment Return Codes

GSS treats return codes differently from TSO/E REXX. Under TSO/E REXX, the return code from the command is placed
in a parameter passed to the routine, and the return code from the host environment (which may be set up to process
multiple commands) is returned in Register 15. The value in the parameter word is used to set the RC special variable,
and the value Register 15 is used to control continued execution of the EXEC.

Under GSS, the following convention is used:

• If Register 15 is zero, the RC special variable is set from the parameter list value.
• If Register 15 is not zero and the parameter list value is zero, the RC special variable is set from Register 15.
• If both Register 15 and the parameter list contain non-zero values, the parameter list value takes precedence. 

Coding Requirements

Functions and ADDRESS environments must be link edited, and they must execute AMODE 31 and reside in an
APF‑authorized library. RMODE ANY is desirable but not required. Debugged routines should be reentrant.

Function Coding

When you create a function, you should consider the following:

• Functions cannot preserve data (except in REXX variables) across calls.
• You identify your function to GSS using the FUNCTION initialization parameter. You can specify the interface type to

be SYNC or ASYNC:
– If you specify SYNC, the function is invoked as a called subroutine. It must not do anything that would release

control to the operating system (such as I/O, WAIT, and some SVCs). This is the most efficient interface and is
appropriate for functions that manipulate data already in memory.

– If you specify ASYNC, the function is invoked as a subtask, and all processing occurs asynchronously. This isolates
other IMODs from waits for I/O, SVCs, and so on.

• When the function is processed under a subtask, it still executes under the authority of the user ID assigned to the
IMOD.

• If you access the stack, the stack records are returned to your function in protected storage. If you want to modify the
data, you must make a copy in your own storage area. 

Function Example

A sample function that can be used under TSO/E REXX and GSS is provided in the CAW0JCL(BYSSFUN) data set
member. When executed, it takes the following actions:

• Issue the following as SAY output:
– User ID
– Argument strings, if any
– Stack contents, if any

• Place the string, NEW VALUE OF "SAMPLE" VARIABLE, in the SAMPLE variable.
• Return the string, THIS IS THE RETURNED RESULT STRING.

You can use the following REXX EXEC to check the operation of the BYSSFUN function:

queue 'stack_record_1'

queue 'stack_record_2'

queue 'stack_record_3'

rslt = BYSSFUN('arg_1',,'arg_3')

say 'returned string:' rslt

say '"sample" variable:' sample
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ADDRESS Environment Coding

When you create an ADDRESS environment, you should consider the following:

• ADDRESS environments cannot preserve data (except in REXX variables) across calls.
• You identify your ADDRESS environment to GSS using the ADDRESS initialization parameter. Under GSS, all

ADDRESS environments execute in subtasks. The first time an IMOD task issues a particular ADDRESS command,
a subtask for that environment is created and assigned to the IMOD task for its exclusive use. Repeated ADDRESS
commands from the same IMOD task for the same environment reuse the same subtask. When the IMOD task
completes, the subtask is retained and reassigned to the next IMOD task that uses the ADDRESS environment.
You can prevent other IMOD tasks reusing the subtask by specifying DETACH on the ADDRESS initialization
parameter. This destroys the subtask when the IMOD task completes.

• An ADDRESS environment subtask executes under the authority of the user ID assigned to the IMOD issuing the
ADDRESS command.

• If you access the stack, the stack records are returned to your ADDRESS environment in protected storage. If you
want to modify the data, you must make a copy in your own storage area. 

ADDRESS Example

You can install ADDRESS environments in the IBM‑prescribed manner. However, the CAW0JCL(BYSADDA) data set
member is provided for you to create a sample ADDRESS environment that can be used under TSO/E REXX and
GSS. When assembled and link edited, this member is a TSO/E REXX function that dynamically adds an ADDRESS
environment to TSO/E REXX:

address subcom 'sampaddr'  /* test for existence of environment */

if rc ^= 0 then do

   rslt = addaddr('BYSSADD','BYSSADD')     /* add environment */

   say 'addaddr returns' rslt

   end

When executed, the ADDRESS environment takes the following actions:

• Issue the following as SAY output:
– User ID
– Command string, if any
– Stack contents, if any.

• Place the string, NEW VALUE OF "SAMPLE" VARIABLE, in the SAMPLE variable.
• Return the value, 999, in the RC special variable.

You can use the following REXX exec to check the operation of the BYSSADD ADDRESS environment:

queue 'stack_record_1'

queue 'stack_record_2'

queue 'stack_record_3'

address BYSSADD 'command_string'

say 'rc variable:' rc

say "sample" variable:' sample

 

 

How IMODs Are Created
The process to create IMODs is as follows:

1. Allocate an ISET as a container for the IMODs.
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2. Define the ISET to GSS to make it accessible to the IMOD editor.
3. Write your IMODs.
4. Compile your IMODs.
5. Load the IMOD in a GSS address space.
6. Test the IMOD. 

Allocate New ISET Data Sets
IMODs are contained in ISET VSAM KSDSs. The source and compiled object code, as well as control information, are
included in these data sets.

You allocate ISET data sets by using the SRVMAINT utility (recommended) or IDCAMS.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a job using the following JCL statements:
//STEP1   EXEC PGM=SRVMAINT

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN     DD *

  ALLOC_ISET  -

   NAME xxx.xxx.imod  -                  

   VOLSER volser  -                    

   CYL 2 1                             

//

A job to allocate the ISET data set is created.
2. Submit the job.

The ISET data set is allocated.

Define an ISET to GSS
After you allocate an ISET data set, you must define it to GSS before it can be accessed by GSS and the IMOD editor.

To define an ISET to GSS, add an ISET initialization parameter in the CAW0OPTN(ISETS) member.

The CAW0OPTN(ISETS) member is included in the following members:

• CAW0OPTN(RUNPARM), which makes the ISET available to GSS
• CAW0OPTN(EDITPARM), which makes the ISET available to the IMOD editor 

Write an IMOD
IMPORTANT

Before you write an IMOD, you should become familiar with the REXX language (see IBM guides) and the
REXX Language in GSS.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the required ISET is defined.
2. Access the IMOD editor using one of the following methods:

– Select the option from your ISPF menu.
– Execute the GSSEDIT CLIST in the CAICLS0 data set.
– Issue a command from a Broadcom product (For example, Jobtrac)
The list of defined ISETs appears.

3. Enter S beside the required ISET.
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The list of IMODs in the ISET appears.
4. Enter the following command at the COMMAND ==>.prompt:

E imodname

imodname 
Defines the name of the IMOD you want to write or edit.
The EDIT panel appears.

5. Write your IMOD using compiler directive statements and REXX. Consider the following:
– You should specify a #DESC compiler directive statement to describe the IMOD.
– If the IMOD is an external routine, you must specify a #CALLABLE compiler directive statement.
– You must not use the NUM ON command or enter line numbers manually. REXX treats line numbers as syntax

errors.
– You cannot use the COPY, REPLACE, APPEND, or CREATE commands to move material directly between ISETs.

You can use these commands only when moving material between an IMOD and a sequential, non‑ISET data set.
6. Press PF3.

The IMOD is saved in the selected ISET and is ready to be compiled.

Compile an IMOD
Before you can load and execute an IMOD, you must compile it.

 Follow these steps 

1. Access the IMOD you want to compile.
A list containing the required IMOD appears.

2. Enter C in the input field beside the name of the IMOD.
The first character in the STATUS column field indicates the result of the compilation:
– C indicates success.
– * indicates error.

3. If the status indicates errors, enter E beside the IMOD.
The IMOD opens with the cursor at the first error.
a. Review the IMOD for errors, and correct them. To move through the errors, enter FIND P'.' at the COMMAND ===>

prompt. You can also use the ERROR macro by assigning it to a PF key.
b. Repeat Step 2 to recompile the IMOD.

You can also compile an IMOD in batch by using SRVMAINT and including the COMPILE batch maintenance command in
your JCL job.

NOTE
 For information about how to use the SRVMAINT batch maintenance program, see Batch Maintenance of ISETs
and ILOGs. For information about the COMPILE batch maintenance command, see Component Reference.

Load a Compiled IMOD
Before you can execute a compiled IMOD, you must load it in a GSS address space.

 Follow these steps 

1. Access the compiled IMOD you want to load.
A list containing the required IMOD appears.

2. Enter P or F in the input field beside the name of the IMOD.
The IMOD is in the correct status for loading.
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You can also change the status of an IMOD to prepare it for loading by using SRVMAINT and including the CHANGE
batch maintenance command in your JCL job.
 Note: For information about how to use the SRVMAINT batch maintenance program, see Batch Maintenance of
ISETs and ILOGs. For information about the CHANGE batch maintenance command, see Component Reference.

3. Specify the subsystem ID of the target GSS/ISERVE address space in the SSNAME field at the lower right of your
panel, and enter L beside the IMOD.
The following message appears at the upper right of your panel: IMOD Loaded
If the IMOD is already loaded, it is replaced.

Test a Loaded IMOD
Before moving an IMOD into production, test it to verify that the IMOD is working properly.

You test a loaded IMOD from the EXECUTE panel of the IMOD editor. From this panel, you can specify argument strings
and the initial stack contents. After the execution is complete, you can retrieve the return string and any resulting stack
contents.

Follow these steps

1. Enter X beside the loaded IMOD you want to test.
The EXECUTE panel appears.

2. Review and complete the panel as follows:
– Complete the SSID and GoalNet Node (if required) fields to identify the GSS address space where the IMOD is to

execute. You can execute the IMOD in an address space that is active on the same CPU as your TSO session or
an address space that can be reached using GoalNet.

– Review the following fields to check that the default stack numbers satisfy your requirements. Update the fields as
required.
Work STACK Number
Redirect SAY Output to STACK
Redirect TRACE Output to STACK

3. Specify any arguments for the IMOD as follows. All arguments are case-sensitive.
– To pass a single, short argument string, specify it in the ARG field.
– To pass multiple argument strings or a long argument, follow these steps:

a. Leave the ARG field blank, and enter S beside the Specify Alternate Arguments option.
The EDIT --- ARGUMENTS ISPF editor panel appears.

b. Specify the arguments.
The length and content of the individual arguments are governed by the ISPF editor. The aggregate length of all
argument strings must be less than 4094, calculated as follows:
number_arg_characters + number_arg_lines x 2

c. Press PF3.
The arguments are retained for the entire IMOD editor session and are passed to any executed IMOD whenever
the ARG field is blank.

4. Specify any initial stack contents as follows. Stack records are case‑sensitive.
a. Enter S beside the Load Initial STACK Values option.

The EDIT --- INITIAL STACK ISPF editor panel appears.
b. Specify the stack contents.

The stack that is passed to the IMOD can contain any records you want. The length and content of the individual
stack records are governed by the ISPF editor. The aggregate length of all stack records, calculated as follows,
must be less than 32766: number_stack_characters + number_stack_records x 2

c. Press PF3.
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The stack records are retained for your entire IMOD editor session and are passed to any executed IMOD.
5. Enter S beside the Execute the IMOD option.

Your request is passed to the specified address space. After an IMOD is executed, the result (as specified by the
terminating RETURN or EXIT instruction) and the final stack contents are available for your inspection in the displayed
EDIT --- REST RESULTS panel. If an error occurs, an ISPF error indication appears at the upper right of the panel.

Execute IMOD Using SRVBATCH
You can execute an IMOD in an isolated environment by using the SRVBATCH program. SRVBATCH is useful for the
following:

• Debugging IMODs offline
• General REXX programming in batch

So that SRVBATCH accurately reflects how IMODs execute in an address space, CSA areas and structures are simulated
in private storage. All subtasking, address environments, and so on, are provided in the same manner.

When you use SRVBATCH to execute a IMOD, consider the following:

• You can execute compiled IMODs in batch mode.
• To use ADDRESS environments and external functions, you must define them using the ADDRESS and FUNCTION

initialization parameters.
• Any COMMAND, PRODUCT, SSID, and WTO initialization parameters are syntax‑checked, but otherwise ignored.
• Initialization and termination IMODs are not invoked automatically.
• IMODs distributed in the system IMOD library (defined as an ISET called INTERNAL) are available and link edited into

the SRVBATCH load module.
• Operator commands are processed if they are entered using the MODIFY (F) or STOP (P) command.
• SRVBATCH terminates when the last active IMOD task completes.
• To set the job step completion code, you can use the BATCHRC() function.

For information about GSS initialization parameters and extended functions, see Component Reference.

Follow these steps: 

To execute a compiled IMOD in batch mode, update the following sample JCL procedure to suit your requirements. All
JCL statements supported by the GSS primary subsystem are valid for SRVBATCH.

//          EXEC PGM=SRVBATCH,PARM='imod_name/arg_string'

//PARMLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CAW0OPTN(RUNPARM)

//ISRVLOG   DD SYSOUT=*

//IMOD     DD DSN=iset_dsn_1 

//SYSIN     DD …

‘ SSNAME ISRV          

  ISET iset_name DSN iset_dsn_2 LOAD SSID ISRV

//

First Line
: Replace imod_name with the name of the IMOD to be executed. Replace arg_string with a string to be passed
as the initial argument and in the imod_msg.1 special variable. If no argument is to be passed, omit the slash (/).

Second Line
: The data set referenced by the PARMLIB DD statement is identical to the data in the GSS started task
procedure. However, SRVBATCH does not support the INCLUDE initialization parameter. You can omit the data
set without error. However, if you include it (for example, to test values), the values must be correct.
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NOTE
If you use the LOADIMOD() function to fetch additional IMODs, you must include the appropriate ISET
initialization parameter statements. Alternatively, you can use the LOAD option of the ISET initialization
parameter to load all the IMODs in the ISET. 

Third Line
: The data set referenced by the ISRVLOG DD statement is identical to the data in the GSS started task
procedure. The data provides information about IMOD execution, and serves as the target for TRACE and SAY
output. If the function is not required, you can omit this DD statement.

Fourth Line
: The IMOD DD statement identifies the ISET that contains the IMOD specified in the PARM parameter. The
statement is required only if the IMOD to be executed is not loaded by an ISET initialization parameter. If this
value is specified and the IMOD is already loaded, the IMOD is reloaded.

Fifth Line
: (Optional) When the stack is depleted, further PULL operations cause SRVBATCH to read data from SYSIN. A
NULL record signals the end of the file. When a NULL record is returned, SYSIN is closed. A subsequent attempt
to read data reopens it. SYSIN can be read multiple times. You can test for a NULL record using the LENGTH()
REXX built-in function or the == comparison operator.

Sixth Line
: These last two JCL statements are required for loading IMODs

Example: IMOD for Processing Operator Commands
This WHOHAS IMOD processes an operator command. 

WARNING

This IMOD is a sample only; it may not work in your environment.

#DESC Command: WHOHAS dsn

/*

This IMOD will notify the operator of current owners and waiters

for the data set. Add the next line to the CA#GSS initialization

parameters and cycle the address space.

    COMMAND VERB WHOHAS IMOD WHOHAS

*/

   parse upper arg . dsn .

   queue 'SRV000 WHOHAS'

   queue 'DSNAME = '||dsn

   handle = dsnenq('obtain')

   if rc ^= 0 then do

      say 'dsnenq.obtain returned '||rc||' # '||handle

      queue '*** Internal error 1 ***'

      queue rc||' - '||handle

      signal write2

      end

   result = dsnenq('info',handle,dsn)

   if rc ^= 0 then do

      if rc ^= 121 then do

         say 'dsnenq.obtain returned '||rc||' - '||handle

         queue '*** Internal error 2 ***'

         queue rc||' - '||result

         signal write
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         end

      dsn_count = 0

      end

   if dsn_count < 1 then do

      queue = '*** Data set not in use ***'

      signal write

      end

/*  Tell operator who has data set  */

   queue 'Jobname  System   ASID Jobtype  Ownership'

   queue '-------- -------- ---- -------- --------------'

   do i = 1 to dsn_count

      queue   dsn_jobname.i||' '|| ,

              substr(dsn_sysid.i,1,8)||' '|| ,

              d2x(dsn_asid.i,4)||' '|| ,

              substr(dsn_jobtype.i,1,8)||' '|| ,

              substr(dsn_status.i,1,4)||' '|| ,

              substr(dsn_mode.i,1,4)

      end

write:

   result = dsnenq('release',handle)

write2:

   result = mlwto(,,5,imod_console)

   return

The IMOD execution process is as follows:

1. An operator enters the WHOHAS command followed by a data set name at an operator console.
2. ISERVE intercepts the command and executes the IMOD.
3. The IMOD obtains the command string as a REXX argument and extracts the data set name.
4. The DSNENQ() function issues a query to GRS about the data set.
5. The IMOD builds a screen display, line by line, on the program stack.
6. The MLWTO() function displays the results on the console of the operator.

The following sample displays the current users of a data set and those users who are waiting for the data set:
17:45:40.22          WHOHAS KBROWNE.TEST.CAICLIB

17:45:40.88 STC05434 SRV000 WHOHAS 710

DSNAME = KBROWNE.TEST.CAICLIB

JOBNAME  SYSTEM   ASID JOBTYPE  OWNERSHIP

-------- -------- ---- -------- --------------

KBROWNE  MVSB1    00B8 TSU      OWN  SHR

BATJOB   MVSB1    00C8 JOB      WAIT EXCL

Package IMODs as a Load Module
If you have a set of IMODs that you use regularly (for instance, a reporting program run in a production environment),
you can convert them into a stand‑alone, executable load module. This eliminates using SRVBATCH and its PARM and
control information.

The load module can be executed like any other load module. There are no required runtime libraries or data sets, except
those required by the IMODs themselves. The contents of the EXEC card PARM field are passed to the entry IMOD as
the argument string. The contents of the SYSIN data set, if one is provided, can be read by PULL and PARSE PULL
REXX instructions in the absence of other stack contents.
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 Follow these steps 

1. Test the IMODs to ensure that they are working before beginning load module conversion.
The IMODs work correctly.

2. Execute the CAW0LOAD(SRVMAINT) batch maintenance program with the PACKAGE command.
The IMODs are converted to object decks and placed in PDS members.
For information about the PACKAGE batch maintenance command, see Component Reference.

3. Link edit the packaged IMODs with the CAW0LOAD(SRVBASE) load module.
The executable load module is created.

 Example: Create a Reporting Program 

You want to create a program called REPORT by packaging all IMODs that are prefixed REPORT_ in an ISET called
USER, and the IMODs DATA7 and VERIFY in the ISET called SYSTEM. You want program execution to start with
the IMOD REPORT_BEGIN. During execution, the program requires the use of ADDRESS IDCAMS and ADDRESS
COMMAND.

//STEP1  EXEC PGM=SRVMAINT,REGION=4M

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=CAI.CAW0LOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//USER     DD DSN=CAI.IMOD.USER,DISP=SHR

//SYSTEM   DD DSN=CAI.IMOD.SYSTEM,DISP=SHR

//PDS      DD DSN=CAI.PDS.TEMP,DISP=(OLD,PASS)

//SYSIN    DD *

  NAME_LIST &LIST1 INCLUDE USER /REPORT_&/

  NAME_LIST &LIST2 INCLUDE NAME VERIFY INCLUDE NAME DATA7

  PACKAGE IMOD &LIST1 FROM USER     TO PDS

  PACKAGE IMOD &LIST2 FROM SYSTEM   TO PDS

  PACKAGE PARM ADDRESS IDCAMS IDCAMS 15

  PACKAGE PARM ADDRESS COMMAND GSVXAPIE 15 DETACH TYPE 0

  PACKAGE COMPLETE ENTRY REPORT_BEGIN TO PDS

/*

//LKED   EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='LIST,MAP,RENT',REGION=4M,COND=(0,NE)

//SYSUT1   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

//SYSLMOD  DD DSN=user.linklib,DISP=SHR

//SYSLIB   DD DSN=CAI.PDS.TEMP,DISP=OLD

//BASE     DD DSN=CAI.CAW0LOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSLIN   DD *

  ORDER SRVBASE(P)

  INCLUDE SYSLMOD(SRVBASE)

  INCLUDE SYSLIB(IMODLIST)

  INCLUDE SYSLIB(IMODPARM)

  ENTRY SRVBASE

  SETCODE AC(1)

  NAME REPORT(R)

Back Up IMODs
 If you write or modify IMODs, you should create backup copies of the ISET data sets that contain them in case these
ISETs are damaged by system failure or by accident.

To back up IMODs, use the IDCAMS REPRO function in the following sample JCL procedure:

//REPRO      EXEC PGM=IDCAMS
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//SYSPRINT   DD SYSOUT=*

//OUTPUT1    DD DSN=CAI.BACKUP.IMOD1,

//             UNIT=TAPE,VOL=SER=BACK01,

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=8000,BLKSIZE=16004),

//             DISP=(,PASS),LABEL=1

//IMOD1      DD DSN=CAI.IMOD1,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN      DD *

  REPRO IFILE(IMOD1) OFILE(OUTPUT1)

//

The output is a sequential file that you can store on tape or disk.

Restore an ISET
To restore an ISET, use the IDCAMS REPRO function in the following sample JCL procedure:

//REPRO    EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//INPUT1   DD DSN=CAI.BACKUP.IMOD1,

//            UNIT=TAPE,VOL=SER=BACK01,

//            DISP=OLD,LABEL=1

//IMOD1    DD DSN=CAI.IMOD1,DISP=OLD

//SYSIN    DD *

  REPRO IFILE(INPUT1) OFILE(IMOD1) REUSE

//

Restore a Single IMOD
 Follow these steps: 

1. Restore the ISET backup that contains the IMOD to a newly allocated ISET.
2. Use the SRVMAINT program and the COPY batch maintenance command to copy the IMOD to the target ISET.

Note: For information about the SRVMAINT program and the COPY batch maintenance command, see
the Component Reference.

Migrate ISETs from Previous Releases
If you have ISETs that are not distributed with GSS, they can contain IMODs that were compiled under a different release
of GSS. Generally, minor differences in compiler and interpreter versions do not create problems. However, to eliminate
the potential for error, you can use the GSS SRVMAINT UPGRADE command to recompile back-level IMODs during
initialization. This recompilation is done in memory and is not saved. To save the recompilation, submit the UPGRADE
command in a batch job.

Follow these steps:

1. Make a copy of the CAW0JCL(BYSUPGR) member.
2. Update the copy to suit your requirements.

A job is created to recompile selected back-level IMODs.
3. Submit the copy as a job.

The IMODs are recompiled for the current release of GSS and saved.

Batch Maintenance of ISETs and ILOGs
The SRVMAINT program lets you work with ISETs and ILOGs in a batch environment.
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The following JCL statements show you how to use SRVMAINT:

//        EXEC PGM=SRVMAINT[,PARM=LINES=nn]

 //SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*         /* Diagnostic file (req) */

//name1     DD DSN=iset_dsn

//name2     DD DSN=data_file_dsn    

//name3     DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN     DD *

 (Insert commands here)                        

 /*

 //

Use the PARM parameter to specify the number of lines to print per report page and in SYSPRINT. This value can be
overridden by commands.

• iset_dsn 
Specifies the ISET on which to operate. You can include multiple DD statements to specify multiple ISETs.

• data_file_dsn 
Specifies a sequential file or PDS to read or write to. You can include multiple DD statements to specify multiple
sequential files and PDSs.

DD SYSOUT=*
Specifies a report file.

Note: For information about batch maintenance commands, see the section Component Reference.

SRVMAINT is implemented using IMODs. For debugging information, include an ISRVLOG DD statement.

IMPORTANT

We do not recommend using the following reserved ddnames, except as defined by IBM: JOBLIB, STEPLIB,
SYSABEND, SYSIN, SYSMDUMP, SYSPRINT, and SYSUDUMP.

Hardware Interface Service
The Hardware Interface Service enables a product to retrieve information from the Hardware Management Console
(HMC). A product can send a query to the service, which in turn interrogates the HMC through the Base Control Program
internal interface (BCPii).

How the Service Works
This illustration gives an overview of how the Hardware Interface Service works:
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Figure 11: LPAR

 

Topology Model
The service provides a topology model with the following entities:

Enterprise
Provides a top-level anchor for the entire topology. The HWICONAME parameter defines the name of this entity.

Installation
Provides a second-level entity in the topology. The HWIDCNAME parameter defines the name of this entity.
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Ensemble
Represents a Central Processor Complex (CPC) and other hardware (such as zEnterprise BladeCenter Extension
(zBX)) at an installation. An Ensemble entity takes the name of the CPC entity it owns.

CPC
Represents a z/Series processor complex. A CPC typically comprises one or more LPARs.

LPAR
Is a division of a CPC. The division can be physical, logical, or a combination of the two. An LPAR can also be
known as an image.

Capacity Records
Contains the capacity information for the parent CPC.

Profiles
Acts as a parent for the following types of profile entities:

• Load activation profiles
• Image activation profiles
• Reset activation profiles

Start and Stop Hardware Interface Service
Use the following commands to start and stop Hardware Interface Service:

Start Hardware Interface Service

To start Hardware Interface Service, issue the following z/OS START command from the MVS console:

S service_name,REUSASID=YES

NOTE
service_name is the name of the service started task or job.

Stop Hardware Interface Service

To stop Hardware Interface Service, issue the following command from the MVS console:

P service_name

NOTE
service_name is the name of the service started task or job.

Configure User Security
The Hardware Interface Service lets you accomplish the following goals:

• Authorize all users to access or alter specific entities in the Hardware Interface Service topology model. For more
information, see Authorize Users for Entities.

• Authorize specific users to use specific restricted requests or facilities. For more information, see Authorize Users for
Requests.

This functionality is achieved through security resources known to the Hardware Interface Service. The default security
resource class is CAHIS. If you plan to use this default, ensure that you define the class to your security product.
Alternatively, you can use the HWISAFCL initialization parameter to specify an already defined class to use. Specify the
parameter in the PARMLIB(SiHISPRM) member.
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The resources can have an optional common user-defined prefix. Best practice states that this prefix contains a special
character, for example, HI$RV. To specify the prefix, use the HWISAFPF initialization parameter. Specify the parameter in
the PARMLIB(SiHISPRM) member.

Authorize Users for Entities
The following resources let you authorize users to access the entities in the Hardware Interface Service topology model:

• [prefix.]ENTITY.LCL.CURRENT (the CURRENT group)
• [prefix.]ENTITY.LCL.SAME (the SAME group)
• [prefix.]ENTITY.OTHER (the OTHER group)

NOTE
 Substitute prefix. as specified by the HWISAFPF parameter.

An entity is assigned to a resource in the following ways:

• The Enterprise and Installation entities are not assigned to any group but are always read-only.
• An entity on which the service is executing is assigned to the CURRENT group. The current Ensemble, CPC, and

LPAR entities are assigned to the CURRENT group.
• The children of an entity in the CURRENT group are assigned to the SAME group.
• Other entities are assigned to the OTHER group.

The following examples grant user authorities using different security products:

• USER1 has the authority to work with all entities.
• USER2 has the authority to work with the local entities.
• USER3 has the authority to work with the local Enterprise, CPC, and LPAR entities.
• USER4 has the authority to work with the child entities of the local Enterprise, CPC, and LPAR.
• USER5 has the authority to work with other entities.

The examples use the FACILITY resource class (HWISAFCL=FACILITY) and the HI$RV resource name prefix
(HWISAFPF=HI$RV).

Example: Grant User Authorities Using ACF2

To define the security resources and grant users access to the entities, issue ACF2 commands in TSO. For example:

[ACF]

SET RESOURCE(FAC)

COMPILE *

$KEY(HI$RV) TYPE(FAC)

ENTITY.- UID(USER1) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

ENTITY.LCL.- UID(USER2) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

ENTITY.LCL.CURRENT UID(USER3) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

ENTITY.LCL.SAME UID(USER4) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

ENTITY.OTHER UID(USER5) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

 

STORE

[END]

Example: Grant User Authorities Using Top Secret   for z/OS

To define the security resources and grant users access to the entities, issue Top Secret commands in TSO. For example:

TSS ADDTO(acid) IBMFAC(HI$RV)
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TSS PERMIT(USER1) IBMFAC(HI$RV.ENTITY.) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(USER2) IBMFAC(HI$RV.ENTITY.LCL.) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(USER3) IBMFAC(HI$RV.ENTITY.LCL.CURRENT) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(USER4) IBMFAC(HI$RV.ENTITY.LCL.SAME) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(USER5) IBMFAC(HI$RV.ENTITY.OTHER) ACCESS(READ)

Example: Grant User Authorities Using RACF

To define the security resources and grant users access to the entities, issue RACF commands in TSO. For example:

RDEFINE FACILITY HI$RV.ENTITY.* UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE FACILITY HI$RV.ENTITY.LCL.* UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE FACILITY HI$RV.ENTITY.LCL.CURRENT UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE FACILITY HI$RV.ENTITY.LCL.SAME UACC(NONE)

RDEFINE FACILITY HI$RV.ENTITY.OTHER UACC(NONE)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

PERMIT HI$RV.ENTITY.* CLASS(FACILITY) ID(USER1) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT HI$RV.ENTITY.LCL.* CLASS(FACILITY) ID(USER2) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT HI$RV.ENTITY.LCL,CURRENT CLASS(FACILITY) ID(USER3) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT HI$RV.ENTITY.LCL.SAME CLASS(FACILITY) ID(USER4) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT HI$RV.ENTITY.OTHER CLASS(FACILITY) ID(USER5) ACCESS(READ)

Authorize Users for Requests
The Hardware Interface Service acts as if a user is APF authorized if that user is defined to the resource,
[prefix.]USER.AUTH.  The users that you want to define to this resource can vary greatly depending on your intended
use of the Hardware Interface Service. Refer to the following examples to grant user authorities for your specific security
product.

NOTE
 prefix.  is the optional resource name prefix as specified by the HWISAFPF parameter.

The examples use the FACILITY resource class (HWISAFCL=FACILITY) and the HI$RV resource name prefix
(HWISAFPF=HI$RV).

Example: Grant User Authorities Using ACF2

To define the security resources and authorize a user (usern), issue ACF2 commands in TSO. For for example:

[ACF]

SET RESOURCE(FAC)

COMPILE *

$KEY(HI$RV) TYPE(FAC)

USER.AUTH UID(usern) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

 

STORE

[END]

Example: Grant User Authorities Using Top Secret   for z/OS

To define the security resources and authorize a user (usern), issue Top Secret commands in TSO> For example:

TSS ADDTO(acid) IBMFAC(HI$RV)

TSS PERMIT(usern) IBMFAC(HI$RV.USER.AUTH) ACCESS(READ)
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Example: Grant User Authorities Using RACF

To define the security resources and authorize a user (usern), issue RACF commands in TSO. For example:

RDEFINE FACILITY HI$RV.USER.AUTH UACC(NONE)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

PERMIT HI$RV.USER.AUTH CLASS(FACILITY) ID(usern) ACCESS(READ)

Integrating with Other Broadcom Products
The Hardware Interface Service can be integrated with other Broadcom products to enhance their functionality. To learn
how each product can leverage the Hardware Interface Service, see the following articles:

•  OPS/MVS  
•  SOLVE  

L-Serv
L-Serv is a started task that provides standard services that various Broadcom products use, including Endevor, Bundl,
TPX, Balancing, and MIC.

NOTE
In this documentation, Broadcom products using L-Serv are referred to as client applications or clients.

The L-Serv standard services include:

• Centralized logging facilities
• Centralized messaging facilities
• Cross-system communications
• SQL table management
• VSAM file management

L-Serv Operation
A general-purpose entity, the L-Serv kernel, and the three servers that the kernel activate provide the L-Serv.

The L-Serv kernel provides three core services for client applications: logging, messaging, and command processing.
Through the kernel, you start and stop L-Serv servers, issue commands to those servers, and perform routine
maintenance operations, such as file backup and restoration.

The L-Serv servers that run in the L-Serv address space are:

• Communications Server provides cross system communications for client applications.
• File Server manages centralized access to VSAM files used by client applications.
• SQL Server provides SQL access to data stored in relational tables that VSAM files created.

This diagram illustrates the controlling relationship of the kernel and the servers.
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The Kernel
To learn about the Kernel, see:

The L-Serv kernel provides a number of core services available to client applications that include logging, messaging, and
command processing.

Logging

L-Serv has three types of logs for collecting information:

• Message logs, which collect messages about L-Serv activities.
• Trace logs, which collect diagnostic information about L-Serv.
• Change logs, which collect information about updates to files that L-Serv manages on behalf of a client application.

Messaging

Through the L-Serv message service, clients can issue messages to consoles and logs. Additionally, its unique message
table structure provides foreign language support and lets you customize messages to the requirement of your site.

Command Processing

Using L-Serv commands and statements, you can:

• Start and stop the servers
• Add or remove files from the management of the file server
• Display information about the current status of the servers
• Perform numerous other administrative procedures

Communications Server

The L-Serv communications server enables a client application running on a z/OS system to communicate with other
client applications running on other z/OS systems.

File Server

The L-Serv file server manages access to VSAM files used by client applications.
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When you use the file server, only L-Serv accesses the files you place under its management. To read or write to those
files, the client application issues I/O requests that L-Serv processes.

The files that the file server manages can be organized into file groups. This useful feature includes automatic switching
to the next file in the group when the current data set is full (such as in the case of journals) and global file management
where an entire group can be backed up, restored, and archived as a single entity.

Because the operating system treats L-Serv as the only user for these managed files, users cannot circumvent the
internal security mechanism of a client application to access data. For added security, L-Serv provides a logging feature
that you can use to track updates to managed VSAM files.

NOTE
The external security features that are introduced with genlevel 9510 are unchanged with this new genlevel of L-
Serv.

Sharing VSAM Files in a Multi-System Environment

When used with the communications server, the file server enables client applications to share VSAM files across systems
without physically sharing DASD. One system acts as the host system and other systems act as remote systems. The
communications server routes I/O requests from remote systems to the host system, where the file server performs all I/O
operations against those files.

For performance reasons, we recommend that processes that involve large numbers of I/O operations execute on the
host system rather than remote systems.

SQL Server

L-Serv includes its own enhanced version of SQL, patterned after ANSI guidelines. The SQL server provides two facilities:

• An internal API relational database provides access to client applications.
• A command interface provides online access to relational databases from a TSO terminal.

Start and Stop L-Serv
The following commands are used to start and stop L-Serv:

• To start L-Serv, issue the following z/OS START command:
S task,parm1,parm2,...

The task variable represents the name of the L-Serv startup procedure. The parm variables represent one or more
parameters from the startup procedure that you want to override.

• To stop L-Serv, issue one of the following commands:
F task,SHUTDOWN

P task

L-Serv automatically deactivates all servers running in its address space.

NOTE
Starting L-Serv does not automatically start all of the L-Serv servers. See Activate the Servers for instructions on
defining and activating the servers.

L-Serv Configuration
Configure L-Serv to identify the system and address space where L-Serv is running.
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Choose System and Subsystem Names
The L-Serv "system name" identifies the system where a copy of L-Serv is running. When L-Serv executes on multiple
CPUs each L-Serv in the complex identifies each of its partners through the system name that is specified at startup. By
default, if no system name is specified at startup, L-Serv uses the system SMF ID. We recommended that you use this
default value. To override the default system name, use the SYSNAME= parameter in the L-Serv startup procedure.

The L-Serv "subsystem" name identifies the address space where L-Serv is running. The Assoaiated products, such as
Endevor use the L-Serv subsystem name to indicate the copy of L-Serv with which they want to interact. When L-Serv
executes on multiple CPUs, all L-Serv regions in the complex must share the subsystem name.

Most of the sites can use the default subsystem name LSRV. However, if you run multiple copies of L-Serv on any system,
assign a unique subsystem name to each copy. To do this, change the value for the SSNM= parameter in the L-Serv
startup procedure.

Using Two Subsystem Names

If you run both test and production copies of L-Serv on system SYS01, use the same system name for both copies of L-
Serv but use different subsystem names. For example, use LSVT for the test L-Serv and LSVP for the production L-Serv.

Identify L-Serv to Client Applications
The client applications generally reference the L-Serv default subsystem name (LSRV). If a client application uses a
different subsystem name, or you change the L-Serv subsystem name, reference the new name as follows:

• In batch jobs (such as a Bundl collection job), add the following DD statement to the JCL:

//SSN$sysname DD DUMMY

• For interactive environments (such as a Bundl TSO View session), add the following statement to the CLIST:

ALLOC F(SSN$ssname) DUMMY REUSE

• For the clients who identify L-Serv through a parameter, specify the L-Serv subsystem name on that parameter. For
example, specify the L-Serv subsystem name on the MIC ISSNAME parameter.

NOTE
See the documentation for the client application for more information about default subsystem names and
overriding them.

Referring to Two Different Subsystem Names

Suppose that you are running two copies of L-Serv (one for test files, the other for production files) on the same system.
To ensure that jobs use the appropriate copy of L-Serv, add DD statements to the JCL for the jobs.

Provide Operating Values for L-Serv
Operating values are provided to L-Serv in members of the CAI.CAW0OPTN data set, which was created when you
installed L-Serv. The data set is allocated to the L-Serv startup procedure under the LDMCMND DD statement.

Members that Provide Operating Values

The CAW0OPTN data set contains three categories of members that define operating values for L-Serv:
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• Message tables (LDMMSGS) points to message tables containing message definitions for L-Serv or its client.
• Command members (LDMPARM) lists all commands and command members that are executed when L-Serv starts

up.
• SQL Definition Members (LDMSQDEF) defines SQL relational tables. Only the L-Serv SQL server uses this member.

NOTE
For greater flexibility, the LDMPARM member is specified in the L-Serv startup procedure and it is possible to
direct L-Serv to execute different sets of startup commands for different executions. The names of the other two
members are fixed and they must not be changed.

These three categories of CAW0OPTN members are further described in the following sections.

 

Define Message Tables for L-Serv
A message table contains definitions of the messages that L-Serv or one of its client applications issues. The definitions
include the message number, message text, symbolic variables, and standard z/OS routing and descriptor codes.

The CAW0OPTN member LSERVMSG, which is downloaded at installation time, contains the definitions of messages
necessary for L-Serv processing.

L-Serv can use extra message tables to issue messages on behalf of any client application that sends a message request
to L-Serv. See the installation and configuration documentation for the associated product for information concerning its
implementation and use of L-Serv messaging services.

NOTE
The message table for an associated product can be copied to the L-Serv CAW0OPTN data set or to any data
set included in the concatenation for the //LDMCMND DD statement in the L-Serv startup procedure.

Tell L-Serv which Message Tables to Use

The LDMMSGS member of the L-Serv CAW0OPTN data set points to all message tables used by L-Serv.

The sample LDMMSGS member in the L-Serv CAW0OPTN data set contains one INCLUDE statement for the
LSERVMSG message table. More message tables must be defined in LDMMSGS.

LDMMSGS : This member points to all message tables used by L-Serv.

INCLUDE LSERVMSG Defines L-Serv messages.

INCLUDE BNDLMSG Defines Bundl messages.

INCLUDE NDVRMSG Defines Endevor messages.

Customize Messages

The message text that is contained within any message table that Broadcom provides can be reworded to suit your needs.
This can include translation to languages other than English.

To customize a message table, do not modify the original member. Copy the original message table into a new member
and modify the corresponding INCLUDE statement in LDMMSGS.

Provide Non-English Messages

To provide message tables in a language other than English, create more message tables for each client application.
Because most Broadcom products are shipped only with the English version of the message table, you may have to
translate message definitions yourself.
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For example, provide these members if you have English and French versions of L-Serv and Bundl messages:

LDMMSGS: This member points to all message tables used by L-Serv.

INCLUDE LSENGMSG Defines L-Serv messages in English.

INCLUDE LSFRNMSG Defines L-Serv messages in French.

INCLUDE BNENGMSG Defines Bundl messages in English.

INCLUDE BNFRNMSG Defines Bundl messages in French.

Activate the Servers
Starting L-Serv activates only the core services referred to as the L-Serv kernel. Depending on the client application that
uses L-Serv services, activate one or more servers. A convenient way of doing this is with command members.

Command Members

A command member is a member of the L-Serv CAW0OPTN data set that contains L-Serv commands. Command
members start the L-Serv servers and to perform L-Serv tasks on behalf of a client application (such as placing files under
the management of L-Serv) whenever you start the L-Serv kernel.

A sample command member, LSVPARM, is provided in the L-Serv CAW0OPTN data set to illustrate the layout of a typical
L-Serv startup command member.

NOTE
The L-Serv command members cannot contain z/OS commands or commands for the L-Serv clients. They can
only contain L-Serv commands.

Store L-Serv Command Members

Command members can be stored in the L-Serv CAW0OPTN data set or in any data set included in the concatenation for
the //LDMCMND DD statement in the L-Serv startup procedure.

Start L-Serv Servers
All startup commands for L-Serv and its servers are included in the LSVPARM command member. Within this command
member, you can provide commands to start and set operational values for L-Serv, the file server, the communications
server, and the SQL server.

The ATTACH commands get placed in the LSVPARM member. You would also include commands that define the
environment of each L-Serv server. For example, you would specify a LOGID with each ATTACH command to define
the log used for the messages of each server. See the LSVPARM member in the CAW0OPTN data set for examples of
startup commands.

Provide Command Members for L-Serv Clients

Provide a command member for each of the L-Serv client applications. In each of these members, specify the commands
that L-Serv issue upon startup to enable the operations for that client. The ADDPOOL, ADDFILE, and ADDLOG
commands get placed in these members.

For example, a BNDLPARM member could provide buffer pools for Bundl files. Place those files under the management
of L-Serv and associate change logs with each of those files. Another member, NDVRPARM, for example, could perform
similar tasks for the Endevor journals. The member LSVPARM can contain startup commands for L-Serv servers, and
LDMPARM contain INCLUDE statements for LSVPARM, BNDLPARM, and NDVRPARM.
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Point to Startup Members

The LDMPARM member of the L-Serv CAW0OPTN data set lists all command members that are executed when L-Serv is
started up. In this member, specify an INCLUDE statement for each command member that L-Serv uses at startup time.

To include the command member that activates the L-Serv servers and the command members that execute L-Serv
commands on behalf of Bundl and Endevor, add the following entries in LDMPARM:

LDMPARM: This member contains the list of command members which are to be executed when L-Serv is started.

INCLUDE LSVPARM Starts up L-Serv servers.

INCLUDE BNDLPARM Contains L-Serv tasks for Bundl.

INCLUDE NDVRPARM Contains L-Serv tasks for Endevor.

The commands in each member, and the members themselves, are read and executed in the order in which they appear.

 

Define SQL Relational Tables for L-Serv
An SQL definition member is a parameter data set member containing definitions of SQL relational tables that the SQL
Server uses.

SQL table definition members can be stored in the L-Serv CAW0OPTN data set or in any data set included in the
concatenation for the //LDMCMND DD statement in the L-Serv startup procedure.

Tell L-Serv which SQL Definition Members to Use

The LDMSQDEF member of the L-Serv parameter data set points to all SQL definition members. All SQL definition
members must be included in the LDMSQDEF member.

For example, to point to the member PRODSQL containing SQL table definitions, you would include the PRODSQL
member as shown here:

LDMSQDEF: This member points to all SQL definition members used by L-Serv.

INCLUDE PRODSQL Defines SQL tables for an unspecified client application.

NOTE
The LDMSQDEF member is read automatically at startup by the SQL server. So, the name of the member must
not be altered.

Multiple System Environment Configuration
If you are running the file server and the communications server in a multiple system configuration, you can share the L-
Serv parameter data set among systems. This means that multiple systems share the physical DASD upon which the L-
Serv parameter data set is stored. With such a configuration, you can centralize control and more easily maintain L-Serv.

Use Separate Startup Members for Host and Remote Systems

If you are sharing the L-Serv parameter data set among systems, you can provide separate startup command members
for each system: one for the system where the host file server is running and one for each system where a remote server
is running. These members are referenced using INCLUDE statements in the LDMPARM member of the CAW0OPTN
data set. (Host and remote servers are described in the File Server section.)
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Having these separate startup command members lets you distinguish commands for the host server from commands for
remote servers. Additionally, if the host server goes down, you can change host servers without stopping L-Serv. To see
how to implement new host and remote servers using command members without shutting down L-Serv, see Configure
the File Server.

For example, you can provide the HOSTPARM member to start L-Serv servers and establish the host server, and
REMOPARM member to start L-Serv servers and establish the remote server.

Share a Startup Member Between Host and Remote Systems

The IFSYS, ENDIF and ELSE statements may be used to direct L-Serv to execute commands only on certain systems.
The IFSYS statement identifies the systems where the ensuing block of commands will be executed. An ELSE or ENDIF
statement ends the block.

On an IFSYS statement, you need to specify the SMF ID of the system where the following block of commands will be
executed. You can specify one or more system names on each IFSYS statement.

This feature can be used to manage several L-Serv programs executing on multiple systems with a single LSVPARM
member.

IFSYS/ENDIF Statement Usage

Suppose that you want to use IFSYS/ENDIF blocks to initiate the following command members:

• HOSTPARM (for L-Serv startup commands on system SYS01, where the host file server resides)
• BNDLPARM (for Bundl file management commands on the host system)
• NDVRPARM (for Endevor file management commands on the host system)
• REMOPARM (for L-Serv startup commands on systems SYS02 and SYS03)

Specify the following statements in the LDMPARM member:

IFSYS   SYS01

   INCLUDE   HOSTPARM

   INCLUDE   BNDLPARM

   INCLUDE   NDVRPARM

ENDIF

IFSYS   SYS02,SYS03

   INCLUDE   REMOPARM

ENDIF

Use the ELSE Statement

Use the ELSE statement within an IFSYS/ENDIF block. The ELSE statement executes commands on all systems that do
not match the system names that the IFSYS statement specifies. For example, if your complex has only three systems,
you can achieve the same result with the following statements:

IFSYS   SYS01

   INCLUDE   HOSTPARM

   INCLUDE   BNDLPARM

   INCLUDE   NDVRPARM

ELSE

   INCLUDE   REMOPARM
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ENDIF   

Deactivate L-Serv Servers and Tasks
You can also provide command members that stop the L-Serv servers or L-Serv file management tasks. These members
are useful if you want to stop L-Serv servers without shutting down the L-Serv kernel.

A command member that would stop L-Serv servers would typically contain DETACH commands for the servers being
deactivated. You can issue the commands in these command members by using the READ command. For more
information, see L-Serv Commands in Component Reference.

The READ command can be used to execute any lengthy sequence of elementary commands (such as file allocation and
deallocation) especially when these commands are executed on a routine basis.

NOTE
In the LDMPARM member of the L-Serv parameter data set, do not include command members that stop
servers. This would cause the specified servers to be stopped right after they are activated.

Establish New Host and Remote Servers

You can shut down a local file server to start a multiple system setup with host and remote servers and have the specified
command members exist in the L-Serv parameter data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop L-Serv servers for the local system:

READ STOPLSRV   (on the local system)

2. Start L-Serv servers for the new host system:

READ HOSTPARM   (on the new host system)

3. Start L-Serv servers for each new remote system:

READ REMOPARM   (on each new remote system)

Collect Data in the L-Serv Logs
A log is a set of sequential files that collects information about L-Serv. Three types of logs are provided:

• The message logs collect messages about commands that are issued to L-Serv and its responses to those
commands. They also collect L-Serv messages that indicate potential problems or significant events.

• Trace logs collect diagnostic information about L-Serv. Broadcom Support uses this information.
• Change logs collect information about updates to files that L-Serv is managing. Change logs contain the following

types of information:
– The ID of the user making an update.
– The type of operation: add, delete, or replace.
– The ddname of the file being updated.
– The record key (shown in character and hexadecimal formats).

Default Logs Provided by L-Serv

By default, L-Serv provides two types of logs:
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• A message log, MSGLOG, defined as a class A SYSOUT data set. L-Serv automatically directs messages to this log
unless you remove the log (through a REMOVELOG command) or you provide a different message log.

• A trace log, TRACE, defined as a class A SYSOUT data set. Although L-Serv does not automatically collect trace
messages, do not remove the trace log. Keep it available in case you need it.

L-Serv provides you with these default logs, so you only define them if you want to use a cataloged data set for them or
you want them directed to a different SYSOUT class.

L-Serv does not provide change logs or auxiliary message logs by default. Define them using the ADDLOG commands.

Characteristics of L-Serv Logs

All L-Serv logs have the following generic characteristics:

• Each log can contain up to four cataloged data sets or a single SYSOUT data set. When more than one cataloged data
set is used, they must share the logical record length (LRECL).

• L-Serv automatically switches to a new file when the current file becomes full. However, L-Serv overwrites data when
all files become full.

• Each system must have its own log files. You cannot share log files between copies of L-Serv. If you try to share log
files, L-Serv terminates during the initialization.

NOTE

• Log files cannot be archived through L-Serv. However, you can view their contents on line through
SYSVIEW® Performance Management or a similar mechanism.

• The order in which you define log files to L-Serv determines which file L-Serv uses first.
• After defining change logs, assign them to managed files. See Place Files under the Management of L-Serv.
• L-Serv does not support multivolume log data sets. Make sure that each log data set is allocated on a single

volume. If multiple data sets are allocated for a log, then they can each be placed on a different volume if
desired.

Define Log Files
To define a log file, issue an ADDLOG logname command. Provide log files by including one of these parameters on your
command:

Type of Log File ADDLOG Operand Considerations
Cataloged data set DSNAMES(dsnames)

Specify up to four data set names, delimited
by commas or spaces.

If all data set names cannot fit into one
single LSVPARM line, use commas as
continuation characters for the ADDLOG
command.

SYSOUT data set SYSOUT(class)
Specify a single SYSOUT class.

Use SYSOUT data sets if you want to print
log files.

Data sets referenced on DD statements in
the L-Serv startup procedure

DDNAMES(ddnames)
Specify up to four DD names, delimited by
commas or spaces.

For each DD name, add a DD statement to
the L-Serv startup procedure.

For example, to use data sets MSGLOG.DATA.SET.ONE and MSGLOG.DATA.SET.TWO as message log files, specify
this command:

ADDLOG MSGLOG DSNAMES(MSGLOG.DATA.SET.ONE ,

                      MSGLOG.DATA.SET.TWO)
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Manage Auxiliary Message Logs

The L-Serv communications server and SQL server issue various messages. To isolate general-purpose messages from
the more specialized messages that these servers can issue, L-Serv provides an auxiliary log capability.

When you use auxiliary logs, you can direct messages from the communications and SQL servers as shown in the
following illustration.

Provide Auxiliary Logs

To provide auxiliary logs for the communications server and the SQL server:

Follow these steps:

1. Define log files through an ADDLOG command.
2. Associate the log with the appropriate L-Serv server through the LOGID parameter on the ATTACH command. For

example, you can start the communications server and can associate it with the auxiliary log LCOMLOG through this
command:

ATTACH COMMSERVER LOGID(LCOMLOG)

3. When you provide an auxiliary log for the SQL server, indicate the type of messages L-Serv log. By default, L-Serv
logs only error messages about SQL statements that it has read. To log all SQL statement messages, including
messages about every SQL statement that L-Serv has read, specify AUDIT(STATEMENTS) on the ATTACH
command.

Log File Operations
After you define a log, L-Serv automatically opens and starts recording information in it. You can issue a command to stop
writing to a log at any time. L-Serv also provides commands for reopening a closed log or permanently closing a log. The
following table lists the commands that L-Serv provides for opening, closing, and check pointing logs.

OPENLOG logname
Opens a log and starts recording in it.
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CLOSELOG logname
Stops recording to the log and temporarily closes it.

WRITELOG logname
Writes all active buffers to the log to ensure that the most recent events have been recorded.

REMOVELOG logname
Stops recording to the log and permanently closes it. (The log must be redefined using the ADDLOG command
before L-Serv can use it again.)

SWITCHLOG logname
Closes the current log and opens the next log in the list. (The list is defined on the ADDLOG command.)

Print Logs

If you define a log as a SYSOUT file, you can use the PRINTLOG command to print the contents of the file and open a
new SYSOUT log. To print the log, issue the following command from a console:

PRINTLOG logname

L-Serv sends the log to the SYSOUT class that is defined on the ADDLOG command or on the DD statement for the log.

NOTE
The PRINTLOG command provides a convenient means of directing the contents of a L-Serv log to an output
sysout class where it can be archived or purged without having to recycle L-Serv.

Obtain Dumps
If L-Serv experiences an error or abend, you can obtain the following types of dumps for diagnostic purposes:

• An unformatted SVC dump of the L-Serv address space and selected areas of common storage. This dump is placed
in a SYS1.DUMPxx data set.

• A formatted dump of the L-Serv address space. This dump is placed in the data set identified by a //SYSUDUMP or //
SYSABEND DD statement in the L-Serv startup procedure.

By default, L-Serv generates an unformatted SVC dump.

Disable the SVC dump feature of L-Serv by issuing the following command:

OPTIONS SVCDUMP(NO)

NOTE
The L-Serv recovery routines suppress the generation of duplicate SVC dumps. We recommend that the
SVCDUMP feature is always left active, particularly on complex production environments where formatted
dumps are often not sufficient to investigate the causes of problems.

Display Information about L-Serv
To display information about L-Serv, issue a DISPLAY command. Specify one or more of these values on the command:

ACTIVE
Displays a list of active L-Serv servers. (See message LDM0420I.)

INIT
Displays the values that cannot be changed while L-Serv is running. The values for the L-Serv kernel include the
name of the member that points to start up command members; whether L-Serv reuses intercepts; the L-Serv
subsystem name; and system IDs. (See message LDM0403I.)
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LOGS
Displays status information about the L-Serv message, trace, and change logs. Each log file is listed separately.
(See message LDM0750I.)

MSGTABLE
Displays a list of message tables, including what language each table is in, and how many messages each table
contains. (See message LDM0422I.)

OPTIONS
Displays the values that you can change while L-Serv is running. Values for the L-Serv kernel include your SVC
dump option. (See message LDM0404I.)

SSNAME
Displays a list of subsystems (including L-Serv) that are running on a system. Status information for each
subsystem is also shown. (See message LDM0410I.)

STORAGE
Displays information about storage use, including the size of a storage block, how many blocks are allocated, and
how many blocks are used. (See message LDM0425I.)

VERSION
Displays the L-Serv release and maintenance level. (See message LDM0402I.)

For example, to display lists of subsystems and L-Serv servers, issue this command:

DISPLAY SSNAME ACTIVE

NOTE
You can also use the DISPLAY ALL format of the command to generate a complete report of the current status
of L-Serv.

Configure the File Server
The L-Serv file server manages access to VSAM files used by client applications. To access a file, the client issues an I/O
request to the file server, and the server accesses the file on behalf of the client. Only the file server has direct access to
the files that you place under its management.

WARNING
Run the file server when you run certain client applications (such as Bundl) and also if you want to use the L-
Serv SQL server.

Start and Stop the File Server
To start a file server automatically when you start a L-Serv started task, specify the ATTACH FILESERVER command in
the startup command member. The format of the ATTACH FILESERVER command varies based on the following factors:

• If you have a multiple system environment, define one file server as the host and all others as remote.
• If you have a multiple system environment, do the L-Serv started tasks that run each file server also run a

communication server? If a file server uses a communication server executing in another L-Serv region, identify this
communication server to the file server.

• To adjust the data buffer size of a file server, define the new size.

NOTE
We recommend the use of command members to place files under L-Serv management and also to issue
commands on a routine basis (such as commands which allocate or deallocate data sets). If you use command
members to issue the commands that are associated with the tasks in the following sections, set up these
commands only once. Thereafter, they are issued automatically.
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You can issue any of the commands that are listed in this section from a console after the file server is started. However,
the settings and definitions that are associated with console issued commands are lost when the file server is stopped.
Reissue these commands when the file server is restarted.

Start Command

In this example of the file server start command, the file server is the host server in a multiple system environment. The
file server uses a separate started task for communications (the subsystem name of the communications server is LSVP),
and the data buffer size of the file server is set to 32 KB.

ATTACH FILESERVER SERVERTYPE(HOST) COMMSERVERSSN(LSVP)

      BUFFERSIZE(32768)

Stop Command

To stop the file server, specify the following command from a terminal or in a command member that issues shutdown
commands:

DETACH   FILESERVER

To issue the DETACH command from a command member, specify the following command:

textREAD member 

member
The necessary DETACH command.

Define Host and Remote Servers
In a multiple system environment, designate host and remote file servers. Each L-Serv configuration has only one host file
server; all other file servers are remote servers.

Run the host server on the system where the most file I/O requests are issued. Because the host server performs all I/
O operations against a set of managed files, all managed files must be accessible from the system running the host file
server.

The remote servers do not perform I/O operations on files. Their I/O requests are forwarded to the host server, as shown
in the following graphic:
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To define host and remote servers:

• On the host system, specify this command in the appropriate command member:

ATTACH   FILESERVER   SERVERTYPE(HOST)

• On each remote system, specify this command in the appropriate command member:

ATTACH   FILESERVER   SERVERTYPE(REMOTE)

NOTE
You do not have to start your host server before your remote servers. Until all servers are started, you receive
messages as the servers try to contact each other.

Configure Communications in a Multiple-System Environment
In a multiple-system environment, use the L-Serv communications server to enable client applications running on remote
systems to access the files that the host system manages. The file server and the communications server must run in
each copy of L-Serv.

This graphic shows a typical implementation involving test and production copies of L-Serv running on two Z/OS images:
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In the previous example, each copy of L-Serv runs its own communications server. However, a specialized L-Serv started
task can provide communications services for multiple copies of L-Serv.

The following graphic illustrates this scenario:
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Identify the Started Task for Communications

When the L-Serv started task that runs the file server also runs the communications server, the file server communicates
with other systems through the communications server in its own address space.

When a L-Serv started task does not provide its own communications services, identify the started task that provides
these services to the file server.

Including extra information about the ATTACH command that starts the file server, as shown here:

textATTACH FILESERVER SERVERTYPE(type) COMMSERVERSSN(ssname)

The COMMSERVERSSN(ssname) parameter provides the subsystem name for the L-Serv started task that provides
communications services.

For example, you are running a test copy and a production copy of the file server and you want both copies to use the
communications server running in the LSVP address space.

Issue the following command to the test copy of L-Serv:

textATTACH FILESERVER SERVERTYPE(type) COMMSERVERSSN(LSVP)

Sharing a Communications Server between a number of L-Serv regions is useful to limit the number of VTAM definitions
or XCF groups in large complexes where many systems run multiple copies of L-Serv.

Adjust the Data Buffer Size
L-Serv uses a buffer to store data temporarily that the file server is receiving from the communications server. When the
file server issues a request to receive data, L-Serv moves data from the communications server into this buffer. If the
buffer is not large enough to accommodate the data, L-Serv splits the data into appropriately sized chunks, moves the
data, and then reassembles it:

 

Determine the Buffer Size

The default size of the data buffer is 4096 bytes. To determine if you should change the default value, issue the DISPLAY
SYSTEMS command and compare the values under the RECV and SPLITS columns. If SPLITS is high relative to RECV,
you can to define a larger buffer to improve performance.

The size of the data buffer does not have to match the transmission buffers size of the communications server. However,
because the size of the data buffer has an impact on both virtual storage use and performance, try to find an optimal size.
If the buffer is too large, virtual storage space is wasted. If the buffer is too small, performance suffers from the additional
overhead of splitting and reassembling data.
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Adjust the Data Buffer Size

Adjust the value for the BUFFERSIZE parameter on the ATTACH command that starts the file server:

textATTACH FILESERVER BUFFERSIZE(bytes)

Define Managed Files
Several setup tasks are associated with defining L-Serv managed files.

Task Notes
Place files under the management of the file server. Required.
Define LSR buffer pools. Optional. Check the documentation of the client application to

determine which files will be assigned to private pools (NSR) and
which files will be assigned to shared pools (LSR).

Set file access parameter. Optional. You can generally use the default values.
Tune I/O performance. Optional. You can generally use the default values.
Propagate the ENQ requests across systems. Required if you are running the file server on multiple systems

(host and remote file servers).
Protect managed data sets using external security: ACF2, Top
Secret, RACF

Required.

Place Files under the Management of L-Serv
Consider the following factors before placing a file under L-Serv management:

• Before it can be opened, a VSAM file must be connected to a buffer pool. By default, VSAM assigns each file to a
private (NSR) buffer pool. Optionally, you can direct the file server to create shared (LSR) buffer pools and assign your
files to these buffer pools.

• Deciding whether to use NSR (non-shared) or LSR (locally shared) buffer pools for a given VSAM data set is the
function of a number of criteria including, the mix of I/O operations the client application performs. The application
documentation generally recommends which of its files are assigned NSR and LSR pools and provides sample
definitions.

• You can assign a change log to each file. A change log collects information about updates to a file. For information
about change logs, see L-Serv Configuration.

• You can assign each file to a file group. The files in a file group contain data that a particular client uses. All of the files
in a file group must have the same file group characteristics. The client application documentation specifies which of its
files must be part of a file group.

ADDFILE Command

The ADDFILE command places a file under the management of L-Serv. On the ADDFILE command, specify the ddname.
If you did not allocate the file in the L-Serv startup procedure, specify the dsname also.

NOTE
In a multiple system environment, issue ADDFILE commands only on the system where the host server is
running.

Assign a File to a Pool

To assign a file to an LSR buffer pool, specify the POOL parameter with the ADDFILE command, where nn is the number
for the pool. Define LSR buffer pools using the ADDPOOL command before assigning files to them.
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ADDFILE ddname POOL(nn)

Assign a Change Log to a File

To assign a change log to a file, specify the LOGID parameter with the ADDFILE command, where logname is the name
of the change log. Define the change log to L-Serv using the ADDLOG command before assigning the log to a file.

ADDFILE ddname LOGID(logname)

Assign a File to a File Group

Specify the GROUP parameter with the ADDFILE command, where id is the group ID of the file group. If the file group
does not exist, it is automatically defined.

ADDFILE ddname GROUP(id)

For example, to place the Bundl file DPMFSIF (dsname BUNDL.V47GA.DPMFSIF) under the management of L-Serv,
assign the file to LSR buffer pool 3, assign it a change log named BNDCHG3, and assign it to file group BNDGRP3, issue
the following command:

ADDFILE DPMFSIF BUNDL.V47GA.DPMFSIF GROUP(BNDGRP3)

        LOGID(BNDCHG3) POOL(3)

NOTE
Define pool 3 and change log BNDCHG3 before issuing the ADDFILE command. This command automatically
defines Group BNDGRP3.

How to Manage Buffer Pools for Managed Files
VSAM uses buffer pools to read and write records from the disk and to transfer records to and from a user-provided area
in the client address space. Two types of buffer pools:

•  Private buffer pools, which are reserved for a single file.
By default, VSAM creates a private buffer pool when the data set is initially opened. Define private buffer pools to L-
Serv to override the VSAM defaults, which can be done by using the BUFNI, BUFND, and STRNO keywords of the
ADDFILE command.

•  Local shared resource (LSR) buffer pools, which are shared by a set of files you designate. Files that share a
buffer pool have similar buffer characteristics. we recommend that you use LSR buffer pools for files with similar
characteristics because this improves service times for most types of I/O processing.
You can define up to 15 LSR buffer pools using the ADDPOOL command.

For recommendations on which data sets are assigned to private (NSR) or shared pools (LSR), see the client
application documentation.

Determine the Size and Number of Buffers

When you define LSR buffer pools, set the number of buffers per pool and the size of each buffer. Follow these guidelines
to determine your number and size requirements:

Number of buffers
The number of buffers can affect system performance. If you define too few buffers of a given size, delays can
occur in servicing I/O requests. If you define too many buffers, virtual storage is wasted.

Buffer size
The buffer size corresponds to the control interval (CI) size of the file. When VSAM reads a record, it needs a
buffer that is at least as large as the CI size. The VSAM files can have different buffer characteristics, so buffer
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pools must be large enough to accommodate the CI size of the data and index portions of files without being
wasteful.

NOTE
For more information about NSR and LSR pools and the IBM recommendations on determining an adequate
size for your buffer pools, see the IBM publication DFSMS: Using Data Sets.

Define LSR Buffer Pools

To define an LSR buffer pool, in the L-Serv parameter data set, specify:

ADDPOOL nn (size,count)... STRNO(nnn)

nn
Specifies a number to the pool with nn. Specify a value from 1 to 15.

size
Specifies a buffer size in bytes. Specify one to four (size,count) pairs.

count
Specifies the number of buffers that L-Serv allocates in that size (the minimum number is 3).

nnn
Optional. Specifies the nnn number of VSAM strings that are assigned to the buffer pool. The STRNO count
specifies the maximum number of concurrent I/O requests against the buffer pool that VSAM is able to process.
Specify a value from 3 to 255 (the default is 16).

NOTE
In multiple system environments, issue ADDPOOL commands only on the system where the host server is
running.

For example, to allocate buffer pool 3 with eight 1,024-byte buffers and four 32,768-byte buffers, specify this command in
the L-Serv parameter data set:

ADDPOOL 3 (1024,8) (32768,4)

Evaluate Buffer Pool Usage

To see how well your buffer pools are being used, issue the DISPLAY commands:

• Issue the DISPLAY BUFFERPOOL command:
DISPLAY BUFFERPOOL

In the output, a high number of BFRFND (buffer find) counts relative to BUFRDS (buffer read) counts are desirable for
each buffer size.

• Issue the DISPLAY STATISTICS=SERVICE command:
DISPLAY STATISTICS=SERVICE

In the output, the following service times are desirable:
– Service times below 40 milliseconds for PUT (write) and DIRGET (direct read) requests.
– Service times below 10 milliseconds for SEQ GET (sequential read) requests.

NOTE
The BFRFND, BUFRDS, UIW, and NUIW keywords that appear on these L-Serv reports are VSAM terminology.
For more information about these terms, see the SMS guide Using Data Sets together with the IBM
recommendations on their interpretation.
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Override VSAM Defaults for Private Buffer Pools

L-Serv provides the ADDFILE options that you can use to override VSAM defaults:

Performance Value ADDFILE parameter Default Value

Number of data buffers BUFND(nnnnn) 5

Number of index buffers BUFNI(nnnn) 5

Number of VSAM placeholders (which limits
the number of concurrent VSAM requests
for a file)

STRNO(nnn) 5

For example, to allocate 32 data buffers and 32 index buffers in the private buffer pool for file DPMFPDF2, specify this
command in the parameter data set:

ADDFILE DPMFPDF2 BUFND(32) BUFNI(32)

WARNING
These options can cause I/O problems if used improperly. When the number of buffers and placeholders is too
low, performance can suffer. When the number is too high, you can run out of virtual storage. Therefore, fully
consider the impact on virtual storage and performance before specifying the BUFND, BUFNI, and STRNO
options.

How to Adjust Performance for Managed Files
You can improve I/O performance for most L-Serv managed files by changing any of the following OPTION parameter
values on the ADDFILE command:

What You Can Do OPTION Value Considerations
Defer write operations for a record until
the VSAM buffer is needed for another
operation or the deferred write interval
expires.

DEFER Use DEFER only with LSR buffer pools.
Speeds updates, deletions, and insertions.
The deferred write interval is set through
the MAXDORM parameter on the
OPTIONS command.
The most recent version of a record can be
lost if a system problem occurs before the
data is physically written to a disk.

Pad short records with blanks until the
records are nn bytes long.

MINLEN(nn) MINLEN is a safeguard to the TRIM option
because it ensures that clients receive
records in the length they expect.
Only specify MINLEN when directed to do
so by the client documentation.

Trim trailing blanks from the data portion of
variable length records.

TRIM Saves disk space by reducing the record
length before the record is stored on disk.
Never affects the key portion of a record.
Do not use TRIM if the VSAM data set has
been defined with fixed-length records.

For example, to set performance options for the file DPMFSIF, specify the following command in the L-Serv parameter
data set:

ADDFILE DPMFSIF OPTION(TRIM,DEFER) POOL(3)
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WARNING
Misuse of these options can cause serious I/O or other system problems. We strongly recommend that you use
the default values provided by the client application that uses the file.

Manage File Groups
A file group is a set of files that contains data that a client application uses. The client applications can use file groups to
record, access, and permanently store various types of data. For example, Endevor uses the file groups to keep journals
and to perform point in time recovery that is based on journal data.

When a client uses file groups, L-Serv manages those files on behalf of the client. L-Serv determines which file in the
group to use, records data in that file, and when the file becomes full, automatically switches to a new file.

L-Serv can also archive the contents of all the files in a file group so that you have a permanent copy of the data.

Note the following points about file groups:

• In a multiple system environment, file groups can contain data that is obtained from several systems. You do not need
to make separate file groups available to each system.

• L-Serv never overwrites data in one of these files. If all files in the group become full, L-Serv issues a message and
stops recording data in them.

In this article:

Characteristics of Files in the Same File Group

When you define a file group, you assign it a group ID. All files that are associated with the same group ID are part of the
same file group. The number of files per file group is unlimited.

The files in a file group must have the following characteristics in common:

• File format (all KSDS or all ESDS)
• Maximum logical record length
• For the KSDS files, key length and key offset.

Define File Groups

Include the GROUP parameter on an ADDFILE command. For example, to place the JRNL1 file under the management
of L-Serv and to associate it with file group UGRPID, specify this command in the L-Serv parameter data set:

ADDFILE JRNL1 GROUP(UGRPID)

To add subsequent files to the group, issue an ADDFILE command specifying the same group ID for each file you are
adding to the group.

These file management options must be identical for files in the same group:

• They must all use the same buffer pool. (That is, the value for the POOL parameter must be the same for all of those
files.)

• If you specify OPTION(DEFER), OPTION(APPEND), or OPTION(TRIM) for one file in the group, specify that value for
all files in the group.

Select Files and Groups

By default, the order in which you issue ADDFILE commands determines which file group and file L-Serv examines first.
L-Serv selects the first empty file that it finds and skips over files that already contain data. You can change the way L-
Serv examines and selects files:
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• To examine a particular file group or file first, use the SWITCHFILE command.
• To select a partially full file when it is the first available file, specify OPTION(APPEND) on the ADDFILE command. L-

Serv appends data after any existing data in the file.

Set File Access
The DISP parameter of the ADDFILE command determines whether the file server requires exclusive use of the file that is
specified in the ADDFILE command. If you specify:

• SHR, the file server allows shared access to the file. The file can be allocated to other users, but VSAM sharing
options apply. The VSAM share options must be set as follows, or integrity exposure exists: SHROPTION=(1,3) or
SHROPTION=(2,3).

• OLD, the file server must have exclusive use of the file. The ADDFILE command fails if the file is already allocated to
another job or user of the system. Once the file is allocated to L-Serv, the SHAREOPTIONS specified when the VSAM
data set was defined become irrelevant because no other job or user of the system can access the data set.

NOTE
When no DISP is specified on the ADDFILE command, the disposition of the data sets defaults to DISP(SHR).

Example

NOTE
For exclusive access to the DPMFPDF2 file, specify this command in the parameter data set:

ADDFILE DPMFPDF2 DISP(OLD)

Propagate ENQ Requests
To control access to files that you put under the management of L-Serv, L-Serv issues ENQ requests as follows:

ENQ Component Value That L-Serv Uses
Qname LSERVDSN
Rname Dsname of the managed file
Scope SYSTEMS

In a multiple system environment, propagate these ENQ requests globally. If you are using a product that propagates
ENQ requests globally (such as MIM), ensure it propagates ENQ requests for each of the files that you put under the
management of L-Serv to all systems that are part of the complex.

Protect Your Data Sets
When a client application issues a request to L-Serv to OPEN a data set on its behalf, the external security package
(ACF2, Top Secret, or RACF) is invoked to verify that the user has the required level of authority. This is done by checking
the access or the user against the file using the L-Serv specific resource class of $LSRVDSN.

Before L-Serv can open a data set placed under its control by an ADDFILE command, external security is invoked to
verify that L-Serv has the required authority.

Manage the File Server
When system outages occur, L-Serv lets you display information about the Host and Remote file servers and respond
appropriately to the system outage.
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To display information about the file server, issue a DISPLAY command. Specify one or more of these parameters when
using the TASK(FILESERVER) parameter:

Parameter Function
ALL Displays all available information for the file server.
BUFFERPOOL Displays information about LSR buffer pools for files that L-Serv is

managing. (See message LDM0552I.)
DATABASE Displays information about each file that L-Serv is managing,

including options set through the ADDFILE command and the file
status. (See message LDM0522I). By default, the display includes
all managed files. To change the display, issue the command as
follows:
To display only one file, specify its name on the DDNAME
parameter.
To display only one file group, specify a group ID on the GROUP
parameter.
To display cumulative information and then reset the display,
specify RESET.

OPTIONS Displays file server values that you can change while the server is
running. These values include data buffer size, subsystem name
for the communications server, maximum write buffer interval, and
server type. (See message LDM0526I).

STATISTICS Displays statistics about I/O activity for VSAM files. (See message
LDM0546I.) By default, L-Serv displays a line for each file.
Information is cumulative as of the last time the statistics display
was reset. To change the display, issue the command as follows:
To limit the display to a particular file, specify its name on the
DDNAME parameter.
To display cumulative statistics and then reset the display, specify
RESET.
To display an extra line that shows average service times, specify
=SERVICE.

SYSTEMS Displays a list of systems where the file server is running. For
each system, the display includes statistics about send and
receive requests, what type of server is running, and how many
times L-Serv split and reassembled data to fit its data buffers.
(See message LDM0555I.)

For example, to display the operating values of the file server, issue the following command:

DISPLAY TASK(FILESERVER) OPTIONS

Respond to System Outages
When a L-Serv system experiences an outage, the following occurs:

• When a remote system fails, clients on other systems can continue to access and transmit data through L-Serv.

When a host system fails, the outage affects all systems forwarding I/O requests to the host. Clients cannot access files
that the host server is managing, no matter what system those clients run on.
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How to Respond

The following table tells you how to respond to a system outage. If you can tolerate a delay in accessing files on a
failed host system, follow the procedure that is described under Short Outages. If you cannot tolerate a delay, follow the
procedure that is described under Long Outages.

System Type Outage Length Response Procedure

Remote Short or Long .After the remote system becomes active
again, restart L-Serv on that system. Make
sure you issue any L-Serv commands that
you normally issue at startup time.

Host Short After the host system becomes active
again, restart L-Serv on that system.

 Long See following procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Choose a new host system.
2. Stop the file server on the new host system by issuing the following command:

DETACH FILESERVER

3. Restart the file server on the new host system by issuing the following command:

ATTACH FILESERVER SERVERTYPE(HOST)

4. On the new host system, issue L-Serv startup commands that you typically issue on a host system. (Including the
ADDPOOL and ADDFILE commands.)

Maintain Managed Files
This section describes how to manage the files that the L-Serv started task manages.

Set File Availability
• You can put a file on hold, causing L-Serv to put requests for that file into a queue until the file is released. Issue this

command:
 HOLDFILE   ddname

When you are ready to restore normal I/O processing for the file, you can release it by issuing this command:
 RELEASEFILE   ddname

• You can make a file unavailable to any job, so that all requests for it fail, by issuing:
 CLOSEFILE   ddname

When you are ready to restore normal I/O processing for the file, you can make the file available by issuing:
 OPENFILE   ddname

• You can remove a L-Serv file from the management of L-Serv by issuing:
 REMOVEFILE   ddname

This command does not delete a file, it simply removes the file from the management of L-Serv. The file is first closed,
and then deallocated (if it was dynamically allocated).

WARNING
The HOLDFILE, and CLOSEFILE commands are not needed under normal circumstances. Use them only in
consultation with Broadcom Support.
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LDMAMS Utility
Use the LDMAMS utility to perform the following operations on each file that L-Serv manages:

• Back up the file
• Restore the file from a backup copy
• Delete the contents of the file
• Compress the file
• Archive a file group or a file group member

JCL for the LDMAMS Batch Job

To run the LDMAMS utility as a batch job, use the following JCL:

//stepname   EXEC  PGM=LDMAMS

//SSN$ssname DD    DUMMY

//SYSPRINT   DD    SYSOUT=class

//SYSIN      DD    dsn specification or * control statement(s)

//ddname     DD    dd parameters for sequential files

In this JCL, provide the following information:

• The subsystem name (ssname) of the L-Serv started task with which you are communicating. For information about
identifying the L-Serv subsystem name, see L-Serv Configuration.

• One or more control statements in the SYSIN data set. The control statements execute the operations that are listed.
A statement can be specified by pointing to a data set where the statements reside or by listing an asterisk followed by
the statement.

• The DD statements to define the sequential data sets that provide or receive data, depending upon the LDMAMS
operations you are performing.

NOTE
The LDMAMS JCL does not contain the DD statements for the files that the file server manages. These files are
identified in the SYSIN statements. Adding the DD statements for these data sets causes the LDMAMS job to
fail.

Back Up and Restore Managed Files
This articles provides you with information about how to back up and restore the files that the L-Serv started task
manages.

Back Up Managed Files

Using the L-Serv REPRO statement of the LDMAMS utility, you can backup a VSAM file managed by providing the
following:

• The ddname of the source file, which is the VSAM file you are backing up. Specify this ddname on the INFILE
parameter. The ddname must match the ddname on the ADDFILE command. Do not specify a DD statement for
managed data sets in the LDMAMS JCL.

• The ddname of the target file, which is the sequential file where the backup copy is stored. Specify this ddname on the
L-Serv OUTFILE parameter. The LDMAMS JCL must include a DD statement for this file.

For example, to back up FILE1 and store the backup copy in BCKFILE1, specify the following REPRO statement:

//         EXEC  PGM=LDMAMS
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//SSN$xxxx DD    DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD    SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD    *

  REPRO    INFILE(FILE1)   OUTFILE(BCKFILE1)

//BCKFILE1 DD  DSN=LSERV.BACKUP, DISP=(NEW,KEEP). . .

NOTE
To manage or modify the REPRO statement, see the child topics in this site.

Restore a Managed File from a Backup Copy

You can use the REPRO statement to restore a VSAM L-Serv file that has been backed up. On the REPRO statement,
provide:

• The ddname of the source file (that is, the sequential file containing the backup copy). Specify this ddname on the L-
Serv INFILE parameter. The LDMAMS JCL must include a DD statement for this file. Do not specify a DD statement
for managed data sets in the LDMAMS JCL.

• The ddname of the target file, which is the VSAM file you are restoring. Specify this ddname on the L-Serv OUTFILE
parameter. The ddname must match the ddname on the ADDFILE command of the file.

For example, to restore FILE1 from the backup copy that is contained in BCKFILE1, specify the following REPRO
statement:

//         EXEC  PGM=LDMAMS

//SSN$xxxx DD    DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD    SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD    *

  REPRO    INFILE(BCKFILE1)   OUTFILE(FILE1)

//BCKFILE1 DD  DSN=LSERV.BACKUP, DISP=OLD. . .

Change Default Values for REPRO

The default procedures that REPRO performs are:

• When copying records from a source file, start with the first record in the file and copy through to the last record.
• When copying records into a target file, append the records to the existing records in the file.
• When copying records into a target file, do not replace duplicate records.

You can change these default values by using these parameters with REPRO:

Parameter Outcome
FROMKEY(key) Start with the specified record.
TOKEY(key) End with the specified record.
REUSE Delete the contents of the target file before copying records into it.
REPLACE Use the latest copy of a duplicate record.

Specify Records to Back Up

Specify the following REPRO statement to back up all records in a file between and including the key values of "MARCH"
and "JUNE":
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NOTE
In collating sequence, JUNE comes before MARCH, so the FROMKEY is set to "JUNE" and the TOKEY is set to
"MARCH."

//         EXEC  PGM=LDMAMS

//SSN$xxxx DD    DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD    SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD    *

  REPRO INFILE(FILE1) OUTFILE(BCKFILE1) FROMKEY(JUNE) TOKEY(MARCH)

//BCKFILE1   DD    DSN=LSERV.BACKUP

Delete the Contents of Files
Use the RESET statement to delete the contents of managed data sets. Provide the ddname of the file that is emptied on
the OUTFILE parameter of the RESET statement This ddname must match the ddname on the ADDFILE command.

For example, to delete the contents of FILE1, specify a RESET statement as follows:

//        EXEC  PGM=LDMAMS

//SSN$xxxx DD    DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD    SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN   DD    *

  RESET   OUTFILE(FILE1)

//*

NOTE
A file can be reset only if it was defined with the REUSE option of the DEFINE CLUSTER control statement of
the IDCAMS utility.

Compress Files
When compressing a managed L-Serv file, L-Serv performs the equivalent of the backup, reset, and restore operations in
one step. L-Serv backs up the managed file to a sequential file, deletes the contents of the managed file, and then copies
data from the sequential file to the managed file. The compression process:

• Backs up and restores the file without allowing it to be changed between operations. When L-Serv compresses the
file, it holds the file exclusively until the backup, reset, and restore operations have completed. Do not specify a DD
statement for managed data sets in the LDMAMS JCL.

• Reorganizes the data more efficiently. Compression eliminates VSAM control interval and control area splits; however,
it does not automatically release secondary extents.

COMPRESS Statement

You can use the COMPRESS statement to perform a compress operation by providing the following information:

• The ddname of the file that is compressed (on the L-Serv INFILE parameter). This must match the ddname on the
ADDFILE command.

• The ddname of the sequential file that temporarily holds the backup copy (on the L-Serv WORKFILE parameter). The
LDMAMS JCL must include a DD statement for this file.

For example, to compress the file FILE1 using a work file, TEMP1, specify a COMPRESS statement as follows:

//          EXEC  PGM=LDMAMS
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//SSN$xxxx  DD    DUMMY

//SYSPRINT  DD    SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN     DD    *

  COMPRESS  INFILE(FILE1)   WORKFILE(TEMP1)

//TEMP1     DD    DSN=LSERV.TEMP

NOTE
A file can be compressed only if it was defined with the REUSE option of the DEFINE CLUSTER control
statement of the IDCAMS utility.

Archive Files and File Groups
You can permanently save the contents of a L-Serv file group or one of its L-Serv files by archiving the contents of the file.
In an archive process, L-Serv copies data from the file and saves the data in a sequential file. Then, L-Serv empties the
original file so that it can be used again.

You can archive a single file or all non-empty files in a file group.

ARCHIVE Statement

To archive members of a file group, specify an ARCHIVE statement and provide the following information:

• The ddname of the file that you are archiving (using the INFILE parameter) or the ID of the file group you are archiving
(using the L-Serv GROUP parameter).

• The sequential file where the copied data is stored (using the L-Serv OUTFILE parameter). The LDMAMS JCL must
include a DD statement for this file.

• An indication whether the currently active file is to be archived (using the L-Serv SWITCH parameter). By default, L-
Serv does not archive a file that is being used.

NOTE
A file can be archived only if it was defined with the REUSE option of the DEFINE CLUSTER control statement
of the IDCAMS utility.

For example, to archive all files in the ENDJRN group (including the currently active file) and store their contents in the
ARCHDS file, specify the following ARCHIVE statement:

//         EXEC  PGM=LDMAMS

//SSN$xxxx DD    DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD    SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD    *

ARCHIVE    GROUP(ENDJRN)   OUTFILE(ARCHDS)   SWITCH

//ARCHDS   DD    DSN=LSERV.ARCH

Or, to archive file JRNL1 and store its contents in the ARCHDS file, specify the following ARCHIVE statement:

//         EXEC  PGM=LDMAMS

//SSN$xxxx DD    DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD    SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD   *

ARCHIVE    INFILE(JRNL1)   OUTFILE(ARCHDS)

//ARCHDS   DD   DSN=LSERV.ARCH
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Automatic Archive of File Groups

When a file is assigned to a file group, you can specify the SUBMIT option on the ADDFILE command. This option
automatically causes a JCL to be submitted when the file is full. When using the SUBMIT option you must also use the
JCLMEMBER keyword on the ADDFILE command. The JCLMEMBER keyword indicates the name of the JCL which is
submitted when the data set becomes full.

The JCL specified on the JCLMEMBER keyword must be a member of the concatenation that is specified in the JCLLIB
DD statement in your L-Serv procedure.

ADDFILE Command with the SUBMIT OPTION

Specify the following ADDFILE statements to cause files in the NDJG group to be archived when they become full:

ADDFILE J1 END.JRN1 GROUP(NDJG) OPTION(SUBMIT) JCLMEMBER(ENDARCH)

ADDFILE J2 END.JRN2 GROUP(NDJG) OPTION(SUBMIT) JCLMEMBER(ENDARCH)

ADDFILE J3 END.JRN3 GROUP(NDJG) OPTION(SUBMIT) JCLMEMBER(ENDARCH)

NOTE
As explained in the following section, it is possible to use the same JCL member to archive different files.

Generic JCL for Archiving Files

Using symbolic variables, you can create generic JCL that can be used to archive many different files. If you set up
generic JCL using symbolic variables, you can use the same JCL for every managed data set, rather than having to
create a specific archiving procedure for each file.

L-Serv replaces the symbolic variables before submitting the JCL. L-Serv provides the following symbolic variables:

Substitution Value Symbolic Variable
The ddname of a file you are archiving %FILE%
The name of a file group you are archiving %GROUP%
The ddname for the sequential file where you store the data you
are archiving

%DSN%

NOTE
Do not use symbolic variables in JCL that you submit yourself. Use them only in JCL that L-Serv submits
automatically.

For example, suppose you add the files F1 through F10 to the file group G100, specify SUBMIT with each, and use
ARCHJCL to perform the archiving procedure. To place the files in a data set that follows the naming convention of
LSERV.ARCH.group.file, create ARCHJCL using the following statements:

//         EXEC  PGM=LDMAMS

//SSN$xxxx DD    DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD    SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD   *

  ARCHIVE  INFILE(%FILE%) OUTFILE(ARCHDS)

//ARCHDS   DD    DSN=LSERV.ARCH.%GROUP%.%FILE% ...

After F3 is archived, you can find it in LSERV.ARCH.G100.F3.
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Use the Communications Server
The communications server controls the cross system communication service. When using cross system communication,
client applications can:

• Transmit client data across z/OS systems. For example, a client application can transmit commands and WTOs to
copies of that same client application on other z/OS systems.

• Share client files across z/OS systems. For example, a client application can transmit journal data among systems. By
doing this, data from several systems can be maintained in one set of journals.

The communications server supports three protocols: XCF, VTAM LU 6.2, and VTAM LU 0.

Cross System Coupling Facility (XCF)

The XCF protocol provides reliable, high-speed communication between systems in a sysplex environment. A sysplex
(systems complex) is a set of z/OS systems that have been given a sysplex name and authority to use XCF services.
Since XCF provides the fastest and most reliable method for data transmission, we recommend that you use it where
available.

Virtual Telecommunications Access Method (VTAM)

You can use VTAM LU 6.2 or VTAM LU 0 for communication between z/OS systems that are not part of a sysplex. If you
have some z/OS systems that are within a sysplex and others that rely on VTAM, you can implement both methods within
the same communications server.

WARNING
The same z/OS system can simultaneously use both the XCF protocol and the VTAM protocol. However,
communication between any two z/OS systems must be exclusively handled using the XCF protocol or a VTAM
protocol.

Communications Protocols
The communications server supports the XCF, VTAM LU 6.2, and VTAM LU 0 protocols.

Cross System Coupling Facility (XCF)

The XCF protocol provides reliable, high-speed communication between systems in a sysplex environment. A sysplex
(systems complex) is a set of z/OS systems that have been given a sysplex name and authority to use XCF services.
Because XCF provides the fastest and most reliable method for data transmission, we recommend that you use it where
available.

Virtual Telecommunications Access Method (VTAM)

You can use VTAM LU 6.2 or VTAM LU 0 for communication between z/OS systems that are not part of a sysplex. If you
have some z/OS systems that are within a sysplex and others that rely on VTAM, you can implement both methods within
the same communications server.

WARNING

The same z/OS system can simultaneously use both the XCF protocol and the VTAM protocol. However,
communication between any two z/OS systems must be exclusively handled using the XCF protocol or one of
the VTAM protocols.

Use of Multiple Communication Services and Protocols
You can use multiple communication services and protocols on the same system. But you use only one protocol - XCF,
VTAM LU 6.2, or VTAM LU 0 - for communication between any two systems at any one time.

A Typical Implementation
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The use of multiple communication services and protocols is illustrated below. The z/OS systems S01, S02, and S03 are
in a sysplex, while z/OS system S04 is not. XCF is used for communication among S01, S02, and S03, while VTAM LU 0
is used for communication between S03 and S04.

This communication setup allows the following communication between L-Serv applications:

• A L-Serv application running on system S01, S02, or S03 can communicate with any L-Serv application running on
system S01, S02, and S03.

• A L-Serv application running on system S03 can communicate with a L-Serv application running on system S04.

NOTE
A L-Serv application running on S01 or S02 cannot communicate with a L-Serv application running on S04. That
is, S03 does not act as a gateway between S01/S02 and S04.

Set Up the Communications Server
Several setup tasks are associated with the communications server. The exact tasks that must be performed on each
system depend on the communication services and protocols that are used on that system.

For each communication service/protocol combination in use on a system, see the appropriate section:

Service/Protocol Where Setup Tasks Are Described
XCF See Configuring XCF Communication 
VTAM See Configuring VTAM Communication 

NOTE
Do not start the communications server before performing all of the appropriate setup tasks.
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Start and Stop the Communications Server
To start the communications server, issue an ATTACH COMMSERVER command. This command can be issued with
various options, depending upon the communication services and protocols that you want to use on that system.

To stop the communications server, issue a DETACH COMMSERVER command:

DETACH COMMSERVER

To issue the DETACH command from a command member, specify:

READ member

member
Contains the necessary DETACH command.

Display Communications Server Details
To display information about the communications server, issue a DISPLAY command. Specify one or more of these
parameters:

APPLICATIONS
Displays a list of the client applications currently connected to the local communications server, including the
number of send and receive requests from each client. (See message LDM0920I.)

TASK(COMMSERVER) INIT
Displays communications server values that cannot be changed while the server is running. These values include
ACB name, maximum data size, and the size of transmission buffers. (See message LDM0911I.)

TASK(COMMSERVER) OPTIONS
Displays communications server values that you can change while the server is running. These values include
communications service and protocol, transmission buffers per client, auxiliary message log name, retry
specifications, and send requests per client. (See message LDM0910I.)

ROUTES
Displays information about communication routes. (See message LDM0912I.) By default, the display includes all
routes.
To display only active routes, specify ROUTES(ACTIVE).
To display only inactive routes, specify ROUTES(INACTIVE).

For example, to display all of the operating values of the communications server, issue the following command:

DISPLAY TASK(COMMSERVER) INIT OPTIONS

Configure XCF Communication
The Configure XCF Communication section describes how to start and configure XCF communication.

NOTE
Before performing any other configuration tasks, configure the sysplex for those systems that will use XCF. See
your current IBM z/OS: Initialization and Tuning Guide and z/OS Planning: Sysplex Management documents for
instructions on this task.
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Start the Communications Server with XCF
To use only XCF communication, issue the ATTACH command as follows:

ATTACH COMMSERVER XCF(YES)

To use both XCF and VTAM, issue the ATTACH command as follows:

ATTACH COMMSERVER ACBNAME(name) CONTYPE(luvalue) XCF(YES)

name
Defines the applid that identifies L-Serv to VTAM on this system.

luvalue
LU0 (for LU 0) or LU62 (for LU 6.2); LU0 is used by default.

Establish XCF Communication Routes

When using the XCF protocol, the communications server on each member of the sysplex automatically attempts to
establish a communication route with every other member of the sysplex. You cannot manually activate or deactivate XCF
communication routes, nor is there a need to manually activate or deactivate XCF communication routes.

The status of a communication route between any two systems is dependent upon the state of the communications server
on each system:

• – If a communications server has been started on only one member of a communicating pair, the communication
route between the two members is visible (using the DISPLAY command) only on the member with the started
communications server, and the route is inactive.

– When the communications server has been started on both members of a communicating pair, the communication
route between the two members is visible on both systems, and the route is active. 

Use the Same Subsystem Names

The subsystem name must be the same on all systems that will communicate using XCF. The subsystem name is set
using the SSNM parameter in the L-Serv startup procedure.

Configure Data Transmission Values for XCF Communication
The communications server uses internal data buffers to store outgoing and incoming data temporarily, and delivery
instructions for the data. These buffers are transmission buffers.

Client application issues send requests to the communications server, which transmits data on their behalf. Data remains
in buffers until a transaction is completed. The communications server transmits outgoing data immediately, and it
relinquishes incoming data when the appropriate client issues a receive request for that data.

Configurable Elements for Data Transmission Values for XCF Communication

You can adjust the following data transmission values when using XCF communication:

• The maximum amount of data that is sent per transmission.
• The number of transmission buffers per client.
• The maximum number of outstanding send requests per client.

NOTE
The values set here apply to all L-Serv communication (for both XCF and VTAM).
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Maximum Data Size During Transmission

If you know the maximum size of the data that clients are transmitting, you can minimize storage used for communication.
To do this, specify the maximum data size (in kilobytes) on the MAXSENDSIZE parameter of the ATTACH command. If a
client tries to transmit more than that amount of data, L-Serv rejects the request.

For example, to transmit no more than 20K of data at a time, specify:

ATTACH COMMSERVER ACBNAME(NONE) MAXSENDSIZE(20) XCF(YES)

If you do not know the maximum size, use the default value 32.

NOTE
You cannot change the maximum data size while the communications server is running. You need to recycle the
Communications Server using the DETACH and ATTACH commands for a new value to take effect.

The default value of 32K is suitable for most client applications. See the documentation for the application to determine if
you need to adjust this value.

Other Data Transmission Values

There are additional data transmission values that can be adjusted. However, because the default values are probably
suitable for your needs, do not change the defaults unless directed to do so by the documentation of your client
application.

Transmission Buffers per Communications Server
By default, L-Serv allocates a maximum of ten buffers per client. After this limit is reached, L-Serv rejects
additional incoming data for that client until the client receives the data waiting for it in these buffers. Do not
change this default setting unless you experience storage problems.
To change this setting, specify a new value for the L-Serv HOLDBUF parameter on the ATTACH command.
Through the OPTIONS command, you can change this value while the server is running.

Outstanding Send Requests per Communications Server
By default, L-Serv allows each client ten outstanding send requests. After this limit is reached, L-Serv rejects
additional outgoing data from that client until the data in the buffers has been transmitted. Do not change this
default setting unless you experience storage problems.
To change this setting, specify a new value for the SENDLIMIT parameter on the ATTACH command. Through the
OPTIONS command, you can change this value while the server is running.

Test Data Transmission for XCF Communication

You can use the Communications Server Installation Verification procedure to verify that two systems are able to transmit
data.

Respond to XCF Communication Problems
If you experience a communication problem when using XCF, issue the DISPLAY ROUTES command and review the
following details

• No route appears between two systems.
Issue the following z/OS console command:
 D XCF
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Check that both systems are part of the sysplex. XCF can only be used between systems that are in the same sysplex.
• There is an inactive route between two systems.

Issue the following z/OS console command:
 D XCF,GROUP,group

group
Defines the name associated with the XCF group used by L-Serv.
The default group name is LSRVsubsystemname (LSRV prefixed to the subsystem name).

The output of this command lists all of the members of the specified group. By default, members are named
LCOMsystemname (LCOM prefixed to the local system name). If a member does not appear in the output, it may
indicate one of two problems:
– L-Serv, the communications server is not running on the system associated with that member. Check that L-Serv is

running and that the communications server has been started with XCF enabled.
– The system was not assigned to the associated group. Ensure that the subsystem name is the same on that system

as on the other systems in the group.

If these suggestions do not resolve the problem, contact Broadcom Support.

Configure VTAM Communication
To use VTAM communication, provide information that enables L-Serv to use VTAM. Perform the relevant tasks that are
described during the Installation before you start up the communications server.

Start the Communications Server with VTAM
To use a VTAM protocol only, issue the ATTACH command as follows:

ATTACH COMMSERVER ACBNAME(name) CONTYPE(luvalue)

name
The applid that identifies L-Serv to VTAM on this system. Instructions on setting the value of applid are provided
during installation.

luvalue
Either LU0 (for LU 0) or LU62 (for LU 6.2). If CONTYPE is not specified, it defaults to LU0.

To use both XCF and VTAM, issue the ATTACH command as follows:

ATTACH COMMSERVER ACBNAME(name) CONTYPE(luvalue) XCF(YES)

name
Defines the applid that identifies L-Serv to VTAM on this system.

luvalue
Either LU0 (for LU 0) or LU62 (for LU 6.2); LU0 is used by default.

Define VTAM Communication Routes

To transmit data between two systems using VTAM communication, define each system as a node on the other system.
When two systems have defined each other as nodes, a communication route can be opened between those systems.
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Set Up a Communication Route

To set up a communication route between system SYS01 (ACB name is P01) and system SYS02 (ACB name is P02),
define SYS01 as a node on SYS02. Also define SYS02 as a node on SYS01.

Issue the following ACTIVATE command on SYS01:

ACTIVATE P02

And issue the following ACTIVATE command on SYS02:

ACTIVATE P01

Override LU Version and Retry Specification

When you define a communication route, you can override the following values for that route by adjusting one or both of
the node definitions that make up the route:

• LU Type
The default value is set through the CONTYPE parameter of the ATTACH command on the communications server.
You can override this default value by using the CONTYPE parameter on the ACTIVATE command. The LU type must
be reset on both of the nodes that make up a VTAM communication route.

• Retry the specifications for routes that become inactive
By default, the communications server does not try to reactivate inactive routes. If you want to reactivate routes
automatically, set the maximum number of retries and the retry interval. Default values are set through the RETRMAX
and RETRY parameters on the ATTACH command. You can override these default values on the ACTIVATE
command.

When you specify any of these parameters on an ATTACH command, they affect all VTAM routes originating from the
corresponding system. When you specify them on an ACTIVATE command, they affect only the route that is associated
with the specified node.

Deactivate a Communication Route

If you deactivate a VTAM path that the communications server is using, deactivate the VTAM communication route that
is associated with that path by deactivating one of the nodes that define the route. Use the DEACTIVATE command to
deactivate a node. On the DEACTIVATE command, specify the name of the node corresponding to the route that you
want to deactivate.

For example, to deactivate the route that is defined in the previous example, issue this DEACTIVATE command on
SYS01:

DEACTIVATE P02

Or issue this DEACTIVATE command on SYS02:

DEACTIVATE P01

NOTE
 When you use the DEACTIVATE command, the RETRY and RETRMAX values for the route are set to zero.
This prevents attempts to reactivate a route that has been deactivated. When you reactivate the route using the
ACTIVATE command, if you do not manually set these values, they default to the values defined on the ATTACH
command.
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Configure Data Transmission Values for VTAM Communication
The communications server uses internal data buffers to store outgoing and incoming data temporarily, and delivery
instructions for the data. These buffers are transmission buffers.

Client application issues send requests to the communications server, which transmits data on their behalf. Data remains
in buffers until a transaction is completed. The communications server transmits outgoing data immediately, and it
relinquishes incoming data when the appropriate client issues a receive request for that data.

Configurable Elements for Data Transmission Values for VTAM Communication

You can adjust the following data transmission values when using VTAM communication:

• The maximum amount of data that is sent per transmission.
• The number of transmission buffers per client.
• The maximum number of outstanding send requests per client.

NOTE
The values set here apply to all L-Serv communication (for both XCF and VTAM).

Effect of Buffer Size on Data Transmission

The size of the transmission buffers can affect the performance of VTAM communication. As you set up the
communications server, decide what buffer size is best by considering:

• Which set of clients are transmitting data through the server?
• What size data are they transmitting?

The data size is determined by the client and not by L-Serv. If incoming data is too large to fit in a single transmission
buffer, L-Serv breaks it up and stores it in several buffers. L-Serv recombines the data before delivering it to the receiving
client.

For example, if a client is transmitting 7 K of data and the transmission buffers are 4 K each, L-Serv breaks up and
recombines data as shown here:

There is overhead involved in breaking up and recombining data. Try to minimize the number of times L-Serv does this by
establishing the appropriate buffer size.
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Determine the Best Buffer Size

Make your transmission buffers large enough to hold an average piece of transmitted data (not the largest piece of
transmitted data). Do not make buffers too large, as this wastes storage space. Use the same buffer size on all systems.

By default, L-Serv uses 4-K buffers. To determine what buffer size you need, look at the types of data that L-Serv is
transmitting and the number of clients transmitting data through the same communications server:

• If the clients are transmitting small pieces of data, 1-K or 2-K buffers can be appropriate.
• If the clients are transmitting large pieces of data (for example, records from a file), you need larger buffers. For the

files, look at the LRECL values for this data on a file by file basis to estimate the best buffer size.
• If several clients are using the same communications server, weigh the needs of all of those clients. You cannot set

different buffer sizes for different clients, so estimate the best overall buffer size.

See the client documentation for more recommendations on the optimal buffer size.

NOTE
If you are using LU 0, the buffer size must not exceed the maximum transmit size that the VTAM path allows or
all sends and receives fail.

Change the Buffer Size

To change the size of the transmission buffers through the RECBUFFSIZE parameter on the ATTACH command, specify
one of these values:

Average Data Size Value to Use
Less than 944 bytes RECBUFFSIZE(1K)
Between 944 and 1,968 bytes RECBUFFSIZE(2K)
Between 1,968 and 8,112 bytes RECBUFFSIZE(4K)
Between 8,112 and 16,304 bytes RECBUFFSIZE(8K)
Over 16,304 bytes RECBUFFSIZE(16K)

NOTE
You cannot change the buffer size while the server is running.

Test Data Transmission for VTAM Communication

You can use the LDMAMS utility to test the VTAM communication routes you have created using the ACTIVATE
command. Through this utility, you create a pair of test applications (one on each communicating system) and you
transmit test data between them. Before you start, ensure:

• The communications server and the file server are active on both systems.
• You have defined and activated the route that you are testing.

Respond to VTAM Communication Problems
If you experience a communication problem when using VTAM with the communications server, follow these guidelines:

• If VTAM fails on a system, restart VTAM immediately. When the VTAM resources are activated, L-Serv reestablishes
communications.

• If a VTAM route fails but VTAM remains active, reactivate that route using the ACTIVATE command.
• Issue D NET,ID= commands on both systems to verify that your ACB VTAM definitions (ACB and CDRSC) are active.
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CAUNZIP Utility
IMPORTANT
CSM is an intuitive web-based tool that can automate and simplify many Broadcom product installation and
maintenance activities. We recommend that you use CSM to maintain your Broadcom z/OS-based products. For
details about the latest release, see CSM documentation on Broadcom Support Online.

For non-CSM users, we now offer a new CAUNZIP utility to simplify maintenance management. CAUNZIP is a TSO utility
that extracts the contents of a Published Solutions maintenance package order from the Download Center on Broadcom
Support Online. This utility lets you process zip-format packages directly on z/OS without the need for an intermediate
platform such as a Windows workstation. The utility extracts the contents of the order and produces a Network Temporary
Store (NTS) formatted set of z/OS UNIX files. These files can be used for SMP/E RECEIVE processing.

The utility produces:

• All PTFs that are contained in the order are packaged into a GIMZIP archive file and saved under a z/OS UNIX order
path. This archive file can be provided to SMP/E RECEIVE FROMNTS processing.

• All ERROR HOLDDATA statements that are contained in the order are packaged in a GIMZIP archive file and saved
under a z/OS UNIX order path. This archive file can be provided to SMP/E RECEIVE FROMNTS processing. These
statements only pertain to the specific HOLDDATA files contained in the order. Before you install maintenance
packages, always obtain current HOLDDATA for all PTFs from the consolidated HOLDDATA page on Broadcom
Support Online. For more information, see Sample JCL Broadcom HOLDDATA File.

• All Informational PTF/APAR files that are contained in the order are concatenated and separated by header lines in a
z/OS UNIX file within the order path. Review this file before installing the maintenance package.

• A report listing all of the elements that are processed from the zip file.
• Sample JCL that you can use to execute the SMP/E RECEIVE FROMNTS processing.

CAUNZIP also can be used to extract product files (pax, pdf, ESD, ISO) found in the zip file to a new z/OS UNIX directory.
These extracted files are retained after CAUNZIP completes processing. If needed, you can use them for installing
products.

CAUNZIP Requirements

Your site must meet the following requirements to use CAUNZIP:

• Verify that the following PTF is applied based on your version of CCS:
– CCS Release 14.0:

PTF RO54887
– CCS Release 14.1:

PTF RO58216
• An OMVS segment for the user executing the utility
• Read/write access to the z/OS Unix Systems Services (USS) directory

– The directory can reside in a zFS, HFS, TFS, or NFS file system.
– The file system must be allocated with approximately 4.5 times the space of the zip file being processed. Each 3390

track is the equivalent of 56 KB. The actual size that is required varies, depending on the content of the order.
• IBM Java SDK for z/OS, Version 5 or higher (31 bit and 64 bit are both supported)
• A minimum REGION size of 128 MB. We recommend REGION=0M.
• The IBM REXX LPA data set, REXX.SEAGLPA, must be in the system LPALSTxx ‘SYS1.PARMLIB’ member and be

included with the last IPL. If the REXX.SEAGLPA data set is not available on the system, you can alternatively add the
REXX alternative library, REXX.SEAGALT, to the system linklist.
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Download Zip Files
You can download a Published Solutions zip or a Broadcom HOLDDATA file from the Broadcom FTP server to your z/OS
system.

Follow these steps:

1. Check the Download Center on Broadcom Support Online for PTFs published after this release was created. If PTFs
exist, add Published Solutions for your product to your Download Cart, and click Checkout.

NOTE
If the base release was created recently, no PTFs have been published yet.

2. Specify that you want a complete package.
After processing completes, a link to the package appears on the Review Download Requests page. You also receive
an email notification.

3. To obtain FTP logon information and the zip file location, click the Alternate FTP link for your order. Download the zip
file into a Unix Systems Services (USS) directory on z/OS.
After you download the zip files, use CAUNZIP to extract the contents of a maintenance package.

Sample JCL Copy a Zip file to a USS Directory
//CAZIPCPY JOB 'ACCT INFO',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X                         

 //*-----------------------------------------------------------------**

 //*                                                                 **

 //*                     * CAZIPCPY *                                **

 //*                                                                 **

 //*  FUNCTION:  SAMPLE JOB USED TO COPY A ZIP FILE CREATED BY       **

 //*             CA SUPPORT ONLINE TO A USS DIRECTORY.               **

 //*                                                                 **

 //*                                                                 **

 //*  INSTRUCTIONS:                                                  **

 //*                                                                 **

 //*  1. Update the job card.                                        **

 //*                                                                 **

 //*  2. Change youremail@address to your valid email address.       **

 //*                                                                 **

 //*  3. Replace siteid/ordernumber with the information found on    **

 //*     CA Support Online under the 'Alternate FTP' link.           **

 //*                                                                 **

 //*  4. Some sites may require the SYSTCPD DD below.  Consult       **

 //*     your network support staff for the correct data set name.   **

 //*     If required, uncomment //SYSTCPD and update DSN.            **

 //*                                                                 **

 //*  5. Replace scartX.zip with a new name.                         **

 //*                                                                 **

 //*-----------------------------------------------------------------**

 //*  COPYRIGHT (C) 2013 CA.  ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                   **

 //*-----------------------------------------------------------------**

 //*

 //ZIPCOPY EXEC PGM=FTP,REGION=0K

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //OUTPUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //*SYSTCPD DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.TCPIP.DATA

 //INPUT DD *

 downloads.broadcom.com
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 yourPortalEmailAddress  PortalPassword

 cd /ftp/orders/siteid/ordernumber/

 bin

 get yourOrderNumber.ZIP    /**your USS directory** /yourFileName.zip

 quit

 /*

 

Sample JCL HOLDDATA File
//*===================================================================*

 //* This sample job can be used to download the Broadcom HOLDDATA file      *

 //* file from CA FTP server to your z/OS system.  Before submitting:  *

 //* 1. Change 'youremail@address' to a valid email adress             *

 //* 2. Some environments require the SYSTCPD DD below to provide      *

 //*    access to the correct TCPIP stack for external network access. *

 //*    Consult with your Network Support staff.  If required,         *

 //*    uncomment the SYSTCPD DD and provide the correct Data set name. *

 //* 3. Replace <holddata file name> with one of the following         *

 //     HOLDDATA files to download                                     *

 //*        Monthly  -  MONTHLY-HOLDDATA.TXT                             *

 //*        Quarterly  -  QUARTER-HOLDDATA.TXT                           *

 //*        Yearly  -  YEARLY-HOLDDATA.TXT                               *

 //*        ALL  -  ALL-HOLDDATA.TXT                                     *

 //*    If you are not sure which file is appropriate, download the    *

 //*    ALL-HOLDDATA.TXT to obtain all hold information available.     *

 //* 4. Change <your PTFHOLD DSN> to the Data set name where you want   *

 //*    the HOLDDATA to be saved.                                      *

 //* 5. Supply a JOB statement before this sample JCL                  *

 //*===================================================================*

 //GETHOLD  EXEC PGM=FTP,REGION=0M

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //OUTPUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //* Some environments require the SYSTCPD DD below to provide access  *

 //* to the correct TCPIP stack for external network access.  Consult  *

 //* with your Network Support staff.  If required, uncomment the      *

 //* statement below and provide the correct Data set name.             *

 //*SYSTCPD  DD   DSN=<your TCPIP.DATA file>,DISP=SHR

 //INPUT    DD *

 ftp.broadcom.com 21

 anonymous

 youremail@address

 cd /pub/HoldData/

 dir

 asc

 locsite LR=80 REC=FB BLOCKSI=0

 locsite PRI=20 SEC=10 CY

 get <holddata file name> '<your PTFHOLD DSN>' (REPLACE

 quit

 /*
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Sample JCL Broadcom HOLDDATA File
//*===================================================================*

 //* This sample job can be used to download the Broadcom HOLDDATA file      *

 //* file from CA FTP server to your z/OS system.  Before submitting:  *

 //* 1. Change 'youremail@address' to a valid email adress             *

 //* 2. Some environments require the SYSTCPD DD below to provide      *

 //*    access to the correct TCPIP stack for external network access. *

 //*    Consult with your Network Support staff.  If required,         *

 //*    uncomment the SYSTCPD DD and provide the correct Data set name. *

 //* 3. Replace <holddata file name> with one of the following         *

 //     HOLDDATA files to download                                     *

 //*        Monthly  -  MONTHLY-HOLDDATA.TXT                             *

 //*        Quarterly  -  QUARTER-HOLDDATA.TXT                           *

 //*        Yearly  -  YEARLY-HOLDDATA.TXT                               *

 //*        ALL  -  ALL-HOLDDATA.TXT                                     *

 //*    If you are not sure which file is appropriate, download the    *

 //*    ALL-HOLDDATA.TXT to obtain all hold information available.     *

 //* 4. Change <your PTFHOLD DSN> to the Data set name where you want   *

 //*    the HOLDDATA to be saved.                                      *

 //* 5. Supply a JOB statement before this sample JCL                  *

 //*===================================================================*

 //GETHOLD  EXEC PGM=FTP,REGION=0M

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //OUTPUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //* Some environments require the SYSTCPD DD below to provide access  *

 //* to the correct TCPIP stack for external network access.  Consult  *

 //* with your Network Support staff.  If required, uncomment the      *

 //* statement below and provide the correct Data set name.             *

 //*SYSTCPD  DD   DSN=<your TCPIP.DATA file>,DISP=SHR

 //INPUT    DD *

 ftp.broadcom.com 21

 anonymous

 youremail@address

 cd /pub/HoldData/

 dir

 asc

 locsite LR=80 REC=FB BLOCKSI=0

 locsite PRI=20 SEC=10 CY

 get <holddata file name> '<your PTFHOLD DSN>' (REPLACE

 quit

 /*

Run CAUNZIP
You can invoke CAUNZIP online as a TSO command or from a batch job running under the IKJEFT01 Terminal Monitor
Program. For a sample job, see the sample at the end of this page. If you invoke the utility as a TSO command, manually
allocate the SYSOUT files that are listed in the sample job DD statements.

CAUNZIP supports the following required parameters:

NOTE
Path and file names are case-sensitive.
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ZIPPATH(pathname)
Path where ZIPFILE is located.
Example: ZIPPATH(/u/maint/CA/CAESD)

ZIPFILE(filename)
Name of the file in ZIPPATH downloaded from Broadcom Support Online.
Example: ZIPFILE(scart0.zip)

JAVAPATH(pathname)
The path name for Java. Any 31- or 64-bit version of Java 5 or higher is supported.
Example: JAVAPATH(/usr/lpp/java/J6.0)

TEMPHLQ(yourhlq)
The High-Level Qualifier that is used when creating temporary data sets. This utility creates at least 300 cylinders
of temporary data sets that are cleaned up when the utility finishes.

TEMPPRIM()
(optional)
Specify the temporary primary allocation for temporary data sets.

TEMPSEC()
(optional)
Specify the temporary secondary allocation for temporary data sets.

The output that CAUNZIP produces varies depending on the contents of the order that is contained in the zip file.

CAUNZIP DD Description
ZIPRPT This SYSOUT data set contains the CAUNZIP Summary Report. This report provides a summary of the

content of the product order zip file with JCL for executing the SMP/E receive processing. The report
includes details on the content of each of the data sets and z/OS UNIX files produced.

SYSTSPRT This SYSOUT data set contains messages produced during CAUNZIP utility processing, including any
error messages.

An order directory is created in the ZIPPATH specified. The directory name is derived from the ZIPFILE name. For
example, if the zip file name is scart0.zip, any product files are created in a new directory that is named scart0. If a
directory with that name exists, CAUNZIP generates a new directory name that is not currently in use, for example: scart1.

z/OS UNIX Order
Directory

Description

SMPNTS This directory contains GIMZIP archive files and associated metadata files for all extracted PTFs, APARs,
and HOLDDATA in the zip file. This directory can be used as the SMPNTS input to SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS processing.

SMPTXT This directory contains a single TEXTFILE, containing PTFs/APARs in the zip file, concatenated and
separated with headers. Review them prior to installing PTFs in the zip file.

Extracted Product-Related Files

If the zip file contains any product files (for example: .pax, .pdf, .ESD, or .ICO files), CAUNZIP creates a z/OS UNIX
directory, SMPPAX, in the order directory and copies the product files to that directory. The directory name is derived from
the ZIPFILE name.

Sample JCL CAUNZIP Utility to Extract the Zip File in NTS format

For a sample job used to execute the CAUNZIP utility, see member CAUNZIP in the CAW0JCL data set.
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Common Address Space Shell (CASRV)
The purpose of the Common Address Space Shell (CASRV) is to provide an environment where Broadcom components
or Broadcom products can be hosted in a secure environment with the proper z/OS integrity while simultaneously
providing a consistent operational behavior for our customers. The CASRV can handle all console command and
response traffic.

You have two options to create a CASRV:

• z/OS Start Command
• Batch Job

The CASRV supports operator commands using the z/OS MODIFY/STOP interface. The CASRV also reads commands
from an external file and an internal source during the initialization. This functionality enables automatic start of Broadcom
product or components in the various instances of the CASRV.

Common Address Space Shell Security
All tasks of the hosted Broadcom product or component execute with the address space level security environment. The
installation creates an appropriate user ID for the started task JCL PROC under which the hosted Broadcom product or
component is running.

Create a Common Address Space through a z/OS START Command
You can create a Common Address Space Shell (CASRV) by using a z/OS START command.

Using this method requires a JCL PROC. The z/OS system-level JCL PROC, IEESYSAS, can be used to start a CASRV.
You can also use a component-specific JCL PROC, but it is not required.

The following scenarios let you pass internal commands through the START CIB:

• A CASRV that is created with a START command
• The full-function start address space that is created with an ASCRE CREATE

A CASRV retrieves any such internal commands from the START CIB during the initialization.

A CASRV created with a START command also examines the PARM= field on the EXEC statement image. Any
parameters that are specified on the PARM= field are retrieved during the initialization and are processed as internal
commands.

Example: z/OS-Supplied JCL Proc

Use the following z/OS START command to create the CASRV using the z/OS-supplied system address space JCL
PROC:

S IEESYSAS,PROG=CASRVASI,JOBNAME=CASERV,SUB=MSTR,TIME=1440

Using this method of starting the CASRV requires that the CASRV component modules reside in a LINKLIST resident
library. Furthermore, parameter specifications, if provided, must be defined in the z/OS logical PARMLIB data sets. The
SUB=MSTR,TIME=1440 keywords can be eliminated from the START command if you want to run the CASRV under the
primary job entry subsystem. However, the CASRV functions in both environments.

Create a Common Address Space as a Batch Job
You can create a Common Address Space Shell (CASRV) and can execute it as a batch job, if necessary.
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A CASRV that is created as a batch job (PGM=CASRVASI) examines the PARM= field on the EXEC statement image.
Any parameters that are specified on the PARM= field are retrieved during the initialization and are processed as internal
commands.

Run a Server Application in a Common Address Space Shell
An application server is initiated in a CASRV by using an ATTACH command. The CASRV supports hosting multiple
server applications in a single address space. An ATTACH command initiates each server, respectively. Each server
application executes in a unique job-task task tree environment, separate from other server application servers and
isolated from the control program job-step task tree.

Customize a Common Address Space Shell
Because a Common Address Space Shell (CASRV) must support execution in early IPL environments, no explicit
dependency exists in the following areas:

• JCL PROC
• STEPLIB
• Externally allocated parameter data set.

The CASRV uses the Common Components and Services PARMLIB reader service. Therefore, command statements
can be obtained through the z/OS system logical PARMLIB data sets, or through an externally allocated data set.
Furthermore, internal commands can be passed when the address space is created as previously described.

The CASRV control program commands provide the basis for customizing its environment and the server application that
executes within it. CASRV does not support any explicit initialization statements. But the commands that are passed as
internal commands to an address space create, and any commands read from an external data set, effectively function as
initialization statements.

Many of the CASRV control program commands serve to customize the address space for a server application. To some
degree, the CASRV functions as a z/OS INITIATOR because it lets you allocate resources for a hosted server application
before attaching the server application. By including the appropriate CASRV control program commands in an internal
source or in an external data set or PARMLIB member, data sets can be allocated, message tables can be established,
and then server applications can be started in a CASRV.

Common Communications Interface (CAICCI)
The Common Communications Interface (CAICCI) provides a messaging infrastructure that enables software products on
various platforms to communicate with one another regardless of their communications protocols.

It provides a common approach to Broadcom solution communications requirements. These requirements include the
following:

Product-to-product communication
CAICCI enables Broadcom products to communicate with other Broadcom products using a standard protocol.

Cross-system communication
CAICCI enables Broadcom products to communicate with other Broadcom products across systems that support
the CAICCI protocols.

Spawning service
CAICCI enables a Broadcom product to schedule, execute, and monitor a service program on behalf of a
Broadcom solution request.
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CAICCI Configuration Diagram
CAICCI supports a range of communications protocols and can be configured to adapt to the needs of even the most
complex networks.

This diagram shows a complex network with various platforms running CAICCI over diverse communications protocols.

 

CAICCI Communication Protocols
Depending on your workload, network resources, and the combination of Broadcom products that you installed, configure
one or more of the following protocols:
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Cross-Memory Services
Provides messaging between applications residing in different address spaces on a single z/OS system. The
protocol is enabled whenever CAICCI is running and is the default protocol that is used when communications
partners reside on the same computer.

Parallel Sysplex Protocols
Provides high‑speed communications between z/OS applications running on different computers in a parallel
sysplex. For a parallel sysplex configuration, deploy the cross-system coupling facility (XCF) or the cross-system
extended services (XES) between the z/OS images. The XCF and XES protocols provide performance, fault
tolerance, and scalability to parallel sysplex users.

TCP/IP
Provides the CAICCI connections for: Mainframes running TCP/IP PC-to-mainframe client/server applications
UNIX, Linux, Windows, z/OS, and other Broadcom platforms

TLS
(CAICCI Version 12 and above) Provides data encryption and authentication of the connecting systems that are
run over TCP/IP.

SNA (VTAM)
Provides mainframe communications for z/OS, VM, and VSE systems using SNA LU0. Also interconnects z/OS,
VM, and VSE systems using VTAM‑supported networking hardware.

How CAICCI Routes Control Information
Mainframe CAICCI implementations maintain a replicated, dynamic, real-time directory of applications and network
resources to manage communications. Many of the CAICCI internal algorithms require a detailed representation of these
objects to locate applications and make optimum routing decisions.

Usually, CAICCI maintains the control information for its directory using an ongoing exchange of state change messages.
In large or very dynamic networks, transmitting these state changes can consume significant network resources. So, by
default, CAICCI only exchanges information among networked computers that are connected directly to one another.

If your networked computers are not connected directly, you can designate one or more CAICCI gateways. Gateways
are systems that coordinate state information across the CAICCI subnets. A gateway lets CAICCI forward state change
messages among computers that cannot communicate with one another directly.

Example: Direct Connections

Five computers are connected directly to one another using CAICCI. They are interconnected using TCP/IP, SNA, or
parallel sysplex protocols for communications. In this configuration, CAICCI can maintain accurate state information.

Example: Gateway

Five computers (CPUA, CPUB, CPUC, CPUD, and CPUE) are connected directly to one another using CAICCI. They are
interconnected using SNA for communications. The computer, CPUA, has several Windows, UNIX, and Linux computers
that are connected to it. The Broadcom solutions running on Windows, UNIX, and Linux want to communicate with CPUA
and CPUB only. You can use the CAICCI GATEWAY control option.

The CAICCI control option member for CPUA can contain the following statements:

textSYSID(CPUA)

PROTOCOL(VTAM,applid_a,1,CPUA)

PROTOCOL(TCPIPGW)

GATEWAY(LU0,applid_b,1,CPUB)

NODE(LU0,applid_c,1,CPUC)

NODE(LU0,applid_d,1,CPUD)

NODE(LU0,applid_e,1,CPUE)

CONNECT(CPUB,CPUC,CPUD,CPUE)
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The CAICCI control option member for CPUB can contain the following statements:

textSYSID(CPUB)

PROTOCOL(VTAM,applid_b,1,CPUB)

GATEWAY(LU0,applid_a,1,CPUA)

NODE(LU0,applid_c,1,CPUC)

NODE(LU0,applid_d,1,CPUD)

NODE(LU0,applid_e,1,CPUE)

CONNECT(CPUA,CPUC,CPUD,CPUE)

The CAICCI control option member for CPUC can contain the following statements:

textSYSID(CPUC)

PROTOCOL(VTAM,applid_c,1,CPUC)

NODE(LU0,applid_a,1,CPUA)

NODE(LU0,applid_b,1,CPUB)

NODE(LU0,applid_d,1,CPUD)

NODE(LU0,applid_e,1,CPUE)

CONNECT(CPUA,CPUB,CPUD,CPUE)

The CAICCI control option members for CPUD and CPUE contain statements similar to those for CPUC.

CAICCI on PCs
On the PC, CAICCI can use one of the following configurations:

Client/Server
Is suitable for PC-to-mainframe client/server applications and requires few resources on the PC. The PC
communicates with a mainframe CAICCI server using TCP/IP or TLS.

Peer-to-Peer
Provides full CAICCI functionality, which enables the PC to act as a peer. The PC communicates directly with
other platforms and can operate without a mainframe CAICCI server, but requires more resources on the PC. Full
function CAICCI on a PC always uses TCP/IP as the communications protocol.

Activate CAICCI
Activate CAICCI as a subtask of CAIENF. CAICCI supports the communication among local processes through z/OS
cross memory services.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the following CAICCI control option in the CAICCI control option member:
SYSID(sysid)

sysid
Unique eight-character identifier.

2. Concatenate the CAICCI and CAIENF control option members through the ENFPARMS DD statement in the CAIENF
started task member.

3. Start or recycle CAIENF.
When CAIENF starts, the SYSID control option activates CAICCI for the applications on the system.

Customize the CAICCI Service
Specify the CAICCI control options as follows:

• Update the CAICCI control option member.
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The changes take effect the next time CAICCI is started (CAICCI runs as a subtask of CAIENF).
• Issue the following command from a console:

CCI caicci_control_option 

The change takes effect immediately.

TCP/IP Configurations
CAICCI implements TCP/IP using one or more server address spaces on the mainframe to coordinate processing.

Client/Server

A client/server configuration supports PC-to-mainframe connections. It uses one of the following CAICCI TCP/IP server
started tasks. The user ID of the used started task must have a valid OMVS segment. Sample members of the started
tasks are distributed in the CAW0PROC data set.

• CCITCP, which is started using the CAICCI PROTOCOL(TCP/IP,…) control option
• CCISSL with TLS support, which is started using the CAICCI PROTOCOL(TCPSSL, …) control option

Although you can start the server task in a client/server configuration using the z/OS START command, it is not
recommended.

TCP/IP Gateway

A gateway supports the mainframe as a full peer to other platforms in a TCP/IP network. The supported platforms include
other mainframe systems, UNIX, Linux, and Windows. It uses one of the following CAICCI TCP/IP server started tasks.
The user ID of the used started task must have a valid OMVS segment. Sample members of the started tasks are
distributed in the CAW0PROC data set.

• CCITCPGW, which is started using the CAICCI PROTOCOL(TCPIPGW,…) control option
• CCISSLGW with TLS support, which is started using the CAICCI PROTOCOL(TCPSSLGW, …) control option

Do not start the server task for a gateway using the z/OS START command.

Assign TCP/IP Ports

By default, CAICCI uses the following port numbers:

• 1202 for the TCP/IP and TCPSSL protocols
• 1721 for the TCPIPGW and TCPSSLGW protocols

If a port is not appropriate, you can use an alternative.

WARNING
If you use an alternative port, ensure that your firewall or TCP/IP configuration permits CAICCI to use that port.

To assign an alternative TCP/IP port, use one of the following methods:

Method 1:
Specify the port number in the CAICCI PROTOCOL statement, for example:
PROCOTOL(TCPIP,4500)

Method 2:
Specify the port number through the PARM parameter of the EXEC statement in the CAICCI TCP/IP server
started task JCL member. For example, the following statement shows the specification in the CCITCP started
task:
//CCITCP EXEC PGM=CAS9PDGM,PARM='PORT=4500',…
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Method 3:
Specify the port number in your TCP/IP.ETC.SERVICES data set, for example:
caicci   4500/tcp

NOTE

You can override this value using either Method 1 or Method 2.

Assign TCP/IP Ports to Multiple Instances of a CAICCI Server

If you must have multiple instances of the CAICCI TCP/IP server in a client/server configuration on a single z/OS system,
each requires a unique port number. You can specify the port number in the server started task JCL member using a
variable that you override at startup time.

Follow these steps:

1. Use a variable for the port number in the CAICCI TCP/IP server started task JCL member, for example:
 //CCITCP EXEC PGM=CAS9PDGM,PARM='PORT=&PORT',…

 

The &PORT variable assumes a port number when the server starts.
2. Start the server instances, specifying the port numbers, for example:

 START CCITCP.CCI1,…PORT=4500

 START CCITCP.CCI2,…PORT=4501

 START CCITCP.CCI3,…PORT=4502

 

The server instances start, using the specified port numbers.

Example Configuration with Two z/OS Systems and Multiple PCs

The following illustration shows a TCP/IP configuration with two connected z/OS systems and multiple PCs connected to
one system using CAICCI TCP/IP client/server:

The configuration uses the following CAICCI TCP/IP protocols:
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• TCPIPGW to let the z/OS systems communicate with one another
• TCP/IP to support PC client/server applications

The CAICCI control option member on the respective z/OS system contains the following CAICCI control options:

z/OS System CAICCI Control Options
A SYSID(CCIA)

PROTOCOL(TCPIP)
PROTOCOL(TCPIPGW)
NODE(TCPIPGW,CCIB.COM,01,CCIB,8192,START/SHUT)
CONNECT(CCIB)

B SYSID(CCIB)
PROTOCOL(TCPIP)
PROTOCOL(TCPIPGW)
NODE (TCPIPGW,CCIA.COM,01,CCIA,8192,START/SHUT)
CONNECT(CCIA)

SYSID
Defines CAICCI on the z/OS system.

PROTOCOL
Specifies the CAICCI TCP/IP protocols.
For TLS, the PROTOCOL control options are similar to:
PROTOCOL(TCPSSL,1202,1,CCIx,16384)

 PROTOCOL(TCPSSLGW,1721,1,CCIx,16384)

NODE
Specifies the remote node.
To use the logical host names, CCIA.COM and CCIB.COM, the TCP/IP environment must be able to reference
a TCP/IP domain name server (DNS) or has a host name table that can translate the specified names to IP
addresses.
Set the data packet size (8192 in this example) slightly smaller than the maximum transmission unit (MTU)
supported by your TCP/IP configuration.

CONNECT
Connects the system to the remote node.

NOTE
Similar configuration is suitable for connecting other full-function CAICCI platforms to the mainframe, including
UNIX and Windows.

For the PC-to-mainframe client/server configuration, no further changes are required on the mainframe. In a client/server
configuration, the remote PCs initiate the connections, which require CAICCI be configured on the PCs.

Customize the CAICCI TCP/IP PROC Names

To change the default names of the CAICCI procs to conform to site naming standards, use the CAICCI SPNPARMS DD.
You can add parms similar to:

 TCPIP      SERVICE  SERVER_NAME=MVS_START_SERVER,

            MAX#_PROCESSES=1

            PROCESS  PROCESS_TYPE=MVS_STC,PROCNAME=xxxxxxxx,

            TERM_TYPE=STOP,PAUSE_TIME=28,

            PARM=!
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The label (starting in column 1) identifies the protocol that is associated with the proc. The label is the protocol (first)
parameter of the PROTOCOL statement. Only update the PROCNAME field with the name you want to use. Do not
change any other PARM, except for possibly the PAUSE_TIME parameter.

The new PROCESS parameter TERM_TYPE directs how the STC Spawn Server is to terminate the Started Task.
Specifying TERM_TYPE=CANCEL, which is the default, directs the STC Spawn Server to terminate the Started Task
using the CANCEL command. Specifying TERM_TYPE=STOP directs the STC Spawn Server to terminate the Started
Task using the STOP command.

The new PROCESS parameter PAUSE_TIME=xx directs the STC Spawn Server to wait xx seconds for the Started Task
to respond to a STOP command. If the Started Task has not terminated within xx seconds, a CANCEL command is then
issued. The PAUSE_TIME value ranges from 4 to 60 seconds, in multiples of four. The default value is 10 seconds.

The PAUSE_TIME parameter can be increased for any newly added or existing SPNPARM definitions if the Started Task
consistently fails to terminate before the STC Spawn Server reverts to issuing a CANCEL command.

CCISPNPM is supplied in the CAW0OPTN data set as a sample SPNPARMS member.

Configure CAICCI on Windows Running Broadcom Products

Full CAICCI functionality is available on a Windows system running Broadcom products to support a peer-to-peer
configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that you can ping the mainframe system to which you want to connect.
If you cannot ping the mainframe system, review the TCP/IP setup on the Windows PC and the mainframe. To add an
entry for the z/OS host name in DNS or the \system32\drivers\etc\hosts file on the PC.

2. Define a connection between the Windows PC and the mainframe system using LOCAL and REMOTE Statements in
the install_path\CAIUSER\ccirmtd.rc CAICCI configuration file.

3. Issue the following command to determine whether the CAICCI Remote Server is installed:
 ccicntrl

 

A series of messages appears including the following message if the Remote Server is installed and running:
 Service "CA NSM (Remote)", STATUS is "Running"

 

4. If the Remote Server is running and you updated the CAICCI configuration file in Step 2, issue the following
commands:
 ccicntrl stop rmt

 ccicntrl start rmt

 

The Remote Server stops and then restarts. You have finished configuring CAICCI on the Windows system.
5. If the Remote Server is not installed, issue the following command:

textccicntrl install rmt install_path\bin

The Remote Server is installed.
6. If the Remote Server is not running, issue the following command:

 ccicntrl start rmt

 

The Remote Server starts. You have finished configuring CAICCI on the Windows system.

LOCAL and REMOTE Statements

The LOCAL statement applies to the local computer. The REMOTE statements apply to the remote nodes that exchange
information with CAICCI.
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The statements have the following syntax:

textLOCAL|REMOTE=tcp/ip_name cci_name buffersize STARTUP|NOSTART [ALIAS=alias_name]

 [PORT=port_number] retry_interval

tcp/ip_name
Specifies an IP address in IPV4 format (dotted decimal notation: ddd.ddd.ddd.ddd), in IPV6 format
("xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx") in Version 12 and above, or a name as input to a name service to retrieve an IP
address. You can use tcp/ip_name with the ping command to determine whether a remote connection is live.
Default: Local TCP/IP host name

cci_name
Specifies the host name, which can be the same as the TCP/IP host name. CAICCI uses cci_name to identify this
host.
For the REMOTE statement that defines the mainframe, the CAICCI name is the value that the CAICCI
SYSID(sysid) control option specifies on the mainframe.
Default: Local host name

buffersize
Specifies the maximum size of the buffer CAICCI receives or sends. It is used for segmenting data transfer.
Default: 32768
Limits: 1024 through 32768

WARNING
Contact Broadcom Support before changing the buffer size.

STARTUP|NOSTART
Specifies whether to initiate a remote connection when CAICCI becomes active:

• STARTUP specifies that CAICCI initiates the connection.
• NOSTART specifies that the remote system initiates the connection.

ALIAS=alias_name
(Optional) Defines an alias name to differentiate multiple remote systems that have the same first eight characters
in their host names.

PORT=port_number
(Optional) Specifies the port number.
Default: 1721

retry_interval
Specifies the number of seconds between attempts to connect:

• -1 specifies that attempts to connect starts with a 2-second retry interval that doubles after each unsuccessful
attempt.

• 0 specifies that no attempts are made to connect.
• Integer greater than zero specifies that attempts to connect occur at the specified retry interval.

Example: LOCAL Statement

The following LOCAL statement tells CAICCI that the TCP/IP name for the local system is NTSRVR1 and that any remote
system wanting to communicate with this system can do so by referencing NTSRVR1 as the name.

 LOCAL=NTSRVR1 NTSRVR1 32768 STARTUP

 

Example: REMOTE Statement

The following REMOTE statement tells CAICCI to attempt to connect to 172.22.111.121 and to register MF01 as the
CAICCI name internally.
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 REMOTE=172.22.111.121 MF01 32768 STARTUP PORT=1721

 

Example: REMOTE Statement Using an Alias

The following REMOTE statement tells CAICCI to attempt to connect to the system whose TCP/IP name is NTSRVR1 and
whose CAICCI name (host name) is WINNTSERVER1. It also lets CAICCI to send and receive messages using the alias
NT1.

 REMOTE=NTSRVR1 WINNTSERVER1 32768 STARTUP ALIAS=NT1

 

Issue CAICCI TCP/IP Gateway Commands

CAICCI TCP/IP gateway commands let you control the connections in a gateway configuration and retrieve information
about a gateway configuration.

To issue a CAICCI TCP/IP gateway command, use the z/OS MODIFY command for the appropriate gateway server
started task:

textF CCITCPGW,caicci_gateway_command 

 F CCISSLGW,caicci_gateway_command

ACTIVE Command: Vary the Connection State of a Remote CAICCI to the Online State

The ACTIVE command changes the connection state for a remote host from OFFLINE to INACTIVE/CONNECTABLE.
The command can optionally initiate the connection to the remote system and provide a different port number. A port
number is required if no NODE/GATEWAY statement had been defined for the remote system.

textA[ctive],Sysid[,Connect[,portnumber]] 

sysid
The remote CAICCI that you want to activate.

Connect
Forces a connection to be made to the remote CAICCI.

portnumber
The port number of the remote CAICCI that is used when connecting.

AUTOPRINTT Command: Enable/Disable AUTOPRINTT

The AUTOPRINTT command turns on and off the automatic PRINTT of traces after an exceptional event. Printing the
internal trace table immediately after an event occurs provides the most recent tracing entries leading up to the event.

 AU[toprintt][,Yes | No | On | Off]

 

BUILD Command: Display Build Date and Time

The BUILD command displays the build date and time for this module.

 B[uild]

 

CONNECT Command: Initiate a Connection to a Remote CAICCI

The CONNECT command resets the DISCONNECT command override of the retry time for the remote system. It resets
the retry time to its original value. The gateway server started task tries to connect to the disconnected remote system
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based on this original retry time. Optionally specify a port number to initiate the connection to the remote system using the
different port number. A port number is required if no NODE/GATEWAY statement is defined for the remote system.

textC[onnect],sysid[,portnumber]

sysid
The remote CAICCI to connect to.

portnumber
The remote CAICCI port number to use when connecting.

DISCONNECT Command: Disconnect from a Remote System

The DISCONNECT command disconnects the host from a remote system. It sets the connection retry time for the remote
system to zero (0). The gateway server started task no longer tries to reestablish the connection, however a connection
from the remote system is still accepted.

textDISCON[nect],sysid  

sysid
The remote CAICCI from which you want to disconnect.

DUMP Command: Terminate and Dump a Connection

The DUMP command terminates and dumps the underlying task of the thread that owns the sysid.

textDU[mp],sysid  

sysid
The remote CAICCI with the connection task to terminate and dump.

HELP Command: Display Help for Commands

The HELP command displays help for one or all available commands.

textH[elp][,command]

command
The single command for which help is requested. If no command is specified, help displays for all available
commands.

INACTIVE Command: Vary the Connection State of a Remote CAICCI to the Offline State

The INACTIVE command shuts down a connection or cancels an ongoing retry to a remote CAICCI. The sysid is now
in an OFFLINE state. The gateway server started task no longer initiates a connection to the remote CAICCI and a
connection from the remote CAICCI is not accepted.

textI[nactive],sysid  

sysid
The sysid to put in an OFFLINE state.

KILL Command: Terminate a Connection

The KILL command terminates the underlying task of the thread that owns the Sysid. No dump is generated.

textK[ill],sysid  

sysid
The remote CAICCI whose connection task is terminated.
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NETSTAT Command: Display TCP/IP Connection Status

The NETSTAT command displays the TCP/IP connection status of one or all sysids.

textN[etstat][,ALL | sysid]

sysid
The sysid to display the TCP/IP connection status for.

NOTRACE Command: Turn off Tracing

The NOTRACE command turns off active tracing, which includes the internal trace.

 NO[trace]

 

PING Command: Check Communications

The PING command checks whether communications are established with a CAICCI TCP/IP server. You receive three
messages similar to the following messages for each PING command:

 CAS9899I CCI Ping requested to socket A97S

 CAS9899I CCI Ping sent to socket A97S

 CAS9899I CCI Ping response received from socket A97S

 

The command has the following syntax:

textP[ing],sysid  

sysid
The remote CAICCI to be pinged.

RECYCLE Command: Recycle a Connection

The RECYCLE command terminates the connection and initiates or allows an immediate reconnection to the specified
remote CAICCI.

textREC[ycle],sysid  

sysid
The remote CAICCI whose connection is recycled.

RELEASE Command: Display CAICCI Release Level

The RELEASE command displays the release, gen level, and system info for local and remote CAICCI hosts.

textR[elease],[ALL | sysid]

NOTE
Providing no parameter displays the local host only.

ALL
Specifies that you want to display the release levels of CAICCI for the local host and for all connected remote
hosts.

sysid
The CAICCI for which you want to display the release level.
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REPORT Command: Display CAICCI Name and Routing Table

This command displays the CAICCI name and routing table.

 REP[ort]

 

STATUS Command: Display CAICCI Connection Status

The STATUS command displays the CAICCI connection status of one or all sysids.

textS[tatus][,ALL | sysid]

ALL
The connection status for all sysids.

sysid
The connection status for a specific sysid.

SVCDUMP Command: Take an SVC Dump of the Address Space

The SVCDUMP command takes an SVC dump of the address space of the gateway server started task address space
and continues.

 SV[cdump]

 

SYSDTECT Command: Turn Sysid Detection On and Off

The SYSDTECT command turns on and off the display of new CAICCI sysids that the local CAICCI detects through its
direct connections or gateway routing.

 [SY]sdtect[,Yes | No | On | Off]

 

Yes/On
Turns on the display of new CAICCI sysids.

No/Off
Turns off the display of new CAICCI sysids.

TRACEON Command: Turn On Tracing

The TRACEON command turns on active tracing and writes it to one of the following objects: the system log, the console,
the internal trace table, or to a specified ddname.

textTraceon(,WTL | WTO | INT | ddname)

WTL
Writes the trace to the system log.

WTO
Writes the trace to the console.

INT
Writes the trace to the internal trace table.

ddname
Writes the trace to the specified ddname. If the ddname is not in the job stream, it is dynamically allocated.
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TRCROUTE Command: Turn Route Tracing Detection On and Off

The TRCROUTE command turns on and off the display of new CAICCI routes that the local CAICCI detects through its
direct connections or gateway routing.

 [TRC]route[,Yes | No | On | Off]

 

Yes/On
Turns on the display of new CAICCI routes.

No/Off
Turns off the display of new CAICCI routes.

WAKE Command: Wake a Connection Task

The WAKE command posts the underlying task of the task that owns the Sysid.

textW[ake],sysid  

sysid
The remote CAICCI whose connection task is posted.

XNTREPORT Command: Display CAICCI Name and Routing Table

The XNTREPORT command displays the CAICCI name and routing table.

 X[ntreport]

 

SNA Configurations
In CAICCI SNA network configurations, two or more mainframe CAICCI instances are connected using VTAM and SNA
LU0 protocols. The host computers can be local or remote and can be running z/OS, VM, or VSE operating systems.
Each host can run multiple Broadcom products.

The following graphic shows a typical two-host CAICCI network configuration where each host runs one Broadcom
product. The same concepts apply, regardless of how many Broadcom products share CAICCI connections.

The two mainframes are referred to as CCIA and CCIB. In each computer, you must configure VTAM resources for the
local and remote CAICCI instances using the following process:

1. Define VTAM resources.
2. Configure CAICCI.
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Define VTAM Resources

The procedure uses the illustration in SNA Configurations as an example. It uses CCIA and CCIB as host and VTAM
resource names. However, you can use names appropriate to your installation and any naming standards you have
adopted. In many cases, you can use z/OS system symbols in your VTAM definitions, enabling a single set of definitions
to be shared across multiple systems.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the local CAICCI VTAM applications on each computer.
Define CCIA as follows:

CCIHOST1 VBUILD TYPE=APPL

CCIA     APPL   ACBNAME=CCIA,

                AUTH=(ACQ,NOTSO)

Define CCIB as follows:

CCIHOST2 VBUILD TYPE=APPL

CCIB     APPL   ACBNAME=CCIB,

                AUTH=(ACQ,NOTSO)

Depending on your network configuration and site standards, you canalso include other VTAM parameters such as
CERTIFY, EAS, and VPACING.

NOTE
For information about VTAM parameters, see your VTAM documentation.

2. If you are not using advanced peer-to-peer networking (APPN) with DYNLU=YES, define a VTAM cross-domain
resource for each remote CAICCI system that is accessed from CCIA and CCIB.

NOTE
If you are using SNA exclusively for PC to mainframe connectivity, you can skip this step.

Define the following VTAM cross-domain resource on host CCIA:

CCICDRS1 VBUILD TYPE=CDRSC

CCIB     CDRSC  CDRM=CDRMB,ISTATUS=ACTIVE

Define the following VTAM cross-domain resource on host CCIB:

CCICDRS2 VBUILD TYPE=CDRSC

CCIA     CDRSC  CDRM=CDRMA,ISTATUS=ACTIVE

3. Activate the new VTAM resources.
On CCIA, issue the following commands:

V  NET,ACT,ID=CCIHOST1

V  NET,ACT,ID=CCICDRS1

On CCIB, issue the following commands:

V  NET,ACT,ID=CCIHOST2

V  NET,ACT,ID=CCICDRS2

4. Add these new resource definitions to your VTAMLST ATCCONxx member so that they become active when VTAM is
initialized.

5. Define other VTAM resources such as cross-domain resource manager (CDRM) major nodes, channel-to-channel
(CTC) devices, and network control program (NCP) major nodes for your configuration.
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NOTE
For information about VTAM resource definitions, see your VTAM documentation.

NOTE
Before CAICCI can use VTAM generic resources, you must have performed the setup that is outlined in your
VTAM documentation.

Configure CAICCI for SNA

After you define the VTAM resources, you configure CAICCI to use those resources.

Follow these steps:

1. Update the CAICCI control option member:
– SYSID(sysid) to identify CAICCI on each host uniquely in the network.
– PROTOCOL(VTAM,applid,…) to configure CAICCI on each host to use VTAM as the network protocol. Use the

ACB name that is specified for the VTAM resource that is defined for CAICCI for applid.
– (Optional) Only required if you are using SNA exclusively for PC-to-mainframe connections. NODE(LU0,applid,…)

to define each remote host that is connected at startup.
– CONNECT(sysid) to connect CAICCI to the remote host.
– GENERIC(VTAM,generic_name) if you are using CAICCI as a VTAM generic resource. generic_name is the name

that remote users specify to connect to this CAICCI host.
Using the illustration in SNA Configurations as an example, the CAICCI control options for the hosts are as follows:

z/OS System CAICCI Control Option

Host 1 SYSID(UNIQCCIA)
PROTOCOL(VTAM,CCIA,01,UNIQCCIA,4096,START/SHUT)
NODE(LU0,CCIB,01,UNIQCCIB,4096,START/SHUT)
CONNECT(UNIQCCIB)

Host 2 SYSID(UNIQCCIB)
PROTOCOL(VTAM,CCIB,01,UNIQCCIB,4096,START/SHUT)
NODE(LU0,CCIA,01,UNIQCCIA,4096,START/SHUT)
CONNECT(UNIQCCIA)

You have defined the CAICCI SNA network.

1. Start CAIENF on both hosts.
The CAICCI SNA network becomes active.

 

z/OS Parallel Sysplex Configurations
If you operate z/OS in a parallel sysplex configuration, CAICCI can take advantage of XCF and XES hardware to provide
high performance messaging between members of the sysplex. Use XCF or XES to achieve high-bandwidth connections
between z/OS systems in a sysplex, without the need for a network protocol such as TCP/IP or VTAM.

How XCF and XES Work

XCF and XES also support numerous fault tolerance features, enabling communications to continue even following what
otherwise can be a disastrous hardware error. Together, these features result in faster, more reliable communications.
They are especially recommended for those environments with large application workloads.
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XCF provides efficient, high-bandwidth communications using a technique that is known as XCF signaling. With XCF,
you can configure coupling facility paths or CTC connections for cross-system communications. The CAICCI message
traffic is directed over an XCF signaling path according to how you configure XCF and CAICCI. XCF requires appropriate
hardware and software definitions.

XES enables CAICCI to manage structures in a hardware device that is known as a coupling facility for messaging. Like
XCF, XES provides high bandwidth. A series of coupling facility operations implements it. XES requires an appropriate
coupling facility hardware and software configuration.

If the sysplex does not include a coupling facility, or when adequate coupling facility resources for CAICCI do not exist,
use XCF. If adequate coupling facility resources are available for CAICCI, you can use the XES protocol to exploit the
coupling facility structures, yielding important performance benefits.

Use PROTSEC to specify XCF and XES type links as secure connections. The parameters that are passed to PROTSEC
specify secure links over XCF or XES protocols. You can specify either parameter or both parameters in either order as
shown in the following examples:

PROTSEC(XCF,XES)

PROTSEC(XES,XCF)

PROTSEC(XCF)

PROTSEC(XES)

NOTE
PROTSEC does not actually enable the flow of encrypted data; PROTSEC internally flags the XCF/XES link as
a secure link.

NOTE
For more information about setting up XCF or XES, see IBM z/OS MVS Setting Up a Sysplex and z/OS MVS
Programming Sysplex Services Guide.

Configure CAICCI for XCF

 Follow these steps: 

1. Ensure that the XCF hardware and software are installed and operational. If you are not using XCF for other purposes,
set up sysplex couple data sets and signaling paths. Any hardware acceptable to XCF can be used with CAICCI,
including CTC and coupling facility signaling paths.

2. Examine your SYS1.PARMLIB(COUPLExx) member to ensure that you have proper sysplex definitions. Each z/OS
system is part of the same sysplex and have couple data sets, transport classes, and signaling paths that are defined.

NOTE
For information about how to set up XCF signaling, see IBM z/OS MVS Setting Up a Sysplex.

3. Ensure that CAICCI on each host has a unique identifier that the following control option assigns:
SYSID(sysid)

4. Specify the following statement in the CAICCI control option member:
PROTOCOL(XCF,group_name)

group_name
Specifies the name of the logical XCF group you want CAICCI to use.

CAICCI is configured to use XCF as a protocol.

With these definitions in place, CAICCI uses XCF services to communicate among z/OS systems in the sysplex. If you
anticipate very high volumes of activity, you can monitor XCF activity periodically. SYSVIEW® Performance Management
and similar performance monitors can provide this information.
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Configure CAICCI for XES

 Follow these steps: 

1. Ensure that you have the prerequisite hardware and software enabled. Configure z/OS to operate in a parallel sysplex,
with one or more coupling facilities.

NOTE
For information about how to set up XES and coupling facility structures, see IBM z/OS MVS Setting Up a
Sysplex. Use the IBM IXCMIAPU administrative data utility to define the CAICCI coupling facility structure.
For information about the IXCMIAPU administrative data utility, see IBM z/OS MVS Setting Up a Sysplex.

Your input is similar to:
STRUCTURE NAME(name) SIZE(size) PREFLIST(cf_name)

name
The name of the structure you want CAICCI to use.

size
The size of the structure in 4-KB units. Typically, a value of 1000 (4 MB) suffices, but the optimum size depends
on your workload and communication volume.

cf_name
The name of the coupling facility in which you want to define the structure.

2. Ensure that CAICCI on each host has a unique identifier that the following control option assigns:
SYSID(sysid)

With these definitions in place, CAICCI uses XES services to communicate among z/OS systems in the sysplex. You
can monitor the CAICCI coupling facility structure periodically to ensure that it is of adequate size. SYSVIEW and similar
performance monitors can provide this information.

NOTE
If you define an LU0 node and connect for a system that can also connect using XCF or XES, the first
connection to complete is the active one. The other protocol cancels its attempt. This can cause the following
messages to appear in your CAIENF job log:

CAS9603I - CAICCI Group CCIXCF  from System @@@@@

CAS9602E - CAICCI SYSID sysid  could not be logged on

These messages recur as part of normal recovery and not cause problems with CAICCI or the products using it.

Configure CAICCI Generic Resources
In a sysplex environment, you can configure multiple CAICCI instances to act as a CAICCI generic resource. CAICCI
generic resources let you declare a group of CAICCI instances that are treated as a single logical entity, providing
scalability, fault tolerance, and manageability benefits.

Consider a situation where IDMS/DB is running on five z/OS systems in a sysplex configuration. The individual systems
are named CCI1 through CCI5, and each of these systems runs a database server.

Without CAICCI generic resources, IDMS/DB clients connecting to the mainframe specify the host name of a server to
connect to. In this configuration, assigning particular users to specific database server instances is handled on a case-by-
case basis. Ongoing management can be a burden because adapting to changing workloads requires you to manually
reconfigure client systems. Reconfiguring to achieve load balancing or to accommodate other mainframe changes is
difficult, especially if large numbers of client systems are involved.

With a CAICCI generic resource, you assign a logical name to a collection of mainframe resources, avoiding many of the
problems that are outlined previously. Clients connect using this logical name rather than a specific host name. You can
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reconfigure your mainframe resources without having to reconfigure client systems. You can adapt to changing mainframe
requirements by simply changing server configurations.

NOTE
CAICCI generic resources works independently from CAICCI support for VTAM generic resources, and you can
use either or both.

WARNING
Certain Broadcom products have unique system affinity requirements and must ensure that all communications
occur with a specific instance of an application. See the product documentation to ensure that a product
supports CAICCI generic resources.

To configure a CAICCI generic resource, specify the following CAICCI control option:

textSYSPLEX(name)

name
Specifies the logical name of the CAICCI generic resource that is associated with this CAICCI instance.
Limits: One through eight characters

When the definition is in place, applications can connect using the logical name rather than a specific host name.

Configure the CAICCI SPAWN Facility
The CAICCI SPAWN facility enables certain Broadcom products to trigger and manage units of work as transactions
under CAICCI control. Using CAICCI and the CAICCI SPAWN facility, applications can:

• Trigger diverse types of work on many platforms, ranging from CICS transactions and started tasks to processes on
various z/OS, VSE, or UNIX platforms.

• Monitor transactions that the CAICCI SPAWN facility initiates.
• Exchange data with spawned transactions.

 If your Broadcom products use it, configure the CAICCI SPAWN facility.

If you are spawning CICS transactions, install and configure CAIENF/CICS SPAWN.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a CAICCI SPAWN parameter member in the CAW0OPTN data set with the parameters required by your
Broadcom products.

NOTE
For information about product-specific CAICCI SPAWN parameters, see your product documentation.

2. Add an SPNPARMS DD statement in the CAIENF started task JCL member, and point it to the CAICCI SPAWN
parameter member.

Configure Assured Delivery
Some Broadcom products require Assured Delivery. Assured Delivery monitors conversations between the Broadcom
solutions that are on local and remote hosts in a CAICCI network. It stores the sent and received data in a database that
can be used to verify if an intended recipient actually received the data from the Broadcom solution that sent it.

NOTE
This article describes how to set up and configure Assured Delivery and how to set up Assured Delivery with
CCILGR.
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Set up and Configure Assured Delivery

To configure Assured Delivery, complete the following tasks:

1. Define the Database.
2. Activate Assured Delivery.
3. Execute Assured Delivery Commands.

Define the Database

Assured Delivery requires a VSAM database (also known as the LOGGER database) to store information and data being
sent and received between Broadcom solutions that are defined to the CAICCI network.

The Assured Delivery service is started using the LOGGER control option and can be placed in the CCIPARMS or entered
as a z/OS console command.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize the CAI.CAW0JCL(LOGRALOC) member to suit your requirements:
– Ensure that the NAME parameters specify the high-level qualifier that is used for your installation.
– Customize the CYLINDERS parameter to suit the requirements for your Broadcom products.
– Update the VOL parameter. You can specify multiple volumes.
– (Optional) Customize the CISZ parameter for the data and index components.

DEFINE CLUSTER - 

NAME(xxxxxxxx.CCILOGER) - 

SHR(3,3) 

RECORDSIZE(4096 33000) - 

CYLINDERS(n,m) - 

SPANNED - 

REUSE - 

KEYS(38 0) 

VOL(vvvvvv,...)) - 

DATA - 

(NAME(xxxxxxxx.CCILOGER.DATA) - 

CISZ(4096)) - 

INDEX - 

(NAME(xxxxxxxx.CCILOGER.INDEX) - 

CISZ(3584))

xxxxxxxx
Replace with a VSAM data set high-level qualifier suitable for your installation.

n, m
The size of the VSAM file (n and m) varies by application and anticipated logging volume. For the steps to specify
these parameters, see your Broadcom product documentation.

WARNING
You cannot share the VSAM cluster across systems.

vvvvvv
Specify multiple volumes and the DATA and INDEX control interval size (CSIZ) can be modified, depending on the
average data length.

2. Submit the LOGRALOC job.
IDCAMS creates the database.
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Activate Assured Delivery

You define the LOGGER control option to create the CCILGR started task, which lets you activate Assured Delivery of
CAICCI.

WARNING
After you define the LOGGER control option, you then customize the CCILGR PROC and copy it from
CAW0PROC to a library in the system proclib concatenation. For more information, see Set up and Configure
CCILGR/Assured Delivery.

With the LOGGER control option you can also specify the quantity of VSAM strings and buffers to save in the LOGGER
database.

Parameters that must be entered for LOGGER are as follows:

strings
Number of VSAM strings. Calculate this number as follows: 2 x #systems + 5
Default: 20 strings

buffer1
Number of VSAM data buffers. Calculate this number as follows: 2 x #systems + 3
Default: 12 data buffers

buffer2
Number of VSAM index buffers. Calculate this number as follows: #systems but not < 12
Default: 12 index buffers

reorg
Y or N. If Y is specified, LOGGER reorganizes the VSAM database at CCILGR startup.
Default: N

Example (console)

CCI LOGGER(25,23,12,Y)

Example (CCIPARM)

LOGGER(25,23,12,Y)

To ensure that Assured Delivery is activated automatically as part of CAIENF startup, add the CAICCI LOGGER control
option in your CAICCI control option member.

Execute Assured Delivery Commands

The following topics describe the commands that you can use to execute Assured Delivery.

View the Database Contents

To view the contents of the database, use the z/OS MODIFY command:

F CCILGR,logger_database_command

DBSTATUS Command - Display Database Activity

The DBSTATUS command displays the following information about the database:
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• Number of successful look-asides
• Number of buffer reads
• Maximum number of strings
• Available space in KB
• Number of extents currently allocated

DISPLAY Command - Display Space Information

The DISPLAY command displays the following information about the database:

• Available space in KB
• Percent full
• Number of extents currently allocated

PURGE Command - Purge Data from the Database

The PURGE command purges specified data from the database.

The command has the following syntax. All parameters are optional but position dependent. If more than one parameter is
present, the command evaluates them using AND operations to determine which records are purged.

PURGE,sysid,applicationid,startdate,starttime,enddate,endtime 

sysid
Specifies a CAICCI ID. Records that are associated with this CAICCI are purged.

applicationid
Specifies an application ID. Records that are associated with this application are purged.

startdate and starttime
Specifies the beginning of a time interval over which records are purged.
startdate is in yyyyddd, where yyyy is the year and ddd is the day of the year (for example, 2006305).
starttime is in hh:mm:ss.
Default: 0

enddate and endtime
Specifies the end of a time interval over which records are purged.
enddate is in yyyyddd, where yyyy is the year and ddd is the day of the year (for example, 2006305).
endtime is in hh:mm:ss.
Default: 999999

Example: Purge Specific Records

The following command purges the records from November 1, 2004 at 8 a.m. through November 30, 2004 at midnight that
is associated with the CAICCI identified as A01IENF and the Top Secret application:

F CCILGR,PURGE,A01IENF,CA-TSS,2004305,08:00:00,2004334,24:00:00

Example: Purge All Records

The following command purges all records from the database:

F CCILGR,PURGE,,,0

RELEASE Command - Display Database Creation Time

The RELEASE command displays the date and time when the database is created.
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REPORT Command - Generate a Report

The REPORT command allocates a data set using the following DD statement:

ADREPORT DD SYSOUT=A,HOLD=YES

The command then writes a summary of the records in the database to this data set.

STATUS Command - Display Conversation Status

The STATUS command lists the sub-tasks, system IDs, and applications to which data is sent. It also lists the number of
conversations that attempted and completed from the last time Assured Delivery was activated.

Set up and Configure CCILGR/Assured Delivery

The CCILGR/Assured Delivery component of CAICCI is required for sites that run ACF2/CPF. CCILGR is built upon
the fundamental mechanisms of VSAM file access. This component is a store and forward application. As such, data is
received, written, and stored in the VSAM database and then read before being sent out. When the data is sent, it remains
in the VSAM file until the local CCILGR receives confirmation from the data recipient that the data arrived intact. When the
confirmation is received, CCILGR deletes the record from the database. ACF2/CPF command propagation requires its
own response to prevent duplicate data. Due to the constant reads, writes, and deletes, the CCILGR database is dynamic.

The product uses keyed sequential file access to VSAM to ensure that data is delivered securely, with integrity, and in
the proper sequence. The keys are linked to the time the record was written, so every key is unique. The keys cannot
be duplicated or reused. Because the access is keyed and sequential, inbound records are written to the end of the file.
These records must be read again before being sent to their destination. Additionally, every read must begin at the top
of the file and must traverse all existing records until the one to be processed is encountered. Over time, the database
fragments with CA/CI splits. If the amount of data being delivered within a sysplex of many systems is large, performance
could be affected.

One of the major reasons to reorganize the CCILGR VSAM file is when Control Areas become unusable. Messages
remain in the VSAM file for a long time under the following circumstances:

• if a receiver becomes unavailable
• if the receiver is unable to keep up with the message volume

This situation eventually causes Control Areas to fill up. When a control area becomes full, it is associated with a specific
date and time range. VSAM does not reuse that control area even after all of the records in it have been delivered to the
receiver and deleted from the file. The only way to reclaim those Control Areas is to reorganize the file.

With z/OS 1.12, a new VSAM option became available named CA Reclaim. With this option enabled, when a Control
Area becomes empty, it is not associated with a specific date and time range. This area can then be used to store new
records. This setup eliminates the need for frequent reorganizations. Even with this option enabled, we recommend that
you reorganize the CCILGR VSAM (weekly or monthly).

The CA Reclaim option is disabled by default on a system level. This option is enabled by default for all KSDSs, without
having to redefine the data set. To turn on CA Reclaim at the system level, update member IGDSMSxx in SYS1.PARMLIB
to contain the new parameter “CA_RECLAIM(DATACLAS)”. This parameter lets VSAM reclaim newly emptied Control
Areas in all VSAM files. For more information, see the IBM z/OS MVS Initialization and Tuning Reference.

To set up CCILGR/Assured Delivery, you complete the following tasks:

1. Allocate the VSAM File.
2. REORG the VSAM File.
3. Activate Assured Delivery for CAICCI.
4. Query the CCILGR.
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Allocate the VSAM File

Sufficiently allocate the VSAM file for the expected work load.

Ensure that the PRIMARY and SECONDARY CYLINDER allocations are sufficient for the work load. The following item
shows a sample allocation.

DEFINE CLUSTER -

    NAME(xxxxxxxx.CCILOGER) -

    SHR(3,3)

    RECORDSIZE(4096 33000) -

    CYLINDERS(n,m) -

    SPANNED -

    REUSE -

    KEYS(38 0)

    VOL(vvvvvv,...)) -

   DATA -

       (NAME(xxxxxxxx.CCILOGER.DATA) -

       CISZ(4096)) -

   INDEX -

       (NAME(xxxxxxxx.CCILOGER.INDEX) -

       CISZ(3584))

REORG the VSAM File

REORG the VSAM file regularly as needed. A REORG reclaims CA/CI splits, maintains your data integrity, and sustains
your performance. We recommend a REORG every 24 hours. This task can be automated. No data is lost because it is
written to a backup file first, then written back to the VSAM file when the REORG is complete.

Follow these steps:

1. In the CAIENF CCIPARMx CAW0OPTN member, code the LOGGER statement to specify a REORG when CCILGR
starts.
LOGGER(020,012,012,Y)

When Y is specified in the fourth position, the VSAM database is REORGed at CCILGR startup.
2. Ensure that the CCILGR procedure has an SYSUT1 DD statement referencing the backup file.

//CCILGR   PROC  VSAM='CAI.AD.VSAM',   /* ASSURED DEL RESPOSITORY */

//         BACKUP='CAI.AD.BACKUP'      /* ASSURED DEL BACKUP FILE */

//*

//*********************************************************************

//*                                                                   *

//*   BACKUP FILE IS USED TO REORG THE VSAM FILE IF SPECIFIED ON THE  *

//*   LOGGER STATEMENT IN CCIPARMS OR ENFPARMS AT START-UP.           *

//*                                                                   *

//*      I.E.  LOGGER(25,23,12,Y)                                     *

//*                                                                   *

//*   THIS QSAM FILE SHOULD BE ALLOCATED 20%-25% LARGER THAN THE      *

//*   VSAM FILE.  FOR EXAMPLE, IF THE CLUSTER HAS BEEN ALLOCATED      *

//*   WITH CYLINDERS(20,10) THEN THE BACKUP FILE SHOULD BE            *

//*   ALLOCATED WITH SPACE=(CYL,(25,10),RLSE).                        *

//*                                                                   *

//*      FOR EXAMPLE, AS A TEMP DATASET:                              *

//*                                                                   *

//*      //SYSUT1   DD SPACE=(CYL,(25,10),RLSE),                      *

//*      //         UNIT=SYSDA,                                       *
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//*      //         DSN=&&TEMP,                                       *

//*      //         DISP=(,PASS)                                      *

//*                                                                   *

//*                                                                   *

//*      AS A PRE-ALLOCATED DATASET:                                  *

//*                                                                   *

//*      //BR14     EXEC PGM=IEFBR14                                  *

//*      //ALLOC    DD DSN=CAI.AD.BACKUP,                             *

//*      //      DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),                             *

//*      //      DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=32760),                         *

//*      //      SPACE=(CYL,(25,10),RLSE)                             *

//*                                                                   *

//*                                                                   *

//*                                                                   *

//CCILGR   EXEC PGM=CASNMLGR,TIME=1440,REGION=40M                     *

//*                                                                   *

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=CAI.CAILIB,DISP=SHR                                 *

//CAICCIAD DD DSN=&VSAM,DISP=SHR                                      *

//*                                                                   *

//SYSUT1   DD DSN=&BACKUP,DISP=OLD                                    *

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                                *

//*                                                                   *

//*                                                                   *

3. At a predetermined time, issue the following command (console or automation):
P CCILGR

This command stops CCILGR. The presence of the LOGGER statement causes CAIENF to restart CCILGR
automatically. The Y parameter in the LOGGER statement causes the REORG to take place.

WARNING
Ensure that the SYSUT1 DD statement referencing a backup file is present in the CCILGR JCL. A successful
REORG requires an SYSUT1 DD statement. This restriction applies even if Y is specified in the logger
statement.

Activate Assured Delivery for CAICCI

Ensure that the LOGGER statement adequately reflects that the CCILGR environment is deployed.

LOGGER(strings,buffer1,buffer2,reorg)

You define the LOGGER control option to create the CCILGR started task (CCILGR PROC), which lets you
activate Assured Delivery of CAICCI. This option also lets you specify the number of VSAM strings and buffers to save in
the LOGGER database.

Parameters that must be entered for LOGGER are as follows:

strings
Number of VSAM strings. Calculate this number as follows: 2 x #systems + 5
Default: 20 strings

buffer1
Number of VSAM data buffers. Calculate this number as follows: 2 x #systems + 3
Default: 12 data buffers

buffer2
Number of VSAM index buffers. Calculate this number as follows: #systems but not < 12
Default: 12 index buffers
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reorg
Y or N. If Y is specified, LOGGER reorganizes the VSAM database at CCILGR startup.
Default: N

Example (console)

CCI LOGGER(25,23,12,Y)

Example (CCIPARM)

LOGGER(25,23,12,Y)

Example for a sysplex of 20 systems

LOGGER(45,43,20,Y)

Query the CCILGR

Regularly and pro-actively query the state of CCILGR by using the MODIFY commands. For more information, see
Common Communications Interface (CAICCI).

The REPORT, STATUS, DBSTATUS, and DISPLAY command are useful. Issue them from the console or automate their
execution. The REPORT command writes to a dynamically allocated DD named ADREPORT. The STATUS, DBSTATUS,
and DISPLAY commands write to SYSOUT.

Example: REPORT

The following command shows the current number of records in the VSAM file and for whom they are intended:

F CCILGR,REPORT

SYSID        APPLICATION ID         REC COUNT   AVG REC L  MAX REC L

MYPLEX       CA-ACF2/CPF-CMD           6499         178        178

TOTAL                                  6499         178        178

Example: STATUS

The following command shows the number of converses or sends attempted and completed from the local to the
destination. The RECOVERY application ID is static, is always shown, and means the local system.

F CCILGR,STATUS

TASK#   APPLICATION               CATM  CCMP  SATM  SCMP 323

    02 RECOVERY

    03 #MYPLEX CA-ACF2/CPF-CMD    5513  5513     0      0

CAS9899I: END OF COMMAND

Example: DBSTATUS

The following command provides current VSAM file statistics:

F CCILGR,DBSTATUS

LOOK ASIDES  BUFF READS  MAX STRINGS  AVSPAC  EXTENTS

     50282        1568         2       88848K    25

CAS9899I: END OF COMMAND

Example: DISPLAY

The following command identifies the current VSAM file in use. The command also provides the space and extent
statistics:

F CCILGR,DISPLAY

CAS9780I - CAICCI AD OPN(Y) DSN=CA90SMVS.CCILGR.LGR
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CAS9781I - CAICCI AD AVAIL SPACE(00088864K) PERCENT FULL(001) EXTENTS(025)

CAS9899I: END OF COMMAND

Cross-Platform Scheduling
Broadcom scheduling engines can request that another Broadcom scheduling engine on a different platform run their
work. This is known as cross platform scheduling. For example, CA 7 can request that a NetSpy Workload job is run.

XPS Client

The workload can be thought of as primarily under the control of the XPS client. The XPS client requests work and
monitors status for the purposes of workload control. The XPS server only acts to initiate work and to communicate status
information about the work to the XPS client.

Each scheduling engine documents how to start the XPS piece. Check those product guides to ensure that you have
started all the configuration and processes to make XPS work.

CAICCI Connections

To participate in cross platform scheduling, all machines must have CAICCI installed, active, and connected to the
machines involved.

For non z/OS communications, CAICCI connections are defined in the following files:

• UNIX- $CAIGLBL0000/cci/config/<machine name>/ccirmtd.prf
• Windows-\TND\CAIUSR\ccirmtd.rc

The format of the REMOTE control cards are:

REMOTE = ip addresscciname blocksize [STARTUP] [PORT=nnnn] [RETRY=x]

ip address
Specifies the numerical TCP/IP address of the node or the hostname that can be resolved into a TCP/IP address.
You can specify an IP address in either IPV4 format (dotted decimal notation: "ddd.ddd.ddd.ddd") or IPV6 format
("xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx") in release r12 and later. A TCP/IP PING command on this value is successful.

cciname
Specifies the name that CAICCI uses for this node. This value can be the same as the hostname, but it does not
have to be. The name must match the CAICCI name that is defined at the remote node. For z/OS, the SYSID
parameter in the ENFPARMS defines the CAICCI name.

STARTUP
(Optional) Indicates that the connection is attempted as soon as CAICCI starts. Recommended.

PORT
Specifies the TCP/IP port number (nnnn) to use. The default on z/OS with CAICCI 2.1 is 1721 and can be
changed on the PROTOCOL(TCPSSLGW…) statement. (The default port for non z/OS machines is 1721.).

RETRY
Specifies the time (x) to wait to reconnect if the connection attempt fails or is broken.

CAICCI must be recycled to pick up changes to the ccirmtd file. The ccirmtd file also contains the LOCAL statement,
which identifies this computer in a CAICCI network.

 Example: a LOCAL statement: 

LOCAL = BARNA03SRVR BARNA03XPS 32768 startup ALIAS=BARNA03W

An ALIAS keyword is required when the CAICCI name field, the second field on the LOCAL statement, is longer than eight
characters. Most of the CAICCI applications on the mainframe can only support eight character CAICCI sysids (including
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cross platform scheduling). The ALIAS setting is the eight character name that z/OS CAICCI applications know the local
computer.

z/OS Connections

A TCP/IP Gateway PROTOCOL statement is required for any CAICCI cross-platform scheduling communication. This is
required even if the individual node definitions are defined on the non z/OS platform.

If you need a z/OS system to initiate a connection to a distributed system, add one NODE and CONNECT statement as
follows to your z/OS CAICCI parameters for each distributed system that you want CAICCI to initiate a connection with.

NODE(TCPSSLGW,ip-address:port,retry,cciname) CONNECT(cciname)

NOTE
 Keep in mind that the default is for distributed systems to initiate CAICCI connections with a z/OS system.
This works better because smaller UNIX and Windows Server systems tend to have more outages. However,
you can set it up so that z/OS also initiates connections. If the z/OS system is IPLed or CAIENF or CAICCI is
recycled, a connection to a distributed computer would be reestablished slightly faster when initiated by the z/OS
system.

Here are the NODE and CONNECT statement descriptions:

TCPIPGW or TCPSSLGW
Identifies what protocol to use for the connection. This value is required.

ip-address
The numerical TCP/IP address of the node or the hostname that can be resolved to the TCP/IP address.
Specify an IP address in IPV4 format (dotted decimal notation: "ddd.ddd.ddd.ddd") or IPV6 format
("xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx") in Version 12 and later

port
The TCP/IP port number to use at the specified node. If omitted, the port number for the TCPIPGW or
TCPSSLGW protocol on the local computer is used.

retry
The number of minutes to wait between attempts to establish or reestablish the connection.
Retry time must be specified from 1 to 59 minutes.

cciname
The name that CAICCI uses for this node. cciname is also referred to as the cci sysid.

 

Common Communications Interface (CAICCI) Setup Examples
Use these examples as a guide when you set up CAICCI parameters and address spaces.

Set Up VTAM Parameters

Ensure that NODE and CONNECT are defined on both sides. Ensure that a reasonable retry time is used. Five minutes or
less is typical. Use the defaults for MAXRU and START/STOP.

On SYSA:

SYSID(CCISYSA)

PROTOCOL(VTAM,VTAMSYSA,01,CCISYSA)

NODE(VTAM,VTAMSYSB,01,CCISYSB)

CONNECT(CCISYSB)
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On SYSB:

SYSID(CCISYSB)

PROTOCOL(VTAM,VTAMSYSB,01,CCISYSB)

NODE(VTAM,VTAMSYSA,01,CCISYSA)

CONNECT(CCISYSA)

Set Up TCPIPGW Parameters

When connecting two z/OS systems using TCP/IP, define the NODE and CONNECT statements on both systems.

On SYSA:

SYSID(CCISYSA)

PROTOCOL(TCPIPGW,7000,01,CCISYSA)

NODE(TCPIPGW,SYSB.NODE.COM:7000,01,CCISYSB)

CONNECT(CCISYSB) 

On SYSB:

SYSID(CCISYSB)

PROTOCOL(TCPIPGW,7000,01,CCISYSB)

NODE(TCPIPGW,SYSA.NODE.COM:7000,01,CCISYSA)

CONNECT(CCISYSA)

When connecting a distributed (Windows/Unix/Linux) computer to z/OS, do not define the NODE and CONNECT
statements. This setup lets the connection be driven only from the distributed platform.

On SYSA:

SYSID(CCISYSA)

PROTOCOL(TCPIPGW,7000,01,CCISYSA)

To drive the connection from the Distributed CAICCI platform, define a REMOTE entry in the Distributed CCIRMTD file for
the remote Mainframe CAICCI.

Set Up Multiple TCP/IP Address Spaces

If your site meets both of the following points, use the PROTOCOL statement to define where the TCP/IP stack binds:

• Your z/OS environment has multiple TCP/IP stacks.
• You want to ensure that CCITCP or CCITCPGW only binds to one of the stacks.

This setup is done by using *tcpip-job-name in the netdata parameter of the protocol. If your TCP/IP jobname is TCPIP1,
code your protocol statements as follows:

PROTOCOL(TCPIPGW,*TCPIP1:7000,01,CCISYSA)

PROTOCOL(TCPIP,*TCPIP1:1202)

Set Up Multiple CCITCP Address Spaces

To run multiple CCITCP address spaces, configure TCP/IP to specify the SHAREPORT option. Specifying this option
configures TCP/IP to allow multiple listeners on the CAICCI port (port 1202). This parameter is set in your TCP/IP
PROFILE member where you reserve PORTs. For example:

1202 TCP CCITCP  SHAREPORT   ; CAICCI servers

1202 TCP CCITCP2 SHAREPORT   ; CAICCI servers
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As client connection requests arrive for this port, TCP/IP distributes them across the members. TCP/IP selects the
member with the fewest number of connections (active and queued) when the request is received.

You can then start multiple CCITCP address spaces manually:

S CCITCP

S CCITCP.CCITCP2

Optionally, you can define a PROTOCOL using SPNPARMS that starts the second copy. For example:

TCPIP2         SERVICE  SERVER_NAME=MVS_START_SERVER,                   

               MAX#_PROCESSES=1                                         

               PROCESS  PROCESS_TYPE=MVS_STC,PROCNAME=CCITCP,           

               JOBNAME=CCITCP2                                          

By adding the following PROTOCOL statements to your CAICCI parameters, CAIENF issues the start commands:

PROTOCOL(TCPIP,1202)

PROTOCOL(TCPIP2,1202)

This technique can also be used for TCPIPGW/TCPSSLGW protocols.

NOTE
CAICCI can support the execution of all PROTOCOLs simultaneously. However, any one system can only be
connected using one of these protocols. Protocol establishment between connected systems is one to one, such
as VTAM to VTAM. You cannot attempt to use a multiprotocol connection scheme between two systems. That is,
SYSA cannot connect to SYSB over the TCPIPGW and VTAM protocols simultaneously. Therefore, it is invalid
to code the NODE statements in SYSA for SYSB using TCPIPGW and VTAM concurrently. You can define the
PROTOCOL statements for TCPIPGW and VTAM, and then connect to SYSB using VTAM and SYSC using
TCPIPGW.

For example, you would not code on SYSA:

SYSID(CCISYSA)

PROTOCOL(VTAM,VTAMSYSA,01,CCISYSA)

PROTOCOL(TCPIPGW,7000,01,CCISYSA)

NODE(VTAM,VTAMSYSB,01,CCISYSB)

NODE(TCPIPGW,7000,01,CCISYSB)

CONNECT(CCISYSB)

You would code on SYSA the following lines:

SYSID(CCISYSA)

PROTOCOL(VTAM,VTAMSYSA,01,CCISYSA)

PROTOCOL(TCPIPGW,7000,01,CCISYSA)

NODE(VTAM,VTAMSYSB,01,CCISYSB)

NODE(TCPIPGW,7000,01,CCISYSC)

CONNECT(CCISYSB)

CONNECT(CCISYSC)

Change the Characteristics of a Protocol

To change the procedure name started by CAICCI for a specific protocol, create an SPNPARMS member with the
following parameters:

TCPIP SERVICE SERVER_NAME=MVS_START_SERVER,

MAX#_PROCESSES=1

PROCESS PROCESS_TYPE=MVS_STC,PROCNAME=xxxxxxxx,
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PARM=!

TCPIPGW SERVICE SERVER_NAME=MVS_START_SERVER,

MAX#_PROCESSES=1

PROCESS PROCESS_TYPE=MVS_STC,PROCNAME=yyyyyyyy,

PARM=!

xxxxxxxx and  yyyyyyy are the procnames that you want to use.

NOTE
SPNPARMS is a DD in your CAIENF JCL. To implement a change or addition to this data set, restart CAIENF.

Set Up XCF/XES Parameters

When using PROTOCOL XCF or XES, no NODE or CONNECT statements are needed for the systems you want to
interconnect. The member name that is specified in the PROTOCOL statement must be the same for all systems involved.

On SYSA:

SYSID(CCISYSA)

PROTOCOL(XCF,CCIXCF1)

On SYSB:

SYSID(CCISYSB)

PROTOCOL(XCF,CCIXCF1)

Set Up CCISSL, CCISSLGW, and Certificate Deployment

Minimally, both parties in a TLS session require certificates that the same certificate authority has signed, and installed in
the z/OS security database. In the CCISSL and CCISSLGW procedures, you are required to define at least the following
keywords:

CLAUTH=Y,

CERT='certificate_name'

KEYRING='keyring_name'      

NOTE

If the CERT= label contains embedded blanks, it can be specified only via the NETPARM DD, and must be
wrapped in single quotes. For example, CERT='MY CCI CERT'.

On distributed platforms, the local application must be properly configured for TLS. A TLS path and Certificate Authority
directory must be available to the application.

For the initial setup of TLS, we recommend that you use the default certificates. These certificates are delivered with the
CAICCI product in the CAW0OPTN data set. The certificates are the CCISSL client certificate, CCIP12 or CCI13P12, and
the Certificate Authority certificate, CCIRTARM or CCIRT13. (The certificates named CCI13P12 and CCIRT13 provide
support for TLS 1.3.) For the distributed side, the downloadable executables, CCIPCS32 and CCIPCS64, also found in
the CAW0OPTN data set, extract CCI.PEM and CCIROOT.PEM, which are the client and CA certificates, respectively.

The setup and deployment of TLS and certificates is an involved process. For more information, see Tech Note
TEC413258 titled 'CAICCI-SSL and External Security'. This Tech Note resides at the CCS web page at support.

Set Up CCILGR/Assured Delivery

The CCILGR/Assured Delivery component of CAICCI is required for sites that run ACF2/CPF. CCILGR is built upon
the fundamental mechanisms of VSAM file access. This component is a store and forward application. As such, data is
received, written, and stored in the VSAM database and then read before being sent out. When the data is sent, it remains
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in the VSAM file until the local CCILGR receives confirmation from the data recipient that the data arrived intact. When the
confirmation is received, CCILGR deletes the record from the database. ACF2/CPF command propagation requires its
own response to prevent duplicate data. Due to the constant reads, writes, and deletes, the CCILGR database is dynamic.

The product uses keyed sequential file access to VSAM to ensure that data is delivered securely, with integrity, and in
the proper sequence. The keys are linked to the time the record was written, so every key is unique. The keys cannot
be duplicated or reused. Because the access is keyed and sequential, inbound records are written to the end of the file.
These records must be read again before being sent to their destination. Also, every read must begin at the top of the file
and must traverse all existing records until the one to be processed is encountered. Over time, the database fragments
with CA/CI splits. If the amount of data being delivered within a sysplex of many systems is large, performance could be
affected.

One of the major reasons to reorganize the CCILGR VSAM file is when Control Areas become unusable. Messages
remain in the VSAM file for a long time under the following circumstances:

• if a receiver becomes unavailable
• if the receiver is unable to keep up with the message volume

This situation eventually causes Control Areas to fill up. When a control area becomes full, it is associated with a specific
date and time range. VSAM does not reuse that control area even after all the records in it have been delivered to the
receiver and deleted from the file. The only way to reclaim those Control Areas is to reorganize the file.

With z/OS 1.12, a new VSAM option became available named CA Reclaim. With this option enabled, when a Control
Area becomes empty, it is not associated with a specific date and time range. This area can then be used to store new
records. This setup eliminates the need for frequent reorganizations. Even with this option enabled, we recommend that
you reorganize the CCILGR VSAM (weekly or monthly).

The CA Reclaim option is disabled by default on a system level. This option is enabled by default for all KSDSs, without
having to redefine the data set. To turn on CA Reclaim at the system level, update member IGDSMSxx in SYS1.PARMLIB
to contain the new parameter “CA_RECLAIM(DATACLAS)”. This parameter lets VSAM reclaim newly emptied Control
Areas in all VSAM files. For more information, see the IBM z/OS MVS Initialization and Tuning Reference.

To set up CCILGR/Assured Delivery, complete the following tasks:

1. Allocate the VSAM File.
2. REORG the VSAM File.
3. Activate Assured Delivery for CAICCI.
4. Query the CCILGR

Allocate the VSAM File

Sufficiently allocate the VSAM file for the expected work load. For more information, see Configure Assured Delivery.

Ensure that the PRIMARY and SECONDARY CYLINDER allocations are sufficient for the work load. The following item
shows a sample allocation.

DEFINE CLUSTER -

    NAME(xxxxxxxx.CCILOGER) -

    SHR(3,3)

    RECORDSIZE(4096 33000) -

    CYLINDERS(n,m) -

    SPANNED -

    REUSE -

    KEYS(38 0)

    VOL(vvvvvv,...)) -

   DATA -

       (NAME(xxxxxxxx.CCILOGER.DATA) -
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       CISZ(4096)) -

   INDEX -

       (NAME(xxxxxxxx.CCILOGER.INDEX) -

       CISZ(3584))

REORG the VSAM File

REORG the VSAM file regularly as needed. A REORG reclaims CA/CI splits, maintains your data integrity, and sustains
your performance. We recommend a REORG every 24 hours. This task can be automated. No data is lost because it is
written to a backup file first, then written back to the VSAM file when the REORG is complete.

Follow these steps:

1. In the CAIENF CCIPARMx CAW0OPTN member, code the LOGGER statement to specify a REORG when CCILGR
starts.
LOGGER(020,012,012,Y)

When Y is specified in the fourth position, the VSAM database is REORGed at CCILGR startup.
2. Ensure that the CCILGR procedure has an SYSUT1 DD statement referencing the backup file.

//CCILGR   PROC  VSAM='CAI.AD.VSAM',   /* ASSURED DEL RESPOSITORY */

//         BACKUP='CAI.AD.BACKUP'      /* ASSURED DEL BACKUP FILE */

//*

//*********************************************************************

//*                                                                   *

//*   BACKUP FILE IS USED TO REORG THE VSAM FILE IF SPECIFIED ON THE  *

//*   LOGGER STATEMENT IN CCIPARMS OR ENFPARMS AT START-UP.           *

//*                                                                   *

//*      I.E.  LOGGER(25,23,12,Y)                                     *

//*                                                                   *

//*   THIS QSAM FILE SHOULD BE ALLOCATED 20%-25% LARGER THAN THE      *

//*   VSAM FILE.  FOR EXAMPLE, IF THE CLUSTER HAS BEEN ALLOCATED      *

//*   WITH CYLINDERS(20,10) THEN THE BACKUP FILE SHOULD BE            *

//*   ALLOCATED WITH SPACE=(CYL,(25,10),RLSE).                        *

//*                                                                   *

//*      FOR EXAMPLE, AS A TEMP DATASET:                              *

//*                                                                   *

//*      //SYSUT1   DD SPACE=(CYL,(25,10),RLSE),                      *

//*      //         UNIT=SYSDA,                                       *

//*      //         DSN=&&TEMP,                                       *

//*      //         DISP=(,PASS)                                      *

//*                                                                   *

//*                                                                   *

//*      AS A PRE-ALLOCATED DATASET:                                  *

//*                                                                   *

//*      //BR14     EXEC PGM=IEFBR14                                  *

//*      //ALLOC    DD DSN=CAI.AD.BACKUP,                             *

//*      //      DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),                             *

//*      //      DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=32760),                         *

//*      //      SPACE=(CYL,(25,10),RLSE)                             *

//*                                                                   *

//*                                                                   *

//*                                                                   *

//CCILGR   EXEC PGM=CASNMLGR,TIME=1440,REGION=40M                     *

//*                                                                   *
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//STEPLIB  DD DSN=CAI.CAILIB,DISP=SHR                                 *

//CAICCIAD DD DSN=&VSAM,DISP=SHR                                      *

//*                                                                   *

//SYSUT1   DD DSN=&BACKUP,DISP=OLD                                    *

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                                *

//*                                                                   *

//*                                                                   *

3. At a predetermined time, issue the following command (console or automation):
P CCILGR

This command stops CCILGR. The presence of the LOGGER statement causes CAIENF to restart CCILGR
automatically. The Y parameter in the LOGGER statement causes the REORG to take place.

WARNING
Ensure that the SYSUT1 DD statement referencing a backup file is present in the CCILGR JCL. A successful
REORG requires an SYSUT1 DD statement. This restriction applies even if Y is specified in the logger
statement.

Activate Assured Delivery for CAICCI

Ensure that the LOGGER statement adequately reflects that the CCILGR environment is deployed.

LOGGER(strings,buffer1,buffer2,reorg)

You define the LOGGER control option to create the CCILGR started task (CCILGR PROC), which lets you
activate Assured Delivery of CAICCI. This option also lets you specify the number of VSAM strings and buffers to save in
the LOGGER database.

Parameters that must be entered for LOGGER are as follows:

strings
Number of VSAM strings. Calculate this number as follows: 2 x #systems + 5
Default: 20 strings

buffer1
Number of VSAM data buffers. Calculate this number as follows: 2 x #systems + 3
Default: 12 data buffers

buffer2
Number of VSAM index buffers. Calculate this number as follows: #systems but not < 12
Default: 12 index buffers

reorg
Y or N. If Y is specified, LOGGER reorganizes the VSAM database at CCILGR startup.
Default: N

Example (console)

CCI LOGGER(25,23,12,Y)

Example (CCIPARM)

LOGGER(25,23,12,Y)

Example for a sysplex of 20 systems

LOGGER(45,43,20,Y)
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Query the CCILGR

Regularly and pro-actively query the state of CCILGR by using the MODIFY commands. For more information, see
Common Communications Interface (CAICCI).

The REPORT, STATUS, DBSTATUS, and DISPLAY command are useful. Issue them from the console or automate their
execution. The REPORT command writes to a dynamically allocated DD named ADREPORT. The STATUS, DBSTATUS,
and DISPLAY commands write to SYSOUT.

Example: REPORT

The following command shows the current number of records in the VSAM file and for whom they are intended:

F CCILGR,REPORT

SYSID        APPLICATION ID         REC COUNT   AVG REC L  MAX REC L

MYPLEX       CA-ACF2/CPF-CMD           6499         178        178

TOTAL                                  6499         178        178

Example: STATUS

The following command shows the number of converses or sends attempted and completed from the local to the
destination. The RECOVERY application ID is static, is always shown, and means the local system.

F CCILGR,STATUS

TASK#   APPLICATION               CATM  CCMP  SATM  SCMP 323

    02 RECOVERY

    03 #MYPLEX CA-ACF2/CPF-CMD    5513  5513     0      0

CAS9899I: END OF COMMAND

Example: DBSTATUS

The following command provides current VSAM file statistics:

F CCILGR,DBSTATUS

LOOK ASIDES  BUFF READS  MAX STRINGS  AVSPAC  EXTENTS

     50282        1568         2       88848K    25

CAS9899I: END OF COMMAND

Example: DISPLAY

The following command identifies the current VSAM file in use. The command also provides the space and extent
statistics:

F CCILGR,DISPLAY

CAS9780I - CAICCI AD OPN(Y) DSN=CA90SMVS.CCILGR.LGR

CAS9781I - CAICCI AD AVAIL SPACE(00088864K) PERCENT FULL(001) EXTENTS(025)

CAS9899I: END OF COMMAND

Event Management
The Event Management facilities provide a focal point for integrated message management throughout your
heterogeneous network. They can monitor and consolidate message activity from various sources. They let you identify
event messages that require special handling and initiate a list of actions that are specified for handling those events.

You can channel event messages from any node in your network to one or more monitoring nodes through the support of
industry standard facilities. This helps to centralize management of many servers, and ensure that important events are
detected and routed to where they can be acted on.

For example, you can route message traffic to three different event servers. Direct event and workload messages to the
event manager for production control, security messages to the event manager for the security administrator, and problem
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messages to the event manager for the help desk administrator. By filtering the messages that appear on each console,
you can retrieve specific information about a particular node, user, or workstation.

File Structure Considerations on z/OS
The structure of the file systems and mount point decisions are important, because of the interdependence of the Event
Management zSeries File Systems and the ability to share the executable code across systems.

zSeries File System Architecture
The zSeries File System (zFS) address space must be running under z/OS UNIX.

Decide how you want your zFS to be structured. Event Management is designed to use a read-only (RO) zFS that can be
shared across systems and a read/write (RW) zFS for each system running Event Management. Mount the RW directory
under the RO directory. For example, mount RO zFS at /cai/nsmem and mount the RW zFS at /cai/nsmem/RW. For Agent
Technology, the reverse is true: the RO directory is under the RW directory. The Agent Technology zFS files are shown in
the following example and the Event Management zFS files.

Example

A typical BPXPRMxx mount setup can use the following statements:

MOUNT          FILESYSTEM('CAI.DIR.HFS')        

               MOUNTPOINT('/cai')                             

               TYPE(HFS)  MODE(RDWR)                          

/*                                                           */

MOUNT          FILESYSTEM('CAI.NSMEM.RO.CAIZFS')  

               MOUNTPOINT('/cai/nsmem')                        

               TYPE(ZFS)  MODE(READ)                           

/*                                                            */

MOUNT          FILESYSTEM('CAI.NSMEM.RW.CAIZFS')  

               MOUNTPOINT('/cai/nsmem/RW')

           PARM('AGGRFULL(90,5)')                       

               TYPE(ZFS)  MODE(RDWR)                    

/*                                                            */

MOUNT          FILESYSTEM('CAI.AGENT.RW.CAIZFS')  

               MOUNTPOINT('/cai/agent')

           PARM('AGGRFULL(90,5)')                           

               TYPE(ZFS)  MODE(RDWR)                           

/*                                                            */

MOUNT          FILESYSTEM('CAI.AGENT.RO.CAIZFS')  

               MOUNTPOINT('/cai/agent/services/bin')           

               TYPE(ZFS)  MODE(READ)

Note in this example:

• The /cai directory is added to the root directory.
• During the installation, CAI.DIR.HFS is mounted. CAI.DIR.HFS is a small HFS only for directory entries.
• mkdir commands are issued for creating the '/cai/nsmem' and '/cai/agent' directories.
• During the installation and the post-installation fwsetup script execution, all zFS data sets are mounted RDWR.
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Event Management Repository
Determine whether you have a repository that has been used from a release of Event Management before Version 11.0.
This product/version is first delivered with CCS Version 12.0. If you have one, migrate the Datacom/TR Version 9.0
database to the Datacom/AD database used by Event Management Version 11.0.

The SAMPJCL job D5IDBEXT extracts the Event Management Version 3.0 Datacom/TR Version 9.0 database records.
The SAMPJCL job creates files that are used in loading the Event Management Version 11.0 Datacom/AD database.

SAMPJCL job D5IDBBLD uses the files that D5IDBEXT created and builds the Datacom/AD database that is used with
Event Management Version 11.0. Alter the D5IDBBLD job to point to the high-level directory for Event Management
Version 3.0. Ensure that the UNIX system variable CA_DBHLQ is set in /cai/nsmem/PROFILE to the correct Datacom/AD
data set High-Level Qualifier. Match the High-Level Qualifier that the ENF/EM MUF JCL uses.

z/OS Usage Considerations
Consider Event Management on z/OS as the following processes:

logrdr
Responsible for listening for messages from various sources: syslogd, Broadcom, messages generated using the
EM API, and messages that remote applications route.

caiopr
Responsible for creating the Event Management console from the various message sources. caiopr controls
Store-and-Forward.

ca_calendar
Responsible for determining if a specific calendar is active or inactive based on the current date and time. If a
message action is assigned a calendar profile, then ca_calendar must be active for the action to be taken.

stardaemon
Responsible for transmitting data from the z/OS computer to a remote Windows computer. When trying to connect
using the Windows GUI, this process is responsible for doing the logon.

catrapd
Responsible for listening for SNMP traps. The traps that are received are displayed on the Event Management
console.

The z/OS version does not provide such components as workload or security, which are best left to existing technologies
present on the mainframe.

Clean Up the Log Files
Caiopr creates a log file for each day it is in operation. Over time, the number of files can take up more storage than
desired.

To limit the number of logs, set the environment variable CA_OPR_RETAIN_LOGS to the maximum number of log files
you want to keep. This helps keep storage use to a minimum.

To set the variable, edit the file /cai/nsmem/opr/scripts/envusr. The default setting is ‘0’, which keeps all logs.

Store and Forward (Optional)
The Store and forward option lets you automatically forward messages to another host. If that host is unavailable, it stores
the message until that host becomes available.

To enable store and forward during installation, set the UPDATE_SAF value to Y.
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Follow these steps:

1. Set and export the environment variables in file /cai/nsmem/opr/scripts/envusr:

CA_OPR_SAF=Y

CA_OPR_SAF_ROOT=$CAIGLBL0000/opr/saf

2. Ensure the $CAIGLBL0000/opr/saf directory exists. It is a symbolic link to ../RW/saf.
3. Create a file oprsaf in the $CAIGLBL0000/opr/config/<node> directory. The file can be empty. It contains the word

<active> when Store and Forward is activated.
The Store and Forward daemon is the oprsafd process. This program is located in the $CAIGLBL0000/bin directory.
Start this program with this command:

UNICNTRL START OPR

When issuing a cawto command and implementing Store and Forward, set the CA_OPR_SAF and CA_OPR_SAF_ROOT
environment variables within the environment for the issuer.

Running Without the Repository
Use of Datacom/AD is optional for Event Management Version 11.0. Some options require the use of the Datacom/
AD repository. For Event Management, Datacom/AD is required with the Calendars or Message Actions option. If you
use Calendars or Message Actions, set the environment variable CA_OPR_ZOSDB to ‘Y’ or ‘YES’ in the file PROFILE
found in the directory /cai/nsmem. This change was done with the D5II0050 SAMPJCL member. If it was not, set the
environment variable at any time before starting Event Management.

You do not need to run with the repository under the following conditions:

• You are only using the built-in integration of OPS/MVS to handle any messages that are passed to USS or Event
Management from other platforms.

• You do not want to create message records or actions within Event Management.
• You do not want to use the Calendar feature of Event Management.

If the repository is not being used, the ca_calendar process fails to start. This failure is valid because calendars are only
used when messages are defined in the repository. To prevent error messages that are related to this process or to stop
any calls to the repository, set the environment variable CA_OPR_ZOSDB in the file PROFILE found in the directory /cai/
nsmem to the value of ‘N’ or ‘NO’. This change stops all access to the Datacom/AD repository.

Without Datacom/AD active, when Event Management starts and the system variable CA_OPR_ZOSDB is set to ‘Y’ or
‘YES’, you receive the following error messages:

.CAOP_F_403 Database OPEN failed. tmsDBrc=0804802c.

.CAOP_F_415 tmsDBrc=0804802c.

.CAI_F_DB_005 Connect Failed, DB RC = 655360

Despite these errors, caiopr initializes.

Running With the Repository
If you are using Calendars or Message Actions, a Datacom/AD repository and MUF are required. If CAIENF is set up to
record events, use the same MUF for Event Management that CAIENF uses. This setup is true regardless of whether
ENFIMUF or ENFXMUF is being used.

Set the environment variable CA_OPR_ZOSDB to ‘Y’ or ‘YES’ in the file PROFILE found in the directory /cai/nsmem. This
setting should have been done with the D5II0050 SAMPJCL member but can be set at any time before starting Event
Management.
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To ensure the best performance when running Event Management with the repository, complete the following tasks before
starting Event Management:

• Update the MUF DATAPOOL parameter. Change the Datacom/AD startup and tuning parameter member for the MUF.
To do so, alter the DATAPOOL to include a set of five hundred 12-K data buffers.
Depending upon how you are running the MUF, see the CAIENF or Datacom/AD MUF startup procedure JCL SYSIN
DD statement. The statement can help you determine the data set and member name containing the startup and
tuning parameters.

DATAPOOL  8K,2000,12K,500

DATA BUFFER SIZE, # OF BUFFERS

This setup generates the number of buffers with the proper buffer size to ensure the best performance of Event
Management with Datacom/AD.

Event Management Messaging Examples
The articles that follow contain examples about using Event Management.

Write Messages Using cawto
Use the cawto utility to write messages to the local Event Management console or to a remote computer. You can also
assign different attributes to the messages to make them more meaningful. The basic syntax of the command:

cawto       -a attribute (DEFAULT, BLINK, REVERSE)

            -c color     (DEFAULT(White), Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, 

                          Pink, Purple)

            -g category  (user defined)

            -k           (Place in held message area)

            -n node      (The node name of the machine, if omitted defaults to 

                          local machine)

            -s source    (Identifies the user defined source to the message, 

                          useful for message matching)

For example, to call cawto to the local computer, specify:

cawto This is my message

To call cawto to a remote computer, specify:

cawto  - n node This is my message

Use cawto from a Batch Program
Call cawto using the BPXBATCH utility from IBM using either of the following methods:

• Directly in the PARM
• Using a script that calls cawto

The STDENV DD is used to set environment variables. The use of '$varbname' is not supported in this type of DD. The
STDENV file must contain hard-coded PATH, LIBPATH, and so on.
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Use the PARM Statement

This example calls cawto in the PARM statement:

//EXPAND   EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,REGION=0M,                        

// PARM='PGM /cai/nsmem/bin/cawto Hi from Batch'               

//STDOUT   DD  PATH='/cai/nsmem/RW/batch.out',                    

//         PATHOPTS=(OWRONLY,OCREAT,OTRUNC),                   

//         PATHMODE=(SIRUSR,SIWUSR,SIRGRP,SIWGRP,SIROTH)   

//STDERR   DD  PATH='/cai/nsmem/RW/batch.err',                    

//         PATHOPTS=(OWRONLY,OCREAT,OTRUNC),                   

//         PATHMODE=(SIRUSR,SIWUSR,SIRGRP,SIWGRP,SIROTH)       

//STDENV   DD  PATH='/cai/nsmem/RW/ENVFILE',        

//            PATHOPTS=(ORDONLY)                               

/*                                                             

//*

The ENVFILE can appear as follows and can include any other variable that is required:

PATH=/cai/nsmem/bin:/usr/bin:/usr/sbin

LIBPATH=/cai/nsmem/lib:/usr/lib

Use a Script

This example calls cawto from within a script:

//EXPAND   EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,REGION=0M,                        

// PARM='PGM /cai/nsmem/bin/myscript Hi from a script file'               

//STDOUT   DD  PATH='/cai/nsmem/RW/batch.out',                    

//         PATHOPTS=(OWRONLY,OCREAT,OTRUNC),                   

//         PATHMODE=(SIRUSR,SIWUSR,SIRGRP,SIWGRP,SIROTH)       

//STDERR   DD  PATH='/cai/nsmem/RW/batch.err',                    

//         PATHOPTS=(OWRONLY,OCREAT,OTRUNC),                   

//         PATHMODE=(SIRUSR,SIWUSR,SIRGRP,SIWGRP,SIROTH)       

//STDENV   DD  PATH='/cai/nsmem/RW/ENVFILE',        

//            PATHOPTS=(ORDONLY)                               

/*                                                             

//*

The file myscript can do the following action:

#Change to our directory

cd /cai/nsmem                                                               

# Set the environment variables

. PROFILE                                

#  Take the parm passed as the message to be sent

cawto  $1                                                  

# Send a copy of the command to the console                                                

logger message $1 sent
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Integrating with OPS/MVS

Write a Message to a Remote Node

This example writes a message to a remote node. In this example, the message is prefixed with HELPDESK. The
remote computer uses HELPDESK as a keyword to perform an action, such as opening a help desk issue based on the
information that is passed in the message.

 )CMD USSWTO61                                             

 )PROC                                                                   

 Address USS                                               

 "WTO ",                                                   

 "TEXT('HELPDESK Open Help Desk issue PAYROLL processing abended') ", 

  " node(helpdesk) color(orange) attribute(reverse)" 

 return accept

 

Write a Message to a Remote Broadcom Computer with an Active Web Server

This example writes a message to a remote Broadcom computer with an active web server:

 )USS IMW3536I

 )PROC

 /* Inform a remote CA NSM that a IBM HTTPD server is active */

    MSGTXT = 'OPSAUTO1 IBM HTTPD server initialized at ' TIME()

    Address USS

    “WTO TEXT('”MSGTTEXT”') NODE(NSMNODE) “

 end

 return “Normal”

 

Issue a Command on a Remote NetSpy

This example issues a command on a remote NetSpy:

 )USS SENDCMD

 )PROC

 /* Execute a command on a remote machine (Unix, z/OS, or Windows) */

    CMD = 'backup logfile '

    Address USS

    “CMD COMMAND('”CMD”') COLOR(blue) NODE(AIX1)”

 end

 return “Normal”

 

Reply to Messages Using cawtor
After you send a message, you can request a reply using the cawtor utility. This utility works similar to a WTOR message
on the system console in that a reply ID is assigned to the message and the reply can be relayed back to the caller.

For example, you have a process that requires an action to be taken on a remote computer and you are waiting for that
action to be completed before continuing. Using cawtor, the processing holds until a response to the message is received.
The response can be manual or automated on the remote computer.
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NetSpy Browser Interface
CSS management services are accessible through a GUI that offers a visual approach to monitoring and administering
different kinds of asynchronous events. These events include Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) traps,
application events, and system events that occur throughout your enterprise.

The GUI uses Java, hypertext markup language (HTML), and virtual reality markup language (VRML) technology for web
browser access. Web access to the management services is optionally secured through the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL),
yet it provides for open and extensible management capabilities. From the browser interface, you can integrate many
mainframe and distributed applications, including 3270 sessions, through Host On-Demand or equivalent service.

The browser interface provides all of the functionality of the Event Management components in an explorer-like manner.
The left pane displays a tree view of your enterprise with detailed information about the right pane.

NOTE
For more information about the Browser Interface, see the online help.

Start the NetSpy Interface

This Interface lets you access management services such as Event Management.

Follow these steps:

1. Start a web browser session with the computer running the web server used by CCS.
2. Click a launch link to download the Browser Interface, and wait for the Logon dialog to open.
3. Specify your mainframe logon name and password, and click OK.

The NetSpy window opens.
4. Click the plus sign for Enterprise Management on the left pane, and then drill down to reveal the available Enterprise

Management services for the selected z/OS computer.
5. Explore the services. 

Access Service Manager

The Service Manager lets you view the GUI clients and persistent application servers.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Service Manager icon from the toolbar.
GUI Clients and Persistent Application Servers appear in the tree view.

2. Select a GUI client or persistent application server from the Service Manager tree structure.
The contents of the selected node appear in the right pane.

Implementation Process
The successful implementation of Event Management involves the following processes:

• Establishing date and time controls for automated event processing
• Trapping important event messages and assigning actions
• Putting the Event Management policy into effect
• Monitoring message traffic
• Customizing your console
• Using SNMP to monitor activity
• Maintaining security
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(Optional) Date and Time Controls for Automated Event Processing
NOTE
If you are not setting date and time controls now, go to Message Traps and Actions.

Determining a course of action that is based on when an event occurs can be critical to the proper handling of the event.
You define the "when" criterion using calendar profiles.

CCS provides facilities to define as many calendars as you require to meet your needs, and to store them for easy
reference.

Define calendars using the Enterprise Management GUI or the cautil command-line interface. The GUI has a significant
advantage over command-line entry because it simplifies date and time specifications.

NOTE
For more information about calendar administration, see Enterprise Management in the online help.

Event Management Calendar Administration
All users authorized to administer calendars must:

• Have their userid added to the CAL_AUTH list in the $CAIGLBL0000/secopts file.
• Meet the general security requirements that are listed for Event Management. For more information, see Event

Management Requirements.

Event Management Calendar Sharing
The CCS calendar object is a common object and thus is available for use by any of the Enterprise Management
functions. We recommend that you identify the primary function of your calendar in a naming scheme.

You can create calendars for use by any of the Enterprise Management functions. For example, you can use a single
holidays calendar for your company whenever company holiday dates are considered.

Message Traps and Actions
Identify important messages and define the processing to be performed through Event Management message record and
message action profiles.

These components, programs, and utilities generate Event messages:

• CCS components
• System components
• Utilities (such as cawto)
• User programs

All of these messages are sent to an event daemon for processing. The default processing, in the absence of any policy,
is to write the messages to the Event Console log file.

To define a message processing policy to filter the messages that the Event daemon receives and to define specific
actions to be taken, first define message records that describe which messages need processing.

A message record defines the matching criteria. Each field in the event message has a corresponding field in the
message record. Message record fields can contain wildcards to match a wider range of event messages.

A message record has associated message action records that describe the action to take when a message matches the
message record.
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NOTE
For step-by-step procedures for defining message records and actions, see Enterprise Management in the
online help.

Message Sources

Messages can be directed to Event Management from various sources:

• The cawto command sends a message to the Event Console.
• The cawtor command sends a message to the Event Console and waits for a reply. The message appears in the held

messages pane and is deleted when the operator replies.
• The oprcmd command sends a request to execute a command to the designated target computers.
• The careply command replies to a message held by the Event Console.
• Enterprise Management components such as Workload Management, Security Management, and File Management

generate messages directly to the Event Console.
• SNMP event messages and traps are routed to the node identified by the caiopr daemon as the provider for the Event

Management service through the Broadcom trap daemon, catrapd.
• On z/OS UNIX platforms, messages from the syslog daemon are routed through the syslog daemon to the Event

Console. Messages that the logger utility issues are included as they also use the syslog daemon. These messages
can have originated on a platform not running CCS. (Messages that the CCS components issue are sent directly to the
Event Console, not through syslog, to take advantage of message matching fields.)

• Agent Technology policies issue messages to the Event Console.

Messages That Require Special Handling

Identify messages that require special handling by creating message records. Then specify the special handling
requirements are by creating message actions that are associated with a particular message record.

Defined message records and message actions become a message handling policy that identifies the events that have
special handling requirements and their actions.

Message Records

Event Management provides two categories of message records to identify important events:

Message
Represents the output text string that Event Management receives and displays on the Event Console.

Command
Represents the text string that someone operating the Event Console enters. Enter the commands at the
command field of the console, use customized buttons to automatically issue commands, or enter these
commands as command-line arguments provided to the oprcmd command.

z/OS UNIX command output can be used as a source of text that you can substitute into the message text in database
message records during the message matching process.

For example, the string "pwd" in the database record message text field causes the current directory to be inserted into
the message text.

Message Actions

The message actions specify what Event Management does when it detects a match between an input event message
and a message record. Possible actions range from highlighting messages on the console display to replying to
messages, opening problems, or executing commands or other programs.
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For example, to ensure that a message catches the attention of the person responsible for monitoring the console, you
can use either or both of these methods:

• Route the message to a held area of the console GUI where it remains until acknowledged by the console operator.
• Assign an attribute, such as highlighting or blinking, to make a message more noticeable on the Event Console.

How Message Activity Is Distributed

CCS lets you distribute the message and action activity across multiple servers and their clients. This capability enables
you to:

• Create a central event log from which all servers can be monitored.
• Send selected messages to another server for processing.
• Manage special functions such as security or tape management on dedicated consoles.

Whenever the event database is loaded, it checks the Eval node of every message record against its own node name.
If its node name matches the Eval node of the message record, the record and all associated message actions are read
into memory. If there is no match, the message record is ignored. The set of message and message action records that
are read into memory constitute the event policy for the current execution of the event daemon until the policy is reloaded
from the Datacom/AD database by a restart or the opreload command.

How Remote Actions Are Processed

Through message record and action policies, you select a message that is based on content and then define the desired
action. One of the message action capabilities is to instruct Event Management to perform an action on a specific (and
potentially remote) computer. Actions such as sending the message to a remote computer or initiating a command on the
remote computer are accomplished easily. For example, you can identify a network security event or a tape mount event
for routing to an alternate computer simply by defining Event Management policies.

Actions that must be performed on remote nodes can be done synchronously. Action processing waits for the remote
action to complete and return a completion code before proceeding to the next action. The completion code that is
received from the remote action can be tested as part of a message action and used to control subsequent processing.
The remote actions are not attempted if the target node is known to be unreachable.

Message Routing to Remote Hosts

Routing messages to a remote computer through message record and action policies is most easily achieved by creating
a message record that traps those events and a message action that uses the FORWARD action keyword and specifies
the remote node to send the messages to.

Because one message can have many message actions, you can send messages to multiple computers. You can specify
the name of any computer that is defined for CAICCI remote communication.

NOTE
For more information about CAICCI configuration, see Common Communications Interface (CAICCI).

On the z/OS UNIX platforms, one source of event messages is the Berkeley syslog daemon. The Berkeley syslog daemon
can route messages to a CCS server for processing, even messages originating from servers not running CCS.

Event Management takes advantage of the powerful messaging facilities that are provided by the syslog daemon to:

• Select from several priorities, levels, and facilities of messages.
• Route messages by level or priority to different devices.
• Route messages by level or priority to different hosts.
• Receive messages from other hosts for local display.
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NOTE
If you use both the Berkeley syslog daemon and specific message action policies to reroute the same messages
to the same remote computers, those messages display twice on those remote computers. This is because they
were sent there twice, once by the Berkeley syslog daemon and again by Event Management.

Message Action Definitions

You can use several types of actions in any sequence or combination to automate the processing of an input or output
message. Actions that are labeled “Windows only” can be sent to a Windows computer running NetSpy.

ALLOW
Permits the execution of a command that is entered at the system console or issued using the oprcmd command.
Return Code: Return code from the executed command

ANNOTATE
(Windows only) Adds text as an annotation to the last console log record.

NOTE
For detailed information, see the online help.

AUTORPLY
Automatically answers a message on the Event Console that is waiting a reply. The Text field lets you specify the
answer.
Return Code:

• Zero -- OK
• Nonzero -- Invalid reply, message not found, or other failure to deliver

Example: &1 reply
BANNER

Displays a scrolling ticker-tape style message in a separate window on the desktop of the node that the message
action specifies. That node must be a Windows server and must be a node that has the Event Management real-
time components running on it.
The Text field specifies the text that you want displayed.

COMMAND
Permits the execution of a program or command. On the UNIX platforms, this action is the same as UNIXCMD;
you can use either term.
The Text field specifies text string for the command syntax. CCS interprets the first element of this text string as
the name of a program, script, or batch file to execute. The remaining elements are passed as arguments.
On z/OS, COMMAND must name a shell script or a zSeries File System (zFS) executable that can be invoked
using the "Spawn" system service.
You can use a number of command prefixes with the COMMAND action. For details on these prefixes, see the
online help for the cautil MSGACTION statement.

CORRELATE
(Windows only) Sends a message that is based on the TEXT operand to the specified Distributed State Machine
(DSM).

NOTE
For detailed information, see the online help.

DELAY
Causes the message action processing to wait a specific amount of time before proceeding to the next action.
The Text field specifies the time.
Example:hh:mm:ss
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DELKEEP
Deletes a live console message that a SENDKEEP action previously retained.
The Text field specifies the text that must be matched and then deleted. Wildcards are accepted.
Return Code:

• Zero -- Message found and deleted
• Nonzero -- Message not found

DISABLE
Marks the message record currently being processed as unavailable for selection. When disabled, an input
or output message cannot be selected for automatic processing until the message record is enabled with the
ENABLE option.
For example, a typical response to an invalid reply is that the reply is rejected and the original message reissued.
If the errant reply comes from an incorrectly defined Event Management message action, the result is an infinite
loop of invalid replies. You can address this loop exposure by using the DISABLE message action.

DISCARD
Prevents an unwanted message from being displayed at an operator console. The message is not placed in the
Event Console Log.

ENABLE
Marks a message record that was previously disabled as available for selection.

EVALUATE
Initiates that message selection was based on the text the Text field supplies. The text is itself matched against
the message record as if it were a message received by Event Management. Then the actions that are associated
with the matched text are performed. If a match is not found, EVALUATE functions identically to SENDOPER.
Return Code:
Zero

Match
Nonzero

No match
EXIT

Terminates the message processing for this event. Further actions are skipped.
EXPORT

Sets the value of an environment variable in the process in which the actions are being performed and in the
Event Manager.
The Text field specifies the variable and its value:
variablename=value

In the local environment of the Event Management daemon, value is assigned to this environment variable. Any
variable that you specify can be tested later through the TEST message action.

EXTERNAL
(Windows only) Permits the execution of a user-defined function in a dynamic-link library (DLL).
Return Code: Return code from the executed function

FORWARD
Forwards a message to another server for further evaluation.
The Text field specifies the text to be forwarded. If no text value is specified, the original message is forwarded.
You can use this action to let a central node process all the messages generated on a set of remote nodes. The
FORWARD action sends an event to a remote node, and allows for further matching and action on the remote
node.
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GOTO
Chains non-consecutive actions together to enable branching to another action associated with the message.
Optionally, you can base the branching on the return code from the last action to perform a conditional GOTO.
The Text field specifies the action sequence number to go to.

HILITE
Highlights the message when displayed on the Event Console.
The Text field specifies the text to highlight. If no value is specified, the original message is highlighted.

IGNORE
Indicates that all actions for this message are ignored and not performed.

PERMIT
Permits the execution of a command that is either entered at the system console or issued using the caiopr
oprcmd command.

PREVENT
Prevents the execution of a specific command that is entered at the Event Console. It also intercepts the oprcmd
command to prevent execution of a specific command.

PROHIBIT
Prevents the execution of a specific command that is entered at the Event Console. It also intercepts the oprcmd
command to prevent execution of a specific command.

SENDKEEP
Marks a message for persistent display in the held messages area of the Event Console. The console operator
must acknowledge and delete the message.
The Text field specifies the text to display on the console. If no value is specified, the original message is
displayed.

SENDOPER
Sends a message to the Event Console.
The Text field specifies the text to be sent to the console. If no value is specified, the original message is
displayed. The SENDOPER keyword sends an action to a remote node where the event is logged and no further
matching is possible.

SENDUSER
Sends the text that the Text field specified to the user who created the message.
Return Code: Return code from the UNIX write command.

SUPPRESS
Prevents an unwanted message from being displayed on the Event Console but records the message in the
Event Console Log.
The Text field specifies the message text to be suppressed on the Event Console.

UPDATEMAP
(Windows only) Updates the status of WorldView objects.

NOTE
For detailed information, see the online help.

UNIXCMD
Indicates that a command or program is executed. This action applies only to UNIX platforms and is the same as
COMMAND.
The Text field specifies the UNIX command to be issued.

UNIXSH
Indicates that a UNIX shell script is executed or that you want to create a pipeline (for example, cmdI | grep xx |
yy). This action applies only to UNIX platforms.
The Text field specifies the UNIX commands or shell script to be executed.
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WAITOPER
Sends the specified message to the CCS console and waits for a reply.
The Text field specifies the text to display. You can use the careply command to reply to the message.
Return Code:
Zero

OK
Nonzero

System error
WAKEUP

Waits until the specified time before executing the next action.
The Text field specifies the wake-up time.
Example:hh:mm:ss

WORLDVPOP
(Windows only) Populates the WorldView Common Database with objects.

NOTE
For detailed information, see the online help.

Test Message Action

The TEST action is not yet implemented on UNIX. To perform this type of processing, execute a script as follows, using
the action command to test the contents of a previously set variable.

#                                             

# Args:  1 - The value to be tested for       

#        2 - The variable to test             

#                                             

# Results: Equal - return 0.                  

#          False - return 1.                  

#                                             

#       

var='$'`echo $2`    

# Test if the variable has been defined first 

if [ ! `eval echo $var` ]; then exit 1        

fi                                            

# It has been defined, test the value         

if [ "$1" = `eval echo $var` ]; then          

   exit 0                                     

fi                                            

# Not EQUAL exit false                        

exit 1

Message Action Restriction

Event Management lets you restrict the nodes and RUNIDs that are authorized to send the COMMAND, UNIXCMD, and
UNIXSH message actions to your local host.

During the installation process, setup creates the actnode.prf configuration file. The file is in the $CAIGLBL0000/opr/
config/hostname directory. It maintains the rules that specify how the message action restriction is enforced based on the
submitting node and RUNID. Root owns the file, and only a UID of 0 can have write access to it. A rule in the file has the
following format:
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text-n=nodename,runid,flag 

nodename
Identifies the node from which the COMMAND, UNIXCMD, or UNIXSH message action is initiated; it can contain
a trailing generic mask character.

runid
Defines a RUNID to whom the rule applies; it can contain a trailing generic mask character.

flag
Defines one of the following values:
D

Disable. The feature is active to disallow the message action that runid submits from nodename.
E

Enable. Permit runid to submit the message action from nodename.
W

Warn. Check the rule, but permit message action submission.

You can update the actnode.prf configuration file at any time after installation by executing the caevtsec utility that is
located in the $CAIGLBL0000\bin directory. The utility permits only the UID 0 user to maintain the file and preserve the file
permissions. You can also maintain the file using a UNIX text editor.

Example:

-n=*,*,E

This rule is in effect if, during installation, you elected not to activate message action restriction. The rule states that for all
nodes and all RUNIDs, COMMAND, UNIXCMD, and UNIXSH message action submission is permitted.

Example:

-n=*,*,D

This rule is in effect if, during installation, you elected to activate message action restriction. The rule states that for all
nodes and all RUNIDs, COMMAND, UNIXCMD, and UNIXSH message action submission is not permitted.

Example:

-n=*,*,E

-n=*,root,D

These rules enforce message action restriction on the root RUNID but permit all other RUNIDs to submit the message
actions.

Example:

-n=*,*,E

-n=mars,*,D

-n=*,root,W

These rules permit all RUNIDs to submit the message actions unless the request comes from the mars node. In that case,
message action restriction is enforced for all RUNIDs. The last rule sets a warning for the root RUNID if it comes from a
node other than mars.
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Event Management scans the entire configuration file for a best match and uses that rule. It uses the node field as a
high-level qualifier when searching for a best match. In the example, any request coming from the mars node uses the
“disallow” rule. The root user only triggers the warning rule if the request comes from a node other than mars.

Environment Variables for Messages and Actions

When Event Management invokes a command or script as a result of a COMMAND or UNIXCMD action, the new process
is created with a list of new environment variables that contain information about the event. Programs, Windows BAT files,
or UNIX shell scripts can reference these variables, but the variables cannot be altered.

Variable Description
EVENT_CATEGORY CATEGORY field from the event
EVENT_DATEGEN Date (yyyy/mm/dd) the event was generated
EVENT_DEVICE Device associated with the event
EVENT_JOBNAME Event job name (if from a Workload job)
EVENT_JOBNO Event job number (if from a Workload job)
EVENT_JOBQUAL Event job qualifier (if from a Workload job)
EVENT_JOBSET Event jobset (if from a Workload job)
EVENT_LOGRECID Identification (ID) of the last record logged when the command is

invoked (possibly the current event if it is not suppressed)
EVENT_MSGNUM MESSAGE NUMBER field from the event
EVENT_NODEID Node of origin associated with the event
EVENT_OPUSER User name under which Enterprise Management is processing this

message action
EVENT_PID ID (decimal) of the process that generated the event
EVENT_PROGRAM Program that generated the event (for example, cawto.exe)
EVENT_REPLID Reply ID returned if the event was write-to-operator with reply

(WTOR)
EVENT_SEQNO Sequence number of the action that invoked this command
EVENT_SEVERITY Event severity
EVENT_SOURCE Event source
EVENT_STATION Event station
EVENT_TAG Platform tag associated with the event (WNT, HPUNIX, and so on)
EVENT_TEXT Full text of the event
EVENT_TIMEGEN Time (hh:mm:ss) the event was generated
EVENT_TIME8 Time (hh:mm:ss) the command was invoked
EVENT_TOKEN Token number of message record that matched this action
EVENT_TYPE Type of event: MSG, CMD, REPLY, or WTOR
EVENT_UDATA User data (value of the CA_UDATA environment variable when

the event was generated)
EVENT_USERID User of origin associated with the event
EVENT_YYYYMMDD Date the command was invoked

Example:

The command file in the following submitted job definition references variables:
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define msgrec msgid=* scantext=*error*

define msgact name=(*,100)

        action=commandtext=logerr.cmd

The logerr.cmd file contains:

@echo off

 

Rem  This command file is invoked from Event

Rem     Management action to log some event data to a

Rem     file.

Rem  The %EVENT_..% variables contain values from the

Rem     event that invoked the action.

 

echo LOG,%EVENT_YYYYMMDD%,%EVENT_TIME8%,%EVENT_NODEID%,\

         %EVENT_USERID%,%EVENT_TEXT% >>c:\temp\err.log

Message Enhancement

Event Management enhances messages by providing the origin of each message with the message text. You can also
customize the message text to meet the specific characteristics of your enterprise.

The following message action definition keywords let you control the message text that appears on the Event Console:

• EVALUATE
• FORWARD
• SENDKEEP
• SENDOPER
• WAITOPER

Correlation of Event Console Messages

Correlation is the ability to relate two or more previously unrelated events.

A single message coming across the Event Console is often only important when seen in context with other messages.
By constructing a series of message records and actions, you can be notified and can act if two or more events occur
together that have more significance to your enterprise than any event in isolation.

If you have NetSpy, you can use the CORRELATE action in the Event Console to act on two or more messages to
correlate them. Processing for this type of correlation can take advantage of messages that CCS components issue.

Example:

You have two UNIX computers in your accounting department. If one of these computers goes down, it is a problem and
you probably have established Problem Management policies to deal with such an occurrence. If the second computer
also goes down, the problem becomes critical and the action you want to take in this situation can be different.

A solution to the problem is to define message records that trap the event messages coming to the Event Console
informing you that Accounting Machine #1 and Accounting Machine #2 are coming down. You can then define message
actions for each message record that test for the occurrence of the other event message. You are automatically notified of
the critical situation that exists in the Accounting department.

Sample procedures for two approaches to defining Event Management policy that correlates two incoming event
messages are provided. See Enterprise Management in the online help.
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Event Management Policy Activation
For performance reasons, the Event Management service reads all message records and message action definitions (the
policy) from the Event Management database tables during startup, and maintains active lists of message records and
message actions in memory resident tables. Database updates are not immediately reflected in these memory resident
tables. Any subsequent changes to message records and message actions do not take effect until the Event Management
service refreshes the active version of the policy.

To refresh the active Event Management policy, issue the opreload command, or shut down and restart Event
Management.

The opreload command directs Event Management to refresh the active message records and message actions
immediately with the definitions stored in the Event Management database. Any requests for automated message
processing remain in queue until the active policy is refreshed.

NOTE
For a step-by-step procedure for putting the Event Management policy into effect, see Enterprise Management
in the online help.

Message Traffic Monitoring
Event Management gives you a visual window into message activity that lets you view and immediately respond to events
as they occur, providing an unprecedented level of control over your systems. The Event Console can process events for
any Broadcom platform, UNIX, and Windows systems. Likewise, Event Consoles on other Broadcom platforms can be
used to display and manage z/OS events.

You access the Event Console by expanding the Enterprise Management tree and selecting Console Logs to open the
Console Log window, which displays the following messages:

Held Messages

The Held Messages pane displays messages that require a response. These messages are often critical and require
immediate attention or require an operator reply. The Held messages that require an operator reply are WTOR messages.

The Held Messages pane also displays messages that are sent using the SENDKEEP command. These messages are
removed by issuing a DELKEEP command.

NOTE
If a WTOR message has been sent, and either the Event Manager or the entire system goes down while the
message is still pending, the message is queued and activated automatically (appears to be still active) when
the Event Manager is brought back up.

Log Messages

The Log Messages pane displays all logged messages (including held messages).

NOTE
Through message records and message actions, these messages can be highlighted with various user-specified
colors and attributes to make them more noticeable on the display.

NOTE
For more information about monitoring message traffic, see Enterprise Management in the online help.

Event Console Log

The Event Console Log provides both a real-time and a historical online interface to all Event Management message
activity. Created daily, the log is a file containing all messages that are written to the Event Console Log on a particular
day. View the log for the previous day, or the log for the next day, or select a log created on a specific date.
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Only Event Management can read these files. You can set the directory where these files are stored with the Console
Files Directory (CAI_CONLOG) environment variable.

Consider a policy for archiving outdated Event Console Log files to tape for off-site storage.

Console Customization
Event Management provides a number of features that make viewing messages easy. These features let you move
through the Event Console Log and narrow the focus of the display so that you can concentrate on the messages that are
pertinent to your immediate situation.

NOTE
For the step-by-step procedures to customize your console, see the online help by drilling down through
Enterprise Management, Event Management, Event Management Procedures, and Customize Your Console. 

The following sections describe the main features that you can customize. Other customizable features, described in
detail in the online help, include:

• Console log rescan interval
• The timer interval during which a blinking message is on or off.

Command Buttons

You can define each of the 16 numbered command buttons to execute a command when you click the button.

• When you click an auto-command button, the command is processed immediately and the corresponding text is written
to the Event Console Log.

• When you click a manual command button, the command text appears on the command line. You can then edit the
text before pressing Enter to issue the command. After you issue the command, the corresponding text is written to the
Event Console Log.

Command History File

The command line of the Event Console stores the last 20 unique commands that the operator issues in a history file.
To view the history file, click the drop-down list arrow. You can select historical commands for processing by clicking the
desired entry. The command that you select appears on the command line where you can edit it, or press Enter to submit
it for processing.

Record Selection

Filter messages from the log by supplying criteria such as node name, user ID, source or workstation name, or message
text to control which messages appear. Only those messages meeting all of the specified criteria appear on the console.

Store and Forward

The store and forward (SAF) facility stores messages locally when the Event Manager on a remote node is not available.
When you enable SAF for a remote node and Event Management sends a message that cannot be delivered to the Event
Console on that node, the message is added to a list. The message is forwarded when the node is again available.

SAF is implemented by a daemon that periodically wakes up and tries to reconnect to all nodes for which there is an SAF
list. The SAF list is maintained on a node and day basis in a directory by the CA_OPR_SAF_ROOT environment variable
specifies. Subdirectories are created for each node that is eligible for SAF and the stored messages are kept in them.

When an SAF message is finally sent to its destination, its message text is prefixed with:

QMSG date time
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The prefixes to these messages let message actions differentiate between timely messages and messages delivered after
some delay (were stored).

After a message is successfully forwarded, it is deleted from the SAF list.

NOTE
For information about implementing SAF, see Complete Post-Installation Event Management Tasks.

Multiple Remote Console Logs

On a z/OS computer, local and remote consoles can be viewed through the GUI. The consoles for all nodes running Event
Management and connected by CAICCI to the z/OS computer are available for viewing. You can restrict the nodes by
adding a node list file to the /cai/nsmem/emsrvc/data/ directory. You can use the nodelist.sample file in that directory as a
model. Restricting the nodes improves performance.

NOTE
For more information, see Complete Post-Installation Event Management Tasks.

SNMP Facilities
SNMP provides a method to identify objects in a network so that information concerning their status and activities can be
monitored and reported on.

The daemons, commands, and utilities that Event Management provides give you an unprecedented level of control for
locating, analyzing, troubleshooting, and reporting on the activity in your network.

SNMP Traps

An SNMP trap is, typically, an unsolicited message that reports on one of two types of events:

Extraordinary events
Indicate that something is wrong or an error has occurred.

Confirmed events
Provide information about status, such as a process ending normally or a printer coming online.

Various SNMP agents are available, including those provided through Agent Technology. They vary greatly in their
purpose, complexity, and implementation.

Despite their differences, all SNMP agents can:

• Respond to the SNMP queries
• Issue an SNMP trap
• Accept the instructions about where to route SNMP traps

Accepting the instructions on where to route SNMP traps is typically referred to as accepting a setting for a trap
destination. Setting the trap destination is important because traps are directed to where they can be acted on.

Many vendors provide facilities for setting a system-wide default trap destination through an SNMP configuration file.
For example, some UNIX platforms set their trap destination in the file /etc/snmpd.conf. This path and file name can be
different for your system.

There also must be something at that trap destination that can receive and process that trap. Enterprise Management
provides an agent that is named Broadcom trap daemon, catrapd. catrapd can receive and process any traps that are
directed to the destination (computer) where it is executing.
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Any SNMP trap that catrapd receives is unpacked (decoded) and sent to the other Event Management components for
processing. As part of this decoding, character representations, or strings, can be assigned to substitute names for the
enterprise IDs that are part of the SNMP trap. CCS provides the following translation files for that purpose:

$CAIGLBL0000/snmp/dat/enterprise.dat

The file is self-documenting. You can add more entries to this file by using a text editor.

SNMP Traps Implementation

NetSpy can send and receive the SNMP traps. Any received traps appear on the Event Management console.

Follow these steps:

1. To receive traps, the daemon catrapd must be running. By default, the process listens on port 161. Your TCP/IP
procedure has a PROFILE DD that contains reserved port numbers. If you are not currently using this port, locate and
change the following line in your PROFILE PORT section:

161 UDP SNMPQE

2. Insert a semi-colon at the beginning of the line:

:161 UDP SNMPQE

3. If port 161 is unavailable, select the port that you want and in file /cai/nsmem/snmp/scripts/envset, locate, and change
the port:

# port number to listen on

CAICATD0001=161

export CAICATD0001

4. Change 161 to 9161 as follows:

# port number to listen on

CAICATD0001=9161

export CAICATD0001

NOTE
You can use the catrap program to send a trap.

catrap Command

The catrap command can issue SNMP traps to any destination in your network. catrap supports all the operands that are
accepted as Open Systems standards for an SNMP trap command and can be used interactively, through z/OS USS,
UNIX and Linux shell scripts or in Windows .bat files, or as part of an automated event handling policy that is defined to
Event Management.

The operands that are provided as destination and information data to the catrap command convert automatically to the
Open Systems standard datagram and are sent to the trap destination.

The catrap command lets user applications, shell scripts that are part of production jobs, or Event Management policies
issue SNMP traps by executing the command and passing it the arguments.

Unlike some other SNMP trap commands, the catrap command does not restrict itself to any particular set of ISO or
enterprise management information bases (MIBs). Also, catrap is open for use with any MIB or pseudo MIB with no
dependencies on any third-party network management components.
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Management Information Base

A management information base (MIB) number identifies an event and includes other data to describe the object that the
event affects.

Because the MIB number is such an important part of identifying an event, vendors must not use the same MIB number to
describe different events.

To avoid the use of the same numeric codes by multiple vendors, standards exist that result in MIBs being organized into
one of three broad categories:

industry standard MIBs
The International Standards Organization (ISO) sanctions and publishes these MIBs.

enterprise MIBs
The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) assigns the enterprise MIB numbers to a given organization.
These MIB numbers are reserved for the exclusive use of that organization.

pseudo-MIBs
The IANA does not sanction or assign these MIBs, but can be as meaningful and useful as an ISO or enterprise
MIB.

Pseudo-MIBs often piggy-back on the enterprise MIB of another organization and take advantage of many of the defaults
available on a given platform.

Example:

Consider a pseudo-MIB that describes an event tree, in which each element on the tree represents information that
could be sent when specified as a variable on the catrap command. At the top level, Enterprise 999 has two subtrees,
Databases (999.1) and Financial Applications (999.2). The General Ledger database and application are identified as
999.1.1 and 999.2.1 respectively, and they have branches that represent various related events.

999.1.1.1, .2, and .3
Represent General Ledger database shutdown, start, and journal full.

999.2.1.5, .6, and .7
Represent General Ledger application warm start, cold start, and error.

Sending a trap of 999.1.1.2 is equivalent to sending the message "The enterprise database server that handles the
General Ledger database has been started." A trap of 999.1.1.3 indicates that the General Ledger database has
encountered a journal full condition. And a trap of 999.2.1.5 indicates that the General Ledger application has resumed
processing after a temporary outage (warm start).

Taking the example further, assume that CSS is executing on several nodes in this network, but you have decided that all
SNMP trap traffic is directed to a single monitoring computer, the Earth server. The Earth server receives the SNMP traps,
which are recorded and acted on by the Event Management component.

Another computer in the network, the Mars server, is used for the production financial applications. For some unknown
reason, an error occurs and the General Ledger production application running on Mars terminates with an error.

Testing the return code that the General Ledger production executable issues, the shell script realizes that the exit code
indicates a problem and issues an SNMP trap to alert the Earth server that something has gone wrong by executing the
following command:

catrap earth "" "" 6 0 22 999.2.1.7 integer 128

catrap earth
Sends the identified trap information to the Earth server.
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"" and ""
Instructs catrap to take the default Enterprise code and the default agent address respectively for this node.

6
Indicates that this command is sending a specific trap.

0
Identifies the specific trap number for this example.

22
Defines an arbitrary number that we have selected as a timestamp indicator.

The next operands identify the variable binding (varbind) information for the trap.

999.2.1.7
Defines the ID of the object about which information is being sent. According to the event tree described earlier,
this operand refers to an error in the enterprise financial application, General Ledger.

integer 128
Provides more information about the event. This operand could mean “send an integer value of 128 to the Earth
server,” assuming 128 is an error code that has meaning to the General Ledger application; or perhaps it is the
exit code that the shell script detected as indicating an error.

When received at the trap target server Earth, the Event Management component (catrapd) decodes the event and
performs automatic actions in response.

Returning to the event tree, you can see what other types of events could be sent, such as 999.1.1.1. This event indicates
that the enterprise data server database for the General Ledger system has shut down.

When coupled with the other capabilities of CCS, the possibilities expand.

For example, you can use the Event Management facilities to intercept the error messages from any application and
automatically execute customized catrap commands in response. The Workload Management function can detect
key events and can send traps in response to files becoming available for processing or applications completing their
processing. Security violation attempts detected by Security Management can result in other SNMP traps being sent, and
so on.

When on the receiving side of an SNMP trap, you can use Event Management message handling policies to:

• Open problem tickets automatically
• Send warning messages in human readable form to other consoles or terminals
• Start recovery jobs
• Post dependencies as having been met so that other production jobs can proceed
• Issue more SNMP traps to one or more other nodes

As this simple example demonstrates, the possibilities for using the SNMP trap information are endless.

Event Management Security
Before a command is executed from the console GUI or through a message action using oprcmd, an authorization check
is performed to verify that the user ID is permitted to execute the command.

On z/OS, the identity of the user entering the command is deduced. The command and all the resources it accesses are
performed under the context of the original user. Generally, this action is performed with the security controls available
with your system security software such as ACF2, Top Secret, or RACF.

On other platforms:
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• If Broadcom security is not active, the user ID issuing the command must be in the "Users authorized to issue
commands" list before the command can be executed. You can edit this list in the Event Management tab of the EM
Settings notebook.

• If Broadcom security is active, Broadcom security must explicitly permit the user ID to execute that command. To do
this, create a rule for the CA-CONSOLE-COMMAND asset type.

For additional details, see:

OMVS Security

The authorized program facility (APF) identifies programs that validate user identities. Event Management installation
scripts marked the appropriate programs using the "extattr +ap" command.

Ensure that the user ID that Event Management runs under has read access to the BPX.DAEMON, BPX.SERVER,
and BPX.SUPERUSER resources and is assigned UID(0). The ID that runs the Java server and web server must have
UID(0). Depending on your z/OS release level and the specific security options you have specified, you need access to
the BPX.SERVER resource. Also, the user ID that Event Management runs under can need surrogate permission to any
user that is used with Event Management.

If your site requires accurate accounting information to use the Event Management processes, the OMVS segment for the
user contains a valid account code (for example, RACF:WORKATTR INFORMATION contains WAACCNT=xxxxx).

Command Submission For Another User

Event Management lets you submit commands for another user. To enable this policy, supply new privileges for the user
ID and for those users that already logged on.

NOTE
For the procedure, see the online help. Drill down through Enterprise Management, Event Management, Event
Management Procedures, and Submitting a Process as Another User.

Protecting Event Management under HFS Security
For the sites implementing HFS security using ACF2 or Top Secret, you might need to write rules to protect the resources.
This section describes the resources that the various started tasks and the end users require to use Event Management.

Web Server Requirements
Web Server requires read access to:

• IBMFAC BPX.CAHSF.SET.RLIMIT and BPX.CAHFS.SET.PRIORITY
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.BROWSER
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.BROWSER.IMAGES
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.BROWSER.CLASSES
• HFSSEC /CAI/NSMEM.BROWSER.SCRIPTS
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.WV.HTML
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.RW.CONFIG
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.WV.SCRIPTS

Web Server requires update/alter access to:

• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.RW.TMP
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NSMJSERV (Java Server) Requirements
NSMJSERV (Java Server) requires read access to:

• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.ATECH.SCRIPTS
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.BROWSER.SCRIPTS
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.CAL.SCRIPTS
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.EMSRVC.SCRIPTS
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.HELP.SCRIPTS
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.OPR.SCRIPTS
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.ROUTER.SCRIPTS
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.SECU.SCRIPTS
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.SNMP.SCRIPTS
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.STAR.SCRIPTS
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.COMMON.SRC
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.MESSAGES

NSMJSERV (Java server) requires exec access to:

• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.BIN
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.BIN
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.LIB
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.EMSRVC.BIN
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.WV.SCRIPTS
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.WV.BIN

NSMJSERV (Java server) requires update/alter access to:

• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.RW.TMP
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.RW.CONFIG

NSMEMSTR Requirements
NSMEMSTR requires read access to:

• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.SCRIPTS
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.ATECH.SCRIPTS
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.BROWSER.SCRIPTS
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.EMSRVC.SCRIPTS
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.HELP.SCRIPTS
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.OPR.SCRIPTS
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.ROUTER.SCRIPTS
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.SECU.SCRIPTS
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.SNMP.SCRIPTS
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.STAR.SCRIPTS
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.COMMON.SRC
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.CAL.SCRIPTS
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.MESSAGES

NSMEMSTR requires update/alter access to:
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• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.RW.TMP
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.RW.CONFIG
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.RW.LOGS

NSMEMSTR requires exec access to:

• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.BIN
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.LIB
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.STAR.BIN

Java GUI Requirements
Use of the Java GUI requires read access to:

• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.RW.CONFIG
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.RW.LOGS
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.RW.DATA
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.SECOPTS

Use of the Java GUI requires exec access to:

• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.BIN
• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.LIB

Use of the Java GUI requires update/alter access to:

• HFSSEC /CAI.NSMEM.RW.CONFIG.DEBUG$LOG

Event Management Utilities
The Event Management Utilities provide services that enable mainframe applications to integrate with Event Management
running on z/OS and other platforms, through z/OS assembler and C language interfaces.

Frequently, applications running on z/OS route alerts to Event Management. Often, these applications run in environments
where directly generating Event Management alerts are difficult or impossible. Because there are many ways to integrate
with Event Management, it can be difficult for any particular application to support all possible configurations. The Event
Management Utilities provide a way of achieving Broadcom integration in most of these cases.

Tasks running in most z/OS environments—such as TSO, batch, or started task address spaces, and IDMS, CICS, and
IMS transactions—can invoke Event Management Utilities. No special privileges are needed, and assembler programs
can use the utilities without requirements for the IBM Language Environment (LE) or USS. To ensure top performance,
most processing occurs asynchronously under the direction of a separate utility server process in its own address
space. This design results in a service that nearly any application can use, including applications with strict performance
constraints.

The overall utility interface consists of three components:

• A macro interface (#EMWTO) that any mainframe application can invoke
• A C/C++ interface library for applications that are written in C and other LE-conforming languages
• An Event Management Utility process that routes requests to Event Management on any Broadcom platform

How the Event Management Utilities Process Works
When an application generates an Event Management message, it uses one of the supplied application program
interfaces (APIs) (assembler or C/C++) to direct messages to the Event Management Utilities. Depending on the particular
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platforms that are involved, there can be many different techniques for communicating with Event Management. Currently,
these Event Management transports are supported:

SNMP
Enables the messages to form formal SNMP traps, which can then be routed to Event Management or other
network managers.

SYSLOGD
Enables the messages to be routed to the syslog daemon. The daemon is an IBM-supplied UNIX process that
can be configured to route messages to Event Management.

CCS Event Management
Enables the messages to be processed directly without using a transport such as SYSLOGD, WTO, or SNMP.
Event Management has an optional store-and-forward feature that ensures message delivery.

The Event Management Utilities evaluate each message against a user-supplied configuration policy, and depending on
the options that are selected, reformats and broadcasts the message to Event Management using one or more of the
message transports. This flexibility provides you with granular control over message processing and integration with Event
Management.

Use the Event Management Utilities configuration statements to:

• Selectively route messages to Event Management according to pattern matching on the message text and other
message context fields.

• Suppress or ignore certain messages.
• Reformat messages, for example, by converting between different code page values.
• Selectively redirect messages to various non-Broadcom systems using one of the message transports.

NOTE
Wherever possible, interface applications directly with Event Management rather than using Framework
Event Management Utilities. Framework Event Management Utilities is intended for special cases when an
application cannot use Event Management directly.

Utility Prerequisites
The following minimum prerequisites apply:

• Any currently supported version of z/OS
• IBM LE, Framework Event Management Server, and C/C++ applications
• IBM TCP/IP (for SNMP or direct Event Management interfaces)
• CAICCI and its prerequisites

Utility Configuration Statements
The Event Management Utilities enable you to have many instances of Event Management running across the enterprise
and to associate messages with each of these instances on a selective basis. Depending on your configuration,
messages can be routed to different instances of Event Management according to message content or attributes such as
language. Two types of statements define how messages are associated with Event Management destinations:

Criteria statement
Tests incoming messages and associates them with different the Event Management destinations.

Destination statement
Identifies which instance of Event Management is to receive a particular set of messages and the technique that
is used for communications.

You can store criteria and destination statements in data sets or in HFS or zFS files.
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If you use data sets, you can identify them in the Event Management Utilities CAW0JCL member CAS9FEMS as follows:

//CRIT  DD  DSN=criteria_dsn,DISP=SHR

//DEST  DD  DSN=destination_dsn,DISP=SHR

If you use HFS or zFS files, you can identify them in the Event Management Utilities CAS9FEMS member as follows:

//CRIT  DD  PATH=criteria_file_name

//DEST  DD  PATH=destination_file_name

If you start the Event Management Utilities as a UNIX process, you use the cas9fems parameters to identify the HFS or
zFS files.

The syntax for criteria and destination statements is provided in the sections that follow.

Utility Destination Statements

Each of the logical destinations that are specified in your criteria statements must be defined in the destination statement
file. The statements in this file define the logical destinations and optionally explain how Event Management Utilities
exchange messages when communicating with this destination.

A destination statement has the following format:

destination_name: driver(driver) [lang(language)] [drvrdata(data1)] [drvropts(data2)] [mlwto]

destination_name
Defines a logical identifier for use by the criteria control statement file.
Limits: 64 characters

driver
Specifies the name of a program that is to be the driver for this destination. The different Event Management
Utilities drivers are available to communicate with Event Management using various communication techniques.

language
(Optional) Specifies the character-encoding scheme of the message. It represents a locale or code page name
acceptable to the IBM iconv() function.
Default: Messages are routed to the destination unchanged.
Limits: 16 characters
In some cases, translation is not possible between the specified code page and the code page that Event
Management uses. For example, if you specify multibyte messages (such as UCS-2 or IBM-939) and Event
Management runs with a code page that lacks translation for certain input values.

data1
(Optional) Passes information to the driver program. For example, the SNMP driver uses this parameter to let you
specify the object identifier (OID) used in generating SNMP traps.

data2
(Optional) Passes information to the driver program. The Event Management driver lets you pass a remote node
name in the format (-n XYZNODE) to forward a message directly to another node without having to define a
message action. The SNMP driver allows you to pass a port number in the format ( -p nnnn ) to specify the port
where the trap is sent.

mlwto
(Optional) Enables the processing of multiline WTO messages. This parameter is mlwto (case-sensitive).
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Utility Criteria Statements

If you have multiple instances of Event Management running on different computers in your enterprise, you can use
criteria statements to filter messages according to attributes or content. Messages that satisfy a criteria statement are then
routed to a logical Event Management destination that you specify using destination statements.

A criteria statement has the following format:

destination_name: text(text_pattern) sev(severity) [lang(language)]

destination_name
Specifies a logical identifier that matches a name that is configured in the destination statement file.

text_pattern
Specifies a pattern that message text must match to be routed to the destination. Full support is provided for
wildcards using UNIX style regular expression syntax, permitting flexible message selection according to a wide
range of criteria. If you do not specify a pattern, all messages are routed to the destination according to severity
and language restrictions.

NOTE
By default, the Event Management Utilities support the syntax commonly referred to as “basic regular
expression.” If you want to use the “extended regular expression” syntax, then use the -e start
parameter to run the Event Management Utilities.

severity
Specifies the severity of messages to be routed to this destination.
Limits: INFO, WARN (warning), CRIT (critical error), IMM (immediate action), or asterisk (*) (any severity)

language
(Optional) Specifies the character-encoding scheme of the message. It represents a locale or code page name
acceptable to the IBM iconv() function.
Default: Messages of all encodings are eligible for the destination.
Limits: 16 characters

Example Configuration Statements

These following two files set up the criteria and destinations for the messages:

CRITERIA.DAT
Defines the criteria for messages that are sent to each of five destinations. All warning messages are routed to
the first destination. All informational messages with the prefix CAKO are sent to the second destination. The third
destination receives German language messages with the prefix CAS9nxxE where n is a number from 6 through
8 and xx represents any two characters. Destination 4 receives all messages with the prefix IEF40 except those
with the prefix IEF403. All messages that do not have the prefix XCOM are routed to destination 5.
DestId1: text(".") sev(WARN)                                    

DestId2: text("^CAKO") sev(INFO)                                

DestId3: text("^CAS9[6-8]..E") sev(*) lang(IBM-273)             

DestId4: text("^IEF40[^3]") sev(*)                              

DestId5: text("(^XCO[^M])|(^XC[^O])|(^X[^C])|(^[^X])") sev(*)

DEST.DAT
Defines the five destinations that are referenced above. Messages to the fourth destination are translated from
the IBM-273 code page (German language) to the IBM-1047 code page (English). The second, third, and fifth
destinations are remote nodes.
DestID1: driver(/cai/nsmem/bin/casyfem1)                                   

DESTID2: driver(/cai/nsmem/bin/casyfem1) drvropts(-n ABCNODE)                        
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DestID3: driver(/cai/nsmem/bin/casyfem1)  drvropts(-n XYZNODE)                       

DestID4: driver(/cai/nsmem/bin/casyfem4) lang(IBM-1047)         

DestID5: driver(/cai/nsmem/bin/casyfem5) + 

  drvropts(-p nnnn) +

  drvrdata(1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.9.2.2 6 12 1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.2.3.1)

Where /cai/nsmem/bin depends on the installation location.

Event Management Utilities Drivers
Depending on your configuration, different driver programs are available to enable integration with Event Management.
The following drivers are available:

CASYFEM1
Invokes Event Management directly on z/OS. It routes events directly to Event Management on the local system.
If you use the optional parameter drvropts(data2), you can forward a message directly to a remote node specified
by data2 without defining a message action. For example:
CON11: driver(/cai/nsmem/bin/casyfem1) drvropts(-n XYZNODE) [mlwto]

If you use the optional parameter mlwto, you enable the processing of all lines of multiline WTO messages. For
more details, see Processing Multiline WTO Messages.

CASYFEM4
Integrates with Event Management using UNIX style syslogd calls. syslogd must be configured to route messages
to Event Management, locally or on another platform.

CASYFEM5
Generates the SNMP traps that can be processed on other Broadcom platforms through integration with Event
Management. To specify the OID that the SNMP trap produce, code the OID value using the drvdata parameter in
the destination statement. Specify a listening port number in the drvropts parameter in the destination statement.
Default: port 162.

Example:

The following statement creates a destination, SNMP, with a specific OID value:

SNMP: driver(/cai/nsmem/bin/casyfem5) +

  drvrdata(1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.9.2.2 6 12 1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.2.3.1)

The sample drvrdata value is as follows:

• 1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.9.2.2 is the enterprise top-level OID
• 6 specifies the generic trap type
• 12 specifies the enterprise-specific trap subtype
• 1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.2.3.1 is the OID

The trap is sent to port 162 because the parameter drvropts was not used to specify a different port.

Run the Utilities as an OMVS Process
You can configure Event Management Utilities to run as an OMVS process using job control language (JCL). A sample is
provided in the CAW0JCL(CAS9FEMS) data set member.

Follow these steps:

1. Make a copy of the CAW0JCL(CAS9FEMS) member.
2. Edit the copy to suit your requirements. If Event Management store-and-forward is implemented, edit the job stream

according to the instructions in the sample.
The following parameters can be used:
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-b
Specifies basic regular expression testing.

-e
Specifies that extended regular expressions are used in criteria statements (mutually exclusive with -b).

-v
Requests detailed diagnostic trace messages.

-t
Runs a test.

Default: -b
The server job is created to execute the CAW0PLD(CAS9FEMS) program.

3. Submit the server job.
The server starts.
To stop the server, issue the STOP command:

/P TESTFEMS

Route z/OS Console Messages to Event Management Utilities
You can obtain messages from the system console to be processed under Event Management or NetSpy. Event
Management Utilities (CAS9FEMS) uses a method that incorporates an MPF exit on the mainframe to trap the messages
and forward them to the Event Management Utilities.

Once the message is in FEMS, you have the option of how and where to treat the message.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Test the FEMS server.
a. Ensure that CAICCI is active on the system.
b. Create the DEST and CRIT DD files as documented in the Administrating section.
c. Update CAW0JCL member CAS9FEMS to match your installation standards.
d. Use the parms -t -v to run a test in verbose mode.

2. Start the FEMS server. After the server has been tested successfully, convert it into an STC. Remember to use a
user ID that has a valid OMVS segment in the security record. If you use Event Management store-and-forward
with CAS9FEMS, the user ID belongs to the same OMVS security group as the ID that was used to install Event
Management.

3. Activate the MPF exit. Update the MPFLSTxx member to include the desired messages. The message includes the
USEREXIT(CATNMPEX) operand to call the exit to process the message. For example, to trap message IEF450I you
would code:
“IEF450I,SUP(NO),USEREXIT(CATNMPEX)”

4. Update the CRIT and DEST files to handle the additional messages. For example, to capture an IEF450 message, add
the following to the CRIT file and a corresponding line:
CON11: text("^IEF450") lang(*) sev(*)

Add one of the following to the DEST file to send it to Event Management.
– To reach the local node:

CON11: driver(/cai/nsmem/bin/casyfem1)

– To reach a remote node XYZNODE:
CON11: driver(/cai/nsmem/bin/casyfem1) drvropts(-n XYZNODE)

5. Test the exit. Create the messages on the console and verify that they reach the desired destination.
When testing is complete, issue a STOP command to terminate the CAS9FEMS job. From the MVS console, issue /P
TESTJOB where TESTJOB is the jobname.
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6. Write message actions. This step can be required if the message is reaching Event Management.
If the messages reach Event Management on the local node, you can direct them to remote Event Management nodes
by defining Message Actions. Alternatively, messages can be sent directly to other Event Management nodes by using
the drvropts parameter in the DEST.DAT file.

This process can be used to open a help desk issue that is based on console messages. Once this process is working to
your satisfaction, you can forward the desired messages to Event Management, where a NetSpy Advanced Help Desk
(AHD) issue can be opened.

Processing Multi-line WTO Messages
Each line of a multiline WTO appears on the Event Management console of the target node if the mlwto optional
parameter is specified in the DEST.DAT file for the driver. Other messages on the console can interrupt the lines (major
and minor). The Category field in the Message Record is used to tie the lines together.

If these messages require processing on the target node, the contents of the Category field provides the information to
associate the lines of the multiline WTO.

The Category field contains a WTO Descriptor that CAS9FEMS built. This field indicates whether the line is first, middle,
or last. This field also contains a version number and the identifier that is supplied with the WTO in the mainframe syslog
to link together all the lines of the multiline WTO.

The format of the 12-byte WTO descriptor is as follows:

VVIIIIIIIIXY

VV
Indicates the 2-byte version '01'.

IIIIIIII
Indicates the 8-byte decimal character representation of the 3-byte binary message ID given to the MPF exit
CATNMPEX by z/OS. The last three characters are displayed in the mainframe log to tie the lines of the WTO
together.

X
Indicates the line-order, one of the following characters to indicate the order of the line:

• O - only one line (single-line WTO)
• F - the first line of an MLWTO
• M - the middle line of an MLWTO
• L - the last line of an MLWTO

Y
Indicates the line-type, one of the following characters to indicate what type of line:

• D - for data
• C - for control
• L - for label
• E - for end
• ? - for other

For more information, see the IBM documentation on the WTO MACRO for line type and line type that is referenced
above.
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Issue Console Commands Using CAconsole
You can use CAconsole to issue console commands from within the UNIX environment. This method lets a message
action issue any required console commands directly without adding any automation into the process. The basic syntax of
the command is as follows:

CAconsole   [-attribute]    

-v
Indicates to return any output.

-t
Indicates the amount of time to wait for response.

-i
Indicates the text of the command.

-x
Indicates to translate the command to upper case.

Example:

CAconsole  - t5  - v  - i”D OMVS,O”

In the following example, determine if any job in a set of jobs is running. If any of the jobs are running, send an alert to a
remote NSM computer and then cancel the job.

cd /cai/nsmem

# Set environment variables

. PROFILE

# Issue a Display Job,list command and place the output into a file display.out

CAconsole -I"D J,L" -V >display.out

# Search the output file for any job PRRP913x and place any hits into display1.out

grep PRRP913 display.out > display1.out

# If none are found send a message.

if [ $? = 1 ];then

  cawto -n NSMI Job PRRP913 is not present

else

  cawto -n NSMI Job is present, will cancel

# We need to parse the output to capture the job information.

    cat display1.out | while read v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8 v9 vx ;

    do

    echo "$v1\n $v2\n $v3\n $v4\n $v5\n $v6\n $v7\n $v8\n $v9\n" >display2.out

    job=`grep PRRP913 display2.out`

    echo $job

    job=`grep PRRP913 display2.out`

    echo $job

    CAconsole -I"CANCEL $job"

    done

 fi
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CA Event Notification Facility (CAIENF)
The CA Event Notification Facility (CAIENF) is an operating system interface service that enables Broadcom applications
to obtain event data from z/OS and subsystems such as CICS, DB2, and USS. The centralization of operating system
interfaces in CAIENF provides important efficiency benefits while enhancing overall system integrity and providing a single
point of control.

CAIENF includes the following subcomponents:

• CAIENF/CICS
• CAIENF/CICS/SPAWN
• CAIENF/DB2
• CAIENF/USS
• SNMP Monitor

CAIENF Operation
The basis for CAIENF processing is the event. The event is a logical condition that is broadcast to other products. The
following conditions initiate events:

• Built-in CAIENF intercepts, including batch jobs starting or ending, or files being accessed.
• Other Broadcom products, such as triggering of the SNMP traps in response to internal product-defined conditions.

Broadcom products use a formal set of CAIENF programming interfaces to process events and to access event data.

View Event Names
To view the event names in the CAIENF database, issue the following command from a system console:

ENF EVENT

Run CAIENF as a Started Task
The CAIENF service runs as a started task in its own address space. The user ID of the started task must have a valid
OMVS segment.

WARNING
CAIRIM prepares the environment for your Broadcom products. Do not start CAIENF before CAIRIM ends, when
the environment is ready.

To run CAIENF, issue the following command:

START ENF

The CAIENF service is started when the following message appears:

CAS9200I   CA-EVENT NOTIFICATION FACILITY ACTIVE

To ensure that CAIENF is started in a timely fashion after each system IPL, define the command as a z/OS auto command
in CAIRIM.

Run CAIENF under the Master Subsystem
Some Broadcom products require initialization before JES and require CAIENF to be started with SUB=MSTR.
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NOTE
Running CAIENF with SUB=MSTR reduces diagnostic capability. Only run CAIENF with SUB=MSTR if there
is a substantial benefit from doing so. As an alternative, you can use CAIENF auto commands. For example,
to ensure that CAIENF initializes before the beginning of batch job activity, you can define JES initiators as
drained. Then, in the CAIENF auto commands member, you can use a $SI command to start the desired
initiators.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that a copy of the CAW0PROC(ENF) member, that is updated to suit the requirements of your site, is in a
system proclib and not in a proclib that is defined to JES. Review the following DD statements:
– When running CAIENF under the Master subsystem, you cannot direct SYSPRINT to SYSOUT=*. Specify a

SYSPRINT DD DUMMY statement or, if you want the SYSPRINT output, direct SYSPRINT to a permanent data
set.

– If CAICCI is installed, a TRCPRINT DD statement is required. It has the same restrictions as SYSPRINT.
2. Ensure that all data sets accessed using the ENF procedure are cataloged in the master catalog.
3. Use the START command to start ENF before JES at the next IPL. For example:

START ENF,SUB=MSTER

Stop CAIENF
WARNING
Exercise caution when stopping CAIENF. Products that rely on the CAIENF service cannot function correctly
until CAIENF is restarted.

To stop CAIENF, issue the following command:

STOP ENF

Restart CAIENF
If CAIENF is terminated due to an operational or system error, you can restart it.

To restart CAIENF, issue the START ENF command.

CAIENF detects that it is being restarted and continues processing using the already loaded modules and control blocks.

CAIENF Start Options
The following CAIENF control options can be issued only through the START ENF command:

AUTOCMDS
Processes all CAIENF auto commands.
The CAIENF auto commands member is processed once for each IPL. If you want the member to be reprocessed
when CAIENF is stopped and restarted, specify AUTOCMDS in the START command:
S ENF,,,AUTOCMDS

REINIT
Refreshes all of the CAIENF global routines.

WARNING
Use this option only under the direction of Broadcom Support.

S ENF,,,REINIT
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Example: START Command with Multiple Options

You can specify multiple CAIENF options in a START command by enclosing comma-separated options in parentheses:

 S ENF,,,(AUTOCMDS,REINIT)

 

CAIENF Auto Commands Member
After the successful initialization of CAIENF, CAIENF reads the data set member that the ENFCMDS DD statement
defines and issues each command in this member.

The CAIENF auto commands member specifies one command per line, exactly as it would be issued from the operator
console. You can add comments by placing an asterisk (*) in Column 1.

NOTE
The auto commands member is processed once for each IPL. If CAIENF is stopped and restarted, and you want
to reprocess the member, you specify the AUTOCMDS option in the START command.

Configure DCM Statements
Define DCMs to CAIENF by configuring the DCM statements. The DCM statements must be placed in the CAIENF started
task ENFPARMS data set and are processed during CAIENF startup only.

NOTE
Because integration of the Universe database system within the CAIENF address space has been eliminated,
a DD statement defining the Universe database store (DDName: ENFDB) is no longer needed in the CAIENF
started task JCL. Through the Datacom/AD API, CAIENF communicates to the database service provider
through an interface residing in its own address space.

DCM configuration statements follow the same syntax rules as other CAIENF configuration statement or initialization
parameter. A DCM statement has the following format:

DCM(object[,DDName])

object
Identifies the required DCM object member name.

DDName
(Optional) Identifies the optional DDName of the data set where the DCM object resides. If DDName is omitted,
DDName “CAIDCM", which defines the default DCM object library, must be present in the CAIENF started task
JCL. This library is used to locate DCM objects. DDname can also be specified as an asterisk (*), which indicates
that the DCM object resides in the CAIENF started task JOBLIB/STEPLIB concatenation or the LPALST/LNKLST
concatenation.
The DDName parameter allows loading of DCMs from Broadcom product target libraries without including them in
the CAIENF started task JOBLIB/STEPLIB.

 Example: DCM configuration statements 

DCM(CAS9DCM2)

DCM(CAS9DCM4)

DCM(CARRDCM0,USSLIB)

DCM(SYSVDCM,*)

In these examples, CAS9DCM2 and CAS9DCM4 are loaded from the data set defined by DDName “CAIDCM” (default).
CARRDCM0 is loaded from the data set defined by DDName “USSLIB”. SYSVDCM is loaded from the CAIENF started
task JCL STEPLIB/JOBLIB concatenation or, if that load fails, from the z/OS LNKLST/LPALST concatenation.
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Replace a DCM
Sometimes a DCM must be replaced. The DCM replacement can include a definition of a new event or a change to the
definition of an event. When CAIENF is recording events to the database, delete the database table that is associated with
the changed event. Instructions are provided with the new DCM PTF having a ++HOLD status.

WARNING

Before you submit any jobs to replace a DCM, consider:

• A Datacom/AD Multi-User Facility (MUF) must be running on the system where the JCL associated with the
procedure executes.

• A Datacom/AD MUF can execute in its own address space or under the CAIENF address space.
• To customize Datacom/AD for CAIENF or resolve Datacom/AD for CAIENF customization issues, the

Datacom/AD MUF must be running with its own address space and CAIENF must be down or started in a
separate address space from the Datacom/AD MUF with the control option NODB

 Follow these steps: 

1. Reference the new DCM in the CAIENF startup JCL under DD statement CAIDCM.

WARNING
If you are running CAIENF with control option NODB, Stop and Restart CAIENF to pick up the new module
or proceed to the next step to delete the Database definitions for the old DCM.

2. Prepare batch jobs CASQL004 and CADB001 located in the CAW0JCL data set by editing and specifying a JOB
statement and the appropriate Datacom execution libraries in the Set JCL statements.
CASQL004 must have the name of the specific table to be deleted in the SQL Drop Table statement.
Optionally, CAS9DCMR utility can be used to generate the DROP TABLE statements.

3. Shut down CAIENF with the STOP ENF operation command.

WARNING
If you are running CAIENF with an internal Datacom/AD MUF, after CAIENF is down, start the Datacom/AD
MUF in its own address space before submitting the job that deletes the old DCM database definitions.

4. Submit CASQL004.
If successful, restart CAIENF. When CAIENF is restarted, it dynamically creates the DCM database definitions.

5. If the CASQL004 batch job completes in error, the database has CAIENF table information remaining in its internal
cache. Submit batch job CADB001 to ready the database for another Drop Table.

6. After CADB001 completes, resubmit job CASQL004 and restart CAIENF.

NOTE
For more details, see CA Event Notification Facility Batch Database Query and Administration.

Handling ENF Database Full Conditions
During the ENF operations, you can receive the following messages:

DATACOME:DB02406I - PXX END - EXTEND FAILURE DUE TO X37 ABEND

DATACOME:DB01702I - DYNAMIC EXTEND OF AREA ENF00700 HAS FAILED

CAS9316E - STEPTERM "Insert " failed - rc(-258) r/s(X'F5F7E2F0F6').

CAS9340I - TABLE FULL - DBID=700 INTERNAL NAME B22 .

*CAS9208E - CA-ENF DB: DB Insert error SQLCODE=-258 SQLSTATE=57S06

CAS9303E - Event XXXXXXXX no longer recorded due to DB error 0008

...

Similar messages can appear for errors for other events being recorded. The new records are not recorded to the
database during this time. However, the Broadcom applications "listening" for these events continue to run without
issue because they receive event information before any attempt is made to write the events to the database. If these
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applications shut down, they cannot recover events (checkpoint) from the database during the timeframe when event
recording stopped.

If you experience this situation, check that an ENF ARCHIVE is being done regularly. Check the ENFPARM parameter
file for the ARCHIVE control option. During the ARCHIVE process, expired events are deleted from the ENF database.
Events expire based on the Retention Period (RP) set for the individual events. If a retention period is not set for the
individual event, ENF uses the value that is specified on the DETAIL control option in the ENFPARM parameter file.

If the ENF ARCHIVE is successfully running each day, the ENF database can be too small for the number of event
records being recorded. If possible, use SELECT statements to filter events to be written.

If you have not experienced problems with previous ARCHIVE processing and if you cannot further filter the number of
events being recorded, do one of the following actions:

•  Increase the ENF database data set size. 
•  Free space temporarily. 

Increase the ENF Database Size

Ensure that the ENF database is full from a Datacom perspective. Customize and run the CAW0JCL CADB006 DBUTLTY
CXX report job. The CADB006 job is set up to run with the MUF active.

Look at the tables for the fields:

• BLOCKS IN USE
• BLOCKS UNUSED
• TOTAL BLOCKS

If the BLOCKS UNUSED is 0, increase the ENF database because the tables are full.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the Broadcom products that are currently using ENF for recording events.
2. Stop ENF. If your site is running with an external MUF, shut down the MUF.
3. Customize and run the CAW0JCL CADB007 DBUTLTY job to back up the ENF database.
4. Check the SYSOUT to confirm that the backup completed properly.
5. Customize and run the CAW0JCL CADB008 DBUTLTY job to complete the following tasks:

– Rename the existing ENF database data set.
– Allocate and initialize a new ENF database data set.
– Restore the ENF database backup from step 3.

6. Restart ENF and the MUF if running with external MUF.
7. Restart the Broadcom products using ENF.

Free Database Space Temporarily

To free space in the database temporarily, you can PURGE events until you can increase the size of the database. You
can so dynamically by using the following console command:

ENF PURGE(event_name)

This command purges all events for the selected event_name, regardless of the event age. We recommend that you
select a highly recorded event to gain the most space.

Examples:
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• DSCLOSE
• STEPTERM

CAIENF Customization Considerations
CAIENF runs on all IBM-supported releases of z/OS.

CAIENF can record system and Broadcom product-generated events in CAIENF database event tables. Two reasons
exist to record events:

• Catch up on previous events. If a Broadcom product is down while CAIENF is running, the product that listen for
CAIENF events can catch up on past events. This process is named event checkpointing or event recovery. As the
Broadcom products start up and initialize with CAIENF, they can request that events from a past date and time be
posted to the Broadcom product CAIENF listening task before new events are posted. The Broadcom products that
take advantage of event checkpointing have installation steps to update CAIENF parameters so that specific events
are recorded.

• Capture specific events for analytical reporting purposes. You can interrogate the event database using a SQL report.

CAIENF event recording requires Datacom/AD at Version 12.0 or above. CAIENF requires that a Datacom MUF (Multi-
User facility) house the CAIENF database on each system that is running CAIENF. You can run the MUF within the
CAIENF address space or external to the CAIENF address space. We recommend that you run the MUF internal to the
CAIENF address space. This setup makes CAIENF run more self-contained and similar to the way it ran before Version
12.

The CAIENF event data is unique to each system. Therefore, sharing a Datacom/AD MUF with other Broadcom products
is not practical because:

• other Broadcom products generally share data across systems using a cross-system MUF
• maintenance and backup configurations.

Only share the MUF with other Broadcom products if the product documentation specifically states otherwise. A CAIENF
MUF can be shared with the Event Management common service. If you are using Event Management message actions
or calendars, we expect that CAIENF and Event Management share a MUF.

Started Task Procs ENFIMUF uses an internal MUF. ENFXMUF uses an external MUF. Both are delivered in the CCS
CAW0PROC data set to serve as a basis for your customization.

If you do not require event recording, you can customize the CAW0PROC data set delivered member ENF to run without
a database.

CAIENF File Customization
CAIENF requires a parameter file to start up. Customize this file according to your site. Some best practices concerning
these parameters are as follows:

• If you do not want to record the CAIENF events, specify NODB AND RECORD(NO) within the CAIENF Parameters.
• To record events, confirm that RECORD(YES) is specified.
• The Broadcom products that perform the event checkpointing often only require batch job activity. You can reduce

the number of events that are recorded on the CAIENF database. Doing so reduces the system overhead by filtering
events that are recorded to the database. This filtering is done with the CAIENF parameter SELECT. Unless you have
specific reasons not to do so, run with the following SELECT statements:
 SELECT(JOBINIT,JOBNUM,EQ,J*)

 SELECT(JOBTERM,JOBNUM,EQ,J*)

 SELECT(JOBPURGE,JOBNUM,EQ,J*)

 SELECT(STEPTERM,JOBNUM,EQ,J*)
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• If you are running a Broadcom product that is interested in data set close events and thus has you turn on recording of
data set close events, add the following CAIENF parameter statement:
 SELECT(DSCLOSE,JOBNUM,EQ,J*)    

 

• There can be many data set close events on a system and CAIENF processing of these events does carry some
overhead. CAIENF has the SCREEN parameter that filters out events at event creation time. Only screen out the
events if Broadcom Support directs you to. All CAIENF product listeners are affected, and not only products that use
CAIENF event checkpointing. Additionally, CAIENF and CAICCI listen for some events. However, there is a data set
close SCREEN setting that is typically safe. Data set close events can be screened out for nonupdate events and thus
lower system overhead. The following statement can be added to the CAIENF parameters:
 SCREEN(DSCLOSE,ACCESS,EQ,INPUT)

 

• You can also have some started tasks that are set up for system maintenance or utility purposes. If these started tasks
or jobs run frequently and you know that they have no relationship to any Broadcom product, you can add SCREEN
statements to keep their activity outside of CAIENF. For example, you could have the following SCREEN statements:
 SCREEN(JOBINIT,JOBNAME,EQ,JRDR)

 SCREEN(JOBTERM,JOBNAME,EQ,JRDR)

 SCREEN(STEPTERM,JOBNAME,EQ,JRDR)

 SCREEN(JOBPURGE,JOBNAME,EQ,JRDR)

 

CAIENF Upgrades
Starting with CAIENF Version 12.0, the CAS9DB utility is no longer used. For the CAIENF releases before Version 12.0,
the CAIENF database was mandatory and the CAS9DB utility initialized and populated the database with the DCM
definitions. With CAIENF Version 12.0 and above, the database is now optional and only required if the event recording is
desired. For more information, see CAIENF Customization Considerations.

If the event recording is turned on, the database is only used for event data. The database no longer houses DCM
information. CAIENF directly loads and reads the DCM modules at CAIENF startup. CAIENF Parameters now tell CAIENF
which DCMs to load and interrogate. A new CAIDCM DD statement points at the data sets that hold the product DCMs.

CAS9DB DBIN Statement CAIENF Version 12.0 and Above Equivalent
INST DB(ENFDB) DCM(xxxxxxxx) CAIENF Parameter control statement:

DCM(xxxxxxxx)
and in CAIENF Procedure:
//CAIDCM DD DSN=hlq.CAIDCM,…
// DD DSN=hlq.product.llq

ALTER DB(ENFDB)
EVENT(xxxxxxxx) OPT(A,R,P)
RETPD(nn)

CAIENF Parameter control statements:
EVENT(xxxxxxxx,ACT)
EVENT(xxxxxxxx,REC)
EVENT(xxxxxxxx,RP=n)
EVENT(xxxxxxxx,PURGE=Y)

LIST DB(*) DETAIL Use the new CAS9DCMR utility for DCM event information.
Use the CASQL003 sample job in the CAW0JCL data set to
obtain recorded event record counts.

QUERY DB(*) SELECT …… Datacom/AD DBSQLPR utility.
See CASQL001, 002, 003 CAW0JCL data set sample members.
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INST DB(ENFDB) DCM(xxxxxxxx)
REPLACE

Use CAS9DCMR utility SYSPUNCH output data set DROP
TABLE statements as input to CAW0JCL member CASQL004.
Run CAW0JCL member CADB001 and CASQL004 with CAIENF
down, but with an external MUF active.

Some products require an updated level of their DCM to be compatible with CAIENF Version 12.0 and above. The CCS
cover letter supplies Broadcom product PTF numbers or higher product release numbers that must be in place to run with
CAIENF Version 12.0 and above. If these PTFs have not been applied, they can be applied before upgrading to CAIENF
Version 14.0.

If you do not have your previous release CAIENF CAS9DB database initialization jobs, a utility is available to interrogate
the output of a CAS9DB LIST DB(*) DETAIL report. The utility also creates the appropriate CAIENF ENFPARM
statements. The CAS9DB report must run while you are running the previous release of CAIENF.

To obtain a CCS Version 11.0 detail listing, use the following JCL:

//CAS9DB EXEC  PGM=CAS9DB,REGION=4096K,TIME=1440

//STEPLIB      DD DSN=YOUR.COMMON.SERVICES.R11.CAILIB,DISP=SHR => Update

//DBOUT        DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

//             DSN=YOUR.R11.ENFDB.LISTING, => UPDATE

//             UNIT=3390,VOL=SER=??????,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),

//             DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=6118)

//DBIN         DD *

LIST DB(*) DETAIL

/*

After you have obtained a detail listing, see the CCS SAMPJCL member ENFUTIL for instructions on how to edit
the ENFUTIL JCL. The output from the ENFUTIL job can be placed within the member or data set referenced by the
ENFPARMS DD in your CAIENF startup procedure.

CAIENF on Multiple Systems
On any system where the CAIENF event recording is turned on, you need a Datacom/AD database as described in
CAIENF Customization Considerations.

A separate Datacom/AD CAIENF database is required on each system that is recording events. The Datacom/AD
CAIENF database cannot be shared. Each system requires its own Datacom/AD MUF that runs within the CAIENF
address space (ENFIMUF) or external to the CAIENF address space (ENFXMUF). A complete Datacom/AD installation is
not required on each system.

For the instructions to create a MUF and CAIENF database instance, see Installing.

CAIENF Database Queries
When CAIENF is set up to record events to the CAIENF database, events can be queried for the following reasons:

• A CAIENF listener seems to have a missing event problem. We recommend that you start by determining whether the
event was recorded in the CAIENF database.

• You want to audit what happened when a particular job ran.
• You have a site-specific reason for inspecting recorded event data.

Because CAIENF Version 12.0 and above uses a Datacom/AD database, you can use standard Datacom SQL jobs to
review event data in the database. CAW0JCL data set members that start with CASQL, provide samples that you can
use. The following list describes the sample members:
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CASQL001
Displays the names of the available event tables on the database in case you are not familiar with the event
names. You need the event table names to use the other sample CASQLnnn members.

CASQL002
Performs a standard SQL query for reporting on event data.

CASQL003
Reports on the number of recorded events of the specified event name.

CASQL004
(Not for query purposes.) Used for DCM replacement situations only.

CASQL005
Provides archive data so the restore job can be set up properly in rare cases where a restore from the archive
becomes necessary.

CAIENF Health Check
CAIENF supplies one health check that is designed to detect a misuse of the CAIENF SCREEN parameter. Read the
SCREEN parm documentation carefully. Failure to do so could lead to the opposite desired outcome. The CAIENF health
check detects and reports this potential misuse. The CAIENF Screen parm Health Check name is:

CCS_ENF_SCREEN_VALIDITY

Control Options Sharing
Multiple systems can share a single CAIENF control option member. The method uses the CAIENF IF and ENDIF options
to specify groupings of different systems and control options.

The IF option lets you test whether a condition (in this case, a group of systems) is true or false.

• If the condition is true, the options following the IF statement are executed. Execution stops when an ENDIF option is
encountered.

• If the condition is false, the options following the IF statement are purged and a message is sent to the console.

The next IF statement is tested, until the last ENDIF statement is reached.

Options that follow an IF statement can include the CAICCI protocol statement (PROTOCOL), System Symbolics such as
SYSNAME, or other valid options.

Example: Sharing of Frequently Used Options

IF(SYSPLEX='PLEX01'&SYSNAME='HP94'|SYSNAME='HP97')

  EVENT(JOBTERM,REC)

 ENDIF()

IF(SYSNAME='HP91'|SYSNAME='HP92'|SYSNAME='HP94')

  PROTOCOL(TCPIP)

 ENDIF()

Archive Events
To prevent the CAIENF database from filling all available disk space, CAIENF database recorded instances of events
can be automatically archived and purged. Purging is performed when an event instance exceeds its retention period,
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archiving is optional. Event is the ENF control option statement that is used to designate whether to archive expired event
instances or only purge them. ARCHIVE is the ENF control option statement that is used to designate when the event
instance purge and archive occurs.

Upon completion of the archive, CAIENF displays event archiving information for each event. More detailed information
is available to administrators by executing batch job CASQL005 located in the CAW0JCL data set. The archive includes
information useful for performing a restore:

• Archive date and time
• Events included in the archive
• Identification of the first and last events that are archived for each event
• Tape or DASD volser for the archive
• Archive data set name

Examples:

EVENT(JOBFAIL,RP=7)

RP is the number of days the specified event remains in the database.

EVENT(JOBTERM,PURGE=N)

PURGE indicates whether the event instances are purged and not archived (Y) or purged and archived (N).

ARCHIVE(hhmm)

The purging and optionally archiving process is performed each day at the specified time; hour and minute.

ARCHIVE(NOW)

The purging and optionally archiving process is performed immediately.

ARCHIVE(OFF)

The purging and optionally archiving process is not performed.

Archiving can be specified to write to tape or disk. The configured ENF UNIT and SPACE control options determine the
type of archive data set. Other ENF control options determine the archive data set name, space, volser, retention period,
label, and cataloging of the data set.

ENF archive data set control options:

DSNAME
Controls dynamically allocated archive data sets. The data set name that is specified is used as a prefix (16
characters in length including periods). The default is ENF.ARCHIVE.

LABEL
Specifies standard (SL) or Nonstandard (NL) when the archived backup data set is to tape.

RETPD
Specifies the retention period of the archive data sets. CAIENF keeps track of these allocated archive data set
within its database.

SPACE
Controls the primary and secondary space allocation for the archive data set.
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UNIT
Specifies TAPE or 3390 as the unit type to be used for the allocated archive data set.

Restore Events
The CAS9DUTL batch database utility supports the RESTORE command to restore event data from one or more archive
data sets into a database table that is associated with the event.

You can restore archived events into a temporary or an active event table. The description of the table in the database
that receives the archived event data must match the description of the table found in the archive data set selected by the
restore utility. By default, event data is restored into a temporary table.

When restoring event data into a temporary table:

• If the temporary table does not exist, it is created for you using information that is found in the first archive data set
that is opened that satisfies the restore request. The temporary table name is created by prefixing the event name with
CAS9TMP_.

• If the temporary table already exists, it must match the description of the table in the archive data set, or it must be
dropped before running the restore job.

The temporary tables are not selected during the archive/purge process. A temporary table remains defined to the
database until you drop the table. You can drop a temporary table using JCL found in the CAW0JCL data set member
CASQL004 with a SYSIN statement similar to the following statement:

DROP TABLE CAS9ENFS.CAS9TMP_XXXXXXXX;

CAS9TMP_
Indicates that the table to be dropped is a temporary table.

XXXXXXXX
The event table name.

To restore event data to the active event table, the JCL to run the restore utility must contain the TBUPDATE parameter
on the EXEC card:

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=CAS9DUTL,PARM='TBUPDATE'

When restoring event data into an active event table, the table must already exist in the database. Active event tables are
created at the CAIENF initialization based on the EVENT commands specified. The restored event data remains until the
next archive/purge process occurs. The newly restored event data is then rearchived and purged or only purged.

Use the batch job CASQL005 located in the CAW0JCL data set to display information about the archives. Only archives
found in the table can be used to restore an event.

The archive table includes the following information:

Archive Date
The day the archive was performed.

Archive Time
Time of day the archive was performed.

Event Name
The name of the archived event.

First Date
The date of the first record in the archive for the event.

Last Date
The date of the last record in the archive for the event.
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Volser
The volser of the tape or DASD for the archive.

Data Set Name
The archive data set name.

Use the output information that the CASQL005 job generates to create the appropriate CAS9DUTL restore request.

The EVENT parameter identifies the event and the FROM and TO parameters are used to specify a date range of events
to be restored.

 Example: 

RESTORE EVENT(event_name) FROM(yyyyddd) TO(yyyyddd)

The batch JCL to execute the RESTORE operation is located in the CAW0JCL data set member CADB002.

CAIENF/CICS Operation
CAIENF/CICS provides an interface into CICS that Broadcom products can use.

After the CAIENF service starts, it starts the CASCCICS subtask to activate the CAIENF/CICS service.

Messages appear to indicate that CAIENF/CICS is active.

The CAIENF/CICS service installs intercepts in CICS regions to provide an interface for Broadcom products into those
regions. The intercepts installation in the CICS regions can be done automatically or manually, using the CAIENF/CICS
MODE control option.

NOTE
 To use CAIENF/CICS, its SMP/E function modification identifier (FMID) and CAS9DCM2 database DCM must
be installed.

NOTE
 For information, see CAIENF/CICS Requirements.

How CAIENF/CICS Checks for Intercept Modules
The installation of the CAIENF/CICS intercept in a CICS region requires the CAS9Cxx module where xx identifies the
CICS release. The modules are distributed in the CAW0LOAD data set.

CAIENF/CICS checks for the module in the following sequence. This overrides an intercept module with another intercept
module (when testing maintenance). For the intercepts to install, ensure that the required modules are in one of the
indicated locations.

1. CAIENF/CICS searches for the module in the library that a CENFLIB DD statement in the CICS startup JCL member
specifies. If the statement exists and the module is found, it loads the module into the private address space of the
CICS region.

2. If the CENFLIB DD statement does not exist or the module is not found, CAIENF/CICS searches for the module in the
STEPLIB of the CICS startup JCL member. If the module is found, it loads the module into the private address space
of the CICS region.

3. If the module is not found in the STEPLIB, CAIENF/CICS checks the common storage (CSA). You can load modules
into CSA by using the CAIENF/CICS CICSREL control option.

Configure CAIENF/CICS to Install Intercepts Automatically
The CAIENF/CICS interface can be configured to install intercepts in the CICS regions automatically.
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To configure CAIENF/CICS to install intercepts automatically, update the CAIENF control option member with the following
CAIENF/CICS control option:

MODE(CICS,ON)

The intercepts install automatically in the appropriate CICS regions when the following action occurs:

• CAIENF is initialized after an IPL.
• A CICS region becomes active after CAIENF has been initialized.

Configure CAIENF/CICS to Install Intercepts Automatically in Specific CICS Regions
You can configure your environment to install CAIENF/CICS intercepts in specific the CICS regions.

Follow these steps:

1. Make the CAW0LOAD data set available to each CICS region where you want the CAIENF/CICS intercepts installed
by one of the following methods:
– Add a CENFLIB DD Statement, which points to the CAW0LOAD Data set, to the CICS startup JCL member.

WARNING
If you use CENFLIB, the CAW0LOAD data set which contains module CAILPAM must be in the link list or
CICS Steplib.

– Add the CAW0LOAD data set to the CICS STEPLIB.
2. Update the CAIENF control option member with the following CAIENF/CICS control option:

MODE(CICS,ON)

WARNING
Do not use CICSREL(nn). Using it would install the intercept for a given CICS release for all CICS regions.

When CAIENF is initialized, the intercepts install automatically in the configured CICS regions.

Configure CAIENF/CICS to Install Intercepts Automatically for Specific CICS Releases
Depending on your needs, you can configure your environment to install CAIENF/CICS intercepts in the CICS regions that
are at specific releases.

To configure CAIENF/CICS to install intercepts automatically for specific CICS releases, update the CAIENF control option
member with the following CAIENF/CICS control options:

MODE(CICS,ON) CICSREL(nn,...)

nn
Specifies the CICS release.

CICSREL loads the intercept modules for the specified CICS releases into CSA. To minimize CSA utilization, specify only
the releases that you actually use.

When CAIENF is initialized, the intercepts install automatically in the CICS regions that are at the specified releases.

Install CAIENF/CICS Intercepts Manually
NOTE
You cannot install CAIENF/CICS intercepts for ACF2 and Top Secret manually in the CICS TS regions.
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If CAIENF uses the CAIENF/CICS MODE(CICS,NONE) control option, install the CAIENF/CICS intercepts manually.
Manual installation lets you install the intercepts in CICS regions selectively.

To install the CAIENF/CICS intercept manually in a CICS region, issue the following command:

ENF CICS(START,jobname,prodcode)

Activation of Broadcom Products (CAIENF/CICS)
The DCM configuration statements in the CAIENF ENFPARMS data set define Broadcom products that use CAIENF/
CICS. During the initialization, each product that is defined as a user of CAIENF/CICS can determine whether it is to
process in the current CICS region.

Example: Activate a Broadcom Product in a CICS Region Manually

If CAIENF is configured with MODE(CICS,NONE) and you want to activate JARS (product code UX62) in a CICS region
that is named CICSV310, issue the following command:

ENF CICS(START,CICSV310,UX62)

NOTE
You cannot activate ACF2™ and Top Secret manually in the CICS CTS regions.

CAIENF/CICS SPAWN Communications Facility Operation
CAIENF/CICS SPAWN is a communications facility that enables Broadcom products to start units of CICS work from
outside the CICS region using CAICCI.

When the CAIENF service starts, it activates the CAIENF/CICS SPAWN service.

The CAIENF/CICS SPAWN service installs intercepts in CICS regions. The intercepts installation in the CICS regions can
be done automatically or manually using the CAIENF/CICS SPAWN MODE control option.

TIP
To use CAIENF/CICS SPAWN, its SMP/E FMID must be installed. 

NOTE
For information about CAIENF/CICS SPAWN requirements, see Installing.

How CAIENF/CICS SPAWN Checks for Intercept Modules
The installation of the CAIENF/CICS SPAWN intercept in a CICS region requires the CAS9SPxx module where xx
identifies the CICS release. The modules are distributed in the CAW0LOAD data set.

CAIENF/CICS SPAWN checks for the modules in the following sequence. Remember this if you want to override an
intercept module with another intercept module (when testing maintenance). For the intercepts to install, ensure that the
required modules are in one of the indicated locations.

1. CAIENF/CICS SPAWN searches for the module in the library that a CENFLIB DD statement in the CICS startup JCL
member specifies. If the statement exists and the module is found, it loads the module into the private address space
of the CICS region.

2. If the CENFLIB DD statement does not exist or the module is not found, CAIENF/CICS SPAWN searches for the
module in the STEPLIB of the CICS startup JCL member. If the module is found, it loads the module into the private
address space of the CICS region.

3. If the module is not found in the STEPLIB, CAIENF/CICS SPAWN checks the CSA. You can load modules into CSA by
using the CAIENF/CICS SPAWN CICSPAWN control option.
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Configure CAIENF/CICS SPAWN to Install Intercepts Automatically
To configure CAIENF/CICS SPAWN to install intercepts in the CICS regions automatically, update the CAIENF control
option member with the following CAIENF/CICS SPAWN control option:

MODE(CICSPAWN,ON)

When CAIENF is initialized, the intercepts are installed automatically in the CICS regions.

Install CAIENF/CICS SPAWN Intercepts Manually
If CAIENF uses the CAIENF/CICS SPAWN MODE(CICSPAWN,NONE) control option, install the CAIENF/CICS SPAWN
intercepts manually.

To install the CAIENF/CICS SPAWN intercept in a CICS region, issue the following command:

textENF CICS(START,cics_jobname,SPWN)

Example:

To install the CAIENF/CICS SPAWN intercept in a CICS region that is named CICSPROD, issue the following command:

ENF CICS(START,CICSPROD,SPWN)

CAIENF/DB2 Operation
The CAIENF/DB2 service installs intercepts in DB2 regions to provide an interface for Broadcom products into those
regions.

When the CAIENF service starts, it activates the CAIENF/DB2 service.

The CAIENF/DB2 service installs intercepts in DB2 subsystems using the CAIENF/DB2 MODE control option.

NOTE
To use CAIENF/DB2, its SMP/E FMID must be installed.

Manage CAIENF/DB2 to Install Intercepts

Configure CAIENF/DB2 to Install Intercepts

To configure CAIENF/DB2 to install intercepts in DB2 subsystems, update the CAIENF control option member with the
following CAIENF/DB2 control options:

 MODE(DB2,ON)

 DB2REL

 

DB2REL tells CAIENF to load the CASR230 program module into CSA. The module supports all DB2 levels.

To ensure that the CAIENF/DB2 intercepts are installed in your DB2 subsystems, issue the START DB2 commands from
the CAIENF auto commands member so that the DB2 subsystems start after CAIENF becomes active.

Disable or Enable the Installation of CAIENF/DB2 Intercepts

You can disable or enable the installation of CAIENF/DB2 intercepts in DB2 subsystems that can become active in the
future. The operation does not affect currently active DB2 subsystems.
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To disable the future installation of the intercepts, issue the following command:

 ENF MODE(DB2,NONE)

 

The next time a DB2 subsystem starts, no intercept is installed.

To enable the installation of the intercepts again, enter the following command:

 ENF MODE(DB2,ON)

 

CAIENF/DB2 resumes installing intercepts in DB2 subsystems as they start.

Activation of Broadcom Products (CAIENF/DB2)
Broadcom products that use CAIENF/DB2 are defined to CAIENF by adding the appropriate DCM statements to the
ENFPARMs member. The product routine must be in LNKLST or CAIENF STEPLIB.

NOTE
For more information, see your product documentation.

CAIENF/USS Operation
CAIENF/USS supports processes executing in the USS environment. It does not have its own address space. It is
integrated with the CAIENF base component.

NOTE
To use CAIENF/USS, its SMP/E FMID must be installed.

When the CAIENF service starts, it activates the CAIENF/USS service.

The following console message appears after CAIENF startup:

CARR001I - CA Intercept Technology for z/OS UNIX Services Starting

CAIENF/USS requires USS to be initialized before it completes its startup. For example, if CAIENF runs early during
system startup before all the USS components have started, CAIENF/USS waits for those components to start before it
continues its own startup. You see the following message that alerts you that CAIENF/USS is waiting for USS to initialize:

CARR008I - Waiting for OMVS Kernel initialization

When USS completely initializes, CAIENF/USS continues with its own startup. When startup completes, the following
message appears:

textCARR002I - CA Intercept Technology for z/OS USS initialized, RC=nn 

If the return code nn is not zero, a problem has occurred and CAIENF/USS is not properly initialized. Correct the source of
the problem and reinitialize CAIENF/USS.

Reinitialize CAIENF/USS

Reinitialize using the CARRINIT Program

To reinitialize CAIENF/USS to apply (or remove) maintenance, or to correct an error that occurred during CAIENF/USS
startup. You can reinitialize CAIENF/USS using the CARRINIT program.
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To use CARRINIT, the user ID must have the following definitions and security permissions for USS:

• Superuser ID (UID 0) or permission to the IBM FACILITY resource BPX.SUPERUSER
• OMVS segment with valid group ID (GID), home directory, and shell program
• Permission to the IBM FACILITY resource BPX.DAEMON if you have defined this resource in your installation

Follow these steps:

1. Create a started task procedure using the following JCL statements as an example:
text//ENFUSS PROC 

//REINIT EXEC PGM=CARRINIT,REGION=0K,TIME=1440 

//STEPLIB DD DSN=step_library  

The procedure initializes CAIENF/USS.
2. Submit a batch job that executes the procedure or issue the following command:

 START ENFUSS

 

CAIENF/USS initializes.
3. Watch for the CARR001I and CARR002I messages to ensure that CAIENF/USS reinitializes properly.

Reinitialize CAIENF/USS by Restarting CAIENF

If you do not have root privileges in USS, you can reinitialize CAIENF/USS by restarting CAIENF. However, restarting
CAIENF can disrupt Broadcom products that require it.

To reinitialize CAIENF/USS by restarting CAIENF, stop CAIENF and then restart it.

SNMP Monitor
The CAIENF SNMP Monitor enables Broadcom products to issue the SNMP traps using a common SNMP proxy. The
SNMP Monitor runs as a started task and uses CAIENF to listen for these events. The user ID of the started task must
have a valid OMVS segment.

When an ENFSNMP event occurs, it is transmitted using TCP/IP Broadcom Services, and other SNMP managers can
receive the z/OS exception condition. The SNMP traps are sent to the port defined for SNMP-trap, which is usually 162.
The IP address to which the events are sent is set by the Broadcom product that issues them and is included in the
events.

For information about where to set the IP address, see your product documentation.

NOTE
The CAIENF SNMP Monitor requires TCP/IP and IBM C libraries.

Start/Stop the SNMP Monitor

Start the Monitor

Start the CAIENF SNMP Monitor to issue the SNMP traps using a common SNMP proxy for Broadcom products.

Follow these steps:

1. Make a copy of the CAW0PROC(ENFSNMPM) member.
2. Update the copy to suit the requirements of your site.
3. Update the SNMPVARS member. A sample is in CAW0OPTV(SNMPVARS).
4. Update the SNMPCNFG member. A sample is in CAW0OPTV(SNMPCNFG).
5. Move ENFSNMPM to a system proclib.
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ENFSNMPM is set up as a started task.
6. Manually start ENFSNMPM, if CAIENF is already active.
7. (Optional) To let the task start when ENF is started, add the following command to the CAIENF auto commands

member:

START ENFSNMPM

The SNMP Monitor runs when CAIENF starts.

Stop the Monitor

Issue the following command:

P ENFSNMPM

Trace and Debug
In general, the TRACE facility traces the general flow and the DEBUG facility provides more information about the
functions it performs. Enter the commands by using the modify MVS console command:

• To turn on TRACE for the CAIENF SNMP monitor:

F enfsnmpm,TRAce ON

• To turn off TRACE:

F enfsnmpm,TRAce OFF

• To turn on DEBUG for the CAIENF SNMP monitor, enter the following command:

F enfsnmpm,DEbug ON

• To turn off DEBUG:

F enfsnmpm,DEbug OFF 

Only the capitalized letters are required to invoke the function.

Messages, debug, and trace information are sent to DDNAME CAW1LOG. This must be allocated otherwise file
‘DD:CAW1LOG’ can be created in the default USS home directory (as specified by the OMVS segment).

SNMP Monitor Environment Variables
The SNMP Monitor runs with a set of environment variables. Override the default values of these variables by customizing
the SNMPVARS parmlib member that the ENVVAR DD statement in your ENFSNMPM procedure specifies. A sample is
distributed in the CAW0OPTV data set.

SNMP_ECHO_CONFIG_FILE
SNMP_ECHO_CONFIG_FILE=Y to echo the configuration file to CAW1LOG. For security reasons, the default is
not to echo (mainly for SNMPv3).
Default: SNMP_ECHO_CONFIG_FILE=N

CAICATD0000
Enterprise object identifier (OID).
Default: 1.3.6.1.4.1.791, which is the Broadcom enterprise OID.
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CAICATD0001
System default description, which is the MIB-II machine-specific information for the system. It takes the form of an
OID and only the Broadcom security API uses it.

SNMP_CACHE_TIMEOUT
Time in seconds to hold valid DNS lookup values in cache (reduce DNS calls). Entries will be revalidated after the
time interval.
Default: 600

SNMP_CACHE_WAIT
Time in to wait after an attempt to resolve a name has failed before attempting again to resolve the name. (Allows
for DSN updating.)
Default: 60

SNMP_DEBUG
Indicates whether debugging messages are issued. You can specify SNMP_DEBUG=Y to issue the messages.
Default: SNMP_DEBUG=N.

SNMP_TRACE
Indicates whether tracing messages are issued. You can specify SNMP_TRACE=Y to issue the messages.
Default: SNMP_TRACE=N.

SAPI_ROUTER
Node name for the Audit computer.
Default: none

SAPI_ROUTERPORT
Fixed port number for Audit computer if portmapper is not available.
Default: 111

IP_STACK
TCP/IP stack to be used. The format is IP_STACK=TCPIP-JOBNAME.
Default: default TCP/IP stack

TZ
Time zone Affects the timestamp on messages. See the appendix on “Setting the Local Time Zone with the TZ
Environmental Variable” in the z/OS UNIX System Services Command Reference.

SNMP Monitor Configuration File
Beginning with CCS Version 14.0, the SNMP Monitor runs with a configuration file. Customize the SNMPCNFG parmlib
member that the CONFIG DD statement in your ENFSNMPM procedure specifies. A sample is distributed in the
CAW0OPTV data set.

Syntax:

node port protocol parameters

The full description is contained in the sample. The node corresponds to the “node” in the CAIENF Event which the
product creating the Event sets. Consult the product documentation to determine how the node is set.

If using only the simple SNMP TRAP protocol (as in versions of the SNMP Monitor before Version 14.0), use a simple one
line configuration. Specify the node as an asterisk, the port with the port number (in versions before Version 14.0, this was
supplied by the environmental variable SNMP_PORT), the protocol as “snmpv1” and for parameters, specify the SNMP
community (in versions before Version 14.0, this was supplied by the environmental variable SNMP_COMMUNITY, the
default was “public”). See the sample for an example of this entry.

If using SNMPv2 or SNMPv3, see the sample for a full description of the parameters.
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For SNMPv3, the ENGINEID can be set for each target host so that the SNMP Monitor can participate in any number
of SNMP administratively defined environments. Both MD5 and SHA-1 are supported for authentication; only DES is
supported for privacy (encryption).

CA Event Notification Facility Batch Database Query and
Administration
This page describes commonly used batch database query and administration requests. These requests display
information about CAIENF events and allow administration of database event tables. Administrators can design their own
database queries.

WARNING
Updating or deleting tables must only be performed under the advice of Broadcom Support. CASQL004 and
CADB001 must only be used under advice of Broadcom Support or as instructed by a maintenance PTF.

A list of common requests:

CASQL001
Lists all CAIENF Event database tables.

CASQL002
Lists Event table event instances. A date range can be specified.

CASQL003
Lists the Event table count of event instances. A date range can be specified.

CASQL004
Deletes (DROP) a CAIENF database event table.

WARNING
Use this job under advice of CAIENF Broadcom Support only.

CADB001
Flushes database cache and closes all CAIENF tables. This job can be used with job CASQL004.

WARNING
Use this job under advice of CAIENF Broadcom Support only.

How to Configure CA Common Logger Service to Write to z/OS Log
Streams
The CA Common Logger Service service provides logging services to let Broadcom products access the z/OS System
Logger-defined coupling facility (CF) structure log streams and DASD-only log streams. Coupling facility (CF) structure
log streams provide sysplex-wide access to log data. DASD-only log streams provide single system access. This service
allows for consistent log management and simultaneous use of log streams across multiple Broadcom products.

The CA Common Logger Service service does not provide the means to define log streams. The process remains as an
external activity, which is outside of the CA Common Logger Service.

CA Common Logger Service requires you to update the policy data in the CFRM and LOGR couple data sets to define
log streams. The CA Common Logger Service also requires you to add log streams for use by the CA Common Logger
Service by using the ADD [LOGGER] LOGDEVICE command.

NOTE
You must have security access to update policy. For information regarding how to update policy, see the IBM
manual: z/OS MVS Setting Up a Sysplex.
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Figure 12: How to Configure CA Common Logger Service to Write to zOS Log Streams

Follow these steps:

1. Configure the CFRM Policy to Define a CF Structure for the Log Stream.
2. Configure the LOGR Policy for the Log Stream.
3. Configure the LOGR Policy for the DASD-Only Log Stream .
4. Add the Log Stream to the CA Common Logger Service as a Log Device.
5. Confirm Your Configuration.

Configure the CFRM Policy to Define a CF Structure for the Log Stream

IMPORTANT
Complete this step only if you are using CF structure for your log streams. If you are using a DASD-only log
stream, see Configure the LOGR Policy for the DASD-Only Log Stream.

Update the CFRM policy using the IBM utility program IXCMIAPU. For more information, see the IBM manual: z/OS MVS
Setting Up a Sysplex.

Example:

The following example illustrates how to define structures that are named MY_STRUCTURE1 and MY_STRUCTURE2 to the
CFRM policy for CF log streams.

• STRUCTURE NAME(MY_STRUCTURE1) SIZE(9216K)
• STRUCTURE NAME(MY_STRUCTURE2) SIZE(9216K)

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=IXCMIAPU

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

DATA TYPE(CFRM) REPORT(YES) 

DEFINE POLICY NAME(MYPOLICY) REPLACE(YES) 

CF NAME(CFCCXCOM) DUMPSPACE(4000K) PARTITION(00) CPCID(00)

TYPE(SIMDEV) MFG(IBM) PLANT(EN) SEQUENCE(0000CFCCXCOM) 

STRUCTURE NAME(MY_STRUCTURE1) SIZE(9216K)

PREFLIST(CFCCXCOM) 

STRUCTURE NAME(MY_STRUCTURE2) SIZE(9216K)

PREFLIST(CFCCXCOM) 

/*
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Configure the LOGR Policy for the Log Stream

Update the LOGR policy using the IBM utility program IXCMIAPU. For more information, see the IBM manual: z/OS MVS
Setting Up a Sysplex.
After you complete this step, see Add the Log Stream to the CA Common Logger Service as a Log Device.

Example:

The following example illustrates how to define the log streams and associate them with the CF structure that you
previously defined.

//LOGRP EXEC PGM=IXCMIAPU,REGION=4096K 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 

//SYSIN DD * 

/* UPDATE LOGR COUPLE DATA SET */

DATA TYPE(LOGR) 

REPORT(YES) 

DEFINE STRUCTURE NAME(MY_STRUCTURE1) 

LOGSNUM(8) 

AVGBUFSIZE(32767) 

MAXBUFSIZE(64000) 

DEFINE LOGSTREAM NAME(MY.LOG1) 

STRUCTNAME(MY_STRUCTURE1) 

DEFINE STRUCTURE NAME(MY_STRUCTURE2) 

LOGSNUM(8) 

AVGBUFSIZE(4096) 

MAXBUFSIZE(64000) 

DEFINE LOGSTREAM NAME(MY.LOG2) 

STRUCTNAME(MY_STRUCTURE2) 

/* 

//

Configure the LOGR Policy for the DASD-Only Log Stream

IMPORTANT
This method does not require the coupling facility.

Update the LOGR policy using the IBM utility program IXCMIAPU. For more information, see the IBM manual: z/OS MVS
Setting Up a Sysplex.

Example:

The following example illustrates how to define the DASD-only log streams.

//LOGRP EXEC PGM=IXCMIAPU,REGION=4096K 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 

//SYSIN DD * 

/* UPDATE LOGR LGSTREAM DATA SET */

DATA TYPE(LOGR) 

REPORT(YES) 

/* DASDONLY WITH SPECIFIC PARMS */ 

DEFINE LOGSTREAM NAME(MY.LOG3) 

LS_MGMTCLAS() LS_STORCLAS() HLQ(CALG) MODEL(NO) LS_SIZE(0) 

LOWOFFLOAD(0) HIGHOFFLOAD(80) 

RMNAME() DESCRIPTION(MYSAMP.DASD.STG1) AUTODELETE(NO) 

DASDONLY(YES) 
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MAXBUFSIZE(65532) 

DEFINE LOGSTREAM NAME(MY.LOG4) 

DASDONLY(YES) 

/* 

//

Add the Log Stream to the CA Common Logger Service as a Log Device

After z/OS Logger log streams have been defined to the z/OS Logger, you add them for use by the CA Common Logger
Service. To add the logger streams, issue the following command:

ADD[LOGGER]LOGDEVICE[LOGNAME=logname][PRODUCT=product][DESCRIPTION=description][LSNAME=lsname]

[LOGCLASS=logclass]

NOTE
After you add the log stream to a device, if necessary, you can use the REMOVE command to change the log
characteristics.

LOGNAME

1 though 16 character name of the log.

The first character must be uppercase alphabetic or national ('@','#','$'). Any subsequent character can be uppercase
alphabetic, numeric, national, or an underscore '_'. The log name is the method by which a Broadcom product references
a CALOGGER-managed log.

PRODUCT

1 though 24 character mask of a Broadcom product or component. When this operand is specified, the log stream can be
dedicated to given Broadcom products or components.

The first character must be uppercase alphabetic or national ('@','#','$'). Any subsequent character can be uppercase
alphabetic, numeric, national, a dash '-'or an underscore '_'.

Two mask characters are supported. A question mark '?' matches any single character. An asterisk '*' matches the current
character position and any subsequent characters.

DESCRIPTION

1 though 64 character quoted text string that provides a description of the log.

LSNAME

1 through 26 character name of a previously defined z/OS Logger log stream. The name must follow the naming
convention that is established for z/OS log streams.
LOGCLASS

(Optional) Classification of acceptable data objects that make up the content on this log stream. The operand value
corresponds to the LOGCLASS= specification on the #LOGGER programmable interface and the LOGCLASS=
parameters on the SUBSYS= DD statement.

The LOGCLASS operand must be one of the following keycodes: DATA, MSG, TRACE, ANY.

Default: ANY

Example

The following example illustrates how to add a DASD-only log stream to the CA Common Logger Service as a log device.
You also make it available for use by Broadcom products.
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F CALOGGER,ADD LOGDEVICE,LOGNAME=CA_PRODUCT_LOG,DESCRIPTION=MYSAMP.DASD.STG1,

 LSNAME=MY.LOG4,PROD=CA_PRODUCT_NAME

Confirm Your Configuration

Confirm your configuration by issuing the following command:

DISPLAY[LOGGER] LOGDEVICES [SUMMARY|DETAILED|USERS] [LOGNAME=logname][PRODUCT=product]

NOTE
CA Common Logger Service also supports a DISPLAY command to view active user connections.

SUMMARY|DETAILED|USERS (Optional)

Specifies whether the DISPLAY shows summary information about all LOGDEVICEs (SUMMARY), detailed information
about all LOGDEVICEs (DETAILED) or summary information about all LOGDEVICEs and the users that have registered
connections to the LOGDEVICEs (USERS).

Default: SUMMARY

LOGNAME (Optional)

1 through 16 character log name mask.

The first character must be uppercase alphabetic or national ('@','#','$'). Any subsequent character can be uppercase
alphabetic, numeric, national, or an underscore '_'. Log name masking is supported. A question mark ('?') matches a
single character position. An asterisk matches the current character position and all following positions.

Default: "*" (Displays all defined logs.)

PRODUCT (Optional)

1 through 24 character mask of a Broadcom product or component. If this operand is specified, log stream can be
dedicated to given Broadcom products or components.

The first character must be uppercase alphabetic or national ('@','#','$'). Any subsequent character can be uppercase
alphabetic, numeric, national, a dash '-'or an underscore '_'.

Two mask characters are supported. A question mark '?' matches any single character. An asterisk '*' matches the current
character position and any subsequent characters.

Default: "*" (any Broadcom product or component can write data objects to this log stream)

Example: Potential Result of This Scenario

-15.48.19 13 RCS F CALOGGER,DISPLAY LOGGER LOGDEVICES DETAILED 

CASV0104I 10.15.20 DISPLAY 165               DATA LINE     1 OF 2

LOGNAME PRODUCT STATE

CA_PRODUCT_LOG CA_PRODUCT_NAME CONNECTED

MYSAMP.DASD.STG1

LSName= MY.LOG4

Maxbuffer Size= 65532

LogType=z/OS Log Stream

Class=Data

CA Resource Initialization Manager
The CA Resource Initialization Manager (CAIRIM) service prepares your operating system environment for all of your
Broadcom products and then starts them. CAIRIM lets you install Broadcom products dynamically. You do not need to
install SVCs, link pack area (LPA) modules, subsystem definitions, SMF exits, or make other permanent changes to your
operating system setup.
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CAIRIM also features two subcomponents, LMP for license management and CAISSF for security management.

How CAIRIM Works
CAIRIM is parameter driven, accepting input from a sequential file that a PARMLIB DD statement in the
CAW0PROC(CAS9) member allocates. The file contains product-specific parameter statements. CAIRIM initializes the
product requirements that are specified in the parameter statements, followed by any requested auto commands.

CAIRIM finishes with one of the following return codes:

0
Initialization completed successfully.

4
An error occurred in one or more initialization routines.

8
An error occurred while processing one or more PARM statements.

CAIRIM Parameter Statements
If a product requires a parameter statement, the installation documentation provides the information.

Each parameter statement specifies a product, version, the level, and other optional parameters.

Example:

PRODUCT(CA-LIBRARIAN) VERSION(LJ43) INIT(LJ43INIT)

Initialization Routines

Specify the name of an initialization routine through the INIT parameter. CAIRIM validates this routine against specified
parameters and then executes the routine. The initialization routine in turn invokes various CAIRIM facilities to install
the operating system interfaces, such as SVC routines, LPA modules, and SMF intercepts. You can put the product
initialization routine in a link list (LNKLST) data set, the CAIRIM STEPLIB, or a private library.

Initialization Data Sets

You can direct CAIRIM to a specific data set for loading the initialization routine by specifying the LOADLIB parameter.
The data set must be APF authorized. The LOADLIB parameter causes TASKLIB for the routine to switch to that data set.

If LOADLIB is used, the initialization routine and the associated CAIRIM program modules must be in the LINKLST or in
the data set specified by the LOADLIB parameter. If they are only in a CAIRIM STEPLIB, an S806 abend will occur.

CAIRIM Auto Commands
After invoking the initialization routines, CAIRIM issues the auto commands that you specified in the auto commands
member defined by the AUTOCMDS DD statement. To prevent dual startups, these commands are issued only during the
first-time CAIRIM is run after each IPL. The subsequent runs of CAIRIM result in the execution of the pending initialization
routines, but the auto commands are not reissued.

NOTE
For CAIRIM to reissue auto commands, you can use the AUTOCMDS parameter when you rerun it.
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Verification of Initialization
CAIRIM stores the result of each initialization routine in the form of date, time, and success or failure that is based on the
return code. The CAIRIM Verification Utilities named CAIRIMU, CAISFMU, and CAISUBU display this information. If you
experience problems, use the utilities to verify the initialization.

CAIRIM Operation
You can run CAIRIM any time before the operation of the Broadcom product that depends on it.

NOTE
We recommend that you do not start CAIENF until after CAIRIM ends.

You can run CAIRIM multiple times because it tracks products that are installed correctly and bypasses the initialization of
those products that are already running.

You can run CAIRIM in one of the following methods:

TIP

Running CAIRIM automatically at IPL is the recommended method.

Run CAIRIM as a Started Task

You run CAIRIM as a started task unless an installed Broadcom product requires CAIRIM to be run before JES.

Follow these steps:

1. Make a copy of the CAW0PROC(CAS9) member.
2. Update the copy to suit the requirements of your site.
3. Move the updated copy to a system proclib.
4. Issue one of the following console commands:

 START CAS9

 START CAS9,,,AUTOCMDS

 START CAS9,,,EKGP

 

AUTOCMDS
Reissues all the commands the AUTOCMDS DD statement specified.

NOTE
Usually, CAIRIM only issues auto commands the first time it is run. This parameter forces auto
commands to be reissued on subsequent startups.

IMPORTANT
Before using the AUTOCMDS parameter, check that reissuing the commands do not cause problems.
The parameter can result in duplicate started tasks.

EKGP
Causes CAIRIM to prompt the operator to input a valid EKG LMP Key.

CAIRIM starts.

Run CAIRIM Under the Master Subsystem

Run CAIRIM under the master subsystem if an installed Broadcom product requires CAIRIM initialization before JES.
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Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that a copy of the CAW0PROC(CAS9) member is updated to suit the requirements of your site, is in a system
proclib.

NOTE
When running CAIRIM under the Master subsystem, you cannot direct SYSPRINT to SYSOUT=*. Specify a
SYSPRINT DD DUMMY statement or, if you want the SYSPRINT output, direct SYSPRINT to a permanent
data set.

2. Start CAIRIM before JES:
 START CAS9,SUB=MSTR,TIME=1440

 

CAIRIM starts under the master subsystem.

Run CAIRIM as a Batch Job

Run CAIRIM as a batch job to retain the output.

Follow these steps:

1. Make a copy of the CAW0JCL(CAIRIM) member.
2. Update the copy to suit the requirements of your site.
3. Submit the copy as a job.

CAIRIM starts.

Automate the Startup of CAIRIM at IPL

Follow these steps:

1. Add the following command to the SYS1.PARMLIB(COMMNDxx) member that is used for the IPL.
 COM='START CAS9'  CAI RESOURCE INITIALIZATION MANAGER

 

2. Move the z/OS auto commands that you want to issue after CAIRIM (for example, the START JES command if you
want to start JES after CAIRIM) from the SYS1.PARMLIB(COMMNDxx) member to the auto commands member
defined by the AUTOCMDS DD statement for CAIRIM.
At the next IPL, CAIRIM will start automatically.

Multiple members can be concatenated for processing and it does not matter which member contains the command.

CAIRIM Auto Commands Member

After the initialization of the Broadcom products, irrespective of whether the initialization was successful, CAIRIM reads
the member that the AUTOCMDS DD statement defined and issues each command in the member.

The CAIRIM auto commands member specifies one command per line, exactly as it would be issued from the operator
console. You can add comments by placing an asterisk (*) in Column 1. The option, WAIT(nnn), causes the auto
command process to pause nnn seconds, where nnn is a number from 0 through 999.

Example: Auto Command for Starting Scheduler

 Col 1

     *  Bring up CA-Scheduler

     START CAOMS

     WAIT(30)
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Error Handling
CAIRM handles the following error conditions:

Failure to allocate, open, or read the parmlib data set
Processing continues to issue the CAIRIM auto commands.

Syntax errors in control cards
Processing continues with the next PRODUCT parameter.

Errors while allocating, opening, or reading the product load library
Processing continues with the next PRODUCT parameter.

Missing product initialization routine
Processing continues with the next PRODUCT parameter.

Abends or nonzero return codes from any product installation routine
Processing continues with the next PRODUCT parameter.

Error while opening or reading the CAIRIM auto commands member
Processing terminates.

General abend anywhere within the CAIRIM routine
CAIRIM tries to associate the abend with a specific product initialization function and terminates that function. If
CAIRIM cannot isolate the error, it aborts any further dynamic product installations. In either case, CAIRIM issues
the auto commands.

SVC dumps by CAIRIM have the following title:

textCAIRIM INITIALIZATION DUMP. PRODUCT = product VERSION = version 

product and version identify the product being initialized. If the error cannot be isolated to a single product, N/A replaces
product and version.

When a product initialization routine ends with a nonzero return code, the CAS9140E error message is issued. By default,
this message is not highlighted. Add this statement in the RIMPARM member that the PARMLIB DD statement defines.
Start in Column one to highlight this message and make it nonscrollable:

HIGHLIGHT=ON

The statement affects the product initialization routines that follow it. To turn off this behavior later in the member, add the
following statement:

HIGHLIGHT=OFF

IF/ENDIF Logic Statements and System Symbols
With PTF RO52581, CAIRIM offers the following options for RIMPARMs for improved SYSPLEX parm sharing capability.

• IF/ENDIF
• LOG/NOLOG
• System symbol substitution

For example, you could code a data set name that includes system symbols on the RIMPARM LOADLIB optional keyword
such that an APF failure on such a LOADLIB would let CAIRIM continue to the next RIMPARM statement.

ENDIF
ENDIF is a keyword that is used to terminate a corresponding IF keyword statement. The ENDIF keywords must
equally match the number of IF keyword statements that are specified in a parameter file. If you have more ENDIF
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keyword statements than there are corresponding IF keyword statements, a syntax error occurs. The statement
on which the error was found is returned.
ENDIF is only recognized as a keyword if it is the first verb that the Common Parameter File Reader Service on
a given input statement reads. You can use comments on an ENDIF keyword statement. However, if extraneous
data is found on a keyword statement, a syntax error occurs. The statement on which the error was found is
returned.
If an ENDIF keyword statement is successfully processed, the statement is not returned to the caller. Conversely,
the service begins reading the next statement.

IF
The IF keyword statement is used to support "if" logic in a parameter file. Several cases exist for when a syntax
error can be found on an IF keyword statement. For all syntax errors, the statement on which the error was found
is returned.
The IF keyword takes on the form:
IF    &symbol.    [!]=    (value0 [,value1] …)

The IF keyword statement is only recognized as a keyword if it is the first verb that the Common Parameter File
Reader Service on a given input statement reads. One or more spaces must follow this keyword. If a space does
not follow "IF," it is not treated as a keyword. IF keyword statements can be nested up to 12,287 levels.
If the service determines that the IF keyword statement is present, and the caller of the service specified
SYMSUB=NO on the OPEN call, symbol substitution is done on the next data item found, &symbol.,
unconditionally.

Symbol substitution
&symbol.

Specifies a data item to compare against the values on the right side of the compare operator. It is passed
to the #SYMSUB service. If it is found to be a defined symbol, it is substituted to its appropriate value (for
example, if &symbol. was &SYSNAME., after substitution, &SYSNAME. is the name of the current system
after substitution). &symbol. One or more spaces must follow &symbol. A syntax error occurs if a space
does not follow it.

[!]=
Identifies the compare operator. The valid operators are ‘=’ and "!=" which are interpreted as "equal" and
"not equal" respectively. If the operator is ‘=’, the &symbol. is compared against the values on the right
side of the compare operator and the IF keyword statement is evaluated as true if the &symbol. is equal
to any compare values. If the compare operator is "!=", the &symbol. is compared against the values on
the right side of the compare operator and the IF keyword statement is evaluated as true if the &symbol.
is not equal to any compare values. One or more spaces must follow [!]=. A syntax error occurs if a space
does not follow it.

(value0 [,value1] …)
Identifies the values to compare against the &symbol. based on the specified compare operator. This
part of the IF keyword statement is parsed with the Parse and Scan Facility (PSF) Common Service. Up
to 32 different compare values can be specified here. If more than one value is compared, enclose the
values inside of parentheses and separate each value by a comma. If PSF finds a syntax error and an
error message buffer is supplied by the caller on the READ request, an error message is returned in the
error message buffer.

If any part of the IF keyword statement as described in its form is omitted, a syntax error occurs.
If an IF keyword statement is successfully processed, the statement is not returned to the caller. The service
begins reading the next statement.

LOG/NOLOG Keywords
LOG and NOLOG are keywords that are used to control logging attributes of a parameter file.
When the LOG keyword is in use, each statement image in the parameter file is written to the system log.
The message identifier CAMS504I prefixes each statement image in this case. Additionally, if the statement
image contains a symbolic value that has been successfully substituted, the statement image that contains the
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substituted value is also written to the system log. The message identifier CAMS505I prefixes each statement
image in this case.

NOTE
When reading from the Logical Parmlib Concatenation, statement images that contain symbolic values
are only logged with the substituted values.

When the NOLOG keyword is in use, no records in the parameter file are written to the system log.
The LOG and NOLOG keywords can be used multiple times in a parameter file. The current log specification
remains in effect until a different log specification is requested. The current log specification also remains in effect
for parameter files that are opened with the INCLUDE keyword. Changes in the log specification in a parameter
file that was opened with the INCLUDE keyword only remain in effect until the INCLUDE file is closed. After an
INCLUDE file is closed, the logging attributes for the previous member carry on.
LOG and NOLOG are only recognized as keywords if they are the first verbs read in by the Common Parameter
File Reader Service on a given input statement. You can use comments on the LOG and NOLOG keywords
statements. However, if extraneous data is found on a keyword statement, a syntax error occurs and the
statement on which the error was found is returned.
If a LOG keyword statement is successfully processed, the effect of the keyword takes effect immediately.
If a NOLOG keyword statement is successfully processed, the effect of the keyword takes effect beginning with
the next statement image read in.

NOTE
In the following examples, assume that all statements are read while executing on a system name "SYS1" with
the "z/OS" operating system.

Example: LOG

Assume that NOLOG is in effect at the time the first statement is read. The following input statements use LOG and
NOLOG keywords:

LOG

VERB1 KEYWORD1 = (&SYSNAME.)

NOLOG

VERB2 KEYWORD2 = (OPERAND2)

Would be logged to the system log as:

CAMS504I LOG                      

CAMS504I VERB1 KEYWORD1 = (&SYSNAME.) 

CAMS505I VERB1 KEYWORD1 = (XE97)  

CAMS504I NOLOG

Example: Equal

The following input statements use an "equal" compare:

IF     &SYSNAME. = SYS1

       ECHO=YES

ENDIF

These statements cause echoing to be turned on for all proceeding RIMPARM statements, if the statement evaluates as
true. ENDIF must be paired with an equal number of IF keyword statements.

Example: Not Equal

The following statements use a "not equal" compare:

IF     &SYSNAME. != SYS1
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       SMPPARM = ON

       LMPEXIT = YES

ENDIF

These statements skip the SMPPARM=ON statement and the LMPEXIT=YES statement because &SYSNAME. is
substituted as "SYS1", and the "if not" statement evaluates as false. The skipped statements are processed but not
returned to the caller on a READ request.

Example: Nested IF Statements

The following statements use nested IF keyword statements:

IF     &OSNAME. = z/OS

       ECHO = YES

       IF   &SYSNAME. = (SYS1, SYS2)

            LOG

            SMPPARM = ON

       ENDIF

       IF   &SYSNAME. != (SYS1, SYS2)

            NOLOG

            LMPEXIT = YES

       ENDIF

ENDIF

These statements cause echoing to be turned on if the operating system name is z/OS. If the &SYSNAME. is equal to
SYS1 or SYS2, logging is turned on, and SMPPARM=ON is processed. If the &SYSNAME is not equal to SYS1 or SYS2,
logging is turned off, and LMPEXIT=YES is processed.

Example: Symbol Substitution

The following statements use symbol substitution within a LOADLIB parm:

PRODUCT(CA DATACOM) VERSION(BD12) INIT(DBRIMPR)                  -

LOADLIB(&LOADHLQ..DCR1200Z.SMPE.CAAXLOAD) -

PARM(D247,DBSVCPR,TYP=3)

These statements cause the value for &LOADHLQ. to be substituted. The resulting statement must follow z/OS
conventions for Partition Data Set(PDS) qualifier names. The resulting PDS is then checked for a member that is coded
on the INIT statement.

CAIRIM Verification Utilities
The following utilities verify the initialization of your resources:

• CAIRIMU displays the status of all modules initialized by CAIRIM.
• CAISMFU displays the status of the SMF exits that CAIRM installs.
• CAISUBU displays the status of the subsystems that CAIRM installs.

CAIRIM Utilities Operation

Execute the CAIRIM utilities in one of the following ways:

• As a batch job -- The CAW0JCL data set contains the sample JCL members for invoking each utility from a batch job.
• As a started task -- The CAW0PROC data set contains the sample members.
• From a TSO CLIST -- The sample CLISTS are provided in the CAI.CAW0CLS0 utilizing LIBDEF.
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NOTE
When you execute the utilities as started tasks or batch jobs, the output is in the form of WTO messages sent to
the system console or the batch job log. In TSO, messages are sent directly to the TSO session for the user.

CAIRIMU Utility

The CA Resource Initialization Manager Utility, CAIRIMU, lists the product or component name, version, and level, and
displays the result of each initialization routine in the form of date, time, and success or failure, based on the return code.
By executing this utility, you can determine which products and components have been initialized.

Example: Typical Output

Generally, the output from CAIRIMU is as follows:

CAS9006I   THE FOLLOWING PRODUCTS HAVE BEEN INITIALIZED:

CAS9002I

CAS9007I   PRODUCT             VERS      INIT   DATE/TIME

CAS9008I   product             version   init   date time

                        . . .

CAS9009I   INITIALIZED FROM loadlib

CAS9002I

CAS9010I   NUMBER OF INTERFACES: nn

Example: Possible Error Output

The following output indicates an error:

CAS9011I    NO CAI PRODUCT INTERFACES PRESENT

If CAIRIM is not expected to initialize any products upon startup, this is not an error.

If one or more of your products require CAIRIM initialization, it indicates that CAIRIM has not been run or has encountered
a problem before initializing any products. Run or rerun CAIRIM after correcting any problems.

Example: LMP Output

If LMP has encountered problems, the following output from CAIRIMU can appear:

CAS9012A   nnnn License warnings/violations on CPU @@@@@@

CAS9013A   Product %% expired and is still in use.

This output means that CAIRIM has initialized the product, but LMP noted a warning or violation. The product is permitted
to run, but messages are issued if the problem is not corrected.

For more information, contact Broadcom Support.

CAIRIMU PROD Parameter (Optional)

You can use the optional PROD parameter with the CAIRIMU command to view detailed licensing information about your
installed Broadcom products.

This parameter has the following format:

CAIRIMU PROD[V][(xx-yy)]

V
Designates that the list generated contains only those products that are in violation or approaching the product
expiration date.

xx and yy
Designates the product range.
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Example: Display all products

To display extended usage/status information for all products, use the PROD parameter by itself.

CAIRIMU PROD

Example: Display a single product

To display extended usage/status information for a single product enter the PROD parameter with one product in the
range. This example displays usage/status information for product A1.

CAIRIMU PROD(A1)

Example: Display a product range that is in violation or near expiration

To display extended usage/status information for a product range enter the PROD parameter with two products in the
range. This example shows products in the range A1-A9 that are in violation or near expiration.

CAIRIMU PRODV(A1-A9)

CAISMFU Utility

The Interceptor Utility, CAISMFU, displays the status of the SMF exits installed by CAIRIM. The display includes the
product that is associated with the SMF module, the version of the module, the name of the module, the purpose of the
module, and the status of the module.

Example: Typical Output

Generally, the output from CAISMFU is as follows:

CAS9001I    INTERFACE SUMMARY:

CAS9002I

CAS9003I    NAME      VERS     DESCRIPTION    STATUS

CAS9004I    pgmname   caid     caidesc        caistat

CAS9002I

CAS9005I    NUMBER OF INTERFACES: nn    NUMBER OF CALLS PROCESSED: nn

Example: Possible Error Output

The following output indicates a possible error:

CAS9011I   NO CAI PRODUCT INTERFACES PRESENT

If none of your products install SMF exits using CAIRIM, this is not an error.

If one or more of your products install SMF exits using CAIRIM, it indicates that CAIRIM has not been run or has
encountered a problem. Run or rerun CAIRIM. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support.

NOTE
For information about the use of SMF exits by a product, see CAIRIM Requirements.

CAISUBU Utility

The Subsystem Utility, CAISUBU, lets you display the status of the subsystems that CAIRIM installed. The utility verifies
the current status of the subsystems, their subsystem control table address, and their program initialization programs, if
any.

The status display includes the four-character subsystem name, the SSCT address (of an internal z/OS data structure),
the status of the subsystem, and the subsystem initialization program, if any.

Example: Typical Output
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Generally, the output from CAISUBU is as follows:

CAS9040I   SUBSYSTEM SUMMARY:

CAS9002I

CAS9041I   NAME      SSCT ADDRESS  STATUS     INIT ROUTINE

CAS9042I   subname     @@@@@@@@    caistat    initname

CAS9002I

Example: Possible Error Output

If CAIRIM has not been run or has encountered a problem, the following output from CAIRIMU appears:

The following output indicates a possible error:

CAS9011I    NO CAI PRODUCT INTERFACES PRESENT

If none of your products install subsystems using CAIRIM, this is not an error.

If one or more of your products install subsystems using CAIRIM, it indicates that CAIRIM has not been run or has
encountered a problem. Run or rerun CAIRIM. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support.

LMP
LMP (License Management Program) is a subcomponent of CAIRIM that provides a standardized and automated
approach to the tracking of licensed software. It uses enforcement software to validate the configuration and to report on
activities regarding the licensing, usage, and financial aspects of Broadcom software.

How LMP Works

LMP is designed to operate smoothly and efficiently, whether you are using one Broadcom solution on one central
processing unit (CPU) or multiple Broadcom solutions on several CPUs.

Each computer that is running one or more Broadcom products that LMP maintains uses common enforcement software
and a common KEYS data set member. The KEYS member contains the LMP execution keys that are required to run
the associated Broadcom solutions on each of the specified CPUs. During product installation, you transfer the execution
keys from the LMP Product Key Certificates to control statements in the KEYS member.

LMP is executed as part of the CAIRIM service. The KEYS DD statement in the CAS9 procedure points to the KEYS
member. When CAIRIM is started, LMP reads and verifies each statement in sequential order, as found in the KEYS
member.

During the operation of each Broadcom solution, the LMP enforcement software is invoked periodically. This software
compares the execution keys with the execution environment. If there is a discrepancy between the execution keys and
the environment, it issues messages so that you can resolve the situation and can avoid any interruption in the operation
of the solution. If after 24 hours no violations occur for a Broadcom solution, the messages cease.

The messages are written to the system console, the Event Console, a batch job log, or a TSO terminal, providing a
history of the warnings.

After the messages are issued, the solution continues operation. The enforcement software ensures that a solution under
the control of LMP is not interrupted because of expiration dates, improper execution keys, or changes in the CPU on
which it is running.

Example: Verification of Execution Keys at CAIRIM Startup

Each control statement is displayed as it is read, as shown in the following sample:

CAS9075I - SERVICE(CA-RIM/BASE ) VERS(1200) GENLVL(0808AW000)
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CAS9115I - INPUT: *

CAS9115I - INPUT: * KEY PARAMETERS FOR LMP

CAS9115I - INPUT: *

CAS9115I - INPUT: PROD(CH) CPU(3090-600 /000000) DATE(19JUL11)  1   

     LMPCODE(XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)

CAS9190I - PRODUCT CH KEY ACCEPTED FOR THIS CPU 2   

CAS9115I - INPUT: PROD(SO) CPU(3090-600 /000000) DATE(31OCT10)  3   

     LMPCODE(YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY)

CAS9125E - INVALID DATA: KEY ALREADY EXPIRED    4   

CAS9115I - INPUT: PROD(SO) CPU(3090-600 /111111) DATE(30DEC12)  5   

     LMPCODE(ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ)

The statements give the following results:

• The execution key in 1 is valid. The message in 2 indicates that the key is accepted.
• The execution key in 3 has expired. The message in 4 displays the fact. A similar situation would exist if the key is

invalid or has been tampered with.
• The execution key in 5 is for a CPU other than the one for which CAIRIM is attempting to initialize solutions. The key

is displayed, but no message follows and no action is taken. This outcome can occur if you are sharing a common
member to define the execution keys for multiple CPUs.

Product Execution Key Control Statements

Depending on the type of license, a product execution key statement can have the following formats:

PROD(pp) DATE(ddmmmyy) CPU(tttt-mmmm/ssssss) LMPCODE(kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)

PROD (pp) CPU (tttt-mmmm/ssssss) EXPIRES (ddmmmyyyy)

          LMPCODE (kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk) [DELETE | REMOVE]

PROD
Specifies the two-character product code.

DATE
Specifies the expiration date of the LMP licensing agreement. Date supports the 21st century date format, and
only requires the last two digits of the year. For example, January 1, 2010 is 01JAN10, with 10 representing the
year 2010.

CPU
Specifies the type, model, and serial number of the CPU (for example, 9672-R83 /447276) on which the software
solution is to run. If the type and model require fewer than four characters, blank spaces are inserted at the end of
each field for the unused characters.

LMPCODE
Specifies the execution key to run the software solution.

EXPIRES
Specifies the expiration date of the LMP licensing agreement. Use four digits to identify years.

DELETE | REMOVE
Causes the product key to be marked for bypass and therefore skipped on subsequent scans of the Product
Descriptor Table (PDT). The product key entry is not physically removed from the PDT, simply rendered inactive
with the raising of the bypass semaphore.
This keyword is valid for existing product keys only. A DELETE keyword on a new product definition statement for
which a PDT entry does not exist is rejected, and CAIRIM immediately terminates in error.
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NOTE
The key deletion (removal) is effective only if there are no subsequent license checks (#FLOID) issued
against the product. If a #FLOID request is issued against a previously removed key, it preempts any
previous DELETE action and LMP key violation warnings and alerts are resumed for the product.

Add Product Execution Keys

If a Broadcom product uses LMP, you receive a Key Certificate with the product installation or maintenance media. The
certificate contains the product execution key. To ensure the proper initialization of the product, add the key to CAIRIM.

To add an execution key to CAIRIM, add its control statement to the CAW0OPTN(KEYS) data set member.

Example: Control Statement

PROD(SO) DATE(01JAN10) CPU(9672-R83 /447276) LMPCODE(52H2K06130Z7RZD6)

SITEID Type LMP Keys

SITEID type LMP keys are for sites that have selected Audit Governance to manage and control the use of Broadcom
software in their organizations.

CAIRIM KEYS dd File Record Coding Conventions

The CAIRIM KEYS dd is a file that is comprised of 80-byte records. These records can be broken into four logical fields:

• The first is in position 1. If an "*" is found in this field, then the record is treated as a comment.
• The second field is located in positions 2 through 71 of the record, and contains the CALMP Control Statement data.
• The third field is in position 72. If a "-" is found here, then this Control Statement is continued on the next record.
• The fourth field is in positions 73 through 80 and can be used for numbering the records.

With the introduction of SITEID processing, it is necessary to allow Control Statements to be broken in the middle of a
verb. This is accomplished by coding a " +" (blank space and the plus sign) at the point in the verb data that you want to
break the verb and by adding a "-" (minus sign) in position 72. The data is then continued on the next record.

If you are attempting to break the data in a verb at a space, then the space must be included followed by the " +" so that
the last 3 characters of the verb look like "  +" (2 spaces and a plus) followed by a "-" in position 72.

The Control Statements are not case-sensitive, they can be all upper case, all lower case, or a mixture of both.

Examples:

1xxxxxxxx1xxxxxxxxx2xxxxxxxxx3xxxxxxxxx4xxxxxxxxx5xxxxxxxxx6xxxxxxxxx7xxxxxxxxx8

*                                                                       00010000

*  CALMP KEYS FOR CAIRIM                                                00020000

*                                                                       00030000

SITEID(00123456) SITECODE(ETH2PHQZTXQPXGXRK7ZPT)                       -00050000

   NAME(SUPER DUPER LONG CLIENT NAME AND THIS ONE IS BIG  +            -00060000

                 ENOUGH)                                                00070000

*   SITEID(98765432) SITECODE(AFM3XC43BPASTBG0FUUY8)                   -00090000

*      NAME(THIS IS A LONG CLIENT NAME)                                 00100000

PRODUCT(SO) DATE(19JUL12)                                              -00140000

      CPU(3090-****/ +                                                 -00150000

              071966) LMPCODE(42E2LZA66ZC7RZDD)                         00160000

PRODUCT(SO) DATE(12DEC12)                                              -00170000

      CPU(3090-****/071966) LMPCODE(22E2LZA  +                         -00180000
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              663Z7RZDE)                                                00190000

PRODUCT(L0) DATE(12DEC12)                                              -00200000

      CPU(3090-****/071966) LMPCode(HHGHP8DRRC81T8LG)                   00210000

EKG(35575167)                                                           00220000

PROD(L0) DATE(25DEC11)                                                 -00230000

      CPU(3090-****/456789) LMPCODE(8HGHERW1DC91T8L6)                   00240000

*   PROD(KO) DATE(05MAR10)                                             -00250000

*      CPU(SITE-****/123456) LMPCODE(HEETFYCEP4QED75B)                  00260000

PROD(KO) DATE(11NOV12)                                                 -00270000

      CPU(SITE-****/123456) LMPCODE(9EE5CYCEPBB8D75T)                   00280000

Records 00060000, 00150000, and 00180000 show that the operand was continued on another record by coding a "
+" (blank followed by a plus sign) as the last two characters of the operand on the record to be continued and by adding a
"-" in column 72.

Records 00060000 and 00180000 show that to break at a blank, code that blank with the " +" (blank followed by a plus
sign) so that in the Control Statement there is a "  +" (two blanks followed by a plus sign) at the end of the verb data
followed by the "-" in position 72.

Records 00050000 and 00090000 show that only one SITEID Control Statement appears in the KEYS dd file, and it must
be the first Control Statement aside from comments in the File. The multiple SITEID Control Statements in the example
are examples of different formats.

Records 00090000, 00100000, 00250000, and 00260000 are examples of a commented out Control Statement.

Records 00260000 and 00280000 are examples of a Product Execution Key using SITEID processing.

Proper Ordering of Control Statements within the KEYS dd File

The SITEID control statement must be the first non-commented record in the KEYS dd file. You can define only one
SITEID control statement in a KEYS member. The rest of the records in the KEYS file can be any mixture of Product
Execution keys and optionally one EKG Control Statement.

If more than one Product Execution Key for the same product is found and they are valid, then the one with the greatest
expiration date is used. For example, if your KEYS dd has two Product Execution Keys for the same product and they are
both valid, if the current year is 2008 and one KEY expires in 2009 and the other in 2010, then the 2010 KEY is used.

SITEID Control Statement Format

Note: Format can be either N for numeric data (0-9) or AN for alphanumeric (0-9, A-Z, or a-z).

Verb Format Length Comments
SITEID N 8 Contains your SITEID (as

shown in your SITEID Control
Statement).

SITECODE AN 21 Must appear exactly as shown
on your SITEID Control
Statement.

NAME AN 80 Customer Name. Must appear
exactly as shown in your SITEID
Control Statement.

Product Execution Keys Format

Note: When a Product Execution Key is SITEID-specific, the data that is contained in "CPU" is of the format "(SITE-
****/nnnnnn)". nnnnnn is the Site ID which must appear in the SITEID Control Statement without leading zeros. For
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CPU-specific keys, the format of this field is "(mmmmmmmmm/ssssss)" where mmmmmmmmm is the CPU model
and ssssss is the serial number.

Verb Format Length Comments
PROD AN 2 Contains the 2-digit product

code for which this key is used.
DATE AN 7 Clear text date of the earliest

possible expiration date of this
key.

CPU AN 16 Contains either the clear text
model and serial number (for
CPU specific keys) or the
Customer SITEID that must
appear in the SITEID Control
Statement for this key to be
valid.

LMPcode AN 16 Contains data used by LMP.

Load Product Execution Keys

After you add or update a product execution key control statement, you can load it immediately.

To load new keys, execute the CAS9 procedure.

You can create a different CAS9 procedure specifically for loading new keys.

Create a Customized CAS9 Procedure for Loading Product Execution Keys

Create a customized CAS9 procedure to load product execution keys to avoid getting messages about Broadcom
products that were previously initialized using CAIRIM. We recommend that the CARIMPRM member is not read when
you execute the CAS9 procedure to load keys.

Follow these steps:

1. Make a copy of the CAW0PROC(CAS9) member.
For example, call the copy CAS9LMP.

2. Make the following changes to the copy (CAS9LMP):
a. Remove the following line from the PROC statement:

“RIMPARM=CARIMPRM,”

b. Remove the following line from the PROC statement:

“AUTOCMD=CAUTOCMD”.

c. Locate the “KEYS=KEYS,” line in the PROC statement and remove the comma as follows:

“KEYS=KEYS”

d. Locate the “PARMLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&CAW0OPTN(&RIMPARM)” line and change the line as follows:

“PARMLIB DD DUMMY”.

e. Locate the “AUTOCMDS DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&CAW0OPTN(&AUTOCMD)” line and modify the line as follows:

“AUTOCMDS DD DUMMY”

3. Move the updated copy to a system proclib.
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Load New LMP Keys

To load new LMP keys for your products, start CAS9 with the following parameter:

S CAS9,,,LMPKEYS

This does not re-init any of your other products and does not resubmit your AUTOCMDS commands.

Reduce LMP Console Messages

LMP issues messages when processing product execution keys. If you do not want these messages to go to the console,
you can reroute the messages to an external flat file using a SYSPRINT DD statement. Error messages and messages
that require manual intervention still go to the console.

To reduce the number of key processing messages that are routed to the console, add a SYSPRINT DD statement to the
CAS9 procedure.

The data set defined by SYSPRINT is a standard sequential data set or a JES2 sysout data set. The DCB attributes
are fixed for 80-byte unblocked records and cannot be overridden with JCL, which means that the DCB must be
(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80,RECFM=F).

NOTE

If the SYSPRINT ddname is not suitable, you can nominate another ddname for the flat file through the
SYSPDDNM subparameter in the EXEC statement of the CAS9 procedure. For example, the following
statement nominates SYSLIST as the ddname and you can reroute LMP messages by specifying a SYSLIST
DD statement:

//CAIRIM EXEC PGM=CAIRIM,PARM='SYSPDDNM(SYSLIST),...'

Optionally Turn Off CAS9115I Messages

CAIRIM issues CAS9115I messages for each RIMPARM statement and each LMP statement that is read in. You can
optionally turn off the CAS9115I messages.

To turn off the RIMPARM CAS9115I messages, add the following statement as the first statement in the RIMPARM
member in column 1:

ECHO=NO

To turn off LMP CAS9115I messages, add the following statement as the first statement in the LMP member in column 1:

ECHO=NO

If you want to turn on CAS9115I messages from a specific point forward, add the following statement at that point in the
LMP or RIMPARM statement member:

ECHO=YES

Emergency Key Generator

Although LMP permits your Broadcom solutions to run uninterrupted regardless of the CPU on which they are running,
enforcement software messages are issued. In emergency situations, such as disaster recovery, use the Emergency Key
Generator (EKG) to activate your solutions and suppress these messages.
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To use EKG, request an EKG code from Broadcom Support. The EKG code is good for only ten days after use, which is
based on the Greenwich Mean Time (GMT).

After you have obtained an EKG code, activate EKG in one of the following ways:

• Using the Start Command
• Using the KEYS data set member
• Using the PARM keyword

Activate EKG Using the START Command

You can activate EKG using the START command to suppress messages. The START command requires manual
intervention.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the following console command:
START CAS9,,,EKGP

The CAS9117A message appears and prompts you for an EKG code.
Important! You have three attempts at entering a valid EKG code before EKG processing is aborted.

2. Reply to the message.
On acceptance of the code, EKG is activated.

Example: Console Display

This example shows the console display when running CAIRIM with the EKGP parameter:

S CAS9,,,EKGP    1

00 CAS9117A # ENTER EKG DEVICE CODE OR CANCEL TO ABORT    2

R 00,1A2B3C4D    3

CAS9116I # EKG DEVICE CODE ACCEPTED ACTIVATED ON:    4

     AUGUST 28, 2008 G.M.T

CAS9115I # INPUT: PROD(L0) CPU(3090#600 /011111) DATE(28AUG11)

     LMPCODE(XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)

CAS9190I # PRODUCT L0 KEY ACCEPTED FOR THIS CPU    5

CAS9115I # INPUT: PROD(SO) CPU(3090#600 /099999) DATE(28AUG11)

     LMPCODE(YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY)

1

CAIRIM is started with the EKGP parameter.

2

The operator is prompted for an EKG code.

3

The operator replies.

4

The EKG code is accepted and activated on August 28, 2008 GMT.

5

The execution key for the indicated product is accepted for the CPU, even if the computer type and serial number do not
match what is contained in the execution key.
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Activate EKG Using the KEYS Data Set Member

Activate EKG by including an EKG control statement in the KEYS data set member to suppress messages.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the following EKG control statement to the CAW0OPTN(KEYS) member:
Important! The EKG control statement must be the first uncommented control statement in the KEYS member.
EKG(nnnnnnnn)

nnnnnnnn
Is the EKG code.

2. Start the CAS9 procedure.
EKG is activated.

Example: Output

This example shows the output when EKG is activated:

CAS9075I - SERVICE(CA-RIM/BASE ) VERS(1200) GENLVL(0808AW000)

CAS9115I # INPUT: *

CAS9115I # INPUT: * KEY PARAMETERS FOR LMP

CAS9115I # INPUT: *

CAS9115I # INPUT: EKG(1A2B3C4D)    1

CAS9116I # EKG DEVICE CODE ACCEPTED ACTIVATED ON:    2

     AUGUST 28, 2008 G.M.T

CAS9115I # INPUT PROD (L0) CPU(3090#600 /011111) DATE(28AUG11)

     LMPCODE(XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)

CAS9190I # PRODUCT L0 KEY ACCEPTED FOR THIS CPU    3

CAS9115I # INPUT PROD (S0) CPU(3090#600 /099999) DATE(28AUG10)

     LMPCODE(YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY)

1

EKG is the first uncommented control statement, where 1A2B3C4D is the EKG code.

2

The EKG code is accepted and activated on August 28, 2008 GMT.

3

The execution key for the indicated product is accepted for the CPU, even if the computer type and serial number do not
match what is contained in the execution key.

Activate EKG Using the PARM Keyword

Activate EKG by including a PARM keyword in the EXEC statement of the CAS9 procedure to suppress messages. It
requires manual intervention.

Follow these steps:

1. Update the EXEC statement in the CAS9 procedure as follows:
//CAIRIM   EXEC PGM=CAIRIM,PARM=EKGP

2. Start the CAS9 procedure.
The CAS9117A message appears and prompts you for an EKG code.

3. Reply to the message.
On acceptance of the code, EKG is activated.
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Example: Session Display

This example shows the session when executing CAIRIM with the PARM=EKGP parameter:

00 CAS9117A # ENTER EKG DEVICE CODE OR CANCEL TO ABORT    1

R 00,1A2B3C4D    2

CAS9116I # EKG DEVICE CODE ACCEPTED ACTIVATED ON:    3

    AUGUST 28, 2008 G.M.T                                     

CAS9115I # INPUT: PROD(L0) CPU(3090#600 /011111) DATE(28AUG12)

     LMPCODE(XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)

CAS9190I # PRODUCT L0 KEY ACCEPTED FOR THIS CPU    4

CAS9115I # INPUT: PROD(SO) CPU(3090#600 /099999) DATE(28AUG12)

     LMPCODE(YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY)

1

The operator is prompted for an EKG code.

2

The operator replies.

3

The EKG code is accepted and activated on August 28, 2008 GMT.

4

The execution key for the indicated product is accepted for the CPU, even if the computer type and serial number do not
match what is contained in the execution key.

LMP Key Check Invocation Exit

To monitor which LMP checks the various Broadcom products make, you can use the CAS9FL00 exit point. The sample
exit performs a simple WTO for each LMP key check that is made and the exit is called for Broadcom product LMP key
checks. The source code to a sample exit is supplied in the CAW0SRC data set.

The CAS9FL00 LMP exit point module passes one parameter, the address of the two-byte LMP product code that has
been checked, in register 1.

Unless the LMP key checking Broadcom application runs in key 1-7, CAS9FL00 is invoked in problem state, key 8.

If the Broadcom application runs in key 1-7, the exit is invoked in that key. For example, ACF2 runs in key 1 so the LMP
exit is called in key 1 for an ACF2 LMP key check. The exit is called using standard linkage conventions.

The LMP exit can be called under a job-step task that is authorized. Therefore, take the same security precautions
regarding access to the installation of this exit as you would take for a z/OS SMF exit.

To turn on the call to CAS9FL00, add the following statement to the beginning of the RIMPARM statements member and
start the CAS9 procedure:

LMPEXIT=YES

CAS9FL00 refreshment capability is available through the CAIRIM CAS9INIT REFRESH(LMP) parm function. If CAIRIM
is run with this RIMPARM statement, CAS9FL00 is reloaded into storage with the other main LMP modules. This behavior
lets CAS9FL00 be updated without an IPL:

PRODUCT(CAIRIM) VERSION(CAS9) INIT(CAS9INIT) PARM(REFRESH(LMP))
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LMP Broadcom Product Usage Registration

Broadcom product LMP key checks, by default, cause SMF 89 usage data records to be generated. The SMF 89 record
generation is required for customers who have selected site keys for managing or controlling the use of Broadcom
software.

To turn off this feature, add the following statement to the CAIRIM RIMPARM member:

LMPAM=NO

NOTE
The statement must be placed in column 1.

Setting LMPAM to NO turns off SMF 89 record generation for the life of the IPL. This prevents CAS9 from turning the
feature on if run for some minor purpose, such as adding a single LMP key. To turn on the feature after running CAS9 with
LMPAM=NO, run CAS9 with the following RIMPARM:

LMPAM=YES

Procedure CASMF89R of the CAI.CAW0PROC data set is used to run the IBM usage data report utility IFAURP. You can
copy CASMF89R to one of your system proclibs and can customize it for your site. CASMF89R also needs appropriate
security definitions assigned.

CASMF89R as delivered, creates a temporary data set of all SMF 89 records from the chosen 'SYS1.MANx' data set,
then sorts the SMF 89 records and uses the sorted temporary data set as input to the IFAURP utility.

The IFAURP utility creates a report that shows information about Broadcom products that have been used on the system
during the timeframe that the chosen 'SYS1.MANx' data set was written to.

The CASMF89R sample proc refers to three parm members. The CAI.CAW0OPTN data set contains members
SMF89DMP, SMF89S, and SMF89U. You can copy these members to a parmlib data set of your choice and can edit
your CASMF89R proc to set the OPTLIB variable default to this parmlib data set. Parmlib member SMF89U requires
customization.

Set your company name and address, your name, phone number, processor type, model, and serial number, and the
report data start date. The z/OS command 'D M=CPU' is useful for gathering processor information.

To see which 'SYS1.MANx' data set is active, issue a z/OS 'D SMF' console command. You can then run CASMF89R with
the following command:

S CASMF89R,MAN=x

where x is the active 'SYS1.MANx' data set that is shown in the D SMF display.

To customize a batch job for running the IBM IFAURP utility to produce a usage report for a timeframe that makes sense
for your site. The following sample JCL steps can help in setting up such a job.

SMF 89 record offloading sample

//XXXXXXXX JOB ..........

//*

//DMPSMF   EXEC PGM=IFASMFDP

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//DUMPIN   DD DSN=SYS1.MAN?,DISP=SHR    <=== Set MAN data set

//DUMPOUT  DD DSN=???.SMFTYP89.RECORDS,DISP=(NEW,CATLG), <=== SET HLQ

// SPACE=(TRK,(100,50),RLSE),DCB=(RECFM=VBS,BLKSIZE=4096),

// UNIT=SYSDA,VOL=SER=vvvvvv            <=== Set volser
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//SYSIN    DD *

   INDD(DUMPIN,OPTIONS(DUMP))

   OUTDD(DUMPOUT,TYPE(089:089))

/*

SMF 89 record sorting/filtering sample

//XXXXXXXX JOB ..........

//*

//IFAUSORT EXEC PGM=SORT

//SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//SORTIN   DD  DISP=SHR,

//             DCB=BUFNO=16,

//             DSN=HLQ.SMF.RECORDS <=== Offloaded SMF records all types

//*

//SORTOUT  DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

//            UNIT=SYSDA,

//            SPACE=(CYL,(3,20),RLSE),DCB=*.SORTIN,

//            DSN=HLQ.SMFTYP89.RECORDS  <=== Only SMF 89 records output

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//SORTDIAG DD DUMMY

//SORTWK01 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1),RLSE)

//SORTWK02 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1),RLSE)

//SORTWK03 DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1),RLSE)

//SYSIN    DD   *

    OPTION VLSHRT

    SORT FIELDS=(5,250,CH,A)

    INCLUDE COND=(6,1,BI,EQ,X'59')

/*

Broadcom Product usage data report sample

//XXXXXXXX JOB ..........

//*

//IFAUSAGE EXEC PGM=IFAURP

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=SYS1.SIFALIB,DISP=SHR

//SMFDATA  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=HLQ.SMFTYP89.RECORDS <=== SMF 89 recs dsn

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSMSGS  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUSAGE DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSHIN   DD   DUMMY

//SYSHOUT  DD   DUMMY

//SYSIN    DD   *

*
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* CUSTOMER NAME AND ADDRESS

*

  CUSTOMER(

           NAME('Your Company Name')

           ADDRESS(

                   'Company addr line 1'

                  ,'Town, ST ZIPXX'

                  )

           CONTACT('Your name')

           PHONE('(000) 000-0000')

          )

*

* VENDOR NAME AND ADDRESS

*

  VENDOR(

         PRODOWNER('CA')

         NAME('CA')

         ADDRESS(

                 'CA INC.'

                ,'1 CA PLAZA'

                ,'ISLANDIA, NY 11749'

                ,'FAX: 1-800-000-1212  ATTN: USAGE PRICING'

                )

         CODE(0000000)

        )

*

* PROCESSOR CONTROL STATEMENT

*

  PROCESSOR( (tttt,mmm,sssss)

            PRODUCT(

                    PRODOWNER('CA')

                    PRODNAME('CAIFLOID')

                    START(yyyymmdd)

                   )

           )

/*

tttt
Processor type (such as 2094)

mmm
Model (such as 712)

sssss
Serial number

yyyymmdd
Report start date year, month, and day (such as 20140921 for September 21, 2014).

CAISSF
CAISSF (Standard Security Facility) is a subcomponent of the CAIRIM service that provides an external security
mechanism for controlling and monitoring access to all Broadcom-defined resources.
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CAISSF is integrated into many Broadcom enterprise solutions and other CSS services also is use it. CAISSF provides
security services for user sign-in, resource access control, process usage control, and recording and monitoring violation
activity. These security services work with any z/OS external security product, including ACF2, Top Secret, and IBM
RACF.

NOTE
For information about the features and functions of the security interfaces to ACF2 and Top Secret for a
Broadcom product, see the applicable product documentation.

System Authorization Facility Support

CAISSF requires no coding or customization when using a Broadcom security product.

For other security products that support system authorization facility (SAF) (for example, RACF), CAISSF provides a
user-modifiable exit, CAS9SAFC. The exit is called if ACF2 or Top Secret is not installed and if SAF support is active, as
determined by the presence of a valid address in the CVTSAF field of the CVT.

A prebuilt exit, CAW0LOAD(CAS9SAFC), is installed with the CAIRIM service to support security calls from STC, TSO,
or batch tasks. The library in which the exit resides must be APF-authorized. The authorization is required to comply with
SAF restrictions for signing and resource checking.

If you want to customize the exit, the source code is in the CAW0SAMP(CAS9SAFC) member.

NOTE
If you use a security product that is not from Broadcom, evaluate whether it can handle the anticipated volume of
security processing, especially if you customize the CAS9SAFC exit.

Report Licensed Registered Product Usage
Product usage is tracked for LMP key licensed or maximum concurrent seat license usage Broadcom products. Broadcom
products that employ product usage monitoring, invoke a common service at strategic points in time to record usage. The
Broadcom product usage common service uses the IBM z/OS Product Registration component to perform the tracking,
recording and reporting. The registered product information is stored as z/OS SMF (System Management Facility) type
89 subtype 2 records. z/OS generates these particular SMF record types on an SMF interval basis as defined by the
installation.

The SMF type 89 records are collected over the required reporting period. A registered software usage report can be
produced from the SMF type 89 records. The usage report is generated using the IBM z/OS product usage report utility
program, IFAURP. IFAURP supports specification of software vendor which allows reporting of Broadcom products only.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify that the z/OS SMF component is to record SMF type 89 records. Make this specification on each system
running Broadcom licensed registered usage software programs.

2. Record SMF Type 89, Subtype 2 Records in SMF installation, archival, and retrieval procedures.
3. Generate the Software Product Registration Report to report product maximum concurrent registered usage.

Record SMF Type 89, Subtype 2 Records

Specify in the logical PARMLIB SMFPRMxx member, the records that SMF is to record. The Software Product
Registration Report produced by the IFAURP report utility requires the SMF type 89, subtype 2, records as input.
Select SMF type 89 in the SMFPRMxx member, or minimally, select the SMF type 89, subtype 2 records. For
information describing the recording of SMF type 89 records, see the IBM publication, z/OS MVS System Management
Facilities (SMF).

Typically an installation has existing procedures and methodologies for collecting and archiving the SMF records for later
retrieval and reporting. Verify that the SMF type 89, subtype 2, records are included in the installation managed SMF
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historical data sets. Record these records for at least as long as production of the Software Product Registration Report
requires.

Generate the Software Product Registration Report

The IBM product registration reporting utility, IFAURP, is used to analyze and summarize the SMF type 89, subtype
2, records. These records are used to produce the Software Product Registration Report. This report details the
product maximum concurrent registration for each Broadcom product and validates seat license usage compliance. For
information regarding use of the IFAURP report utility, see the IBM publication, z/OS MVS Product Management.

When producing the Software Product Registration Report, supply the SMF type 89, subtype 2 records from all required
systems for the desired reporting period. The general-purpose SMF dump utility, IFASMFDP, can be used to preprocess
the SMF records. If the SMF records are being recorded to a z/OS log stream, IFASMFLS is used instead of IFASMFDP.
After the target SMF records have been selected, they are sorted before presenting them to the IFAURP utility.

The following diagram illustrates the data flow required to produce reports through the IFAURP report utility:

Sample JCL for Generating the Software Product Registration Report

This sample code illustrates:

• Extracting SMF type 89 records from the installation SMF collection data sets
• Sorting the extracted records
• Producing the software usage report

//jobname  JOB (acct code),'Sample Usage Rept',CLASS=K,

//    MSGCLASS=D,MSGLEVEL=(1,1),NOTIFY=&SYSUID.

//*

//********************************************************************

//*                                                                  *

//* Member Name:  PRDREPTS                                           *

//*                                                                  *

//* Descriptive Name:  Sample job to extract SMF type 89 records     *
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//*                    and generate a registered product             *

//*                    usage report.                                 *

//*                                                                  *

//* Function:                                                        *

//*   This job does the following:                                   *

//*                                                                  *

//*   1) Extract type 89 records from SMF collection data set(s)     *

//*   2) Sort type 89 records                                        *

//*   3) Invokes Usage Report Program                                *

//*                                                                  *

//*                                                                  *

//* Notes:  Refer to the IBM publication, "MVS Product Management",  *

//*         Chapter 3 "Reporting Product Information" for detailed   *

//*         information regarding the use and execution of the       *

//*         IFAURP usage reporting utility program.                  *

//*                                                                  *

//*                                                                  *

//********************************************************************

//*

//********************************************************************

//*                                                                  *

//*        Extract SMF Type 89 Records                               *

//*                                                                  *

//********************************************************************

//*

//XTRACT89 EXEC PGM=IFASMFDP,REGION=4M

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

//INDD1    DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=SMF.sys1.collect.data

//INDD2    DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=SMF.sys2.collect.data

//INDD3    DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=SMF.sys3.collect.data

//*

//OUTDD1   DD   DSN=&&DUMP89,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//    UNIT=SYSALLDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,10)),

//    DCB=(LRECL=32760,BLKSIZE=4096,RECFM=VBS,BUFNO=10)

//*

//SYSIN    DD   *

 INDD(INDD1,OPTIONS(DUMP))

 INDD(INDD2,OPTIONS(DUMP))

 INDD(INDD3,OPTIONS(DUMP))

 OUTDD(OUTDD1,TYPE(89))

 DATE(yyddd,yyddd)

/*

//*

//********************************************************************

//*                                                                  *

//*        Sort the SMF type 89 records into a temporary data set    *

//*                                                                  *

//********************************************************************

//*

//SORT89   EXEC PGM=SORT,REGION=6M

//SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//SORTIN   DD   DSN=&&DUMP89,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)
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//SORTOUT  DD   DSN=&&SORT89,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//    UNIT=SYSALLDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,10),RLSE),

//    DCB=*.SORTIN

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//SORTDIAG DD DUMMY

//SORTWK01 DD UNIT=SYSALLDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10),RLSE)

//SORTWK02 DD UNIT=SYSALLDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10),RLSE)

//SORTWK03 DD UNIT=SYSALLDA,SPACE=(CYL,(10),RLSE)

//SYSIN    DD   *

    OPTION VLSHRT

    SORT FIELDS=(5,250,CH,A)

    INCLUDE COND=(6,1,BI,EQ,X'59')

/*

//*

//********************************************************************

//*                                                                  *

//*        Generate Software Usage Reports                           *

//*                                                                  *

//********************************************************************

//*

//IFAUSAGE EXEC PGM=IFAURP,REGION=4M,

//    PARM='PRODUCT'

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=SYS1.SIFALIB,DISP=SHR

//SMFDATA  DD   DSN=&&SORT89,DISP=(SHR,PASS)

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUSAGE DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSMSGS  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSHIN   DD   DUMMY    DSN=<input history file spec>

//SYSHOUT  DD   DUMMY    DSN=<output history file spec>

//SYSIN    DD   *

*

* Customer name and address

*

  CUSTOMER(

           NAME('B & K Enterprises, Inc')

           ADDRESS(

                   '1313 Mockingbird Lane'

                  ,'Mockingbird Heights, CA  90210'

                  )

           CONTACT('M J Borghi')

           PHONE('(555) 555-5555')

          )

*

* Vendor name, address, and installation's customer number

*

  VENDOR(

         PRODOWNER('CA')

         NAME('CA Technologies')

         ADDRESS(

                 'One CA Place'

                ,'Islandia, NY  11749'
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                ,'Fax: 1-631-342-6800  ATTN: Usage Pricing'

                )

         CODE(1234567)

        )

*

/*

//

Generate ISV SCRT Reports for Broadcom Products
Broadcom customers can use the IBM Sub-Capacity Reporting Tool (SCRT) to produce Broadcom SCRT reports
using the ISV (Independent Software Vendor) SCRT reporting features. The SCRT analyzes a month of data and
produces a type of report. By default, the SCRT creates an IBM SCRT report which reports only on IBM products.
The Broadcom ISV SCRT report is a separate report that uses the same SMF data as the IBM SCRT report, but reports
only on Broadcom products. That is, the IBM SCRT report lists only IBM products, and the Broadcom ISV SCRT report
lists only Broadcom products.

The SCRT cannot create both reports simultaneously. To create both reports, you must run the SCRT twice, specifying
different inputs that determine the type of report that is produced.

Each ISV that supports ISV SCRT reporting supplies its own product catalog file that uniquely identifies the vendor's
products in the input SMF data. The addition of an ISVLIB DD statement pointing to the vendor's product catalog file
triggers the SCRT to produce an ISV report. Common Components and Services ships the Broadcom product catalog file
as the CAS9SCRT member in the CAW0OPTV data set. To create an ISV SCRT report for another vendor, you must use
that vendor's version of the product catalog file.

Because other important options are required to create a Broadcom SCRT report, we strongly recommend using the JCL
that is shipped with Common Components and Services instead of modifying any existing JCL that is used to create IBM
SCRT reports.

IBM reports are submitted to IBM, and Broadcom reports are submitted to Broadcom. You can submit Broadcom ISV
reports at the Broadcom SCRT Report Management site.

The Broadcom ISV SCRT report lists the names of the Broadcom products that ran at least once during the month and
lists the LPARs on which they were running. The Broadcom ISV SCRT report does not include a measurement of the
Broadcom product consumption. The MSU (million service units) quantities that are included in the report are a measure
of the z/OS product consumption when the Broadcom product was running.

Prerequisites

Verify the following prerequisites:

• You must use the most recent version of SCRT (though not necessarily the most recent release of modification) to
generate your sub-capacity reports. For more information, see the IBM documentation about the IBM SCRT Current
Levels.

• You must apply PTF SO15571 and its prerequisites to implement the capability to generate sub-capacity reports and to
obtain the CAISCRT job.

Generate SCRT Reports

To generate sub-capacity reports for Broadcom products, you modify the CAISCRT job from the CAW0JCL data set to meet
installation standards. The job generates Broadcom product-specific reports using the same SMF data that was used to
create the SCRT reports.

Follow these steps:

1. Follow the directions in the CAISCRT job and update it in accordance with installation standards.
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2. Verify that the ISVLIB DD (data definition) statement references the latest Broadcom product XML member CAS9SCRT
in the CAW0OPTV data set.

3. If applicable, update the CAISCRT job as per the instructions to execute the optional steps to consolidate multiple
SCRT reports into one .zip file.

4. Submit the job monthly to generate sub-capacity reports for the specified Broadcom products. Use the same SMF data
used for your monthly SCRT report. We recommend that you run them back to back.

You have generated a sub-capacity report for your Broadcom product.

ISV SCRT Usage Considerations
You might be required to run Broadcom ISV SCRT (Independent Software Vendor Sub-Capacity Reporting Tool) reports to
determine the z/VSE usage or the z/VM usage. When doing so, review the following usage considerations:

Report on z/VSE Usage

You can use the ISV SCRT to report on the z/VSE usage. The ISV SCRT report does not list individual products that are
running on z/VSE like it does for z/OS. But the report does list the z/VSE LPARs in sections N5 and N7.

For more information, see the chapter Sub-capacity reporting for z/VSE systems in the IBM SCRT: Using the Sub-
Capacity Reporting Tool guide.

Report on z/VM Usage

The ISV SCRT does not report on the z/VM usage directly, unless it is hosting a guest z/OS system. However, the ISV
SCRT can report on the central processor complex (CPC) on which the z/VM LPAR was running. Therefore, for z/VM
reporting purposes, create an ISV SCRT report for the CPC using data from other types of operating systems (z/OS, z/
VSE, or z/TPF) that run on the same CPC. When you do so, the LPAR that is running z/VM is noted as missing data in
section H4 of the report. The reason for the missing data is that it was running z/VM.

For more information, see the topic SCRT data collection reporting in the IBM SCRT: Using the Sub-Capacity Reporting
Tool guide.

Report on z/OS Guests Running on z/VM

z/OS guests that are running on z/VM can produce the SMF data that is required by the SCRT. For accurate consumption
data, you must specify the VMGUEST option for the Resource Measurement Facility (RMF) that is running on the z/OS
guest.

For more information, see the chapter Sub-capacity reporting for z/OS systems that are z/VM guests in the IBM SCRT:
Using the Sub-Capacity Reporting Tool guide.

CAS9INIT CAIRIM Initialization Routine
The CAS9INIT initialization routine lets you control various functions of CAISSF and LMP dynamically with the following
advantages:
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• Ensures that the latest version of CAISSF is loaded and executed
• Shares one set of CAISSF routines across all address spaces
• Re-initializes the CAISSF routines through the execution of CAIRIM, if maintenance is applied
• Deletes the CAISSF routines through the execution of CAIRIM (if desired)
• Refreshes LMP
• Refreshes the CAIMB838 SMF intercept
• Refreshes the CA Health Checker common service infrastructure model
• Refreshes the Serviceability subcomponent in common storage

WARNING
CAIRIM control statements cannot go beyond column 72.

CAS9INIT Parameter Statement

To invoke CAS9INIT functions, you add the following parameter statement in the CAIRIM parmlib member,
CAW0OPTN(CARIMPRM) :

 PRODUCT(CAIRIM) VERSION (CAS9) INIT (CAS9INIT) PARM(keyword(value))

 

The PARM parameter has the following keywords:

REFRESH
Refreshes the indicated components (for example, after maintenance):

• LMP indicates LMP.
• MB838 indicates the CAIMB838 SMF intercept.
• SSF indicates CAISSF.
• HCHECK indicates CA Health Checker common service.
• SERVABIL indicates the Serviceability subcomponent.

The keyword can have multiple values.

Example: Refresh all three components.

 PRODUCT(CAIRIM) VERSION(CAS9) INIT(CAS9INIT) -

 PARM(REFRESH(SSF,MB838,LMP))

 

Example: Refresh CAISSF.

 PRODUCT(CAIRIM) VERSION(CAS9) INIT(CAS9INIT) PARM(REFRESH(SSF))

 

Example: Refresh CA Health Checker.

 PRODUCT(CAIRIM) VERSION(CAS9) INIT(CAS9INIT) PARM(REFRESH(HCHECK))

 

Example: Refresh Serviceability.

 PRODUCT(CAIRIM) VERSION(CAS9) INIT(CAS9INIT) PARM(REFRESH(SERVABIL))

 

SSF
Lets you control CAISSF as follows:
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• ACF2 enables CAISSF to initialize before ACF2.
• TSS enables CAISSF to initialize before Top Secret.
• RACF enables CAISSF to initialize before RACF.
• DELETE removes CAISSF.
• NONE
• REINIT reinitializes CAISSF.

Example: Enable CAISSF to initialize before Top Secret.

 PRODUCT(CAIRIM) VERSION(CAS9) INIT(CAS9INIT) PARM(SSF(TSS))

 

If you do not specify PARM in the statement, CAS9INIT initializes CAISSF.

How CAS9INIT Initializes CAISSF When Security Product Is Not Yet Active

If CAS9INIT finds no active security product (for example, when CAIRIM is run before the security product becomes
active), the following messages are issued to the system, prompting the operator to identify the security product:

 CAS9075I - SERVICE(CA-RIM/BASE ) VERS(1200) GENLVL(0808AW000)

 CAS9115I - INPUT: *

 CAS9115I - INPUT: PRODUCT(CAIRIM)  VERSION(CAS9) INIT(CAS9INIT)

 CAS9025A - NO SECURITY SYSTEM AVAILABLE

 00 CAS9026A - REPLY WITH SECURITY SYSTEM,"ACF2","TSS","RACF" OR

              "N" TO CANCEL

 

If the reply identifies the security product, CAS9INIT continues to initialize CAISSF.

If the reply is N, the following message is issued and CAS9INIT fails to initialize CAISSF:

 CAS9021E ENVIRONMENT ERROR DETECTED. UNABLE TO ADD CAISSF ROUTINES

 

You can bypass the operator prompt by adding the following parameter statement in the CAIRIM parmlib member,
CAW0OPTN(CARIMPRM):

 PRODUCT(CAIRIM) VERSION(CAS9) INIT(CAS9INIT) PARM(SSF(value))

 

value
One of ACF2, TSS, or RACF.

CAISSF RACF Class Table Parameters

CAISSF needs a RACF Class table to identify how security calls are processed. A default table is created, but certain
Broadcom products require more entries. The related product documentation describes the entries. The control
statements for this table are read from a CAIRACF DD statement if it is present in the CAS9 procedure. The following is
the format of each of the statements:

 RACFCLASS   CA-solution classname,translated classname,

             FASTAUTH=NO|YES,CICS=NO|YES

 

Any statement with an asterisk (*) in column 1 is ignored. The operation is RACFCLASS and at least one blank follows it.
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• CA-solution classname Value of the class name the Broadcom application uses.
• translated classname Value that RACF uses to verify proper authorization for access to the given class.
• FASTAUTH=YES

Fast RACHECK (FRACHECK) is used to authenticate access to the given class.
Default: FASTAUTH=NO

• CICS=YES
Fast RACHECK is used with a CICS application. CICS=YES implies FASTAUTH=YES.
Default: CICS=NO, which means this class entry is not used under CICS.

How to Use CAMODID
CAMODID is a Common Components and Services TSO command processor utility which finds the #MODID blocks in
load modules that are located in common storage or selected load module data sets. The #MODID block contains the
product-related information including the service level of the load module element. The output includes a summary of
service maintenance installed based on the located #MODID blocks.

This utility provides the following features:

• View the service summary is sorted by RMID(PTF).
• Allow masking for the LMOD, FMID, and RMID parameters.
• Run in BATCH (IKJEFT01 ) for hard copy or longer running functions.
• Use sample CAM REXX to capture output to a temp file for online browsing.
• Verify PTF status in runtime libraries

This utility has the following limitations:

• Requires z/OS 1.10 and above.
• Reporting is limited to modules that contain #MODID blocks.

This utility is available with the following releases:

• CCS Version 14.0 PTF RO44913
• CCS Release 14.1

Use CAMODID

Follow these steps:

1. Install the CCS maintenance and IPL the system.
CAMASTER address space builds the infra-structure at startup.

2. Log in to TSO.
3. Issue CAMODID HELP from ready mode or ISPF option 6.
4. Review output from HELP including functions, parameters, and examples.

Invoke CAMODID

To invoke CAMODID and view output in a temporary data set, use the following sample CAM REXX EXEC :

/* REXX */                                                     

/* WRITE CAMODID OUTPUT TO TEMP DATASET FOR EASE OF VIEWING */ 

PARSE ARG P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9                           

USER = USERID()                                                

SYS  = MVSVAR('SYSNAME')                                       

UDSN = USER'.CAMODID.'SYS'.TEMPDSN'                            

IF SYSDSN("'"UDSN"'") = OK THEN                                

  "ALLOC F(MODDSN) DA('"UDSN"') SHR REU"                       
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ELSE                                                           

  "ALLOC F(MODDSN) DA('"UDSN"') NEW SP(25 15)                  

   TR DSORG(PS) RECFM(F B) LRECL(80) BLKSIZE(3120)"            

X = OUTTRAP('MOD.')                                            

TRACE(OFF)                                                     

"CAMODID "P1" "P2" "P3" "P4" "P5" "P6" "P7" "P8" "P9           

"EXECIO * DISKW MODDSN (STEM MOD. FINIS"                       

"ADDRESS ISPEXEC "BROWSE DATASET('"UDSN"')"                                           

"FREE F(MODDSN)"                                               

EXIT(0) 

JCL to Run CAMODID

To run CAMODID using batch TMP, use the following sample JCL and modify to suit your requirements:

//USERIDA  JOB (1),'OS/MVS',MSGCLASS=X,MSGLEVEL=(1,1),      

//         NOTIFY=USERID                          

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01                                

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*                                    

//SYSTSPRT DD   SYSOUT=*                                    

//SYSIN    DD   DUMMY                                       

//SYSTSIN  DD   *                                           

 CAMODID SYSTEM                                             

// 

The following sample is an example of the output after you run CAMODID:

CA LOAD MODULE SERVICE ANALYZER 

SYSID=SYS1 SP7.2.1 HBB7790 DATE=2015014 13:03:57 

PRIMARY CONTROL OPTIONS IN EFFECT: 

FUNCTION=SYSTEM LMOD(********) FMID(********) PTF(*******) 

PROCESSING COMMON STORAGE LOAD MODULES 

PROCESSING LINKLIST DATASETS 

PROCESSING DATASET=SYS1.LINKLIB 

PROCESSING DATASET=SYS1.MIGLIB 

PROCESSING DATASET=SYS1.CSSLIB 

PROCESSING DATASET=SYS1.SIEALNKE 

PROCESSING DATASET=SYS1.SIEAMIGE

 [...]

PROCESSING DATASET=SYS1.COMMMON.PRODPDM.LINKLIST 

PROCESSING DATASET=SYS1.EDC.V1R2M0.SEDCDCMP.LINKLIST 

PROCESSING DATASET=SYS1.ALLOCC0.TEST.LOADLIB 

PROCESSING DATASET=SYS1.RDZ.V9R0M0.BASE.LINKLIST 

CA LOAD MODULE SERVICE SUMMARY 

RMID FMID RMID FMID RMID FMID RMID FMID 
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TR76641 CCUUC60 TR74389 CAW4E10 TR71350 CAW4E10 TR70962 CAS9E10

TR70670 CAX1F00 TR69205 CAS9E10 TR68277 CAW1E10 TR68062 CAW4E10

TR64432 CAS9E10 TR61694 CATLC60 TR52401 CAW4E10 TR47466 CVH8500

TR42230 CBAAB60 TR42229 CBAAB60 RO76806 CNM4E00 RO76269 CNM4E00

[...]

RO19140 CCUWC50 RO19095 CRX8500 RO18884 COX8500 RO18744 CCUWC50

RO18610 CRX8500 RO18601 COX8500 RO18595 COX8500 RO18571 CRX8500

RO18564 CCUWC50 RO18563 CCUWC50 RO18498 COX8500 RO18335 CRX8500

RO18330 CCUWC50 RO17091 CCUWC50 [1] CCUWC50

Windows to Mainframe Common Communications Interface
The client-server configuration is suitable for PC-to-mainframe client-server applications. It requires the installation of the
CAICCI-PC component on the PC. Support is available for both 32-bit and 64-bit client applications.

CAICCI communicates between mainframes and PCs using TCP/IP, with or without SSL, as the network protocol. TCP/
IP provides efficient, high-bandwidth connections and is suitable in environments where achieving top performance or the
ability to handle high volume is of primary concern.

CAICCI interfaces to TCP/IP through the sockets API interface. If you are running Windows, Microsoft supplies the API as
part of the operating system. Ensure that you have enabled TCP/IP as a network protocol on your Windows system.

NOTE
There are also mainframe requirements for using TCP/IP.

Install CAICCI-PC

The PC-to-mainframe client-server configuration requires CAICCI-PC on the participating PCs. Support for 32-bit and 64-
bit client applications is provided.

Follow these steps:

1. Remove any previous versions of CAICCI-PC from your computer.
NOTE
Remove any versions of CAICCI-PC earlier to Version 14.0 by using the CAINDREG program that is located
in the C:\CA_APPSW directory. You can uninstall versions 14.0 and later using the Windows Control Panel.

2. Open the CCIPCS32 file or the CCIPCS64 file from the installation media.

NOTE
For information about downloading the installation files (CCIPCS32 and CCIPCS64), see Load CAICCI on
the Client Platform.

3. Run CCIPCS32.EXE or CCIPCS64.EXE.
The InstallShield Wizard appears.

4. Click Next, and follow the instructions.
The wizard asks you to accept the CA License and the OpenSSL License and the Original SSLeay License. By
default, the component is installed in the C:\Program Files\CA\SharedComponents\CAICCI-PC directory where
Broadcom products expect to find it. You can install into a different folder.

NOTE
As the last installation step, if you want to configure CAICCI-PC, check the box to configure it now.
Otherwise, click Finish to cancel the CAICCI-PC configuration. You can set the communications information
and other options later by accessing the Configurator (CAICCI-PC Properties dialog) from the Start menu
(Start>Programs>CA>CA CAICCI-PC>Launch CCIPC Configurator). However, if you cancel, your Broadcom
products cannot communicate with a host and will fail. Set the TCP/IP information and other options before
running any CAICCI applications.
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Configure CAICCI for TCP/IP

The Configurator (CAICCI-PC Properties dialog) is a graphical tool that is used to configure CAICCI-PC for
communication over TCP/IP. This tool also lets you enable the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) and define required end-
user and trust certificates for secured communications. After you specify and apply the settings, they remain in effect until
changed through the Configurator.

You can initiate the Configurator at the completion of the installation process or at any time through the Start menu.

When you configure CAICCI-PC to communicate with a mainframe node and port, you can optionally configure an
alternate node and port. CAICCI-PC always attempts to connect to the primary node. If the primary node is unavailable,
CAICCI-PC automatically attempts to connect to the alternate node. When the primary node is restored, restart the
CAICCI-PC application to restore the connection to the primary, if desired. CAICCI-PC does not do so automatically.

NOTE
On computers that are running Windows Server 2012 and higher and Windows 7 and higher, run the
Configurator with an Administrator ID because the Configurator updates the registry.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the Configurator.
The CAICCI-PC Properties dialog opens.

2. Select the TCP/IP tab.
3. Set the primary node/port TCP/IP parameters:

a. Select Primary from the first drop-down list.
b. Identify the mainframe CAICCI through the CAICCI Server Identification group of fields

4. (Optional) Set the alternate node/port TCP/IP parameters. If you decide not to set an alternate, go to step 5.
a. Select Alternate from the first drop-down list.
b. Identify the alternate mainframe CAICCI server through the CAICCI Server Identification group of fields.

5. Define the ID of the CAICCI on the PC in the System Name field. Choose a unique name or leave the field blank to
use a name that is derived from the machine name.

6. Update the CCI Timeout values, if necessary. The default values displayed in these fields are typically optimal.
7. Click Apply.You have configured CAICCI on your PC to use TCP/IP.
8. Select the SSL tab.
9. Update the SSL parameters as required, and click Apply.

NOTE
The SSL path name for storing and locating certificate defaults to this location: C:/Program Files/CA/Shared
Components/CAICCI-PC. Leave the SSL Path field blank or can specify a path other than the default.

You have configured CAICCI on your PC to use SSL.
10. Click OK.

The CAICCI-PC Properties dialog closes.

Test the Configuration

You can test the configuration to see if it has correctly established contact with the host. Error messages appear if the
communication fails. Testing using the Configurator (CAICCI-PC Properties dialog) differentiates between errors that are
related to the communications protocol configuration and errors that are related to the Broadcom solution applications.
You can locate the error precisely and quickly, and can modify your protocol, options, or both until the communication is
successful.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the Configurator.
The CAICCI-PC Properties dialog opens.
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2. Click Start on the Test tab.
The configuration test starts. The status and any error messages appear in Test Log.

3. Review the messages, correct the errors, and test the corrected configuration.
4. Click OK when you finish with your testing.

The CAICCI-PC Properties dialog closes.

Trace a Communications Problem

CAICCI lets you generate a trace file that can be used when a communications problem occurs.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the Configurator (CAICCI-PC Properties dialog).
The CAICCI-PC Properties dialog opens.

2. Select the Trace Tab.
The page for enabling the trace opens.

3. Select Enabled, select other options as required including the path where you expect the trace to be found and the file
name for the trace, and click Apply.

4. Click OK.
The CAICCI-PC Properties dialog closes, and the trace is enabled.

5. Recreate the problem to produce the trace.
The trace is written to the specified trace file

6. Review the trace file to determine the problem.

NOTE
After you finish tracing, disable tracing to maximize performance.

SSL Tab

The SSL tab lets you set the Secured Sockets Layer parameters for CAICCI on Windows.

The PC must connect to a mainframe server that supports SSL (CCISSL) for the protocol to be active. A PC running
SSL-enabled CAICCI code that connects to a server that does not support SSL either reverts to the standard unsecured
protocol or has its connection request rejected, depending on the selected SSL encryption option.

This tab contains the following fields to set SSL encryption options:

Force Secure end-to-end connection
Selecting this option informs CAICCI that end-to-end SSL is required for all CCI requests. There must be a
secured link in place from the PC to the receiving application target host including any intermediate hosts acting
as routers to the target host. Since SSL is also required for the PC connection to its mainframe server, selecting
this option also forces on the option for Force secure connection from PC to Host.

Force secure connection from PC to Host
Selecting this option specifies that the PC requires an SSL connection to its mainframe server. If the server does
not support SSL, the connection request fails.

Defer decision to host
Selecting this option defers the decision of establishing a secured SSL connection to the mainframe server. An
SSL connection is established only if the mainframe server requires it.

Disable secure connection on the PC
Selecting this option disables SSL on the PC. If the mainframe server requires a secured SSL connection, the
connection request fails.

NOTE
The PC application can programmatically specify and override the settings of the SSL Tab.
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The SSL Tab contains the following fields to locate certificates. The end-user SSL certificates are now supported
in PKCS#12 format and both user and CA certificates can be stored and accessed from the Windows Certificate
Store.

SSL Path
Specifies the name of the directory path where CAICCI-PC searches for certificates unless overridden by one of
the fields that are described below.

Client Certificate
This field specifies the absolute path and name of a file (if the file name starts with a "drive_letter:\") or the relative
path and name of a file (relative to SSL Path) containing the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) private key and
certificate that the PC uses to identify itself to the mainframe server. If Client Certificate has a file type of "*.p12",
the certificate is assumed to be in PKCS#12 format. Otherwise the certificate is assumed to be in PEM format.
The Client Certificate field can also reference a certificate within the Windows Certificate Store. This reference
cannot be by filename but rather is through an entity within the certificate. The following methods can be used to
reference a certificate within the Windows Store:

• Specify a character string that is contained within the certificate's Subject Name, which is enclosed within
double quotes. For example, specify: "substring". Multiple certificates can match on a substring. The first
match is used. Specify enough of the certificate’s Subject Name to ensure that the desired certificate is
selected. If multiple certificates have the same Subject Name, then do not use this method.

• Specify the entire hex string of the Thumbprint for the certificate, which is enclosed within < >. For example,
specify: <xx xx xx xx... xx>. The thumbprint is unique.

PKI Password
This field specifies the password for Client Certificate that lets CAICCI use the PKI private key. The password is
required when Client Certificate specifies a filename. The password for a certificate residing within the Windows
Certificate store is required at the time that the certificate is imported into the store.

CA Certificates
This field specifies the absolute path and name of a file (if the file name starts with a "drive_letter:\") or the
relative path and name of a file (relative to SSL Path) containing one or more concatenated Certificate Authority
certificates that the PC uses to authenticate certificates that are received from its server.
The CA Certificates field can also reference a CA certificate within the Windows Certificate Store. This reference
cannot be through a filename but rather is through an entity within the CA certificate. The following methods can
be used to reference a CA certificate within the Windows Store:

• Specify a character string that is contained within the CA certificate's Subject Name, which is enclosed within
double quotes. For example, specify: "substring". Multiple CA certificates can match on a substring. The first
match is used. Specify enough of the CA certificate’s Subject Name to ensure that the desired certificate is
selected. If multiple CA certificates have the same Subject Name, then do not use this method.

• Specify the entire hex string of the CA certificate thumbprint, which is enclosed within < >. For example,
specify: <xx xx xx xx... xx>. The thumbprint is unique.

Symantec Directory
This field specifies the absolute path and name of a directory (if the directory name starts with a "drive_letter:\") or
the relative path and name of a directory (relative to SSL Path) containing the Certificate Authority certificate files
that the PC uses to authenticate certificates that are received from its server.
The individual Certificate Authority certificate files are named after their subject name hash value. At startup, SSL
first loads certificates from the CA Certificates file. During the connection time, if SSL cannot find the required CA
certificate, it then checks this directory.

SSL Verify Depth
This field specifies the maximum depth of the certificate verification chain. A value of 1 allows the check of the
peer certificate and one Certificate Authority certificate. Higher values allow checks for more Certificate Authority
certificates.
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TCP/IP Tab

The TCP/IP tab lets you set TCP/IP parameters for CAICCI on Windows.

This tab contains the following fields to identify the server:

Name or IP address
Specifies the name or internet address of the server, which acts as a gateway for CAICCI requests.
IPv6 is supported in CAICCI-PC Version 14.0. You can specify an IP address in either IPv4 format (dotted decimal
notation: "ddd.ddd.ddd.ddd") or IPv6 format ("xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx"). IPv6 format addresses are supported in
the CAICCI Server Identification box. Nodenames for IPv6 systems that are mapped to IPv6 addresses on the
DNS server are also supported.
If you specify a logical name, TCP/IP is configured to work with a name server, and the name you enter is defined
to the name server.

Port
Specifies the port number that the CAICCI server expects to use.
Default: 1202

The tab contains the following field to identify the client:

System Name
Defines a system name to identify your PC uniquely.
By default, CAICCI uses the name that TCP/IP defines. If the name is longer than eight characters, it uses the
machine name to derive a different but unique eight character name. To use a preferred ID, specify a unique new
name in the text box.
Default: Name TCP/IP defines
Limits: Eight characters

The tab contains the following fields for CAICCI timeout intervals:

Reply Wait
Specifies the interval to wait for the initial part of a packet to be received in a socket. A value of 0 tells CAICCI to
poll forever.
Default: -1 (largest signed 32-bit integer)

Ready to Receive
Specifies the interval to wait for the remainder of the data to be received, after the initial packet. A value of 0 tells
CAICCI to poll forever for the rest of the data.
Default: -1 (largest signed 32-bit integer)

Ready to Send
Specifies the interval to wait for a socket to be available to send data. A value of 0 tells CAICCI to poll 9999 times.
Default: 60

Disable CAICCI timeout values or Disable appl timeout values
Specifies whether to ignore any timeout value that is passed in the Timeout parameter of CAICCI API requests.
The CAICCI-PC timeout value is used instead. Select this box only when instructed to do so by Broadcom
Support.

Trace Tab

The Trace tab lets you enable CAICCI tracing on Windows.

Enabled
Enables the CAICCI-PC tracing.

Snap Packets
Includes any transmitted data packets in the trace file.
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Dump SSL
Puts more SSL messages in the trace file.

This tab contains a text box for specifying the name of the trace file. The file name uses the .trc extension. The default is
CCITRACE.TRC at
C:\Program Files\CA\SharedComponents\CAICCI-PC.
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Component Reference
The Component Reference section contains conceptual and command reference details for Common Components and
Services components.

Address Spaces
This section details all address space reference information.

CA Common Logger Service Address Space
The CA Common Logger Service service provides the following capabilities:

• Runs as a CAMASTER-managed address space, based on the Common Address Space (CASRV) address space
shell technology, which interfaces with the z/OS Logger and manages the allocated z/OS log streams.

• Provides a command statement external interface to dynamically manage individual log streams.

Logger Operational Overview
The CAMASTER component creates and manages the CA Common Logger Service address space named CALOGGER.
The CAMASTER component starts the CALOGGER address space automatically during early IPL initialization of
Broadcom components. No action is required on the part of the installation to update JCL PROCs, establish automation
rules, or update z/OS Workload Manager policy. The installation defines a security subsystem user ID for the CALOGGER
address space.

When you do not want to start the CALOGGER address space at IPL, you can code statements in an optional CAIMST20
logical PARMLIB member. Use the following syntax for the CAIMST20 PARMLIB member statement:

COMPONENT (CALOGGER),     /* CA Common Logger     */

          START=NO       /* Do not start at IPL  */

You can query the status of the CALOGGER address space by using the CAMASTER DISPLAY command:

F CAMASTER,DISPLAY COMPONENTS

When you want to start the CALOGGER address space after suppressing the automatic start at IPL, use the CAMASTER
START command:

F CAMASTER,START COMPONENT=CALOGGER[,SRVPARM(REINIT)]

The optional SRVPARM keyword REINIT initiates a Cold Start of the CALOGGER address space.

Cold Start Background

Requesting a cold start causes CA Common Logger Service to reload its persistent data structure (LGCAREA) that
resides in common storage. The reload process resets CA Common Logger Service to its initial state by deleting all
connections. A cold start is usually requested because of an unrecoverable, fatal error with a connection and/or log device
control block chain or function vector that prevented CA Common Logger Service from Warm Starting; or if CA Common
Logger Service is able to warm start, it exhibits unexpected, invalid, or uncorrectable behavior.

Cold starting does not free the LGCAREA or run the control block chains and free their storage because doing so may
trigger an abend and prevent CA Common Logger Service from initiating. The storage is abandoned (orphaned) and a
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new LGCAREA is loaded and used for new processing. Because of the lost storage, we strongly recommend that you use
cold start only when a warm start fails or when CA Common Logger Service experiences repeated abnormal terminations.

CALOGGER Command Reference
Because the CA Common Logger Service component is hosted in the CASRV address space shell, the operator
commands that the Common Address Space Shell supports are available for use in configuring and administering the
CA Common Logger Service address space. This includes IF / ENDIF processing with system symbols. CASRV provides
the means to read and process commands during address space initialization; therefore, commands can function as
initialization statements.

The CA Common Logger Service address space supports configuration and query commands utilizing the CASRV
address space shell command interface. Each command has an implied [LOGGER] as the second positional operand.
The CASRV hosted application server establishes this operand as a part of the command registration interface. It is used
to resolve ambiguity in command syntax between any CASRV address space shell commands and any registered hosted
server commands.

ADD Command

The ADD [LOGGER] command defines a log for use by the CALOGGER address space.

Syntax

 ADD[LOGGER]LOGDEVICE[LOGNAME=logname][PRODUCT=product][DESCRIPTION=description][LSNAME=lsname]

[LOGCLASS=logclass]

 

Parameters

LOGNAME
1 through 16 character name of the log.
The first character must be uppercase alphabetic or national (‘@’,’#’,’$’). Any subsequent character may be
uppercase alphabetic, numeric, national, or an underscore ‘_’. The log name is the method by which a Broadcom
product references a CALOGGER-managed log.

PRODUCT
1 through 24 character mask of a Broadcom product or component. A log stream may be dedicated to given
Broadcom products or components when this operand is specified.
The first character must be uppercase alphabetic or national (‘@’,’#’,’$’). Any subsequent character may be
uppercase alphabetic, numeric, national, a dash ‘-‘or an underscore ‘_’.
Two mask characters are supported. A question mark ‘?’ matches any single character. An asterisk ‘*’ matches
the current character position and any subsequent characters

DESCRIPTION
1 though 64 character quoted text string that provides a description of the log.

LSNAME
1 through 26 character name of a previously defined z/OS Logger log stream. The name must follow the naming
convention that is established for z/OS log streams.

LOGCLASS
(Optional) Classification of acceptable data objects that make up the content on this log stream. The operand
value corresponds to the LOGCLASS= specification on the #LOGGER programmable interface.
The LOGCLASS operand must be one of the following keycodes: DATA, MSG, TRACE, ANY.
Default: ANY
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DISPLAY USERS Command

This command displays information about the active users who are registered to CA Common Logger Service.

Syntax

 DISPLAY [LOGGER] USERS [SUMMARY|DETAILED] [LOGNAME=logname][PRODUCT=product]

 

Parameters

USERS
Displays information about the active user connections.

SUMMARY|DETAILED
(Optional) Specifies whether the DISPLAY command shows general information about each user (SUMMARY) or
whether the DISPLAY shows additional information for the Broadcom product connections (DETAILED).
Default: SUMMARY

LOGNAME
(Optional) 1 through 16 character logname mask.
The first character must be uppercase alphabetic or national (‘@’,’#’,’$’). Any subsequent character can be
uppercase alphabetic, numeric, national, or an underscore ‘_’. The masking of log names is supported. A question
mark (‘?’) matches a single character position. An asterisk matches the current character position and all following
positions.
Default: “*” (display all defined logs)

PRODUCT
(Optional) 1 through 24 character mask of a Broadcom product or component. A log stream can be dedicated to
given Broadcom products or components if this operand is specified.
The first character must be uppercase alphabetic or national (‘@’,’#’,’$’). Any subsequent character can be
uppercase alphabetic, numeric, national, a dash ‘-‘or an underscore ‘_’.
Two mask characters are supported. A question mark ‘?’ matches any single character. An asterisk ‘*’ matches
the current character position and any subsequent characters.
The two mask characters operate as follows.  A question mark ‘?’ matches any single character while an asterisk
‘*’ matches the current character position and any subsequent characters.  The masking of the PRODUCT name
lets you share a given log device between multiple Broadcom products.
Default: “*” (any Broadcom product or component can write data objects to this log stream)

Example Output: SUMMARY (default)

 CASV0104I 14.08.57 DISPLAY 482   482

 Registered product       Log device name            job name     Job Id        Persist

 CA8                               $CA8_LOG_RECORDS  FISJA01A   J0000067  Job step

 CA8                               $CA8_LOG_RECORDS  FISJA01B   J0000068   Task

 CA8                               $CA8_LOG_RECORDS  FISJA01B   J0000068   Task

 CA9                               CA9_LOG_RECORDS    FISJA01B   J0000068   Task

 CA9                               CA9_LOG_RECORDS    FISJA01B   J0000068   Task

 

Example Output: DETAILED

 CASV0104I 14.09.11 DISPLAY 487   487

 Registered product       Log device name  job name Job Id   Persist

 CA8                      $CA8_LOG_RECORDS FISJA01A J0000067 Job step

    Component =

    Release      = v14r01

    Instance     =

    Access      = UPDATE
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 CA8                      $CA8_LOG_RECORDS FISJA01B J0000068 Task

    Component =

    Release      = v14r01

    Instance     =

    Access      = UPDATE

 CA8                      $CA8_LOG_RECORDS FISJA01B J0000068 Task

    Component =

    Release      = v14r01

    Instance     =

    Access      = (UPDATE,RETRIEVE)

 CA9                      CA9_LOG_RECORDS  FISJA01B J0000068 Task

    Component =

    Release      = v14r01

    Instance     =

    Access      = RETRIEVE

 CA9                      CA9_LOG_RECORDS  FISJA01B J0000068 Task

    Component =

    Release      = v14r01

    Instance     =

    Access      = UPDATE

 

DISPLAY LOGDEVICES Command

This command displays log device data.

Syntax

 DISPLAY[LOGGER] LOGDEVICES [SUMMARY|DETAILED|USERS] [LOGNAME=logname][PRODUCT=product]

 

Parameters

SUMMARY|DETAILED|USERS
(Optional) Specifies whether the DISPLAY shows summary information about all LOGDEVICEs (SUMMARY),
detailed information about all LOGDEVICEs (DETAILED) or summary information about all LOGDEVICEs and the
users that have registered connections to the LOGDEVICEs (USERS).
Default: SUMMARY

LOGNAME
(Optional) 1 through 16 character logname mask.
The first character must be uppercase alphabetic or national (‘@’,’#’,’$’). Any subsequent character may be
uppercase alphabetic, numeric, national, or an underscore ‘_’. Masking of log names is supported. A question
mark (‘?’) matches a single character position. An asterisk matches the current character position and all following
positions.
Default: “*” (display all defined logs)

PRODUCT
(Optional) 1 through 24 character mask of a Broadcom product or component. A log stream may be dedicated to
given Broadcom products or components if this operand is specified.
The first character must be uppercase alphabetic or national (‘@’,’#’,’$’). Any subsequent character may be
uppercase alphabetic, numeric, national, a dash ‘-‘or an underscore ‘_’.
Two mask characters are supported. A question mark ‘?’ matches any single character. An asterisk ‘*’ matches
the current character position and any subsequent characters.
Default: “*” (any Broadcom product or component may write data objects to this log stream)
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Example Output: SUMMARY

 CASV0104I 14.09.33 DISPLAY 491   491

 LOGNAME           PRODUCT                   STATE

 $CA8_LOG_RECORDS  CA8                       CONNECTED

 CA9_LOG_RECORDS   CA9*                      CONNECTED

 

Example Output: DETAILED

 CASV0104I 14.09.45 DISPLAY 494   494

 LOGNAME           PRODUCT                   STATE

 $CA8_LOG_RECORDS  CA8                       CONNECTED

    CA8 LOG STREAM

    LSName=FISJA01A

    Maxbuffer Size= 65532

    LogType=z/OS Log Stream

    class="Data"

 CA9_LOG_RECORDS   CA9*                      CONNECTED

    CA9 LOG STREAM

    LSName=FISJA01B

    Maxbuffer Size= 65532

    LogType=z/OS Log Stream

    class="Data"

 

Example Output: USERS

 CASV0104I 14.09.57 DISPLAY 516   516

 LOGNAME           PRODUCT                   STATE

    REGISTERED_PRODUCT       JOBNAME  ASID TCB

 $CA8_LOG_RECORDS  CA8                       CONNECTED

    CA8                      FISJA01A 001C 006F8030

    CA8                      FISJA01B 0031 006FF168

    CA8                      FISJA01B 0031 006D09A8

 CA9_LOG_RECORDS   CA9*                      CONNECTED

    CA9                      FISJA01B 0031 006FF168

    CA9                      FISJA01B 0031 006D09A8

 

REMOVE Command

The REMOVE [LOGGER] command deletes a log from use by the CALOGGER address space.

Syntax

 REMOVE[LOGGER]LOGDEVICE[LOGNAME=logname][PRODUCT=product][FORCE=NO|YES]

 

Parameters

LOGNAME
1 through 16 character name of the log
The first character must be uppercase alphabetic or national (‘@’,’#’,’$’). Any subsequent character may be
uppercase alphabetic, numeric, national, or an underscore ‘_’. The log name must reference a log that is actively
being managed by the CA Common Logger Service address space.
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PRODUCT
1 through 24 character mask of a Broadcom product or component. The first character must be uppercase
alphabetic or the mask characters, asterisk (‘*’) or question mark (‘?’). Any subsequent character may be
uppercase alphabetic, numeric, national (‘@’,’#’,’$’), a dash ‘-‘, an underscore ‘_’, or the mask characters, an
asterisk (‘*’), or a question mark (‘?’).
The PRODUCT name operand is not used as a mask on the REMOVE command, but, is used to search for an
exact match against a log device that has a PRODUCT name that is defined with mask characters.

FORCE
(Optional).
Controls whether the log device can be removed, even though there are active users of the log device.

NO
If there are active connections to the log device, the REMOVE command is ignored with an appropriate command
response.

YES
Even if there are active connections to the log device, this setting permits the removal of a log device.
Important! Only specify YES under the recommendation of a Broadcom support technician.
Default: NO

CA Common Logger Service Unload Utility
The CA Common Logger Service service supports an unload utility that archives and deletes data objects from a log
stream. When you execute the utility, it unloads all of the records from a given log stream and then deletes the records.

For example, a system administrator or system programmer might run the utility when a log is close to full or to clean up
the log file to make room for more records.

The utility can also unload data from a log stream that is used as a staging area to a sequential data set (most likely a
generation data group (GDG)) and delete the offloaded data objects.

Example: 

An example of a CALGUNLD  member JCL can be found in the CAW0JCL  dataset.

The example presumes that two different releases of the product are in use. The log records from release 14.1 are written
to the archive of all records and also isolated into their own archive. It also presumes that the product includes the release
number in the metadata for each log record. OUTDD parameter statements are used to control which log records are
written to the specified DD statements.

Unloaded log records are written to DDNAME ALLRECS and only records related to release v14.1 are written to
DDNAME V141RECS.

The output files that hold the log records are next generations in two GDGs.

Unload Implementation Considerations

The control statements are grouped, with each group beginning with an OPTIONS record followed by zero or more
OUTDD statements. Each record in a group is read and parsed. After all of the records in a group have been parsed, the
information is verified and if all edits pass, control passes to the UNLOAD routine.

The UNLOAD routine then performs the following actions:

• Connects to the log device that is defined in the OPTIONS record
• Opens all files that are defined in the OUTDD statements
• Writes the control record
• Loops, reading all log records and checking each OUTDD to see if the log record matches the selection criteria for that

OUTDD.
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When all of the log records have been processed, all output files are closed, and the log records are purged from the log
file.

Unload Security Considerations

The CA Common Logger Service Unload utility can delete log records from the log stream; therefore, the security
administrator should control who can execute this utility. If your site does not have security profiles in place that limit
access to the Unload utility, everyone can execute it.

When the Unload utility starts, it performs a security check to determine if the person running the utility has the highest
security access to the class FACILITY and the resource CALOGGER.CALGUNLD. If the security check fails, the utility
terminates with message CALG9047E .

To provide the appropriate access level, a security administrator must issue one of the following commands to authorize a
user to run the Unload utility.

Note: The following commands assume that the resource classes and resources are already defined to the security
product.

ACF2 

SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY CALOGGER ADD(CALGUNLD UID(UID string for user) ALLOW)

Top Secret 

TSS PERM(user) IBMFAC(CALOGGER.CALGUNLD) ACCESS(ALL)

IBM RACF 

RDEFINE FACILITY (CALOGGER.CALGUNLD) UACC(NONE)

PERMIT CALOGGER.CALGUNLD CLASS(FACILITY) ID(user) ACCESS(ALTER)

Note: For more informatrion about the security syntax and configuration details, see the documentation for the security
product.

Unload Utility JCL

Use this JCL to execute this utility:

//STEP1   EXEC  PGM=CALGUNLD

//SYSPRINT   DD  SYSOUT=*

//anyddn1     DD  DSN=dsname,DISP=[disp1[disp2[disp3]] ,

//                           UNIT=unitinformation,SPACE=spaceinformation,

//                           DCB=(LRECL=lrecl,BLKSIZE=blksize,RECFM=recfm)

//anyddn2     DD  DSN=dsname,DISP=[disp1[disp2[disp3]] ,

//                           UNIT=unitinformation,SPACE=spaceinformation,

//                           DCB=(LRECL=lrecl,BLKSIZE=blksize,RECFM=recfm)

    …

//anyddnn     DD  DSN=dsname,DISP=[disp1[disp2[disp3]] ,

//                           UNIT=unitinformation,SPACE=spaceinformation,

//                           DCB=(LRECL=lrecl,BLKSIZE=blksize,RECFM=recfm)

//SYSIN          DD  *

    control statements

//

anyddn  
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Any valid DDNAME. The name is used in the DDNAME parameters of the OUTDD statement. These files can be any
logical record length, blocksize, and record format. The LRECL must be large enough to allow writing of the longest
possible log record. If the LRECL is too small, the CALGUNLD utility abends. The record format can be fixed, variable, or
undefined.

dsname  

Data set name that is associated with the unload activity.

disp1  

How the file should be allocated to you. Specify one of the following options:

SHR 

Allocate an existing data set non-exclusively.

OLD 

Allocate an existing data set for the exclusive use of the CALGUNLD utility.

NEW 

Allocate a new data set that does not already exist.

MOD 

Allocate a new or existing data set for the exclusive use of the CALGUNLD utility. The "write pointer" is positioned to the
end of the data set so that you may extend the data set with more records.

disp2  

What should be done with the data set when it is deallocated normally. Specify one of the following:

KEEP 

Keep it, but do not catalog it. KEEP is the default value if it was an existing data set that was allocated.

DELETE 

Delete it. If the data set was allocated through the catalog (without specification of volume serial number), it will also be
uncataloged. DELETE is the default for a newly allocated data set.

CATLG 

Keep it and catalog it.

UNCATLG 

Keep it and uncatalog it. For default values, consult your JCL reference guide.

disp3  

The disposition of the data set if it is deallocated during abend processing. Specify one of the values that are listed in
disp2.

unitinformation  

Unit name that is associated with the unload activity.

spaceinformation  

How much space should be allocated to a disk data set. This value is required for new data sets and ignored for existing
data sets. Specify one of these values:

blocks 
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The size of the disk block to be allocated. The value is generally the same value as the block size of the data set. The
allocation routines calculate the physical amount of disk space that is required, based on blocks of the specified size. If
specified, both prim and sec are assumed to be in blocks.

CYL 

The allocation is to be by cylinder. If used, both prim and sec are assumed to specify cylinder.

TRK 

The allocation is to be by track. If used, both prim and sec are assumed to specify tracks.

recfm  

Record format to be assigned to the data set.

Permitted values: F, FB, V, VB, and U.

lrecl  

Logical record length that is assigned to the data set.

blksize  

Block size that is assigned to the data set.

control statements  

For a detailed control statement syntax overview, see READCMDS Command (CASRV). In addition, for line continuation,
you add a hyphen at the end of the line. For example:

OPTIONS OPERATION(UNLOAD) -

    LOGNAME(CA7_LOG_RECORDS) PRODUCT(CA7)

 OUTDD DDNAME(ALLRECS1)

 OUTDD DDNAME(ALLRECS2)

 OUTDD DDNAME(ALLRECS3) METADATA(YES)

OPTIONS 

Controls overall processing of the CALGUNLD utility program.

OPERATION= 

Controls the action of the utility and the disposition of the selected data objects in the log stream.

UNLOAD: Writes selected data objects to data set referenced by OUTDD and deletes those data objects from the log
stream.

LOGNAME= 

Specifies the CA Common Logger Service managed log stream by LOG name.

PRODUCT= 

Specifies the Broadcom product that was used to register this log stream.

OUTDD 

References a physical sequential data set to which retrieved data objects are written. Any number of OUTDD statements,
with corresponding unique DDNAMEs, may be specified. At least one OUTDD statement must be present.

DDNAME=ddname 

Keyword DDNAME of a sequential output data set to receive the log records.

TYPE=SELECTION|DEFAULT 
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(Optional) Identifies the OUTDD type.

SELECTION indicates that as log records are passed to OUTDD statements, you want them written to the specified
OUTDD statement. Masking is supported.

DEFAULT is used to capture any records that are not selected by other OUTDD statements via the SELECTION option.
When DEFAULT is specified, the only other operand that is allowed is DDNAME. If OPERATION is UNLOAD and
if a DEFAULT OUTDD is not specified and a log record is not written to any other OUTDD, CALGUNLD terminates
abnormally.

Default: If you do not enter a value, SELECTION is applied.

PRODUCT=prodmask 

(Optional) Mask that is used to filter data object written to the OUTDD data set.

RELEASE=release 

(Optional) RELEASE value that is used to filter data object written to the OUTDD data set.

INSTANCE=instance 

(Optional) INSTANCE value that is used to filter data object written to the OUTDD data set.

EXIT=exitname 

(Optional) Exit routine name that receives control before a record is written to the OUTDD data set and before the OUTDD
data set is closed.

METADATA=YES|NO 

METADATA=YES causes CALGUNLD to prefix the metadata associated with each record to the data written to the
OUTDD statement.

Default: NO

CAILGR00 Logical Parmlib Member
  During the startup process, the CA Common Logger Service Address Space searches for the logical PARMLIB member
named CAILGR00 . The member lets CA Common Logger Service automatically execute the CA Common Logger
Service commands that were previously defined in the CAILGR00 PARMLIB member.

Consider the following best practices:

• Add the log streams dynamically to CA Common Logger Service using the ADD LOGDEVICE command. After you add
the log streams, you can (optionally) define the log streams permanently by placing the ADD LOGDEVICE command
in the CAILGR00  PARMLIB member.

• In a sysplex, run the CA Common Logger Service Address Space on all the system images that are contained in the
sysplex. We recommend this practice because the CA Common Logger Service can process commands on system-
oriented, DASD-only log streams and sysplex-wide, coupling-based log streams. When the sysplex uses a shared
PARMLIB for all of the systems, you can specify one CAILGR00 PARMLIB member for all the systems. The following
examples describe the syntax that is required for a PARMLIB (system-unique) and a shared PARMLIB:
 Example: PARMLIB 
/*********************************************************************/ 

/*                                                                   */ 

/*  SYS1.PARMLIB(CAILGR00):  CA COMMON LOGGER                        */ 

/*                                                                   */ 

/*          CALOGGER COMPONENT CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS              */ 

/*                                                                   */ 

/*********************************************************************/ 
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/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/*     SET CASERV CONTROL PROGRAM PARAMETERS                         */ 

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

  SET DAE=YES             /* SUPPRESS DUPLICATE SVC DUMPS            */ 

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/*     SYSPLEX CF LOG STREAM FOR CA7                                 */ 

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

  ADD LOGDEV LOGNAME=CA7_LOG_RECORDS,  /* CA7 LOG RECORDS            */ 

             LSNAME=CA7.LOG.RECORDS,  /* Z/OS LOG STREAM NAME        */ 

             PRODUCT(CA7), 

             DESCRIPTION('CA7 LOG RECORDS') 

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/*     DISPLAY THE MANAGED LOG DEVICES                               */ 

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

  DISPLAY LOGDEV           /* DISPLAY MANAGED LOG DEVICES */

 Example: Shared PARMLIB 
/*********************************************************************/ 

/*                                                                   */ 

/*  SYS1.PARMLIB(CAILGR00):  CA COMMON LOGGER                        */ 

/*                                                                   */ 

/*          CALOGGER COMPONENT CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS              */ 

/*                                                                   */ 

/*********************************************************************/ 

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

/*     SET CASERV CONTROL PROGRAM PARAMETERS                         */ 

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/

IF &SYSNAME. = (XE47)

  SET DAE=YES /* SUPPRESS DUPLICATE SVC DUMPS                        */ 

ENDIF  

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/*     SYSPLEX CF LOG STREAM FOR CA7                                 */ 

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

  ADD LOGDEV LOGNAME=CA7_LOG_RECORDS1,  /* CA7 LOG RECORDS           */

             LSNAME=CA7.&SYSPLEX..LOG.RECORDS, /*Z/OS LOGSTREAM NAME */ 

             PRODUCT(CA7),

             DESCRIPTION('CA7 SYSPLEX-WIDE LOG RECORDS') 

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/             

/*     DASD ONLY LOG STREAM FOR CA7 LOCAL SYSTEM RECORDS             */             

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

  ADD LOGDEV LOGNAME=CA7_LOG_RECORDS2, /* CA7 LOG RECORDS            */

             LSNAME=CA7.&SYSNAME..LOG.RECORDS,  /*Z/OS LOGSTREAM NAME*/ 

             PRODUCT(CA7),

             LOGCLASS=DATA,

             DESCRIPTION('CA7 SYSTEM LEVEL LOG RECORDS')

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/
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/*     DISPLAY THE MANAGED LOG DEVICES                               */

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/

  DISPLAY LOGDEV          /* DISPLAY MANAGED LOG DEVICES */

With the CAILGR00 member, you can specify any of the commands that are supported by the CA Common Logger
Service Address Space and the Common Address Space shell.

NOTE

For more information about the parameters, syntax, rules, and the use of symbols that the Common Address
Space shell supports, see READCMDS Command (CASRV).

CALOGGER Component Trace
The CA Common Logger Service has component tracing capabilities to capture data about events that occur in the
service. Component tracing is accomplished through the Common Component Trace Service.

Component Tracing

Component tracing is typically enabled when recreating a problem to provide data to Broadcom Support. Typically, if this
action is required, the instructions are supplied by Broadcom Support.

CA Common Logger Service-supported Event IDs

The following table describes the CA Common Logger Service-supported Event IDs.

Event ID Description
IXGC CALOGGER IXG* Routine Calls
LAPI CALOGGER API Calls
LDEV CALOGGER Device Calls
LGMN CALOGGER Main Pgm (CALGMAIN)
LQRY CALOGGER #LGGRQRY Calls
NQDQ CALOGGER Latch Manager Calls

Examples of Component Tracing

The following topics contain examples of how to use component tracing.

Enable Component Tracing

To enable component tracing for CA Common Logger Service (its Product Code is EF4.) for this release, use the MVS
TRACE command:

 TRACE CT,ON,COMP=CAMASTER,SUB=(EF4.R141)

 

When prompted for a reply, enter the following command:

 R nnn,OPTIONS=(IXGC,LAPI,LDEV,LGMN,LQRY,NQDQ),END

 

Note: Not all Event IDs may need to be active. Broadcom Support can indicate what Event IDs should be enabled to
capture the necessary data to debug a problem.
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Externalize Component Trace Data

Trace data is externalized through an SVC dump. To externalize the trace data, use the MVS TRACE command:

 TRACE CT,ON,COMP=CAMASTER,SUB=(EF4.R141)

 

When prompted for a reply, enter the following command:

 R nnn,OPTIONS=(SDUMP),END

 

Display Component Tracing

To display information about the status of component tracing, use the MVS DISPLAY (D) command:

 D TRACE,COMP=CAMASTER,SUB=(EF4.R141)

 

Disable Component Tracing

To disable component tracing, use the MVS TRACE command:

 TRACE CT,OFF,COMP=CAMASTER,SUB=(EF4.R141)

 

CAHCHECK Address Space
CAHCHECK is a Common Components and Services address space that hosts health checks on behalf of Broadcom
products and components.

Many Broadcom product health checks are hosted directly by the owning Broadcom product address space. Some
Broadcom products do not have a permanent address space in which to host the health checks. Some Broadcom
products that have a permanent address space want some or all of the health checks to be hosted in a more permanent
address space. The CAHCHECK address space was created to host Broadcom product health checks that have these
requirements.

Broadcom product health checks provide the following value for your site:

• Improve product availability by eliminating outages due to configuration option errors
• Point out product features that are activated to get maximum benefit from a product
• Point out settings that can optimize the performance of a product. This is similar to having a product expert constantly

reviewing the product settings in your environment.

The CAHCHECK address space is optional, but we strongly recommend that you use it to receive the full benefit of
Broadcom product health checks.

NOTE
The CAHCHECK address space requires the CAMASTER common service system address space.

CA Health Checker Operational Overview
The CAMASTER address space starts the CAHCHECK address space automatically at IPL time and is intended to
remain active during IPL. However, it can be shut down or recycled using operator commands.

You do not need to shut down the CAHCHECK address space before a scheduled IPL. The CAHCHECK address space
does not prevent any other system component address space from shutting down.
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No action is required to activate the CAHCHECK address space. That is, no JCL PROC, no security access rules, and
most often, no WLM policy requirements are required to run the CAHCHECK address space. The CAHCHECK address
space only requires a security system user ID, if the default started task user ID for your installation is defined to be
suspended. In this case, a started task user ID of CAHCHECK minimally must be defined to permit the CAHCHECK
address space to start. The CAHCHECK address space executes like any other system component as a "Trusted User"
authority. This authority means that CAHCHECK is permitted to access the libraries that contain the Broadcom product
health checks. As a Trusted User, the CAHCHECK address space can access data sets in a Read Only mode. The data
sets being accessed will be Broadcom product load module libraries and health check message libraries. This action
eliminates the need to require the installation to define access profiles anytime new health checks are defined. Any
access to such libraries is logged.

The CAHCHECK address space executes in the WLM default STC service class. The CAHCHECK address space
typically uses minimal CPU. If the installation WLM default STC service class does not provide adequate CPU resources
for the CAHCHECK address space, the installation could need to classify the CAHCHECK started task into a higher
priority WLM service class.

As an alternative to updating WLM policy to classify the CAHCHECK started task into a different service class, it is
possible to assign the WLM SYSSTC service class to the CAHCHECK by updating the z/OS Program Properties
Table (PPT). Updating the Program Properties Table (PPT) in the logical PARMLIB SCHEDxx member to define the
CAHCHECK program name as “Privileged” causes the CAHCHECK started task address space to execute in the
SYSSTC service class by default. To enable the new PPT definitions immediately without an IPL, see the z/OS system
operator command “SET SCH=(xx[,xx]…,L). The SCHEDxx PARMLIB PPT entry for the CAHCHECK program looks like:

PPT PGMNAME(CAHCHECK)     /* CAHCHECK ADDRESS SPACE PROGRAM    */

     NOSWAP               /* NON-SWAPPABLE                     */

     PRIV                 /* PRIVILEGED                        */

     LPREF                /* LONG TERM PGFIX IN NON-RECONFIG   */

     NOPREF               /* SHORT TERM PGFIX IN RECONFIG      */

     SYST                 /* System Task                       */

After the CAHCHECK address space is active, its services are available to Broadcom products. When Broadcom products
register their health check routines in the CAHCHECK address space, those checks remain active until the owning
product or an operator command terminates them. If the CAHCHECK address space is recycled, any CA Health Checker
that were hosted before the shutdown are re-registered automatically when the CAHCHECK address space is restarted.

CA Health Checker Owners
Any Broadcom product that registers Broadcom product health checks in the CAHCHECK address space is referred to
as a “check owner”, or simply “owner”. Various commands use the OWNER parameter to refer to the Broadcom product
health checks hosted by a specific health check owner.

Communicate with the CAHCHECK Address Space
The MVS MODIFY (F) operator command communicates with the CAHCHECK address space. “CAHC” is dynamically set
up as the short form, so the communication with CAHCHECK is accomplished with MVS operator MODIFY commands in
the following format:

textF CAHC,command 

Several operator commands are available for controlling the CAHCHECK address space, controlling the hosted CA Health
Checker, and displaying information that is related to both.
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Recycle the CAHCHECK Address Space
To recycle the CAHCHECK address space, issue the SHUTDOWN command with the RESTART option:

F CAHC,SHUTDOWN,RESTART

F CAHC,SHUT,R

Start the CAHCHECK Address Space
If you shut down the CAHCHECK address space without the restart option, manually restart it by issuing the following
MVS console command:

S IEESYSAS,PROG=CAHCHECK,JOBNAME=CAHCHECK,TIME=1440,SUB=MSTR,REUSASID=YES

Handling Data Set Contention
Hosted CA Health Checker can have data sets allocated to them. If other processes require exclusive control of those
data sets, they are in contention with the CAHCHECK address space. You do not need to shut down the CAHCHECK
address space to resolve the contention. Use the DISPLAY ALLOC command to determine which check owner has the
data set:

Displays all data sets allocated to all checks:

F CAHC,DISPLAY ALLOC

Displays a specific data set:

textF CAHC,D A,DSN=data.set.name 

Displays all data sets matching partial name up to the asterisk:

textF CAHC,D A DSN=generic.data.set*

The check owner task name is displayed in the response to this command. You can then use the STOP command to
terminate the checks that belong to the check owner.

Stop the checks and cause deallocation of data sets.

textF CAHC,STOP ownertask 

Checking CPU Consumption
You can report on the CPU consumption of health checks, whether running locally or remotely. You can obtain a report of
the CPU consumption using SYSVIEW or z/OS console commands.

SYSVIEW

This product provides you with the HCHECKER command for displaying IBM Health Checker for z/OS information. For
example:

HC CA_=

Entered as a primary command, displays all Broadcom product health checks. For more information about the
HCHECKER command, see the SYSVIEW help menu by typing “HELP HCHECKER.”

z/OS console commands
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z/OS provides you with the MODIFY(F) HZSPROC commands for performing various actions against checks, such as:
adding and deleting checks, displaying checks, refreshing checks, and running checks. For example:

F HZSPROC,DISPLAY CHECK(CA_MIM,*),DETAILED,DIAG

Provides a detailed description of all health checks owned by CA_MIM, including the CPU consumption. For more
information about the “F HZSPROC,DISPLAY” command, see the IBM Health Checker for z/OS Guide.

CAHCHECK Command Reference
This section lists the CAHCHECK commands that you can pass to the CAHCHECK address space using the MVS
MODIFY (F) operator command.

CANCEL taskname

Terminates a task that is not responding to a STOP or DELETE command. Use the CANCEL command only as a last
resort to end a health check owner task. Use the STOP command to stop the check or use the DELETE command to
totally end the check owner's task and all of its health checks. While most CA Health Checker complete their function
quickly, some CA Health Checker routines run longer. The health check task is normally allowed to complete, so it may
take longer to respond to the STOP or DELETE than you might expect. If the health check task does not respond, you can
issue the CANCEL command to completely end the task and free up any associated storage. This may leave data sets
allocated that you must free manually using the DEALLOC command.

DEALLOC Command Options

The following list describes the DEALLOC command options:

•  DEALLOC DSN=data.set  
•  DEALLOC DDN=ddname 

Deallocates data sets that are currently allocated to the CAHCHECK address space. If DDN= is specified, only the one
data set identified by the DD name is freed. If DSN= is specified, every occurrence of an allocation for that data set
name is freed.

DELETE ownertask

Use the DELETE command to terminate a hosted health check owner. Unlike the STOP command, which suspends
the task, the DELETE command causes the hosted health check owner to go through final termination and it cannot be
restarted. Consider using the STOP command to allow the health check owner to be started again later.

DISPLAY Command Options

The following list describes the DISPLAY command options:

 

•  DISPLAY ALLOC 
•  D A,DSN=data.set  
•  D A,DSN=data.set.qual* 

Displays the data sets allocated to the CAHCHECK address space. If DSN= is specified, all allocations that match that
fully qualified data set name are displayed. If the trailing asterisk (*) is specified, all data sets that match the name up
to the asterisk are displayed.

•  DISPLAY EVENTS
Displays any events that the CAHCHECK address space is monitoring.

•  DISPLAY INIT 
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Displays the initialization settings that are in effect.
•  DISPLAY MODULES

Displays the list of modules that comprise the CA Health Checker infrastructure (CASHCCMN and CASHCLPA)
followed by the modules that comprise the CAHCHECK address space (CASHCPVT). The CSECT components are
displayed with their assembly date and time and maintenance level.

•  DISPLAY OPTIONS 
Displays the current options in effect.

•  DISPLAY OWNERS 
•  D OWNER,NAME=owner  
•  D OWNER DETAIL

Displays the health check owners being hosted in the CAHCHECK address space. You can specify the DETAIL
parameter to produce much more detailed display of health check owners. You can also display the information on a
single check owner using the NAME= operand.

•  DISPLAY TASKS
Displays the various tasks being managed within the CAHCHECK address space. Some of these tasks are required
by the CA Health Checker infrastructure to manage the CAHCHECK address space itself, while others are used to
manage the hosted health check owners.

HELP Command Options

The following list describes the HELP command options:

•  HELP 
•  HELP command 

Displays help about the commands that CAHCHECK supports. If issued with no operands, the help summary is
displayed. You can get more detailed help on a given command using the command name as the HELP operand.

SET Command Options

The following list describes the SET command options:

 

•  SET OPTIONS 
•  DEBUGMSG=YES|NO

Sets the control settings for the CAHCHECK address space. DEBUGMSG= can be set to YES activate debug
messages or NO to suppress them.

•  SET OWNER owner  
•  DEBUG=YES|NO

Alters control settings for a given health check owner. You can turn debugging and tracing on and off to cause the
health checks to produce additional diagnostic information when they run.

SHUTDOWN Command Options

The following list describes the SHUTDOWN command options:

•  SHUTDOWN, RESTART 
•  SHUTDOWN 

Shuts down and automatically restart the CAHCHECK address space when the RESTART parameter is specified. This
recycles the CAHCHECK address space in one command. When the RESTART parameter is omitted, this command
shuts down the CAHCHECK address space without restarting. You can also use the MVS STOP (P) command to shut
down the CAHCHECK address space without restarting.
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START taskname

Use the START command to restart a task that was stopped with the STOP command. Use the DISPLAY TASKS
command to display the tasks being managed in the CAHCHECK address space. Any task whose status is "Stopped"
may be started with the START command.

STOP taskname

Use the STOP command to suspend a task. Any task that is considered crucial to the CA Health Checker infrastructure
is not eligible to be stopped. Any hosted health check task can be stopped. Stopping a hosted health check frees any
data set that was allocated by the health check owner and any of its health check routines. This is useful when there is
contention with a data set allocated to a given health check owner task.

CA Health Checker Maintenance Considerations
Broadcom product health checks and CA Health Checker services modules can be refreshed without an IPL.

Maintenance Applied to a Hosted Check

If you apply maintenance to a CA Health Checker module that the CAHCHECK address space is hosting, you can refresh
the module by issuing the IBM Health Checker REFRESH command:

textF hzsproc,REFRESH,CHECK(CA_owner,chkname)

hzsproc
IBM Health Checker started task address space name.

CA_owner
Broadcom product owner name

chkname
CA Health Checker name

The IBM Health Checker sends a refresh directive to the CA Health Checker infrastructure. The CA Health Checker
infrastructure responds by completing the following actions:

• Shuts down the hosted health check
• Deletes the modules that check used from memory
• Re-registers the CA Health Checker using the newly refreshed CA Health Checker module

Maintenance Applied to a CA Health Checker Dynamic LPA-Resident Module

The CA Health Checker infrastructure modules are loaded into LPA during the initialization. The addresses of the various
service routines are anchored into a control structure that does not move after it was created. If you apply maintenance to
any of the LPA-resident modules, issue the following MVS console command after LLA has been refreshed:

SETPROG LPA,ADD,MODNAME=CASHCLPA,DSNAME=LNKLST,FIXED,PAGEPROTALL

The CA Health Checker infrastructure automatically detects the new copy and updates the addresses that are anchored in
the control structure. Then, it initiates an automatic refresh of all hosted health checks in the CAHCHECK address space.
This action helps to ensure that only the freshest copy of the infrastructure is being used.

Typically, if any maintenance requires this action, the instructions accompanying the PTF advise you.
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Maintenance Applied to CAHCHECK Address Space-Resident Modules

If you apply maintenance to the CAHCHECK address space service and control modules, recycle CAHCHECK address
space to obtain the most current copy. After applying the modules to the LINKLIST and refreshing LLA, you can use the
following command to recycle the CAHCHECK address space:

F CAHC,SHUT,RESTART

This command terminates all the hosted checks, shuts down the address space, and starts up a new CAHCHECK
address space with the refreshed modules. Any hosted Broadcom health checks that were active before the shutdown
are re-registered with the IBM Health Checker and operations resume as they were. However, the newly refreshed
CAHCHECK address space-resident modules are now in control.

If maintenance requires this action, the instructions accompanying the PTF advise you.

CAMASTER Address Space
CAMASTER is a non-cancelable system address space that provides system services that many Broadcom products and
Common Components and Services use. CAMASTER also provides storage resources to Broadcom components that are
used instead of CSA and ECSA, thus reducing the demand on the common storage of your system. After the initialization,
CAMASTER uses minimal CPU, and cannot be stopped or restarted.

CAMASTER Operational Overview
The CAMASTER address space starts up automatically at IPL time and remains active during IPL in a way consistent with
the IBM Master Scheduler address space. Likewise, there is no need to shut down the CAMASTER address space before
a scheduled IPL. The CAMASTER address space does not prevent any other system component address space from
shutting down.

No action is required to activate the CAMASTER address space. That is, a JCL PROC, security access rules, security
user ID, and WLM policy requirements are not required to run the CAMASTER address space. The CAMASTER address
space executes like any other system component as a "Trusted User" authority. Any CAMASTER resource access
is logged. The CAMASTER address space executes in the SYSTEM service class. After CAMASTER completes its
initialization processing, no further processing takes place.

Optional CAIMST00 Parmlib Member
You can optionally add a CAIMST00 member to logical PARMLIB to override the default values and behavior of the
CAMASTER address space.

The CAIMST00 member can contain a CAMSINIT control statement and comments. Place CAIMST00 in your installation
logical PARMLIB concatenation.

The following example control statement illustrates all the defaults that would be in effect if the CAIMST00 member is
omitted:

CAMSINIT  START,             /* Start up at IPL time       */

          JOBNAME(CAMASTER)  /* Job name to use            */

Under unusual conditions, the CAIMST00 can be set up with "NOSTART" rather than "START" to prevent the CAMASTER
address space from starting. If CAMASTER is not started, other Common Components and Services, including CAIRIM,
and some Broadcom products, fail to initialize. Only use the "NOSTART" parameter under advice from Broadcom Support
or under diagnostic circumstances where you do not start any Common Components and Servicesor Broadcom products
for all or a portion of the life of the IPL.
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Maintenance Applied to a CAMASTER Dynamic LPA-Resident Module
The CAMASTER modules are loaded into dynamic LPA during the CAMASTER system address space initialization
processing. If you apply maintenance to any of the modules that are dynamic LPA resident, issue the following MVS
console command after LLA has been refreshed:

textSETPROG LPA,ADD,MODNAME=module,DSNAME=LNKLST,FIXED,PAGEPROTALL

Normally, if any maintenance requires this action, the instructions accompanying the PTF advise you.

Optional CAIMST20 Logical Parmlib Concatenation Member
You can optionally add a parameter library member to override default values and behavior for Broadcom components.

CAIMST20 Logical Parmlib Member Name

The Logical Parmlib member name, CAIMST20, can be overridden to specify another valid name. To override the
CAIMST20 member name, add a keyword on the CAMSINIT control statement ASMMEM, specifying the override member
name:

ASMMEM(CAIMST10) /*Override CAIMST20 member name*/

For more information about creating the CAIMST00 member, see Optional CAIMST00 Logical Parmlib Member.

CAIMST20 Parameter Statements

A parameter statement must include the COMPONENT= keyword, and also optionally specify RSTMAX=, RSTRI=, and
START=where:

RSTMAX=immediate value
(Optional) Designates an integer value specifying the maximum number of times an address space is started
within a given interval. The minimum range for this operand is 0 and the maximum is 5.

NOTE
Specifying the minimum range 0 indicates that automatic restarting of a Broadcom component is not
done when it terminates unexpectedly.

RSTRTI=immediate value
(Optional) Designates an integer value specifying the number of minutes for the interval for which the maximum
number of automatic address space restarts are done. The minimum range for this operand is 5 minutes and the
maximum is 60 minutes.

START={YES|NO}
(Optional) Designates whether the component must be started at IPL time or not.
YES

Specifies this address space is started at IPL time.
NO

Specifies this address space is not started at IPL time. When START=NO, the ASMT entry is expanded
without processing other operands. This can be used to define dummy entries in the ASMT.

Broadcom component default behaviors are component-specific. See the respective component documentation for a
description of default behaviors.

CAIMST20 Example Parameter Statements

To override the CAHCHECK component address space so it does not start automatically at IPL time, specify:
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COMPONENT(CAHCHECK),    /* CAHCHECK        */

    START=NO        /* Do not start at IPL    */

To override the CAHCHECk component address space to restart a maximum of two times over a 5-minute interval when
the address space terminates unexpectedly, specify:

COMPONENT(CAHCHECK),    /* CAHCHEC        */

    RSTMAX=2,    /* Restart 2 times...    */

    RSTRTI=5        /* ... over 5 minutes    */

CAMASTER Commands
Communication with CAMASTER is accomplished with MVS operator MODIFY commands in the following format:

textF CAMASTER,command 

The security resource class for these commands is OPERCMDS. The resource entity name is CAMASTER.command for
all available commands.

Example:

Command:

textF CAMASTER,DISPLAY components 

Security resource:

OPERCMDS(CAMASTER.DISPLAY)

NOTE
The console authority is checked to determine an access to permit the execution of commands if the security
subsystem returns a "no decision" (meaning no profile exists).

DISPLAY Command (CAMASTER)

The DISPLAY command shows running address spaces that are under CAMASTER control.

Syntax

textF CAMASTER,DISPLAY COMPONENTS,status,description,NAME=address_space_name 

Parameters

status
(Optional) Status of the address spaces that are displayed. Possible options are:
ACTIVE

Address spaces which are currently executing under CAMASTER control.
INACTIVE

Address spaces which are not executing and were not started.
FAILED

Address spaces which were running at one point but failed due to a restart threshold condition. These
address spaces are not currently executing.

ALL
Displays all address spaces that are ACTIVE, INACTIVE, or FAILED.

Default: ACTIVE
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description
(Optional) Level of description of the address spaces that are displayed. Possible options are:
SUMMARY

Gives a brief description of the address space.
DETAILED

Gives a more detailed description of the address space.
Default: SUMMARY

address_space_name
(Optional) Name of the address space which you want to request information about. You can also use wild card
matching characters; ‘?’ for single character, or ‘*’ for zero or more characters.
Default: NAME=*

NOTE

Each keyword, apart from DISPLAY, can be abbreviated. The abbreviations cannot be ambiguous or an
ambiguous error is generated. If an optional command is not included, the default value is used. For example,
you can enter the command:

F CAMASTER,DISPLAY COMP

This command is the same as entering keywords:

F CAMASTER,DISPLAY COMP,ACTIVE,SUMMARY,NAME=*

START Command (CAMASTER)

To start a Broadcom component, issue the START command specifying the COMPONENT= operand:

textF CAMASTER,START COMPONENT=component_name 

The START command requires a user to have CONTROL access to permit the execution of START commands. If no
security profile exists, SYS console authority executes the START command.

Common Component Trace Service (CAMASTER)
One of the common components that CAMASTER initializes is the Common Component Trace Service. The Common
Component Trace Service lets Broadcom products implement the use of IBM CTRACE. Broadcom products that use
the Common Component Trace Service document how to stop and start traces for their particular product under normal
rudimentary conditions. There can be times where more advanced features of the Common Component Trace Service
can be used. This material supplements the product documentation for using the Common Component Trace Service.

When you want to avail a product of the Common Component Trace Service, use the IBM TRACE CT command to
activate, modify, control, and turn off a trace that is defined by the product. The following example is taken from MVS
System Commands but tailored to Common Component Trace Service usage:

The syntax of the TRACE CT command to start or modify a trace is:

textTRACE CT,ON,COMP=CAMASTER,SUB=(productcode.Rrelease.Iinstance)

productcode
Three-character product of the solution being traced

release
(Optional) Product release.
Limit: 3 characters
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instance
(Optional) An identifier to distinguish and allow concurrent tracing of multiple product instances.

This command generates a WTOR:

 *nnnn ITT006A SPECIFY OPERAND(S) FOR TRACE CT COMMAND

 

The response to this WTOR is the following command:

 R nnnn, [,OPTIONS=(...)]

    [,ASID=(...)] [,JOBNAME=(...)]

    [,WTR=CAMSXWTR|DISCONNECT]

 

OPTIONS=(…):
The following OPTIONS are supported:

• eid1,eid2,…
• EXTEND(#buffers)
• RESET(#buffers,buffer_size)
• FLUSH
• LISTT
• PAUSE
• RESUME
• SDUMP
• DEFEID(eid1,eid2,…)
• ADDEID(eid1,eid2,…)
• REMEID(eid1,eid2,…)
• eid1, eid2, …

Enables one or more Event IDs (EIDs) to begin capturing trace data. The EIDs that are to be traced are
provided by the particular product. This manner of specifying EIDs is equivalent to the DEFEID(eid1,eid2,…)
command described below.

• EXTEND(#buffers)
Extends the current trace data space by the specified number of buffers. Trace data within the existing buffers
is unaffected. Tracing must have been previously set ON before this option can be used.

• RESET(#buffers,buffer_size)
Resets the current trace data space to have the specified buffer size (in Kilobytes) and #buffers. Trace data
within the existing buffers is lost. If #buffers or buffer_size is omitted, the current value is used. Omitting both
values causes the existing trace buffers to be cleared. This option can be used at any time.

• FLUSH
For traces writing to an External Writer, requests that the current buffer be flushed (written to the External
Writer).

• LISTT
Displays a list of Component Traces defined by the Common Component Trace Service. This OPTION
can be passed to the CAMASTER Component Trace directly. The TRACE CT keyword parameter
"SUB=(product_code.Rproduct_release.Iinstance)" is not required.

• PAUSE and RESUME
PAUSE internally pauses tracing. RESUME resumes tracing. The current tracing criteria (#buffers, buffer_size,
JOBNAMEs, ASIDs, EIDs) is not affected.
This command can be re-entered to modify the existing trace settings. However if ASIDs, JOBNAMEs or EIDs
are specified, their previous settings are lost. The new values overwrite the existing values.

• SDUMP
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Generates an SVC Dump of the Data Space containing the sub-level trace’s buffers. This is useful for
externalizing the CTRACE when an External Writer is not active.

• DEFEID(eid1,eid2,…)
Defines the set of Event IDs (EIDs) to be initially enabled for tracing. This command can also be used to
replace the entire current set with the new specified set. This command is equivalent to specifying the EIDs
directly as OPTIONS parameters. However, this command does allow a null list be specified that removes the
current set; for example, DEFEID().

NOTE
The processing of this command causes a short internal pause of tracing for the TraceID
product_code.Rproduct_release.Iinstance. During that period, any #TRACE CAPTURE requests are
ignored. If DEFEID is used to replace a set containing an EID that is also contained in the new set,
there is a possibility that some trace entries for that EID is lost. In that case, the ADDEID or REMEID
should be used as these do not internally pause tracing.

• ADDEID(eid1,eid2,…)
Adds one or more Event IDs (EIDs) to the current set being traced. If no Event IDs exist, the ADDEID
command defines the initial set. Adding an EID that is in the current set is warned and then ignored.
The processing of this command does not cause an internal pause of tracing for the TraceID
product_code.Rproduct_release.Iinstance. New EIDs may be added without affecting the current tracing.

• REMEID(eid1,eid2,…)
Removes one or more Event IDs (EIDs) from the current set being traced. Specifying an EID that does not
exist in the current set is warned then ignored.
The processing of this command does not cause an internal pause of tracing for the TraceID
product_code.Rproduct_release.Iinstance. EIDs may be removed without affecting the tracing for the other
EIDs in the current set.

ASID=(…),[,JOBNAME=(…)
Specifies which applications are to be traced. If no ASIDs or JOBNAMEs are specified, all applications defined to
this sublevel trace and specifying an active Event ID (EID) are traced. If any ASID or JOBNAME is specified, only
these applications are traced. Up to 16 ASIDs and JOBNAMES can be specified.

WTR=xtrnlwtr
Requests that this sub-level Trace Component is connected to its External Writer, xtrnlwtr. It had been previously
started by the command:
"TRACE CT,WTRSTART=xtrnlwtr" described under Additional commands.

WTR=DISCONNECT
Requests that this sub-level Trace Component is disconnected from its External Writer.

Additional commands
Start a trace

Another command for starting a trace is:
textTRACE CT,,COMP=CAMASTER,SUB=(product_code.Rproduct_release.Iinstance),PARM=PARMLIB_member

This command reads and runs PARMLIB_member from SYS1.PARMLIB. The PARMLIB member
contains all the ASID, JOBNAME, OPTIONS, and External Writer information which you use to respond
to the WTOR generated by the TRACE CT,ON command. This form of the command is useful when the
TRACE command has to be entered repeatedly or contains several parameters.

Start and stop an External Writer
To start and stop an External Writer, issue these z/OS commands:
textTRACE CT,WTRSTART=xtrnlwtr 

TRACE CT,WTRSTOP=xtrnlwtr

xtrnlwtr is the PROC name of the External Writer Proc that has been provided by a particular product
for its externalizing of trace records. It must be available for the MVS operator command TRACE CT by
placing the PROC in SYS1.PROCLIB or IEFJOBS or IEFPDSI.
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Stop an active CAMASTER sub-level trace
To stop an active CAMASTER sub-level trace, issue this z/OS command:
textTRACE CT,OFF,COMP=CAMASTER,SUB=(productcode.Rrelease.Iinstance)

For further information regarding Component Trace system commands, see the IBM guide System Commands (under
TRACE CT) for starting and stopping a Component Trace, starting and stopping an External Writer and connecting or
disconnecting the External Writer from a Component Trace.

The  lets Broadcom products create, set, and use more system symbols similar to the ones defined in the IEASYMxx
member for your system in the system ‘SYS1.PARMLIB’ data set. CAMASTER uses this service to add some additional
symbols to the system.

The following symbols are added to the static system symbol table during the CAMASTER initialization:

VMUSERID
This symbol contains the user id of the VM system where this instance of the operating system is executing as a
guest.
If the operating system is not a guest on a VM computer, this field contains +++++

LPARNAME
This symbol contains the LPAR name where this instance of the operating system is executing.

HRDWNAME
Hardware name from the IODF.

SMFID
SMFID as defined on the SID parameter in SMFPRMxx. The SMFID variable and its value of the system SMF
identifier is defined and available for use after the SMF address space has completed initialization.

OSLEVEL
Six-character operating system level. This consists of the operating system version, release, and mod level.

The following symbols are also made available during the CAMASTER initialization, but are not added to the static system
symbol table. They are available for use in the PARMLIB reader “IF” logic.

OSNAME
Operating system product name.

OSNMVR
Concatenation of the OSNAME and the OSLEVEL.

Suppress the Dynamic Definition of the System Symbols

The following system symbols are added to the static system symbol table during the CAMASTER initialization:

• VMUSERID
• LPARNAME
• HRDWNAME
• SMFID
• OSLEVEL

This may cause a conflict if you use a separate application to define these system symbols dynamically. To prevent such
conflicts, suppress the dynamic definition of these system symbols.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the SYS1.PARMLIB(CAIMST00) member, locate the following parameter:
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SYSSYM(YES)

When set to the default value of YES, this parameter allows the system symbols to be defined automatically.
2. Set the parameter to NO, and save the changes.

SYSSYM(NO)

The change takes effect and suppresses the dynamic definition of the system symbols after the next IPL.

CAVARSRV Address Space
The Common Variable Service is intended to support Broadcom products are required to maintain system and sysplex
scope status variables.

CAVARSRV Operational Overview
Start the CAVARSRV address space with an operator command or by using the CAIMST20 Logical Parmlib member.
The CAMASTER address space can automatically start the CAVARSRV address space at IPL time. Once started, it is
intended to remain active during the IPL. However, it can be shut down or recycled using operator commands.

You do not need to shut down the CAVARSRV address space before a scheduled IPL. The CAVARSRV address space
does not prevent any other system component address space from shutting down.

The CAVARSRV address space defines a new dynamic exit “CA_VARDATA_CHG” for use by Broadcom products.

The security system user ID assigned to CAVARSRV permits READ access to all data sets defined in the logical parmlib
concatenation that is defined for 'SYS1.PARMLIB'.

The CAVARSRV address space executes in the SYSTEM service class. WLM policy customization is not required to run
the CAVARSRV address space.

After the CAVARSRV address space is active, its services are available to Broadcom products. When the Broadcom
products create sysplex scope variables in the CAVARSRV address space, those variables remain until the Broadcom
product deletes them or until no remaining CAVARSRV address space members remain active in the sysplex.

Start/Stop/Recycle the CAVARSRV Address Space

Start the CAVARSRV Address Space

You can manually start the CAVARSRV address space by issuing the following MVS console command: 

F CAMASTER,START COMPONENT=CAVARSRV

For more information about starting and stopping implications, see  CAVARSRV Address Space Variable Synchronization.

By default, the CAVARSRV address space is not automatically started at IPL time. To enable automatic starting of the
CAVARSRV address space at IPL time, update your CAIMST20 member in the logical parmlib concatenation to include:

COMPONENT(CAVARSRV),    /* CAVARSRV        */

        START=YES     /* Start automatically     */

For more information about F CAMASTER commands and the CAIMST20 parmlib member, see CAMASTER Address
Space Commands and Optional CAIMST20 Logical Parmlib Concatenation.

Stop the CAVARSRV Address Space

You can manually stop the CAVARSRV address space by issuing the following MVS console command:

P CAVARSRV
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For more information about starting and stopping implications, see CAVARSRV Address Space Variable Synchronization.

Recycle the CAVARSRV Address Space

To recycle the CAVARSRV address space, issue the following MVS console commands consecutively:

P CAVARSRV

F CAMASTER,START COMPONENT=CAVARSRV

For more information about starting and stopping implications, see CAVARSRV Address Space Variable Synchronization.

CAVARSRV Address Space Variable Synchronization
The CAVARSRV address space is required to support sysplex scope variables. Every active CAVARSRV member in a
sysplex hosts the exact same copy of sysplex variables.

When a new CAVARSRV member joins the group, it automatically detects if there are any other active members in the
group. If there is another active member, the new CAVARSRV member synchronizes with an existing member. This action
provides a valid copy of all sysplex scope variables. If there is no other active member, no variable synchronization takes
place.

CAVARSRV sysplex variables are preserved in a sysplex as long as one CAVARSRV address space remains continuously
active.

CAIVAR00 Logical Parmlib Member
You can optionally add a parameter library member CAIVAR00 to override default values and behavior for the Common
Variable Service.

The CAIVAR00 member contains commands that the CAVARSRV address space processes. See CAVARSRV
Command Reference for available commands and see READCMDS Statement Syntax for information about the syntax
requirements.

CAVARSRV Component Tracing
The Common Variable Service has component tracing capabilities to capture data about events that occur in the service.

Component tracing is accomplished through the Common Component Trace Service.

Component tracing is typically enabled when recreating a problem to provide data to Broadcom Support. Normally, if this
action is required, the instructions are supplied by Broadcom Support.

Event IDs

The Common Variable Service supported event IDs are:

VAPI
Broadcom product API calls

VKEY
Various control point capture

VXCF
XCF communication capture

VSYN
Synchronization event capture
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Enable Component Tracing Example

To enable component tracing, use the MVS TRACE command:

TRACE CT,ON,COMP=CAMASTER,SUB=(FA9.R141)

When prompted for a reply, enter the following command:

R nnn,OPTIONS=(VAPI,VXCF,VSYN),END

Externalize Component Trace Data Example

Trace data is externalized through an SVC dump. To externalize the trace data, use the MVS TRACE command:

TRACE CT,ON,COMP=CAMASTER,SUB=(FA9.R141)

When prompted for a reply, enter the following command:

R nnn,OPTIONS=(SDUMP),END

Display Component Tracing Example

To display information about the status of component tracing, use the MVS DISPLAY (D) command:

D TRACE,COMP=CAMASTER,SUB=(FA9.R141)

Disable Component Tracing Example

To disable component tracing, use the MVS TRACE command:

TRACE CT,OFF,COMP=CAMASTER,SUB=(FA9.R141)

Communicate with the CAVARSRV Address Space
The MVS MODIFY (F) operator command communicates with the CAVARSRV address space. Communication with
CAVARSRV is accomplished with MVS operator MODIFY commands in the following format:

textF CAVARSRV,command 

CAVARSRV Command Reference
The CAVARSRV address space supports the standard CASRV operator commands and more operator commands. See
Common Address Space Shell (CASRV). All the commands are entered using the z/OS MODIFY/STOP interface.

If a conflict exists with a command name, the command must be qualified.

The qualifier for CASRV commands is SRV. The qualifier for CAVARSRV commands is VAR. For example, DISPLAY is
ambiguous, depending on the operands, to see the CASRV options, enter:

DISPLAY SRV OPTIONS

To see the Common Variable Service options, enter:

DISPLAY VAR OPTIONS

Security Considerations for commands

The security resource class for the CAVARSRV commands is OPERCMDS. The resource entity name is
CAVARSRV.command.server-name for all available commands.
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Example:

Command:

F CAVARSRV,DISPLAY VAR OPTIONS

Security resource:

OPERCMDS(CAVARSRV.DISPLAY.VAR)

DISPLAY Command (CAVARSRV)

The DISPLAY command lets you display Common Variable Service options and settings.

Syntax

DISPLAY OPTIONS

Parameters

MEMBERS
Display the list of all members in the XCF group and their status
Sample syntax:
DISPLAY MEMBERS

OPTIONS
Display the Common Variable Service options and operating values
Sample syntax:
DISPLAY VAR OPTIONS

SET Command (CAVARSRV)

The SET command lets you set the values for Common Variable Service operational parameters.

Syntax

textSET XCFTIMEOUT=value 

Parameters

value
Number of seconds CAVDXMGR waits for a response from a remote system. After this value, the sending
program is notified that the request was not acknowledged. Use the SET XCFTIMEOUT command to override the
Common Variable Service startup setting of 15 seconds.
Range: 15 to 300

CAVARVSRV Maintenance Considerations
Common Variable Service services modules can be refreshed without an IPL.

Maintenance Applied to Common Variable Service Dynamic LPA-Resident Module

The Common Variable Service infrastructure modules are loaded into LPA during the initialization. The addresses of the
various service routines are anchored into a control structure that does not move once it has been created. If you apply
maintenance to any of the modules that are LPA resident, issue the following MVS console command after LLA has been
refreshed:
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SETPROG LPA,ADD,MODNAME=CAVDLPA,DSNAME=LNKLST,FIXED,PAGEPROTALL

The Common Variable Service infrastructure automatically detects the new copy and updates the addresses that are
anchored in the control structure.

If any maintenance requires this action, the instructions accompanying the PTF advises you.

Maintenance Applied to CAVARSRV Address Space-Resident Modules

If you apply maintenance to the CAVARSRV address space service and control modules, recycle CAVARSRV address
space to obtain the most current copy. After applying the modules to the LINKLIST and refreshing LLA, you can use the
following commands to recycle the CAVARSRV address space:

P CAVARSRV

F CAMASTER,START COMPONENT=CAVARSRV

For more information about starting and stopping implications, see CAVARSRV Address Space Variable Synchronization.

If any maintenance requires this action, the instructions accompanying the PTF advises you.

Common Address Space Shell
The Common Address Space Shell (CASRV) provides an environment where Broadcom components or Broadcom
products can be hosted in a secure environment. This environment provides the proper z/OS integrity while providing
you consistent operational behavior. The CASRV is designed such that you can start multiple address spaces using
the CASRV component using unique JCL PROCs or parameter files. This design provides flexibility and address space
isolation for those Broadcom components or products that need such an environment.

CASRV Operational Overview
The CASRV address space can host multiple Broadcom components or products within a single address space.
Components and products are provided with their own job-step task tree environment. Components also execute with
their own defined z/OS privilege (APF state, problem/supervisor state, storage protect key), and their own security
environment. These environments are separate from each other and from the CASRV. In a shared component
environment, you can start and stop components independent from each other and without stopping the entire address
space. The CASRV provides a common operator command interface. When the CASRV-established MODIFY / STOP
interface receives operator commands, the following general process occurs:

1. The set of registered commands is examined.
2. After a command is recognized, command authority checking is performed and the command operands are parsed

using the component-provided definitions.
3. Command redirection processing is validated (that is the L=console-area specification on the command, if present).
4. The CASRV now handles any errors, without component involvement.
5. After the command passes validation, the component-designated command processor program is attached as a

unique job-step task. This task includes the privilege level of the hosted component. The task is then passed the
encapsulated command information and the address of a CASRV address space routine that the command processor
uses to issue command responses.

6. The provided routine uses the Common Message Service to issue a consistent, multiline WTO command response
control line with Command and Response Token (CART) if the command issuer provides it) for all components. For
more information about IBM terms, see the IBM documentation.
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Initialization Parameter Specification Processing
Parameters that are passed to a Common Address Space (CASRV) are processed as internal commands of the address
space.

Note the following ways to pass internal commands to a CASRV:

• A CASRV can be passed internal commands through the START CIB, provided the address space was created by
a START command or a full-function start address space created by an ASCRE CREATE. For details about passing
parameters through the START command, see the z/OS MVS System Commands publication.  If multiple commands
are passed in this way, they must be separated by a semicolon (;).  These parameters can also be delineated by a
forward slash, "/".  Parameters that appear after "/" are passed to the hosted application. 

• A CASRV can be passed internal commands through the PARM= field on the EXEC statement image, provided the
address space was created by a START command or batch job.  If multiple commands are passed in this way, they
must be separated by a semicolon (;).  These parameters can also be delineated by a forward slash, "/".  Parameters
that appear after "/" are passed to the hosted application.   

• A CASRV can read parameters from a PARMLIB file using the READCMDS command. For details about passing
parameters through the READCMDS command, see READCMDS.  

A CASRV retrieves internal commands during the initialization of the Common Address Space Shell. 

 Examples 

In both examples, the PARMS_FOR_MY_SERVER string is passed to the hosted application as-is.

 Start Command 

S IEESYSAS.MYADDRSP,,,(ATTACH%SERVER=MYSERVER,PGM=IEFBR14/

PARMS_FOR_MY_SERVER),PROG=CASRVASI,SUB=MSTR,TIME=1440

 PROC EXEC PARM= 

//MYADDRSP EXEC PGM=&PROG.,

//    REGION=4M,

//    TIME=1440,

//    PARM=('ATTACH SERVER=MYSERVER,PGM=IEFBR14/PARMS_FOR_MY_SERVER')

CASRV Command Processing Order
CASRV control program commands that are received from a console source through the z/OS MODIFY/STEP interface
are attached as separate independent job-step tasks. These commands execute asynchronously in relation to each other
and their owning server application. Multiple commands originating from varying MCS console sources can be actively
executing at any point in time.

Commands that are received through an internal command source execute synchronously with other commands received
from an internal command source. Furthermore, internal commands are guaranteed to execute in the order that they
were queued for processing in first in, first out order. This synchronous, first in, first out order processing of internal
commands is required to support the initialization statement like behavior of commands that are received through an
internal command source. Commands that are received through the z/OS MODIFY/STOP interface continue to execute
asynchronously in relation to the internally received commands.

The READCMDS command can be used with the SYNC keyword to control whether to schedule commands
synchronously.
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CASRV Operator Commands
The CASRV supports operator commands using the z/OS MODIFY/STOP interface. CASRV also reads commands from
an external file, and an internal source, during the initialization. This functionality enables automatic start of Broadcom
product or components in the various instances of the CASRV.

If there is a conflict with a command name (for example, a hosted-task has registered a command table
introducing multiple occurrences of the same command) the command must be qualified. For hosted-tasks, see
the ATTACH  command.

The qualifier for CASRV commands is "SRV". For example, if DISPLAY  was ambiguous, to enter the CASRV DISPLAY
command to display tasks, enter DISPLAY SRV TASKS.

ALLOCATE Command (CASRV)

The ALLOCATE command lets you dynamically allocate a data set or path.

 Syntax 

ALLOCATE DDNAME=ddname [,DUMMY] [,DSNAME=dsname] [,MEMBER=member] [,GDG=name] [,MEMBER=member] [,GDREL#=relID]

 [,PATH=path] [,SYSOUT=sysout] [,DEST=destination] [,VOLUME=volID] [,UNIT=name] [,OPTIONS=option]

 Parameters 

DDNAME=
DDNAME to be used by the allocation.

DUMMY
(Optional ) Keyword for “dummy” allocation.
Keywords DSNAME=, GDG=, PATH= and SYSOUT= are not applicable.

DSNAME=
(Optional) Data set name of the library to be allocated.
The DSNAME= keyword is mutually exclusive with keywords GDG=, PATH= and SYSOUT=.

MEMBER=
(Optional) Keyword to specify the MEMBER of a PDS(E).
Only valid if DSNAME= is specified.

GDG=
(Optional) Data set name of the GDG to be allocated.
The GDG= keyword is mutually exclusive with keywords DSNAME=, PATH= and SYSOUT=.

GDREL#=
(Optional) Keyword to specify the relative generation. Only valid if GDG= is specified.
If the relative generation is not specified, MVS allocates the concatenated set of GDG data sets.
If GDGREL#= is specified, it must be “+0” or “-nnn” (for example, “-2”).

PATH=
(Optional) Path name of the library to be allocated.
The PATH= keyword is mutually exclusive with keywords DSNAME=, GDG= and SYSOUT=. To preserve the case
of the string, enclose the path name in single quotes.

SYSOUT=
(Optional) Indicates a SYSOUT data set is to be allocated.
If specified, use:
SYSOUT=(class,<,writer,form>)
For example, SYSOUT=(X) allocates a class “X” sysyout data set. The class is required. The SYSOUT= keyword
is mutually exclusive with keywords DSNAME=, GDG= and PATH=.
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DEST=
(Optional) 1- to 8-character DEST.
Only valid if SYSOUT= is specified.

VOLUME=
(Optional) 1- to 6-character volume serial of the data set being allocated.
Only valid if DSNAME= is specified.

UNIT=
(Optional) 1- to 8-character unit name of the data set being allocated.
Only valid if DSNAME= is specified.

OPTIONS=
(Optional) Indicates options for the allocation.
If specified, use:
OPTIONS=(option,option,…)
If multiple specifications affect a setting, the last specification is the one used.
MIGRATE:

By default, the allocation does not let data set be migrated back.
NOMOUNT:

By default, the allocation lets a mount take place.
XATTR:

By default, flags S99ACUCB, S99DSABA, and S99TIOEX are off. Use this option to turn them on.
NOXATTR:

Formal option to assert that XATTR is not to be in effect.

ATTACH Command (CASRV)

The ATTACH command starts a Broadcom product or component in the Common Address Space Shell (CASRV).

 Syntax 

ATTACH SERVER=servername,PGM=pgm [,DDNAME=tasklib] [,PARMDD=parmdd] [,MEMBER=parmmember]

 [,EXECPARM=parms_for_pgm]

 Parameters 

SERVER=
A 1- to 17-character string of the form servername.qualifier
The servername is a 1- to 8-character name of the Broadcom product or component to be started in the CASRV.
If a qualifier is specified, it must be a 1- to 8-character string and must be separated from the servername by a
period (“.”). The qualifier is the command qualifier or shortcut for entering commands.
Neither the servername nor the qualifier may contain a period. Neither the servername nor the qualifier can be the
string “SRV”.
Both are uppercase.
If a qualifier is not specified, the servername is used.
Example:
Assume SERVER1 registers a DISPLAY command.
If no qualifier is specified, issue:
DISPLAY SERVER1 operands
If a qualifier was specified, (for example, “ATTACH SERVER=SERVER1.X”), issue:
DISPLAY X operands
Or
DISPLAY SERVER1 operands
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PGM=
1- to 8-character program name to attach as the job-step task program for the Broadcom product or component
server.

DDNAME=
(Optional) DDNAME of library to be used as a TASKLIB for the Broadcom product or component being started.

PARMDD=
(Optional) DDNAME of data set or path to be used to retrieve parameter statements for the Broadcom product or
component being started.
If omitted, the DDNAME of CASVPARM is used.
If the DDNAME of CASVPARM is not allocated, parameters are retrieved from the system logical PARMLIB data
sets.

MEMBER=
(Optional) PDS(E) member name containing parameter statements for the Broadcom product or component being
started. There is no default member name.

EXECPARM=
(Optional) 1- to 100-character parameter string to be passed to the Broadcom product or component being started
as an execute parameter. To preserve case, enclose any string in single quotes.

CANCEL Command (CASRV)

The CANCEL command lets you cancel a Common Address Space Shell (CASRV) managed task.

The task is terminated with a user abend U1922. No retry is permitted. TASK#= or TCB= must be specified.

 Syntax 

CANCEL [,TASK#=taskid|TCB=tcbid]

 Parameters 

TASK#=
TASK is used to identify the CASRV managed task to be cancelled. The TASK= operand value corresponds to the
TWAIDENT field.

TCB
TCB is the z/OS TCB address that identifies the task to be cancelled.

CONCAT Command (CASRV)

The CONCAT command lets you dynamically concatenate data sets.

 Syntax 

CONCAT DDNAMES=ddnames

 Parameters 

DDNAMES=
List of at least two DDNAMEs.
At most, 32 DDNAMEs may be specified.

 Example 

DDNAMES=(DDBASE,DDN2)
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The first DDNAME is the “base” or “target." The other DDNAMEs are concatenated. When done, the first DDNAME
(DDBASE) is a concatenation of all the data sets.

DETACH Command (CASRV)

The DETACH command stops a Broadcom product or component in the Common Address Space Shell (CASRV).

 Syntax 

DETACH SERVER=servername [,CANCEL|FORCE]

 Parameters 

SERVER=
1- to 8-character name of Broadcom product or component to be stopped in the CASRV.The servername is the
same as that used on an ATTACH command. This is a required parameter.
If the server has registered a STOP ECB (#CASERV SRV_READY), it is posted, and CASRV waits for the TCB to
terminate.

CANCEL=
CALLRTM is issued with RETRY=NO. CANCEL may be specified without a previous “DETACH servername”
command being issued. The SYSTEM COMPCOD is x’222,’ and the REASON code is C’CNCL’.

FORCE=
Force DETACH the Broadcom product or component, without waiting for the server to terminate normally. FORCE
requires that a “DETACH servername” or “DETACH servername,CANCEL” command have been previously
issued.

DISPLAY Command (CASRV)

The DISPLAY command lets you display Common Address Space Shell (CASRV) options and settings. The optional
CASRV qualifies the DISPLAY so the CASRV can process it as opposed to any Broadcom product or component
DISPLAY command processor.

 Syntax 

DISPLAY ALLOC [DDNAME=ddname] [,DSN=dsname]

 Parameters 

ALLOC [,DDNAME= ddname] [,DSN=dsn]
Display the list of allocated data sets.
Specify ddname to filter display results to only those matching on the DDNAME.
Specify dsn to filter display results to only those matching on the data set name.
Use wildcard character, *, to match one or more characters.
Use wildcard character, ?, to match on one character for DDNAME= and DSN= operands.

COMMANDS
Display the list of all registered CASRV commands.
Sample syntax:
DISPLAY COMMANDS

OPTIONS
Display the CASRV options and operating values
Sample syntax:
DISPLAY OPTIONS
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SERVERS
Display any Broadcom products or components that have been started as servers in the CASRV.
Sample syntax:
DISPLAY SERVERS

SERVERS DETAILS
Includes information about the TASKLIB and PARMLIB DDNAMES, the parameter member name and APF
authorization
Sample syntax:
DISPLAY SERVERS DETAILS

TASKS
Display the CASRV managed tasks for any Broadcom products or components that have been started as servers
in the CASRV.
Sample syntax:
DISPLAY TASKS

TASKS DETAILS
Displays the task start date and time.
Sample syntax:
DISPLAY TASKS DETAILS

TASKS ALL
Displays information about all tasks running in the CASRV, not just the managed tasks.
Sample syntax:
DISPLAY TASKS ALL

DUMP Command (CASRV)

The DUMP command lets you request an SVC dump of the address space.

 Syntax 

DUMP [,ASID=asid] [,JOBNAME=name] [,DSPNAME=name]

NOTE
Do not use the leading comma for the first operand after the command verb.

 Parameters 

ASID=
(Optional) Address space IDs to be included in the dump. If the ASID is specified in hexadecimal format, use the
X’nnnn’ syntax.

JOBNAME=
(Optional) A list of jobnames to be included in the dump.

DSPNAME=
(Optional) A list of data spaces to be included in the dump. An entry is of the form asid.dspname or
jobname.dspname, where dspname is the name of the dataspace.

FREE Command (CASRV)

The FREE command lets you dynamically deallocate a data set allocated to a DDNAME.

 Syntax 

FREE DDNAME=ddnames
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 Parameters 

ddnames
DDNAME to be used for data set or path deallocation.

MSGTABLE Command (CASRV)

The MSGTABLE command lets you read and process a message table from an external data set or path. The message
table statements are CASRV commands or Broadcom product or component message definition statements for use with
the #WTO common message service.

This command can only be used to REPLACE an existing table.

 Syntax 

MSGTABLE [,DDNAME=ddname][,MEMBER=member][,TOKEN=token]

NOTE
 Do not use the leading comma for the first operand after the command verb. 

 Parameters 

DDNAME=
(Optional) DDNAME of data set or path to be used to retrieve message table statements for the Broadcom
product or component being started.
If omitted, the DDNAME of CASVPARM is used and MEMBER must be specified.
If the DDNAME of CASVPARM is not allocated, parameters are retrieved from the system logical PARMLIB data
sets.

MEMBER=
(Optional) PDS(E) member name containing message table statements.
There is no default member name.

TOKEN=
24-byte hexadecimal message token.
This keyword is optional unless the message table cannot be uniquely identified, in which case this keyword is
required.
If specified, use the full 24-byte string, including any leading zeros.

READCMDS Command (CASRV)

The READCMDS command lets you read and process commands from an external data set or path. The commands
are Common Address Space Shell (CASRV) commands or Broadcom product or component command statements. See
Statement Syntax for a description of how to specify commands in an external data set.

Syntax

READCMDS [,DDNAME=ddname][,MEMBER=member][,SYNC={YES|NO|WAIT}]

Note: Do not use the leading comma for the first operand after the command verb.

Parameters

DDNAME=
(Optional) DDNAME of data set or path to be used to retrieve command statements for the Broadcom product or
component being started.
If omitted, the DDNAME of CASVPARM is used.
If the DDNAME of CASVPARM is not allocated, parameters are retrieved from the system logical PARMLIB data
sets.
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MEMBER=
Optional PDS(E) member name containing command statements. There is no default member name.

SYNC=
Indicates whether commands read in by READCMDS should be queued for synchronous execution.
By default, commands are read in synchronously, and you are prompted to respond to commands that contain
errors. You are not prompted to respond to commands that contain errors when SYNC=NO is specified.
YES: Commands should be queued synchronously for execution by READCMDS.
NO: Commands should not be queued synchronously for execution by READCMDS.

WAIT=
The READCMDS command waits for each command to complete processing before the next command is read
and executed. The READCMDS command will not terminate until all commands are processed. The completion
code from the READCMDS is the highest return code set by any processed command.

For more command information, see:

Statement Syntax

This section includes a description of how to specify statements in an external data set. All of the statements in the
parameter file (including any line continuation) must be contained within columns 1-71 of the external file. Some of the
features that are supported for use in the parameter file are:

• INCLUDE logic to allow multiple parameter files to be combined into a logical parameter file.
• IF/ENDIF logic to allow end users to have parameters for various environments in one input file.
• Reading from the Logical Parmlib Concatenation.
• Symbol substitution support from both IBM MVS system symbols, and symbols that Broadcom defined.

Comments

Comments within a parameter file that are removed as part of the "sanitization" process. Two ways to define comments
in a parameter file. First, if an asterisk, ‘*’, is placed in the starting column. Second, if text is placed between a spanning
comment starting with "/*" and terminating with "*/".

The terminating spanning comment is scanned for unless a starting spanning comment is already found. If a spanning
comment begins and does not terminate before end of file is reached, a syntax error occurs and the statement where the
error was found is returned.

All data found to be between spanning comments is removed from the parameter statement before the statement is
returned to the caller.

For example, the following input parameter file using comments:

/**

**     This is a comment that extends over multiple lines

**/

*     This is a comment that is over a single line

      VERB KEYWORD=(  OPERAND0,     /* Optional comment */

                     OPERAND1)     /* Optional comment */

Would be returned as:

     VERB KEYWORD=(OPERAND0,OPERAND1)

Concatenation

The concatenation operator (||) is used to concatenate quoted strings. The operator only affects it when preceded by a
quoted string. When a quoted string precedes the concatenate operator, a quoted string (after comments are removed)
must follow it or a syntax error occurs, and the statement on which the error was found is returned.
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All quoted strings that are concatenated using the concatenation operator must consistently use the same type of quote
to start and terminate each quoted string. If not, a syntax error occurs, and the statement on which the error was found is
returned.

For example, the following statement would result in a syntax error:

TEXT="Sample text string " || 'using concatenation.'   /*SYNTAX ERROR*/

The concatenation operator can be used to concatenate quoted strings on the same line or over multiple lines. If
concatenating a quoted string with a string on a proceeding line, the continuation operator (,) is implicit and can be omitted
or explicitly supplied.

For example, all three of the following input statements using concatenation:

TEXT="Sample text string " || "using concatenation."

TEXT="Sample text string " ||,

      "using concatenation."

TEXT="Sample text string "||

      "using concatenation."

Returned as:

TEXT="Sample text string using concatenation."

Continuation

Continuation is only implied following the concatenation operator. In all other cases, to continue a statement, explicitly
code continuation at the end of the statement.

If continuation is expected because it was indicated on the end of an input line and the end of file is reached, a syntax
error occurs and the statement on which the error was found is returned.

A "dangling" comma (,) on the end of a parameter statement does continuation by default. In this case, the comma
remains in the statement that the Common Parameter File Reader Service retruned.

For example, the following input statement using default continuation:

VERB KEYWORD=( OPERAND0, OPERAND1,

OPERAND2, OPERAND3)

Would be returned as:

VERB KEYWORD=(OPERAND0,OPERAND1,OPERAND2,OPERAND3)

ENDIF Keyword

ENDIF is used to terminate a corresponding IF keyword statement. The ENDIF keywords must equally match the number
of IF keyword statements that are specified in a parameter file. If there are more ENDIF keyword statements than there
are corresponding IF keyword statements, a syntax error occurs and the statement on which the error was found are
returned.

ENDIF is only recognized as a keyword if it is the first verb that is read in on a given input statement. You can use
comments on an ENDIF keyword statement, but not other extraneous data can be found. If extraneous data is found on a
keyword statement, a syntax error occurs and the statement on which the error was found is returned.

If an ENDIF keyword statement is successfully processed, the statement is not returned to the caller; rather, the service
will begin reading the next statement.

For example: usage of the ENDIF keyword statement, see the IF Keyword  statement.
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IF Keyword

The IF keyword statement is used to support "if" logic in a parameter file. Several cases for which a syntax error can be
found on an IF keyword statement. For all of the syntax errors, the statement on which the error was found is returned.

The IF keyword takes on the form:

IF    &symbol.    [!]=    (value0 [,value1] ...)

The IF keyword statement is only recognized as a keyword if it is the first verb that is read in on a given input statement.
Follow it by one or more spaces. If a space does not follow "IF", it is not treated as a keyword. IF keyword statements can
be nested up to 12,287 levels.

If the service determines that the IF keyword statement is present, and the caller of the service specified SYMSUB=NO
on the OPEN call, symbol substitution will be done on the next data item found, &symbol., unconditionally. (See MVS
Initialization and Tuning Reference for more information about the system symbols.)

&symbol. is a data item compared against the values on the right side of the compare operator. It is passed to the
#SYMSUB service and if it was found to be a defined symbol, it is substituted to its appropriate value. If &symbol. was
&SYSNAME., after substitution, &SYSNAME. is the name of the current system after substitution. Follow &symbol. by one
or more spaces, if a space does not follow it, a syntax error occurs.

[!]= is the compare operator. The valid operators are ‘=’ and "!=" which are interpreted as "equal" and "not equal"
respectively. If the operator is ‘=’, the &symbol. is compared against the values on the right side of the compare operator
and the IF keyword statement is evaluated as true if the &symbol. is equal to any compare values. If the compare operator
is "!=", the &symbol. is compared against the values on the right side of the compare operator and the IF keyword
statement is evaluated as true if the &symbol. is not equal to any compare values. One or more spaces must follow [!]=. If
a space does not follow it, a syntax error occurs.

(value0 [,value1] …) is compared against the &symbol. regarding the specified compare operator. This part of the IF
keyword statement is parsed with the Parse and Scan Facility (PSF) Common Service. Up to 32 different compare values
can be specified here. If more than one value is compared, enclose the values inside of parentheses and separate each
value by a comma. If PSF finds a syntax error and an error message buffer was supplied by the caller on the READ
request, an error message is returned in the error message buffer. See the MSGBUF description and the PSF message
descriptions for the format of this message and information about how to determine why the syntax error occurred.

If any part of the IF keyword statement as described in its form is omitted, a syntax error occurs.

If an IF keyword statement is successfully processed, the statement is not returned to the caller. The service begins
reading the next statement.

For the remainder of the IF keyword description section, the following statements are all read while executing on a system
name "SYS1" with the "z/OS" operating system.

For this example, the following input statements use an "equal" compare:

IF     &SYSNAME.=SYS1

       INCLUDE SYS1PARM

ENDIF

This causes INCLUDE member "SYS1PARM" to be opened as an INCLUDE member because &SYSNAME. is
substituted as "SYS1", and the IF keyword statement would evaluate as true. Notice that ENDIF is always required to be
paired with an equal number of IF keyword statements. See the ENDIF keyword for more information about this.

For this example, the following statements use a "not equal" compare:

IF     &SYSNAME.!=SYS1

       INCLUDE SYS1PARM

       VERB KEYWORD=OPERAND

ENDIF
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This causes the INCLUDE member keyword statement to be skipped and the "VERB KEYWORD=OPERAND" statement
because &SYSNAME. is substituted as "SYS1", and the "if not" statement would evaluate as false. The skipped
statements are processed but not returned to the caller on a READ request.

For this example, the following statements use nested IF keyword statements:

IF     &OSNAME.=z/OS

       IF   &SYSNAME=(SYS1, SYS2)

            INCLUDE SYS1PARM

       ENDIF

       IF   &SYSNAME != (SYS1, SYS2)

            INCLUDE PARMFILE

       ENDIF

ENDIF

This causes INCLUDE member "SYS1PARM" to be opened as an INCLUDE member because &SYSNAME. is
substituted as "SYS1", and the IF keyword statement would evaluate as true as before, simultaneously this statement
is inside of an IF keyword statement comparing the &OSNAME. symbol that has also been evaluated to be true. The IF
keyword statement doing a "not equal" compare is evaluated as false, and therefore, "PARMFILE" is not opened as an
INCLUDE member.

INCLUDE Keyword

INCLUDE is a parameter file keyword, and if found, is used to allow multiple members to be included and read as one
large parameter file.

INCLUDE is only recognized as a keyword if it is the first verb that is read in on a given statement. Follow the INCLUDE
keyword by at least one space and then an eight character maximum member name. If a space does not follow INCLUDE,
it is not treated as a keyword. If a member name does not follow INCLUDE, a syntax error occurs and the statement on
which the error was found is returned. If the member name is longer than eight characters or if there is extraneous data is
found on the statement after the member name a syntax error occurs.

The INCLUDE members can INCLUDE other members themselves. No defined restriction exists to the number of nested
INCLUDE statements. All INCLUDE members must unique between one another and between the originally opened
parameter file. Do not recursively INCLUDE parameter files.

When the end of file is reached for an INCLUDE member, reading resumes with the member that opened the file using the
INCLUDE keyword statement. All syntax rules apply within a given parameter file only. Do not begin a spanning comment
beginning at the end of an INCLUDE member and attempt to terminate the spanning comment in the original member.
This action yields a syntax error.

For example, to INCLUDE a parameter file "PARMFILE", code:

INCLUDE     PARMFILE

LOG/NOLOG Keywords

LOG and NOLOG are used to control logging attributes of a parameter file.

When the LOG keyword is in use, each statement image in the parameter file is written to the system log. The message
identifier CAMS504I prefixes each statement image in this case. If the statement image contains a symbolic value that has
been successfully substituted, the statement image containing the substituted value is also written to the system log. The
message identifier CAMS505I prefixes each statement image in this case.

NOTE
When reading from the Logical Parmlib Concatenation, statement images that contain symbolic values are only
logged with the substituted values.
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When the NOLOG keyword is in use, no records in the parameter file are written to the system log.

The LOG and NOLOG keywords can be used any number of times in a parameter file. The current log specification
remains in effect until a different log specification is requested. The current log specification also remains in effect for
parameter files that are opened with the INCLUDE keyword. Changes in the log specification in a parameter file that was
opened with the INCLUDE keyword only remain in effect until the INCLUDE file is closed. After an INCLUDE file is closed,
the logging attributes for the previous member carry on.

LOG and NOLOG are only recognized as keywords if they are the first verbs read on a given input statement. You can
use comments on the LOG and NOLOG keywords statements, but no other extraneous data can be found. If extraneous
data is found on a keyword statement, a syntax error occurs and the statement on which the error was found is returned.

If a LOG keyword statement is successfully processed, the effect of the keyword takes effect immediately.

If a NOLOG keyword statement is successfully processed, the effect of the keyword takes effect beginning with the next
statement image read in.

Example

For the following example, assume that NOLOG is in effect at the time the first statement is read and that the statements
are all read while executing on a system name “SYS1”. The following input statements using LOG and NOLOG keywords:

LOG

VERB1 KEYWORD1=(&SYSNAME.)

NOLOG

VERB2 KEYWORD2=(OPERAND2)

Logged to the system log as:

CAMS504I LOG                      

CAMS504I VERB1 KEYWORD1=(&SYSNAME.)

CAMS505I VERB1 KEYWORD1=(XE97)

CAMS504I NOLOG

Parentheses

Opening left, ‘(‘, and closing right, ‘)’, parentheses are searched for. If found, the whitespace between in parentheses is
compressed.

Parentheses checking are only done when an opening parenthesis is found. If a closing parenthesis is found before
finding an opening parenthesis, the parenthesis is treated as a non-special character.

Pair parentheses. If a left parenthesis is found on a parameter statement, and a right parenthesis is not found before the
end of the statement is reached, a syntax error occurs. The statement on where the error was found is returned.

More syntax checking for nesting parentheses is not done. For example, if multiple opening parentheses are found, only
one closing parenthesis must be found before the end of the statement is reached to prevent a syntax error.

For example, the following input statement using parentheses:

VERB KEYWORD=(OPERAND0,

              OPERAND1,

              OPERAND2,

              OPERAND3)

Returned as:

VERB KEYWORD=(OPERAND0,OPERAND1,OPERAND2,OPERAND3)
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Quoted Strings

The Quoted strings can begin with a single quote (‘) or a double quote ("). The Quoted strings must be terminated on the
same line using a matching ending quote. If a quoted string does not terminate with a matching ending quote on the same
line, a syntax error occurs. The statement where the error was found is returned.

Within a parameter file, the quoted strings are not restricted to use single or double quotes as long as each quoted
string terminates with the same type of quote that the string started. One exception to that rule that takes effect when
concatenating quoted strings with the concatenation operator. See the description on concatenation for more information.

No "sanitization" occurs on data that is determined to be inside of a quoted string. Parentheses, comments, and keywords
are not checked for inside of a quoted string.

The double quotes that are used inside of a single quoted string remain unchanged. Likewise, single quotes that are used
inside of a double quoted string remain unchanged.

Example

The following input statement would be returned unchanged:

TEXT='Sample text "string" using double quotes.'

To use quotes inside of a quoted string of the same kind, use two consecutive quotes or the escape character backslash
(\) immediately preceding the quote.

Example

The following input statements using double quotes inside of a double quoted statement:

TEXT="Sample text \"string\" using double quotes."

TEXT="Sample text ""string"" using double quotes."

Returned as:

TEXT="Sample text "string" using double quotes."

Example

The following input statements using single quotes inside of a single quoted statement (a space is added between the two
consecutive single quotes for emphasis):

TEXT='Sample text '\'string\ ' using single quotes.'

TEXT='Sample text ' 'string' ' using single quotes.'

Returned as:

TEXT='Sample text 'string' using single quotes.'

SET Command (CASRV)

The SET command lets you change operational values for the Common Address Space Shell (CASRV).

 Syntax 

SET[DAE=YES|NO][,CMDTIMEOUT=value]

NOTE
 Do not use the leading comma for the first operand after the command verb. 

 Parameters 

DAE=
YES: Lets DAE suppress a dump.
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NO: Prevents DAE from suppressing a dump.
Default: DAE suppression is allowed.

CMDTIMEOUT=
Specifies the keyword NONE or a decimal value between 10 and 300. This operand does not have a default.
NONE or a value is required.
Default: 60 seconds.
If NONE is specified, no automatic timeout of commands is performed. Otherwise, the value is the number of
seconds that a command defined without specifying the “TIME=” parameter (in the command table) is allowed
to run before being timed out. If a command is timed out, it terminates with a user abend U1923. No retry is
permitted.

SHUTDOWN Command (CASRV)

The SHUTDOWN command lets you stop all hosted Broadcom products or components in the Common Address Space
Shell (CASRV). The command also then stops the CASRV.

You can also accomplish task with the MVS stop command.

 Syntax 

SHUTDOWN [ABEND[,DUMP]]

 Parameters 

ABEND
(Optional) If specified, the CASRV issues an ABEND to immediately terminate the address space and any hosted
Broadcom product or component. The ABEND code generated by this command is S222.

[,DUMP]
(Optional) Sub-operand that can be specified when a SHUTDOWN ABEND is requested. If DUMP is specified, a
SVC dump is generated. The ABEND code generated by this sub-operand is S122.

Agent Technology Commands
Agent Technology enables you to achieve enterprise-wide, automated, high-level monitoring and management of critical
resources including hardware, software applications, and network devices.

On z/OS, most of these commands exist in two versions. One exists in the zFS system and another, with the same
capabilities, in a LOADLIB. Execute the version in the zFS system by entering the corresponding command from a shell
console. Execute the LOADLIB version in batch mode, by submitting the equivalent JCL member from the SAMPJCL
library.

z/OS Environment
All batch jobs for the tools and utilities reside in the prefix.MFNSM.CAW0JCL library.

The prototype JCL:

//jobname  JOB  40200000

// JCLLIB ORDER=prefix.MFNSM.CAW0JCL

// INCLUDE MEMBER=CCSVARS

//*

//stepname EXEC PGM=program,PARM='/ options'

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&CAI.MFNSM.CAW0LOAD.

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&LE37PREF.SCEERUN
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//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSTERM  DD  SYSOUT=*

//ENVFILE  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&CAI.MFNSM.CAW0OPTV

 //SYSTCPD  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&TCPDATA

Notes:

• The PARM parameter starts with a slash character when it specifies options for the program run. This character
typically marks the separation between the run-time parameters and the program parameters.

• When you run in batch mode, the JES SYSOUT file contains the job output.

agentctrl-Agent Technology Control Utility
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

agentctrl sends Agent Technology control messages to an agent.

Windows

install-path\services\bin

UNIX/Linux, z/OS

install-path/services/bin

z/OS JCL

prefix.CAW0JCL(AGENTCTL)

Syntax

agentctrl [-h hostname]  [-s] [-c] mibName:agentName ctrlMessage  [-a | -m]

Parameters

-h hostname
Host name or IP address of the system on which the agent is running.
Default: local node

-s
Extracts the information from the store, not the agent.

-c
Prints in ConfigSet (ldconfig utility) format.

mibName
Top-level OID in the agent MIB (as registered with the setup registration function AWF_RegName). This value is
the name of the MIB you want to browse. This name is often (but not always) the same as the agent name.

agentName
Name of the agent the control message is sent to (as registered with the setup registration function
AWF_RegName, usually the agent executable name).

ctrlMessage
Control message text string.

-a
Lists all objects (services and agents) registered with aws_orb.

-m
Lists all MIBs loaded in the store.
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The following list shows all the control messages that can be sent to the agent, with explanations for non-intuitive
messages.

• CONTROL:AgentExit
• CONTROL:AgentPause
• CONTROL:AgentResume
• CONTROL:AgentRestart

Exits the agent and automatically restarts it. A restart command must have been registered.
• CONTROL:TaskPause:taskName
• CONTROL:TaskResume:taskName
• CONTROL:TaskDelete:taskName

Removes the task from the scheduled task list.
• CONTROL:TaskInterval:taskName:interval
• CONTROL:StoreAgent

Stores all the MIB values for the agent in Object Store.
• CONTROL:RestoreAgent

Restores all the MIB values for the agent from Object Store.
• CONTROL:RemoveAgent

Removes all the MIB values for the agent from Object Store.
• CONTROL:StoreConfigSet:configSetName: objectName

Stores the values in a group or table as a configuration set in Object Store.
• CONTROL:RestoreConfigSet:configSetName

Restores the values in a configuration set into the memory for the agent.
• CONTROL:RemoveConfigSet:configSetName

Removes the values in a configuration set from Object Store.
• CONTROL:StoreGroup:groupName

Stores all the attribute values for the specified group.
• CONTROL:RestoreGroup:groupName

Restores all the attribute values for the specified group.
• CONTROL:RemoveGroup:groupName

Removes all the attribute values for the specified group.
• CONTROL:StoreTable:tableName

Stores all the attribute values for the specified table.
• CONTROL:RestoreTable:tableName

Restores all the attribute values for the specified table.
• CONTROL:RemoveTable:tableName

Removes all the attribute values for the specified table.
• CONTROL:StoreVariable:varName

Stores the variable value for the specified variable.
• CONTROL:RestoreVariable:varName

Restores the variable value for the specified variable.
• CONTROL:RemoveVariable:varName

Removes the variable value for the specified variable.
• PRINT:Table:tblName[:fileName]

Prints all attribute values for the specified table.
• PRINT:Group:grpName[:fileName]

Prints all attribute values for the specified group.
• PRINT:Registrations[:fileName]
• PRINT:Variable[:fileName]
• PRINT:Agent[:fileName]
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Prints all attribute values for the entire MIB for the agent.
• PRINT:ConfigSet:configSetName[:fileName]

Prints from Object Store all the attribute values for the specified configuration set.
• LOGMSG:LogStart:filename
• LOGMSG:LogStop
• LOGMSG:SetPattern:pattern

Filters logging on the specified pattern.
• LOGMSG:DelPattern:pattern

Deletes the specified filter pattern.
• LOGMSG:ListPatterns

Lists all patterns being filtered on.
• LOGMSG:SetLevel:level
• LOGMSG:SetFile:filename
• LOGMSG:GetFile

Returns the name of the log file.
• LOGMSG:GetLevel

Returns the current log level.
• GETATTR: parName:varName:index

Gets the specified attribute value.
• SETATTR: parName:varName:index:value

Sets the specified attribute.
• ADDATTR: parName:varName:index:value

Adds an instance of the specified attribute.
• GETVAR: varName

Gets the specified variable value.
• SETVAR: varName:value

Sets the specified variable.

awbulk-Retrieve MIB Attribute Values Using GetBulk
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

awbulk retrieves MIB attribute values using GetBulk requests (available with SNMP V2C and higher), as specified in RFC
1905. If you use the -o option, the OID for the attribute is printed followed by the OID value.

Windows

install-path\services\bin

UNIX/Linux, z/OS

install-path/services/bin

Syntax

awbulk [-h hostname] [-p port] [-c community] [-v 1|2c|3] [-u user] 

[-a authPassword] [-x privPassword] [-s secLevel] [-P DES] [-A MD5|SHA] 

[-n contextName] [-r n_repetitions] [-t timeout] [-d level] [-f logFile] [-o] OID

Parameters

-h hostname
Host name or IP address of the system on which the agent is running.
Default: local node
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-p port
Name in the /etc/services file that translates to a port number, or the number of the UDP port where the agent
listens for incoming requests. This value must match the one used by the SNMP Administrator.
Default: 161

-c community
Name of any valid community in the configuration for the agent. To retrieve the MIB attribute value from a specific
instance of an agent, postfix the community string with the @ sign, followed by the specific agent instance name.
Default: public

-v 1|2c|3
SNMP version.

-u user
User ID that owns the security (valid with SNMP V3 only).

-a authPassword
Auth password (SNMP V3 only).

-x privPassword
Priv password (SNMP V3 only).

-s secLevel
Security level:
1 NoAuthPriv (only Priv works)
2 AuthNoPriv (only Auth works)
3 AuthPriv (both work)

-P DES
DES privacy encryption mechanism (SNMP V3 only). Requires specification of an authentication mechanism also
(-A option).

-A MD5|SHA
Authentication mechanism to use (SNMP V3 only).

-n contextName
MIBMUX instance name, for use with a MIBMUX (SNMP V3 only).

-r n_repetitions
Number of times the GetBulk request is repeated after the first request.

-t timeout
Maximum time value (in seconds) this program waits for a response to an SNMP request before exiting.
Default: 10 seconds

-d level
Debug level to use.

-f logFile
Name of the log file to use.
Default: stderr

-o OID
Object identifier of a specific instance of any attribute in the agent MIB.

awbulkwalk-Retrieve MIB Attribute Values Using GetBulk
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

awbulkwalk retrieves the value of every instance of every attribute that is defined in the MIB, from the specified OID
through the last OID in the tree, inclusive, using GetBulk requests (available with SNMP V2C and higher), as specified in
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RFC 1905. awbulkwalk is the equivalent of repeated calls to awbulk. If you use the -o option, the OID for the attribute is
printed followed by the OID value.

Windows

install-path\services\bin

UNIX/Linux, z/OS

install-path/services/bin

Syntax

textawbulkwalk [-h hostname] [-p port] [-c community] [-v 1|2c|3] [-u user] [-a authPassword] [-

x privPassword] [-s secLevel] [-P DES] [-A MD5|SHA] [-n contextName] [-r n_repetitions] [-t timeout] [-

d level] [-f logFile] [-o] OID 

Parameters

The option descriptions for awbulkwalk are identical to those descriptions for awbulk, with the following exceptions:

-r n_repetitions
This value maps to the max-repetitions parameter of the SNMP GetBulk command.

-o OID
Object identifier of any node in the MIB for the agent where you want to begin traversing the tree.

awftest-Test Agent Technology Run-Time Environment
Valid on z/OS only

awftest  is a collection of test functions that are designed to help control the environment. The test functions also help
debug problems that can arise when running Agent Technology for z/OS. awservices must not be running for this shell
program or batch job to run successfully.

z/OS

install-path/services/bin

z/OS JCL

&CAI.MFNSM.CAW0JCL(AWFTEST)

Syntax

textawftest [functionName] [functionParameters]

Parameters

functionName

To list all functions available with this utility, run awftest  with the help option. Functions are:

•tcpip
Tests most of the TCP/IP socket functions that Agent Technology for z/OS uses.

trapmon
Listens for traps and displays trap messages. For the full syntax of the trapmon  function, run the awftest
program with the 'help trapmon ' option.

checkport
Checks the status of a TCP/IP and UDP port, or range of ports. For the full syntax of the checkport function, run
the awftest program with the help checkport option.

functionParameters
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Parameters available for checkport and trapmon .

awget-Retrieve a MIB Attribute Value
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

awget retrieves the value of the specified instance of a MIB attribute. If you use the -o option, the OID fir the attribute is
printed followed by the OID value.

UNIX/Linux, z/OS

Many UNIX/Linux nodes have a MIB II-compliant SNMP agent that is built into the operating system, as does z/OS. These
agents are hard coded to listen for manager requests on UDP port number 161. To prevent port conflicts between the
operating system agent and your agent, the SNMP Administrator defaults to listening for requests on UDP port number
6665.

Windows

install-path\services\bin

UNIX/Linux, z/OS

install-path/services/bin

z/OS JCL

prefix.MFNSM.CAW0JCL(AWGET)

Syntax

awget [-h hostname] [-c community] [-p service] [-o] OID [-t timeout]

-h hostname
Host name or IP address of the system on which the agent is running.
Default: local node

-c community
Name of any valid community in the configuration for the agent.
To retrieve the MIB attribute value from a specific instance of an agent, postfix the community string with the @
sign, followed by the specific agent instance name.
Default: public

-p service
Name in the /etc/services file that translates to a port number, or the number of the UDP port where the agent
listens for incoming requests. This value must match the value that the SNMP Administrator uses.
Default: 6655 for z/OS

-o OID
Object identifier of a specific instance of any attribute in the agent MIB.

-t timeout
Maximum time value (in seconds) this program waits for a response to an SNMP request before exiting.
Default: 10 seconds
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awm_catch-Message Display Utility
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

awm_catch displays messages that the local agents and services exchange. Specify at least one message type and key
with this utility.

Windows

install-path\services\bin

UNIX/Linux, z/OS

install-path/services/bin

Syntax

awm_catch messageType messageKey [-@ orbHostName] [-d debugLevel] [-f debugFile] 

[-t=targetNode|targetName|targetClass] [-s sendType|sendKey|sendDate] 

[-c maxNumberOfMessages] [-w waitSecond] [-F messageFilterString] [-q] [-n]

messageType
Pattern of message type to intercept and display, such as POLL_EVENT or FSM_CONFIG.

messageKey
Pattern of message key to listen for, such as SNMP, TRAP, or instance.

-@ orbHostName
Node name or IP address of a remote DSM.

-d debugLevel
Runs this utility in debug mode.

-f debugFile
Name of the debug file.

-t targetNode|targetName|targetClass
A particular recipient for a message.

-s sendType|sendKey|sendData
Enables the user to send one message before starting an awm_catch session. This option prevents having an
awm_config session open simultaneously.

-c maxNumberOfMessages
Maximum number of messages to be displayed.

-w waitSecond
Number of seconds awm_catch listens for messages before exiting.

-F messageFilterString
Searches the type, key, and data of a caught message and displays the message only if the messageFilterString
is found.

-q
Runs awm_catch in quiet mode.

-n
Displays the count number of the message at the front of each message.
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awm_config-Send Messages to aws_orb
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

awm_config posts messages to the Distributed Services Bus (aws_orb). This command makes non-persistent, runtime
changes to DSM policy and control DSM components. This command can be used with awm_catch for debugging
purposes.

Windows

install-path\services\bin

UNIX/Linux, z/OS

install-path/Services/bin

Syntax

awm_config [-@ orbHostName][-d debugLevel][-f debugFile][-t targetNode targetName targetClass][-

s sendType sendKey sendData][ -w waitSecond][-c fileName]

-t targetNode targetName targetClass
Node, object name, and class to which this configuration information applies.

-s sendType sendKey sendData
Message type, key, and data to send to the specified component.

-c fileName
Indicates that the DSM reads messages from the specified file.

awnext-Retrieve the Next Attribute after the MIB Attribute
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

awnext retrieves the next available instance of an attribute following the specified MIB attribute. If you use the -o option,
the OID for the attribute is printed followed by the OID value.

UNIX/Linux, z/OS

Many UNIX/Linux nodes have a MIB II-compliant SNMP agent that is built into the operating system. These agents are
hard-coded to listen for manager requests on UDP port number 161. To prevent port conflicts between the operating
system agent and your agent, the SNMP Administrator defaults to listening for requests on UDP port number 6665.

Windows

install-path\services\bin

UNIX/Linux, z/OS

install-path/services/bin

z/OS JCL

&CAI.MFNSM.CAW0JCL(AWNEXT)

Syntax
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awnext [-h hostname] [-c community] [-p service] [-o] OID [-t timeout]

-h hostname
Host name or IP address of the system on which the agent is running.
Default: local node

-c community
Name of any valid community in the configuration for the agent.
To retrieve the MIB attribute value from a specific instance of an agent, postfix the community string with the @
sign, followed by the specific agent instance name.
Default: public

-p service
Name in the /etc/services file that translates to a port number, or the number of the UDP port where the agent
listens for incoming requests. This value must match the one used by the SNMP Administrator, which is typically
6665.
Default: 161

-o OID
Object identifier of a specific instance of any attribute in the agent MIB.

-t timeout
Maximum time value (in seconds) this program waits for a response to an SNMP request before exiting.
Default: 10 seconds

awservices-Service Control Manager
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

The Service Control Manager (awservices) starts and stops all Agent Technology components and agents on the
node in the correct order. Once this component is running, all other components can be installed, started, stopped,
and uninstalled. The Service Control Manager relegates Agent Technology dependent components, thus preventing a
component from being stopped that is essential to the operation of another component. Similarly the Service Control
Manager also automatically starts certain components when a subordinate component is started.

z/OS

To start the services through the AWSTART batch job or PROC, ensure that the CLASS= parameter on the JOB
statement is set to a high CPU limit job class. Although this job executes quickly, the services inherit the CPU time limit
from this job.

Windows

install-path\services\bin

UNIX/Linux, z/OS

install-path/services/bin

z/OS JCL

&CAI.MFNSM.CAW0PROC(AWSTART)

&CAI.MFNSM.CAW0PROC(AWSTOP)
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&CAI.MFNSM.CAW0JCL(AWSTATUS)

&CAI.MFNSM.CAW0JCL(AWLIST)

Syntax

awservices {start|stop|list|version} [-m]

To start all Agent Technology components on the node in the correct order, enter the following command:

awservices start

-m
Starts awservices without starting any Agent Technology components.

awset-Set the Value of a MIB Attribute
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

awset sets the value of a MIB attribute. If you use the -o option, the attribute OID is printed followed by the OID value.

UNIX/Linux, z/OS

Many UNIX/Linux nodes have a MIB II-compliant SNMP agent that is built into the operating system. These agents are
hard-coded to listen for manager requests on UDP port number 161. To prevent port conflicts between the operating
system agent and your agent, the SNMP Administrator defaults to listening for requests on UDP port number 6665.

Windows

install-path\services\bin

UNIX/Linux, z/OS

install-path/services/bin

z/OS JCL

&CAI.MFNSM.CAW0JCL(AWSET)

NOTE
If the attribute is write-protected, your set request fails.

Syntax

awset [-h hostname] -c community [-p service] [-o] OID type value [-t timeout]

-h hostname
Host name or IP address of the system on which the agent is running.
Default: local node

-c community
Name of any community that is supported for write access in the agent configuration.
To retrieve the MIB attribute value from a specific instance of an agent, postfix the community string with the @
sign, followed by the instance name of the specific agent.
Default: public
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-p service
Name in the /etc/services file that translates to a port number, or the number of the UDP port where the agent
listens for incoming requests. This value must match the one used by the SNMP Administrator, typically 6665.
Default: 161

-o OID
Object identifier of a specific instance of any attribute in the agent MIB.

type
One of the following options indicating the type of the specified attribute:
-i integer value
-o octet value
-s string value
-d object identifier (OID)
-a IP address
-c counter
-g gauge
-t time ticks

value
New value of the attribute instance.

-t timeout
Maximum time value (in seconds) this program waits for a response to an SNMP request before exiting.
Default: 10 seconds

aws_orb-Distributed Services Bus
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

The Distributed Services Bus handles all processing overhead and routing of messages between agents, the common
services, and the components of the Distributed State Machine (DSM).

Windows

install-path\services\bin

UNIX/Linux, z/OS

install-path/services/bin

Syntax

aws_orb {install|remove|start|stop|status|debug|usage|version}

       [-d debugLevel]

       [-f logFile]

UNIX/Linux

       [-A AgentWorksDirectory]

aws_sadmin-SNMP Administrator
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS
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The SNMP Administrator checks the community string and internet protocol (IP) address of get, get-next, and set requests
to ensure these requests come from authenticated management applications. This component forwards trap messages to
the appropriate destinations. The SNMP Administrator stores configuration sets and MIB definitions for each agent on the
node in memory. The SNMP Administrator also stores agent configuration information set during runtime.

Windows

install-path\services\bin

UNIX/Linux, z/OS

install-path/services/bin

Syntax

aws_sadmin {install|remove|start|stop|status|debug|usage|version}

       [-@ servicesHost]

       [-d debugLevel]

       [-f logFile]

       [-s]

       [-p port_number]

Valid on z/OS

[-x cache-size] [-y cache-size] [-z cache-size]

Example

To stop aws_sadmin and all running agents, leaving awservices, aws_orb, and any other Agent Technology components
necessary to run the Distributed State Machine up, enter the following command:

aws_sadmin stop --andDependOn=yes

Syntax

-s
Forces aws_sadmin not to use internal cache to save memory.

-x cache-size
Valid on z/OS
Cache size for the objects table in kilobytes (KB).
Default: 256

-y cache-size
Valid on z/OS
Cache size for the properties table in kilobytes (KB).
Default: 512

-z cache-size
Valid on z/OS
Cache size for the votree table in kilobytes (KB).
Default: 512
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awtrap-Send an SNMP Trap PDU from one Node to Another
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

awtrap sends an SNMP trap protocol data unit (PDU) from the node you are on to another node. Use the awtrap utility to
test the ability of a manager to process traps for an agent without running the agent.

Windows

install-path\services\bin

UNIX/Linux, z/OS

install-path/services/bin

z/OS JCL

&CAI.MFNSM.CAW0JCL(AWTRAP)

Syntax

awtrap [-f from_addr] [-h dest_addr] [-p service] [-c community] enterprise type [subtype] [OID oidtype value]

-f from_addr
Host name or IP address of the node sending the trap. If you want the trap to originate from another node, specify
that node name or IP address.
Default: Local node

-h dest_addr
Host name or IP address of the node that is the destination of the trap.
Default: Local node

-p service
Name in the /etc/services file that translates to a port number, or the number of the UDP port where the
application listens for traps. The SNMP standard port for traps is number 162.
Default: 162

-c community
Name of any valid community in the management application configuration. The community string can be any
string that satisfies the community string syntax. This value is used without modification or validation. If the
receiver of the trap is validating the community string when analyzing the trap, specify a complete community
string that the corresponding agent, which you are simulating, typically sends.
Default: Public

enterprise
Top-level OID in the MIB supported by the agent reporting the trap condition.

type
Generic trap type, as specified in the SNMP standard. Specify type 6 to send an enterprise-specific type.

subtype
Trap subtype for enterprise-specific traps.

OID oidtype value
Specifies the following values:
OID

oidtype
The object identifier of a specific instance of any attribute in the MIB for the agent.
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-i integer value
-o octet value
-s string value
-d object identifier (OID)
-a IP address
-c counter
-g gauge
-t time ticks

value
A value relevant to the trap condition. You can use up to 256 bytes. The combination of OID and value
creates a unique OID/value pair for the variable bindings list in the trap PDU. You can specify only one
OID/value pair using the awtrap utility.

awwalk-Retrieve Value of Every Attribute Defined in the MIB
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

awwalk retrieves the value of every instance of every attribute that is defined in the MIB, from the specified OID through
the last OID in the tree, inclusive. Walking the MIB is the equivalent of repeated calls to awnext. If you use the -o option,
the attribute OID is printed followed by the OID value.

This utility is most useful for obtaining all the values of the attributes in a MIB, group, table, or column. To see the values
of all subordinate OIDs, specify the top (root) OID, group OID, table OID, or the OID of the first attribute in a column.

UNIX/Linux, z/OS

Many UNIX/Linux nodes have a MIB II-compliant SNMP agent that is built into the operating system, as does z/OS. These
agents are hard coded to listen for manager requests on UDP port number 161. To prevent port conflicts between the
operating system agent and your agent, the SNMP Administrator defaults to listening for requests on UDP port number
6665.

Windows

install-path\services\bin

UNIX/Linux, z/OS

install-path/services/bin

z/OS JCL

&CAI.MFNSM.CAW0JCL(AWWALK)

Syntax

awwalk [-h hostname ] [-c community] [-p service] [-o] OID [-t timeout]

-h hostName\ipaddr
Host name or IP address of the node on which the agent is running.
Default: local node

-c community
Name of any valid community in the agent configuration.
To retrieve the MIB attribute value from a specific instance of an agent, postfix the community string with the @
sign, followed by the specific instance name for the agent.
Default: public, which is supported for read
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-p service
Name in the /etc/services file that translates to a port number, or the number of the UDP port where the agent
listens for incoming requests. This value must match the one used by the SNMP Administrator, typically 6665.
Default: 6665 for z/OS

-o OID
Object identifier of any node in the MIB for the agent where you want to begin traversing the tree.

-t timeout
Maximum time value (in seconds) this program waits for a response to an SNMP request before exiting.
Default: 10 seconds

clean_sadmin-Remove Static Data and MIBs
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

clean_sadmin removes all static data and MIBs from the SNMP Administrator internal memory. Run this file on the
common services host when you want to restore agent behavior to its initial state and reload MIBs into sadmin Store.

z/OS

For z/OS, once the clean_sadmin script file has been executed, reinstall all the MIBs you need at your site. Use the
install_mibs script file or, for z/OS only, the INSTMIBS batch job that has been customized during the Agent Technology
for z/OS installation.

Windows

install-path\services\tools

UNIX/Linux

install-path/services/tools

z/OS JCL

&CAI.MFNSM.CAW0JCL(CLEANADM)

NOTE
This script clears all default state thresholds. To restore state thresholds, reload the MIBs and configuration files.

Syntax

clean_sadmin

exagent-Control the Agent Technology Example Agent
Valid on Windows, z/OS 

The exagent agent starts and controls the Agent Factory example agent.

NOTE
For a description of how to build the example agent, see Build and Run the Example Agent (EXAGENT).

Windows 
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install-path\agents\samples\exagent

z/OS JCL 

&CAI.MFNSM.CAW0JCL(EXAGNT)

Syntax 

exagent start [--instance=instName] [-t topDirectory] [-i interval] [-l log_level] [-f logfile] [-s]

Sample z/OS JCL 

This sample JCL requests the cmd /tmp instance of exagent to be started with /tmp as top directory under which all
monitored directories are found. It also requests a log level 4 with the log messages sent to the LOGFILE DD statement.

//stepname   EXEC PGM=EXAGENT,

 // PARM='/ debug --instance=/tmp -t /tmp -l 4 -f //DD:LOGFILE'

//LOGFILE  DD SYSOUT=*

Comments: 

If you do not specify the --instance and -t parameters, exagent runs without MIBMUX.

If you run multiple instances of exagent, specify the same names for the --instance and -t parameters to get consistent
information displayed by the awservices status command and other commands such as orbctrl and agentctrl.

Command options:

--instance=instName
Instance name as awservices know it. This name appears on the display of the awservices status command.

-t topDirectory
Top-level directory under which all monitored directories must be found. The real instance name for the agent. It is
used as instName parameter on the AWF_RegInstance function call.

-i interval
Interval for the main exagent task in seconds.

-f logfile
Name of the file where log messages are sent.

-l log_level
Message level for log messages.

-s
Uses the store instead of Register for Get Agent.

install_agents-Install or Remove Agents or Services
Valid on z/OS

This shell script adds or removes entries in the awservices.cfg config file for any agents or services that z/OS supports.

z/OS

install-path/services/tools

Syntax

install_agents {install|installauto|remove} agent
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install
Adds the agent or service to the config file.

installauto
Adds the agent or service and specifies that it is to start up automatically when awservices is started.

NOTE
awservices cannot start all agents.

remove
Removes the agent or service from the config file.

agent

• DB2
• IDMS
• CICS
• MQ

MQSeries Agent
• OS390|zOS

z/OS System Agent
• Memo

Agent for NetSpy System Status Manager OPS/MVS Option
• Exagent

Example Agent
• aws_orb

Object Request Broker

•aws_sadmin
SNMP Administrator

NOTE

 If awservices is not active when this script is executed, it starts automatically and stops at the end of the run.
If several agents or services have to be installed, we recommend that awservices are active (you can issue the
awservices start -m command).

 

 

install_mib-Load MIB Definitions
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

This shell script or batch job loads the MIBs on your system.

z/OS

NOTE
This shell script has been customized during the Agent Technology for z/OS installation.

If Agent Technology for z/OS is running, shut it down before running this script or batch job. To be sure the MIBs have
been correctly loaded in the store, check the output file the script run produces. It can be found in the install_mibs.out file,
under the install-path/services/tools directory.

Windows

install-path\services\tools
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UNIX/Linux

install-path/services/tools

z/OS JCL

&CAI.MFNSM.CAW0JCL(INSTMIBS)

Syntax

install_mibs

ldconfig-Load Agent Configuration Files
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

ldconfig loads configuration data from an agent configuration file into sadmin Store. The common services must
be running for this program to run successfully. This utility loads startup information that is contained in your agent
configuration file into named sets of configuration data in the aws_sadmin store. The text messages indicate syntax errors
that are found in the configuration text file.

z/OS

If you run this command as a batch job under z/OS, the configuration file for the example agent resides in
&CAI.CAIPOTN(EXAGCFG).

Windows

install-path\services\bin

UNIX/Linux, z/OS

install-path/services/bin

z/OS JCL

&CAI.MFNSM.CAW0JCL(LDCONFIG)

Syntax

ldconfig [-r][-h host] fileName [-d level -f logfile] [mibName:configName] 

[-d level -f logfile]

-r
Removes the configuration set associated with the MIB from sadmin Store. This action has no effect on the agent
at the time of the removal because the agent runs with its own copy. When the agent is stopped and restarted
again, the agent cannot load the removed configuration set.

-h host
Host name or IP address of the target node into which the configuration data is loaded.
Default: local node

fileName
Full configuration file name.

mibName:configName
Associated MIB and configuration file name.
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-d level
Debug or logging level.

-f logfile
Name of the log file in to which the debugging or logging information is sent.

ldmib - Load MIB Definitions
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

ldmib loads the MIB definition that is associated with an agent into sadmin Store. awservices must be running for this
program to run successfully. The ldmib utility loads (or removes) a MIB whose definitions are encoded in SNMP concise
MIB format as specified in RFC 1212, or in concise trap format as specified in RFC 1215.

Text messages indicate syntax errors that are found in the MIB definition file.

Windows

install-path/services\bin

UNIX/Linux, z/OS

install-path/services/bin

z/OS JCL

&CAI.MFNSM.CAW0JCL(LDMIB)

Syntax

ldmib [-h hostName] -n mibName -m mibFile [-i|-r]

-h hostName
Host name or IP address of the node on which the common services are running.
Default: local node

-n mibName
Symbolic name of a node that is defined in the MIB definition file the mibFile specifies. This symbolic name
becomes the top OID of the MIB.
Note: This parameter is not required if the first line of the MIB contains the following line:
--MibName = mibname
This OID does not need to be the top-level node that is defined in the file. The OID can be any symbolic name
that appears to the left of an ASN.1 expression like the following that is included in the MIB definition file:
mibName ::= OBJECT IDENTIFIER {xxxx n}
If the specified attribute is not the top-level node that is defined in the file, the resulting MIB loaded into sadmin
Store includes only those branches of the tree below the specified node.
Note: This attribute is case-sensitive and must be specified exactly as it appears in the text file.

-m mibFile
Name of the text file that holds the ASN.1-encoded definitions for the MIB attributes you want to load into sadmin
Store. The MIB definitions in the file must be in RFC 1212 or RFC 1215 format. The file name must end with
the .TXT extension.

-i
Generates an include file containing C# define statements for every object name in the specified MIB definition
file. The comment lines in the include file also document the fully qualified OID of each MIB object.
The include file has the same name as the MIB definition file with the extension .h instead of .TXT.
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-r
Removes the specified MIB definitions from sadmin Store.

Example

To load the MIB definition file for the Example Agent, exagent, enter the following command:

ldmib  -n exagent  -m "//'$AWORKS_MVS_PREFIX.MIBLIB(EXAGENT)' "

If the MIB definition is loaded successfully into sadmin Store, ldmib displays the following output:

ldmib: successful completion

mkconfig-Create Configuration Set from Agent Store
Valid on Windows, z/OS

mkconfig reads agent configuration information from the agent store and reformats this information into a configuration set
that can be written to a file or to STDOUT.

Windows

install-path\services\bin

z/OS

install-path/services/bin

z/OS JCL

&CAI.MFNSM.CAW0JCL(MKCONFIG)

Syntax

mkconfig {agentName[@host]| -s mibName[@host]} [-i instance] [name1...nameN] [filename]

Example

To create a configuration set from the agent settings in agent store and put them into a file:

mkconfig -s caiNtOs foo.dat

agentName
Name of the agent whose settings you are going to use to create a configuration set.

@host
Name of the host where the agent resides.

name1...nameN
Names of the groups or tables whose settings you are going to use to create a configuration set.

-s
Specifies that the settings take from the agent store.

mibName
Name of the MIB where the settings you are going to use to create a configuration set are located.

filename
Name of the file where you place the settings. If this name is not specified, the settings are placed in STDOUT
and are written to the screen.
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-i instance
Database instance for mibmuxed database agents.

orbctrl-Distributed Services Bus Control Utility
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

orbctrl lists the services and agents that have attached to the instance of the Distributed Services Bus (aws_orb) running
on the specified system.

Windows

install-path\services\bin

UNIX/Linux, z/OS

install-path/services/bin

z/OS JCL

&CAI.MFNSM.CAW0JCL(ORBCTRL)

Syntax

orbctrl [-@ servicesHost]

-@ servicesHost
System on which the services are running.
Default: local node

servicectrl-Component Dependencies Control Utility
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

servicectrl controls awservices configuration information by specifying the component name, path, and configuration
options. servicectrl can also be used to control agents and services remotely. The awservices process must be active on
the related host (local or remote).

Windows

servicectrl lets you define any Windows executable as a dependency for any Agent Technology component. For example,
you can define a dependency such that OpenIngres must be running before the OpenIngres agent can start.

Windows

install-path\services\bin

UNIX/Linux, z/OS

install-path/services/bin

Syntax

servicectrl {install|installauto|remove|update|start|stop|status|version} <coptions>

install
Installs the agent or service as a registered Agent Technology component.

installauto
Installs the agent or service and specifies that it must start automatically when awservices is started.
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remove
Removes the agent or services as a registered Agent Technology component.

update
Removes the agent or service from the registry and then installs it.

start or stop or status
Lists the operational status (running or stopped) of the agent or service.

version
Lists the name of the agent or service, its version information, and the name of its executable file.

Options

NOTE
These options have a double-dash(--) prefix.

--name=component-name
Name that is used to identify the component.

--instance=instance-name
Name for an instance of a component that has multiple instances with the same component name.

--remote=remote-system
Host to which this command applies.

--image=full-path-name-of-component
Full path where the component is located.

--options=default-options
Default options to be used when the component is started.

--type=component-type
Type of component. For Agent Technology components, the type is AWEXE. To install a component that is not a
part of Agent Technology, the type is EXE. (Windows only)

--user=user-name
With the password, specifies account under which the component is run.

--dependOn=list-of-components
Components that this component depends on, and starts them when this component is started if they are not
running. Separate multiple component names with commas.

--autoStart=yes|no
Starts this component when awservices is started.

--andDependOn=yes|no
Stops a component even though components depending on it are still running. Stops the dependent components
first.

install
Installs the agent or service as a registered Agent Technology component.
installauto

Installs the agent or service and specifies that it is to start up automatically when awservices is started.
remove

Removes the agent or service as a registered Agent Technology component.
update

Removes the agent or service from the registry and then installs it.
start

Starts the agent or service in the background.
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stop
Stops the agent or service.

status
Lists the operational status of the agent or service (that is, whether it is running or stopped).

version
Lists the name of the agent or service, its version information, and the name of its executable file.

storectrl-Store Database Utility
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

The storectrl utility provides a low-level command interface for the Agent Technology object stores. Use storectrl to display
class definitions and object information that is stored in the Agent Technology stores:

Store Managed by Platform
aws_sadmin aws_sadmin process all platforms
AwNsm@<repository> aws_dsm process DSM on remote distributed system
objectStore aws_store process DSM on remote distributed system

You can also use storectrl to add properties, change property values, delete properties, and delete objects. Only attempt
these operations with the assistance of Broadcom Support.

Windows

install-path\services\bin

UNIX/Linux, z/OS

install-path/services/bin

z/OS JCL

&CAI.MFNSM.CAW0JCL(STORECTL)

Syntax

 storectrl [ Store hostName micrObName ]

   Select propertyName=propertyValue [ propertyName=propertyValue ] End

     GetAllProperties    

     GetProperties propertyName [ propertyName ] * End   

     SetProperties propertyName=propertyValue [ propertyName=propertyValue ] * End   

     DeleteProperties propertyName [ propertyName ] * End    

     Delete  

 

[ Store hostName micrObName ]
Required for z/OS
hostName micrObName-Specify the hostname where the store resides and the particular store.
Required except when issued against local object store. See the examples.
Default: objectStore (local)

Select propertyName=propertyValue[ propertyName=propertyValue ] * End
Select one or more properties that match the specified values. Subsequent operations are performed on the
selected class or object.

GetAllProperties
Display all properties (can follow a Select).
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SetProperties propertyName=propertyValue[ propertyName=propertyValue ] * End
Change values for one or more existing properties (if property exists) or create properties and set values.

2-DeleteProperties propertyName [ propertyName ] * End
Delete selected class or object.

Example 1 (local z/OS system)

Display all attribute names for the MIB of loaded agent exagent that is stored in local aws_sadmin:

 storectrl Store localhost aws_sadmin

     Select attrMib=exagent End

     GetProperties attrName End  

 

Result:

 Object : 0

 attrName = exMonitorCnt

 Object : 1

 attrName = exHistStatus

 Object : 2

 attrName = exHistoryGroup

 Object : 3

 attrName = exFaultExcess

 ...

 

NOTE

The location of aws_sadmin must be specified even though it resides on the local system (because it is not the
default, objectStore). "localhost" can be used to represent local host.

Example 2 (remote system with DSM)

Display property information about a DSM object, DemoAgt9:

 storectrl Store USILCPCN AwNsm@USILCPCN Select moObjectName=DemoAgt9 End GetAllProperties

 

Result:

 Object : 0

 __CLASS__ = AWMO_OBJECT

 moObjectHost = USILCPCN

 moObjectName = DemoAgt9

 ...

 moObject_ccgVisible = 1

 moObject_childPolicy = On

 

Example 3 (remote system with DSM)

Add a property "pollInterval2" to object DemoAgt9:

 storectrl Store USILCPCN AwNsm@USILCPCN Select moObjectName=DemoAgt9 End SetProperties pollInterval2=300 End

 

Result, as shown by GetAllProperties:

 Object : 0
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 __CLASS__ = AWMO_OBJECT

 moObjectHost = USILCPCN

 moObjectName = DemoAgt9

 ...

 moObject_ccgVisible = 1

 moObject_childPolicy = On

 pollInterval2 = 300

 

Example 4 (remote system with DSM)

Delete the new property previously added to object DemoAgt9:

 storectrl Store USILCPCN AwNsm@USILCPCN Select moObjectName=DemoAgt9 End DeleteProperties pollInterval2 End

 

Result, as shown by GetAllProperties:

 Object : 0

 __CLASS__ = AWMO_OBJECT

 moObjectHost = USILCPCN

 moObjectName = DemoAgt9

 ...

 moObject_ccgVisible = 1

 moObject_childPolicy = On

 

Example 5 (local system with DSM)

Display class properties for DemoAgt9 (using local object store):

 storectrl Select moClassName=DemoAgt9 End GetAllProperties

 

Result:

 Object : 0

 __CLASS__ = AWMO_CLASS

 moClassName = DemoAgt9

 ...

 moClass_initialState = Agent:UP

 moClass_defaultState = Agent:UP

 moClass_CriticalStr = Critical

 

Example 6 (local system with DSM)

Delete a class property of DemoAgt9 (using local object store):

 storectrl Select moClassName=DemoAgt9 End DeleteProperties moClass_defaultState End

 

Result, as shown by GetAllProperties:

 Object : 0

 __CLASS__ = AWMO_CLASS

 moClassName = DemoAgt9

 ...

 moClass_initialState = Agent:UP
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 moClass_CriticalStr = Critical

 

NOTE

: If after deleting a property (such as moClass_defaultState in this example) you later add the property back, it
appears at the end of the list when you display the properties.

CAICCI Component Trace
For information about starting and stopping a Component Trace External Writer and to connect or disconnect the writer
from a component trace component, see the IBM guide, z/OS MVS System Commands (located under TRACE CT).

A sample PROC, CCIXWTR, is provided in CAI.CAW0PROC, which invokes the IBM external writer ITTTRCWR. For
editing, see the IBM guide Diagnostic Tools and Service Aids. The PROC must be available for the MVS operator
command TRACE CT. You may need to place PROC in SYS1.PROCLIB, IEFJOBS, or IEFPDSI.

Component Trace provides for automatically generating a TRACE CT command when component tracing is initialized.
This action is performed using a PARMLIB member that can be specified on the CCICT control statement to initialize
component tracing. The PARMLIB member can indicate that the TRACE is set ON, define and connect an External Writer,
select ASIDs and JOBNAMEs for tracing, and specify OPTIONS.

A sample member, CTECCI00, is shipped in CAI.CAW0OPTN. If this member is used, it must be moved to an MVS
PARMLIB data set and its name specified on the CCICT control statement. As delivered, if CCICT is added as a CAICCI
parameter, CTECCI00 is used. Also, as delivered, CTECCI00 tells component trace to start the CCIXWTR started task.
The CCIXWTR task must be customized to use a particular default output CTRACE data set.

CTECCI00 also sets TRACE ON, connect to its CCIXWTR External Writer, and collect trace records from all CAICCI
applications for all currently defined Event IDs.

Component Trace Command Format for CAICCI

In addition to using the CCICT CAICCI parameter to start the component trace, you can also start the External Writer and
trace manually. You can also restart a trace when a previous trace was stopped with the z/OS TRACE CT command.

These examples assume that the Component Trace name for CAICCI is defined to be CACCI.

To start an External Writer that is using the CCIXWTR task, issue this z/OS command:

• TRACE CT,WTRSTART=CCIXWTR

To start a trace, use one of the following two commands:

TRACE CT,,COMP=CACCI,PARM=PARMLIB_member
Reads and runs PARMLIB_member from SYS1.PARMLIB. The same PARMLIB member that you specify with the
CAICCI CCICT. Again, a sample member, CTECCI00, is shipped in CAI.CAW0OPTN.

TRACE CT,ON,COMP=CACCI
This command generates a WTOR which must be responded to as such:
R nn,[,OPTIONS=()][,ASID=()] [,JOBNAME=()] [,WTR=CCIXWTR|DISCONNECT]

ASID=(),[,JOBNAME=():
Specifies which applications are traced. If no ASIDs or JOBNAMEs are specified, all CAICCI applications
are traced. If any ASID or JOBNAME is specified, only these applications are traced. Up to 16 ASIDs and
JOBNAMES can be specified.

WTR=CCIXWTR:
Requests that the CAICCI Trace Component is connected to its External Writer CCIXWTR.
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WTR=DISCONNECT:
Requests that the CAICCI Trace Component is disconnected from its External Writer.

OPTIONS=():
The CAICCI Start/Stop routine accepts these OPTIONS:

• eid1,eid2,…
• EXTEND(#buffers)
• RESET(#buffers,buffer_size)
• DUMPON
• DUMPOFF
• PAUSE
• RESUME
• eid1, eid2, …

Enables one or more Event IDs (EIDs). #CCICT macro calls specifying one of these EIDs commence
capturing trace data. Currently implemented EIDs are:
APIE - Traces entry into the API
APIF - Traces API call failures
APIX - Traces API exit to the caller
SRBR - Traces execution through the Receiver SRB
SRBS - Traces execution through the Sender SRB

• EXTEND(#buffers)
Extends the current trace data space by the specified number of buffers. Trace data within the existing
buffers is unaffected. Tracing must have been previously set ON before this option can be used.

• RESET(#buffers,buffer_size)
Resets the current trace data space to have the specified buffer_size (in Kilobytes) and #buffers.
Trace data within the existing buffers is lost. If #buffers or buffer_size is omitted, the current value is
used. Omitting both values causes the existing trace buffers to be cleared. This option can be used at
any time.

• PAUSE and RESUME
PAUSE internally pauses tracing. RESUME resumes tracing. The current tracing criteria (#buffers,
buffer_size, JOBNAMEs, ASIDs, EIDs) is not affected.

This command can be re-entered to modify the existing trace settings. However if ASIDs, JOBNAMEs or EIDs are
specified, their previous settings are lost. The new values overwrite the existing values.

To stop an External Writer that is using the CCIXWTR task, issue this z/OS command:

TRACE CT,WTRSTOP=CCIXWTR

To stop an active CAICCI trace, issue this z/OS command:

TRACE CT,OFF,COMP=CACCI

CAICCI Control Options
The Common Communications Interface (CAICCI) provides a messaging infrastructure that enables software products on
various platforms to communicate with one another regardless of their communications protocols.

Specify CAICCI control options in the CAIENF parameter file after the CAIENF parameters or in their own parameter
file that is concatenated after the CAIENF parameter file referenced by the ENFPARMS DD. After startup, most CAICCI
control options can be dynamically altered using the CAICCI or CAIENF operator command from any z/OS system
console or operator command facility.
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Control Options Summary - CAICCI
The following table summarizes the CAICCI Control Options.

Control Option Operands Default
CCI (RECYCLE) n/a (not applicable)
CCI (STATUS,[sysid]) n/a
CCI (TERM) n/a
CCICT (component_name,#buffers,buffer_size,member_name) n/a
CCILCNT (########) 50,000
CONNECT (sysid,...) n/a
DISPLAY,CONNECT n/a n/a
DISPLAY,LINK n/a n/a
DISPLAY,NODE n/a n/a
DISPLAY,PROTOCOL n/a n/a
DISPLAY,RECEIVER n/a n/a
DISPLAY,RESOURCE n/a n/a
DISPLAY,SYSID n/a n/a
GATEWAY (protocol,netparm,retry,sysid,

maxru,start/stop,netparm2)
retry=10, maxru=4096,
start/stop=START/SHUT

GENERIC (protocol,generic-name) n/a
HOSTNAME (hostname[,FORCE]) No hostname defaults

to the VMCF subsystem
nodename.

LOGGER (string,buffer1,buffer2,Y|N) string=20, buffer1=12,
buffer2=12, N

MAXRU (nnnnn) n/a
NODE (protocol,netparm,retry,sysid,

maxru,start/stop,netparm2)
retry=10, maxru=4096,
start/stop=START/SHUT

NODEDATA ([DISPLAY|RESET,]protocol,
sysid,netparm)

n/a

PERMIT (NONE|ALL) ALL
PROTOCOL (protocol,netparm,retry,sysid,maxru,start/stop) retry=10, maxru=4096,

start/stop=START/SHUT
PROTSEC (XCF|XES|XES,XCF|XCF,XES) n/a
REMOVE (SYSID,xxxxxxxx) n/a
SYSID (sysid) n/a
SYSPLEX (sysplexid) n/a
VARY (INACT|ACT,SYSID,sysid) n/a

Notes:

• In the control option descriptions that are found in this site, MAXRU is used as a control option and an operand for the
GATEWAY, PROTOCOL, and NODE control options. MAXRU is the maximum data packet size, which is specified in
bytes, that is allowed to be transmitted between two CAICCI subsystems. You can redefine the maximum RU default
value of 4096 using this control option.
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To determine the required MAXRU for hosts that are communicating using VTAM and are connected using NCP, see
the MAXDATA operand of the PCCU macro, the BUFSIZE of the BUILD macro, and the INBFRS, MAXBFRU, and
UNITSZ operands of the HOST macro.
To determine the required MAXRU for hosts that are connected using CTC, see your VTAM start option LPBUF.
For more information, see the IBM reference guides and consult with your VTAM/NCP systems programmer.

• Use the CCI(RECYCLE) and CCI(TERM) control options only under the direction of Broadcom Support.
• The CONNECT control option refers to definitions made using the GATEWAY and NODE control options to perform

actual CAICCI linking.
• The GATEWAY and NODE control options establish CAICCI control blocks.
• The keyword SHUT is equivalent to the keyword STOP. Either can be coded to indicate that session termination occurs

at the CAICCI shutdown.
• With IPv6 addresses, use coded delimiters to identify the start and end of the address separate from the port number.

The following character pairs can be used as delimiters:
 start "["   end "]"

 start "<"   end ">"

 start and end "/"

 start and end "\"

 start and end "|"

 

In the following example, coded brackets "[" and "]" delimit the start and end of the IPv6 address.
 [fd00:7a06:a20:100::11]:7001

 

CCI(RECYCLE)
Terminates all sessions of CAICCI with its remote CAICCI nodes and LU2 devices (PCs), followed by a shutdown of
the CAICCI subsystem under CAIENF. The CAICCI subsystem immediately attempts to restart and re-establish VTAM
connections with its remote subsystems that have NODE and CONNECT control statements defined. Remote CAICCI
subsystems lacking NODE and CONNECT definitions and all PCs must re-establish the session with the local CAICCI
from the remote CAICCI subsystems.

WARNING
Use this control option only under the direction of Broadcom Support.

Example (console)

CCI CCI(RECYCLE)

CCI(STATUS, sysid )
This control option displays the host CAICCI link status and resources. When this control option is invoked, CAICCI
generates informative messages on the status of CAICCI host and links. Specifying "sysid" causes CAICCI to return the
information for this specific system only.

Example (console)

CCI CCI(STATUS)

CCI CCI(STATUS,A97S)

Example (ENFPARMS)

CCI(STATUS)

CCI(STATUS,A97S)
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CCI(TERM)
Terminates all sessions of CAICCI with its remote CAICCI nodes and LU2 devices (PCs), followed by a shutdown of the
CAICCI subsystem under CAIENF. The CAICCI subsystem does not attempt a restart.

Note: You cannot restart the CAICCI subsystem under the current CAIENF started task. Once this option is issued,
CAIENF must be stopped and restarted to reactivate the CAICCI subsystem.

WARNING
Only use this control option under the direction of Broadcom Support.

Example (console)

CCI CCI(TERM)

CCICT (component_name, buffers,buffer_size,member_name)
The CCICT statement controls the Component Trace environment. For more information, see CAICCI Component Trace.

Options are as follows:

component_name
The Component Trace name.
Default: CACCI

#buffers
Number of trace buffers. Specify a number from 2 through 128 inclusive.
Default: 3

buffer_size
Size, in K, of each buffer. Specify a number from 64 through 8192 inclusive (buffer sizes are between 64k and
8M).
Default: 512

member_name
Name of the parmlib member for Component Trace to process when the Component Trace is initialized. There is
no default value, but a sample member CTECCI00 is provided for tailoring.

If a CCICT statement is not included in CCIPARMS, CAICCI is still defined to COMPONENT TRACE with the default
values for the component_name, #buffers, and buffer_size. All other trace options and values are set through the TRACE
CT command when activating tracing.

CCILCNT(########)
This control option defines the record count threshold for the CCILGR backlog monitor.

The option contains the following syntax:

CCILCNT(########)

Default: 50000

Example:

CCILCNT(25000)
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CONNECT(sysid,...)
This control option connects one or more remote CAICCI nodes (previously defined by a GATEWAY or NODE control
option) to the local host.

This control option has the following operand:

sysid
The unique one through eight character identifier of the remote CAICCI system to be connected. A maximum of
seven CAICCI sysids can be connected using a single CONNECT statement.
This operand is required.

Example (console)

CCI CONNECT(A73CVC01,A93CVC01)

Example (ENFPARMS)

CONNECT(A73CVC01,A93CVC01)

DISPLAY,CONNECT
This option displays the CAICCI connections that are defined to this host.

Example (console)

CCI DISPLAY,CONNECT

Example (ENFPARMS)

DISPLAY,CONNECT

DISPLAY,LINK
This option displays the host CAICCI link status.

Example (console)

CCI DISPLAY,LINK

Example (ENFPARMS)

DISPLAY,LINK

DISPLAY,NODE
This option displays the CAICCI NODEs defined to this host.

Example (console)

CCI DISPLAY,NODE

Example (ENFPARMS)

DISPLAY,NODE

DISPLAY,PROTOCOL
This option displays the CAICCI PROTOCOLs defined to this host.
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Example (console)

CCI DISPLAY,PROTOCOL

Example (ENFPARMS)

DISPLAY,PROTOCOL

DISPLAY,RECEIVER
This option displays all local CAICCI receivers active on the current host.

Example (console)

CCI DISPLAY,RECEIVER

Example (ENFPARMS)

DISPLAY,RECEIVER

DISPLAY,RESOURCE
This option displays all CAICCI resources.

Example (console)

CCI DISPLAY,RESOURCE

Example (ENFPARMS)

DISPLAY,RESOURCE

DISPLAY,SYSID
This option displays the CAICCI SYSID of the host.

Example (console)

CCI DISPLAY,SYSID

Example (ENFPARMS)

DISPLAY,SYSID

GATEWAY(protocol,netparm,retry,sysid,maxru,start/stop,netparm2)
The GATEWAY control option defines a remote CAICCI node to the local host. The default values are: retry=10,
maxru=4096, start/stop=START/SHUT.

By specifying a GATEWAY rather than a NODE control option for a particular remote host, the remote host is then passed
all resource information from all other remote hosts that are connected to the local host. Likewise, all resource information
that is received from the remote host is forwarded to all other remote hosts. This action lets the remote host communicate
through the local host with all its other remote hosts without having a direct connection with them.

protocol
Desired communication protocol to be used.
LU0

LU0 is the communications protocol that the local host node to access the remote CAICCI node supports.
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TCPIPGW
TCPIPGW is the communications protocol that the local host node to access the remote host node using
IBM TCP/IP or TCPaccess CS supports.

TCPSSLGW
TCPSSLGW is the communications protocol that the local host node to access the remote host node
using IBM TCP/IP or TCPaccess CS with Secure Sockets layer (SSL) support supports.

netparm[:port][;keyword=value...]

• For LU0 (or VTAM), netparm specifies the name that is defined in VTAMLST (as a cross-domain resource) that
the remote CAICCI uses as its APPLID.

• For TCPIPGW or TCPSSLGW, netparm specifies the TCP/IP Hostname or address of the remote CAICCI
host. This operand is a positional operand that requires two commas as a place holder if it is not specified.
When not specified, the IP information is obtained from the remote CAICCI specified by the sysid operand.
The IP address can be specified in IPv6 format. For information about IPv6 address identification, see the
notes in CAICCI Control Option Summary.

• :port
The port operand specifies the port number on which the gateway connects to the remote host. It is only valid
when specifying a protocol of TCPIPGW or TCPSSLGW. Specify the port number if the listening port of the
remote host is different from the port number that is specified with the PROTOCOL control option. If the port
number is specified, it must be appended to the hostname or IP address which is prefixed with a colon(:).

• ;keyword=value
The keyword operand specifies SSL Keywords and their values. It is only valid when specifying a protocol of
either TCPIPGW or TCPSSLGW. Each keyword=value must be prefixed with a semi-colon (;).
The following lists valid keywords, their abbreviations, and allowable values (case insensitive). Each
keyword=value parameter must be prefixed with a semicolon (;) as a delimiter.
– SECURE | SEC | S =

Indicates whether to request an SSL (secured) connection (default is set from the PROTOCOL
UNSECURED_CONNECT setting):
YES | Y - Connection must be secure. If the remote system does not support or is not enabled for SSL, the
connection request fails.
ALLOW | A - An unsecured connection is allowed and requested. If the remote CAICCI requires an SSL
connection, a secure connection is permitted and made.
DEFER | D - The connection type defers to the remote system: If the remote CAICCI supports and is
enabled for SSL, it connects securely; otherwise, the connection is made unsecured.
NO | N - Only unsecured connections allowed. If the remote system requires an SSL connection, the
connection request fails.

retry
Re-poll time in minutes that CAICCI uses to attempt to re-establish a session with the remote CAICCI using the
netparm specified. This time ranges from 1 to 59 minutes. This operand has a default value of 10. This operand is
a positional operand that requires two commas as a place holder when using the default value.

sysid
Unique one through eight character identifier of the remote CAICCI system.

(optional) maxru
Maximum data packet size, which is specified in decimal bytes, that is allowed to be transmitted between the local
CAICCI and this remote CAICCI node.
The default MAXRU value is 4096 or the value set by the MAXRU control option.

(optional) start/stop
Control words that are used to specify when the session with the remote CAICCI is established and terminated.
START/SHUT (default)

Start link at CAICCI startup time. Drop link when CAICCI shuts down.
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START/TERM
Start link at CAICCI startup time. Drop link when the first Broadcom application issues a CCI TERM.

INIT/SHUT
Start link when the first Broadcom application issues a CCI INIT. Drop link when CAICCI shuts down.

INIT/TERM
Start link when the first Broadcom application issues a CCI INIT. Drop link when the first Broadcom
application issues a CCI TERM.
Note: For z/OS, VM, and VSE, specify this operand as START/SHUT. Only select other available
operands if the installation procedures of the Broadcom solution you are installing specifically requests
them.

(optional)
netparm2
For VTAM and LU0, specifies the logmode name for assigning a class of service (COS) to the session with the
remote CAICCI node.

IMPORTANT
The operands STOP and SHUT are fully compatible and can be substituted for each other.

Examples (console)

CCI GATEWAY(LU0,A73CVC01,01,A73SYSID,4000,START/SHUT)

CCI GATEWAY(TCPIPGW,IPGW73:1721,01,A73SYSID)

CCI GATEWAY(TCPSSLGW,,01,A93S)

CCI GATEWAY(TCPSSLGW,USILCA31;S=NO,1,A31ENF)

Examples (ENFPARMS)

GATEWAY(LU0,A73CVC01,10,A73SYSID,4000,START/SHUT)

GATEWAY(LU0,A73CVC01,,A73SYSID,4000,START/SHUT)

GENERIC(protocol,generic-name)
The GENERIC control option is used to define a generic network name to the local host for a given protocol. Providing a
generic-name for a protocol is not required.

Parameters that must be entered for GENERIC are:

protocol
Communication protocol whose specific network connection is being assigned as a generic network resource.
VTAM is the only communication protocol that supports generic resources, and only within a sysplex environment.

generic-name
Generic-name to be assigned to the specific network resource as defined in the PROTOCOL statement. If this
parameter is omitted, any generic-name previously assigned is deleted.

Example (console)

CCI GENERIC(VTAM,A99CVC01)

Example (ENFPARMS)

GENERIC(VTAM,A99CVC01)
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HOSTNAME(hostname ,FORCE )
Event Management commands require that the DNS host name of the target system is specified rather than its CAICCI
SYSID. By default, CAICCI uses the nodename that is specified with the VMCF subsystem definition in SYS1.PARMLIB
member IEFSSNxx as its default TCP/IP DNS host name. If the VMCF nodename is not a valid host name, the
HOSTNAME control option can be used to assign the correct host name.

This control option is optional. Entering this control option as a command when CAICCI is active and you receive the
following message:

CAS9604W - CAICCI - Can not alter HOSTNAME when CCI Active

This control option has the following operands:

hostname
The 1 through 24 character hostname that is assigned as the default TCP/IP DNS host name for the local CAICCI
system.
If this parameter is omitted, the VMCF subsystem nodename is assigned as the default TCP/IP DNS host name
for the local CAICCI system.

FORCE
The FORCE operand lets the HOSTNAME control option be entered as a command when CAICCI is active.
Changing the host name does not affect the internal operation of CAICCI. However, a local or remote CAICCI
application can have obtained the previous hostname. Assigning a new host name midstream can cause this
application to generate invalid output or operate incorrectly. A recycle of the application or CAICCI can be
necessary.

Example (ENFPARMS)

HOSTNAME(USI297ME)

LOGGER(strings,buffer1,buffer2,reorg)
The LOGGER control option is used to activate Assured Delivery of CAICCI. This option also lets you specify the number
of VSAM strings and buffers to save in the LOGGER database.

Parameters that must be entered for LOGGER are as follows:

strings
Number of VSAM strings. Calculate this number as follows: 2 x #systems + 5
Default: 20 strings

buffer1
Number of VSAM data buffers. Calculate this number as follows: 2 x #systems + 3
Default: 12 data buffers

buffer2
Number of VSAM index buffers. Calculate this number as follows: #systems but not < 12
Default: 12 index buffers

reorg
Y or N. If Y is specified, LOGGER reorganizes the VSAM database at CCILGR startup.
Default: N

Example (console)

CCI LOGGER(25,23,12,Y)

Example (CCIPARM)
LOGGER(25,23,12,Y)
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MAXRU(nnnnn)
The MAXRU control option alters the default maximum RU size from its initial value of 4096. The default value is used
whenever the MAXRU operand is not specified on the GATEWAY, PROTOCOL, or NODE control options.

nnnnn
Maximum data packet size, in decimal bytes, that is allowed to be transmitted between two or more CAICCI
network nodes.

WARNING
If MAXRU is specified, it must be placed after the SYSID control option statement and before any GATEWAY,
PROTOCOL, and NODE control option statements.

NOTE

We recommend that you set the default MAXRU value to the smallest path size in your network. Typically, the
initial value of 4096 is sufficient unless one or more hosts are connected using an NCP. A default value of 256 is
recommended in this network.

Example (ENFPARMS)

MAXRU(4096)

This control option cannot be entered using the console.

NODE(protocol,netparm,retry,sysid,maxru,start/stop,netparm2)
The NODE control option is used to define a remote CAICCI node to the local host. The default values are: retry=10,
maxru=4096, start/stop=START/SHUT.

Separate multiple options with commas.

protocol
Desired communication protocol to be used.
LU0

LU0 is the communications protocol that the local host node to access the remote CAICCI node supports.
TCPIPGW

TCPIPGW is the communications protocol that the local host node to access the remote host node using
IBM TCP/IP or TCPaccess CS supports.

TCPSSLGW
TCPSSLGW is the communications protocol that the local host node to access the remote host node
using IBM TCP/IP or TCPaccess CS with Secure Sockets layer (SSL) support supports.

netparm[:port][;keyword=value...]

• For LU0 (or VTAM), netparm specifies the name that is defined in VTAMLST (as a cross-domain resource) that
the remote CAICCI uses as its APPLID.

• For TCPIPGW or TCPSSLGW, netparm specifies the TCP/IP Hostname or address of the remote CAICCI
host. This operand is a positional operand that requires two commas as a place holder if it is not specified.
When not specified, the IP information is obtained from the remote CAICCI specified by the sysid operand.
The IP address can be specified in IPv6 format. For information in IPv6 addressing, see the notes in CAICCI
Control Option Summary.

• :port
The port operand specifies the port number on which the gateway connects to the remote host. It is only valid
when specifying a protocol of TCPIPGW or TCPSSLGW. Specify the port number if the listening port of the
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remote host is different from the port number that the PROTOCOL control option specifies. If the port number
is specified, it must be appended to the hostname or IP address that is prefixed with a colon(:).

• ;keyword=value
The keyword operand specifies SSL Keywords and their values. It is only valid when specifying a protocol
of TCPIPGW or TCPSSLGW. Each keyword=value must be prefixed with a semi-colon (;).
The following lists valid keywords, their abbreviations, and allowable values (case insensitive). Each
keyword=value parameter must be prefixed with a semicolon (;) as a delimeter.
– SECURE | SEC | S =

Indicates whether to request an SSL (secured) connection (default is set from the PROTOCOL
UNSECURED_CONNECT setting):
YES | Y - Connection must be secure. If the remote system does not support or is not enabled for SSL, the
connection request fails.
ALLOW | A - An unsecured connection is allowed and requested. If the remote CAICCI requires an SSL
connection, a secure connection is permitted and made.
DEFER | D - Connection type defers to the remote system: If the remote CAICCI supports and is enabled
for SSL, it connects securely; otherwise, the connection is made unsecured.
NO | N - Only unsecured connections allowed. If the remote system requires an SSL connection, the
connection request fails.

retry
Re-poll time in minutes that CAICCI uses to attempt to re-establish a session with the remote CAICCI using the
netparm specified. This time ranges from 1 to 59 minutes. This operand has a default value of 10. This operand is
a positional operand that requires two commas as a place holder when the default value is used.
A retry time of zero for a NODE generates the messages:
CAS9604W-CAICCI-INVALID RETRY TIME SPECIFIED

CAS9604W-CAICCI-NODE ENCOUNTERED ERRORS

sysid
Unique one through eight character identifier of the remote CAICCI system.

(optional) maxru
Maximum data packet size, which is specified in decimal bytes, that is allowed to be transmitted between the local
CAICCI and this remote CAICCI node.
The default MAXRU value is 4096 or the value set by the MAXRU control option.

(optional) start/stop
Control words that are used to specify when the session with the remote CAICCI is established and terminated.
START/SHUT (default)

Start link at CAICCI startup time. Drop link when CAICCI shuts down.
START/TERM

Start link at CAICCI startup time. Drop link when the first Broadcom application issues a CCI TERM.
INIT/SHUT

Start link when the first Broadcom application issues a CCI INIT. Drop link when CAICCI shuts down.
INIT/TERM

Start link when the first Broadcom application issues a CCI INIT. Drop link when the first Broadcom
application issues a CCI TERM.
Note: For z/OS, VM, and VSE, specify this operand as START/SHUT. Only select other available
operands if the installation procedures of the Broadcom solution you are installing specifically requests
them.

(optional) netparm2
For LU0, this is the logmode name for assigning a class of service (COS) to the session with the remote CAICCI
node.
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IMPORTANT
The operands STOP and SHUT are fully compatible and can be substituted for one another.

Examples (console)

CCI NODE(LU0,A73CVC01,01,A73SYSID,4000,START/SHUT)

CCI NODE(TCPIPGW,141.202.1.114:1721,1)

CCI NODE(TCPSSLGW,,01,A93S)

Examples (ENFPARMS)

NODE(LU0,A73CVC01,01,A73SYSID,4000,START/SHUT)

NODE(TCPIPGW,141.202.1.114:1721,1)

NODE(TCPSSLGW,USILCA11:1721;SECURE=D,1,ALLSENF)

NODEDATA( DISPLAY RESET, protocol,sysid,netparm)
The NODEDATA control option lets more information be appended to the netparm data of a specific GATEWAY, NODE, or
PROTOCOL.

Netparm data on the GATEWAY, NODE, and PROTOCOL control options is restricted to 32 characters.

SSL and its numerous keyword=value options and IPv6 can require netparm data greater than 32 characters. This control
option allows extra 224 characters (256 total).

Each NODEDATA control option lets up to 52 characters be appended so multiple NODEDATA commands for a particular
protocol and sysid can be coded until the 256 character limit is reached.

A NODEDATA control option does not have to utilize all 52 characters before another NODEDATA control option is coded.
Each NODEDATA control option appends whatever is specified onto the existing netparm.

[DISPLAY]
Displays netparm rather than modifying it.
If a specific protocol and sysid are provided, only the netparm for that GATEWAY|NODE|PROTOCOL is
displayed.
If only the protocol or the sysid is specified, the netparm is displayed for each GATEWAY|NODE|PROTOCOL that
matches the specified string.
If neither a protocol or sysid is provided, the netparm of every GATEWAY|NODE|PROTOCOL is displayed.

[RESET]
Requests a RESET or clear of the netparm data for the specified GATEWAY|NODE|PROTOCOL for the specified
sysid.
A protocol and sysid are required.
Once reset, a subsequent display request shows the netparm data to be ***NULL***.

protocol
Protocol that is used in selecting the specific GATEWAY|NODE|PROTOCOL control option for modifying or
displaying its netparm.
A protocol must be specified when appending or resetting netparm data.
The currently suported values are as follows:
TCPIPGW | TCPSSLGW

sysid
Name of the sysid that is used in selecting the GATEWAY|NODE|PROTOCOL for appending, displaying, or
resetting its netparm data.
If the sysid matches the name of the local CAICCI, only PROTOCOLs are searched; otherwise, GATEWAYs and
NODEs are searched.
A sysid must be specified when appending or resetting netparm data.
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netparm
Information to be appended to the existing netparm. A maximum of 52 characters can be coded. Strings can be
continued across the NODEDATA statements. For the details on netparm parameter usage, see the PROTOCOL
control option.
For information about IPv6 address identification, see the notes in CAICCI Control Option Summary.

NODEDATA has the following abbreviations:

ND
Operates the same as NODEDATA.

DND
Displays netparm the same as using the [DISPLAY] option.

RND
Resets netparm the same as using the [RESET] option.

Examples (console)

CCI DND

CCI DND(protocol)

CCI DND(,sysid)  

CCI DND(protocol,sysid)

CCI RND(protocol,sysid)

CCI NODEDATA(protocol,sysid,[####:####:####:####:####:####:####:####]:port#)

CCI ND(protocol,sysid,[####:####:####:####:####:####:####:####]:port#)

CCI NODEDATA(DISPLAY)

CCI NODEDATA(DISPLAY,protocol)

CCI NODEDATA(DISPLAY,,sysid)  

CCI NODEDATA(DISPLAY,protocol,sysid)

CCI ND(DISPLAY)                     

CCI ND(DISPLAY,protocol)            

CCI ND(DISPLAY,,sysid)              

CCI ND(DISPLAY,protocol,sysid)      

CCI NODEDATA(DISP)                  

CCI NODEDATA(DISP,protocol)         

CCI NODEDATA(DISP,,sysid)           

CCI NODEDATA(DISP,protocol,sysid)   

CCI ND(DISP)                        

CCI ND(DISP,protocol)               

CCI ND(DISP,,sysid)                 

CCI ND(DISP,protocol,sysid)         

CCI NODEDATA(RESET,protocol,sysid)  

CCI ND(RESET,protocol,sysid)  

Example (ENFPARMS)

DND                   

DND(protocol)         

DND(,sysid)           

DND(protocol,sysid)   

RND(protocol,sysid)   

NODEDATA(protocol,sysid,[####:####:####:####:####:####:####:####]:port#)

ND(protocol,sysid,[####:####:####:####:####:####:####:####]:port#)

NODEDATA(DISPLAY)                

NODEDATA(DISPLAY,protocol)       

NODEDATA(DISPLAY,,sysid)         
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NODEDATA(DISPLAY,protocol,sysid) 

ND(DISPLAY)                      

ND(DISPLAY,protocol) 

ND(DISPLAY,,sysid) 

ND(DISPLAY,protocol,sysid)

NODEDATA(DISP)        

NODEDATA(DISP,protocol) 

NODEDATA(DISP,,sysid) 

NODEDATA(DISP,protocol,sysid) 

ND(DISP)               

ND(DISP,protocol)      

ND(DISP,,sysid)        

ND(DISP,protocol,sysid)

NODEDATA(RESET,protocol,sysid)

ND(RESET,protocol,sysid)

IMPORTANT
In IPv6, the expanded addressing requires coded delimiters to specify the beginning and end of the address
separate from the port number. In the following example, the coded brackets, "[" and "]", delimit the start and end
of the IPv6 address.

Example (IPv6)

NODEDATA(TCPSSLGW,A11SENF,[fd00:7a06:a20:100::11]:7001)

PERMIT(ALL | NONE)
NOTE
PERMIT(ALL|NONE) applies to LU0 only.

If NODE (or GATEWAY) and the CONNECT statements have not been defined on your environment, the PERMIT control
option is used to restrict other systems from logging on to your system.

This control option has the following operands:

ALL
Lets systems log in.

NONE
Prevents other systems from logging in.
Default: ALL

NOTE
If NONE is specified, Broadcom solutions running on PCs or TCP/IP can log in.

Example (console)

CCI PERMIT(ALL)

Example (ENFPARMS)

PERMIT(NONE)

PROTOCOL(protocol,netparm,retry,sysid,maxru,start/stop)
The PROTOCOL control option is used to specify the communications protocol that is supported by this local host
node and its associated network parameters to access remote CAICCI nodes. Default: retry=10, maxru=4096, start/
stop=START/SHUT.
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All parameters must be entered.

protocol
Specifies the desired communication protocol to be used. Possible values are:
VTAM

Activates the VTAM drivers to enable host-to-host connections using LU0.
XCF

Specifies that the cross system communication facility is used for host-to-host connectivity of those
systems within a common sysplex.

XES
Specifies that the coupling facility is used for host-to-host connectivity of those systems within a common
sysplex.

TCPIP
Activates host-to-PC connection using IBM TCP/IP or TCPaccess CS.

TCPIPGW
Activates the host-to-host connection using IBM TCP/IP or TCPaccess CS.

TCPSSL
Activates host-to-PC connection using IBM TCP/IP or TCPaccess CS with Secure Sockets Layer (SSL).

TCPSSLGW
Activates peer-to-peer connection using IBM TCP/IP or TCPaccess CS with Secure Sockets Layer (SSL).

netparm[:port][;keyword=value...]

IMPORTANT
There is a 32 character limit on the netparm area. When you want to include parms that are more than
32 characters, you can update the parms directly in the PROC. Use the NODEDATA control option,
or use the NETPARM DD statement to define the quantity of characters that you require. For more
information, see NODEDATA( DISPLAY RESET, protocol,sysid,netparm) or DD Statements for CCISSL
and CCISSLGW.

Network communication establishment parameters:

• For VTAM, the primary LU name that is defined in VTAMLST that CAICCI uses as its APPLID. This node
should be defined and active to VTAM before this command is entered.

• For XCF, the one through six character identifier that is used to build the XCF member name. A unique
identifier for each computer is not required.

• For XES, the structure name that is predefined within the coupling facility that CAICCI uses for cross-
communication within a sysplex.

• For TCPIP, the PORT number. The default is 1202.
• For TCPIPGW this can be the subsystem name:port number. The PORT number default is 1721
• For TCPSSL and TCPSSLGW, you can specify the following optional port and keyword values:

– :port
Specifies the listening port number for TCPSSL or TCPSSLGW. If the port number is specified, it must
be appended to the hostname or IP address that is prefixed with a colon(:). The default port number for
TCPSSL is 1202; the default port number for TCPSSLGW is 1721.

– ;keyword=value
The following lists valid keywords, their abbreviations, and allowable values (case insensitive). Each
keyword=value parameter must be prefixed with a semicolon (;) as a delimiter.
• TCP=

The TCP/IP stack name. The default is all active TCP/IP stacks.
• UNSECURED_CONNECT | UNSECON | US =
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Indicates whether to accept non-SSL (unsecured) clients:
NEVER | N - (default) Remote Hosts or PCs not supporting or enabled for SSL are denied a connection.
ALLOW | A - All connections are unsecured unless the PC supports and REQUIRES an SSL
connection.
NONSSL | NS - PCs not supporting SSL (pre-version 1.1.7) are allowed to connect unsecured. PCs
supporting and enabled for SSL connect secured.
ONLY | O - Only unsecured connections allowed. PCs supporting and requiring SSL are denied a
connection.

• CLIENT_AUTH | CLAUTH | CA =
Indicates whether PC Client Certificates is authenticated:
NO | N (default)
YES | Y
PASS | P - The client certificate is not authenticated but is still requested for user exit validation.

• REMOTE_AUTH | RMAUTH | RA =
Indicates whether PC Client Certificates is authenticated:
NO | N
YES | Y (default)
PASS | P - Client certificate is not authenticated but is still requested for user exit validation.

• CERT=
Specifies the Server Certificate Label Name
'*' - Use the certificate whose label is "CCIPC" (for TCPSSL) or “CCIGW” (for TCPSSLGW). If not found,
use the certificate whose label is the local CAICCI sysid. If not found, use the certificate whose label is
"CCI".
'label' - Use the certificate whose name is a label. If the label contains embedded blanks, it can be
specified only via the NETPARM DD, and must be wrapped in single quotes. For example, CERT='MY
CCI CERT'.
'(null)' - (default) Use the SystemSSL default certificate.

NOTE
The CERT= keyword does not support the following specifications:

• Embedded blanks within Certificate Label Names
• The CCI Default Certificate label list

retry
Re-poll time in minutes that CAICCI uses to attempt to re-establish a session with the specified network transport
specified. This time ranges from 1 to 59 minutes and has a default value of 10.
This operand is a positional operand that requires two commas as a place holder when the default value is used.
A retry time of zero for a PROTOCOL generates the messages:
CAS9604W-CAICCI-INVALID RETRY TIME SPECIFIED

CAS9604W-CAICCI-PROTOCOL ENCOUNTERED ERRORS

sysid
Unique one through eight character identifier that is used for this CAICCI system. This identifier must be kept
unique within the entire CAICCI system network. This operand is required, and must be the same as specified
with the SYSID control statement.

maxru
Maximum data packet size, which is specified in decimal bytes, that is allowed to be transmitted between the local
CAICCI and the remote CAICCI nodes.
The default MAXRU value is 4096 or the value set by the MAXRU control option statement.

NOTE
For any of the TCP/IP protocols, the MAXRU default of 4096 is conservative and should be changed to
a higher value for more efficient operation.
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start/stop
Control words that are used to specify when the LU-to-SSCP session is established and terminated.
START/SHUT (default)

Start link at CAICCI startup time. Drop link when CAICCI shuts down.
START/TERM

Start link at CAICCI startup time. Drop link when the first Broadcom application issues a CCI TERM.
INIT/SHUT

Start link when the first Broadcom application issues a CCI INIT. Drop link when CAICCI shuts down.
INIT/TERM

Start link when the first Broadcom application issues a CCI INIT. Drop link when the first Broadcom
application issues a CCI TERM.

NOTE
The last operand refers to when the ACB is opened and when it is closed. For z/OS, VM,
and VSE, specify this operand as START/SHUT. Only select other available operands if the
installation procedures of the Broadcom solution you are installing specifically requests it.

IMPORTANT
The operands STOP and SHUT are fully compatible and can be substituted for one another.

Example (console)

CCI PROTOCOL(VTAM,A97CVC01,01,A97SYSID,4000,START/STOP)

CCI PROTOCOL(TCPIPGW,1721,1,USI273ME)

Example (ENFPARMS)

PROTOCOL(VTAM,A97CVC01,01,A97SYSID,4000,START/STOP)

PROTOCOL(TCPIP)

PROTOCOL(TCPIPGW,1721,1,USI273ME)

PROTOCOL(TCPSSLGW,1721;US=NS;CI=3DES;CERT=*,1,A97S)

PROTOCOL(TCPSSLGW,7001;CI='352F0A',01,A73S)

PROTSEC(XCF XES XES,XCF XCF,XES)
PROTSEC specifies XCF and XES type links as secure connections. This parameter does not enable encrypted data to
flow on said connections, but rather to flag XCF and XES type links as secure physical connections. The PROTSEC parm
must be specified on both systems that are involved in an XCF or XES connection for the link to be considered secure.

The PROTSEC parm may not function as a CAICCI console command because it must be issued before a link becomes
active. Most of the links become active at CAIENF startup time, making it necessary to insert PROTSEC before any
NODE or CONNECT statements in the CAICCI parameter file. You can issue PROTSEC as a CCI command if you ensure
that the XCF link starts after the command is issued on both ends of the connection.

To make the connection after PROTSEC is issued as a console command

• Issue the PROTOCOL(XCF,...) statement as a command after the PROTSEC command. Make sure the
PROTOCOL(XCF,...)is not contained in the CAICCI parameters statements.

Or

1. Force a disconnection using the z/OS SETXCF STOP,PATHIN,DEVICE=xxx command.
2. Issue the PROTSEC command on both systems involved.
3. Issue the z/OS SETXCF START,PATHIN,DEVICE=xxx command to reestablish the connection.
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Options that must be entered are in the following table. Separate multiple options with a comma.

Operand Description
XCF Flag XCF links as secure physical links.
XES Flag XES links as secure physical links.

Example (ENFPARMS)

PROTSEC(XCF)

PROTSEC(XES)

PROTSEC(XCF,XES)

PROTSEC(XES,XCF)

REMOVE(SYSID,xxxxxxxx)
This option is used to remove a NODE or GATEWAY entry. If a NODE or GATEWAY entry was entered incorrectly, the
REMOVE command can be used to remove the control block that the CONNECT statement builds.

This control option has the following operand:

xxxxxxxx
Unique one through eight character identifier that is used for this CAICCI system. This identifier must be kept
unique within the entire CAICCI system network.
This operand is required.

Example (console)

CCI REMOVE(SYSID,SYSIA97S)

SYSID(sysid)
SYSID defines a name for the local CAICCI system. This control option is required. If this control option is entered as a
command when CAICCI is active, you receive the following message:

CAS9604W - CAICCI - Can not update SYSID while CCI Active

This control option has the following operands:

sysid
One through eight character identifier that is unique throughout the CAICCI network.
This parameter is required and should be issued before any other CCI parms are issued.

 Example (ENFPARMS)  

SYSID(A97SYSID)

SYSPLEX(sysplexid)
This option indicates that the local CAICCI host is a member of the specified sysplex.

By defining two or more CAICCI sysids as parts of a sysplex, Broadcom solutions residing on these hosts can be
collectively targeted by their common sysplexid and allow CAICCI to distribute the workload among the individual
Broadcom solutions.

Command operand:
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sysplexid
One through eight character identifier. The name is not required to be the actual sysplex name in a sysplex
environment but defaults to that name if this parameter is omitted. A sysplexid can be assigned to a host that is
not physically within a sysplex.

VARY(ACT INACT,SYSID,sysid)
The VARY command can be entered using the z/OS console to connect or disconnect a remote node.

NOTE
If this command is entered on CPU A for SYSID of CPU B, CPU B attempts to reconnect to CPU A and fail
every retry time interval.

Command operands:

ACT
Connects to a remote node.

INACT
Disconnects from a remote node.

sysid
Unique one through eight character identifier throughout the CAICCI network.

Example (console)

CCI VARY(INACT,SYSID,A97S)

CAIENF Component Trace
A sample PROC, ENFXWTR, is provided in CAI.CAW0PROC, which invokes the IBM external writer ITTTRCWR.
For editing, see the IBM guide Diagnostic Tools and Service Aids. The PROC must be available for the MVS operator
command TRACE CT. You may need to place PROC in SYS1.PROCLIB or IEFJOBS or IEFPDSI.

Component Trace provides for automatically generating a TRACE CT command when component tracing is initialized.
This command is performed through a PARMLIB member that can be specified on the IBM macro to initialize component
tracing. A sample member, CTEENF00, is shipped in CAI.CAW0OPTN. If this member is used, it must be moved to an
MVS PARMLIB data set and its specified name on the ENFCT auto command. As delivered if ENFCT is added as a
CAIENF parameter, CTEENF00 is used and as delivered CTEENF00 tells component trace to start the ENFXWTR started
task. The ENFXWTR task must be customized to use a particular default output CTRACE data set.

For information about starting and stopping a Component Trace External Writer and to connect or disconnect the writer
from a component trace component, see the IBM guide, z/OS MVS System Commands (located under TRACE CT).

Component Trace Command Format for CAIENF

In addition to using the ENFCT CAIENF parameter to start the component trace, you can also start the trace manually.
You can also start a trace when a previous trace was stopped. Use the z/OS TRACE CT command:

TRACE CT,ON,COMP=component

The following code generates a WTOR:

R nn,[,OPTIONS=()][,ASID=()] [,JOBNAME=()] [,WTR=writer|DISCONNECT]

The Start/Stop routine accepts the following options:
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PAUSE

RESUME

ENAble|ENAble(trcid) option 1

DISable|DISable(trcid) option 1

MODify(trcid)  option 1

LIST|LIST(trcid)

STATUS

Option 1:

EIDG(eidg, eidg, ...eidg)

XEIDG(eidg, eidg, ...eidg)

XAJ

LIMIT(max)

Where trcid is the trace set ID and eidg is the event ID group.

PAUSE and RESUME
PAUSE internally pauses tracing. RESUME resumes tracing. This parameter lets TRACE CT commands be
issued to update the trace sets while not internally collecting trace data.

ENABLE and DISABLE
If a trace set ID is specified and it exists, it is updated and the status is changed to enabled or disabled. If the
trace set ID does not exist, a new trace set is created and its status is set to enabled or disabled. If the trace
set ID is not specified, a trace set ID is generated, a trace set created, and its status set to enabled or disabled.
Specifying ASID= or JOBNAME= rebuilds the filtering criteria.

Modify
The trace set ID must exist. The specified trace set is updated. Specifying ASID= or JOBNAME= rebuilds the
filtering criteria.

LIST
If the trace set ID is not specified, all defined trace sets are displayed.

STATUS
Displays the status whether tracing is active or inactive, paused or not paused, and the events being traced.

EIDG (eidg, eidg, ...eidg)
For ENABLE, DISABLE, and MODIFY, this parameter designates the Event ID Groups (for instance, E1 and P1
are groups) to be traced.

XEIDG(eidg, eidg,...eidg)
For MODIFY, this parameter designates the Event ID Groups to be removed from the list of Event ID Groups to be
traced.

XAJ
For ENABLE, DISABLE and MODIFY this parameter indicates that the ASID= and JOBNAME= specifications are
excluded ASIDs and JOBNAMEs. Specifying XAJ without ASID= or JOBNAME= resets any filtering that is based
on address space.

LIMIT(max)
For ENABLE, DISABLE, and MODIFY, this parameter indicates the maximum number of times the data is
collected for that trace set. A value of zero indicates that no limit is in effect (can undo a previous specification).
The maximum value is 16,000,000. By default, no limit is in effect.
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This command syntax can also be used to start the trace manually to use the options in the CTEENF00 parms member:

TRACE CT,ON,COMP=CAIENF,PARM=CTEENF00

ID Event ID Group

E1 Event Creation for events other than STEPTERM and DSCLOSE

E2 Event Creation for the STEPTERM event

E3 Event Creation for the DSCLOSE event

P1 Event dispatch, delivery and freeing for events other than
STEPTERM and DSCLOSE

P2 Event dispatch, delivery and freeing for the STEPTERM event.

P3 Event dispatch, delivery and freeing for the DSCLOSE event.

L1 Init or term request, abnormal termination of a listener request,
DATA request and request for checkpointing

C1 Checkpoint processing and checkpoint reload.

To stop an active trace that is using the ENFXWTR task, issue the following z/OS commands:

TRACE CT,OFF,COMP=CAIENF

TRACE CT,WTRSTOP=ENFXWTR

CAIENF Control Options
The CA Event Notification Facility (CAIENF) is an operating system interface service that enables Broadcom applications
to obtain event data from z/OS and subsystems such as CICS, DB2, and USS.

CAIENF supports various control options that let you tailor various CAIENF system functions. The commands that
CAIENF supports fall into the following categories:

• System control options
• Event, data item, or application-specific commands
• Diagnostics

The Initial CAIENF options are specified using a parameter file that the ENFPARMS DD statement in the CAIENF started
task JCL references, using the PARM= field on the EXEC JCL statement, or directly on the z/OS START command.
After startup, most CAIENF control options can be dynamically altered at any time by entering the appropriate operator
command from any z/OS console.

To set a CAIENF control option at startup time, code the desired command within the CAIENF parameter file (DDNAME
'ENFPARMS'), on the EXEC statement within the CAIENF procedure, or on the START command that is used to invoke
CAIENF.

Control options that are entered on the z/OS START command have priority over the options that are entered on the
EXEC JCL statement. Parameters on the EXEC JCL statement in turn have priority over the options that are entered on
the parameter file. This scheme lets a parameter file option be easily overridden at startup time, if desired.

The parameter file is a sequential file that is allocated to the CAIENF started task. The data set specified for the CAIENF
parameter file must be LRECL=80 and RECFM=FB. Control options are specified free-form in columns 1 through 72 and
are not required to appear in any special order.
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NOTE
 When coding parameter file options, CAIENF considers any option that starts with an asterisk in column 1 to be
a comment.

A valid sample for a CAIENF parameter file (all lines begin in column 1):

      *

      * CAIENF parameters

      *

      ARCHIVE(0100)

      CANCEL(NO)

      DIAG(OFF)

      EVENT(JOBTERM,RECORD)

      SYSOUT(A)

      TIMER(10,100)

      TRACE(64)

        .

        .

        .

Most control options that are specified at startup time can also be dynamically altered with the CAIENF operator
command. As an example, entering ENF ARCHIVE(AUTO) changes the ARCHIVE control option. Any z/OS console or
operator command facility can be used to enter CAIENF commands.

Special DCM and EVENT Utility
The ENFUTIL utility has been provided to create the DCM and EVENT control option statements that are required to
upgrade from Common Components and Services Version 11. This utility uses a CCS Version 11 DB detail listing as input.
ENFUTIL resides in CAW0JCL.

When creating the control statements, this utility does not consider DCMs or EVENTs that are no longer valid in the
current release of the product supplying the DCM.

To obtain a CCS Version 11 detail listing, use the following JCL:
//CAS9DB   EXEC PGM=CAS9DB,REGION=4096K,TIME=1440

//STEPLIB  DD DSN==YOUR.COMMON.SERVICES.R11.CAILIB,DISP=SHR  ===> UPDATE

//DBOUT    DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

//         DSN=YOUR.R11.ENFDB.LISTING,                       ===> UPDATE

//         UNIT=3390,VOL=SER=??????,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),

//         DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=6118)

//DBIN     DD *

LIST DB(*) DETAIL

/*

WARNING
Update the STEPLIB statement with the DSN of your CCS Version 11 CAILIB before you submit the JCL.

After you have obtained a detail listing, see the CCS SAMPJCL member ENFUTIL for instructions on how to edit the
JCL. The output from the ENFUTIL job can be placed in the member or data set referenced by ENFPARMS DD in your
CAIENF startup procedure.
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Control Options Summary - CAIENF
NOTE
Numbers in the Footnote column indicate notes after the table.

Control Option Footnote Short Name Default
APPL  AP N/A
ARCHIVE(hhmm) 2, 5 BA 0100
AUTOCMDS 1 - N/A
CANCEL(opt)  CAN NO
CASE(opt) 3 CAS M
CATALOG(opt) 2 CAT YES
DB2STAT[,dsn1,...]  N/A N/A
DBCR(CONNECT)  N/A N/A
DCM(object,ddname) 4 N/A N/A
DCOL(data_name)  DC N/A
DETAIL(nn) 2 DET 7
DIAG(opt)  DI OFF
DSNAME(dsn) 2 DSN ENF.ARCHIVE
DUMP  DU N/A
ENDIF 4 - N/A
ENFCT  - -
EVENT(name,opt)  EV N/A
IF 4 - N/A
LABEL(option) 2 LA SL
MAP  - N/A
MAXQTIME  MAXQT 10
MSGEVENT  MS N/A
NODB 4 - N/A
PURGE(event)  PUR N/A
RECORD(opt)  REC YES
REFRESH(module)  REF N/A
REINIT  REIN N/A
RESETSTA  RES N/A
RETPD(nnnn) 2 RET 30
SCREEN(event,data,operand,m
ask)

 SCR N/A

SELECT(event,data,operand,m
ask)

 SEL N/A

SPACE(nnn,nnn) 2 SPA 0,0
STATUS(opt) 0 STA N/A
SVCDUMP  SVC N/A
SYNCDUMP  - No
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SYSOUT(class,dest)  SY A,LOCAL
TASKLIB(dsn{,opt_vol}|CLOSE)  - CLOSE
TIMER(min,max)  TI 500,6000
TRACE(nnnn[,loc])  TR 32
UNIT(opt) 2 UN TAPE

Notes:

• (0) The abbreviation for STATUS has been changed from ST to STA.
• (1)This command is valid only when used with the CAIENF START command:

(S ENF,,,control_option).

• (2) This command is required for CAIENF database backup.
• (3) If only CAIRIM is running, the system default is U (uppercase). This command affects all CAS9 messages.
• (4) This command is valid only at CAIENF startup time.
• (5) The ARCHIVE control option replaces BACKUP from previous releases. BACKUP can still be coded, but its

functionality could be different in future ENF releases. Do not change BACKUP to ARCHIVE.

APPL
This command produces a summary of all currently active applications by responding with an informational message.
The message presents each application currently listening for CAIENF events, and the number of events for which each
application is listening. The message also presents the status of each application as one of the following six possible
conditions.

WAIT
Application is waiting for events from CAIENF.

ACT
Application is processing CAIENF events.

WAIT DIS
Application is waiting for events from CAIENF, but the ENF dispatcher disabled it.

WAIT RECV
Application is waiting while recovering CAIENF events.

ACT DIS
Application is processing CAIENF events, but the ENF dispatcher disabled it.

ACT RECV
Application is processing CAIENF recovered events.

ARCHIVE(hhmm) or BACKUP(hhmm)
Controls the time of day that the automatic database archive and compression routine is scheduled; the default is 0100.

ARCHIVE takes the place of BACKUP for this release of CAIENF. BACKUP can still be coded and perform the same as
ARCHIVE, but you receive a warning message with instructions to use ARCHIVE instead. BACKUP could be modified in
the future.

Examples

ARCHIVE(0600)
Automatic database backup is invoked at 6:00 AM.
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ARCHIVE(AUTO)
Automatic database backup is invoked when the CAIENF database reaches 80% utilization. Runs once daily.

ARCHIVE(AUTO-nn)
nn is a percentage from 50 through 95, inclusive. The database is automatically backed up when the database
reaches nn% utilization.

ARCHIVE(NOW)
Forces an immediate backup.

ARCHIVE(OFF)
Automatic database backup is not active.

Notes:

• We recommend that the variable time option in the format hhmm is specified because it makes the CAIENF ARCHIVE
more predictable. If you specify the variable time option and the database is full at the time of ARCHIVE, you could
need to reformat the database after the ARCHIVE finishes.

• ARCHIVE(OFF) can be specified if you do not want timed or automatic ARCHIVE.
• ARCHIVE(NOW) lets you force an unscheduled archive at the point the ARCHIVE command is issued.

The PURGE operator command can be used to clear event data that is not critical to running your Broadcom solutions.

AUTOCMDS
If specified as part of a CAIENF START command (S ENF,,,AUTOCMDS ), this control option executes all CAIENF auto
commands in the ENFCMDS file. If CAIENF is brought down, you can re-execute all CAIENF auto commands in the
ENFCMD file when you recycle CAIENF without re-IPLing your system.

The AUTOCMDS control option can be specified only with the CAIENF Start command (S ENF,,,AUTOCMDS ).

NOTE
This command cannot be specified as a parameter in the CAIENF parameter file.

CANCEL(option)
Controls whether CAIENF can be canceled; the default is NO.

Command options:

YES
Lets CAIENF be canceled at any time.

NO
Only lets CAIENF be canceled when a CANCEL(YES) command is entered.

NOTE
Forcing or canceling the CAIENF address space has adverse effects on products that use CAIENF services.
Use this command only when you have no other options available during a crisis situation or it can force an
unscheduled IPL. During the CAIENF shutdown, the address space becomes cancelable. This allows CAIENF
be canceled if the shutdown does not complete.

CASE(option)
Controls whether messages generated by CAIENF are translated to uppercase or display in mixed case. The default is
mixed case unless CAIRIM is the only component running, in which case the default is uppercase.

The valid options are:
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U
Translates all messages to uppercase.

M
Displays all messages in mixed case.

CATALOG(option)
Controls dynamically allocated backup data sets; the default is YES. If cataloging of backup data sets is not desired,
specify CATALOG(NO).

DB2STAT ,dsn1,dsn2,...,dsn7
Allows the display of CAIENF/DB2 thread table usage statistics. To show all subsystems, issue the command without a
DB2 subsystem name (dsn). Up to seven subsystem names can be included in the command.

Example:

From the console issue the following command:

ENF DB2STAT,DSN1,DSN2

DBCR(CONNECT)
This command supports reconnection to the external database associated with the data sets found in the CAIENF
STEPLIB concatenation after CAIENF initializes. Because, at the initialization, CAIENF automatically connects to an
external database, the DBCR command is not supported using the start-up parameters (ENFPARMS) or auto commands
(ENFCMDS).

After CAIENF initializes, if the database is shut down, CAIENF disconnects and automatically attempts to reconnect. If the
database remains down, after several reconnection failures, CAIENF stops attempts to reconnect automatically.

The DBCR command reconnects the database to CAIENF after the database has been restarted. The restarted database
must be at the same DATACOM maintenance level as when CAIENF started. Otherwise, the results are unpredictable.

NOTE
When the database is disconnected from CAIENF, event recording is not available. This action means that
events are not written to the database. Only the events that are written to the database are recoverable and
available for archiving.

DCM(object,<ddname *>)
DCM configuration statements specify the name and location of pre-compiled Data Control Modules. These modules
contain information about the events the CAIENF address space monitors. In previous CAIENF versions, DCMs were
installed into the CAIENF database using an independent batch utility program (CAS9DB). With the elimination of
CAS9DB in R12, DCMs are defined directly to CAIENF through DCM configuration statements and are installed (or
verified) at CAIENF startup.

NOTE
When upgrading from Common Components and Services r11, a utility can be used to create the DCM control
option statements that are required for Common Components and Services Version 12.0. For more information,
see Special DCM and EVENT Utility.

object is the required PDS member name of the DCM object.
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ddname is the optional DDName of the PDS data set where the DCM object resides. If ddname is omitted, DDName
“CAIDCM” (defining the default DCM object data set) must be present in the CAIENF started task JCL, and this library is
used to load the DCM objects. ddname can also be specified as a single asterisk, indicating the DCM object resides in the
CAIENF started task JOBLIB/STEPLIB concatenation, or the LPALST/LNKLST concatenation.

 Example 

DCM(CAS9DCM2)

DCM(CAS9DCM4)

DCM(CARRDCM0,USSLIB)

DCM(SYSVDCM,*)

In these examples, CAS9DCM2 and CAS9DCM4 are loaded from the data set defined by DDName “CAIDCM” (default).
CARRDCM0 is loaded from the data set defined by DDName “USSLIB”. SYSVDCM is loaded from the CAIENF started
task STEPLIB/JOBLIB concatenation, or from the z/OS LNKLST/LPALST concatenation if it is not found in STEPLIB/
JOBLIB.

 Usage Notes 

The ddname parameter allows the loading of DCMs from Broadcom product target libraries without having to include them
in the CAIENF started task JOBLIB/STEPLIB concatenation.

If ddname is specified, the search for the DCM object is limited to the specified data sets to prevent inadvertent loading of
a "system" copy of a DCM.

DCM data sets require APF authorization. A DCM load fails (error code X'306) if the DCM data set is not authorized.

DCM configuration statements follow the same syntax rules as any other CAIENF configuration statement or initialization
parameter, and they must be placed in the CAIENF started task ENFPARMS data set (that is, they cannot be placed in the
ENFCMDS data set).

If any type of error occurs during DCM processing, an error message is posted to the CAIENF log describing the failure
(with any applicable return/reason codes), and the CAIENF started task abnormally terminates immediately. Also, if no
DCM statements are specified in the ENFPARMS data set, the CAIENF started task abnormally terminates.

DCOL(data_name)
The DCOL option controls processing for data collection routines.

• If (data_name) is not entered, the control option presents a summary of all of the data collection routines currently
active.

• If only (data_name) is entered, a detailed description of the data collection routines is presented.

Example (console)

ENF DCOL

ENF DCOL(DATEL)

Example (ENFPARMS)

DCOL

DETAIL(nn)
DETAIL(nn) specifies the quantity of days that the CAIENF event data is kept on the CAIENF database. nn can be
specified as a one or two digit number from 1 to 99. The default is 7.
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DIAG(options)
Controls various CAIENF diagnostic options; the default is OFF.

The valid options are:

OFF
Turns off all diagnostic options.

ALL
Requests all diagnostic functions.

DB
Requests diagnostic data from the database.

AS
Requests diagnostic data from the CAIENF address space modules.

EV
Requests diagnostic data from the event interface.

AP
Requests diagnostic data from the application interface.

WARNING
DIAG(AP) must be entered after the TRACE(nnn,CSA) option, otherwise it is not recognized and the following
error appears: CAS9248E-CA-END DIAG(AP) only valid with TRACE in CSA.

DSNAME(dsn)
Controls dynamically allocated backup data sets. The data set name that is specified is used as a prefix; the default is
ENF.ARCHIVE. The time and date of the backup are appended in the form: Dyyddd.Thhmm to the data set name.

The DSNAME prefix for dynamically allocated backup data sets can only be up to 16 characters in length including
periods.

The following example would not be accepted because it contains 18 characters:

ENF.ARCHIVE.BACKUP

The following example would be accepted, because it contains 16 characters:

ENF.ARCHIVE.BKUP

DUMP
Provides a formatted dump of various CAIENF control blocks and data areas for use in problem diagnosis. The dump is
written to a dynamically allocated SYSOUT data set according to the specifications in the SYSOUT control statement.
The dump can be taken to a DASD or tape data set by including a DD statement that is named ENFDUMP in the CAIENF
started task JCL.

ENDIF()
Closes a set of control options started by an IF statement. The control options within the IF/ENDIF pair are executed only
when the conditions in the IF statement are true.

ENFCT
The ENFCT statement controls the Component Trace environment.
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textcomponent_name,#buffers,buffer_size,member_name 

• component_name
Component Trace name.
Default: CAIENF

• #buffers
Number of trace buffers. Specify a number from 2 through 128 inclusive.
Default: 2

• buffer_size
Size, in K, of each buffer. Specify a number from 64 through 8192 inclusive (buffer sizes are from 64k through 8M).
Default: 512

• member_name
Name of the parmlib member for Component Trace to process when the Component Trace is initialized. There is no
default (no trace sets are enabled). A sample member CTEENF00 is provided for tailoring.

EVENT(event_name,option)
Controls processing for a specific event.

• If (event_name,options) is not entered, the command presents a summary of all the events currently active.
• If only (event_name) is entered, a detailed description of the event is presented.

Only one option can be specified on a single EVENT statement. If more than one option is required, specify multiple
EVENT statements using different option operands on each. Valid options for an EVENT statement are:

INACT
Deactivates the event.

ACT
Enables an INACTIVE event.

DUMP
Writes an SVC dump the next time that the event occurs.

REC
Requests that data from this event is recorded on the database.

NOREC
Suppresses recording of data for this event on the database.

RP=nn
Number of days the event is retained on the database. This keyword can be used to override the DETAIL setting
for a particular event.
Valid values: 1 to 99.

PURGE=Y|N
PURGE=Y sets recorded events to PURGE only when their retention period has been met. PURGE=N sets
recorded events to archive and then be purged after their retention period has been met. The PURGE flag is used
during CAIENF archive processing. For more information, see the ARCHIVE control option.
Default: N. A DCM event definition can override the default. Base CAIENF events that DCMs distributed with
CAIENF such as CAS9DCM0, define are all set with a default of PURGE=N.

NOTE
When upgrading from Common Components and Services Version 11, a utility can be used to create the EVENT
control option statements that are required for CCS Version 12. For more information, go to Special DCM and
EVENT Utility.
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IF(condition &amp; condition ...)
Controls the CAIENF command processing that is based on system variables. If the condition is true, all control options
following the IF command are executed. Execution stops when an ENDIF command is encountered. If the condition is
false, the set of commands between the IF and ENDIF commands is purged and a message is sent to the console.

NOTE
Do not use blanks between variables and operators. Any blank that is encountered is deciphered as the end of
the IF statement.

Option Description
condition A condition consists of a variable and a value joined by an

operator. For example,
variable=value.

variable Replace variable with one of the following items:
SYSPLEX an IBM-defined variable
SYSNAME an IBM-defined variable
SYSCLONE an IBM-defined variable
CCISYSID a CAIENF startup option
SMFID the System Management Facility ID

operator One of the following operators is required.
=
¬=
!=
<=
>=
>
<

value Replace value with the appropriate value for the variable you
have selected. Values are in EBCIDIC and must be enclosed in
single quotes; if the quotes are omitted, value is treated first as a
variable and then as a value.
Valid values for each variable are listed in this table.

SYSPLEX Name of your sysplex. The length of the name can be up to eight
bytes of character data; if not specified, the default LOCAL is
used.
The name is defined in member COUPLExx or LOADxx in
SYS1.PARMLIB.

SYSNAME Name of your system. The length of the name can be up to eight
bytes of character data; if not specified, the processor ID is used
as the default.
The name is defined in the IEASYMxx or IEASYSxx sysname
operand.
If the same SYSNAME appears more than once in the IF
command, specify SYSCLONE for each duplicate SYSNAME.

SYSCLONE Abbreviation for the name of the system, up to two bytes of
character data in length. If not specified, defaults to the last two
characters of SYSNAME.
SYSCLONE is defined in the IEASYMxx member of
SYS1.PARMLIB.
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CCISYSID Value of the CAICCI system ID for this system. The value length
can be up to eight bytes of character data.
CCISYSID is defined in member ENFPARMS of SYS1.PARMLIB.
CCISYSID must be specified before using this variable in
ENFPARMS.

SMFID SMF system ID. The value length can be up to four bytes of
character data. If not specified in SMPFRMxx, it defaults to the
four-digit processor model number.
SMFID is defined in the SID operand of member SMFPRMxx in
SYS1.PARMLIB.

User-defined Name of a variable defined by you that can be up to eight bytes of
character data in length.
User-defined variables are defined in member IEASYMxx of
SYS1.PARMLIB.
For instructions to define these symbolics, see the IBM INIT and
Tuning Reference.

Note: When using symbolics you define in your ENFPARMS, do
not code the "&". and ending ".".

An example showing an IBM Static System Symbolic definition. In this example, the variable is specified as RELEASE,
not &RELEASE.

SYMDEF(RELEASE='520')

logical operator (& |)
A logical operator joins each set of conditions. Use one of these logical operators:
&

Signifies AND logic. Both conditions must be met for the statement to be true.
|

Signifies OR logic. Either condition can be met for the statement to be true.

An example showing AND logic:

SYSPLEX='PLEX01'&SYSNAME='HP92'

In this example, the system that is named HP92 must be found on the PLEX01 sysplex for this condition to be true.

Examples

The following examples show how to specify the IF and ENDIF commands:

IF(SYSPLEX='PLEX01'&SYSNAME='HP92')

  SELECT(JOBPURGE,JOBNUM,EQ,J*)

ENDIF()

IF(SYSPLEX=PLEX01'&SYSNAME='HP94'|SYSNAME='HP97')

  SELECT(STEPTERM,JOBNUM,EQ,J*)

  ENDIF()

IF(SYSPLEX='PLEX01'&SYSNAME='HP97')

  SCREEN(DSCLOSE,ACCESS,EQ,INPUT)

  ENDIF()

IF(SYSNAME='HP91'|SYSNAME='HP92'|SYSNAME='HP94')

  SCREEN(JOBTERM,JOBNAME,EQ,JRDR)

  ENDIF()

IF(SYSNAME='HP91'|SYSNAME='HP92'|SYSNAME='HP94')

  PROTOCOL(TCPIP)
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  ENDIF()

LABEL(option)
Controls dynamically allocated backup data sets. If a tape device is selected for dynamic allocation as an archive data set,
this control option lets you specify standard label (SL) or non-labeled (NL). SL is the default.

MAP
Produces the location of key CAIENF modules and control blocks for debugging purposes.

MAXQTIME(nn)
Specifies the time limit, in minutes, that an application with events queued to it is allowed to listen for the events before the
application is disabled if disable mode is turned on, or when an SVCDUMP is taken in warning mode. The minimum value
is 0 and the maximum is 999; the default is 10; a value of 0 disables the time limit.

NOTE
A value that is too low can result in CAIENF applications with a low dispatching priority being erroneously
disabled. A value that is too high can result in high virtual storage utilization.

MSGEVENT(options)
The MSGEVENT control option is used to define the messages that CAIENF is to intercept and generate JOBFAIL events
for.

If (action,prefix,type,desc,namecol,nbrcol) is not entered, the command presents a summary of all installation defined
messages that CAIENF is to intercept and generate JOBFAIL events for.

The control option syntax and description are as follows:

textMSGEVENT(action,prefix,type,desc,namecol,nbrcol)

Defines a message that CAIENF is to intercept and generate JOBFAIL events for. A MSGEVENT statement lets you
create JOBFAIL events for messages that are issued by your installation exits. For example, a JES2 JCL converter
internal text scan exit.

The MSGEVENT statement can be repeated once for each message (up to a maximum of 16 messages) that CAIENF is
to intercept and generate JOBFAIL events for.

Options are:

•   action 
DEFINE to define a JOBFAIL message or DELETE to delete a previously defined JOBFAIL message.

•   prefix 
The message prefix. Must be at least 5 characters long and can be up to 16 characters long.
The first character must be alphabetic or numeric. The remaining characters must be alphabetic, numeric, or one of the
special characters ($, #, @).
Must not be one of the default message prefixes that CAIENF always generates JOBFAIL events for (for example,
IEF251I).
This option is required for all actions.

•   type 
The JOBFAIL event type. Can be up to eight characters long. A user-defined type; there are no predefined values.
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The first character must be alphabetic or numeric. The remaining characters must be alphabetic, numeric, or one of the
special characters ($, #, @).
This option is required for the DEFINE action and is not allowed for the DELETE action.

•   desc 
The JOBFAIL event description. Can be up to 40 characters long. If the description contains spaces or any special
characters, the entire string must be enclosed in single quotes.
This option is required for the DEFINE action and is not allowed for the DELETE action.

•   namecol 
The starting column number of the job name in the intercepted message. The value that is specified must be a decimal
value from 0 to 128.
If the value specified is zero, the originating job name is used. Otherwise, the job name is set to the 8 bytes of
message text beginning at the column specified.

NOTE
The originating job name can be spaces if the WTO is issued in SRB dispatching mode.

This option is required for the DEFINE action and is not allowed for the DELETE action.
•   nbrcol 

The starting column number of the job number in the intercepted message. The value that is specified must be a
decimal value from 0 to 128.
If the value specified is zero, the originating job number is used. Otherwise, the job number is set to the 8 bytes of
message text beginning at the column specified.

NOTE
The originating job number can be spaces if the WTO is issued in SRB dispatching mode. This option is
required for the DEFINE action and is not allowed for the DELETE action.

 JOBFAIL Messages 

HASP105

HASP107

HASP119

HASP310

HASP396

HASP543

HASP608

HASP890

HASP913

IAT2628

IAT4801

IAT6815

ICH408I

IEF251I

IEF450I

IEF452I

IEF453I
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IEF722I

IEFC452I

TSS7100E

TSS7145E

NODB
NODB bypasses the initialization and preparation of the CAIENF event recording database (such as Datacom/AD).
Use this option when the CAIENF database is not installed or is not used. If CAIENF is operating without a database,
events are processed real-time and CAIENF event logging does not occur. CAIENF event management services such as
checkpoint and archive/retrieval, are only available with a database.

NODB is a startup-only option and cannot be issued as a command once CAIENF is started.

Do not confuse NODB with RECORD(NO). Even though RECORD(NO) disables the logging of events to the database,
RECORD has no effect on database availability or operability. If NODB is omitted and RECORD(NO) is specified as a
startup option, CAIENF still performs database initialization and preparation. This lets a RECORD(YES) command be
issued at a more suitable time.

WARNING
Specifying NODB with the startup option RECORD(YES) is a conflict that results in the posting of message
CAS9216E and CAIENF startup termination.

PURGE(event)
Deletes all data for the specified event. Index structures are also deleted and rebuilt.

NOTE
Data that is purged using this command cannot be recovered.

RECORD(option)
Globally controls the CAIENF event logging.

• If RECORD(NO) is specified, no database logging is attempted for any event (although CAIENF applications can still
process events real time).

• RECORD(YES), the default, lets logging occur according to the options specified on the EVENT and SELECT control
options.

REFRESH(module)
Dynamically reloads global CAIENF modules at any time after initialization. This capability lets new copies of modules be
installed without shutting down CAIENF (after applying maintenance, for example).

You can issue a REFRESH control option with strings of up to seven modules, using commas as delimiters. For example,

REFRESH (CAS9ERR,CAS9EVNT,CAS9LCAM,CAS9MSG,CAS9MSGT,CAS9SRVC)

IMPORTANT
REFRESH only those modules for which you are directed to do so. Instructions for refreshing modules come
from Broadcom Support or by a cover letter accompanying a PTF tape.

For information about refreshing modules from a data set other than the CAIENF STEPLIB or LNKLIST concatenation,
see the TASKLIB control option.
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REINIT
The REINIT control option lets you refresh all the CAIENF global modules at startup time.

NOTE
The REFRESH command can be specified to reload a specific module without needing to shutdown CAIENF.
The REINIT command can only be specified with the CAIENF Start command (S ENF,,,REINIT). This command
cannot be specified as a parameter in the CAIENF parameter file.

RESETSTA
Causes most of the CAIENF statistic counters and response-time measurement areas to be cleared. The following list
shows counters and measurement areas that RESETSTA clears:

• database response rate
• event response rate
• number of database calls
• number of errors and abends
• number of operator commands executed

RETPD(nnnn)
Controls dynamically allocated backup data sets. Specifies the retention period for the data set; the default is 30.

NOTE
The CAIENF database keeps track of dynamically allocated archive data sets. if RETPD(0) is specified, CAIENF
does not know when a data set is scratched. This can cause unpredictable results when attempting to restore
selected data.

SCREEN(event_name, [NONE] | [data_name,operand,mask,grp_id] )
Controls the CAIENF event creation for a specific event by screening out (excluding) events with certain data field values.
Use this control option with care, because all CAIENF listening applications no longer receive the excluded events. The
SCREEN command can be useful when presented with certain special performance problem circumstances and is often
used based on the advice of Broadcom Support.

event_name
Any defined event.

NONE
(Optional) Used to remove the existing SCREEN settings. Then new settings can be issued.

data_name
(Optional) Must be a data name that is associated with the specified event.

operand
(Optional) EQ, NE, GT, NG, LT or NL

mask
(Optional) Masking pattern that can include the * (match any length string).

grp_id
(Optional) Value that is used to group commands with AND logic. The number of commands that can be grouped
is not limited. The number of groups that can be designated is also not limited. However, grouping is done
separately for each event type. That is, you cannot group different types of event statements in a single group.

Examples
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SCREEN(JOBTERM,ACCOUNT,NE,P*) 

Screens out the JOBTERM events where the ACCT field does not start with P (for instance, screen out jobs which do not
have a production account number).

SCREEN(DSCLOSE,JOBNUM,EQ,TSU*) 

Screens out the DSCLOSE events where the JOBNUM field starts with TSU (that is, screens out data set activity for TSO
users).

SCREEN(DSCLOSE,VOLUME,EQ,MVS*)

SCREEN(DSCLOSE,IOCOUNT,GT,1000) 

Screens out the DSCLOSE events where the VOLSER starts with MVS, or greater than 1000 I/O operations are done.

SCREEN(DSCLOSE,NONE)

All settings to screen out events for DSCLOSE are removed. You can then enter the new SCREEN settings.

SCREEN(DSCLOSE,VOLUME,EQ,VSE*,GP0) 

SCREEN(DSCLOSE,IOCOUNT,GT,500,GP0)

SCREEN(DSCLOSE,VOLUME,EQ,MVS*,GP1) 

SCREEN(DSCLOSE,IOCOUNT,GT,1000,GP1)

SCREEN(STEPTERM,JOBNAME,EQ,PRD*,GP1)

SCREEN(STEPTERM,CLASS,EQ,M,GP1)

SCREEN(STEPTERM,STEPNAME,EQ,FTP@@@$)

These statements screen out the DSCLOSE events where the VOLSER starts with VSE and greater than 500 I/O
operations are done or where the VOLSER starts with MVS and greater than 1000 I/O operations are done.

The statements also screen out STEPTERM events for jobs with names that start with the characters PRD and have a
jobclass of M or where the stepname is FTP@@@$.

As is evidenced from these examples, multiple SCREEN statements for the same event can be specified. The event is
screened out if the event data matches any of the set criteria.

SELECT(event_name,data_name,operand,mask,[grp_id] )
Controls the CAIENF event logging (recording on the CAIENF database) for a specific event.

event_name
Any defined event.

data_name
Must be a data name that is associated with the specified event.

operand
EQ, NE, GT, NG, LT, or NL.

mask
Masking pattern that can include the * (match any length string) and ? (match single character.)

grp_id
(Optional) Value that is used to group commands with AND logic. The number of commands that can be grouped
is not limited. The number of groups that can be designated is also not limited. However, grouping is done
separately for each event type. That is, you cannot group different types of event statements in a single group.

Examples

Command examples are as follows:
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SELECT(JOBTERM,ACCOUNT,EQ,P*)

Logs only the JOBTERM events where the ACCT field starts with P (for instance, logs only jobs with production account
numbers).

SELECT(DSCLOSE,JOBNUM,NE,TSU*)

Logs only the DSCLOSE events where the JOBNUM field does not start with TSO (for instance, does not log data set
activity for TSO users).

SELECT(DSCLOSE,VOLUME,NE,MVS*)

SELECT(DSCLOSE,IOCOUNT,GT,1000)

SELECT(DSCLOSE,DSN,EQ,SYS1.*)

Logs the DSCLOSE events where the VOLSER does not start with MVS, or greater than 1000 I/O operations are done, or
the data set name starts with “SYS1.”.

SELECT(DSCLOSE,VOLUME,EQ,VSE*,GP0) 

SELECT(DSCLOSE,IOCOUNT,GT,500,GP0)

SELECT(DSCLOSE,VOLUME,EQ,MVS*,GP1) 

SELECT(DSCLOSE,IOCOUNT,GT,1000,GP1)

SELECT(STEPTERM,JOBNAME,EQ,PRD*,GP1)

SELECT(STEPTERM,CLASS,EQ,M,GP1)

SELECT(STEPTERM,STEPNAME,EQ,FTP@@@$)

These statements cause logging of DSCLOSE events where the VOLSER starts with VSE and greater than 500 I/O
operations are done or where the VOLSER starts with MVS and greater than 1000 I/O operations are done.

The statements also screen out STEPTERM events for jobs with names that start with the characters PRD and have a
jobclass of M or where the stepname is FTP@@@$.

As evidenced by these examples, multiple SELECT statements for the same event can be specified.

NOTE
The event is logged if the event data matches any of the above criteria.

SPACE(nnn,nnn)
Controls dynamically allocated backup data sets; the default is 0,0. If DASD is used as the archive media, this option
specifies a primary and secondary space allocation amount in cylinders.

NOTE
CAIENF always allocates DASD data sets with the RLSE operand so any unused space is freed.

STATUS(opt)
This option provides a quick summary of processing after CAIENF was started. Also provides version, gen level, and
service level of every installed Common Components and Services.

NOTE
If no option is defined, the command provides a summary of processing after CAIENF was started. This
command also provides version, gen level, and service level of every installed Common Components and
Services.

CCIR
Displays all CAICCI resources and their status.

CCIL
Displays all CAICCI links and their status.
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Status information is provided as console messages:

CAS9250I CAIENF STATUS DISPLAY FOR SYSTEM XXXX

CAS9075I SERVICE(name) VERS(version level) GENLVL(genlevel) SERVICE LEVEL(service level)

CAS9251I INITIALIZED AT XXXXXXXX ON XXXXXXXX

CAS9252I INTERCEPTS(NNN) COLLECTORS(NNNN) APPLS(NNN) CSA(NNNK)

CAS9253I EVENTS(NNNNNNNN) DB I/O(NNNNNNNN) ABENDS(NNN) COMMANDS(NNNN)

CAS9254I EVENT RESP(NNNN) DB RESP(NNNN) SUPP(NNNNNNNN) LOST(NNNNNN)

CAS9255I DIAGNOSE(XXXXXXXXXX) STATUS(XXXXXXXX) XXXXXXXX

CAS9256I SYSOUT(X) DESTINATION(XXXXXXXX TRACE(NNNN) EXIT(XXX)

CAS9257I RECOVERY(XXXXXXXX) RECOVERY QUEUE(NNNNNN)

CAS9267I CICS STATUS: (AUTO-INSTALL FEATURE XXXXXXXX)

CAS9268I XXXXXXXX(XXXXXXXX) - APPL(XXXXXXXX) ASCB(NNNNNNNN) XXXXXXXX

CAS9269I NNN CICS ADDRESS SPACES MONITORED

NOTE
As part of the STATUS command output, message CAS952I displays the amount of common storage that
CAIENF currently uses, not the amount ESCA.

SVCDUMP
The SVCDUMP option takes a computer readable dump to one of the system dump data sets using the MVS SDUMP
service. The dumps taken using this command are titled ENF SVCDUMP COMMAND. A system dump data set
(SYS1.DUMPxx ) must be available before issuing this command.

SYNCDUMP(YES/NO)
This parameter can be included in your CAIENF parameters. This parameter can also be issued on the console using a
MODIFY command, after CAIENF has initialized. Default is No.

NOTE
Broadcom directs clients when necessary to include this parameter.

SYSOUT(class,dest)
Controls the SYSOUT class and destination that is used when CAIENF allocates a SYSOUT data set for dump or
message processing; the default is A.

If a pre-allocated DASD or tape data set is desired, an ENFDUMP DD statement can be included in the CAIENF started
task JCL. This file is then used to hold dumps and other information that CAIENF generates.

TASKLIB(dsn{,opt_vol}|CLOSE)
This control option indicates which library to use to refresh all CAIENF global modules. You can apply maintenance on
CAIENF without having to recycle or perform an IPL.

Using this control option, you can select which library to REFRESH after maintenance is applied.

A primary benefit of this control option is that you can test the maintained modules for data center conflicts before
placing maintenance changes in the CAIENF STEPLIB or system LNKLIST concatenation. If you use the benefits of this
control option to test maintenance, CLOSE the specified alternate DSN and REFRESH the default libraries once you are
confident that there are no systems conflicts.

The valid options for this control option are:
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dsn
Library from which you want to REFRESH all CAIENF modules.

opt_vol
If the specified library is not cataloged, you could specify an optional volume where the desired library is located.

CLOSE
Turns off the TASKLIB specifications. Upon issuing the TASKLIB(CLOSE) control option, further refreshing is
performed on the CAIENF STEPLIB or system LNKLIST concatenation.

TIMER(min,max)
Controls the threshold values for time-driven database updating. The database control subtask waits between updates
for a duration somewhere between the minimum and maximum values, depending on overall system load. Values are
entered in 1/100-second increments. The permissible range for this command is from 1 (for a value of 0.01 second) to
9999 (for a value of 99.99 seconds). The default is 500,6000.

NOTE
A value that is too low causes extra overhead in the database control subtask. A maximum value that is too
large can result in high virtual storage utilization.

TRACE(nnnn ,loc )
Controls the size of the CAIENF internal trace table. nnnn is a one to four digit number specifying the size of the trace
table in 1024-byte segments. If loc is not specified, the trace table is allocated from storage within the private area of the
CAIENF address space. If desired, certain global events can be traced by specifying loc as CSA, which places the trace
table in CSA.

NOTE
The trace table is printed as part of the CAIENF DUMP command output.

Example

TRACE(786,CSA)

UNIT(option)
This option specifies the unit type to be used for a dynamic allocation request to backup a data set. Any valid unit name
can be entered and CAIENF honors it for dynamic allocation requests. The default is TAPE.

Options are as follows:

UNIT(TAPE)
Backup data set is allocated to unit device type TAPE.

UNIT(3390)
Backup data set is allocated to unit device type 3390.

UNIT(SYSDA)
Backup data set is allocated to SYSDA.

View a List of Event Names
Some control options require an event name as an operand. You can view a list of the event names currently defined to
the CAIENF database.

To issue an EVENT command from any z/OS system console:
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F ENF,EVENT

The CAIENF command processor supports abbreviations of any command in the form of its shortest unique prefix. For
example, the STATUS command can be entered as STATUS, STAT, or STA. However, STATUS cannot be entered as S or
ST, because S and ST are not unique identifiers.

CAIENF/CICS Control Options
CAIENF/CICS control options are specified at CAIENF startup time. They can be dynamically altered using the CAIENF
operator command. Any z/OS system console or operator command facility can be used to enter CAIENF/CICS
commands.

NOTE
Each CAIENF/CICS control option, like all CAIENF control options, must be coded on a separate line in the
CAIENF parameter file.

Control Options Summary - CAIENF/CICS

Control Option Default

CICS(START|STOP,jobname,prodcode) N/A

CICS(REFRESH,jobname) N/A

MODE(CICS,ON|NONE) ON

CICSREL(nn,nn,nn... ) N/A

CICS(SETSDUMP,jobname,prodcode) N/A

CICS(SETCDUMP,jobname,prodcode) N/A

CICS(NOSDUMP,jobname,prodcode) N/A

CICS(NOCDUMP,jobname,prodcode) N/A

CICS(NOESTAE,jobname) N/A

CICS(QUERY,jobname,prodcode) N/A

NOTE
CICSREL is valid only at CAIENF startup time.

CICS(START|STOP,jobname,prodcode)

This control option enables or disables the CAIENF/CICS processing for a Broadcom product within a specific CICS
region. Do not issue this command until the targeted CICS region is active. CICS is active when message DFHSI1517 is
displayed.

IMPORTANT

• The START|STOP control option cannot be specified in the CAIENF parameter file. This option must be
issued as an operator command after CAIENF is active.

• START/STOP cannot be specified in the CAIENF auto commands file.
• You cannot use the START|STOP commands against the CICS components of ACF2 and Top Secret.

CAIENF can be enabled in the region by specifying SEC=YES as a SIT option.

Options:
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• START
• STOP
• jobname

Specific CICS region you want CAIENF/CICS installed in.
• prodcode

Specific product you want to install in a CAIENF/CICS region.

NOTE
If CICS is running as a started task, jobname refers to the started task JOBNAME. If CICS is running as a batch
job, jobname refers to the batch JOBNAME.

Examples:

To activate the CAIENF/CICS intercepts for JARS (assuming the product code for JARS is UX62) where the CICS
jobname is CICS630A, issue the following command:

CICS(START,CICS630A,UX62)

To disable the CAIENF/CICS intercepts where the CICS region started task or jobname is CICS630A, issue the following
command:

CICS(STOP,CICS630A)

CICS(REFRESH,jobname)

This control option can be used if the CICS routines were loaded into each CICS Private Area. If used, this control option
refreshes the CAIENF/CICS interface for a particular job. CAIENF automatically determines the correct CICS version for
the specified jobname and reloads the required intercepts.

jobname
Specify this option if you want CAIENF/CICS intercepts refreshed for a specific job or CICS region.

Example:

The following example refreshes the CAIENF/CICS modules in region CICS630A.

ENF CICS(REFRESH,CICS630A)

MODE(CICS,ON | NONE)

Controls whether CAIENF/CICS automatically installs intercepts into each CICS region.

ON
Lets CAIENF/CICS install automatically intercepts at the CICS systems start.

NONE
Prevents CAIENF/CICS from automatically installing intercepts into active CICS or as the CICS regions start.
Default: ON

NOTE
If MODE(CICS,NONE) is specified, manually enter a CICS(START,jobname,prodcode) for each CICS region in
which Broadcom solutions operate.

If MODE(CICS,NONE) is issued while CAIENF is active, CAIENF/CICS does not intercept only the regions activated
after the issuance of this command. The CICS regions that were active before this command was issued continue to be
intercepted. To deactivate a CICS region, the CICS region must be recycled.

Examples

Activate the CAIENF/CICS intercepts in all CICS regions:
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MODE(CICS,ON)

Prevent the CAIENF/CICS intercepts from being installed into all active CICS regions during CAIENF startup:

MODE(CICS,NONE)

CICSREL(nn,nn,nn,...)

This option specifies the releases of CICS for which CAIENF/CICS modules are loaded into ECSA. Issuing this command
without an option causes all of the CAIENF/CICS Intercept modules to be loaded into ECSA.

nn,nn,nn,...
Specify one or more CICS or CICS Transaction Servers (CTS) releases by replacing nn with one of the following
values.
For Release: Specify this for nn:

Release nn

CTS 3.1 64

CTS 3.2 65

CTS 4.1 66

CTS 4.2 67

CTS 5.1 68

CTS 5.2 69

CTS 5.3 70

CTS 5.4 71

CTS 5.5 72

CTS 5.6 73

NOTE
Specify this control option in the ENFPARMS file. The specified modules are then loaded into ECSA at CAIENF
startup and reside there until the next IPL. More than one instance of this command can be issued for specifying
the intercept modules for more than one CICS release. This command can accept up to seven release level
values.

CICS(SETCDUMP,jobname,prodcode)

This control option causes CAIENF/CICS to write a standard CICS transaction dump when the specified jobname or
specified product in the CICS region abends. If you do not issue this control option, and the specified jobname or product
abends, CAIENF/CICS recovers without writing a transaction dump.

jobname
Specify this option if you want CAIENF/CICS to write a transaction dump when a specific jobname abends.

prodcode
Specify this option if you want CAIENF/CICS to write a transaction dump when a specific product abends.

Example

The following example causes the CAIENF/CICS to write a transaction dump when job CICS0 or product J161 abends.

ENF CICS(SETCDUMP,CICS0,J161)
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NOTE
This command produces transaction dumps for all errors that occur after the command has been issued. Unlike
the SETSDUMP command, do not reissue this command to produce more than one dump.

CICS(SETSDUMP,jobname,prodcode)

This control option can be used to cause CAIENF/CICS to write system dump (SVC dump) when the specified jobname or
specified product in the CICS region abends. If you do not issue this control option, and the specified jobname or product
abends, CAIENF/CICS recovers without writing an SVC dump.

jobname
Specify this option to have CAIENF/CICS write an SVC dump when a specific jobname abends.

prodcode
Specify this option to have CAIENF/CICS write an SVC dump when a specific product abends.

Example

This command causes CAIENF/CICS to write an SVC dump when job CICS0 or product J161 abends.

ENF CICS(SETSDUMP,CICS0,J161)

NOTE
This command produces the SDUMP only once after the command has been issued. If a second abend occurs,
it is treated like the command was never issued.

If a dump is needed, a second SETSDUMP command is issued after an SDUMP has been produced, from the first
SETSDUMP command issued.

CICS(NOSDUMP,jobname,prodcode)

This control option can be used to cancel the SVC dump request for a specified jobname and product that is made by
issuing the CICS(SETSDUMP,jobname,prodcode) command.

jobname
Cancels the request for CAIENF/CICS to write an SVC dump when a specific jobname abends.

prodcode
Cancels the request for CAIENF/CICS to write an SVC dump when a specific product abends.

Example

The following example causes CAIENF/CICS to cancel the request to write an SVC dump when job CICS0 or product
J161 abends.

ENF CICS(NOSDUMP,CICS0,J161)

CICS(NOCDUMP,jobname,prodcode)

This control option can be used to cancel the standard CICS transaction dump request for a specified jobname and
product that is made by issuing the CICS(SETCDUMP,jobname,prodcode) command.

jobname
Cancels the request for CAIENF/CICS to write a transaction dump when a specific jobname abends.

prodcode
Cancels the request for CAIENF/CICS to write a transaction dump when a specific product abends.

Example
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The following example causes CAIENF/CICS to cancel the request to write a transaction dump when job CICS0 or
product J161 abends.

ENF CICS(NOCDUMP,CICS0,J161)

CICS(NOESTAE,jobname)

Issuing this command cancels all CICS recovery when a specified jobname or CICS region abends.

IMPORTANT
Only use the CICS(NOESTAE,jobname) command under the direction of Broadcom Support.

CICS(QUERY,jobname,prodcode)

This control option queries the status of the CAIENF/CICS environment to help diagnose a problem that is associated with
installing a Broadcom solution in a CICS region. The basic command with no options indicates:

• Whether CAIENF/CICS is active
• Whether the AUTOINSTALL feature has been set
• Which DCMs have been installed in the CAIENF database
• Whether the initialization modules associated with those DCMs have been loaded.

Alternatively, a particular region and solution can be specified.

jobname
Inquires about the status of the CICS region represented by the eight-character jobname.

prodcode
Inquire about the status of the product that the four-character product code represents.

Examples

Issue the CICS(QUERY) command without any options to display global information about the status of CAIENF/CICS as
it appears from the CAIENF address space.

ENF CICS(QUERY)

The response shows if CAIENF/CICS is active, whether the AUTOINSTALL feature is active, depending on how the
CAIENF parameter MODE(CICS,ON|NONE) was set, and also the current status of the DCMs defined to the CAIENF
database for Broadcom solutions. This information includes for each solution:

• Product code
• Name of the associated initialization routine
• Address where the initialization routine is loaded
• Status (active or inactive) of the solution

NOTE
If CAIENF was unable to locate the routine during initialization, the shown address is 00000000. Check the
LINKLST or CAIENF STEPLIB for the routine.

To inquire about the status of a specific product with product code K050 being installed in a specific region, CICSV410,
issue the following command. The response indicates whether the product is installed in the region and if so, if it has been
activated.

ENF CICS(QUERY,CICSV410,K050)
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CAIENF/CICS SPAWN Control Options
CAIENF/CICS SPAWN control options are specified at CAIENF startup time. They can be dynamically altered using the
CAIENF operator command. Any z/OS system console or operator command facility can be used to enter CAIENF/CICS
SPAWN commands.

NOTE
Each CAIENF/CICS SPAWN control option, like all CAIENF control options, must be coded on a separate line in
the CAIENF parameter file.

Control Option Summary - CAIENF/CICS SPAWN

Control Option Default

CICS(START,jobname,SPWN) N/A

CICSPAWN(nn,nn,nn)* N/A

MODE(CICSPAWN,NONE|ON) NONE

* This command is only valid at CAIENF startup time.

CICS(START,jobname,SPWN)

This option Enables or disables the CAIENF/CICS SPAWN processing within a specific CICS region. Do not issue this
command until the targeted CICS region is active. CICS is active when message DFHSI1517 is displayed.

WARNING

• The START|STOP control option cannot be specified in the CAIENF parameter file. This option must be
issued as an operator command after CAIENF is active.

• START/STOP cannot be specified in the CAIENF auto-commands file.

• START

jobname
CICS region where you want CAIENF/CICS SPAWN.

SPWN
Code to be installed in a CAIENF/CICS SPAWN region.

Example

To activate CAIENF/CICS SPAWN in a region where the CICS jobname is CICS630A, issue the following command:

 CICS(START,CICS630A,SPWN)

 

CICSPAWN(nn,nn,nn,...)

This option specifies the releases of CICS for which CAIENF/CICS SPAWN modules are loaded into ECSA. Issuing
this command without an option causes all the CAIENF/CICS SPAWN intercept modules to be loaded into ECSA. This
command can accept up to seven release level values.

nn,nn,nn,...
Specify one or more CICS or CICS Transaction Server release levels for which SPAWN is activated. You can
specify up to six levels in a comma-separated list.
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For Release: Specify this for nn:Release

Release nn

CTS 3.1 64

CTS 3.2 65

CTS 4.1 66

CTS 4.2 67

CTS 5.1 68

NOTE
Specify this control option in the ENFPARMS file. The specified modules are then loaded into ECSA at CAIENF
startup and reside there until the next IPL. You can use more than one instance of this command for specifying
the intercept modules for more than one CICS release.

If CICSPAWN is not specified in the ENFPARMS file, none of the CAIENF/CICS SPAWN intercept modules are loaded or
deleted.

MODE(CICSPAWN,NONE | ON)

Controls whether CAIENF/CICS SPAWN automatically installs into each CICS region. The default is NONE.

NONE
Prevents CAIENF/CICS SPAWN from automatically installing intercepts into active CICS or as the CICS regions
start.

ON
Lets CAIENF/CICS SPAWN install automatically intercepts as the CICS systems start.

NOTE
If MODE(CICSPAWN,NONE) is specified, manually enter a CICS(START,jobname,SPWN) for each CICS region
in which Broadcom solutions operate. This command can accept up to seven release level values.

If MODE(CICSPAWN,ON) is issued while CAIENF is active, CAIENF/CICS SPAWN installs only the regions activated
after the issuance of this command. The CICS regions that were active before this command was issued are not
intercepted. To activate SPAWN for a CICS region, recycle the CICS region.

Example

Activate the CAIENF/CICS SPAWN intercepts in all CICS regions:

 MODE(CICSPAWN,ON)

 

Prevent the CAIENF/CICS SPAWN intercepts from being installed into all active CICS regions during CAIENF startup:

 MODE(CICSPAWN,NONE)

 

CAIENF/DB2 Control Options
CAIENF/DB2 control options are specified at CAIENF startup time. They can be dynamically altered using the CAIENF
operator command. Any z/OS system console or operator command facility can be used to enter CAIENF/DB2
commands.
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Control Options Summary - CAIENF/DB2

Control Option Description

DB2(MAXTHRD,nnnn) Set the thread table size.

DB2REL(nn)* Load the CAIENF/DB2 Intercept module into ECSA.

Note:  This command is valid only at CAIENF startup time.

MODE(DB2,ON|NONE) Set automatic intercept installation.

DB2(MAXTHRD,nnnn)

Controls the thread table size for CAIENF/DB2.

nnnn
Number of entries in the thread table.
Default: 2100
Limit: 9999

DB2REL(nn)

Loads the CAIENF/DB2 module for a specific CAIENF/DB2 release into ECSA. Issuing this command without an option
loads all of the CAIENF/DB2 Intercept modules into ECSA.

nn
Specify 23 to load any supported DB2 release.
When you do not specify a value for  nn , the DB2REL option also loads all the supported releases of DB2.

NOTE
Specify this control option in the ENFPARMS file. The specified modules are loaded into ECSA at CAIENF
startup. More than one instance of this command can be issued for specifying the intercept modules for more
than one DB2 Release.

MODE(DB2,ON | NONE)

Controls whether CAIENF/DB2 installations automatically intercept into each DB2 subsystem. The default is ON.

ON
Lets CAIENF/DB2 install automatically intercepts as DB2 systems start.

NONE
Prevents CAIENF/DB2 from automatically installing intercepts as DB2 subsystems start.

NOTE
If MODE(DB2,NONE) is issued while CAIENF is active, CAIENF/DB2 does not intercept only the subsystems
activated after the issuance of this command. DB2 subsystems that were active before the issuance of this
command continues to be intercepted. To deactivate a DB2 subsystem, recycle it.

Example

Activate the CAIENF/DB2 intercepts in all DB2 subsystems:

MODE(DB2,ON)

Prevent the CAIENF/DB2 intercepts from being installed into starting DB2 subsystems after CAIENF startup:

MODE(DB2,NONE)
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Imbedded Multi-User Facility (IMUF) Option
One of the major benefits of CAIENF Version 12 and later is the switch from an older relational database technology to
Datacom/AD for optional event recording and possible future event playback. The previous versions of CAIENF used a
database technology that is based on Universe to record CAIENF event activity. Datacom/AD provides many benefits over
Universe technology.

Universe operated as an internal subtask to the CAIENF main task, and all Universe database activity was performed
"under the covers" completely within the CAIENF address space.

Datacom/AD, through its Multi-User Facility (MUF), is run as a batch job or started task in its own address space. User
communication with a MUF is provided through the Datacom/DB Application Programming Interface (API). The CAIENF
address space uses this API to manage its event recording database. Under typical CAIENF operation, this option
requires the target MUF (the one CAIENF is communicating with) to have been manually started and active in a separate
address space before CAIENF is started.

To require the CAIENF users to start up another address space to service the CAIENF database, maintain the started task
JCL and plan for the security settings.

To address these concerns, CAIENF is designed with an optional feature that approximates the same "under the covers"
database operation as previously implemented with Universe.

This feature is named Imbedded MUF (IMUF) and it removes the necessity of starting up a separate MUF address space
to support the database management requirements for CAIENF.

IMUF Implementation and Startup

An IMUF is configured and customized exactly as it would have been configured and customized for standard (external)
MUF operation as described in the Datacom/AD documentation.

IMUF is not "MUFLite". The same rules and regulations that apply to external MUF operation, apply to IMUF operation
too.

IMUF can be MUF-plexed or can be shared with other Broadcom solution address spaces without any impact on CAIENF
operation. Though there is likely to be little benefit for CAIENF by doing so.

In a multi-MUF environment, IMUF must be uniquely identified through the Datacom/AD DBSIDPR element like any other
MUF.

All of the job steps and DD statements that typically would have been included in the JCL for the external MUF started
task procedure, must be included in the CAIENF started task procedure for IMUF operation.

A small amount of "handshaking" logic has been added to CAIENF and Datacom/AD to support IMUF operation, but
essentially, the IMUF is unaware that it is running as a CAIENF subtask.

The two discernable differences between standard MUF operation and IMUF operation:

• In IMUF mode, CAIENF attaches the MUF, within its own borders, rather than by a z/OS initiator.
• Because CAIENF is in control of the address space, the CAIENF command processor seized control of the address

space operator communication "handle" by the time IMUF is launched. The IMUF is unable to listen directly for, and
respond to, operator modify (F) or stop (P) commands that are intended for the IMUF task. However, CAIENF and
the IMUF task negotiate a "handshake" during startup that, in addition to synchronizing CAIENF/IMUF startup and
shutdown procedures, lets CAIENF forward MUF-specific operator commands to IMUF through the CAIENF command
processor.
For instructions on how to use the IMUFCMD, see The CAIENF Imbedded Multi-User Facility Command.

To activate the IMUF feature, place a single "IMUF" statement anywhere in the ENFPARMS PDS member or data set
of the CAIENF started task procedure. This directs CAIENF to load the appropriate support routines and initialize the
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IMUF environment. Datacom/MUF startup/status messages are posted to the CAIENF job log with CAIENF startup/status
messages.

Partial example illustrating placement of the IMUF statement:

 //ENFPARMS   DD  *

 ......

 DCM(CAS9DCM0)

 DCM(CAS9DCM2)

 ......

 IMUF

 RECORD(YES)

 ......

 /*

 

Other IMUF Considerations

CAIENF must run as an APF task because z/OS security restrictions do not allow an APF-authorized task to invoke an
unauthorized task. Users have the choice of running an external MUF as APF-authorized or non-authorized, but IMUF
must run APF-authorized. When the MUF is running in its own address space, it is under no CAIENF-imposed APF
restrictions. MUF only requires APF authorization in CAIENF IMUF mode.

The MUF load libraries (CAAXLOAD and CUSLIB) that participate in IMUF operation must be APF-authorized because
they are now commingled through JOBLIB/STEPLIB or LNKLST with CAIENF APF-authorized libraries.

NOTE
The Datacom/AD auxiliary data sets (CXX, FXX, LXX, PXX, and RXX) do not require APF authorization.

Running the IMUF APF-authorized is not an issue because the MUFs should always be APF-authorized to maximize
Datacom/AD performance enhancement capabilities, and to ensure that the full range of Datacom/AD features are
available.

If the IMUF statement is omitted from ENFPARMS, CAIENF starts up in standard mode of operation. CAIENF expects
(and requires) an external MUF address space to be already started and prepared to accept CAIENF database requests.

The CAIENF Imbedded Multi-User Facility Command

If the embedded Multi-User Facility (IMUF) is being used, you can issue Datacom/AD MUF console commands to the
IMUF task by using the CAIENF IMUFCMD command. The format of the IMUFCMD command is:

 IMUFCMD(‘muf_command_string’)

 

muf_command_string  is 1 through 40 characters comprising a MUF command that is routed to the IMUF task.

For information about MUF console command structure and usage, see the appropriate Datacom/AD documentation.

If the MUF command contains one or more command parameters, muf_command_string must be framed within single
quotes. Improper framing causes a malformed command string to be sent to the IMUF task.

Examples:

 IMUFCMD(Status)

 IMUFCMD('Display DBMUFPR A0')

 

In the first example, framing characters are not necessary because the MUF STATUS command does not require
parameters.
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IMUFCMD command responses are posted to the CAIENF job log.

The IMUFCMD command can be abbreviated to IMUFC.

CAIENF SNMP Monitor Control Options
The TRACE and DEBUG facilities provide more diagnostic information. In general, the TRACE facility traces the general
flow and the DEBUG facility provides more information about the functions it performs.

Control Option Description

TRAce ON|OFF

DEbug ON|OFF

NOTE

• Only the capitalized letters are required to invoke the function. For example, F enfsnmpm,TRA OFF turns
off tracing

• All ENFSNMPM traces or debugging messages are routed to CAW1LOG DDname. ENFSNMPM CAW0PROC
includes this DDNAME.

CAIENF Utilities
ENFC is a command utility which is invoked from a REXX Program to perform the CAIENF LISTEN function. ENFC
returns data back in CLIST or REXX variables.

ENFC Command

The ENFC command is used in a TSO CLIST to perform the LISTEN function and get the results back in CLIST variables.
ENFC supports the old standard CLIST language and the REXX language.

NOTE
The LISTEN function runs on MVS 3.1.3 and above.

ENFC LISTEN Function

The LISTEN function lets a CLIST pause until one or more system events occur.

textENFC LISTEN EVENT(event1[,event2,...,event9]) [CONT(YES|NO)] [FROM(yydddhhmmssth)]

EVENT(event1, ... )
Specifies the event types (from one to nine) for which you want to wait. These events must be defined in the
CAIENF database.

CONT(YES|)NO)
Indicates the action to be taken after control returns to the CLIST.

YES
Keeps the LISTEN active after control returns to the CLIST.

NOTE
If you specify YES, issue an ENFC TERM command when you finish LISTENing so that event data is
not queued up.
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NO
Starts a new LISTEN every time ENFC is named. However, any events that occurred between the time of the first
and second LISTENs are not returned to you.

FROM
Specifies a recovery date and time for events that have been logged. Beginning at this date and time, CAIENF
returns the logged events for which you have been listening.

LISTEN Processing

Control is returned to the CLIST only after one of the events in the event list has occurred or after an error is encountered.
When control is returned, the following CLIST variables are set:

ENFRC
Return code from the LISTEN function. If the value is zero, the function has completed successfully. If it is
nonzero, the variable ENFMSG contains an error message.

ENFDRC
Detail return code from the LISTEN function. This code contains further information about the error if an error was
indicated in ENFRC.

ENFMSG

A character string that contains a message indicating the completion status of the LISTEN request. This variable always
has a value, even when the LISTEN completes successfully.

ENFEVENT
Name of the event that occurred.

ENFDNUM
Number of data elements returned.

ENFDNAM
A character string containing all the names of the returned data elements, 8 bytes each. For example, if three data
elements, such as JOBNAME, JOBNUM, and COMPCODE, are returned, then:
&ENFDNUM. = 3, and
&ENFDNAME. = JOBNAME JOBNUM COMPCODE.
The &ENFDNAME. variable can then be used with the &SUBSTR. function to extract the names of the data
elements.
dataname

The value of each data element is assigned to a variable with the same name as the data element. For
example, if the three data elements JOBNAME, JOBNUM, and COMPCODE were returned, the variable.
&JOBNAME. could equal CICSPROD,
&JOBNUM. could equal STC00100, and
&COMPCODE. could be 602.

Compound REXX Variables

ENFC also sets a compound REXX variable with the values of the data elements that were returned. The following
variables are set:

ENFDATA.enfevent.0
Number of returned data elements for the event. The value for enfevent that was set previously is
substituted in the variable name. Thus, if the event that occurred is JOBTERM, you could also use the name
ENFDATA.JOBTERM.0.
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ENFDATA.enfevent.n
Array of names of the data elements that were returned, where n can range from 1 to the number returned
in ENFDATA.enfevent.0.

ENFDATA.enfevent.dataname
Value of the data element that was returned. For example, if a JOBTERM event occurred and returned the three
data elements:

• JOBNAME = CICSPROD,
• JOBNUM = STC00100, and
• COMPCODE = 602,

The following variables are set:

Variable Value
ENFDATA.JOBTERM.0 3
ENFDATA.JOBTERM.1 JOBNAME
ENFDATA.JOBTERM.2 JOBNUM
ENFDATA.JOBTERM.3 COMPCODE
ENFDATA.JOBTERM.JOBNAME CICSPROD
ENFDATA.JOBTERM.JOBNUM STC00100
ENFDATA.JOBTERM.COMPCODE 602

For the REXX users, all the variables that are set for use by the old CLIST language are also set for REXX users. Thus,
the REXX variables JOBTERM, JOBNUM, and COMPCODE and ENFDNUM and ENFDNAME are set.

NOTE
If you select Attention (PA1) while a LISTEN is active, ENFC performs its own ENFC TERM function, and ENFC
returns these values to the CLIST:

• ENFRC = 8
• ENFDRC = FF
• ENFMSG = Attention received

CAS9DCMR - DCM Mapper

CAS9DCMR - DCM Mapper is a stand-alone utility program that is invoked through standard z/OS JCL, as follows:

NOTE
Sample JCL is located in .CAW0JCL(CAS9DCMR).

//jobname  JOB  job card information

//STEP1   EXEC  PGM=CAS9DCMR,REGION=0M,

//                     PARM='DCM(dcm1,dcm2,...,dcmn)'

//*

//STEPLIB DD DSN=common-services-CAW0LOAD,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSPUNCH DD  DSN=&&DROPSQL,

//                       DISP=(NEW,PASS),

//                       UNIT=SYSDA,

//                       SPACE=(TRK,(5,1)),

//                       DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=800,RECFM=FB)

//DCMLIB     DD  DSN=dcm-library-dataset-name,DISP=SHR
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//SYSIN       DD  *

utility control statements

//

The only allowed utility control statement is the DCM statement which identifies which DCMLIB members are mapped:

textDCM(dcm1,dcm2,…,dcmn)

There can be more than one DCM control statement.

Any statement that contains an asterisk (*) in column 1 is treated as a comment. The comment is printed on the input
statement report, but the information in the card is ignored.

The DCM control statements can be provided from the following different sources:

1. If only one control statement is needed, the SYSIN DD statement can be omitted. The required DCM control statement
can be passed from the PARM field on the EXEC card.

2. The SYSIN DD statement can provide multiple control statements.
3. Control statements can be passed in the PARM field and from the SYSIN DD statement. In this case, the statement

that is passed in the PARM field is processed first, and then all the ones that are contained in the SYSIN data stream.

The output from the program is divided into four parts:

1. A listing of all the processed control statements and any associated error messages with them or the DCM members
referenced

2. A map of the Event Tables defined in the DCM.
3. A map of all the fields that are contained in each of the Event Tables.
4. A series of comments and DROP TABLE SQL commands that can be passed to the DBSQLPR utility provided with

Datacom/AD. These statements are written to the SYSPUNCH DD statement if it is present. If the SYSPUNCH
statement is omitted from the run, no error message is produced nor are the DROP TABLE statements generated.

NOTE
We recommend that you only use the DROP TABLE SQL commands to REPLACE a DCM. If the CAIENF
DCM (CAS9DCM0) is chosen to report on, no DROP TABLE SQL statements are output for this particular
DCM. Because some of the CAS9DCM0 event tables are required for CAIENF to function properly. If
you ever replace CAS9DCM0, the replacing code from a PTF or a new CCS release, provides specific
instructions and sample JCL to perform the replacement.

GSS/ISERV Operator Commands
GSS lets Broadcom products communicate with one another using cross memory communications and access authorized
operating system services.

Commands are executed:

• By entering the command verb (such as ISERVE) from the operator console. (An ISERVE initialization parameter
defines this command verb to GSS.)

• By using the MVS MODIFY (F) command from the operator console.
• By using the ISPF-based GSS/ISERVE Control Panel.
• By using the SYSVIEW ISERVE interface panel.

Effect on Initialization Parameters

If you issue a command that changes the value of an initialization parameter, the change is temporary. Modifications,
updates to tables, and so on, are valid until the ISERVE address space is terminated.

When you restart GSS, all values revert to the values specified in the initialization parameters.
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Issue Commands From an Operator Console
Use one of these formats:

textverb command [parameters]

textF identifier,command [parameters]

You can specify these parameters:

verb
A single word (like ISERVE) telling the operating system that ISERVE processes this command. Define verb
with the COMMAND initialization parameter. When running primary and secondary ISERVEs, assign a different
command verb to each to prevent multiple ISERVEs from processing the same command.

identifier
Name of the started task (or JOBNAME), or the optional identifier that is specified in the MVS START command
that started the GSS address space.

command
Command that you are issuing.

parameters
Parameters that you are passing to the command.

Issue Commands From the GSS/ISERVE Control Panel
Syntax

textcommand [parameters]

These fields appear on the ISPF Control Panel:

==>
Command entry area.

=>
SCROLL field. This field indicates how the screen scrolls by UP and DOWN commands. Valid scroll amounts are
PAGE, HALF, and CSR. See your ISPF guides for more information.

Target node
GoalNet node where the command is processed. If it contains a blank or an asterisk (*), the command is not
shipped over GoalNet.

(Target) ssid
Subsystem ID where the ISERVE that executes the command is running.
If you omit the target node, GSS uses the subsystem ID for the ISPF session from which the command was
issued.

Host node
GoalNet node of the ISERVE that receives the initial command request. This field is for informational purposes
and cannot be modified.

(Host) ssid
Subsystem ID of the ISERVE that processes the initial command request. You can specify any ISERVE that is
executing on the same CPU as your ISPF session. If a target node or target subsystem ID is specified, it is the
responsibility of the host ISERVE to transmit the request, receive the results, and then return them to the Control
Panel.
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The rest of the panel displays the results of the executed command. If the returned data exceeds the size of your screen,
use standard ISPF scrolling commands (UP, DOWN, TOP) to position the display.

Command Routing Indicators

If you route your command beyond the host ISERVE, the first one or two lines of the display area include the routing
information.

Example 1:

A command is sent to the ISRV address space:

------------------------ CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel --------------------------

==> command                                                            => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN           ssid ISRV

==============================================================================

Command response

Command response

and so on

Example 2:

A command is sent from the ISRV address space on the B1MAIN node to the address space at the B2MAIN node. The
subsystem IDs for the ISERVEs happen to be identical:

------------------------ CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ---------------------------

==> command                                                            => PAGE 

Target node: B2MAIN           ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN           ssid ISRV 

===============================================================================

...Routing using GoalNet to B2MAIN.ISRV

Command response

Command response

and so on

Increase the Size of the Command Input Area

By default, the Control Panel input area occupies only part of a line. This provides the maximum display area and is still
large enough for most ISERVE commands.

You can use the TOGGLE command to add a full line to the input area. Issue the TOGGLE command again to restore the
input area to its original size.

To expand the input area after you have filled it with a command, end the partial command with a hyphen (-) and press
ENTER. The input area enlarges to two lines, your partial command is retained, and the cursor is positioned to the
position occupied by the hyphen. The TOGGLE command can later be used to return the input area to its smaller size.

Issue Commands From the SYSVIEW ISERVE Interface Panel
To issue commands from the SYSVIEW ISERVE interface panel, you use the same syntax that you would use if you were
issuing them from an operator console. However, prefix the commands with "ISERVE" to distinguish them from native
SYSVIEW commands. For example:

ISERVE DISPLAY ACTIVE

For more information, see the SYSVIEW documentation.
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GSS Operator Commands
This section describes the syntax and parameters that you use with the GSS operator commands.

ACTIVATE
This command activates an IMOD that is been deactivated.

 Syntax 

ACTivate imodname

 Example 

-------------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ---------------------

==> activate job_sched                                               => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN         ssid ISRV

============================================================================

IMOD JOB_SCHED now activated

 Other Responses 

IMOD name not loaded

The specified IMOD cannot be activated because it has not been loaded into the ISERVE address space.

 Usage Notes 

Also see DEACTIVATE .

ADD
This command adds an ISET to the ISET table or to add a command to the command table.

 Syntax 

ADD {ISET isetname dsname}

    {CMD command imod [args]}

 Parameters 

isetname
Adds the specified ISET. The ISET name cannot be longer than 16 characters.

command
Adds the specified command.
Specify required characters in uppercase and optional characters in lowercase.

dsname
Name of the data set to which the ISET name refers.

imod
Name of the IMOD that executes the command.

args
Argument string to be passed to the command IMOD. This string is concatenated before the operator-entered
arguments.

 Example 

-------------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel --------------

==> add iset newiset isrv.ABC.xyz                             => PAGE
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Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN  ssid ISRV

=====================================================================

NEWISET now identifies ISRV.ABC.XYZ

 Usage Notes 

• IMODs are not automatically loaded when you add their ISET to an ISET table. To load them, issue a LOAD IMOD
command.

• Panels for the IMOD editor are not modified when you add ISETs to tables.
To add an ISET to an IMOD editor panel, add an ISET statement to the PARMLIB data set member where the
parameters for the editor are defined. (This member is identified using the EDITOR initialization parameter.)
If you issue a LINK command, the added ISET appears.

• You can use the ADD CMD command to replace an existing user-defined command.
• An ADD CMD command has no effect on native ISERVE commands.

 Other Responses 

•  ISET name missing 
•  ISET name is invalid

ISET name is syntactically invalid. Confirm that it is not too long.
•  ISET already exists

Specified ISET has been defined to ISERVE, by command or initialization parameter. Before you can redefine it, delete
the ISET.

•  DSNAME is invalid
Data set name is syntactically invalid.

•  ADD option not ISET or CMD
You did not enter ADD ISET or ADD CMD.

•  Command added
Specified command has been added to the command table.

•  Command modified
Specified command was defined in the command table, and its definition has been replaced.

CANCEL
This command cancels an IMOD at its next REXX clause (normal cancel) or at its next dispatch (forced cancel).

 Syntax 

CANCEL taskid [FORCE]

 Parameters 

taskid
Unique identifying number of the IMOD that you are canceling. The value is entered in hexadecimal.
To determine this number, use the DISPLAY ACTIVE command. The number is displayed in the IMOD ID column.

FORCE
Performs a forced cancel, which cancels the IMOD at the next dispatch. Otherwise, the IMOD is terminated at the
conclusion of the current REXX clause.
You cannot perform a forced cancel unless you have tried to perform a normal cancel and the cancel failed.

 Example 

If you issue a CANCEL 3BC7 FORCE command (after issuing a CANCEL 3BC7 command), the following information is
returned:

-------------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ------------------
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==> cancel 3BC7 force                                             => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN      ssid ISRV

=========================================================================

FORCE scheduled for IMOD 3BC7

 Usage Notes 

• The CANCEL command cannot terminate an IMOD while it is waiting for some external event, such as a WTOR.
However, the IMOD is canceled as soon as the wait is completed.

• The CANCEL command without the FORCE option does not terminate an IMOD that is in a non-REXX loop, such as a
loop occurring within a function or ADDRESS environment.

 Other Responses 

CANCEL scheduled for IMOD taskname
The specified IMOD is canceled at the end of the next REXX clause.

IMOD taskname not found
The specified IMOD is not currently executing.

IMOD taskname required "CANCEL" before "FORCE"
You cannot perform a forced cancel unless a previous normal cancel failed.

DEACTIVATE
This command temporarily disables an IMOD. You can reactivate the IMOD with the ACTIVATE command.

 Syntax 

DEACTivate imodname 

 Example 

-------------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ------------------

==> deactivate badprog                                            => PAGE

Target node: *           ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN           ssid ISRV

=========================================================================

IMOD BADPROG deactivated

 Other Responses 

IMOD imodname not loaded
The specified IMOD cannot be found in the ISERVE address space that is processing the command.

 Usage Notes 

See ACTIVATE.  

DELETE ISET
This command deletes an ISET name from the list of available ISETs.

 Syntax 

DELete ISET isetname

 Example 

-------------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel -----------------------

==> delete iset newiset                                                => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN           ssid ISRV
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==============================================================================

NEWISET has been deleted

 Usage Notes 

• This command does not affect IMODs that have been loaded from the deleted ISET. They are not disabled or removed
from storage. To prevent these IMODs from being used, deactivate them through the DEACTIVATE command.

• Panels for the IMOD editor are not modified when you delete ISETs.

To remove an ISET from an IMOD editor panel, delete the appropriate ISET statement from the PARMLIB data set
member where the parameters for the editor are defined. (This member is identified using the EDITOR initialization
parameter.)

 Other Responses 

ISET NOT FOUND
The specified ISET has not been defined to the ISERVE address space that is processing the command.

ISET name is invalid: xxxxx
The specified name (xxxxx) is syntactically invalid.

DISPLAY ACEE
This command displays information about the ACEEs that GSS has obtained for user IDs that have tried to execute
IMODs.

 Syntax 

Display ACEE [ID|AGE]

 Parameters 

ID
Sorts the display by user ID.

AGE
Sorts the display by age, where age is the amount of time from when the user ID was last used.

 Example 

--------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ------    ROW 1 TO 19 OF 272

==> display acee                                                       => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN           ssid ISRV

==============================================================================

    Userid  ACEE        Users   Age             CPU

    --------   --------         -----   ---------   ----------- 

    $ALARED 006D60C0        0   2:38:30.640 0.145   

    $ISADJJ 006CEF58        0   6:08:27.679 0.021   

    AALON   006CF478        0   5:05:26.937 0.105   

    AAREMBA 006D8F58        0   3:47:28.402 0.019   

    AA1AF47 006D0F58        0   22:47:16.907 0.021   

    ACENTOF 006BD888        0   5:17:39.834 0.016   

    ACUNNIN 006D0A80        0   22:48:32.076 0.016   

    AFORBES 006BD578        0   1:59:14.386 0.042   

    AHB     006CBC88        0   26:01.950   0.077   

    AKINSIN 006C9728        0   42:39.678   0.529   

    ALEWIS  006D9D98        0   27:37:03.892 0.097   

 Fields in the Example 
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Userid
User ID, as recognized by the system security software.
If an asterisk precedes the ID, it is the GSS address space user ID. If a minus sign precedes the ID, it is the
default user ID.

ACEE
Memory address (in hexadecimal) of the ACEE control block.

Users
Number of IMODs currently executing under this user ID/ACEE.

Age
Elapsed time from when an IMOD task last executed under this user ID/ACEE. Format: hh:mm:ss.tho.

CPU
Cumulative CPU time consumed by all IMOD tasks that executed under this user ID/ACEE. Format:
hh:mm:ss.tho.

DISPLAY ACTIVE
This command identifies all active IMODs, their current execution status, and their IDs.

 Syntax 

Display ACTive

 Example 

-------------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel --------------------------

==> display active                                                 => PAGE  

Target node: *          ssid: *         Host node: B1MAIN        ssid ISRV  

=============================================================================

ID      IMOD       L EXEC               Inst Status   Attributes    

--------       ---------- ---------------      ---- ------   -----------------

0000001D    $SRVO      0 $SRVO      65  

               1 $SRVC      40  

               2 $SRVC_DISPLAY  19  

               3 $SRVC_DISP_ACTIV   5   

               4 $SRV_IMOD_ACT  96   Active 

00000001    $TIMER     0 $TIMER         10            ADDRESS  Server   

00000005    $GNET_LOG  0 $GNET_LOG      65            STACK   Server    

ID
Unique hexadecimal IMOD ID for this IMOD; can be used as an operand of CANCEL.

IMOD
Name of the IMOD that was initially invoked.

L
Level of external subroutine nesting. The initial IMOD has a level of 0.

EXEC
Name of an IMOD being executed as an external subroutine.

Inst
Number of the REXX instruction currently being executed in the IMOD.
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Status
Execution status of the current subroutine for the IMOD:

 Value  Description 
Active This IMOD has control of the CPU (displayed only for the IMOD

executing the DISPLAY function).
ADDRESS Waiting for ADDRESS command to complete.
CLOSE Waiting for CLOSE to complete.
Dormant IMOD has completed and is waiting for its results to be claimed.
Enqueue Waiting on another IMOD for an internal enqueue.
Function Waiting for an asynchronous function call to complete.
GoalNet Waiting on an external subroutine call across GoalNet.
I/O Waiting for an I/O function to complete.
OPEN Waiting for OPEN to complete.
OPSVALUE Waiting for an OPSVALUE() function to complete.
OSEnq Waiting for control of a z/OS enqueue.
Slice Waiting due to number of REXX clauses executed; control

released to other IMODs.
STACK Waiting on a record to be posted to a stack.
SVC Waiting for an SVC to complete.
Terminal Waiting for I/O from a terminal.
Timer Waiting due to a PAUSE() function.
WTOR Waiting for operator response.

Attributes
Identifies IMODs that are associated with a remote GoalNet node. One of these arrows can preced the Fielfs:
<- IMOD is returning results to the associated node.
-> A request was made of the associated node.
Fields without arrows indicate a general association that depends on the IMOD being executed. The attribute
SERVER indicates that the IMOD is running as a server.

DISPLAY ADDRESS
This command displays a summary of all true subtasks, which address environments and certain other asynchronous
processes use.

 Syntax 

Display ADDRESS

 Example 

----------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel -----------------------

==> display address                                                 => PAGE

Target node: *        ssid: *           Host node: B1MAIN         ssid ISRV

===========================================================================

                                   Max  CPU     Accum   

Name      Type   TCB       IMOD ID   Status            CPU  Left    Task CPU    

--------  ----  --------  --------  ----------------  ---  ------  ----------
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IDCAMS    ADDR  007F1550  000000CA  Inact,Reus         15                1.85    

EMVS      ADDR  007F17E8  000000C9  Inact,Reus         15                2.25    

FILE      ADDR  007F60D0  00000002  Inact,Reus          0                0.11    

SYSVIEW   ADDR  007F1260  00000101  Act                 3                2.85    

Name
Name of the address environment. Environments that are indented are internal environments, invoked to perform
certain synchronous tasks in an asynchronous fashion.

Type
Indicates that the task supports an address or function.

TCB
Memory address that is assigned to the task control block owned by the task that processes a particular
ADDRESS command.

IMOD ID
IMOD that last used this subtask for processing a command.

Status
Status of the task as follows:
Abend

Task has abended.
Act

Task is processing a command.
Inact

Task is available for use.
Reus

A reusable subtask.
Max CPU

Maximum CPU time that is permitted for the completion of a single ADDRESS command.
CPU Left

CPU time that is left for the subtask to complete its current operation. This field is displayed only if the subtask is
processing work.

Accum Task CPU
Total amount of CPU time the subtask use after its creation.

DISPLAY ADDRTAB
This command displays information about the relationship between an address environment and its associated load
module.

 Syntax 

Display ADDRTAB

 Example 

-------------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel --------------------

==> display addrtab

=> PAGE

Target node: *         ssid: *         Host node: B1MAIN          ssid ISRV

==============================================================================

Name      Module   Address  Length   Rent Avail AMODE  Detach  Mtask Limit Type 
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SVC       TSKSVC   06611898          Yes  Yes   31                    15    253 

FILE      TSKFILE  06610DA0          Yes  Yes   31                    15    252 

SVC99     TSKSVC   99 06611A20       Yes  Yes   31                    15    254 

XPSPOOL   ESFGSSAD                              24                     5    0

DSNHLI2   DSNHLI2                               24                     5    255

DSNALI    DSNALI                                24                     5    255 

INSIGHT   IDB2COMM 00001E10          Yes        24              1      5    6

IDCAMS    IDCAMS   8001E198 00019090 Yes  Yes   31                     5    1   

RERUN     RUNTADDR 866FFE80 0002A180 Yes  Yes   31                     5    3   

JOBTRAC   GJTRGCUU 00016428          Yes        31              5      5    3

OPSVALUE  OPGLEVMG 86741000 000017E8 Yes  Yes   31                     5    255

OSF       OPGLEVMG 86741000 000017E8 Yes  Yes   31                     5    13  

AOF       OPGLEVMG 86741000 000017E8 Yes  Yes   31                     5    12  

OPSREQ    OPGLEVMG 86741000 000017E8 Yes  Yes   31                     5    11  

OPER      OPGLEVMG 86741000 000017E8 Yes  Yes   31                     5    10

INFO      BLGYRXM                    Yes        24                     5    0

Name
Name of the address environment. The names IRXEXEC, SVC, SVC99, and FILE represent internal
environments that are not defined through the ADDRESS parameter.

Module
Name that is assigned to the load module that processes the related ADDRESS commands. For internal
environments, this name does not reflect the name of a load module.

Address
Memory address where the module is located (or blank for modules that are not re-entrant).

Length
Length of the load module (or blank for routines that are part of the ISERVE (SRVSYS) load module).

Rent
Indicates whether the module is re-entrant (Yes or blank).

Avail
Indicates whether the module is available (Yes or blank). Some load modules that are specified in the initialization
parameters are not accessible to ISERVE.

AMODE
Addressing mode of the load module (24- or 31 bit).

Detach
Indicates whether the subtask is deleted when the IMOD task ends. Otherwise, the subtask is re-assigned to the
next IMOD task requesting the same ADDRESS environment.

Mtask
Maximum number of IMOD tasks that can use this environment concurrently (or blank for no limit).

Limit
Maximum seconds of CPU time that the address environment can consume to process a single request (or blank
for no limit). If this value is exceeded, the subtask is terminated and an error indication is returned to the IMOD.

Type
Interface type for the address environment. This value identifies to GSS the type of support that the environment
requires.

 Usage Notes 

You can use the ADDRESS initialization parameter to define address environments and to associate them with load
modules.
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DISPLAY CMD
This command displays information about GSS Operator Panel commands that the CMD initialization parameter and the
ADD command created.

 Syntax 

Display CMd

 Example 

---------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel -------   ROW 1 TO 3 of 3

==> display cmd                                                      => PAGE

Target node: *              ssid: *    Host node: S18EWF               ssid EWF

===============================================================================

Command                 IMOD                     Args   

------------------- --------------------     ---------------------  

NEWcmd                  IMOD_CMD_PROCESS    

Command
Command verb. The required characters are shown in uppercase, and optional characters are shown in
lowercase.

IMOD
Name of the IMOD that the command invokes.

Args
Optional arguments that are passed to the IMOD.

DISPLAY COMMANDS
This command displays information about z/OS console operator commands that are created using the COMMAND
initialization parameter.

 Syntax 

Display COmmands

 Example 

----------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ------   ROW 1 TO 4 of 4

==> display commands                                                  =>PAGE

Target node: *               ssid: *   Host node: S18EWF               ssid EWF

===============================================================================

Command                 MOD                             User ID    

-------------------     --------------------    ---------------------

EWF                     $SRVC  

EWFX                    Prefix EWFX_CMDUSER    

Command
Command name.

IMOD
Name of the IMOD that is invoked when the command is issued.
The word Prefix indicates that the IMOD name is derived by appending the first blank-delimited word after the
command name to the value of the IMOD field.

User ID
User ID under which the IMOD executes. A blank indicates that the IMOD executes under the default GSS user
ID (if one is defined) or the user ID for the GSS address space.
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DISPLAY CPU
This command lists CPU usage by user ID and ISET.

 Syntax 

Display Cpu {ISET|USERid}

 Parameters 

ISET
Lists CPU usage by ISET name.

USERid
Lists CPU usage by user ID.

 Example 

----------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ---   ROW 1 TO 19 OF 20

==> display cpu iset                                                => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN             ssid ISRV

==============================================================================

ISET              CPU

----------------  ------------

*SYSTEM*          0.000

INTERNAL          3.511

EWF               0.000

PROD              0.041

EMROPROD          15:49.671

INSIGHT           33.297

SAR/EX            0.004

MSCHARE           0.000

GSSTECH           0.000

BALA              0.000

Userid
User ID associated with the IMOD that accumulated the CPU usage.

ISET
ISET that the lowest level routine (IMOD) was loaded from.

CPU
Cumulative CPU time, in hours, minutes, seconds, and thousandths.

 Usage Notes 

CPU usage is charged to an ISET if the lowest-level routine (IMOD) was loaded from the ISET. Subroutine IMODs are
charged against the ISET of the lowest level routine.

DISPLAY CSECT
This command displays the status of any CSECT in any load module in any library.

 Syntax 

Display CSECT {STEPLIB module} [csect]

              {JOBLIB module}  [IMOD imodname]

              {dsname module}

              {dsname(module)}
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 Parameters 

STEPLIB
Searches the STEPLIB data set.

JOBLIB
Searches the JOBLIB data set.

Dsname
Searches the specified data set. This data set must be cataloged and must be accessible (read access) to the
user issuing the request.

Module
Name of the load module to be searched.

Csect
Name of the CSECT to be displayed. If omitted, the CSECT name is assumed to be identical to the load module
name.

Imodname
Search for the CSECT that contains the specified IMOD. This parameter is valid for load modules that are created
with the IMOD Packaging Facility.

 Example 

------------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ------ ROW 1 TO 4 OF 4

==> display csect ewf.fxao.authlib(test)                             => PAGE

Target node: *               ssid: *    Host node: B1EWF              ssid EWF

==============================================================================

Display for load module TEST in EWF.FXAO.AUTHLIB

CSECT TEST was assembled on 03/18/06 by version 02.01

Fix TEST021 was applied on 03/18/06

Fix NO_IDENT was applied on 03/18/06

DISPLAY EDITOR
This command displays IMOD editor values for the local ISERVE address space and for the primary ISERVE.

 Syntax 

Display EDitor

 Example 

---------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ---------  ROW 1 TO 16 of 16

==> display editor                                                      => PAGE

Target node:  *               ssid: *    Host node: S18EWF              ssid EWF

===============================================================================

IMOD Editor Values

------------------------------

Global:   VIO Unit:           VIO

          Parmlib:            EWF.FXAO.PARMLIB

          Parmlib Member:     NEWEDIT

          Panel Library:      EWF.FXAO.ISRPLIB

          Message Library:    EWF.FXAO.ISRMLIB

          Load Library:       EWF.FXAO.AUTHLIB

          CLIST Library:      EWF.FXAO.CLIST

Local:    VIO Unit:           VIO
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          Parmlib:            EWF.FXAO.PARMLIB

          Parmlib Member:     NEWEDIT

          Panel Library:      EWF.FXAO.ISRPLIB

          Message Library:    EWF.FXAO.ISRMLIB

          Load Library:       EWF.FXAO.AUTHLIB

          CLIST Library:      EWF.FXAO.CLIST

Global
Values that are in effect for anyone who is using the IMOD editor.

Local
Values that the local address space supplies when someone who is using the IMOD editor issues a LINK
command to the address space.

 Usage Notes 

IMOD editor values are set using the EDITOR initialization parameter and the SET EDITOR command.

DISPLAY ENQUEUES
This command lists all currently held enqueues that were obtained using the ENQUEUE() function.

 Syntax 

Display ENQueues

 Example 

------------------------ CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel -------  ROW 1 TO 2 OF 2

==> display enqueues                                                  => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN           ssid ISRV

==============================================================================

IMODID     STAT    LEVEL   COUNT      QNAME      RNAME

E 00001022 OWN     EXCL               GVAR       I/O.COUNTER.PHASE.1

E 00001295 SHR              2         GVAR       I/O.COUNTER.PHASE.1

prefix
One of these values:
Enqueue.
Lock. (Locks are not available for use by IMODs.)

IMODID
Hexadecimal ID of the IMOD that owns or is waiting for the resource.

STAT
Current ownership status, as follows:
OWN

IMOD has the requested level of ownership.
blank

IMOD is waiting for the requested ownership.
LEVEL

Level of ownership that was requested:
CONT

Control ownership. Other IMODs can have shared ownership of the resource, but they cannot have
exclusive or control ownership of it.
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EXCL
Exclusive ownership. Other IMODs cannot have any type of ownership of the resource.

SHR
Shared ownership. Other IMODs can have shared ownership of the resource, but they cannot have
exclusive or control ownership of it.

COUNT
For SHR-type enqueues, the maximum permitted simultaneous SHR users.

QNAME
A one through eight character name that serves as a high-level qualifier of the resource.

RNAME
A 1 through 128 character name that, when appended to qname, uniquely identifies a resource. If the rname
length exceeds the display width, it is wrapped onto the following lines.

 Usage Notes 

The IMOD tasks can use the ENQUEUE() function to serialize their use of resources. The enqueues that are obtained
through this function are similar, but not identical to, z/OS system-level enqueues.

DISPLAY FNTAB
This command displays information about REXX functions that are loaded when GSS is initialized.

Syntax

Display FNTab [{External} [[+|-] {Class|Name} [[+|-] {Class|Name}]] 

               {Internal}

               {Builtin}

               {All}

Parameters

External
Lists only external functions (ones that are defined in the initialization parameters). This is the default.

Internal
Lists only internal (GSS extended) functions, which set the RC special variable.

Builtin
Lists only built-in functions, which are included as part of the language definition.

All
Lists all functions.

+
Sorts in ascending order. This is the default.

-
Sorts in descending order.

Class
Sorts by function class (external, internal, or built-in).

Name
Sorts by function name.

Usage Notes
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• You can specify up to two sort criteria. If you specify CLASS and NAME, information is sorted by name within class.
• If no sort criteria are specified, +NAME is used.

Example

----------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ------  ROW 1 TO 19 OF 170

==> display fntab all -class +name                                     => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1EWF              ssid EWF

==============================================================================

Class    Name       Avail  Module   Type   Address   Length    Rent AMODE

-------- ---------- -----  -------- -----  --------  --------  ---- -----

Internal  $CALLX     Yes   ***INT   SYNC

Internal  $TIME      Yes   ***INT   SYNC

Internal  ALIGN      Yes   ***INT   SYNC

Internal  ALLOC      Yes   ***INT   SYNC

Internal  BATCHR     Yes   ***INT   SYNC

Internal  BOOLWORD   Yes   ***INT   SYNC

Internal  CALC       Yes   ***INT   SYNC

Internal  CASE       Yes   ***INT   SYNC

External  ALERT            SRVALERT SYNC   85DB9330  00001558  Yes    31

External  SRVCALL    Yes   SRVCALL  ASYNC  85DB1C38  000013C8  Yes    31

Class

The function class:

Builtin

Function that is considered part of the language specification.

External
Processed by external load module that is specified in initialization parameters.

Internal
GSS extended function.

Name

Name of the function, as coded in IMODs.

Avail

Indicates whether the function is available for use by IMODs.

Module

Name of the load module that is used to process the function.

Type

How the function executes, as follows:

• ASYNC
Executes as a subtask.

• SYNC
Executes under the main ISERVE task.

Address

Address in memory (hexadecimal) where the load module resides, if applicable.
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Length

Length of the load module (hexadecimal) in memory, if applicable.

Rent

Indicates whether the load module is re-entrant, if applicable.

AMODE

Addressing mode of the load module (24- or 31 bit), if applicable.

DISPLAY GLOBAL
This command displays information about the current status of REXX global variables (shared variables that begin with an
ampersand [&]).

 Syntax 

Display GLOBAL [&var]

 Parameters 

&var
Limits the display to information about a particular global variable.

 Example 

------------------------ CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel -----------------------

==> display global                                                  => PAGE 

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN           ssid ISRV 

==============================================================================

Global Variable Storage: 153856 bytes

 Usage Notes 

• If you do not limit the display to a particular global variable, the total virtual storage that is allocated to all global
variables is displayed.

• Global variable names are case-sensitive.

DISPLAY GSS
This command displays information about all GSS address spaces running on the current z/OS image.

Syntax

Display GSs

Example

-------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel -----------    ROW 1 TO 7 OF 7

==> display gss                                                         => PAGE

Target node: *               ssid: *      Host node: B1MAIN          ssid ISRV

==============================================================================

SSID    Jobname      Job ID    Version    GoalNet Node  LU name   GMF name  

++++    GSSX         STC00090   

ID42    GSWV42SS     Unknown    

ITIM    GSWTIMSS     Unknown    

GGMF    GSSCO        STC00089  02.07.00   S18GGMF       GSS05N20  S18GGMF   

*ISRV  GSS          STC01222  02.07.00   S18MAIN       GSS05N1   S18MAIN
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SSID
Subsystem ID for the GSS address space. One of these special values can be shown.
preceding

Primary GSS.
++++

LX-owning address space that is not executing an ISERVE.
Jobname

Job name for the address space.
Job ID

Job ID for the address space.
Version

Version of GSS that is running. A value of Unknown indicates a pre-2.7 release of GSS.
GoalNet Node

GoalNet node name (if one is assigned).
LU name

VTAM LU name that GoalNet (if active) uses.

Usage Notes

The display is updated whenever a GSS address space initializes. If an address space terminates, nothing is deleted.

DISPLAY ILOG
This command displays information about one or all ILOG files that are currently accessible to ISERVE.

Syntax

Display ILog [ilognumber]

Parameters

Ilognumber
Limits the display to information about one particular ILOG file.

Example

------------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel -----------------------

==> display ilog                                                      => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN           ssid ISRV

==============================================================================

Log File    Status     Record  Used    First Record       Last Record   

0           0 Full-Avail      12  25.4%   06/01/25 13.27.16  06/01/28 10.17.53

            1 Full-Avail       4   0.8%   06/01/28 10.34.57  06/01/28 10.44.55

            2 Active           0   0.0%

1           0 Active           0   0.0%

Log
ILOG file number.

File
Subfile within the ILOG.

Status
Subfile current recording status for the ILOG, as follows:
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Active
Currently being recorded on (one per ILOG).

Dump-Req
Full; will not be reused until a RESET command is issued for the subfile.

Empty
Empty and available.

Full-Avail
Full; however, as needed, it resets to empty.

Not-Avail
Not available. Check the ISRVLOG and your SYSLOG for error messages related to this subfile.

Record
Number of records in the ILOG.

Used
Percent full of data.

First Record
Date and time of the earliest (first) record in the subfile.

Last Record
Date and time of the latest (last) record in the subfile.

Usage Notes

If you do not provide a $USER_ILOG_FULL IMOD, ILOGs are automatically reset.

DISPLAY IMOD
This command determines information about a particular IMOD, including where it was loaded from and at whose request.

Syntax

Display IMod imodname

Example

------------------------ CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel -----------------------

==> display imod isrv_add                                           => PAGE 

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN           ssid ISRV 

==============================================================================

IMOD             LOC       LEN  USE  CHG-DATE  CMP-VER   INT  CALL  ACT

---------------- --------  ---- ---  --------  --------  ---  ----  ---

ISRV_ADD         04D52718  04C8 0    06/01/17  02.02.00  NO   YES   YES

IMOD was loaded dynamically from INTERNAL, dsn EWF.IMOD.BASE

by TSO user EWF

IMOD
IMOD name.

LOC
Memory address of the entry that defines the IMOD (useful to Broadcom Support only).

LEN
Amount of storage that the IMOD occupies.
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USE
Number of IMODs currently using this IMOD. The use-count is used to determine when an IMOD can be replaced
(using a LOAD request). The previous copy of an IMOD is not deleted from memory until its use-count reaches
zero.

CHG-DATE
Date when the IMOD was last changed. (If you simply recompile an IMOD, this date does not change.)

CMP-VER
Version of the compiler that last compiled the IMOD.

INT
Indicates whether this IMOD is an internal IMOD (rather than an IMOD that is based in an ISET). These IMODs
are physically part of the load module for ISERVE and were installed at the factory.

CALL
Indicates whether the IMOD can be called as an external subroutine by other IMODs.

ACT
Indicates whether the IMOD is loaded and activated, making it available for execution. (If NO is shown, you can
use the ACTIVATE command to re-activate the IMOD.)

Usage Notes

The rest of the panel describes how the IMOD was loaded, from what library, and the user or jobname that issued the
LOAD command.

DISPLAY ISET
This command displays all ISETs that are currently accessible to ISERVE. The ISETs are sorted alphabetically by name.

Syntax

Display ISet [DESC]

Parameters

DESC
Includes the descriptions (if any) of the ISETs in the display.

Example

------------------------ CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel --------------------------

==> display iset desc                                                  =>PAGE 

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN           ssid ISRV 

==============================================================================

ISET             VERSION                         DSNAME

*SYSTEM*         02.07.01                        Internally link-edited IMODs

GSSTECH          BASRE01.SVR.TECHIMOD            CA-GSS Technical Support

GSSTEST          CORPTECH.GSS.CSERV.SRV.TECHIMOD CA-GSS Technical Support Test

INSIGHT          GSW.IV42INTG.IMOD               IDB2 Development ISET

INTERNAL         CORPTECH.GSS.BASEIMOD           Release 2.7 (Development) IMOD's

JOBTRAC_COMMON   APC.LV1JT.COMMON.ISET           Jobtrac Support IMODs

Fields in the Example

ISET
ISET name.
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VERSION
Version number of the ISERVE editor last used to update the ISET. This value is obtained only when the ISET has
been accessed to load one or more IMODs. Because not all ISETs are accessed at initialization, many of these
fields are blank.

DSNAME
Data set name that is associated with the ISET and description (if any) of each ISET.

Usage Notes

An ISET must appear in this display before IMODs can be loaded from it. ISETs are defined with the initialization
parameters or the ADD ISET command.

DISPLAY MVS
This command displays information about the system.

Syntax

Display MVS [CATalogs|LPA]

Parameters

CATalogs
Displays information about open catalogs.

LPA
Displays information about link pack area libraries.

Example

The result of a DISPLAY MVS command:

--------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ------------  ROW 1 TO 7 OF 7

==> display z/OS                                                      => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *      Host node: S18EWF           ssid EWF

===============================================================================

z/OS System Values:

--------------------

IPL Date: 07/01/06    IPL Time: 22:39:40           Nucleus:IEANUC01

IPL Unit: 0801        IPL Volume:  SXXRS8

CPU Model: 9672       CPU ID:  60216               I/O Config:  04

System: SP4.3.0       FMID: HBB4430

Master Catalog:  CATALOG.MSTRCAT.S018A

The result of a DISPLAY MVS CATALOGS command:

---------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ----------   ROW 1 TO 7 OF 7

==> display z/OS catalogs                                             => PAGE

Target node: *               ssid: *       Host node: S18EWF            ssid EWF

================================================================================

Open Catalogs:

--------------------

CATALOG.USERCAT.DEMO

CATALOG.MSTRCAT.S038A

CATALOG.MSTRCAT.S034A

CATALOG.MSTRCAT.S014A

CATALOG.USERCAT.LAX.MISC

CATALOG.MSTRCAT.S018A (Master)
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The result of a DISPLAY MVS LPA command:

---------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ------------ ROW 1 TO 7 OF 7

==> display z/OS lpa                                                  => PAGE

Target node: *             ssid: *       Host node: S18EWF           ssid EWF

=============================================================================

z/OS LPA Libraries:

--------------------

SYS1.LPALIB

z/OS18.LPALIB

z/OS18.SAS.LPALIB

ISP.V3R5M0.ISPLPA

ISP.V3R5M0.ISRLPA

SYS1.ISAMLPA

REXX.V1R2M0.SEAGLMD

SYSMCAT.EPIC.V3R2.LPALIB

SYSMCAT.EPIC.V3R1.LPALIB

DISPLAY PRODUCT
This command to displays information about products for which GSS support has been activated.

Syntax

Display Product

Example

---------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ---------- ROW 1 TO 2 OF 2

==> display product                                                   => PAGE

Target node: *             ssid: *        Host node: S18EWF           ssid EWF

==============================================================================

CA-SYSVIEW:   Supported

CA-INSIGHT for DB2:  Supported

Usage Notes

• GSS support for external products is activated using the PRODUCT initialization parameter.

DISPLAY STACK
This command displays the amount of storage that is allocated to REXX stack structures. In general, this value is useful
only if you suspect storage shortages in the ISERVE address space.

 Syntax 

Display STACK

 Example 

------------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ----------------------

==> display stack                                                    => PAGE 

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN         ssid ISRV 

=============================================================================

Stack allocated: 21.4 k bytes. Free: 18.8 k bytes
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Stack Allocated
Total virtual storage in the ISERVE address space that is reserved for stack use (in kilobytes). A high-water mark
that increases during execution.

Free
Amount of the allocated stack area that is unused and available (in kilobytes).

DISPLAY STORAGE
This command displays the amount of storage that is being used inside the ISERVE address space.

Syntax

Display STOrage [LONG]

Parameters

LONG
Breaks down the display by use. This information is useful to Broadcom Support.

Examples

------------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel --------------------

==> display storage                                                => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN          ssid ISRV

=============================================================================

Below 16M   Above 16M

 220k         1464k

DISPLAY TRACE
This command displays what type of trace information is being sent to GSS' ISRVLOG data set.

Syntax

Display Trace

Example

----------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ------    ROW 1 TO 3 OF 3

==> display trace                                                    => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN          ssid ISRV

=============================================================================

FAILed to run:   ON   SPACE usage:   ON   imod LOAD:   ON

imod SCHEDuled:  ON   member ALTER:  ON   RESULT:     OFF

DEBUG:           ON   SUBCALL:       OFF

FAILed to run
Indicates whether the trace output is recorded for each IMOD that is requested but not available.

SPACE usage
Indicates whether memory for an IMOD use is recorded when it ends. GSS always traces IMODs that do not
release all memory.

imod LOAD
Indicates whether the location and length for an IMOD are recorded when the IMOD is loaded or is replaced with
a new copy.
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imod SCHEDuled
Indicates whether the trace output is recorded for each IMOD that is scheduled for execution.

memory ALTER
Indicates whether the trace output is recorded when storage is altered due to use of the MEMORY() function.

RESULT
Indicates whether a return value for an IMOD is recorded when an IMOD ends and returns a not null string.

DEBUG
Indicates whether various internal debugging data (useful to Broadcom Support) is recorded.

SUBCALL
Indicates whether each subroutine call to an external IMOD is traced.

Usage Notes

You can use the TRACE initialization parameter or the TRACE command to determine what trace output is sent to the
ISRVLOG data set.

DISPLAY VERSION
This command displays the current versions of the ISERVE address space and all ISETs that have been accessed after
ISERVE was last initialized.

Syntax

Display Version

Example

-------------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel --------------------

==> display version                                                 => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN         ssid ISRV

============================================================================

ISERVE Address Space at level:  02.07.00

INTERNAL        file at level:  02.07.00

Ez/OS                file at level:  02.07.00

INSIGHT             file at level:  02.07.00

DISPLAY WTOS
This command displays the criteria that GSS is using to intercept WTOs and execute IMODs.

Syntax

Display WTOs

Example

---------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ---------- ROW 1 TO 3 OF 3

==> display wtos                                                     => PAGE

Target node: *              ssid: *      Host node: S18MAIN          ssid ISRV

==============================================================================

WTO ID        IMOD                    ILOG             User ID    

SRV808        JOBTRAC_COMMANDS

WTO ID
WTO ID or fragment that can be matched.
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IMOD
IMOD that is invoked when the WTO is intercepted.

ILOG
ILOG number where the WTO is recorded.

User ID
User ID assigned to the IMOD that is executed when the WTO is intercepted. A blank indicates that the IMOD
executes under the user ID for the issuer for the WTO.

Usage Notes

The WTO initialization parameter provides the criteria that are used to intercept WTOs and execute IMODs.

DISPLAY ZAPS
This command displays fixes (zaps) that are currently applied to a particular load module.

Syntax

Display Zaps {STEPLIB module}

             {JOBLIB module}

             {dsname module}

             {dsname(module)}

Parameters

STEPLIB
Searches the STEPLIB data set concatenation.

JOBLIB
Searches the JOBLIB data set concatenation.

dsname
Searches the specified data set for the load module. This data set must be cataloged and it must be accessible
(read access) to the user issuing the command.

module
Load module to be listed.

Example

---------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel --------   ROW 1 TO 1 OF 1

==> display zaps steplib srvsys                                      => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN         ssid ISRV

============================================================================

No ZAPS applied

Usage Notes

If an error occurs in the GSS code, Broadcom Support provides you with a fix to be applied with the IBM AMASPZAP
program. When you apply the zap, a record is made within the GSS load module.

GLOBAL
This command displays the currently available global variables, with the values and amount of storage that is associated
with each variable.

 Syntax 
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GLobal [ALL [Sort {Name|Members|Storage}]

       [&name [Value] [Sort {Name|Value}]

 Parameters 

ALL
Displays all global variables. For stem variables, the stem name and a count of members is shown. Also shown is
how much storage is being used for data and how much for data and control structures.

&name
Name of a global variable (case-sensitive) or stem (with trailing period) that you are displaying.

Value
Displays the currently assigned values of each global variable.

Sort
Determines the sort order for output, as follows:
Name

Ascending order by variable name.
Members

Descending order by count of stem members. Where the counts are identical, lines are listed in
ascending order by variable name.

Storage
Descending order by amount of total storage. Where total storage is identical, lines are listed in ascending
order by variable name.

Value
Ascending order by the value (first 20 characters). Where the first 20 characters of values are identical,
lines are listed in ascending order by variable name.

 Example 

------------------------ CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ------- ROW 1 TO 19 OF 42

==> global all sort storage                                           => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN          ssid ISRV

=============================================================================

Name or Stem                Members      Storage    Data       Total

&$gnet_xref.                38                      189        4.9k

&iset.                      35                      856        4.5k

&$gnet_node.                19                      113        2.5k

&$gnet_appl.                18                      131        2.4k

&$gnet_conn.                18                      106        2.4k

&$gnet_count1.              18                      76         2.4k

&$gnet_count2.              18                      76         2.4k

&$gnet_count3.              18                      76         2.4k

&$gnet_count4.              18                      76         2.4k

&$gnet_count5.              18                      76         2.4k

&$gnet_count6.              18                      76         2.4k

&$gnet_mode.                18                      130        2.4k

&$gnet_pswd.                18                      76         2.4k

&$gnet_ssid.                18                      76         2.4k

&$gnet_status.              18                      112        2.4k

&$gnet_sysname.             18                      115        2.4kk

 Fields 
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Name or Stem
1- to 42-character name of a global variable or stem. A trailing period identifies stems.

Members
Number of variables sharing the stem.

Storage
Storage that is associated with this entry. If the value of the member is more than 1, storage values are
cumulative. Values over 1024 bytes are displayed in kilobytes, with a k suffix.

Data
Storage that is required to store only the data that is assigned to the variable.

Total
Storage that is used to store data and maintain all associated control structures.

 Other Responses 

"VALUE" not valid unless name specified
Some form of Value was specified, but your request was for ALL. Value is restricted to requests for a specified
variable or stem.

Invalid sort type: "string"
The specified text string is not a valid sort type.

Invalid argument: "string"
The specified text string is not a valid parameter for this command.

No global variables
No global variables are allocated.

No variables fit selection criteria
No global variables of the name that you specified.

GOALNET DEFINE
This command adds GoalNet nodes to your existing operating network.

 Syntax 

goalNET DEFine nodename luname [logmode]

 Parameters 

nodename
Name of the GoalNet node that you are defining.

luname
Name of the VTAM logical unit over which the node communicates.

logmode
VTAM logmode name this node uses.

 Example 

---------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ---------  ROW 1 TO 3 OF 3

==> goalnet define test newnode newmode                               => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1EWF             ssid EWF

==============================================================================

Node             System   SSID    APPLID   LOGMODE  Connect  Type

TEST             z/OSB1   ISRV    GSS05N1  NEWMODE  ATINIT   GSS
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Node
GoalNet node name.

System
GRS system name of the operating system.

SSID
Subsystem ID assigned to the ISERVE owning the node.

APPLID
VTAM LU name over which the node communicates.

LOGMODE
VTAM logmode name this node uses.

Connect
How the node connects with the rest of the network, as follows:
ATINIT

Try to connect at initialization.
ONCMD

Try to connect as directed by a GOALNET START command.
JOIN

Try to connect as directed by a GOALNET START command or a GOALNET JOIN command.
Type

Type of node as defined.
GSS

Assigned to GSS for z/OS.

 Usage Notes 

• The GOALNET command can be abbreviated to GN, NET, or GNET.
• The GOALNET MODIFY command can be used to supply more parameters.

GOALNET DISPLAY CONVERSATIONS
This command lists all active LU 6.2 conversations.

 Syntax 

goalNET Display Conversations

 Example 

----------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel -------   ROW 1 TO 4 OF 4

==> goalnet display conversations                                     => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN            ssid ISRV

==============================================================================

Node        luname     IMOD id          Conv id          Type         Status

B1TRAC      GSS05N7    00000038         01000105          R           Orphan

B1ERWF      GSS05N2    0000019A         01000155          R           Active

B2MAIN      GSS07N1    0000019D         01000157          S           Active

C6TEST      GSS12N2    000001A7         01000161          S           Active

B1TRAC      GSS05N7    000001A8         01000163          R           Active
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Node
GoalNet node name.

Luname
VTAM logical unit name of the session partner.

IMOD id
Task ID of the IMOD that initiated the conversation (hexadecimal).

Conv id
Conversation ID in hexadecimal.

Type
Type of conversation:
S

Send. The conversation was initiated from this IMOD task.
R

Receive. Another node started the conversation.
Status

Current status for the conversation:
Active

IMOD task is communicating over this conversation.
Orphan

IMOD task that established this conversation ended without first ending the conversation. Use the
GOALNET ENDCON command to terminate manually the conversation.

 Usage Notes 

The GOALNET command can be abbreviated to GN, NET, or GNET.

GOALNET DISPLAY DEFINITIONS
This command lists the definitions of nodes as currently understood by ISERVE.

 Syntax 

goalNET Display DEFinitions [node]

 Parameters 

node
Limits the display to information about one particular node.

 Example 

------------------------ CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel -----  ROW 1 TO 19 OF 22

==> goalnet display definitions                                      => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1EWF             ssid EWF

=============================================================================

Node        Connect   Type  APPLID   LOGMODE  Sess  Win  Lose

B1MAIN      ATINIT    GSS   GSS05N1  GOALNET  50    25   25

B1TECH      ATINIT    GSS   GSS05N2  GOALNET  50    25   25

B1EWF       ATINIT    GSS   GSS05N3  GOALNET  50    25   25

B1EWF2      ATINIT    GSS   GSS05N4  GOALNET  50    25   25

B1TRAC      ATINIT    GSS   GSS05N6  GOALNET  50    25   25

B1EXPL      ONCMD     GSS   GSS05N7  GOALNET  50    25   25
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B1IV41      ATINIT    GSS   GSS05N9  GOALNET  50    25   25

B2TRAC      ATINIT    GSS   GSS07N6  GOALNET  50    25   25

B2EXPL      ONCMD     GSS   GSS07N7  GOALNET  50    25   25

B2TRCT      ATINIT    GSS   GSS07N8  GOALNET  50    25   25

COAS400     ONCMD     GMF   SWICO000 GSS62M   2     1    1

CORS6000    ONCMD     GMF   SWICO100 GSS62M   SNGL  0    0

Node        Connect   Type   T-Out    Retry    Address

TCP_RS6     ATINIT    GMF    30       0        155.035.020.030.05290

TCP_HP9     ATINIT    GMF    30       0        155.035.020.086.05290

TCP_NCR     ATINIT    GMF    30       0        155.035.045.107.05290

TCP_SUN     ATINIT    GMF    30       0        155.035.020.111.05290

Node
GoalNet node name.

APPLID
VTAM LU name over which the node communicates.

LOGMODE
VTAM logmode name this node uses.

Connect
How the node connects with the rest of the network, as follows:
ATINIT

Try to connect at the initialization.
ONCMD

Try to connect as directed by a GOALNET START command.
JOIN

Try to connect as directed by a GOALNET START command or a GOALNET JOIN command.
Type

Type of node as defined.
GSS

Assigned to GSS for z/OS.
Sess

Maximum number of sessions that are permitted with the node. If the node is single-session capable, SNGL is
displayed.

Win
Maximum number of contention-winner sessions that are permitted with the node.

Lose
Maximum number of contention-loser sessions that are permitted with the node.

T-Out
Seconds before an unresponsive node is ignored.

Retry
Maximum number of times unacknowledged data is resent.

Address
TCP/IP address for the node.

 Usage Notes 

The GOALNET command can be abbreviated to GN, NET, or GNET.
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GOALNET DISPLAY NODE
This command displays information about specific nodes.

Syntax

goalNET Display NODE [node]

Parameters

node
Name of the node that you want information about.

Example

------------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel  ----------------------

==> goalnet display node b2main                                      => PAGE 

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN           ssid ISRV 

===============================================================================

Node: B2MAIN           Luname: GSS07N1       Full name: GOAL.GSS07N1

   Parallel_Session_Capable Security_Info_Valid

Mode: GOALNET

  Defined Session Limit: 2   Contention Winners:     Local: 1      Partner: 1

  Minimum Session Limit: 2   Contention Winners:     Local: 1      Partner: 1

  Current Session Limit: 2   Contention Winners:     Local: 1       Partner: 1  

  Auto Activate limit: 10       Free Sessions: 0    

The displayed fields are described in the IBM VTAM Programming for LU 6.2 guide.

Usage Notes

The GOALNET command can be abbreviated to GN, NET, or GNET.

GOALNET ENDCON
This command manually terminates a GoalNet LU 6.2 conversation.

Syntax

goalNET ENDCON convid

Parameters

convid
ID of the conversation that you want to terminate.

Example

----------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ---------------------------

==> goalnet endcon 01000105                                            => PAGE 

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN           ssid ISRV 

==============================================================================

Conversation ended

Other Responses

Conversation ID not hexadecimal number
Conversation IDs are always hexadecimal numbers. To obtain a list of current conversations, use the GOALNET
DISPLAY CONVERSATIONS command.
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Conversation not active
The specified conversation ID could not be linked to an active conversation. If the ID was in the GoalNet-
maintained table of conversation IDs, it is deleted.

Usage Notes

The GOALNET command can be abbreviated to GN, NET, or GNET.

GOALNET JOIN
This command attempts communication with all unconnected nodes that have connect classification of ATINIT or JOIN.

Syntax

goalNET JOIN

Example

---------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel   ------------------------

==> goalnet join                                                      => PAGE 

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN            ssid ISRV 

==============================================================================

This node now joining GoalNet

Usage Notes

• For information about the ATINIT and JOIN connect classifications, see information about installing GoalNet in
GOALNET Management.

• The GOALNET command can be abbreviated to GN, NET, or GNET.
• The execution of IMOD $GNET_START_NODX tries each eligible node asynchronously. Use the DISPLAY ACTIVE

command to follow the progress of the join.

GOALNET MODIFY
This command changes values currently assigned to GoalNet nodes.

 Syntax 

goalNet MODify nodename [LUNAME luname] [LOGMODE logmode]

  [TYPE {GS}][SESSION {sess[,win[,lose]}]

                      {SINGLE}]

 Parameters 

nodename
Name of the node that you want to modify.

luname
VTAM logical unit name that is the application ID that is used to identify the ACB for communication with VTAM.
Also used by other GoalNet nodes to establish communication with this node.

logmode
VTAM logmode entry that is used for communications that are targeted to the named node. Must be defined in the
VTAM logmode table that is associated with the VTAM APPLID definition.

TYPE
The type of node.
GSS

Assigned to GSS for z/OS.
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sess
Total number of sessions that are permitted with the node.

win
Total number of contention-winner sessions that are permitted with the node.

lose
Total number of contention-loser sessions that are permitted with the node.

SINGLE
Indicates that the partner node is single-session capable.

 Example 

---------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ---------    ROW 1 TO 3 OF 3

==> goalnet modify test luname newlu logmode newmode type gmf sess 1,1  ==> PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1EWF               ssid EWF

===============================================================================

Changes for node TEST

LUNAME changed from "OLDNODE" to "NEWLU"

LOGMODE changed from "OLDLOG" to "NEWMODE"

TYPE changed from "GSS" to "GMF"

Session limits: 1 1

 Usage Notes 

The GOALNET command can be abbreviated to GN, NET, or GNET.

GOALNET PURGE
This command terminates all IMODs that are waiting for a response from disconnected nodes.

Syntax

goalNET PURGE nodename

Example

----------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel  --------------------------

==> goalnet purge B2MAIN                                               => PAGE 

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN           ssid ISRV 

==============================================================================

Terminating waits for the following IMODs:

000004C2, 00000532, 0000044F

Description of Results

A list of IMOD task IDs is produced. Each task that is listed is waiting for a response from the node in question. The
CALLX() function that was in control during the wait indicates the failure (through the RC special variable) to the failing
IMOD.

Usage Notes

• If a GoalNet node is unexpectedly terminated (for example, from an abend, system failure, or IPL), or if the necessary
communications paths are lost, IMODs that are waiting for routines at disconnected nodes cannot complete. They
must be terminated with the GOALNET PURGE command.

• The GOALNET command can be abbreviated to GN, NET, or GNET.
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GOALNET RESTART
This command restarts communications after a VTAM failure or execution of the GOALNET TERMINATE command.

Syntax

goalNET RESTART

Example

----------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel  --------------------------

==> goalnet restart                                                    => PAGE 

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN           ssid ISRV 

==============================================================================

GoalNet is being activated

Other Responses

OPEN failed: text
The open for the ACB failed. The reason is shown in text.

Bad ACB status: text
The GoalNet ACB is in an unusable status. The reason is shown in text.

SETLOGON failed: text
The VTAM SETLOGON function failed for the GoalNet ACB. The reason is shown in text.

Usage Notes

The GOALNET command can be abbreviated to GN, NET, or GNET.

GOALNET START
This command starts communication with a single node.

Syntax

goalNET START nodename

Example

----------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel  --------------------------

==> goalnet start b2main                                               => PAGE 

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN           ssid ISRV 

==============================================================================

Node B2MAIN is being activated

Other Responses

Node nodename
is being activated.
The specified node is being started.

Node nodename
not defined
The specified node has not been defined to GoalNet.

Node nodename
is already active
The specified node has been started.
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Node nodename
may not be activated.
The connect status of the node is not ATINIT, ONCMD, or JOIN.

Usage Notes

• The GOALNET command can be abbreviated to GN, NET, or GNET.
• The execution of IMOD $GNET_START_NODX tries the eligible node is asynchronously. To follow the progress of the

join, use the DISPLAY ACTIVE command.

GOALNET STATUS
This command displays a summary of your current network, as seen from the node executing the command.

 Syntax 

goalNET STATus

 Example 

---------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel   -------  ROW 1 TO 19 OF 23

==> goalnet status                                                       => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1EWF               ssid EWF

==============================================================================

Status for node: B1EWF   ACB: OPEN      Restart:   AUTO

Node        Status   Type   SYSNAME SMF P I JESNODE 

B1MAIN      ACTIVE   GSS    z/OSB1  B1  I   z/OSB1  

B1TECH      DOW      GSS    z/OSB1  

B1EWF       SELF     GSS    z/OSB1  B1      z/OSB1  

B1EWF2      DOWN     GSS    z/OSB1  

B1TRAC      ACTIVE   GSS    z/OSB1  B1      z/OSB1  

B1EXP       INACTIVE GSS    z/OSB1  

B1IV41      ACTIVE   GSS    z/OSB1  B1      I   

B2MAIN      DOWN     GSS    z/OSB2  

B2TECH      DOWN     GSS    z/OSB2  

B2EWF       INACTIVE GSS    z/OSB2  

B2EWF2      INACTIVE GSS    z/OSB2  

B2PC        INACTIVE GSS    z/OSB2  

B2TRAC      CTIVE    GSS    z/OSB2  B2      z/OSB2  

B2EXPL      INACTIVE GSS    z/OSB2  

CORS6000    INACTIVE GMF    RS6000  

Node
Node name as defined by the installation.

Status
The current communications status of the node:
ACTIVE

Last (or current) attempt at communication was successful and no notification of failure has been received
from VTAM. This node is available for communication.

INACTIVE
No attempt has been made to communicate with this node nor has a communication request been
received from the node. An incoming request changes the status to ACTIVE.
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DOWN
Last attempt at communicating with this node failed. No further attempt is made to use this node until a
START command is issued against it or until a request is received from the node. An incoming request
changes the status to ACTIVE.

STOPPED
A STOP command has been issued against this node (executed from this ISERVE). Until a START
command is issued from this ISERVE no further communications is made to, or accepted from, this node.

READY
The node has been successfully prepared for communications, but none have yet been attempted. An
incoming or outgoing request changes the status to ACTIVE.

RECONNECT
While in an ACTIVE state, this node disconnected due to a local VTAM failure (VTAM terminated or
application ID VARYed inactive). After access to VTAM is restored, a RESTART command attempts to
restart this node. If your GoalNet is configured to do so, a RESTART command is automatically executed
immediately following VTAM initialization.

SELF
Indicates the node where the STATUS command was executed.

Type
Type of node as defined.
GSS
Assigned to GSS for z/OS.

SYSNAME
GRS system name where the node is executing.

NOTE
Because this value is determined from initialization parameters, it does not always accurately reflect the
real system name of the remote node.

SMF
SMF ID of the system where the node is executing.

NOTE
Because this value is determined from initialization parameters, it does not always accurately reflect the
real SMF ID of the remote node.

P
If not blank, this indicates that this node is a SYSVIEW® Performance Management focal point. SYSVIEW
consolidates its activities in a single ISERVE address space per z/OS image.

I
If not blank, this indicates that this node is an Insight DPM focal point. Insight DPM consolidates its activities in a
single ISERVE address space per z/OS image.

JESNODE
Name that JES2 uses to route NJE requests.

NOTE
 Because this value is determined from initialization parameters, it does not always accurately reflect the actual
JES2 NJE node name.

 Usage Notes 

The GOALNET command can be abbreviated to GN, NET, or GNET.
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GOALNET STOP
This command terminates communications with a specific node.

Syntax

goalNET STOP nodename

Example

------------------------ CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel --------------------------

==> goalnet stop b2main                                               => PAGE 

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN          ssid ISRV 

==============================================================================

Stop for node B2MAIN scheduled

Other Results

Node nodename not currently connected.
The specified node was never started.

Usage Notes

• You could also need to use the GOALNET PURGE command to release stranded IMODs.
• The GOALNET command can be abbreviated to GN, NET, or GNET.

GOALNET TERMINATE
This command terminates GoalNet communications with all nodes. All IMODs that are currently involved in GoalNet
communications are terminated. The ACB is closed.

Syntax

goalNET TERMINATE

Example

------------------------ CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel --------------------------

==> goalnet terminate                                                  => PAGE 

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN           ssid ISRV 

==============================================================================

This node terminating GoalNet participation

Usage Notes

The GOALNET command can be abbreviated to GN, NET, or GNET.

IVP
This command executes GSS' Installation Verification Procedure, which verifies that the GSS installation is successful.

This command displays an abbreviated system summary or prints an extended one.

 Syntax 

IVP [PRINT [TO userid [AT node]]

 Parameters 

PRINT
Dynamically allocates a SYSOUT data set and prints an extended system summary.
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Default: An abbreviated system summary is returned to the requestor
userid

User to whom the SYSOUT data set is routed.
node

NJE node to which the SYSOUT data set is routed.

 Examples 

----------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ---------   ROW 1 TO 2 OF 2

==> ivp                                                                 => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1EWF              ssid EWF

===============================================================================

CA-GSS/ISERVE version 02.07.00 is active

Use the PRINT option to obtain detailed report

KILL
This command terminates a true subtask that is failed to complete or that is looping.

 Syntax 

KILL TCB address

 Parameters 

address
Address of the TCB for the subtask.

 Example 

------------------------ CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ---------  ROW 1 TO 1 OF 1

==> kill tcb 6e5a10                                                    => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN           ssid ISRV

==============================================================================

DETACH issued against 006E5A10

 Other Responses 

TCB specification not hexadecimal address
The specified address is not a valid hexadecimal value.

Invalid target specified
The string TCB did not follow the KILL command.

 Usage Notes 

• GSS processes ADDRESS commands, SVCs, and certain functions in true subtasks.
• You can use the DISPLAY ADDRESS command to display the TCB address for the subtask.

LOAD
This command loads an IMOD from an ISET and makes it available for use.

 Syntax 

LOAD IMOD imodname FROM isetname

 Parameters 
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imodname
Name of the IMOD.

isetname
Name of the ISET from which you want to load the IMOD.

 Example 

------------------------ CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel --------------------------

==> load imod newimod from prod                                        => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN           ssid ISRV

==============================================================================

NEWIMOD Loaded from INTERNAL at 05658C58 length: 000003A8

 Other Responses 

IMOD name invalid
The IMOD name that you entered is syntactically incorrect. Check the spelling and the length of the name.

Invalid argument: xxxx
The specified text (xxxx) is invalid. Make sure that your command includes the IMOD and FROM parameters.

IMOD NOT FOUND
No such IMOD in the specified ISET.

FROM value invalid
No such ISET that is known to this ISERVE address space.

IMOD NOT IN PRODUCTION STATUS
The IMOD is in test status. Only IMODs with production status can be loaded.

IMOD COMPILED WITH ERRORS
The IMOD contains compile-time errors. Only IMODs that have been successfully compiled can be loaded.

IMOD NOT COMPLETE IN LIBRARY
The IMOD has not been compiled after the last time it was modified. The LOAD command could find no object
code for this IMOD. Or, this message can indicate a damaged IMOD or ISET.

LOGON DEFINE
This command defines an application to GSS' Logon Facility.

 Syntax 

LOGON DEFine applimodname [argument]

 Parameters 

appl
Application name. Specify required characters in uppercase and optional characters in lowercase.

NOTE
At logon time, case is ignored.

imodname
Name of the initialization IMOD for the application.

argument
Information being passed to the application.

 Example 

--------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel -----------   ROW 1 TO 9 OF 9
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==> logon define MYAPpl imod_myappl parm1                                => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: S18MAIN            ssid ISRV

===============================================================================

Application MYAPPL has been defined

Application             IMOD            Arguments   

OPERator               $SRVV

RView                  $RVIEW2          menu3   

RUNimod                $SESS_IMOD

TEST                   $SESS_TEST

XPCall                 $FC_COMM

MYAPpl                 $IMOD_MYAPPL     parm1 

For information about these fields, see LOGON DISPLAY DEFINITION.

LOGON DELETE
This command removes an application from the GSS Logon Facility.

 Syntax 

LOGON DELete appl

 Parameters 

appl
Application name. This name must match the application name set using the LOGON DEFINE command. (Any
optional characters can be omitted and case is ignored.)

 Example 

--------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel -----------   ROW 1 TO 8 OF 8

==> logon delete myappl                                                  => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: S18MAIN            ssid ISRV

===============================================================================

Application MYAPPL has been deleted

Application           IMOD                 Arguments

--------------------  -------------------- --------------------

OPERator              $SRVV

RView                  $RVIEW2              menu3   

RUNimod               $SESS_IMOD

TEST                  $SESS_TEST

XPCall                $FC_COMM

For information about these fields, see LOGON DISPLAY DEFINITION.

LOGON DISPLAY DEFINITION
This command displays the current values for the GSS Logon Facility.

 Syntax 

LOGON Display DEFinition

 Example 

--------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel -----------   ROW 1 TO 8 OF 8

==> logon display definition                                             => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: S18MAIN            ssid ISRV
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===============================================================================

LUNAME:  GSS05

Application IMOD        Arguments   

-------------  --------------  --------------------

OPERator    $SRVV   

RView       $RVIEW2     menu3   

RUNimod     $SESS_IMOD  

TEST        $SESS_TEST  

XPCall      $FC_COMM    

LUNAME
VTAM logical unit that is assigned to the Logon Facility.

Application
The application name that is accepted at logon. The required characters are specified in uppercase.

IMOD
IMOD that receives control for a logon to the application.

Arguments
An optional argument that is passed to the IMOD when this application invokes it.

MONITOR
This command monitors one or more address spaces. All WTOs from a monitored address space can be recorded on an
ILOG or processed by an IMOD.

 Syntax 

MONitor ADD {JOB jobname} {IMOD imodname|ILOG ilognum}

            {STC stcname}

            {TSU userid}

            {DASID dasid}

            {XASID xasid}

MONitor DELete {DASID dasid|XASID xasid}

MONitor STATus

 Parameters 

ADD
Monitors the address space.

DELete
Stops monitoring the address space.

STATus
Displays currently monitored address spaces.

JOB jobname
Identifies the job that you want to monitor.

STC stcname
Identifies the started task that you want to monitor. (If started tasks have duplicate names, use the ASID
specification.)

TSU userid
Identifies the address space (decimal) that you want to monitor.

DASID dasid
Identifies the address space (decimal) that you want to monitor.
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XASID xasid
Identifies the address space (hexadecimal) that you want to monitor.

IMOD imodname
Executes an IMOD when the address space issues a WTO.
In place of imodname, specify a two-digit suffix (from 00 to 14, inclusive) for the name of the IMOD. The full IMOD
name is ASID_nn.

ILOG ilognum
Records WTOs issued from the specified address space.

 Example 

------------------------ CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel --------------------------

==> monitor add tsu ewf imod 00                                        => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN           ssid ISRV

==============================================================================

ASID (hex)  Jobname         ILOG        IMOD    

----------     --------        ----        -------

   93       005D        DSNMSTR     1   

   95       005F        DSNDBM1     1   

   99       0063        IRLMPROC    1   

  100       0064        DSNDIST     1   

  108       006C        EWF         ASID_00 

 Fields in the Examples 

After you have issued a MONITOR ADD command, GSS displays the status of all monitored address spaces, as follows:

ASID
ID of the address space (decimal and hexadecimal) that is being monitored. All address spaces that are being
monitored are summarized.

Jobname
Job name, TSO user ID, or started-task name that is associated with the address space when monitoring was
requested.

ILOG
ILOG that is being used to record the text of all WTOs issued from the address space.

IMOD
IMOD that is being executed for WTOs issued from the address space.

 Other Responses 

ASID, JOB, STC, or TSU not specified
You did not indicate which address space you want to monitor.

Neither IMOD nor ILOG specified
You failed to specify IMOD or ILOG followed by an appropriate value.

JOB NOT FOUND
The specified jobname, TSO user ID, or started-task name is invalid or could not be located on the system.

IMOD value is invalid
The IMOD value must be a decimal number in the range of 0 through 14, inclusive.

ILOG value is invalid
The ILOG value must be a decimal number in the range of 0 through 14, inclusive.
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ASID value is invalid
The specified address space does not exist on your system, or the value for XASID or DASID is syntactically
invalid.

"ASID" is no longer valid
Use "XASID" to specify the ASID in hexadecimal.
Use "DASID" to specify the ASID in decimal.
The value asid is no longer a valid entry. Specify xasid or dasid.

PEND
This command lists the first line of each WTO that is in the process of being completed.

Syntax

PEND

Example

----------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ---------   ROW 1 TO 1 OF 1

==> pend                                                                => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN            ssid ISRV

===============================================================================

*** No messages pending

Usage Notes

Before an IMOD can be scheduled to process a WTO, the entire WTO text must be available. Because the tasks can
issue multiple SVCs to build a single multi-line WTO, a considerable length of time can be required to obtain the complete
message.

PURGE
This command eliminates a dormant IMOD task.

WARNING
Before you purge a dormant IMOD, be sure that the requestor does not reclaim it.

Syntax

PURGE taskid

Parameters

taskid
Hexadecimal IMOD ID, as shown on the DISPLAY ACTIVE screen.

Example

----------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ---------   ROW 1 TO 8 OF 8

==> purge 10ab                                                          => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN            ssid ISRV

===============================================================================

IMOD 10AB Scheduled for PURGE

Other Responses

IMOD taskid Not Found
The specified IMOD task could not be found. Issue a DISPLAY ACTIVE command and verify the correct ID.
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IMOD taskid Not valid for PURGE
The specified IMOD task is not in a dormant state. Only the dormant IMOD tasks are eligible for PURGE.

IMOD taskid Not purged: value
Purge processing returned an unexpected result. The returned value is useful to Broadcom Support.

Usage

Some IMODs that are executed at the request of cross-memory users (notably Jobtrac) are assigned a recoverable
attribute. This means that if a requestor terminates while an IMOD is being executed on its behalf, the IMOD cannot fully
complete until the requestor is restarted and claims the results of the IMOD.

An IMOD that has finished processing and is waiting to be reclaimed displays as DORMANT on the DISPLAY ACTIVE
screen.

REPORT ILOG
This command prints the contents of an ILOG file. Files are printed in ascending chronological order.

Syntax

REPORT ILOG ilognum [TO userid [AT node]

Parameters

ilognum
Name of the ILOG.

userid
User ID to which the printout is routed.
Default: Output is routed to the current started task.

node
NJE node to which the printout is routed.
Default: Output is routed to the current started task.

Example

----------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel  --------------------------

==> report ilog 0 to ewf at gnode                                       => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN            ssid ISRV

===============================================================================

ILOG Listing is complete

Other Responses

ILOG file number invalid
The ILOG file that you specified does not represent one currently defined to ISERVE.

'AT' invalid without 'TO'
You cannot specify an NJE node unless you also specify a user ID.

ILOG file is empty
No data to report in the specified file.

Invalid workstation
JES refused to allocate the output file to the specified NJE node or user ID.

RESET ILOG
This command makes a full ILOG file available for use again.
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Syntax

RESET ILOG file.subfile

Parameters

file
Number of the ILOG file.
Value: 0 to 16 (inclusive).

subfile
Number of the subfile.
Value: 0 to 9 (inclusive).

Example

------------------------ CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel --------------------------

==> reset ilog 0.2                                                     => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN           ssid ISRV

==============================================================================

ILOG RESET

Other Responses

Invalid ILOG number: nn
The ILOG file number nn is not valid. nn must be from 0 through 16 inclusive.

Invalid subfile number: nn
The subfile number nn is not valid. nn must be from 0 through 9 inclusive.

SCHEDULE
This command schedules the asynchronous execution of an IMOD.

 Syntax 

SCHedule imod [args]

 Parameters 

imod
Name of the IMOD that you want to schedule for execution.

args
Arguments that you want to pass to the IMOD.

 Example 

-------------------   CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel -----------   ROW 1 TO 1 OF 1

==> schedule $srvc x d act                                                => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: S18MAIN             ssid ISRV

=================================================================================

IMOD scheduled, taskid 2AEF

 Usage Notes 

The IMOD is executed as a separate IMOD task. Control is returned to the operator as soon as the IMOD is scheduled.

SERVER
This command controls the Server IMOD Facility. This facility is described in detail in CA-GSS IMODs.
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Syntax

SERVER {CANCEL name}

       {CYCLE name}

       {DEFINE name imod desc}

       {DELETE name}

       {DISPLAY}

       {HOLD name}

       {PAUSE name}

       {QUIESCE name}

       {RESET name}

       {RESUME name}

       {START name}

       {STATUS name}

       {STOP name}

       {TERMINATE name}

Parameters

• name
Name of a service.

• imod
Name of the IMOD that provides the service.

• desc
Description of the service (for display purposes only). Case is preserved.

• CANCEL
Cancels the Server IMOD. Avoid this command, because the current request (and all queued requests) is abandoned
and the requesting IMODs are not notified.

• CYCLE
Cancels the current Server IMOD and starts a new server. The queued requests are transferred to the new server.

• DEFINE
Creates a service name and links it to the IMOD that provides the service. An optional description is displayed during
later informational commands.

• DELETE
Deletes an existing service. The currently executing service IMOD task, if any, is not terminated or disturbed in any
way. However, it no longer is recognized as being related to the service.

• DISPLAY
Returns information about all currently defined servers on the stack. The first character of each stack record serves as
a delimiter character. The fields that are returned are (in order): Service, IMOD name, IMOD task ID (if running), and
Description.

• HOLD
Continues to queue requests without processing requests in the queue.

• PAUSE
Stops accepting more requests and does not process requests in the queue.

• QUIESCE
Stops accepting more requests but continues processing the requests that are queued.

• RESET
Deletes all unprocessed requests. No processing is performed and the requestors are not notified.

• RESUME
Cancels the effects of any outstanding HOLD, PAUSE, or QUIESCE.

• START
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Starts the named service. Any specified options are passed to the Server IMOD in the argument string, following the
service name.

• STATUS
Returns the status of a particular server IMOD on the stack. The returned information is formatted for display purposes.

• STOP
Performs a QUIESCE operation and then a TERMINATE operation when all queued requests have been completed.

• TERMINATE
Terminates processing immediately. Any unprocessed requests are ignored

Example

---------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ---------    ROW 1 TO 1 OF 1

==> server define stepsum stepsum CA-SYSVIEW Stepsum Server            => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1EWF               ssid EWF

================================================================================

Success

SET EDITOR
This command changes IMOD editor values that were set using the EDITOR initialization parameter.

Syntax

SET EDitor {CLIST name}     [Global]

           {LLIB dsname}

           {MEMBER name}

           {MLIB dsname}

           {PARMLIB dsname}

           {PLIB dsname}

           {VIO vioname}

Parameters

CLIST name
Library containing CLISTs used by the IMOD editor.

LLIB dsname
Your ISPF load library.

MEMBER name
Member of the PARMLIB data set that contains the parameters and ISET menu for the IMOD editor.

MLIB dsname
Your ISPF message library.

PARMLIB dsname
Your GSS parameter library.

PLIB dsname
Your ISPF panel library.

VIO vioname
Unit name that you use for VIO.

Global
Sets the specified value in the global area, which is typically set during the initialization for the primary ISERVE.
Default: Affects local storage only (which is returned in response to the LINK command for the IMOD editor).

Example
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---------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ---------  ROW 1 TO 16 of 16

==> set editor member temp                                              => PAGE

Target node:   *               ssid:   *   Host node: S18EWF               ssid EWF

===============================================================================

IMOD Editor Values

------------------------------

Global: VIO Unit:        VIO    

        Parmlib                 EWF.FXAO.PARMLIB

        Parmlib Member          NEWEDIT

        Panel Library:          EWF.FXAO.ISRPLIB

        Message Library         EWF.FXAO.ISRMLIB

        Load Library            EWF.FXAO.AUTHLIB

        CLIST Library           EWF.FXAO.CLIST

Local:  VIO Unit         VIO    

        Parmlib      EWF.FXAO.PARMLIB   

        Parmlib Member          NEWEDIT

        Panel Library        EWF.FXAO.ISRPLIB   

        Message Library:     EWF.FXAO.ISRMLIB   

        Load Library         EWF.FXAO.AUTHLIB   

        CLIST Library           EWF.FXAO.CLIST

SET GLOBAL
This command assigns values to REXX global variables.

 Syntax 

SET GLOBAL &var [/newvalue/]

 Parameters 

&var
Name of a new or existing global variable.

NOTE
Global variable names are case-sensitive.

/newvalue/
Character string to be assigned to the variable. This string must be enclosed in arbitrary delimiter characters
(such as the / used in the syntax diagram).
Default: Null string.

 Example 

------------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel -----   ROW 1 TO 2 OF 2

==> set global &ewf /123456/                                          => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN           ssid ISRV

==============================================================================

Variable &ewf set to 123456Old value: abcdef

SPIN
This command closes and spins-off the current ISRVLOG or GNETLOG data set. Logging is resumed on a new,
dynamically allocated file.

 Syntax 
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SPIN {ISRVLOG|GNETLOG}

 Example 

------------------------ CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ---------  ROW 1 TO 3 OF 3

==> spin isrvlog                                                       => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1EWF             ssid EWF

==============================================================================

LOG closed

New LOG recording on SYS00030

OUTPUT JCL REFERENCE (ISRVOUTP) MISSING OR INVALID

 Other Responses 

OUTPUT JCL REFERENCE (ISRVOUTP) MISSING OR INVALID
The //ISRVOUTP OUTPUT statement was not included in the start-up JCL. ISERVE uses information about this
card to assign attributes to the newly allocated data set.

STATUS
This command displays the current status of an ISERVE address space.

 Syntax 

STATUS

 Example 

----------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel  --------------------------

==> status                                                              => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN            ssid ISRV

==============================================================================

Subsystem name: ISRV    JES NJE Node Name: SYSTEM18 

SMF id:  B1 GRS System name:  z/OSB1    

Jobname: ISERVET       Job ID:  STC01217    

GoalNet Node: S18EWF    GoalNet LUname: GSS05N3 

GMF Name (s)    S18EQF  

Elapsed time: 38:30    CPU Time: 8.50

IMODs available. 280

IMODs executed  533 

EXECs executed  3,265   

Instructions executed   171,169 

 Fields in the Example 

Subsystem name
Subsystem for the ISERVE being reported.

JES NJE Node Name
NJE node name for this node.

SMF id
SMF ID of the z/OS system where the ISERVE is executing.

GRS System name
SYSNAME for the z/OS system where the ISERVE is executing.

Jobname
Job name for the address space.
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Job ID
Job ID for the address space.

GoalNet Node
GoalNet node for the address space.

GoalNet LUname
LU name that GoalNet uses.

Elapsed time
Length of time after this ISERVE was last initialized (in hh:mm:ss format).

CPU Time
Total computer time that this ISERVE uses after initialization (in hh:mm:ss.th format).

IMODs available
Number of IMODs that have been loaded into the ISERVE address space, including those IMODs that are
disabled.

IMODs executed
Total number of IMOD tasks that have been executed, including those currently executing, after ISERVE was
initialized.

EXECs executed
Total number of IMODs executed after ISERVE initialization. This includes the base IMOD for each IMOD task
and each instance of an IMOD being executed as an external subroutine or function.

Instructions executed
Total number of REXX instructions that were executed after ISERVE was initialized.

STOP
This command terminates ISERVE processing and, if issued against the primary ISERVE (running in the GSS address
space), to terminate GSS. Termination occurs after all currently executing IMODs are complete. More IMODs can be
scheduled while waiting.

Syntax

STOP [FORCE]

Parameters

FORCE
Causes immediate termination. Use with care, as IMODs are terminated at their current point of execution.

Example

------------------------ CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ------------------------

==> stop                                                              => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN           ssid ISRV

==============================================================================

ISERVE Shutdown in Progress

Other Responses

Invalid option: xxx

You specified an invalid option after the STOP verb. The only valid option is FORCE.

Usage Notes

When using the STOP command:
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• After you enter the STOP command, you can still use the DISPLAY ACTIVE command to determine what IMODs, if
any, are still processing.

• You could need to use the CANCEL command to cancel selectively IMODs to obtain a complete shutdown.

SWITCH
This command closes an ILOG file, marks it dump required, and switches recording to the next available ILOG subfile.

 Syntax 

SWITCH ILOG ilognum

 Parameters 

ilognum
Number of the ILOG you want switched to a new subfile.

 Example 

------------------------ CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ------------------------

==> switch ilog 1                                                    => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN         ssid ISRV

============================================================================

Log File Status     Record  Used    First Record        Last Record 

1 Full-Avail        120 25.4%   06/01/25 13.27.16   06/01/28  10.17.53  

1 Full-Avail        4       0.8%    06/01/28 10.34.57   06/01/28  10.44.55  

2 Active         0      0.0%           

        

Log
ILOG file number.

File
Subfile within the ILOG.

Status
Current recording status for the ILOG subfile:
Active

Currently being recorded to (one per ILOG).
Full-Avail

Full of data; resets to empty when needed for additional recording.
Dump-Req

Full of data; will not be reused until a RESET command is issued for it.
Record

Number of records in the subfile.
Used

Amount of the subfile that contains data, expressed as a percentage of full.
First Record

Date and time of the earliest (first) record in the subfile.
Last Record

Date and time of the latest (last) record in the subfile.

 Other Responses 
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Invalid option: xxxx
The command contains an invalid option, xxxx.

ILOG number invalid
The specified ILOG number does not represent a valid ILOG file.

TRACE
This command changes the current setting of the TRACE flags.

Syntax

TRACE {ALTer}    {ON|OFF}

      {DEBug}

      {FAILed}

      {LOCation}

      {RESult}

      {SCHEDule}

      {SPACE}

      {SUBcall}

Parameters

ALTer
Causes a trace entry on ISRVLOG for each use of the MEMORY() function that alters storage.

DEBug
Causes a trace entry on ISRVLOG of various internal debugging data. This information is useful to Broadcom
Support.

FAILed
Causes a trace entry on ISRVLOG for each IMOD that fails during scheduling.

LOCation
Causes a trace entry on ISRVLOG each time an IMOD is loaded or replaced with a new copy. The location and
length of the IMOD are traced.

OFF ON
Disables or enables tracing of the event.

RESult
Causes a trace entry on ISRVLOG at the conclusion of each IMOD that returns a not null string. The returned
value by the IMOD is recorded.

SCHEDule
Causes a trace entry on ISRVLOG for each IMOD task that is scheduled.

SPACE
Causes a trace entry on ISRVLOG at the conclusion of each IMOD, listing the memory use for the IMOD. IMODs
that do not release all memory are always traced.

SUBcall
Causes a trace entry on ISRVLOG of each call to an external subroutine (IMOD).

Example

------------------------ CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel --------------------------

==> trace debug sched sub on                                           => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN           ssid ISRV

==============================================================================
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FAILed to run:  ON       SPACE usage:   ON           imod LOAD: ON  

imod SCHEDuled:ON       member ALTER:  ON           RESULT: OFF 

DEBUG:      ON       SUBCALL:   OFF 

FAILed to run
Indicates whether a trace entry is being made to ISRVLOG for each IMOD that is requested but not available.

SPACE usage
Indicates whether a trace entry is being made to ISRVLOG at the conclusion of each IMOD, listing the utilization
for the IMOD. IMODs that do not release all memory are always traced.

imod LOAD
Indicates whether a trace entry is being made to ISRVLOG each time an IMOD is loaded or replaced with a new
copy. The location and length of the IMOD are traced.

imod SCHEDuled
Indicates whether a trace entry is being made to ISRVLOG each time an IMOD is schedule for execution.

member ALTER
Indicates whether a trace entry is being made to ISRVLOG for each use of the MEMORY() function to alter
storage.

RESULT
Indicates whether a trace entry is being made to ISRVLOG at the conclusion of each IMOD that returns a not null
string. The returned value by the IMOD is recorded.

DEBUG
Indicates whether a trace entry is being made to ISRVLOG of various internal debugging data. This information is
useful to Broadcom Support.

SUBCALL
Indicates whether a trace entry is being made to ISRVLOG each time an IMOD makes a subroutine call to
another IMOD.

GSS Initialization Parameters
A syntax diagram is provided for each GSS initialization parameter or service routine. Use these diagrams to get an
overview of the information provided by the parameter and routine and to get pertinent information about values for the
parameter and routine.

Read the Usage Notes section for each command for a parameter/routine. The Usage Notes section can contain more
syntax information that is not shown in the diagram.

How to Specify GSS Initialization Parameters
Options that are specified using the PARMLIB DD statement control the execution of GSS. The available parameters
cover a wide range of required and optional values.

Format

The records that are read through the PARMLIB DD statement are RECFM F, V, FB, or VB. LRECL and BLKSIZE can be
any value. The individual records are free-format and adhere to the following rules:
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• All columns are examined; card sequence numbers (columns 73-80) must not appear.
• Leading and trailing blanks are removed.
• Any record whose first non-blank character is an asterisk (*) is ignored.
• The blank lines are ignored.
• Keywords are not case-sensitive. Parameters can be case-sensitive, depending upon context.
• Records are scanned left to right.
• When the characters /* or // are encountered in a record, all remaining text on the record is ignored.
• Any record whose last character is a hyphen (-) is treated as follows:

– The hyphen is replaced with a blank.
– The next record is read.
– After leading and trailing blanks are removed, trailing comments (// or /*) are stripped, and tests for a leading * are

made, the resulting text is appended to the preceding, continued record (separated by one blank).
– Records can be continued as many times as necessary.
– Comments (records beginning with *) are ignored and not considered as part of a continued record.
– A continuation indicator that follows /* or // is ignored.

• The PARMLIB members can be nested by using the INCLUDE parameter.

Specify the Parameter Source

All initialization parameters are provided using the PARMLIB DD statement. This DD statement can point to a sequential
data set, SYSIN data set, or partitioned data set (PDS). If PARMLIB is specified as a sequential or SYSIN data set, only
that data set is processed (multiple data sets can be concatenated in the JCL).

If PARMLIB specifies a PDS (and no member name is included in the DD entry), processing proceeds as follows:

• The EXEC card PARM field is examined and the first blank-delimited word is assumed to be the initial member name
for PARMLIB processing.

• If a member name is not specified in the PARM field, or if the first word is *, the default member is SRVPARM.
• Whenever an INCLUDE parameter is encountered, processing of the current member is suspended and processing of

the newly specified member is begun.
• At end-of-file, processing resumes with the suspended member and the record following the INCLUDE. When the end

of the file is encountered in the initial member, PARMLIB processing completes.
• Although a member can be included more than once, an INCLUDE statement cannot specify a currently suspended

member (recursion).

ADDRESS

This parameter defines a REXX ADDRESS environment.

Syntax

ADDRESS name module [limit [DETACH] [MAXTASK nnn] [TYPE ttt]

Parameters

name
ADDRESS environment name. Most environments provided by Broadcom or used by Broadcom products require
a specific name (a name for the ADDRESS or one provided by an ALTNAME statement).

module
Name of the load module that processes the ADDRESS environment. In general, the load modules required are
provided with the product associated with the service.
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Load modules must be accessible to GSS using STEPLIB/JOBLIB/LINKLIST search. Modules must be link-edited
with correct linkage parameters.

limit
For reliability, ADDRESS code is executed in subtasks. To prevent possible looping, you can specify the
maximum amount of CPU time permitted for processing a single ADDRESS instruction. Specify the value in
seconds. Specify 0 (zero) for unlimited time.
Default: 15.

DETACH
Detaches the subtask that processed the ADDRESS command following completion of the IMOD task that used it.

MAXTASK nnn
Maximum number of concurrently executing IMOD tasks that can use this ADDRESS environment.
Value: 0 to 32,767 (inclusive). Specify 0 to prevent any limitation.
Default: 10.
An IMOD task attempting to obtain the use of an ADDRESS environment that is at its MAXTASK value is
suspended until another IMOD task relinquishes use of the ADDRESS environment.

TYPE ttt
GSS supports a variety of interfaces for ADDRESS environment load modules. To identify which interface
is required, provide the TYPE keyword. TYPE 0 environments are TSO/E REXX compatible. TYPE 255
environments cannot be directly invoked. For other types, see "Preferred Names".
Default: GSS tries to determine the type by examining the ADDRESS name for forms that it recognizes.

Usage Notes

• Whenever an IMOD task issues an ADDRESS command, a subtask is assigned to the IMOD task. More ADDRESS
requests of the same name are referred to the same subtask for the life of the IMOD task. When the IMOD task ends,
the subtask is released for use by another IMOD task or it is detached.

• For security, each ADDRESS-processing subtask runs under the user ID of the entity that started the IMOD task.
• For charge-back purposes, CPU time that an ADDRESS-processing task accrues is passed back to the IMOD task.

Preferred Names

Product Address Name Load Module Type MAXTASK DETACH
DB2 (function) DSNALI (2)

DSNHLI2 (2)
DSNALI
DSNHLI2

255
255

-
---

No
No

IDCAMS (IBM) IDCAMS IDCAMS 1 - No
INFO/MGMT (IBM) INFO BLGYRXM 0 - Yes
OPS/MVS OPER

OPSREQ
AOF
OSF
OPSVALUE (2)

OPGLEVMG
OPGLEVMG
OPGLEVMG
OPGLEVMG
OPGLEVMG

10
11
12
13
255

-
-
-
-
-

No
No
No
No
No

SYSVIEW SYSVIEWE (1)
COMMAND

GSVXAPIE
GSVXAPIE

0
0

-
-

Yes
Yes

Jobtrac JOBTRAC GJTRGCUU 3 5 No
MIM TPCF MIMAPI1 7 - No
WA Restart Option RERUN RUNTADDR 3 5 No
View XPVIEW SARINTF 0 - No
CA 7 CA7 CAL2X2WR 0 15 No
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Table Notes

1. Define the COMMAND as an alternative name (using the ALTNAME parameter), because many existing IMODs can
refer to ADDRESS SYSVIEWE by its previous name.

2. These ADDRESS names are placeholders only. No ADDRESS environment of this name is available to REXX
processing.

ALTNAME

This parameter establishes multiple names for the same ADDRESS environment. This is especially useful when different
sets of existing IMODs each rely on a different name.

Syntax

ALTNAME altname ADDRESS name

Parameters

altname
1 to 8 character alternative name for this ADDRESS environment.

name
Environment name for ADDRESS.

AUTOMATION

This parameter provides values for the OPS/MVS initialization IMOD.

Syntax

AUTOMATION text

Parameters

text
Information that is queued to a stack and passed to the initialization IMOD supplied by OPS/MVS (if one is
supplied). See your OPS/MVS documentation for parameter requirements.

CMD

This parameter defines your own GSS operator commands (in addition to the GSS operator commands provided by
Broadcom). IMODs process these commands and the results reported by the various GSS operator command platforms.

Syntax

CMD cmd imod [argstring]

Parameters

cmd
Word to be recognized as an operator console command. Each command consists of an uppercase prefix and an
optional lowercase suffix. The length of the uppercase portion is noted and used as the minimum required length.
The lowercase portion is used to extend the required match to the actual length of the operator-entered string.
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NOTE
The actual comparison is not case-sensitive.

imod
Name of the IMOD that is triggered to process the command.

argstring
(Optional) Argument string to be passed to the IMOD with the arguments entered by the operator. This string is
passed to the IMOD concatenated in front of any operator-specified arguments.

Usage Notes

Do not confuse the CMD parameter (that creates a command recognized when issued to GSS) with the COMMAND
parameter (creates a z/OS console operator command).

COMMAND

This command creates z/OS console operator commands.

Syntax

COMMAND VERB cmd {IMOD|PREFIX} name [USERID userid]

Parameters

cmd
1- to 16-character word to be recognized as an operator console command. Avoid non-alphabetic characters. Do
not duplicate an existing operator command name.

IMOD
Indicates that name is a complete IMOD name.

PREFIX
Indicates that an IMOD name is to be constructed from name, followed by the first blank-delimited word that
follows cmd in the operator-entered string.

name
IMOD's name or a prefix used to derive it.

userid
User ID that is assigned to the IMOD task created to process this command, if entered from a true console.
Commands entered from other programs or TSO address spaces are always assigned the user ID of the
requestor.
Default: Command executes under the default user ID.

Usage Notes

• GSS lets you define one or more words that are recognized as commands when entered by a console operator.
Whenever such a command is entered, GSS intercepts it and executes the specified IMOD. Results can be displayed
on the issuing console.

• GSS operating commands can be entered in this manner if you define a command word for that purpose. Since GSS
also supports the OS MODIFY (F) command, specification of a command word is optional.

• Do not confuse the COMMAND parameter (which creates a z/OS console operator command) with the CMD
parameter (which creates a command that is recognized when issued to GSS).

• If you are running multiple GSS address spaces, verify that the command words are unique for each address space.
Otherwise, more than one address space executes the command.
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DB2PLAN

This parameter provides the name of the DB2 plan for executing dynamic SQL using the DB2() function.

Syntax

DB2PLAN plan

Parameters

plan
1 to 8 character name of the DB2 plan.
Default: GSSPLAN.

DUMP SPIN TO

This parameter routes GSS-generated diagnostic dumps to a specific user at a specific node or to use a particular
SYSOUT class for the dump.

Syntax

DUMP SPIN TO user [AT node] [Class class]

Parameters

user
User to whom you are routing the diagnostic dump.

node
Node at which the user is located.

class
SYSOUT class that GSS should use for the dump.

Usage Notes

• By default, diagnostic dumps are routed to the default location for the started task, using the default SYSOUT class.
• The REXX interpreter produces diagnostic dumps when an unexpected program check or abend occurs.

EDITOR

This parameter defines the default data sets that the IMOD editor and the GSS/ISERVE Control Panel uses.

Syntax

EDITOR [[PLIB|MLIB|LLIB|CLIB|PARMLIB] dsn]

       [MEMBER member]

       [VIO vioname]

Parameters

PLIB
Identifies the data set as your ISPF panel library.

MLIB
Identifies the data set as your ISPF message library.
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LLIB
Identifies the data set as your ISPF load library.

CLIB
Identifies the data set as your CLIST library (SYSPROC).

PARMLIB
Identifies the data set as your parameter library.

dsn
Data set's dsname.

member
Default member of the PARMLIB data set that contains the IMOD editor's parameters and ISET menu.

vioname
UNIT name associated with VIO in your organization. (The IMOD compiler uses this name.)

Usage Notes

• If you define default data sets through the EDITOR parameter, you do not need to pre-allocate them to individual TSO
users. You can also centrally control program versions and optional editor parameters.

• Only the primary GSS address space provides the data sets from the editor to the IMOD editor. Secondary GSS
address spaces store the specified values internally. These values are retrieved when the LINK command from the
editor is being processed.
The EDITOR values are used only if both of the following conditions are met:
GSS is initialized. You can initialize it by executing GSSLOAD or by starting GSSMAIN. Once initialized, GSS is
available until the next IPL.
– The TSO users have not pre-allocated the data sets for the IMOD editor.

EVENTS

This parameter chooses the size of the EVENTS table.

Syntax

EVENTS n

Parameters

n
Number of slots to be available in the EVENTS table.
Value: 500 to 32767 (inclusive).
Default: 1000.

Usage Notes

• The GSS dispatcher is constructed around the z/OS EVENTS facility. The EVENTS table must allow a slot for each
pending (unprocessed) event. Depending on dispatching priorities and selected options, the EVENTS table needs
room to buffer deferred work.

• An S502 abend usually indicates an EVENTS table that is too small.

FUNCTION

This parameter identifies functions that are not included in the GSS load module.

Syntax
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FUNCTION name module [seconds] {SYNC|ASYNC|TEST}

Parameters

name
1- to 8-character function name. This name should not duplicate the name of any Broadcom-provided functions.

module
Name of the load module to process the function call.

seconds
Maximum time, in seconds, that a single function call can consume. This parameter has effect only when the
function is executed as a subtask (ASYNC or TEST).

SYNC
Indicates that function processing contains no implied or explicit WAITs (no I/O). The load module must be re-
entrant and must not exit without restoring the original environment (release storage, and so on).

ASYNC
Indicates that function processing should be performed under a true subtask. I/O and WAITs are permissible.

TEST
Same as ASYNC, except that the subtask is detached at the conclusion of the IMOD task responsible for creating
it. This ensures that a fresh copy of the non-re-entrant load module is fetched for each new IMOD task that calls
the function call.

GLOBVAL

This parameter provides initial values for global variables.

Syntax

GLOBVAL &var {d}value{d} [SIZE size]

Parameters

&var
Name of the variable to be initialized. It must begin with an ampersand. Global variable names are case-sensitive.

d
Arbitrary delimiter character. Enclose the value to be assigned within delimiters of your choice. The delimiter can
be any character, except blank, that is not contained in value.

value
Value to be assigned to the global variable. This value is concatenated to the global variable's current value, if
any. You can code the GLOBVAL parameter multiple times for the same global variable to assign longer strings
than can be accommodated on a single parameter line.

size
Global variables are normally limited to 80 characters of storage. You can override this value by including a value
for the size argument.
Value: 80 to 32000.
Once allocated, a global variable's maximum size is fixed. If you are coding multiple GLOBVAL statements for the
same variable (to assign a long value) only the first statement needs a size specification.

Usage Notes

The global variables begin with an ampersand (&) and are common to all IMOD tasks. They differ from the REXX
variables in that an uninitialized global variable has a null value (as opposed to its name).
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GOALNET

This parameter, specified several times, defines your GoalNet configuration to GSS.

Syntax
GOALNET node LUNAME luname[,pswd] MODE mode connect

[SESS {total[,win[,lose]}]

      {SINGLE}]

Parameters

The arguments that follow the GOALNET verb are positional and must be the specified order.

node
An arbitrary but unique name to be assigned to the node. This name is used by IMODs to specify destinations.
Node names can be from 1 - 16 alphanumeric characters in length.

luname
VTAM luname that is the application ID used to identify the ACB to communicate with VTAM. Also used by other
GoalNet nodes to establish communication with this node.

pswd
VTAM application password that VTAM requires before an ACB can be opened. Only code a value if VTAM
requires it and this node is to be the local node (specified in the GOALNETLOCAL parameter). If no password is
required, omit the field.

mode
VTAM logmode entry that is used for communications targeted to the node being defined. The logmode entry
must be defined in the VTAM logmode table associated with the VTAM APPLID definition.Default: GOALNET.

connect
Controls how this node connects to the network. The following options are defined:
ATINIT

Node is connected when ISERVE is initialized.
JOIN

Node is connected when the GOALNET JOIN operator command is entered.
ONCMD

Node is connected when the GOALNET START node operator command is issued, where node is the
name of an individual node.

SESS
Total number of sessions that can be requested with the GoalNet partner. The following options are defined:

• total
Number of sessions permitted with the node. Coding SINGLE for the value marks the node as single-session
capable.
Default: This value is 50 for a TYPE value of GSS and 2 for all other types.

• win
Number of contention-winner sessions permitted with the node.
Default: This value is half the value of total rounded down.

• lose
Number of contention-loser sessions permitted with the node.
Default: Value of total less the value of win.

• SINGLE
Indicates that the partner node is single-session capable; assumes a value of 1 for total.
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GOALNETLOCAL

This parameter identifies the GoalNet node that is assigned to this GSS address space.

Syntax

GOALNETLOCAL name

Parameters

name
1 through 16 character GoalNet node name for this GSS system. Define this name by a GOALNET parameter.

HELPDSN

This parameter provides the dsname of the ISPF panel library that contains ISPF help panels for GSS.

Syntax

HELPDSN   dsname

Parameters

dsname
Your GSS PLIB data set name. This data set name is the same as the one that is specified on the EDITOR PLIB
statement.

Usage Notes

Users who access GSS through the SYSVIEW ISERVE command or through the GSS Logon Facility Control Panel can
use these help panels.

ILOG

This parameter defines one or more ILOG files. These can be specified in any order, but there must be one ILOG
statement per ILOG file.

Syntax

ILOG FILE file SUBFILE subfile DSN dsname [PAGES pages]

 

  [[SYSNAME sysname] [SSNAME ssid] [SMFID smfid]

Parameters

FILE
Indicates that an ILOG file definition follows. Specify one FILE occurrence for each ILOG subfile required.

file
File number to identify the collection of subfiles that comprise the ILOG. Specify a value from 0 to 99 (inclusive).

subfile
subfile number, unique within the ILOG. GSS rotates among all subfiles within an ILOG, filling each in its turn.
Specify a value from 0 to 9 (inclusive).
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dsname
Name of a VSAM linear data set, for the exclusive use of this GSS address space, that is used to contain the
ILOG subfile. This file must be large enough to contain the entire ILOG subfile.
Common errors include specification of a non-linear data set and invalid SHAREOPTIONS.

pages
Number of 4K pages to be allocated to the subfile. This value must be 5 or greater.
Default: 5

sysname
If this parameter is present, its value is compared with the z/OS system name and, if it does not match, the ILOG
parameter is ignored.

ssid
If this parameter is present, its value is compared with the value specified by the SSNAME initialization parameter
and, if it does not match, the ILOG parameter is ignored.

smfid
If this parameter is present, its value is compared with the z/OS SMF ID and, if it does not match, the ILOG
parameter is ignored.

INCLUDE

This parameter processes more PARMLIB members.

Syntax

INCLUDE member

Parameters

member
Name of the member to be included in the initialization parameter stream.

Usage Notes

The specified member from the PARMLIB DD statement is included in the initialization parameter stream. Following the
end of file in the included member, processing resumes with the record that follows the INCLUDE.

INSIGHT

This parameter provides values for the Insight DPM initialization IMOD.

Syntax

INSIGHT text

Parameters

text
Values that you want GSS to pass to the initialization IMOD that is supplied by Insight DPM.

Usage Notes

The parameter fields that follow INSIGHT are queued to a STACK and passed to the initialization IMOD that is supplied by
Insight DPM, if the IMOD exists. See your Insight DPM documentation for parameter requirements.
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ISET

This parameter defines an ISET for loading or reloading IMODs.

Syntax

 ISET name [DSN dsname] [loadoption|accessoption] [DESC /desc/]

 [SSID ssid]

 

Parameters

name
1- to 16-character name for the ISET. If the ISET is to be available for reloading (from TSO), this ISET name must
match the ISET name as defined to the TSO user. Throughout an installation, each ISET name should point to the
same data set, although each data set can be referred to by multiple ISET names.

dsname
Name of a VSAM KSDS that contains the ISET. When a reload request for an IMOD is processed by GSS, ISET
name and dsname, as defined to both GSS and the requestor, must be an exact match.

loadoption
Indicates whether an IMOD should be loaded. Specify one of these options:
FORCE

Loads an IMOD and, if another IMOD is currently loaded, replaces it with the new IMOD.
LOAD

Loads an IMOD; however, does not replace any currently loaded IMOD.
NOFORCE

Negates a FORCE specification.
NOLOAD

Negates a LOAD specification.
accessoption

Default access level for the ISET when accessed from the IMOD editor. Specify READ (read-only) or WRITE
(read/write).

desc
1- to 52-character description of the ISET's contents. The IMOD editor displays this description.
Because a description can contain blanks, the first non-blank character that follows the DESC parameter is
assumed to be the delimiting character.

ssid
Default subsystem ID that the IMOD editor should use for dynamic IMOD loading and execution.

Usage Notes
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• Only valid IMODs can be loaded into GSS. A valid IMOD (for an ISERVE address space) is one that compiled without
errors and is in production or force status. In batch mode, a valid IMOD is one that compiled without errors and is in
test, production, or force status.

• If loading of the IMOD would cause a previously loaded IMOD of the same name to be replaced, the operation is
suppressed for an IMOD in production status (or test status, if batch).

• To force the load of an IMOD from the internal (system) ISET, either code FORCE and force-load the entire ISET, or
change the status of one or more IMODs to force.

• If neither LOAD or FORCE is coded, the ISET is merely defined and can be used later for dynamic IMOD loading.
• Define each ISET that is to be accessible to GSS, for loading or reloading IMODs, by an ISET statement. These

statements are processed in the same order that they are encountered and can merely define an ISET or cause the
contained IMODs to be loaded into GSS.

• The contents of the INTERNAL ISET, as shipped by Broadcom, have been link-edited into the GSS load module.
Hence, define this ISET only if there is a need to modify or reload an IMOD.

• If duplicate IMODs, the first occurrence is retained unless the FORCE attribute is specified for the IMOD.
• During loading an IMOD, if the compiler version does not match the current interpreter version, the IMOD is

automatically re-compiled. This process affects only the execution copy, and the updated version is not written to
the ISET. To reduce the start-up overhead, recompile all IMODs in an ISET under the current compiler version. The
UPGRADE option of the SRVMAINT utility provides this capability.

• If duplicate ISET statements are encountered (same ISET name), the arguments are applied to the existing definition,
by adding new information or overriding an option.

• The GSS address space does not use the READ, WRITE, DESC, and SSID parameters. These parameters are
recorded and furnished to the ISPF-based IMOD editor during the execution of the LINK command from the editor.

JESNODE

This parameter specifies the name of the JES NJE node where this copy of GSS is executing.

Syntax

JESNODE node

Usage Notes

This parameter is required because JES provides no reliable method of obtaining the information directly. This information
can then be made available to IMODs at other GoalNet nodes.

This parameter is required if you are running Jobtrac and you want to support a multi-CPU environment.

JOBTRAC

This parameter provides values for the Jobtrac initialization IMOD.

 Syntax 

JOBTRAC text

 Parameters 

text
Information that is queued to a stack and passed to the initialization IMOD supplied by Jobtrac (if one is supplied).
For parameter requirements, see your Jobtrac  documentation.
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LOGLINES

This parameter controls the maximum number of lines that are written to the ISRVLOG or GNETLOG data sets before
they are automatically closed, spun, and a new SYSOUT data set is allocated.

Syntax

LOGLINES lines

Paramters

lines
Maximum number of lines for the ISRVLOG or GNETLOG data set.
Value: 1000 to 2147483647.

Usage Notes

• When the new log file is allocated, its ddname is system-generated and is of the form SYSnnnnn.
• In your JCL, you can include an ISRVOUTP OUTPUT statement to indicate the desired SYSOUT class, routing, and

so on, for the newly allocated log file.
• The log file can be manually closed and spun by issuing the SPIN ISRVLOG or SPIN GNETLOG command.

LOGON

This parameter defines and activates the GSS Logon Facility.

Syntax

LOGON {LUNAME luname [password]}

      {APPLication applname imod [arg_string]}

Parameters

LUNAME
Definition of the LU name to be used by the Logon Facility. Only one LUNAME specification is permitted.

APPLication
Definition of a Logon Facility application. This parameter can be repeated as many times as required to complete
the specification of all applications. This parameter can be abbreviated as APPL.

luname
VTAM LU name to be used by the Logon Facility.

password
VTAM password required to use this LU name. If not needed, omit the password.

applname
Application name that is specified by a user at logon time. This name must be all uppercase or can consist of a
required uppercase string followed by an optional lowercase string.
At logon, the user must provide all of the uppercase string and can include any amount of the lowercase string.
For example, specifying APPLname would permit the user to enter APPL, APPLN, APPLNA, APPLNAM, or
APPLNAME.

Imod
Name of the IMOD that is to support the session for the specified application. The IMOD must have been written
with Logon Facility capability.
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arg_string
(Optional) Argument string to be passed to the IMOD at the start of the session.

MAXSTACK

This parameter sets an upper limit for the amount of storage that can be used to contain a single stack.

Syntax

MAXSTACK nnnnn

Parameters

nnnnn
Maximum stack size in K-bytes (1024 bytes). If specified, each IMOD task is limited to stacks with a maximum
size of nnnnn.
Default: 1,000K (1 MB).

NOTE
The IMOD can override this value.

MAXXREQ

This parameter sets the maximum number of concurrent, cross-memory IMOD requests.

Syntax

MAXXREQ nn

Parameters

nn
Maximum number of cross-memory IMOD requests that can be in-flight at a given time.
Value: 5 to 10,000.
Default: 500

The cross-memory IMOD requests consist of all requests to execute IMODs that originate externally to GSS but from the
same z/OS image. Lowering this limit can result in the requests from other Broadcom products being rejected.

PRIMARY

This parameter indicates whether this GSS address space is the primary GSS address space.

Syntax

PRIMARY {YES|NO}

Parameters

YES
Identifies this address space as the primary one for GSS on this z/OS image.
If another GSS address space is currently the primary one, that address space's status is changed to secondary.

NO
Identifies this address space as the secondary one for GSS on this z/OS image.

Usage Notes
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• Each z/OS image can have exactly one primary GSS address space, but it can have many secondary GSS address
spaces.

• Service requests that are not routed to a particular address space (by subsystem ID) are automatically routed to the
primary one.

• By default, the address space that executes the GSSMAIN program is considered primary, while address spaces that
execute the SRVSYS program are considered secondary.

• The GSSMAIN program reserves a system linkage index (LX) for cross-memory communication. When GSSMAIN
terminates, the system marks the address space as non-reusable. To cycle GSS repeatedly (for example, during initial
installation and testing), you can execute the GSSMAIN program as a secondary GSS address space. This lets you
cycle your primary GSS address space without destroying address spaces.

PRODUCT

This parameter requests special ISERVE support for Insight DPM or Deliver products.

Syntax

PRODUCT {DBDELIVERY|INSIGHT}

Parameters

DBDELIVERY
Requests special ISERVE support for Deliver.

INSIGHT
Requests special ISERVE support for Insight DPM.

RERUN

This parameter provides values for the WA Restart Option initialization IMOD.

Syntax

RERUN text

Parameters

text
Information that is queued to a stack and passed to the initialization IMOD supplied by WA Restart Option (if one
is supplied). For parameter requirements, see your WA Restart Option documentation.

SCHEDULE IMOD

This parameter executes an IMOD immediately after the system initializes.

Syntax

SCHEDULE IMOD name [arguments]

Parameters

name
Name of the IMOD to be executed.
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arguments
(Optional) String that is passed to the IMOD as an argument.

Usage Notes

• You can specify the SCHEDULE parameter as many times as needed.
• IMODs that are executed as the result of the SCHEDULE parameter are spawned as individual tasks, and they

execute concurrently.

SECURITY

This parameter specifies how security is implemented in your installation and to assigns the GSS default user ID.

Syntax

SECURITY {NONE|SAF} [DEFAULT userid]

Parameters

NONE
No attempt is made to limit processing by user ID. All IMOD tasks and subtasks execute under the authority of
the GSS address space.GSS still attempts to obtain a user ID for each requestor and that user ID IS passed to
IMODs and ADDRESS environments that request the information.

SAF
This option should be coded if a SAF-compatible security system is installed. GSS' CALLs to SAF and its use
of ACEEs are compatible with operating-system requirements. All security software should support the needed
functions.

userid
There are times when a user ID cannot be assigned to a request. For example, some started tasks do not have
user IDs. When no user ID can be determined, this default value is used.

NOTE
Your security system must recognize this default as a valid user ID.

Usage Notes

• Whenever a request for executing an IMOD is received, an attempt is made to determine the user ID responsible for
the request.
If the user ID cannot be determined, execution is performed under the default user ID, if one has been specified and it
is valid. Otherwise, processing occurs under the authority of the GSS address space.

• The SECURITY is syntax checked and then ignored by SRVBATCH, SRVMAINT, and the IMOD Packaging Facility.
These programs always execute under the security that the system assigns at the job initiation.

• If you do not specify the SECURITY parameter, no attempts are made to access the security system of your site.

SLICE

This parameter specifies the maximum number of consecutive REXX clauses that can be executed before control is
passed to other waiting IMOD tasks.

Syntax

SLICE n
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n
Maximum number of REXX clauses that an IMOD task can execute before it is forced to relinquish control to other
ready IMOD tasks.
Value: 100 to 2147483647 (inclusive).
Default: 10,000.

Usage Notes

• Since multiple IMOD tasks can execute concurrently in the GSS address space, the dispatcher provides mechanisms
to share control of the processor. Any request for I/O, for example, causes control to pass from the I/O requestor to any
IMOD task that is waiting and ready to resume execution.

• If an IMOD task does not relinquish control due to I/O or other asynchronous requests, the SLICE parameter provides
a method for time slicing between multiple IMOD tasks.

SSID

This parameter indicates what subsystem ID OPS/MVS, DB2, or SYSVIEW is using.

Syntax

SSID {AUTOMATION|DB2|PCOMMAND} ssname

Parameters

AUTOMATION
Indicates the subsystem ID is for OPS/MVS.

DB2
Indicates that the subsystem name is for DB2.

PCOMMAND
Indicates that the subsystem name is for SYSVIEW.

ssname
Product subsystem ID.

SSNAME

This parameter specifies the subsystem ID that is used to identify this particular ISERVE address space.

Syntax

SSNAME ssid

Parameters

ssid
Subsystem ID that is unique on this operating system.

Usage Notes

• At the initialization, if the specified subsystem ID has not been defined to z/OS, the definition is automatically made.
• This parameter is required.
• This parameter must precede any ILOG parameters that specify a subsystem ID.
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STORAGE

This parameter forces GSS work areas into 24-bit addressable storage.

Syntax

STORAGE {HIGH|LOW}

Parameters

HIGH
(Default) most storage allocated to GSS resides above the 16-megabyte line.

LOW
Moves certain work areas into 24-bit addressable storage; required if you are running GSS under z/OS/XA.

Usage Notes

GSS runs RMODE ANY and allocates all possible storage from high memory. Due to the constraints of early versions
of z/OS and other software, it can be necessary to cause internal work areas to be allocated from low memory. This is
especially true if you are experiencing 0C4 abends while executing the REXX functions that interface with the operating
system (WTO, OSCMD, and so on).

SYSVIEWE

This parameter provides values for the SYSVIEW initialization IMOD.

Syntax

SYSVIEWE text

Parameters

text
Information that is queued to a stack and passed to the initialization IMOD supplied by SYSVIEW (if one is
supplied). For parameter requirements, see your SYSVIEW documentation.

TCP/IP

This parameter enables GMF to use the TCP/IP protocol for communications.

Syntax

TCP/IP [JOBNAME name]

       [PORT port]

Parameters

name
Name of the TCP/IP address space on this z/OS system.

port
TCP/IP port that GSS should use.

Usage Notes
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• GMF can use SNA (LU 6.2) or TCP/IP protocols to communicate with certain non-z/OS platforms.
• The port address must be made known to all other GMF partners.

TRACE (ISERVE)

This parameter controls what trace output is sent to the ISERVE log, ISRVLOG.

Syntax

 TRACE {ALTER}   {ON}

       {DEBUG}   {OFF}

       {FAILED}

       {LOAD}

       {RESULT}

       {SCHED}

       {SPACE}

       {SUBCALL}

 

Parameters

ALTER
Lists storage alterations performed by the MEMORY() function, regardless of an explicit NOLOG option in the
function parameter list.

DEBUG
Lists miscellaneous debugging information. This option should only be activated at the request of Broadcom
Support.

FAILED
Lists all IMODs that fail during scheduling.

LOAD
Lists each IMOD as it is loaded or re-loaded into memory.

RESULT
Lists the contents of the result variable, as returned by each IMOD.

SCHED
Lists each IMOD as it is executed.

SPACE
Lists memory usage statistics for each IMOD as it is executed.

SUBCALL
Lists calls to external subroutines from within an IMOD task.

ON/OFF
Determines whether tracing is active or inactive.

Usage Notes

• The TRACE parameter was named PRINT in previous releases of GSS.
• By default, tracing is inactive.

USER

This parameter provides values for the user-provided INITIALIZATION IMOD.
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Syntax

USER text

Parameters

text
Information that is queued to a stack and passed to the installation-supplied INITIALIZATION IMOD (if one exists).

VIEW

This parameter provides values for the View initialization IMOD.

 Syntax 

VIEW text

 Parameters 

text
Information that is queued to a stack and passed to the initialization IMOD supplied by View (if one is supplied).
For parameter requirements, see your View documentation.

VIOUNIT

This parameter specifies the unit name for VIO requests.

Syntax

VIOUNIT unitname

Parameters

unitname
z/OS unit name that is used for VIO allocation.
Default: VIO

Usage Notes

GSS requires certain work files sometimes. This is true especially during system initialization when back-leveled IMODs
are being recompiled. If you have redefined your VIO unit name from the IBM-supplied VIO, specify the replacement value
with the VIOUNIT parameter.

VTAMRESTART

This parameter specifies how to handle VTAM communications if VTAM terminates and then restarts.

Syntax

VTAMRESTART {NONE|AUTO|WTOR}

Parameters

NONE
No restart is performed. Once VTAM has been restarted, manually restart GoalNet. Default.
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AUTO
GoalNet automatically restarts when the VTAM message, IST020, is detected.

WTOR
At the time of failure, GoalNet issues a WTOR. The operator can respond with RESTART, NONE, or AUTO.

WTO

This parameter screens and selects WTOs, based on the message ID or fragment. GSS then logs the WTO to a specified
ILOG file or trigger an IMOD task. If an IMOD is executed, the text of the WTO is passed to the IMOD as the argument
string.

Syntax

WTO ID msgid [IMOD imodname] [ILOG ilognum] [USERID userid]

Parameters

msgid
1- to 16-character message ID or beginning fragment of message to be selected. Scan begins with left-most
character of message and must match each specified character. If no mismatch has occurred when pattern is
exhausted, message is selected. If the first character of the source message ID is not in the range of A to Z, it is
skipped, and comparison starts on the next character regardless of its value.

imodname
IMOD name to be executed each time specified message is found.

ilognum
Number of the ILOG file where the message is to be recorded.

userid
User ID assigned to IMOD task created to process the WTO text. If omitted, IMOD task executes under the
authority of the task that issued the WTO, if it can be determined. If user ID cannot be determined, IMOD task
executes under the default user ID, as specified with the SECURITY parameter.

Usage Notes

• All logging and IMOD-based processing is performed on a delayed basis and not as part of system WTO processing.
• ILOG recording is performed after all IMOD processing associated with the message.
• If ILOG and IMOD are specified for the same message, the IMOD can change the ILOG number.
• If an IMOD executed as the result of a WTO spawns another IMOD, a copy of the original message is passed.

However, the spawned messages have no default ILOG routing that is associated with it. The spawned IMOD can
establish its own ILOG routing (using the IROUTE() function), but cannot affect the recording of the original message
text. Therefore, if you are not careful, duplicate recording of the same message is possible.

• When a message ID matches more than one WTO specification, the last-matched occurrence is the one whose IMOD
is executed or whose ILOG routine code is assigned. Therefore, when coding specific and generic WTO IDs, enter the
generic IDs first, followed by the specific IDs.

GSS Programs
This article describes the GSS programs. Click the link in the Program column (in the following table) to view more
detailed information about the GSS program.

Program Description
GOALNETT VTAM LOGMODE table.
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GSSLOAD Controls GSS background tasks.
GSSMAIN Executes the GSS address space and the primary ISERVE.
GSSRC Convert GSS error codes to text.
SRVALERT External function that lets IMODs generate IBM Tivoli NetView alerts.
SRVBASE Required for packaging IMODs as load modules.
SRVBATCH Lets you execute single IMODs in a batch environment.
SRVCALL TSO/E REXX function to invoke an IMOD running in GSS address space.
SRVCCAT Allows dynamic concatenation of data sets.
SRVCOMP Compiler module; an internal program that cannot be directly invoked by the user.
SRVDB2P DB2 plan for dynamic SQL execution.
SRVDCAT Allows dynamic deconcatenation of data sets.
SRVEDIT Provides the terminal user with functions needed to create and maintain IMODs.
SRVIMOD Lets you invoke IMODs from your assembler-language programs.
SRVMAINT Lets you create and maintain IMOD files (ISETs).
SRVMAPS Provides data-area maps for use with SYSVIEW.
SRVOPER Invokes the ISERVE Operator Facility.
SRVOPS Specialized version of SRVCALL executing under OPS/MVS.
SRVSYS Executes secondary ISERVEs.
SRVTSO1 Executes an IMOD and invokes ISPF/PDF editor to display stack data.
SRVTSO2 Executes an IMOD and invokes the ISPF/PDF browse facility to display the stack data.
SRVTSO3 Executes an IMOD and returns the stack data in a data set.

GOALNETT

GOALNETT provides the VTAM LOGMODEs necessary for the operation of GoalNet. This load module must be copied
into your SYS1.VTAMLIB data set and be referenced by the application IDs that is used to support GoalNet.

This load module was assembled from the GOALNETT SAMPJCL member using the VTAM version 3, release 4 MACRO
library. We recommend that you reassemble the source code to prevent any mismatch between your version of VTAM and
the one used to assemble the provided load module.

GSSLOAD

GSSLOAD controls the GSS functions. A single word, which is specified as a parameter controls commands. A sample
PROC for executing GSSLOAD is provided in the SAMPJCL member GSSP.

GSSMAIN

GSSMAIN executes the GSS address space and attaches the primary ISERV (SRVSYS). Only one copy of GSSMAIN
can execute on a z/OS system at a time.

To prevent the ISERVE from being attached, specify PARM='ISERVE=NO'.

A sample PROC for executing GSSMAIN is provided in the SAMPJCL member GSSA. Various Broadcom products can
require more DD statements. To determine its precise needs, see the documentation for each Broadcom product.
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GSSRC

Other Broadcom products dynamically invoke GSSRC to convert GSS internal communication error codes into printable
text. This feature is useful in the event of error. For this reason, we recommend that the GSSRC load module be
accessible through a LINKLIST library.

SRVALERT

SRVALERT is a Broadcom-distributed load module that can be used as a REXX function to generate IBM Tivoli NetView
alerts.

SRVBASE

SRVBASE contains the code necessary to support IMODs as stand-alone load modules. It is link-edited with the IMOD
object code to form an executable package.

SRVBATCH

SRVBATCH lets the IMOD tasks execute in a batch environment. SRVBATCH terminates automatically when the last
executing IMOD task is completed.

The OS operator commands MODIFY and STOP can be issued against SRVBATCH during execution. SRVBATCH
supports all of the commands that GSS (SRVSYS) supports.

JCL Statement Function
EXEC...PARM =
'[member] imodname/
[arg]'

The PARM field on the EXEC card is used to specify the PARMLIB member name, the name of the IMOD
to be executed and, optionally, an argument string to be passed to the IMOD. The IMOD name must be
the last field or immediately precede the first slash (/) character. To include an argument string, it follows
the IMOD name separated by a slash (/). The slash character is discarded and is not passed as part of the
argument.

PARMLIB DD Identifies the source of ISERVE initialization parameters. An optional file, but if provided, all parameters are
checked for syntax, including parameters not used in a batch environment, such as WTO, COMMAND, and
PRODUCT.
If PARMLIB is a PDS, the first word in the EXEC card PARM field should identify the PARMLIB member to
be processed.

ISRVLOG DD Specifies a SYSOUT data set that receives all logged information pertaining to initialization and execution.
This file is optional and, unlike SRVSYS, it is not closed and spun.

IMOD DD This is an optional DD statement that can be used to define an ISET. During initialization, if the IMOD
requested using the PARM field is not found in the ISETs loaded (those defined in PARMLIB), or if no ISETs
were defined, the IMOD DD statement is searched for the desired IMOD.

SRVCALL

SRVCALL is a Broadcom-distributed load module that can be used as a TSO/E REXX function to execute IMODs in the
GSS address space. This function also permits you to execute IMODs from IBM Tivoli NetView REXX procedures and
other TSO/E REXX-compatible implementations.

SRVCCAT

SRVCCAT dynamically concatenates two DD statements by using a TSO command. It lets you add a data set without
having to free and re-allocate an entire file concatenation.

SRVCCAT ddname1 ddname2 

Replace ddname1 with the ddname of the concatenation to which you want to add another DD statement.
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Replace ddname2 with the ddname of the statement you want to add to the concatenation.

To add an SRVPROC DD statement to the current SYSPROC concatenation, you typically would use the FREE
SYSPROC command. Using this command requires that you then reallocate all entries. Instead, issue the command
SRVCCAT SYSPROC SRVPROC to dynamically concatenate the DD statement.

SRVCOMP

The SRVCOMP program is the compiler module. You cannot directly invoke this program.

The following programs call the SRVCOMP program using LINK or LOAD:

1. SRVSYS
2. SRVBATCH
3. SRVMAINT
4. SRVEDIT

SRVDB2P

Execution of dynamic SQL requires that a skeleton SQL program is compiled and bound to the DB2 address space.
This program has DB2 version dependencies and a requirement that there be an exact match of the compiler timestamp
between the executed load module and the bound pre-compiled source. For this reason, it is necessary for you to pre-
compile and assemble the SRVDB2P source code.

The source for this load module is contained in the CAW0JCL member BYSDB2P.

SRVDCAT

The SRVDCAT program lets you cancel the concatenation of libraries that are performed with the SRVCCAT program.
After you execute SRVDCAT, the concatenation is broken into the component files with their original ddnames as they
existed before concatenation with the SRVCCAT program.

SRVDCAT ddname 

Replace ddname with the ddname of the concatenation created with the SRVCCAT program that you now want to de-
concatenate. For example, to cancel the concatenations performed by the SRVCCAT example (as shown in "SRVCCAT"), issue the command SRVDCAT SYSPROC.

SRVEDIT

SRVEDIT executes under ISPF and provides the terminal user with the functions to create and maintain IMOD libraries
(ISETs). The necessary files are allocated dynamically based on arguments that are provided using the EDITOR
parameter.

File Name Function
SRVPARM Identifies a data set that defines the accessible ISETs.
SRVPLIB Defines the GSS panel library.
SRVMLIB Defines the GSS message library.
SRVLLIB Defines the GSS LINKLIB data set, which is used to obtain a copy of the GSS compiler, SRVCOMP.

Usage Notes

If you pre-allocate these ddnames, GSS does not dynamically allocate them.
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SRVIMOD

The SRVIMOD load module and the SRVIMOD MACRO instruction (found in the SAMPJCL data set) can be used from
within installation-supplied programs to execute IMODs in an ISERVE address space. An argument string and initial stack
contents can be supplied. The stack contents, the result string, and binary return and reason codes (set by IMODRC())
are returned. SRVIMOD can be invoked synchronously or asynchronously.

SRVIMOD has the following characteristics:

• Re-entrant
• AMODE 31
• RMODE ANY

Syntax

[label] SRVIMOD action[,DSECT={NO|YES}][,IMOD=spec1][,NODE=spec1]

  [,SSID=spec1][,REC=spec1][,RECLEN=spec2][,ARG=spec1]

     [,ARGLEN=spec2][,EOF=spec1][,VCON={NO|YES}]

These values are valid values for action: PLIST, INIT, LOAD , DELETE, EXECONLY, SYNC, ASYNC, RLSE, FINISH,
QUEUE, PULL, RESULT, RETCODE, ERROR.

PLIST

Causes generation of a parameter list, as a DSECT or as code. A double-word boundary is forced.

Associated parameters:

DSECT=NO
Maps storage without a DSECT statement.

DSECT=YES
Generates a DSECT statement.

The first generated label is SRVSTART. The length of the parameter list is the value of the symbol SRVLEN. All other
references to the parameter list require implicit addressability.

INIT

Causes the initialization of the parameter list. This includes initialization of values and setting of indirect address pointers.

Associated parameters:

VCON=NO
Suppresses references to the SRVIMOD module. Before the invocation, use the LOAD action to bring the
SRVIMOD module into storage.

VCON=YES
Generates a V-CON that link-edits the SRVIMOD module into your load module. We do not recommend doing so
because moving to a new release of SRVIMOD requires you to relink-edit your program.

LOAD (SEVIMOD)

Issues an OS LOAD request for module SRVIMOD. The address of the module is stored in the parameter list for later
reference.

DELETE

Issues an OS DELETE request for module SRVIMOD. The previously loaded module is deleted from storage. Do this only
when all processing that involves SRVIMOD is concluded.
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EXECONLY

Causes execution of the specified IMOD. Control is returned to you immediately following the scheduling of the IMOD.
Information is not returned and the scheduled IMOD could not be executed for various reasons, such as: IMOD not
available.

Associated parameters:

IMOD=spec1
Name of the IMOD to be executed. This parameter must be specified.

NODE=spec1
GoalNet node where the IMOD is executed. To be valid, your primary ISERVE must be a member of GoalNet and
must be connected to the specified node.

SSID=spec1
Subsystem ID assigned to the ISERVE where the IMOD is executed. If NODE is not specified, the ISERVE must
be executing under the same z/OS image where your program is running. If NODE is specified, the ISERVE must
be executing under the same z/OS image as the ISERVE identified by NODE.

ARG=spec1
Optional character string that is passed to the IMOD as a REXX argument.

ARGLEN=spec2
Length of the text that ARG= specifies. If ARG specifies literal text, ARGLEN can be omitted.

SYNC

Causes the execution of the specified IMOD. Control is returned to you following execution of the IMOD. More calls can
be made to retrieve the resulting information.

NOTE

• For a description of related keyword parameters, see action EXECONLY.
• Following retrieval of all pertinent result data, use action RLSE to free all internal working storage.

ASYNC

Causes the execution of the specified IMOD. Control is returned to you immediately following the scheduling of the IMOD.
Following the completion of the IMOD, the ECB that you provided is posted. You can then make more calls to retrieve the
resulting information.

Associated parameters:

ECB=spec3
Provides an ECB that is posted following the completion of the IMOD. Once specified, the address is remembered
until replaced. You are responsible for clearing the ECB to zeros before each ASYNC call.

NOTE

• For a description of related keyword parameters, see action EXECONLY.
• Following retrieval of all pertinent result data, use action RLSE to free all internal working storage.

RLSE

Releases internal working storage that is associated with the last request. If you issue a new EXECONLY, SYNC, ASYNC,
or FINISH action, an RLSE is automatically generated for the previously executed EXECONLY, SYNC, ASYNC, or FINISH
action.
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FINISH

Releases all internal working storage that is associated with the SRVIMOD routine.

QUEUE

Places a record on the STACK that is passed to the next-executed IMOD. The contents of the input STACK are deleted
following IMOD execution.

Associated parameters:

REC=spec1
Contents of the record to be queued.

RECLEN=spec2
Length of the record to be queued. If REC= specifies a literal string, RECLEN= can be omitted.

PULL

Following the execution of an IMOD, PULL returns the address and length of the next stack record.

Reg 0
Address of record

Reg 1
Length of record

Associated parameters:

EOF=spec4
Branch address to be taken when the stack is exhausted. If not specified, register 15 must be inspected for a non-
zero return code.

RESULT

Following the execution of an IMOD, RESULT returns the address and length of the returned result, if any.

Reg 0
Address of string

Reg 1
Length of the string

RETCODE

Following the execution of an IMOD, RETCODE returns the return and reason codes as set by the IMODRC() function.

Reg 0
Reason code

Reg 1
Return code

ERROR

Following the receipt of a non-zero return code in register 15 from the EXECONLY, SYNC, ASYNC, PULL, or RLSE
actions, this service returns a text string that describes the error.

Reg 0
Address of string
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Reg 1
Length of the string

spec1 Value

Specify one spec1:

string
Text string that is assembled as a literal.

((reg))
Any general-purpose register, in the range of 2 through 12, that contains the address of the text string.

(A,addr)
RX-addressable symbol that identifies a fullword that contains the address of the required text string.

(*,addr)
RX-addressable symbol that identifies a fullword that contains the address of another fullword that contains the
address of the required text string.

(V,addr)
RX-addressable symbol that identifies the text string.

spec2 Value

Specify one for spec2:

num
Numeric value that is assembled as a literal.

((reg))
Any general-purpose register, in the range of 2 through 12, that contains the address of the text string containing
the numeric value.

(A,addr)
RX-addressable symbol that identifies a fullword that contains the address of the numeric value.

(*,addr)
RX-addressable symbol that identifies a fullword that contains the address of another fullword that contains the
address of the numeric value.

(V,addr)
RX-addressable symbol that identifies the numeric value.

spec3 Value

Specify one for spec3:

symbol
RX-address of the value.

((reg))
Any general-purpose register, in the range of 2 through 12, that contains the address of the symbol.

(A,addr)
RX-addressable symbol that identifies a fullword that contains the address of the symbol.

(*,addr)
RX-addressable symbol that identifies a fullword that contains the address of another fullword that contains the
address of the symbol.
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spec4 Value

Specify for spec4:

symbol
RX address.

SRVMAINT

The SRVMAINT program is used to create and maintain IMOD files (ISETs).

JCL Statement Function
SYSIN Identifies the source of fixed or variable length records containing the commands to be processed by

SRVMAINT.
SYSPRINT Specifies a SYSOUT data set to receive all logged information pertaining to SRVMAINT execution.

Include the DD statements for ISET and sequential files that commands reference, as required.

SRVMAPS

The SRVMAPS load module consists of a set of maps of internal GSS data areas. This module is suitable for use with
SYSVIEW and is useful to Broadcom Support if you report problems with GSS.

SRVOPER

The SRVOPER program is executed from within an ISPF session and invokes the GSS Operator Facility. The required
data sets are dynamically allocated from the GSS address space.

File Name Function
SRVPLIB Defines the GSS panel library.
SRVMLIB Defines the GSS message library.

SRVOPS

SRVOPS is a Broadcom distributed load module that can be used as a REXX function to execute IMODs in a GSS
address space from an OPS/MVS address space. This function is equivalent to the SRVCALL function.

SRVSYS

The SRVSYS program lets you execute secondary ISERVEs. You can run as many secondary ISERVEs as you want.
They are useful for testing and charge-back purposes.

NOTE
Except for the program name, SRVSYS JCL is identical to GSSMAIN.

JCL Statement Function
PARMLIB DD Identifies the source of the initialization parameters that define the secondary ISERVE.
ISRVLOG DD Specifies a SYSOUT data set that receives all logged information pertaining to ISERVE initialization and

execution. Specify FREE=CLOSE on this data set, as it may be spun-off during execution and a new log
started.

ISRVOUTP OUTPUT This is an OUTPUT statement that is referenced when allocating a replacement for ISRVLOG.
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GNETLOG DD Specifies a SYSOUT data set that receives all logged information pertaining to GoalNet initialization and
execution. Specify FREE=CLOSE on this data set, as it may be spun-off during execution and a new log
started.

SRVTSO1

Executed from within an ISPF session, the SRVTSO1 program executes an IMOD and invokes the ISPF/PDF editor
to display the resulting stack data. All input to SRVTSO1 is using the input command string. Parameters are positional
and a period (.) separates them. After all parameters have been extracted, all remaining text is passed to the requested
IMOD as an argument string. Before you execute SRVTSO1, allocate files to the TSO session, by CLIST or by placing DD
statements in the logon PROC.

The first table lists the files; the second table lists parameters.

File Name Function
SRVPLIB Defines the GSS panel library.
SRVMLIB Defines the GSS message library.

Parameter Position Specify Required
Word 1 The IMOD name. Yes
Word 2 The GoalNet node where the IMOD is to be executed. The default is the node of

the primary ISERVE.
No

Word 3 The subsystem ID that identifies the ISERVE where the IMOD is to execute. If
you specify word 2, the subsystem ID is applied at the target node.
The default subsystem ID is as follows:
If you do not specify word 2, the default is the subsystem ID of the primary
ISERVE.
If you do specify word 2, the default is the subsystem ID of the target GoalNet
node.

No

Word 4 The name of the panel to be used by the ISPF editor to display the returned
stack data. The default is the IBM-provided panel.

No

Word 5 The name of the initial macro to be executed by the ISPF editor. By default, no
initial macro is executed.

No

Word 6 The name of the edit profile. The default is IMOD. No
Remainder The remaining text is passed to the IMOD as the initial argument string. No

SRVTSO2

Executed from within an ISPF session, the SRVTSO2 program executes an IMOD and invokes the ISPF/PDF browse
facility to display the resulting stack data. All input to SRVTSO2 is using the input command string. Parameters are
positional and a period (.) separates them. After all parameters have been extracted, all remaining text is passed to the
requested IMOD as an argument string. Before you execute SRVTSO2, allocate files to the TSO session, by CLIST or by
placing DD statements in the logon PROC.

The first table lists the files; the second table lists parameters.

File Name Function
SRVPLIB Defines the GSS panel library.
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SRVMLIB Defines the GSS message library.

Parameter Position Specify Required
Word 1 The IMOD name. Yes
Word 2 The GoalNet node where the IMOD is to be executed. The default is the node of

the primary ISERVE.
No

Word 3 The subsystem ID that identifies the ISERVE where the IMOD is to execute. If
you specify word 2, the subsystem ID is applied at the target node. The default
subsystem ID is as follows:
If you do not specify word 2, the default is the subsystem ID of the primary
ISERVE.
If you do specify word 2, the default is the subsystem ID of the target GoalNet
node.

No

Word 4 The name of the panel to be used by the ISPF editor to display the returned
stack data. The default is the IBM-provided panel.

No

Remainder The remaining text is passed to the IMOD as the initial argument string. No

SRVTSO3

The SRVTSO3 program executes an IMOD and returns the resulting stack data to a data set. All input to SRVTSO3 is
using the input command string. Parameters are positional and a period (.) separates them. After all parameters have
been extracted, all remaining text is passed to the requested IMOD as an argument string. Before you execute SRVTSO3,
allocate files to the TSO session, by CLIST or by placing DD statements in the logon PROC.

The first table lists the files and the second table lists the parameters.

File Name Function
The file specified in arg 4 Receives the current stack records.
SRVMLIB Defines the GSS message library.

Parameter Position Specify Required
Word 1 The IMOD name. Yes
Word 2 The GoalNet node where the IMOD is to be executed. The default is the node of

the primary ISERVE.
No

Word 3 The subsystem ID that identifies the ISERVE where the IMOD is to execute. If
you specify word 2, the subsystem ID is applied at the target node.
The default subsystem ID is as follows:
If you do not specify word 2, the default is the subsystem ID of the primary
ISERVE.
If you do specify word 2, the default is the subsystem ID of the target GoalNet
node.

No

Word 4 The DDname where the stack contents are to be placed. Each stack record
translates to one data record in this file.

Yes

Word 5 The RECFM value to be used for the output file. The default is the RECFM of
the file.

No

Word 6 The LRECL value to be used for the output file. The default is the LRECL of the
file.

No

Word 7 The BLKSIZE value to be used for the output file. The default is the BLKSIZE of
the file.

No
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Remainder Passes remaining text to the IMOD as the initial argument string. No

GSS Statements and Commands
GSS lets Broadcom products communicate with one another using cross memory communications and access authorized
operating system services.

As you use this reference, use the following general notation conventions for GSS services. Conventions specific to a
service are explained in the section discussing that service.

These general conventions are used in syntax:

• When the parameters are optional, they are enclosed in brackets:
text[parameter]

• When a parameter is required but can take one of several predefined values, your choices are enclosed in braces:
text{value1|value2}

• Multiple choices sometimes appear on one line with a vertical bar separating them. When your choices are more
complex, they appear stacked on top of one another.

• When the entire command syntax does not fit on one line, the syntax is continued on a second line that is indented two
spaces. If the command syntax carries over onto a third line, the third line of syntax is indented extra two spaces, and
so on.

Example

A syntax diagram for a batch maintenance command named GO:

GO BY {CAR|TRAIN} {TO WORK AT time}             [WITH name]

                  {OUT FOR DINNER TO restaurant}

                  {OVER THE BRIDGE}

 [BECAUSE reason] BEFORE DOING action [AND THEN PHONE HOME]

                               [OR JUST STAY WHERE YOU ARE]

This syntax diagram indicates the following things about the GO command:

• Specify the BY parameter, and give it a value of CAR or TRAIN.
• Specify one of the following parameters: TO WORK AT time, OUT FOR DINNER TO restaurant, or OVER THE

BRIDGE.
• (Optional) include the WITH parameter and a value for name.
• (Optional) include the BECAUSE parameter and a value for reason.
• Include the BEFORE DOING parameter and a value for action.
• (Optional) include one of the following parameters: AND THEN PHONE HOME or OR JUST STAY WHERE YOU ARE.

Service Routines
GSS contains the following service routines:

$SRV_COMMAND

The $SRV_COMMAND routine issues the passed argument as an ISERVE operator command and returns the results on
the stack.

Syntax

CALL $SRV_COMMAND argument
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Parameters

argument
Command to be issued.

Returned Data

Data is returned on the stack. The format is identical to the format displayed on the operator console. Error messages are
also reported on the stack, as in a response to an operator command.

Return String

The return string is null. Errors are reported on the stack.

$SRV_DSTAB_STAT

The $SRV_DSTAB_STAT routine returns information about all ISETs and their associated data sets.

Syntax

CALL $SRV_DSTAB_STAT

Parameters

No operands are expected and none are passed.

Returned Data

Data is returned on the stack. Each line represents one ISET. The first character in each record is the delimiter character.
This character is used to separate the returned fields as listed next.

1. Delimiter character.
2. ISET name.
3. Data set name.
4. Version of editor or compiler that last updated the ISET. This field is blank unless ISERVE allocated and opened the

ISET after initialization.
5. Expended CPU time by IMOD tasks whose root IMOD was loaded from this ISET. The format of this field

is hh:mm:ss.tho, with leading zeros and field separators removed.
6. ISET description.
7. Access status for the ISET (read or write).
8. Subsystem ID that this ISET is associated with, if available.

NOTE
All fields might not be completed when this service routine returns.

Example

limit = call srv_dstab_stat

   do i = 1 to limit

   parse pull 1 d +1 . (d) iset (d) dsn (d) version (d) cpu (d) .

   end i

$SRV_ENQ_INFO

The $SRV_ENQ_INFO routine returns information about all IMOD enqueues that are currently held.

Syntax
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CALL $SRV_ENQ_INFO

Parameters

No operands are expected and none are passed.

Returned Data

Data is returned on the stack. Each line represents one enqueue for one IMOD. The first character in each record is the
delimiter character. This character is used to separate the returned fields:

1. LOCK or ENQUEUE.
2. QNAME or LOCK-NAME. This field is always eight characters, padded with blanks. This field can contain embedded

delimiter characters.
3. RNAME. This field is always 256 characters, padded with blanks. This field can contain embedded delimiter

characters.
4. OWN or WAIT.
5. Reserved.
6. IMOD ID associated with the request.

Return String

The return string is null.

Usage Note

Because the QNAME and RNAME fields can contain embedded delimiters, exercise care in parsing the returned string.

Example - Recommended Method

call $srv_enq_info

limit = queued( )

 do i = 1 to limit

   parse pull 1 d +1 type (d) . +1 qname +8 . +1 rname +256   ,

         own (d) level (d) . (d) imodid (d) .

   end i

$SRV_LOG_STAT

The $SRV_ILOG_STAT routine returns information about ILOG files.

Syntax

CALL $SRV_ILOG_STAT

Parameters

No operands are expected and none are passed.

Returned Data

Data is returned on the stack. Each line represents one ILOG subfile. The first character in each record is the delimiter
character. This character is used to separate the returned fields:

1. The ILOG file number.
2. The ILOG subfile number.
3. DDname associated with the ILOG subfile
4. Status of the file:
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Not-Avail
Subfile is not available for use.

Dump_req'd
Subfile must be dumped and reset or only reset before it is available.

Full-Avail
Subfile is full but has been reset.

Active
Subfile is in use.

Empty
Subfile is empty and available for use.

Not-Open
Subfile has not been opened or has been closed.

5. The total records currently in the subfile.
6. Percent of subfile that is being used.
7. Date stamp of the first record in the subfile. The format is yy/mm/dd.
8. Time stamp of the first record in the subfile. The format is hh:mm:ss.
9. Date stamp of the last record in the subfile. The format is yy/mm/dd.
10. Time stamp of the last record in the subfile. The format is hh:mm:ss.

Return String

This routine returns the number of records added to the stack.

Example

call $srv_ilog_stat

limit = result

do i = 1 to result

   parse pull 1 d +1 ilog (d) subfile (d) ddname   ,

         (d) status (d) records (d) percent   ,

         (d) sdate (d) stime (d) edate (d) etime (d)

   end i

$SRV_IMOD_INFO

The $SRV_IMOD_INFO routine returns information about a specific IMOD.

Syntax

CALL $SRV_IMOD_INFO imod

Parameters

imod
The name of the IMOD to be reported on.

Returned Data

The data returns in the returned string. The first character in the string is the delimiter character. This character is used to
separate the returned fields:

1. The IMOD name.
2. Reserved.
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3. Reserved.
4. Use count. The number of IMOD tasks currently executing this copy of the IMOD.
5. User ID of the TSO user or the console ID from which this IMOD was last loaded into the system.
6. Date of last modification. The format is yy/dd/mm.

NOTE
Recompiling an IMOD does not constitute a modification.

7. Compiler version that was last used.
8. Reserved.
9. The ISET name from which the IMOD was last loaded.
10. Data set name from which the IMOD was last loaded.
11. Internal if the IMOD is an integrated part of ISERVE; null otherwise.
12. Callable if the IMOD can be called as a subroutine; null otherwise.
13. Active if the IMOD is executable; null otherwise.
14. Total expended CPU time by this IMOD after it was last loaded.

Example

call $srv_imod_info 'test_user'

parse var result 1 d +1 name (d) . (d) . (d) count (d) id (d)  ,

       cdate (d) version (d) . (d) iset (d) dsname (d) int (d)  ,

       callable (d) act (d) cputime (d) .

$SRV_IMOD_LIST

The $SRV_IMOD_LIST routine returns a list of all IMODs currently loaded.

Syntax

CALL $SRV_IMOD_LIST

Parameters

No operands are expected and none are passed.

Returned Data

Data is returned on the stack, one IMOD name per record. The IMODs are in collating sequence.

Return String

This routine returns a null string.

$SRV_JOB_INFO

The $SRV_JOB_INFO routine searches active system routines to find one or more jobs that meet the specified name
criteria. Information about the matched jobs is returned on the stack.

Syntax

CALL $SRV_JOB_INFO {jobname|*}

Parameters

jobname
Name of a job (JOB), started task (STC), or timesharing user (TSU).
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*
All jobs, started tasks, and timesharing users are selected.

Returned Data

Data is returned on the stack, one address space per record. The first character in each record is the delimiter character.
This character is used to separate the returned fields:

1. The ASID number, returned as a decimal number.
2. ASCB address, returned as a decimal number.
3. Jobname.
4. JOB, STC, or TSU.
5. Task ID, for started task only.
6. The Current STEP name.

Return String

This routine returns the number of lines of data that it added to the stack. A returned value of 0 can be interpreted as "job
not found".

$SRV_MVS_DATA

The $SRV_MVS_DATA routine returns information about the currently executing z/OS.

Syntax

CALL $SRV_READ_IMOD name iset

Parameters

• name

Name of the desired IMOD.

• iset

Name of the ISET that contains the IMOD. This ISET must be defined to the ISERVE address space and the ISET itself
must be accessible under the user ID of the caller.

Returned Data

The following data is returned on the stack:

1. SMF ID.
2. Time of the last IPL in hh:mm:ss format.
3. Date of the last IPL in mm/dd/yy format.
4. CPU ID.
5. IPL volume.
6. IPL unit address.
7. Master catalog name.
8. z/OS product version.
9. z/OS FMID.
10. CPU model number.
11. The IPL nucleus member.
12. IOCONFIG.
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$SRV_IDR_LIST

The $SRV_IDR_LIST routine reads a load module and returns IDR information about the stack.

Syntax

CALL $SRV_IDR_LIST ddname module

Parameters

ddname
DDname of the library that contains the load module.

module
Name of the load module to be listed.

Returned Data

If the request was successful, RC is set to 0 and the IDR data is returned on the stack, one IDR record per stack record.
All fields are blank delimited. The first field is IDR. The second field indicates the type of IDR:

LINK
Link Editor IDR.

ZAP
IDR assigned by AMASPZAP utility.

USER
IDR included as the result of a linkage editor IDENTIFY statement.

TRANSLATOR
IDR created by the assembler or compiler.

The remaining fields depend upon the type of IDR and are listed in the following table.

IDR Type Field Description

LINK Date
Version
ID

Date of the last link edit in the form mm/dd/
yy.
Linkage editor version user ID.
ID assigned (by IBM) to the linkage editor.

ZAP Date
CSECT
Data

Date the zap was applied in the form mm/
dd/yy.
CSECT that was zapped.
8-byte data field specified at the time of
the zap. If no data was supplied, the string
NO_IDENT is returned.

USER Date
CSECT
Data

Date that the IDR was inserted, in the form
mm/dd/yy.
CSECT to which the data applies.
Data from the IDENTIFY statement. This
data might contain blanks.
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TRANSLATOR CSECT
Length
Date
Version
Name
Date
Version
Name

Name of the CSECT.
Length of the CSECT.
Date of translation in the form mm/dd/yy.
Version of the translator.
Name of the translator. This name is a
numeric sequence for IBM translators.
Date of precompilation (if precompiled).
Version of the precompiler (if any).
Name of the precompiler (if any).

Return Codes

The RC special variable contains one of the following return codes:

Code Meaning

0 The request was successfully processed.

121 The library could not be opened.

122 The load module could not be found.

$SRV_PDS_LIST

The $SRV_PDS_LIST routine returns a listing of all contained members in a PDS. If requested, the user-data field is
returned as ISPF statistics.

Syntax

CALL $SRV_PDS_LIST ddname [ISPF]

Parameters

ddname
DDname to allow access to the PDS.

ISPF
If specified, the returned user-data field is formatted as ISPF statistics.

Returned Data

The RC special variable being set to 0 indicates a successful completion and the result is a returned null string. A non
zero value in the RC indicates that there are errors and the result is a returned error message.

Each PDS directory entry is returned on the stack. The first character of each record is a delimiter that is used to parse the
individual fields. The order of the returned fields is as follows:

1. Member name.
2. ALIAS or TRUENAME, depending upon the entry.
3. TTR of the start of the member (printable hexadecimal).
4. Number of TTRs in the user data (whole number, meaningful for load libraries only).
5. User data.

If ISPF was specified as an option and the user-data appears to be valid ISPF statistics, the user data field is converted to
the following blank-delimited fields:

1. The version and modification level that is specified as vv.mm. The vv and mm values are whole numbers in the range
of 0 through 255.
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2. The creation date for this member. The format is mm/dd/yy.
3. The date of last modification. The format is mm/dd/yy.
4. The time of last modification. The format is hh:mm or hh:mm:ss where hh ranges from 0 through 24, mm ranges from

0 through 59, and ss ranges from 0 through 59. The hh, mm, and ss values are whole numbers.

NOTE
ISPF began storing change seconds with Release 3.3. Prior releases only stored hours and minutes.

5. The current size in lines (logical records) of the member. A whole number in the range of 0 through 65535.
6. The size in lines (logical records) of the member when it was created. A whole number in the range of 0 through

65535.
7. The number of times this member has been modified. A whole number in the range of 0 through 65535.
8. The user ID of the user who most recently updated (or created) this member. A seven-character field (the eighth

character, if any, is truncated), right-padded with blanks.

$SRV_READ_IMOD

The $SRV_READ_IMOD routine returns the source code for an IMOD on the stack.

Syntax

CALL $SRV_READ_IMOD name iset

Parameters

name
Name of the desired IMOD.

iset
Name of the ISET that contains the IMOD. This ISET must be defined to the ISERVE address space and the ISET
itself must be accessible under the user ID of the caller.

Usage Notes

• The source code is always loaded from the ISET, regardless of whether the source resides in memory.
• The source code is returned regardless of its status (for instance, embedded compiler errors, nonproduction status).
• Compiler error messages are stripped out and not returned.

Returned Data

The RC special variable being set to 0 indicates a successful completion and the result is a returned null string. A non
zero value in the RC indicates that there are errors and the result is a returned error message.

The source text is returned in the current stack, one line per record.

$SRV_SYS_STAT

The $SRV_SYS_STAT routine returns ISERVE status information.

Syntax

CALL $SRV_SYS_STAT

Parameters

No operands are expected and none are passed.

Returned Data

1. The GSS subsystem name.
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2. The JES NJE node name.
3. SMF ID.
4. GRS system name.
5. GSS job name.
6. GSS started task ID.
7. Local system GoalNet node.
8. Local system GoalNet LU name.
9. Elapsed time in hh:mm:ss format.
10. Amount of CPU time this task has used.
11. Number of IMODs available.
12. Number of IMODs executed.
13. Number of REXX EXECs executed.
14. Number of instructions executed.

$SRV_SYS_STATX

Like the $SRV_SYS_STAT routine, the $SRV_SYS_STATX routine returns ISERVE status information. The returned data
by the $SRV_SYS_STATX routine is more readily accessible by REXX programs, but it is not printable.

Syntax

CALL $SRV_SYS_STATX

Parameters

No operands are expected and none are passed.

Returned Data

The following data is returned on the stack:

1. The GSS subsystem name.
2. The JES NJE node name.
3. SMF ID.
4. GRS system name.
5. GSS job name.
6. GSS started task ID.
7. Local system GoalNet node.
8. Local system GoalNet LU name.
9. Elapsed time in hh:mm:ss format.
10. Amount of CPU time this task has used.
11. Number of IMODs available.
12. Number of IMODs executed.
13. Number of REXX EXECs executed.
14. Number of instructions executed.

$SRV_TPCF

The $SRV_TPCF routine interfaces with the MIA Preferencing Control Facility and returns information about one or more
tape drives. Information about the selected devices is returned on the stack.

Syntax
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CALL $SRV_TPCF {loaddr-hiaddr} [,{loaddr-hiaddr}]

               {addr}          [,{addr}]

Parameters

addr
Address of a tape device. The address is in printable hexadecimal format; for example, 8C0.

loaddr
The beginning, low address of a range of tape devices. The address is in printable hexadecimal format; for
example, 5D0.

hiaddr
The ending, high address of a range of tape devices. The address is in printable hexadecimal format; for example,
5DF.

Notes:

• Use of this routine requires the presence of the TPCF ADDRESS environment. This routine is distributed with MIM and
requires a definition to GSS in the initialization parameters.

• Multiple individual addresses or multiple ranges of addresses can be specified by separating them with commas.
• The entire address specification is a single argument and does not contain embedded blanks.

The user data field, returned as a stack-record field, could contain embedded delimiter characters. Note how the parse
statement is used in the example.

Returned Data

Data is returned on the stack, one device per record. The first character in each record is the delimiter character. This
character is used to separate the returned fields:

1. Unit name (the device address) as a printable hexadecimal value.
2. Volume serial number, if any.
3. Preference.
4. O if overgenned, N if not under TPCF control, else a null field.
5. Device type and features.
6. Status of the device on this system.
7. If reserved for a job, the JOBNAME.
8. Owning system name, if allocated.
9. Owning JOBNAME, if allocated.
10. User information string. This field is always eight characters long and can contain binary data. This field can also

include one or more delimiter characters as data.
11. TPCF return code.
12. Reserved, null.
13. Reserved, null.
14. Reserved, null.
15. Reserved, null.
16. Name of System 1.
17. Flags for System 1.
18. 18 - 47: Name and flag fields for Systems 2 through 16.

Return String

This routine returns a blank string to indicate successful completion. Otherwise, error text is returned.
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NOTE
Even if error text is returned, some data can be added to the stack.

Example

A complete example is contained in the EXAMPLE ISET under the name TPCF.

call $srv_tpcf '5c0-5cf'

do i = 1 to queued()

   parse pull 1 d +1 unit (d) volser (d) pref (d) stat1   ,

               (d) devt (d) stat2 (d) resjob (d) sysname   ,

               (d) jobname (d) user +8 . +1 retcode   ,

               (d) flags (d) . (d) . (d) rest

 /*  additional processing  */

   end i

Special Purpose IMODs
GSS contains the following special purpose IMODs:

$USER_ILOG_FULL

The $USER_ILOG_FULL IMOD is invoked as a subroutine call from $INT_ILOG_FULL whenever an ILOG subfile is filled.
Upon return, the ILOG subfile is placed in RESET status and is eligible for reuse, as needed.

Arguments

Two arguments are passed to the IMOD - the ILOG file number, and the subfile number within the ILOG. These values are
numeric and are separated by blanks in standard REXX form.

Return Values

$USER_ILOG_FULL can return a text string to the caller. The value of this string determines the final disposition of the
ILOG subfile as shown in the following table.

Value Explanation

RESET The ILOG subfile is reset and is reused when needed.

null The ILOG subfile is not reset. Reset the subfile manually before
GSS can re-use it. If any text string other than RESET is returned,
a null string is assumed.

Usage Notes

• This IMOD is also entered once for each ILOG subfile that is found to be full during GSS initialization processing.
• When you are logging large volumes of data, provide a $USER_ILOG_FULL IMOD so that GSS can automatically

switch or reset ILOGs that become full. If you do not provide the IMOD, GSS automatically resets the full ILOG.

Example

A complete example of $USER_ILOG_FULL can be found in the EXAMPLE ISET.

Initialization

The INITIALIZATION IMOD is used during the GSS initialization as its own IMOD task. Other processing continues
simultaneously.
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Arguments

No arguments are passed to this IMOD.

Initial Stack Records

GSS processes the CAW0OPTN data set before invoking the INITIALIZATION IMOD. The text from each USER
statement in this data set is passed, using the stack, to the INITIALIZATION IMOD.

Return Values

If this IMOD returns any results, they are ignored.

Termination

The TERMINATION IMOD is invoked as an IMOD task during ISERVE address space termination and occurs when a
STOP command is received. Processing of the TERMINATION IMOD proceeds until it completes or a STOP FORCE
command is entered. STOP FORCE immediately terminates all processing. This IMOD is not entered during an abnormal
shutdown.

Arguments

No arguments are passed to the IMOD.

Return Values

If this IMOD returns any results, they are ignored.

Compiler Directive Statements

#CALLABLE

#CALLABLE

Include this directive to call this IMOD from another IMOD as an external subroutine.

#DESC

#DESC text 

The contents of the text operand of the first #DESC statement appears in the description field of the IMOD selection panel
under the IMOD editor. The text of all #DESC statements appears in batch mode IMOD listings.

#REFORMAT

If the compiler encounters the #REFORMAT directive, it reformats your source IMOD. This directive can appear multiple
times in an IMOD. The scope of #REFORMAT is from the point where inserted until the end of file or next #REFORMAT
directive.

The operands are:

margin
Specifies the left-most column for REXX code and comments. All lines are adjusted to start in this column or to
the right of it. Lines that contain a non-blank in column 1 are not adjusted. The values for margin are 2 through 50.

indent
Specifies an indent amount that is added to the margin value for each level of nesting (DO loops) to determine the
starting column for the line. Lines that contain a non-blank in column 1 are not adjusted. The values for indent are
1 through 10.
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When using #REFORMAT,

• One of the most difficult programming errors to locate is a missing or extra END statement. The #REFORMAT directive
makes it easy to locate the problem.

• The syntax errors in REXX statements can cause loss of indents. This is corrected when the syntax is corrected and
the IMOD is recompiled.

• The source lines that contain a non-blank character in column 1 are not reformatted.
• Indenting causing truncation (source lines are limited to 255 characters) is reduced to the point where truncation is

avoided.
• The compiler directives must begin with the pound sign (#) in column 1 and the first letter of the directive must begin in

column 2.

#SOURCE

#SOURCE

Including the #SOURCE directive causes ISERVE to load the source statements into memory with the object code. This
lets you use the REXX TRACE instruction and SOURCELINE() function; both useful for debugging. It also increases your
use of storage.

Code Batch Maintenance Commands
This article includes information about the batch maintenance commands.

Batch Maintenance Commands Format

The batch maintenance commands are shown in the following format:

command parameters

command
Name of the batch maintenance command.

parameters
Parameters for the command.

Syntax Coding Rules

Follow these guidelines when you code batch maintenance commands:

• To indicate that a record is a comment, use an asterisk (*) as the first non-blank character.
• To indicate that a command is continued on the next record, end the line to be continued with a single hyphen (-)

separated from other text by at least one blank on both sides.
• To delimit operands, use blanks.
• The blank records are ignored.

Batch Maintenance Command Overview

The following table describes the batch maintenance commands.

Command Description

ALLOC_DSN Allocates a new non-VSAM sequential file or PDS.

ALLOC_ILOG Allocates a new ILOG subfile (VSAM Linear Data Set).

ALLOC_ISET Allocates a new ISET file (VSAM KSDS).
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CHANGE Changes the executable status of an IMOD.

CLOSE Explicitly closes a file.

COMPILE Compiles an IMOD.

COPY Copies an IMOD from a sequential file to an IMOD file or from one
IMOD file to another.

DELETE IMOD Deletes an IMOD.

DUMP IMOD Dumps an IMOD object code (for Broadcom analysis).

DYNALLOC Dynamically allocates a file to SRVMAINT.

EXTRACT Extracts an IMOD from an IMOD file and writes it to a sequential
file.

FLDC Specifies the fixed-length pattern-matching symbol.

INITIALIZE Initializes an IMOD file (ISET) for use by GSS.

LINECOUNT Sets the number of lines to be printed on a page.

LIST_IMOD Lists an IMOD to a print file.

LIST_ISET Lists the contents of an IMOD file in directory format.

MAXCC Sets the maximum completion code for continuation.

NAME_LIST Creates a list of IMOD names for other operations.

PACKAGE Packages IMODs into a load module.

PDSLOAD Loads PDS members into an ISET.

RENAME Renames an IMOD.

SCAN Searches IMODs for specific character strings.

SCRATCH Deletes an entire ISET (VSAM KSDS).

UPGRADE Compiles all IMODs in an ISET.

VIO Specifies the unit name for VIO work files.

VLDC Specifies the variable-length pattern-matching symbol.

ALLOC_DSN

This command creates a sequential file or a new PDS.

Syntax

ALLOC_DSN DSNAME dsname UNIT unit [VOLUME volume] [DDNAME ddname]

  SPACE {blk|CYL|TRK},prim[,sec[,dir] [RECFM recfm] [LRECL lrecl]

    [BLKSIZE blksize]

Parameters

dsname
Name of the data set to be allocated. This parameter is required.

volume
Unit address or symbolic name of the device where the data set is allocated. This parameter is required.
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ddname
DDname assigned to the newly allocated data set. If specified, the SRVMAINT program can use this value to
direct output to the new data set.

PACE
Values that follow this required parameter determine how much space is reserved for the data set.

blk
Values that are specified for prim and sec are for data blocks of the size blk.

CYL
Values that are specified for prim and sec are in cylinder increments.

TRK
Values that are specified for prim and sec are in track increments.

prim
Amount of space that is initially reserved for the data set.

sec
If specified and not zero, specifies a secondary amount of space that is allocated when the data set is full.

dir
If specified and not zero, specifies the number of reserved 256-byte blocks for a PDS directory. A non-zero value
for dir allocates a PDS.

recfm
Record format to be assigned to the data set. The permitted values are: F, FA, FM, FB, FBA, FBM, V, VA, VM, VB,
VBA, VBM, and U. The default is FB.

lrecl
Logical record length that is assigned to the data set. The default is: 80 for RECFM=F; 255 for RECFM=V; 0 for
RECFM=U

blksize
Block size that is assigned to the data set. The default is lrecl X 10.

Usage Note

You can assign many more attributes to a data set. If you require any of these attributes, use a JCL allocation strategy.

ALLOC_ILOG

This command allocates an ILOG subfile.

Syntax

ALLOC_ILOG NAME clname [VOLSER volser] {CYL|TRK} prim sec 

Parameters

clname
Cluster name, from 1 to 38 characters.

volser
Volume serial number of the volume to contain the data set.

CYL
Space allocation (prim and sec) is specified in cylinders.

TRK
Space allocation (prim and sec) is specified in tracks.
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prim sec
Space, in cylinders or tracks, for primary and secondary extents.

ALLOC_ISET

This command allocates an IMOD file. ALLOC_ISET automatically invokes the INITIALIZE command after successful
allocation.

Syntax

ALLOC_ISET [DDNAME ddname] NAME clname [VOLSER volser] {CYL|TRK} prim sec 

Parameters

ddname
DDname to assign. Ensure the name that you specify does not duplicate a ddname in the JCL. This option is only
required to perform more operations on the newly allocated ISET.

clname
Cluster name, from 1 to 38 characters.

volser
Volume serial number of the volume to contain the data set.

CYL
Space allocation (prim and sec) is specified in cylinders.

TRK
Space allocation (prim and sec) is specified in tracks.

prim sec
Space, in cylinders or tracks, for primary and secondary extents.

Usage Note

After you allocate a file, perform operations on the new file by using the ddname that you assigned.

CHANGE

This command changes the status of an IMOD.

Syntax

CHANGE IMOD {imodname|&LISTn} IN ddname STATUS {PROD|TEST|FORCE}

Parameters

&LIST
n
Name of the list containing the names of the IMODs to be changed. For more details, see NAME_LIST.

ddname
DDname that identifies the ISET containing the IMOD.

PROD
Assigns production status to the IMOD.

TEST
Assigns test status to the IMOD.

FORCE
Assigns force-load status to the IMOD.
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CLOSE

This command closes a file explicitly and frees the associated storage. SRVMAINT opens files as needed and closes
them only when required or at the end of all processing.

Syntax

CLOSE ddname 

COPY

Copies an IMOD from a sequential file to an IMOD file or from one IMOD file to another.

Syntax

COPY IMOD {name1|&LISTn} TO dd1 FROM dd2 [REPLACE] [NEWNAME name2]

Parameters

name1
Name of the IMOD to copy. This name is assigned to the new IMOD unless you specify NEWNAME.

&LISTn
Name of the list containing the IMODs to be compiled.

dd1
DDname of the target IMOD file.

dd2
DDname of the input file, an IMOD file, or a sequential file.

REPLACE
Copy operation replaces an existing IMOD of the same name. If an IMOD of the same name does not exist, it is
added.

name2
Name to assign to the new IMOD. If name1 is specified as a list, you cannot specify name2.
Default: name.

Usage Note

To copy an IMOD to a sequential file, use the EXTRACT command.

COMPILE

This command compiles an IMOD.

Syntax

COMPILE IMOD {imodname|&LISTn} IN ddname [VIO unit] [STATUS status]

Parameters

&LISTn
Name of the list that contains the names of the IMODs to be compiled. For more information, see NAME_LIST.

ddname
DDname of the IMOD file.

unit
JCL UNIT name to be used for a VIO work file. The default is the value last specified by the VIO operation or
COMPILE operation with VIO specification.
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status
Specify one of the following values:
FORCE

Force-load status.
PROD

Production status.
TEST

Test status.
SAME

Leaves the status of the IMOD unchanged (default)

Usage Note

The COMPILE command dynamically invokes the SRVCOMP module. This module must be accessible using STEPLIB,
JOBLIB, or LINKLIST.

DELETE IMOD

This command deletes an IMOD.

Syntax

DELETE IMOD {imodname|&LISTn} FROM ddname 

Parameters

&LISTn
Name of the list that contains the names of the IMODs to be compiled. For more information, see NAME_LIST.

ddname
DDname of the IMOD file.

DUMP IMOD

This command dumps an IMOD file to a print file for Broadcom Support to analyze.

Syntax

DUMP IMOD {imodname|&LISTn} TO ddname1 FROM ddname2 [LINECOUNT nn]

Parameters

&LISTn
Name of the list that contains the names of the IMODs to be compiled. For more information, see NAME_LIST.

ddname1
DDname of the print file.

ddname2
DDname of the IMOD file.

nn
Number of lines to be printed on each page of the report.
Default: Current default.

DYNALLOC

This command dynamically allocates existing disk files to SRVMAINT.
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Syntax

DYNALLOC DDNAME [ddname] DSN [dsn] [disp]

Parameters

ddname
DDname to be assigned to the file.

dsn
Data set name of the file to be allocated.

disp
Data set disposition when allocated. Specify one of the following values:
OLD

DISP=SHR status.
SHR

DISP=OLD status (default)

Usage Notes

• If the data set is not immediately available, the request fails.
• Ensure that the specified ddname does not duplicate any coded in the JCL.

EXTRACT

This command extracts an IMOD from an IMOD file and writes the IMOD to a sequential file or a PDS.

Syntax

EXTRACT IMOD {imodname|&LISTn} TO ddname1 FROM ddname2

  [ADD|REPLACE] [MEMBER name] [ISPF] [SEQNUM] [DIAG]

Parameters

&LISTn
Name of the list that contains the names of the IMODs to be extracted. See NAME_LIST for information about
using name lists. If the target data set is sequential, all IMODs in the list are concatenated in the target data set.
If the target data set is a PDS, each IMOD is copied to a separate member. Before beginning any extract, a list
of member names is internally generated. The member names are the IMOD names when the IMOD names
are eight characters or less. If an IMOD name exceeds eight characters, the member name is the last eight
characters.
If the generated member name list contains any duplicates, the last character is replaced with uppercase A. If
this still results in duplication, the last character is replaced with B, C, D, until a unique name is produced. If the
alphabet is exhausted and the name is still duplicated, the extract for that IMOD is suppressed.
The ADD/REPLACE operand applies to the generated member names.

ddname1
DDname identifying the source IMOD file.

ddname2
DDname identifying the target file.

ADD
For a PDS operation, specifies that members are to be added only. If the member exists, the extract is
suppressed. This value is the default.
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REPLACE
For a PDS operation, specifies that members are always to be added. If the member exists, its content is
replaced.

name
For a PDS operation on a single IMOD, the name operand permits you to specify the member name that is
assigned in the target PDS. If you omit this operand, the IMOD name is used as the member name. If the IMOD
name exceeds eight characters, the last eight characters are used.

ISPF
When extracting to a PDS, requests that ISPF-compatible statistics be maintained in the target data set.

SEQNUM
Adds the IMOD sequence numbers as comment fields to the start of each record.

DIAG
Copies compiler diagnostic messages with the source.

NOTE
If a record is too long to be written to the output data set, it is truncated and a warning is written to the
SYSPRINT file.

FLDC

This command specifies a character to be used as the Fixed-Length symbol during pattern matching. When found in a
pattern, the FLDC character matches a single character of any value (including blank).

Syntax

FLDC char 

Parameters

char
Any character, except blank.
Default: *

INITIALIZE

This command initializes (or reinitializes) an IMOD file. This updates the ISET header record to the current GSS version
number.

Syntax

INITIALIZE ISET ddname [ERASE]

Parameters

ddname
DDname of the file to initialize.

ERASE
If specified, all existing IMODs are deleted. The file must be allocated with DISP=OLD for this option to be valid.
ERASE is the default for ISETs that have not been previously accessed.

LINECOUNT

This command sets a new default for the number of lines that are printed on each report page (including SYSPRINT).

Syntax
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LINECOUNT lines 

Parameters

lines
Number of lines to be printed on each report page.

LIST_IMOD

This command lists the contents of an IMOD to a print file.

Syntax

LIST_IMOD {imodname|&LISTn} TO ddname1 FROM ddname2

  [LINECOUNT lines]

Parameters

&LISTn
Name of the list that contains the names of the IMODs to be listed. For more information, see NAME_LIST

ddname1
DDname of the print file.

ddname2
DDname of the IMOD file containing the IMOD.

lines
Number of lines to be printed on each page. This lines value remains in effect for the output ddname until it is
overridden.
Default: Current default.

LIST_ISET

This command lists the contents of an IMOD file to a print file.

Syntax

LIST_ISET ddname1 TO ddname2 [LINECOUNT lines]

Parameters

ddname1
DDname of the IMOD file to be listed.

ddname2
DDname of the print file.

lines
Number of lines to be printed on each page. The lines value remains in effect for the output ddname until it is
overridden.
Default: Current default.

MAXCC

This command sets the maximum completion code for continuation.

Syntax

MAXCC value [RESET]
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Parameters

value
Maximum completion value for an operation. If this value is exceeded, all following operations are skipped.
Default: 4.

RESET
Resets the maximum completion value to the value specified. This prevents a code from a previous operation
from aborting a run.

NOTE
When operations are suppressed due to errors, MAXCC is also suppressed.

NAME_LIST

In addition to operating on individual IMODs, many maintenance commands can operate on lists of IMODs. This
command creates and modifies name lists.

Syntax

NAME_LIST &LISTn [CLEAR] [INCLUDE iset /pattern/]

                         [INCLUDE PDS ddname /pattern/]

                         [INCLUDE NAME name]

  [EXCLUDE pattern] [COPY &LISTn] [MERGE &LISTn] [PRINT]

Parameters

&LISTn
Name of the list that is the target for the NAME_LIST operation. Three lists are available: &LIST1, &LIST2, and
&LIST3.

CLEAR
Deletes the current contents of the list.

INCLUDE
Includes additional names in the list. Names are added only when they match the specified pattern.

iset
DDname of the ISET from which IMOD names are to be fetched.

ddname
DDname of the PDS from whose directory names are to be fetched.

name
Specifies a single name to be added to the list.

pattern
Comparison pattern to be applied against an IMOD name. The pattern can consist of characters and
placeholders. An asterisk (*) matches any single character. An ampersand (&) matches 0 through n characters.
The pattern must be enclosed by a pair of arbitrary delimiter characters (shown as slashes (/) in the format). Any
character that does not appear in the pattern except blank, VLDC, and FLDC can be used as the delimiter.

EXCLUDE
Any name in the list that matches the pattern is deleted from the list.

COPY
Contents of the specified list replaces the target list.

MERGE
Contents of the specified list is merged into the target list. Duplicate names are discarded.
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PRINT
Contents of the target list is printed.

Notes:

• Lists are maintained in ascending collating sequence (alphabetical order).
• Any duplicate names are automatically deleted.
• Operands are processed left to right, as they are encountered.

PACKAGE

This command converts IMODs into z/OS object decks.

Syntax

PACKAGE {IMOD {name|&LISTn} TO ddname1 FROM ddname2}

        {COMPLETE TO ddname1 ENTRY imodname}

        {PARMS string}

Parameters

&LISTn
Name of the list containing the IMODs to be packaged.

ddname1
DDname identifying the source ISET.

ddname2
DDname identifying the package PDS. This PDS should be empty and must have RECFM=FB, LRECL=80, and
BLKSIZE 800.

imodname
Name of the IMOD to receive control when package is invoked.

string
Parameter string to be passed to the initialization phase or the package. The content can be any parameter string
that can be passed to the SRVBATCH program using the SRVPARM DD statement.

IMOD
Adds an IMOD or list of IMODs to be added to the package.

COMPLETE
Completes the package. No additional IMODs can be added to it.

PARMS
Text that follows is used for runtime initialization. Can be repeated on subsequent cards.

NOTE
Following the creation of the package PDS you must execute assembly and link-edit steps.

PDSLOAD

This command loads IMODs from a PDS to an IMOD file.

Syntax

PDSLOAD MEMBER {member|&LISTn} TO ddname1 FROM ddname2 [ADD|REPLACE] [IMOD name]

Parameters

member
Name of the PDS member to copy to the ISET.
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&LISTn
Name of list containing members to be loaded. Each member is copied to a separate IMOD of the same name.

ddname1
DDname identifying the source PDS file.

ddname2
DDname identifying the target ISET.

ADD
IMODs are added only. If it exists, load is suppressed; the default.

REPLACE
Always adds IMODs. If IMOD exists, replaces its content.

name
Target IMOD name. Cannot be used if MEMBER specifies a list. If omitted, the IMOD name is the same as the
member name.

RENAME

This command renames an IMOD.

Syntax

RENAME IMOD imodname IN ddname NEWNAME newname 

Parameters

ddname
DDname of the file containing the IMOD.

newname
New name to be assigned to the IMOD.

SCAN

This command searches one or more IMODs for the presence or absence of text strings.

Syntax

SCAN IMOD imodname IN ddname [FLDC char] [VLDC char]

  ON {MATCH|NOMATCH} {ADD &LISTn}    PATTERN / patt / [AND|OR / patt /]

                     {DELETE &LISTn}

                     {LIST_LINE}

    [ON {MATCH|NOMATCH} {ADD &LISTn}    PATTERN / patt / [AND|OR / patt/]

                        {DELETE &LISTn}

                        {LIST_LINE}

Parameters

&LISTn
Name of the list containing the IMODs to be scanned.

ddname
DDname of the file containing the IMOD (or IMODs if &LISTn is specified).
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FLDC
Specifies the Fixed-Length Do not Care character used in patterns that follow, until it encounters another FLDC
parameter or reaches the end of SCAN. If FLDC is not specified, use the value in effect from the execution of a
previous FLDC command. FLDC character matches exactly one character, including blank.

char
Any single character, except blank, to be used as a placeholder.

VLDC
Specifies the Variable-Length Do not Care character to be used in the patterns that follow, until another VLDC
parameter is encountered or the end of the SCAN command is reached. If VLDC is not specified, the value in
effect from the execution of a previous VLDC command is used. The VLDC character matches any character
string of any length (including a null string).

ON
Signifies the start of a scan operation. You can perform multiple scan operations simultaneously by providing
additional specifications.

MATCH
Action is taken if the patterns are matched.

NOMATCH
Action is taken if the patterns are not matched.

ADD
IMOD name is to be added to the specified &LISTn.

DELETE
IMOD name is to be deleted from the specified &LISTn.

LIST_LINE
REXX source code line is to be listed if the specified criteria is met.

PATTERN
String that follows is the first pattern to be applied.

patt
Comparison string to be applied to each physical line of the IMOD. This string can contain characters and
placeholders. Each pattern must be enclosed by a pair of delimiter characters (shown as slashes (/) in the format).
Any character that does not appear in the pattern except blank, VLDC, and FLDC can be used as the delimiter.

AND
Pattern that follows must match the same physical IMOD line as all the other patterns specified in this SCAN
command for the match condition to be met. The AND parameter and its accompanying pattern can be specified
as many times as needed.

OR
If the pattern that follows is matched, the match condition is met whether the first pattern was matched or not.
Specify the OR parameter and its accompanying pattern as many times as needed.

Notes:
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• Scans are against physical source lines. Continuations of source statements are not recognized.
• Variable substitution is not done. Only the physical source code is examined.
• The string comparisons are not case-sensitive.
• If wildcard characters are not included in your pattern string, a match does not occur unless the entire source line

matches the pattern.
• The MATCH or NOMATCH action is performed if the match flag is turned on following the application of all

comparisons to a source line.
• Comparisons are performed in the order that you specify them.
• The match flag is turned on or off after applying the first pattern. Each additional pattern is compared and the match

flag is turned on or off according to the following tables:

And Match No Match

Flag ON ON OFF

Flag OFF OFF OFF

OR Match No Match

Flag ON ON ON

Flag OFF ON OFF

SCRATCH

This command deletes an IMOD or ILOG file.

Syntax

SCRATCH dsname 

Parameters

dsname
Data set name of the IMOD or ILOG data set to be deleted.

UPGRADE

This command compiles all IMODs in an ISET.

Syntax

UPGRADE FILE ddname [ALL]

Parameters

ddname
DDname of the ISET.

ALL
Compiles all IMODs in the ISET. If ALL is omitted, only IMODs that were last compiled with a previous (or later)
release of the compiler are compiled.

Usage Note

The UPGRADE command dynamically invokes the SRVCOMP module. This module must be accessible using STEPLIB,
JOBLIB, or LINKLIST.
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VIO

This command specifies the unit name for VIO work files.

Syntax

VIO name 

Parameters

name
Unit name to be used for VIO work data sets.
Default: VIO

VLDC

This command specifies a character to be used as the Variable-Length Do not Care symbol during pattern matching.
When found in a pattern, the VLDC character matches a string of any length, including null.

Syntax

VLDC char 

Parameters

char
Any character, except blank.
Default: &

IMOD Editor Commands
The IMOD editor is used to edit existing IMODs and to write new ones. Although IMODs are stored in VSAM-based ISETs,
the IMOD editor uses ISPF edit and browse commands to operate like other ISPF applications. It supports scrolling,
program function (PF) keys, and fast-path commands.

This article describes the IMOD Editor commands that you can use. The commands are listed alphabetically.

B

This command displays but does not change the contents of an IMOD or selects an ISET in read-only mode.

On the ISET or IMOD panel, specify B in the input field next to the name of the IMOD.

NOTE
When you issue a B command, the IMOD editor invokes the ISPF BROWSE facility and opens the Edit panel.
Only the commands that the ISPF BROWSE facility provides are available.

C

This command compiles an IMOD.

On the IMOD panel, specify C in the input field next to the IMOD name.

NOTE
To tell whether a compile succeeded, look at the first character in the STATUS field of the IMOD panel. C
indicates that the IMOD compiled successfully; * indicates that a compile error occurred.
If an error occurs, standard REXX error messages are added to the source code. A non-displayable character
(X'00'), which you can locate with the ISPF FIND P'.' command or GSS' ERROR edit macro, precedes these
messages. If you do not manually delete these messages, they are automatically deleted during the next
compile.
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D

This command deletes an IMOD.

On the IMOD panel, specify D in the input field next to the IMOD name.

NOTE
Before the IMOD is deleted, you are prompted to confirm the delete request. At the prompt, specify YES to
delete the IMOD. To cancel the deletion, press the PF3 key or specify anything other than YES.

DATASETS

This command displays a panel that shows information about all data sets that the IMOD editor is using.

From the command line of the ISET or IMOD panel, issue the following command:

DATASETS

NOTE
To return to the panel that you were viewing, press Enter.

EDIT

This command edits an IMOD using the PDF editor or to selects an ISET in update mode.

To enter this command, use one of the following options:

• On the ISET or IMOD panel, specify E in the input field next to the name of the IMOD.
• From the panel command line, issue the following command:

Edit imodname

NOTE
 When you want to create an IMOD, issue the EDIT command from a panel command line.

• Although you can use standard ISPF editing commands to edit an IMOD, do not use the NUM ON command
or enter line numbers manually-REXX treats line numbers as syntax errors.

• To save an IMOD and return to the IMOD panel, press the PF3 key. After you have edited it, you are ready to
compile it, assign it production status, and load it.

F

This command changes an IMOD status to force-load. When you do this, the status is changed to production and any
previously loaded IMOD with the same name is replaced.

On the IMOD panel, specify F in the input field next to the IMOD name.

NOTE

• When an IMOD has force-load status, the ISERVE address space can execute it.
• The difference between the F command and the P command is that F replaces any previously loaded IMOD

that has the same name-P will not.

G

This command compiles an IMOD, change its status to production, and load it.

On the IMOD panel, specify G in the input field next to the IMOD name.

NOTE
If an IMOD does not compile successfully, its status is not changed to production and it is not loaded.
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L

This command loads a particular IMOD into a GSS address space.

On the IMOD panel, specify L in the input field next to the IMOD name.

NOTE

• An IMOD that exists is replaced if it is reloaded.
• Only IMODs with compiled and production (or force-load) status can be loaded.
• Before you issue the L command, ensure that the SSNAME field contains the address name for the target

ISERVE.
• You can use the PF1 key (or issue a HELP command) to get more information about the message that is

displayed as a result of the L command.

LINK

This command links to a new GSS address space.

From the ISET panel command line, issue the following command:

LINK ssid

ssid
Subsystem ID for a GSS address space on the local z/OS image.

Notes:

• When you link to a new GSS address space, the IMOD editor creates a menu that lists all ISETs that are available to
that address space.

• After linking to a new GSS address space, the IMOD editor begins using the default data sets defined for that address
space (using the EDITOR initialization parameter). As a result, it can begin using different ISPF libraries and CLIST
libraries. A new IMOD compiler can also be loaded.

NOTE
The IMOD editor cannot change ISPF data sets if you are currently in split-screen mode.

LOCATE

This command positions the screen to a particular ISET or IMOD.

From the ISET or IMOD panel command line, issue the following command:

Locate name 

name
ISET or IMOD name (or leading fragment).

NOTE

• Case is ignored when matching the name to the value of the LOCATE command.
• Do not specify a string with quotes.

MEMBER

This command uses a different menu of ISETs.

From the ISET panel command line, issue the following command:

MEMBER member [DEFAULT]
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member
Name of the member (or * for the system default member).

DEFAULT
Saves the member name in your ISPF profile so that it is automatically used the next time that you start the IMOD
editor.

P

This command changes the status of an IMOD to production.

On the IMOD panel, specify P in the input field next to the IMOD name.

NOTE

• When an IMOD has production status, the ISERVE address space can execute it.
• The difference between the P command and the F command is that P does not replace any previously

loaded IMOD that has the same name. The F command does.

R

This command changes an IMOD name.

On the IMOD panel, specify R in the input field next to the IMOD name.

NOTE
You are prompted for the new IMOD name. To exit the panel without completing the rename operation, press the
PF3 key or issue an END command from the command line.

SELECT

This command edits an IMOD or, if the ISET has read-only status, to browses the IMOD.

To enter this command, use one of the following options:

• From the ISET or IMOD panel, specify S in the input field next to the ISET or IMOD name.
• From the panel command line, issue the following command:

Select name 

NOTE

• If * appears at the start of an ISET description, the ISET has read-only status.
• You can also use the EDIT and BROWSE commands to work with IMODs. EDIT lets you edit an IMOD, and

BROWSE lets you look at the contents of an IMOD.

SORT

This command displays ISETs in collating sequence.

From the ISET panel command line, issue the following command:

SORT

NOTE

• By default, ISETs are displayed in the order that they were specified in the parameter member.
• When ISETs are sorted in collating sequence, it is easier to use an ISPF LOCATE command to position the

screen to a particular ISET.
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T

This command changes the status of an IMOD to test.

On the IMOD panel, specify T in the input field next to the IMOD name.

NOTE

• When an IMOD has test status, the ISERVE address space does not execute it. However, it can still be
loaded and executed in batch mode using the SRVBATCH program.

• An IMOD is automatically assigned test status after it is compiled.

TOGGLE

This command switches between the current panel and another panel. The other panel shows an ISET data set name
(when issued from the ISET Selection Panel), or an alternate form of the IMOD Selection Panel (when issued from the
IMOD Selection Panel).

From the ISET or IMOD panel command line, issue the following command:

TOGGLE

NOTE

• To return to the panel that you were viewing, issue the TOGGLE command again.
• TOGGLE lets you switch between two forms of the IMOD Selection Panel-a form that shows date of last

change and user ID of changer, or a form that shows the compiler version that the IMOD uses and the
number of source lines in the IMOD.

VERSION

This command displays the current editor and compiler versions.

From the ISET or IMOD panel command line, issue the following command:

VERSION

NOTE
To return to the panel that you were viewing, press Enter.

X

This command executes an IMOD in an ISERVE address space and to retrieves any output that is produced.

To enter this command, use one of the following options:

• On the IMOD panel, specify X in the input field next to the IMOD name.
• From the panel command line, issue the following command:

X imodname

NOTE
An IMOD is not loaded into the target ISERVE address space before it is executed. If you have modified the
IMOD, use the L or G command first to load its most current form into the ISERVE address space.

GSS Extended Functions
The GSS extended functions include the Stack and IO functions.
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Stack Functions
The following table describes the GSS stack functions. 

Function Description
PUBSTACK() Controls public access to stack data.
PULL() Removes a record from the top of a specified stack.
PUSH() Adds a record to the top of a specified stack.
QUEUE() Adds a record to the bottom of a specified stack.
QUEUES() Adds an entire stack onto the end of another specified stack.
SHOVE() Inserts a record into a specified stack at a specified location.
SORT() Sorts a specified stack by field contents.
STACKINF() Returns information on a stack and its contents.
SWAPSTAK() Changes to a new stack.
TUG() Returns a copy of the specified record from the specified stack.
WAIT() Waits for a record to be placed in a stack.
YANK() Retrieves and removes a record from within a specified stack.

IO Functions

Function Description
$ISPFSTAT() Decodes and encodes ISPF PDS member statistics.
ALLOC() Dynamically allocates new or existing data sets.
DB2() Issues a dynamic SQL request to DB2.
DEALLOC() Dynamically deallocates a specified file.
SAM() Processes a sequential file or PDS.
VSAM() Performs I/O operations on VSAM files.

External Communication Functions

Function Description
CALLX() Invokes an external REXX subroutine at another GoalNet node.
CP() Issues a VM CP command and returns the CP responses.
DOM() Deletes a message from the operator console.
LU2() Enables support for VTAM LU 2 devices.
MLWTO() Issues a multi-line WTO.
OPSVALUE() Inspects and sets values of OPS/MVS variables.
OSCMD() Issues an operator command.
REDIRECT() Redirects TRACE or SAY output to a stack.
SAYWHAT() Sets the destination for SAY() output.
SETADDR() Specifies the destination for ADDRESS commands.
SRVCALL() Calls an IMOD in an ISERVE address space from SRVBATCH

and TSO/E REXX.
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SRVOPS() Calls an IMOD in an ISERVE address space from OPS/MVS.
SUBMIT() Submits a job to JES2.
WTO() Issues a one-line WTO.
WTOR() Issues a one-line WTOR (WAIT is implied).

Number, String, and Variable Functions

Function Description
$3270() Creates 3270 data stream from English descriptions.
$ALIAS() References and maintains an alias table.
$GLOBAL() Allocates global variables of more than 80 bytes in length.
$GREG2JUL() Converts Gregorian-format date to Julian format.
$JUL2GREG() Converts Gregorian-format date to Julian format.
$TIME() Manipulates CPU timer values (double-word binary).
ALIGN() Returns a numerical string with an aligned decimal point.
BOOLWORD() Performs a Boolean operation on two values and returns the

numeric result.
CALC() Evaluates complex numerical expression and returns result.
CASE() Translates text to uppercase or lowercase.
D2P() Converts decimal number to IBM packed decimal.
DS3270() Creates and parses 3270 data stream.
KEYVAL() Scans an input string for a key.
LOCSTEM() Retrieves index values of stem variables.
P2D() Converts a packed-decimal number to decimal.
SCANSTR() Scans a string with complex pattern matching.
UNIQUE() Returns a character not appearing in a string.
VVALUE() Accesses variables in the calling program chain.

System Information Functions

Function Description
DASD() Returns information about DASD volumes.
DEVTYPE() Issues the IBM macro DEVTYPE SVC.
DSNENQ() Returns information about the enqueue status of a data set in

predefined stem variables.
LOCATE() Returns the memory address of a specified item.
MEMORY() Inspects or alters memory.
RDJFCB() Retrieves the job file control block (JFCB) for a specified ddname.
SECURITY() Interfaces with the system security software.
SYSVAL() Returns system values.
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MOD Execution and Environment Functions

Function Description
$SERVER() Controls server IMODs.
$TIMER() Sets one or more asynchronous timers.
$WHEREFROM() Determines where an IMOD was called from.
BATCHRC() Sets STEP return code during batch execution.
CPUTIME() Returns elapsed CPU time for IMOD task.
ENQUEUE() Reserves resources for the use of an IMOD task.
LOADIMOD() In batch mode, causes the specified IMODs to be loaded into

storage and made available for processing.
LOCIMOD() Determines the availability and location of an IMOD.
PAUSE() Delays execution of an IMOD for a specified number of seconds.
SCRASID() Sets the default ILOG or IMOD by origination ASID.
SETRC() Specifies returned value of RC in external subroutine.
SPAWN() Begins the simultaneous execution of another IMOD.
VARSIZE() Sets the maximum length of REXX variable string.

ILOG File Functions

Function Description
ILOG() Retrieves information from an ILOG subfile.
ILOGC() Controls Open and Close of ILOG datasets.
ILOGG() Retrieves information from an ILOG file.
ILOGR() Records information in an ILOG file.
IROUTE() Controls ILOG routing of the current message.

System Information Notation Conventions

Positional Operands
The operands for the extended functions have reserved positions. If you omit an optional operand, indicate its
position with a comma.

Literal Strings
The shown values in capital letters are literal strings. When you code a literal string in REXX, always enclose it in
single (') or double quotation marks ("). REXX always assumes an "unquoted" literal string to be a variable name
and performs a substitution.

NOTE
If no variable of that name has been used, the uninitialized value of the variable is its name.

Example

The syntax for the EXAMPLE() function:

textEXAMPLE({OPEN},handle[,{F|FB}[,lrecl][,blksize]) {CLOSE} {START} {STOP}

If you omit the F | FB and lrecl operands, but include blksize, you could enter the function in the following way:

EXAMPLE('OPEN',myhandle,,,3120)
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Notice that OPEN, a literal string, is enclosed in single quotes, while myhandle, a variable, is not. The numeric value,
3120, although technically a literal, is not a valid REXX name and there is no ambiguity in omitting the quotes.

$3270()

This function converts English commands and data into a 3270-compatible data stream. Information is passed to the
function as arguments and on the current stack.

Syntax

textstream = $3270([rows],[cols],[{WRITE|ERASE|NONE}],[{ALARM|RESET|RESTORE}])

Parameters

stream
3270 data stream. A command byte and a Write Control Character (WCC) preface this data stream

rows
Number of rows on the screen. The Logon Facility determines the default value.

cols
Number of columns on the screen. The Logon Facility determines the default value.

WRITE
Indicates that the finished data stream is intended to be written without first erasing the display. The new data
overlays and selectively replaces the existing data.

ERASE
Indicates that the finished data stream is intended to replace completely any existing display.

NONE
Indicates that the finished data stream does not contain a command or WCC. The returned data can be appended
to another stream that does begin with a command and WCC. This is the default.

ALARM
Sets the Sound audible alarm flag in the WCC. This can appear in combination with RESTORE and RESET,
separated by blanks.

RESTORE
Sets the Restore keyboard flag in the WCC. This can appear in combination with ALARM and RESET, separated
by blanks.

RESET
Sets the Reset modified data tag flag in the WCC. This can appear in combination with RESTORE and ALARM,
separated by blanks.

Commands

Commands are passed to $3270() using the current stack. Each command and its accompanying arguments must be
complete in one stack record. Multiple commands can appear in a single stack record. Except where otherwise specified,
blanks separate commands and arguments. Commands can be uppercase or lowercase. Where row and column
coordinates are specified, they are 1-based. That is, row 1 column 1 is the first position on the screen. The following
commands are valid:

AT
Use to position the display point to the specified row and column coordinates. The syntax is:
textAT row col

UP | DOWN | LEFT | RIGHT
Use to move the display point a designated number of positions in any direction. An attempt to move off the
screen in any direction results in an error condition. The syntax is:
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textcommandname n

NL
Use to move the insertion point to the beginning of the next line, unless the insertion point is at the beginning of a
line. NL can wrap the screen to position 1,1. The syntax is:
NL

DATA
Use to copy the data that follows to the screen. No validity checking is performed and the screen can wrap in
any direction. The text string is delimited by any special character that is not part of the data itself. In operation,
the first non-blank character following the DATA command is used as the delimiter. Data is transferred until the
delimiter is encountered again. The remainder of the stack record, if any, is assumed to contain more commands.
The syntax is:
textDATA /text/

DATABEGIN
The DATABEGIN command is similar to the DATA command, except that there are no delimiters. Instead, the text
is assumed to begin with the first non-blank character following the blank-delimited command word and continues
to the end of the stack record. The syntax is:
textDATABEGIN text

DATARECORD
Use to indicate that the next stack record is data to be written to the screen. Any remaining commands following
DATARECORD in the same stack record are ignored. The syntax is:
textDATARECORD

REPEAT
Use to repeat the specified single character n times. Screen wrapping is permitted. The values for char can be
any single character, BLANK to repeat a blank, or NULL to repeat a null (binary zero) character. The syntax is:
textREPEAT char n

ATTRIBUTE
Use to insert a 3270 attribute character with the specified characteristics. Each attribute requires one screen
position. The arguments are delimited by any special character that does not appear in the arguments
themselves. In operation, the first non-blank character following the ATTRIBUTE command is used as the
delimiter. Arguments are processed until the delimiter is encountered again. The remainder of the stack record, if
any, is assumed to contain more commands. The syntax is:
ATTRIBUTE [MDT] [HIGH] [NODISP] [PROT] [NUM] [SKIP]

CURSOR
Use to position the cursor to the current display position. The syntax is:
CURSOR

Return Codes

101 - 103
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

104
WCC not ALARM RESTORE RESET

121
INVALID AT ROW recnum data

122
INVALID AT COL recnum data

123
AT ROW TOO LARGE recnum data
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124
AT COL TOO LARGE recnum data

125
FN ERROR ntypexxxxrecnum data

126
INVALID UP recnum data

127
UP OFF SCREEN recnum data

129
INVALID DOWN recnum data

130
DOWN OFF SCREEN recnum data

132
INVALID LEFT recnum data

133
LEFT OFF SCREEN recnum data

135
INVALID RIGHT recnum data

136
RIGHT OFF SCREEN recnum data

140
NO DATA AFTER DATARECORD recnum data

141
INVALID REPEAT CHAR recnum data

142
INVALID REPEAT COUNT recnum data

144
INVALID COMMAND: cmdrecnum data

Example

queue 'at 1 1 attr /prot/ data /Enter ID =>/ attr /input high /'

queue 'cursor right 8 attr /prot/'

queue 'at 2 1 attr /prot/ data /Password =>/ attr /input nondisp/'

queue 'right 8 attr /prot/'

do i = 1 to canned_msg.0

queue 'nl datarecord'

queue canned_msg.i

end i

screen = $3270(,,'erase','reset restore')

 if rc ^= 0 then signal error

$ALIAS()

This function enables the establishment and use of tables of aliases. An alias is a string that, when it matches a minimum
portion of an alias table entry, has another value that is substituted for it.

Syntax
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result = $ALIAS({ADD   },table,{alias      })

                {CREATE}       {width      }

                {DELETE}       {name,object}

                {LIST  }       {name       }

                {XLATE }

Parameters

result
Contains one of these values:
(any successful list operation): The maximum length of any instance of name, followed by the maximum length of
any instance of object (separated by a blank).
(any other successful operation): Affirmative message.
(any unsuccessful operation): Error text.

ADD
Adds an alias entry.

CREATE
Creates an alias table.

DELETE
Deletes an alias entry.

LIST
Lists the contents of an alias table. Entries are returned on the stack, one entry per record. Fields are blank-
delimited and consist of:

• The alias name, in both uppercase and lowercase characters, representing the minimum required string.
• Minimum required length.
• The object string for translation.

XLATE
Translates the given alias string into an object.

table
Alias table name. This name is an arbitrary name. It should not begin with a dollar sign ($), because these names
are reserved for use by Broadcom.

alias
Character string to be used in a search of the alias table. This string is not case-sensitive.

width
Maximum number of characters that can appear in any object in the table being created.

name
Name to be added to the table as an alias. The first character must be an uppercase character. During
comparisons, the leading uppercase portion of the name must be present in the alias being checked. The
remaining characters in the alias being checked (if any) must then match the trailing, lowercase portion of the
name. When specified with a DELETE operation, the case is not checked.

object
The text string that is returned upon match by an alias.

Return Codes

101 - 103
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID
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121
TABLE ALREADY EXISTS

122
TABLE DOES NOT EXIST

123
NO REQUIRED CHARACTERS

124
THIS ENTRY MATCHES EXISTING ENTRY

125
ALIAS NOT FOUND

Example

$ALIAS('CREATE',TAB1,80)

 $ALIAS('ADD',tab1,'ABCdef','xyz')

 $ALIAS('XLATE',tab1,'abc')     == 'xyz'

$ALIAS('XLATE',tab1,'ab')      == 'ALIAS NOT FOUND'

$ALIAS('XLATE',tab1,'abcdefx') == 'ALIAS NOT FOUND'

$ALIAS('XLATE',tab1,'abcde')   == 'xyz'

GLOBAL

This command displays the currently available global variables, with the values and amount of storage that is associated
with each variable.

 Syntax 

GLobal [ALL [Sort {Name|Members|Storage}]

       [&name [Value] [Sort {Name|Value}]

 Parameters 

ALL
Displays all global variables. For stem variables, the stem name and a count of members is shown. Also shown is
how much storage is being used for data and how much for data and control structures.

&name
Name of a global variable (case-sensitive) or stem (with trailing period) that you are displaying.

Value
Displays the currently assigned values of each global variable.

Sort
Determines the sort order for output, as follows:
Name

Ascending order by variable name.
Members

Descending order by count of stem members. Where the counts are identical, lines are listed in
ascending order by variable name.

Storage
Descending order by amount of total storage. Where total storage is identical, lines are listed in ascending
order by variable name.
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Value
Ascending order by the value (first 20 characters). Where the first 20 characters of values are identical,
lines are listed in ascending order by variable name.

 Example 

------------------------ CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ------- ROW 1 TO 19 OF 42

==> global all sort storage                                           => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1MAIN          ssid ISRV

=============================================================================

Name or Stem                Members      Storage    Data       Total

&$gnet_xref.                38                      189        4.9k

&iset.                      35                      856        4.5k

&$gnet_node.                19                      113        2.5k

&$gnet_appl.                18                      131        2.4k

&$gnet_conn.                18                      106        2.4k

&$gnet_count1.              18                      76         2.4k

&$gnet_count2.              18                      76         2.4k

&$gnet_count3.              18                      76         2.4k

&$gnet_count4.              18                      76         2.4k

&$gnet_count5.              18                      76         2.4k

&$gnet_count6.              18                      76         2.4k

&$gnet_mode.                18                      130        2.4k

&$gnet_pswd.                18                      76         2.4k

&$gnet_ssid.                18                      76         2.4k

&$gnet_status.              18                      112        2.4k

&$gnet_sysname.             18                      115        2.4kk

 Fields 

Name or Stem
1- to 42-character name of a global variable or stem. A trailing period identifies stems.

Members
Number of variables sharing the stem.

Storage
Storage that is associated with this entry. If the value of the member is more than 1, storage values are
cumulative. Values over 1024 bytes are displayed in kilobytes, with a k suffix.

Data
Storage that is required to store only the data that is assigned to the variable.

Total
Storage that is used to store data and maintain all associated control structures.

 Other Responses 

"VALUE" not valid unless name specified
Some form of Value was specified, but your request was for ALL. Value is restricted to requests for a specified
variable or stem.

Invalid sort type: "string"
The specified text string is not a valid sort type.

Invalid argument: "string"
The specified text string is not a valid parameter for this command.

No global variables
No global variables are allocated.
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No variables fit selection criteria
No global variables of the name that you specified.

$GREG2JUL()

This function converts a Gregorian-format date to Julian format.

Syntax

juldate = $GREG2JUL(gregdate)

Parameters

juldate
Julian-format date: yy.ddd or yyyy.ddd. The number of digits that are assigned to the year is the same as specified
in the Gregorian format, two or four. The day of the year is left-padded with zeros to three characters.

gregdate
Gregorian-format date: mm/dd/yy or mm/dd/yyyy. The number of digits that are assigned to the year is carried
over to the result and must be two or four. The length of the month and day fields is unimportant, except that the
date must be valid.

Return Codes

101
ARG 1 MISSING OR INVALID

121
INVALID YEAR

122
INVALID MONTH

123
INVALID DAY

Example

$GREG2JUL('12/31/99') ==  '99.366'

$GREG2JUL('1/1/2000') == '2000.001'

$ISPFSTAT()

This function decodes ISPF statistics that are stored in the user-data field of PDS member entries. It also encodes
information into ISPF-compatible format.

Syntax

Form 1:

ver crdate chdate chtime size init mod user = $ISPFSTAT(DECODE,data)

Form 2:

$ISPFSTAT(ENCODE,ver,crdate,chdate,chtime,size,init,mod,user)

Parameters
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ver
Version and modification level, which is specified as vv.mm. vv and mm are whole numbers from 00 to 99. The
period is a separator and not a decimal point. Encoding the value 1.5 and then decoding it yields 01.05 as the
result.

crdate
Creation date for this member. The format is mm/dd/yy.

chdate
Date of last modification. The format is mm/dd/yy.

chtime
Time of last modification. The format is hh:mm, or hh:mm:ss where hh ranges from 0 to 24, mm ranges from 0 to
59, and ss ranges from 0 to 59. hh, mm, and ss are whole numbers.

size
Current size, in lines (logical records) of the member. A whole number from 0 through 65535.

init
Size, in lines (logical records), of the member when it was created. This is a whole number in the range of 0
through 65535.

mod
Number of times this member has been modified. A whole number from 0 to 65535.

user
User ID of the user who last updated (or created) this member. This is a seven character field (the eighth
character, if any, is truncated), right-padded with blanks.

ENCODE
Prepares a 30-byte ISPF-compatible data field, using the provided data.

DECODE
Extracts data from a 30-byte ISPF compatible data field. The resulting fields are returned as the result of the
function, in blank-delimited form.

data
30-byte binary string, representing ISPF-compatible member statistics. The format is as follows, where the first
piece of information represents the offset, the second represents the length, and the third describes the data:
0 - 1

Version, binary
1 - 1

Modification level, binary
2 - 1

Reserved
3 - 1

For ISPF 3.3 and later, the seconds portion of the modification time. Unsigned packed decimal.
4 - 4

Creation date: 00yydddF. Julian, signed packed decimal.
8 - 4

Last changed date: 00yydddF. Julian, signed packed decimal.
12 - 1

The hours portion of the modification time. Unsigned packed decimal.
13 - 1

The minutes portion of the modification time. Unsigned packed decimal.
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14 - 2
The current number of records (lines) in the member. Unsigned binary.

16 - 2
The number of records (lines) in the member when created. Unsigned binary.

18 - 2
The number of times the member has been modified. Unsigned binary.

20 - 7
First seven characters of the user ID responsible for the last alteration of the member.

27 - 3
Reserved. Three character blanks (X'40').

Return Codes

101 - 109
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

121
DATA LENGTH NOT 28

122
CREATE DATE NOT PACKED DECIMAL

123
CREATE DATE NOT VALID JULIAN

124
CHANGE DATE NOT PACKED DECIMAL

125
CHANGE DATE NOT VALID JULIAN

126
CHANGE TIME NOT PACKED DECIMAL

127
BAD VV.MM

128
BAD CREATE DATE

129
BAD CHANGE DATE

130
BAD CHANGE TIME

131
BAD SIZE

132
BAD INIT SIZE

133
BAD MODIFICATION LEVEL

134
BAD USERID

Example
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/* Locate member, display ISPF attributes */

 

    parse upper arg dsn member

 

    x = alloc(dsn,'shr')

    dcb = sam('obtain',,x,'pdsin')

    if rc ^= 0 then return 'obtain returns' rc '-' dcb

    x = sam('open',dcb)

    if rc ^= 0 then return 'open returns' rc '-' x

    data = sam('bldl',dcb,member)

    if rc ^= 0 then return 'bldl returns' rc '-' data

    flags = x2b(c2x(substr(data,14,1)))

    length = x2d(b2x(substr(flags,4,5)||'0'))

    if length < 28 then return 'ISPF statistics not available'

    if substr(flags,1,1) == '1' then type = 'ALIAS'

    else type = 'MEMBER'

    data = substr(data,15,30)

    x = $ispfstat('decode',data)

    parse var x vvmm create chdate chtime size init mod user

$JUL2GREG()

This function converts a Julian-format date to Gregorian format.

Syntax

gregdate = $JUL2GREG(juldate)

Parameters

gregdate
Gregorian-format date: mm/dd/yy or mm/dd/yyyy. The number of digits that are assigned to the year are the same
as specified in the Julian date. The month and day fields are two digits each, and are left-padded with a zero, if
needed.

juldate
Julian-format date: yy.ddd or yyyy.ddd. The number of digits that are assigned to the year are carried over to
the result and must be two or four. The number of digits that the day occupies is unimportant except that it must
represent a valid date.

Return Codes

101
ARG 1 MISSING OR INVALID

121
INVALID YEAR

122
INVALID DAY

Example

$JUL2GREG('96.366')  ==  '12/31/96'

$GREG2JUL('2000.001') == '01/01/2000'
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SERVER

This command controls the Server IMOD Facility. This facility is described in detail in CA-GSS IMODs.

Syntax

SERVER {CANCEL name}

       {CYCLE name}

       {DEFINE name imod desc}

       {DELETE name}

       {DISPLAY}

       {HOLD name}

       {PAUSE name}

       {QUIESCE name}

       {RESET name}

       {RESUME name}

       {START name}

       {STATUS name}

       {STOP name}

       {TERMINATE name}

Parameters

• name
Name of a service.

• imod
Name of the IMOD that provides the service.

• desc
Description of the service (for display purposes only). Case is preserved.

• CANCEL
Cancels the Server IMOD. Avoid this command, because the current request (and all queued requests) is abandoned
and the requesting IMODs are not notified.

• CYCLE
Cancels the current Server IMOD and starts a new server. The queued requests are transferred to the new server.

• DEFINE
Creates a service name and links it to the IMOD that provides the service. An optional description is displayed during
later informational commands.

• DELETE
Deletes an existing service. The currently executing service IMOD task, if any, is not terminated or disturbed in any
way. However, it no longer is recognized as being related to the service.

• DISPLAY
Returns information about all currently defined servers on the stack. The first character of each stack record serves as
a delimiter character. The fields that are returned are (in order): Service, IMOD name, IMOD task ID (if running), and
Description.

• HOLD
Continues to queue requests without processing requests in the queue.

• PAUSE
Stops accepting more requests and does not process requests in the queue.

• QUIESCE
Stops accepting more requests but continues processing the requests that are queued.

• RESET
Deletes all unprocessed requests. No processing is performed and the requestors are not notified.

• RESUME
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Cancels the effects of any outstanding HOLD, PAUSE, or QUIESCE.
• START

Starts the named service. Any specified options are passed to the Server IMOD in the argument string, following the
service name.

• STATUS
Returns the status of a particular server IMOD on the stack. The returned information is formatted for display purposes.

• STOP
Performs a QUIESCE operation and then a TERMINATE operation when all queued requests have been completed.

• TERMINATE
Terminates processing immediately. Any unprocessed requests are ignored

Example

---------------------- CA-GSS/ISERVE Control Panel ---------    ROW 1 TO 1 OF 1

==> server define stepsum stepsum CA-SYSVIEW Stepsum Server            => PAGE

Target node: *                ssid: *    Host node: B1EWF               ssid EWF

================================================================================

Success

$TIME()

This function obtains the current time of day (TOD) clock value, adds and subtracts double-word unsigned binary values,
and converts CPU timer values to printable strings.

Syntax

Form 1:

$TIME(ADD,value1,value2)

Form 2:

$TIME(FULL,value1)

Form 3:

$TIME(FULLB,value1)

Form 4:

$TIME(SEC,value1)

Form 5:

$TIME(STCK)

Form 6:

$TIME(SUB,value1,value2)

Parameters

ADD
Adds value1 to value2. The result is an unsigned 8-byte binary value in IBM TOD clock format.
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SUB
Subtracts value2 from value1. The result is an unsigned 8-byte binary value in IBM TOD clock format.

value1
8-byte binary string in the IBM TOD clock format.

value2
8-byte binary string in the IBM TOD clock format to be added to or subtracted from value1.

FULL
Converts value1 to a printable string in the format hh:mm:ss.tho (hh is hours, mm is minutes, ss is seconds, and
tho is thousandths of a second). The string is always 12 bytes in length and all leading zeros and field separators
are present.

FULLB
Same as FULL, except that blanks replace leading zeros and punctuation.

SEC
Converts value1 to seconds. The returned number is in REXX format, contains a decimal point, and is accurate to
thousandths of a second.

STCK
Returns the current value of the system TOD clock as an 8-byte unsigned binary value.

Return Codes

101 - 103
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

Example 1

/*  Report total CPU usage for an address space */

 

parse arg ascb                  /* address of ASCB is passed          */

cpu = memory('f',ascb+64,8)     /* get elapsed jobstep time (ASCBEJST */

string = $time('full',cpu)      /* convert to printable string        */

return string

Example 2

/*  Determine elapsed CPU time for subroutine  */

 

start = cpu('stck')             /* obtain start CPU value         */

call test_sub                   /* invoke subroutine to time      */

stop = cpu('stck')              /* obtain ending CPU value        */

total = $time('sub',stop,start) /* determine elapsed CPU time     */

string = $time('fullb',total)   /* make printable. no lead zeros. */

say 'Subroutine CPU: ' string

$TIMER()

This function sets one or more asynchronous timers. As each interval expires, a record is written to a stack to notify your
IMOD.

Syntax

Form 1:
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id = $TIMER(SET,sec,stknum,[rec],[imodid])

Form 2:

id = $TIMER(CLEAR,id)

Parameters

SET
Establishes a new timer interval without affecting existing intervals.

CLEAR
Clears an existing interval.

id
Unique ID assigned by timing facility. If you are canceling an existing interval, specify this ID.

sec
Number of seconds in the interval.

stknum
Number of the stack posted when the interval expires.

rec
1 to 256-byte argument that is placed on the stack when the interval expires. The default is TIME_EXPIRED.

imodid
IMOD that owns the stack that is being posted when the interval expires.

Usage Notes

When an interval expires, the text in rec (or TIME_EXPIRED) is written to the stack, followed by a blank and the interval
ID (id) returned by the SET argument.

Return Codes

101 - 105
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

121
TIMER IS NOT AVAILABLE

122
SYSTEM SHUTDOWN IN EFFECT

123
STORAGE EXHAUSTED

Example

/* Set two timers */

id1 = $timer('set',10,1,'INTERVAL_1')

 id2 = $timer('set',60,1,'INTERVAL_2')

.../* start other processes */

x = wait(0,1,2) /* wait on multiple events)

 if x = 1 then do

    rec = pull(1)

    parse var rec string id .

    select

        when string = 'INTERVAL_1 then call expire_1

        when string = 'INTERVAL_2 then call expire_2
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        otherwise signal timer_error

        end

    end

$WHEREFROM()

This function determines the IMOD and statement number responsible for calling the current IMOD. This is useful in
debugging invalid calls to common routines.

Syntax

line imodname = $WHEREFROM()

Parameters

line
Line number in the parent IMOD responsible for invoking the currently executing IMOD.

imodname
Name of the parent IMOD.

Return Codes

120
NOT CALLED FROM IMOD

Example

  signal on syntax                   /* set trap */

  parse arg w1 w2 w3 .               /* begin processing */

  ...

  ...

 syntax:                              /* trap code */

  say 'Error' rc 'on line' sigl      /* show location of error */

  say 'IMOD called from $wherefrom() /* show source of call */

  return

ALIGN()

This function returns a numeric string that is padded on the right with blanks so that decimal points line up. You can also
add commas to the integer portions of the number.

Syntax

ALIGN(value,right,[COMMAS])

Parameters

value
Numeric input string.

right
Number indicating the number of positions to the right of the decimal point. Trailing blanks are added and
truncation can occur.

COMMAS
Inserts commas in the integer portion of the number.
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Return Codes

101 - 103
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

Example

align('100',2)           == '100. ' /* Pad with 2 blanks */

align('1000',0,'COMMAS') == '1,000.'/* Add commas   */

ALLOC()

This function dynamically allocates new or existing data sets.

Syntax

ALLOC([dsn],[disp1[disp2[disp3]] ,[PERM],[dd],[unit],[volser],

  [,space prim [sec] [dir],[dsorg],[recfm],[lrecl],[blksize]) = ddname

Parameters

ddname
DDname for the newly allocated file (or error text if the allocation fails).
Default: The system assigns a ddname that the ALLOC() function returns.

dsn
Name of the data set you want to allocate. To specify a PDS member, include the member in parentheses (for
example, INDEX.NAME(MEMBER)). The member is allocated as a sequential file.
Default: The system assigns a temporary name.

disp1
How the file is allocated to you:
SHR

Allocate an existing data set non-exclusively.
OLD

Allocate an existing data set for the exclusive use of the ISERVE address space. Other IMODs can also
hold the same data set exclusively.

NEW
Allocate a new data set that does not exist.

MOD
Allocate a new or existing data set for the exclusive use of the ISERVE address space. The "write pointer"
is positioned to the end of the data set so that you can extend the data set with more records.

disp2
Indicates what to do with the data set when it is deallocated typically:

KEEP
Keep it, but do not catalog it. This is the default if it was an existing data set that was allocated.

DELETE
Delete it. If the data set was allocated through the catalog (without specification of volume serial number), it is
also uncataloged. This is the default for a newly allocated data set.

CATLG
Keep it and catalog it.
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UNCATLG
Keep it and uncatalog it. For example, 'NEW CATLG DELETE' is equivalent to the JCL statement
DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE). For default values, consult your JCL Reference Guide.

disp3
Data set disposition if it is deallocated during abend processing. Specify one of the values that are listed in disp2.

PERM
Indicates that the data set remains allocated after it is closed.
Default: FREE=CLOSE

dd
DDname for the file.
Default: The system generates a unique DDname.

unit
Unit name for the allocation. This argument is required when allocating a new or uncataloged data set.

volser
Volume to be allocated. This argument is required when allocating an uncataloged data set. It is also required if
you are allocating a new data set and you are not using an esoteric value for the unit.

space
How much space is allocated to a disk data set. This value is required for new data sets and ignored for existing
data sets. Specify one of these values:
blocks

The size of the disk block to be allocated. This is generally the same value as the block size of the data
set. The allocation routines calculate the physical amount of disk space that is required, based on blocks
of the specified size. If specified, prim and sec are assumed to be in blocks.

CYL
The allocation is to be by cylinder. If used, prim and sec are assumed to specify cylinder.

TRK
The allocation is to be by track. If used, prim and sec are assumed to specify tracks.

prim
Minimum amount of space for allocation (in blocks, tracks, or cylinders).

sec
Space to be allocated each time the data set is full and more data is written (in blocks, tracks, or cylinders).
A data set can extend over 16 discrete areas on a single disk volume.
Default: 0

dir
Number of 256-byte directory blocks to be allocated to a partitioned data set (PDS). Specify dir if you are
allocating a PDS; otherwise, omit it.

dsorg
Data set organization. Specify: PS, PSU, PO, or POU.
Default: No value is assigned (for new data sets), or the dsorg that is specified in the data set label is used (for
existing data sets).

recfm
Record format. Specify: F, FA, FM, FB, FBA, FBM, V, VA, VM, VB, VBA, VBM, or U.
Default: No value is assigned (for new data sets), or the record format that is specified in the data set label is
used (for existing data sets).

lrecl
For a new data set, you can specify the logical record length. Specify a value from 0 to 32,769 (inclusive).
Default: No value is assigned.
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blksize
For a new data set, you can specify the block size. Specify a value from 0 to 32,769 (inclusive).
Default: No value is assigned.

Usage Notes

Allocating a data set that requires operator intervention suspends the requesting IMOD task until the request can be
satisfied.

• Unless PERM is specified, all data sets allocated by an IMOD task are freed at the termination of the IMOD task.
• Allocating and deallocating data sets generates a message in ISRVLOG.

Return Codes

101 - 111
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

102
ARG 2, SUBARG n INVALID

104
DDNAME ALREADY IN USE

121
error info text
error SVC 99 Error code (hexadecimal)
info SVC 99 Information code (hexadecimal)
text Explanatory text

Example

alloc('RBROWNE.TEST.DATA','SHR',,''JUNK') == 'JUNK'

         /* Allocate a PDS, alloc returns ddname */

         /* Note that member name is not specified until SAM() */

BATCHRC()

In batch mode (under SRVBATCH), the BATCHRC() function lets an IMOD set or reset the value that is returned to the
operating system as the JOBSTEP completion code. This value can be tested in the JCL for the job to permit conditional
execution of further steps.

Syntax

value = BATCHRC([number])

Parameters

value
Value that is set as the JOBSTEP completion code.

number
Value that replaces any former value and returns to the system as the JOBSTEP completion code.
Default: The existing value is returned but is not changed.

Usage Note

BATCHRC() is valid only when the IMOD is executing in batch mode, under SRVBATCH.

Return Codes
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101
ARG 1 MISSING OR INVALID

Example

/* Set a return code only if RC is higher than the current 

   return code */

 

   newret = batchrc(max(rc,batchrc()))

   if newret > 8 then exit

BOOLWORD()

This function performs a Boolean operation on two numeric values and to return the numeric result.

Syntax

result = BOOLWORD({AND},value,value)

                  {OR}

                  {XOR}

Parameters

result
Numeric result of the operation.

AND
Perform a Boolean AND function.

OR
Perform a Boolean OR function.

XOR
Perform a Boolean exclusive OR function.

value
Numeric value in character-string format.

Return Codes

101 - 103
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

Example

boolword('OR','020','001') == '21' /* Leading zeros are ignored  */

boolword('OR',2,1)         == '3'

boolword('AND','2','1')    == '0'

CALC()

This function evaluates a complex numerical expression and returns the results.

Syntax

result = CALC(expression,[decimal])
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Parameters

result
Numeric result of the operation.

expression
The mathematical expression to be evaluated. Numbers can be up to six significant digits, containing a decimal
point and leading plus sign or leading minus sign. Blanks are ignored. The operators that you can use are shown
in the following section.
Because CALC() uses true floating-point arithmetic, values can be imprecise. Large and small numbers include a
scaling factor (power of 10), and return values in the following form:
1.23456 * 10 ** 25

decimal
Number of digits to the right of the decimal point.
Default: All significant digits appear, but trailing zeros are omitted.

Operators for the Expression Operand

+
Plus

-
Minus

**
Raise to a power

*
Multiply

/
Divide

(
Start priority grouping

)
End priority grouping

sin()
Evaluate sine

cos()
Evaluate cosine

atan()
Evaluate arc tangent

exp()
Exponential

abs()
Absolute value

sqrt()
Square root

log10()
Base 10 logarithm

log()
Base 10 logarithm
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ln()
Base e (natural) logarithm

Return Codes

101
One of the following codes:
ARG 1 MISSING OR INVALID
CHARACTER IN ARG 1

102
ARG 2 INVALID

121
One of the following codes:
EXPECTED OPERATOR MISSING
TOO MANY NUMERIC FIELDS
OPERATOR FOLLOWS OPERATOR
INVALID OPERATOR
NUMBER FOLLOWS RIGHT PARENTHESIS
UNBALANCED PARENTHESES
OVERFLOW OR UNDERFLOW
EXPRESSION TOO COMPLEX
ERROR DURING SIN/COS EVALUATION
ERROR DURING EXP EVALUATION
ERROR DURING LOG EVALUATION
ERROR DURING SQRT EVALUATION
RESULT TOO LARGE
DIVISION BY ZERO

Example

calc('1+1')         == '2'

calc('(1+2)*5')     == '15'         /* Not 11   */

calc('abs(-9)')     == '9'

CALLX()

This function executes an IMOD as a subroutine at another GoalNet node.

Syntax

result = CALLX([node],[ssid],imod,{NONE|PASS},[args])

Parameters

result
Value that the last-executed REXX RETURN or EXIT instruction in the called routine (or error text) specifies.

node
Name of the GoalNet node where the IMOD is executed. The current node is assumed as the default.

ssid
Subsystem ID that identifies the ISERVE that is to execute the IMOD.
If ssid is specified without node, the request is routed to the appropriate ISERVE on the same z/OS system. If
node is also specified, the request is first routed to the requested GoalNet node and then sent to the appropriate
ISERVE on that z/OS system.
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imod
Name of the IMOD that is executed as an external routine. This argument is required.

NONE
Indicates that no stack information is passed to the called routine. This is the default. Any returned stack data is
appended to the current stack contents. Select this option whenever records exist on the current stack and the
called IMOD is not going to process them.

PASS
Passes the contents of the current stack (up to the NEWSTACK marker) to the called routine. When the
information is passed, it is deleted from the stack for the caller. Upon return, any records that are left on the stack
by the called IMOD are returned to the caller. These records become the new stack contents.

args
String that is passed to the called routine as an argument string.

Usage Notes

• CALLX() operates like a standard REXX CALL instruction. An argument string can be passed, a result string returned,
and the current stack can be passed to the called routine and the modified stack returned to the caller.

• Only a single argument can be passed, although this argument can have many fields.
• The called IMOD can only reference the passed stack. If the called IMOD creates more stacks using the SWAPSTAK()

or NEWSTACK() functions, only the current stack is returned to the caller at the conclusion of the called IMOD.

Return Codes

101 - 105
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

121
REQUESTED NODE NOT DEFINED

122
REQUESTED NODE NOT ACTIVE

123
REQUESTED NODE IS DOWN

124
REQUESTED NODE IS STOPPED

125
STATUS OF REQUESTED NODE IS INDETERMINATE

128
UNABLE TO ESTABLISH CONVERSATION WITH NODE

129
NODE LOST BEFORE REMOTE IMOD SCHEDULED

131
NODE LOST AFTER REMOTE IMOD SCHEDULED

133
HALT/FAILURE/ERROR/SYNTAX AT line

134
IMOD NOT FOUND

135
IMOD NOT AVAILABLE
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136
IMOD NOT CALLABLE

138
NO CONNECTION AVAILABLE

150
One of these messages is returned:
GSS COMMUNICATION FAILURE return reason
IMOD was canceled during execution.
IMOD was not found.
IMOD was found but was deactivated.
IMOD cannot be called from the current GSS environment.
IMOD could not be executed.
ISERVE address space ABENDED during IMOD processing
IMOD Recovery has failed.
Syntax error in IMOD recovery request
Invalid plist, args not in valid storage
Requested GSS service not available
Invalid GSS Plist, invalid storage subpool
JESCT has invalid format.
SSCVT has invalid format.
Requested GSS service is invalid.
Requested ISERVE address space not valid
ISERVE SUBCOM area not found
GSS SSCVT not initialized
GSS Address Space is not active.
Requested ISERVE address space not running
GSS SSCVT not found
GSS PC table not found
Insufficient storage for GSS X-MEM plist
Insufficient storage for XQAREA
PC table entry not found
PC routine not found
Requested GSS service is invalid.
Insufficient storage, service dynamic area
Insufficient storage, external XQAREA
Insufficient storage, PC2 dynamic area
Invalid ASCB address, PC2
Value invalid
Input STACK format is invalid.
Invalid PLIST, "GSST" is missing.
GSSCVT missing from PLIST
GSSTAB1 has invalid format.
PLIST not accessible

Example

callx('node2',,'status',,args)  /* Run "status" IMOD at node2 */

CASE()

This function converts a string to uppercase or lowercase.

Syntax
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CASE({UPPER|LOWER},string)

Parameters

UPPER
Translates to uppercase.

LOWER
Translates to lowercase.

string
1- to 256-character input string.

Return Codes

101 - 102
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

Example

case('lower','ABC') == 'abc'   /* Translate a string to lowercase */

case('upper','abc') == 'ABC'   /* Translate a string to uppercase */

CP()

This function issues a VM CP command and returns a response from the CP. z/OS must be operating under VM.

Syntax

result = CP(command,[stem.])

Parameters

result
Error or completion status.

command
Command string to be passed to CP.
Note: VM systems are case-sensitive.

stem
Name of a stem variable in which individual lines of a response from a CP are returned. Include the period. The
first line of the response returns in stem.1, the second line in stem.2, without breaks.
The stem variable cannot be global (that is, it cannot begin with an ampersand).
Default: Results are returned on the stack and can be accessed with PULL() or a similar function.

Return Codes

0
COMMAND EXECUTED

101
ARG 1 MISSING OR INVALID

102
One of the following codes:
ARG 2 MISSING OR INVALID
ARG 2 NOT STEM VARIABLE
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120
NOT UNDER VM

121
RESPONSE TOO LONG

122
PASSWORD REQUIRED

123
NO RESPONSE FROM VM

124
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE

Example

cp('MSG RBROWNE testing') == 0    /* RBROWNE would get a message  */

cp('Q MVSB1') == 0                /* 'MVSB1 - DSC' might be put in queue */

CPUTIME()

This function enables an IMOD task to determine how much CPU time it has consumed.

Syntax

{value|string|number} = CPUTIME({STCK|FULL[B]|SEC})

Parameters

value
Unsigned 64-bit binary value in IBM TOD clock format.

string
12-character value, in the format hh:mm:ss.tho.

number
Numeric value suitable for REXX computational use.

STCK
Returns the elapsed CPU time as an unsigned 64-bit number.

FULL
Returns the elapsed CPU time as a printable string. FULL is the default. Specifying FULLB removes all leading
zeros and associated separators. In each case, 12 characters are returned in the format hh:mm:ss.tho.

SEC
Returns the elapsed CPU time, in seconds, as a REXX numeric value. The value is accurate to three decimal
places.

Return Codes

101
ARG 1 MISSING OR INVALID

Usage Notes

The CPUTIME value includes REXX interpretation time and time that ADDRESS environments use that execute in the
same address space as the IMOD. Time that is accrued in other address spaces is not considered.

Example
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/* Display the elapsed CPU time for an IMOD */

 

   time = cputime('fullb')

   time = strip(time,'l')      /* Remove leading blank characters */

   say 'CPU Time for' imod_id 'is' time

D2P()

This function converts a REXX-format whole number into IBM packed-decimal format. This form is frequently used to
store decimal numbers with two digits per byte.

Syntax

pdec = D2P(number,bytes,[resultform])

Parameters

• pdec

Packed decimal number. Each byte contains two decimal digits, except the right-most byte, which can contain a sign digit
(hexadecimal F for positive, B for negative) in the right half of the byte. The third argument controls the presence of the
sign.

• number

Whole number. You can include a leading sign.

• bytes

Number of bytes occupied by the returned packed-decimal number. Specify a value from 1 to 8 (inclusive). Truncation and
padding are performed on the left.

resultform
Format for the result:
SIGN

Indicates that a hexadecimal F (positive) or B (negative) occupies the right-most 4 bits of the result.
NOSIGN

Indicates that the packed-decimal number occupies the entire result string and no indication of sign is
present.
Default: SIGN

Return Codes

101 - 103
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

Example

/*   Pack a Julian date to store in ISPF statistics format */

/*   date as year and day */

parse arg year '.' day

/* Standard form:yyddd*/

julian = right(year,2,'0')||right(day,3,'0')

 /* packed format (4 bytes): 00 yy dd dF*/

pdec = d2p(julian,4,'sign')
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DASD()

This function returns information about specified DASD devices.

Syntax

Form 1:

space = DASD(SPACE,{VOLUME,volser})

                   {UNIT,unitname}

Form 2:

unitname = DASD(VOL2UNIT,volser)

Form 3:

volser = DASD(UNIT2VOL,unitname)

Form 4:

ucb = DASD(UCB,{VOLUME,volser})

               {UNIT,unitname}

Parameters

space
Amount of free space on the DASD. The result string has the following format:
SPACE fcyl ftrk ext lcyl ltrk

fcyl
Total free cylinders

ftrk
Total free tracks on partial cylinders

ext
Total free extents

lcyl
Number of cylinders in the largest contiguous group

ltrk
Number of free tracks contiguous with largest free area

SPACE
Returns information about the amount of free space remaining on the volume or device.

VOLUME
Indicates that the third argument specifies a volume serial number.

volser
Volume serial number (volume label) of a DASD device.

UNIT
Indicates that the third argument specifies a unit address.

unitname
Numeric unit name the operating system assigns. This is the decimal equivalent of the value.
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VOL2UNIT
Returns the physical device address (unit address) of the device bearing the specified volume serial number
(volume label).

UNIT2VOL
Returns the volume serial number (volume label) associated with the specified physical device address.

ucb
Memory address of the unit control block (UCB) assigned to the DASD device. The address is returned as a
decimal number.

UCB
Returns the memory address of the unit control block assigned to the volume or device.

Return Codes

101 - 103
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

121
SPECIFIED VOLUME NOT FOUND

122
UNIT ADDRESS NOT VALID

Example

unit   = dasd('VOL2UNIT','mvs101')        /* Determine unit name

                                             containing MVS101 */

volser = dasd('UNIT2VOL',x2d(152))        /* Determine volser 

                                             currently on unit 152 */

ucb    = dasd('UCB','UNIT',x2d(152))      /* Obtain memory address of

                                             UCB for unit 152 */

ucb    = dasd('UCB','VOLUME','mvs101')    /* Obtain memory address of

                                             UCB for volume MVS101 */

space  = dasd('SPACE','UNIT',x2d(152))    /* Determine free space on

                                             unit 152 */

space  = dasd('SPACE','VOLUME','mvs101')  /* Determine free space on

                                             volume MVS101 */

DB2()

This function enables an IMOD to perform dynamically SQL SELECT statements and retrieve the selected rows.

Syntax

Form 1:

result = DB2(OPEN,[plan])

Form 2:

result = DB2(SQL,stmt,[maxrow,[descsep],[OFFSET])

Form 3:

result = DB2(MORE,[maxrow])
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Form 4:

result = DB2(CLOSE,[option])

Parameters

result
Result of an SQL request returns:
The null string, if no errors occurred.
The DB2 error code, followed by possible error text, if an error occurred that prevented execution of the request.
The text string MORE if a SELECT request successfully returned data but could not complete due to the maxrow
limit.

OPEN
Opens a plan.

plan
Name of the DB2 plan to be used for this request. The default is GSSPLAN (which is distributed in the GSS
Example library and must be linked to the DB2 driver that services the requests).

SQL
Causes the execution of the specified SELECT statement.

stmt
DB2 SELECT statement.

maxrow
Maximum table rows to be returned on the stack. More rows can be fetched with the MORE operation.
Default: 500

descsep
Single character to be used as a separator for the field descriptions. The first stack record that is returned is the
Field Description Names. The descsep character is used to delimit the name.
Default: Field Description Names are not returned on the stack.

OFFSET
Generates output of a stack record consisting of pairs of 2-byte binary fields (immediately preceding the first row).
The first field is the offset (0-based) to a field in each following row. The second field is the length of the data
portion of the field.

MORE
Requests the return of more rows from the previously issued SELECT statement.

CLOSE
Closes the plan and commits or aborts changes.

option
How the close operation processes:
SYNC Normal
ABRT Abort previous processing
Neither option is applicable for SELECT processing.

Usage Notes

When a SELECT is successful, the stack returns individual rows, up to the limit specified by maxrow. If descsep was
specified, the first record that is returned is the field descriptor names. The descsep character separates the names.
If OFFSET was specified, the next record consistd of pairs of 2-byte binary fields. Each pair describes one field in the
following returned rows. The first pair is the offset in the record to the start of the field information. The second pair is the
total length that is required for the field. You use these pairs to index into any data record to find a particular field.
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Each of the remaining data records returns one selected row from the DB2 table. The first 2 bytes of each field is the 2-
byte DB2 indicator field. The field contents immediately follow the indicator field.

Return Codes

101 - 105
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

121
OPEN NOT FIRST OR NOT AFTER CLOSE

122
CLOSE NOT AFTER OPEN OR SQL

123
SQL AFTER CLOSE

124
MORE NOT AFTER SQL

125
DB2 error codes and messages
After OPEN or CLOSE:
rrrrrrrr cccccccc text
rrrrrrrr is the hexadecimal return code, cccccccc is the hexadecimal reason code, and text is the error text.
After SQL or MORE:
nnnn p text
nnnn is the signed numeric DB2 error code, p is the phase indicator (internal to GSS), and text is the DB2-
provided error text.

126
UNABLE TO PROVIDE SUBTASK

127
NO MORE ROWS AVAILABLE

Example

/* Select and retrieve rows. Locate the third column and print it.*/

 result = db2('open')                /* open the plan              */

if rc ^= 0 then signal error1       /* -> if plan fails to open   */

result = db2('SQL','SELECT askdfjakf',0,' ','OFFSET')

 if rc ^= 0 then signal error2       /* -> if select fails         */

parse pull . . header .             /* Extract field name         */

parse pull offset                   /* obtain offset record       */

pos = c2d(substr(offset,8,2)) + 1   /* position of third field    */

len = c2d(substr(offset,10,2)) - 2  /* length of data portion 

                                        of third field            */

say header                          /* print the field header     */

do while result = 'MORE'

  limit = queued()

   do i = 1 to limit

     parse pull row

     field3 = substr(row,pos,len)

     say field3

   end i

  result = db2('MORE',50)           /* get next 50 rows           */

 end
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DEVTYPE()

This function issues the IBM macro DEVTYPE SVC (with the DEVTAB and RPS options) and return the 24-byte binary
results.

Syntax

data = DEVTYPE(ddname)

Parameters

data
24 bytes of data or error text. The format of the returned data is that of the DEVTYPE SVC with DEVTAB
and RPS options specified. Further information can be found in the IBM guide, System Data Administration
(GC26-4010).

ddname
DDname on which the DEVTYPE is issued.

Return Codes

101
ARG 1 MISSING OR INVALID

120
DDNAME NOT FOUND

Example

x = devtype('SYSUT1')       /* Check for allocated file        */

if rc = 120 then do         /* Perform if DDNAME not allocated */

    say 'SYSUT1 not allocated'

    end

DEALLOC()

This function dynamically deallocates a specified data set.

Syntax

DEALLOC(ddname)

Parameters

ddname
DDname of the data set you want to deallocate.

Usage Notes

Dynamically allocated data sets are automatically deallocated at the end of the IMOD task that allocated them, unless
ALLOC() specified the PERM option.

Allocating and deallocating data sets generates a message in ISRVLOG.

Return Codes

101
ARG 1 MISSING OR INVALID
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121
error info text
error SVC 99 error code (hexadecimal)
info SVC 99 information code (hexadecimal)
text explanatory text

Example

dealloc('SYSUT1') == '' /* Free a previously allocated data set*/

DOM()

This function deletes a previously displayed WTO or MLWTO message from the console for the operator. This function is
useful for messages that are issued with non-rollable attributes.

Syntax

result = DOM(msgid)

Parameters

result
Null string (or error text).

msgid
Message ID as returned by the WTO() or MLWTO() function.

Return Codes

101
ARG 1 MISSING OR INVALID

Example

msgid = wto('Message')       /* Place message on console     */

x     = dom(msgid)           /* Remove message from console  */

DS3270()

This function builds and decomposes IBM 3270 data streams.

Syntax

Form 1:

string = DS3270(TO,{RA,[trows],[tcols],row,col,[char]})

                   {SBA,[trows],[tcols],row,col}

                   {SF,[attributes]}

Form 2:

rowcol = DS3270(FROM,SBA,[trows],[tcols],sba)

Form 3:
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aid = DS3270(FROM,PARSE,[trows],[tcols],image)

Form 4:

text = DS3270(FROM,FIELD,[trows],[tcols],row,col,image)

Parameters

string
3270 data.

TO
Converts to a 3270 data stream.

SBA
Produces a three-byte SBA sequence.

RA
Produces a four-byte RA sequence (if char is not specified, only 3 bytes are generated).

trows
Total rows on the display screen.

tcols
Total columns on the display screen.

row
Specific row position, 1-based.

col
Specific column position, 1-based.

char
Single character to be repeated to the screen address specified by row, col. This is only valid for an RA operation.
The character is repeated up to but not into the screen position that row, col specifies.

SF
Produces a 2-byte SF sequence.

attributes
One or more of the following attributes:
HIGH

Displays the field in high intensity.
MDT

Modified data tag. When set, the field is returned as input.
Note: This value can be reset by the terminal operator for unprotected fields. Protected fields cannot be
altered by the operator or cannot be prevented from being transmitted.

NODISP
Makes the field invisible on the screen.

NUM
For an input field, only numeric data can be physically entered.

PEN
Makes the field pen-selectable.

PROT
Protects the field.
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SKIP
During data entry, when the cursor moves onto a SKIP attribute (protected field only), the cursor
immediately skips to the next input field.
Default:The field is available for terminal operator input.

Return Codes

101 - 107
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

121
FIELD NOT PRESENT

Example

/* This Example processes a logon screen and extracts the input */

 

input = lu2('sendrec',rpl,screen)

 if rc ^= 0 then signal error_lu2

x = ds3270('from','parse',,,input)

 parse upper var x aid .

 if aid = 'PF3' then exit

limit = queued()

if limit ^= 6  then do

    say 'Invalid field count on logon screen'

    return

    end

parse pull row.1 col.1        /* get coordinates of user ID  */

parse upper pull userid .

 parse pull row.2 col.2        /* get coordinates of password */

parse upper pull password .

 parse pull row.3 col.3        /* get coordinates of program  */

parse upper pull program .

 

return

DSNENQ()

This function returns information about the enqueue status of a data set in a series of predefined variables.

Follow these steps:

1. Obtain a handle. This handle is required for all subsequent operations.
2. Retrieve the enqueue information.
3. Release the handle, thereby freeing storage.

Syntax

{handle|info} = DSNENQ({OBTAIN},{[pages]},dsname)

                       {INFO}   {handle}

                       {RELEASE}{handle}

Parameters

info
Contains the retrieved enqueue information.
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handle
Numeric ID for an internal workspace. The handle must be passed with each subsequent call. The same handle
can be reused for different data sets.

INFO
Returns data set information. The table in the following section lists the variables and values that a request using
the INFO argument returns.

OBTAIN
Obtains a new value for the handle argument, which is the address of the control block defining the data set.

RELEASE
Returns a handle value to the system to free the storage that is used. This is done automatically when the IMOD
completes.

pages
Number of 4096-byte work areas to be made available to the z/OS GQSCAN service. The work area is discarded
after the function is executed. Specify a value from 1 to 5 (inclusive).
If your system regularly provides enqueues for many data sets, you might need to increase this value.
Default: 1

dsname
Data set name about which information is retrieved.

Variables Returned by the INFO Argument

This list details the variables that the INFO argument returns. For stem variables, the stem index n begins with 1 and
increases without breaks to dsn_count.

dsn_dsname
Name of the data set on which enqueue information is being retrieved.

dsn_count
Number of entries returned. This value is the maximum value of n.

dsn_asid.n
ASID for entry n.

dsn_sysid.n
GRS (Global Resource Serialization) system name for entry n.

dsn_status.n
Status for entry n (OWN or WAIT).

dsn_mode.n
Mode for entry n (SHR (shared) or EXCL (exclusive)).

dsn_jobtype.n
For entry n, JOB, TSU, STC, or EXTERNAL (unknown type or owned by another CPU).

Return Codes

101 - 103
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

121
NO OWNERS OF DATASET

124
Return code from GQSCAN service

123
INVALID HANDLE
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Example

handle = dsnenq('OBTAIN')                  /* Get a new handle */

dsnenq('INFO',handle,'SYS1.HASPACE') == '' /* 121 if no owner  */

dsn_count == 1                             /* One owner found  */

ENQUEUE()

This function serializes the use of resource names among multiple IMOD tasks.

Syntax

The ENQUEUE() function has this syntax:

ENQUEUE({ENQ|DEQ},,{COND|UNCOND|TEST},{EXCL|CONT|SHR},qname,rname,[shrcount])

Parameters

The ENQUEUE() function takes these arguments:

ENQ
Reserves control of a resource.

DEQ
Releases control of a resource.

COND
Indicates a conditional request. Returns control to the IMOD immediately. Check the return code to find if you
have gained control or if the ownership of another IMOD of the resource has prevented it.

UNCOND
Indicates an unconditional request. If the requested resource is not immediately available, your IMOD is placed in
a wait state until the resource becomes available. When return is made, you have control of the resource (or an
error condition was detected).

TEST
Tests the specified request. Returns control immediately, and the results indicate whether the request would have
succeeded.

EXCL
Requests an exclusive enqueue. No other users can hold an enqueue of any type for the resource.

CONT
Requests an enqueue for control of the resource. Only one CONT requestor can hold a resource, but multiple
SHR users can hold an enqueue simultaneously with the single CONT user.

SHR
Requests a shared enqueue. Any number of requestors can hold an SHR enqueue simultaneously.

qname
A one to eight character name (case-sensitive), which is used to group requests. Do not begin qnames (except as
assigned by Broadcom) with a dollar sign ($).

rname
A 1 through 256 character name (case-sensitive), which is used to define fully a resource within a qname group.
Do not begin Rnames (except as assigned by Broadcom) with a dollar sign ($).
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shrcount
For shared enqueues, the maximum number of users that can hold the enqueue simultaneously. The limit for one
user is not enforced on another user. Therefore, all requestors of a specific enqueue specify the same value for
shrcount.
Default: 0 (no limit)

Usage Notes

• The action that is taken for each type of request, which is based on the current ownership status for the resource.

Request Current "Owners" Enqueue Assigned?
SHR none

SHR*
CONTROL
CONTROL,SHR
EXCL

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

CONTROL none
SHR
CONTROL
CONTROL,SHR
EXCL

Yes
Yes
No
No
No

EXCL none
SHR
CONTROL
CONTROL,SHR
EXCL

Yes
No
No
No
No

* Multiple SHR owners can always be regarded as a single entity.

• Resource names are arbitrary. The only afforded protection by ENQUEUE() is management of the names. Just
because you assign a name and enqueue on it does not ensure protection of a resource. Any IMOD is free to
ignore an enqueue scheme. To be successful, all IMODs must accept and abide by the same naming and access
conventions.

• When an owned resource is released and IMODs are waiting, ownership is assigned in the following order:
a. The EXCL requestor who has waited longest. This assignment is made only if no other IMOD has ownership.
b. The CONT requestor who has waited longest, with all waiting SHR requestors. This assignment is made only if no

EXCL or CONT requestors own the resource.
c. All SHR requestors, provided there are no existing EXCL or CONT owners.

• When an IMOD task ends, all enqueues assigned to it are automatically released.

Return Codes

The ENQUEUE() function produces these return codes.

0
If ENQ or DEQ and option is TEST:
null (indicates request succeeds immediately)
REQUEST FOR ALREADY OWNED RESOURCE
RESOURCE NOT AVAILABLE
RESOURCE NOT OWNED
If ENQ and option is NOT TEST:
null (indicates resource now owned)
If DEQ and option is NOT TEST:
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null (indicates owned resource successfully released)
101 - 106

ARG n MISSING OR INVALID
122

REQUEST FOR ALREADY OWNED RESOURCE
123

RESOURCE NOT AVAILABLE
124

RESOURCE NOT OWNED
125

ENQUEUE REQUEST CANCELED
(Although you requested an unconditional enqueue, your wait was terminated without you being assigned
ownership.)

Example

/* Protect a pool of global (&) variables against multiple user

   updates. The qname of GLOBAL and rname of IMSGROUP are

   arbitrary, but are understood by all IMODs that will access 

   the variables in question. */

 

   x = enqueue('enq',,'uncond','excl','GLOBAL','IMSGROUP')

   if rc ^= 0 then signal error1

   &ims_count = &ims_count + 1

 

/* Following additional processing, the enqueue will be

   automatically released when the IMOD task ends.  */

ILOG

This parameter defines one or more ILOG files. These can be specified in any order, but there must be one ILOG
statement per ILOG file.

Syntax

ILOG FILE file SUBFILE subfile DSN dsname [PAGES pages]

 

  [[SYSNAME sysname] [SSNAME ssid] [SMFID smfid]

Parameters

FILE
Indicates that an ILOG file definition follows. Specify one FILE occurrence for each ILOG subfile required.

file
File number to identify the collection of subfiles that comprise the ILOG. Specify a value from 0 to 99 (inclusive).

subfile
subfile number, unique within the ILOG. GSS rotates among all subfiles within an ILOG, filling each in its turn.
Specify a value from 0 to 9 (inclusive).
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dsname
Name of a VSAM linear data set, for the exclusive use of this GSS address space, that is used to contain the
ILOG subfile. This file must be large enough to contain the entire ILOG subfile.
Common errors include specification of a non-linear data set and invalid SHAREOPTIONS.

pages
Number of 4K pages to be allocated to the subfile. This value must be 5 or greater.
Default: 5

sysname
If this parameter is present, its value is compared with the z/OS system name and, if it does not match, the ILOG
parameter is ignored.

ssid
If this parameter is present, its value is compared with the value specified by the SSNAME initialization parameter
and, if it does not match, the ILOG parameter is ignored.

smfid
If this parameter is present, its value is compared with the z/OS SMF ID and, if it does not match, the ILOG
parameter is ignored.

ILOGC()

This function returns information from an ILOG subfile.

Syntax

Form 1:

result = ILOGC(OPEN, lognum)

Form 2:

result = ILOGC(CLOSE, lognum)

Form 3:

status = ILOGC(STATUS, lognum)

Parameters

OPEN
Opens the ILOG and prepares it for logging.

CLOSE
Closes the ILOG.

STATUS
Request ILOG allocation status

lognum
ILOG file number, 0 through 99.

result
null, if successful. If not successful, an error text is returned. See Return Codes in the messages section.

status
for the STATUS request, the possible status that can be returned are:
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OPEN
ILOG specified by lognum is open.

CLOSED
ILOG specified by lognum is closed.

OPEN NOOPEN
ILOG specified by lognum is open. ILOG was defined in RUNPARMS as NOOPEN.

CLOSED NOOPEN
ILOG specified by lognum is closed. ILOG was defined in RUNPARMS as NOOPEN.

NOT-DEFINED
ILOG specified by lognum is not defined to GSS.

Return Codes

101 - 102
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

122
REQUESTED LOG NOT FOUND

124
REQUESTED LOG NOT ACCESSIBLE

151
REQUESTED LOG ALREADY OPEN/|CLOSED

152
REQUESTED LOG IN USE BY ANOTHER GSS

Usage Notes

By default GSS opens ILOGS during initialization and they remain open until GSS is terminated. The initialization
parameter NOOPEN in the ILOG statement can be used to delay the opening on the ILOG data set. An
ILOGC(OPEN,lognum) function call can then open the data set. The ILOGC(CLOSE,lognum) function call can be used on
any open ILOG data set, whether it was opened during initialization or by an ILOGC function call.

Example:

/* ILOG 55 was defined to GSS with the NOOPEN option */

result=ILOGC(‘OPEN’.55)   /* open ilog 55 */

if result\='' then y=wto(result)     /* if result is not null, WTO the error text */

ILOGG()

This function returns information from an ILOG file.

 Syntax 

Form 1:

handle = ILOGG(OBTAIN)

Form 2:

ILOGG(POINT,handle,lognum,recnum,[direction])

Form 3:

record = ILOGG(GET,handle)
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Form 4:

ILOGG(RELEASE,handle)

 Parameters 

handle
Numeric ID for an internal workspace. A handle must be obtained and then passed to the function with each
subsequent call.

OBTAIN
Obtains a new value for the handle argument. This value must be passed to the function on each subsequent call.

POINT
Positions to a specific record.

lognum
ILOG file number, 0 through 99.

recnum
Record number in the log to locate (POINT). Specify the relative number of the record, or specify FIRST for the
first record, or LAST for the last record.

record
Returned record.

direction
Direction in which the subfile is read. Specify FORWARD or BACKWARD.
Default: FORWARD

GET
Retrieves a record. The results are placed in the ilog_ variables as shown in the following section.

RELEASE
Releases the storage that is associated with handle. Automatically performed at IMOD task termination.

Variables Returned by the GET Argument 

When an ILOG record is read (GET argument), the retrieved information is placed in a series of predefined REXX
variables:

ilog_asid
ASID of the issuer of the WTO.

ilog_date
Date the message was issued, in yymmdd format.

ilog_jobid
Job ID of the issuer of the WTO.

ilog_jobnm
Job name of the issuer of the WTO.

ilog_raw
Unformatted ILOG record.

ilog_seg
Number of message lines in the ILOG record.

ilog_seq
Sequence number of a record.

ilog_sysid
GRS system name of the issuer of the WTO.
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ilog_text.n
Individual line of text.

ilog_time
Time the message was issued, in hh.mm.ss format.

ilog_type
Record type set by ILOGR(). WTOs are recorded with type = 0.

How ILOGG() Differs from ILOG() 

ILOGG() differs from the ILOG() function in that all subfiles in the ILOG file are treated as one chronologically sequenced
file. For an ILOG file overview, see Administrating.

The ILOG() and ILOGG() functions handle records from the ILOG subfiles in different ways:

 Function  Treats ILOG subfiles as...  Useful for... 
ILOG() Individual files. Specify the ILOG file

number and the specific subfile you want to
process.

Copying a single subfile for archiving
purposes

ILOGG() Parts of a single file in chronological order. Searching for all occurrences of a particular
message

To read an ILOG subfile 

1. Establish linkage to an ILOG by obtaining a handle.
2. Specify with which record the retrieval is to begin and in what direction you want to read.
3. Read the records sequentially or directly.
4. Release the handle.

Return Codes 

101 - 106
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

121
END OF LOG

122
REQUESTED LOG NOT FOUND

123
INVALID FILE HANDLE

124
REQUESTED LOG NOT ACCESSIBLE

125
REQUESTED RECORD NOT IN LOG

Example 

handle = ilogg('obtain')      /* Get a new handle      */

result = ilogg('point',handle,0,,'last','backward')

                              /* Start at end          */

ilogg('get',handle) == ''     /* Get the last record   */

ilog_asid == '1D'             /* For Example           */

ilog_jobnm == 'CUSTAPE'

ILOGR()
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This function records data in an ILOG file.

Syntax

 ILOGR(lognum,rectype,{VAR|STEM|STACK},data)

 

Parameters

lognum
ILOG number where the record is written.

rectype
Record-type number for the record. Record types range from 100 to 32,767. Values less than 100 are reserved for
use by Broadcom.

VAR
A single line of text is supplied in a variable or as a literal.

STEM
Multiple lines of text are supplied in a stem variable.

STACK
Multiple lines of text are supplied from the stack.

data
Text to be recorded, as follows:
(if VAR was specified): A text string or variable.
(if STEM was specified): The name of a stem variable, including the period.
(if STACK was specified): The number of the stack containing the data lines.
Each data line can be no longer than 255 characters. The maximum number of data lines is 32,767, and the
maximum number of characters in an entire record is 32,715 minus the number of lines returned.
Text records taken from stem variables are processed in the same order as the individual members were created.

Return Codes

101 - 104
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

122
REQUESTED LOG NOT FOUND

123
ILOG IS FULL

124
REQUESTED LOG NOT ACCESSIBLE

125
STEM ITEM IS NUMERIC, NOT TEXT

126
STEM ITEM IS TOO LONG

Example

 ilogr(0,1200,'VAR','Process 7 successful')

                                /* Write text on ILOG file 0 */

 ilogr(1,2321,'STEM','rec.')    /* Write multi-line record from

                                   rec. variables  */

 ilogr(0,9999,'STACK',5)        /* Write multi-line record

                                   using contents of stack 5 */
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IROUTE()

This function controls ILOG routing of the WTO text that triggered the currently running IMOD. The currently assigned
routing can be inspected and a new routing assigned.

Syntax

Form 1:

lognum = IROUTE(FETCH)

Form 2:

IROUTE(SET,newlog)

Parameters

lognum
ILOG file where the WTO text is recorded, following completion of the IMOD. A null value indicates that the text is
not recorded on any file.

FETCH
Returns the number (0 through 99) of the currently assigned ILOG file.

SET
Sets a new ILOG destination.

newlog
Number (0 through 99) identifying the ILOG file where the WTO text is recorded. A null value prevents recording
on any ILOG.
This function accepts any ILOG number that is syntactically valid. No attempt is made to ensure that the specified
ILOG exists and is available.

Return Codes

101 - 102
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

121
ILOG FILE NOT DEFINED

Example

dest = iroute('FETCH')     /* Obtain the ILOG file number where

                              the message is to be recorded    */

iroute('SET',1) == ''      /* Change the destination to ILOG 1 */

KEYVAL()

This function scans an input string for a key.

Syntax

result = KEYVAL(string,key,[default])

Parameters
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result
Contains one of the following results:
If an error occurs, error text is returned.
If the key is found, the next blank-delimited word is returned.
Otherwise, the value for default is returned.

string
Text string to be scanned.

key
Keyword value to scan for in the input string.
If matched, the value that is returned is the first non-blank character after key, and all subsequent characters until
the next blank.

default
Value to be returned if key is not found.
Default: null string.

Return Codes

101-103
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

Example

keyval('a hush was heard','hu','NOT FOUND')   == 'was'

                                                  /* Next word */

keyval('a hush was heard',' hu ','NOT FOUND') == 'NOT FOUND'

LOADIMOD()

In batch mode (SRVBATCH), this function enables an IMOD to load other IMODs and make them available for execution
as external subroutines.

Syntax

failed_list = LOADIMOD(iset,namelist)

Parameters

failed_list
Returns a blank-delimited list of IMODs that could not be loaded (or other error messages).

iset
The ISET name of the IMOD file to be accessed.

namelist
List of IMODs to be loaded into storage, separated by blanks. The maximum list length is 256 characters.

Usage Notes

• LOADIMOD() is valid only when the IMOD is executing in batch mode, under SRVBATCH.
• Because each use of LOADIMOD() opens and closes an IMOD file, load as many IMODs as possible each time you

call the function.

Return Codes

101 - 102
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID
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121
A list of the IMODs not loaded, separated by blanks.

123
OPEN FAILED

122
FUNCTION ONLY VALID IN BATCH MODE

Example

loadimod('GSSTECH',asid_00 not_here hello) == 'NOT_HERE'

                              /* rc==121                       */

                              /* This runs in batch only       */

                              /* IMOD 'not_here' does not exist */

 

                     /* Following messages appear in ISRVLOG:  */

/* 11:24:38 SRV282 Loading IMOD's from GSSTECH File Version:

                                                     02.03.02  */

/* 11:24:38 SRV168 ASID_00   loaded. 05664D38 EWF.IMOD.GSSTECH */

/* 11:24:38 SRV168 HELLO     loaded. 056649F8 EWF.IMOD.GSSTECH */

LOCATE()

This function returns the memory address of selected control blocks and structures.

Syntax

address = LOCATE(item,[opt])

Parameters

address
Address of the item that one of the keywords specifies. The returned value is in decimal form.

item
Control block or structure. Specify one of the following items:
ASCB Returns the ASCB of the ISERVE address space.
ASID Returns the ASID of the ISERVE address space.
CSCB Returns the CSCB of the ISERVE address space. If opt is also specified, the appropriate CSCB address is
returned.
CVT Returns the CVT.
RCT Returns the RCT.
RMCT Returns the RMCT.
TIOT Returns the TIOT of the ISERVE address space.

opt
ASID identifying the address space whose CSCB is returned.

Return Codes

101
ARG 1 MISSING OR INVALID

Example

locate('cvt')      == '16610568'/* Current CVT address in decimal     */
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d2x(locate('cvt')) == 'FD7508'  /* Current CVT address in hexadecimal */

LOCIMOD()

This function determines the availability of an IMOD subroutine before you try calling it.

Syntax

address {GOOD|BAD} {CALL|NCALL} {SOURCE|NSOURCE} =  LOCIMOD(imodname)

Parameters

address
Memory address for the IMOD (in REXX decimal format).

GOOD
IMOD was successfully loaded and is executable.

BAD
An error occurred during IMOD loading and the requested IMOD is not executable.

CALL
IMOD is available to be called as a subroutine from another IMOD.

NCALL
IMOD cannot be called as a subroutine from another IMOD.

SOURCE
Source code for the IMOD is in memory and is available to the SOURCELINE() function and TRACE facility.

NSOURCE
Source code for the IMOD was not loaded into memory and is not available to the SOURCELINE() function or
TRACE facility.

imodname
Name of the IMOD to be tested. This argument is not case-sensitive.

Usage Notes

An IMOD that has not been loaded sets RC to 121. An IMOD that has been loaded but is not currently available sets RC
to 0 and returns BAD as the status.

Return Codes

101
ARG 1 MISSING OR INVALID

121
NOT FOUND

Example

/*  Conditionally send a message to a logging subroutine.  If the

    subroutine is not available, issue the message as a WTO */

    parse arg msg

    status = locimod('log_routine')

    if RC = 0 then do

       parse var status w1 w2 w3 .

       if w1 = 'BAD' then RC = 121

       if w2 = 'NCALL' then RC = 121
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       end

    if RC = 0 then do

       call log_routine msg

       return

       end

    x = wto(msg)

    return

LOCSTEM()

This function determines the values that are used for an index of a stem variable.

Syntax

index = LOCSTEM(stem.,[num])

Parameters

stem.
Name of the stem variable (including the period).

num
Number of a stem item.

index
Returns one of the following:
(if num is specified): Value of the index for the specified stem item.
(if num is omitted or zero): Count of stem elements.
(if an error occurs): Error text.
Indexes are returned in the same order as they were created.

Return Codes

101 - 102
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

121
STEM VARIABLE NOT FOUND

122
STEM HAS NO MEMBERS

Example

limit = locstem('ABC.')             /* Obtain count of members */

do i = 1 to limit

   index = locstem('ABC.',i)        /* Obtain value for index  */

   say 'ABC.'||index 'Has value: ABC.index

   end i

LU2()

This function enables the GSS/ISERVE Logon Facility to communicate with devices defined as logical unit 2.

Syntax

Form 1:
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xx yy = LU2(BRACKET,rpl,[xx],[yy])

Form 2:

result = LU2(SEND,rpl,outrec)

Form 3:

input = LU2(RECEIVE,rpl)

Form 4:

input = LU2(SENDREC,rpl,outrec,[option])

Form 5:

result = LU2(CLSDST,rpl)

Parameters

xx
BB (begin bracket) or NBB (no begin bracket).

yy
EB (end bracket) or NEB (no end bracket).

BRACKET
Modifies the SNA brackets to be used with the next SEND or RECEIVE operation. If new values are omitted, the
current state is returned.

rpl
RPL address, as passed to the IMOD by the Logon Facility.

result
Error text (if the SEND or CLSDST operation fails).

SEND
Transmits a record.

outrec
Complete 3270 data stream.

input
Results of a 3270 READ MODIFIED operation, a complete 3270 data stream.

RECEIVE
Issues a VTAM RECEIVE against the specific terminal session. The IMOD task is suspended until the terminal
operator presses ENTER and a READ MODIFIED is completed.

SENDREC
Transmits a 3270 data stream to the terminal, waits for operator action, and receives the results.

option
One of these options:
Bracket
Determines and sets the appropriate bracket state for the next transmission.
NOBracket
Indicates that the bracket indicators in the RPL are not changed.
Default: Bracket
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CLSDST
Issues a VTAM CLOSEDEST against the RPL. Terminates the session and returns control of the terminal to
VTAM. If omitted, a CLSDST is automatically generated at the end of the IMOD task.

Usage Notes

• Many of the arguments for this function are not documented because only the internal portion of the Logon Facility
uses them.

• Before attempting to use LU2(), see the information about the Logon Facility in this site.
• 3270 data streams can be parsed and constructed through the $3270() and DS3270() functions.

Return Codes

101 - 104
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

126
NOT RPL

127
NO RPL

128
NOT ACB

129
NO ACB

130
ACB IS OPEN

131
ACB NOT OPEN

135
PHASE: type rpl13 rpl14 rpl15

136
PHASE: type R15: xx REASON: xx

Example

parse arg rpl .                       /* Obtain RPL from caller   */

queue 'at 1 1 attr /prot/ data /Enter transaction =>/'

queue 'attr /input high / cursor at 1 79 attr /prot/'

screen = $3270(,,'erase','reset')     /* Construct screen         */

if rc ^= 0 then signal error_$3270

input = lu2('sendrec',rpl,screen)     /* Send screen, read screen */

input = ds3270('from','field',,,1,22) /* Extract input field      */

if rc ^= 0 then signal err_ds3270

...

 result = lu2('clsdst',rpl)            /* Terminate session        */

return

MEMORY()

This function fetches or stores memory contents.

NOTE
If you are not using the appropriate address space ID and storage protection key, the MEMORY() function fails.
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Syntax

Form 1:

result = MEMORY({Fetch|FetchN|FetchNX|FetchX},loc,bytes)

Form 2:

MEMORY(STORE,loc,bytes,value,[verify])

Parameters

result
Returned data (on a successful fetch operation), null string (on a successful store operation), or error text.

FETCH
Retrieves a character string from memory. No data conversion is performed. Can be abbreviated to F.

FETCHX
Retrieves a character string from memory with the high-order bit always turned off. Use FETCHX to access a
hexadecimal address. Can be abbreviated to FX.

FETCHN
Retrieves a value from memory and converts it to a decimal value. This value is positive or negative, depending
upon the high-order bit in the source string. Can be abbreviated to FN.

FETCHNX
Retrieves a value from memory, discards the high-order bit, and returns the remaining positive value as a decimal
number. Can be abbreviated to FNX.

STORE
Stores the specified string in memory. The stored string is not converted but is stored as is.

loc
Memory address of the storage area to be accessed.

bytes
Number of bytes to retrieve or store. The maximum number is 256 for a binary string (no conversion). FETCHX,
FETCHN, and FETCHNX have a limit of 8 bytes.

value
Value to replace the current storage contents. The length must be the same as specified by the bytes argument.
No type conversion is performed; value is assumed to specify data in the same format that it is stored.

verify
The current binary value for the memory location. If the value you specify does not match the actual value, the
store operation is not carried out.

Return Codes

101 - 109
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

124
VERIFY FAILED

125
FETCHN INVALID FOR SPECIFIED LENGTH

126
EXCESS ARGUMENTS
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Example

memory('f',16,4)  == '80FD7508'x    /* A data string, no 

                                       conversion */

memory('fx',16,4) == '00FD7508'x    /* A data string, high bit

                                       off */

memory('fn',16,4) == '-2164094216'  /* A signed decimal

                                       conversion */

memory('fnx',16,4)== '16610568'     /* Decimal conversion, high

                                     bit off*/

MLWTO()

This function issues the specified text as a multi-line WTO.

Syntax

msgid = MLWTO([stem.],[rout],[desc],[cons],[area])

Parameters

msgid
System-assigned ID. Value can be passed to the DOM() function to delete message from the console. If function
fails, error text is returned.

stem
The root name of a stem variable containing the text to be issued. Include the period. We recommend that the
name is enclosed within quotation marks.
The stem items are used as text lines, in the order created (not by index value). In future releases of GSS, the
variables are used in collating sequence. If you create them in ascending collating sequence, you do not need to
rename them later.
The variable that is created first is used for the control line. Up to 25 more lines are used as data lines. The
following restrictions apply:

• The control line cannot exceed 34 characters.
• Data lines cannot exceed 70 characters each.
• You cannot use the stem.0 variable. It is reserved.
• The stem variable cannot be global; that is, it cannot begin with an ampersand (&).

rout
To reuse the variables with fewer lines, use the REXX DROP command for the stem. This deletes the entire stem
group and lets you create a set with fewer variables.
If you omit the stem variable, the contents of the WTO are the entire current contents of the currently accessed
stack.

desc
One or more routing codes (like'1' or '1,2,3' or '1-5,8,10,15-128').
One or more descriptor codes (like '1' or '1,2,3' or '1-5,8,10,12-16').
For information about routing and descriptor codes, see the IBM guide Supervisor Services and Macro
Instructions (GC28-1154-4).

cons
Console ID to receive the message.
If the IMOD is being executed as the result of an operator command, the predefined variable imod_console
contains the console ID of the console issuing the command.
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area
Console area where the message is displayed. This argument only has an effect if the destination console has
defined the requested area. If area is omitted or not defined, the message appears in the standard display area of
the console.

Return Codes

101
One of the following codes for ARG 1:
ARG 1 MISSING OR INVALID
STEM VARIABLE NOT FOUND
STEM HAS NO MEMBERS

102
One of the following codes for ARG 2:
NON-NUMERIC CHARACTER
CONTIGUOUS RANGES
NUMBER TOO BIG
LIST IS INCOMPLETE
RANGE IS INVALID
ZERO VALUE

103
One of the following codes for ARG 3.
NON-NUMERIC CHARACTER
CONTIGUOUS RANGES
NUMBER TOO BIG
LIST IS INCOMPLETE
RANGE IS INVALID
ZERO VALUE

104
CONSOLE ID INVALID

105
AREA INVALID

Example

queue 'label line'              /* Get messages ready */

queue 'message line 1'

queue 'message line 2'

msgid = mlwto()                 /* Issue queued messages using 

                                   system defaults*/

OPSVALUE()

This function interrogates and sets the values of OPS/MVS global variables. These values are maintained in the OPS/
MVS address space.

Syntax

OPSVALUE(name,[actioncode],[newvalue],[oldvalue])

Parameters
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name
Name of the OPS/MVS global variable to be referenced. This value can be a literal string or any expression that
evaluates to the name of a global variable.

actioncode
Action code defining the operation to be performed.

newvalue
New value for the OPS/MVS variable.

Oldvalue
Previous value of the OPS/MVS variable. This value is compared with the current contents of the variable before
assigning the value specified by newvalue. If the content of the current variable does not match the content
specified by oldvalue, the operation is suppressed and an error condition returned.

Usage Notes

• OPSVALUE() is valid only if OPS/MVS is installed and operational on your system.
• If you reference an OPS/MVS variable several times (perhaps in a loop), consider using the OPSVALUE() function to

assign the value to a local variable.
• Several copies of OPS/MVS can execute simultaneously on your system. The subsystem ID that is assigned to each

copy identifies it. By default, OPSVALUE() communicates with the OPS/MVS specified in the ISERVE initialization
parameters. You can override this value by using the SETADDR() function.

• OPSVALUE() has the same syntax and follows the same conventions as the OPSVALUE() available to OPS/MVS
users.

Return Codes

101 - 104
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

Example

x = setaddr('ops','OPS5')   /* Set target CA-OPS/MVS */

x = opsvalue(...            /* Fetch or store value */

OSCMD()

This function issues the specified text as a console operator command.

Syntax

result = OSCMD(text,[console])

Parameters

result
Null string (or error text).

text
Text to be issued as a console operator command.

console
Console where the command is executed.
Default: The command is routed through subsystem console (if available) for ISERVE. Otherwise, the command
is issued through the master console.

Usage Note
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Returned information only indicates that the system for processing has accepted the command (processing can consist
of determining that the command is invalid). No information is returned indicating the success or failure of the passed
command.

Return Codes

101 - 102
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

Example

x = oscmd('d a,l',0)   /* The command is issued using console 0.*/

P2D()

This function converts an IBM packed-decimal number into a REXX-format whole number.

Syntax

number = P2D(pdec)

Parameters

number
A whole number.

pdec
A packed-decimal number. Each byte contains two decimal digits, except the right-most byte, which can contain a
sign digit (hexadecimal F for positive, B for negative) in the right half of the byte.

Return Codes

101
ARG 1 MISSING OR INVALID

Example

/*  Unpack a julian date from ISPF statistics format */

 

parse arg value                          /* date: 00 yy dd dF */

julian = p2d(value)                      /* REXX number       */

final = right(insert('.',julian,length(julian)-3),6,'0')

                                         /* yy.ddd            */

PAUSE()

This function stops the execution of an IMOD for the specified number of seconds.

Syntax

PAUSE(seconds)

Parameters

seconds
Number of seconds to pause (1 to 3600 (one hour)).

Return Codes
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101
ARG 1 MISSING OR INVALID

120
STIMERM FAILED

Example

pause(3600) == ''           /* A one-hour pause   */

PUBSTACK()

This function declares one or more stacks public or to establish the default stack for the current IMOD or for other
requesting IMODs.

Syntax

result = PUBSTACK({DEFAULT},[n,[n,..[n]] )

                  {PRIV}

                  {READ}

                  {OREAD}

                  {RESET}

                  {PUB}

                  {WRITE}

                  {OWRITE}

                  {QUEUE}

                  {OQUEUE}

Parameters

result
Null string, if the function is successful; otherwise, error text is returned.

DEFAULT
Designates the specified stack (argument 2) as the default stack. Specify only one value for n.

RESET
Resets all stacks to private status. No stack numbers are permitted.

PRIV
Sets all specified stacks as private. You can specify up to 19 stacks per function call.

PUB
Sets all specified stacks to public status with READ, WRITE, and QUEUE status. You can specify up to 19 stacks
per one function call.

READ
Adds READ status to the specified stacks. External IMODs can read such stacks non-destructively using TUG().

WRITE
Adds WRITE status to the specified stacks. External IMODs can write to the stacks. If the stack also has READ
status, a record can be read destructively using PULL().

QUEUE
Adds QUEUE status to the specified stacks. QUEUE is a subset of WRITE status. A stack with QUEUE status,
but not WRITE status, can have records queued to it by external IMODs using QUEUE().

OREAD
Cancels the previous status of the specified stacks and sets the status to READ only.
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OWRITE
Cancels the previous status of the specified stacks and sets the status to WRITE only.

OQUEUE
Cancels the previous status of the specified stacks and sets the status to QUEUE only.

n
Stack number. This argument can be repeated for a total of 19 specifications per function call, except for the
RESET operation. The RESET operation permits no other arguments, and the DEFAULT operation, which
requires only one specification of n.

Return Codes

101 - 120
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

121
NO STACKS SPECIFIED

122
EXCESS ARGUMENTS

Example

x = pubstack('RESET')         /* Reset all stacks to original conditions */

x = pubstack('DEFAULT',2)     /* Set stack 2 to default status */

x = pubstack('QUEUE',1,2,3)   /* Allow queuing to stacks 1, 2 & 3 */

x = pubstack('OREAD',3)       /* Reset stack 3 to READ ONLY status */

Usage Note

By default, all stacks are private.

PULL()

This function removes records from any stack belonging to any IMOD. PULL() is a destructive operation.

Syntax

record = PULL([stack],[owner],[cntl])

Parameters

record
Returned data or error text.

stack
Number of the stack to be referenced.
Default: If a local stack is referenced, the current stack (as set by the SWAPSTAK() function). Otherwise, the
owning IMOD task sets the value using the PUBSTACK(DEFAULT) function.

owner
IMOD ID of the owner of the stack (for external reference). This value can be obtained from the variable imod_id
in the owning IMOD task. It is also the value that the SPAWN() function returns.
Default: Current IMOD task.

cntl
Name of a variable to receive the control information that is stored with the record.
Default: Control information is not retrieved.
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Usage Notes

• Whereas PULL translates all records to uppercase, PULL() does not. The function of PULL() is equivalent to PARSE
PULL.

• The results of a PULL() instruction cannot be directly executed as a command. The result must first be assigned to a
variable and then issued as a command. This is due to the REXX restriction that prohibits a command string (not in
quotes) from beginning with a reserved keyword, in this case, PULL.

• PULL() can specify a stack external to the current IMOD only when the target stack has been declared public for
reading and writing by the owning IMOD task using the PUBSTACK() function.

Return Codes

101 - 103
ARG n INVALID

122
RECORD NOT FOUND

125
SPECIFIED IMOD NOT FOUND

126
STACK NOT SPECIFIED AND NO DEFAULT

127
REQUESTED STACK DOES NOT EXIST

128
SPECIFIED IMOD/STACK NOT AUTHORIZED

Example

rec = pull()                /* A record is retrieved from the

                               current stack */

rec = pull(2)               /* A record is retrieved from local

                               stack 2 */

rec = pull(,453,'owner')    /* A record is retrieved from IMOD 

                               453's default stack. The control

                               information will be placed in the

                               variable named "owner" */

PUSH()

This function adds records to the top of any stack belonging to any IMOD.

Restriction

PUSH() can specify a stack external to an IMOD only when the target stack has been declared public for writing by the
owning task.

Syntax

PUSH([record],[stack],[owner],,[postoption])

Parameters

record
Record to be added to the stack. A zero-length record is added by default.
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stack
Number of the stack to be referenced.
Default: If a local stack is referenced, the current stack (as set by the SWAPSTAK() function). Otherwise, the
owning IMOD task sets the value using the PUBSTACK(DEFAULT) function.

owner
IMOD ID of the owner of the stack (for external reference). This value can be obtained from the variable imod_id
in the owning IMOD task. It is also the value that the SPAWN() function returns.
Default: Current IMOD task.

postoption
Wait option that determines whether the owning IMOD waits for a record to appear on an external stack. Specify
one of these values.
POST

Any outstanding wait is satisfied; default.
NOPOST

An outstanding wait is not satisfied.
ONLYPOST

Any outstanding wait is satisfied, but a record is not placed on the stack.

NOTE
 If you are placing several records onto an external stack, we recommend that you specify NOPOST for all but
the final record. The IMODs are time-sliced, and if the POST operation is performed before the final record is
pushed on the stack, the IMOD task owning the stack could be dispatched to process before the final PUSH is
completed.

Return Codes

101 - 105
ARG n INVALID

122
STACK NOT SPECIFIED AND NO DEFAULT

123
SPECIFIED STACK DOES NOT EXIST

125
SPECIFIED IMOD NOT FOUND

126
STACK WRITE FAILED

127
REQUESTED STACK DOES NOT EXIST

128
SPECIFIED IMOD/STACK NOT AUTHORIZED

Example

x = push(rec)               /* A record is written to the

                               current stack */

x = push(rec,2)             /* A record is written to local

                               stack 2 */

x = push(rec,,453,,'post')  /* A record is written to IMOD 453's

                               default stack. Any outstanding

                               wait will be marked complete. */
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QUEUE()

This function adds records to the bottom of any stack belonging to any IMOD.

Restriction

QUEUE() can specify a stack external to an IMOD only when the target stack has been declared public for writing or for
queuing.

Syntax

QUEUE([record],[stack],[owner],,[postoption])

Parameters

record
Record to be added to the stack. A zero-length record is added by default.

stack
Number of the stack to be referenced.
Default: If a local stack is referenced, the current stack (as set by the SWAPSTAK() function). Otherwise, the
owning IMOD task sets the value using the PUBSTACK(DEFAULT) function.

owner
IMOD ID of the owner of the stack (for external reference). This value can be obtained from the variable imod_id
in the owning IMOD task. It is also the value that the SPAWN() function returns.
Default: Current IMOD task.

postoption
Wait option, which determines whether the owning IMOD waits for a record to appear on an external stack.
Specify one of these values:
POST

Any outstanding wait is satisfied; the default.
NOPOST

An outstanding wait is not satisfied.
ONLYPOST

Any outstanding wait is satisfied, but a record is not placed on the stack.

NOTE
If you are placing several records onto an external stack, we recommend that you specify
we recommendOPOST for all but the final record. IMODs are time-sliced, and if the POST
operation is performed before the final record is queued to the stack, the IMOD task owning the
stack could be dispatched to process before the last QUEUE is completed.

Return Codes

101 - 105
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

122
STACK NOT SPECIFIED AND NO DEFAULT

123
SPECIFIED STACK DOES NOT EXIST

125
SPECIFIED IMOD NOT FOUND
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126
STACK WRITE FAILED

127
REQUESTED STACK DOES NOT EXIST

128
SPECIFIED IMOD/STACK NOT AUTHORIZED

Example

x = queue(rec)                /* A record is queued to the

                                 current stack */

x = queue(rec,2)              /* A record is queued to local

                                 stack 2 */

x = queue(rec,,453,,'post')   /* A record is queued to IMOD 453's

                                 default stack. Any outstanding

                                 wait will be marked complete. */

QUEUES()

This function adds an entire stack to the bottom of any stack belonging to any IMOD.

Restriction

QUEUES() can specify a target stack external to an IMOD only when the target stack has been declared public for writing
or for queuing.

Syntax

QUEUES(source,[stack],[owner],,[postoption])

Parameters

source
Stack whose content is to be queued to the target stack.
Default: Current stack.

stack
Number of the stack to be referenced.
Default: If a local stack is referenced, the current stack (as set by the SWAPSTAK() function). Otherwise, the
owning IMOD task sets the value using the PUBSTACK(DEFAULT) function.

owner
IMOD ID of the owner of the stack (for external reference). This value can be obtained from the variable imod_id
in the owning IMOD task. It is also the value that the SPAWN() function returns.
Default: Current IMOD task.

postoption
Wait option, which determines whether the owning IMOD waits for a record to appear on an external stack.
Specify one of these values:
POST

Any outstanding wait is satisfied; the default.
NOPOST

An outstanding wait is not satisfied.
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ONLYPOST
Any outstanding wait is satisfied, but a record is not placed on the stack.

Usage Notes

• The contents of the stack are transferred rather than copied.
• QUEUES() is preferred over QUEUE() when transferring more than one related record to an external stack. This

prevents the possibility of the target IMOD processing a partial request.

Return Codes

101 - 105
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

122
STACK NOT SPECIFIED AND NO DEFAULT

123
SPECIFIED STACK DOES NOT EXIST

125
SPECIFIED IMOD NOT FOUND

126
STACK WRITE FAILED

127
REQUESTED STACK DOES NOT EXIST

128
SPECIFIED IMOD/STACK NOT AUTHORIZED

129
SOURCE AND TARGET IDENTICAL

Example

x = queues(5)        /* Stack 5 is queued to the current stack */

x = queues(5,2)      /* Stack 5 is queued to local stack 2     */

x = queues(5,,453,,'post') /* Stack 5 is queued to IMOD 453's

                              default stack. Any outstanding 

                              wait will be marked complete.    */

RDJFCB()

This function requests the RDJFCB service of the operating system and obtains a copy of the job file control block (JFCB).

Syntax

jfcb = RDJFCB(ddname)

Parameters

jfcb
176-byte job file control block, if the function is successful. Otherwise, error text is returned.

ddname
DDname of the file whose JFCB you want to read.

Return Codes
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101
ARG 1 MISSING OR INVALID

120
DDNAME not found

Example

jfcb = rdjfcb('SYSUT1')       /* Obtain copy of the Job File

                                     Control Block */

dsname = substr(jfcb,1,44)    /* Extract the file's dsname */

dsname = strip(dsname)        /* Remove trailing blanks */

REDIRECT()

This function sends TRACE or SAY output to a stack instead of to the ISERVE log. The recorded information can be
retrieved later using standard stack-manipulating functions and commands.

Syntax

stack = REDIRECT({TRACE|SAY},[stack])

Parameters

TRACE
Redirect TRACE output.

SAY
Redirect SAY output.

stack
Stack number to receive the redirected output. To terminate redirection of the TRACE or SAY output, code this
argument as OFF.
Default: The current value is returned but not changed.

Return Codes

101 - 102
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

Example

x = redirect('trace',5)      /* Trace output is written on

                                 stack 5 */

 x = redirect('say','off')    /* Redirection of SAY output is

                                 terminated.*/

SAM()

This function performs I/O operations on sequential and partitioned data sets.

 Syntax 

Form 1:

dcb = SAM(OBTAIN,[scope],ddname,[use])

Form 2:
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SAM(action1,dcb)

Form 3:

SAM(RELEASE,dcb)

Form 4:

record = SAM(GET,dcb)

Form 5:

SAM(PUT,dcb,record,[pad])

Form 6:

SAM(OPTION,dcb,[recfm1,][lrecl],[blksize])

Form 7:

SAM(FIND,dcb,member)

Form 8:

ttr = SAM(NOTE,dcb)

Form 9:

entry = SAM(BLDL,dcb,member)

Form 10:

entry = SAM(STOW,dcb,member,[ttr],[action2],[ALIAS],[newname],[ttrn],[data])

Form 11:

state = SAM(STATUS,dcb)

Form 12:

dsorg recfm2 lrecl blksize = SAM(INFO,dcb)

 Parameters 

dcb
Value that identifies a file and an associated internal workspace.

OBTAIN
Obtains a new DCB.

scope
Scope of the data set. Specify:
LOCAL

Indicates that the file DCB is local to the IMOD; the DCB is automatically closed, and the DCB is released
at the conclusion of the IMOD.

GLOBAL
Indicates that the file is not automatically closed and the DCB is not automatically freed at IMOD
termination. Instead, other IMODs can use the DCB to continue processing the same data set. Only one
IMOD task can use the GLOBAL DCB at a time. The GLOBAL files must be explicitly closed, and the
DCBs must be explicitly freed.

Default: LOCAL

 Usage Notes 
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• Using the SAM() function requires the following steps:
a. Obtain and initialize a DCB (data control block). The DCB is a value that identifies the file and permits ISERVE to

remember certain aspects of how you are using it.
b. To establish a connection between the DCB and the file, open the file.
c. Perform I/O operations on the file. These operations must be consistent with the type of data set you are accessing

and the manner in which you initialized the DCB.
d. Close the file. This action is especially important for files that are used for output. Physical data updates are not

necessarily completed until a CLOSE is performed.
e. Release the DCB when all processing is concluded. This action frees the storage that the DCB and associated data

buffers occupy.
• Close and release operations are automatically performed at the end of the IMOD task, except when the OBTAIN

specified perm.
• Multiple IMOD tasks cannot use a particular DCB simultaneously, even if GLOBAL was specified. Once any I/O

operation is performed on a GLOBAL DCB, that DCB is assigned to the IMOD task for its duration.
• If multiple open DCBs specify the same ddname, the results are unpredictable.
• If the same data set is being updated from multiple IMOD tasks, the results are unpredictable.
• To replace the contents of a PDS member, perform all of the steps to create a member. When issuing the STOW,

specify REPLACE.
• Deleting or replacing a member in a PDS does not release the space the data previously occupied. To recover this

space, perform a compress operation, using the IEBCOPY utility program. This restriction does not apply if your
installation licenses PDSMAN space reuse feature.

• The directory of a PDS occupies the first tracks and records in the data set. If you open a PDS as a sequential data set
with a DISP of OLD or SHR, in output mode, you destroy that PDS.

 Return Codes 

101 - 109
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

121
ALREADY OPEN

122
OPEN FAILED

123
FILE NOT OPEN

124
FILE OPEN FOR OUTPUT

125
ATTEMPTING TO READ PAST EOF

126
EOF

127
FILE OPEN FOR INPUT

128
INVALID FILE HANDLE

129
FILE NOT CLOSED

130
MEMBER NOT FOUND
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131
DATASET NOT PARTITIONED

132
TRUNCATED

133
INVALID FILE HANDLE

134
READ FAILURE

135
DUPLICATE NAME

136
MEMBER NOT FOUND

137
NO DIRECTORY SPACE

138
PERMANENT I/O ERROR

139
DCB CLOSED OR OPEN FOR INPUT

140
INSUFFICIENT VIRTUAL STORAGE

141
STOW FAILED

142
NOTE FAILED

143
LRECL IS INVALID

144
BLKSIZE IS INVALID

145
RECFM IS UNDEFINED

146
LRECL IS UNDEFINED

147
BLKSIZE IS UNDEFINED

148
DDNAME MISSING

 Adding a Member to a PDS 

1. Allocate the PDS file with a DISP of MOD (see ALLOC()).
2. OBTAIN a DCB, specifying PDSOUT.
3. Open the file.
4. To write the desired records, use the PUT operand.
5. To create a directory entry, use the STOW operand. Do not specify a ttr value; the default is the first record that is

written after the last STOW.
6. To write a file mark and update all records to disk, use the TCLOSE operand.
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7. To create more members, continue as though the data set had just been opened.

 Example 

      /* DD name JUNK was already allocated */

dcb = sam('OBTAIN',,'JUNK','PDSIN')  /* Obtain a dcb for a PDS   */

sam('open',dcb) == ''                /* Open the PDS             */

sam('find',dcb,'QSGSS') == ''        /* Find the member QSGSS    */

sam('get',dcb) == 'The first record of the member' /* Get record */

      /* The next two calls are automatically done at IMOD end   */

sam('close',dcb)   == ''             /* Clean up                 */

sam('release',dcb) == ''             /* Clean up                 */

 Appending Data to a PDS Member 

If you consider the physical structure of a PDS, you see that it is not possible simply to add data to the end of a member.
Such data would overlay the next physical member. However, the following procedure lets rmits you simulate appending
data to a PDS member:

1. Allocate the target member (OLDMEM) for input (DDNAME1).
2. Using a different ddname (DDNAME2), allocate a new member (TEMPNAME) in the same data set.
3. Read all records from DDNAME1 and write them to DDNAME2.
4. Close DDNAME1.
5. Write the records to be appended to DDNAME2.
6. Cause TEMPNAME to be added as member name.
7. Delete OLDMEM from data set.
8. Rename TEMPNAME to OLDMEM.

SAYWHAT()

This function direct the output of TRACE and SAY operations to a data set.

Syntax

Form 1:

dcb = SAYWHAT(OPEN,,[lines],[output],[opt1],[head],[class],[opt2],[dest],[ddname])

Form 2:

dcb = SAYWHAT(USE,dcb)

Form 3:

dcb = SAYWHAT(CLOSE,dcb)

Parameters

dcb
Value that identifies a file and an associated internal workspace. The DCB is returned by the OPEN operation and
is required for all other functions.

OPEN
Allocates and opens a new file, and returns a dcb.

,,
Argument two is reserved and must be null.
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USE
Indicates that the designated file is used for future SAY or TRACE output. You can use this argument to alternate
output among multiple files.
Specifying SAYWHAT('USE',0) terminates directed SAY or TRACE output, and causes more SAY or TRACE
output to be printed in the ISERVE log file (ISRVLOG).

lines
Number of lines of data per page, not including the lines the page headers used. Null or zero indicates a page of
infinite length.
Default: 0

output
Name of an OUTPUT JCL statement to be associated with this file.

opt1
Specify:
CC indicates that you supply an ANSI carriage control character (1, ' ', 0, -, +) for each record you create with a
SAY.
NOCC indicates that you do not supply an ANSI carriage control character for each record you create with a SAY.
ANSI carriage control characters (single space) are supplied by the system.

head
One or more strings to be used as page headings. Headings are separated from each other by a semicolon (;).
Each heading must begin with an ANSI carriage control character. The first header must have a 1 (one) as its
carriage control.
If you want one or more blank lines between the headings and data lines, explicitly code a blank heading line.
The following value cannot exceed 256 (not including semicolons):
(Total characters in headings) + (4*(number of headings)) + 2
To print the current page number, code a single occurrence of '@@@@' in your heading. The page number
replaces this string.

class
SYSOUT class to be assigned.
Default: The default class that the operating system assigned.

opt2
Specify:
HOLD
Indicates that the spun file is held.
NOHOLD
Indicates that the spun file is not held.
Default: NOHOLD

dest
User ID or node.userid to indicate the destination for routing the file.

ddname
DDname (supplied from JCL or the ALLOC() function) of the file to be used. Overrides the output, class, hold, and
dest arguments.

CLOSE
Indicates that the file closes and is spun.

Return Codes

-123
INVALID FILE DCB

101 - 110
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID
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122
FILE FAILED TO OPEN

Example

ddname = alloc('RBROWNE.SAYOUT','SHR',,'DD1')  /* Output data set */

dcb = saywhat('open',,,,,,,,,ddname)      /* Tell SAYWHAT about it */

saywhat('use',dcb) == ''                  /* Switch SAY output */

say 'should go to RBROWNE.SAYOUT'

saywhat('use',0) == ''                    /* Switch back, and close file */

SCANSTR()

The SCANSTR() function scans a text string for complex patterns.

Syntax

{0|1} = SCANSTR(pattern,string,[vldc],[fldc])

Parameters

0/1
If the specified pattern is present in the scanned string, a 1 is returned. If the string is not found, a 0 is returned.

pattern
Pattern character string to be searched for. The pattern is composed of any combination of characters and
placeholders (VLDCs and FLDCs).

string
Text string to be scanned for the pattern.

vldc
(Variable-Length Do not-Care) A character that, when appearing in the pattern, is taken to represent an arbitrary
string of any length (including zero).
Default: & (ampersand)

fldc
(Fixed-Length Do not-Care) A character that, when appearing in the pattern, is taken to represent exactly one
arbitrary character.
Default: * (asterisk)

Usage Notes

All usage notes assume that the VLDC character is & and the FLDC character is *.

• Blanks are treated in the same manner as non-blanks in the pattern and in the scanned string.
• All scans are case-sensitive.
• Remember to use wildcard characters. b does not match abc but &b& does.
• For a pattern to match a string, all characters in the string must be accounted for in the pattern, including leading and

trailing blanks.
• Since the VLDC character expands to match any string, coding && is meaningless.
• Code *& to match a string of one or more characters, **& to match a string of two or more characters, and so on.
• The rules of pattern matching can yield unexpected results. A pattern of x*&x matches strings: xxx, xyx, xxxxxxxxxx,

xyxjlkjlkjlkjx. A pattern of &ab&c*d& matches strings: xxx ab c dxxx, xxxab cc abc dxx, aabbccdd.
• If the FLDC or VLDC characters appear in the string to be scanned, they are treated as ordinary characters in the

scanned string and placeholders in the pattern.
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Return Codes

101 - 104
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

120
SCAN PATTERN TOO LONG OR COMPLEX

Example

/*  Unpack a julian date from ISPF statistics format */

1 == scanstr('&cat&','cats and dogs')

1 == scanstr('&c*t&','dogs and cats')

0 == scanstr('&Cat&','cats and dogs')

1 == scanstr('&CAT&',translate('Cats and Dogs'))

1 == scanstr('&cat&dog&','cats and dogs'

1 == scanstr('cat&d**s','cats and dogs')

1 == scanstr('&cat&dog&','complete catalog of doggerel')

SCRASID()

This function specifies that all WTOs from a particular address space are recorded on an ILOG file. You can also specify
an IMOD to be executed for each WTO message.

WARNING
Use care when intercepting all WTOs from an address space, as this action overrides other specifications that
indicate specific WTO message IDs.

Syntax

Form 1:

result = SCRASID(route,asid,action,num)

Form 2:

status = SCRASID(?,asid,action)

Parameters

result
Null string (or error text).

route
Specify:
ADD
Adds a routing.
DELETE
Deletes a routing.

asid
Address space ID (ASID) to be monitored.

action
Specify:
IMOD
Triggers an IMOD.
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ILOG
Writes the message to an ILOG.

num
Number, from 0 through 14, that you assign. This number is used to construct the ILOG or IMOD name:

• If ILOG was specified, the ILOG number is the value of the num argument.
• If IMOD was specified, the IMOD name is ASID_num.

status
Value of num, as set by a previous use of the SCRASID() function.

?
Returns the current status of the ILOG or IMOD specification for the address space. A null return indicates that
the address space is not being monitored.

Return Codes

101 - 104
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

120
NO SUBCOM AREA

121
DOES NOT FUNCTION IN BATCH MODE

Example

scrasid('add','195','ilog',12)    /* Start logging */

scrasid('?','195','ilog') == 12   /* ILOG used for this ASID */

SETADDR()

This function inspects and sets the destination for ADDRESS commands and functions that may communicate with OPS/
MVS.

Syntax

value = SETADDR(OPS,[identifier])

Parameters

OPS
Stands for OPS/MVS.

value
Current setting of this identifier.

identifier
Subsystem ID assigned to the desired OPS/MVS address space.

Usage Notes

• Most of the values that are specified for identifier are case-sensitive.
• Since only one copy of the OPS/MVS communications module can be loaded into an ISERVE address space at one

time, it is not possible to test different releases of OPS/MVS simultaneously from a single ISERVE address space.

Return Codes
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101 - 102
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

Example

ssid = setaddr('ops')          /* Obtain the current ssid  */

ssid = setaddr('ops','OPSX')   /* Set SSID for test system */

SECURITY

This parameter specifies how security is implemented in your installation and to assigns the GSS default user ID.

Syntax

SECURITY {NONE|SAF} [DEFAULT userid]

Parameters

NONE
No attempt is made to limit processing by user ID. All IMOD tasks and subtasks execute under the authority of
the GSS address space.GSS still attempts to obtain a user ID for each requestor and that user ID IS passed to
IMODs and ADDRESS environments that request the information.

SAF
This option should be coded if a SAF-compatible security system is installed. GSS' CALLs to SAF and its use
of ACEEs are compatible with operating-system requirements. All security software should support the needed
functions.

userid
There are times when a user ID cannot be assigned to a request. For example, some started tasks do not have
user IDs. When no user ID can be determined, this default value is used.

NOTE
Your security system must recognize this default as a valid user ID.

Usage Notes

• Whenever a request for executing an IMOD is received, an attempt is made to determine the user ID responsible for
the request.
If the user ID cannot be determined, execution is performed under the default user ID, if one has been specified and it
is valid. Otherwise, processing occurs under the authority of the GSS address space.

• The SECURITY is syntax checked and then ignored by SRVBATCH, SRVMAINT, and the IMOD Packaging Facility.
These programs always execute under the security that the system assigns at the job initiation.

• If you do not specify the SECURITY parameter, no attempts are made to access the security system of your site.

SETRC()

GSS extended functions set the RC special variable upon their completion. This action permits an IMOD to test for
correct execution in a straightforward manner, by checking for RC = 0 or by trapping failures with SIGNAL ON conditions.
SETRC() permits an IMOD that is called as an external subroutine or function to set the RC special variable in the calling
IMOD.

Syntax

oldval = SETRC([newval])

Parameters
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oldval
Previously set value for the RC special variable.

newval
Value to be assigned to the RC special variable upon return from the current external subroutine or function.
Specify a value from 0 to 255 (inclusive).
Default: The value is not changed, and the currently set value is returned.

Usage Notes

• The value of RC in the currently executing IMOD is not affected.
• If SETRC() is not used, RC is set to zero upon completion of the external routine.
• SETRC() has no effect upon the value of RC upon completion of an internal routine.
• Issue SETRC() immediately before RETURN or EXIT. If you call another IMOD after you issue a SETRC(), the value is

canceled.

Example

#desc IMOD to check for palindromes 

#callable

   parse upper value arg(1) arg1

   parse upper value arg(2) arg2

   arg2 = reverse(arg2)

   if arg1 = arg2 then return 'PALINDROME'

   x = stern(200)

   return 'NOT PALINDROME'

SHOVE()

This function inserts records into any stack belonging to any IMOD. Inserted records can be placed at any position within
the stack.

Restriction

SHOVE() can specify a stack external to an IMOD only when the target stack has been declared public for writing.

Syntax

SHOVE([record],[recnum],[stack],[owner],,[postoption])

Parameters

record
Record to be inserted into the stack.
Default: A zero-length record is added.

recnum
Record number that is assigned to the inserted record. The existing records of recnum or higher increase their
record numbers by one. The lowest record number is 1. Record 1 is the first record fetched by PULL. If the record
number exceeds the total records currently on the stack, a QUEUE is performed.

stack
Number of the stack to be referenced.
Default: If a local stack is referenced, the current stack (as set by the SWAPSTAK() function). Otherwise, the
owning IMOD task sets the value using the PUBSTACK(DEFAULT) function.
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owner
IMOD ID of the owner of the stack (for external reference). This value can be obtained from the variable imod_id
in the owning IMOD task. It is also the value that the SPAWN() function returns.
Default: Current IMOD task.

postoption
Wait option, which determines whether the owning IMOD waits for a record to appear on an external stack.
Specify one of these values:
POST

Any outstanding wait is satisfied; the default.
NOPOST

An outstanding wait is not satisfied.

•ONLYPOST
Any outstanding wait is satisfied, but a record is not placed on the stack.

NOTE
If you are placing several records onto an external stack, we recommend that you specify NOPOST for all
but the final record. IMODs are time-sliced, and if the POST operation is performed before the final record is
shoved on the stack, the IMOD task owning the stack could be dispatched to process before the final SHOVE is
completed.

Return Codes

101 - 106
ARG n INVALID

122
STACK NOT SPECIFIED AND NO DEFAULT

123
SPECIFIED STACK DOES NOT EXIST

125
SPECIFIED IMOD NOT FOUND

126
STACK WRITE FAILED

127
REQUESTED STACK DOES NOT EXIST

128
SPECIFIED IMOD/STACK NOT AUTHORIZED

Example

x = shove(rec,5)               /* A record is inserted into the

                                  current stack */

x = shove(rec,5,2)             /* A record is inserted into local

                                  stack 2 */

x = shove(rec,5,,453,,'post')  /* A record is inserted into IMOD

                                  453's default stack. Any

                                  outstanding wait is marked

                                  complete. */

SORT()
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This function to sorts records on any stack belonging to any IMOD. Up to six fields can be sorted on simultaneously, with
the sorting precedence running from left to right.

Restriction

SORT() can specify a stack external to an IMOD only when the target stack has been declared public for writing.

Syntax

SORT([stack],[owner],[order,field,leng],...,[order,field,leng])

Parameters

stack
Number of the stack to be referenced.
Default: If a local stack is referenced, the current stack (as set by the SWAPSTAK() function). Otherwise, the
owning IMOD task sets the value using the PUBSTACK(DEFAULT) function.

owner
IMOD ID of the owner of the stack (for external reference). This value can be obtained from the variable imod_id
in the owning IMOD task. It is also the value that the SPAWN() function returns.
Default: Current IMOD task

order
Specify:
AP
An ascending sort; column number specifies the field.
DP
A descending sort; column number specifies the field.

field
Defines the start of a field. For column-specified fields (type = AP and DP), this is the column number of the start
of the field.

leng
Length of a sort field. For column-specified fields (type = AP and DP), this is the number of characters in the field.

Return Codes

101 - 120
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

122
STACK NOT SPECIFIED AND NO DEFAULT

123
SPECIFIED STACK DOES NOT EXIST

125
SPECIFIED IMOD NOT FOUND

126
STACK WRITE FAILED

127
REQUESTED STACK DOES NOT EXIST

128
SPECIFIED IMOD/STACK NOT AUTHORIZED

Example
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x = sort(0,2,'AP',7,10,'AP',1,6)

                    /* Sort IMOD 2's stack 0. Sort the records

                       by the 10-character field starting in

                       column 7. Within equal records, sort on

                       the 6-character field beginning in

                       column 1. */

SPAWN()

This function starts the execution of another IMOD task. Spawned IMODs run concurrently with the spawning IMOD task.

WARNING
Do not create a situation where an IMOD task spawns itself. An unlimited number of IMOD tasks can be created,
swamping the ISERVE address space.

Syntax

imod_id = (SPAWN,imodname,[{COPYQ|NEWQ|PASSQ}],[args])

Parameters

The SPAWN() function takes these arguments:

imod_id
ID assigned to the new IMOD task. This IMOD ID is a unique number that can be used to reference an executing
IMOD task. It is used to access the task stacks for the IMOD externally and as an argument in the command
CANCEL IMOD.

imodname
Name of the IMOD to be executed. This IMOD must be marked as CALLABLE by including the #CALLABLE
compiler directive in the source code for the IMOD.

COPYQ
Starts with a copy of the current stack. If NEWSTACK has been used, only the current stack is copied.

NEWQ
Starts with a new, empty stack.

PASSQ
Transfers the existing stack to the new IMOD. If NEWSTACK has been used, only the current stack is transferred.

args
A text string, to be passed to the spawned task as an initial argument string.

Default: NEWQ

Usage Notes

• If you want another IMOD to return a value, use CALL instead of SPAWN().
• If an IMOD that was triggered from a WTO spawns another IMOD, the ILOG routing code for the WTO, if any, is

inherited. This can cause multiple copies of the WTO text to be recorded on the ILOG. If this is not desirable, use
IROUTE() to suppress ILOG recording of the original or spawned message text.

Return Codes

40
INCORRECT CALL TO ROUTINE (NOT CALLABLE)

40
INCORRECT CALL TO ROUTINE (NOT ACTIVE)
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40
INCORRECT CALL TO ROUTINE (NOT ALLOWED)

101 - 103
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

121
REQUESTED IMOD NOT FOUND

Example

queue 'Some data to work on'     /* Get data ready  */

spawn(async_work,'PASSQ') == '00000016'

                                 /* Returns IMOD internal name */

SRVCALL()

This function executes an IMOD as a subroutine in another ISERVE address space. SRVCALL() operates like a standard
REXX CALL instruction. An argument string can be passed, a result string is returned, and the current stack can be
passed to the called routine. The modified stack is returned to the caller.

SRVCALL is TSO/E REXX-compatible and can also be used under SRVBATCH. Do not use it in an IMOD running in an
ISERVE address space.

Syntax

result = SRVCALL([node],[ssid],imod,[{PASS|NONE}],[args])

Parameters

result
If the operation was successful, this is the value the last-executed REXX RETURN or EXIT instruction in the
called routine specified. Otherwise, error text is returned. The returned text is always padded on the left with one
extra character. If no system-related errors occurred, this character is a blank. If the returned string is an error
message indicating that linkage to the requested IMOD was not performed, this character is an asterisk (*).

node
Name of the GoalNet node where the IMOD is executed.
Default: The current node.

ssid
Subsystem ID that identifies the GSS that is to execute the IMOD.
If ssid is specified without node, the request is routed to the appropriate GSS on the same z/OS system.
If ssid is specified with node, the request is first routed to the GSS identified by ssid on the same system as the
requester. That GSS system then routes the request to the GSS at node.

imod
Name of the IMOD that is executed as an external routine. This argument is required.

PASS
Passes the contents of the current stack (up to the NEWSTACK marker) to the called routine. When the
information is passed, it is deleted from the stack for the caller. Upon return, any records that are left on the stack
by the called IMOD are returned to the caller. These records become the new stack contents.

NONE
Specifies that no stack information is passed to the called routine. Any returned stack data is appended to the
current stack contents. Select this option whenever records exist on the current stack and the called IMOD is not
going to process them.
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args
A string that is passed to the called routine as an argument string.

Default: NONE

Usage Notes

• Only a single argument can be passed, although this argument can have many fields.
• The called IMOD Only references the passed stack. If the called IMOD creates more stacks using SWAPSTAK() or

NEWSTACK(), only the current stack is returned to the caller at the conclusion of the called IMOD.
• Do not use this function from the ISERVE address space. It was designed for use in a single-user environment

(SRVBATCH or TSO/E REXX). Other use could create severe processing bottlenecks.
• To use this function from SRVBATCH, provide a FUNCTION control card in the PARMLIB file.
• To use this function from TSO/E REXX, the SRVCALL load module must be accessible using the JOBLIB, STEPLIB, or

LINKLIST concatenation.
• Only pass required stack records to an IMOD. Although unread records are passed back to the stack for the caller, this

results in considerable (and avoidable) overhead.
• Do not execute SRVCALL() from OPS/MVS. Instead, use the SRVOPS() function.

Return Codes

TSO/E REXX has no provision for the setting of return codes by functions. All error text that SRVCALL and its associated
components generate sets an asterisk in the first position. All non-error text (that returned by a successfully executed
IMOD) has a single blank as the first character.

Example

x = srvcall('node2',,'status',,args)

                                /* Run "status" IMOD at node2 */

if substr(x,1,1) == '*' then signal error1

                                /*  Check for error condition */

SRVOPS()

This function executes an IMOD as a subroutine in an ISERVE address space. SRVOPS() operates like a standard REXX
CALL instruction. An argument string can be passed, a result string is returned, and the current stack can be passed to
the called routine. The modified stack is returned to the caller.

Restriction

Only use SRVOPS() in execs running under OPS/MVS.

Syntax

result = SRVOPS([node],[ssid],imod,[{PASS|NONE}],[args])

Parameters

result
The value that the last-executed REXX RETURN or EXIT instruction in the called routine (or error text) specified.
The returned text is always padded on the left with one extra character. If no system-related errors occurred, this
character is a blank. If the returned string is an error message indicating that linkage to the requested IMOD was
not performed, this character is an asterisk (*).

node
Name of the GoalNet node where the IMOD is executed. The current node is the default.
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ssid
Subsystem ID that identifies the GSS that is to execute the IMOD.
If ssid is specified without node, the request is routed to the appropriate GSS on the same z/OS system.
If ssid is specified with node, the request is first routed to the GSS identified by ssid on the same system as the
requester. That GSS system then routes the request to the GSS at node.

imod
Name of the IMOD to be executed as an external routine; required.

PASS
Passes the contents of the current stack (up to the NEWSTACK marker) to the called routine. When the
information is passed, it is deleted from the stack for the caller. Upon return, any records that are left on the stack
by the called IMOD are returned to the caller. These records become the new stack contents.

NONE
Specifies that no stack information is passed to the called routine. Any returned stack data is appended to the
current stack contents. Select this option whenever records exist on the current stack and the called IMOD is not
going to process them.

args
A string that is passed to the called routine as an argument string.

Default: NONE

Usage Notes

• Use of SRVOPS() requires OPS/MVS.
• When testing this function, do NOT name your test exec SRVOPS. Otherwise, your exec recursively calls itself -not the

SRVOPS() function- until storage has been exhausted.
• Only a single argument can be passed, although this argument can have many fields.
• The called IMOD Only references the passed stack. If the called IMOD creates more stacks using SWAPSTAK() or

NEWSTACK(), only the current stack is returned to the caller at the conclusion of the called IMOD.
• Do not use this function from the ISERVE address space.
• Only pass required stack records to an IMOD. Although unread records are passed back to the stack for the caller, this

results in considerable (and avoidable) overhead.
• OPS/MVS uses a zero-length stack record to indicate end of file. Do not attempt to embed a zero-length stack record

in the stack to be passed to GSS.

Return Codes

TSO/E REXX has no provision for the setting of return codes by functions. All error text that SRVOPS and its associated
components generate set an asterisk in the first position. All non-error text (that returned by a successfully executed
IMOD) has a single blank as the first character.

Example

x = SRVOPS('node2',,'status',,args)         /* Run "status" IMOD

                                               at node2 */

if substr(x,1,1) == '*' then signal error1  /* Check for error

                                               condition */

STACKINF()

This function returns and modifies information about the current contents and status of a stack.

Syntax

Form 1:
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value = STACKINF(return,[stack],[owner])

Form 2:

curvalue = STACKINF(MAXBYTE,[stack],[owner],[kbytes])

Form 3:

acctype = STACKINF(ACCESS,[stack],[owner])

Parameters

value
Requested information (or error text).

return
Specify one of these values:
QSTACK

Returns the current NEWSTACK number. The number of times that the NEWSTACK
command has been issued against this stack less the number of times the DELSTACK command was
issued.

QBUF
Returns the current buffer number. The number of times that the MAKEBUF command has been issued
against this stack less the number of times the DROPBUF command was issued.

QELEM
Returns the number of stack records in the current buffer, as determined by the MAKEBUF command.

QUEUED
Returns the total elements on the stack. This option functions exactly like the QUEUED() function.

STACKS
Returns a string consisting of all currently existing stack numbers. The numbers are blank-delimited, and
are listed in ascending order.

stack
Number of the stack to be referenced.
Default: If stack is omitted and a local stack is referenced, the current stack (as set by SWAPSTAK()).
If stack is omitted and an external stack is referenced, the value set by the owning IMOD task using the
PUBSTACK(DEFAULT) function.

owner
The current size limit for stack in k-bytes. If kbytes is omitted, curvalue returns the current setting. If kbytes is
specified, curvalue equals kbytes. To convert curvalue to bytes, multiply by 1024.

curvalue
The current size limit for stack in k-bytes. If kbytes is omitted, curvalue returns the current setting. If kbytes is
specified, curvalue equals kbytes. To convert curvalue to bytes, multiply by 1024.

MAXBYTE
Returns or sets the maximum amount of data that can be contained in the stack. Including kbytes sets the
amount.

kbytes
Maximum storage that the stack can occupy. This value is specified in k-bytes and is multiplied by 1024 to obtain
the actual storage limit.
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acctype
One of these values is returned:
PRIVATE

Stack is private.
PUBLIC

Stack is fully accessible for external operations.
QUEUE

Stack can have data queued to it externally. A subset of WRITE.
READ

Stack can be read externally.
RQUEUE

Stack can be read from and queued to by external functions.
WRITE

Stack can be written to externally. This also implies QUEUE.
ACCESS

Returns the access status, as set by PUBSTACK().

Return Codes

101 - 104
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

125
SPECIFIED IMOD NOT FOUND

126
STACK NOT SPECIFIED AND NO DEFAULT

127
REQUESTED STACK DOES NOT EXIST

Example

recs = stackinf('queued')          /* Determine total stack

                                      records */

status = stackinf('access',,123)   /* Determine public status of

                                      default stack owned by IMOD

                                      123 */

list = stackinf('stacks')          /* Obtain list of all active

                                      stacks */

list = stackinf('stacks',,123)     /* Obtain list of all active

                                      stacks belonging to IMOD

                                      123 */

SUBMIT()

This function submits a job stream to the JES2 internal reader.

 Syntax 

SUBMIT([stem.])

 Parameters 
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stem.
The root name of a stem variable containing the card images to be submitted, including the period. Enclose this
argument in quotation marks.

 Usage Notes 

• If you omit the stem argument, the contents of the current stack are sent to the internal reader.
• The stem variables cannot be global; that is, they cannot begin with an ampersand (&). For information about global

variables, see Administrating .
• The card images are processed in the order the stem variables were created.
• To reuse stem variables (with fewer lines), use the REXX DROP command for the stem. This deletes the entire stem

group and lets you create a set with fewer variables.

Return Codes 

101
One of the following:
ARG 1 MISSING OR INVALID
STEM VARIABLE NOT FOUND
STEM HAS NO MEMBERS

121
SVC 99 allocation error in the following form:
RC: returncode ERROR: errorcode INFO: informationcode

122
FILE FAILED TO OPEN

Example: 

queue '//RBROWNEX JOB ,BR14,CLASS=A'

queue '//STEP1    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14'

submit() == ''              /* Could also use a stem variable */

SWAPSTAK()

This function creates and switches between multiple numbered stacks. Once a stack is made current by the SWAPSTAK()
function, all native REXX and TSO/E emulation stack commands operate typically.

Syntax

stack = SWAPSTAK([n|NEW|DELETE])

Parameters

stack
Error text is returned if the operation is not successful. Otherwise, the current stack number is returned.

n
A desired stack number. You can specify any number between 0 and 231-1. If the specified stack does not exist, it
is created. Although available memory limits the total number of stacks that an IMOD can maintain, large numbers
of stacks (over 25, for example) compromise stack-switching efficiency.

NEW
Beginning with stack 0, examines each stack until one is found with a status of "never-used" (the status of a
stack that has never been referenced, a stack that has been explicitly destroyed with a SWAPSTAK(DELETE)
operation). This stack is then assigned a status of "empty" and it is made the current stack. This is useful for
subroutines that want a temporary workspace.
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DELETE
Deletes the currently accessed stack and returns it to "never-used" status. Stack 0 becomes the current stack. If
you delete stack 0, it is automatically recreated as an empty stack.

Usage Notes

• When an IMOD task is first created, SWAPSTAK(0) is in effect.
• Stacks created by SWAPSTAK() are complete stack structures and can contain NEWSTACK and MAKEBUF markers,

as placed by the NEWSTACK and MAKEBUF commands.
• The current stack setting is retained during the CALL and RETURN operations.
• If the argument is omitted, the stack number is left unchanged and its current value is returned.
• All stack functions except QUEUED() can operate on any stack by specifying its number as an argument. All other

methods for operating on stacks that do not provide a way of specifying the number of the stack can only be used if the
stack has been made the current stack by use of SWAPSTAK().

There is a subtle but important difference between an empty stack and a never-used stack. An empty stack exists, but has
no records. A never-used stack has no existence. Requesting a NEW stack with SWAPSTAK() never returns a stack that
was not previously in never-used status The SWAPSTAK(NEW) operation itself changes the status of the stack to empty.
To destroy a stack, use the DELETE argument. Doing so discards remaining records and returns the stack to never-used
status.

Return Codes

101
ARG 1 MISSING OR INVALID

Example

/* This code segment can be used to obtain a work stack */

 

ostack = swapstak(  )         /* Save current stack number      */

x      = swapstak('new')      /* Obtain new stack for workspace */

x      = swapstak('delete')   /* Delete workspace stack         */

x      = swapstak(ostack)     /* Restore original stack number  */

SYSVAL()

This function gains access to various system values.

Syntax

value = SYSVAL({SYSID|SYSNAME|SSID})

Parameters

value
Returned value, if the function was successful. Otherwise, error text is returned.

SYSID
Requests the SMF system ID.

SYSNAME
Requests the GRS system name.

SSID
Requests the subsystem name the ISERVE uses.

Return Codes
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101
ARG 1 MISSING OR INVALID

Example

sysname = sysval('SYSNAME')      /* Obtain the GRS SYSNAME */

TUG()

This function obtains a copy of any record on any stack belonging to any IMOD task. A TUG() operation provides you with
a copy of a record. Following a TUG(), the record remains on the stack.

Syntax

record = TUG([recnum],[stack],[owner],[cntl])

Parameters

record
Returned record or error text.

recnum
Record number to be copied from the stack.

stack
Number of the stack to be referenced.
Default: If a local stack is referenced, the current stack (as set by the SWAPSTAK() function). Otherwise, the
owning IMOD task sets the value using the PUBSTACK(DEFAULT) function.

owner
IMOD ID of the owner of the stack (for external reference). This value can be obtained from the variable imod_id
in the owning IMOD task. It is also the value that the SPAWN() function returns.
Default: Current IMOD task.

cntl
Name of a variable to receive the control information that is stored with the record.
Default: Control information is not retrieved.

Return Codes

101 - 105
ARG n INVALID

122
STACK NOT SPECIFIED AND NO DEFAULT

123
SPECIFIED STACK DOES NOT EXIST

125
SPECIFIED IMOD NOT FOUND

126
STACK WRITE FAILED

127
REQUESTED STACK DOES NOT EXIST

128
SPECIFIED IMOD/STACK NOT AUTHORIZED
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Example

rec = tug(2)              /* Record number 2 is copied from the

                             current stack */

rec = tug(2,5)            /* Record number 2 is copied from local

                             stack 5 */

rec = tug(2,,453,'data')  /* Record 2 is copied from IMOD 453's

                             default stack and control information

                             is placed in the variable data. */

Usage Note

TUG() can specify a stack external to an IMOD task only when the target stack has been declared public for reading by
the owning task.

UNIQUE()

This function scans a string for a character that does not appear in the string. This character can be used as a delimiter.

Syntax

char = UNIQUE(string,[prefer],[EXTEND])

Parameters

char
Single character that does not appear in string.

string
String to be examined.

prefer
List of preferred characters. If specified, the left-most unique character is returned. The default is to use an
internal preference.

EXTEND
If specified and none of the characters that are specified in prefer is unique, the preference list is extended to all
256 possible characters.

Usage Notes

• The internally generated preference string is weighted to non-alphanumeric, printable characters. Once these
characters are exhausted, the remainder of the 256 possible characters are used.

• Use of EXTEND simply reexecutes the function with the internally generated preference list.

Return Codes

101 - 103
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

121
NO UNIQUE CHARACTER

Example

/*  Return 3 values on the Stack */

   a = .....   /* arbitrary values assigned */

   b = .....
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   c = .....

   d = unique(a||b||c)

   queue d||a||d||b||d||c||d

/*  Retrieve the values from the Stack */

   parse pull 1 d +1 a (d) b (d) c (d)

VARSIZE()

This function sets and returns the maximum length of a REXX variable string. Typically, REXX variable strings have a
maximum allowed length of 4096 bytes. Use VARSIZE() to specify a larger value. This specification applies only to the
IMOD in which you set it. The value is not propagated across the CALL/RETURN interface.

WARNING
Be careful when specifying a larger value. Error conditions such as unplanned loops can temporarily deplete
storage.

Syntax

cursize = VARSIZE([value])

Parameters

cursize
Current or new size limit (or error text).

value
Maximum length to be permitted for a REXX variable string.
Default: The current value is returned and left unchanged.

Return Codes

101
ARG 1 MISSING OR INVALID

Example

varsize() == '32767'   /* Current maximum variable length  */

VSAM()

This function performs I/O operations on VSAM data sets.

Syntax

Form 1:

acb = VSAM(OBTAIN,[scope],cbtype)

Form 2:

VSAM(option1,acb)

Form 3:

status = VSAM(STATUS,acb)
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Form 4:

VSAM(MODCB,acb,modopt1)

Form 5:

VSAM(MODCB,rpl,modopt2)

Form 6:

dsname = VSAM(DSNAME,acb)

Form 7:

VSAM(POINT,rpl,key)

Form 8:

record = VSAM(act1,rpl,[key])

Form 9:

VSAM(act2,rpl,record)

Form 10:

VSAM(act3,rpl)

Parameters

acb
ID for a VSAM ACB and an associated internal workspace.

OBTAIN
Obtains a new RPL or ACB.

scope
Specify one of these values:
LOCAL

Indicates that the file is local to the IMOD. The RPL or ACB is automatically released at the end of the
IMOD.

GLOBAL
Indicates that you can share this file across IMODs. The RPL or ACB must be released explicitly.
Default: LOCAL

cbtype
Specify one of these values:
ACB

Obtains an ACB control block.
RPL

Obtains an RPL control block.
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option1
Specify one of these values:
OPEN

Opens a file for processing.
CLOSE

Completes processing.
TCLOSE

Temporarily closes the file. This option writes all information to disk and updates all pointers. However, the
file remains open and processing can continue.

RELEASE
Returns handle value to the system to free storage used.

status
The current status of data set (OPEN or CLOSED) as returned by the STATUS operation.

STATUS
Returns the status of the ACB.

MODCB
Modifies the VSAM RPL or ACB.

modopt1
Specify one of these values:
DDNAME=ddname

Modifies the DDNAME value of the ABC. Only effective if the data set is closed.
MACRF=opt

Modifies the MACRF values of the ABC. Choose one or more of the following values, which are
separated by commas: SEQ, OUT, RST, NRS, DIR, KEY, IN. Descriptions of these options can be found
in the IBM VSAM reference guides.

rpl
ID for a VSAM RPL and an associated internal workspace.

modopt2
Specify one of these values:

ACB=acb
Modifies the ACB value of the RPL. Before you can use an RPL for operations on a data set, it must be linked to
an open ACB.

KEY=key
Modifies the KEY field of the RPL. You can set this field directly in the RPL without using the POINT, GET, or the
DELETE operations.

OPTCD=opt
Modifies the OPTCD values of the RPL. Choose one or more of these values, which commas separate: FWD,
BWD, SEQ, DIR, KEY, FKS, GEN, UPD, NUP, NSP, KEQ, KGE.

dsname
Data set name of an open data set. The cluster name.

DSNAME
Returns the cluster name of an open data set.

POINT
Useful in sequential mode, a POINT operation positions the file to the record that matches key. Subsequent GETs
then retrieve records, beginning with the desired one.
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key
Key of the desired record. For KSDS processing, the full key or partial key, and the match must be exact or not
less than the key value, depending on the processing mode. For RRDS and ESDS processing, key is the numeric
relative record number or RBA, respectively.

record
Record text. Includes the key for keyed records.

act1
Specify one of these values:
GET

Obtains a record. For sequential mode processing, returns next logical record. For direct mode
processing, returns record whose key is in the RPL. Direct mode processing permits specification of the
key with GET.

DELETE
Deletes the specified record (by key). This is an extension of VSAM functions. Normally, first read the
record to be erased and then erase it. DELETE eliminates the need to perform the GET.

act2
Specify one of these values:
PUT

Writes a record. Depending upon the update status, a new record is inserted or the current record is
replaced. For RRDS and ESDS processing, the key argument is required for a non-update write. For
KSDS processing, the key is embedded in the record.

UPDATE
Replaces the specified record (by key). This is an extension of VSAM functions. Normally, first read the
record to be updated and then replace it. UPDATE eliminates the need to perform the GET. If the record
to be updated does not exist, it is added.

act3
Specify one of these values:
ERASE

In UPDATE mode, causes the last read record to be deleted from the file.
ENDREQ

Terminates any operation in progress on an RPL. For example, if you have read a record for update and
then you change your mind, issue an ENDREQ to free the RPL. Otherwise, update or erase the record to
complete the operation.

Return Codes

101 - 104
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

122
DELETE NOT MATCHED

124
ADD AND UPDATE FOR RECORD BOTH FAILED

126
NOT RPL

127
NO RPL

128
NOT ACB
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129
NO ACB

130
DATASET IS OPEN

131
DATASET NOT OPEN

135
PHASE: phase RETURN: ret REASON rea
This is returned for an RPL-based error. phase indicates the failing operations (for example, GET), ret is the value
that is returned in the RPLRET field, and rea is the value that is returned in the RPL FDBK2 field. These values
are explained in detail in the IBM VSAM reference guides.

136
PHASE: phase R15: ret REASON: rea
This is returned for a non-RPL-based error. phase indicates the failing operation (for example, CLOSE), ret is
the value that is returned (by VSAM) in register 15, and rea is the value that is returned (by VSAM) in register 0.
These values are explained in detail in the IBM VSAM reference guides.

137
OPEN ERROR. CODE=code
code is the VSAM error code, as explained in the IBM VSAM reference guides.

Example

/* DDname JUNK was already allocated */

acb = vsam('OBTAIN','ACB') /* Obtain an ACB */

rpl = vsam('OBTAIN','RPL') /* Obtain an RPL */

x   = vsam('MODCB',acb,'DDNAME=JUNK','MACRF=SEQ,DIR,OUT')

                           /* Modify the ACB for the desired

                              file*/

x = vsam('MODCB',rpl,'ACB='||acb)

                           /* Point the RPL back to the ACB */

x = vsam('OPEN',acb)       /* Open the file */

x = vsam('MODCB',rpl,'OPTCD=DIR,FKS,KEQ,UPD')

                           /* Modify the RPL to perform direct

                              I/O,full key,key equal,and fetch

                              for update */

record = vsam('GET',rpl,key)

                           /* Fetch the record that matches the

                              value found in "key" */

record = key||newdata      /* construct new record, retaining the

                              key */

x = vsam('PUT',rpl,record) /* Write the updated record */

x = vsam('CLOSE',acb)      /* Close the file */

                           /* The next two calls are automatic at

                              IMOD end */

vsam('release',acb) == ''  /* Clean up  */

vsam('release',rpl) == ''  /* Clean up  */

VVALUE()

This function retrieves and sets values for variables that exist in the external REXX subroutines that called the current
routine.
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Syntax

value = VVALUE({FETCH|STORE},varname,level,[newvalue])

Parameters

value
Value of the specified variable, if this is a fetch operation. Otherwise null or error text.

FETCH
Returns the current contents of a variable.

STORE
Replaces the contents of the variable with the specified value.

varname
Name of the variable to be referenced.

level
Subroutine nesting level to be accessed. 0 is the currently executing routine, 1 is the caller of the currently
executing routine, 2 is the caller of the caller of the currently executing routine, and so on.

newvalue
Value to be placed in the specified variable (STORE operation only).

Usage Notes

• VVALUE() works only with external subroutines. To share variables among internal subroutines, use the EXPOSE
operand of the PROCEDURE statement.

• VVALUE() does not work when the calling routine is executing at another GoalNet node.
• You can use VVALUE() to allow a called subroutine to preserve values between calls.

Return Codes

101 - 104
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

103
ARG 3 EXCEEDS NESTING LEVEL

121
SYSTEM ERROR

122
STORAGE DEPLETED

123
UNKNOWN SEVERE ERROR

124
SYSTEM ERROR, INVALID RETURN

125
VARIABLE DID NOT EXIST OR IS DROPPED

126
LAST VARIABLE TRANSFERRED ("N")

127
TRUNCATION OCCURRED

128
INVALID VARIABLE NAME
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129
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED

130
INVALID FUNCTION CODE (SHVCODE)

Example

/*  This IMOD gets called repeatedly.  It requires extensive

    initialization to derive a value for "num".  Instead of

    performing this initialization each call, the value of "num"

    is stored in the calling IMOD.  */

 

num = vvalue('fetch','shar_init',1)           /* obtain stored

                                                 number         */

if rc ^= 0 | datatype(num,'w') == 0 then do   /* nothing stored */

   call init     /* invoke 10,000 line internal init subroutine */

   x = vvalue('store','shar_init,1,num)       /* save for next

                                                 time           */

   end

WAIT()

This function directs an IMOD to wait for a POST operation on a stack.

Syntax

stknum = WAIT(n,[n],[n],...,[n])

Parameters

stknum
Number of the stack that satisfied the requirements for ending the wait (or error text).

n
Number of a stack to wait on. Up to 20 stacks can be waited on. All specified stacks must be empty or WAIT()
completes immediately. If multiple stacks are specified, a POST operation that is issued against any stack causes
WAIT() to complete.

Return Codes

101 - 120
ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

121
NO STACKS SPECIFIED

Example

num = wait(1,2,3)   /* Wait for a record to appear on any of 3 stacks    */

rec = pull(num)     /* Read the record that caused the wait  to complete */

Usage Notes

When a WAIT() is issued against one or more stacks, each specified stack is inspected for existing records. If any records
are found, no wait is performed. Following the completion of the function, the number of the first non-empty stack is
returned as the result of the function.
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When a WAIT() is issued against empty stacks, the IMOD task is suspended. Execution is resumed when another IMOD
task uses a function that specifies post, such as PUSH(), QUEUE(), and SHOVE(). The function providing the post can
provide accompanying stack records.

WTO

This parameter screens and selects WTOs, based on the message ID or fragment. GSS then logs the WTO to a specified
ILOG file or trigger an IMOD task. If an IMOD is executed, the text of the WTO is passed to the IMOD as the argument
string.

Syntax

WTO ID msgid [IMOD imodname] [ILOG ilognum] [USERID userid]

Parameters

msgid
1- to 16-character message ID or beginning fragment of message to be selected. Scan begins with left-most
character of message and must match each specified character. If no mismatch has occurred when pattern is
exhausted, message is selected. If the first character of the source message ID is not in the range of A to Z, it is
skipped, and comparison starts on the next character regardless of its value.

imodname
IMOD name to be executed each time specified message is found.

ilognum
Number of the ILOG file where the message is to be recorded.

userid
User ID assigned to IMOD task created to process the WTO text. If omitted, IMOD task executes under the
authority of the task that issued the WTO, if it can be determined. If user ID cannot be determined, IMOD task
executes under the default user ID, as specified with the SECURITY parameter.

Usage Notes

• All logging and IMOD-based processing is performed on a delayed basis and not as part of system WTO processing.
• ILOG recording is performed after all IMOD processing associated with the message.
• If ILOG and IMOD are specified for the same message, the IMOD can change the ILOG number.
• If an IMOD executed as the result of a WTO spawns another IMOD, a copy of the original message is passed.

However, the spawned messages have no default ILOG routing that is associated with it. The spawned IMOD can
establish its own ILOG routing (using the IROUTE() function), but cannot affect the recording of the original message
text. Therefore, if you are not careful, duplicate recording of the same message is possible.

• When a message ID matches more than one WTO specification, the last-matched occurrence is the one whose IMOD
is executed or whose ILOG routine code is assigned. Therefore, when coding specific and generic WTO IDs, enter the
generic IDs first, followed by the specific IDs.

WTOR()

This function displays text on the operator console. WTOR() waits for the reply from the operator of the console and
returns it.

Syntax

101 - 102 ARG n MISSING OR INVALID

Example
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msgid = wto('operator message',2,2) == '' /* Master console and

                                             highlight          */

x = dom(msgid)                            /* Delete the message */

Parameters

reply
Reply from the operator (or error text).

text
Text to appear on the console of the operator as the WTOR.

rout
One or more routing codes (like'1' or '1,2,3' or '1-5,8,10,15-128'). For information about routing, see the IBM guide
Supervisor Services and Macro Instructions.

desc
One or more descriptor codes (like '1' or '1,2,3' or '1-5,8,10,12-16'). For information about routing and descriptor
codes, see the IBM guide Supervisor Services and Macro Instructions.

cons
ID of the console to display the message. If the IMOD is being executed as the result of an operator command,
the imod_console variable contains the console ID where the command was issued.

Usage Notes

• WTOR() suspends the execution of IMOD until an operator replies to the displayed message.
• An IMOD with an outstanding WTOR cannot be canceled until the WTOR is satisfied.

Return Codes

101
ARG 1 MISSING OR INVALID

102
One of the following for ARG 2:
NON-NUMERIC CHARACTER
CONTIGUOUS RANGES
NUMBER TOO BIG
LIST IS INCOMPLETE
RANGE IS INVALID
ZERO VALUE

103
One of the following for ARG 3:
NON-NUMERIC CHARACTER
CONTIGUOUS RANGES
NUMBER TOO BIG
LIST IS INCOMPLETE
RANGE IS INVALID
ZERO VALUE

104
CONSOLE ID INVALID

Example

wtor('an operator question') == 'ANSWER'   /* WTOR returns the reply*/
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YANK()

This function removes any record from any stack belonging to any IMOD.

Syntax

record = YANK(recnum,[stack],[owner],[cntl])

Parameters

record
Returned record or error text.

recnum
Record number to be removed from the stack.

stack
Number of the stack to be referenced.
Default: If a local stack is referenced, the current stack (as set by the SWAPSTAK() function). Otherwise, the
owning IMOD task sets the value using the PUBSTACK(DEFAULT) function.

owner
IMOD ID of the owner of the stack (for external reference). This value can be obtained from the variable imod_id
in the owning IMOD task. It is also the value that the SPAWN() function returns.
Default: Current IMOD task.

cntl
Name of a variable to receive the control information that is stored with the record. The default is not to retrieve
control information.

Return Codes

101 - 105
ARG n INVALID

122
STACK NOT SPECIFIED AND NO DEFAULT

123
RECORD NOT FOUND

125
SPECIFIED IMOD NOT FOUND

126
STACK WRITE FAILED

127
REQUESTED STACK DOES NOT EXIST

128
SPECIFIED IMOD/STACK NOT AUTHORIZED

Example

rec = yank(2)               /* Record number 2 is removed from the

                               current stack  */

rec = yank(2,5)             /* Record number 2 is removed from

                               local stack 5  */

rec = yank(2,,453,'data')   /* Record 2 is removed from IMOD 453's

                               information is stored in the
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                               variable data. */

Usage Notes

YANK() can specify a stack external to an IMOD only when the target stack has been declared public for reading and
writing.

L-Serv Commands
L-Serv is a started task that provides standard services that various Broadcom products use, including Endevor, Bundl,
TPX, Balancing, and MIC.

Commands can be issued from a console, extended console, or from the L-Serv parameter data set.

To issue a L-Serv command from a console, prefix it with an MVS MODIFY command (or its abbreviation, F). Include the
name of the L-Serv started task. For example, to direct an ATTACH FILESERVER command to the L-Serv started task,
issue this command from a console:

F LSERV,ATTACH FILESERVER

To execute a sequence of L-Serv commands from a member in the L-Serv parameter data set, issue the READ command
as follows:

F LSERV,READ member

You need system-level authority to issue L-Serv commands from a console.

Statements can be issued from a partitioned data set member or in the JCL of the job (depending on the statement being
used).

When Commands and Statements Take Effect

Commands take effect immediately if you issue them from a console. A command remains in effect until you issue a new
command that overrides it or until you restart L-Serv.

To make a command take effect automatically at start-up time, specify it in a command member that L-Serv reads at start-
up time. For details about issuing commands at start-up time, see L-Serv.

Statements take effect when L-Serv reads the partitioned data set member or executes the job containing the statement.

Truncate Names and Parameters

You can truncate the command names and parameter keywords. In syntax diagrams, the shortest truncation for a
command name (but not for parameters) is shown.

You cannot truncate statement names or parameters.

Continuation Characters and Leading Spaces

To continue a command or statement on the next line, use a comma as an end-of-line continuation character.

The leading spaces are ignored.
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Delimit Names, Parameters, and Values

• To delimit a command or statement name from its parameters, use a space or a comma. For example, you can specify
ATTACH,FILESERVER or ATTACH FILESERVER.

• To delimit parameters from their values, use an equal sign or parentheses. For example, specify REUSE=YES or
REUSE(YES).

• When you specify multiple values for a parameter, always enclose the values in parentheses and separate them with
commas or spaces. For example, specify OPTION(TRIM,DEFER).

Routing Command Output
By default, L-Serv routes the command output to the console or TSO session from which the command was issued. If a
console display area is defined, L-Serv routes output to area A (out-of-line); otherwise, it routes output to display area Z
(in-line).

To route output differently, append the MCS L parameter to any L-Serv command. In addition to the standard L parameter
values, you can specify L(LOG) to route output to the L-Serv trace data set.

ACTIVATE Command
The ACTIVATE command activates a VTAM communication node. The ACTIVATE command must be executed once on
each of two MVS systems between which you want to set up a VTAM communication route.

 Syntax 

ACtivate node [CONTYPE (lutype)]... [ RETRMAX (nn)]...[ RETRY (seconds)]...

 Parameters 

node
ACB name of L-Serv on the target system with which this system communicates. This ACB name must match the
ACB name specified on the ATTACH COMMSERVER command on the target system.

CONTYPE
For this node, overrides the default VTAM communications protocol that L-Serv is using. This parameter must
have the same value on the two nodes that make up a communication route. (The default value is set through the
CONTYPE parameter on the ATTACH command.)

RETRMAX
For this node, overrides the default setting that determines how many times L-Serv tries to reactivate routes that
become inactive. (The default value is set through the RETRMAX parameter on the ATTACH command.)

RETRY
For this node, overrides the default setting that tells L-Serv whether to reactivate routes when they become
inactive. (The default value is set through the RETRY parameter on the ATTACH command.)

The ACTIVATE commands are typically issued from the L-Serv parameter data set. Specify them after the ATTACH
command for the communications server. For information about creating cross-system routes for L-Serv, see
Administrating.

Example: 

To activate a VTAM communications route between system 1 (where the L-Serv ACB name is SYS1) and system 2
(where the L-Serv ACB name is SYS2), issue the following command on system 1:

ACTIVATE SYS2

And issue the following command on system 2:

ACTIVATE SYS1
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ADDFILE Command
The ADDFILE command adds a file to the L-Serv management. The L-Serv file server controls access to all managed
files.

Syntax

ADDFILE ddname [dsname] [[GROUP(id)] [ LOGID(name)] [POOL(nn)

               [[BUFND(nn)] [BUFNI(nn)] [STRNO(nn)]]]...]

               [OPTION processing_option_list] [[JCLMEMBER(name)]

                [PASSWORD(xxxx)]]... [DISP (SHR|OLD)]

Parameters 

BUFND
Determines how many data buffers are allocated for this file.
Values: 3 to 9999.
Default: 5

BUFNI
Determines how many index buffers are allocated for this file.
Values: 3 to 9999.
Default: 5

ddname
Represents the DD name of the file you want L-Serv to manage.

DISP
Determines whether the file server requires exclusive use of the file. Specify one of the following values:
SHR

Specify SHR to allow shared access to the file. The file may be allocated to other users, but VSAM
sharing options apply. The SHROPTIONS must be set as follows or integrity exposures will exist:
SHROPTION=(1,3) or SHROPTION(2,3).

OLD
Specify OLD to require exclusive use of the file. VSAM sharing options are ignored and treated as
SHROPTION=(1,3).
Default: SHR

dsname
Name of the file you want L-Serv to manage. If you allocate the file through a DD statement in the L-Serv start-up
procedure, you can omit this parameter.

NOTE
With L-Serv 3.5, the allocation of files using DD statements with a DISP of OLD to ensure that the L-
Serv region has exclusive control is no longer necessary. We recommend that the DISP parm of the
ADDFILE command be used instead.

GROUP
Associates the file with a file group. If the file group does not exist, L-Serv the file group under the group ID you
provide. The group ID can be up to 8 characters long.

JCLMEMBER
Identifies the partitioned data set member that contains JCL for archiving file groups automatically. The name of
the data set must be included in the concatenation the //JCLLIB DD statement in the L-Serv start-up procedure.
Specify JCLMEMBER only when you also specify the GROUP and OPTION(SUBMIT) parameters.

LOGID
Associates the file with a change log. Updates to the file are automatically recorded in this log.
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OPTION
Sets processing options for a file. Specify one or more of the following values:
APPEND

For a file group, selects the last file that was written to and appends data to the end of the file. This
parameter affects only initial file selection. Specify OPTION(APPEND) only when the GROUP parameter
is also specified.

DEFER
Defers write operations for a record until another operation needs the VSAM buffer or until MAXDORM (a
parameter on the OPTIONS command) seconds have elapsed. Use DEFER only with LSR buffer pools.

INPUT
Restricts access to input functions only. Update, insert, and erase functions are not allowed.

MINLEN
Pads the record being read with blanks until it is nn bytes long. Do not specify MINLEN unless directed to
do so by the client documentation.

SUBMIT
For a file group, automatically archives a file when it becomes full. Use the JCLMEMBER parameter to
indicate where the JCL is for this batch job.

TRIM
Trims trailing blanks from the data portion of variable-length records.

DEFER, MINLEN, and TRIM
These have a critical impact on performance. For L-Serv details, see Administrating.

PASSWORD
1 through 8 character password that are required to open the file.

POOL
Indicates the type of VSAM buffer pool L-Serv should use for this file.
Values:

• To use a private buffer pool, specify 0.
• To use an LSR buffer pool, specify a value from 1 to 15.

When you use an LSR buffer pool, L-Serv ignores the BUFND, BUFNI, and STRNO parameters.
Default: POOL(0)

STRNO
Determines how many VSAM placeholders are allocated for a file assigned to a private buffer pool. This
parameter limits the number of current requests that clients can make for the file.
Value: 3 to 255.
Default: 16

Notes: 

• The ADDFILE commands are typically issued from the L-Serv parameter data set. Specify them after the ATTACH
command for the file server and after the ADDPOOL commands that define LSR buffer pools.

• When you share L-Serv files in a multiple-MVS system environment, issue ADDFILE commands only on the system
where your host server is running.

Example 

To place the DPMFSIF file under the L-Serv management and assign it to buffer pool 1:

ADDFILE DPMFSIF BUNDL.V47GA.DPMFSIF POOL(1),

  

  OPTION(MINLEN(270),TRIM,DEFER)
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ADDLOG Command
The ADDLOG command defines a new log and start recording information in it.

 Syntax 

ADDLog name [[DDNAMES(ddlist)] [DSNAMES(dsnlist)] [SYSOUT(class)]] 

 Parameters 

name
1- to 8-character name for a log. To define a message log or trace log, specify MSGLOG or TRACE as the log
name.

ddlist
DD statements in the L-Serv start-up procedure where log files are defined. Specify up to four DD names,
separated by commas or spaces.

dsnlist
Cataloged data sets that store log files. Specify up to four data set names, separated by commas or spaces.

class
Defines log files as SYSOUT data sets in the class you specify here. Specify a single SYSOUT class. To print log
files, define them as SYSOUT data sets.

 Notes: 

• The ADDLOG commands are typically issued from the L-Serv parameter data set.
• The ADDLOG commands that define message logs precede ATTACH commands. The ADDLOG commands that

define change logs precede the ADDFILE commands for managed files.

 Examples 

To define LOG1 as a SYSOUT data set in class A:

ADDLOG LOG1 SYSOUT(A)

To define the CHNGLOG log through DD statements in the L-Serv start-up procedure:

ADDLOG CHNGLOG DDNAMES(CHNGLOG1,CHNGLOG2,CHNGLOG3)

ADDPOOL Command
The ADDPOOL command defines LSR buffer pools for files that L-Serv is managing.

 Syntax 

ADDPool nn (size, count)... [STRNO (nnn)]

 Parameters 

count
Number of buffers you want to allocate in the size specified with the size variable.
Value: 3 to 65,535.

nn
Assigns a number to the buffer pool you are defining.
Value: 1 to 15.

size
Buffer size in bytes.
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STRNO
Determines how many VSAM placeholders are concurrently allocated for the file. This option limits the number of
current requests that clients can make for the file.
Value: 3 to 255.
Default: 16

 Notes: 

• The ADDPOOL commands are typically issued from the L-Serv parameter data set. Specify them between the
ATTACH command for the file server and the ADDFILE commands for files.

• You can specify up to four (size,count) pairs.
• When you share files in a multiple-MVS system environment, issue ADDPOOL commands only on the system where

your host server is running.
• VSAM allocates approximately 340 bytes of ESQA per placeholder.

 Example 

To define a buffer pool that is suitable for the page files in Bundl:

ADDPOOL 1 (1024,10) (32768,10)

ATTACH Command
The ATTACH command starts L-Serv servers on a system and set operating values for them.

 Syntax 

ATTach COMMSERVER [[LOGID(name)] [XMVS(YES|NO) [[ACBNAME(name|NONE)]

                   [CONTYPE(luvalue)] [HOLDBUF(nnnn)] [MAXSENDSIZE(kilobytes)

                   [MAXSESSIONS(nnnn)] [RECBUFFSIZE(nK)] [RETRMAX(nn)]

                   [RETRY(seconds)] [SENDLIMIT(nnn)] [XCF(YES|NO)]] ]

ATTach FILESERVER [[BUFFERSIZE(bytes)] [COMMSERVERSSN(ssname)]

                  [SERVERTYPE(type)]] 

ATTach SQLSERVER  [[AUDIT(msgtype)] [HOSTVARPFX(char)] [LOGID(name)]

                   [MATCHLIMIT(nnnn)] [OPERATORPFX(char)] [SCANLIMIT(nnnn)]] 

 Parameters 

ACBNAME
Identifies the L-Serv ACB name on this system. This value must be provided if you are using VTAM
communication. The value corresponds to the application ID that identifies L-Serv to VTAM on the current system.
This ID must be unique within your network. Specify NONE if you do not want to use VTAM.
Default: NONE

AUDIT
Determines which SQL messages are logged. Specify one of these values:

• To log only error messages, specify ERROR.
• To log all messages, specify STATEMENTS.

Default: ERROR
BUFFERSIZE

Sets the size (in bytes) of the data buffer that the file server uses to receive data from the communications server.
Specify a value from 1024 to 32768.
Default: 4096

COMMSERVER
Activates the L-Serv communications server.
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COMMSERVERSSN
Tells the file server what copy of the communications server to use. Specify one of these values:

• To use the communications server running in the same address space as the file server, specify *.
• To use a different communications server, specify the subsystem name for the appropriate L-Serv started-task.

Default: *
CONTYPE

Identifies the protocol when using VTAM communication. Specify one of these values:

• To use VTAM LU 0, specify LU0.
• To use VTAM LU 6.2, specify LU62.

Default: LU0
FILESERVER

Activates the L-Serv file server.
HOLDBUF

Indicates the maximum number of data buffers that L-Serv should use per client for incoming data. Once this
maximum is reached, incoming data is rejected until the client receives the data buffers' contents.
Value: 0 to 999
Default: 999

HOSTVARPFX
Assigns a prefix character that the SQL server uses to identify host variables.
Default: (colon)

LOGID
Identifies an auxiliary log for certain messages issued by the communications server or the SQL server:
For the communications server, the auxiliary log collects messages about session initiations, terminations, and
cross-system transactions.
For the SQL server, the auxiliary log collects messages about SQL statements.
Default: MSGLOG

MATCHLIMIT
Sets the maximum number of rows that the SQL server can return per SQL statement. Specify one of these
values:
If you do not want to set a maximum, specify 0.
Otherwise, specify a value from 1 to 999999999.
Default: 0

MAXSENDSIZE
Sets the maximum number of kilobytes for data transmission when using XMVS communication.
Value: 4 to 64.
Default: 28

MAXSESSIONS
Indicates the maximum number of clients that can be in session with the communications server.
Value: 1 to 100.
Default: 32

OPERATORPFX
Assigns a prefix character that identifies special operators to the SQL server.
Default: . (period)

RECBUFFSIZE
Sets the size of the transmission buffer for the communications server. This value applies only to VTAM
communication. It must be set to the same value on all systems.
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Values: 1K, 2K, 4K, 8K, or 16K.
Default: 4K

RETRMAX
When you tell L-Serv to reactivate VTAM communication routes (through the RETRY parameter), this parameter
sets the maximum number of retries:

• To retry indefinitely, specify 0.
• To retry a designated number of times, specify a value from 1 to 100.

Default: 0
RETRY

Indicates whether L-Serv should try to reactivate inactive VTAM communication routes:

• If you do not want to reactivate routes, specify 0.
• Otherwise, set the retry interval (in seconds) by specifying a value from 1 to 86400.

Default: 0
SCANLIMIT

Determines the maximum number of rows that the SQL server can search per SQL statement:

• If you do not want to set a maximum, specify 0.
• Otherwise, set a maximum by specifying a value from 1 to 999999999.

Default: 0
SENDLIMIT

Sets the maximum number of outstanding send requests per client. Once this limit has been reached, the client
must wait for the next data transmission to occur.
Value: 1 to 999
Default: 999

SERVERTYPE
Indicates how requests to access L-Serv files should be handled by the file server. Specify one of these values:
HOST

Identifies a server as the host server. This server handles all requests for access to files that L-Serv is
managing. Requests from remote servers are forwarded through the communications server.

LOCAL
Handles access requests from the local system only.

REMOTE
Forwards access requests for files to your host server. Requests are forwarded through the
communications server.

Default: LOCAL
SQLSERVER

Activates the L-Serv SQL server.
XCF

Indicates whether you want to use XCF communication. By default, L-Serv does not use XCF. Specifying YES
directs L-Serv to automatically determine which systems are in the associated sysplex and dynamically initialize
the corresponding XCF group and its members.
Default: NO

XMVS
Indicates whether L-Serv is used to communicate between MVS systems. Unless directed to do so by the
application documentation, specify YES.
Default: YES
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 Notes:

• The ATTACH commands are typically issued from the L-Serv parameter data set.
• In the L-Serv parameter data set, ensure that the ATTACH command always precedes any command which targets the

corresponding server. For example, L-Serv only accepts ADDFILE and ADDPOOL commands when it has successfully
processed an ATTACH FILESERVER command.

• If you shutdown a server (with the DETACH command) and restart it using ATTACH server, the parameter values
default to the values in effect at the time of the DETACH (whether set by the ATTACH command or modified by the
OPTIONS command).
Examples 
To start a remote file server:
ATTACH FILESERVER SERVERTYPE(REMOTE)

To start the communications server using XCF communication and VTAM LU 0 (ACB name SYS01):
ATTACH COMMSERVER ACBNAME(SYS01) XCF(YES)

NOTE
Since LU 0 is used by default, it is not necessary to specify the associated parameter.

CLOSEFILE Command
The CLOSEFILE command disables a file so that requests for it fail. By doing this, you make the file unavailable to jobs
and users. To make the file available, use the OPENFILE command.

 Syntax 

CLOSEFile ddname

 Notes: 

• Issue the CLOSEFILE command from a console of an operator. 
•  To place requests for a file in a queue (rather than failing them), use the HOLDFILE command.

 Example 

To make the DPMFMAP file unavailable:

CLOSEFILE DMPFMAP

CLOSELOG Command
The CLOSELOG command closes a log and all log files that are associated with it. By doing this, you tell L-Serv to stop
recording information in that log. To start recording again, issue the OPENLOG command.

 Syntax 

CLOSELOG ddname

NOTE
Issue the CLOSELOG command from a console of an operator.

 Example 

To close the log file LOG1:

CLOSELOG LOG1
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DEACTIVATE Command
The DEACTIVATE command deactivates a VTAM communication route.

 Syntax 

DEActivate route

 Parameters 

route
ACB name of L-Serv on the target system. This ACB name must be the same ACB name that was specified on
the ATTACH COMMSERVER command on the target system.

NOTE
The DEACTIVATE commands are typically issued from consoles, rather than from the L-Serv parameter data
set. When you deactivate a route and then reactivate it (using ACTIVATE), the RETRY and RETRMAX values
are set to the default value of zero unless you specify otherwise on the ACTIVATE command.

 Example 

To deactivate the communication route between system 1 and system 2 (where the L-Serv ACB name on system 2 is
ACBSYS2), issue this command on system 1:

DEACTIVATE ACBSYS2

DETACH Command
The DETACH command stops servers that run in the L-Serv address space.

 Syntax 

DEtach COMMSERVER

DEtach FILESERVER

DEtach SQLSERVER

NOTE
The DETACH commands are typically issued from a console of an operator.

 Example 

To stop the file server:

DETACH FILESERVER

DISPLAY Command
The DISPLAY command displays information about L-Serv and its servers.

 Syntax 

Display [[ACTIVE] [ALL] [INIT] [LOGS] [MSGTABLE] [OPTIONS] [SSNAME] [STORAGE]

        [VERSION]]

Display [TASK(COMMSERVER) [[ALL] [APPLICATIONS] [INIT] [OPTIONS]

        [ROUTES[(ACTIVE|INACTIVE)] ]... ]]

Display [TASK(FILESERVER) [[ALL] [BUFFERPOOL] [DATABASE [[DDNAME(ddname)]

        [GROUP(name)] [RESET]]] [OPTIONS] [STATISTICS [[DDNAME(ddname)]

        [RESET] [=SERVICE]]] [SYSTEMS]]]

Display [TASK(SQLSERVER) [[ALL] [OPTIONS] [STATISTICS] [TABLE]]]
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 Parameters 

ACTIVE
Displays a list of active L-Serv servers. (See message LDM0420I.)

ALL
Displays all available information for L-Serv and its active servers. Use the TASK parameter to limit the display to
a particular server.

APPLICATIONS
Displays a list of clients using the communications server and the number of send and receive requests from each
client. (See message LDM0920I.)

BUFFERPOOL
Displays information about LSR buffer pools defined for files that L-Serv is managing. (See message LDM0552I).
For a discussion of the fields displayed, see Adminstrating and the IBM Using Data Sets manuals.

DATABASE
Displays information about each file that L-Serv is managing. Information includes options set through the
ADDFILE command and the status of the file. (See message LDM0522I). By default, L-Serv displays all managed
files:
To display only one file, specify the name of the file name on the DDNAME parameter.
To display only one file group, specify a group ID on the GROUP parameter.
To display cumulative information and then reset the display, specify RESET.

INIT
Displays values that cannot be changed while the L-Serv shell or a L-Serv server is running. In response, L-Serv
issues a series of messages (one for the shell and one per applicable server). By default, all of these messages
are displayed. To display values of only a certain server, specify the TASK parameter also.

LOGS
Displays status information about the L-Serv message, trace, and change logs. Each log file is listed separately.
(See message LDM0750I.)

MSGTABLE
Displays a list of message tables, what language each table is in, and how many messages each table contains.
(See message LDM0422I.)

OPTIONS
Displays values that you can change while the L-Serv shell or a L-Serv server is running. In response, L-Serv
issues a series of messages (one for the shell and one per applicable server). By default, all of these messages
are displayed.
Use the TASK parameter to limit the display to a particular server.

ROUTES
Displays information about VTAM and XCF communication routes associated with XMVS communication. (See
message LDM0912I.)
By default, the display includes all routes.
To display only active routes, specify ROUTES(ACTIVE).
To display only inactive routes, specify ROUTES(INACTIVE).

SSNAME
Displays a list of subsystems (including L-Serv) that are running on a local system. Status information for each
subsystem is also shown. (See message LDM0410I).

STATISTICS
Displays information about I/O activity for VSAM files (in message LDM0546I) and SQL tables (in message
LDM4080I).
By default, L-Serv displays one line per file in the display of the file server. Information is cumulative, as of the last
time the statistics display was reset. To change the display, specify one or more of these parameters:
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To display only one file, specify the name of the file on the DDNAME parameter.
To display cumulative statistics and then reset the display, specify RESET.
To display an additional line that shows averages for all files, specify =SERVICE.
You can also use the TASK parameter to limit the display to the file server or the SQL server.

STORAGE
Displays information about storage use, including the size of a storage block, how many blocks were allocated,
and how many blocks were used. (See message LDM0425I.)

SYSTEMS
Displays a list of systems where the file server is running. For each system, the display includes statistics about
send and receive requests, what type of server is running, and how many times L-Serv split and reassembled
data to fit its data buffer. (See message LDM0555I.)

TABLE
Displays information about SQL relational tables. (See message LDM4521I.)
To limit the display to a particular table, specify the name of the table in place of name.

TASK
Limits the display to one of the L-Serv servers. Use TASK with the INIT, OPTIONS, and/or STATISTICS
parameters, or use TASK if you have an ambiguous truncation for a parameter.
Specify COMMSERVER, FILESERVER, or SQLSERVER.

VERSION
Displays the L-Serv release and maintenance level. (See message LDM0402I.)

NOTE
Issue the DISPLAY command from the L-Serv parameter data set or from a console.

 Example 

To display information about the DPMFVIF file:

DISPLAY DATABASE DDNAME(DPMFVIF)

ELSE Statement
The ELSE statement is used within an IFSYS/ENDIF block to direct commands to all systems that do not match the
system names that are specified on the IFSYS statement.

Syntax

ELSE

No parameters qualify the ELSE statement. However, follow the ELSE statement by a command or command block that is
executed.

NOTE
You can specify this statement in the L-Serv parameter data set.

For information about directing commands or statements to particular systems, see L-Serv.

Example

To execute an ATTACH FILESERVER SERVERTYPE(HOST) command on system SYS01 and to execute an ATTACH
FILESERVER SERVERTYPE(REMOTE) on all other systems, specify these statements in the L-Serv partitioned data set:

IFSYS SYS01

   ATTACH FILESERVER SERVERTYPE(HOST)

 ELSE

   ATTACH FILESERVER SERVERTYPE(REMOTE)
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 ENDIF

ENDIF Statement
The ENDIF statement marks the end of a block of commands or statements (that begins with IFSYS) that are executed on
only particular systems.

 Syntax 

ENDIF

This statement does not have any parameters.

NOTE
You can specify this statement in the L-Serv parameter data set.

 Example 

To execute an ATTACH FILESERVER SERVERTYPE(HOST) command only on system SYS01, specify these statements
in the L-Serv partitioned data set:

IFSYS SYSO1

   ATTACH FILESERVER SERVERTYPE(HOST)

 ENDIF

HOLDFILE Command
The HOLDFILE command holds a file so that requests for it are placed in a queue. This command makes the file
unavailable to jobs and users.

 Syntax 

HOLDFile ddname

NOTE
The HOLDFILE commands are typically issued from a console of an operator. To fail requests for a file (rather
than placing them in a queue), use the CLOSEFILE command.

 Example 

To close the DPMFMAP file so users must wait for it to become available again:

HOLDFILE DPMFMAP

IFSYS Statement
The IFSYS statement marks the beginning of a block of commands or statements that are executed only on particular
systems.

 Syntax 

IFSYS sysname

 Parameters 

sysname
One or more systems that execute the commands or statements following IFSYS. Each name must match a
system name that is defined on the SYSNAME parameter for the OPTIONS command. If you specify several
system names, separate them with commas.
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NOTE
You can specify this statement in the L-Serv parameter data set. Unless directed otherwise by the SYSNAME=
parm of the L-Serv start-up procedure (LSVPROC), the value that is specified on the IFSYS statement is
compared with the SMFID of the MVS system.

Example 

To execute an ATTACH FILESERVER SERVERTYPE(REMOTE) command only on systems SYS02 and SYS03, specify
these statements in the L-Serv partitioned data set:

IFSYS SYS02,SYS03

   ATTACH FILESERVER SERVERTYPE(REMOTE)

 ENDIF

INCLUDE Statement
The INCLUDE statement identifies a partitioned data set member containing L-Serv commands and statements or a
message table.

 Syntax 

INCLUDE member

 Parameters 

member
Partitioned data set member. This member must be part of the L-Serv parameter data set, or its dsname must be
included in the concatenation of the //LDMCMND DD statement in the L-Serv start-up procedure.

NOTE
You can specify this statement in a command member of the L-Serv parameter data set. The INCLUDE
statement can be used in a member that another INCLUDE statement called. However, ensure that you avoid
loops, which are caused by including a member that directly or indirectly includes the current member.

 Example 

To execute commands in the BNDPARMA member at start-up time, specify this statement in a command member:

INCLUDE BNDPARMA

MSG Statement
The MSG statement provides a message definition for L-Serv or for a client.

 Syntax 

MSG 'text ' [routinginfo]

 Parameters 

text
Provides the message prefix and text that you want L-Serv to use. Enclose the text in single quotation marks.

routinginfo
Provides routing information.

 Note: 
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• You can specify this statement only in a message table.
• Specify the MSG statements after the TABLE statement.
• For the complete syntax of the MSG statement and information about how to use it, see the LSERVMSG member of

the L-Serv parameter data set.

 Example 

To use the text TASK NOT ACTIVE for message LDM0475E, specify this statement in your message table:

MSG 'LDM0475E   TASK NOT ACTIVE'

MSGTABLE Command
The MSGTABLE command immediately loads the message definitions that are contained in (or pointed to from) a
partitioned data set member that you identify. This makes those message definitions take effect immediately.

 Syntax 

MSGTABLE member

member
Partitioned data set member that contains (or points to) the message definitions. This member must be part of the
L-Serv parameter data set, or its dsname must be included in the concatenation of the //LDMCMND DD statement
in the L-Serv start-up procedure.

NOTE
Issue the MSGTABLE command from the L-Serv parameter data set or from a console of an operator.

 Example 

To load message definitions that are stored in the MSGDEF member:

MSGTABLE MSGDEF

OPENFILE Command
The OPENFILE command enables a file that was disabled with the CLOSEFILE command. This makes the file available
again to jobs and users.

 Syntax 

OPENFile ddname

NOTE
The OPENFILE commands are typically issued from a console of an operator.

 Example 

To make the DPMFVIF file available:

OPENFILE DPMFVIF

OPENLOG Command
The OPENLOG command opens a log that was closed with the CLOSELOG command. After a log is opened, L-Serv can
start recording information in that log.

 Syntax 

OPENLog name
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NOTE
 The OPENLOG commands are typically issued from a console of an operator. You do not need to issue an
OPENLOG command after you issue an ADDLOG, PRINTLOG, or SWITCHLOG command.

 Example 

To start recording information in log LOG1:

OPENLOG LOG1CA-L-Serv

OPTIONS Command
The OPTIONS command sets operating values for L-Serv.

 Syntax 

OPTions SVCDUMP(YES|NO)

OPTions [TASK(COMMSERVER)] [[LOGID(name)] [ XMVS(YES|NO)

        [[CONTYPE(value)] [HOLDBUF(nnnn)] [MAXSENDSIZE(kilobytes)]

        [MAXSESSIONS(nnnn)] [RETRMAX(nn)]

        [RETRY(seconds)] [SENDLIMIT(nnn)] [XCF(YES|NO)]]]

OPTions [TASK(FILESERVER)] MAXDORM(seconds)

OPTions [TASK(SQLSERVER)] [[HOSTVARPFX(char)] [LOGID(name)] [MATCHLIMIT(nnnn)]

        [OPERATORPFX(char)] [SCANLIMIT(nnnn)]]]

Parameters

NOTE
The OPTIONS command contains parameters that are similar to the parameters contained by the ATTACH
command. For more information, see ATTACH Command.

CONTYPE
Overrides the default VTAM communications protocol for the communications server set by the CONTYPE
parameter of the ATTACH command.
Default: LUO

HOLDBUF
Overrides the default number of transmission buffers per client set by the HOLDBUF parameter of the ATTACH
command.
Value: 0 to 999
Default: 999

HOSTVARPFX
Overrides the SQL prefix character set by the HOSTVARPFX parameter of the ATTACH command.
Default: : (colon)

LOGID
Overrides the name of an auxiliary log set by the LOGID parameter of the ATTACH command.
Default: MSGLOG

MATCHLIMIT
Overrides the maximum number of SQL rows returned set by the MATCHLIMIT parameter of ATTACH command.
Default: 0

MAXDORM
Sets the maximum number of seconds L-Serv waits to write buffers to disk after the last deferred write request
occurred. Specify a value from 1 to 3600.
Default: 60
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MAXSENDSIZE
Overrides the maximum data size for transmissions set by the MAXSENDSIZE parameter of the ATTACH
command.
Value: 4 to 64
Default: 28

MAXSESSIONS
Overrides the maximum number of clients that can use the communications server set by the MAXSESSIONS
parameter of the ATTACH command.
Value: 1 to 100
Default: 32

OPERATORPFX
Overrides the special operator prefix character set by the OPERATORPFX parameter of the ATTACH command.
Default: . (period)

RETRMAX
Overrides the setting that tells L-Serv how often to try reactivating VTAM communication routes that become
inactive. This value is set by the RETRMAX parameter of the ATTACH command and only applies to VTAM
communication.
Default: 0

RETRY
Overrides the setting that tells L-Serv whether to reactivate VTAM communication routes that become inactive.
This value is set by the RETRY parameter of the ATTACH command and only applies to VTAM communication.
Default: 0

SCANLIMIT
Overrides the maximum number of SQL rows searched set by the SCANLIMIT parameter of the ATTACH
command.
Default: 0

SENDLIMIT
Overrides the maximum number of pending send requests per client set by the SENDLIMIT parameter of the
ATTACH command.
Value: 1 to 999
Default: 999

SVCDUMP
Indicates whether L-Serv should generate an SVC dump if an error occurs within its address space.
Default: YES

TASK
Identifies the server that should execute the command. Use TASK with the LOGID parameter or whenever you
use an ambiguous truncation for a parameter.
Specify COMMSERVER, FILESERVER, or SQLSERVER.

XCF
Indicates whether you want to activate or deactivate XCF communication.
Default: NO

XMVS
Indicates whether you want to activate or deactivate the XMVS communication service.
Default: YES

NOTE
Issue the OPTIONS command from the L-Serv parameter data set or from a console of an operator.

Example
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To tell L-Serv not to generate an SVC dump if an error occurs:

OPTIONS SVCDUMP(NO)

PRINTLOG Command
The PRINTLOG command prints a log to a SYSOUT class.

 Syntax 

PRintlog name

 Notes: 

• The PRINTLOG commands are typically issued from a console of an operator.
• You can only print logs that were defined as SYSOUT data sets.
• When you print the log, L-Serv closes and deallocates the current SYSOUT data set. Then it allocates and opens a

new SYSOUT data set for the log.

 Example 

To print log file LOG1 to the SYSOUT class specified on the ADDLOG command:

PRINTLOG LOG1

READ Command
The READ command directs L-Serv to read the specified partitioned data set member and execute each command in it.

 Syntax 

READ member

 Parameters 

member
Partitioned data set member that contains the commands you want to execute. This member must be part of the
L-Serv parameter data set, or its dsname must be included in the concatenation of the //LDMCMND DD statement
in the L-Serv start-up procedure.

NOTE
 The READ commands are typically issued from a console.

 Example 

To read the FILECMDS member and execute the commands in that member:

READ FILECMDS

RELEASEFILE Command
The RELEASEFILE command releases a file that was held using the HOLDFILE command. This makes the file available
again to users and jobs.

 Syntax 

RELeasefile ddname

NOTE
 The RELEASEFILE commands are typically issued from a console.
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 Example 

To release file DPMFVIF:

RELEASEFILE DPMFVIF

REMOVEFILE Command
The REMOVEFILE command removes a file from the management of the file server.

 Syntax 

REMOVEFile ddname

NOTE
The REMOVEFILE commands are typically issued from a console. If a file is allocated through a DD statement
in the L-Serv start-up procedure, the REMOVEFILE command still removes that file from the management of the
file server. The command does not deallocate it from the associated L-Serv address space.

 Example 

To remove file DPMFVIF from the management of the file server:

REMOVEFILE DPMFVIF

REMOVELOG Command
The REMOVELOG command removes a log from the L-Serv management. This closes the log and all log files that are
associated with it.

 Syntax 

REMOVELog name

 Notes: 

• The REMOVELOG commands are typically issued from a console.
• If the log file is open when you issue the REMOVELOG command, L-Serv writes all active buffers and closes the file.

 Example 

To remove log LOG1 from the L-Serv management:

REMOVELOG LOG1

SHUTDOWN Command
The SHUTDOWN command stops L-Serv on the local system.

 Syntax 

SHutdown [IMMEDIATE]

 Parameters 

IMMEDIATE
Stops L-Serv immediately, even if all servers have not terminated. If any servers are still running, L-Serv can
experience an A03 abend.
Use IMMEDIATE only when normal shutdown requests fail. It can be most useful when you want to stop a remote
system and an active SQL request is executing on the host system.
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 Notes: 

• Issue the SHUTDOWN command from a console.
• You do not need to issue a DETACH command before a SHUTDOWN command. L-Serv automatically notifies servers

that it is terminating.
• You can also use the MVS STOP command to stop L-Serv.

 Example 

To stop L-Serv:

F LSERV,SHUTDOWN

SWITCHFILE Command
The SWITCHFILE command lets you switch immediately to a new file in a file group. Doing so tells L-Serv to close any file
that it is using and to start recording data in a new file.

 Syntax 

SWITCHFile groupid [ddname]

 Parameters 

groupid
Indicates what file group you want to use.

ddname
Selects a particular file in the file group.
Default: L-Serv selects the next available file.

NOTE
The SWITCHFILE commands are typically issued from consoles.

 Example 

To switch to file JRNL1 in file group UGRPID:

SWITCHFILE UGRPID JRNL1

SWITCHLOG Command
The SWITCHLOG command switches to a new log file. This tells L-Serv to start recording information in the next file that
is associated with the log.

 Syntax 

SWITCHLog name

 Notes: 

• Issue the SWITCHLOG command from a console.
• Use this command only if you provided DD names or dsnames for the log. Do not use it when the log is defined as a

SYSOUT data set.
• Use this command only when multiple DD names are defined for a single log.
• The order in which you defined log files (on the ADDLOG command) determines which file L-Serv selects.
• When L-Serv is using the last log file and you issue a SWITCHLOG command, L-Serv starts using the first log file and

overwrites its contents.

 Example 
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To switch to the next file for log LOG1:

SWITCHLOG LOG1

TABLE Statement
The TABLE statement identifies a message table for L-Serv or a client.

 Syntax 

TABLE name [LANGUAGE (xxxx)] [DEFAULT]

 Parameters 

name
Identifies the message table. Each client determines what table name to use.

xxxx
Identifies a language.

DEFAULT
Identifies this language as the default language.
Default: The English language message table is used.

NOTE
You can specify this statement in message table members only. Specify the TABLE statement before MSG
statements.

 Example 

To provide an English message table for Bundl, specify this statement in your message table:

TABLE BUNDLTAB LANGUAGE(ENGLISH) DEFAULT

WRITELOG Command
The WRITELOG command ensures that all log entries are written to a log.

 Syntax 

WRITELOG name

NOTE
Issue the WRITELOG command from a console. L-Serv automatically writes data buffers to log files when the
buffers become full. If L-Serv is recording log information for a rarely used file, the log might not contain the most
recent entries because the buffers have not been filled. You can issue the WRITELOG command to write the
contents of the buffers to the log so that the log is up to date. The WRITELOG command does not close the file.

 Example 

To write the active buffers for LOG1:

WRITELOG LOG1

LDMAMS Statements
With the LDMAMS utility you can perform the following operations on each file that L-Serv manages:
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• Back up the files
• Restore the file from a backup copy
• Delete the contents of the file
• Compress the file
• Archive a file group or a file group member

This section describes the statements that the LDMAMS utility contains.

  2 2

ARCHIVE Statement

 Syntax 

ARCHIVE GROUP (id) OUTFILE(ddname) [SWITCH]

ARCHIVE INFILE(ddname) OUTFILE(ddname) [SWITCH]

 Parameters 

GROUP
Archives all non-empty files that are associated with the group ID you specify.

INFILE
Archives only the specified file.

OUTFILE
Sequential file that stores the archived data.

SWITCH
Closes the currently active file, archives it, and makes a new file active.

NOTE
You can specify this statement only as input for an LDMAMS job. The files that you reference on this statement
must be defined on DD statements in the JCL for the LDMAMS job.

 Example 

To archive file group UGRPID and store the archive data in the OUTGDG file, specify this statement as input to the
LDMAMS job:

ARCHIVE GROUP(UGRPID) OUTFILE(OUTGDG) SWITCH

COMMTEST Statement

The COMMTEST statement creates a test application that the LDMAMS utility uses to test data transmission that is
associated with XMVS communication.

 Syntax 

COMMTEST [[APPL(name1)] [QUAL(name2)]] ...

 Parameters 

APPL
1- to 8-character primary ID of the test application.
Default: The name of the current LDMAMS job.

QUAL
1- to 8-character secondary ID of the test application.
Default: COMMTEST
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NOTE

• You can specify this statement only as input for the LDMAMS utility. The file server must be active on the
local system.

• Specify this statement before any other testing statements (WAIT, SEND, RECEIVE, QUERY, or END).

 Example 

To create a test application that is named TESTAPP SYS1 that receives data, specify this statement as input to your
LDMAMS job:

COMMTEST APPL(TESTAPP) QUAL(SYS1)

COMPRESS Statement

The COMPRESS statement compresses a VSAM file that L-Serv is managing. The LDMAMS utility uses this statement
during a compression process.

 Syntax 

COMPRESS INFILE(ddname) WORKFILE(ddname)

 Parameters 

INFILE
VSAM file that you are compressing. This DD name must match the DD name on the ADDFILE command.

WORKFILE
Sequential file that serves as a temporary work file for the compression process. The LDMAMS JCL must include
a DD statement for this file.

NOTE
You can specify this statement as input for an LDMAMS job. A file can be compressed only if it was defined with
the REUSE option of the DEFINE CLUSTER control statement using the IDCAMS utility.

 Example 

To compress file FILE1, using TEMPFILE as a work file, specify this statement as input to the LDMAMS job:

COMPRESS INFILE(FILE1) WORKFILE(TEMPFILE)

END Statement

The END statement ends a data transmission test that the LDMAMS utility performed and terminates the test application.

 Syntax 

END

NOTE

• You can specify this statement only as input to the LDMAMS utility.
• Specify this statement at the end of every LDMAMS job that you use to test data transmission.
• Specify this statement after all other statements in your data transmission stream.

 Example 

To end a data transmission test and delete the test application that you created, specify this statement as input to your
LDMAMS job:

END
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QUERY Statement

The QUERY statement displays the list of clients that are known to the communication server. The LDMAMS utility uses
this statement to test cross-system communication.

 Syntax 

QUERY

NOTE
 You can specify this statement only as input to the LDMAMS utility.

 Example 

To see what clients have sessions with the communications server, specify this statement as input to your LDMAMS job:

QUERY

RECEIVE Statement

The RECEIVE statement retrieves data that a test application running on another system sent.

 Syntax 

RECEIVE [COUNT(nn)]...

 Parameters 

nn
Number of times that data is received. This value must match the value for the COUNT parameter on the SEND
statement for the test application transmitting the data.
Default: 1 or previous value.

NOTE

• You can specify this statement only as input to the LDMAMS utility.
• The value for the COUNT parameter can be set from a previous RECEIVE or SEND statement. If this

parameter is not specified in the RECEIVE statement, L-Serv uses the most recent value that is established
within a COMMTEST application.

 Example 

To receive all test data, specify this statement as input to your LDMAMS job:

RECEIVE

REPRO Statement

The REPRO statement copies data between VSAM files and sequential files. You can use REPRO statements in an
LDMAMS job to back up files or to restore files from backup copies.

 Syntax 

REPRO INFILE(inddname) OUTFILE(outddname)

         [[FROMKEY(key)] [REPLACE] [REUSE] [TOKEY(key)]] 

 Parameters 

FROMKEY
First input record. Specify a full or partial record key. If the key contains special characters (such as blanks or
punctuation characters), enclose it in quotes.
Default:L-Serv starts with the first record in the file.
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INFILE
Source file. For a backup operation, this file is the VSAM file that you are backing up. For a restore operation, this
file is the sequential file that contains the backup copy you want to use.

OUTFILE
Target file. For a backup operation, this file is the sequential file that contains the backup copy. For a restore
operation, this file is the VSAM file that you are restoring.

REPLACE
Replaces existing records in the target file with records from the source file. If L-Serv finds a duplicate record, it
uses the last copy of the record. Omit this parameter on backup operations.
Default:L-Serv skips duplicate records.

REUSE
Deletes the contents of the target file before adding records to it. Omit this parameter on backup operations. A file
can be reused only if it was defined with the REUSE option of the DEFINE CLUSTER control statement using the
IDCAMS utility.

TOKEY
Last input record. Specify a full or partial record key. If the key contains special characters (such as blanks or
punctuation characters), enclose it in quotes.
Default:L-Serv copies through the last record in the file.

NOTE

• You can specify this statement only as input to the LDMAMS utility.
• The name of the VSAM file that you reference must match the name of the file in its ADDFILE command. A

DD statement in the LDMAMS JCL must not reference this VSAM file.
• The LDMAMS JCL must contain a DD statement for any sequential file that you use.

 Example 

To back up FILE1 and store its contents in BCKFILE1, specify this statement as input to the LDMAMS job:

REPRO INFILE(FILE1) OUTFILE(BCKFILE1)

To replace the contents of FILE2 with the contents of BCKFILE2, specify this statement as input to the LDMAMS job:

REPRO INFILE(BCKFILE2) OUTFILE(FILE2) REPLACE REUSE  

RESET Statement

The RESET statement deletes the contents of a VSAM file that L-Serv is managing.

 Syntax 

RESET OUTFILE(ddname)

 Parameters 

ddname
Identifies the file. This DD name must match the DD name on the ADDFILE command.

NOTE

• You can specify this statement only as input to the LDMAMS utility.
• A file can be reset only if it was defined with the REUSE option of the DEFINE CLUSTER control statement

using the IDCAMS utility.

 Example 

To delete the contents of file FILE1, specify this statement as input to the LDMAMS job:
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RESET OUTFILE(FILE1)

SEND Statement

The SEND statement transmits data to a test application executing on another MVS system.

 Syntax 

SEND [[APPL(name1)] [COUNT(nn)] [LENGTH(bytes)] [QUAL(name2)]] 

 Parameters 

APPL
Primary ID of the target test application. This ID must match the primary ID on the COMMTEST statement that
creates the application.
Default Value: COMMTEST or previous value.

COUNT
Number of times that data is sent.
Default: 1 or previous value.

LENGTH
Size of the data block that is transmitted.
Default: 512

QUAL
Secondary ID of the target application. This ID must match the secondary ID on the COMMTEST statement that
creates the target application.
Default Value: COMMTEST or previous value.

NOTE

• You can specify this statement only as input to the LDMAMS utility.
• Specify this statement after any WAIT statement you have included.
• A previous SEND or WAIT statement can set the values for the APPL and QUAL parameters. A previous

RECEIVE or SEND statement can set the value for the COUNT parameter. If these parameters are
not specified in the SEND statement, the default is the most recent value that was established within a
COMMTEST application.

 Example 

To send data to test application TESTAPP SYS2, specify this statement as input to your LDMAMS job:

SEND APPL(TESTAPP) QUAL(SYS2)

WAIT Statement

The WAIT statement causes the LDMAMS utility to wait until an application on a remote system becomes active.

 Syntax 

WAIT [[APPL(name1)] [LIMIT(minutes)] [QUAL(name2)]] 

 Parameters 

APPL
Primary ID of the test application that receives data. This ID must match the primary ID of the receiving
application, which is specified on the COMMTEST statement that creates the application.
Default: The name of the current LDMAMS job or previous value.
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LIMIT
Number of minutes that the test application waits. If the receiving application is not running by then, the sending
application ends.
Default: 60 or previous value.

QUAL
Secondary ID of the test application that receives data. This ID must match the secondary ID of the receiving
application, which is on the COMMTEST statement that creates the application.
Default: COMMTEST or previous value.

NOTE

• You can specify this statement only as input to the LDMAMS utility.
• The WAIT statement precedes any SEND statements in the LDMAMS JCL.
• The values for the COUNT and LIMIT parameters can be set in a previous WAIT statement. If these

parameters are not specified in the WAIT statement, the default is the most recent value that is established
within a COMMTEST application.

 Example 

To wait until application TESTAPP SYS2 is active before sending test data, specify this statement as input to your
LDMAMS job:

WAIT APPL(TESTAPP) QUAL(SYS2)

SQL Statements
You can issue the LSQL command from a CLIST, from a REXX procedure, from a TSO terminal, or from a batch job. For
notes on the LSQL command, see L-Serv.

You can issue most of the LSQL commands from a TSO terminal or a batch job. However, you cannot use cursors from a
TSO terminal or a batch job.

You can issue any LSQL command from a CLIST or from a REXX procedure. However, keep in mind two things when
issuing the LSQL commands from a CLIST or from a REXX procedure:

• When using a SELECT statement, values from only one row at a time are returned. To obtain values from multiple
rows, use a cursor.

• In a REXX procedure, enclose an LSQL command in quotation marks if it contains special characters (such as an
equal sign).

Usage Rules

• To issue an SQL statement, prefix that statement with the LSQL command. You do not need to prefix sub-queries
within a statement with the LSQL command.

• Syntax is diagrammed along the line from left to right. If the entire syntax cannot fit on one line, it splits and continues
below the first line. A right arrow at the end of the line indicates that the diagram is continued on the next line.

• The required parameters fall on the line. The optional parameters fall below the line. Required and optional parameters
are listed vertically in groups.

• A repeating arrow indicates parameters that can be repeated.
• Variables are printed in italics. When there is a choice of variables, a bar separates them.

When the Commands Take Effect

If you issue the LSQL commands from a console, they take effect immediately.

To make a command take effect automatically at start‑up time, specify it in the L-Serv parameter data set.
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Command Output
The SQL server returns several elements after executing an LSQL command. The type of information you receive
depends on where you issue the command:

• If the command is issued from a TSO terminal:
– The returned values, any error messages, or both are sent to the terminal.
– No return codes are set.

• If the command is issued from a batch job:
– The job-step return code is set with the SQL server return code.
– The output from the command is sent to SYSPRINT.

• If the command is issued from a CLIST:
– Return codes are set in the &LASTCC variable.
– If the return code is 0, 4, or 8, the SQL server also assigns a value to the SQLCODE variable.
– The specified host variables are set to the returned values; otherwise, a variable that the SQL server named is set

to the returned value.
– Error messages are sent to the terminal.

• If the command is issued from a REXX procedure:
– Return codes are set in the RC variable in REXX.
– If the return code is 0, 4, or 8, the SQL server also assigns a value to the SQLCODE variable.
– The specified host variables are set to the returned values; otherwise, a variable that the SQL server named is set

to the returned value.
– Error messages are sent to the terminal.

For more information about the LSQL command returns, see L-Serv.

ALTER TABLE Statement
The ALTER TABLE statement adds a column to or removes a column from an existing database table.

 Syntax 

LSQL ALTER TABLE tablename [[ADD COLUMN] [ADD_COLUMNcolname] [datatype [[UPPER CASE] [NOT NULL ]

 [DEFAULT value]] ] [DROP COLUMN] [colname]] 

 Parameters 

ADD COLUMN
Adds a new column to an existing table.

colname
1- to 18-character name of the column you are adding or dropping.

datatype
Type of data the column can store:
CHAR(length)

Character data, with length being the maximum number of characters. A column of this type must be from
1 through 32000 bytes in length.

DATE
Date indicator of the form yyyy-mm-dd; for example, 2001-08-31.

DECIMAL(nn,nn)
Decimal data, with the maximum number of digits being 15.
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DOUBLE PRECISION
Approximate numeric data, 8-byte length.

FLOAT(nn)
Approximate numeric data of variable length; mantissa 2-16 digits, exponent range e-60 to e60.

HEX(length)
Hexadecimal data, with length as the maximum number of hexadecimal bytes.

INTEGER
32-bit integer data, with a maximum value of 2147483647.

REAL
Approximate numeric data, 4-byte length.

SMALLINT
16-bit integer data with a maximum value of 32767.

TIME or TIME(nn)
Time indicator of the form hh:mm:ss; for example, 13:21:53.

TIMESTAMP or TIMESTAMP(nn)
Date/time indicator, the format being a combination of the DATE and TIME formats.

NOTE
The DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP data types are stored as unsigned packed decimal numbers. When
inserting, updating, deleting, or searching for these values, specify the data type with the value. For
example:

WHERE CLOSE_DATE = DATE '2001-08-31'

DEFAULT value
Value to be set for this column if an INSERT statement does not provide one. The default value can be a
character string or a numeric value; however, it must be compatible with the data type of the column.

DROP COLUMN
Drops a column from an existing table.

NOT NULL
Indicates that the column cannot contain a null value.

tablename
Name of the relational table to which you are adding or from which you are dropping a column.

UPPER CASE
Converts the entries in the column to upper case characters.

 Notes: 

• Issue an ALTER TABLE statement with an ADD COLUMN clause to add a column to an existing relational table.
• Issue an ALTER TABLE statement with a DROP COLUMN clause to drop a non-primary key column from an existing

relational table; you cannot drop a primary key column from an existing table.
• You cannot add a new column to and cannot delete an existing column from a table within the same ALTER TABLE

statement.
• You can define up to 250 columns per table.
• You can use host variables for tablename or colname.
• If you do not specify a value for the DEFAULT parameter for a new column, the column contains binary zeros.
• When a column is added, it is positioned to the right of the right-most column.
• When a column is dropped, the columns to the right of the dropped column are shifted to the left by the number of

bytes formerly occupied by the dropped column.
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 Example 

To add a 2-character column that is named RET_CODE to the APPLICATIONS table, issue this LSQL command:

LSQL ALTER TABLE APPLICATIONS ADD COLUMN RET_CODE CHAR(2)

  DEFAULT '0'

CLOSE Statement
The CLOSE statement closes a cursor. It is important to close a cursor to release resources.

 Syntax 

LSQL CLOSE cursorname

NOTE
The LSQL command that executes the CLOSE statement must be issued from a CLIST or from a REXX
procedure.

 Example 

To close the cursor that is named CURSTAT, issue this LSQL command from a CLIST:

LSQL CLOSE CURSTAT

CREATE TABLE Statement
The CREATE TABLE statement defines a new VSAM file to the SQL server as data in a relational table.

 Syntax 

LSQL CREATE TABLE tablename IN DATABASE (ddname,offset[ PREFIX(xx)])

        (colname datatype [[PRIMARY KEY] [UPPER CASE] [NOT NULL]

        [DEFAULT value]])...

 Parameters 

colname
1- to 18-character name of a column that you are defining in this table. Define the columns in the left-to-right order
in which the data occurs in the VSAM file.

datatype
Type of data the column can store:
CHAR(length)

Character data, with length being the maximum number of characters. A column of this type must be from
1 through 32000 bytes in length.

DATE
Date indicator of the form yyyy-mm-dd; for example, 2001-08-31.

DECIMAL(nn,nn)
Decimal data, with the maximum number of digits being 15.

DOUBLE PRECISION
Approximate numeric data, 8-byte length.

FLOAT(nn)
Approximate numeric data of variable length; mantissa 2-16 digits, exponent range e-60 to e60.

HEX(length)
Hexadecimal data, with length as the maximum number of hexadecimal bytes.
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INTEGER
32-bit integer data, with a maximum value of 2147483647.

REAL
Approximate numeric data, 4-byte length.

SMALLINT
16-bit integer data with a maximum value of 32767.

TIME or TIME(nn)
Time indicator of the form hh:mm:ss; for example, 13:21:53.

TIMESTAMP or TIMESTAMP(nn)
Date/time indicator, the format being a combination of the DATE and TIME formats.

NOTE
The DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP data types are stored as unsigned packed decimal numbers. When
inserting, updating, deleting, or searching for these values, specify the data type with the value. For
example:

WHERE CLOSE_DATE = DATE '2001-08-31'

ddname
ddname of a VSAM file that contains the data that you want to map to a relational table.

DEFAULT value
Default value to be set for this column if an INSERT statement does not provide one. The default value can be a
character string or a numeric value; however, it must be compatible with the data type of the column.

IN DATABASE
Lets you specify the VSAM file and the data within it that is to be contained in the relational table.

NOT NULL
Indicates that the column cannot contain a null value.

offset
Column in the VSAM data set where the data that you want to map begins. For example, if the third byte of data in
the VSAM record is to be the first byte of data in the relational table, the offset is 3.
Default: 1

PREFIX(xx)
The 2-character prefix that identifies the table that a record belongs to when a VSAM file contains records for
more than one table. The prefix that you enter here becomes the first 2 bytes of the VSAM key field.

PRIMARY KEY
Designates a column as the primary key for this table. The primary key parallels the traditional concept of keyed
files and improves performance in your relational tables.
You can designate more than one column as a primary key. Either type PRIMARY KEY next to each column
definition or type in the column definitions and then type PRIMARY KEY(firstcol-lastcol) at the end of the column
definitions. (The firstcol and lastcol variables represent the first and last columns of the primary key.)

tablename
1- to 18-character name of the table.

UPPER CASE
Converts the entries in the column to upper case characters.

 Notes: 
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• You can define up to 250 columns per table.
• Each record in the VSAM data set becomes a row in your relational table.
• For each column you define, include separate column definition clauses in the CREATE TABLE statement. Separate

the column definition clauses with commas.
• You can use host variables for tablename or colname.
• If you do not specify a DEFAULT value and data is not provided for a column, binary zeros are inserted.

 Example 

To define a table that is named RETCODES that contains four columns (with the APPLICATION and USER_ID columns
as the primary key), issue the following LSQL command:

LSQL CREATE TABLE RETCODES IN DATABASE (LDMSQL,1)

   (APPLICATION CHAR(15) PRIMARY KEY,

   USER_ID CHAR(8) PRIMARY KEY,

   STATUS CHAR(4) DEFAULT 'DOWN',

   RET_CD CHAR(2))

DECLARE CURSOR Statement
The DECLARE CURSOR statement defines a cursor. To establish the location in a table where the cursor is to appear,
include a SELECT statement.

LSQL DECLARE cursorname CURSOR FOR selectstatement

 Parameters 

cursorname
1- to 18-character name of the cursor that you are defining.

selectstatement
Statement that contains the selection criteria for the cursor. For more information, see SELECT Statement.

NOTE
The LSQL command that executes the DECLARE CURSOR statement must be issued from a CLIST or from a
REXX procedure.

 Example 

Issue this LSQL command from a CLIST to define a cursor that is named STATDOWN and selects the application ID,
update time, and status from the APPLICATIONS table when the status is DOWN:

“LSQL DECLARE STATDOWN CURSOR FOR

   SELECT APPL_ID, UPDATE, STATUS FROM APPLICATIONS

   WHERE STATUS='DOWN'”

DELETE FROM Statement
The DELETE FROM statement deletes one or more rows that meet the specified criteria on a SELECT clause. When
using a cursor, DELETE FROM deletes the row currently being processed.

 Syntax 

LSQL DELETE FROM tablename [WHERE criteria]

 Parameters 
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criteria
Search the criteria. When using a cursor, the criteria on a WHERE clause must include CURRENT
OF cursorname, which causes the function to be performed on the current row being processed in
the cursorname operation.

tablename
Name of the table from which you are deleting.

WARNING
If you use the DELETE FROM statement for a table, and you do not include a WHERE clause, all rows from the
table are deleted. Use the DELETE FROM statement with extreme caution.

 Notes: 

• When the DELETE FROM statement is used with a cursor, it must be issued from a CLIST or from a REXX procedure.
• You can use a host variable for tablename.

 Examples 

• To delete rows from the APPLICATIONS table when those rows were last updated on 02/13/02, issue this LSQL
command:
LSQL DELETE FROM APPLICATIONS WHERE UPDATE=DATE '2002-02-13'

NOTE
The data type definition precedes the literal date value.

• To delete the current row that a cursor named STATDOWN processes, issue this LSQL command from a CLIST:
LSQL DELETE FROM APPLICATIONS WHERE CURRENT OF STATDOWN

DROP TABLE Statement
The DROP TABLE statement removes the SQL dictionary definition for a relational table, making it impossible to access
the data using SQL. However, the DROP TABLE statement does not affect the VSAM data set containing the data.

By issuing a CREATE TABLE command for the relational table, the data is accessible using SQL.

 Syntax 

LSQL DROP TABLE tablename

 Parameters 

tablename
Name of the table to be removed.

NOTE
You can use a host variable for tablename.

 Example 

To remove the APPLICATIONS table, issue this LSQL command:

LSQL DROP TABLE APPLICATIONS

FETCH Statement
Issue a FETCH statement to retrieve the values in the row that a cursor occupies. Usually this statement is executed
within a loop that the SQLCODE variable controls so that the SQL server processes each row that a cursor accesses and
exits the loop when the end of the table is detected.

 Syntax 
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LSQL FETCH cursorname INTO (hostvarlist )

 Parameters 

cursorname
Name of the cursor from which you are retrieving values.

hostvarlist
Set of host variable names in which to store the selected column values.
Specify a name for each column that is defined in the SELECT clause of the DECLARE CURSOR statement in
the appropriate order.

NOTE
If you do not specify a host variable for each column that is defined in the cursor, the statement executes and a
warning message is returned.

 Example 

To retrieve the values from the example cursor that is named STATDOWN, issue this LSQL command from a CLIST:

LSQL FETCH STATDOWN INTO (:APPLID,:UPDATE,:STATUS)

INSERT Statement
The INSERT statement inserts new rows into a table. You can insert as many rows as needed.

 Syntax 

LSQL INSERT INTO tablename [(columnlist)][[VALUES(list)] [querystatement]] 

 Parameters 

columnlist
Column names that store the values that valuelist specified. If you do not specify columnlist values, SQL Server
stores the values into the columns in the order in which they were defined on the CREATE TABLE statement for
this table.

querystatement
Query statement that retrieves the values to be inserted into the table. This query can be any valid search criteria.

tablename
Name of the table into which you are inserting a row.

VALUES(list)
Column values for the new row. A value can be a character string, a numeric string, or a host variable. Commas
separate values in the list.

Notes: 

• You can use host variables for columnlist or tablename.
• The order of the columns in columnlist must match the order of the values in list. You do not need to match the actual

order of the columns in the table with columnlist. As long as the orders of columnlist and list match each other, the
values are inserted into the columns properly.

Examples 

• Suppose that you want to insert a row into the APPLICATIONS table. This row has the value APPL29 in the APPL_ID
column, TSOUSR29 in the USER_ID column, 2002-03-13 in the UPDATE column, and UP in the STATUS column. You
could issue the following LSQL command:
LSQL INSERT INTO APPLICATIONS (APPL_ID,USER_ID,UPDATE,STATUS)

     VALUES ('APPL29','TSOUSR29', DATE '2002-03-13','UP')
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NOTE
The DATE data type definition precedes the literal date value. See the description of the Select Statement for
more details about the DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP data types. Also, the column values match the order in
which the columns appear in the table, so the column list could have been left out.

• If you wanted to add a row with only the APPL_ID and STATUS columns, you could use the following statement:
LSQL INSERT INTO APPLICATIONS (APPL_ID, STATUS) VALUES   ('APPL29', 'UP')

• Suppose that there is a table that is named NEWAPPS that has the identical column structure of the APPLICATIONS
table. You could add a row to the APPLICATIONS table for each of the new applications that users have altered.
TSOUSR1, TSOUSR2, and TSOUSR8. In this case, you could substitute the VALUES clause with a query statement,
as follows:
INSERT INTO APPLICATIONS SELECT * FROM NEWAPPS WHERE USER_ID

  

  IN ('TSOUSR1', 'TSOUSR2', 'TSOUSR8')

OPEN Statement
The OPEN statement opens a cursor. When the OPEN statement is issued, the select criteria for the cursor (specified with
the DECLARE CURSOR statement) is immediately executed.

 Syntax 

LSQL OPEN cursorname

 Parameters 

cursorname
Name of the cursor you are initiating (previously defined using the DECLARE CURSOR statement).

NOTE
The LSQL command that executes the OPEN statement must be issued from a CLIST or from a REXX
procedure.

 Example 

To open the cursor that is named STATDOWN, issue this LSQL command from a CLIST:

LSQL OPEN STATDOWN

SELECT Statement
The SELECT statement extracts data from a relational table that meets the criteria you specify. You can use the SELECT
statement by itself or within another statement (then called a subquery).

 Syntax 

LSQL SELECT columnlist|*asterisk [INTO (hostvarlist)] FROM tablename

 [WHERE criteria] [GROUP BY criteria [HAVING criteria]]  [ORDER BY criteria]

 Parameters 

*
Selects all columns in a table.

columnlist
Selects the values only from the columns you name. Separate each column name by a comma.

criteria
Search criteria that you are using to match values in the specified columns.
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FROM
Clause that is used to specify the tablename from which data is being selected.

GROUP BY
Clause that is used to summarize multiple rows of data into single rows that are based on the specified criteria.

HAVING
Clause used, only with a GROUP BY clause, to limit further the output of the statement that is based on the
specified criteria.

hostvarlist
Host variables in which to store the selected column values. In a cursor declaration, do not use this parameter
because this function is accomplished with the FETCH statement.

ORDER BY
Clause that is used to specify the order of the statement output.

tablename
Name of the relational table from which you are selecting.

 Notes: 

• You can use host variables for columnlist or tablename.
• You can issue the SELECT statement from two different environments:

– From a TSO terminal; selected rows are displayed on the terminal.
– From a REXX procedure or a stand-alone CLIST (that is, not part of a cursor declaration). When you use SELECT

without using a cursor and you insert the returned values into variables, the variables would receive the values in
only the first row that matched the search criteria.

• When using a cursor issued from a REXX procedure or a CLIST, the cursor points to each row that matches the search
criteria, one row at a time. With this method, you would typically use a WHILE loop, with the SQLCODE variable
controlling the duration of the loop, to receive values from all rows of the table that match the search criteria.

 Examples 

• To select all values in all columns of the APPLICATIONS table, issue this command:
LSQL SELECT * FROM APPLICATIONS

• To select all of the application IDs from the APPLICATIONS table, issue this command:
LSQL SELECT APPL_ID FROM APPLICATIONS

• To select all of the application IDs whose status is DOWN, issue this command:
LSQL SELECT APPL_ID FROM APPLICATIONS WHERE STATUS='DOWN'

• To include a SELECT statement within a DECLARE CURSOR statement that includes the APPL_ID and STATUS
columns and points to rows where the status is DOWN, issue this command:
LSQL DECLARE CURSOR STATDOWN FOR SELECT APPL_ID, STATUS FROM APPLICATIONS WHERE STATUS = 'DOWN'

UPDATE Statement
The UPDATE statement updates values in selected columns in a table. You can use this statement with a cursor.

 Syntax 

LSQL UPDATE tablename SET colname=value... [WHERE criteria]

 Parameters 

colname
Name of the column containing values to be updated.
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criteria
Criteria on a WHERE clause can be any valid search criteria. When using a cursor, the criteria on a WHERE
clause must include CURRENT OF cursorname. This criteria causes the function to be performed on the current
row being processed in the cursorname operation. (See the example that follows.)

tablename
Name of the table you are updating.

value
Value that you are inserting into this column. The value can be a character string, numeric string, or host variable.

NOTE
You can use host variables for colname or tablename.

 Examples 

Suppose you want to search the APPLICATIONS table for all applications with a status of DOWN and change that status
to UP. Issue the following LSQL command:

LSQL UPDATE APPLICATIONS SET STATUS ='UP' WHERE STATUS ='DOWN'

To set the value of the STATUS column to UP for the current row when using a cursor named STATDOWN, issue the
following LSQL command:

LSQL UPDATE APPLICATIONS SET STATUS='UP' WHERE CURRENT OF STATDOWN

Environment Variables
The Environment Variables section contains information about Common Components and Services component
environment variables.

Agent Technology Environment Variable

AGENTWORKS_DIR

 Applies to Windows, UNIX/Linux, z/OS USS 

Points to the root directory where Agent Technology is installed. This environment variable must be set for the Agent
Technology common services to run.

 Windows 

 %AGENTWORKS_DIR%  

 UNIX/Linux, z/OS USS 

 $AGENTWORKS_DIR  

Common Environment Variables
Common Components and Services contains the common environment variables that are described in this article.

ACCESSDB (Microsoft Access Subdirectory)

Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows

UNIX/Linux:
Location of report database CAIDB.MDB. Applies only if CAI_PRINT is set to ACCESS.
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Windows:
Subdirectory where Microsoft Access resides.

CA_CAILANGUAGE

Applies to UNIX/Linux

Used by the NetSpy messaging system (CAmsgf) to determine the language. $CAIGLBL0000/scripts/envset calls
$CAIGLBL0000/scripts/global_vars which sets this value. Some of Its values are:

enu
English

chs
Simplified Chinese

jpn-sjis
Japanese shift jis

jpn-euc
Japanese euc

Reserved for internal use only.

CA_CAIMESSAGE (Message Directory)

Applies to UNIX/Linux

This variable defines the directory where the Enterprise Management message file resides. To change this value, create
the directory and then change the value.

Default: $CAIGLBL0000/messages/american (UNIX)

CA_CASE_MIXED (Case of Node for Communication)

Applies to Windows only

This variable is for NetSpy internal use only.

CA_DB (CA-DB Directory)

Applies to UNIX/Linux only

This variable contains the name of the UNIX file system directory that is the home directory of the cadb login ID.

Default: None

CA_DB_BINSUPPORT (Database binary support?)

Applies to Windows only

Turns on binary support for calendar. If the data source supports binary, calendar uses it.

NOTE
This field is for internal use only. Only change the value of this field if so instructed by Broadcom Support.

CA_DB_DRIVER (Database Driver)

Applies to Windows only

This variable specifies the type of database source (TMSDB or ODBC).
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NOTE
This field is for internal use only. Only change the value of this field if so instructed by Broadcom Support.

CA_ENVSH_MAX (Maximum Environmental Names per Key)

Applies to Windows

This variable chooses the maximum number of environmental names per environmental key that the *ENVSH utilities use.

Values: 50 to 5000

Default: 100

CA_EOID2STR (Enterprise OID displayed as)

Applies to Windows only

SNMP trap messages include a field for the enterprise OID (object identifier). The setting controls how the OID is
displayed in that field.

NUMBER
Displays the seventh element of the complete enterprise OID, for example, 791.

OID
Displays the entire enterprise OID, for example, 1.3.6.1.4.1.791.

STRING
Displays a MIB string translation of the complete enterprise OID.

NAME
Displays the translated name of the company or organization that owns this enterprise MIB number, for example,
Computer.Associates. (The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority-IANA-assigns enterprise MIB numbers to a
given organization and reserves those numbers for exclusive use by that organization from that point forward.)
The enterprise.dat file in the %CAIGLBL0000%\DB directory governs the translation. You can add your own
entries to the file. The layout is as follows:
First column

Numeric enterprise ID (last element of the OID).
Second column

Name of the company that owns the enterprise ID. This string is used when a trap is sent to Event
Manager. For example:
791 Computer.Associates International Greg Jones greg10@usxxxxxx.x.x
791

Is the enterprise ID for Broadcom
Computer.Associates

Is the string used when the trap is sent to Event Manager.

Notes:

Only the first blank-separated word is used in column two. Use a period (.) to connect a company name that has more
than one word.

Comment lines begin with a pound sign (#) and are ignored.

Default: NUMBER

CA_NETMSG_NODE (Network Messaging Node)

Applies to Windows only
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Use this variable to direct messages to a node when timely intervention can occur on message dialogs that require a
response from an operator.

CA_PROTEPINDX (Transport Protocol Endpoint Index)

Applies to Windows only

This variable identifies the transport protocol that is installed on the Windows computer. The three possible settings are:

• Indicates NetBEUI
• Indicates TCP/IP
• Indicates IP-UDP

Default: 0 (for NetBEUI)

NOTE
All machines that are exchanging data must be running the same transport protocol index.

CA_REPLY (Reply Mechanism)

Applies to Windows only

This variable specifies whether messages are sent to the operator (OPR--the Event Management console) or to the
computer on which the process is running (BOX).

When specified as OPR, messages are automatically routed to the console. BOX causes Event Management to pop up a
message box on the particular computer when a message occurs. This can be useful if manual intervention is necessary
when a program runs.

Valid Values: OPR and BOX

Default: OPR

CA_REPORT (Report Files directory)

Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows

This variable indicates the working directory for the CAUTIL list command reports. These files have the extension .RET
because RET produces them. To change this value, create the directory and then change the value.

Default: $CAIGLBL0000/report (UNIX)

              %CAIGLBL0000%\REPORT

CA_UNI_DB_INTERVAL (Number of Seconds Between DB Load Retries)

Applies to Windows only

When the CA_UNI_USEDB variable is set to NO, this value is used to specify the number of seconds to wait between
database operation (dbload/select) retries.

Range: 0 to 1000

Default: 60

CA_UNI_DB_RETRIES (Number of Retries Allowed for DBLOAD/SELECT)

Applies to Windows only

When the CA_UNI_USEDB variable is set to NO, this value is used to specify the number of times the database operation
(dbload/select) is retried.
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Range: 0 to 1000

Default: 60

CA_UNI_USEDB (Use database?)

Applies to Windows only

When a successful load from a database has occurred, the database information is saved in a file. If subsequent attempts
to load from the database fail, use this option to allow the database information to be loaded from the file. This gives you
a relatively current set of data to work with until the database load can be completed on a retry. To use this option, set the
value to NO.

Default: YES

CA_UNICENTER_DB_ROOT (caiunidb Root Directory)

Applies to UNIX/Linux only

This variable contains the name of the UNIX file system directory where the caiunidb root file resides.

Default: None

CAI_DATEFMT (Date Format)

Applies to UNIX/Linux, Windows and z/OS USS

This variable defines the preferred date format that Enterprise Management uses. The date format is comprised of three
date elements, a day (dd or ddd), a month (mm or mmm) and a year (yy or yyyy). Arrange the date elements in any order,
but use each element once and only once.

NOTE

: We recommend that you use the same date format for UNIX and Windows systems, so that they are
consistent. The date always defaults to the format used on your Windows system.

A description of each date element follows.

dd Day of the month, from 01 to 31.

Note: The range of days in January is 01 to 31. The range of days
in February is 01 to 28, except during leap year when the range is
01 to 29.

ddd Julian day, from 001 to 366.

mm Numeric month, from 01 to 12.

mmm A character month. Valid specifications are: JAN, FEB, MAR,
APR, MAY, JUN, JUL, AUG, SEP, OCT, NOV, and DEC.

yy A valid year, from 00 to 99.

Note: Any year in the range 00 to 59 is translated internally as a
twenty-first century date (2000-2059). Any year in the range 60 to
99 is translated internally as a twentieth century date (1960-1999).

yyyy A valid year, from 1960 to 2099.

Note: The valid date range is January 1, 1960 (01-JAN-1960)
through December 31, 2099 (31-DEC-2099).
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Separate the date elements by a separator character. Valid separator characters are: - (hyphen), . (period), / (slash), ,
(comma), or space.

Size/Type: 1-11/alphanumeric bytes

Default: mm/dd/yyyy

CAI_DBSERVER (Database Server Name)

Applies to Windows only

The name of the computer running the SQL server database.

Size/Type: 1-15/alphanumeric bytes

Default: Assigned during the installation

CAI_DBPWD (Database Password)

Applies to Windows only

The password that is assigned to the user ID used to connect to the SQL Server database. Do not change this value.

Default: cadb

CAI_DBUID (Database User ID)

Applies to Windows only

The user ID used to connect to the SQL Server database. Do not change this value.

Size/Type: 1-20/alphanumeric bytes

Default: cadb

CAI_MSG_EXIT

Applies to Windows only

This environment variable can be used to facilitate the execution of user-defined programs in response to a console
message. Set the variable to any .exe, .bat, or other executable-like file in the Windows Control Panel in Settings, System,
User Environment or at the DOS prompt before launching CAUGUI CONLOG.

When that program or script is invoked, the name of a temporary file with the message in it and the name of the log file
are appended as the last parameter. The user program deletes this temp file after completion.

Notes:

• If the program/script is not in the normal user PATH environment, a full path is provided.
The records in the temporary file are formatted according to the SDK documentation. See cauevt.h struct:
EMEVT_LOG. The emlog1 program included in the SDK converts the temporary file containing the log records (parm
2) to a text comma-separated file (parm 1).

• More than one record can be selected at a time. The temp file contains all of them in selection order.

CAI_PRINT (Print Settings for Access or RET)

Applies to UNIX/Linux only

Sets the print settings to Access or Caret.
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CAI_TNGREPOSITORY (NetSpy Repository Name)

Applies to Windows only

This variable identifies the server on which the Common Object Repository of the WorldView component of NetSpy
resides. When a server is specified, Enterprise Management reports its status to the WorldView Maps.

Default: %CAI_DBSERVER%

CAIACTCOMSV (NetSpy Server Common Component Active?)

Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows

This variable indicates whether the Enterprise Management common server components are activated when Enterprise
Management is started.

Default: No

CAIGLBL0000 (Enterprise Management Install Directory)

Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows

This variable identifies the path where Enterprise Management is installed.

Default: None

CAIGLBL0002 (CAICCI Application ID for Criteria Profile Manager)

Applies to UNIX/Linux only

This variable indicates the CAICCI APPLID (application ID) of the Criteria Profile Manager.

Default: CACRITMON

CAIGLBL0003 (Server Node of Central Enterprise Management Server)

Applies to UNIX/Linux only

This variable identifies the host running the main Enterprise Management. Applicable only to remote hosts which are
administered from a centralized copy of Enterprise Management.

Default: None

CAIGLBL0004 (Server Node)

Applies to UNIX/Linux

This variable identifies the name of the TCP/IP node (host name) where the tape server is installed. Set this variable to
the same value on all of the clients in the network.

Default: None

CAIGLBL0005 (CAICCI Application ID for SNMP Trap Manager)

Applies to UNIX/Linux only

This variable identifies the CAICCI application ID to be assigned to the Enterprise Management SNMP Trap Manager.

Default: None
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CAIGLBL0006 (CAICCI Application ID for CATRAPD)

Applies to UNIX/Linux only

This variable identifies the CATRAPD Trap Manager CAICCI ID.

Default: CASNMPMGR

CAIGUI0002 (Control GUI In Progress Windows)

Applies to UNIX/Linux only

This variable controls whether the GUI access in progress windows are displayed when you open a new folder window
or access the Enterprise Management database from your GUI session. If this variable is set, the access in progress
windows are displayed.

CAILOCALAPPMAP (Use Local UNIAPP.MAP)

Applies to Windows only

This variable specifies whether the UNIAPP.MAP file for the client is merged with the global UNIAPP.MAP file on the
server. By default, if a client UNIAPP.MAP file exists, Enterprise Management merges it with the global UNIAPP.MAP
file to provide the client with a combined view of Enterprise Management. Enterprise Management looks for the client
UNIAPP.MAP in the root directory of %CAILOCL0000%.

Values: YES or NO

Default: YES

CAIMLICSRV (License Server Status)

Applies to UNIX/Linux only

Reserved for internal use. This variable identifies the status of the license server.

Default: None

CAIUNIDB (Logical Database Name of Enterprise Management)

Applies to UNIX/Linux

This variable specifies the logical database name of the Enterprise Management database.

Default: caiunidb

CAIUNIXDEBUG (Enterprise Management UNIX Debug)

Applies to UNIX/Linux only

If set in an environment, this program provides diagnostic information.

CAIUSER (User Working Directory)

Applies to Windows only

This variable specifies the path of the internal working directory that Enterprise Management uses. To change this value,
create the directory and then change the value.

Default: %CAIGLBL0000%\CAIUSER
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CAUWVINI (Populate Repository from Local Node)

Applies to Windows

This variable lets you populate the repository with information from the local node only. Set this variable to LOCALONLY
before running setup or CAUWVINI.

Default: None

DPATH (Data Path for GUI Data Files)

Applies to Windows only

This variable defines the full path name that the Enterprise Management GUI uses to search for data files such as .CDR
and .FLD.

Default: %CAIGLBL0000%\DATA

Calendar Management Environment Variables
This article describes calendar management environment variables.

CA_CAL_DB_INTERVAL (Number of Seconds Between Database Load Retries)

Applies to Windows only

Number of seconds to wait between database operation (dbload/select) retries for the calendar database.

Range: 0 to 1000

Default: 60

CA_CAL_DB_RETRIES (Number of Database Load Retries)

Applies to Windows only

Number of times a database operation (dbload/select) is retried for the calendar database.

Range: 0 to 1000

Default: 60

CA_CAL_DSB (Copy of incore Calendars)

Applies to Windows only

This variable specifies the full path name of the file that contains the binary image (DSB) of the Calendar database.

Default: %CAIGLBL0000%\cal\ca_cal.dsb

CA_CAL_TRACE (Calendar Trace)

Applies to Windows only

For internal use by Broadcom Support only.

CA_CAL_USEDB (Load From Database?)

Applies to Windows only

This variable determines whether calendar management uses the calendar database (YES) or the calendar binary image
(DSB) file of the calendar database (NO).
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Default: YES

CA_CALENDAR_NODE (Calendar Master Server Node Name)

Applies to Windows only

This variable identifies the node that is considered the master calendar server within the Enterprise Management domain.

Default: Assigned during the installation.

CACAL_PATH (Calendar Data Path)

Applies to Windows only

This variable indicates the working directory for the calendar function. To change this value, create the directory and
change the value.

For all Enterprise Management servers running the calendar service subcomponent, this refers to the same directory on a
shared disk.

Default: %CAIGLBL0000%\CAL\DATA

CAI_CAL_REMOTEDB

Applies to UNIX/Linux and z/OS USS

Used by the calendar daemon in Common Components and Services to get the calendar information. $CAIGLBL0000/
scripts/envset, that fwsetup generates dynamically, sets the value of this environment variable to the host name of the
Common Components and Services manager node.

Reserved for internal use only.

CAICAL0000 (Calendar Debug)

Applies to UNIX/Linux only

Controls whether the built-in debugging options of the Calendar daemon are turned on or off. Intended for use by
Broadcom Support only.

Default: Off

CAICAL0001 (Calendar Daemon CAICCI applid)

Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows

This variable identifies the name of the CAICCI server that the calendar service provider is accessed through and
identifies the CAICCI APPLID for the calendar demon. All Enterprise Management functions requesting calendar
validation to communicate with the calendar daemon also use CAICAL0001. Enterprise Management functions that
request calendar validation to communicate with the calendar service also use this value.

Default: CA_Cal_Chk

CAICAL0002 (Default Database Name)

Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows

This variable specifies the name of the database where calendar definitions reside.

NOTE
Only alter this value when instructed to do so by Broadcom Support.
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Default: CAICALDB (Windows)

               None (UNIX)

CAICAL0003 (Calendar Lock File)

Applies to UNIX/Linux only

This variable contains the path name of the Calendar daemon lock file. The lock file, named CA_CalDmon_Lock, prevents
concurrent execution of more than one copy of the Calendar daemon. The lock file contains the process ID (PID) of the
currently executing Calendar daemon.

Default: $CAIGLBL0000/cal/config/`uname -n`

CAICAL0210 (Calendar Work Days)

Applies to UNIX/Linux

Specifies the number of working days in a week. If not set, Saturday is considered a non-working day. The maximum is 7.

Set Saturday as a working day by issuing this command:

 export CAICAL0210=6

 

Default: 5

Event Management Environment Variables
This articles describes the event management environment variables.

CA_CAIDEBUG(Event Management Debug)

Applies to UNIX/Linux and z/OS USS

Used internally for debug flag.

CA_OPERA_NODE (Console Daemon Node)

Applies to Windows and NetWare

This variable identifies the node where the Event Management service provider (CAOPRDMN) resides.

Size/Type: 1-15/alphanumeric bytes

Default: Assigned during the installation

CA_OPR_AUTH_LIST (Users Authorized to Run Commands)

Applies to Windows and UNIX/Linux

This variable identifies the user IDs with authorization to issue Event Management commands, acknowledge held
messages, and reply to messages awaiting reply (WTOR) when security is not active. If security is active, this value is
ignored.

Separate multiple user IDs with commas. Node names or domain names can be used as part of the user ID. The following
wildcards can be used in node names, domain names, and user IDs:

* (asterisk)
For 0 or more characters
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? (question mark)
For any single character

For the node or domain information that is not supplied, an asterisk (*) is assumed. For example, each of the following
designations is synonymous:

Scott
Scott@*
Scott@*\*
*\Scott
*\Scott@*
*\Scott@\*

Syntax

user@node.

Example

Administrator, Ranger@Mars, Zip*@usil, caunint@*

Default: User ID under which NetSpy was installed (caunint) at the local machine (for Windows) nt_manager
\ADMINISTRATOR

CA_OPR_BQ_ACTTIMEOUT (Action Back Quote Process Timeout (seconds))

Applies to Windows only

This variable specifies the number of seconds Event Management waits for the completion of a process that was created
to run the command that is contained within a pair of back quotes in the Message Record Action Text field. If the process
does not complete within this interval, the text within the back quotes is not used as a command, but the text is evaluated
as is.

Event Management asynchronously performs Message Record Action back quote substitution. The wait interval does not
have the same performance impact that is associated with message record processing.

NOTE

: Event Management synchronously performs message matching. Therefore, any commands within back quotes
that require lengthy processing can affect system performance considerably. For more information, see the
CA_OPR_BQ_MSGMATCH variable.

Range: 0 to 120

Default: 60

CA_OPR_BQ_MSGMATCH (Back Quote Processing for Message UDATA?)

Applies to Windows only

If this option is set to YES when Event Management performs the real-time message matching, it considers any text within
a pair of back quotes in the message record User Data field to be a command.

Event Management passes that command as a parameter to a created CMD.EXE process. This command text is then
substituted by any stdout output that command produced. If this option is set to NO, Event Management does not use text
within back quotes in the message record User Data field as a command during message matching.

NOTE
Event Management performs the message matching synchronously. Therefore, any commands within back
quotes that require lengthy processing can affect system performance considerably. For more information, see
the CA_OPR_BQ_MSGTIMEOUT variable.
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Values: YES or NO

Default: Yes

CA_OPR_BQ_MSGTIMEOUT (Message Back Quote Process Timeout (seconds))

Applies to Windows only

This variable specifies the number of seconds Event Management waits, during real-time message matching, for a
process that was created to run a command that is contained within a pair of back quotes in the message record User
Data field to complete. If the process does not complete within this interval, the User Data text within the back quotes is
not used as a command, but it is evaluated as is.

Before you change the value of this field, you can consult with your systems administrator or Broadcom Support. Since
Event Management performs the message matching synchronously, increasing this interval value can considerably affect
system performance under some conditions.

Range: 0 to 120

Default: 5

CA_OPR_CASDB

Applies to z/OS only

This environment variable specifies whether the optional Datacom/AD database is used. The database is required only
for using Calendars and Message Actions. If Y(yes) is specified, the OPR processes do not start unless the database is
running.

Values: Y/N

Default: N

CA_OPR_CASE (Message Matching With Case Sensitivity)

Applies to Windows only

When set to NO, case is ignored in all message record matching.

NOTE
This variable sets only the default matching method. You can override this value for individual message records.

Value: Yes or No

Default: Yes

CA_OPR_DB_INTERVAL (Number of Seconds between Database Load Retries)

Applies to Windows only

Number of seconds to wait between database operation (dbload/select) retries for the Event Management database.

Range: 0 to 1000

Default: 60

CA_OPR_DB_RETRIES (Number of Database Load Retries)

Applies to Windows only
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This variable specifies the number of times a database load operation against the Event Management database can be
retried. If the Event Management policies database is not available when the Event Manager daemon is started, or when
the opreload command is issued, Event Manager retries loading the policies database as many times as specified.

Range: 0 to 1000

Default: 60 times

CA_OPR_DEFAULT_RUNID (Default User ID for Running Commands)

Applies to Windows only

This value is used when the CA_OPR_RUNAS_CMD variable is set to DEFAULT or when the user ID cannot be
determined. This variable identifies the user ID under which commands or command actions are executed. If this user
ID is not defined through Security Management, a password must be provided within the CA_OPR_DEFAULT_RUNPW
variable.

Default: Guest

CA_OPR_DEFAULT_RUNPW (Default Password for Running Commands)

Applies to Windows only

This value is used when the CA_OPR_RUNAS_CMD variable is set to DEFAULT or when the user ID cannot
be determined. This variable identifies the password that is associated with the user ID specified by the
CA_OPR_DEFAULT_RUNID variable.

NOTE
If the default user ID is not defined through Security Management, specify a password in the variable.

Default: None

CA_OPR_DFLT_NODE (Default message node for DEFINE)

Applies to Windows only

The variable identifies the node to use as a default if none is specified during the definition of an Event Management
message record.

Size/Type: 1-15/alphanumeric bytes

Default: * (asterisk) indicates all machines in the Enterprise Management domain.

CA_OPR_DSB (Copy of MSG_DB)

Applies to Windows

This variable specifies the full path name of the file that contains the binary image (DSB) of the Event Management
database.

Default: %CAIGLBL0000%\LOGS\CAOPR.DSB

CA_OPR_FORK_LIST (Actions to run in a thread)

Applies to Windows only

This field is for NetSpy internal use only.
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CA_OPR_FREQ_OPT (Control Interval and Frequency for Message Record Matching)

This variable controls the behavior of message record matching for the interval and count fields under frequency on the
message record.

INTERVAL_RESET
Counters are reset at the end of the interval. Guarantees that the nth message of the same type matches in any
given interval.

MATCH_RESET
Counters are reset at the end of the interval, and after a match. Guarantees that the nth message of the same
type matches in any given interval, and the interval is re-started on every match.

Range: 0-1

Default: 0

CA_OPR_LOG_FLUSH

Frequency of log flush. Controls how many log writes occur before the actual data is committed to the log file.

NOTE
For Broadcom Internal use only.

Value: Numeric 1 - 9999

Default: 1

CA_OPR_LOG_SUPMSG (Log suppressed messages?)

Applies to Windows only

YES
Suppressed messages are sent to the log and displayed in the console GUI with an icon marker.

NO
Suppressed messages are discarded.

Default: YES

CA_OPR_MAX_GOTO (Max Number of GOTO actions executed per match)

Applies to Windows only

Controls how many GOTO actions can be executed per message match and this variable prevents infinite loops, for
example:

100 SENDOPR xxxxx
200 GOTO 100

Range: 1 to 9999

Default: 100

CA_OPR_MAX_THREADS (Max Number of threads)

Applies to Windows only

This variable specifies the maximum number of threads available to Event Management for processing message actions.

Before you change the value of this field, consult with your system administrator or Broadcom Support. Increasing the size
of this field can cause the use of excessive system resources.
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Range: 1 through 1000

Default: 128

CA_OPR_MAX_WAIT (Max Number of seconds to wait for available thread)

Applies to Windows only

This variable specifies the number of seconds Event Management waits for a thread to process a message action. If a
thread does not become available in that time, the message is logged although no action is taken.

Before you change the value of this field, consult with your system administrator or Broadcom Support. Increasing the size
of this field can cause the use of excessive system resources.

Range: 1 through 3600

Default: 300

CA_OPR_RDR_AGE (Windows Log Reader Max Age of Record to Send (hh mm))

Applies to Windows only

This variable specifies the maximum age of Windows log records that are sent to the Event Management console log. If
any Windows event log record is older than the age specified, in hours and minutes, the record is not sent.

Default: 06:00 (six hours)

CA_OPR_RDR_SAF (Use SAF for Windows LOG rdr?)

Applies to Windows only

This variable indicates whether the Windows event log reader sends Windows events to the Store and Forward (SAF)
facility in case the Event Manager is not available on the target node.

By default, the event log reader retries to send the message until it is successful or until a message is too old (see the
CA_OPR_RDR_AGE).

If YES, the Windows messages are sent to SAF. SAF forwards them to the console log when the Event Manager becomes
available.

Default: No

CA_OPR_REGEX (Message Matching with Regular Expressions)

Applies to Windows only

This variable affects all message record columns except the message ID, which always uses wild-card matching.

NOTE
This variable sets only the default matching method. You can override this value for individual message records.

YES
Event Management uses POSIX-compliant regular expression matching for message records.

NO
Event Management uses wild-card matching for message records.

Default: No

CA_OPR_RESOLVE_VAR

Applies to Windows
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This variable determines whether NetSpy resolves environment variables ($ENVVAR and &ENVVAR) in a message
received from a remote node.

Values: Yes or No

Default: Yes

CA_OPR_RETAIN_LOGS (of logs to retain)

Applies to Windows, UNIX/Linux, z/OS USS

This variable specifies the number of NetSpy console log files to be maintained on the server. When the number of log
files exceeds this setting, Enterprise Management removes log files (the oldest first) and their respective index files
(.IDX and .LDX) until the threshold has been reached. If 0 is specified, no log files are purged. You are advised to review
periodically the files in the directory Enterprise Management-install path/LOGS, and clean up as necessary. For z/OS
USS, this environment variable is set in the $CAIGLBL0000/opr/scripts/envusr script.

Range: 0 through 1000

Default: 0

CA_OPR_RUNAS_CMD (User Context for Running Commands)

Applies to Windows only

This variable identifies the environment under which a command is executed through Event Management.

Values:

HOST
HOST ID

ORIGIN
User ID that issued the command.

NOTE

Security must be active and the user ID must be defined to Security.

DEFAULT
Default user ID specified by the CA_OPR_DEFAULT_RUNID variable.

NOTE

If the default user ID is not defined through Security, a password must be provided in the
CA_OPR_DEFAULT_RUNPW variable.

Default: HOST

CA_OPR_SAF

Applies to UNIX/Linux, and z/OS USS

This variable determines if the Event Management Store and Forward facility is started. $CAIGLBL0000/opr/scripts/envset
sets this value based on user input during the Event Management installation. If the value is set to Y, oprsafd is started.

This variable is reserved for internal use only.

CA_OPR_SAF_CONFIG (SAF Config File)

Applies to Windows only

This variable specifies the name and location of the configuration file that the Store and Forward (SAF) function uses.
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Default: %CAILOCL0000%\SAF.CFG

CA_OPR_SAF_MAX_OPEN (Max Number of Open SAF Files)

Applies to Windows only

This variable specifies the maximum number of Store and Forward (SAF) files that can be open.

Range: 5 through 500

Default: 20

CA_OPR_SAF_ROOT (SAF Root)

Applies to Windows and z/OS USS

This variable specifies the location of the various files that the Store and Forward (SAF) function created.

Default: $CAIGLBL0000/opr/saf/

CA_OPR_SAF_SCAN_INT (SAF Scan Interval (secs))

Applies to Windows only

This variable specifies the interval, in seconds, between scans or attempts to reconnect to nodes for which Store and
Forward (SAF) files (message queues) exist.

Range: 0 to 1000

Default: 60

CA_OPR_TAG (Platform Name)

Applies to Windows

This variable indicates the platform where Enterprise Management is running. On Windows, it is set to WNT. A user can
configure it to whatever value is wanted, for example, WNT3.51, HPUX80, and so on.

Default: Platform that Enterprise Management is installed on.

CA_OPR_TEST_TRUE_RC

Applies to Windows

Sets the return code for the message action ACTION keyword of TEST when the test result is true.

Values: 0 or 1

Default: 0

CA_OPR_TRACE (OPR Trace 0-2)

Applies to Windows only

This field is for use by Broadcom Support only.

CA_OPR_USEDB (Load from database?)

Applies to Windows

This variable specifies whether Event Management uses the actual Event Management database as opposed to its binary
image (DSB) file.
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Values: YES or NO

Default: YES

CA_OPR_WV_STATUS (Notify of WorldView Object's Status Change)

Applies to Windows only

When set to YES, you see messages in the console log about status changes for WorldView objects.

Values: Yes or No

Default: No

CA_OPR_ZOSDB

Applies to z/OS only

This environment variable specifies if the optional Datacom/AD database is used. The database is required only for using
Calendars and Message Actions. If Y(yes) is specified, the opr processes do only start if the database up and running.

Values: Y/N

Default: N

CA_SAF_TRACE (SAF Trace 0-2)

Applies to Windows only

This field is for use by Broadcom Support only.

CA_TRAPD_CONFIG (Trap Daemon Config File)

Applies to Windows only

This variable identifies the name of the configuration file that tells the Broadcom trap daemon which SNMP traps to ignore.

Default: %CAILOCL0000%\CAIUSER\CATRAPD.CFG

CAI_CAMSGF_OPRDIRECT

Applies to UNIX/Linux and z/OS USS

This variable determines whether NetSpy messages (CAmsgf messages) are sent directly to the Event Manager. If this
value is set to Yes, NetSpy messages are sent directly to the Event Manager and not to syslog. $CAIGLBL0000/scripts/
global_vars sets it to a user-selected value (selected by the user during the installation of Event Management).

CAI_CONLOG (Console Files Directory)

This variable specifies the name of the directory where the Event Management service provider (CAIOPR daemon) writes
its log files.

Each day, these files are created:

Applies to Windows only

yyyymmdd.LOG The console log for the specified day

yyyymmdd.IDX The index for held and WTOR messages in the console log.

yyyymmdd.LDX The index file for fast access.
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NOTE
Both of the files contain binary data and are not intended to be browsed.

Default: %CAIGLBL0000%\LOGS

Applies to UNIX/Linux and z/OS USS

opano.yyyymmdd Annotate file

opldx.yyyymmdd Log Index

oplog.yyyymmdd The console log for the specified day.

opndx.yyyymmdd The index for held and WTOR messages in the console log.

NOTE
These files all contain binary data and are not intended to be browsed through cat or any other UNIX utility.

Default: $CAIGLBL0000/opr/logs

CAI_NODENAME_DEBUG (Event Management Debug)

Applies to z/OS only

Used internally for debug flag.

CAI_OPR_CONFIG (CAIOPR Daemon)

Applies to UNIX/Linux only

The caiopr daemon writes the file opr.pid to the directory $CAI_OPR_CONFIG/nodename. This file prevents concurrent
execution of more than one copy of the caiopr daemon.

Default: $CAIGLBL0000/opr/config

CAI_OPR_DBNAME (Opera Database Name)

Applies to Windows only

This variable specifies the name of the Event Management database.

NOTE

: Only alter this value when instructed to do so by Broadcom Support.

Default: CAIOPRDB

CAI_OPR_OLDEVT (Read Old Events)

Applies to Windows only

This variable indicates whether the Windows events, which occurred before Event Management was started, appear in
the Event Management console log.

If Yes is specified, we recommend that you clear the current Windows log of any extraneous events before starting Event
Management. Also, the existing Windows events are assigned the time and date stamp of when the Event Management
service was started.

Default: No
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CCCAI_OPR_REMOTEDB

Applies to UNIX/Linux and z/OS USS

Used by the Event Manager daemon in the Common Components and Services environment. $CAIGLBL0000/scripts/
envset, which fwsetup generated dynamically, sets this value to the host name of the Common Components and Services
manager node.

Reserved for internal use only.

CAI_WTOR_NODE (Default Node for cawtor and careply Commands)

Applies to UNIX/Linux and z/OS USS

This variable identifies the default node to use when no node name is specified for a cawtor command, careply command,
or a daemon that uses the underlying cawtor or careply functionality.

Specify this variable by supplying the default node name in a file named CAIGLBL0000/opr/config/`uname-n`/
cai_wtor_node. If this file is found at startup time, the CAI_WTOR_NODE variable is set for all users who invoke
CAIGLBL0000/scripts/envset.

CAIACTOPRAG (Event Management Agent Active?)

Applies to Windows only

The Event Management function consists of the Event Manager and the Event Management Agent. The Event Manager
receives, processes, and logs all messages (events). The Event Management Agent reads the Windows event log file and
sends the events to the Event Manager for processing. This variable indicates whether the Event Management Agent is
activated when Enterprise Management starts.

Default: No

CAIACTOPRSV (Event Management Active?)

Applies to Windows only

The Event Management function consists of the Event Manager and the Event Management Agent. The Event Manager
receives, processes, and logs all messages (events). The Event Management Agent reads the Windows event log file and
sends the events to the Event Manager for processing. This variable indicates whether the Event Manager is activated
when Enterprise Management starts.

Default: No

CAIACTSAFSV (Store and Forward Active?)

Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows

This variable indicates whether the Store and Forward capability of Event Management is activated when Enterprise
Management starts. Store and Forward stores messages that temporarily cannot be sent and tries periodically to resend
them. Store and Forward is a global setting.

Default: No

CAIACTTRAPD (SNMP Trap Server Active?)

Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows

This variable indicates whether the SNMP Trap Server capability of Event Management is activated when Enterprise
Management starts. SNMP Trap receives Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) messages and integrates them
into the Event Management console display.
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Default: No

CAICATD0000 (Default Enterprise ID for CATRAP)

Applies to UNIX/Linux only

This variable identifies the default enterprise ID used by the catrap command.

Default: 1.3.6.1.4.1.791

CAICATD0001 (Default Listening Port for CATRAP Daemon)

Applies to z/OS USS

This variable identifies the TCP/IP port that the CATRAP daemon listens on.

Default: 161

CAICATD0003 (CAICCI Connect Retry Interval)

Applies to UNIX/Linux only

This variable specifies the CAICCI connect retry interval, in minutes, used by the CATRAP daemon.

Default: 1

CAICATD0004 (CATRAP Connect Retry Attempts)

Applies to UNIX/Linux only

This variable specifies the number of times the CATRAP daemon attempts a connect retry.

Default: 60

CAICATD0005 (CAMIBWALK MIB Path)

Applies to UNIX/Linux only

This variable identifies the filename of the MIB path that the camibwalk command uses.

Default: $CAIGLBL0000/snmp/dat/mib.txt

CAICATD0006 (Node Name of SNMP Network Monitor)

Applies to UNIX/Linux only

Used if the SNMP Network Monitor, such as SunNet Manager, is active and must process cooperatively with NetSpy. If
so, this variable contains the node name of the computer on which SunNet Manager executes.

Default: none

CAICATD0007 (SNMP Management X-Station IP Address)

Applies to UNIX/Linux only

The IP address for the SNMP Management x-station, which is defined during the SNMP installation.

Default: Current node.

CAICATD0008 (SNMP Trap Destination File Pathname)

Applies to UNIX/Linux only
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The pathname of snmp.conf, which is the trap destination file for SNMP. Defined during the SNMP installation.

Default: Depends on operating system.

CAIOPR_DEBUG (Event Management Debug)

Applies to UNIX/Linux and z/OS USS

Used internally for debug flag.

EMEVT_DEBUG (Event Management Debug)

Applies to z/OS only

Used internally for debug flag.

EMEVT_EXIT_ACTPOST (ActionPost Exit Control)

Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows

This variable specifies whether the Action Post-processing exit is enabled. User exits are user-defined programs that are
created using the Broadcom Software Development Kit (SDK).

Values: ON (enabled) or OFF (disabled)

Default: OFF

EMEVT_EXIT_ACTPRE (ActionPre Exit Control)

Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows

This variable specifies whether the Action Preprocessing exit is enabled. User exits are user-defined programs that are
created using the Broadcom Software Development Kit (SDK).

Values: ON (enabled) or OFF (disabled)

Default: OFF

EMEVT_EXIT_DLL (Name of User Exits Library)

Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows

This variable specifies the name of the library that contains user exits for Event Management. If you do not provide a
full path, the standard system search path is used. For example, EMEVT77.DLL. If the library is not found, all exits are
disabled.

User exits are user-defined programs that are created using the Broadcom Software Development Kit (SDK).

Default: None is specified.

EMEVT_EXIT_LOGPOST (LogPost Exit Control)

Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows

This variable specifies whether the Log Post-processing exit is enabled. User exits are user-defined programs that are
created using the Broadcom Software Development Kit (SDK).

Values: ON (enabled) or OFF (disabled)

Default: OFF
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EMEVT_EXIT_LOGPRE (LogPre Exit Control)

Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows

This variable specifies whether the Log Pre-processing exit is enabled. User exits are user-defined programs that are
created using the Broadcom Software Development Kit (SDK).

Values: ON (enabled) or OFF (disabled)

Default: OFF

EMEVT_EXIT_MAX_ERRORS (Number of Errors Allowed Per Exit)

Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows

This variable specifies the number of errors that are allowed per user exit for Event Management. The exit is disabled
when more than the specified number of errors occur.

User exits are user-defined programs that are created using the Broadcom Software Development Kit (SDK).

Default: 3

EMEVT_EXIT_MSGPOST (MessagePost Exit Control)

Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows

This variable specifies whether the Message Post-processing exit is enabled. User exits are user-defined programs that
are created using the Broadcom Software Development Kit (SDK).

Values: ON (enabled) or OFF (disabled)

Default: OFF

EMEVT_EXIT_MSGPRE (MessagePre Exit Control)

Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows

This variable specifies whether the Message Preprocessing exit is enabled. User exits are user-defined programs that are
created using the Broadcom Software Development Kit (SDK).

Values: ON (enabled) or OFF (disabled)

Default: OFF

EMEVT_EXIT_SYSINIT (SysInit Exit Control)

Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows

This variable specifies whether the System Initiation exit is enabled. User exits are user-defined programs that are created
using the Broadcom Software Development Kit (SDK).

Values: ON (enabled) or OFF (disabled)

Default: OFF

EMEVT_EXIT_SYSTERM (SysTerm Exit Control)

Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows

This variable specifies whether the System Termination exit is enabled. User exits are user-defined programs that are
created using the Broadcom Software Development Kit (SDK).

Values: ON (enabled) or OFF (disabled)
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Default: OFF

Event Management Commands
The Event Management facilities provide a focal point for integrated message management throughout your
heterogeneous network. They can monitor and consolidate message activity from various sources. They let you identify
event messages that require special handling and initiate a list of actions that are specified for handling those events.

ca_calendar-Start the Calendar Daemon

Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows

The ca_calendar command starts the Enterprise Management calendar daemon. Normally the calendar daemon is
executed as part of startup processing.

Enterprise Management functions such as Job Management Option and Security Management use the calendar daemon
to verify a date and time against a specified calendar. You can define calendars through the Enterprise Management
command line or GUI interfaces. When started, the calendar daemon loads all calendars that are defined in the Enterprise
Management database into the active calendar list. You can modify the active calendar list with the caladmin command.

Syntax

ca_calendar [-f]

Startup Configuration

Execute the Enterprise Management Calendar daemon

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the Enterprise Management startup script, $CAIGLBL0000/scripts/rc, was properly integrated in your startup
procedure.

2. Verify that the $CAIGLBL0000/scripts/rc file includes the following statement:

$CAIGLBL0000/cal/scripts/envset

Performance Considerations

To minimize resource consumption, delete calendars from the active calendar list that are not in use.

The calendar daemon is automatically updated only when calendars are defined or altered through the GUI. Add
calendars defined or altered with the command-line interface to the active calendar list using the caladmin command with
the -a or -u option.

External Influences

CAIGLBL0000

CAICAL0000

CAICAL0001

CAICAL0002

CAICAL0003

Files
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$CAIGLBL0000/cal/config/nodename/CA_CalDmon_Lock
Locking file that prevents more than one copy of the calendar daemon from executing concurrently. The locking
file contains the process ID of the running calendar daemon. You can change it with the environment variable
$CAICAL0003.

Warnings

WARNING
If the calendar daemon encounters any environmental errors, it automatically shuts down. Other errors, such as
missing or incomplete calendars, result in a calendar validation failure. The calendar validation failure causes all
calendar analysis requests that name the affected calendar to return an invalid calendar status.

WARNING
Check the SYSLOG file for any errors the calendar daemon encountered.

Examples

Start the calendar daemon if it is not started:

ca_calendar

Shut down the currently executing calendar daemon to force a new calendar daemon to start, if necessary.

ca_calendar -f

caevtsec-Update Message Action Restriction Rules
Valid on UNIX/Linux

caevtsec is a menu-driven executable that lets you update the rules for sending the message actions COMMAND ,
UNIXCMD , and UNIXSH to your local host.

This executable alters the actnode.prf file with the information you supply. caevtsec is an alternative to using the vi
editor or another UNIX/Linux editor to update the file.

actnode.prf-Maintain Message Action Restriction Rules
Use this file to maintain policies that specify how message action restriction is enforced based on the submitting node and
RUNID. It is located in the $CAIGLBL0000/opr/config/hostname directory. Root must own the file and only a UID of 0 can
have write access to it.

This file is created when Event Management is installed. A prompt lets you decide whether you want to override the
default setting that disables the message action restriction feature.

An individual entry in the actnode.prf file has the following format:

text-n=nodename,runid,flag 

Parameters

nodename
The node that initiates the COMMAND, UNIXCMD, or UNIXSH message action. can contain a trailing generic
mask character.

runid
RUNID to whom the rule applies. It can contain a trailing generic mask character.
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flag

D
Disable: the feature is active; disallow the message action submitted by RUNID from nodename.

E
Enable: allow the RUNID from nodename to submit the message action

W
Warn: check the rule but allow the message action submission to occur.

Examples

This rule is the default rule in effect if you do not activate message action restriction during installation:

-n=*,*,E

The rule states that for all nodes and all RUNIDs, COMMAND, UNIXCMD and UNIXSH message action submission is
allowed.

This rule is the default rule in effect if you activate message action restriction during installation:

-n=*,*,D

The rule states that for all nodes and all RUNIDs, COMMAND, UNIXCMD and UNIXSH message action submission is
disallowed.

This combination of rules only enforces a message action restriction on RUNID root and lets all other RUNIDs submit the
message actions:

-n=*,*,E 

-n=*,root,D

This combination of rules lets all RUNIDs bypass message action restriction unless the request comes from the node
mars:

-n=*,*,E 

-n=mars,*,D 

-n=*,root,W

In that case, message action restriction is enforced for all RUNIDs. The last entry sets a warning type restriction rule for
RUNID root if it comes from a node other than mars.

Event Management scans the entire configuration file for a best match and uses that rule. It uses the node field as a high
level qualifier when searching for a best match. For example:

-n=mars,*,D 

-n=*,root,W

If these are the only two entries in the file, any request coming from the node mars uses the disallow rule. The user root
only uses the warning rule if the request comes from a node other than mars.

caladmin-Configure or Shut Down the Calendar Service
Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows

Use the caladmin command to modify the Enterprise Management calendar service. Use this command to add, update,
and delete calendars from the active calendar list that is kept in storage by the calendar service. Also, use this command
to shut down the calendar service.

Performance Considerations
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To minimize resource consumption, delete calendars that are not in use from the active calendar list.

The Calendars created or modified with the command-line interface are only reflected in the calendar service when the
caladmin command is used to modify the active calendar list or the calendar service is terminated and restarted.

To modify the active calendar list for specific calendar entries, use the -a, -d, and -u options.

caladmin (Windows)

Syntax

caladmin  [-r]

          [-b]

          [-s]

          [-l]

          [-dcalendar]

          [-acalendar]

          [-ucalendar]

          [-v]

Environment Variables

%CAIGLBL0000%
Path where Enterprise Management is installed.

%CAICAL0000%
Information for debugging and tracing the calendar service. (For Broadcom internal use only.)

caladmin (UNIX/Linux)
Note: This command must be executed on a UNIX/Linux system.
Command format:
caladmin  [-r]

          [-b]

          [-s]

          [-l]

          [-dcalendar]

          [-acalendar]

          [-ucalendar]

          [-v]

-r
Refresh the active calendar list. The calendar service releases the current active calendar list and reloads all
calendars defined in the Enterprise Management database.

-b
Rebuild binary files and refresh the active calendar list. The calendar service releases the active calendar list and
rebuilds the binary files for all calendars that are defined in the Enterprise Management database. The rebuilt
calendars are loaded into the active calendar list.

WARNING
The following information applies to the -r and -b options.

When instructed to refresh the active calendar list, the calendar service queues all calendar validation requests
until the refresh process is complete.

NOTE

The refresh process can be overhead intensive and can slow down system performance. Therefore, we
recommend that you use the -r or -b option judiciously.
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-s
Shut down the calendar service.

WARNING

Shutting down the calendar service causes all requests for calendar validation to be returned as an
“invalid day/time” condition. This action has the potential to cause all logons, workload schedules, and
jobs to be rejected. Therefore, do not use the -s option during normal production hours. Issue the -s
option before a reboot or system shutdown.

-l
List the name of each calendar in the active calendar list. To view the list, check the system console or Windows
Event Viewer file.

-dcalendar
Delete (remove) the named calendar from the active calendar list.
Note: Any subsequent requests for the deleted calendar result in calendar validation failure returning an “invalid
day/time condition."

-acalendar
Add the named calendar (defined in the Enterprise Management database) to the active calendar list.

-ucalendar
Update the named calendar in the active calendar list. The calendar service reads the binary file for the named
calendar and updates the copy of the calendar in the active calendar list.

-v
Save current in-core DSB file for the calendars.

Environment Variables

CAIGLBL0000
Identifies the path where Enterprise Management is installed.

Examples

caladmin -r

Refreshes the active calendar list.

caladmin -b

Rebuilds binary files and refreshes the active calendar list.

caladmin -s

Shuts down the calendar service.

caladmin -l

Produces a list of all calendars in the active calendar list.

caladmin -dxyzcal

Removes the calendar xyzcal from the active calendar list.

caladmin -aabccal

Adds the calendar abccal, which is defined in the Enterprise Management database, to the active calendar list.

caladmin -uupdcal

Updates the copy of the calendar updcal in the active calendar list.
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camibwalk/camibwlk-Query SNMP Agents for MIB Information
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

Use the camibwalk /camibwlk command to query SNMP agents running on your network nodes for status and other
information that can be extracted from the objects that are defined by the MIBs. The types of nodes that can be queried
go beyond machines running UNIX/Linux and include intelligent devices such as routers, printers, X-terminals, hubs, and
others.

Here are a few examples of the types of data that the camibwalk /camibwlk command can extract:

From HP LaserJet IIIsi printers:

• Printer OFFLINE
• Printer ONLINE
• Human Intervention is required
• Unspecified Paper Problem (probably jam, or out of forms)
• Report Device Error Codes

From HP LaserJet 4si printers:

• All the data extractable from HP LaserJet IIIsi printers
• Door Open
• Paper Out
• Paper Jam
• Toner Low
• Peripheral error
• Current contents of LCD status display

Other general information that camibwlk can extract from these agents:

• System Description
• Hardware address
• Time since the last cold start
• Adjacent nodes in the network topology

In addition to these examples, we continue to add more extensions to the camibwalk /camibwlk MIB interpretation
capabilities, to extract greater levels of detail from the expanding class of SNMP agents.

For UNIX/Linux, z/OS

textcamibwalk node community variable For Windows camibwlk node community variable 

For Windows

camibwlk  node community variable

Example

This example queries the SNMP agent on the hpnode33 node, in the public community, for information about object
.1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1 , which is the system description:

camibwalk hpnode33 public .1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1

Output

In the following example, "Name" is the translated MIB OBJECT-TYPE string of the numeric object that is provided in the
query. camibwlk  does not translate any enterprise-specific OBJECT-TYPE; they are displayed numerically.
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OCTET-STRING- (ascii) is the MIB SYNTAX type of the numeric object that is provided in the query. This example
indicates that system description is defined as an OCTET-STRING in the MIB-II MIB. The information after the SYNTAX
type is the value of the queried object.

Name: system.sysDescr.

OCTET STRING- (ascii):HP-UX hpnode33 A.09.00 E 9000/8371443363221G

node
The IP address or the host name of the node to be queried.

NOTE

For IPv6, a hostname must be used.

community
Community to which the queried node belongs.

variable
Portion of the object identifier to be queried. This variable has the format .a.b.c.d..., where a, b, c, and d are sub-
identifiers in decimal notation.

careply-Reply to a cawtor Message
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

Use the Event Management careply  command at any terminal to reply to a message sent to the Enterprise
Management operator console with the cawtor  command.

Replies sent using the careply command are written to the standard output of the process issuing the cawtor
command.

Syntax

careply [-n node] [-s source] [-g category] m [text]

Parameters

node
Identifies the machine name to which the reply is directed. If the node is not available, the reply is sent to the local
computer.

NOTE
For the node option, it is necessary to type the brackets [ ] as part of the command.

-n node
Directs the reply to the identified node, which is one other than the node the user is on. If the node is not
available, the reply is sent to the local node.

-s source
Assigns the identified source to the message for message matching.

-g category
Assigns the identified category to the message for message matching.

text
1- to 255-alphanumeric bytes of text, which complete the reply to the message.
Note: Because you issue the careply command from the command line, the text string you supply is subject to
evaluation by the shell you are executing. Therefore, embedded blanks, special characters, and quotes in the text
string require special consideration. See the documentation that is provided with your operating system for the
rules and guidelines regarding text strings.
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n
Message number that the cawtor command of the message that you must respond to generates.

Environment Variables

CAI_WTOR_NODE
Environment variable that you can set to an alternate node. If this variable is set, and you issue careply without
a node specification, the value of CAI_WTOR_NODE is used.

Valid on UNIX/Linux only

/usr/tmp/cawtor.n

If the Event Management daemon or CAICCI is down, these files are created. Then the cawtor and careply commands
can continue to function normally. The value of n is the message number the cawtor  command generated. This
message number is identical to the PID of the process issuing the cawtor when the Event Management daemon or
CAICCI is down.

Before a command, reply, or acknowledgment is executed from the Console GUI using the oprcmd , careply , or
delkeep commands, or by a message action, an authorization check is performed to verify that the user ID can perform
this action.

If NetSpy security is inactive, the user ID issuing the command must be listed in the Users authorized to issue commands
environment variable. This list is a setting that is edited in the Configuration Settings notebook, on the Event Management
Preferences page.

NOTE
wildcards can be used.

Examples

If this command is assigned to the message number 25, the following command sends the reply to the process issuing the
Broadcom write-to-operator with reply:

cawtor OK to continue?

careply 25 Yes.

catdadmin-Control the catrapd Daemon
Valid on UNIX/Linux, z/OS

The catdadmin command ($CAIGLBL0000/snmp/scripts/catdadmin) controls the operation of the catrapd daemon. You
can specify only one action per invocation.

Syntax

catdadmin {-i|-d|-o|-s}

Parameters

-i
Initiates (start) the catrapd daemon.

-d
Enables diagnostic traces.

-o
Turns off diagnostic traces.

-s
Shuts down the catrapd daemon.
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catrap-Issue SNMP Traps in a Network
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

NOTE
Windows TCP/IP support must be installed for this command to be operational.

In this topic, %CAIGLBL0000% for Windows and $CAIGLBL0000 for UNIX/Linux refers to the Enterprise Management
installation directory.

A key feature of the SNMP facilities of Enterprise Management is the catrap command (%CAIGLBL0000%\bin\catrap.exe
(Windows), or $CAIGLBL0000/snmp/bin/catrap (UNIX/Linux, z/OS)). catrap can issue SNMP traps to any destination in
your network.

Catrap does not require optional Network Management products to be licensed on the node on which it is executed.
Additionally, no special authority is needed to run the catrap command.

The catrap command supports all the operands that are accepted as Open System standards for an SNMP trap
command. It can be used interactively, through shell scripts, or as part of automated event handling policies that are
defined to the Event Management function. The operands that are provided as destination and information data to the
catrap command are automatically converted into the appropriate Open Systems standard datagram and sent to the
designated trap destination.

The catrap command can coexist with existing SNMP daemons by using port sharing. The catrap command opens
the port only during the time that is required to send the SNMP message. The catrap command uses the system call
getservbyname() to determine the actual port number to use (by convention, port 161 is reserved for this use). If this
service has been modified, catrap may not be able to locate the correct port. Most operating systems with TCP/IP
support use an /etc/services file, which can be consulted to determine the port number that is reserved for SNMP on that
computer. On a Windows system, look for this file in %SystemRoot%\SYSTEM32\DRIVERS\ETC\SERVICES .

Agent that is implemented in the firmware of a particular device typically issues SNMP traps. The catrap command makes
it simple for user applications, shell scripts that are part of production jobs, or Event Management policies to issue SNMP
traps of their own. The catrap command does this by executing this command with the appropriate arguments.

The catrap command that is provided with Enterprise Management is not restricted to any particular set of ISO or
Enterprise MIBs, and is open for use with any MIB or pseudo MIB. A pseudo MIB is as real as an ISO or Enterprise MIB
and takes many defaults from the platform on which it is executing.

Syntax

textcatrap [-d] [-t timeout] [-r retries] [-p port] [-c community] target-node enterprise-id agent address

 generic trap specific trap time stamp [variable binding info1][variable binding info2] [variable binding

 infon]

Parameters

-d
Displays the trap request datagrams in dump format.

-t timeout
Timeout value as a positive integer in 1/10 second increments.

-r retries
Number of retries to be made when a busy or other recoverable error condition is detected while attempting to
send the SNMP trap.

-p port
Remote port number to which the SNMP trap request is sent. Use this option if your Network Manager or the
catrapd service provider is listening on a port other than the internet standard snmp-trap port, 162.
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-c community
Sends this trap to the specified SNMP community. This option can override the default of public.
target-node
Node to which this SNMP trap is sent. Specify it as a host name or as an IP address.

NOTE

For IPv6, a hostname must be used.

enterprise-id
Enterprise MIB that is associated with this SNMP trap. If specified as the setting for Windows or UNIX/
Linux, system environment variable %CAICATD0000% (NT) or $CAICATD0000 (UNIX/Linux) is used. If
%CAICATD0000% or $CAICATD0000 is not set, the Broadcom Enterprise code 1.3.6.1.4.1.791 is used.

agent-address
This operand is provided for proxies that send trap requests for a host that cannot send SNMP trap requests. This
agent address is used to identify the SNMP trap on the Event Management console log. Specify as a hostname or
as an IP address. If specified as "" the IP address of the current hostname is used.
Note: For IPv6, a hostname must be used.

generic-trap
A single digit, in the range 0 through 6, which defines the class of generic trap being sent. Under most
circumstances, use code 6 to indicate that an Enterprise-specific SNMP trap code is being used.
Codes 0 through 5 have specific industry standard predefined meanings as defined by the Internet Activities
Board (IAB) RFC1215.
0 Coldstart
1 Warmstart
2 Link down
3 Link up
4 Authentication failure
5 EGP neighbor loss

specific-trap
Enterprise specific trap number up to a 32-bit integer. This number can identify a trap request for your
organization. It can also be used to define an Enterprise specific MIB for your organization that identifies the trap
codes to use. This lets your network manager to use the other facilities of SNMP Management.

time-stamp
Time, in hundredths of a second, that the application sending the SNMP trap has been active. Specify any whole
number greater than or equal to zero. If specified as "", the time stamp value defaults to the value of the system
uptime() call.

variable-binding-info, variable-binding-info2,…variable-binding infon (trapvar)
The three parts to the binding information are:

• object-ID
• data-type
• data-value

You can specify multiple sets of binding information in a single trap request. To specify a subsequent set of
binding information, the previous binding information must be specified (all three parts must be present).
The SNMP standard limits trap requests to 484 bytes. This limitation should not cause a problem during
normal use. When you use multiple or long variable bindings, this limitation could cause a problem. To
estimate the size of a trap, count the number of characters that are used in the catrap command, add 19 for
datagram overhead, and 6 for each set of variable bindings. For a more accurate count, run catrapd with the d
option. If you are exceeding the length restriction, split the variable bindings into multiple catrap commands, or
reduce the length of text strings in the bindings.
Examples
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1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1.0 octetstringascii 'hello world'
1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1.0 integer 12345
1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1.0 null

• object-ID
Object ID associated with this variable. If not specified, the setting for the Windows System Environment
Variable%CAICATD0001% is used. If %CAICATD0001% is not set, the Internet MIBII-MGMT SYSTEM
sysDescr code of 1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1.0 is used.

• data-type
The type of variable data according tthe IAB RFC1155 and derived data types, as follows:

• integer
A number that can be represented as a signed 32-bit integer.

• octetstring
An octet string of data.

• octetstringascii
A string of ASCII characters. If this value is more than one token, enclose the value in single or double quotes.

• gauge
A non-negative integer that can increase or decrease. The maximum value is 2 to the power of 32 -1
(4294967295 decimal)

• counter
A non-negative integer that monotonically increases to a maximum value of 2 to the power of 32 -1
(4294967295 decimal)

• timeticks
A non-negative integer that counts the time in hundredths of a second from some epoch.

• opaque
See the Internet Activities Board (IAB) RFC1155 description.

• objectidentifier
An Object ID.

• null
No value.

• ipaddress
An IP address, represented as an octetstring of length 4 (for example, 999.999.999.999).

• data-value
The value to be associated with the variable binding in an ASCII representation.

Example 1- How to Use the catrap Command

A company has defined its own pseudo MIB, which describes an event tree. Each node on the tree represents information
that could be sent when specified as a variable on the catrap command.

Sending a trap with the variable of 999.1.1.2 is equivalent to sending the message that the enterprise database server that
handles the general ledger database has been started.

The variable of 999.1.1.3 indicates that the General Ledger database has encountered a journal full condition. And the
variable 999.2.1.1 indicates that General Ledger financial application has resumed processing after a temporary outage
(warm start).

To take the example further, assume that Enterprise Management is executing on several nodes in this network, but you
have decided that all SNMP trap traffic is directed to a single monitoring computer running on a node named EVNTMGR.
The EVNTMGR node receives trap traffic that the Event Management function of Enterprise Management records and
acts upon.

Another computer in the network is used for the production of financial applications. This node is named FINPROD.
For some unknown reason, an error occurs and the General Ledger production application running on node FINPROD
terminates with an error. Testing the return code that this executable issued, the shell script realizes that the exit code
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indicates that there was a problem. The shell script issues an SNMP trap to alert the EVNTMGR node that something has
gone wrong, by simply executing the following command:

catrap EVNTMGR "" "" 6 0 22 999.2.1.3 integer 128

NOTE
A full syntactical description of the catrap command is included after this example.

The first operand directs the catrap command to send the identified trap information to the node EVNTMGR. The next
two operands, "" and "", instruct catrap to take the default Enterprise code and the default agent address for this node.
The number 6 indicates that this command is sending a specific trap. The 0 identifies the specific trap number for this
example and 22 is an arbitrary number that we have selected as a timestamp indicator. The next three operands identify
the variable binding information for the trap, as follows: 999.2.1.3 is the Object ID of the object about which information is
being sent. (If you refer to the event tree described earlier, you can see that the string 999.2.1.3 refers to an error in the
enterprise financial application, General Ledger). The last two operands provide more information about the event; in this
case, "send an integer value of 128 to node EVNTMGR." For this example, we are assuming that 128 is an error code
that has some meaning to the General Ledger application, or it is the exit code that the shell script detected as indicating
an error. When received at the trap target node, in this example, EVNTMGR, the Event Management function can then
decode the event and perform automatic actions in response.

In the event tree you can see what other types of events can be sent, such as 999.1.1.1, indicating that the Enterprise
data server Database for the General Ledger system has been shut down.

The catrap command provides more functionality when coupled with the capabilities of Enterprise Management. For
example, you can use the catrap Event Management facilities to intercept the error messages from any application and
automatically execute user customized catrap commands in response. The Workload Management function could detect
key events and could send traps in response to files available for processing, or applications completing their processing.
When traps are received, Event Management message handling policies can be used to automatically open problem
tickets, send warning messages to other consoles or terminals, start recovery jobs, post dependencies as having been
met (so that other production jobs can proceed), issue more SNMP traps to other nodes, or more actions. The possibilities
for using SNMP trap information are numerous.

Example 2 - catrap Command Syntax

When the Enterprise Management catrap service provider is operational, SNMP traps directed to the node on which it
is executing are automatically forwarded to Event Management. Once received, these trap messages are automatically
recorded in the event log, and become eligible for sophisticated automatic processing by the Event Management function
of Enterprise Management. This example shows how to issue an SNMP trap using the catrap command. The format of
the resulting message is as it is presented to the Event Management function by the catrap service provider (catrapd) that
receives the trap.

The following catrap command causes an SNMP trap to be sent to node xyzlhu33:

catrap xyzlhu33 "" "" 6 1 1 1.3.6.1.4.1.791.1.4 octetstring "hello world"

The catrap daemon (catrapd) running on node xyzlhu33 receives the trap and presents it to the Event Management
function in the following format:

.CATD_I_060 SNMPTRAP: -c public Computer.Associates 999.999.9.999 xyzlhu33 6 1 00:00:00 1 OID:

 1.3.6.1.4.1.791.1.4 .iso.org.dod.internet.private.enterprises.791.1.4 VALUE: hello world
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Within the Event Management function of Enterprise Management, this message is divided into character "tokens" which
can be tested individually or in combination as part of user-defined Event Management policies. The message in the
preceding example has 17 tokens.

Token Value Description
&1 CATD_I_060 Broadcom standard prefix
&2 SNMPTRAP: Constant literal indicating this message

originated as an SNMP trap
&3 -c Indicates the beginning of the community

parameter
&4 Public The community type
&5 Computer.Associates The enterprise name, if found in the

%CAIGLBL0000%\DB\enterprise.dat
file (Windows) or $CAIGLBL0000/snmp/
dat/enterprise.dat (UNIX/Linux, z/OS).
If the enterprise ID is not found in the
enterprise.dat file, the numeric value is
printed.

&6 999.999.99.999 The IP address of the node where the trap
originated.

&7 xyzlhu33 The node name of the originating machine.
&8 6 As specified in the catrap command, a

generic trap of 6 indicates an Enterprise
specific code has been assigned.

&9 1 As specified in the catrap command, the
number of the specific trap.

&10 00:00:00 The time stamp from the catrap command,
displayed in hh:mm:ss.

&11 1 The sequence number of the variable
binding information from the catrap
command.

&12 OID Constant literal that describes the object
that was the subject of this trap.

&13 1.3.6.1.4.1.791.1.4 The object identifier of the object that was
the subject of this trap.

&14 iso.org.dod.internet.private.enterprises.791
.1.4

Enterprise ID organization

&15 VALUE Constant literal
&16 Hello A value as specified in the catrap command
&17 World A value as specified in the catrap

command.

The preceding explanation of how the SNMP traps are sent and how they are presented to the Event Management
function of Enterprise Management provides the information to begin using SNMP facilities in an installation.

NOTE
If your organization does not have its own enterprise ID (assigned by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority),
you can continue to use the system descriptor 1.3.6.1.4.791.1 that was used in the preceding example. This
descriptor represents subtree 1 of the Broadcom enterprise ID. The formal system descriptor for the Broadcom
enterprise ID is 1.3.6.1.4.1.791.1. "1.3.6.1.4.1.791" is the ID that the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority has
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reserved for Broadcom, and the subsequent ".1" represents the subtree that Broadcom has reserved for client
use.

An independent industry organization, the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority, assigns enterprise IDs. To obtain
an enterprise ID for your organization, request one from the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority: iana@isi.edu
mailto:iana@isi.edu.

catrapd-Control the catrapd Daemon
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

NOTE
Windows TCP/IP and SNMP support must be installed for this command to be operational.

In this topic, %CAIGLBL0000% (Windows) and $CAIGLBL0000 (UNIX/Linux, z/OS) refer to the Enterprise Management
installation directory.

The catrapd service provider (%CAIGLBL0000%\bin\catrapd.exe or $CAIGLBL0000/snmp/bin/catrapd) provides access
to the SNMP events and related services on your network. The catrapd service provider also provides support for the
following commands that are provided with Enterprise Management:

•
• camibwalk

Queries the SNMP agents running on the network nodes for status and other information that can be extracted from
Management Information Bases (MIBs).

•
• catrap

Issues the SNMP traps to any destination in your network. catrap does not require optional Network Management
products to be licensed on the node on which it is executed.

Start the catrapd Daemon
If catrapd was activated during the installation, Enterprise Management starts and stops catrapd.

 Valid on Windows 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click Configuration/Settings in the Enterprise Management folder.
2. Click the Component Activation Tab.
3. Set the SNMP Trap Server Activated (CAIACTRPTSV) option to Yes.

catrapd automatically detects and interfaces to the network manager if catrapd is activated on a node where a network
manager:

• is active
• was specified during the SNMP component installation
• was started before catrapd was activated

Any received trap is unpacked (decoded) and sent to the Event Management console log where it is recorded. At the
console log, the trap is also available for subsequent automatic mapping, interpretation, and action processing as defined
by your Event Management policies.

 Valid on UNIX/Linux, z/OS 

If catrapd is activated on a node that does not have a network manager or the network manager is not active, catrapd
connects directly to the internet service port designated for SNMP-trap. For z/OS, catrapd customarily uses port 161 to
listen for traps. Define the protocol for the internet service port as UDP.
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The usual way to start catrapd on zOS is by using the command:

unicntrl start snmp

Uncomment this line in the $CAIGLBL0000/opr/scripts/emstart script to start catrapd when the other Event Management
components are started.

The catrapd daemon uses the system call getservbyname() to determine the actual port number to use. If this service has
been modified, catrapd may not locate the correct port. Most operating systems with TCP/IP support use an /etc/services
file. This file can be consulted to determine the port number that is reserved for the SNMP trap on that computer. On z/
OS, the PROFILE file for the TCP/IP stack usually contains information about reserved ports. If port 161 is unavailable,
use a different port and update file $CAIGLBL0000/snmp/scripts/envset to point to the chosen port as follows:

# port number to listen on

CAICATD0001=9161

export CAICATD0001

 Example 

The catrapd daemon receives a trap and presents it to the Event Management function in the following format:

.CATD_I_060 SNMPTRAP: -c public Computer.Associates 999.999.9.999 xyzlhu33 6 1 00:00:00 1 OID:

 1.3.6.1.4.1.791.1.4 .iso.org.dod.internet.private.enterprises.791.1.4 VALUE: hello world

Within the Event Management function of Enterprise Management, this message is divided into character "tokens,". These
tokens can be tested individually or in combination as part of user-defined Event Management policies. The message in
the preceding example has 17 tokens.

Token Value Description
&1 CATD_I_060 Broadcom standard prefix.
&2 SNMPTRAP: Constant literal indicating this message

originated as SNMP trap.
&3 -c Indicates the beginning of the community

parameter.
&4 public The community type.
&5 Computer.Associates The enterprise name, if found in the

%CAIGLBL0000%\DB\enterprise.dat
file (Windows) or $CAIGLBL0000/snmp/
dat/enterprise.dat (UNIX/Linux, z/OS).
If the enterprise ID is not found in the
enterprise.dat file, the numeric value is
printed.

&6 999.999.99.999 The IP address of the node where the trap
originated.

&7 xyzlhu33 The node name of the originating machine.
&8 6 As specified in the catrap command, a

generic trap of 6 indicates an Enterprise-
specific code has been assigned.

&9 1 As specified in the catrap command, the
number of the specific trap.

&10 00:00:00 The time stamp from the catrap command,
displayed in hh:mm:ss.
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&11 1 The sequence number of the variable
binding information from the catrap
command.

&12 OID Constant literal that describes the object
that was the subject of this trap.

&13 1.3.6.1.4.1.791.1.4 The object identifier of the object that was
the subject of this trap.

&14 iso.org.dod.internet.
private.enterprises.791.1.4

Enterprise ID organization.

&15 VALUE Constant literal.
&16 hello A value as specified in the catrap

command.
&17 world A value as specified in the catrap

command.

cawto-Send a Message to the Console
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

To send a message to the Windows console or the system console without waiting for a reply, use this command. To send
a message and wait for a reply, use the Event Management cawtor command.

For platform-specific details, see:

cawto (UNIX/LINUX, z/OS)
cawto [-a attribute]

      [-c color]

      [-g category]

      [-k]

      [-n node]

      [-s source]

      text

CAI_WTOR_NODE

External Influences

Environment variable that you can set to an alternate node. If this variable is set and cawto is issued without a node
specification, the value of CAI_WTOR_NODE is used.

Files

/usr/tmp/cawto.n

If the Event Management daemon or CAICCI is down, these files are created. This action lets the cawto and careply
commands continue to function. The value of n is the message number the cawto command generated. The message
number is identical to the process issuing the cawto command when the Event Management daemon or CAICCI is down.

Example

The following example alerts the console operator on node 23 that the node is not accepting FTP connections, and asks
for action to be taken. The message displays in red and remains on the node 23 system console as a kept message until
released by the node 23 operator.

cawto -k -n 23 -c red node23 is not accepting ftp -- please investigate
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-k keep
Displays the message as a kept message on the system console. The message can then be removed from the
kept message display.

-n node
Node to which the message is directed which is one other than the node the user is on. If the node is not
available, the message is sent to the local node.

-c color
The message displays on the system console in the identified color, which is other than the default. Supported
colors:
Black (default), Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Pink, and Purple

NOTE

The color name is not case-sensitive.

-a attribute
The message displays on the system console in the identified attribute, which is other than the default. Supported
attributes: DEFAULT, BLINK, or REVERSE

NOTE

The attribute name is not case-sensitive.

-s source
Assigns the identified source to the message for purposes of message matching.

-g category
Assigns the identified category to the message for purposes of message matching.

node
Node to which the message is directed. If the node is not specified, the message is sent to the local node. If
CAI_WTOR_NODE is specified, the message is sent to the node corresponding to CAI_WTOR_NODE.

text
Specify from 1 to 255 alphanumeric bytes of message text.

NOTE

Because the cawto command is issued from the command line, the text string you specify is subject to
evaluation by the shell you are executing. Embedded blanks, special characters, and quotes in the text string
require special consideration. See the documentation that is provided with your operating system for the rules
and guidelines regarding text strings.

cawto (Windows only)
textcawto   [options] message-text

        -cat/-g category

        -i invisible

        -msg msgnum

        -s/-sou source

        -sev/-v severity

text

        [-a attribute]

        [-c color]

        [-k keep]

        [-l]

        [-n node]

        [-s source]
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Environment Variables

CA_OPERA_NODE
Configuration variable that can be set to an alternate node. If this variable is set and cawto is issued without a
node specification, the value of CA_OPERA_NODE is used.

-l
Logs the event without matching against defined policy records.

-msg msgnum
A numeric value that is associated with the message (event) that names the message. This value is part of the
prefix for NetSpy messages. For example: CASH_999_W where 999 is the message number.
Value: numeric 1 - 99999999
Default: no message number

-s/-sou source
Application that is the source of the message (event). For example: CASH_999_W, where CASH is the source of
the event and CASH=Workload.
Value: character string, 1-255
Default: none

-sev/-v severity
Severity of the message (event). When viewing events with severity codes in the GUI console, different icons
appear to the left of the events indicating the severity status.
Value: 1-3 characters. We recommend the following code to ensure that icons appear:
I - Informational
S - Success
W - Warning
E - Error
F - Failure
Default: none

-cat/-g category
The category that is associated with the event.
Value: character string, 1-255
Default: none

cawtor-Send a Message to the Console and Wait for Reply
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

The Event Management cawtor command sends a message to the system console and waits for a reply.

Messages that are sent to the system console using the cawtor command remain in a "HELD Message Area" until
acknowledged by an operator using the console GUI or in response to an autoreply message action or a careply
command. Typically, the number of messages that are "reply pending" or "acknowledge pending" are few and are
viewable at one time. When the number of messages that are held exceeds the number that can be concurrently viewed,
scroll bars can be used to view the remainder of the held messages.

These messages are removed from the system console only when the console operator uses the Event Management
careply command responding to the message or by defining a message record (cautil MSGRECORD ) with an action
of AUTOREPLY .

Replies sent with careply are written to the standard output of the process issuing the cawtor command. When issued,
the cawtor command completes when a reply is received from the console operator.

For platform-specific details, see:
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cawtor (UNIX/Linux, z/OS)
cawtor [-a attribute]

       [-c color]

       [-g category]

       [-n node]

       [-q]

       [-qn node]

       [-s source]

       text

External Influences

CAI_WTOR_NODE
Environment variable that you can set to an alternate node. If this variable is set and cawtor is issued without a
node specification, the value of CAI_WTOR_NODE is used.

Files

/usr/tmp/cawtor.n
If the Event Management daemon or CAICCI is down, these files are created. This action lets cawtor and
careply commands continue to function. The value of n is the message number the cawtor command
generated. Also, the message number is identical to the process issuing the cawtor command when the Event
Management daemon or CAICCI is down.

Example

When executed, this shell script prompts the console operator for a specific date. The date that is contained in the
operator reply is written to standard output and assigned to the variable ATBDATE by the shell. The program atb  then
uses the value of the variable ATBDATE .

ATBDATE=$(cawtor -q Enter the starting date for the aged trial balance) atb $ATBDATE

NOTE
ATBDATE

is a user-defined program.

To specify quiet and alternate node, use this syntax:

textcawtor -qn node text 

-k
Displays message as a kept message on the system console. The message can then be removed from the kept
message display.

-c color
The message displays on the system console in the identified color, which is other than the default. Supported
colors:
Black (default), Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Pink, and Purple

NOTE

The color name is not case-sensitive.

-a attribute
The message displays on the system console in the identified attribute, which is other than the default. Supported
attributes:
DEFAULT
BLINK
REVERSE
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NOTE

The attribute name is not case-sensitive.

-s source
Assigns the identified source to the message for message matching.

-g category
Assigns the identified category to the message for message matching.

-q
Quiet option. Indicates that the message reply is not echoed on the terminal of the user who generated the
message.

-qn node
Target node to which to direct the message or command being specified. -qn specifies that the message or reply
instructions do not display on the terminal of the user who generated the message.

[node] of cawtor command
Node to which the message is directed. If the node is not specified, the message is sent to the local node. If
CA_WTOR_NODE is specified, the message is sent to the node corresponding to CA_WTOR_NODE.

NOTE

If the node is specified, include the brackets [ ] as part of the command.

-n node
Node where the message is directed. If the node is not available, the message is sent to the local node.
Limits: 1- to 255-alphanumeric bytes of message text.

NOTE

Because you issue the cawtor command from the command line, the text string you specify is subject
to evaluation by the shell you are executing. Therefore, embedded blanks, special characters, and
quotes in the text string require special consideration. See the documentation that is provided with your
operating system for the rules and guidelines regarding text strings.

cawtor (Windows only)
cawto   [options] message-text

        -cat/-g category

        -i invisible

        -msg msgnum

        -s/-sou source

        -sev/-v severity

text

        [-a attribute]

        [-c color]

        [-k keep]

        [-l]

        [-n node]

        [-s source]

Environment Variables

CA_OPERA_NODE
Configuration variable that can be set to an alternate node. If this variable is set and cawtor is issued without a
node specification, the value of CA_OPERA_NODE is used.
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Authorization is performed to verify that the user ID has rights for this action. This validation occurs before
a command, reply, or acknowledgment is executed from the Console GUI using the oprcmd , careply , or
delkeep  commands, or by a message action.
If NetSpy security is inactive, the user ID issuing the command must be listed in the Users authorized to issue
commands environment variable. This list is a setting that is edited in the Configuration Settings notebook, on the
Event Management Preferences page.
If NetSpy security is active, the user ID must have explicit permission to execute that command. A rule must be
created for the asset type CA-CONSOLE-COMMAND .

NOTE

wildcards can be used.

Example

cawtor is part of a .bat file that sends a request to the operator to mount a tape. The message TAPE: please mount
today's Order Processing tape is sent to the console and put in the held area. Once the tape is mounted and the
operator has replied to the message, the ordproc program (user program) is started.

Cawtor TAPE: please mount today's Order Processing tape

ordproc

delkeep-Acknowledge Held Console Messages
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

Acknowledges held console messages and removes them from the held message display. This command is an alternative
to similar functionality performed with the console GUI.

NOTE

Only one message is acknowledged at a time.

Syntax

textdelkeep [options] message-text 

Options

-a
Deletes all kept messages.

-n node
The CAICCI sysid of the computer where the command is sent for processing.

message-text
The text, or partial text with wild cards, of the held message to be removed from the display. On UNIX/Linux, the
message text must be enclosed in double quotes.

Example

delkeep INFO0001W*

This example removes from the help display all messages beginning with the text "INFO0001W."

Authorization is performed to verify that the user ID has rights for this action. This validation occurs before a command,
reply, or acknowledgment is executed from the Console GUI using the oprcmd, careply, or delkeep commands, or by a
message action.
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If NetSpy security is inactive, the user ID issuing the command must be listed in the Users authorized to issue commands
environment variable. This list is a setting that is edited in the Configuration Settings notebook, on the Event Management
Preferences page.

If NetSpy security is active, the user ID must have explicit permission to execute that command. To do this, a rule must be
created for the asset type CA-CONSOLE-COMMAND.

NOTE
Wild cards can be used.

oprcmd-Pass Command to Event Management Service
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

Sends a command or configuration variable value to the Event Management service. The Event Management service
executes your request.

This command also reads all message action and message record definitions from the Enterprise Management database
and creates active message action and message record lists.

Any Subsequent changes to the database are not automatically reflected in the active message record and message
action lists used by the Event Management service. The oprcmd command directs the Event Management service to
refresh the active message record and message action lists with the definitions stored in the Enterprise Management
database (oprcmd opreload).

You can use the oprcmd command to shut down the Event Management service.

Example

oprcmd opreload

Directs the Event Management service to refresh the active message record and message action lists with the definitions
stored in the Enterprise Management database.

For platform-specific details, see:

oprcmd (UNIX/Linux, z/OS)
oprcmd [-n node]

       [-c color]

       [-a attribute]

       [-s source]

       [-g category]

       {opreload|caistop|cmd|export variable=value|emexit exit=value|emexit status}

 

-n node
Directs the message to the identified node, which is one other than the node the user is on. If the node is not
available, the message is sent to the local node.

-c color
The message displays on the system console in the identified color, which is other than the default. Supported
colors:
Black (default), Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Pink, and Purple

-a attribute
The message displays on the system console in the identified attribute, which is other than the default. Supported
attributes:
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DEFAULT
BLINK
REVERSE
Note: The attribute name is not case-sensitive.

-s source
Assigns the identified source to the message for purposes of message matching.
Note: The color name is not case-sensitive.

-g category
Assigns the identified category to the message for purposes of message matching.

opreload
Directs the Event Management daemon to refresh the active message record and message action lists with the
definitions stored in the Enterprise Management database. All requests for automated message processing are
queued until the refresh of the active message record and message action lists is complete.

caistop
Shuts down the Event Management daemon (equivalent to kill -15).

cmd
Specify the command request, up to 255 alphanumeric bytes.
Note: Since the oprcmd command is issued from the command line, the cmd string you specify is subject to
evaluation by the shell you are executing. Therefore, embedded blanks, special characters, and quotes in the
text string require special consideration. See your operating system documentation for the rules and guidelines
regarding text strings.

export variablename=value
Dynamically changes the value of any environment variable. This operand is equivalent to the Korn shell
command, export.

emexit exit=value
Sets the value of the enabling environment variable for the identified Event Management user exit (ON or OFF).

Exit Names Environment Variable User Exit Function Name

MSGPRE EMEVTENV_MSGPRE EmEvt_ExitMessagePre

MSGPOST EMEVTENV_MSGPOST EmEvt_ExitMessagePost

ACTPRE EMEVTENV_ACTPRE EmEvt_ExitActionPre

ACTPOST EMEVTENV_ACTPOST EmEvt_ExitActionPost

LOGPRE EMEVTENV_LOGPRE EmEvt_ExitLogPre

LOGPOST EMEVTENV_LOGPOST EmEvt_ExitLogPost

SYSINIT EMEVTENV_SYSINIT EmEvt_ExitSystemInit

SYSTERM EMEVTENV_SYSTERM EmEvt_ExitSystemTerm

emexit status
Causes the settings of all of the enabling environment variables for the Event Management user exits to be
displayed on the system console.

oprcmd (Windows only)
oprcmd [-n node]

       [-c color]

       [-a attribute]

       [-s source]
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       [-g category]

         command

Notes
Authorization is performed to verify that the user ID has rights for this action. This validation occurs before a command,
reply, or acknowledgment is executed from the Console GUI using the oprcmd, careply, or delkeep commands, or by a
message action.

If NetSpy security is inactive, the user ID issuing the command must be listed in the Users authorized to issue commands
environment variable. This list is a setting that is edited in the Configuration Settings notebook, on the Event Management
Preferences page.

If NetSpy security is active, the user ID must have explicit permission to execute that command. A rule must be created
for the asset type CA-CONSOLE-COMMAND.

NOTE

 Wild cards can be used.

Command Prefixes
A number of prefixes can be affixed to an oprcmd command. These prefixes control the behavior of the command, for
example, interaction with the desktop, priority, or window appearance.

 

["title"] [/Dpath] [/MIN] [/MAX] [/SEParate] [/LOw] [/NORMal] [/HIgh] [/REALtime] [/INTeractive] [/DETached]

 oprcmd [options] 

/Dpath

The startup directory. The path must be supplied immediately after the prefix. For example, to use the C drive as the
startup directory, enter: /Dpathc:\

/MIN

Starts the window minimized.

/MAX

Starts the window maximized.

/SEParate

Starts 16-bit Windows programs in a separate memory space.

/Low

Starts the application in the idle priority class.

/NORMal

Starts the application in the normal priority class. Default

/High

Starts the application in the high priority class.

/REALtime

Starts the application in the real-time priority class.
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/INTeractive

Starts the application with access to the Windows desktop. Enterprise Management is configured to run as an NT Service,
which, by default, does not have access to the desktop. Commands that interact with the user (that is, the GUI) are
invisible even though the process seems to be running (for example, CALC, Visual Basic applications, notepad).

/DETached

The new process does not have console/desktop access. Default

Options

Refers to the same options explained in the oprcmd syntax.

Command

Any built-in Windows command (installed or user programmed), and the following Event Management commands:

CAISTOP-Stops Event Manager daemon (use unicntrl stop opr)

EMEXIT-Displays and controls DLL exits and individual exits

EMLIB-Displays DLL information

EMUSER-Displays or logs off user that was logged on by Event Manager

PRDUMP-Displays defined message records and message action on the console

OPRELOAD-Reloads the Event Management policies database

OPRSET-Sets internal environment variables

REPLID-Displays messages waiting for operator reply

TRACE_ON

TRACE_OFF

EMUSER[status|logoff userid-mask]

status

Displays the user that is logged on by Event Manager as a result of command execution.

logoff userid-mask

Logs off the user ID logged on by Event Manager that matches the user ID mask (wild cards permitted).

EMEXIT[status|Exitname=ON|OFF]

status

Displays information about the DLL exits and individual exits.

EMLIB[status|free lib-mask]

status

Displays information about DLLs loaded as a result of EXTERNAL actions.

Free

Unloads DLLs.

Prefix Examples

/INT /MAX /Dd:\ notepad doclist.txt
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This command starts the notepad application with the doclist.txt parameter. The program is interactive or visible (/INT), the
window is maximized (/MAX), and the startup directory is d:\ (/Dd:\).

/LOW zzprog

This command runs zzprog as a low priority process.

"App1" /HI cmd

Starts cmd as a high priority process with a title of App1.

"title"

The title to display in the window title bar. This applies to console-based/non-GUI applications. The title text must be
enclosed in double-quotes ("text").

Command Execution
By default, commands are executed under the host user ID (the user ID associated with Enterprise Management--
CAUNINT, by default). When a command is executed through Event Management, it can be run in one of three different
environments. The run environment is set in the <nsm> Configuration Setting User context for running commands that are
found in Event Management Preferences.

Commands that expect to execute under a specific user ID or under a user ID with specific authorizations can fail or not
run properly. For example, IDs that need access to network drives can be restricted or not available; and not all IDs can
access printers. To print using CAUTIL LIST, you need a printer that is defined for your ID. By default, no printers are
defined for CAUNINT. To enable print access for CAUNINT, log in as CAUNINT and define a default printer.

NOTE

If Enterprise Management is configured to run under the LocalSystem account, you cannot access network
drives without changes to the registry. See the Microsoft Knowledge Base under "Null Session" for more
information.

oprdb-Maintain the Event Management Database
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

Use the oprdb command to save, list, or convert the data in the Event Management database or database image (DSB)
file. "Converting" data converts the binary data that is contained in the database into a character command representation.
This representation can be used as input to the CAUTIL command utility to restore the database or reproduce its contents
in another database.

textOPRDB [LIST {DB|dsb-file path}]

Valid on Windows

  [LOAD dsb-file]

  [SAVE dsb-file path]

  [SCRIPT {DB|dsb-file path|>mycmds.txt|cautil -f mycmds.txt}]

Valid on UNIX/Linux, z/OS

[SCRIPT {DB|>mycmds.txt|cautil -f mycmds.txt}]

Examples
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This example lists, in report form, the contents of DSB file c:\TNG\logs\caopr.dsb. This file saves the Event Management
database each time Enterprise Management is started.

oprdb list c:\TNG\logs\caopr.dsb

LOAD dsb-file (
Valid on Windows)
Loads the contents of the dsb-file into the Event Management database. The previous contents of the database
is lost unless OPRDB SAVE dsb-file was previously issued. To put this new policy into effect, issue the opreload
command.

SAVE dsb-file path (
Valid on Windows)
Saves the Event Management database messages and actions to the file specified (dsb-file path). These
messages are used as an alternative to the database if it becomes unavailable.

LIST {DB|dsb-file path}
Number of retries to be made when a busy or other recoverable error condition is detected while attempting to
send the SNMP trap.

oprfix-Repair a Corrupted Event Management Log File
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

The oprfix command repairs a corrupted Event Management log file. Log file corruption can sometimes occur when the file
system becomes full. As a result, only part of a log record can be written out.

Log file corruption can also occur when the system is not shut down in an orderly fashion.

The oprfix command returns a 0 to indicate success and a 1 to indicate failure in repairing the log file.

Syntax

oprfix file-specification

Valid on Windows

oprfix %CAIGLBL0000%\logs\19970730

Valid on UNIX/Linux, z/OS

oprfix $CAIGLBL0000/opr/logs/oplog.19970809

 

 

 

oprping-Test Remote Event Management Availability
Valid on UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

The oprping command tests whether Event Management is available on another node and the command informs the user
whether the specified node is up and available for communication. This command also informs the user whether the Event
Manager is running on the node and that the node is responding to messages.
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Syntax

Valid on Windows

oprping nodename

times

        msg

Valid on UNIX, Linux, z/OS

oprping <nodename>

Examples

oprping USLASRV3 3 this is only a test.

Attempts to send the text "this is only a test" to node USLASRV3 event daemon three times. The command produces
messages substantiating the success or failure of the remote node daemon.

nodename
Hostname of the node.

times
Number of times the test message is sent to the node (not applicable on z/OS).

msg
Message text to be sent to the node (not applicable on z/OS).

Console Commands for CAS9FEMS
The CAS9FEMS job or started task running under z/OS can accept and process the following modify commands:

CAS9FEMS,APPL=STATUS
Returns the status of the CAS9FEMS job including the main task process ID.

CAS9FEMS,APPL=DEBUGON
Turns on debugging.

CAS9FEMS,APPL=DEBUGOFF
Turns off debugging.

CAS9FEMS,APPL=SHUTDOWN
Performs orderly shutdown of CAS9FEMS.

Submit a Command to z/OS with CAconsole
Valid on z/OS

Use the Event Management CAconsole command at any terminal to submit a command or commands to z/OS and
ascertain the results of those requests. The result of a z/OS command, which is typically displayed on the z/OS console
or recorded in the z/OS system log, instead is returned to the CAconsole application and can optionally be captured in an
application log.

NOTE
The choice of z/OS commands is not limited to the commands supported by IBM. These commands also include
all interface commands that any z/OS application program supports.

Syntax
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CAconsole [-Ttimeout] [-X] [-V] [cmdseq|<cmdfile] [>logfile]

-Ttimeout
Number of seconds to wait for a response to the z/OS command. If no timeout is specified, CAconsole continues
to wait for a response.

-X
Transforms the z/OS command to uppercase before sending it to the z/OS Operator Messaging Facility.

-V
Retains the result of the command and directs it to standard output or to a log file, when one is specified.

cmdseq
z/OS command to send.

<cmdfile
A file containing the z/OS command or commands to send. If a command or a command file not is specified, the
command is taken from standard input.

>logfile
Name of a file to which the result of the command is directed. If none is specified, the result is sent to standard
output.

Examples

The command D TS,L is sent to the z/OS Operator Messaging Facility. The result of the command is sent to standard
output. -T specifies a timeout value of 1234 seconds, after which CAconsole considers that no output was received.

CAconsole -T1234 -V D TS,L

The command D TS,L (after translation to uppercase) is sent to the z/OS Operator Messaging Facility. The result of the
command is sent to standard output. -T specifies a timeout value of 1234 seconds, after which CAconsole considers that
no output was received.

CAconsole -T1234 -V -X d ts,l

The file mycmdfile.txt is examined and each line within it is considered a separate command that is sent to the z/OS
Operator Messaging Facility. The result of each command is sent to standard output. No timeout is specified, indicating
that each command sequence results in a theoretical infinite wait for a response.

CAconsole  -V <mycmdfile.txt

The file mycmdfile.txt is examined and each line within it is considered a separate command that is sent to the z/OS
Operator Messaging Facility. Each command-line sequence is translated to uppercase before it is sent. The result of each
command is sent to standard output. The CAconsole facility waits up to 60 seconds before considering that no output was
received from that command and then move on to the next command line within the file specified.

CAconsole  -V -X -T60 <mycmdfile.txt

The file mycmdfile.txt is examined and each line within it is considered a separate command that is sent to the z/OS
Operator Messaging Facility. Each command-line sequence is translated to uppercase before it is sent. The CAconsole
facility waits up to 60 seconds before considering that no output was received from that command and then move on to
the next command line within the file specified. The output is directed to the file mylog.

CAconsole -V -X -T60 <mycmdfile.txt >mylog
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Optional Batch Operation

CAconsole for z/OS can run as a standalone service using conventional z/OS JCL. The JCL resembles this example:

//CACONSO JOB  . . .

 //$$$$$$@  EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//        PARM='sh /u/users/framewrk/CAconsole -T1234 -V D TS,L '

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*   

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

The applicable parameters are -T, -X, -V, and cmdseq; all are optional. If no command is specified, the input is derived
from standard input. 

staradmin-Administer stardaemon Process
Applies to UNIX/Linux only

On the UNIX system, the staradmin command is used to administer a running stardaemon process.

Note: You must have the root status to use this program.

Syntax

staradmin [-c]

          [-k]

          [-l]

          [-q]

          [-r[filename]

          [-s]

Parameters

-c
Cleans up the structures and processes that are being used. Does not exit the program.

-k
Kills the daemon and all child processes. Exits the program.

-l
Provides a full status from the daemon. Lists all information that the -s option provides, the names and nodes of
users that are logged in to the stardaemon, and which outstanding processes are running.

-q
Stops the daemon, but lets all child processes finish. Exits the program.

-r (filename)
Refreshes the configuration from the optional file supplied (filename) or from the default location, if the file is not
specified. Returns a status or error message from the refresh operation.

-s
Provides a brief status from the daemon. All output is sent to stderr. The status lists:

• The time that the daemon started
• The configuration file that is used
• When the configuration file was last refreshed
• The number of users that are logged in to the stardaemon
• More information
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Environment Variables

CAIGLBL0000
To run staradmin properly, set this variable.

stardaemon-Run Enterprise Management stardaemon on UNIX
Applies to UNIX/Linux and z/OS only

The main executable for Enterprise Management for UNIX servers is stardaemon. On your UNIX system, it runs a
background process under the root ID. On z/OS, the stardaemon process runs under Unix Systems Services.

You can customize the behavior of the stardaemon by modifying the star.config file in the $CAIGLBL0000/star/etc
directory.

Syntax

unistart star

To manage CAICCI, see the following topics in the remainder of this page:

Activate CAICCI

Before stardaemon can function with STAR clients on other systems, the CAICCI Server daemon and CAICCI Remote
Server daemon (ccirmtd) must be running. Before you start the stardaemon, confirm that they are running.

On z/OS, CAICCI typically starts with a system IPL.

On distributed machines and on z/OS, use this command to check whether the CAICCI Remote Server has been
activated:

unifstat

The table that appears contains the following entries for the CAICCI Server and the CAICCI Remote Server.

Daemon Name Pid Status

CA-Calendar Server 1178 running

CA-CCI Server 939 running

CA-CCI Remote Server 946 running

Restart CAICCI

If the CAICCI daemons are not running on the UNIX, Linux or Windows remote system, stop and restart Enterprise
Management on those remote systems.

To stop Enterprise Management

$CAIGLBL0000/scripts/unishutdown all

Once executed, wait for the "Enterprise Management Shutdown Complete" message before attempting to restart.

To restart Enterprise Management

$CAIGLBL0000/scripts/unistart all

Environment Variables
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CAIGLBL0000

Must be set for stardaemon to run properly.

TMPDIR

Location of temporary files.

CAISTARDEBUG

Causes stardaemon to execute in the foreground, and debug messages are displayed from both the stardaemon and
programs that it invokes. We do not recommend running the stardaemon with the CAISTARDEBUG set except when
debugging a problem.

star.config File Settings

The stardaemon reads the star.config file, and then begins processing requests from clients. The following variables, if set
in the star.config file, impact the way the stardaemon acts:

LOGIN_REQUIRED
If the value is set to 1, users must log in to the stardaemon through utilities that are provided on the client
computer before accessing functions on the Enterprise Management STAR server.
Note: If the LOGON_TIMEOUT is also specified, a user login to the stardaemon can expire. The user is required
to log in again to the stardaemon, even though they were successfully able to access functions moments before.
At stardaemon termination, the current logins are saved to the star.save file. These logins are reloaded when the
server is restarted.

TRANSACTION_TIMEOUT
Indicates the maximum time a process that the stardaemon started is allowed to run.
Requests from clients usually cause more programs to be executed asynchronously from the stardaemon. These
programs are defined in the starobj.map file. By setting a TRANSACTION_TIMEOUT value, you can prevent
processes from "running away" or hanging indefinitely. A value of 0 (zero) means that there is no time-out.

unicntrl-Start Enterprise Management Functions
Applies to UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

To start Enterprise Management, an Enterprise Management function, or a common object, use the unicntrl command.
The command provides a convenient way to start one or more Enterprise Management functions that have been shut
down without restarting Enterprise Management.

Syntax

textunicntrl command [keywords]

Applies to Windows only

text[SERVER nodename] [TRACE]

Parameters

command

STOP
Stops the specified NetSpy component on the node that is named in SERVER.

START
Starts the specified NetSpy component on the node that is named in SERVER.

PAUSE Applies to Windows only
Pauses the specified NetSpy component on the node that is named in SERVER.
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RESUME Applies to Windows only
Resumes running the specified NetSpy component on the node that is named in SERVER.
Default: START

keywords

Identifies one or more of the following Enterprise Management functions or common objects. Use a space between
multiple keywords.

NOTE

Check that you have all the components installed. Options for components that are not installed are ignored.

asm Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -
File Management function

com Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -
Common NetSpy components
opr  Event Management function

prb Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only
-
Problem Management function

rpt Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only
-
Report Management function

sch
Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -
Job Management Option function

sec
Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -
Security Management function

uni Applies to Windows only -
The default configuration that is found in the CAICFG.GLO file.

all Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only
-
The default configuration that is found in the CAICFG.GLO file.
Default: uni | all

SERVER nodename

Applies to Windows only
Name of a remote NetSpy (Windows only) node you want to control.

TRACE

Applies to Windows only
Trace of the specified NetSpy component on the remote computer.

Files

• %CAIGLBL0000%\bin\uncntrl.exe for windows
• $CAIGLBL0000/bin/unicntrl for z/OS

Example

unicntrl start opr

Starts the Event Management function.
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unicycle-Recycle Enterprise Management and Related Services
Applies to UNIX/Linux and z/OS

The unicycle command shuts down and restarts one or more Enterprise Management functions. unicycle is equivalent to
performing a unishutdown followed by a unistart.

NOTE

Before you shut down or recycle any processes, consider that all Enterprise Management functions rely on the
Event Manager, License Manager, and CAICCI processes. If any of these processes are stopped or cycled, shut
down all of Enterprise Management to avoid system outages.

Syntax

textunicycle {name [name...]|ALL}

Parameters

name

Identifies one of the following Enterprise Management functions or common objects.
Note: Check that you have all the components installed. Options for components that are not installed are ignored.

cal
Calendar

crit
Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -Criteria Profile Manager

db
Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -CAIUNIDB

enf
Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -CAIENF server

gui
Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -
GUI main message router (CaMRouter)

help
GUI help database server
opr Event Management function

prb
Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -Problem Management function

rept Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -
Report Management function

sche Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -
Job Management Option function

secu Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -
Security Management function

tape Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -
Tape Management function

snmp
SNMP

ALL
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Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only
-
All Enterprise Management functions, common objects, and services.

Environment Variables

CAIGLBL0000
Identifies the path where Enterprise Management is installed.

Files

$CAIGLBL0000/bin/unicycle
The unicycle executable.

Example

unicycle cal

Recycles only the Calendar function. The informational messages that are directed to stdout depict the progress.

NOTE

Issue this command from the root login ID.

unifstat-Check Status of Enterprise Management
Applies to UNIX/Linux, Windows, z/OS

To display the status of the Enterprise Management functions, common objects, and services that are currently configured
on the specified computer, use the unifstat command.

unifstat (UNIX/Linux)

Syntax

unifstat [-h]

         [-r]

         [-p]

         [-v]

         [-c component]

         [-u subcomponent]

         [-s node]

Note: If UNIFSTAT is issued without any options, the assumed default is UNIFSTAT -C * -U *. This displays the status of
all components and subcomponents on the current computer.

Parameters

-h
Displays syntactical help information for the unifstat command.

-r
Displays requisite information for the selected components/subcomponents. Prerequisite and corequisite
information is displayed. A component that is a prerequisite must reach an ACTIVE state before the dependent
component can be started or resumed. A component that is a corequisite must maintain an ACTIVE state before
the dependent component can be paused.
Note: Specify this option only under the direction of Broadcom Support.

-p
Displays process information that is associated with the selected components/subcomponents. An Active Process
list and a Critical Process list are displayed (as appropriate) for each component/subcomponent.
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Within each list, the process ID and thread ID of the processes for the component are listed. Processes that are
listed in the Critical Process list are essential to the operation of the component. If a Critical Process dies, the
component stops.

-v
Provides more details about the information requested.
Note: Specify this option only under the direction of Broadcom Support.

-c component
Enterprise Management components for which status information is desired. A trailing asterisk (*) can be used to
select a group of components. Specify -c * to display all of the currently registered components for a computer.
This list shows you the possible values, which can be specified for component.
Every registered component moves through several states during Enterprise Management operation. The three
groups of states are terminal, transitory, and wait:
Terminal States

Terminal states are reached using the unicntrl command or through the control panel. Terminal states:
ACTIVE

Terminal is active.
INACTIVE

Terminal is inactive.
PAUSED

Terminal is paused.
Transitory States

Transitory states occur on the way to a terminal state. These states should not persist for more than a
minute or two. Transitory states:

START_PENDING
Terminal start is pending.

PAUSE_PENDING
Terminal pause is pending.

RESUME_PENDING
The component has been resumed after a pause.

TERM_PENDING
The component has received a STOP order.

Wait States
Wait states can persist for a while, but are not indicative of a fully active system. Wait states:

START_PENDING_REQUISITE
The START order for the component has been delayed because the component is a dependent and the
requisite component is not at the necessary state.

RESUME_PENDING_REQUISITE
The RESUME order for the component has been delayed because the component is a dependent and the
requisite component is not at the necessary state.

-u subcomponent
Subcomponents (of the Enterprise Management components) for which status information is desired. A trailing
asterisk (*) can be used to select a group of subcomponents. If the -u option is not specified, the status of all
the subcomponents of the selected Enterprise Management components is generated. For a list of all possible
subcomponents, specify only the -c * option.
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-s node
Computer for which you are requesting Enterprise Management status. If the -s option is not specified, the
computer on which the unifstat command is issued is assumed.

Options

None.

Files

• $CAIGLBL0000/bin/unifstat
The script file for the unifstat command.

• $CAIGLBL0000/scripts/unifstat.awk
The awk program source code.

unishutdown-Shut Down Enterprise Management and Related Services
Applies to UNIX/Linux and z/OS

The unishutdown command systematically shuts down all Enterprise Management functions. Any Enterprise Management
work in progress is typically completed before the responsible daemon is terminated.

To shut down one or more Enterprise Management functions without terminating all Enterprise Management processing,
use this command.

Syntax

textunishutdown {name [name...]|ALL}

NOTE
Issue this command from the root login ID.

Parameters

name

The name parameter Identifies one of the following Enterprise Management functions or common objects.

cal
Calendar

cci Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -
Common Communications Interface (CAICCI)

crit
Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -Criteria Profile Manager

db
Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -CAIUNIDB

emsrvc
Enterprise Mgmt Services

enf
Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -CAIENF server

gui
Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -GUI main message router (CaMRouter)

help
GUI help database server
opr Event Management function
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pdm
Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -Service Desk

prb
Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -Problem Management function

rept
Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -
Report Management function

sche
Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -Job Management Option function

secu
Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -Security Management function

tape
Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -
Tape Management function

snmp
SNMP

ALL

Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only
-
All Enterprise Management functions, common objects, and services.

Environment Variables

CAIGLBL0000
Path where Enterprise Management is installed.

Files

$CAIGLBL0000/scripts/unishutdown
Shell script source for the unishutdown command.

Examples

The following command illustrates how to shut down only the Event Management function. The informational messages
that are directed to stdout depict the progress of the shutdown. 

unishutdown opr

unistart - Start Enterprise Management Functions
Applies to UNIX/Linux, and z/OS

The unistart command starts Enterprise Management, an Enterprise Management function, or a common object. The
command provides a convenient way to start one or more Enterprise Management functions that were shut down without
restarting Enterprise Management.

Syntax

textunistart {name [name...]|ALL}

NOTE
Issue this command from the root login ID.

Parameters
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name

Identifies one of the following Enterprise Management functions or common objects. If you are using unistart to start
components one at a time, ensure that you start the prerequisite components before using unistart.

cal
Calendar

cci
Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -Common Communications Interface (CAICCI).

crit
Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -Criteria Profile Manager.

db
Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -
CAIUNIDB.

emsrvc
Enterprise Management Services

enf
Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -CAIENF server.

gui
Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -GUI main message router (CaMRouter).

help
GUI help database server.
opr Event Management function.

pdm
Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -Service Desk.

prb
Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -Problem Management function.

rept
Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -Report Management function.

sche
Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -Job Management Option function.

secu
Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -
Security Management function.

snmp
SNMP

star
Remote logon function.

tape
Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -Tape Management function.

ALL

Applies to UNIX/Linux and Windows only -
All Enterprise Management functions, common objects, and services.

Files

$CAIGLBL0000/scripts/unistart
The script file for the unistart command.
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Example

unistart opr

 

Starts the Event Management function.

univer-Check the Version of Enterprise Management
Applies to UNIX/Linux, Windows, and z/OS

This command returns the product and version you have installed.

Hardware Interface Service Commands
The Hardware Interface Service enables a product to retrieve information from the Hardware Management Console
(HMC). A product can send a query to the service, which in turn interrogates the HMC through the Base Control Program
internal interface (BCPii).

The Hardware Interface Service provides console commands to interact with the service itself and textual commands to
interact with the topology entities. For more information about these commands, see the following:

•  Hardware Interface Service Console Commands  
•  Hardware Interface Service Textual Commands  

Hardware Interface Service Console Commands
The server can be controlled, or stopped, by commands.

These commands can be entered via any MVS command mechanism.  This includes real consoles, extended MCS
consoles, SMCS consoles, subsystem consoles, TSO OPER or CONSOLE environments, and so on.

The MVS ‘MODIFY’ (‘F’) command is the normal way of entering commands.  The MVS ‘STOP’ command (‘P’) is also
supported, and is treated as if the ‘FSTOP’ command was entered (see the command list).

Responses to a command are delivered to the requesting console.

The following table describes the recognized commands.

Command Description
FSTOP This command causes the server to perform an orderly shutdown

and terminate.  Note that the MVS ‘STOP’ (‘P’) command is
treated as ‘FSTOP’.

STATUS This command causes the server to display various status
messages.

SHOW HWIUSERS This command causes the server to display a list of API users.
SHOW HWITOP This command displays the current topology
SHOW HWIDT This command displays the server’s list of supported data types
SHOW HWIET This command displays the server’s list of supported entity types
SHOW HWIAT This command displays the server’s list of supported entity

attributes
SHOW HWIEV This command displays the server’s list of supported event

names.
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SHOW HWICM This command displays the server’s list of supported command
names.

SHOW HWICONS This command lists extended MCS consoles allocated to the HIS
region

SHOW HWIOCSE This command lists allocated EMCS consoles and environments.
HWIEVENT This command can produce an event for testing event exits.  It

has many operands that can specify the event code and event
information.

These commands are documented in detail below

Note that the NMSSI technology supports other commands that are not directly relevant to the server.

FSTOP

You can use this command to shut down the server.

NOTE
The MVS ‘STOP’ command (‘P’) may also be used.

STATUS

This command displays the current status of the server. The following example illustrates a sample output:

 NS2030 HISRV STATUS...                                                  

 NS2031 VERSION: V7.7 GEN LEVEL: NONE STATUS: ACTIVE MSLEVEL: 070700     

 NS2032 SSID: HISZ JOB: HISRVSH OPSYS: Z/OS 02.02.00 SYSNAME: SYS1       

 NS2033 NO ACTIVE PRODUCT CONNECTIONS                                    

 NS2035 CROSS MEMORY SERVICES IN USE, LX: 0018A500                       

 NS2039 DATE: 2016/11/07 TIME: 08:14:02.71 TIMEZONE OFFSET: -0500        

 NS2040 REGION UNIQUE VALUE: D19C601D START DATE/TIME: 2016/11/07 08:08:16

 NK0301 HARDWARE INTERFACE SERVICE ACTIVE. VERSION: 02.04.00.06          

 NK0302  - HWIMODE: DEV1                                                 

 NK0303  - API IS AVAILABLE                                              

 NKA401   'BCPII' FACILITY ACTIVE                                        

 NS3Y01 SYSTEM COMMAND FACILITY ACTIVE                                   

 NY6102 SSM SUPPORT ACTIVE                                               

 NY6103 SSM STARTING STATUS COMPLETE                                      

 NY6103 SSM UP STATUS COMPLETE                                           

 NY6104 SSM HEARTBEAT ACTIVE                                             

 NXSB01 XCF ACTIVE, G=ZHIS1 M=SYS1HISZ T=0400005F008B0001                

 N11907 *END* 

 

SHOW HWIUSERS

This command displays a list of currently connected API users.  You can restrict the list by providing a jobname filter.

This command contains the following syntax:

SH HWIUSERS [ JOBNAME=mask ]

If the JOBNAME=mask operand is omitted, all API users from all jobs are displayed.  The mask is a pattern.  It can
contain ‘?’ characters to match one nonblank character in the jobname, and ‘*’ characters to match 0 or more characters
in the jobname;  For example ‘JOBNAME=ABC*’ would match all jobnames that commence with ‘ABC’ and ‘JOBNAME-
X?Y’ would match all 3-character jobnames that start with X and end in Y…
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The following code snippet illustrates a sample output:

 NK0610 APITOKEN JOBNAME  ASID-TCB@     USERID     

 NK0611          EVEXIT-@ EVCORR1  EVCORR2         

 NK0612          EVSTATUS TOT#-EVT QUE#-EVT #-ABENDS

 NK0613          CONN-DATA                         

 NK0615 110C1638 MORPEA6  010B-0076A988 MORPEA6    

 NK0616          33AEE948 000B4000 00000016        

 NK0617          TM-K76         53        0        0

 NK0618          NID=000020 UID=MORPE06            

 NK0615 110C1639 MORPEA6  010B-0076A988 MORPEA6    

 NK0616          33AEE948 000B4000 00000018         

 NK0617          TM-K76         53        0        0

 NK0618          NID=000021 UID=MORPE06            

 N11907 *END*    

 

SHOW HWITOP

This command displays the current server topology. The following example illustrates a sample output:

 NK0620 CURRENT HWI ENTITY LIST FOLLOWS...                                    

 NK0621 LV ENTITY TYPE      ENTITY NAME                                ID     

 NK0625 1  ENTERPRISE       Example Company                            F0000001

 NK0625 2  INSTALLATION      Example Installation                      F10C1607

 NK0625 3  ENSEMBLE           IBMXXXXX.YYYY                            F10C1608

 NK0625 4  MACHINE             IBMXXXXX.YYYY                           F10C1609

 NK0625 5  CPC                  IBMXXXXX.YYYY                          F10C160A

 NK0625 6  LPAR                  SYS1                                  F10C160B

 NK0625 6  LPAR                  SYS2                                  F10C160C

 NK0625 6  LPAR                  SYS3                                  F10C160D

 NK0625 6  LPAR                  SYS4                                  F10C160E

 NK0625 6  LOAD-ACTPROF          SADSYS4                               F10C1650

 NK0625 6  LOAD-ACTPROF          SADDEFAULT                            F10C1651

 NK0625 6  LOAD-ACTPROF          SADSYS5                               F10C1652

 NK0625 6  LOAD-ACTPROF          SADSYS6                               F10C1653

 NK0625 6  LOAD-ACTPROF          LOADSYS1                              F10C1654

 N11907 *END*   

 

SHOW HWIDT

This command displays the current server’s list of supported entity attribute data types.  The following example illustrates
a sample output:

 NK0630 HWI DATA TYPE LIST FOLLOWS...                         

 NK0631 CODE NAME             FLGS   LEN CTYPE    CPAGE      

 NK0632      DESCRIPTION                                     

 NK0633      ASM-EQU-NAME                                    

 NK0635 1    UNKNOWN-TYPE     BV-- 32767 -        -          

 NK0636      UNKNOWN DATA TYPE                               

 NK0636      USED FOR ATTRIBUTES WHERE THE SOURCE DATA TYPE  

 NK0636      IS INDETERMINATE                                

 NK0637      ZHWI_ADT_VLBINU                                 
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 NK0635 2    BIN-FL           BF--     0 -        -          

 NK0636      BINARY DATA (FIXED LENGTH)                      

 NK0637      ZHWI_ADT_FLBIN                                  

 NK0635 3    BIN-VL           BV-- 32767 -        -

 NK0636      BINARY DATA (VAR LENGTH)                     

 NK0637      ZHWI_ADT_VLBIN                               

 NK0635 12   BIN-VL-X         BV-- 32767 -        -       

 NK0636      BINARY DATA (VAR LENGTH)                      

 NK0636      (FORMATTING RECOMMENDATION IS TO HEX EXPAND) 

 NK0637      ZHWI_ADT_VLBINX                              

 N11907 *END* 

 

SHOW HWIET

This command displays the current server’s list of supported entity types. The following example illustrates a sample
output:

 NK0640 HWI ENTITY TYPE LIST FOLLOWS...                      

 NK0641 CODE NAME             LEV  P-CD FLGS  GROUP          

 NK0642      DESCRIPTION                                      

 NK0643      ASM-EQU-NAME                     AEMASK         

 NK0645 1    ENTERPRISE       1    0    R---  ENTPRISE       

 NK0646      ENTERPRISE (ROOT ENTITY)                        

 NK0646      THE BASE OF THE ENTIRE ENTITY TREE              

 NK0647      ZHWI_ET_ENTPRS                   0080000000000000

 NK0645 5    INSTALLATION     2    1    ----  ENTPRISE       

 NK0646      INSTALLATION (DATA CENTER)                      

 NK0647      ZHWI_ET_INSTL                    0040000000000000

 NK0645 10   ENSEMBLE         3    5    ----  HARDWARE       

 NK0646      ENSEMBLE - ONE OR MORE MACHINES THAT ARE GROUPED

 NK0647      ZHWI_ET_ENSEMBLE                 0020000000000000

 NK0645 15   CPC              4    10   ----  HARDWARE       

 NK0646      CENTRAL PROCESSING COMPLEX                      

 NK0647      ZHWI_ET_CPC                      0008000000000000

 NK0645 20   LPAR             5    15   ----  HARDWARE       

 NK0646      LPAR (LOGICAL PARTITION)   

 NK0647      ZHWI_ET_LPAR                     0004000000000000

 NK0645 32   LOAD-ACTPROF     6    22   ----  HARDWARE       

 NK0646      LOAD ACTIVATION PROFILE                         

 NK0647      ZHWI_ET_LOD_ACTPROF              0000200000000000

 NK0645 40   ZBX              4    10   ----  HARDWARE       

 NK0646      BLADE STUFF... (NOT SUPPORTED YET)              

 NK0647      ZHWI_ET_ZBX                      0000008000000000

 N11907 *END*                                                                    

 

SHOW HWIAT

This command display the current server’s list of supported entity attributes. The following example illustrates a sample
output:

 NK0650 HWI ATTRIBUTE TYPE LIST FOLLOWS...                   

 NK0651 CODE NAME             FLGS   LEN DTYP DTYPE-NAME     
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 NK0652      DESCRIPTION                                     

 NK0653      ASM-EQU-NAME                     ETMASK         

 NK0655 1    ENTITY TYPE      F---     4 2    BIN-FL         

 NK0656      ENTITY TYPE                                     

 NK0656      THE TYPE CODE FOR THE ENTITY                    

 NK0657      ZHWI_AT_ENTTYPE                  00FEE080E0C00000

 NK0655 2    ENTITY NAME      V---    32 10   VL-CHAR-E      

 NK0656      ENTITY NAME                                     

 NK0657      ZHWI_AT_ENTNAME                  00FEE080E0C00000

 NK0655 805  CROSS PARTITION  FU--     4 4    BIN-UNSIGNED-NUM

 NK0656      CROSS PARTITION AUTHORITY                       

 NK0657      ZHWI_AT_PRF_CROSSPARTAUTH        0000400000000000

 NK0655 806  LOGICAL PARTITIO FU--     4 4    BIN-UNSIGNED-NUM

 NK0656      LOGICAL PARTITION ISOLATION                     

 NK0657      ZHWI_AT_PRF_LOGPARTISO           0000400000000000

 N11907 *END*  

 

SHOW HWIEV

This command display the current server’s list of supported events. The following example illustrates a sample output:

 NK0660 HWI EVENT TYPE LIST FOLLOWS...                       

 NK0661 CODE NAME             TYPE                           

 NK0662      DESCRIPTION                                     

 NK0663      ASM-EQU-NAME                     ETMASK         

 NK0665 10   SERVER-UP        SYS                            

 NK0666      ZHIS SERVER UP EVENT                            

 NK0666      NOT NORMALLY SEEN                               

 NK0667      ZHWI_EC_SYS_SERVER_UP            8000000000000000

 NK0665 11   SERVER-DOWN      SYS                            

 NK0666      ZHIS SERVER DOWN EVENT                          

 NK0667      ZHWI_EC_SYS_SERVER_DOWN          8000000000000000

 NK0665 119  H/W-COMM-ERR     ENT                             

 NK0666      HARDWARE COMMUNICATIONS ERROR                    

 NK0667      ZHWI_EC_ENT_HWCOMMERROR          0008000000000000

 NK0665 120  ATTR-ADD/UPD     ENT                             

 NK0666      ATTRIBUTES ADDED OR UPDATED                      

 NK0667      ZHWI_EC_ENT_ATTRADDUPD           00FEE080E0C00000

 N11907 *END*  

 

SHOW HWICM

This command display the current server’s list of supported ‘commands’. The following example illustrates a sample
output:

NK0690 HWI COMMAND LIST FOLLOWS...                              

 NK0691 CODE NAME                                                

 NK0692      DESCRIPTION                                         

 NK0693      ASM-EQU-NAME                     ETMASK             

 NK0695 5    ACT                                                 

 NK0696      ACTIVATE A CPC OR LPAR                              

 NK0696      NOTE THAT ACT AND ACTIVATE ARE SYNONYMOUS           
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 NK0697      ZHWI_CC_ACT                      000C000000000000   

 NK0695 5    ACTIVATE                                            

 NK0696      ACTIVATE A CPC OR LPAR                              

 NK0696      NOTE THAT ACT AND ACTIVATE ARE SYNONYMOUS           

 NK0697      ZHWI_CC_ACT                      000C000000000000   

 NK0695 6    CBU                                                 

 NK0696      CONTROL CAPACITY BACKUP FOR A CPC                   

 NK0697      ZHWI_CC_CBU                      0008000000000000   

 NK0695 14   START                                             

 NK0696      START AN LPAR                                     

 NK0697      ZHWI_CC_START                    0004000000000000 

 NK0695 15   STOP                                              

 NK0696      STOP AN LPAR                                      

 NK0697      ZHWI_CC_STOP                     0004000000000000 

 NK0695 16   SYSRESET                                          

 NK0696      PERFORM A SYSTEM RESET ON AN LPAR                 

 NK0697      ZHWI_CC_SYSRESET                 0004000000000000 

 N11907 *END* 

SHOW HWICONS

You can use this command to display a list of allocated EMCS consoles, and, if the HWIZCMD command is activated, and
any console environments exist for it, a list of those environments.

SHOW HWIOCSE

You can use this command to display a list of entity OS command environments, and, if the HWIECMD command is
activated, a list of those environments.

HWIEVENT

You can use this command to create an ‘event’ that can be delivered to connected API users.  The command allows
setting of the event type and various event attributes.  It is designed to aid in testing application event exits and event
handling, particularly for those events that are very difficult to produce in real-life…

If the HWIEVENT command is entered with no operands at all, it is equivalent to:

‘HWIEVENT TEST MSGTEXT=”MSG TEXT FOR TEST EVENT”’

This command contains the following syntax:

 HWIEVENT eventcode 

             [ ET=entitytype EN=entityname ]

             [ attr=value  … ]

 

This command supports the following operands:

eventcode

This is the event code.

NOTE

For more information about the valid event return codes, see Hardware Interface Service Return Codes and
Reason Codes.

ET=entitytype EN=entityname
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These operands are required if the event code is an entity-related one.  For system-related events, these operands are
ignored, although the values must by syntactically correct.  They supply the entity type and entity name.  The entity type
must be one of the following:

• – CPC
– LPAR
– CAPREC
– RES_ACTPROF
– IMG_ACTPROF
– LOD_ACTPROF

The entity name must be a valid entity name in the current topology, of the correct type.  (You can use the SHOW
HWITOP command to get a list of the current entities).  The HWIEVENT command will use the first entity of the requested
type/name if there are duplicate entities of the same name (under different parents).

Attr=value …

These operands are used to supply various attributes for the event.  The names of the operands are the same
as the attribute names in the ZHWIMAPS macro, EVENTAREA option, less the prefix.  For example, the field
‘ZHWI_EVA_CMDLAST’ is provided using an operand of CMDLAST=value

The value format data type depends on the data type:

• – Boolean fields (e.g. CMDLAST) must be supplied as NO or YES (for example, CMDLAST=YES)
– Integer fields (e.g. CMDTYPE) must be supplied as a number (for example, CMDTYPE=45)
– String fields (e.g. MSGTEXT) must be supplied as a quoted string.  Either quote (single or double) is accepted (for

example, MSGTEXT=”HELLO THERE”)
– Character fields (e.g.NEWNAME) must be supplied as an unquoted string.  (for example, NETNAME=FRED)
– Binary fields (e.g.NEWETYPE) must be (currently) suppled as a number (for example, NEWETYPE=20)

Hardware Interface Service Textual Commands
These topics cover the format of textual commands. If a client product provides a facility to use these commands, you can
send them to the topology entities for processing.

NOTE
 For information about how to use these commands, see the user documentation for the client product.

WARNING
 If a specified operand is ignored, the value must still be syntactically correct. For example, the TYPE operand
on the CBU command if the first operand is UNDO.

These topics cover the format of textual commands. If a client product provides a facility to use these commands, you can
send them to the topology entities for processing.

The following table describes the supported commands.

Command Description
 ACTIVATE The ACTIVATE command activates a CPC or an image (LPAR).

You cannot activate the current CPC or LPAR.
 CBU The CBU command controls Capacity Backup for a CPC. Only a

CPC entity can process this command.
 DEACTIVATE The DEACTIVATE command deactivates a CPC or an image

(LPAR). You cannot deactivate the current CPC or LPAR.
 HWMSG The HWMSG command controls the status of the messages that

the hardware retains.
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 LOAD (IPL) The LOAD (or IPL) command requests a LOAD or initial program
load (IPL) operation in an LPAR.

 OOCOD The OOCOD command controls On/Off Capacity On Demand
(CoD) for a CPC.

 OSCMD The OSCMD command sends an operating system command to
the operating system in an LPAR.

 PSWRESTART The PSWRESTART command requests that an (executing) LPAR
perform a PSW RESTART operation.

 START The START command starts an LPAR.
 STOP The STOP command stops an LPAR.
 SYSRESET The SYSRESET command requests a system reset for an LPAR

(image).
 TEMPCAP Controls temporary capacity for a CPC.

To use the TEMPCAP command, apply the maintenance (PTF)
that is described in RO98747. 

ACTIVATE - Activate CPC or LPAR

The ACTIVATE command activates a CPC or an image (LPAR). You cannot activate the current CPC or LPAR.

 Syntax 

textACTIVATE [ PROFILE=name ]

         [ FORCE={ NO | YES } ]

 Parameters 

PROFILE=name
Activation profile name. If omitted, or the value of this operand is NONE or LAST, the last-used activation profile is
used.

FORCE={ NO | YES }
Default: NO

CBU - Control CPC Capacity Backup

The CBU command controls Capacity Backup for a CPC. Only a CPC entity can process this command.

 Syntax 

CBU { ACTIVATE | UNDO | DEACTIVATE }

    [ TYPE={ REAL | TEST } ]

 Parameters 

 

ACTIVATE | UNDO | DEACTIVATE
Type of Capacity Backup operation you want to perform:

• ACTIVATE activates Capacity Backup. The TYPE operand is required in this case.
• UNDO or DEACTIVATE deactivates Capacity Backup. The TYPE operand is not needed in this case (the

operand is ignored if specified).

TYPE={ REAL | TEST }
(Required for CBU ACTIVATE) Type of Capacity Backup to be activated.
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DEACTIVATE - Deactivate CPC or LPAR

The DEACTIVATE command deactivates a CPC or an image (LPAR). You cannot deactivate the current CPC or LPAR.

 Syntax 

DEACTIVATE [ FORCE={ NO | YES } ]

 Parameters 

FORCE={ NO | YES }
Default: NO

HWMSG - Control Message Retention

The HWMSG command controls the status of the messages that the hardware retains. Only a CPC entity can process this
command.

 Syntax 

textHWMSG { REFRESH | DELETE }

      [ TIMESTAMP=timestamp ]

 Parameters 

REFRESH | DELETE
Action that you want to perform:
REFRESH

All currently retained hardware messages are reissued. (They are delivered as events to registered event
listeners). The TIMESTAMP operand is not needed in this case (the operand is ignored if specified)

DELETE
A hardware message with a matching timestamp is deleted. The TIMESTAMP operand is required in this
case.

TIMESTAMP=timestamp
(Required for HWMSG DELETE) Timestamp of the message to be deleted. The operand must be in the following
format:
textTIMESTAMP=yyyymmddhhmmssttt

NOTE
The timestamp text on a message event is not in this format.

LOAD (IPL) - IPL an LPAR

The LOAD (or IPL) command requests a LOAD or initial program load (IPL) operation in an LPAR. This command cannot
be directed at the current LPAR. Only an LPAR entity can process this command. The IPL command is a synonym of the
LOAD command.

Operands on this command allow for both the traditional CCW-based and the new list-directed (SCSI) IPL operation.

 Syntax 

{ LOAD | IPL } [ TYPE={ CCW | LIST } ]

               [ FORCE={ NO | YES } ]

               [ ADDRESS=address ]

               [ PARM=parm ]

               [ FOLD={ YES | NO } ]

               [ WWPORT=value ]

               [ LUNUM=value ]
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               [ BOOTPGMSEL=number ]

               [ OPSYSLOADPARM=value ]

               [ BOOTRECBLKADDR=value ]

 Parameters 

TYPE={ CCW | LIST }
Load (IPL) type:

• CCW means that a traditional CCW-based LOAD (IPL) operation is performed. Operands that relate only to
list-based (SCSI) load are ignored.

• LIST means that a list-directed LOAD (IPL) operation is performed.

Default: CCW
FORCE={ NO| YES }

(Optional) Controls whether a LOAD can be done while the LPAR is executing.

• FORCE=NO stops a LOAD operation being performed.
• FORCE=YES can be used to force a LOAD operation regardless of the execution state of any operating

system in the LPAR.

Default: NO
ADDRESS=address

(Optional) Address to load (IPL) from.
Default: Load address in the activation profile
Limits: Four hexadecimal characters

PARM=parm
(Optional) Parameter to pass to the loaded system. The value can be quoted if you use embedded blanks in the
value. The value is uppercased unless FOLD=NO is also specified.
Default: Parameter in the activation profile
Limits: One through eight characters

FOLD={ YES | NO }
(Optional) Controls the folding to uppercase of the PARM and OPSYSLOADPARM parameter values. Specify
FOLD=NO if you do not want the values of these parameters to be uppercased.
Default: YES, fold the values to uppercase.

WWPORT=value
(For a list-directed load (TYPE=LIST) only) Specifies the World Wide Port Name to be used when performing a
SCSI Load. The value is a string of hexadecimal characters (0 through 9 and A through F). The string must have
an even number of characters.
If TYPE=CCW is specified (or defaulted), this operand is ignored.
Limits: 16 characters

LUNUM=value
(For a list-directed load (TYPE=LIST) only) Specifies the logical unit number (LUN) to be used when performing
the SCSI Load. The value is a string of hexadecimal characters (0 through 9 and A through F). The string must
have an even number of characters.
If TYPE=CCW is specified (or defaulted), this operand is ignored.
Limits: 16 characters

BOOTPGMSEL=number
(For a list-directed load (TYPE=LIST) only) Specifies the boot program selector to be used for the SCSI Load.
If TYPE=CCW is specified (or defaulted), this operand is ignored.
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OPSYSLOADPARM=value
(For a list-directed load (TYPE=LIST) only) Specifies the operating system-specific load parameters to be used
for the SCSI Load. If the value must contain blanks, enclose the entire value in quotes. The value is uppercased
unless FOLD=NO has been specified.
If TYPE=CCW is specified (or defaulted), this operand is ignored.
Limits: 256 characters

BOOTRECBLKADDR=value
(For a list-directed load (TYPE=LIST) only) Specifies the boot record logical block address to be used for the
SCSI Load. The value is a string of hexadecimal characters (0 through 9 and A through F). The string must have
an even number of characters.
If TYPE=CCW is specified (or defaulted), this operand is ignored.
Limits: 16 characters

OOCOD - Control On/Off Capacity on Demand

The OOCOD command controls On/Off Capacity On Demand (CoD) for a CPC. Only a CPC entity can process this
command.

 Syntax 

textOOCOD { ACTIVATE | UNDO | DEACTIVATE }

      [ ORDERNUM=ordernum ]

 Parameters 

ACTIVATE | UNDO | DEACTIVATE
Type of OOCOD operation you want to perform:
ACTIVATE

Activates On/Off CoD. The ORDERNUM operand is required in this case.
UNDO or DEACTIVATE

Deactivates On/Off CoD. The ORDERNUM operand is not required in this case (the operand is ignored if
specified).

ORDERNUM=ordernum
(Required for OOCOD ACTIVATE)
Limits: Eight characters

OSCMD - Send Operating System Command

The OSCMD command sends an operating system command to the operating system in an LPAR. Only an LPAR entity
can process this command.

NOTE
The target operating system is not guaranteed to receive the command, or that the command can be executed.
Also, no response is returned from the target. (Some operating systems send OSMSG events, but there is no
easy way to correlate the messages in these events to a specific OSCMD request.)

 Syntax 

textOSCMD [ PRIORITY={ NORMAL | HIGH } ]

      [ FOLD={ YES | NO } ]

        COMMAND=command 

 Parameters 
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PRIORITY={ NORMAL | HIGH }
(Optional) Priority for this command. The meaning of this priority is not defined. The priority depends on the target
operating system.

FOLD={ YES | NO }
(Optional) Controls the folding to uppercase of the command string.
Specify FOLD=NO if you do not want the operating system command to be uppercased.
Default: YES, fold the entire command to uppercase.

COMMAND=command
Actual command that you want to pass to the target operating system. The rest of the command text is treated as
part of the command that is passed.

NOTE
The format and meaning of the actual command depends on the operating system executing in the
targeted LPAR.

WARNING
Any apparent OSCMD command operands that are specified after this point are treated as part of the
command. Any OSCMD operands must precede the COMMAND operand.

PSWRESTART - Perform PSW RESTART

The PSWRESTART command requests that an (executing) LPAR perform a PSW RESTART operation. This command
cannot be directed at the current LPAR. Only an LPAR entity can process this command.

 Syntax 

PSWRESTART

START - Start an LPAR

The START command starts an LPAR. This command cannot be directed at the current LPAR. Only an LPAR entity can
process this command.

 Syntax 

START

STOP - Stop an LPAR

The STOP command stops an LPAR. This command cannot be directed at the current LPAR. Only an LPAR entity can
process this command.

 Syntax 

STOP

SYSRESET - Reset an LPAR

The SYSRESET command requests a system reset for an LPAR (image). This command cannot be directed at the current
LPAR. Only an LPAR entity can process this command.

 Syntax 

textSYSRESET { NORMAL | CLEAR }

         [ FORCE={ NO | YES }

         [ IPLTOKEN=ipltoken ]

 Parameters 
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NORMAL | CLEAR
Type of reset you want to perform:
NORMAL

Some elements of the LPAR are not cleared (for example, main storage).
CLEAR

A ‘clear’ operation is performed.
FORCE={ NO | YES }

Default: NO
IPLTOKEN=ipltoken

(Optional) Value of the IPLTOKEN for this LPAR. The current IPLTOKEN value can be retrieved (the value is an
attribute of an LPAR entity).
If the targeted hardware does not support the system reset with an IPLTOKEN, the request fails.
Limits: Hexadecimal string from 2 to 128 characters in length (the actual IPLTOKEN can be up to 64 bytes in
length)

TEMPCAP - Control Temporary Capacity

The TEMPCAP command controls temporary capacity for a CPC. Only a CPC entity can process this command.

NOTE

To use the TEMPCAP command, apply the maintenance (PTF) that is described in RO98747.

 Syntax 

TEMPCAP { ADD | REMOVE }

 { RECORDID=recordid }

 [ MODEL=model ]

 [ AAPSTEP=number ]

 [ IFLSTEP=number ]

 [ ICFSTEP=number ]

 [ IIPSTEP=number ]

 [ SAPSTEP=number ]

 [ PRIORITY=NO | YES ]

 [ TEST=NO | YES ]

 Parameters 

ADD | REMOVE
Specifies whether to add or remove temporary capacity:
ADD

Adds temporary processors or increases temporary model capacity to a CPC.
REMOVE

Removes temporary processors or decreases temporary model capacity from a CPC.
RECORDID=recordid

Specifies the identifier of the capacity record.
Limits: Eight characters

MODEL=model
(Optional) Specifies the software model for the capacity addition or removal. The value must be one of the
software models in the capacity record.
Implicit in this value is the number of general processors added or removed.
If this parameter is not specified, the current software model is not changed.
Limits: Three characters
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AAPSTEP=number
(Optional) Specifies the delta to (increment to or decrement from) the number of application assist processors.
If this parameter is not specified, the number of application assist processors is not changed.
Limits: 0 to 255

IFLSTEP=number
(Optional) Specifies the delta to the number of Integrated Facility for Linux processors.
If this parameter is not specified, the number of Integrated Facility for Linux processors is not changed.
Limits: 0 to 255

ICFSTEP=number
(Optional) Specifies the delta to the number of internal coupling facility processors.
If this parameter is not specified, the number of internal coupling facility processors is not changed.
Limits: 0 to 255

IIPSTEP=number
(Optional) Specifies the delta to the number of integrated information processors.
If this parameter is not specified, the number of integrated information processors is not changed.
Limits: 0 to 255

SAPSTEP=number
(Optional) Specifies the delta to the number of system assist processors.
If this parameter is not specified, the number of system assist processors is not changed.
Limits: 0 to 255

PRIORITY=NO | YES
(Optional) Specifies whether the capacity addition is a priority request. A priority request proceeds even if not
enough processors are available to satisfy the request immediately.
This parameter is ignored for capacity removal operations.
Default: NO

TEST=NO | YES
(Optional) Specifies whether the additional capacity is to be added as test or real.
This parameter is ignored for capacity removal operations.
Default: NO

Example 1

This example applies to only OPS/MVS. Add temporary capacity to the CPC named SAMPLE.CPCNAME, as follows:

• Use the capacity record with identifier 12345
• Change the general processors to a model A99
• Add 3 IFL processors
• Specify that the activation should not take priority
• Specify that the activation is not a test, but a real activation

ADDRESS HWS “SENDCMD ENTITY(CPC(‘SAMPLE.CPCNAME’))

CMDTEXT(‘TEMPCAP ADD RECORDID=12345 MODEL=A99 IFL=3 PRIORITY=NO TEST=NO’)”

Example 2

This example applies to only OPS/MVS. Remove temporary capacity from the CPC named SAMPLE.CPCNAME, as
follows:

• Use the capacity record with identifier 12345
• Change the general processors to a model A99
• Remove 3 IFL processors
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ADDRESS HWS “SENDCMD ENTITY(CPC(‘SAMPLE.CPCNAME’))

CMDTEXT(‘TEMPCAP REMOVE RECORDID=12345 MODEL=A99 IFL=3’)”

OPS/MVS System State Manager Integration
Default STC Name CCS Component Description State Reason
CAHCK STARTING

UP
STOPPING
DOWN

HC is initializing
HC is up and running
HC started the shutdown
process
HC is terminating

CAVARSRV STARTING
UP
STOPPING
DOWN

The Common Variable Service
is initializing
The Common Variable Service
is up and running
The Common Variable Service
has started the shutdown
process
The Common Variable Service
is terminating

CCSCCI STARTING
UP
DOWN

CCI is initializing
CCI is up and running
CCI terminated

CCSENF STARTING
UP
STOPPING
DOWN

ENF is initializing
ENF is up and running
ENF started the shutdown
process
ENF is terminating

CCSRIM INITDONE
INITFAIL

Initialization for CAIRIM has
completed normally
Initialization for CAIRIM has
completed with some error

ENFSNMPM STARTING
UP
STOPPING
DOWN

Initializing
Ready to process events
Terminating
Immediately before return to
MVS but after ENF interface
terminated

product INITDONE
INITFAIL

Initialization for product has
completed normally in CAIRIM
Initialization for product has
completed with some error

CCS Data Mover
CCS Data Mover (Data Mover) is a common component which, in conjunction with the CCS Message Service (Message
Service), coordinates the movement of Broadcom product data, or z/OS data, from z/OS data producers to off z/OS
platform data consumers.

Data Mover lets you move high volumes of data efficiently in high velocity environments.
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The following diagram illustrates how data flows using Data Mover.

Figure 13: CSS Data Mover Flow Diagram

Broadcom z/OS Data Mover Data Flow Diagram

Data Source Connections

Data Source Connections, or data producers, is an interface to Data Mover that coordinates the movement of data
that originates from Broadcom products or z/OS operating system components to the Data Mover Address Space. For
example, the data source connections can consist of the following product and components:

z/OS:
SMF, ENF, WTO, and LOGREC

Sysview:
MVS, CICS, IMS, DB2, and MQ

OPSVMS:
Events and OPSLOG

Netmaster:
IP Metrics

Data Mover Address Space and Message Service Interface

Data Mover Address Space and Message Service Interface is a closed interface. The Message Service communicates
with the Data Mover Address space through UNIX System Services (USS) Message Queues. The communication process
consists of two special-purpose queues. The Message Service uses one of the queues to send requests to Data Mover.
Data Mover uses the other queue to send solicited responses and asynchronous events to the Message Service. The
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Message Service and Data Mover can use either queue, which is dependent on which component (the Message Service
or Data Mover) started first.

(A) ZDMVAUX

ZDMVAUZ is a data-only address space that serves as a buffer for the data that the data producers send.

(B) Data Mover Address Space

The Data Mover Address Space (named ZDVMPROC ) is the mechanism that manages data objects. An API request
presents the data objects from the data producers to the Data Mover address space. This API request then creates a data
only address space that Data Mover uses to assemble the data objects until such time that the Data Mover writes all of
the data objects to an applicable device path.

After the API request creates the data objects, they are staged and queued in a FIFO (first in, first out) Queue. The FIFO
Queue then alerts the Router Thread that work arrived.

The Router Thread controls removing the oldest data object from the FIFO Queue. The Router Thread then queues the
oldest data objects (in first in, first out order) to the respective Writer Thread that has interest in the data object. Instead
of creating duplicate copies of the data objects, which can be large, the Router Thread creates smaller queue elements
that point to a data object. The queue elements are then chained for the respective WRITER Thread in FIFO order.  While
our diagram illustrates one Router Thread, Data Mover supports the capability to create multiple Router Threads that
consume the queued data from the Staging FIFO Data Item Queue. You can exploit this capability for scalability and
throughput purposes.

You can start and stop the Data Mover address space. However, the data only address space that the API request
created can continue to run and assemble data objects while the Data Mover address space stops or is down.

(C) Message Service

The Message Service is a Broadcom Common Service Java-based API. The name of the Message Service address
space is ZMSSTART .  The Message Service is built on top of ActiveMQ Hub technology, which provides an interface
for clients to communicate with the service. The API provides a  messaging infrastructure that Broadcom products can
leverage to publish and consume messages from different platforms.

The Java component consists of the following modules:

Messaging Library:
The library provides messaging functionality by encapsulating Apache ActiveMQ.

Messaging API:
The set of interfaces through which messaging library is used. The Messaging Library should only be used
through the API regardless of whether the calling code has access to the Messaging Library classes or not. The
API specification is left disjoint from the library implementation so there can be additional implementation libraries
created in the future if necessary.

Messaging Server:
The infrastructure that allows loadable adapters to produce and consume messages. The Messaging Server runs
on mainframe systems and uses the Messaging Library through the Messaging API.

Messaging Adapter API:
This is a small API layer that exposes a subset of the Message Service API to adapters.

The Message Service sends data to Data Consumer Connections (Data Analytics and Historical Data) over network
connections.

While our diagram illustrates two Reader Threads, the Message Service supports the capability to create more than two
Reader Threads that consume data from the Writer Threads. You can exploit this capability for scalability and throughput
purposes.
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Data Consumer Connections

Data Consumer Connections, or data consumers, are the engines (or products) that process the Requested Data Items
that Message Service captures from the Reader Threads. The Data Consumers analyze (Data Analytics) and store
(Historical Data) the data and then transmit it back to the Data Mover Address Space.
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Message Reference
Messages are generated to describe normal processing, warning situations, and error conditions that might occur.

You can search for and browse Common Components and Services messages, and download a PDF file by going to
Common Components and Services Messages documentation. You must sign in to download a PDF.
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Troubleshooting
The Troubleshooting section includes topics to help you maintain and troubleshoot all product components. From your
response to these questions and the diagnostic data, try to identify the cause and resolve the problem. You may find the
checklists in this section useful.

IMPORTANT

Broadcom is continually working to improve our software and services to best meet the needs of our customers.
To that end, we have discontinued support for Common Components and Services Release 14.1 to focus our
efforts on the most current release, CCS Version 15.0.

CCS Release 14.1 reached End of Service (EOS) on December 31, 2020. Please plan to upgrade to CCS
Version 15.0 as soon as possible to take full advantage of the latest features and enhancements. For more
information about upgrading to CCS Version 15.0, see Upgrade to Common Components and Services 15.0
Without an IPL.

Before contacting Broadcom Support for help, review the troubleshooting articles to determine whether your issue can
be resolved with the information provided. If you do contact Broadcom Support, save any system dumps that were
generated, the associated job logs, and the job output. Supplying this information to Broadcom Support can help resolve
your issue more quickly.

Collect Diagnostic Data

If you encounter a Broadcom product or operating system/subsystem error you suspect is caused by a Common
Components and Services component, collect the appropriate information from the following list of available diagnostics:

Service Diagnostics

CAIRIM • CAISMFU and CAIRIMU utilities output
• Console messages
• SVC dumps

CAIENF and CAIENF/CICS • Console messages
• CAIENF operator commands output
• The output from the CAIENF SVCDUMP command or the ENF DUMP ' command
• Traces
• SVC DUMP of any problem CICS region

CAICCI • Console messages
• CAICCI operator commands output
• SVC dumps
• Traces

Datacom/AD CA4FIVP

Event Management • syslogd messages
• Trace data in CAIGLBL0000/emsrvc/config/debug.log (if the

CA_CAIDEBUG, CAIOPR_DEBUG , and/or CAISTARDEBUG environment
variables are set and the traceinfo file exists in that same directory)

• Web Server error log
• oplog messages for the day
• CEEDUMP
• java trace if using JAVA GUI
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Agent Technology • Contents of the STDOUT and STDERR for the batch jobs that start Agent Technology
and the individual Agents

• Trace data in the aws_orb.log , aws_sadmin.log and awservices.log
files found in the directory $AGENTWORKS_DIR/services/var/log

• Contents of the ENVFILE used by Agent Technology and the individual agents
(These should be identical; differences can cause problems.)

• Output of the TSO netstat command or the onetstat command showing port
usage

• Output of the batch job AWFTEST

Interpret Diagnostic Data

When you have collected the specified diagnostic data, write down your answers to the following questions:

• What was the sequence of events before the error condition?
• What circumstances existed when the problem occurred and what action did you take?
• Has this situation occurred before? What was different then?
• Did the problem occur after a particular PTF was applied or after a new release of the software was installed?
• Have you recently installed a new release of the operating system?
• Has the hardware configuration (tape drives, disk drives) changed?

From your response to these questions and the diagnostic data, try to identify the cause and resolve the problem.

CAICCI Troubleshooting Checklist
The following items may help you identify the problem:

• Is the CAICCI subsystem operational?
For example, if you are receiving message CAS9626I, check if the CAICCI subsystem is operational.

• Have the CAICCI parameters been updated? Are they being referenced by the CAIENF procedure?

NOTE
For instructions and examples, see Common Communications Interface (CAICCI).

• Obtain the necessary traces to use in debugging.
–CCIPC TRACE

Enable trace box from CAICCI/PC Configurator Properties dialog. You can also enable additional SSL tracing
at the direction of Broadcom Support by checking the DumpSSL box. The trace output goes to the directory
specified on the Trace tab of the Configurator Properties dialog.

CAICCI MVS LOCAL TRACE
The following z/OS commands are issued from the console:
F ENF,CCI(LWTL) * Activate trace

F ENF,CCI(NLWTL) * Deactivate trace

CAICCI MVS REMOTE TRACE
This z/OS command is issued from the console immediately after the error occurs:
F ENF,CCI(PRINTT)

The trace is written to a TRCPRINT DD that is dynamically allocated by CAIENF.

NOTE
If CAIENF is running as a subsystem, it is necessary to specify a TRCPRINT DD statement in the
CAIENF procedure with LRECL=133.

You cannot specify a SYSOUT data set in this case, and if you specify a catalogued data set, it must be
catalogued in the master catalog.
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CAICCI MVS TCP/IP PROTOCOL TRACES
The following z/OS commands should be issued from the z/OS console, substituting the name of the started task
(CCITCP, CCISSL, CCITCPGW or CCISSLGW) for NNNNNN:
F NNNNNN,T,SYSPRINT * Activate the trace

F NNNNNN,NOTRACE * Deactivate the trace

NOTE
Ensure that a SYSPRINT DD is specified in the proc for the started task. Shut down the started task
afterwards to obtain all messages. Request the entire job output.

CAICCI MVS COMPONENT TRACE
The following z/OS command, issued from the z/OS console activates CAICCI Component Tracing:
TRACE CT,,COMP=CACCI,PARM=CTECCI00

CTECCI00 is shipped in CAI.CAW0OPTN and must be moved to an MVS PARMLIB data set. As provided in
the Option Library, the CTECCI00 member starts tracing and forwarding output to an External Writer. A sample
PROC, CCIXWTR, is provided in CAI.CAW0PROC, which invokes the IBM external writer ITTTRCWR. This proc
must be placed into SYS1.PROCLIB and be customized to define the external trace data set(s).
The External Writer copies the Component Trace output into the external trace data sets. The trace records within
the data sets can later be processed and examined using a specialized CAICCI formatter running under IPCS.
An SVC dump of Data Space #CCICT# which belongs to the CAMASTER address space
(DSPNAME=CAMASTER.#CCCICT#) can also obtain the Component Trace records.
Currently CAICCI Component Trace only traces local CCI processing.

Agent Technology Troubleshooting Checklist
The following items may help you identify the problem:

• Are z/OS UNIX Services configured and operational?
You should be able to initiate a USS shell session and issue various UNIX commands to verify that z/OS UNIX Service
is operating correctly. Note the USS configuration parameters that are specified during installation.

• Are proper security definitions in place?
The user that starts the services must belong to the same group as the owning group for the Agent Technology files.
The userid should NOT be UID(0).

• Are all the required processes running?
Full Agent Technology requires awservices, aws_orb and aws_sadmin processes to be running. From a UNIX shell
session or batch job with superuser (su) privileges, issue "ps - ef" (or the z/OS command "D OMVS,A=ALL") and verify
that these processes are running.

• Are your environment variable settings correct?
You must correctly set various environment variables for Agent Technology to operate correctly. Set these environment
variables in the $AGENTWORKS_DIR/agentworks.profile file for the Agent Technology processes. A subset of these
variables must be available to the Agent Technology started task and to any task that starts an individual Agent.
This subset of environment variable settings is located in the file that is referenced by the ENVFILE DD in the Agent
Technology started task JCL. A sample of the ENVFILE is delivered in the Common Services CAW0OPTV library. The
ENVFILE data set must have the same DCB attributes as the CAW0OPTV library.

• If you are unable to see a mainframe Agent at the manager machine, ensure that the mainframe is classified as an
IBM3090 machine. Also, ensure the $AGENTWORKS_DIR/services/config/aws_sadmin.cfg file contains the correct
SNMP_COMMUNITY and SNMP Trap destination information to direct the traps to the manager machine. Also use the
awservices list command to ensure that the Agent is actually running.

• If Agent Technology and the individual Agent are running but are not communicating, check if your system is running
more than one TCP/IP stack. If so, you should add a SYSTCPD DD to your Agent Technology startup proc and to
the startup proc for the Agent. Also, agentworks.profile and ENVFILE should contain the following two environment
variables:
text_BPXK_SETIBMOPT_TRANSPORT=NNNNNN RESOLVER_CONFIG="//'VTAM.TCPIP.TCPIP.DATA'"
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NNNNNN specifies the name of the TCP/IP task to connect to, and 'VTAM.TCPIP.TCPIP.DATA' points to the
SYSTCPD for the TCP/IP task.

CAIENF/CICS Troubleshooting Checklist
The following items can help you identify the problem:

• Is the proper CAIENF/CICS intercept module present in the CAWOLOAD data set?
Check the CAS9Cxx Load Module. The value for xx should match the version of CICS/TS you are running.

CAS9Cxx Value CICS/TS Version

64 3.1

65 3.2

66 4.1

67 4.2

68 5.1

69 5.2

70 5.3

71 5.4

72 5.5

73 5.6

• Is the CAW0LOAD in the z/OS LINKLIST or STEPLIB concatenation?
Add it if it is not.

• Are all the required DCMs present in the CAIENF startup procedure?
If a required DCM is missing, add the DCM configuration statement to the CAIENF ENFPARMS data set. Some
frequently used DCMs are: CAS9DCM2 , KO50DCM2 , and J161DCM2 .

• Is the Broadcom application initialization module available to CAIENF through the STEPLIB or the LINKLIST?
If it is not, make it available. Some frequently used application initialization modules are: TSSTCINT , ACFAEINT , and
CAKSCINT .

• Check how and where the intercept module is being loaded.
– Is it loaded into the CICS private using the CICS STEPLIB or the CENFLIB DD statement?
– Is it loaded dynamically into the MVS CSA using the CICSREL parameter?
– Is it automatically activated using the MODE(CICS,ON) parameter?
– Is it manually activated with CICS(START,jobname,product) ? This method is not supported for ACF2 and Top

Secret.
• Is the module CAILPAM located in the CAI.CAW0LINK data set?

If CAILPAM is not in the system linklist, and the intercept module is being loaded in CICS private, CAILPAM must be
found in the CICS STEPLIB.

• Is the problem happening in all CICS regions?
If yes:
– Are all regions running the same release?
– What release of MVS and JES are running?
– Did it ever work? If it did, what changed?
If no:
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– In what regions does it work?
– Check how the intercept module is being loaded.

• Are you getting any messages (like TSS/CICS Phase 1 Initialization... or ACFAE023 ACF2 CICS Waiting on CAIENF/
CICS Initialization.)?
– DUMPT module=CASESSI csect=CASEWTO . You should see an eyecatcher for DFH1500 , DFH1517 ,

DFHSI1517 , and DFHPA1108 .
– DUMPT module=CASESSI csect=CASECICS . You should see an eyecatcher for DFH1517 and DFHSI1517 .

• What does the CAIENF STATUS display indicate?
Is the CICS job name found in the list? Is the APPLID displayed? Is the auto install feature active?

CAIENF/DB2 Troubleshooting Checklist
The following items may help you identify the problem:

• Is the CAW0LOAD in the MVS LINKLIST or STEPLIB concatenation?
Add it if it is not.

• Is the proper CAIENF/DB2 intercept module present in CAW0LOAD?
The load module is CASR230.

• Is the Broadcom application initialization module (CADB2INT) available to CAIENF through the STEPLIB or LINKLIST?
If it is not, make it available.

• Are the CAS9800I and CAS9801I initialization messages issued?
• Are all required DCMs present (installed) in the CAIENF startup procedure?

If a required DCM is missing, install it into the database. Some frequently used DCMs are: CAS9DCM0 and
DB10DCM1. Note that the DCM supplied by the Broadcom security products is the same one.

• Is the intercept module being loaded?
– • Check for the DB2REL statement in ENFPARMS.

• Check MVS storage. Is it "Go to address EVT+430???."? The ??? means there are three levels of indirect
addressing. It should point to the vector table, and the first CSECT should be at +X'70'.

NOTE
You can get the EVT address by issuing the ENF MAP command.

CAIENF/USS Troubleshooting Checklist
The following items may help you identify the problem:

• Are z/OS UNIX Services initialized properly and running in full function mode?
CAIENF/USS does not install any of its intercepts until the UNIX kernel successfully initializes, so a z/OS USS
configuration problem prevents CAIENF/USS from starting.
Without CAIENF/USS running, verify that you can initiate an interactive UNIX shell session using OMVS or a Telnet
session.

• Are there any unusual startup messages from CAIENF?
CAIENF/USS initializes during CAIENF startup, and many times, unusual conditions are detected and reported at this
point.

• Is the DCM module for CAIENF/USS installed, with the DCMs for any products that require CAIENF/USS?
• In the event of an extreme error, CAIENF/USS generates a system SVC dump. Retain these dumps for Broadcom

Support.
If you suspect a problem with CAIENF/USS and are trying to gather your own dumps, ensure that you include the
OMVS address space with any applications you suspect are having problems.
Also, CAIENF/USS uses a dataspace named "#UVT#", and this dataspace should also be included in any system
dumps you generate. Due to the data volume, you may need to create larger dump data sets.
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Event Management Troubleshooting Checklist

Identify the Problem

The following items may help you identify the problem:

• Are z/OS UNIX Services configured and operational?
You should be able to initiate a USS shell session and issue various UNIX commands to verify that z/OS UNIX
Services are operating correctly. Note the USS configuration parameters specified during installation.

• Are proper security definitions in place?
Event Management components must run with superuser privileges (UID 0). Verify that caiopr and stardaemon start
and run with UID 0. If you activated BPX.DAEMON support, the user ID running Event Management needs to be
permitted to the BPX.DAEMON and BPX.SERVER FACILITY resources.
Depending on the z/OS release you have installed, this ID may also require SURROGAT and BPX.SERVER.userid
permissions for any users that run Event Management commands.

• Is a compatible Java environment installed?
The Event Management Java GUI requires Java at a JDK 1.1.6, 1.1.8, 1.3.1 or 1.4 level (available from IBM). Verify
that simple Java programs (such as the JDK-supplied samples) compile and execute properly.

• Is your web server configured and running properly?
You should be able to request a simple HTML document by connecting a web browser to the mainframe and
requesting one of the Common Components and Services HTML documents. If, for example, your host name is
"mainframes.com" and you have selected port 4080 to run the Services web server, this URL should display the CCS
welcome page:
 http://mainframes.com:4080/tngfw/tngfw.html

 

• Are all of the required processes running?
From a UNIX shell session or batch job with superuser privileges, issue "ps -ef" (or the z/OS command "D
OMVS,A=ALL") and verify that these processes are running:
– Event Management opr component requires caiopr, cailgr and newdaylog processes. Optionally, if store and forward

is required, an oprsafd processing should be running.
– Star component requires stardaemon process
– Calendar component requires calendar process
– Java running class CA.Unicenter.comm.w2RmiServerImp
– logonserver.exe
– w2Tree.exe
– CaemRtS
– EMServer.exe

• Are your environment variable settings correct?
There are a number of environment variables that must be correctly set in order for Event Management to operate
correctly. These environment variables are set in the $CAIGLBL0000/PROFILE file for the Event Management
processes and in the $CAIGLBL0000/browser/httpd.envvars file for the web server and Java GUI processes.
Tracing is usually turned on by setting environment variables before the process is started. The output is normally
directed to STDOUT. The following variables are used to start tracing for caiopr. Additional environment variables for
tracing other specific processing can be set at the direction of Broadcom Support.
 CA_CAIDEBUG=Y

 CAI_NODENAME_DEBUG=Y

 

Some trace messages are written based on the existence of file /cai/nsmem/emsrvc/config/traceinfo. That file contains
control statements that direct the trace to a file, syslogd, or both. Send them to a file because it is easier to send the
file for analysis.
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The trace file that is written to is /cai/nsmem/emsrvc/config/debug.log.
• Are the Datacom/AD libraries in your STEPLIB concatenation?

z/OS UNIX Services processes require the Datacom/AD CUSLIB and CAAXLOAD data sets to be defined in the
STEPLIB environment variable.

• If you are having trouble connecting Event Management to other platforms, you may need to configure CAICCI on z/
OS and on the remote system.

• For more information about defining the z/OS system to the remote distributed machine, see the NetSpy
documentation.

• If you cannot log in to the Java GUI from your web browser, verify that the program logonserver.exe in directory
$CAIGLBL0000/wv/bin is running APF-authorized and program-controlled.
You can verify this with the following USS command:
 extattr $CAIGLBL0000/wv/bin/logonserver.exe

 

– If you are having trouble capturing syslogd messages, verify that the syslogd daemon is running, and that the
syslogd configuration file correctly forwards messages to Event Management. This point can be checked by
ensuring that the /etc/syslog.conf file contains a line for the node's pipe file such as:
 .info.../cai/nsmem/opr/config/USCMCT3Q/pipe/oprpipe0001

 

– If you are having trouble running CATRAPD, make sure that SNMP port 162 is available and can be opened by
CATRAPD. Your TCP/IP configuration file can prevent certain ports (such as 162) from being opened except by the
specified application.
By default, IBM ships TCP/IP pre-configured so that port 162 can be opened only by a program called SNMPQE,
and this must be removed before CATRAPD can operate correctly. Alternately, you can specify a different port by
editing and exporting an environment variable.

Resolve Problems Accessing the Datacom/AD Database

Datacom/AD must be active before you try to connect to it. For the UNIX System Services processes to connect to
Datacom/AD, it uses modules that reside in a PDS or PDSE. To access these modules, environment variable STEPLIB
points to these libraries. For this process to work correctly, the variable must be set to the same STEPLIB that is used for
the Datacom/AD JCL. Additionally, the user ID for the processes must have access to those data sets.

As part of the installation, you could have elected to update /etc/profile or to create a tngprofile file in your installation
directory. Regardless of the method that you used, check the file for the STEPLIB settings and ensure that they are
correct. Also, check the following files:

• /cai/nsmem/browser/httpd.envvars
• /cai/nsmem/PROFILE

NOTE
Both methods are used to set STEPLIB for different processes.

Check Tracing Variables

Tracing is turned on by setting environment variables before the process starts. The output is directed to STDOUT. The
following variables are used to start tracing for caiopr. More environment variables for tracing other specific processing
can be set at the direction of Broadcom Support.

 CA_CAIDEBUG=Y

 CAI_NODENAME_DEBUG=Y
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Some trace messages are written based on the existence of the file /cai/nsmem/emsrvc/config/traceinfo. This file contains
control statements that direct the trace to a file, syslogd, or both. Send them to a file because it is easier to send the file
for analysis.

The trace file that is written to is /cai/nsmem/emsrvc/config/debug.log .

USS Environment Troubleshooting Checklist
Due to the nature of running in the USS environment, the debugging of problems can be quite different than on the
mainframe.

Use this list as a guide:

Check Job Output 

• The EXEC program BPXBATCH uses STDOUT and STDERR for output. These files are kept on the HFS. The script
or program that is executed can be on the PARM statement or in the STDIN DD statement.

• A CAW0JCL member NSMEMCHK has been provided to check some of the main sources of problems. Run the job
and then verify that the output is correct.

• The job checks items such as user ID that is being used to start the job, the amount of free space in /tmp, the results of
certain TCP/IP functions, and so on.

Check Environment Variable Settings 

The primary cause of problems is the setting of environment variables. Determine if the settings are in place and correct:

• To display current environment variable settings, issue the set command.
• If the problem occurs when running a script, add a ‘set -x’ command in the script to display the settings in STDOUT.

For more information about these settings, see Component Reference.

Check Space on the zFS File 

Another common problem is running out of space on the zFS file. Even though the file is physically a linear VSAM data
set, it can run out of space, especially if all log files are retained.

• To determine how much space is left on a zFS, issue the following OMVS command to display the current amount of
space left on all the file systems currently mounted:
df  - k

• To see the amount of space that remains for only the Event Management zFS file, issue the following OMVS
command:
df  - k /cai/nsmem/

Check Log Files 

If Event Management has a problem writing to its log files, it writes a message to syslogd.

• Check your syslogd log file for any messages like this:
EDC5133I No space left on device

• To direct these messages to the system console, add the following entry to your syslogd.conf file:
*.info /dev/console

Check Security Permissions 

Inadequate security permissions can cause problems during installation or during execution of the started tasks. For
the security permissions that are required for the user ID used to install the product and for the user IDs assigned to the
started tasks, see the security product documentation.
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Request Enhancements
Broadcom welcomes your suggestions for product enhancements. All suggestions are considered and acknowledged.
Use one of the following methods to do so:

• Contact your account manager or a Broadcom Support representative.
•

Use the Idea option  from the Actions menu in the Broadcom Mainframe Community (login required).
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Collaborating
Broadcom Mainframe Communities

• Includes information about Chorus, Common Components and Services, and CSM
• Provides tools to let you suggest new features and interact with fellow product users and the developers who build the

product

Mainframe Blogs

• Browse blogs by multiple Broadcom authors including General Manager Gregory Lotko.
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Additional Resources
This product generates messages that describe normal processing, warning situations, and error conditions that can
occur. For best results, use the main search above the TOC, and search using the full message ID.

Product Reference
Common Components and Services Bookshelf (Release 14.1) Broadcom Education and Learning Management System
Common Components and Services Bookshelf (Version 14.0) Broadcom Education Channel on YouTube
Mainframe Product Portfolio Knowledge Base Articles

Maintenance Reference
NOTE
Several of the following websites require you to log in using your Broadcom Support user ID and password.

Broadcom Mainframe Maintenance
Philosophy 

Fix Strategy Installation & Maintenance Bulletins

Maintenance Grid Patches & Solutions Release and Support Lifecycle Dates
Common Components and Services
Compatibility
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005-2022 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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